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PREFACE

■^Thi purpose of this volume is to make available for resident instruction a convenient and 
ready reference of definitions and other per inent information concerning terms and abbrtvia- 
tions frequently encountered in publication1, and activities connected with Ordnance. It should 
also' serve to promote uniformity in the use and understanding of Ordnance terminology. 
Definitions which are not of Ordnance intei.-r.t have generally been omitted.

This volume is a compilation of Ordnance technical terms, definitions, abbreviations, and 
associated information of particular application and significance to Ordnance military, civilian, 
and contractor personnel. It was prepared by the Ordnance Engineering Handbook Office, 
Duke University, as a part of the Ordnance Engineering Design Handbook series and replaces 
the June 1959 Preliminary Edition, Glossary of Ordnance Terms, from which this publication 
developed.

<The publication consists of a single alphabetical listing of approximately 10,500 entries, in
cluding 8.200 defined terms, 1,500 entries for cross-reference, end 800 commonly encountered 
abbreviations. The technical terms are not adequately defined as to Ordnance application in 

, standard dictionaries and other readily available sources.
This publication should not be used for establishing item names. A Department of Defense 

publication aimed at establishing uniform names for end items is Cataloging Handbook H6-1, 
prepared and published periodically by the Armed Forces Supply Support Center, Washington 25, 
D. C Frequent cumulative supplements are issued between publications. That publication pre
scribes Federal names for items and, in numerous cases, prescribes identifying definitions.

The Ordnance terms listed herein hich occur also as item names in Cataloging Handbook 
H6-1 are in all capital letters and cat) oging word order, as in the Federal publication. Defini
tions of such terms, where prescribed by the Federal publication, are also included herein for 
convenience. An asterisk (*) placed within or after a definition indicates that the term and the 
definition, up to the asterisk, are as prescribed by Cataloging Handbook H6-1.

Important abbreviations are included in this publication as regular entries. They are also 
given in parentheses following term entries where appropriate. Additional information concern
ing this subject will be found under the entry abbreviation. Liberal cross-references have been 
included to assist in locating defined terms or additional information. Standard dictionary prac
tice has been followed in this respect, including use of the abbreviation cf for compare.

Many publications were studied or consulted in obtaining material for this publication. Some 
of the principal sources of information were: Cataloging Handbook H6-1; Military Standards; 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Dictionary of United States Military Terms for Joint Usage; Department 
of the Army technical manuals, supply manuals, and supply bulletins; Army Regulations 320-5, 
Dictionary of United States Army Terms, 1961; Ordnance Engineering design handbooks and 
other Ordnance Corps pamphlets; Ordnance Corps manuals; Ordnance Corps orders; Ordnance 
Corps technical instructions; Ordnance proof manuals; United States Air Force Dictionary; De
partment of the Navy Ordnance pamphlets; and U. S. Army Ordnance Guided Missile Glossary.

The material presented herein is applicable without modification to both nuclear and non
nuclear warfare.

IL............ ....................................................................................     . ............. . . ...................... . . ..................-...... ............  HliMaSfcMl......................       —I— ... ...i..... . J
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A (abbr). 1. In meh usage a* M18A3, designates an 
accepted modification of standardized item. See 
also: B; E; M; T; X. 2. ‘Army.’

a (abbr). ‘Acceleration.’
A-4. The German official name for the V-2 missile.
AA (abbr). 1. ‘Anaairciaft? 2. ‘Antiaircraft artillery.’

3. ‘Absolute altitude.' 4. ‘Air to-.nr ’
AAA (abbr). ‘Antiaircraft artillery.’
AAC (abbr). 'Antiaircraft common.’ In ammunition 

nomenclature, indicates a common projectile, intended 
for antiaircraft purposes.

AAE (abbr). ‘American Association of Engineers.’
AAM (abbr). 1. 'Air-to-air missile' 2. ’Antiaircraft 

missile.’
AASM (abbr). ‘Association of American Steel Manu

facturers.'
AB (abbr). ‘Air base.'
Abbe prim erecting system. A prism erecting system 

in which there are four reflections to completely erect 
the image. It is composed of two double rigbt-angle 
prisms which bend the path of light JfiO degrees, dis
placing but not deviating the path of light. Not ex
tensively used because of difficulty of manufacture. 
Cf: Porro prim erecting system.

abbr (abbr). ‘Abbreviation.’
abbreviation (abbr). A short form of a word or phrase. 

Abbreviated ‘abbr’ in this publication.
Use of both lowercase letters and uppercase letter* 

is common practice, the particular choice being de
termined by the following rules:

1. If the abbreviation i* to be used in telegraphic or 
other electronic transmission, it is uppercased 
throughout, since the equipment used in such trans
mission is not adapted to showing the lowercase.

X The letters arc usually uppercased throughout 
if they represent the several initial letters of key 
words in a phrase, as in ‘SAM’ for ‘surface-to-air 
missile,’ but there »>'■ exceptions, as in ‘rpm.’

I. The letters are, >r may be, lowercased if they 
are contractions of tetters in a single word, in which 
case the initial letter may lx* capitalized if it is a 
proper noun, or if it is used at the beginning of a 
sentence or in a title.

4. The letters are, or may be, lowercased if two 
or more abbreviations of common words are joined 
together, as in ‘amtrac’ for ‘amphibious tractor.’

5. The letters may also be mixed between lowercase 
and uppercase, a* in OrdC for Ordnance Corps.

Two other rules should be mentioned:
A A period at the end of an abbreviation, or 

periods between letters, are not commonly shown in 
practice within the services, but for a publication out
side the services they may be used, depending upon 
the standards of the publication involved.

7. An abbreviation shown may, unless otherwise 
indicated, stand for any derived form of the word, as 
with abbr for abbreviation, abbreviate, abbreviated, 

etc. These derived forms are not necessarily shown 
in this publication

ABC (abbr). 1. 'Atomic, b illogical, and chemical? 2. 
‘American-British ( anadian.'

Abel equation of state. An equation expressing in a 
form adaptable to the equation* of interior ballistics 
the relationship among ths pressure, the density, and 
the temperature of the gaseous products of combus
tion of the propellant. It is not an exact equation, 
but is sufficiently accurate for the interior ballistics 
calculations. It i>, expressed as

p(~ nRT

where A. ■=» average gas density 
u * co-volume of the gas 
P ™ space-average pressure 
T ■“ absolute temperature 
n “ number of moles of gas per unit weight 
R — gas constant.

Aberdeen chronograph. See: chronograph.

Aberdeen Proving Ground. (APG) Field installation 
of the Ordnance Corps located near Aberdeen, Mary
land. Conducts engineering (proof) tests of Ord
nance materiel and equipment, conducts ballistic 
research and development, and performs human 
engineering studies. The Ordnance Board and the 
Ordnance Training Command are located at the 
Proving Ground. Official symbol: ORI>BG.

Aberdeen screen. See: chronograph.
aberration. Any defect of a lens or optical *ys.em 

which causes the image to be imperfect See: aatig- 
matiam; chromatic aberration; coma; dletoetiM; 
spherical aberration

ablation. The wearing away of surface material due 
to the action of a fluid moving past it at high speed 
and/or high temperature. Ablation is used as a 
method of removing the aerodynamic heating effects 
on missile nose cones during reentry. In this 
method nose cone material is subjected to thermal 
degradation involving pyrolysis, depolymerisation, 
melting, vaporization, and combustion. Material is 
continuously removed hy the ablation process.

abn (abbr). ‘Airborne?
A-bomb. See: bossb, atomic.
aborted firing. A firing which is cut off either manual

ly or automatically aftef the firing command ha* 
been given, hut before ignition ha* been initiated.

abortion. An unplanned termination of an action, 
operation, or mission, usually because of faulty 
equipment. An example, the destruction of a 
guided missile shortly after takeoff because of it* 
erratic behavior.

absolute altitude. (AA) See: altitude, aboetato.
absolute aagla of attack. See: angle at attack, akeetute.

1



absolute ceiling 2
aboolnta eeiliag. See: ceiling, absolute.
absolute deviatioa. The shortest distance between tbe 

center of the target and the point where a projectile 
hits or bursts.

abootato error. 1. Shortest distance between the center 
of impact or the center of burst of a group of shots 
and the point of impact or burst of a single shot with
in the group. I Error of a sight consisting of its 
error in relation to a master service sight with which 
it is tested, including the known error of the master 
service sight. Relative error, which is a part of 
absolute error, includes only the error of a sight in 
relation to a master service sight.

absolute pressure. Sum of gage preeaare (which •zt) 
and atmospheric pressure.

abeolate shrinkage. See : shrinkage.
absorption. Tbe act or process by which an object or 

substance 'takes up' or 'soaks up* all the colors con
tained in a beam of white light except those colors 
which it reflects or transmits. Because of absorption, 
objects appear to have different colors; white objects 
have ialle absorption; other objects having varying 
pourers of absorption appear to have different colors. 
For example, an object which appears red has ab
sorbed all the colors of the spectrum except the color 
red.

AC (abbr). Chemical agent, 'hydrogen cyanide* (Prus
sic acid, war gas).

acceleration, (a) 1. Mechanical. The action or process 
of velocity increase; tbe rate of velocity increase, 
often measured in g’s. 2. In physics, any change, or 
rate ot change, of velocity, either increase or de
crease.

Acceleration (ser>se 1) of a projectile, missile or 
aircraft may be linear or angular. Linear accelera
tion may be lateral, longitudinal, or normal (i.e., 
vertical); angular acceleration in a projectile, missile 
or aircraft is around one of its axes and may be 
pitch, roll, or yaw acceleration. Any increase in speed 
cr any change in direction involves acceleration. See: 
angular accoleratioa; linear acceleration. Cf: de
celeration.

acceleration feedback. The i>«»- of accelerometers 
strategically located within the body of a missile 
which sense body accelerations during flight. The 
information is fed back into the control system for 
correction of the motion of the missile body

acceleration, lateral. The component of the linear ac
celeration of an aircraft or missile along its 'lateral* 
or ‘Y* axis.

acceleration, longitudinal. The component of linear ac
celeration of an aircraft or missile parallel to its 
‘longitudinal’ or 'X' axis.

acceleration, normal. 1. The component of the linear 
acceleration of an aircraft or missile along its 
'normal' or ‘Z* axis. 2. The usual or typical accelera
tion.

acceleration, pitch. The angular acceleration of an 
aircraft or missile about its ‘lateral’ or *Y* axis.

acceleration, rate of change of. Time rate of change of 
acceleration. A factor important tn the design of some 
items. See: stapp.

acceloration, roll. The angular acceleration of an air
craft or missile about its 'longitudinal* or *X* axis.

' kccidental error
acceleration tolerance. The degree to which personnel 

or equipment withstand acceleration.
acceleration, yaw. The angular acceleration of an air

craft or missile about its ‘normal* or *Z* axis.
accelerometer. An instrument that measures accelera

tion.
This instrument can be variously designed to 

measure different components of acceleration.
ACCBLEBOMETBR, GUIDBD MISSILE. An instru

ment designed to measure one or more acceleration 
components.* Designer* for use with guided missiles.

accelerometer, integral in t. A device whose output 
signals are proportional to the velocity of the vehicle 
or to the distance traveled (depending on the number 
of integrations) instead of acceleration. When in
stalled in a rocket or missile, the integrating ac
celerometer may be preset to switch off rhe fuel flow 
(thrust) when the required speed is reached.

acceptable quality level. (AQL) That degree of devia
tion from perfection which practical considerations 
of cost of manufacturing and cost of inspection and 
testing make it necessary to accept establishes tbe 
acceptable quality level. The AQL is expressed as 
the percentage of defective material which the meth
ods of sampling and inspection risk accepting. Stand
ard tables for sampling based on various AQL's are 
available.

acceptable reliability level. (ARL) The required level 
of reliability for a part, system, device, etc. It may 
be expressed in a variety of terms, e.g., number of 
failures allowable in 1000 hours of operating life.

acceptance criteria. Standards of judging the accepta
bility o* manufactured (Ordnance) items. These 
standards consist of inspection plans and sampling 
plans, to be followed in the inspection process.

acceptance sampling. The sampling plan, based on an 
assumed acceptable quality level (which see) which 
will give the degree of risk of accepting defective 
material or rejecting acceptable material, which the 
inspecting agency judges to be necessary.

accessory. A part, subassembly, or assembly designed 
for use in conjunction with or to supplement another 
assembly, or s unit or set, contributing to the ef
fectiveness thereof without extending or varying the 
basic function o' the assembly or set. An accessory 
may be used ior testing, adjusting, or calibrating 
purposes. Cf: assembly; attachment; subassembly.

access, random. Electronic compulrrt. Access to 
storage under conditions in which the next position 
from which information is to be obtained is in no 
way dependent on the previous one.

access time. Electronic comfattn. 1. The time interval 
between the instant at which information is: (a) 
called for from storage and the instant at which 
delivery is completed, i.e., the read time; or (b) 
ready for storage and the instant at which forage is 
completed, i.e., the write time. 2. The latency plus 
the word-time.

accidental error. Unpredictable -or chance error in the 
performance of any apparatus. Accidental error 
occurs particularly in gunfire or bombing, and is 
caused by mechanical, personal, or atmospheric varia
tions. Accidental errors change from one time to 
the next; systematic errors are those which remain
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accommodation 3

the same since they are due to faulty adjustment of 
an instrument or to some defect in it. See: dispersion 
error.

accommodation. Automatic adjustment of the lenses 
of the human eye for seeing objects at different dis
tances. The process whereby the crystalline lens is 
adjusted to focus sharp successive images of objects 
located at various distances from the eye.

ACCOUNTING MACHINS. A machine designed to 
maintain bookkeeping records, such as fiscal account
ing, budgetary accounting, payroll records, and billing, 
by printing the figures directly upon a prepared form, 
such as a ledger sheet or a bank book page, auto
matically spacing the figures in their proper columns. 
See also: ADDING MACHINE; ADDING AND 
SUBTRACTING MACHINE and CALCULATING 
MACHINS.*

accumulator. 1. A device that stores fluid under pres
sure for momentary use at a time when additional 
energy is required.* In this sense sometimes termed 
‘pressure accumulator.' 3. Electronic com^ntert. A 
device which stores a number and, upon reception of 
a new number, adds it to the previous contents and 
stores the sum. An accumulator may have properties 
such as shifting, sensing signs, clearing, complement
ing, and so forth.

ACCUMULATOR, HYDRAULIC. An accumulator 
that stores liquid under pressure.*

ACCUMULATOR, PNEUMATIC. An accumulator 
that stores air under pressure.*

accuracy. The quality of correctness or freedom front 
error. Distinguished from ‘precision’ as in the ex
amples : (a) '. . . this procedure measures the pre
cision (reproducibility) of the test, not its accuracy 
(closeness to the true value).' (b) A four-place table 
correctly computed is more accurate but less precise 
than a six-place table containing errors. See also: 
accuracy of lira and precision.

accnracy life. The estimated average number of rounds 
that a particular weapon can fire before its tube 
becomes so worn that its accuracy tolerance is ex
ceeded. Cf: barrel life.

accnracy of Are. The measurement of the precision of 
fire expressed as the distance of the center of impan 
from the center of the target.

■eft (abbr). ‘Aircraft.’
achromatic. Oftice. Without color. See also: achro

matic Iona.
achromatic leas. A lens consisting of two or more 

elements, usually made of crown and flint glass, which 
has been corrected for chromatic aberration with 
respect to two selected colors or wave lengths of 
light See: compound lens.

acidproof coating. Material in liquid form suitable for 
application (by spraying) to the wall of projectile 
or bomb cavities to protect the metal from attack 
by explosives or other shell fillers. Generally con
sists of acid resistant materials, such as high-melt
ing-point asphalt, in solution in volatile, nontoxic 
solvent. Abo called ’acidproof paint.' See: 
ASPHALTUM COMPOUND, EXPLOSIVE CASE 
LINING.

add wash. A wash applied to steel parts (Ordnance) 
after machining and treatment for removal of grease.

activity
The acid wash, using a solution of phosphoric acid, 
removes and neutralizes the alkaline solutions used 
for grease removal. It also leaves a metallic phos
phate coating, which accepts paint well, and of itself 
provides a degree of protection against rust.

ack-ack. |Orig. among British signalmen, a word used 
for the letters ‘AA.’I Antiaircraft; antiaircraft ar
tillery; antiaircraft fire.

Ackerman steering. The steel ing-system design that 
. permits the front wheels to round a turn withcut 

side-slip by turning the inner wheel in more than the 
outer wheel.

acoustic seine. See: seine, acoustic.
acoustics. The science of sound, including its produc

tion, transmission, and effects.
ACOUSTIC SYSTEM, UNDERWATER MINE. A 

group of electrical items specifically designed to give 
audible and graphic signals of underwater sound. 
It is used ss s signaling system to detect a ship 
approaching a harbor.*

acoustic velocity. The velocity of sound waves, or 
similsr wsves, in s given medium.

In dry air at 0° C, the velocity of sound is 
about 1J087 feet a second; in water at 8* C, about 
4,708 feet; in steel, about 16,400 feet.

acoustic wind. A fictitious wind constant in velocity 
and direction which is assumed to have the same 
effect on a sound wave as the winds actually en
countered.

acquisition. See: target acquisition.
acquisition aad tracking radar. A radar set which 

locks onto a strong signal and tracks the object 
emitting the signal.

An acquisition and tracking radar may be airborne 
or on the ground.

acquisition radsr, guided missile. Sec: ANTENNA
RECEIVER-TRANSMITTER GROUP, ACQUISI
TION.

ACS (abbr). ’American Chemical Society.’
activated mine. See: mine, activated.
ACTIVATOR, ANTITANK MINE. A nonmetallic 

item designed to adapt a firing device to an antitank 
mine. It may be empty, inert filled, or explosive 
filled.*

active air defense. See: air defease.
active homing. Homing in which the homing device 

reveals its presence. See: homing.
active material Fissionable material, such as plutoni

um. uranium enriched in the isotoj* 213 or 235. and 
any other material capable of releasing substantial 
quantities of atomic energy. In the military field of 
atomic energy, the term refers to the nuclear com
ponents of nuclear weapons exclusive of the natural 
uranium parts; or, in the field of nuclear power, it 
refers to the nuclear fuel in atomic reactors.

activity. Army. A function nr a group of related 
functions or the facility at which the function or 
functions are carried on. An activity may be located 
at an installation, a subinstallation, or a separate 
location which has not been designated as an instal
lation or subinstallation. The two main categories 
of activities are:

major activity. One of considerable sue or im-

....................   ■ 1»- n >■ ■mm
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actual exhaust Telocity 4
portance, such .»s a general hospital or depot, and 
which is located at an installation with other activi
ties.

winur nc/iviljr. One which by comparison with a 
major activity is minor in scope, such as a quarter
master sales commissary or ordnance chop, and 
which may he located on or off an installation.

Activities may be classified as follows:
rltu I actnnty. One which is under the com

mand of the Commanding General of a Zone of 
Interior army, or under the direct command of the 
Commanding General of the United States Continen
tal Army Command.

riots II activity. One which is under the com
ma.. d of the head of a Headquarters. Department of 
the Army agency, or under the command of the 
Commanding General, United States Army Air De
fense Command. See also: comasand tantallatioa; 
indMtrial iaetaltatioa; installation; robtaatallation.

actual exhaust velocity. The real velocity of the 
exhaust gas leaving a nossle as determined by mak
ing an accurate measurement at a specified point in 
the nouzle exit plane; the velocity that is obtained 
when the kinetic energy of the gas flow produces 
actual thrust. See: exhaust velocity. Cf: effective 
exhaust velocity; Heel exhaust velocity.

actuate! mine. See: mine, actuated.
actuator. 1. Part of the receiver mechanism in certain 

types of automatic weapons; trigger actuator. The 
actuator slides forward and bach in preparing each 
round to be fired. X A self-contained power trans
mitting device designed to convert electrical, chemi
cal, or fluid dynamic energy into a controlled me
chanical force.

ACTUATOR, ELECTRO-MECHANICAL, LINEAR. 
A self-contained power transmitting device designed 
to ctovert electrical energy into controlled mechanical 
force, in the form of linear (straight line) mechanical 
movement. Comprised of an electric motor(s), gear 
box(es), screwjack(s), limit switch(es) and such ac
cessories as required for the specific moving and 
positioning of other components. Excludes hydraulic 
and pneumatic cylinders and screwjacks.*

ACTUATOR, ELECTRO-MECHANICAL, ROTARY. 
A self-contained power transmitting device designed 
to convert electrical energy into controlled mechanical 
force, in the form of torque (rotational mechanical 
movement). Comprised of an electric motor(s), gear 
box(es), limit switch(es), and such a*cessor>es as 
required for the specific moving and positioning of 
other components. Excludes hydraulic and pneumatic 
cylinders and screwjacks.* .

ACTUATOR, EXPLOSIVE, LINEAR. A self-con
tained power transmitting device designed to convert 
chemical energy into controlled mechanical force in 
the form of linear mechanical movement It is 
comprised essentially of a piston, powder charge, 
electrical bridge wire and contacts inclosed in a 
housing.*

A damage. See: damage categories.
adsmaita. (DM) See: CHEMICAL AGENT, DI- 

PHENYLAMINECHLOROARSIME (DM).
adaptability teat Test conducted to ascertain the 

adaptability of a standardised item of equipment to

adapter, cluster, bomb 

a particular unit or organization. An adaptability 
test differs from a user test in that the latter is 
conducted prior to standardization and tests the 
suitability ef the equipment for service.

adaptation kit. See : adaption kit.
adapted for VT fuse. Indicates that the munition has 

a cavity for the tuze, usually with a liner, with 
dimensions such that it will receive a FUZE, PROX
IMITY.

adapter. 1. Mechanical. Any i.vodifying part, piece, or 
device, designed to facilitate connection, provide 
accommodation, enable application, and to broaden 
or permit the use of a given item with an unlike item 
of mechanical equipment when the two items are not 
designed for direct mating to each other.
2. Electrical. An item which provides the necessary 
accommodations to electrically connect two or more 
items whose design or function will not normally 
permit their connection. It may also provide me- 
.nanical connection.*

AI'APTER, ADJUSTABLE, TRAILER TO GUIDED 
MISSILE COMPONENT. An adjustable item 
specifically designed to establish the necessary ac
commodations, and secure a guided missile, or guided 
missile rocket motor to a flat bed trailer. May in
clude necessary adjusting tool(>).*

adapter, ammunition chats box. For aircraft guns, a 
unit rigidly attached to the ammunition box serving 
as a connector between the flexible or fixed feed chute 
and the box.

adapter, ammunition chute gun. For aircraft guns, a 
unit rigidly attached to the gun, serving as a con
nector between the flexible feed and the gun.

ADAPTER-BOOSTER AND ADAPTER-BOOSTER 
NOLDES ASSEMBLY. A device consisting of an 
ADAPTER-BOOSTER, BOMB, and a circular 
threaded metal housing. It is designed to hold and 
position an ADAPTER-BOOSTER, BOMB in a 
bomb body.*

ADAPTER-BOOSTER, BOMB. An item consisting 
of an adapter and an auxiliary explosive charge used 
in an explosive train to detonate a bomb The 
adapter may be a nonmetal lie item designed to 
house and position the auxiliary explosive charge 
within a bomb fuze well and has provisions for 
attachment of a CORD, DETONATING The 
adapter may be an adapter threaded on the outside 
for the assembly of the auxiliary explosive charge 
and for assembly in the bomb body and/or 
HOLDER, ADAPTER-BOOSTER, BOMB and 
threaded on the inside for receiving an ADAPTER, 
FUZE and/or a fuze.*

adapter, cluator, aimable. An ADAPTER, CLUSTER, 
BOMB used to hold the bombs together in an outer 
case so as to enable aiming and dropping the bombs 
by ordinary bombing methods. Its ballistic character
istics are such as to permit application of normal 
aiming and dropping techniques and to confine the 
dispersion of contained bombs to a smaller target 
area than is experienced in the case of nonaimable 
adapter*. See also: etaater, aimable.

ADAPTER, CLUSTER, BOMB. A mechanical device 
by means of which several bomb* are suspended in 
the bomb station for one bomb.*



adapter, duster, racket 5
adapter, clueter, rocket. See: LAUNCHER, ROCKET,

AIRCRAFT.
ADAPTER, COAXIAL TO WAVEGUIDE. An item 

constructed to establish the necessary accommoda
tion* to connect a coaxial line to a waveguide.*

ADAPTER, DOPPLER DATA. Ait adapter that proc
esses signals derived from a radar set into com
ponent drift angle and 'urface speed Doppler output 
voltages for application to equipment such as a 
bombing navigational system, missile guidance sys
tems. and the like. See also: CONVERTER, 
DRIFT ANGLE-GROUND SPEED.*

ADAPTER, FIRING MECHANISM. An adapter de
signed to facilitate the mounting of a firing mecha
nism in an underwater mine.*

ADAPTER, FUZE. An adapter designed to connect 
a fuse to a bomb. It may or may not provide connec
tion for a parachute unit*

ADAPTER, FUZE SETTER. An hem designed to 
provide facilities to accommodate a FUZE SETTER 
in the time setting of various types of fuses.*

ADAPTER, GRENADE PROJECTION. An adapter 
designed for attachment to a hand grenade to facili
tate firing from a rille and to stabilise, the grenade 
in flight* *

ADAPTER, GUN MOUNTING, AIRCRAFT. An 
adapter cd various designs with provisions to facili
tate connection of a gun or guns to a mounting in an 
aircraft to obtain a desired result It may incorporate 
gun-firing, recoil-shock absorbing, or vibration 
•fampeoer mechanisms.*

ADAPTER, HOISTING, AIRCRAFT GUN. Aa item 
usually rigid ia construction designed to be attached 
to a gun, cannon or the like to adapt it to an eye, 
ring or loop for hoisting.*

ADAPTER, HOISTING, BOMB. An item usually 
rigid in construction designed to be attached to a 
bomb to adapt it to an eye, ring or loop for hoisting.*

ADAPTER, HOISTING, GUIDED MISSILE 
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT. An adapter 
usually rigid in construction designed to be attached 
to guided missile ground support equipment to adapt 
it to an eye, ring, or loop for hoisting.*

ADAPTER, HOISTING, RADAR FUZE. An adapter 
usually rigid in construction designed to be atu ' : 
to a FUZE, RADAR to adapt it to an eye, ring, 
and/or other like attachments for hoisting •

ADAPTER, HOISTING, WARHEAD. An adapter 
used to facilitate hoisting of a warhead*

ADAPTER KIT, BOMB DISPENSER. An item con
sisting of two or more unlike items, such as suspen
sion lugs, sway brace pods and mounting hardware. 
It may include pullout cables. It is used to adapt a 
DISPENSER, BOMB to different models of fighter 
aircraft*

ADAPTER KIT, ROCKET, EJECTION LAUNCH
ING. A collection of items used to adapt a basic 
rocket configuration for rocket ejection type launch- 
inf,*

ADAPTER KIT, ROCKET, RAIL LAUNCHING. A 
collection of items used to adapt a basic rocket 
configuration for rocket rail launching.*

adding and subtracting machtee
adapter, launcher. A device that fits rigidly to a 

rocket launcher to adapt it to the firing of rockets 
of a different caliber than that for which the launcher 
was originally designed.

ADAPTER, MECHANICAL PULLER. An item hav
ing a threaded hole to engage the forcing screw 
and an external or internal thread to engage the 
thread of the object to be pulled. Used with me
chanical pullers not designed for direct mating to 
object* to be pulled.*

adapter, mot t. Device to make a gm fit properly 
into a mount.

ADAPTER, PRIMING. An adapter designed to secure 
an electric or nonelectric blasting cap, a detonating 
cord, or a time blasting fuse in the activator well of 
a demolition charge*

ADiFCB, THEODOLITE MOUNTING, ANTEN
NA DRIVE. An adapter o( various designs with 
provisions to facilitate connection of a theodolite to 
an antenna drive unit*

ADAPTER, VEHICLE STORAGE VENTILATOR. 
An adapter constructed of sheet metal and designed 
to fit a ventilator of one site or shape to an aperture 
of another size or shape in a combat or special 
purpose vehicle which requires ventilation while in 
storage.*

ADAPTER, WAVEGUIDE. An item constructed to 
establish the necessary accommodations to connect 
two or more terminated waveguide*, whose physical 
design does not normally warrant their connection. 
See also: ADAPTER, COAXIAL TO WAVE
GUIDE*

adaption kit. Nuclear. Those items which must be 
associated with a warhead to produce a warhead 
installation, thereby permitting the mating of the 
warhead and its carrier. The adaption kit normally 
consists of the arming and fuzing systems, and the 
hardware, adapters, etc., required by the particular 
installation. The power supply is frequently a part 
of the adaption kit but may be a part of the warhead 
proper or the missile system. Adaption kit com
ponents (armament provisions in Navy missiles) 
are normally grouped into: a complement: radars 
(if required); and power supply (if required). See 
also : warhead; warbead installation.

ADC (abbr). ‘Air Defense Command.*
Adcock aateuaa. A vertical antenna, transmitting only 

vertically polarized waves with low-angle radiation.
Five Adcock antennas are utilized in an Adcock 

radio-range station, four for transmission of radio
range signals, and one for voice transmission or for 
signal transmission to a radio compass.

add. A fire correction term used by observers in ad
justing fires to indicate that an increase in rance 
(so many yards) will follow and is desired.

adder. Electronic A dwicr wMeh cob
form the ram cf two or more mwnben, or froiotittai. 
impressed wpoo it

adder,algebraic. Elsefronfo computers. See: algbbeate 
afta. '

ADDING AND 8UBTRACTINQ MACHINE. A 
machine designed to add a number of figures and 
subtract any figure set emetics Uy. It will not divide
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adding machine 6
automatically. It may print the numbers on a tape, 
or indicate the figures in a single row of openings 
(dial) or multiple row of openings (dials) al top or 
bottom of the machine. See also: ACCOUNTING 
MACHINE; ADDING MACHINE and CALCU
LATING MACHINE.*

ADDING MACHINE. A machine designed to add a 
number of figures. It will not subtract, multiply, or 
divide automatically. It prints the numbers on a 
tape See also: ACCOUNTING MACHINE; ADD
ING AND SUBTRACTING MACHINE and CAL- 
C» LATIN G MACHINE.*

additra, propellant. Any material added to the basic 
formulation of a propellant composition, to accom
plish some special purpose. Additives are used to 
improve stability, to reduce flash or smoke, io reduce 
eiosion or coppering, and the like. In general, addi
tives are present in s..iall proportions, and do not 
affect the heat of explosion to an appreciable degree.

addreea. Electronic com^itert. Information (usually 
a number) which designates a particular location in 
a memory or storage device.

ADE (abbr). ‘Auxiliary detonating fuze.*
ADHESIVE. A substance compounded for binding 

materials together by surface attachment. It ii not 
used primarily to fill voids or pores for sealing 
purposes.*

adiabatic. Occurring without gain or loss of beat; a 
change of the properties, such as volume and pressure 
of the contents of an enclosure, without exchange of 
heat between the enclosure and its surroundings. 
.1rh'. adiab. i ally.

adiabatic flame temperature. As applied to interior 
ballistics calculation, the temperature which the 
gaseous products of combustion of the propellant 
would attain if maintained at constant volume and 
without loss of energy to the surrounding medium.

adjacent-channel interference (receivers). Interference 
(which see) in which the extraneous power originates 
from a signal of assigned (authorized) type in an 
adjacent channel.

adjust To correct the elevation and deflection of a 
weapon to place the center of impact on the target. 
See also: adjustment

adjusted elevation. Elevation based on firing and 
computed to place the center of impact on the target.

adjusted range. 1. Range corresponding to adjusted 
elevation. 2. Range setting, based on firing, computed 
to place the center of impact on the target

ADJUSTER, SLACK, BRAKE. A device used in an 
air or vacuum brake system of a vehicle, incorporat
ing means for manual adjustments to eliminate the 
looseness in the linkage when brake lining-wear 
occurs.*

adjusting point A distinctive terrain feature or some 
portion of the target at or near the center of the area 
upon which the observer wishes to place fire.

adjusting ring. Part of a fuze setter which engages 
and adjusts the setting element on the fuze of ex
plosive projectiles. The whole projectile is turned 
by the setting ring.

ADJUSTING TOOL, BRAKE SHOE. A bar of steel 
having flat, angled, hlade ends designed to insert

aerial delivery csmtainen
through the slot hi a brake back plate to turn the 
brake shoe adjusting nut by a prying action.*

ADJUSTING TOOL, VALVE TAPPET. A hand 
device for adjusting overhead valve tappets of in 
ternal combustion engines. It consists of a handle, 
and at one end a wrench opening or a drive for a 
replaceable wrench socket, and a knob operated 
screwdriver tip. The wrench opening (or socket) 
engages the tappet adjusting screw lock nut and the 
screwdriver engages the screw.*

adjustment 1. Placing parts, subassemblies or electri
cal circuits in proper working relation to each other.
2. Adjustment of Are (which see)

adjutmert chart. Record of data in correcting or 
regulating gunfire; chart used in adjustment of 
gunfire.

adjustment correction. See: arbitrary correction; see 
also: spot.

adjustment of fire. The process of determining and 
applying corrections to firing data to bring the 
center of impact or of burst, or the cone of fire of 
automatic weapons, to the adjusting point and to keep 
it there.

ADM (abbr). ‘Air defense missile.’
admintet; stive lead time. The time interval in days 

from the initiation of a purchase request to the date 
of contract

adobe shooting. See: mud capping.
adopted category. See: type cteesification.
ADT (abbr). ‘Atomic damage template.'
Advanced Reeearch Projects Agency. (ARPA) An 

agency acting under the Secretary of Defense in 
coordinating and directing such research projects as 
may be specially assigned.

advancement of forcing cone. 1. U earing away of the 
metal of a gun tube at the forcing cone (which see) 
due to erosion by the hot gases which escape around 
the projectile. This results in the forcing cone ad
vancing down the barrel. 2. The distance by which 
the forcing cone is advanced.

advancing fire. See: aaaault fire.
ADW (abbr). ‘Air Defense Warning.’
AEC (abbr). ‘Atomic Energy Commission.*
AEDC (abbr). ‘Arnold Engineering Development 

Center.’
aerial (aerl) 1. Of or pertaining to operations in 

the air or to aircraft. 2. Of weapons or missiles: 
Used in aircraft; launched, dropped or shot from 
aircraft. 3. An ANTENNA.

aerial bomb. See: bomb, aerial
aerial buret See: air burst
aerial cannon. See: aircraft cannon.
aerial dart. A metal dart designed to be dropped from 

an aircraft. Also called flechette.
aerial delivery cargo bag. See: BAG, CARGO,

AERIAL DELIVERY.
aerial delivery cargo box. See: BOX, CARGO,

AIRIAL DELIVERY.
aortal delivery containers. Special containers, slings 

and packages for the delivery of supplies and equip
ment from aircraft in flight. See: BAG, CARGO,
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aerial flare
AERIAL DELIVERY; T jX, CARGO, AERIAL 
DELIVERY; SLIKG, CARGO, AERIAL DE
LIVERY.

aerial tar*. See: FLARE, PARACHUTE, HAND 
FIRED.

aerial mina. See: mine, aerial.
aerial obeerratloa. Observation of fire from aircraft, 
aerial sound ranging. The process of locating aircraft 

by means of the Mandi emitted.
aerial torpedo. See: torpedo, aerial.
aeroballiatica. The ballistic! of projectiles fired, 

dropped, or la'inebed from air vehic
Aerobee. Name given Io a series cf high altitude 

atmospheric research rockets. (Historical)

aarodynamie. Pertaining to aerodynamics (which see). 
Hence, aerodynamical, aerodynamically.

Depending upon the noon modified, this adjective 
has many denotations, e.g.: 1. When applied to ob
jects or surfaces that move through the air it 
means: Designed or built to reect to the surrounding 
air as intended, .'S in aerodynamic air/oif, brake, 
hull, or proprilrr. 1. When applied to effects, quali
ties, or characteris’ics, it means: That result from 
the reaction of the moving object to the forces in the 
surrounding air, as in aerodynomic drop, tficirncy, 
or yerjormaacr X When applied to ideas it means: 
Conceived in terms of the interplay of forces arising 
from an object moving through the air, as in 
oerodyiiamic design, problem, or study.

aerodynamic balanced sarfaco. See: balanced surface, 
aerodynamic.

aerodynamic center. A point on a crocs section of a 
wing or rotor blade, through which the forces of drag 
and lift are acting, and about which the pitching 
mom. rt coefficient is practically constant.

aerodynamic chord, mean. Sec: sherd, mean aerody
namic.

aerodynamic control A control surface. So called 
because of the local aerodynamic forces created by 
its use.

aerodynamic force. A force acting on a body in motion 
through r.ir or other gas, or in relative motion with 
respect to air or other gas, and arising from this 
motion.

aerodynamic heating The heating of an aircraft or 
missile due to the friction of air, significant chiefly at 
high speeds.

aerodynamic lift. See: lift (sense 1).
aerodynamic missile. A missile provided with surfaces 

which produce lift during flight
aerodynamic moment A missile or projectile moving 

through the atmosphere is subject to aerodynatiic 
forces. Any one of these forces which does not net 
through the center of gravity produces an aerody
namic moment or torque about the center of gravity. 
See: aerodynamic farce.

aerodynamics. That field of dynamics concerned with 
the motion of air and other gaseous fluids, or of 
the forces acting on bodies in motion relative to 
such fluids.

afterbody and tail, torpedo
aerodynamic trajectory. A trajectory or part of a 

trajectory'in which the missile or vehicle encounters 
suffie'ent air resistance to stabilize its flight or to 
modify its' course significantly. Cf: ballistic tra
jectory. 1

aerodyne. Any aircraft that derives its lift in flight 
chiefly iron aerodynamic forces, as the conventions! 
airplane, glider, or helicopter. Cf: aerostat.

AEROGRAPH. A self-contained item which is carried 
aloft and while aloft senses, measures, and records 
all information for complete evaluation of one or 
more meteorological parameters.*

aeroamteorograph. Instrument that records the pres
sure and temperature of the air, the amount of 
moisture in the air, and the rate of motion of the 
wind. An aerometeorograph designed to transmit its 
record by radio from a balloon is called a radio 
meteorograph.

aaropulae. A pulsejet; a device producing thrust 
intermittently, from intake of air, as distinct from 
hydropulse. See: ENGINE, PULSE-JET.

aeroooL A mixture of fine liquid or rolid particles 
and the gas or air in which the particles are 
suspended, as smoke, fog, or dust.

aerospace terms. See: orbits of planets.
ssrootaL Any aircraft that derives its buoyancy or 

lift from a lighter-than-air gas contained within its 
envelope or one of its compartments. Airship and 
balloons are examples of aerostats. Cf: aerodyne.

aeroetstica. The science that treats of the equilibrium 
of gaseous fluids and of bodies immersed in them.

AES (abbr). 'American Electrochemical Society.'
AEW (abbr). 'Airborne early warning.*
AF (abbr). 1. 'Air Force* with specific reference to the 

United States Air Force. X 'Audio frequency.’
AFA (abbr). 'American Foundrymen's Association.’ 
A-FA-H (abbr). ‘Aniline-furfuryl alcohol-hydraxine.* 
AFB (abbr). 'Air Force base.*
AFC (abbr). ‘Automatic frequency control.*
AFFTC (abbr). 'Air Force Flight Test Center.*
AFM (abbr). ‘Air Force Manual.*
AFMTC (abbr). ‘Air Force Missile Test Center.*
AROSE (abbr). ‘Air Force Office of Scientific Re

search.*
A-frame. An A-shaped or V-shaped support for lifting 

engines or other equipment
A-FRAME, VEHICLE MOUNTING. An A-shaped 

item designed to be mounted on a vehicle to act as 
a support and/or extension for lifting objects with 
a hoist or winch*

AFSSC (abbr). ‘Armed Forces Supply Support Center.’
AF8WP (abbr). ‘Armed Forces Special Weapons 

Project.’ (Hirt urical)
aft. At, near, or toward the rear of an aircraft, 

vehicle or vessel.
AFTERBODY AND TAIL, TORPEDO. A conical 

shaped item which includes the propulsion unit, start
ing mechanism, and control mechanism of a torpedo.*
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afterburner 8
iftttbUMt. Ao auxiliary combustion chamber within, 

or attached to, tbe tailpipe of certain jet engine*, in 
which Sot unused oxygen of exhaust gases from fuel 
already burned is used to burn a second fuel and thus 
augment the temperature and density of the exhaust 
gases as they leave the tailpipe, with consequent 
increase in thrust.

afterburning Normal combustion th»t takes place in 
an afterburner. Cf: afterflaming.

after burnt As applied to interior ballistics, descrip
tive of the condition following the complete trans
formation of the solid propellant to grseoua form. As 
burning of the propellant usually is completed well 
before emergence of the projectile from the muzzle, 
the after burnt phase consists of the transformation 
of energy from the hot propellant gases at high 
pressure to the projectile, without tbe further addi
tion of energy to tbe gases. See: all burnt

afterflaming. With liquid propellant or solid propel
lant rocket thrust chambers, a characteristic low- 
grade combustion that takes place in the thrust 
chamber assembly and around its nozzle exit after 
the main propellant flow has been stopped. Cf: 
afterburning-

after jet elect Pertaining to functioning of shaped 
charge ammunition. Postulated issuing of the jet 
from the slug long after collapse of the liner is com
plete. Also called extrusion effect, toothpaste tube 
effect

after splintering. As applied to interior ballistics, tbe 
time following tbe combustion of multiperforated 
grains to the point where the web-thickness has been 
burned throogL At this point stivers of an ap
proximately triangular shape are formed, which then 
burn. Because of the change in geometry, the change 
in the burning surface area at this point passes from 
increasing (progressive burning) to decreasing (de
gressive burning), making necessary corresponding 
change in the interior ballistics calculation method.

ARV (abbr). ‘Xrmored /ighting vehicle.' Briti/h.
A/G (abbr). ‘Air-to-ground.’
AGC (abbr). ‘Automatic gain control.* See: gain 

control, automatic.
age harden. A term having various applications. In 

metallurgy, it is applied to the gradual hardening of 
an alloy when maintained at a suitable temperature, 
which may vary from ordinary ambient temperature 
to a considerably elevated temperature. Its distin
guishing fe'^'.re is that the hardening occurs during 
the time at temperature, not as a result of sudden 
cooling, as is the case in quench hardening.

Tbe term is also used to indicate many different 
types of gradual hardenings, as, for instance, a 
lacquer or varnish may be said to age harden when 
it changes with time from a pliable coating to one 
which cracks when the base metal to which it is ap
plied is deformed.

ageaic lias. l ine passing through pointe having no 
magnetic declination.

ahead. The sensing of a tracer or burst which passes 
in front of a moving target, with reference to its 
course line.

AIA (abbr). ‘Aircraft Industries Association.'

aiming paint
A1CE (abbr). ‘American Institute of Chemical Engi- 

iK-ers.” • .
aided matching. Mechanical system for transferring 

firing or other data, from a data transmission line to 
a gun data cumpdter or other device. In aided 
matching, the power to position the receiving device 
to match tbe transmitted data is supplied wholly, or 
in part, by motor drives whose speed may be adjusted 
by means of matching handwheels.

aided tracktag. A system, or the act on, of tracking a 
moving object in bearing, elevation, or range (or any 
combination of these) by means of a semiautomatic 
radar tracking mechanism.

The tracking mechanism requires some manual 
control.

aided tracktag saachaataaa. A device consisting of a 
motor and variable speed drive which provides a 
means of setting a desired tracking rate into a di
rector, or other fire control instrument, so that the 
process of tracking is carried out automatically at 
tbe set rate until it is changed manually.

aided tracktag ratio. The ratio between the constant 
velocity of tbe aided tracking mechanism atd the 
velocity of the moving target

AIKK (abbr). 'American Institute of Electrical Engi
neers.’

AILKRON. A hinged or pivoted item forming a 
horizontal control surface, usually a portion of the 
trailing edge of a wing. Its primary function is to 
control the roll movement of an airplane or glider 
about its longitudinal axis.*

aileron angle. The acute angle between tbe chord of 
an aileron moved from its neutral position and its 
chord in neutral position.

The angle is positive when the trailing edge of 
the aileron is down, negative when up.

aim. 1. The pointing of a weapon at, or so as to bear 
upon, the object intended to be struck X. To point 
or direct a gun or other weapon so that its missile 
is expected to strike a target; to drop a bomb or mine 
at a target or place. Often construed with ai.

aimable cluster. See: Chester, aimable.
AIMING CIRCLE. An instrument for measuring 

angles in azimuth and elevation in connection with 
artillery tiring and general topographic work; It is 
equipped with fine and coarse azimuth micrometers 
and a magnetic needle. The reticles and scales may 
be illuminated for night operation. Excludes 
AZIMUTH CIRCLE and BEARING CIRCLE.*

aiming group. Pattern made on a surface by a scries 
of pencil marks that test tbe ability of a soldier to 
sight a gun properly; shot group. The soldier di
rects a small disk target to be moved until it is 
aligned with the sights of a gun in a fixed position. 
The position of the disk is marked by a pencil dot 
made through the bole in the disk Three such dots 
make up an aiming group.

aimtag light See: LIGHT, AIMING POfft.
aiming point 1. An object or point no which the 

sight of a weapon is laid for direction, or on 
which an observer orients his observing instrument 
X The point used by an aerial bombardier or pilot 
to determine the point of release of bombs, rockets, 
mines, torpedoes, etc.



aiming port 9
aiming port. See: POST, AIMIMG.
aiming port light Sre: LIGHT, AIM IMG POST.
aiming port sleeve. Striped, tubelike bag that fits over 

a lifting bar so that the bar has the appearance of, 
and may be used as, an aiming post.

aiming eUhooettn. Form of field target, usually the 
outline of a man, lying, itneeling, or standing. An 
aiming silhouette is usually used for small-arms 
practice.

aiming stake. See: POST, AIMIMG.
AIMMK (abbr). ‘American Institute of Mining and 

Metallurgical Engineers.*
AIR (abbr). ‘Air arming impact rocket.’
air. In artillery, the earning by an observer to indicate 

a burst above the level of the base of the target; 
airburst.

air barrage. 1. A barrage of exploding bombs dropped 
from aircraft. X An antiaircraft barrage.

air base (AB) 1. In the AF, an establishment, 
comprising an airfield, its installation.', facilities, 
personnel, and activities, for the flight operation, 
maintenance, and supply of aircraft and air organi- 
xatious. X A similar estahliihmrnt belonging to 
any other air force. X In a restricted sense, only 
the physical junta Hat ira

air bearing. See: bearing, air.
airborne, (aba) 1. a. Of equipment and other materiel: 

Carried or transported, by aircraft, h. Of a force 
or organisation: Transported, or designed to be 
transported, by aircraft, as an ss+snu mfertry 
battalia*. See: airborne infantry; airborne Usopa. 
X Of an action or operation: Carried out with trans
port ariernft, as an airbaraa in), airbarat tttrciat, 
or osrborw laaiiag.

In eenee l.a, *airborne equipment’ often refers to 
equipment tramported, or designed to be transported, 
by an aircraft, as distinguished from equipment in
stalled in an aircraft as a part of its normal operating 
equipment, an airborne field artillery piece would 
be thus distinguished from an aircraft cannon. The 
latter is mounted in aa aircraft.

airborne infantry. Infantry organised and trained to 
be carried by air to a battle area and landed by 
transport aircraft, aa distinguished cap. from para
chute infantry or troops. Also called *air infantry.’ 
Cf: airborne triage

airborne rocket See: reefcot, aircraft.
airborne troops. Ground troops especially organised, 

trained, and equipped for airborne assault landing 
by parachute or aircraft.

In scam coirtexts, ‘airborne troops' refers specifical
ly to troops landed by aircraft, aa distinguished from 
parachute troops; souse other special contexts restrict 
the term to include only those troops landed by 
parachute or glider, as distinguished from those 
landed in powered aircraft

air brake. Loose usage for drag brake (which see).
air-breathing ingtsi An engine that uses or takes in 

air from the outside to oxidise its fuel, as distin
guished esp. from a rocket motor or rocket engine.

air-breathing jet A propulsion device which operates 
by taking in air and then ejecting it aa a high-speed 
jet

aircraft wuapon
air burst Any burst in the air, but usually having 

reference to the bursting of a projectile or bomb 
above the ground with resulting spray of fragments.

air-burrt ranging. See: high-burrt ranging.
AIH CLBAMBR, IMTAKR. A device designed to 

prevent foreign particles from entering the air intake 
system of an internal combustion engine air com
pressor. Excludes mufflers.*

air-cooled. Cooled by air. Said esp of engines or 
machine guns.

air coordinates. A system of coordinates used in de
termining the forces acting ou a missile. In this 
system the origin moves with the velocity relative to 
the ground that the air has in the vicinity nf the 
missile. The air is then motionless with respect to 
the origin of air coordinates.

air cover. 1. The protection against attack, esp. air 
Jack, given by airplanes to surface or airborne 

forces. X The airplanes giving, or designated to 
give, this protection.

aircraft, (aeft) A generic term applied to all airborne 
vehicles and without regard to the method by which 
lift in flight is secured, i.e., any weight-carrying 
device or structure designed to be supported by the 
air, cither by buoyancy or by dynamic action. Cf: 
airplane.

aircraft ammunition Ammunition specially designed 
tc be shot, launched, or dropped (ram aircraft.

Ammuniti n such as small arms or artillery am
munition, torpedoes, etc., adapted io, but not specifi
cally designed for, aircraft use, is not designated 
‘aircraft ammunition.'

aircraft axes. See: axes rt an aircraft.
aircraft cannon A caution (which see) designed or 

modified for use in an aircraft
aircraft canopy remover cartridge. See: CARTRIDGE, 

AIRCRAFT CAMOPT R1M0VBR.
aircraft carrier. A ship that carries aircraft, has a 

takeoff and landing deck, and is otherwise designed 
and equipped to serve as a base of operatiosss for 
the aircraft. Often called a ‘carrier.*

aircraft damage. See: damage categorise.
aircraft ejectioa east catapult See: CATAPULT, 

AIRCRAFT BJECTIOM BEAT.
aircraft ejection seat catapult cartridge. See: CAR- 

TRIDGB, AIRCRAFT BJBCTIOM BEAT CATA
PULT.

aircraft engine. Any engine (which eee) designed or 
modified for nee in aa aircraft.

aircraft dare. See: FLARE, AIRCRAFT.
aircraft machine pn. Any machine gun designed or 

adapted for use on, or by, an aircraft.
aircraft, pilotleea. See: pflrtleee aircraft.
aircraft rocket (AR) See: rocket, aircraft.
aircraft rocket launcher. See: LAUHCHBR, ROCB-

BT, AIRCRAFT.
aircraft safety lap belt release cartridge. See: CAR

TRIDGE, RBLBABB, AIRCRAFT 8AFBTT LAP 
BBLT.

aircraft weapon. A weapon used on, or by, an aircraft 
esp. an aircraft cannon or machine gun.



air defence 10 air scoop
air defeuse. All measures designeil to destiny, nullifi, 

or reduce the eftei tiveness of enemy attack by ait 
craft or missiles after they are airborne

Artive measures include the use of fightci aircraft, 
air defense artillery, electronic countermeasures, 
surface (ship) to air, air to air missiles, and balloon 
barrages.

Passive measures include the use of cover, con 
cealmcnt, camouflage, dispersion, deception, and pro 
tective construction or the control of movement, 
illumination, and electromagnetic radiations.

air defense artillery. (ADA) Weapons and equip 
me.it for actively coinbating air targets from the 
ground.

air delivery. A method of air movement wherein 
personnel, supplies, and equipment are unloaded from 
aircraft in flight. Syixxiymous with air rlra/>.

air drop. See : air delivery.
▲IB FLASK. TORPKDO. A cylindrical item having 

various compartments for housing compressed air, 
fuel, water and/or chemicals, which when combined 
form the propelling charge of aerial and underwater 
torpedoes.*

alrfoiL A surface or body, as a wing, propeller, blade, 
rudder, or the like, especially designed to obtain a 
reaction, as lift of thrust, from the air through which 
it moves.

In giving lift or thrust to aircraft, airfoils are 
adapted to Bernoulli's principle (which see).

airfoil cuter of pt«. scare. See: center of pressure.
airfoil proAle. An ow.’ine or silhouette of an airfoil 

seen from the side
airfoil section. A cross section oi an airfoil, taken at 

right angles to its 'ongi. udinal axis at any given point.
▲ir Force base. (AFB) A geographical location that 

provides space for carryiu? out an operation, in
cluding facilities for offices, warehousing, accommo
dation of personnel, and usually for the takeoff and 
landing of aircraft, such location bring under the 
jurisdictional control of the United States Air Force.

An Air Force base is so designated by Hq USAF. 
‘Base' is capitalised in specific names, as in ‘Craig 
Air Force Base.*

▲it Force Flight Test Center. (AFFTC) Air Force 
center concerned with flight testing and evaluation. 
Located at Edwards AFB, California.

▲ir Force Missile Teat Center. (AFMTC) Air Force 
center for test and evaluation of missiles. Range 
instrumentation and facilities available for long range 
test firing. Located at Patrick AFR, Cocoa, Florida.

Air Force OfBce of Scieatiflc Research. (AFOSR) 
USAF office with responsibility for basic research 
and fundamental investigations. It is located in 
Baltimore, Maryland.

▲ir Force Special Weapons Center. Air Force center 
concerned with research, test and evaluation of Air 
Force components of equipment related to atomic 
weapons. Located at Kirtland AFB, New Mexico.

airframe. The structural components of an airplane or 
missile including the frame work and skin of such 
parts as the fuselage, empennage, wings, landing 
gear (minus tires), and engine mounts.

aithead ilcsi->iiate<l geographical area in an area 
of <>|H-rati<>i.'s used as a base of supply and evacuation 
by air

air islet. An er.traace for air; speri/., the open front 
part of a jet engine for taking in air.

air intake. A scoop, duct, or the like for taking in air; 
an air inlet.

air-launched. Of a racket, guided missile, or the tike: 
launched, or designed to be launched, from an air
craft in flight.

airlift. 1. To transpoit passengers and cargo by the 
use of aircraft. 2. The total weight of personnel 
and/or cargo carried by air.

air log. A distance-measun.'g device used esp. in cer
tain guided missiles to control range.

air mile. A nautical mile by air.
air movable supplies. Supplies of all classes trans

ported by air from one secured airport or airstrip 
to another or to designated drop or landing zones, 
except accompanying supplies cf airborne and air 
transported units. Delivery ma. be accomplished 
by landing of powered aircraft and treedrop and/or ' 
paradrop from powered aircraft.

air nose fuse. See : fuse, air nose.
airplane. A mechanically driven fixed-wing aircraft, 

heavier than air, which is supported by the dynamic 
reaction of the air.

air plot. A continuous plot of the position of an air
borne object represented graphically to show true 
headings steered and distances flown.

airportable. Denotes equipment which can be. carried 
in an aircraft with not more than such minor dis
mantling and reassembling as would be within the 
capabilities of user units. This term must be qunlified 
to show the extent of air portability.

air position. In air navigation, the theoretical position 
of an aircraft or missile at a given moment, assuming 
it to have been unaffected in flight by wind. Also 
called ‘no-wind position?

air position indicator. A flight instrument that con
tinuously indicates the air posi.'on of an aircraft in 
latitude and longitude or other cuwJ^ates.

The air position indicator utilises pitot-static pres
sures and an electrical compass system, as the gyro 
flux-gate system, in its operation. The instrument 
also indicates true heading and the air mileage flown.

air pressure fuss. See: fuss, air pressure.
▲ir Proving Ground Center. Air Force center con

cerned with test, evaluation and development of air
craft weapons, ammunition and fire control com
ponents and systems. Located at Eglin AFB, Florida.

air, refractive index of. See: refractive index of air.
▲ir Research and Development Command. (ARDC)

A major air command in the USAF that carries out 
the research and development activities required for 
the accomplishment of AF missions. Located at 
Andrews Air Force Base, Maryland.

air resistance. The resistance of air against any body 
moving through it, as an airplane, bomb, or bullet.

air acoop. A device or part mounted cm an aircraft 
or missile and open toward the front for taking in 
air during flight.
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AIR SERVICER, GUIDED MISSILE, TRAILER 

MOUNTED. A trailer mounted air servicer unit 
consisting of high pressure air tanks, salves, gages, 
manifolds, tubing, and other necessary equipment, 
sjiecifreaIly designed for supplying high pressure air 
to guided missiles Does not include an integral air 
compressor. See also. AIR SERVICER, GUIDED 
MISSILE, TRUCK MOUNTED.*

AIR SERVICER, GUIDED MISSILE, TRUCK 
MOUNTED. A truck mounted air servicer unit 
consisting of high-pressure air tanka, valves, gages, 
manifolds, hoses, reels and other necessary equipment 
specifically designed for supplying high-pressure air 
to guided missiles. Does not include an integral air 
compressor*

airship. An aerostat provided with a propelling sys
tem and with means of controlling the direction of 
motion. The term airship is sometimes incorrectly 
applied to a hcavier-than-air craft (airplane). Cf: 
airplane.

air space. 1. See: staadoB. 2. The space between the 
top of the propellant and the base of the projectile in 
the vertically positioned assembled cartridge.

airspeed, (a/s) The speed of an aircraft or missile 
measured along i's longitudinal axis, relative to the 
air through which it moves either on the ground or 
in the air, or in the case of a wind tunnel, relative 
to the stream of air in which it is immersed, esp. as 
indicated or determined by instr ents, correction, 
or calibrations, and expressed in statute miles per 
hour or in knots.

airspeed, calibrated. The airspeed as read from a dif
ferential-pressure airspeed indicator which has been 
corrected for instrument and installation errors. 
Equal to true airspeed lor standard sea level condi
tions.

airspeed, equivalent The product of the true airspeed 
and the square root of the density ratio p/p,. Used in 
structural design work to designate various design 
conditions.

airspeed head. Any instrument or device, psually a 
pitot-sUtic tube, mounted on an aircraft for receiving 
the static and dynamic pressures of the air used by 
the airspeed indicator.

airspeed, indicated. The airspeed as indicated by a 
differential-pressure airspeed indicator, uncorrected 
for instrument and installation errors.

airspeed, true. Calibrated airspeed corrected for alti
tude effects, i.e., pressure and temperature, and for 
compressibility effects where high speeds are con
cerned. Not to be confused with groeadspsed (which 
see).

air spot The correcting adjustment of gunfire based 
on air observation.

airstream. A stream or flow of air, esp. the relative 
stream of air set up around or against an aircraft in 
flight or the stream caused by the revolving pro
pellers of an aircraft.

airstream engine. An engine that develops throat from 
a rearward ejection of air. Now tort.

air supremacy. That degree of air superiority wherein 
the opposing air force is incapable of effective inter
ference.

alidade, surveying
air-to-air. Used or occurring between or among air

craft in the air, as mr-lo-mr bomb, air-to-mr com 
mtmicaiion, at. -io-air fr»), air-to-air miuilt (AAM), 
air-to-air gmury, air-to-air rocket, etc.

air-to-ground. (A/G) Used or occuri ing between air
craft and the ground, as mr-lo-proMuI comanmicaiioa, 
air-to-gr omni gmmery, air-to-f/roimd miardictioa, air-to 
grotmd racket, etc

air-to-surface. Used or occurring between aircraft 
and the surface, as mr-lo surfare csminusiiwrioo, osr- 
lo-mrjorr Huuilr, etc Cf: air-to-ground.

air-to-undorwator. Used or occurring between aircraft 
and the underwater, as owMo-smderwsirr mitoila 
(AUM).

air vans. A vane that works in a flow of air, as dis
tinguished from a jet vane.

air vehicle. Any object that by virtue of lift obtained 
by its own buoyancy in air, or by the dynamic reac
tion of air over and around its surfaces, or by its 
reaction tc a jet stream, goes through the air as a 
carrier of something. This term covers aircraft of 
all types when considered as vehicles, but emphasises 
the inclusion of rockets or ballistic missiles in the 
category when they are considered as the carriers of 
a warhead or other payload.

A1S1 (abbr). ‘American Iron and Steel Institute.'
Al (abbr). ‘Alumnium.’
Alabama Ordnance Works. Ordnance Corps field in

stallation for manufacture of explosives during an 
emergency. Located at Childersburg, Alabama.

Alamogordo bomb. The first atomic bomb detonated 
16 July 1945 at Alamogordo, New Mexico.

ALARM, GAR ATTACK. A U-shaped tubular metal 
device equipped with carrying strap and a hand
operated striker. When struck it produces a ringing 
sound. It is usually carried and used by military 
personnel to sound an alarm when a gas attack is 
anticipated.* -

ALARM, OVER RADIATION. Aa electrical warn
ing unit which either contains the sensitive elements 
or accepts information from ar. external source rod 
a warning device, such as a bell, burner, horn, siren 
or light, specifically designed to give an aural and/or 
visual indication when a predetermined level of 
radioactivity has been reached.*

ALBM (abbr). ‘Air launched ballistic missile.'
alert. A state of readiness against impending danger, 

or for going into action. Hence, ho be, or stand, 
on alert,' or *to be st the slrrt.*

algebraic adder. Electronic c emptiere. An adder which 
can form an algebraic sum.

ALIDADE, BINOCULAR, MARINE. An instrument 
for navigational or ordnance use, used in conjunction 
with, but does not include, a pair of binoculars to 
indicate the relative bearing of a target or object 
It is usually fastened to a solid mounting with the 
xero degree position parallel to the center line of the 
ship on which it is mounted.*

ALIDADE, SURVEYING. An instrument consisting 
of a sighting device mounted on a graduated base, 
used for plotting the lines of a survey directly from 
observation.*

..........................................  ir'iii.. ....................................... x
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ALIDADE, TELESCOPIC, MARINE. A n vitf tional 

instrument for mounting on a magnetic o gyro re
peater compass. It incorporates a telescope c "naming 
a vertical reticle line enabling the operator a view 
a target and its relative bearing at the same time.* 

align. In radio or electronics, to adjust circuit values 
in two or more resonant circuits or circuit functions, 
so as to obtain optimum design performance.

aligned. Of an explosive train: Arranged in iwh order 
that the detonation wave. r-xn propagate as required 
for functioning- As pertains to shaped charge am
munition, the coincidence of charge axis and liner 
axis in order io give optimum performance.

ALIGNMENT CUP, LEAP SPRING. A metal item 
designed to maintain alignment and to prevent lateral 
shifting of spring leaves. May be bolt or clinch type.*

ALIGNMENT-COUNTDOWN SET, MISSILE 
GUIDANCE. A complete set with the dual function 
of inserting target trajectory data, and programming 
test and calibration functions of a missile guidance 
set immediately prior to the release of a guided mis
sile from a launch complex.*

ALIGNMENT FIXTURE, WARHEAD TO ROCKET. 
An item having some of the external physical char
acteristics of a warhead. It is normally used in lieu 
of the warhead while making adjustment to various 
handling devices required to mate the warhead to a 
rocket.*

ALIGNMENT GROUP, LONG RANGE. A group 
that integrates the position of a celestial body with 
the position of a terrestrial target to effect the guid
ance of the missile to the selected target by electro- 
optically driving the missile-borne gyro stabilized 
platform so as to develop the required lauiich-to- 
target trajectory*

ALIGNMENT GROUP, SHORT RANGE. A group 
that integrates the terrestrial position of a launch 
complex with the position of a terrestrial target to 
effect azimuth adjustment of a gyro stablized plat
form in relation to a logically established bench 
mark* .

ALIGNMENT SERVICE UNIT, MOTOR VEHICLE. 
A group of related components primarily designed 
for and used in the detection and correction of dis
tortion of chassis for automotive rolling equipment. 
Consists of STRAIGHTENER, MOTOR VEHICLE 
FRAME, and at least one of the following: wheel 
balancer, front end alignment equipment, and/or axle 
housing straightening equipment*

ALIGNMENT SET, MISSILE GUIDANCE. A com
plete set that provides facilities for the preflight 
orientation-to-target by the insertion of flight coef
ficients into a missile guidance set.*

aD-aronxd Ira. Capable of firing in any direction. 
Said of a weapon or mount when it has such 
capability.

all-around traverse. Turning in a complete circle in a 
horizontal plane. A weapon has all-around traverse 
when it can be turned 360* by its traversing mech
anism.

all burnt. As applied to interior ballistics, denotes the 
time at which the propellant has been completely 
burnt. Prior to this event, the burning propellant is 
furnishing additional energy in the form of gas and 
ISeat. After this event, the after burnt condition 
exists, which see.

all- burnt velocity. See : burnout velocity.
alligator. Sec: LANDING VEHICLE, TRACKED.
allo waxes. A prescribed difference in dimen sic .is of 

mating pans. It is a minimum clearance (positive 
allowance) or maximum interference (negative al
lowance) which is intended between mating parts.

all way fuse. See: fun, aU way.
alpha particle. A particle, with a positive charge of 2, 

ejected at high speed from certain radioactive ele
ments or isotopes, and identical with the nucleus of 
helium.

Alpha particles produce harmful physiological 
effects.

alpha radiation. The radiation of alpha particles.
altarnata traversing firn. Method of covering a target 

that has both width and depth by firing a succession 
of traversing groups whose normal range dispersion 
will provide for distribution in depth.

animator. Sfitcif. An instrument tliat measures alti
tude above a given reference level, as above the sea 
or ground.

Altimeters, for all practical purposes, are of two 
kinds. One uses an aneroid barometer; the other 
uses radio or radar waves.

ALTIMETER BAROMETER, ANEROID. A baro
metric type instrument consisting of a pressure 
sensitive element which contracts or expands in 
proportion to atmospheric pressure, connected 
through a linkage to a pointer. Its dial is graduated 
in units of linear measurement (feet, meters, etc.) 
and units of pressure measurement (pounds per 
square inch, inches of mercury, millibars, etc I to 
indicate both atmospheric pressure and differences 
of elevation*

ALTIMETER, PRESSURE. A barometric type in
strument which measures altitude above a given 
datum plane when adjusted to the correct altimeter 
setting number. Excludes ALTIMETER, SURVEY
ING.*

altimater, radar. An absolute altimeter that by measur
ing the time lapse between transmission and return of 
a pulse of radio energy establishes distance from the 
surface. Also called a ‘radio altimeter.'

ALTIMETER SET, ELECTRONIC. A complete elec
tronic set which measures and .ndicates the vertical 
distance between the craft in which installed and the 
ground. May include provisions for sea-level cor
rections. See also: ALTIMETER, PRESSURE; 
ALTIMETER, SURVEYING.*

ALTIMETER, SURVEYING. A barometric type in
strument consisting of a pressure-sensitive e ernent 
which contracts or expands in proportion to atmos
pheric pressure, connected through a linkage to a 
pointer. Its dial is graduated in units of linear 
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meaturrmcnt (feet, meters, etc.), to indicate dif
ference* of elevation only. Eaclnd''* ALTIMETER, 
PRESSURE*

altitude. (alt) 1. The elevation of an object above a 
given level, as above the sea or ground, esp. as indi
cated or determined by instruments, corrections, or 
calibrations, and expressed in linear measure. Z The 
vertical distance between any point in the atmos
phere or air and a reference point on the earth's 
surface.

altitude, absolute. (AA) Altitude with respect to 
the surface of the earth as differentiated from alti
tude with respect to sea level. Sometimes referred 
to as radar or radio altitude.

altitude, critical 1. In guided missile practice, the 
maximum altitude at which the propulsion system 
performs satisfactorily. Z In aircraft terminology, 
the maximum altitude at which a supercharger can 
maintain a pressure in the intake manifold of an 
engine equal to that existing during normal operation 
at rated power and speed at sea level without the 
supercharger.

altitude, high. Altitude of over 15,000 feet. (For 
bombing.)

altitude indicator. Any device for indicating altitude, 
altitude, low. Altitude between 900 and 84)00 feet.

(For bombing.)
altitude, medium. Altitude between 84)00 and 154)00 

feet. (For bombing.)
altitude, minimum. Altitude below 900 feet (For 

bombing.)
altitude signaL The radio signals returned to an air

borne electronics device by the ground or sea surface 
directly beneath the aircraft

aluxalaixed explosive. An explosive to which aluminum 
has been added. The aluminum, ir flaked or 
powdered form, is incorporated into the explosive to 
increase the blast effect ExaespUy of aluminised 
explosives include ammonal, HBX'i, and tritonal.

AM (abbr). ‘Amplitude modulation.’
AMA (abbr). 'Automobile Manufacturers Association.' 
amatol, (am i A high explosive made of a mixture of 

ammonium nitrate and trinitrotoluene (TNT). There 
are two main types, classified according to the per
centage ratio of ammonium nitrate to TNT: 50/50 
amatol, which is capable of being melt loaded (cast), 
and 80/20 amatol, which must be consolidated by 
pressing cr extruding. This explosive has approxi
mately the same explosive force as TNT and has been 
used as the bursting charge for projectiles and bombs 
when toluene, used in the manufacture of TNT, was 
in short supply.

amber star, eluster. Indicates, in the case of a SIGNAL, 
ILLUMINATION, GROUND, a duster of several 
freely falling amber stars (lights).

amber star, parachute. Indicates, in the case of a 
SIGNAL, ILLUMINATION, GROUND, a sh«te 
amber star (light), parachute supported.

ambient. Surrounding, encompassing, as in ambient 
air, ambient temperature, etc.

ambleat fuse. See: fuse, ambient
AMC (abbr). 'Air Materiel Command*

American Ordnance Aanoclatiau. (AOA) A civilian 
association dedicated to scientific and industrial 
preparedness for the United States and especially 
concerned with the ordnance field.

Asaerican Table of Distances. Published data con
cerning the safe storage of explosives and ammuni
tion. The pertinent regulations are given in the 
Ordnance Safety Manual, ORDM 7-224, and arc 
known as quaatity-diotanco tables (which also see).

a m>drops a Any abnormal condition of the seeing power 
of the eyes, such as farsightedness (hypermetiopia). 
nearsightedness (myopia), or astigmatism. An 
aautro^ic eye is one which, in a state of rest, does ixX 
form distinct images of objects on it* retina.

Amici prism Also called ‘roof prism' and ‘right-angle 
prism with roof.' A form of roof prism designed by 
G. B. Amici, consisting of a roof edge formed upon 
the long reflecting (ace of a right-angle prism. Used 
as an e-ecting system in elbow and panoramic tele
scopes. It erects the image and bends the line of 
sight through a 90-degree angle.

ammo (abbr). ‘Ammunition.*
r——«1 A high explosive mixture, made of Am

monium nitrate, trinitrotoluene (TNT), and flaked 
or powdered aluminum. When used as a bursting 
charge in projectiles, it produces high temperature 
and bright flash on detonation.
v——nitrate, (am nit) One of the most insensi

tive and stable high explosives. Because of the 
difficulty of initiating detonation it is not used alone 
as an explosive, but has found use as an ingredient 
of binary explosives, dynamites and cratering ex
plosives. Amatol (which see) is an example of the 
use of ammonium nitrate in a binary explosive.

ammentam perchlorate expMve. Any of several 
compositions consisting of ammonium perchlorate in 
combination with a high explosive and powdered 
.metal. These produce good blast effect

ammoaium picrate. See: Kxpiecfve D.
ammunition, (ammo) [From wnmRmn by taking 

French la manstiox as femwiMutisa.] 1. A generic 
term which includes all manner of missiles to be 
thrown against an enemy, such as bullets, projectiles, 
rockets, grenades, torpedoes, bombs and guided mis
siles with their necessary propellants, primers, fuses, 
detonators and charges of conventional explosive, 
nuclear explosive, chemical or other material*. 1. In 
the broadest sense the term is not limited to those 
materials to be thrown, nor to use against an enemy, 
but includes, in addition to the items and materials 
given in sense 1, all explosives, explosive devices, 
pyrotechnics and pyrotechnic devices. The purpose 
is not limited and includes, in addition to direct use 
against an enemy, such uses as illumination, signal
ing, saluting, mining, digging, cutting, accelerating, 
decelerating, separating, catapulting personnel or ma
teriel, operating or stopping mechanisms, demolitiou, 
decoying, practice, training, guarding, game hunting 
and pure sport J. In the most restricted sense 1he 
term includes a complete round aid all its com
ponents, that is, the material required for firing a 
weapon such as a pistol, rifle, or cannon, from which 
a projectile is thrown for inflicting damage upon an 
enemy. Generally the term is used or taken in its
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broadest sense (sense 2) unless a more restricted 
sense is indicated or is implied by the context.

ammunition, artillery. See: artillery ammunition.
ammunition available aupply rate. That quantity of 

ammunition expressed in rounds per weapon |kv day 
lor ammunition items fired from weapons, and in 
terms of units of measure per organization or unit 
per day for bulk allotment items, that can lie sus
tained within available supplies. It is applied only 
to the weapons of divisions and separate units of 
armored, cavalry, infantry, combat engineers, artil
lery. and chemical mortar battalions. The wea|>ons 
of nondivtsional service supfiort units are excluded 
unless unusual circumstances necessitate their em
ployment in a combat role See also: ammunition 
required supply rata.

ammunition bait Sec: belt ammunition.
ammunition boootar. An electrically driven sprocket 

which conveys linked ammunition to a machine gun 
in a confined tract.

ammunition box. A box in which linked ammunition 
is folded and from which it can be fed into a ma
chine gun.

ammunition carrier. 1. Vehicle that accompanies guns 
and carries ammunition for them. 2. Member of a 
gun or mortar squad who carries ammunition and 
helps load in actual bring. ■

ammunition cart. See: CAST, MORTAR AND AM
MUNITION; CART, PROJECTILE.

ammunition cheat A receptacle, as on a caisson or 
gun-carriage, to contain ammunition.

ammunition color code. See: color code.
ammunition, complete rot»“!. See: complete round.
ammunition credit Authority given an organization 

to draw a specified quantity of ammunition during 
a given period for a particular use. Ammunition 
credits are not used in combat zone below the army 
level.

ammunition data card. Identification card prepared 
for each individual lot manufactured, giving the type 
and composition of the ammunition and identifying 
its components by lot number and manufacturer. 
When necessary, may also include instructions for 
handling the ammunition.

ammunition day of aupply. The estimated quantity of 
ammunition required per day to sustain operations 
in an active theater. It is expressed in terms of 
rounds per weapon per day for ammunition items 
fired by weapons, and in terms of other units of 
measure for bulk allotment ammunition items. 
Formerly termed ‘day of fire.'

ammunition depot A storage and supply depot for 
projectiles, bombs, or other ammunition.

ammunition dump. An ammunition storage point, 
usually established in the field for temporary use.

ammunition expenditures. 1. Within the zone of intrn.ir 
and communications zone, quantities of amntun lion 
fired or destroyed, or amounts expended in training.
2. In active operations within the combat zone, all 
ammunition issued to troops from ammunition depots 
and ammunition supply points.

ammunition aling
ammunition handler. 1. One whose primary duty is 

the handling and servicing of ammunition. 2. A 
soldier who prepares ammunition for firing and who, 
as a member of a weapons crew, assists in the final 
delivery of ammunition to the loader.

ammunition identification. Identification of ammuni
tion by type, size, and manufacturer’s symbol, lot 
number, and grade.

Ammunition Identification Code. (AIC) Superseded 
code symbol formerly assigned to each item of Army 
ammunition for identification and supply purposes, 
e.g., I’SHRA. First two characters referred to the 
pertinent ordnance catalog, and the remaining three 
characters to the weapon group, type and model, and 
packaging. The Department of Defenae Ammunition 
Code (which see) is now normally employed for the 
purposes indicated.

ammunition link. See: LINK, CARTRIDGE.
ammunition loading line. Group of facilities at an 

installation, comprising a series of buildings, equip
ment and necessary utilities to form a complete oper
ating establishment for the assembly of the com
ponent parts of any one of a group of similar items 
of ammunition.

ammunition lot. A quantity of rounds or components, 
each of which is manufactured by one manufacturer 
under uniform conditions, and which is expected to 
function in a uniform manner. The lot is designated 
and identified by assignment of an ammunition-lot 
number and preparation of an ammunition data card. 
See also: ammunition data card; ammunition lot 
number; lot

ammunition lot number. Code number that identifies a 
particular ammunition lot. The number is assigned 
to each lot when it is manufactured. See also: am
munition lot

ammunition pit. Hole or trench dug in the ground 
where ammunition is stored temporarily. An am
munition pit is usually near the gun from which the 
ammunition is to be fired.

ammunition point See : ammunition supply point.
Ammunition Reliability Evaluation Program. (AREP) 

Observation, inspection, investigation, test, study, 
and classification of ammunition, ammunition com
ponents, and explosives in movement, storage, and 
use with respect to degree of serviceability and rate 
of deterioration.

ammunition required aupply rate. The amount of am
munition expressed in terms of rounds per weapon 
per day for ammunition items fired by weapons, and 
in terms of other units of measure per day for hulk 
allotment ammunition items estimated to be required 
to sustain o|M*rations of any designated force with
out restriction for a specified time. Tactical com
manders use this rate to state their requirements for 
ammunition to support planned tactical operations at 
specific intervals. It is submitted through command 
channels and is consolidated at each echelon. It is 
considered by each commander in determining the 
available supply rate within his command. See 
also: ammunition available aupply rate.

ammunition aling. A pack conaisting of a container 
and a parachute, by means of which ammunition is 
dropped from aircraft for the supply of troops.
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ammunition, small arm*. See : small arms ammunition, 
ammunition, subcaliber. See: subcaliber ammunition, 
nmmnnitian supply installation. Any organized locality 

ni?in‘anii>ig stock records and operating for the re
ception, < ' .sHhcation, storage, and issue of ammuni
tion. It .a general term used to include depots, 
air.rr.i.iunition supply points, railheads, truckheads, 
dumps, distributing points, and all other installations 
where ammunition is received, stored, classified, or 
issued.

ammnnition supply point Advance point at which 
ammunition is available for distribution to using units 
or for distribution by a using unit to individuals or 
subordinate units.

ammunition, target practice. Ammunition used for 
target practice. It may or may not have a fuze and 
a spotting charge.

ammunition trailer. See : TBA1LEB, AMMUNITION, 
am nit (abbr). 'Amnionturn nitrate.'
amphibious, (amph) Of vehicles or equipment: De

signed to be operated or used on either land or water.
amphibious mine. See : mine, amphibious.
amphibious pack. Oversea pack that will stand tempo

rary immersion, extended open storage, and unusually 
rough handling.

amphibious tank. See : tank, amphibiou.
amphibious tractor, (amtrac) Vehicle used for the 

movement of troops and cargo from ship to shore in 
the assault phase of amphibious operations, or for 
limited movement of troops and cargo over land or 
water. See: LANDING VEHICLE, TBACKED.

amphibious vehicle. A wheeled or track laying vehicle 
capable of operating on both land and water.

amplidyno. A generator used as a power amplifier in 
servosystems.

amplifier. A device which by means of electron tube(s), 
transistor(s), or similar items in conjunction with 
associated circuits, controls a local source of power. 
Its output characteristics are uniformly regulated to 
the input signal, but of a greater amplitude with 
respect to current and/or voltage.*

AMPLIFIBB, ACCELLEBOMBTBB SIGNAL. An 
item which amplifies the input and/or output signal 
voltage(s) of an accelerometer. Excludes AMPLI
FIER, ELECTRONIC CONTROL; AMPLIFIER 
SYNCHRO SIGNAL *

AMPLIFIBB, AUDIO FBBQUBNCT. An amplifier 
for frequencies of 20 kilocycles and below*

AMPLIFIBB, AUDIO FBEQUBNCY-BADIO FBE- 
QUENCT. An amplifier for frequencies above and 
below 20 kilocycles.*

AMPLIFIBB-COMPUTBB. A component having 
the dual functions of an amplifier and a computer. 
Do not use for items in which the amplifier and 
computer circuits are cascaded.*

AMPLIFIEB-CONVEBTEB. A component that pro
vides amplifying and frequency converting facilities.* 

amplifier, cryntaL Sec: TBAN8IATOB.
AMPLIFIEB-DETECTOB. A component which has

the dual function of amplification and detection. Do

amplifier, radio frequency
not u.e for items in which the amplifier and detector 
circlets are cascaded *

AMPI FiKB, DIRECT CUBBENT. An amplifier 
fo< ■. ill variations of direct current. It generally 
envoys direct coupling between stages through re
sistors.*

AMPLIFIES, ELECTRONIC CONTROL. A device, 
which means of an electron tuhe(s) and/or transis- 
tor(s) enables an input signal or signals to control 
a local source of po<"er. Its output signal is of 
greater amplitude tha'i the.input signal and has char
acteristics which are suitable for controlling or 
supplying power for the excitation of electric motors 
or similar devices. Includes devices commonly re
ferred to as servo amplifiers, torque amplifiers and 
similar equipment only if these devices do not em
ploy synchros and do not incorporate servomecha
nisms. Does not include items that can be classified 
properly as audio frequency, radio frequency, direct 
current or video amplifiers. For amplifiers that in
corporate servomechanisms and employ synchros, 
see : AMPLIFIBB, STNCHBO SIGNAL.*

AMPLIFIEB-FBEQUENCT MULTIPLIBB. An item 
having the dual function of an amplifier and of de
riving an output signal which is some multiple 
frequency of an input signal. May utilise electron 
tubes, transistors, or similar devices.*

AMPLIFIEB-INTBGBATOB. An item having the 
dual functions of an amplifier and an item which 
accepts two or more independent variable signals 
such as distance and time, and electronically proc
esses their incremental components to obtain a 
resultant term such as velocity. The amplifier and 
integrator are used with associated components and 
may he used with each other.*

AMPLIFIBB, INTERMEDIATE FBBQUBNCT, An 
amplifier which is tuned to a single fixed frequency 
resulting from heterodyne action between a local 
oscillator frequency and a signal frequency introduced 
from an external source.*

AMPLIFIBB, MAGNBTIC. An item consisting of a 
SATURABLE REACTOR and rectifier(s) which is 
used for amplification purposes. May include re
sistors, capacitors and/or other components.*

AMPLIFIES, MAGNBTIC DBUM 8T0BAGB 
DATA. An amplifier for electronic computer data 
being stored on or removed from a magnetic drum.* 

AMPLIFIEB-MIXEB. A single component with the 
dual function of an amplifier and of combining two 
or more signals into a composite output signal.*

AMPLIFIBB-MODULATOB. A component consist
ing of two circuits which performs the combined 
function of amplifying and modulating a signal. 
There are no parts that are common to botn circuits. 
The source of power may be common to both cir
cuits.*

AMPLIFIEB-MONITOB. An item having the dual 
function of an amplifier and of presenting operational 
information. The amplifier and monitor are each 
used with associated components and may be used 
with each other.*

AMPLIFIBB, BADIO FBBQUBNCT. An amptffier
for frequencies above 20 kilocycles.*
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amplifier, •*”» Sec AMPLIFIES, ELECTRONIC 

CONTBOL.
AMPLIFIEBSTOBEB, COMPUTER A single com 

ponent with the dual function of an amplifier and 
of retaining information in an electrical form for 
on-demand retrieval by other components.*

AMPLIFIER, 8TNCHB0 SIGNAL. A device de
signed to increase the capacity of a synchro trans
mission system and to isolate reflected oscillations 
from the input synchro signal. It includes a control 
transformer, an electronic or magnetic amplifier, a 
servomechanism and one or more synchro transmit
ters. May include synchro receiver(s). For amplifiers 
that do not include synchros and do not incorporate 
servomechanisms, sec : AMPLIFIES, ELECTRONIC 
CONTROL.*

amplifier, torqss Sec. AMPLIFIER, ELECTRONIC 
CONTROL.

AMPLIFIER, TRIGGER PULSE. An amplifier which 
is controlled by a triggering pulse of electrical 
energy*

AMPLIFIER, TRIGGER PULSE-VIDEO. An ampli
fier which provides separate channels for amplifying 
pulse signals and also visual frequency signals 
(picture) in electronic equipments using cathode ray 
tubes, or other items developing or utilizing a visual 
representation. Includes one or more channels for 
each function.*

AMPLIFIER, VIDEO. An amplifier for video fre
quencies. It is generally used in equipments in 
which the electrical impulses are converted into 
visual presentations by means of cathode ray tubes 
or other items. Sec also: AMPLIFIER, AUDIO 
FREQUENCT-RADIO FREQUENCY*

amplitude. 1. /’hysics. The extent of a vibration.
1. *■ Electricity The maximum variation or departure 
from the average of an alternating current, b. Elec
tronic t. The greatest value of an alternating radio 
wave or the like in one direction, measured from 
aero.

amplitude modulation. (AM) A method of radio 
transmission in which the amplitude of the carrier 
wave is varied or changed.

AMSO (abbr). ‘Ammunition Shipment Order.' 
amtk (abbr). 'Amphibious tank.' 
amtrac (abbr). 'Amphibious tractor.’
AN (abbr). In such usage as AN-M43A2, designates 

Air Force-Navy standard item.
ANAF (abbr). ‘Army-Navy-Air Force.’
analog. A physical system on which the performance 

of measurements yields information concerning a 
class of mathematical problems.

analog competsr. See : computer, analog.
aaalyaia by statistical method. Treatment of data re

sulting from a limited number of observations, by 
which attempt is made to predict the results which 
would be obtained from a very large, or infinite, num
ber of similar observations.

aaalyaia of fire. The study of previous antiaircraft 
preparatory firings for the purpose of determining 
corrections which will improve fire for effect.

ANALYZER, GASOLINE ENGINE EXHAUST. An 
instrument designed to indicate the e hciency of 
gasoline engine carburetion by determining the air
fuel ratio and/or the completeness of combustion.*

ANALYZER, PARTICLE SIZE. A device designed to 
determine the size distribution of powdered materials 
below the 200 mesh sieve range. The method employed 
is an oscillating U-shaped tube and encased air jet 
to furnish the air required for separation. It is 
regulated in accordance with Stokes' law of fall for 
microscopic size particles.*

ANALYZER SET, ENGINE. A group of items used 
in the testing of exhaust, ignition, voltage, revolutions 
per minute, etc., of a gasoline or diesel engine.*

ANALYZER, SPECTRUM. An instrument specifically 
designed to measure the amplitude and frequency of 
the constituents of a complex electrical wave form. 
May include transducer mechanism for converting 
sound pressure into electrical energy.*

ANALYZER, TELEMETRIC DATA. A single com
ponent designed to amplify and separate into indi
vidual signals, meter and/or instrument data, into 
the form of electrical pulses which may be recorded 
by a telemetric data recorder*

ANALYZER, VIDEO INTEGRATING. An item 
which analyzes and displays all the important char
acteristics of any type of electro-magnetic energy, 
and retains such information over a period of time 
for study.*

anastigmat A compound lens corrected for astigmatism.
ANCHOR, UNDERWATER MINE. An item de

signed in various shapes to moor an underwater 
mine at a predetermined depth. It may contain 
various releasing and securing devices which can be 
manually fixed for use in any given depth of water.*

•and’ clreait Electronic contfuieri. See: gate, sense L 
ANEMOMETER. A self-contained item which senses, 

measures, and indicates the speed of the wind and/or 
total air movement. Excludes transmitting devices.* 

aneroid. A disc-sb?_>ed metallic capsule from which 
all the air has been evacuated, which expresses its 
sensitivity to changes in atmospheric pressure by 
expanding and contracting.

The aneioid is the activating element in manifold
pressure gage; and certain altimeters and barometers, 

angle, aileron. The angular displacement of an aileron 
from its neutral position. It is positive when the 
trailing edge of the aileron is below the neutral posi
tion, negative when above.

angle, crab. The angle between the direction in which 
an aircraft is heading and its true course.

angle, depression. The angle measured downward from 
the horizontal to the axis of an airborne radar beam 
directed at a target. This is the complement of the 
incidence angle of the beam at the target plane.

ANGLEDOZER, EARTH MOVING. A broad, hori
zontal, metal, pushing blade with framework and 
equipment (or mounting on the front of a motorized 
vehicle; used for moving earth and other materials 
to either side of the vehicle when the blade is set 
at a selected angle, or straight forward when the 
blade is set parallel to the front of the vehicle.*



angle of entry
duce the same amount of lift, an airfoil of finite span 
must be set at a greater angle of attack than would 
be necessary if the airfoil were of infinite span (or 
of infinite aspect ratio), since the downwash veloci
ty produced by the airfoil-tip vertexes of the finite 
airfoil tend to reduce the lifting effectiveness of its 
angle of attack. -

angle of attack, induced. That part of any given angle 
of attack over and above the effective angle of attack.

aagla of attack, mro-Uft See: angle, zero-lift
angle of cant 1. In a spin stabilized rocket, the angle 

formed by the axis of a venturi and a line parallel to 
the longitudinal axis of the rocket X Angie due to 
cant, which see.

angle of das rance. Angle between the line along which 
a gun or launcher is pointed at the target and the 
line along which the weapon must be pointed for a 
projectile or missile fired from it to dear any ob
struction between the weapon and the target

angle of convergence. 1. Angle thronch which any gun 
laid parallel to the base gun in a b ttery must be 
turned toward it in order to point at the target X 
Angle formed by the intersection of the lines of sight 
from the two eyes or from the two eyepieces of an 
optical instrument or from two points of observation. 
In both meanings, also called aagla of parallax. X 
See also: angu' .r parallax.

angle of deflection. The horizontal clockwise angle 
between the axis of the bore of * gun and the line 
of sighting when a gun is laid for direction.

angle of departure. 1. The vertical angle, at the origin, 
between the line of site and the line of departure.
2. The maximum angle of an incline from which a 
vehicle can move onto a horizontal plane without 
interference; as, for instance, from rear bumpers.

angle of depreeeiou. See: depneeien angle.
angle of deviation. The angle through which a ray of 

light is bent by a refracting surface; the angle be
tween the subtended path cf an tmidenf ray etui the 
refracted ray.

angle of divergence. Angie through which any gun in 
a battery, laid parallel to the base gui., must be turned 
away from the latter in order to be property aimed 
for direction. It is used especially by a machine gun 
battery, when fire is to be distributed over a target 
having width.

angle of drop. The vertical angle between the bore 
axis and the plane which contains the projectile, and . 
perpendicular to the vertical plane through the bore 
axis. Use of the term 'vertical ballistic deflection* is 
preferred. *

angle of elevation. 1. Vertical angle between the line 
of site and the axis of the bore. Thus the angle of 
elevation is the vertical angle above the line of site 
through which the axis of the bore must be raised 
so that the bullet (or projectile) will carry to the 
target. See. angle of departure and quadrant angle 
of departure. X In aerial gunnery, an acute angle 
between the bore axis of a gun and the horizontal. 
Called ‘quadrant elevation* in ground gunnery.

angle of entry. Acute angle between the tangent to 
the trajectory at the point of inspect of a bomb tar 
projectile and the perpendicular to the surface of tne 
ground or target at the point of impact It is the

angle, drift 17
angle, drift. The horizontal angle between the longi

tudinal axis of an aircraft and its path relative to the 
ground.

angle, elevator. The angular displacement of the ele
vator from its neutral position. It is por>’7e when 
the trailing edge of the elevator is below il:_ neutral 
position and ne ative when it is above.

angle, tight path. The angle between the tight path 
(which see) of an aircraft and the horizontal. Some
times called 'flight path slope.'

angle, gliding. The angle between the flight path dar
ing a glide and a horizontal axis fixed relative to 
the earth.

angle of approach. 1. Angle between the line along 
which a moving target is traveling and the line along 
which the gun is pointed. The angle of approach is 
never greater than 90°. X The maximum angle of 
an incline onto which a vehicle can move from a 
horizontal plane without interference; as, for instance, 
from front bumpers.

angle of attack. 1. Specif. The acute angle between 
the chord of an airfoil, and a line representing the 
undisturbed relative airflow. In British terminology 
also called ‘angle of incidence.* X Any other acute 
angle between two reference lines designating the 
cant of an airfoil relative to oucoming air.

In sense 1, esp. in regard to a wing, this angle con
sists of the effective angle of attack plea the induced 
angle of attack, the two together imparting a given 
lift to an airfoil. See: ^ugle of attack, akodata; 
saglc of attack, critical; angle, zero-lift. In sense t, 
see: angle of attack, effective; angle of attack. In
duced.

angle of attack, absolute. The acute angle between the 
chord of an airfoil at any instant in flight and the 
chord of that airfoil at zero lift

angle of attack, critical. The angle of attack of an air
foil at which the flow of air about the airfoil changes 
abruptly in such a manner that lift is sharply reduced 
and drag is sharply increased. Also called the 
‘stalling angle of attack.*

angle of attack, effective. That part of a given angle 
of attack that lies between the chord of an airfoil 
and a line representing the resultant velocity of the 
disturbed airflow.

T.iis angle is measured on a finite wing, but it has 
the same effective magnitude, as that of an angle of 
attack for infinite aspect ratio measured on a theo
retical airfoil between the chord and the direction 
of the undisturbed airflow. See: angle of attack for 
inflalts aspect ratio.

angle of attack for infinite aspect ratio. In aerody
namic theory, an assumed angle of attack at which 
a given airfoil would produce a specified amount of 
lift if the airfoil were of infinite span, the angle being 
formed by the chord of the airfoil and a line repre
senting the relative direction of the mulistt>rbed air
flow.

This angle is assumed to have a magnitude equal to 
that of the effective angle of attack for a finite air
foil; the latter, however, is real and forms its angle 
between the chord and the resultant velocity of dis
turbed airflow. The line representing the resultant 
velocity divides the angle between the chord and the 
line representing the undisturbed airflow. To pro-



angle of fall angular unit method
complement of ike angle of impact (who h srcj, Ako 
calk'd angle of obliqvity and angle of mi idence.

angle of fall. The vertnal angle at the level point, 
between the line of fall and the base of the trajectory.

angle of Cap (and flaperons). The acute angle between 
two planes defined as follows: one plane including 
the spanwise and chordwise reference lines of the 
flap or flaperon; the other plane including the spai.- 
wise and chordwise reference lines of the supporting 
wing.

angle of glide. The acute angle between the horizontal 
and the flight path of an airplane o. missile as it 
descends in a glide.

angle of impact. The acute an;,'..- between the tangent 
to the trajectory at the point oi impact of 3 projectile 
and the plane tangent to the surface of the ground or 
target at the point of impact. The complement of 
the angle of entry (which see).

angle of incidence. 1. Angle of entry, which see. 2. 
Oftict. The angle between the normal to a reflecting 
or refracting surface and the incident ray. 3. 
Electronic!. The angle between the direction of an 
electromagnetic wave and a line perpendicular to a 
reflecting surface struck by the wave. 4. In guided 
missile usage. »zmc as angle of wing setting. 5. In 
British terminology the angle of incidence is equiva
lent to the American term angle of attack.

angle of inclination. The angle between the horizontal 
and the tangent to the trajectory at any point.

anglt of jump. Also called jnmp. Angle between the 
line of elevation and the line of departure. See also: 
vertical jump and lateral jnmp.

adgle of obliquity. See: angle of entry.
angle of orientation. Applied to a projectile in flight, 

with the projectile axis at an angle, called the angle 
of yaw, to the direction of projectile motion. The 
angle between the plane determined by the axis of 
the projectile and the tangent to the trajectory (direc
tion of motion) and the vertical plane including the 
tangent to the trajectory is called the angle of 
orientation.

ugh of parallax. See : ugh of convergence; parallax, 
angle of pitch. The acute angle between the longi

tudinal axis of an aircraft or missile and its line of 
travel, looked at from the side.

Ugh of reflection. The angle between the normal to 
a reflecting surface and the reflected ray.

Ugh of refraction. The angle between the normal to 
the refracting surface at the point of contact and the 
refracted ray.

Ugh of roll. The acute angle between the lateral axis 
of an airplane or missile and the horizontal. The 
angle is positive when the port tip is higher than the 
starboard tip.

ugh of safety. Minimum permissible angular clear
ance, at the weapon, of the path of a projectile or 
missile above friendly troops. The angle of safety 
is the angle of clearance increased enough to insure 
the safety of the troops. Also called safety angle.

Ugh or shift. Horizontal angle between the line 
joining the gun and the first target and the line join
ing the gun and another target. The angle of shift 

is the angle throiin'i which the gun must be turned 
to shift tne Horn th. (it st lai get to another om

angle of site. The angle of site is the vertical angle 
formed l>v the line of site and tire base of the tra
jectory. The angle of site is plus when the line of 
site is above the base of the trajectory and minus 
when the line of site is below the base of the 
trajectory

angle of stability. The minimum angle of elevation at 
which a gun carriage is stable when fired.

angle of stabiliser netting. The acute angle between 
the longitudinal axis of an airplane or missile and 
the chord of 'ie stabilizer looked at from the side. 
The angle is positive when the leading edge of the 
stabilizer is higher than the trailing edge.

angle of train. Azimuth 'ernent of firing data furnished 
by a remote control s, .ten .

angle of traverse. 1. Horizontal angle through which 
a gun or launcher can be turned on its mount. 2. 
Angle between the lines from a gun or launcher to 
the right and left limits of the front that is covered 
by its fire, that is, the angle through which it is 
traversed.

angle of wing setting. The acute angle between the 
longitudinal axis of an airplane or missile and the 
root chord of wing looked at from the side.

angle of yaw. 1. The varying angle between the direc
tion of motion of a projectile or missile and its axis.
2. The acute angle between the longitudinal "is of 
an aircraft and its line of travel, looked at from 
above. See : yaw.

angle, zero-lift. The angle of attack of an airfoil when 
its lift is zero.

angstrom unit. (A) A unit of kng.h equal to one 
ten-thousandth of a micron, or one hundred-millionth 
of a centimeter. Used to express the length of ex
tremely short waves.

angular acceleration. Acceleration around an axis, esp. 
around one of the axes of a projectile, missile or 
aircraft. See: acceleration.

angular height. The vertical angle between the IIm of 
site and the horizontal.

angular parallax. The angle between grid north and 
true north. This angle increases the farther the 
grid departs from the standard meridian.

angular speed. See: angular velocity.
angular tracker, guided miaaile. Sec: TRACKER, 

ANGULAR, GUIDED MISSILE.
angular travel Angular distance covered by a moving 

target in a given ti. ie. It is equal to the angular 
velocity multiplied b- the time of travel. Angular 
travel is measured i । terms of the change of angle 
at the observing point during the time of travel.

angular travel error. The error which is introduced 
into a predicted angle obtained by multiplying an 
instantaneous angular velocity by a time of flight.

angular travel method. Method of calculating firing 
data based on the rate of angular travel of the 
target in direction and elevation. Angular travel 
method and linear spe. d method are two methods 
of computing firing data.

angular unit method. A method jf adjusting anti
aircraft artillery gunfire, in which range deviations
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in mils obtained by a distant observer are converted 
in • ilti’ude corrections in yards, for application at 
t':< lata computer.

upUr velocity. Speed of a moving target, measured 
at the observing point in terms of the rate of change 
of the angular position of the target in direction 
and elevation . angular speed

angulator. Mechanical device used to convert an angle 
measured in an oblique plane to its projection on the 
horizontal r'ane.

anisotropic, i nhibiting different physical properties 
when tested n different directions.

annealing. Originally a term used in connection with 
heat treatment of metals, to mean heating to a rather 
b h temperature followed by a slow cooling. This 
uehnition still applies in the heat treatment of steel, 
as a method of softening the steel.

fn connection with heat treatment of nonferrous, 
age-hardenable alloys, the term annealing is fre
quently used, either with or without qualifying ad
jectives, to indicate heating to a high temperature, 
regardless of the subsequent cooling cycle or the final 
effect on the physical properties of the material.

Anniston Ordnance Depot. Field installation of the 
Ordnance Corps, located near Anniston, Alabama.

ANNUNCIATOR. A signaling apparatus which 
operates electromagnetically and serves to indicate 
visually, or visually and audibly, whether a current 
is flowing, has flowed, or has changed direction of 
flow in one or more circuits. It is usually employed 
in connection with alarms, electric be'ds, or btuxers. 
See also: ALARM (as modified).* '

anode. The positive electrode, used in the electroplating 
process, by which the electric current enters the 
plating bath on way to opposite pole. When made 
of the plating material, it maintains constant metallic 
content in the electrolyte through corruib u Anode 
is the opposite to cathode.*

anodiaad coating. A process used for coating ?lum- 
inum and aluminum alloys. Used for corrosion 
resistance provided by the aluminum hydroxide 
surface. The surface is soft and must be treated 
with a coat of primer before handling. Anodizing 
is not a plating process. The coating is applied by 
a chromic acid oxidation process.

A-N radio tango. A navigational aid that establishes 
four radial equisignal zones, a deviation from the 
zones being indicated by the audible Morse Code 
letters A or N and the on-course indication being a 
continuous tone.

ANTENNA. An item consisting of a conductor or 
system of conductors specifically designed to radiate 
and/or receive electromagnetic waves in free space. 
May include beam-forming devices, drive motors, 
synchros, and associated mechanical structure.*

antenna array. An antenna system consisting of a 
number of separate antenna wires either separately 
fed from the transmitter or acting as reflectors and 
directors.

antenna, artifldaL A device which has the necessary 
impedance characteristics of an antenna and the 
necessary power-handling cipabilities. but which does 
not radiate or receive radio waves. Sometimes called 
dsmmy ealruM.

antenna-recei ver-transmitter
ANTENMA ASSEMBLY. An item consisting of two 

or more vrpjratrly excit'd antennas on a common 
mounting or mounted on each other. Do not use for 
a single antenna which is merely complex or unusual 
in construction *

antenna, corner reflector. An antenna consisting of a 
primarv radiating element and a dihedral 'omtr re
flector

antenna crosstalk. s measure of uiidcsircd power 
transfer through «pace from one antenna to another. 
Numerically. antenna crosstalk is the ratio of the 
power received by one antenna to the power trans
mitted by the other, usually expressed in decibels.

antenna, dipole. A special antenna with two poles. 
eyl\ approximately one-quarter wave length long. 
Used chiefly in radar conical scanning.

antenna, disk. See dials, radar.
ANTENNA ELEMENT. An item which is a single 

conductor and is designed as a replaceable part of an 
antenna dipole or antenna.*

ANTENNA GTOUP. A group that provides antenna 
facilities for the reception and/or transmission of 
electromagnetic mergy*

anteana, kora The flared end of radar wave guide, 
which has been matched to the surrounding space 
for efficient radiation of energy from within the 
guide to space.

ANTENNA-MAST GROUP, CO1 LI MATION. Two 
or more components, not caproic of operation as a 
set but when used with an electronic set, permits 
visual and electronic alignment of the tracking radars 
of a guided missile remote control system. May in
clude tools and installation equipment. Excludes 
SIMULATOR, ANTENNA POSITION.*

antenna pattern. A figure representing t'.ie intensity 
in space, in every direction, of the sig'.a’ transmitted 
by the antenna.

ANTENNA-RADOME. An iteri consisting of one or 
more ANTENNA inclosed in a RADOME. It may 
also include associated components.*

ANTENNA-RECEIVER-TRANSMITTER GROUP, 
ACQUISITION. A search type radar capable of 
providing continuous surveillance for a DIRECTOR 
STATION GROUP, GUIDED MISSILE with the 
prii.-ve function of detecting, interrogating and desig
nating targets. Automatically provide* range and 
azimuth date to the ANTENNA-RECEIVER- 
TRANSMITTER GROUP, TARGET TRACKING 
for rapid transfer of target acquisition.*

ANTENNA-RECEIVER-TRANSMITTER GROUP, 
MISSILE TRACKING. A collection of items, two 
or more being major electronic component*, which 
are not capable of performing a complete operational 
function by itself, but which when used in a guided 
missile remote control system, will provide facilities 
for receiving and transmitting radar signal*, includ
ing appropriate corrective guidance command signals 
to a missile in flight, and furnishing ccntimxnu mis
sile position data to a computer and/or other sets of 
a RADAR MISSILE TRACKING CENTRAL. May 
include facilities for local control and/or monitoring, 
aligning, or leveling during installation.*

ANTENNA-RECEIVER-TRANSMITTER GROUP, 
TARGET TRACKING. A collection of items, two
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or more being major electronic components, which is 
not capable of performing a complete operational 
function by itself, but which when used in a guided 
missile remo'.e control system, will provide facilities 
for receiving and transmitting radar signals, and 
furnishing continuous target position data to a 
computer and/or other sets of a RADAR MISSILE 
TRACKING CENTRAL May include facilities for 
local control and/or monitoring, aligning or leveling 
during installation.*

aslaaaa resistaaca. The quotient of the power supplie 
to the entire anter.na circuit divided by the squar 
of tbe effective antenna current referred to a specifier; 
point. Antenna resistance is made up of such com
ponents as radiation resistance, ground resistance, 
radio-frequency resistance of conductors in the anten
na circuit, and equivalent resistance due to corona, 
eddy currents, insulator leakage, and dielectric power 
loss.

anthropometric data. Data, esp. measurements, con
cerning the human body. This type of data is pre
pat ed by the Human Engineering Laboratory and 
made available for consideration by design agencies 
in Ordnance design projects.

antiaircraft. (AA) Used, or designed to be used, 
against airborne aircraft

antiaircraft artillery. (AAA) Projectile weapons with 
their related equipment such as searchlights, radar, 
etc., employed on the ground or on ships to strike 
at airborne aircraft (including ballistic and guided 
missiles).

‘Antiaircraft artillery* is an inclusive term for can
non, small caliber automatic weapons, rockets, sur
face-to-air guided missiles, etc., together with the 
equipment used or required in connection with anti
aircraft operations.

antiaircraft artlUery aaalyaia See: dak analysis.
antiaircraft barrags. 1. A barrage of antiaircraft fire 

through which enemy aircraft are expected to fly.
Sometimes called a ‘predicted barrage.’ 2. Less 
precisely, any concentiation of antiaircraft fire. See 
also: barraga,

antiaircraft defenat. The total defense on the ground 
or on ship employed against aircraft (including bal
listic and guided missiles).

This defense includes AAA, barrage balloons, and 
AAA intelligence service.

antiaircraft defense system. See: DEFENSE SYS
TEM, ANTIAIRCRAFT.

antiaircraft director. See: DIRECTOR, ANTIAIR
CRAFT WEAPONS.

antiaircraft missile. (AAM) See : missile, antiaircraft.
antiaircraft searchlight set See: SEARCHLIGHT 

SET.
antiarmor. Of ammunition, bombs, bullets, projectiles, 

or the like: Designed to defeat armor and other 
resistant targets.

antidetonant A substance added to gasoline to pre
vent detonation. Cf: antiknock.

antidisturbance fuse. See: fuse, antidiaturbancn.
antidrag. 1. Of structural members in an aircraft or 

missile: Designed or built to resist the effects of 
drag. 2. Of a force: Acting against the force of drag.

antisetting compound
ANTIFOGGING COMPOUND. A compound of one 

or more basic chemicals with bllrr(s) and/or ex
tenders, intended for the express purpose of pre
venting condensation of moisture on glass and other 
transparent material such as lenses or windshields. 
When of specific chemical, str rfrcific chemical name.* 

ANTIFOGGING BIT. A group of items spectrally 
designed fee the application of a substance to glass 
surfaces, such as gas mask lenses, diver's helmet 
lenses, automobile windshields, and the likto pre
vent fogging*

ANTIFREEZE. Antifreeze is a chemical substance, 
compound or mixture which, when H aqueous solu
tions of prescribed proportion, will prevent freezing 
of watercooled cooling systems.*

antifriction device. Mechanism which reduces friction 
in pointing a gun. It operates by lifting the gun off 
the main bearings and supporting it, while it is being 
moved, on light, Tee-turning bearings.

antifriction mechanism. See: antifriction device.
antihandling fuse. See: fuse, aatidiaturbaace.
antijamming. Of a device, method, system, or tech

nique : That reduces or eliminates jamming.
antiknock. A substance, such as iso-octane, which may 

be added to gasoline, or used as a fuel itself, to pre
vent detonation in an engine cylinder. Cf: anti
detonant

antilift device. A device arranged to detonate the land 
mine to which it is attached, or to detonate another 
mine or charge nearby, if the mine is disturbed. The 
device causes detonation through a secondary fuze 
called an ACTIVATOR, ANTITANK MINE.

antimechanized defense. All means used for defense 
against armored combat vehicles. It may include 
such means as armored units, antitank weapons and 
grenades, field artillery, antiaircraft artillery, ditches, 
traps, mine fields, and any other means available; 
antitank defense.

antimissile missile. An explosive missile designed to 
intercept and destroy another missile in flight. Popu
larly termed ‘auntie.’

antipersonnel. (apers) Of projectiles, bombs, mines, 
grenades, or the like: Designed to kill, wound, or 
obstruct personnel.

antipersonnel mins. See: MINE, ANTIPERSONNEL, 
antiremoval device. A device attached to a land mine 

to protect it against removal. Usually attached to 
the mine either on the bottom or on the side, designed 
to function v.nen a pull is exerted on the mine at 
the time of removal, or when pressure is released 
from the device when the mine is lifted from its 
position. Detonation is by a secondary fuze called 
an ACTIVATOR, ANTITANK MINE.

antiricochet device. Device intended for attachment 
to bombs to prevent .-Rochet, with consequent loss of 
effectiveness and possible danger to the dropping 
plane. The device usually consists of a parachute 
unit, fuze adapter and fuze, and is attached to the 
tail end of the bomb. The bomb is slowed by the 
parachute, enabling the dropping plane to pass be
yond the danger area before the bomb is detonated.

ANTISETTING COMPOUND, DECONTAMINAT
ING SLURRY. A mixture of chemicals, used to 
reduce the setting and settling of a decontaminating
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antisubmarine ? 1
agcnl in slurry form The hem includes a measuring 
cup for small quantities of slurry *

antunbmariae. Of equipment, trines or missiles: 
Designed to attack or destroy submarines.

aatiaubasarine warfars. (A5W) Operations conducted 
against submarines, their supporting forces and 
operating bases.

aatitaak. (AT) Used, or designed to be used, against 
tanks.

aatitaak bomb. See: bomb, antitank.
aatitaak ditch. Deep ditch prepared as an obstacle 

to enemy tanks. It is also called ‘tank ditch.'
aatitaak grenade. See . graaada, aatitaak.
aatitaak arise. See: MINK, ANTITANK.
aatitaak sriaa field. 1. Area in which antitank mines 

are planted to stop or slow down enemy tanks or 
other armored vehicles. 2. Pattern of antitank mines 
so placed as to stop or slow down the progress of 
enemy tanks or other armored vehicles.

aatitaak obstacle. Natural or manmade obstruction 
or barrier which will stop, slow down, or caus* tanks 
or other armored vehicles to maneuver or change di
rection; tank obstacle. Antitank obstacles include 
ditches, wire rolls, concrete pillars, and blocks, etc.

antitank rile graaada See: grenade, antitank.
antitank rocket See: rocket antitank.
antitank weapon. Any weapon designed or suitable for 

use against tanks or other armored vehicles. Anti
tank rockets, antitank grenades, and amits/ik guns 
are examples of antitank weapons.

aatitorpedo. (atorp) Of equipment misriles and the 
like: Designed to combat or destroy rpedoes.

antiwithdrawal device. A device intended to function 
an item of ammunition if attempt is made to remove 
a fuse from the ammunition. May be an integral 
part of the fuse, or a separate unit. See also: fuse, 
anti withdrawal.

aaviL The rigid metal part against which the explosive 
charge in a PRIMER, PERCUSSION is compressed 
by the blow of the firing pin.

AO A (abbr). ‘American Ordnance Association.’
AOMC (abbr). ‘Army Ordnance Missile Command,* 

short for *U. S. Army Ordnance Missile Command.*
AOQ (abbr). ‘Average outgoing quality.*
AOQL (abbr). ‘Average outgoing quality limit*
AP (abbr). 1. ‘Armor-piercing.’ 2. 'Ammunition point*
APC (abbr). 1. ‘Armor-piercing capped.* X ‘Armored 

personnel carrier.*
APCBC (abbr). ‘Armor-piercing capped, ballistic 

capped.*
APC-T (abbr). ‘Armor-piercing with cap and tracer.’ 
apart (abbr). ‘Antipersonnel.’
aperture. An opening or hole through which light or 

matter may pass. In an optical system, it is equal 
to the diameter of the largest entering beam of light 
which can travel completely through the system. 
This may or may not be equal to the aperture of the 
objective.

aperture at objective. O)lvi. The diameter of that 
part of the objective which is not covered by the 
mounting.

ipm
APKRTURE, SIGHT. An irregularly shaped adjust

able mechanical item usually integral to a SIGHT, 
REAR. It functions as a peephole through which the 
sight at ’he opposite end of a gun is brought into 
view in aiming at a target or object.*

a.nrture right. Sight without optics (lens) by which 
the target is viewed through a hole or aperture.

APP (abbr). ‘Aircraft parachute flare.*
APG (abbr). ‘Aberdeen Proving Ground.*
aphelion. See : orbits of planets.
apheeperian. See : orbits of planets.
API (abbr). 1. ‘Armor-piercing incendiary.’ 2. ‘Air 

position indicator.* 3. ‘American Petroleum Institute.* 
apical angle. In general the angle formed at tile apex 

or tip of anything. As applied to projectiles, the 
angle between the tangents to the curve outlining the 
contour of the projectile at its tip, o>' for semiapkal 
angle, the angle between the axis anH one of the 
tangents. For a projectile having a conkel tip, the 
cone apex angle.

APIT (abbr). ‘Armor-piercing incendiary tracer.* 
aplastic Iona. A lens which has been corrected for 

spherical aberration and eema. It muslly is also 
corrected for color.

apoarea. See: orbits of planota. * •
apochromatic Iona. A lens, usually consisting of three 

components of different kinds of glass (two crown 
glass elements, one flint glass element), which has 
been corrected for chromatic aberration with respect 
to three selected colors or wave lengths of light

apocrouua. See: orbits of planets.
apogm. See: orbits of planets, 
apojove. See: orbits of planets, 
apolunar. See: orbits at pisaoto 
apow rcurian. See: orbits of planets, 
apopiutouiaa. See: orbits of planets. 
apopooeHon. See: orbits of pl snots 
apoaraniaa. See: orbits of planota.
APP (abbr). ‘Army Procurement Procedures.* 
apparent field. The apparent angular sixe of the'field 

of view of an optical instrument, as seen through the 
instrument See: fieM at view.

applied nooareh. Research directed toward using 
knowledge gained by basic research to make things 
or to create sitnations that will serve a practical or 
utilitarian purpose.

Basic research discovered Bernoulli's principle; 
applied research adapted an airfoil so that lift is 
imparted in accordance with the implications of 
Bernoulli’s principle. See: baste reooarth.

aopUquo armor. Material or attachment which am be 
installed on a tank to give it additional protection 
against kinetic or nonkinetic energy aoununition.

approxiaMta lateral defloctioa angle. See: lateral lo- 
fioctiea angle.

appro vimato vortical deflection angle. See: vertical 
defl octtea angle.

apron. 1. That portion of a superior slope of a parapet 
or the interior slope of a pit designed to protect the 
slopes against blast 1 The hinged portion of a 
shield. 3. A removal screen of rimnrifisge mate rial
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place.) over, or in front of, artillery guns 4. A hard 
surfaced area, usually paved, adjacent to a shop or 
the like, used to park, load, unload, or service vehicles. 
Often erroneously called a ramp (which m < ■)

APRON, FUELING, GUIDED MISSILE. An item 
specifically designed to cover an area suu minding a 
fuel inlet on a guided missile for the purpose of 
shielding the operator and protecting the missile dur
ing fueling operations.*

apron shield. See : shield.
APS (abbr). 'Ainim pieicmg sabot'
AP-T; APT (abbr). ‘Armor-piercing with tracer.'
AQL (abbr). ‘Acceptable quality level.’
AR (abbr). 1. 'Aircraft rocket' 2. 'Army Regulations' 

J. 'Acid resisting,'
arbitrary correction. The correction of firing data or 

sound-locator data, applied to correct for observed 
errors after allowance has been made tor all known 
causes of deviation; adjustment correction.

ARBOR, DEPTH CHARGE. An item designed to 
provide a means of launching and supporting of a 
depth charge in a depth charge gun.*

arbor preaa. See PRESS, ARBOR, HAND OPER
ATED.

» c welder. See: WELDING MACHINE, ARC.
ARDC (abbr). ‘Air Research and Development Com

mand.'
area bombing. Bombing a general area. Area bombing 

differs from precision bombing, which is bombing at 
a specific target, and from pattern bombing, which is 
systematic covering of a target according to a plan.

area defence. A defense against air attack organised 
to protect an area, as distinguished from a point 
defense or line defense.

area, drag. Aerodynamici. 1. The quotient of drag 
over incompressible dynamic pressure or over dy
namic head. 2. The area of a flat plate producing 
an equivalent drag at a drag coefficient of 1.

area, effective. 1. Aerodynamici. The area of the 
wing (or tail) of an aircraft plus that portion of the 
area of the fuselage which is effective in producing 
lift. 2. The area within which a particular explosive 
munition is expected to do effective damage.

area, equivalent Sat plate. Obsolescent. See: area, 
drag.

area, exposed. The area of the wing (or tail) outside 
the fuselage.

area Are. Fire delivered on a prescribed area. The 
term is applicable regardless of the tactical purpose 
of the fire, but area fire is generally neutralisation 
fire.

area ratio of diffuser. See : diffuser, area ratio of.
area target A target consisting of an area such as an 

entire munitions factory, rather than a single build
ing or similar point target.

AREP (abbr). ‘Ammunition Reliability Evaluation 
Program.’

ARGMA (abbr). ‘Army Rocket and Guided Missile 
Agency.’

arithmetic element Electronic computers. That part 
of a computer which performs arithmetic operations. 
Sometimes called arithmetic organ or arithmetic unit. 

arithmetic organ. Ilei ironic computers. See: arith
metic element.

arithmetic unit. See arithmetic element.
ARL (abbr). Acceptable reliability level.’
arm. 1. A combat branch of a military force. Specif. 

a branch of the Army, such as the Infantry, Armored 
Cavalry, or Artillery, the primary function of which 
is combat. 2. Weapon for use in war, usually in pl.
3. To supply with arms. 4. To make ammunition 
ready for detonation, as by removal of safety devices 
or alignment of the explosive elements in the ex
plosive train of the fuze.

armament, (armt) 1. The weapons of an airplane, 
tank, ship, or the like; the weapons of a unit or 
organized force. 2. pl. War equipment, weapons, and 
supplies.

In sense 1, 'armament* denotes guns or rockets, 
but not aerial bombs or mines. In sense 2, the term 
is very broad and includes atomic, radiological, and 
bacteriological weapons, bombs, launching systems, 
etc., together with handling, training, testing and 
other equipment.

armament error. Dispersion of shots from a particular 
gun; the deviation of any shot from the center of 
impact of a series of shots from a gun after all errors 
of personnel and adjustment have been accounted for.

armament kit. A collection of items, not all having the 
same basic name, employed for the operation of a 
machine gun(s), recoilless rifle(s), rocket launcher(s) 
and the like, installed on an aircraft. It includes in 
addition to the machine gun(s), recoilless rtfle(s), or 
rocket lau.icher(s), an ammunition storage facility, 
feed chuting, bring solenoid(s), gun cbarger(s), and 
the like. It also includes actuation devices and/or 
linkage to provide flexible remote control from the 
aircraft cockpit.*

ARM, BIPOD, RECOILLESS RIFLE. A device de
signed for mounting on_ the breech end of a re
coilless rifle. It is used singly as a shoulder lupport 
during bring or, in conjunction with a similar item, 
as a bipod ground rest.*

armd (abbr). ’Armored.*
Armed Forcee of the United State*. Collectively, all 

components of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Coast 
Guard. Sometimes restricted to the brat three.

Armed Force* Special Weapon* Project. (AFSWP) 
An Armed Forces project organized to carry out 
certain functions connected with the military use of 
atomic energy not delegated to the Atomic Energy 
Commission. In 1959 redesignated Defence Atomic 
Support Agency (DASA).

Armed Force* Supply Support Center. (AFSSC) 
Agency of the Department of Defense. Responsi
bilities include standardization and cataloging activi
ties. Located in Washington, D. C.

armed mine. See: mine, armed.
armed eervice. 1. One of the three brane he* of the 

Department of Defense. 2. Usually plural and cap
italized: The Armed Force* of the United State*.

Armed Service* Procurement Regulation. (ASPR) 
Uniform policies for the Department* of the Army, 
Navy, and Air Force relating to the procurement of 
supplies and service* under the authority ol Public
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Law 413. 80th Congress, or under other statutory 
authorization.

Armed Services Technical laforuiatioa Agexey. 
(ASTIA) See: ASTIA.

arming. As applied to fuzes, the changing from a safe 
condition to a state of readiness for functioning. 
Generally a fuze is caused to arm by such means 
is acceleration, rotation, clock mechanism, chemical 
action, electrical action, or air travel, or by a com
bination of these.

ASKING ASSEMBLY, BOMB FUZE. An item in
corporating a wind driven vane and a speed regulat
ing governor to arm mechanical bomb tail fuzes.*

arming delay. See : ARM NG DELAY, BOMB FUZE; 
also delay.

ACHING DELAY, BOB B FUZE. A mechanical, py
rotechnic or electrical device designed for attachment 
to a fuze to delay .ne start of fuze arming*

arming device. Device for armlag (which see) of a 
fuze under controlled conditions.

ASKING DEVICE, GUIDED MISSILE WARHEAD. 
An item designed to perform the electrical and/or 
mechanical alignment necessary to permit the initia
tion of the explosive train of a guided missile war
head.*

ARMING DEVICE, SOCKET WARHEAD. An item 
designed to perform the electrical and/or mechanical 
alignment necessary to permit the initiation of the 
explosive train ol the warhead of a ROCKET, 
HIGH EXPLOSIVE (as modified). It may or may 
not contain a detonator.*

ABMING DEVICE, TOBPEDO. An item designed to 
perform the electrical switching and mechanical 
alignment necessary to detonate a WARHEAD, 
TORPEDO after the warhead has been actuated by 
the exploder mechanism.*

ARMING DEVICE, UNDERWATER MINE. A hy
drostatically operated device designed to arm an 
underwater mine at a predetermined time.*

arming distance. See: arming range.
erasing pin. Sec: pin, arming.
ARMING PLUG, ANTITANK MINE. A device as

sembled to a MINE, ANTITANK after fuzing which 
can be set to either a 'safe’ position or an ‘armed* 
position. In the latter position, sufficient pressure 
will cause the fuze to function.

arming range. The distance from a weapon or launch
ing poir: at which a fuse is expected to become armed.

arming resistance. The resistance to the displacement 
of certain fuze components which must be overcome in 
order to arm a fuze. Arming resistance may be pro
duced by the action of an elastic machine element, 
such as one or more arming springs, a split resistance 
ring, a spring plate, etc., or by the resistance to per
manent deformation of a member, such as a shear pin. 
Arming resistance should be as great as possible to 
promote safe handling of fuses and fused ammunition, 
yet should be appreciably less than the force 
of setback or centrifugal action on the involved fuse 
components, to insure positive arming of the fuse 
during or after firing. See: setback force; shear pin.

armored
ARMING WISE ASSEMBLY. An item consisting of 

one or more lengths of wire attached to a swivel loop 
to prevent accidental arming of a fuze.*

ARM, MOORING. An arm designed to properly posi
tion an underwater mine in relation to the underwater 
mine anchor *

arm of the normal fotce. Distance between the center 
of gravity ar d the center of pressure of a projectile 
in Hight.

armor. I. Any physical protective covering, such as 
metal, used on tanks, airplanes, etc., or on persons, 
T^'nst projectiles or fragments. See: ARMOR, 
BODY, FRAGMENTATION PROTECTIVE; 
STEEL ARMOB PLATE. 2. Armored units or 
forces. 3. In a weapon system, that component that 
gives protection to 'he vehicle or the weapon on its 
way to the target.

In sense 1, conventional steel armor is classified 
according to its physical and metallurgical structure 
as face hardened or homageneotu. It is also classified 
according to its method of fabrication as cut or 
rolled. In sense 3, the armor may consist of armor 
(sense 1) or any other protective device or technique, 
such as window, diversionary attack, speed, etc. See : 
weapon system.

armor backing. A support for armor plate set up in 
front of a gun for a ballistic test. It usually consists 
of a heavy timber framework, or a concrete and steel 
structure, or an arrangement of armor plates general
ly expended ballirtically but still useful as supports. 
This supporting armor is usually imbedded in a 
concrete foundation.

ARMOR, BODY, FRAGMENTATION PROTEC
TIVE. Armor, especially designed to provide frag
mentation protection to vital areas of the body. 
Usually provided in the form of garments which may 
contain steel, nylon or othet resistant materials. See 
also: INSERT, BODY ARMOR.

amor butt. A combination of an armor backing with 
a sand butt.

amor caatinga. Type of armor frequently used when 
complicated shapes are involved. Such castings are 
made of high alloy steel and sc heat treated as to 
have the properties of armor plate, and may be 
either the homogeneous or face-hardened type. See 
also: amor.

amor, eompooito. Protective covering consisting of 
two or more materials as distinguished from a single 
plate or piece or laminated structure with all laminae 
of the same material. A composite armor structure 
may consist of laminae of different materials or of a 
matrix of one material in which are embedded pieces 
or particles of one or more different materials. 
See also: amor, laminated; speced amor.

amor, crotch. See : ARMOR, BODY, FRAGMENTA
TION PROTECTIVE.

amor defeating. A term, similar to aatiamer, some
times applied to any of several types of ammunition, 
having for its principal purpose the defeat of amor 
protection of armored vehicles c/ ships. Types of 
such ammunitioa are ermor->wrctnp, HEAT, JbegyA 
erfloeive flutic, etc.

armored. (armd) 1. Of vehicles or other equipment: 
Equipped with armor. X Of a military force: Pro
vided with tanks and other anroted equipment.
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arma red artillery. Sell propelled artillery, with Mime 

armor, organic to the armored division or organized 
as separate battalions

armored car. See CAB, ABMUBED.
armored cavalry. Units organized and equipped to 

perform missions requiring great mobility, fire power, 
and shock action. The combat personnel are mounted 
in organic armed and armored vehicles (tanks, self
propelled weapons, and personnel carriers).

armored clothing- Clothing provided with or com
prising protective armor. Cf: ABMOB, BODY, 
FRAGMENTATION PROTECTIVE.

armored infantry. A field army unit designed to close 
and destroy the enemy by fire and maneuver, to repel 
hostile assault in close combat, and to provide sup
port for tanks.

armored personnel carrier. An armored vehicle which 
provides protection from small arms fire and shell 
fragments; used to transport personnel both on and 
off the battlefield. See: CABBIBB, PERSONNEL, 
FULL TBACKBD; CABBIBB, PBBSONNBL, 
HALF TBACKBD.

armored vehicle. A wheeled or track laying vehicle 
mounting armor plate, used for combat security or 
car,vo. Armored vehicles include tanks, personnel 
earners, armored cars, self-propelled artillery and 
variois special purpose vehicles.

armored vehicle daaaago. Sec: damage categories.
arme'ev. fine who services and makes repairs on small 

arms, fills ammunition belts, and performs similar 
duties necessary to keep small arms ready for use.

armor, eye. See: ABMOB, BODY, FBAGMENTA- 
TION PROTECTIVE.

armor, laminated. Protective covering consisting of 
two or more plates or pieces of the same material in 
continuous contact, i.e., parallel and without spacing. 
See: armor, composite. Cf: spaced armor.

armor-pierciag. (AP) Of ammunition, bombs, bullets, 
projectiles, or the like: Designed to penetrate armor 
and other resistant targets.

armor-piercing capped. (APC) Of armor-piercing 
projectiles : Having an armor-piercing cap over the 
nose. See : cap, armor-piercing.

armor-piercing projectile teat A test of armor-piercing 
projectiles by firing against armor plate of proved 
quality, usually at a range of JOO feet, the criterion 
being penetration of the piate at a prescribed velocity 
and angle of impact, without any >^bstantial break
ing up of the projectile.

armor-piercing sabot (APS) Term used to designate 
a type of projectile which is armor-piercing and 
which incorporates a sabot. See separate entries.

armor plate. A plate of armor, which see, sense 1. 
See also STBEL ABMOB PLATE.

armor, spaced. Sec: spaced armor.
armor, vest dyer’s See ABMOB, BODY, FBAG- 

MENTATION PBOTECTIVE.
arm rack. See: arma rack.
arms. Weapons for use in war. Usually in //.
arma cheat. Box or base used as a portable locker 

for holding or transporting small firearms; arm chest. 

arms locker. (best. cupboard, or the like used for the 
szfr keeping of small arms.

arms rack. Frame with shelves, niches, hooks, or 
similar devices, used to store small arms, to prefect 
them, and to prevent unauthorized handling; gun rack.

ABM, STEERING GEAR. The portion of a steering 
mechanism that connects the sector shaft to the tie 
rod(s) or drag link.*

armt (abbr). ’Armament.'
army. 1. The land military forces of a nation. 2. A 

unit of the U S. Army made >p of two or more 
army corps. J. ( afilaiited. Short for ‘United States 
Army.'

Army-Air Force. Pertaining to both the Army and the 
Air Force.

army artillery. Artillery assigned or attached to an 
army and retained under direct army command.

Army Ballistic Missile Agency. (ABMA) Ordnance 
Corps agency under the U. S. Army Ordnance Missile 
Command, engaged in the development, procurement 
and necessary accompanying activities for Army 
ballistic missiles. Located at Redstone Arsenal, 
Alabama.

Army complete penetration. Penetration in which it is 
possible to see light through the hole made by the 
projectile or in which it is possible to see a portion 
of the projectile in the plate when viewed from the 
rear.

army depot. Depot located within the area of an army 
and designated by the army commander, where sup
plies from the communications zone or from local 
sources are received, classified, stored, and dis
tributed.

Army Field Stock Control System. A system for re
ducing the quantity and variety of items stocked be
low depot level. No stockage is authorized below 
depot level unless supported by a specified number 
of demands in a given period of time. See: Selective 
Stockage Plan.

Army Ordnance Missile Command. (AOMC) See: 
U. S. Army Ordnance Missile Command.

Army Procurement Procedures. (APP) Implementation 
of the Armed Services Procurement Regulations and 
detailed procurement procedures for the Department 
of the Army.

Army Research Office (Durham). (AROD) Field activ
ity of the Office, Chief of Research and Development, 
Department of the Army, for the purpose of carrying 
out the Army's basic research program. Located at 
Durham, North Carolina. Formerly the Office nf 
Ordnance Research.

Army Socket and Guided Miaaile Agency. (ARGMAi 
An agency operating under the U. S. Army Ordnance 
Missile Command. Responsible to that command for 
control and coordination of free rocket and guided 
missile activities of the Army. Located at Redstone 
Arsenal, Alabama.

Arnold Engineering Development Center. (AEDC) 
Air Force center concerned with engineering develop
ment. Located at Tullahoma, Tennessee.

aromatic fuel. A fuel in which the chief chemical 
compound has a benzene ring structure.

J



ARP A assault
ABPA (abbr). 'Advanced Research Project* Agency.'
arrow projectile. See: projectile, arrow.
arrow stability. See : stability, arrow.
srssaaL 1. Installation whose primary mission is re

search. development and manufacture pertaining to 
assigned items or components. It may also conduct 
storage and issue operations incident to production 
activity. 2. Installation having co-equal missions of 
maintenance and supply for assigned item* or com
ponent*.

arsiae. (SA) One bf the blood gases. A war gas. 
Arsenic trihydride.

artificial horizon. 1. A device that indicate* the atti
tude of an aircraft with respect to the true horizon. 
2. A substitute for a natural horizon, such as a 
liquid level, pendulum, or gyroscope, incorporated in 
a navigating instrument.

artillery. (arty) 1. Artillery fittt. Gun or rocket 
launcher, with mounting, too large or too heavy to be 
classed as a asaall arm (which see). The lower limit 
of size or caliber varies somewhat within the Armed 
Services, but within the Ordnance Corps the term is 
presently applied to any gun or launcher which use* 
ammunition of a caliber greater than one inch and 
which is not designed for hand or shoulder use. 2. 
Artillery Corpt. One of the organic corp* or arms 
of the U. S. Army, so called because artillery weapons 
normally compose its principal armament

Artillery is classified according to size a* Ugh* 
artillery; medium artillery; and heavy artillery. See 
separate entries. Sec also: cannon; gun; howttMr; 
mortar.

artillery aauaunition. Ammunition for cannon above 
30 millimeter* (1.181 inches) in caliber. Cf: email 
arasa ammunititm.

artillery cart. A trailer that carries equipment used 
by artillery unit* for fire control, communication, and 
mapping. It is attached to field gun for traveling.

artillery gun book. Record book of a gun. It is used 
for keeping data on the performance, maintenance 
and inspection of a gun.

artillery asiL See: mil.
artillery of position. See: fixed artillery.
artillery preparation. Heavy artillery fire delivered 

before an attack to disrupt communication* and dis
organize the enemy’s defense.

artillery survey. The process of determining, with suf
ficient exactness, the relative horizontal and vertical 
locations of the pieces and targets so that they may 
be plotted on the firing chart, and oi providing ac
curate data for the pieces.

ARTILLBRT TOWING ATTACHMENT, TRACTOR 
MOUNTING. An item coc.’tnscted of a steel frame
work and consisting of ports such as nuts, bolts, 
shims, and brackets for the mounting on the rear of 
a tractor. It is equipped with a coupler and is de
signed for the towing of wheel mounted artillery 
equipment*

arty (abbr). ‘Artillery.*
ARV (abbr). ‘Armored recovery vehicle.’ 
a/a (abbr). ‘Airspeed.*
A8A (abbr). ‘American Standards Association.*

ASA (LOG) (abbr). ’Assistant Secretary of the Army 
(: ogistics).'

ASCK (abbr). 'American Society of Civil Engineers.' 
ascending branch. That portion of the trajectory be

tween the origin and the summit On this branch, 
the projectile climbs and its attitude constantly in
crease*.

A-acepa. A radarscope that present* the target range 
by a vertical deflection of the time bn*e, or, in certain 
modified versions, by a horisontal deflection.

ASIA (abbr). ‘American Society of Engineer* and 
Architects.’

ASPA (abbr). 'American Steel Foundrymen’s Associa
tion.’

ASG (abbr). 'Aeronautical Standards Group.’
aabcaa. A depth charge. Slaag. See: CHARGE, 

DEPTH.
Aakaaia. The name ol a German company which manu

factured theodolite* and other precision instrument*. 
The term is used to designate sack instrument*.

ASM (abbr). 'Air-to-surfacc missile.'
A8ME (abbr). ‘American Society of Mechanical En

gineers.’
ASP (abbr). ‘Ammunition supply point.'
Asp. [Coined: atmosphere nnmdmg projectile.) A 

Navy high-speed rocket especially designed for 
studies of the upper atmosphere.

aspect angle. The angle formed between the longi
tudinal axis of a projectile in flight and the axis of 
a radar beam.

aspect ratio. The ratio between the square of the span 
of an airfoil and it* area.

sspirt ratio, chamber. The ratio between the length 
of a combostioa chamber and it* diameter.

ASPHALT, PETROLBUM. A brown to Nack bitu
minous residue, obtained artificially from certain 
petroleums, which is insoluble in water, but soluble 
in lighter petroleum fraction*. It may be further 
processed by fluxing or emulsifying or by addition of 
flux and filler to form end products, such as cutback, 
emulsion, waterproofing and damp-proofing, and the 
like*

ASPHALTUM COMPOUND, BXPLOSIVB8 CASH 
LINING. An asphalt base rompoond, completely 
compatible with high explosives, with a maximum 
acidity and a maximum alkalinity of 04)1%, formu
lated for use as a protective lining for fabricated 
metal cases into which charges of TNT, HBX-1, or 
HBX-2 are poured, particularly where crevice* exist 
in wall case*. See also: ASPHALT, PBTROLBUM * 

A8PR (abbr). ‘Armed Services Procurement Regula
tion.’

ASR (abbr). ‘Available supply rate.*
A8RB (abbr). ’American Society , of Refrigerating 

Engineers.*
Aarec. Navy solid propellant rocket-driven torpedo. 

Surface-launched antisubmarine weapon with final 
track underwater.

assault, i. Final phase of an attack ; closing with the 
enemy in hand-to-hand fighting. X In an ampHbiona 
operation, the landing of troops for attack an the 
enemy's beach defenses. A In airborne operatioua.
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the landing of parachute and glider ilements on tin 
secured and unprrparrd drop zones and landing zones 
to attack and seize an an head 4. \ short, violent, 
hut well ordered attack against a local objective, 
such as a gun emplacement, a fort, or a machine gun 
nest . ‘

auault fire. 1. hire delivered by attacking troops as 
they close with an enemy to engage him at close 
range or in hand to hand lighting, usually delivered 
from the hip 01 the standing position at a sustained 
rate 2 In artillery, extremely accurate, short range 
destruction fire al point targets.

asaault gun. Any of va ious sizes and types of guns 
that are s-lf pi ma iled oi mounted on tanks and are 
used for direct fire from close range against point 
targets

aaaemblage. A collection of items designed to ac
complish one general function and identified and is
sued as a single item An assemblage may be made 
up of items included in more than one class of sup
plies and rnay include items for which logistic 
responsiblities are assigned to more than one techni
cal service; eg., I'onton Bridge, Baking Outfit, Fire 
Control Equipment, Tank, Tool Set and Tool Kit.

•■Mmblc. Put together the parts of a gun or other 
mechanism.

asMmbly. 1. A part Hr mechanism consisting of two 
or more separate component parts. An assembly is 
either separable or inseparable and may be either a 
subassembly or a principal assembly. 2. M aintenance 
and supply. A group of two or more physically con
nected or related parts which is capable ot disas
sembly (carburetor, power pack, IF, circuit, am
plifier).

assembly drawing. A drawing upon which parts com
prising an assembly are shown in proper position 
and relationship, or a drawing merely representing 
an assembly.

aaaigaasant. Patent law. The transfer of the entire 
interest in a patented invention or of an undivided 
portion of such entire interest. Cf: grant; lietnae; 
and uxcluaive lietnae.

asaiat. An act of providing takeoff assist (which see) 
to an airplane or missile.

ASST (abbr). 'American Society for Steel Treating.'
ASTE (abbr) 'American Society of Tool Engineers.'
astern. To the rear of an aircraft, vehicle or vessel ; 

behind ; from the back.
ASTIA (abbr). ‘Armed Services Technical Informa

tion Agency.’ A Defense Department agency, undei 
vinistrative control of the Air Force, for collection 

nd dissemination o< technical information. The 
agency is best known by the abbreviation which is 
pronounced as a word.

astigmatism. 1. An aberration or defect of a lens 
which causes a point on the object to be imaged as a 
short line or pair of short lines. When two lines are 
formed, each is at a different distance from the lens 
and is at right angles to the other, and the lens has 
two points of principal focus. A sharp image can
not be secured at either focal point, and must be 
obtained at a point between the two focal points in 
a plane known as the circle of least confusion. This 
defect is caused by unsymmetrical curvature of the

atmospheric shells
lens sin faces 2. A defect of the human eye causing 
straight lines in a certain direction to appear bluired 
and distorted while lines in another direction may 
be well defined. This defect results when rays from a 
[mint at a certain angle are not brought to a single 
local point on the image on the retina. It is caused 
by unsymmetrical surfaces of the cornea of the eye.

aatigmatiser. Device attached to a range finder for 
observing small lights at night. An astigmatizer 
distorts a point of light into a band.

ASTM (abbr) ‘American Society for Testing Ma
terials’

aatronaut. (hie who travels between planets or other 
heavenly bodies; a space traveler.

aatronautica. The art and science o( flying through 
space, or sending vehicles or missiles through space.

ASW (abb'). ‘Antisubmarine warfare.*
ASWG (abbr). 'American Steel and Wire Gage.'
AT (abbr). ‘Antitank.’
at. (abbr) 'Atomic.'
ATAR (abbr). ‘Antitank Aircraft Rocket.’
athodyd. [Glined from aero thermo dynamic duct.] 

Generic. A ramjet or pulsejet engine.
Atlas. A long-range ballistic missile, developed for 

the AF. Utilizes liquid fuel with two boosters. Has 
inertial guidance.

atmosphere. 1. The body of air which surrounds the 
earth. 2. Physics. The pressure of air at sea level, 
about 14.69 pounds per square inch. See: atmos
pheric shells; Standard Atmosphere.

atmosphere, standard. See: Standard Atmosphere.
atmospheric control. Any device or system designed to 

operate movable Aerodynamic control surfaces to 
direct a guided missile in atmosphere dense enough 
for such controls to be effective; the control provided 
by such devices. Cf: nonatmospherie control

atmospheric pressure. The static force of pressure 
exerted by the atmosphere in any direction in any 
part of the atmospheric envelope.

Atmospheric pressure is expressed in different 
ways, as at sea level, it is 76.0 centimeters of mer
cury, 29.92 inches of mercury, 33.9 feet of water, 
14.66 pounds per square inch, 1,013.25 millibars, etc.

atmospheric shells. The several differentiated layers 
of atmosphere between the earth's surface and the 
outer reaches of atmosphere. Nomenclature recom
mended by the International Union of Geodesy and 
Geophysics in 1951 provides Jerms used in five fields: 
temperature, composition, ionization, chemical reac
tions, and molecular escape from the earth. The 
recommended fields, terms, and definitions are stated 
here from Handbook of Geophysics for ,4ir Force 
Designers. First Edition, 1957, published by the 
Geophysics Research Directorate, U. S. Air Force 
Gambridge Research Center.
I. TF.MPFJtATt'KF.

troposphere. The region nearest the surface, hav
ing a more or less uniform decrease of temperature 
with altitude. The nominal rate of temperature de
crease is 6.5° Kelvin per kilometer, but inversions are 
common The troposphere, the domain of weather, 
is in convective equilibrium with lhe sun-warmed
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surface of fix' earth I fie )r<>/i<>/>uiij<-. whic h ix c ui s 
.it altitudes between 0 and kilonieti i s <1 km 
J.2808 feet nt )>(<214 miles), higher and colder over 
tlic- Equator, is the domain of high winds and highest 
cirrus clouds

itrul<‘iphcrc I Ire region next alxivr the trojxi 
si.’.iere Has a nominally constant temperature. The 
stratosphere is thicker over th- jxiles, thinner or even 
nonexistent over the Equator. Maximt n ot atmos
pheric ozone is found near stratopause Rare nacre
ous clouds also are found near the stra.opause 
Stratopause is alxiut 25 kilometers in rm idle lati
tudes Stratospheric temperatures are in the order 
of arctic winter temperatures.

mesosphere. The region of first tem|>erature maxi
mum. Lies above the stratosphere and below the 
major temperature minimum which is found near 80 
kilometers altitude and constitutes the mesopause. 
A relatively warm region between two cold regions; 
the region of disappearance of most meteors. The 
mesopause is found at altitudes of from 70 to 85 
kilometers. Mesosphere is in radiative equilibrium 
between ultraviolet ozone heating by the upper fringe 
of ozone region and the infrared ozone and carbon 
dioxide cooling by radiation to space.

thermosphere. The region of rising temperature 
above the major temperature minimum around 80 
kilometers altitude. No upper altitude limit. The 
domain of the aurorae. Temperature rise at base of 
thermosphere is attributed to too infrequent collisions 
among molecules to maintain thermodynamic equilib
rium. The potentially enormous infrared radiative 
cooling by carbon dioxide is not actually realized 
owing to inadequate collisions.
II. Composition.

homosphere The region of substantially uniform 
composition from the surface upwards. The fiomo- 
pause is found at altitudes between 80 and 100 kilo
meters. The composition changes here primarily 
because of dissociation of oxygen. Mean molecular 
weight decreases accordingly.

heterosphere. The region of significantly varying 
composition above the homosphere and extending in
definitely outwards. The “molecular weight" of air 
diminishes from 29 at about 90 kilometers to 16 at 
about 500 kilometers. Well above the level of oxygen 
dissociation, nitrogen begins to dissociate, and dif
fusive separation (lighter atoms and molecules ris
ing to the top) sets in.
HI. Ionization.

ionosphere. The region of sufficiently large electron 
density to affect radio communication. However, 
only one molecule in 100 to 1000 in the topmost, F2 
region, to one in 100,000,000 (one hundred million) in 
the bottommost, D-region, is ionized. The bottom of 
the ionosphere, the D-region, is found at about 80 
kilometers during the day. At night the D-region 
disappears, and the bottom of the ionosphere rises 
to 100 kilometers. The E( region begins about 100 
km, the E, region about 140 km. The bottom of the 
Fj region is about. 200 km. The Fj region bottom 
is about 240 km, and it extends to about 400 km, the 
top of the ionosphere, which is not well defined.
IV. Chkmical Rkactjons.

chemosphere. The region where chemical activity

atomic damage template
(primarily photochemical) i> predominant. The 
chemosphere i-. found wition the altitude limits of 
alxnit to >10 kilometers
V Moij < i I.ah Em ad

exosphere I lie region wherein molecular escape 
from the earth's atmosphere is significant. The base 
of the exosphere, the critical level, is thought to be 
at an altitude above JOO kilometers, possibly as high 
as 1000 kilometers. Lighter atoms and molecules can 
escape at lower altitudes than heavier ones. The 
earth's magnetic field effectively prevents the escape 
of charged particles, however.

atmospheric stability. Term which describes air con
ditions. When there are many rising and falling 
air currents, the atmosphere is said to be unstable; 
when there are few or no currents, it is said to be 
stable.

atmospheric structure. Atmospheric characteristics 
including wind, direction, velocity, altitude, air 
density, velocity of sound. See also: atmospheric 
sheila.

ATO (abbr). ‘Assist takeoff,’ or ‘assisted takeoff.’
atom. 1. The smallest particle of an element that 

enters into composition of molecules, or in which a 
balance exists between protons and electrons. 2. 
Short for 'atomic ammunition.*

atom bomb. See: bomb, atomic.
atomic. 1. Of a substance: That supplies energy, 

through nuclear reaction, as in atomic pellet. I Of 
energy; That is supplied through nuclear reaction, 
as in atomic energy, atomic power. 3. Of equipment: 
That utilizes atomic weapons or is used in the em
ployment of atomic weapons, as in aiomi: artillery, 
atomic bomber, atomic miItile, atomic rocket, atomic 
warhead. 4. Of vehicles or equipment: That utilise 
power delivered from atomic fission as in atomic 
engine, atomic-powered plane, atomic vehicle.

atomic air burst The explosion of an atomic weapon 
in the air, at a height greater than the maximum 
radius of the fireball. Cf: atomic surface burst; 
atomic underground bust; atomic underwater burst 

atomic ammunition. Meaning formerly limited to am
munition deriving its explosive force from nuclear 
fission. Now generally accepted as including all 
ammunition which derives its explosive force from 
a chain reaction of active nuclear material

atomic artillery Artillery which is capable of firing 
atomic ammunition, which see.

ATOMIC BBAM FBBQUBMCT STANDARD. An 
item which provides one or more precise frequencies 
derived from an element such as ce'ium. Frequency 
determination is accomplished by measuring the nu
clear magnetic moment of the element by resonant 
absorption techniques. When the element is acted 
on by an applied frequency at its atomic spectrum 
line frequency, the element will absorb a quantum of 
energy, indicating coir. :idence between the two fre
quencies. The applied frequency thus becomes a 
standardized frequency, and may be utilised at its 
fundamental, or at harmonics thereof, for precise 
test and measurement of other equipment.*

atomic bomb. See: bomb, atomic.
atomie damage template. (ADT) A graphical repre

sentation for a given yield, hcijght of burst, and map

mum
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..ale .»ing a ground zero point surrounded by 
loiurniia circles or arcs depicting damage radii, 
including arcs for consideration of tiocro safety.

atomic defense. The methods, plans, and p'oeedures 
involved in establishing and exercising defensive 
measures against the effects of an attack by atomic 
weapons or -adiological warfare agents. It en
compasses both the training for, and the implementa
tion of, these methods, plans and procedures.

atomic device. Any explosive device that makes use of 
active nuclear material to cause a chain reaction 
upon detonation.

atomic energy. The energy generated by nuclear fission 
or nuclear fusion.

Atnaaic Energy Commiaeioa. (AEC) The civilian 
governmental agency, established by the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1946, to take over the organization 
and property of the Manhattan Project, and to super
vise and control the production of nuclear-fissionable, 
radioactive materials in the United States.

atomic nrfacs barat Atomic missile burst at an 
elevation such that the fireball touches the ground. 
Cf: atomic air barat; atomic underground barat; 
atomic underwater barat

atomic underground barat The explosion of an atomic 
weapon with its center beneath the surface of the 
ground. Cf: atomic air bant; atomic surface barat; 
atoaaic aaderwater burnt

atomic aaderwater barat The explosion of an atomic 
weapon with its center beneath the surface of the 
water. CT: atomic air barat; atomic surface barat; 
atomic underground barat

atoaaic wespoa. Any bomb, warhead or projectile using 
active nuclear material to cause a chain reaction upon 
detonation. The term is synonymous with nuclear 
weapon, and includes fission and thermonuclear 
weapons.

atomiaatism. Specif. The breaking down of fuel into 
minute particles as it is forced into the cylinder or 
combustion chamber of an engine under extreme 
pressure.

atorp (abbr). 'Antitorpedo.'
attachment. A part, subassembly, or assembly designed 

for use in conjunction with another assembly or a 
unit or set, contributing to the effectiveness thereof 
by rxtetiiing or varying the ba>ic function of the 
assembly, unit or set. Cf: accessory; assembly; 
subassembly.

attained bandwidth. See: bandwidth, attained.
attenuate. Electronic compatere. To obtain ; frac

tional part or reduce in amplitude an action or signal. 
Measurement may be made as percentage, per unit, 
or in decibels, which is 10 times logM of power ratio; 
contrasted with amplify.

attenuator. A device for reducing the amplitude of a 
signal current.

ATTENUATOB, FIXED. A device for reducing the 
strength of an alternating current signal by a fixed 
or predetermined amount, without causing appreciable 
signal distortion, by maintaining correct impedance 
match.*

ATTENUATOR, VARIABLE. A device for reducing 
the strength of an alternating current signal either 

continuously or in steps, without causing appreciable 
signal distortion, by maintaining substantially con
stant output and/or input impedance match. Con
tinuously variable resistive devices must consist oi 
at least two sections or one section with at least 
two rotating contacts An ATTENUATOR, VARI
ABLE must have an overall attenuation rating. 
Includes tandem mounted variable resistors designed 
to function as an attenuator but whose terminals are 
not connected.*

attitnde. Tlie aspect that an aircraft or missile pre
sents at any given moment, as determined by its 
inclinations about its three axes.

attitude control. Specif. A control system or mecha
nism. as an automatic pilot, that puts or keeps an 
aircraft or missile in a desired attitude.

attitude gyro. A gyro u^.-d in attitude control.
attitude of projectile. See: attitude.
attrition rate. A factor, normally expressed as a per

centage, reflecting the degree of losses of personnel 
or nonconsumablc supplies due to various causes 
within a specified period of time.

ATOM (abbr). ‘Antitank nonmetallic.'
audio. Pertaining to frequencies of audible sound 

waves between about IS and 20,000 cycles per second.
audio frequency. (AF) Electroacotutice. Any fre

quency corresponding to a' normally audible sound 
wave.

Audio frequencies range roughly from 15 to 20,000 
cycles per second.

The word 'audio' may be used as a modifier to 
indicate a device or system intended to operate at 
audio frequencies, e.g., 'audio amplifier.’

auger, earth. A power operated machine designed to 
bore holes in the earth by imparting rotary motion to 
an earth auger bit which is forced downward either 
manually or mechanically. The machine may be 
designed to bore holes at an angle (other than verti
cal). It is not capable of boring and removing the 
earth simultaneously.*

augmentor. A duct usually enclosing the exhaust jet 
behind the nozzle exit section to provide increased 
thrust

AUM (abbr). ‘Air-to-underwater missile.’
autia. Popular term for ‘antimissile missile.’
AUBAL PBOTECTOB, SOUND. An item consisting 

of two ear muffs constructed of plastic with a soft 
rubber hairline seal, connected by means of stirrups 
to each end of an adjustable metal spring headboard. 
It may be combined with a soft helmet and is de
signed to prevent damage to the ear by attenuating 
sound to a comfortable and harmless level.*

aural radio range. A radio range, such as the loop
type radio range, in which the on-course *<gnal is an 
aural signal only,

aitmv (abbr). ‘Automotive.’
auto (abbr). ‘Automatic.*
auto-fruttagu. A French term meaning ‘self-hooping.’ 

A method of gun manufacture by radial expansion, 
which see.

auto-loading. Self-loading. An auto-loading gun fires, 
extracts, ejects, and 'eloads once with each action 
of the firing mechanism.
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autosMtic. (atrto) Oear/al. Self-acting; moving or 

acting by itself S^nj. Of a weapon: After the 
::rst round ij fired, an automatic weapon fires, ex
tracts, ejects, and reloads without application of 
power from an outside source, repeating the cycle as 
long as the firing mechanism is held in the proper 
position. Automatic action involves repeating the 
cycle of operation, as distinguished from semiautomat
ic, which is restricted to one complete cycle at a 
time. Examples of use : automatic firearm; —gun;
—pistol; — rifle; —rocket launcher.

automatic b-eecb mac ha aims. A device that utilizes 
the energy of recoil, or the pressure of the powder 
gases, to open the breech, withdraw the fired cartridge 
case, insert a new cartridge, and close the breech. 
After firing the first round, the only hand operation 
necessary for the firing of succeeding rounds is that 
of continuing to pull the trigger. Present usage of 
the automatic mechanism is restricted to guns of 
small caliber tliat use the small arms cartridge, or 
fire a projectile weighing not more than a pound. 
Machine guns have a breech mechanism of the full 
automatic type.

automatic check-out system. Sy.rem utilizing test 
equipment capable of automatically and simultane
ously providing actions and information which will 
ultimately result in the efficient operation of tested 
equipment while keeping dowji time to a minimum.

automatic food mechanism. See: FEEDER, AUTO
MATIC GUM.

automatic firs. Continuous fire ffom an automatic gun 
until the pressure on the trigger is released. Auto
matic fire differs from semiautomatic fire of auto
matic weapons and from single shot fire of hand- 
loaded weapons ;n both of which a separate trigger 
pull is required for each shot fired.

aatosaatic flrearm. See: aatomatic.
automatic frequency control. A mechanism for pro

viding continuous automatic adjustment to the tuning 
of the local oscillator of a radir receiver in order 
to maintain a constant beat frequency between the 
local oscillator and the transmitting tube. See: 
CONTROL, ELECTRICAL FREQUENCY.

automatic gala control. (AGC) See: gain control, 
automatic.

automatic gun. See: automatic.
automatic gun charger. A gun charger that includes 

a mechanism for the clearance of gun stoppages and 
the retention of the breech mechanism to the rear of 
the gun receiver.

automatic pilot A control mechanism incorporating a 
gyroscope, which initiates corrections on the control 
surfaces of an aircraft to maintain a steady and 
preset course and attitude, without assistance from 
the human pilot.

Also called a ‘copilot* ‘autopilot,* ‘robot pilot,* and 
‘mechanical pilot*

automatic pistol See: automatic.
automatic rife. Sre: automatic.
automatic rockot launcher. See: automatic.
automatic supply. System by which certain supply re

quirements are automatically shipped or issued for a 
predetermined period of time, baaed upon estimated 

or experience-usage factor'!, without requisition by 
the using unit. See: semiautomatic supply.

automatic tracking. Tracking in which a servomecha
nism keeps the radar beam trained on the target, by 
locking the servomechanism to the echo signal from 
the target

automatic volume coetrnL See: gain control, auto
matic.

automatlox The entire field of investigation, design, 
development, application and methods of rendering 
or making processes or machines self-acting or self
moving; rendering automatic; theory, art or techni
que of making a device, machine process or pro
cedure more fully automatic; the implementation of 
a self-acting or self-moving, hence, automatic process 
or machine.

automobile. A self-propelled, wheeled vehicle, general
ly commercially designed, for transporting less than 
ten (10) passengers on highways and/or roads. 
Excludes bicycles, motorcycles, and motor scooters.*

AUTOMOBILE, AMBULANCE. A self-propelled 
wheeled vehicle with a sedan type body designed 
and equipped for rendering first aid, and transporting 
wounded, injured or sick persons. Excludes TRUCK, 
AMBULANCE.*

AUTOMOBILE, HEARSE. A self-propelled wheeled 
vehicle designed and equipped to convey Vie de
ceased for burial.*

AUTOMOBILE, SEDAN. An automobile with c 
sedan type body having full width front and rear 
seats. May have auxiliary seat(s).*

AUTOMOBILE, STATION WAGON. An automobile 
with a sedan type body primarily designed to carry 
personnel. It has horizontally hinged door rod tail 
gate at rear to facilitate loading supplies and/or 
equipment into the passenger compartment. Excludes 
TRUCK, CARRYALL.*

autopilot Short for ‘automatic pilot*
auto service support See: TBESTLE, MOTOR VE

HICLE MAINTENANCE.
Autoeyn. A Bendix Marine trade name for a rvnehre 

(which see), derived from the words 'automatically 
synchronous.’

Aatoaya motor. See: SYNCHRO, RECEIVER.
Autoeyn transmitter. See: SYMCHBO, TRANS

MITTER.
aux (abbr). ‘Auxiliary.*
auxiliary booster. See: booster, auxiliary.
auxiliary detoaatixg turn. See: fuse, auxiliary letanat- 

i»g.
auxiliary power unit A power unit that can be used 

in addition to, or in place of, other sources of power.
AUXILIARY SET, ENGINE DBIVBN. An item con

sisting nf a prime mover driving two or more dif- 
■ferent types of items, such as generator(s), com- 
pressor(s) or pump(s). The components must be 
mounted as a single unit and may be used singly or 
simultaneously.*

avrilaMe cosvwratoa power gain (of a conversion 
transducer). The ratio of the available output-fre
quency power from the output terminals of the 
transducer to the available input-frequency power



axle, vehicular, notd riving
axial-flow je, engine. A jet engine in which the flow 

of air is along the longitudinal axis of the engine. 
specif, i turbojet engine that utilizes the axial-flow 
compressor.

axial mining. Continuous or intermittent nuisance 
mining in great depth along the axes of enemy ad
vance

axial moment of inertia. One of the factors determin
ing the stability of a spinning projectile.

axial observation. Observation of gun fire from a 
point on < r near the line joining the gun and target; 
the angle ..I the target between the gun and observer 
is less than 5°. See : flank observation.

axis, elastic. Stress gnalysis. The locus of all points 
through which a force may be applied to a structure 
without causing torsional deflection.

axis of an aircraft See: axes of an aircraft
axis of precession. In a gyroscope or gyroscopic body, 

any axis perpendicular to the spinning axis, about 
which precession may take place.

The axis of precession follows a line between the 
point at which force is applied and the spinning axis. 
See: precession.

axis of scan. See: scan, axis of.
axis of sighting. Line taken through the sights of a 

gun, or through the optical center and centers of 
curvature of lenses in any telescopic instrument.

axis of the bore. Imaginary central line of the bore of 
a gun.

axis of trunnions. Axis about which a gun is rotated 
in elevation to increase or decrease the range of fire.

axis, wing. The locus ot the aerodynamic centers of 
all the wing sections of an airplane.

axle. Artillery. That part of a carriage that supports 
the weight of the weapon and has on its ends, directly 
or indirectly, spindles upon which the wheels are 
mounted. In towed two-wheeled artillery, in addi
tion to supporting the weapon in travel, the axle also 
provides the support for tiring the weapon. It may 
carry connections for the trails, brakes, firing seg
ments, etc. The three-main types of axles are—axle 
for axle traverse; axle for pintle traverse (bottom 
carriage); axle for bogies and transport wagons.

AXLE ASSEMBLY, AUTOMOTIVE, DRIVING. A 
device suspended between and connecting opposite 
wheels, which consists of the housing and driving 
differential mechanism, and supports the weight of 
a vehicle.*

AXLE ASSEMBLY, VEHICULAR, NONDRIVING. 
An item consisting of two AXLE, VEHICULAR. 
NONDRIVING connected together by means of 
rocker arms, torque rods, walking beams, susper-on 
springs, or the like.*

axle, steering. See: AXLE, VEHICULAR, NON
DRIVING.

axle traverse. Traverse in which the carriage of an 
artillery weapon slides laterally along the axle, 
pivoting about the trail spade; applicable only to 
carriages with box trails; traverse is limited tn a 
few degrees so that the trail must be moved in chang
ing targets, or in following a rapidly moving target 

AXLE, VEHICULAR, NONDRIVING. An item de
signed for connecting the opposite wheels and sup-
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from the driving generator with terminating condi 
tions specified for all frequencies which may a fieri 
the result.

This applies to outputs of such magnitude that the 
conversion transducer is operating in a substantially 
linear condition.

The maximum available conversion power gain of 
a conversion transducer is obtained when the input 
termination admittance, at input frequency, is the 
conjugate of the input frequency driving point admit
tance of the conversion transducer.

available supply rate. (ASR) See: ammunition 
available supply rate.

average absolute pulse smpLitude. Electroacoustics. 
The average of the absolute value of the instantaneous 
amplitude taken over the pulse duration.

By ‘absolute value' is meant the arithmetic value 
regardless of the algebraic sign.

average outgoing quality. (AOQ) As applied to in
spection procedures, the average quality of a succes
sion of lots which have been accepted.

avsrage outgoing quality limit. (AOQL) As applied 
to inspection procedures, the poorest average quality 
that the sampling plan and inspection methods being 
used will accept.

avsrags pulse amplitude. Electroacoustics. The aver
age oi the instantaneous amplitude taken over the 
pulse duration.

average thrust. Missile testing. The average of the 
thrust values recorded during the web-burning time. 
It is computed as the quotient of thrust-time integral 
during the web-burning time, divided by the web- 
burning time.

aviation gasoline. See GASOLINE, AVIATION.
Avogadro’s law. Equal volumes of all gases contain 

the same number of molecules under the same condi
tions of temperature and pressure. From this law it 
follows that molecular volume of one gas is exactly 
equal to the molecular volume of any other gas.

AW (abbr). 1. ‘Automatic weapons.’ 3, 'Air warning.’
1. ‘Above water.’

AWO (abbr). ‘American Wire Gage’
AWS (abbr) 1. ‘American Welding Society.’ 3. 

‘American War Standard.’
axes of an aircraft. Three fixed lines of reference, 

usually centroidal and mutually perpendicular. The 
horizontal axis in the plane of symmetry, usually 
parallel to the axis of the propeller shaft or the 
thrust line cf the jet (motor) engine, is called the 
longitudinal axis; the axis perpendicular to this, in 
the plane of symmetry, is called the normal or yaw 
axis; and the third axis perpendicular to the other 
two is called the lateral or pitch axis. In mathemati
cal discussion, the first of these axes, drawn from 
rear to front, is generally designated the ‘X’ axis; 
the second, drawn downward, the *Z’ axis; and the 
third, running from left to right, the *Y’ axis.

axial flow. Specif. In a jet aircraft, the flow of air 
along the longitudinal axis of the engine.

axial-flow compressor. A centrifugal compressor used 
esp. in a jet engine that forces the air or other fluid 
in a straight line parallel to the axis of its rotating 
impeller.
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porting the weight of a vehicle without provisions 
for driving the wheels It may have pivoting wheel 
spindles for steering*

ai (abbr). 'Azimuth ’
azimuth. (az) A direction expressed as a horizontal 

angle usually in degrees or mils and measured clock
wise from north. Thus azimuth will be either true 
azimuth, grid azimuth, or magnetic azimuth de
pending upon which north is used.

azimuth adjustment elide rule. Circular slide rule by 
which a known angular correction for fire at one 
elevation can tie changed to the proper correction 
for any other elevation. An azimuth adjustment slide 
rule is used to find corrections for high-angle guns, 
such as the mortar or howitzer.

azimuth and elevation indicator. Sec: INDICATOR, 
AZIMUTH-ELEVATION.

azimuth and range indicator. See INDICATOR, 
AZIMUTH-RANGE.

azimuth angle. 1. The angle used to express azimuth.
2. In celestial navigation, the interior ang’* of the 
astronomical triangle at the zenith, measured from 
the observer's meridian to the vertical circle through 
the body.

A certain star or aircraft may be said to have an 
azimuth angle of 35°, meining that the star or 
aircraft on a horizontal plane is bearing 35° clock
wise from true north as seen by the observer.

azimuth ballistic correction. A ballistic correction 
made in azimuth.

AZIMUTH BAR. A navigational instrument for use 
with a compass to determine bearing of objects or 
azimuth of celestial bodies. Consists of a frame on 
which is mounted sighting vanes, reflecting mirrors 
and/or prisms. Excludes BEARING BAR. See also: 
AZIMUTH CIRCLE and BEARING CIRCLE.*

AZIMUTH CIRCLB. A navigational instrument used 
for the determination of the azimuths of celestial 
objects and the bearings of terrestrial objects by 
means of sighting vanes, prisms, and mirrors mounted 
on a ring formed to fit and rotate about the bezel of 
a marine compass, permitting simultaneous viewing 
of a target and the compass card reading. Excludes

azon
BEARING CIRCLE See also: AZIMUTH BAR 
and BEARING BAR *

azimuth computer. See COMPUTER, AZIMUTH, 
azimuth control. See CONTROL, ANTENNA;

CONTROL, DIRECTION FINDER; CONTROL, 
SEARCHLIGHT.

azimuth deviation. Angular difference in aximuth be
tween the lines from the gun to the target and from 
the gun to the point where a projectile strikes or 
bursts

azimuth difference. Apparent difference in the position 
of an object viewed from two different points, 
especially from a gun position and a directing point. 
Also called parallax.

azimuth indicator. See INDICATOR, AZIMUTH, 
azimuth instrument Telescopic instrument used for 

measuring horizontal angles, usually azimuths.
AZIMUTH LAYING SET, GUIDED MISSILE. A 

complete set that integrates the terrestrial position 
of a launch complex with the position ot a terrestrial 
target by utilizing an automatic theodolite and a 
north seeking gyro to effect adjustment of a gyro 
stabilized platform in relation to true north.*

azimuth micromater. Instrument for measuring azi
muths with which very exact readings are made.

asimuth rate. Cuwicry. The rate of change in azimuth 
measured in mils or degrees per second.

azimuth recorder. See RECORDER, AZIMUTH, 
astmuth scale. Graduated angle-measuring device on 

instruments, gun carriages, etc., that indicates azimuth.
azimuth-stabilised PPI. A plan position indicator 

which is stabilized by a connection with the gyro 
compass so that the presentation is oriented to* zeds 
true or magnetic north at the top of the scope. Also 
called a ‘north-stabilized PPI.’

azimuth telescope. See: TBLB8COPE, AZIMUTH, 
aeon. (azimuth only.] A glide bomb used in World

War II, having movable control surfaces in Jr tail 
adjusted by radio signals to control the ivom.S in 
azimuth only. Hence, azon bomb, azon missile. See: 
bomb, glide; razon. (Historical)

X
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B (abbri. t. Belted' when applied to ammunition.

2. In such usage as M56B1, designates a modification 
of standardized item, using an alternate material or 
method <>t manufacture See also A; E; M; T; X.

babbit. The resultant interference, or cross-talk, from 
a large number of interfering channels.

back asimuth. A reciprocal azimuth determined by 
adding or subtracting 180° to or from the degrees 
expressing the azimuth of an object.

back-azimuth method. Method of locating an ob
server's position on a map or chart with a very 
accurate angle measuring instrument. It is done by 
measuring the azimuth of three visible points that 
a. located on the map or chart, and drawing through 
each point a line or ray with its calculated back 
azimuth The point where the lines or rays intersect 
is the location of the observer's position. The back- 
azimuth method is one kind of resection.

backblast. Rearward blast of gases to the rear of re
coilless weapons, rocket launchers and rocket assisted 
takeoff units.

backblast area, ( one shaped area in rear of a recoilless 
weapon, rocket launcher or rocket assitted takeott 
unit which is dangerous to personnel.

backfire. Specif. 1. A rearward escapement of gases 
or cartridge fragments upon firing a firearm or gun. 
See: flareback. 3. A premature explosion in the 
cylinder of an internal combustion engine during the 
exhaust stroke, tending to drive the crankshaft in a 
direction counter to its normal one; any explosion in 
the intake or exhaust passages of such an engine.

background. Radar. An object or objects, esp. on the 
earth's surface, that produce signals on a radar screen 
but are of no particular interest; background re
turns. See also' radar clutter.

background count. The evidence or effect on a de
tector of radiation, other than that which it is de
sired to detect, caused by any agency. In connection 
with health protection, the background count usually 
includes the radiations produced by naturally oc- 
curting radioactivity and cosmic rays.

background noise. 1. lilcrtroacoustici. In recording 
and reproducing, the total system noise independent 
of whether or not a signal is present. The signal 
is not to be included as part of the noise. 2. Receivtri. 
The noise on the carrier in the absence of signal 
modulation.

background research. An aspect of basic research 
considered to provide a foundation for subsequent 
research.

Background research is usually considered to in
volve systematic observation, collection, and organi
zation of facts to provide adequate data upon which 
to project the analysis and experimentation required 
for the discovery or testing of new facts, principles, 
or hypotheses.

background return. Electronice. An echo from an 

object other than the target, appearing on a radar 
screen. Cf: radar clutter.

bad 1. The return trip of a vehicle, when carry
ing c.., - 2. Excessive and unnecessary rerouting
and doubie-nandling of cargo.

backlash. Specif. The backward striking motion of a 
badly fitted machine part that results from changes 
in velocity, as between the teeth of engaging gears.

back plate. Plate at the rear of the breech mechanism 
of certain automatic guns. In small arms, it is the 
plate which closes the rear of the receiver group.

back-scattering. The scattering of energy of the 
radar-reflected signal.

back-ecattering coefficient B (echoing area). Antennae. 
For large objects, the back-scattering coefficient of 
an object is approximately the product of its inter
ception area by its scattering gain in the direction of 
the source, where the interception area is the pro
jected geometrical area and the scattering gain is 
the reradiated power gain relative to an isotropic 
radiator.

backsight method. Sighting two pieces of equipment 
directly at each other in order to orient and syn
chronize one with the other in azimuth and elevation.

backswspt wing. 1. A swept hack wing, 2. An airplane 
or missile ?<ing in which ,he leading edge tapers 
backward from root to tip. Now rare.

bacteriological warfare. Warfare conducted with bac
teriological weapons, as by bombs filled with bacteria.

This is a species of biological warfare.
Badger Ordna ce Works. Ordnance Corps field in

stallation for production of ammunition during an 
emergency. Located near Baraboo, Wisconsin.

bafle. A plate or wall, as around an engine or in a 
fuel tank, the purpose of which is to deflect, direct, 
or retard the flow of a liquid or gas.

BAG, CARGO, AERIAL DELIVERY. An item of 
flexible material, with fittings and fasteners used for 
the delivery of cargo. It is dropped from an aircraft 
by parachute. Excludes ROLL, CARGO, AERIAL 
DELIVERY*

bag, cartridge. See: bag, propellant.
bagloadiag. The loading of propellant into bags to form 

propelling charges for semifixed or separate loading 
ammunition.

bag, powder. See: bag, propellant.
bag, propellant. Fabric container that holds the pro

pelling charge for separate loading or semifixed am
munition. Usually made of cartridge cloth, a special 
fabric that is consumed without leaving a burning 
residue.

baka bomb. [Fr. Japanese ‘foolish.’] A WW II Japa
nese rocket airplane bearing explosives, guided onto 
its target by its pilot, called ’jinrai Butai’ (divine 
thunderbolt) by the Japanese.

This craft was carried by a large airplane to a 
point near the target and released.
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balance. I. The stability achieved b) an aircraft or 
missile when the lories of drag, thrust, lift and 
gravity are acting so as to produce steady flight 
without roll, yaw, or pitch. 2. To bring an aircraft 
or missile into balance.

balanced modulator. See. modulator, balanced.
balanced stock(s). 1. 1'hat condition in supply when 

availability and requirements are in equilibrium for 
specific items 2. Accumulation of supplies in quanti
ties determined necessary to meet requirements for 
a fixed period of time

balanced supply. Status as of a date when the total 
supply and the total demand cumulative through that 
date are equal.

balanced aurface, aerodynamic. A control surface that 
extends on both sides of the axis of the hinge or 
pivot, or that has auxiliary devices or extensions con
nected with it in such a manner as to effect a small 
or zero resultant moment of the air forces about the 
hinge axis.

balanced aurface, static. A control surface whose 
center of mass is in the hinge axis.

ball. Used in ammunition nomenclature to: 1. Indicate 
a bullet for general use as distinguished from bullets 
for special uses such as armor-piercing, incendiary, 
high explosive, etc. 2. Indicate a small arms pro
pellant which is oblate spheroidal in shape, generally 
double base propellant.

ball ammunition. Non-armor-piercing small arms am
munition in which the projectile is solid. It is in
tended for use against personnel, light materir.1 
targets or for training purposes.

BALL, BIASING. A spherical body, a series of which 
provide the rolling elements in a BEARING, BALL 
(as modified). It may have other uses such as the 
checking components in a ball check valve.*

ball, csllnlOM-nitrats. An item to simulate gunfire, 
for training purposes.

ball gunner. Short for ‘ball-turret gunner.’ See: turret, 
ball.

ballistic. Pertaining to ballistics (which sec) or the 
motion of missiles.

ballistic area. Space lying between the centers of 
impact of two groups of shots, one consisting entirely 
of shots over the target, the other entirely of shots 
short of the target.

ballistic ease. Any shell or casing given efficient bal
listic characteristics, used to inclose elements for 
delivery on a target; any bomb, projectile, or rocket 
case. Cf: adapter, cluster, almabla.

ballistic coefficient The numerical measure of the 
ability of a missile to overcome air resistance. It 
is dependent upon the mass, the diameter, and the 
form factor (which see).

ballistic conditions. Conditions which affect the motion 
of a projectile in the bore and through the atmosphere, 
including muzzle velocity, weight of projectile, site 
and shape of projectile, rotation of the earth, density 
of the air, elasticity of the air, and the wind.

ballistic correction. Adjustment in firing data that is 
based on conditions affecting the flight of a pro
jectile. It allows for such factors as wind, tempera- 

tur<-, <t< It does not include adjustment based on 
observation of fire

ballistic curve. The rurve described bv the actual path 
of a bullet, bomb, or other projectile as determined by 
the ballistic conditions, i e., by the velocity due to 
the propulsive lo.ee. by gravity, wind, temperature, 
etc.

This terrr is not applied to the path oi a rocket 
until its fuel is cut off See trajsetory.

ballistic cycle, t’r^frllant actuattd drwei. Elapsed 
time from ignition of propellant to time that func
tioning of device is complete.

ballistic deflection. The deflection (which tee) of a 
missile due to its ballistic characteristics.

With regard to projectiles fired from guns, ballistic 
deflection is considered to be either lateral or vertical. 
Lateral ballistic deflection is positive if to the right, 
negative if to the left; vertical ballistic deflection is 
positive if upward, negative if downward.

ballistic density. A theoretical constant density of the 
atmosphere that would have the same effect on a 
missile in flight as the varying densities actually 
encountered.

ballistic director. Combined observing and predicting 
instrument that computes firing data for the future 
position of a moving target A ballistic director 
makes corrections for actual conditions of wind, 
atmospheric density, temperature, muzzle velocity, etc.

ballistic efficiency. 1. Ability of a projectile to over
come the resistance of the air. Ballistic efficiency 
depends chiefly on the weight, diameter, and shape of 
the projectile. 2. The external efficiency of a 
rocket or other jet engine of a missile.

ballistic equivalence. Substitution of a single perforated 
grain with web of 123 to 1.28 times the web of a 
seven-perforated grain for preliminary interior bal
listic calculations is sometimes desirable. Since the 
assumed grain gives about the same calculated re
sults as the multiperforated grain, they are said to 
have ballistic equivalence.

ballistic integrator. A four wheeled planimeter, which 
enables determination of the geometric properties of 
solids of revolution by following the scaled cross 
section outline. Volumes and moments of inertia are 
computed from the recorded movements of the in
tegrator wheels.

ballistic lead. The correction or allowance 'or wind 
effects and gravity made when computing a lead 
angle. Cf: kinetic lead.

ballistic limit. The minimum velocity at which a par
ticular armor-piercing projectile is expected to con
sistently completely penetrate armor plate of given 
thickness and physical properties at a specified angle 
of obliquity. Because of the expense of firing tests 
and the impossibility of controlling striking velocity 
precisely, plus the existence of a zone of mixed re
sults in which a projectile may completely penetrate 
or only partially penetrate under apparently identical 
conditions, statistical approaches are necessary, based 
upon limited firings. Certain approaches lead to 
approximation of the V» Point, that is, the velocity 
at which complete penetration and incomplete pene
tration are equally likely to occur. Other methods 
attempt to approximate the V. Point, that is, the 
maximum velocity at which no complete penetration
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will occur Other methods attempt to approximate 
the V,» Point, that is, the minimum velocity at which 
all projectiles will completely penetrate.

ballistic miuile Specifically, any missile guided 
especially in the upward- part of its trajectory, but 
becoming a free falling body in the latter stages of 
its flight through the atmosphere. This missile con 
tains guiding devices, such as pteset mechanisms, but 
it is distinguished from a guided missile in that it 
becomes a free falling body, subject to ballistic 
reactions as it descends through tile atmosphere. 
Currently the terns has a strong connotation of a 
missile designed to travel outside, or in the outer 
reaches of, the atmosphere before plunging toward 
its target The German V-2 is considered a ballistic 
missile.

balliatic mortar. A heavy, short barrelled mortar, 
pendulum mounted, for determining the relative power 
of explosives. A small sample of a test explosive is 
placed in the detonation chamber and a projectile is 
located forward of the charge. Upon detonation the 
projectile is driven into a sand bank and the mortar 
swings through an arc. A marker records the maxi
mum height to which the mortar rises on its arc. 
The weight of the test explosive required to produce 
the same rise as 10 grams of TNT is determined, and 
the rating is the percentage resulting from dividing 
10 by the determined weight and multiplying by 100. 
This figure is called the TNT value.

ballistic pendulum. First reasonably accurate ballistic 
measuring instrument for determining projectile ve
locity; described by Benjamin Robins before the 
Royal Society of England in 1743. A bullet was fired 
into a wood pendulum, and its velocity determined 
by equating the expressions for the momentum of the 
bullet before striking the pendulum and the mo
mentum of the pendulum after receiving the bullet.

ballistics. Branch of applied mechanics which deals 
with the motion and behavior characteristics of mis* 
sites, that is, projectiles, bombs, rockets, guided mis
siles, etc., and of accompanying phenomena. It can 
be conveniently divided into three branches: interior 
ballistics, which deals with the motion of the pro
jectile in the bore of the weapon; exterior ballistics, 
which deals with the motion of the projectile while 
in flight; and terwMwf ballistics, which is concerned 
with the effect and action of the projectile when it 
impacts or bursts.

ballistic shock test See : shock test.
ballistics of penetration. That part of terminal bal

listics which treats of the motion of a projectile as it 
forces its v/ay into targets of solid or semisolid sub
stances such as earth, concrete, or steel. Set also: 
ballistics.

ballistic table. Compilation of ballistic data from which 
trajectory elements such as angle of fall, range to 
summit, time of flight, ordinate at any time, etc., can 
be obtained. See also: Bring table.

ballistic temperature. A theoretical constant tempera
ture that would have the same effect on a missile in 
flight as the varying temperatures actually en
countered.

ballistic test. Proof test of weapons or ammunition to 
determine suitability.

balloon, meteorological
ballistic trajectory. That part of tbe trajectory of a 

bomb, piojrilile, rocket, or other missile which o 
traced afier the cutoff of propulsive force

The ballistic trajectory of a projectile is its entire 
trajectory, beginning at the muzzle of the gun, that 
of a bomb is from the point at which it separates 
from the bomber; that of a ballistic missile from 
the point at which its fuel ii exhausted or cut off. 
See trajectory.

ballistic tube. Gun tube kept or used for ballistic tests. 
Usually selected because of certain demonstrated 
characteristics.

ballistic uniformity. The capabilitv of a propellant, 
when fired under identical conditions from round to 
round, to impart uniform muzzle velocity, and to 
produce similar interior ballistic results.

ballistic wave. An audible disturbance caused by the 
compression of air ahead of a missile in flight.

ballistic weapon. Any missile weapon, as a bomb, 
rocket, projectile, or bullet, affected by ballistic con
ditions.

ballistic wind, (ballwin) A theoretical or assumed 
constant wind that would hive the same effect on a 
missile, or on a bomb, from t ie point of its departure 
to its target as the varying winds actually en
countered.

ballistite. Often capitalized. A smokeless propellant 
containing nitrocellulose and nitroglycerin, used in 
some rocket, mortar, and small arms ammunition.

ball mount. See: MOUNT, GUN.
ball of Are. A fireball, which see.
balloon, (bln) A contrivance that incorporates a non- 

porous bag filled with heated air or gas lighter than 
air so that it rises and floats in the atmosphere, esp. 
a nonrigid airship without a propelling system.

balloon apron. An antiaircraft device consisting of 
cables hanging perpendicularly from other cables 
extending between two or more balloons.

The term ‘balloon apron' is sometimes used in the 
sense of balloon barrage (which see).

balloon barrage. An antiaircraft defense normally con
sisting of a number of balloons, usually together 
and equipped with balloon aprons, held captive by 
steel cables and strategically moored near vital 
areas or installations.

The cables or aprons force attacking planes to fly 
at higher altitudes, thus impeding attack. Some
times called ‘balloon curtain’ or ‘balloon apron.’ 
See also: barrage.

BALLOON, BARRAGB. A balloon restrained from 
free flight by means of a cable attaching it to the 
earth. It is used to support wires or nets as pro
tection against air attacks.*

balloon curtain. A balloon barrage.
balloon fabric. A fabric, usually rubberized, for balloon 

or airship envelopes.
Balloon fabric is also sometimes used as a finish 

covering over the wood covering of certain airplanes, 
balloon gun. An early antiaircraft gun for use against 

balloons.
BALLOON, MBTBOROLOGICAL. A balloon designed 

to have a predetermined rate of free ascent when



balloon, target 35 barium titanate gage
inflated with a specific volume of a li^hter-than-pir 
Has •

BALLOON, TARGET. A free floating balloon used 
io. gunnery practice *

balloting. A tossing or bounding movement of a pro
jectile within the limits of the bore diameter, while 
moving through the bore under the influence of the 
propellant gases The projectile normally contacts 
the bore at the rotating band and the bourrelet. Bal
loting results m change in the element of the bour
relet surface wlinli contacts the bore.

ballwin (abbr). ‘Ballistic wind(s) '
band. Term sometimes used for rotating band. See: 

band, rotating.
band (abbr). ‘Bandoleer.’
band, copper. l < i in sometimes used for rotating band. 

See: band, rotating.
BAND, DUMMY PROJECTILE. A replaceable band 

of bronze or other nonferrous metal provided at the 
front (bourrelet) and rear of a dummy separate 
loading projectile The bands provide bearing sur
faces contacting the cannon chamber, preventing 
wear and damage to the chamber. The bands are 
replaced when this become worn or damaged. Dum
my projectiles arc used in training personnel in the 
operations of loading and firing artillery.

band, frequency. In communications and electronics, a 
continuous range of frequencies extending between 
two limiting frequencies.

band gap. Clearance between rotating band and band 
seat after seating of the band on the projectile. See: 
band, rotating; band seat.

band groove. One of the channels cut into the rotating 
band of a projectile during the process of engraving. 
It is produced by the corresponding land in the rifling 
of the gun tube. See: band land; rifling.

band land. The raised portion on the rotating band of 
a projectile after engraving has taken place. It is 
produced by the rifling groove of the gun tube. See: 
band groove; engraving.

band, lug. Any of the bands on an aircraft rocket, 
which, -. ■ 1 the appropriate fittings, attach the rocket 
to a rail pe or post-type aircraft rocket launcher. 
See also BAND, SUSPENSION, ROCKET.

BANDOLEER. A closed loop of fabric, provided with 
pockets designed to accommodate small arms am
munition. Used by individual soldier for carrying 
ammunition, by suspending one or more bandoleers 
over the shoulders.

BAND, RETAINING, ROCKET MOTOR CLUSTER. 
A single or inultisection item with fastening devices, 
specifically designed to surround and hold in posi
tion two or more rocket motors to form a rocket motor 
cluster. It may include provisions for mounting fins.* 

band, rotating. Soft metal band around projectile near 
its base. The rotating band centers the projectile 
and makes it fit tightly in the bore, thus preventing 
the escape of gas, and by engaging the rifling, gives 
projectile its spin.

band, rotating, preengraved. A rotating band fitted to 
a projectile and containing grooves to fit the rifling of 
the weapon. The grooves are formed as part of the 
manufacture of the projectile. This practice is fol

lowed in the manufacture of ammunition for recoilless 
weapons. .See also, band, rotating.

band, rotating, welded overlay. A rotating band formed 
on a projectile by depositing molten metal by welding 
techniques followed by machining to the required 
contour I his avoids weakening the projectile wall 
as would occur in machining the band seat deep 
enough to maintain a swaged band, and also reduces 
the possibility of band loss. See also: band, rotating.

BAS (.i/dir) 'Brown and Sharpe’ (gage).
band aeat. Machined groove around circumference of 

a projectile, into which the rotating band is seated.
BAND SET, 130 MILLIMETER DUMMY PROJEC

TILE. The required .egmental parts of dummy pro
jectile bands required to replace the front and rear 
bands of the PROJECTILE, 280 MILLIMETER 
DUMMY.

band, shipping. A cylindrical band designed to protect 
the suspension lugs during shipment of bombs.

BAND, SUSPENSION, PARACHUTE FLARE. An 
adjustable ring, usually of steel, of size suitable for 
applying to a specified type of parachute flare. Pro
vided with lugs for attachment to a standard bomb 
rack, to enable carrying and release in the same 
manner as a bomb.

BAND, SUSPENSION, ROCKET. A me'allic item 
designed for mounting on a rocket to provide suspen
sion from a rocket launcher.*

bandwidth. The width i’ a band of frequencies; iptcif., 
the width of a resonance curve, in cycles per second, 
taken at a specified point along the curve.

The bandwidth is usually measured between the 
frequencies at which the power obtained in a circuit 
is one-half of the maximum.

bandwidth, attained. That portion of the band covered 
by the total frequency deviation of a subcarrier oscil
lator or pick-up with full range applied stimulus.

bandwidth, design. The frequency any device is in
tended to achieve with full range stimulus.

Bangalore torpedo. Metal tube or pipe that is packed 
with a high explosive charge. A Bangalore torpedo 
is chiefly used to clear a path through barbed wire 
or mine fields. See: DEMOLITION KIT, BANGA
LORE TORPEDO.

bang-bang control. Control system used in guidance, 
wherein the corrective control applied to the missile 
is always applied to the full extent of servo motion.

bank indicator. A flight instrument which shows, with 
respect to the horizon, an aircraft’s angle of roll 
about its longitudinal axis.

BAR (abbr). 'Browning automatic rifle.*
baratol. An explosive composed of barium nitrate and 

TNT. Less brisant than TNT, used as burster charge 
for colored marker projectiles.

barbette. Mound of earth, platform, support, or car
riage upon which guns are mounted to fire over a 
wall or parapet, not through a port or opening.

BARC (abbr). (‘Barge, Amphibious, Resupply, Cargo.'] 
A large version of the LARC, which see.

bare fuse. See: fuse, bare.
barium titanate gage. See: gage, pieeoeleetric.
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barometer. .l/rfciirn/oqiiu/ An item which senses, 

measures, and indicates atmospheric pressure (For 
modifier use physical design characteristic, such as 
aneroid.)*

BAROMETER, ANEROID. A barometer consisting 
of a pressure-sensitive element which contracts or 
expands in proportion to atmospheric pressure, con
nected through a linkage to a pointer. Its dial is 
graduated in units of pressure measurement (pounds 
per square inch, inches or mercury, millibars, etc.) 
to indicate atmospheric pressure only.*

BAROMETER, MERCURIAL. A baromet.:r con
sisting of a column of mercury which rises and falls 
within a tube due to variations of atmospheric pres
sure.*

barometric altimeter. An altimeter that uses a barom
eter for measuring height.

barometric fuel control. A device that maintains the 
correct flow of fuel to an engine by adjusting to 
atmospheric pressure at different altitudes, as well 
as to impact pressure.

barometric fuse. See: fuse, barometric.
barometric ewitch. A switch activated by an aneroid 

reacting to barometric pressure.
barometric tendency. The tendency of barometric 

change as indicated by readings within the preceding 
few hours, usually three, recorded in tenths of milli
bars.

BARORESISTOR. An item in which electrical re
sistance values are varied as a function of atmos
pheric pressure. Generally consists of a barometric 
element mechanically linked to a resistance element 
which may be composed of fixed and/or variable 
resistors.*

BAROSWITCH. An item which perforins electrical 
switching functions by mechanical actuation resulting 
from changes in atmospheric pressure. It generally 
consists of an aneroid diaphragm mechanically 
linked to either a contact point which opens anl/or 
closes electrical circuits, or a contact arm which 
slides over a commutator whose separate segments 
are connected to signal circuits used in radio signal 
modulations. See also: BARORESISTOR.*

barrage. 1. Prearranged barrier of fire designed to 
protect frendly troops and installations by impeding 
enemv movement across defensive lines or areas; 
barrage fit*?. 2. Method of fire employed against a 
fast-opening nr closing target, whereby a gun range 
or fuse setting is used which will place the initial 
shots ahead of the target in the direction of the 
target’s anticipated advance. 3. Protective screen of 
balloons that are m Hired to the ground and kept at 
given heights to pr. vent or hinder operations by 
enemy aircraft at low lev. ’s. The steel cable or wire 
from which each balloon ft* * and the lethal devices 
attached to such flying cable or wire constitute 
hazards to any aircraft flying beneath the balloon. 
In this meaning also called balloon barrage. See 
also: antiaircraft barrage; ballooa barrage; rolling 
barrage.

barrage Are. See: barrage.
barrel, (bbl) A cylindrical metallic item which is 

that part of a gun which controls the initial direction 
of a projectile. The bore may be rifled and must

barrier material
have a dijmrlri 40 millimeters or less.' The 
term tube (which see i is preferred for designating 
the laiger diameters

barrel assembly, (.tin barrel together with the other 
parts necessary to attach i; to the rest of the gun.

BARREL, CARBINE. See barrel; carbine. Cf: tube, 
barrel erosion. Wearing away of the interface of the 

bore due to the combined effects of gas washing, 
scoring and mechai.ic.d abrasion. Barrel erosion 
causes a reduction in muzzle velocity.

barrel extension. Metal projection fixed to the rear of 
the barrel in certain automatic guns. The barrel 
extension extends backward and holds the breech 
lacked against the gas pressure in the chamber when 
the gun is fired.

BARREL, GUN. See: barrel; gun, senses 1 and 2. 
See also TUBE, CANNON.

barrel, howitzer. See TUBE, CANNON.
barreling. Expansion of the body of a cartridge case 

when the gun chamber recovers longitudinally fol
lowing firing, and the mouth of the case is not free 
to move in the chamber. A cause of difficult case ex
traction. Slang.

barrel life. As applied to small arms and automatic 
weapons, the number of rounds which may be tired 
through a barrel at a particular firing schedule be
fore the barrel becomes unserviceable. Barrel life 
will vary with the firing schedule. Cf: accuracy life.

BARREL, METAL. A uniformly bulging cylindrical 
container, of greater ieiigth than breadth, having 
two flat ends or heads, one of which may be re
movable. For storage or shipment of liquids and/or 
semiliquids. Excludes DRUM, METAL.*

barrel, mortar. See TUBE, CANNON.
BARREL, PISTOL. See: barrel; pistol, 
barrel pressure. See : pressures, gun. 
barrel reflector. See: REFLECTOR, GUN BARREL. 
BARREL, REVOLVER. See: barrel; revolver.
BARREL, RIFLE. See: barrel; rifle, sense 1.
BARREL, SHOTGUN. See: barrel; shotgun.
barrel whip. The n.ovement of a gun barrel in s plane 

normal to the longitudinal axis of the gun bore, as 
the gun operates through a complete firing cycle.

BARREL, WOOD, SLACK. A uniformly bulging, 
cylindrical container of greater length than breadth, 
made cf wooden staves, either tongued and grooved 
or straight sided, bound together with hoops and 
having two flat heads or one flat head and one open 
head of equal diameter, designed for the storage and 
shipment of products other than liquids.*

BARREL, WOOD TIGHT. A uniformly bulging, 
cylindrical container of greater length than breadth, 
made of wooden staves, bound together with hoops 
and having two flat ends or heads of equal diameter, 
designed for the storage and shipment of liquids 
and/or semisolids.*

barricade. Structure composed essentially of concrete, 
earth, metal, or wood, or any combination thereof, 
and so constructed as to reduce or confine the blast 
effect and fragmentation of an explosion.

barrier material 1. An inert material placed in an ex
plosive charge to shape the detonation wave. See
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barrier material, greaseproofed 37 base point line
also lent; wave ahaper. 2. Packing material im
pervious to moisture vapor or other liquids and gases.

BARRIER MATERIAL, GREASEPROOFED, FLEX
IBLE. A greaseproofed, acid-free noncorrosive ma
terial, either single ply or laminated to a backing 
sheet, intended for wtapping metal pans and equip
ment which will usually be coated with a corrosion
preventive compound This material prevents the 
grease from penetrating the rest of the package or 
damaging other material stored near.*

BARRIER MATERIAL, GREASEPROOFED- 
WATERPROOFED, FLEXIBLE. A greaseproofed, 
waterproofed, acid-free, noncorrosive material con
structed of one or more components or plies. It is 
suitable for fabrication into bags, sleeves, and pouches 
for packaging.*

BARRIER MATERIAL, WATERPROOFED, FLEX
IBLE. A material used to package ite ,s in order to 
protect them against water. Excludes ' BARRIER 
MATERIAL, WATER VAPORPROOFED, FLEXI
BLE.*

BARRIER MATERIAL, WATER VAPORPROOFED, 
FLEXIBLE. A material used to package items in 
order to prevent water vapor damage. Excludes BAR
RIER MATERIAL, WATERPROOFED, FLEX
IBLE*

bar tight. Rear sight of a firearm, consisting of a 
movable bar, usuallv with an open notch.

BAR, SINE. A device consisting of a precision ground 
straight edge at the extremities of which buttons are 
attached, so that their centers are equidistant from 
the straight edge, oi workii j edge of the tool. It is 
used for convenience in laying out or machining to 
locate work at given angles on angle plates.*

base. 1. Foundation or part upon which an object or 
instrument rests, such as a gun base. 2. Station or 
installation from which a military force operates and 
from which supplies arc obtained. 3. Part of a pro
jectile below the rotating band. 4. Line used in map
ping, surveying, or fire control as a reference from 
which distance and angles are measured; base lias. 
3. Electronic computers. A number base; a quantity 
used implicitly to define some lystem of representing 
numbers by positional notation; radix.

base angle. The angle between the line joining a gun 
and its first or principal target and the line joining 
the gun and a visible reference point, from which 
angles to targets that cannot be seen at the gun are 
measured. The gun is first pointed at the reference 
point (initial aiming point) and its dials are set at 
zero. The gun is then pointed at its primary target; 
the angle through which the gun has been turned is 
the base angle.

baas cover. A metal plate, caulked, crimped or welded 
to the base of a projectile to prevent leakage of pro
pellant gases into the charge. Also called ‘baseplate.’ 

baaa detonating fuse. See: FUZE, BASE DETONAT
ING.

base drag. See : drag, base.
BASE, DUMMY CARTRIDGE. The portion of a 

dummy cartridge which simulates the base and flange 
of a service type cartridge case. It is usually de
signed for easy replacement when required, because 

of damage sustained by repealed insertions in the 
cannon chamber.

baao ejection. (BE) A descriptive term applied to 
projectiles in which provision is made for ejecting 
the contents through the base by internal force 
adequate to remove the base plug and contents simul
taneously. Usually the force is applied by an ex
pelling charge, which is functioned by a fuse. Various 
types cf special purpose projectiles such as illuminat
ing, leaflet and some smoke projectiles, are of the 
base ejection type.

base fuss. See: fuse, baaa.
base ignition. (Bl) A descriptive term applied to a 

signal or other munition which ignites from the base 
with subsequent emission of smoke or chemical.

baaa length. In range finders, the actual optical length 
of the instrument. It is approximately equal to the 
distance between the centers of the end windows. 
It is the base of the range triangle by means of which 
the range is computed.

base line. (BL) 1. Line of known length and direction 
between two points whose locations are known. A 
base line is used in fire control, mapping, and survey
ing. 2. Horisontal, vertical or circular trace formed 
by the movement of the sweep on the screen of the 
cathode-ray tube of a radar set. In this meaning, it 
is also called time base.'

baaa loading ping. See: ping. baaa.
baaa mortar. Mortar in a platoon for which, initial 

firing data art computed arid with reference to which 
data for other mortars in the unit are computed.

baaa of projectile. The rearmoat section of a projectile. 
For projectiles having a rotating band it is the section 
located to the rear thereof.

bava of trajectory. Straight horisontal line from the 
center of the muufe of a weapon to the point in the 
downward curve of the path of the projectile that is 
level with the muscle.

baaa piece. The gun selected after calibration fire, the 
center of burst or impact of which is taken as the 
reference point in determining -calibration correc
tions for the remaining guns of the battery. No 
calibration corrections are applied to the base piece.

baseplate. 1. Plate or support used to distribute the 
weight of a heavy structure or apparatus so as to 
prevent sinking or collapse under direct thrust. 2. 
A metal plate forming a base cover on projectiles. 
See: baaa cover.

BASEPLATE, MORTAR. A circular or rectangular 
metal plate, with or without integral feet, designed 
to receive the spherical projection of the base cap of 
the cannon of an artillery oi infantry mortar. It is 
used to absorb and spread the recoil force and to 
stabilise a mortar during firing.*

baaa plug. See: plug, baaa.
base point A well-defined point in the target area used, 

as a point of reference from which range and direction 
adjustments of artillery fire are made. The location 
of the base point relative to the weapons is accurately 
known.

base point line. The line connecting the battery eenter 
and the baaa point
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baw riag. 1. A metal ring which ii bolted to the 

concrete of the emplacement and which supports the 
weight of a gun or mortar carriage. 2. A ring on the 
breech of a cannon dividing the bate from the first 
reinforcing ring.

baae ahoy. See: depot auiateaaace ehop.
baae spray. Fragments of a bursting projectile that 

are thrown to the rear in the line of flight, in contrast 
with aoae spray, the fragments thrown to the front, 
and aids spray, the fragments thrown to the side.

baae serge. A cloud which rolls out from the bottom 
of the column produced by a subsurface burst of an 
atomic weapon. For underwater bursts the surge is, 
in effect, a cloud of liquid droplets which has the 
property of flowing almost as if it were homogeneous 
fluid. For subsurface land bursts the surge is made 
up of small solid particles but still behaves like a 
fluid.

basic data. Gunnery. Essential facts needed to place 
fire on a target. The location of the. target relative 
to the battery in terms of direction, or deflection; 
distance, or range; and difference in altitude., or site.

basic frequeacy. Elettroacoiutice. Of an oscillatory 
quantity having sinusoidal components with different 
frequencies, the frequency of the component con
sidered to be the most important.

In a driven system, the basic frequency would, in 
general, be the driving frequency, and in a periodic 
oscillatory system, it would be the fundamental fre
quency.

basic bole system. System of dimensioning in which 
the minimum limit of each hole site is bask. The 
fit desired is obtained by varying the allowance of 
the shaft and the tolerance of the mating parts. Cf: 
baaie abaft ayateaa.

basic load. That quantity of ammunition and/or sup 
plies authorised to be carried by individuals and on 
the vehicles of a unit.

basic toad of ammunition. See: basic load.
baaie name. In ordnance terminology, a single word or 

minimum number of words which establishes the basic 
concept of an item. Example: TRUCK. Cf: item 
name. See also: nomenclature.

baaie roaoarcb. Research carried out by the use of those 
techniques and disciplines relevant or appropriate 
to the discovery, testing, or illustrating of a fact, 
relationship, or principle; research concerned with 
adding to man’s knowledge.

Basic research deals with primary evidence or raw 
materials, and because of this the use of primary 
evidence may be taken as a sign of basic research. 
Such research is applicable to anything—phenomena, 
the facts upon which a science is developed, the prin
ciples or laws of science, the biography of a man, the 
facts related to an historical event, the logic of 
mathematics or reasoning, the criteria of the disci
plines, or the manifestations of philosophy, religion, or 
aesthetics. It may be conducted in a laboratory by 
experimentation, or in a library by relating hitherto 
unrelated facto. This research is often done in 
phases or by different people, each working on a part 
of the total effort, in which case any part of the 
activity is considered basic research. TTiia activity 
includes background research (which see), which is

battery acquiaition radar
not to much a phase of basic research as it is an 
aspect, for basic research involves continuous re
appraisal of fact and hypothesis. See: applied re- 
eearcb; research.

basic shaft system. System of dimensioning in which 
the maximum limit of each shaft size is basic. The 
fit desired is obtained by varying the allowance of 
the hole and the tolerances of *he mating parts. Cf: 
baaie hole system.

basic else. In dimensioning and tolerancing, the the
oretical size from which the limits are derived by 
the application of the allowance and the tolerances. 
There is only one basic size for any pair of mating 
surfaces. A dimension which has been labeled basic 
on a drawing (indicated by the word ‘BASIC after 
the dimension) does not have a specifically stated 
individual tolerance but varies within limits estab
lished b) the tolerances on other dimensions.

basin, fording. Test facility at proving ground to check 
fording ability of vehicles.

basket. Structure within a tank turret that carries the 
men who operate the turret. The basket in a tank 
turn1, rotates as the turret rotates.

BASKET, DELIVERY, ROCKET EQUIPMENT. A 
specifically designed collapsible item of metal frame
work, with perforated sheet metal sides and bottom. 
It may be equipped with cradles, straps, skids and 
slings for transporting rocket equipment by heli
copter.*

BAT (abbr). 'Battalion antitank.* (Usually pro
nounced as a word.)

batch. A quantity of material which has been sub
jected to some unit chemical process or physical 
mixing process which is intended to make the final 
product substantially uniform. For example, the 
quantity of »vplo«: - : ■ - —«elt kettle s' < —
time.

BAT rifle. Term commonly applied to the 106-mm 
battalion antitank (BAT) rifle. Also called BAT 
weapon.

BAT spotting cartridge. Term commonly applied to 
spotter-tracer cartridge for use in the caliber .50 
spotting rifle, on the 106-mm battalion antitank (BAT) 
rifle mount

BAT apotttog rifle. Term commonly applied to caliber 
.50 spotting rifle, mounted on the 106-mm battalion 
antitank (BAT) rifle mount.

battery, (btry) 1. Tactical and administrative artil
lery unit corresponding to a company or similar unit 
in other branches of the Army. 2. Group of guns 
or other weapons, such as mortars, machine guns, 
artillery pieces, or searchlights, set up under one 
tactical commander in a certain area. S. A tube 
(barrel) m battery is a gun tube fully returned from 
recoil upon its cradle. A tube out of battery is a 
tube not fully returned from recoil. 4. An apparatus 
containing an arrangement of one or more cells for 
chemical generation of electric current.

battery acquiaition radar. An Army air defense radar 
of shorter range and requiring greater accuracy than 
that of defense acquisition radars. Its normal func
tion is to acquire targets for an Army air defense 
battery, usually from information furnished by a 
defense acquisition radar or other radars, either
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directly ur through its associated Army air defense 
command post, or on occasion by independent search 
When acquired, such targets are transferred to the 
battery target tracking radar. See: ANTENNA
RECEIVER TRANSMITTER GROUP, ACQUISI
TION; combat surveillance radar; defense acquisi
tion radar.

battery commander's teleaope. See: PERISCOPE, 
BATTERY COMMAND.

BATTERY COMPARTMENT, TORPEDO. A hol
low cylindrical item designed to house the propulsion 
battery of a torpedo.*

battlefield recovery. Removal of disabled or abandoned 
materiel, either enemy or friendly, from the battle
field and its movement to a recovery collecting point 
or to a maintenance or supply establishment.

battle sight A predetermined sight setting that, carried 
on a weapon, will enable the firer to engage targets 
effectively at battle ranges when conditions do not 
permit exact sight settings.

BAT weapon. Battalion antitank weapon. An organic 
defense weapon issued at the battalion level, pro
vided with antitank and antipersonnel ammunition.

BAYONET. An edged steel item with a tapered point 
and a formed handle with an underhand gri ■ de
signed to be attached to the muzzle end of a rifle, 
shotgun, or the like. The blade is more than twice 
the length of the handle and it is usually provided 
with a blood groove. See also: BAYONET
KNIFE.*

BAYONET-KNIFE. An edged steel item with a 
tapered point and a formed handle for overhand or 
underhand gripping. It is designed for use as a 
hand weapon, for general purpose Use in the field, 
or as a bayonet when attached to the muzzle end of 
a carbine, rifle or the like. The blade is less than 
twice the length of the handle and it is usually with
out a blood groove. See also: BAYONET.*

bazooka. Popular name applied to the 2J6-inch rocket 
launcher. The later model 3.5-inch rocket launcher 
was termed the super batooka.

BF>C (tbbr). ‘.Bromobenzylcyanide’ (tear gas).
bbl (abi>r). ‘Barrel.’
BC (abbr). 1. 'Battery commander; battery com

mander’s.’ 2. ‘Between centers.'
BC telescope. See: PERISCOPE, BATTERY COM 

MAND.
BD (abbr). 1. ‘Base detonating.’ 3. ‘Bomb disposal.* 
BDA (abbr). ‘Bornh damage assessment.’
B daaaage. See: damage categories.
BDF (abbr). ‘Base detonating fuze.’
BE (abbr). ‘Base ejection.*
beach obstacle. Artificial obstacle placed on possible 

landing beaches between the high water tine and the 
vegetation, intended (or use against personnel or 
vehicles. See: underwater obstacle.

beacon, airborne. An infrared light transmitter used to 
assist in the reorganization of forces at night, also 
used to mark drop and landing zones. See: TRANS
MITTER, INFRARED.

beam-rider guidance
beacon presentation. The radarscope presentation re

sulting from - ■ Jio-frequency waves sent out by a 
radar beacon.

beacon, radar. Generally, a nondirectional radiating 
device, containing an automatic radar receiver and 
transmitter, that receives pulses (‘interrogation’) 
from a radar, and returns a similar pulse or set of 
pulses (‘response’). The beacon response may be 
on the same frequency as the radar, or may be on 
a different frequency.

BEACON SET, INFRARED. A complete electronic 
set required to provide a source of infrared radiation 
for the purpose of establishing geographical refer
ence points, the bearing of which may be determined. 
Consists of manual and/or automatic keying devices, 
and power sources. See also: TRANSMITTING 
SET, INFRARED?

bead. In flexible gunnery, the center of an optical 
ring sight.

beam. 1. A stream of radio or radar impulses; the 
steady hum in an equisignal zone; a light beam. 2. 
The breadth at its maximum width of an airplane 
fuselage, hull, or vessel.

In sense 1, on tbt btam. following a radio beam; 
hence, acting or performing satisfactorily and ef
ficiently.

beam attack. An attack directed against the side of an 
aircraft, tank, or ship.

baam direction. In stress analysis, the direction paral
lel to the plane of the spar web and the plane of 
symmetry of an airplane. See: chord force or com
ponent; drag force or component; lift force or com
ponent

BEAM, HOISTING, GUIDED MISSILE. A lifting 
device specifically designed for handling complete 
guided missile and/or guided missile sections, rocket 
motors, and warheads. Designed to be used in con
junction with a guided miaaile hoisting unit crane, 
winch or other hoisting device. May include at
tachments such as eye bolts, chain links, safety 
hooks or the like.*

BEAM, HOISTING, ROCKET. An item of I-beam 
configuration with brackets for attaching to rocket 
and an eye for lifting by crane or hoist.*

baam jitter. The small, oscillatory, angular movement 
induced into the radar antenna array, and conse
quently into the radar beam. This movement is 
caused by: (a) the necessity of having to develop 
an error signal, when in automatic tracking, before 
the antenna wilt change its position; (b) the circuitry 
intentionally made ‘tight* to obtain plus and minus 
tracking errors rather than only lagging errors, and 
(c) gear play in the radar tracking head.

baam rider. A missile for which the guidance system 
consists of standard reference signals transmitted in 
a radar beam which enable the missile to sense its 
location relative to the beam, correct its course, and 
thereby stay on the beam. "

boam-rider guidance. A system for guiding missiles in 
which the guided missile rides along a beam, usually 
a radar beam, to its target

The beam along which the missile travels may be 
either fixed or movable; in the latter case control is 
exercised over the missile in flight by moving the 
beam.
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beam-riding miaails. See beam rider.
SIAM SPLITTER, OPTICAL An item consisting 

of light reflecting and transmitting elements, the 
combined function of which is to superimpose on 
another item such as a plotting board, a combined 
presentation of two or more information sources, 
such as a radar scope presentation and plotting 
marker.*

beam width. The angular width of the central effective 
part of a radar beam, measured in azimuth between 
points of half-power intensity.

baariag 1. The angle measured clockwise from a 
meridian true, magnetic or compass, to the line ad
joining two points. The kind of meridian from which 
the angle is measured determines whether the bearing 
is true, magnetic, or compass. 2. That on which some
thing rests, or in which a shaft or axle turns.

bearing, air. A system of lubrication of precision bear
ings using low pressure air continuously flowing 
around the bearing surfaces as the lubricating fluid. 
When the air is flowing it is so free that friction is 
almost negligible. Other gases may also be used.

BBABING, BALL AND ROLLER, BADIAL AND 
THRUST. A bearing consisting of a ball or roller 
radial unit and a ball or roller thrust unit. The 
inner ring of the radial unit is integrally one ring 
of the thrust unit. See also: BBABING, BALL, 
ANNULAR*

BBABING, BALL, ANNULAR. A cylindrical device 
in which the inner or outer ring turns upon a single 
or double row of hardened balls which roll easily in 
a race, thus minimising friction.*

BBABING, BALL, BBLL CRANK. A special double 
row ball bearing, retainer type, with integral flange.*

BBABING, BALL, GUIDE BOLLBB. A special bear
ing, intended primarily for low-speed 
service due to its full (retainerless) type construction, 
either concave or crowned outside diameter.*

BBABING, BALL, PITOT. A bearing specifically de
signed internally to carry the combination radial and 
axial thrust produced at the end of a tapered or 
cylindrical flanged shaft in motion. See also: BBAB
ING, BALL, THRUST*

BBABING, BALL, THBUST. An antifriction bearing 
having a ball rolling element, designed to resist axial 
thrust, or to support an axial load. Excludes BEAR
ING, BALL, PIVOT*

BBABING BAR. A navigational instrument (or use 
with a compass to dete-mine bearing of objects. Con
sists of a frame on which is mounted sighting vanes 
and reflecting mirrors. See also: AZIMUTH BAB; 
BBABING CIBCLB and AZIMUTH CIRCLB*

BBABING CIBCLB. A navigational instrument used 
for the determination of the bearings of terrestrial 
objects by means of sighting vanes, prism, and mirror 
mounted on a ring formed to fit and rotate about 
the bezel of a marine compass, permitting simul
taneous viewing of a target and the compass card 
reading. See also: AZIMUTH BAR; BEARING 
BAR; AZIMUTH CIRCLE.

BEARING HALE, SLEEVE. A half of a two piece 
split type BEARING, SLEEVE*

bearing, sleeve
bearing, jewel. A spithetic sapphire or ruby jewel 

(corundum) shaped and mourned to present a strong, 
low-friction, wear -esistant surface to a pivot

BEARING, PLAIN, ROD END. A detachable assem
bly in or on which a journal, gudgeon, pivot, or the 
like moves. It is used to earry a load and to reduce 
sliding friction. it does not employ boiling ele
ments. The outer member of the assembly is modified 
to provide a shank. The inner member may be either 
a plain spherical bearing or a sleeve bearing. Ex
cludes BEARING, PLAIN. SPHERICAL and 
BEARING, PLAIN, SELF-ALIGNING*

BEABING, PLAIN, SELF-ALIGNING. A detachable 
assembly in or on which a journal, gudgeon, pivot, or 
the like moves. It is used to carry a load and to re
duce sliding friction. It does not employ rolling 
elements. The item consists of a bored precision 
ground ball (or spher.cal plain bearing) around which 
an outer ring is fitted. The assembly may be either 
separable or nonseparable. Excludes BEARING, 
PLAIN, ROD END and BEARING, PLAIN, 
SPHERICAL*

BEABING, PLAIN, SPHEBICAL. A detachable part 
in or on which a journal, gudgeon, pivot, or the like 
moves. It is used to carry a load and to reduce 
sliding friction. It does not employ rolling elements. 
It may be divided into two or more segments of 180 
degrees or less. The item has a cylindrical bore and 
is basically spherical in its exterior design to al
low for shaft misalignment. Excludes BEARING, 
PLAIN, SELF-ALIGNING*

BEABING, BOLLEB, CYLINDRICAL. A cylindrical 
device in which the inner or outer ring turns upon 
a single or double row of hardened rollers which 
roll easily in a race, thus minimizing friction*

BEARING, ROLLER, JOURNAL. A bearing in 
which the journal or revolving part turns upon 
hardened rollers usually contained in a cage. The 
inner or outer race may be an integral part of the 
structure.*

BEARING, ROLLER, NBEDLE. A bearing in which 
the journal or revolving part turns upon straight 
hardened rollers of small diameter, t.ie roller diameter 
not exceeding H of roller length.*

BEARING, ROLLBR, BADIAL AND THRUST. A 
bearing consisting of a roller radial unit and a roller 
thrust unit. The inner ring of the radial uut is 
integrally one ring of the thrust unit. Excludes 
items in which the same row of rollers accommodates 
both radial and end thrust.*

BEARING, BOLLBB, BOD BND. A special single 
or multiple roller bearing, self-aligning and con
structed with either inside threaded, plain hollow, 
or male threaded shank.*

BEABING, ROLLBR, TAPBRBD. A cylindrical de
vice in which the inner cone or outer cup turns upon 
a single or double row of tapered hardened rollers 
which roll easily in a race, thus minimizing friction 
and designed to carry a radial load and capable of 
sustaining axial thrust.*

bearing. aelf-aUgning, plain. See: DEARING, PLAIN, 
EBLF-ALIONING.*

BBABIHG, 8LBBTB. A tubular shaped item with or 
without flange(s) designed to reduce friction and 
carry a kinetic loud on the surface(s) parallel to the
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axis of the !>ore. I he length must exceed 25 percent 
of the outside diameter or the shortest diameter be
tween peripheral flats, except for straight tubular 
(without flange or shoulder) items having a bearing 
surface(s) parallel ,u the axis of the bore only. In
cludes items which are divided into two or more 
segments which include 180 degrees or less of the 
bearing periphery*

BKARING, V. A cylindrical device, primarily designed 
to furnish a bearing surface for a low-speed oscillat
ing shaft. The item consists of a precision machined 
or inclosed V or modified V groove and may include 
a drilled hole for spring loading.*

beat note. Recriitri. The wave of difference fre
quency created when two sinusoidal waves of dif
ferent frequencies are supplied to a nonlinear device.

beats. Periodic variations in amplitude, which may be 
described as a superposition of disturbances having 
different frequencies.

Beaufort's scale. A scale from 0 through 12 for show
ing the strength of wind, devised by Sir Francis 
Beaufort (1774-1857).

This scale uses 0 for 0 mph, 1 for 1-3 mph, 2 for 
4-7 mph, 3 for 8-12 mph, 4 for 13-18 mph, 5 for 19-24 
mph, 6 for 25-31 mph, 7 for 32-38 mph, 8 for 39-46 
mph, 9 for 47-54 mph, 10 for 55-63 mph, 11 for 64-75 
mph, and 12 for above 75 mph.

beehive-shaped charge. See: charge, shspsd.
behind. The sensing of a tracer or burst which passes 

to the rear of a moving target, with reference to the 
course line.

BILL CRANK. An item usually in the form of two 
arms at an angle, having its fulcrum at the ape-, of 
the angle, and used to provide a means of changing 
the direction or varying the intensity of a pushing or 
pulling force*

Belleville spring. See: WASHKR, SPRING TEN
SION.

bait, ammunition. 1. Fabric or metal band with loops 
for carrying cartridges that are fed from it into a 
machine gun or other automatic weapon. & Belt 
with loops or pockets for carrying cartridges or clipa 
of cartridges. In this meaning, usually called ‘car
tridge belt.'

bait, cartridge. Ammunition belt with loops or pockets 
for carrying cartridges or clips of cartridges.

BELT, CARTRIDGK, DISMOUNTKD. See: belt, 
cartridge.

BELT, CARTRIDGK, MOUNTED. See: belt, car- 
tridgs.

baited ammunition. Ammunition assembled in metal 
links or fabric belts.

belt-fed. Of automatic weapons: Supplied with car
tridges from an ammunition belt.,

belt, feed. See: belt, ammunition (sense 1).
belt, link. Ammunition feed belt for an sutomatic 

weapon in which metal links conr use cartridges 
and with them form the belt. See also: LIME, 
CARTRIDGK.

belt-loadlag. Arranging ammunition for an automatic, 
hplt-fed gun in an ammunition belt

BELT, POBITIVK DRIVE. A Bat internally toothed 
belt whose teeth are designed to engage with cor-

bifurcation
responding teeth on the pulleys over which they run. 
Excludes cog-type V-belts.*

belt pull, critical. The maximum force in pounds which 
may be applied to the ammunition belt, at a pre
determined point, and • »•'! permit satisfactory gun 
operation.

bsnch test. A test of an engine or motor made with 
the engine or motor fastened to a bench or stand 
prior to installation into a missile or a vehicle.

Benicia Arsenal. Ordnance Corps field installation, 
located at Benicia, California.

Bergmana-Junk test. See: heat tecta.
Bernoulli’s principle. A law of physics *'uting that as 

the velocity of a fluid increases, its i items I pressure 
decreases.

An important application of this principle is made 
in giving lift to an aircraft by means of airfoils, 
which can be so designed as to increase the velocity 
of the airflow over their surfaces, and thus decrease 
its internal pressure. This decreased pressure of the 
airflow gives lift to the wings (or airfoils) over which 
it flows.

beta activity. A form of radioactivity in which beta 
oartie’es are emitted from the radioactive body.

bate particis. An electron originating within and 
emitting from a radioactive substance, often pro
ducing harmful physiological effects.

beta radiation. The radiation of beta particles.
betatron. A device that magnetically accelerates elec

trons, used chiefly to produce very hard X-rays.
betatron. [Billion electron volts + atran.^ An ap

paratus designed to bombard atomic nuclei with pro
tons, i e., with the nuclei of hydrogen, at such speeds 
as to shatter the nuclei and to charge positively the 
subatomic particles.

The bevatron, developed at the Berkeley Radiation 
Laboratory, hurls the protons at speeds of 300,000 
miles in IAS seconds. Cf: eoemotroo; cyclotron

beyond amor damage. Any damage beyond or behind 
the armor, caused by autiarmor ammunition; for 
example, obscuration, fragmentation, lethality.

BF (abbr). 'Base fuse.’
BK (abbr). ‘Brinell hardness.’
BHM (abbr). 'Brinell hardness number.’
BKP (abbr). 'Brake horsepower.’
BI (abbr). ’Base ignition.’
Maa. Sfteif. The direct-current voltage between two 

elements of a vacuum tube; grid bias.
bicenical antenna. An antenna formed by two conical 

conductors, having a common axis and vertex, and 
excited st the vertex. When the vertex angle of 
one of the cones is 180*, the antenna is called a 
disc one.

bidirectional aslerephesM. Elsctreocc tict. A micro
phone in which the response predominates for sound 
indices of 0* and 180*.

bifuel peepulatea. Propulsion system which obtains 
its power from two fuels, one fuel being the oxygen 
carrier while the other supplies the hydrocarbon. Cf: 
moaefuel prepulaten.

btfurcatiea. See: Jet breakup.
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bilatc.al-ars* track. l:lcctrout oncttc t A photographic 

$ound track having the two edges of the central area 
modn'ated according to the signal.

biUta.al observation. System for determining devia
tion of impacts or bursts from the target by the use 
of two instruments and observers located at a distance 
from each other.

b'lata'.ai tolerance method. Method of dimensioning 
r.nd tolerancing wherein the dimension indicates the 
preferred or desired site or location and the tolerance 
indicates the permissible variations therefrom, which 
are not necessarily required to le equal in both dire. - 
tions. Cf: unilateral tolerance method

biUterai transducer. A transducer capable of trans
mission simultaneously in both directions between at 
least two terminations.

binary cal'.. Electr >nic computer}. An information
storing element w lich can have one or the other of 
two stable states.

binary-coded decimal eyitsm. Electronic computer}. 
/■v system of number representation in which the 
decimal digits of a number are expressed by binary 
n >mbers.

binary digit. /Jrctronic computer}. A digit of a binary 
number.

binary explosive. High explosive composed of a mix
ture of t<«o high explosives. Purpose of the mixture 
is to secure an explosive which is superior to its 
components .n regard to sensitivity, fragmentation, 
blast or loadability.

binary number system. Electronic .ctt*uter}. A num
ber system which uses two symbols (v ually denoted 
by *0* and T) and has two as its base, just as the 
decimal system uses ten symbols CO, 1—9") and the 
base ten. See also: radix.

binary point Electronic computer}. The radix point 
in the binary system.

BINNACLB. A housing for a magnetic compass and 
related equipment*

BINOCULAR. A hand held optical instrument con
sisting of two telescopes on a common mounting 
adapted for stereoscopic use of both eyes of the user. 
The item may be designed for accommodation of 
prismatic de”ices.*

bin storage. Storage of unpackaged parts, subas
semblies, assemblies or end items in bins so that an 
item may be withdrawn without breaking open a 
package containing a numbei of such items.

biodef (abbr). ‘Biological defense.'
biological agent. Viruses, any of certain classifications 

of microorganisms and toxic substances derived from 
living organisms used to produce death or disease 
in man, animals and grot ing plan*".

biological defenae. (biodef) Defense against biological 
warfare (which see).

biological halflife. The halflife of a radioactive isotepe 
in an animal body.

biological warfare (BW) Employment of lining 
organisms, toxic biological products and plant growth 
regulators to produce death or casual’ies in man. 
animals, or plants; or defense against such action.

bioairs. The science of applying biological systems 
to engineering systems.

bipod assembly (of mortars). Consists essentially of 
two supporting legs, elevating and traversing mecha
nisms, and a shock absorbing mechanism. The as
sembly supports the mortar lube assembly by means 
of a clamp which, in turn, is attached to the travers
ing mechanism by means of shock absorber plugs.

BIPOD, MACHINE GUN. An adjustable two legged 
device attached to the muzzle end of a machine gun 
to serve as a support for the weapon during firing 
Excludes MOUNT GUN*

bipod asoust. A mour consisting essentially of two 
supporting legs. May have other parts, such as 
described under bipod assembly (of mortars), which 
see.

BIPOD, RIFLE. An adjustable two-legged device 
attached to the muzzle end of a rifle to serve as a 
support for the weapon during bring Excludes 
MOUNT. RIFLE.*

bipropellsnt. A rocket propellant consisting of two 
unmixed chemicals fed to the combustion chamber 
separately. Cf: moaopropollaat; BUltipropoIlaat

bird. Suided missile. Slang.
birdcage. A metal '.ramework in the fernt of a rec

tangular parallelepiped semipermanently attached to 
the active material container. The container may 
hold the complete nuclear component for one atomic 
weapon or a part of that component.

Birmingham Ordnance District. One of the eleven 
districts into which the United States is divided for 
purposes of industrial mobilization, procurement, 
contract negotiation and administration, etc., by the 
Ordnance ( orps. Embraces the States of Florida, 
Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi. Louisiana, North 
Carolina and South Carolina. The main office is 
located in Birmingham, Alalmma. Official symbol: 
ORDEA.

biting angle. Smallest angle of impact at which a 
projectile will penetrate or pierce armor.

BL (abbr), l. 'Rorrui line.' 2. ‘Rase line.' 2. ilreech 
loading.'

Black Hllla Ordnance Depot Ordnance Corps field 
installation, located at Igloo, South Dakota.

blackout light. Lamp put on vehicles for use during 
blackouts; blackout bmp. It is used because it can 
be seen from the air only a' 'ery close range.

black powder. (BP) A low explosive consisting of 
an intimate mixture of potassium or sodium nitrate, 
charcoal and sulfur. It is easily ignited and is fric
tion sensitive, but not of the same sensitivity as 
primer mixes and is not intended to be initiated by 
friction in ammunition items Formerly extensively 
used as a military propellant, but now its military tse 
is almost exclusively in propellant igniters and 
primers, in fuzes to give short delay, in powder train 
time fuses, in blank ammunition, and *s spotting 
charges in practice ammunition.

BLADB, FRONT SIGHT. A narrow metal strip 
mounted perpendicular to a base and integral to a 
SIGHT. FRONT.*

BLBP (abbr). ‘Blind loaded and plugged.’ (Inert 
leaded projectile with plugged tr*<er cavity.)

BLAT (abbr). *Bli id loaded w’th tracer.* (Inert loaded 
projectile with f -acer?



blank blowback
blank. <blk> Ammunition which contain** no projectile- 

but which does contain a charge- of low rspli-nsi- 
such as black powder to produce a noi><-

blank cartridge. See : cartridge, blank.
blast 1. The brief and rapid movement if air or other 

fluid away from a center of outward pressure, aa in 
an explosion ; the preasure accompanying this move
ment. This term is also commonly used as the 
equivalent of 'explosion,’ but the tbo terms may be 
distinguished. See: explosion. 2. To shatter a 
building or other object with an explosive. 3. Specifi
cally, to riddle an airplane or other target with a 
burst of gunfire.

blaat area. 1. (,eneral Area affected by the blast of 
an explosion. 2. Scorched area of ground in front 
of, and around, the muzzle of a gun, caused by re
peated blasts. See : blaat mark.

blaat bomb. See : bomb, light case.
blast chamber. A combustion chamber, sense 1.
blast contour. A graphical representation of the results 

of tests of bare explosive charges against a given 
aircraft structure. The contour represents the maxi
mum distance from the center of detonation at which 
'A damage' (see - damage categories) to the structure 
would occur, from charges of a certain weight and 
in a given orientation. A given blast contour applies 
to only one aircraft structure.

blaat cube. A structural cube, with corner members of 
angle iron, and bottom of sheet iron. The other five 
sides are covered with sheet aluminum of different 
thicknes cs, scored along the diagonals. An antiair
craft projectile is exploded at the geometric center 
of the cube and the extent of damage to the sheet 
aluminum side is evaluated by a standard method to 
give a total damage index number. The blast ef
fectiveness of various fillers can be evaluated in this 
manner.

bUst deflector. See DEFLECTOR, BLAST.
bUst affect Violent air movements and pressure 

changes and the destruction or damage resulting 
therefrom, generally caused by an explosion on or 
above the surface of 'he earth. Blast effect may be 
contrasted with the subring effect (which see) of an 
explosion beneath the surface.

blasting cap. See: CAP, BLASTING
blasting fuse. See: FUSE, BLASTING, TIME.
BLASTING MACHINE. An item key- or hand

operated, which ii used to generate an electrical im
pulse to initiate an explosive charge.*

blasting mat See: MAT, BLASTING.
bUating powder, (blstg pdr) An explosive in powder 

form, used for blasting operations. Usually consists 
of bUck powder, which see.

blast mark. Worn area of the ground in front of a 
gun, caused by the force of the blast of firing. Un
concealed, it may give away the position of the gun. 
See: blast area, sense 2.

blast-off. A colloquial expression for the take-off of 
a rocket or missile.

Hast pressure. The impact pressure of the air set in 
motion by an explosion.

blast tube. 1. A tubular device surrounding the forward 
enq of the barrel of aircraft guna which, by extending 

beyond the barrel an effective distance, restrains the 
blast until it is beyond adjacent aircraft structures 
which would otherwise be damaged. The blast tube 
is either attached to the gun or may be supported by 
the aircraft structure. 2. Sometimes applied to 
shock tub* (which see).

bUst wave. The air wave set in motion by an explosion. 
bUst wind. The air set in motion by an explosion.
bleed. Adjust hydraulic brakes or recoil mechanisms 

by removing part of the fluid in order to get rid of 
air pockets or to compensate for expansion due to 
heat

blending. The process of mixing explosive materials, 
such as propellant grains, so as to obtain charges of 
uniform characteristics.

blind bombing. The action of bombing a target that 
cannot be physically seen from the bombing plane. 
Cf: overcast bombing.

blinding smoke. Small, smoke screen placed directly on 
enemy position to <.-7nt observation.

blip. A spot of light o- radarscope, or an irreguUrity 
in the base line . n » ladarscope, esp. such a spot 
or irregularity representing the relative position of 
a reflecting object, as of an airplane. Also called 
‘pip’

blister gas. Any of several war gases which produce 
burning, inflammation, or destruction of tissue, either 
externally or internally. Also called ‘blistering gas.’ 
Such gases were formerly listed as ‘vesicants.’ Ex
amples : CHEMICAL AGENT, LEWISITE: CHEM
ICAL AGENT, MUSTARD, DISTILLED.

blk (ubbr). 1. 'Black.' 2. 'Block.' 3. 'Blank.'
bin (abbr). 'Balloon.'
block. 1. A demolition block, which see. 2. A rectangu

lar prism of wood used as a support in raising or 
lowering heavy cannon; called, according to thick
ness, toko/r. half, or quarter block. 3. Stack which is 
two or more pallet loads or containers wide, two or 
more deep, and two or more high. 4. Electronic 
ron^lrrj. Group of words considered as a unit 
5. A BREECHBLOCK.

blockbuster. Any large light case bomb considered 
powerful enough to destroy a dty block. Colloq.

The blockbuster, varying in weight from two to 
eleven tons, was widely used during WW II in 
Europe.

block carrier. See: breechblock carrier.
blood gas. War gas which, when absorbed into the 

body, primarily by breathing, affects body functions 
through action on the oxygen-carrying properties of 
the blood and interferes with normal transfer of 
oxygen from lungs via the blood to body tissues. 
Examples: CHEMICAL AGENT, HYDROGEN 
CYANIDE; arsine; CHEMICAL AGENT, CYANO
GEN CHLORIDE.

blow. (Sometimes with w/.) Explosion.
blowback. 1. The recoil of an unlocked bolt in a fire

arm. Used with action, gun, etc. 2. The forcing of 
exhaust gas into the intake manifold of an engine 
during the period when intake and exhaust valves 
are open at the same time. 3. Escape, to the rear and 
under pressure, of gases formed during the firing 
of a gun. Blowbark may be caused by a defective



blowback gun
breech mechanism, a ruptured cartridge case, or a 
faulty primer

blowback gua. Automatic gun operated by the blow
back principle, utiluing the pressure of the propellant 
gases to force thr bolt to the rear, independently of 
the barrel which does not move relative to the re
ceiver. The gases, produced by the propelling charge, 
act against the cartridge case, which in turn acts 
to force the bolt to the rear.

blowby. The escape of gases past the valves, piston 
rings, or head gasket of an engine during the com
pression and power strokes.

blown primer. See: primer, blown.
bli't (abbr). ‘Blasting.’
blatg pdr (abbr). Blasting powder '
Bine Grata Ordnance Depot. Ordnance Corps field 

installation, located at Richmond, Kentucky.
blne-atreak requisition. A specially proces ed emer

gency demand for selected items of Ordnance general 
supplies which are essential to insure continuous 
operation and/or for repair of certain major items 
of guided missile equipment. This includes demands 
for items needed for test of guided missile systems 
and special weapons material preparatory to firing, 

blunderbuas. 1. An obsolete short gun or firearm, with 
a large bore and usually a bell muzile, capable of 
holding a number of balls, and intended to shoot 
objects at close quarters, without exact aim; hence, 3. 
Derisive term for any crude or awkward piece of 
ordnance or for a stupid, blund'ring fellow.

BMEP (abbr). 'Brake mean effective pressure.’ 
BMIWS (abbr). 'Ballistic missile early warning sys

tem.’
BMG (abbr). ’Browning machine gun.’
BOAT, ASSAULT. A square ended or round ended 

watercraft constructed of rigid materials, designed 
for landing troops upon a bridgehead. It it unframed 
except on the bottom, and has a handrail type gun
wale for facility in carrying the craft. It is com
monly paddled. It may be designed for attaching 
at the stern to another similar craft.*

boattail. 1. Having a tapered-in base; boat-tailed. 3. 
The base of a projectile when shaped like the frustum 
of a cone. See: base of projectile.

boat-tailed. Of projectiles: Tapering to the rear from 
the rotating band.

bobbing target Practice target that is fully exposed 
to the firer for the short time that he is given to 
fire on the target. A bobbing target is pulled down, 
or turned so that only its edge faces the firer, during 
the time that the target is not fully exposed.

body. 1. Principal part of any object. 3. Tube of a 
built-up cannon. 3. That part of a fuse that houses 
the working parts. 4. The cylindrical portion of the 
projectile between the bourrelet and the rotating 
band. 3. The passenger or cargo carrying part of a 
vehicle. A Housing or enveloping component of a 
cartridge actuated device.

body armor. See: ARMOR, BODY, FRAGMENTA
TION PROTECTIVE.

body engraving. Scoring on the body of a projectile 
made by the rifling in the gun bore. Such scoring 
when it appears is usually on one side of the projectile

bolometer
only, and indicates that the projectile is bearing with 
excessive force against the same land or lands 
throughout its travel down the bore. It may signify 
eccentric conditions in the ammunition or other such 
defects.

body, inner. See : inner body.
BODY, PRACTICE HAND GRENADE. An inert 

metal part, simulating in contour and weight the body 
of a service hand grenade. The body is designed to 
accommodate an igniter type of FUZE, HAND 
GRENADE and a small black powder charge to give 
indication of functioning. Designed for repeated 
use in training exercises by replacing fuze and black 
powder charge.

BODY SECTION, GUIDED MISSILE. An item 
which comprises a portion of a guided missile, and 
when used in conjunction with a warhead section!s) 
and other guided missile body sections, forms a com
plete guided missile Excludes WARHEAD SEC
TION (as modified) *

Bofora. [Bofori Armament Works, Sweden.] A 40-mm 
automatic cannon of a type developed in Sweden 
and adopted for manufacture and use by the US and 
Britain in WW II. The Bofors normally serves as 
an antiaircraft weapon.

bogie. 1. Truck or carriage consisting of an axle and 
two wheels, or two axles and four wheels. Bogies are 
used to support the weight of a heavy body, such as 
an artillery gun or railway car. 3. Roller or wheel 
that rides on the track of a track laying vehicle, and 
that takes up and distributes the weight of the ve
hicle along the track. 3. In a motor vehicle, any 
combination of springs torque arms, and brackets, 
that enables two axles to function together, as loan 
carrying or driving axle?.

BOGIE, ARTILLERY. The portion of an artillery 
weapon, consisting of wheels, axles, and various sup
porting appurtenances, which is the principal weight 
bearing unit when the weapon is being transported. 
It may have a drawbar. When the weapon is em
placed in the firing position, the bogie is either re
moved or so adjusted that it no longer supports the 
weight of the weapon. See also: LIMBER.*

bogie axle. See: bogie.
bogie fuel. A special blend of gasoline fuel designed 

to produce a Reid vapor pressure of 8 psi at a dis
crete ambient temperature below 125 degrees F. See : 
Reid vapor-pressure test for gasoline.

boiler plate. Those articles which are included in 
Government contracts because regulations require 
their inclusion in alt such contracts. They do not re
late specifically to the task to be performed but to 
such matters ar termination, disputes, convict labor. 
Government property, eight-hour day, nondiscrimina
tion, etc. Slang.

bolo. Heavy, single-edged knife similar to a machete, 
but usually shorter.

bolometer. 1. A very sensitive type of metallic resist
ance thermometer, used for measurements of thermal 
radiation. See: detector, infrared. 3. Eltctrortict. 
A small resistive element capable of dissipating 
microwave power, using the heat so developed to ef
fect a change i>i its resistance, thus serving as an 
indicator; commonly used as a detector in low- and 
medium-level power measurement.
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BOLT, BREECH. A mechanism which doses the 

breech in a carbine, machine gun, rifle, and the like 
It is designed to push a cartridge into the chamber 
of a gun b. sliding action. It may contain the ejec
tor, extractor, and/or bring pin.*

bolt, gun. As applied to small arms, that portion of 
the gun which carries the firing pin, a .d which closes 
the rear of the chamber during burning of the pro* 
pellant, bolt.

bolt mechanism. Mechanical assembly in a bolt action 
gun that includes the moving parts which insert, fire, 
and extract » round of ammunition.

BOLT, TOGGLE. An externally threaded fastener 
whose threaded portion is of one nominal diameter 
having a wing or wings mounted on the bolt head or 
on a trunnion nut. The wing or wings upset \ hen 
the toggle bolt is inserted in a constricted passage 
in a hollow wall and when the bolt is tightened, the 
wing or wings assume a transverse or athwart posi
tion. It is used for tccurely holding fixtures or de
vices to hollow wahs.*

Bomarc. Name applied to an Air Force surface-to-air 
interceptor type homing missile, ft has long rang* 
and travels at supersonic sp^ed. Uses a liquid fuel 
rocket plus two ramjet engines. Has command radar 
guidance. This winged missile or pilotless bomber 
is for antiaircraft area defense.

bomb. 1. In a broad sense, an explosive or other lethal 
agent together with its container or holder, which is 
planted or thrown by hand, dropped from an aircraft, 
or projected by some other s'ow-speed device (»x by 
lobbing it from a mortar), and used to deatioy, dam
age, injure, or kill. 3. Anything similar to this object 
in appearance, operation, or effect, as a leaflet bomb, 
smoke bomb, photoflash bomb, a bomb-tike container 
or chamber, etc. 3. Sfecif. An aerial bomb. The 
various types of bombs are separately listed and de
fined The term is used in the specific sense (sense 3) 
in this publication unless otherwise indicated See: 
bomb, asriaL 4. To drop bombs, as on a target

bomb, aerial. A bomb designed to be dropped from an 
aircraft, carrying cither a high explosive or another 
agent, and normally detonated on contact or by a 
timing device Usually ahor'ened to merely *bomb.' 
Examples: BOMB, FRAGMENTATION; BOMB, 
GENERAL PURPOSE.

bomb, antipersonnel. A small light bomb that bursts 
into fragments, designed for use against personnel. 
General term for a small BOMB, FRAGMENTA
TION (which see).

bomb, antitank. A bomb designed or intended to be 
used against tanks or other armored vehicles.

bombard. 1. To hit a target, as a city, fotincation, 
or the like, with bomba, projectiles, grenades, or 
other explosive missiles. 3. To subject a substance 
or its atotftic nuclei to the impingement of rays or 
small particles.

bombardment (bom) 1. A sustained attack upon a 
ciiy, fort, or the like with bombs, projectiles, rockets, 
or other explosive missiles; the action of bombarding. 
3. The action of bombarding atomic nuclei with rays 
or small particles; an instance of thio action.

bombardmeat aircraft. Aircraft designed or need for 
bombing. See: bomber.

bomb crater
bombardment aviation. That aviation chiefly developed 

for aerial bombardment.
BOMB, ARMOR-PIERCING. A missile, designed for 

dropping from aircraft, which is capable of penetrat
ing the heaviest deck armor without breaking up. 
Also effective against reinforced concrete structures. 
Usually contains an explosive charge of Explosive D, 
weighing about 15 percent of the total weight of the 
bomb.

bomb, atomic. (A-Lotnb) Meaning formerly limited to 
a bomb in which the explosive consists of a nuclear- 
fissionable, radioactive material, as uranium 235 or 
plutonium 239. Now accepted as synonymous with 
the term bomb, auclaar (which see).

bomb ballistics. The special branch of ballistics con
cerned with bombs dropped from aircraft.

bomb bay; also bombay. The compartment or bay 
in the fuselage of a bomber where the bombs are 
carried for release.

bomb blast The blast that results from the explosion 
of a bomb.

bomb, blast. See: bomb, light csss.
bomb, butterfly. A small fragmentation or antiperson

nel bomb equipped with two foiling wings which ro
tate and arm the fuze as the bomo descends. Designed 
to be dropped in clusters, they are frequently fitted 
with antidisturbance or delay fuzes.

bomb, buss. The V-l robot plane of World War II. 
so named for the buzzlike noise of its pulsejet engine. 
Colloquial. See also: bomb, flyiag.

bomb calorimatar. See: dosed bomb.
bomb capacity. The capacity of an aircraft for carry

ing bombs. Cf: bomb load.
bomb carpet The fall of bombs or the bombfall pattern 

produced in carpet-bombing (which see); the area 
struck by carpet bombing.

bomb cemetery. An assigned area to which bombs or 
other explosive ordnance ar< taken for final disposal 
operations after the fuse is made safe

bomb, chemical agent A bomb having a chemical agent 
for its main charge. Examples: BOMB, GAS; 
BOMB, INCENDIARY; BOMB, SMOKF.

bomb, cobalt A theoretical atomic or hydrogen bo—.Y- 
encased in cobalt, the cobalt of which would be trans
formed into deadly aoactive dust upon detonation.

This is theoretical only in the sense that it 
!* considered too dangerous to use, since the dust 
would attack friend, foe and neutrals. In the process 
of detonation, cobalt 59 would be converted into co
balt 60.

bomb complete round. A complete aerial bomb, includ
ing all of the components, such as arming wires, 
fuses, ctc„ necessary to attach the bomb to a release 
mechanism and to make the bomb function after re
lease. See also: complete round.

bomb, eoavoatiouaL Any nooatomic bomb designed 
primarily for explosive effect, as distinguished from 
a chemical bomb, leaflet bomb, incendiary bomb, or 
other special purpose bomb.

bomb erater. An irregular depression formed by the 
explosion of a bomb. .
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bomb, high capacity
bomb, earthquake. A large bomb which, when dropped, 

penetrates and explodes beneath the surface of the 
earth, giving an effect similar to an earthquake. 
Colloq.

bomb, electron. A German WW 11 bomb having an 
incendiary charge and a combustible casing of mag
nesium Named after a German trade name Etoktron.

bomber, (bom) An airplane specifically designed to 
carry and drop bombs.

bomb, explosive. Any bomb having an explosive as its 
main charge, as distinguished from a chemical bomb, 
or the like.

BOMB, FIVE. An item designed to be dropped from 
an aircraft to destroy or reduce the utility of a target 
by the effects of combustion. It is designed so as to 
contain an incendiary mixture which spreads on 
impact to burn or envelope in flames personnel and 
material targets, such as vehicles and tents.*

bomb, fission. A bomb that depends upon nuclear fission 
for release of energy. See : bomb, atomic.

bomb, flams. See: BOMB, FIBE.
bomb, flaah. See : BOMB, PHOTOFLASH.
bomb, flying. Popularly, any explosive robot plane, 

guided missile, or the like; specifically, the German 
V-l explosive robot plane of World War II.

BOMB, FBAGMENTATION. An item designed to be 
dropped from aircraft to produce many small, high 
velocity fragments when detonated. Effective against 
personnel and light targets such as automotive ma
teriel and aircraft on the ground.

bomb, fusion. A bomb that depends upon nuclear fusion 
for release of energy. See: bomb, hydrogen.

BOMB, GAS. An item which contains a chemical 
agent (war gas) and is designed to be dropped from 
an aircraft.*

bomb gear. A general term applied to the bomb rack 
and other devices for carrying and dropping bombs.

BOMB, GENEBAL PUBPOSE. An item designed to 
be dropped from an aircraft to destroy or reduce the 
utility of a target by explosive effect. The bomb is 
designed to be used against both material targets 
and personnel. When empty or inert loaded the bomb 
may be used for training purposes.*

bomb, glide. A bomb, fitted with airfoils to provide lift, 
carried and released in the direction of a target by 
an airplane. A glide bomb may be remotely con
trolled. Certain glide bombs, as the Henschel 293, 
are initially propelled by a rocket engine; other glide 
bombs depend for thrust entirely upon the force of 
gravity. Also called ‘glider bomb.* See also: isos; 
rasoa.

bomb, guided. An aerial bomb guided, during its drop, 
in range or azimuth, or in both.

bomb handling truck. See: TRUCK, AIBCBAFT 
BOMB; TBUCK, BOMB SEBTICE.

bomb, heavy case. Any high explosive bomb in which 
the weight of the container is relatively large in 
proportion to the weight of the bursting charge.

bomb, high capacity. A general purpose bomb designed 
to produce maximum blast, with a charge weight 
ratio of more than 70 percent British. Abo called 
"blast bomb’ and ‘light case bomb.*

bomb damage 46
bomb damage. 1. The physical damage iesu tir.g from I 

the detonation of a bomb or from forces set in motion 
by such detonatio'., as blast, ht»t radiation, fire, and 
radioactivity, \ometimes called 'primary bomb dam
age." 3. 1 he effects on a nation", economic, political 
and social structure which develop directly from 
accumulated physical damage caused by bombing. 
Sometimes called "secondary bon b damage."

"Bomb damage’ is sometimes used i? both meanings 
at once.

bomb damage assessment. (BDA) A judgment on the 
extent of bomb damage, either physical or econon.,:, 
the procedure invloved in making thia adjustment.

This assessment may be made by aerial photography 
for primary bomb damage, but it may also be done 
on the ground.

BOMB DAMAGE EVALUATION GBOUP. A group 
which provides facilities for the recording of ballistic 
data for bomb damage asaeaament. It does not in
clude ibe recording equipment.*

bomb damage eurrev. Bomb damage assessment (which 
see) performed by ground parties.

bomb, deep penetration. A bomb designed for deep 
penetration of the target before exploding.

bomb, delayed action. A bomb having a delay fuse. 
The delay action may vary from a fraction of a second . 
to several days after impact, depending on the type of 
fuzing. Bombs or other projectiles having short 
delay fuzes are used to penetrate targets before ex
ploding; bombs having medium delay fuzes are used 
for the safety of the plane in low altitude bombing, 
so that the plane may move away from the point of 
impact before detonation; bombs having long delay 
fuzes are normally used to deny territory to the 
enemy for a period of time, or to allow successive 
waves of planes to drop their bombs before any of 
them detonate. Cf: bomb, time.

bomb, demolition. Former classification for a bomb 
that explodes after a short penetration, accomplishing 
damage and destruction by both blast and under
ground explosion. A demolition bomb had a charge 
approximately equal to k) percent of the bomb’s total 
weight in WW II. See: BOMB, GENEBAL PUB
POSE, the present classification.

BOMB, DEPTH (DB) An explosive item designed 
to be dropped from an aircraft for use against under
water targets. When empty or inert loaded it may be 
used for training purnoses.* Cf: CHABGE, DEPTH.

BOMB DIRECTING SET, BADAB. A complete set 
to locate a target by radar techniques, and also to 
provide facilities for the automatic ballistic computa
tion to effect bomb release on a target. It may in
clude optical sighting equipment which is auxiliary 
to or which may be used independently of the radar 
equipment.*

bomb diapoaaL (BD) See: axploaive ordnance dis
posal

bomb disposal uait. See: axploaive ordnance disposal 
unit

bomb, drill Any uncharged aerial bomb designed or 
adapted to train ground crews in assembling, fuzing, 
or other handling of bombs.

bomb, dynamite. An aerial bomb or other explosive 
device prepared from dynamite sticks.

i



47 bomb reconnaissance
bomb load, 1 be weight or number of bombs carried 

by an airuaft. the bomb or bombs carried Cli:
bomb capacity.

bomb, magnesium. 1. An incendiary bomb in which 
the burning agent is magnesium. 2. A magnesium 
flare for1 use from aircraft. See also: BOMB, IN
CENDIARY; flare, magnesium.

bomb, magnesium flare. A magnesium flare for use 
from aircraft. See also: FLARE, AIRCRAFT; flare, 
magnesium.

bomb, miniature practice. Miniature bomb, light and 
inexpensive, used for training of bombers. Fitted 
with blank cartridge to produce smoke puff upon 
impact. See : BOMB, PRACTICE.

bomb, napalm. A BOMB, FIRE filled with napahn, a 
t. kened petroleum oil. The napalm bomb is pri
marily an antipersonnel weapon and is often dis
tinguished from the BOMB, INCENDIARY, which 
is used primarily against installation* or materiel.

bomb nose. The foremost section of a bomb.
bomb, nuclear. A bomb that releases explosive energy 

either through nuclear fission or nuclear fusion. 
This term is applied either to the atomic bomb or the 
hydrogen bomb. See : bomb, atomic; bomb, hydrogen.

bomb, oil. See: BOMB, FIRE; bomb, napalm.
bomb, open. In intelligence usage, an undisguised or 

unconcealed sabotage explosive device, distinguished 
especially from an infernal machine, which see.

bomb, parachute fragmentation. A fragmentation bomb 
adapted for drop by parachute. Parachute fragmenta
tion bombs are used in low level bombing to give 
the bombing plane time to escape damage from the 
bomb explosion, and to cause a bomb attitude which 
produces effective fragment distribution. See also: 
BOMB, FRAGMENTATION.

bomb, petrol See: BOMB, FIRE; bomb, napalm.
bomb, phosphorus. A BOMB, SMOKE filled with 

phosphorus, especially white phosphorus.
BOMB, PHOTOFLA8H. A missile for dropping from 

aircraft, containing photoflaah mixture with mean* 
for providing for functioning at a predetermined 
distance above the ground, to produce a brilliant light 
of short duration for photographic purposes.

BOMB, PRACTICE. An item designed to be dropped 
from an aircraft for target practice. It is constructed 
to simulate service bombs but differs from these in 
that it can only be used for target practice.*

bombproof. 1. A bombproof shelter. L Of a shelter, 
building, or other installation: Resistant or impervi
ous to the effect* of bomb explosion*.

bomb rack. See: PYLON, AIRCRAFT; RACK,' 
BOMB, AIRCRAFT; SHACKLE, BOMB, AIR
CRAFT.

bomb, radio guided. A bomb, such a* the axon, guided 
by radio control from outside the missile. See: asoa; 
bomb, glide.

bomb reeonnaiaaaaaa. Act of reconnoitering to de
termine the presence of an unexploded missile, 
ascertaining it* nature, applying all practicable 
protective measure* for the protection of personnel, 
installation* and equipment and finally reporting 
essential information to the authority directing 
explosive ordnance disposal operation*.

bomb, high explosive
bemb, high explosive. Any aerial bomb charged with 

a high explosive' sp< i itu ally, any such bomb chiefly 
dependent upon only its explosion, or blast effect, to 
create damage ‘High explosive bomb,' in its brotder 
sense, is a generii term encompassing armor-pier-ring 
bombs, general purpose bombs, light case bombs, and 
semi-armor piercing bombs. A high explosive bomb 
is distinguished from a chemical bomb or an atomic 
bomb, and in its specific sense, from a fragmentation 
bomb.

bomb, hydrogen. A fusion bomb in which an isotope of 
hydrogen is made to fuse under intense heat, with 
a resultant loss of v/eight and release of energy. 
Also called the 'll bomb.’ Cf; bomb, atomic; bomb, 
nuclear.

BOMB, INCENDIARY. An item designed to be drop
ped from an aircraft to destroy or reduce the utility 
of a target by the rfleets of combustion. It contains 
an incendiary mix'ure and is designed to penetrate 
and destroy relatively noncombustible targets such as 
buildings and fortifications. When empty or inert 
loaded it may be used for training purposes.*

BOMB, INCENDIARY, INSTRUCTIONAL. A cylin
drical metallic item filled with an incendiary mixture 
which when ignited is used for instructing personnel 
in extinguishing fires.*

bombing. The action of dropping bomb* from an 
aircraft with the purpose of hitting a target. See 
also: area bombing; blind bombing; earpot bombing; 
density bombing; dive bombing; glide bombing; 
horizontal bombing; interdiction bombing; offset 
bombing; overcast bombing; pattern bombing; pre
cision bombing; radar bombing; saturation bombing; 
abuttle bombing; skip bombing; toss bombing; train 
bombing; high-altitude bombing; low-altitude bomb
ing; low-angle bombing; low-level bombing; medi
um-altitude bombing; minimum-altitude bombing.

bombing altitude. The absolute altitude at which 
bombing is done. See: altitude, absolute.

bombing run. A bomb run.
bombing table. A table giving the bombsight rettings 

required for dropping a particular type of bomb at 
various speeds and altitudes.

BOMB, LEAFLET. A light case bomb (made of sheet 
metal or laminated plastic) designed to be filled with 
leaflet;, provided with fuxe to cause opening before 
impact, and released from an aircraft, for distribution 
of the leaflets.

bomb, light case. A type of general purpose bomb hav
ing a thin, light, metal casing, giving a high charge 
weight ratio and designed to accomplish damage 
primarily by blast. Also called a *bla*t bomb.’ A 
light case bomb usually contains a charge of from 70 
to 80 percent of the total weight. See also: BOMB, 
GENERAL PURPOSE.

bomb line. A line designated by ground forces, be
yond which air attacks may be executed without 
clearances from the ground forces. This line is a 
precautionary measure to guard against accidental air 
attacks on friendly ground forces. The bomb line 
should be easily identifiable by terrain features from 
the air and the ground so as to prevent confusion. 
Formerly known as bomb safety line.
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bomb-release circle
bomb-release circle. In radar bombing, a circular track 

of light on the face of a plan pos tion indicator scope, 
representing the desired dropping angle of a bomb 
When the moving target spot on the PPI scope en 
counters the bomb-release circle, the proper drop
ping angle has been established and the bomb or 
bombs are dropped.

bomb-release lias. (BRL' An imaginary line around 
a target area at which a bomber, traveling toward it 
at a constant speed and altitude, releases its first 
bomb so that it and others will strike .he target area.

bomb-rslaaaa point The point in flight on a bomb 
run at which a bombing airplane releases its bomb 
load.

This point is determined by reference 'o the aiming 
point, which is on the ground.

boasb, robot. An explosive carrying winged nissile or 
rocket, such as the German V-1 01 flying bomb, 
normally launched from the surface and directed in 
flight toward its target by an automatic pilot and 
other automatic devices.

boml, rocket. An aerial bomb equipped with a rocket 
to give it added velocity and penetrating power after 
being dropped from an aircraft.

bomb run. The flight course of a bombing airplane 
just before the release of bombs; bombing run.

bomb, sabotage. An explosive device used by a saboteur 
to damage, destroy, or injure property or persons.

bomb safety Use. Former name for bomb lies (which 
see).

bomb(a) away. A phrase used as a signal by the 
bombardier to indicate to the pilot and other members 
of an aircrew that the bombs have just been re
leased ; the instant when the bombs are released.

BOMB, SEMI-ARMOR-PIERCING. A missile, de
signed for dropping from aircraft, which is capable 
of penetrating lightly armored ships' hulls and rein
forced concrete. Usually contains an explosive 
charge weighing about 30 percent of the total weight 
of the bomb.

bomb, service. Any bomb, regardless of type, for use 
against an enemy. Service bombs are distinguished 
from practice bombs and drill bombs. Cf: bomb, 
drill; BOMB, PRACTICE.

bomb service track. See TRUCK, BOMB SERVICE.
bomb abaltar. A bombproof shelter.
bombsight. A device, which, in the more advanced 

types, determines, or enables a bombardier to de
termine, the point in space at which a bomb or 
bombs must be released from an -ircraft in order to 
hit a target.

BOMBSIGHT HEAD. The upper part of a sighting 
device for aiming aerial bombs. It contains the 
optical aiming mechanism.*

BOMB, 8MOKE. A missile, designed to be dropped 
from aircraft, which contains a filler of smoke pro
ducing material with provision for r.n explosive 
charge to disperse the filler, and a fuze for function
ing.

BOMB, TABOET IDENTIFICATION. A missile de
signed to be dropped from aircraft, which, upon im
pact, produces a relatively prolonged and conspicuous 
effect, such as a bright colored light which provides

booster, auxiliary, bomb
a means of locating and identifying the target by 
other aircraft.

bomb, time. An aerial bomb or other explosive device 
that may be set to explode some time after being 
dropped or planted. Shor) delay fuzed aerial bombs 
are not usually classified as time bombs. See : bomb, 
delayed action.

bomb trailer. See TRAILER, BOMB.
bomb, trigger. Term sometimes applied to a bomb that 

detonates upon impact, that is, equipped with an 
impact fuze.

bomb, unexploded. (UXB) Bomb which fails to ex
plode on impact or immediately thereafter. It is con
sidered to ,.e a delayed action bomb until the contrary 
is proved.

bomb, uranium. A theoretical atomic or hydrogen bomb 
encased in uranium, the uranium of which would be 
transformed into deadly radioactive dust upon de
tonation.

bomb yoke. A lever in the belly of a dive bomber, 
which is fitted to a bomb and which swings it clear 
of the propeller upon release.

booby mine. Land mine used as a booby trap (which 
see).

booby trap. An explosive charge such as a mine, 
grenade, demolition block, shell or bulk explosive 
fitted with a detonator and a firing device, all usually 
concealed and set to explode when an unsuspecting 
person touches off its firing mechanism as by stepping 
upon, lifting or moving a harmless looking object. 
Also often used as a verb

boom. A projecting member or conic truss structure. 
It may be movable as on a crane or derrick, or fixed 
to support another structure as an empennage or 
rotary rudder of an aircraft*

BOOM, MINE DETECTOR. A projecting spar or 
outrigger-like structure which is used to suspend, 
position and/or support the detecting coils of a mine 
detector. May be adjustable.*

boost. 1. Bring about a more potent explosion of the 
main charge of an explosive by using an additional 
charge to set it off. 3. Supply a machine or engine 
with a stronger mixture of fuel than would be sup
plied by normal means.

booster, (bstr) Assembly of metal parts and explosive 
charge provided to augment the explosive component 
of a fuze, to cause detonation of the main explosive 
charge of the munition. May be an integral part 
of the fuze. The explosive in the booster must be 
sufficiently sensitive to be actuated by the small ex
plosive elements in a fuze, and powerful enough to 
cause detonation of the main explosive filling.

BOOSTER, ANTITANK MINE. An item designed to 
be filled with explosive material to relay and amplify 
the detonation wave which activates the main charge 
of an antitank mine. When empty it may be used 
for training purposes*

booster, auxiliary. An additional booster used with a 
large bursting charge or for special applications. 
See: BOOSTER, AUXILIARY, BOMB; BOOSTER, 
AUXILIARY, ROCKET.

BOOSTER, AUXILIARY, BOMB. A cylindrical metal 
container designed to be filled with explosive material 
to relay and amplify the detonation wave and insure
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booster, auxiliary, rocket 49
proper detonation of the main charge of a bomb. 
When empty or inert loaded it may be used for 
training purposes.*

BOOSTER, AUXILIARY, ROCKET. A cylindrical 
metal container designed to be filled with explosive 
material to relay and amplify the detonation wave 
and insure proper detonation of the main charge of 
a rocket. When empty or inert loaded, it may be 
used for training purposes.*

boostoi coil. An electric coil connected to a battery 
that supplies high-tension current for starting an 
engine.

booatar coil (high voltage,. See COIL, IGNITION, 
booster coil (low voltage). See : COIL, STARTING, 
booster, delay arming. A booster incorporating as a 

safety feature a mechanism which prevents arming 
until a desired travel or period of time has elapsed.

BOOSTER, DEPTH CHARGE. A cylindrical i<:m 
designed to contain an explosive to relay and amplify 
the detonation wave to insure proper detonation of 
the main explosive charge of a depth charge. When 
empty or inert loaded it may be used for training 
purposes.*

BOOSTER KIT, LEAFLET BOMB. A group of items, 
including a booster, booster adapter, and a length 
of detonating cord, designed to open a leaflet bomb.*

BOOSTER, PROJECTILE. A cylindrical metal con
tainer designed to he filled with explosive or pro
pellant material ‘o augment the explosive component 
of a fuze and to cause detonation of the main ex
plosive charge of a projectile. When empty or inert 
loaded it mav be used for training purposes.*

booster rocket. See : rocket, booeter.
BOOSTER, TORPEDO. A cylindrical metal container 

designed to be filled with an explosive material to 
relay and amplify the detonation wave to insure 
proper detonation of the main charge of a torpedo. 
When empty or inert loaded it may be used for 
training purposes.*

BOOSTER, UNDERWATER MINE. A cylindrical 
item containing an explosive for the purpose of 
amplifying the detonation wave to insure proper de
tonation of the main explosive charge of an under
water mine. When empty or inert loaded it may be 
used for training purposes*

BOOSTER, WARHEAD, GUIDED MISSILE. A 
major explosive element in the explosive train be
tween a FUZE, GUIDED MISSILE and a WAR
HEAD, GUIDED MISSILE used to amplify the 
detonation wave.*

booster wall A hollow space in the main explosive 
charge of an item of ammunition, into which the 
booster fits.

boost-glide vehicle. An air vehicle capable of aerody
namic lift which is projected to an extreme altitude 
by reaction propulsion and then coasts down with 
little or no propulsion. When it reenters the sensible 
atmosphere, it glides to increase its range.

bootstrap. Electronic computers. The special coded 
instructions at the beginning of an input tape, to
gether with one or two :.. ‘ructions inserted by 
switches or buttons into the i j nputer; in circuitry, a 
positive feedback or regenerative circuit.

Boston Ordnance District
bore. 1. The interior of a gun barrel or tube. 2. In

side diameter of an engine cylinder.
bore axis. The longitudinal center line of a gunbore.
bore brush. See BRUSH, CLEANING, ARTIL

LERY; BRUSH, CLEANING, SMALL ARMS.
bore constriction. Constriction (decrease in diameter) 

in toe bore of a gun due to coppering or to pressure 
at bearing shoulders, between the lines and the tube.

bore diameter. The interior diameter or caliber (which 
see) of a gun or launching tube.

bore erosion. See : erosion.
bore evacuation. Clearing of the bore of propellant 

gases and extraneous material after firing.
bore evacuator. See: EVACUATOR, BORE.
bore expansion. Permanent enlargement of the bore 

of a gun due to interior pressure. It does not in
clude enlargement due to bore erosion, which see.

This may be due to excessive interior pressure de
veloped by the ammunition or to failure of the fun 
to exhibit the specified elastic strength.

bore gage. See : star gage.
bore impression. Impression, made with a plastic sub

stance, of the bore of a gun in order to determine 
the condition of the rifling.

bore premature. The premature explosion of a pro
jectile, occurring within the bore.

bore preeeure. The gas pressure produced in the gun 
bore or launching tube when the propellant burns. 
See also: pressures, gun.

bore rest See: clinometer rest
bore riding fuse. See: fuse, bore riding.
bore safe fuse. See: fuse, bore safe.
bore safety. See: fuse, bore safe; fuse safety.
bore scavenging. 1. Removal of the burnt gases from 

the cylinder of an interral combustion engine after 
a working stroke. 2. Sometimes applied in the same 
sense to the bore of a gun. The preferred term in 
this sense is bore evacuation.

BORESCOPE A viewing device used to visually in
spect the cannon bore of artillery weapons for defects 
of manufacture and the extent of erosion caused by 
firing. The item is basically a straight-tube telescope 
using a mirror or prism. Extension tubes are pro
vided to extend the range of the device to cover the 
various weapon lengths.* See also: TUBE, EX
TENSION, BORESCOPE.

bore sight. See: SIGHT, BORE, BREECH; SIGHT, 
BORE, MUZZLE; bora sighting.

bore sighting. The process by which the axis of a gun 
bore and the line of sight of a gun sight are made 
parallel or are made to converge on a point. May be 
applied to any weapon and its sight. See: SIGHT, 
BORE, BREECH; SIGHT, BORE, MUZZLE.

bore sight marks. Vertical and horizontal engraved ' 
marks on the face of the muzzle of a cannon, for lo
cating the axis of the bore. Used in bore sighting.

bora telescope. See: telescope, bon.
borrow. See: carry.
Boston Ordnance District One of the eleven districts 

into which the United States is divided for purposes 
of industrial mobilization, procurement contract ne
gotiation and administration, etc., by the Ordnance
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BOX, CARGO, AERI/.T DELIVERY. An item of 
nonllexiblc material l.aving closed sides, bottom and 
top, may be collapsible, with fittings and fasteners 
used for the delivery of cargo It is dropped from 
an aircraft by patachute.*

BOX, FIBERBOARD. A paperboard container made 
from either FIBERBOARD, SOLID o’ FIBER
BOARD, CORRUGATED. It is used primarily as 
an outer shipping container. Excludes BOX, FOLD
ING and BOX. SETUP*

box, firing, guid. d missile See firing box.
box, firing, rocAet. See firing; box.
BOX, FOLDING. A container made of bending grades 

of paperboard or similar materials having its sides 
formed wi;h ends extended, scored for folding, and 
in a flat or collapsed form It is usually used as an 
inner container, one or more ef which may be packed 
in an outer container for shipment. Excludes BOX, 
FIBERBOARD; BOX, SETUP and BOX, SELF
LOCKING*

box magazins. See: magazine (sense 2).
BOX, METAL, SHIPPING. A reusable noncollapsi- 

ble container equipped to be handled by overhead 
hoist, fork lift truck, or for skidding, it is suitable 
for protecting critical and sensitive items from 
damage and pilferage during shipping and handling. 
Excludes DRUM, METAL. See also: shipping and 
storage container. Do not use if a more specific 
item name is applicable *

box pallet. A pallet with framework back and sides, 
so constructed that several may be stacked, one upon 
another, without the weight being borne by the sup
plies, but only by the pallets. See : pallet.

BOX, SELF-LOCKING. A flat sheet of fiberboard or 
similar material, having no part preformed to re
semble a box, but cut and scored to permit forming 
into a box; the self-locking is accomplished by fold- 

1 ing tabs over and into the ends or by inserting side
' tabs into slits provided; it may be composed of two

sheets for telescope style or it may have a cover 
I hinged to or.e end ; occasionally the hinged cover style
■ is furnished with a sleeve inclosure of same material.

Excludes BOX, FOLDING and BOX, SETUP.* 
’ BOX, SETUP. A container made of nonbending grades 
' of paperboard or similar material. It is completely 
, formed and nonfolding, and is composed of a body 

and cover (top). It is usually used as an inner 
container, one or more of which may be packed 
in an outer cur.t’iner for shipment. Excludes BOX, 
FOLDING and BOX, FIBERBOARD.

box, shipping and storage. See: shipping and storage 
. container.

box traiL Artillery weapon trail composed of a single, 
rigid member. The three types of box trails are 
simple box, modified box and tubular. Cf: split trait 

I BOX, WOOD. A container with closed sides and 
bottom, with open, slatted, or closed top. May be 

, shook or assembled type. The sides, bottom and top 
may be reinforced. If sides and bottom are of frame 
and sheathing construction, see: CRATE, WOOD.*

BP (abbr). ‘Black powder' (explosive).
. bprf (abbr). ‘Bulletproof.’

BR (abbr). ‘Barrage rocket.'

Boulenge chronograph !

Corp* b.inbraci-'- the State' of Maine, New Hamp 
shire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and 
Rhode Island The main office is located in Boston, 
Mass.

Boulengd chronograph. See chronograph.
Boulengt screen. See : chronograph.
boundary friction. A type of friction that exists when 

most of the oil film covering two bearing surfaces 
has been wiped off or otherwise reduced.

Boundary iriction is so called because it is inter
mediate between dry friction and fluid friction.

boundary layrr. . f<v<i</y>iami<r A thin layer of air 
next to an airfoil, distinguishable from the main air
flow by distinctive flow characteristics of its own set 
up by friction. See laminar boundary layer; tur>jlent 
boundary layer; boundary layer control.

The boundary layer is sometimes considered to end 
where its velocity is 99 percent of the free-stream 
value. The width of a boundary layer increases with 
the length of the surface over which it is formed.

boundary layer control. The design or control of air
foils and certain airfoil attachments to reduce or re
move undesirable aerodynamic effects, as parasite 
drag, caused by the boundary layer; the science of 
such design or control.

bound barrel. Barrel' that is touching parts of the 
stock in such a manner that expansion due to heat 
from firing causes the barrel to bind and bend, re
sulting in inaccurate fire.

bounding mine. See: mine, bounding.
bound vortex, .'terodynamicr. A hypothetical vortex 

circulating around the center-of-pressure line of an 
airfoil.

The bound vortex is an idealization and simplifica
tion of the actual aerodynamic forces acting on a 
wing, and is used for mathematical purposes.

bourrelet. The cylindrical surface of a projectile on 
which the projectile bears while in the bore of the 
weapon. Conventionally the bourrelet is located be
tween the ogive and the tody of the projectile and 
has a slightly larger diameter than the body. In some 
cases the bourrelet extends the full length of the body. 
In some projectile designs the conventional bourrelet 
becomes the front bourrelet, a rear bourrelet being 
provided behind the rotating band. In other designs 
a middle bourrelet is provided just forward of the 
rotating band.

bourrelet, front. See : bourrelet.
bourrelet, middle. See : bourrelet
bourrelet, rear. See : bourrelet.
bow gun. Gun mounted at the front of a ship or 

armored vehicle, especially a semifixed, forward
firing gun in tanks.

bow-on. Facing the finer. A bow-on-target is a target 
that presents its narrower dimension exactly toward 
the gun firing at it. When an enemy tank is headed 
exactly at tt. • gun firing at it, the tank is a bow-on 
target.

bow wave. See: ballistic wave.
box barrage. In antiaircraft artillery fire, an antiair

craft barrage delivered in a box-shape pattern by 
guns surrounding a defended target. See: barrage.
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brace kit, tin assembly brake, single disk
BRACE KIT, FIN ASSEMBLY, BOMB. A «ioup of 

iten.s designed t > reinforce bomb tin assemblies *
BRACE KIT, FIRE BOMB A group of items designed 

to ti intone sway brace areas of fire bombs.*
bucket. 1 Distant e between two strikes or series of 

strikes, one of which is over the target and the 
other short of it, >r one of which is to the right and 
the other to the left of the target. 1. Group of shots 
(or bombs) which fall both over and short of the 
target. 3. J o obtain a bracket (sense 2) in firing or 
bombing (if; straddle.

bracket fuse tetter. A fuze setter bolted onto the rear 
end of the fuze setter bracket; on the caisson of a 
gun

bracketing. Sensing applied to range when both overs 
and shorts in any proportion result from a group of 
shots fired at the same range or elevation setting, 

bracketing elevation. An elevation which gives both 
overs and shorts.

bracketing method. A method of adjusting artillery 
and mortar fire in which a bracket is established by 
obtaining an over and a short, with respect to the 
observer, then successively splitting the bracket in 
half until a target hit is obtained or the smallest 
practicable range change ha been made.

bracketing salvo. Group of shots in which the number 
of shots going over the target equals the number 
falling short of it.

brake. A device by which the motion of any mecha* 
nism, as a vehicle, hoist, or engine is retarded or 
arrested.*

brake, air. '1 he conventional style of mechanically ap
plied brake set by air pressure instead of foot pres
sure. The pressure of the hand or foot operates an air 
valve, permitting a flow of air, from cylinders in 
which it has been stored under pressure, to set the 
brakes.

BRAKE BAND ASSEMBLY. A circular shaped de
vice of flexible metal, naving a replaceable wear 
lining of friction material, designed to contract upon 
the ou er surface or expand against the i* ler surface 
of a irum to retard or stop motion.*

BRAKE DR’JM. A circular shaped metal item de
signed to be connected to a machine or vehicle shaft 
or wheel and used to retard, stop or prevent motion 
by the application of pressure exerted by brake(s) 
or band(s).*

BRAKE, ELECTRIC. A device operated by electro
mechanical means which functions to bring to rest 
mechanically and/or hold at rest a load.*

BRAKE, EXPANDER TUBE. A brake consisting es
sentially of the following: a. A frame designed to 
tit over and be attached to the torque flange of the 
axle, and having provisions for housing an expander 
tube and brake blocks, b. An expander tube which 
is a flat rubber tube designed to be filled with brake 
fluid and thereby force brake blocks against the 
brake drum. c. Brake blocks which may be cemented 
to the expander tube or fitted into the frame above 
the expander tube.*

brake fade. A temporary failure in a braking system 
due to excessive temperature. Term used esp. in 
connection with automotive vehicles.

BRAKE, FLOOR, WHEELED EQUIPMENT. A 
jacklike device having vaiious means for mounting 
on a vehicle frame on one end and a brake shoe or 
base for floor contact on the other end. It is designed 
to be used on various wheeled equipment to hold the 
equipment in a stationary position while being used 
or to prevent movement when not in use*

brake hoisepowet. i BHl’i A measure of useful work 
delivered by an engine or a machine See also: 
Prony brake.

BRAKE LINING KIT. A collection of items consist
ing of brake linings of specific size(s) together with 
rivets and/or bolts for fastening the lining to the 
original brake shoes. Excludes brake shoe kits con
taining the assembled brake shoes complete with 
linings, and also brake lining packaged in sheets or 
rolls.*

brake mean effective pressure. (BMEl’j That part ol 
the mean effective pressure which produces the brake 
horsepower of the engine (See separate entries)

BRAKE, MULTIPLE DISK. A brake consisting es
sentially ot the following: a. A brake anchor bracket, 
also called a carrier assembly, *h;Ji is the basic unit 
of the brake. It is designed to be attached to the 
torque flange of the axle and is also the part upon 
which the other components of the brake are as
sembled. b A floating hydraulically actuated annular 
piston, or an equivalent mechanical device, used for 
applying brake pressure, c. Metallic disks keyed to 
rotate with the wheel alternated with nonrotating 
disks keyed to the anchor bracket. See also: BRAKE, 
SEGMENTED ROTOR.*

BRAKE, MUZZLE. A short, cylindrical item mounted 
on the muzzle of an artillery weapon to retard the 
force of recoil. It has a centrally bored hole, 
through which the projectile passes, and one or more 
baffles.*

BRAKE, SEGMENTED ROTOR. A brake consisting 
essentially of the following: a. A brake anchor 
bracket, also called a carrier assembly, which is the 
basic unit of the brake. It is designed to be attached 
to the torque flange of the axle and is also the part 
upon which the other components of the brake are 
assembled, b. A floating hydraulically actuated an
nular piston, or an equivalent mechanical device, used 
for applying brake pressure, c. Segments of brake 
lining attached to the nonrotating disks.*

BRAKE SHOE, INTERNALLY ACTUATED. A 
metal item in the shape of an arc, designed to ac
commodate a friction material lining on the peripheral 
surface and to be actuated by a cam, lever and/or 
hydraulic cylinder. It may include lining and ad
justing and/or actuation parts. Excludes shoe seg
ments for brake expander tubes.*

DRAKE, SHOE TYPE. A brake consisting essentially 
of the following: a. A torque spider which is a disk
like metal part designed to fit over ar>u be attached to 
the torque flange of the axle. b. One or more brake 
shoes with brake lining attached c. A hydranlic 
cylinder(s) or mechanical linkage to provide the force 
by which the brake shoe is pressed agains* the brake 
drum.*

BRAKE, SINGLE DISK. A brake consisting es
sentially of th* followii g: a. A single piece or divided 
cylinder housing designee to be mounted on the
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blank sector of the mating part. Then with a com
paratively small turn, the threads of the breech and 
block are fully engaged, and the block is locked. If 
the threads were not cut out as indicated, several 
full turns of the block would be required to attain 
the same result.

breechblock operating mechaniam. Mechanism which 
unlocks and withdraws the breechblock from the 
breech, swings the block clear of the breech recess, 
and then returns it to the firing, or closed, position 
after loading. There are two types : carrier-supported 
and tray supported, according to whether supported 
by a breachblock carrier or a breechblock tray.

BREECHBLOCK, ROCKET MOTOR. A movable 
steel block mounted on a ROCKET MOTOR to seal 
the breech opening during firing. It is designed to 
permit installation or removal of an explosive 
primer(s) *

breechblock, alidiag wedge. Breechblock that is rec
tangular in cross section and slides in a rectangular 
recess in the breech t>ng to open and close the breech. 
Where the motion of th* breechblock is vertical, the 
mechanism is referred to as a vertical eliding wedge 
breechblock. Where the motion is horisontal, the 
block is called a horiernntal eliding wedge breechblock.

breechblock, etepped-thread (Welin). A modifica
tion of the breechblock, intornipted-ecrew (which 
see). The breech recess and the breechblock are 
cut with a series of stepped threads, so that when the 
breechblock is inserted and turned in the breech 
recess, matching sections of stepped threads engage. 
Using the stepped type of thread, less rotation is 
necessary to close the breechblock, and greater 
threaded surface or holding area is possible. This 
breechblock is used on modern cannon which fire 
separate-loading ammunition.

breechblock tray. Tray-like support for the breech
block, hinged to the breech of a large cannon, which 
supports the breechblock when it is withdrawn and 
permits it to be swung clear of the breech.

breechbore gage. See : gage, breechbore.
breech buahing. That part cf the gun breech on the 

interior surface of which the threaded and slotted 
sectors of the breech recess are formed.

breech flash. Flames and gas flash occurring at breech 
of weapon.

breech hoop. A steel jacket for reinforcing the breech 
end of a built-up cannon. It may contain the breech 
recess which is threaded to receive the breechblock.

breeching apace. The linear distance between the face 
of the fully closed bolt and the apex of the rone 
formed by a prolongation of the shoulder taper. 1 his 
distance, however, is sometimes measured from a 
datum diameter on the first shoulder.

breach interlock. Safety device used with weapons 
that are loaded or rammed automatically or in 
weapons in which the position of the breechblock 
canno* be readily seen by the loader. Functions 
to prevent the loading or ramming of a round when 
the breechblock is not fully open.

breech loader. A gun or other weapon that is loaded 
at the breech instead of at the munle. With the 
exception of mortars, nearly all modern guns are 
breech loading rather than muule loading.

braxing alloy
torque flange of an axle. The cylinder housing has 
a dot or groove through which the BISK, BRAKE 
passes. It contains a piston(s) or push rod(s) which 
provides the hydraulic or mechanical force to press 
the LINING, FRICTION against the DISK, BRAKE 
b. LINING, FRICTION, c A DISK, BRAKE de 
signed to be keyed or rigidly attached to a wheel or 
rotating shaft.*

braslag alloy. A nonferrous product used for joining 
metals by fusion at a temperature below the melting 
temperature of the metals being joined. It is made 
from a metallic alloy and melts at a temperature 
above 800 degrees F. Use material modifier.*

breadboard model. An assembly of pirliminary circuits 
and parts to prove the feasibility of a device, circuits, 
equipment, system or principle, without regard to 
the eventual overall design or form of parts 

breastwork. Earthwork which gives protection for de
fenders in a standing position, firing over the crest. 
Breastworks are constructed wholly or partly above 
the surface of the ground. See: parapat.

BRBATHKR. A mechanical device designed to permit 
a free flow of air into and out of an inclosure, usually 
used on engine crankcases, vehicular differentials 
and transmissions, pumps, compressors, and the like. 
Excludes VENTILATOR (as modified).*

breach. The rear part of the bore of a gun, especially 
the opening that permits the projectile to be inserted 
at the rear of the bore.

breach blast. See: backblast
BREECHBLOCK A movable steel block in the 

mechanism of a bieecii-loading gun that seals the 
breech opening of the barrel during firing * 

breechblock carrier. Hinged member of one type of 
breech mechanism which guides and supports the 
rotating breechblock of cannon.

breechblock, eceeatric-screw (Nordenfold). This 
breechblock is cylindrical and is threaded on its ex- 
tericn rface to screw into the breech recess, which 
is correspondingly threaded. The breechblock is 
much larger in diameter than the bore, and the axis 
about which it rotates does not coincide with the 
axis of the bore. There is a U-shaped off-center 
opening in the block called the loading recess, which 
coincides with the bore only when the block is in its 
open position. The ammunition is inserted into the 
bore through the loading recess. With ammunition 
inserted as far as it will go, the breechblock is ro
tated about its axis approximately a half revolution 
to close the breech and locate the loading recess 
away from the bore. The firing mechanism is made 
so that it properly lines up with the bore in closed 
position. To open the breech, the block is merely 
rotated in the opposite direction until the loading 
recess again comes into alignment with the bore.

breechblock, interrupted-screw. Also called zlotted- 
screw. Breechblock consisting essentially of a 
threaded cylindrical block, with longitudinal sectors 
of the threads removed. The breech recess is like
wise threaded, with longitudinal sectors of the threads 
removed. In both tases there are an even number of 
sectors and the threads are removed from alternate 
sectors. The breechblock is made to move longitu
dinally into the breech recen without turning, the 
threaded sector in each instance moving into the
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bieerh loading. I Bl. > A iin-thod of loading a weapon in 

which the amriiiiiution is inserted at the real of ‘he 
tube, hence breech liMidiriy </un, etc.

hieech mechanism. 1 he assembly at the rear of a gun 
which receives the roirid of ammunition, inserts it 
in the chamber, tires the round by detonating the 
primer, and extracts the empty case. See also auto
matic breech mechaniam.

breech operating mechaniam. Mechanism used for open- 
ng and closing the breech. May be manual, semi

automatic, or automatic in operation. Cf: breech 
mechaniam.

breech preponderance. Unbalance of the tipping 
parts of a weapon when the weight of the 'brerch end’ 
exerts a greater moment about the trunnions than 
does the weight of the 'muzzle end.’ Modern , capons 
usually have a muisle preponderance (whuh see) 
because of the trunnions being mounted near the 
breech end of the tipping parts. Unbalance may be 
corrected hy an equilibrator. 2. The amount of the 
unbalanced moment.

breech pressure. In interior ballistics, the pressure 
from the propellant gases, actin,, against the inner 
face of the breechblock Because of the movement 
of the projectile toward the muizle, a pressure gradi
ent develops, so that the breech pressure is somewhat 
greater than the pressure acting upon the projectile.

breech recess. Space at the rear of the "barrel assembly 
of a cannon, formed in the interior of the breech ring 
to receive the breechblock.

breech reinforce. That part of a cannon in front of the 
breech and in the rear of the trunnion band.

breech ring. Breechblock housing, screwed or shrunk 
onto the rear of a cannon, in which the breechblock 
engages.

breech tray. See: spanning tray.
breeder. Nuclear, A reactor that produces the same 

kind of fuel (eg, consumes Pu and produces more 
Pu from U2M. Cf: converter, sense 4.

Bren machine gun. A light machine gun, widely used 
in WW II, developed in Czechoslovakia and designed 
for infantry use. It was adopted as a standard 
weapon by Great Britain and other countries.

brennschluss. [German, ‘combustion termination.’] 
Termination of combustion in a rocket motor or 
rocket engine, i.e., when the fuel has been expended 
or shut off.

bridged-T network. Netuork topology. A T-network 
with a fourth branch connected across the two series 
arms of the T, between an input terminal and an 
output terminal.

bridge waves. Mach waves caused by the interactioti 
of two shock waves, resulting in th* formation of a 
third shock wave, which bridges the volume between 
the two original waves.

brightness of image. A term used to denote the amount 
of light transmitted by an optical system to give 
definition to the image seen by the observer.

Brinell hardness. (BH) A measure of hardness of 
materials obtained by applying a load, usually 500 
kilograms for soft metals, and 3000 kilograms for 
steels and other hard metals. The Brinell hardness 
number is obtained by dividing the load (kg) by the 
surface area (square millimeters) of the impression

53 bug
n adc in the tevt inatcnal l.y a very hard steel ball 
Itiametir of iinprcssion may be measured by a 
magnifying c.i I ibi atm, ami tallies are available for 
converting this diameter directly to hardness number.

brisance. Th, ability of an explosive to shatter the 
medium which confines it; the shattering effect of 
the explosive (Adjective brisant.)

BRL (abbr). 1. ‘Ballistic Research laboratories’ 2. 
’Bomb-release line.'

broad beam antenna. Nadar. An antenna that sends 
out a broad search beam.

bromobeniylcvanide. (Bln ) A tear gas, used for 
training and riot control

B-< wrung automatic rifle. (BAR) Weapon used by 
I S ground troops, developed by John M. Browning, 
American inventor (1855 192t>), but since modified.

This rifle in later models, is so made that its 
cyclic rate of hie is adjustable.

Browning machine gun. (BMGi Any one of .ertam 
caliber .30 and caliber .50 machine guns designed bj, 
or modified Iroin designs by, John M Browning.

Braceton ataircaae method. As applied to Ordnance, a 
statistical approach to th- problem of determining as 
economically as possible the behavior iliaracteristics 
of explosive components, the testing of which is 
destructive. By increasing the initiating factor by 
a predetermined 'step each time a failure i« ex
perienced, and decreasing by the same step each tim
a functioning occurs, a large amount of data relative 
to the zone of 50% functioning is obtained, with 
relatively low number of observations. These data 
enable a good approximation of the 50% value and 
the standard deviation to be made.

BRUSH, CLEANING, ABTILLEBY. A brush spe
cially designed for cleaning the bore, breech, and 
the like, of an artillery weapon. It usually embodies 

: a replaceable cylindrical brushing unit with radially
disposed bustle:. It may be provided with a handle 
or staff and/or have facilities for attachment there
to.* .

BRUSH, CLEANING, SMALL ASMS. A brush spe
cially designed for cleaning the bore, chamber, and 
the like, of a small arms weapon.* '

brush guard. A protective device, usually constructed 
of metal rods, placed in front headlights and radiator 
grilles of military vehicles.

B-scope. A radai scope which presents the range of a 
target by a vertical displacement of the target signal 
on the face of the scope, and the bearing by a 
horizontal displacement.

batr (abbr). 'Booster.'
btry (abnr). ‘Battery.’
buffer distance. Atomic ext ’osions. In troop safety 

considerations, the distance between the limit of 
radius of safety and the nearest position of friendly 
troops. It may be expressed in multiples of the 

. circular probable error (CEP).
I BUFFER, BECOIL MECHANISM. A device or mech- 
• anism designed to absorb and check the recoil or
, counterrecoil force of a weapon when it is fired.*
: bug. Slang. Usually pl. A defect in a vehicle, piece 
> of equipment, organir*«ion, procedure, or the like.
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built-up gun. Gun (tube) assembled by shrinkage I 

method. Consists of two or more concentric cylinders 
shrunk one over another. Stronger than a simple ] 
cylinder of the same dimensions. Cf: monobloe gun.

bulk material. Maintenance and inpply Material is
sued in bulk for general fabrication of items of 
material (e.g., sheet metal, pipe, tubing, bar stock, । 
gasket material).

BULLCLAM DOZBB, BABTH MOVING. A tractor 
mounting apparatus consisting of a blunt, horizontal, 
metal blade or pusher which acts as a bulldozer, and 
an upper jaw which is hydraulically operated and fits | 
over the blade, forming a bucket, for moving and 
lifting materials, such as earth, aggregate, timbers, 
poles, and the like*

Bulldog. Navy air-to-surface missile powered by solid I 
fuel. Successor to the Bullpup.

BULLDOZBB, BART.’i MOVING. A broad, hori
zontal, metal, pushing blade with framework and : 
equipment for mounting on and parallel to the front 
of a motorized vehicle; used for ground clearing and 
earth moving.*

BULLD0ZBB-SH0V1L. A tractor-mounting piece 
of equipment consisting of a horizontal metal blade 
and a digging bucket which are interchangeable, for 
moving, hoisting, digging, and discharging earth, 
aggregate, and other materials.*

bullet The projectile fired, cr intended to be fired, 
from a small arm.

bullet drop. The vertical drop of a bullet. See: 
vertical drop.

ballat group. The bullet holes in a target made by fire 
from a given small arm from one position, and caused 
by ballistic variations or inaccurate aim. Usually 
shortened to ‘group.’

bullet, inceadiary. A bullet having an incendiary 
charge, used especially against flammable targets.

bulletproof armor. (BP armor) Light homogeneous 
hard armor plate, having a Brinell hardness of 400 to 
475, resistant to small caliber armor-piercing bullets. 
Primarily a British service term.

bullet pull. The force required to pull a projectile from 
its cartridge case. The bullet pull is n.'.ed as a 
measure of the uniformity and efficiency of the 
crimp holding the projectile in the case.

bullet splash. Dispersion of finely divided or melted 
metal produced upon impact of a projectile with armor 
plate or other hard objects.

In general, bullet splash runs 360° around the 
impact, even when the impact is a glancing blow. The 
harder the surface impacted by the projectile, the 
closer to the surface the splash will fly. In general, 
splash will travel three right angles before becoming 
ineffective. However, up until the time the third right 
angle has been traveled, the splash can cause con
siderable difficulty. Since it flows like water, it will 
go around curves, will go up or down due to its high 
pressure, and has been known to cut cables, tubing, 
and soft steel plate. Splash is best controlled by 
baffling.

Bullpup. Navy missile developed for air-to-surface 
use. Employs solid fuel and is intended for attack 
on small targets. See also: Bulldog.

I burning constant
bull's eye powder. A double base type of propellant used 

in certain types of small arms ammunition.
Bumper. Name given to an early, experimental two- 

stage rocket, ipecif., one consisting of the Wac 
Corporal rocket mounted on the nose of a V-2-type 
rocket.

bunching. Electronic!. Any process which introduces 
an rf convection current component into a velocity- 
modulated electron stream as a direct result of the 
variation in electron transit time which the velocity 
modulation produces.

bundle. 1. Electronici. A package of CHAFF, 
COUNTERMEASURES. 2. A package or group of 
packages dropped by parachute to friendly troops cut 
off from their normal source of supply.

I 'inker. A fortified structure for the protection of 
personnel, de.ended gun position, or a defensive po
sition.

BUOY, AUTOMATIC TIMB DBLAY. A special 
floating device developed for use by underwater de
molition teams for instantaneous and time delay em
ployment in gap and channel marking.*

burble. Separation ir the boundary layer of air about 
a streamlined body, resulting in divergent velocities 
and pressures, esp. over the upper surface of an air
foil ; burbling.

Burble causes loss of lift and increase of drag..
Bureau of Mines teat. A test for determination of the 

impact sensitivity of an explosive. A small sample 
of the explosive is placed between two hardened steel 
plates, and a weight is drooped upon the upper plate. 
The figure representing the ‘ est height in centi
meters at which at least one jf ten trials results in 
explosion is the sensitivity irdex. The highest drop 
provided is 100 cm, so sensitivity may be given as 
100-I-, meaning that at 100 cm no explosion resulted. 
See: Picatinny fast.

Bureau of Naval Weapons. (BuWeps) Branch of 
the U. S. Navy having responsibilities pertaining to 
naval weapons. Formed ’ (1959) from former Bureau 
of Ordnance and Bureau of Aeronautics.

Burgund guidance. A command guidance used by the 
Germans in WW II for guiding subsonic ground-to- 
air missiles. The commands were originated by 
simultaneous visual tracking of the target and missile, 
resulting in intersection of the two flight paths. The 
system used a joystick control (the Knuppel), a 
rad io transmitter (the Kohl), and a radio receiver 
(the Strassburg), which were components common to 
all of the radio command systems.

Burlington Ordnance Plant. Ordnance Corps ammuni
tion plant, located at Burlington, New Jersey.

burned velocity. See: bunt velocity.
burner. 1. A combustion chamber, or can, in a jet 

engine. 2. A fuel-injection nozzle in the combustion 
chamber of a jet engine.

buner basket. An inner liner of a jet engine.
buner drag. Total drag due to the presence of a com

bustion system; usually includes the drag forces on 
the igniter, flame holders, combustion chamber walls, 
etc.

burning constant. In interior ballistics, a figure ex
pressing the relative rate of burning of a propellant
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with explosive material designed to spr-ad nnd/ar 
detonate the filler of a bomb case*

BURSTER, PROJECTILE. A cylindrical container 
filled with explosive material which upon detonation 
disseminate^ the agent in a projectile.*

burster tube. See: tube, hunter.
berating charge. See: charge, bursting.
berating charge explosive train. See: exptosive train.
barsting layer. Layer of hard materia! need fa the 

roofs of dugouts or cave shelters. It acts ofl pro
jectiles fused for short delay or immediate detosmtiou 
before they can enter deeply enough to canse grunt 
destruction.

bursting type chemical grenade. See: grin a II, chemi
cal, berating type.

buret range. Gunerry. Horiatmtal distance from the 
piece to the point of burst

burst wave. Wave of compressed air caused by a 
bursting projectile or bn mb; detonation wave. It 
may cause extensive local damage.

bus. 1. See: BUS, MOTOR. 2. ElMrouit rMu/nters. 
One or more conductors which are need as a path for 
transmitting information front any of several sources 
to any of several destinations.

bushing. A replaceable part, cylindrical in shape, hol
low, and designed primarily to be inserted in a hole 
to reduce the effective inside diameter of the hole, 
and to protect the body structure about the hole 
from damage resulting from stress, strain, and vibra
tion. Excludes BEARING, SLEEVE; GROMMET 
(as modified) and REDUCER (as modified).*

BUS, MOTOR. A self-propelled wheeled motor vehicle 
designed for transportation of ten or more passengers 
on highways and/or roads.*

butt. Rear end of the stock of a rifle or other msB 
arm.

butterfly bomb. See: beasb, butterfly.
BUTTONS, TOOLMAKER*. A set of highly finished 

cylinders, their ends ground square with the sides 
and containing drilled holes through their centers. 
They are used in precision work tor locating holes 
where accuracy is required or from a given point ns in 
drill jigs, die and fixture work*

butt plats. See: PLATE, BUTT, SHOULDER GUM 
STOCK.

BuWepo (abbr). ‘Bureau of Naval Weapons.' 
boss bomb. See: bomb, buns.
BW (abbr). 'Biological warfare.'
BWG (abbr). ‘Birmingham Wire Gage.’
bypass port In a THRUSTER, CARTRIDGE ACTU

ATED, a vent opened at end of strobe to allow flow 
of gas to another propellant aetwted device.

burning (of propellant)
The symbol ‘B‘ is applied to this constant, which has 
a different value lor cac*' type of propellant.

bandog (of propsllaat). Each grain of propellant 
buris in parallel layers in directions perpendicular 
to all ignited surfaces. The burning rate under low 
pressure, as in the atmosphere, is quite slow but it 
increases under pressure until, as when confined in 
a gun, the entire charge is consumed in a small frac
tion of a second. Most forms of grains will be 
completely consumed when the least burning thick
ness (web) has been burned through. However, in 
the multiperforated cylindrical grain, pieces of tri
angular cross oectior. termed rimer/ remain no- 
burned when the web thickness has been burned 
through. Usually the slivers are consumed while the 
projectile is still in the bort, but if the weapon is 
quite short or if a reduced charge is used, they may 
be expelled unburned.

burning rate equation. In interior ballistics, the 
equation that gives the rate of regression of the 
burning surfaces of the propellant grain. The burn
ing rate depends primarily upon the character of the 
propellant end the pressure surrounding the grain.

burning rate, proportional, law of. The assumption, ap
plied to the burning ratt equation. that the burning 
rate is directly proportional to the pressure on the 
propellant gases.

burning train. See: igniter train.
burning type chemical grenade. See: grenade, chemi

cal, burning type.
bnrnont 1. The rupturing of the combustion chamber 

walls in a jet engine due to overheating. 3. a. The 
termination of combustion in a rocket engine due to 
exhaustion of the propellant supply, b. The time at 
which this occurs. burnout time.

burnout time. The time at which a rocket motor 
exhausts its fuel supply. Usually measured from 
the time of ignition.

burnout velocity. The velocity of a rocket, rocket 
powered aircraft, or rocket (lowered missile when 
fuel combustion terminates. Cf: cutoff velocity.

burnt velocity. See : burnout velocity.
burp gun. Slang term for eubmachino gun, which set. 
buret I. Continuous fire from an automatic weapon, as 

from an aircraft machine gun, sometimes described 
as long or ihorl. 3. The explosion of a projectile, 
bomb, or similar munition.

buret center See: center of bunt.
burster. An explosive element used {n chemical am

munition (which see) to open the container and 
disperse the contents.

BURSTER, BOMB. A cylindrical container filled



C. The change in elevation that will cauae a change 
of 100 yards in range.

C (abbr). 1. ‘Centigrade.’ X In jato unit nomen
clature, designates a composite (picrate-nitrate) 
propellant

CAB (abbr). ‘Civil Aeronautics Board.'
cab. The driver’s compartment of a self-propelled 

vehicle or weapon.
cable, coaxial. A transmission line consisting of two 

conductors concentric with and insulated from each 
other.

cable cvtter, powder actuated. See: CUTTER, 
POWDER ACTUATED.

cable, explosive. See: CORD, DETONATING.
Cactus Ordaaace Works. Ordnance Corps field instal

lation, located at Dumas, Texas.
CAD (abbr). 'Cartridge actuated device.* (Often pro

nounced as a word.) .
caisson. A two-wheeled vehicle used for carrying am

munition.
cal (abbr). ‘Caliber.'
CALCULATING MACHINE. A machine designed to 

add, subtract and divide automatically. It multiplies 
automatically or semi-automaticaily. It may print the 
figures on a tape, or indicate the figures in a single 
row of openings (dial) or a multiple row of openings 
(dials) at top and/or bottom of the machine. It will 
not print the figures in a given space of a prepared 
form automatically. It may extract the square root 
automatically. Excludes ACCOUNTING MACHINE. 
See also: ADDING AND SUBTRACTING MA
CHINS and ADDING MACHINE.*

caliber. (cal) 1. The diameter of a projectile or the 
diameter of the bore of a gun or launching tube. In 
rifled arms, the caliber is measured from the surface 
of one land to the surface of the land directly opposite. 
Often the caliber designation is based on a nominal 
diameter and represents a close approximation rather 
than an exact measurement. Caliber is usually ex
pressed in millimeters or inches. Examples : A 105- 
millimeter howitier and a 6-inch gun have calibers of 
105 millimeters and 6 inches, respectively. When 
expressed as a decimal without an indication of the 
unit, the unit ‘inches' is understood. For example, 
a caliber .30 cartridge has a bullet which is approxi- 
ately JO inches in diameter. 2. The bore diameter 
(caliber) of a weapon used as a unit for indicating 
the length of its bore, measured from the breech face 
of the tube to the muzxle. For example, a 6-inch 
50-caliber gun would have a caliber (bore diameter) 
of 6 inches and a tube length oi 50 calibers or 25 feet.

In designating the bore of a shotgun or the 
sixe of its cartridge, the gaga (which sec), rather than 
the caliber, is customarily used.

calibration. 1. Determining the corrections for a gun 
or launcher by firing. Calibration is used to bring 
the center of impact or burst of a weapon to a pre
determined point which makes a definite pattern with

the ce” -rs of burst or impact of the other weapons of 
the same battery. 3. Measurement of wear in the 
bore of a gun in order to correct for the difference 
of muxzle velocity between it and the other guns of 
a battery. 3. Determining of the corrections to be 
made in the readings of instruments used in precise 
measuring. 4. Intercomparison between two items, 
one of which is a certified standard of known ac
curacy, to detect and adjust or report any variation 
in the accuracy of the item being calibrated.

calibration correction. The correction to be applied as 
a result of calibration, which see.

calibration fire. Preparatory fire having for its purpose 
the determination of the separate corrections to be 
applied to the individual guns or launchers of a bat
tery in order to cause all the weapons to hit the 
same point, or burst or impacts to assume a desired 
rittern.

calibration point. A point at which calibration fire is 
directed.

CALIBRATOR, FREQUENCY. An item which gen
erates a highly accurate signal of one or more fixed 
frequencies for calibration of frequencies from other 
sources. Does not include OSCILLATOR (as modi
fied). For devices which are designed as voltage 
sources, see: GENERATOR, SIGNAL. See also: 
FREQUENCY METER*

CALIBRATOR, OSCILLOSCOPE. An item by means 
of which the indications of an OSCILLOSCOPE 
may be calibrated.*

call fire. Fire delivered on a specific target in response 
to a request from the supported unit.

call-type contrac’. An instrument under which supplies 
or services are to be furnished by the contractor upon 
call by the Government.

calorimetric teat. As applied to interior ballistics, the 
use of a calorimeter to determine the thermochemical 
characteristics of propellants and explosives. The 
properties normally determined are heat of combus
tion, heat of explosion, heat of formation and heat of 
reaction.

cam. A part mounted on a shaft and used to impart 
a reciprocating or alternating motion io another part 
by bearing against it as it rotat*s.

camber. 1. The rise of the curve of an airfoil section, 
usually expressed as the ratio of the departure of the 
curve from a straight line joining the extremities 
of the curve to the length of this straight line. Tip
per camber’ refers to the upper surface; ‘lower 
camber’ to the lower surface; and ‘mean camber* to 
the mean line of the section. Camber is positive when 
the departure is upward and negative when it is 
downward. 2. A setting of the front wheels of a 
vehicle, closer together at the bottom than at the top.

Cambridge Research Coater. Air Force center re
sponsible for technical developments concerning 
geophysics, electronics and related physical sciences, 
and human engineering. Located at L. G. Hanscom 
Field, Bedford, Massachusetts.
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camelback, tire repair
camelback, tire repair. Sec. TREAD ROBBER, 
camera chronograph. See : chronograph.
camara, Fastax. A high speed camera, med to photo

graph projectiles in flight, and similar actions re
quiring an extremely high speed camera.

camara obscura' system. System by which the flight 
of a plane is tracked accurately by means of its 
image being continuously shown and marked on a 
large drawing table.

camara spotting. Observation of artillery fire using two 
motion-picture cameras which operate at the same 
time at opposite ends of a surveyed baseline, and 
photograph both the target and the burst of the 
projectile.

CAMOUFLAGE NET SET, GUIDED MISSILE AR
TILLERY LAUNCHING SITE. A collection of 
items consisting of camouflage nets, guy ropes, cable 
assemblies, and the like. Used to conceal from 
ground and aerial observation the equipment and 
personnel engaged in the erection operation of the 
guided missile and disturbance to the immediate 
terrain resulting from this operation.*

camouflst. An underground cavity made by an under
ground explosion which fails to rupture the surface 
of the earth; the explosive that makes this cavity.

CAMSHAFT, ENGINE. A shaft with eccentric 
lobe(s) specifically designed to raise at a prede
termined time the engine poppet valve(s) from the 
valve seat(s) of an internal combustion engine. It 
may include facilities for operating accessories, such 
as fuel pumps, ignition distributors, oil pumps, and 
the like.*

canard. [F. ‘duck’] An airplane or missile having its 
stabilizer and elevators forward of the wing.

candle. In pyrotechnics, that portion of the item which, 
by its progressive combustion, produces smoke or 
light over a comparatively long period of time.

CAN, GASOLINE, MILITARY. A metal container 
intended for storage or transportation of liquid fuels 
and lubricants. It has a common filling and pouring 
opening and a protective oil interior coating.* 

canister, (cstr) 1. A special short range antiperson
nel projectile designed to be fired from rifled guns. 
It consists of a casing of light sheet metal, whir* ir. 
loaded with preformed submissiles such as small 
steel balls. The casing is designed so that the rota
tion causes it to open at, or just beyond, the muule 
of the gun. The submissiles are then dispersed in a 
cone, giving effective coverage of the area immediate
ly in front of the gun. See also: cartridge, cantatas. 
3. In certain special type projectiles, the subassembly 
or inner container in which the payload is contained, 
such as CANISTER, SMOKE. 3. That part of a 
gas mask containing a filter for the removal of poison
ous gases from the air being inhaled.

CANISTER, SMOKE. A chemical fill encased in 
og'-’al or cylindrical containers for loading into pro- 
jec es of chemical shells. 'When ignited a colored 
or waite smoke is produced.*

cannelure. 1. A groove in a bullet for containing a 
lubricant, or into which the cartridge case is crimped; 
a groove in a cartridge case providing a purchase for 
the extractor; extractor groove. 3. Ringlike groove 
for locking the jacket of an armor-piercing bullet to

capacitor
the core. 3. Ringlikc groove in tbe rotating band 
of a gun projectile to lessen the resistance offered 
•o the gun rifling and to prevent fringing; fringing 
groove. 4. Ringlike groove cut into the outside sur
face of a watercooleC machine gun barrel into which 
packing is placed to prevent the escape of water from 
the breech end of the water jacket; cannelure cut. ' 
See also: crimping groove; extractor groove; fringing 
groove.

cannibalise. To remove serviceable parts from one 
item of equipment in order to install them on another 
item of equipment.

cannoa. A complete assembly, consisting of a tube and 
a breech mechanism, bring mechanism or base cap, 
which is a component of a gun; howitwr; or mortar. 
It may include muzzle appendages.* The term is 
generally limited to calibers greater than one 
inch. Several calibers and types of cannon are listed 
in subentries hereunder, with item name in each case.

CANNON, < INCH GUN.
CANNON, • INCH HOWITZER.
CANNON, 37 MILLIMETER AUTOMATIC 

GUN.
CANNON, 73 MILLIMETER PACK . 

HOWITZER.
CANNON, (1 MILLIMETER MORTAR.
CANNON, 340 MILLIMETER HOWITZER. 
CANNON, 2K MILLIMETER GUN.

cannon, aircraft. See: aircraft camion.
cannoneer. Member of an artillery gun or howitzer 

crew whose primary duty is servicing tbe piece.
cannon primer. See: primer, canaon.
cannon salute. Firing cannon a prescribed number of 

times to honor a person, vessel, or flag, or to cele
brate a special event. Blank ammunition is used for 
this purpose.

canopy. 1. Parachutt. The umbrella-like part of a 
PARACHUTE (as modibed) which acts as its main 
supporting surface. It is usually constructed of 
fabric and has a framework of suspension lines to 
suspend the load being carried. 3. An umbrella-like 
structure that provides a ceiling for simulation of 
outdoor conditions in the manner that outdoor con
ditions are simulated in planetaria. 3. Aircnft. The 
overhead transparent i'Scloeure of an aircraft cockpit 
Excludes observation domes.*

canopy remover. See: REMOTER, AIRCRAFT 
CANOPY.

eant 1. Leaning or tilting to one side of any object; 
especially, the sidewise tilting of a gun. 3. To lean 
or tilt to the side.

CAN, UTILITY. An item designed for storage or 
transportation of various liquids, so constructed as to 
have separate filling and pouring openings.*

cap. Mtchanical. A protecting and/or dosing part, 
basically circular, designed with an integral means of 
securing itself and must partially inclose some pro
truding, external portion of the item to which it^ls 
sttached. Excludes cover.*

capacitor. Eltctrieal & Eltctronie. An item consisting 
of two or more electrodes, separated by a dielectric, 
whose primary purpose is to store electrical energy 
when connected to a source of potential (Use type 
modifier, such as fixed).*

...............................-mA
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CAP*' TOR-RESISTOR. An item consisting of one 

or more capacitors and one or more resistors molded 
together, housed together in a immon case, or 
mounted on a common board. The individual capaci
tors and resistors are not separable and the overall 
item usually has various design applications, hence, 
cannot be considered a subassembly. Do not use if 
more applicable item names, such as FIl.TFR (as 
modified), or NETWORK (as modified), exist.*

capacity. Electronic computers. The upper and lower 
limits of the numbers which may be processed in a 
computer register, e.g., in the accumulator, eg., the 
capacity of a computer may be ten decimal digits or 
the capacity of a computer may be + .00)00 00001 to 
-4-.99999 99999. Quantities which exceed the capacity 
usually interrupt the operation of the computer in 
some fashion; the quantity of information which may 
be stored in a storage unit.

CAP, ANTIPERSONNEL MINE. A metal item de
signed to close the opening of the tube which holds 
the projectile and spotting charge in an antipersonnel 
practice mine.*

cap, armor-piercing. A cap fitted over the nose of an 
armor-piercing projectile and fastened thereto. The 
cap is usually of forged alloy steel, decrementally 
hardened so as to have a very hard face and a tough 
and relatively soft core in contact with the ogival 
surface of the point of the projectile. Its function is 
to improve the penetrative quality of the proj—tile 
when used against face hardened armor. The use of 
the cap also decreases the biting angle (which see).

cap, ballistic. See: ogive, false.
CAP/BLASTING. A small tube, usually copper or 

aluminum, closed at one end and loaded with a charge 
or charges of high explosives, at least one of which 
is capable of detonating from the spit or sparks from 
the safety fuse. Electric blasting caps are blasting 
caps provided with a means for firing by an electric 
current.*

cap, bufler. A light cap of ductile metal, placed over, 
and in contact with, an armor-piercing cap in some 
designs of armor-piercing ammunition. The buffer 
cap is useful in preventing skirting (decapping) 
armor from prematurely removing the armor-piercing 
cap. See also: cap, armor-piercing.

CAP, IGNITION DISTRIBUTION. A cap, generally 
of phenolic composition, designed to facilitate the 
connection of the high tension coil and spark plug 
leads to the distributor or magneto of an internal 
combustion engine.*

CAP, NOSE, TORPEDO. An item designed to de
crease wind resistance when h torpedo is mounted 
externally on an aircraft.*

CAP, PILLOW BLOCK. An item designed to be 
affixed to a base, forming a housing for a removable 
bearing or the bearing may be an integral part of the 
housing. It is used to prevent the admission of dirt 
and/or foreign matter, retain the lubricant and to 
position a shaft or the like.*

cap-aquars. That part of a gun or mortar carriage 
which fits over the trunnion and holds the trunnion 
in the trunnion-bed.

CAPSTAN. A mechanical device containing a revolv
ing head or spool, vertically mounted, around which 
one or more turns of rope must be taken for exerting

cargo classification
pulling power. The capstan may contain an auxiliary 
head or spool.*

capture. 1. Missiles. The process in which a missile 
is taken under control by the guidance system. 3. 
Nuclear. A process in which an atomic nucleus 
acquires an additional particle.

cap, waterproof protective. See: cover, fuse.
car. An administrative wheeled vehicle propelled by 

a self-contained power unit and designed primarily 
for the transportation of less than twelve persons.

CAR, ARMORED. A wheeled motor vehicle with 
protective armor plate designed for combat use and 
usually equipped with armament. See also: TRUCK, 
ARMORED.*

carbine, (ebn) A rifle (which see) of short ler.jth 
and light weight. It was formerly used chiefly by 
cavalry and mounted infantry, but in recent years 
has been used extensively by service troops and 
others. Fo: information on present service carbine 
see: CARBINE, CALIBER JO.

CARBINE, CALIBER JO. A small arms weapon with 
a comparatively short barrel, magaaine-fed, gas op
erated, self-loading, automatic or semiautomatic, 
which is usually fired from the shoulder.* See also: 
carbine; rifle.

carbon fin. A jet vane (which see) made of carbon and 
placed directly in the jet stream of a rocket

carburetor. A mechanical device for atomising and 
mixing a liquid fuel with air in correct proportions 
for combustion.*

CARBURETOR, FLOAT. A carburetor utilizing one 
or more floats to maintain a constant liquid level.*

Cardan-mounted. Mounted on gimbals.
cargo carrier. See: CARRIER, CARGO.
cargo classification. Combat loading. The division of 

military cargo into categories for combat loading 
aboard ships. They are as follows:

chemical ammunition. Cargo such as white phos
phorus smoke.

general. Cargo which is susceptible to loading in 
any place, such as boxes, bales, barrels, crates, pack
ages, bundles, and pallets.

heavy lift. 1. Any single cargo lift weighing over 
5 long tons and to be handled aboard ship. 3. In 
Marine Corps usage, individual units of cargo which 
exceed 800 pounds in weight or 100 cubic feet in 
volume.

high explosive. Cargo such as artillery ammuni
tion, bombs, depth charges, demolition material, 
rockets, and missiles.

inflammable, Cargo such as drummed gasoline 
and oils.

perishable. Cargo requiring refrigeration, such 
as meat, fruit, and fresh vegetables, and medical 
department biologicals.

speeial. Cargo which requires special handling or 
protection, such as pyrotechnics, detonators, watches, 
and precision instruments.

troop space. Cargo such as sea or barracks bags, 
bedding, rolls or hammocks, locker trunks, and office 
equipment, which is normally stowed in an accessible 
place. This cargo will also include normal hand- 
carried combat equipment and weapons to be carried 
ashore by the assault troops.
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vehicle. Wheeled or tracked equipment, including 

weapons, which require certain deck space, head 
room, and other definite clearance

CARGO RELEASE CARTRIDGE ACTUATED. A 
mechanical device with a self-conta:ned, electrically- 
initiated cartridge to release cargo from aircraft, by 
means of an explosive force exerted inward on two 
pins, and thereby releasing them from their sup
ports.* See: propellant actuated device.

cargo tractor. See : tractor, cargo.
carpet-bomb. To bomb an area using earpet-bombing 

techniques; to engage in carpet-bombing.
carpet-bombing. The laying down of bombs in a creep

ing pattern to cover the area as with a carpet. See 
also: bomb carpet.

carriage. Mobile or fixed support for a cannon. It 
sometimes includes the elevating and traversing 
mechanisms. May be called a gun carriage, howitrer 
carriage, or mortar carriage. Also pertains to a 
support such u an armored vehicle, e.g., gun motor 
carriage, howitzer motor carriage. See : mount.

carrier. 1. Vehicular. A self-propelled, tracked oi 
half tracked vehicle, designed to transport personnel, 
cargo, weapons, and the like, over difficult terrain 
and/or water, snow, sand, and swamp. For wheeled 
vehicles, see: TRUCK (as modified).* 2. Harness 
bag or device for carrying small loads, such as 
ammunition or gas masks. 3. Part of the mechanism 
of some automatic guns that helps to set the pro
jectile in its proper firing position. 4. In analysis of 
a weapons system, that component that brings the 
weapon or warhead to the target. See: ▼•hide, 
sense 3; weapon system. As applied to pro
jectile designs, a sheathing which holds the projectile 
together at the time of firing, but which does not 
enter materially into *nc terminal action. Thus the 
canister casing (see: canister, sense 1), or the sabot 
of HVAP shot (see. hypervelocity armor-piercing).

CARRIER, CARGO. An unarmored carrier, usually 
having a watertight hull, primarily designed to 
transport a small number of personnel or cargo. 
See also: CARRIER, CARGO, AMPHIBIOUS; 
CARRIER, PERSONNEL, FULL TRACKED; 
LANDING VEHICLE, TRACKED*

CARRIER, CARGO, AMPHIBIOUS. A track pro
pelled carrier, designed to carry a small number of 
troops or cargo across calm waters, principally 
rivers and swamps. May also be used as a prime 
mover. See also: CARRIER, CARGO. Excludes 
LANDING VEHICLE, TRACKED*

CARRIER, GRENADE. A container of flexible ma
terial specifically designed to carry hand grenades. 
It is designed to be attached to a belt.*

CARRIER, GUIDED MISSILE EQUIPMENT. A 
carrier which is specifically designed to transport 
guided missile equipment such as nose cones, power 
packages, and the like. It may incorporate a GEN
ERATOR (as modified). It has mounting provisions 
to accommodate the installation of a fire direction 
hut; a communication hut and an erector-launcher.*

earrier, light weapoaa, infantry. See; TRUCK, PLAT
FORM, UTILITY.

cartridge
carrier, personnel. Motor vehicle, sometimes armored, 

used for the transportation of troops and their 
equipment.

CARRIER, PERSONNEL, FULL TRACKED. An 
armored combat carrier which may or may not have 
armament *

CARRIER, PERSONNEL, HALF TRACKED. An 
armored combination wheeled and tracklaying car
rier which tnay or may not have armament. Ex
cludes all half tracked vehicles mounting major guns, 
howitzers, mortars, multiple guns, and combination 
guns.*

carrot. Popular term for alug (which see) formed by 
the liner as a result of detonation of shaped charge 
ammunition.

carry. Electronic cowfnlrrt. 1. A signal, or expres
sion, produced as a result of an arithmetic operation 
on one digit place of two or more numbers expressed 
in positional notation and transferred to the next 
higher place for processing there. 2. Usually a signal 
or expressed as defined in sense 1, which arises in 
adding, when the sum of two digits in the same digit 
place equals or exceeds the base of the number 
system in use. If a carry into a digit place will 
result iu a carry out of the same digit place, and if 
the normal adding circuit is bypassed when generat
ing this n-w carry, it is called a Aitfk-spced carry, 
or slandiiifi-oH-ninej carry. If the normal adding 
circuit is used in such a case, the carry is called a 
cascaded carry. If a carry resulting from the addi
tion of carries is not allowed to propagate (e.g., 
when forming the partial product in one step of a 
multiplication process), the process is called a partial 
carry. If it is allowed to propagate, the process is 
called a complete carry. If a carry generated in the 
most significant digit place is sent directly to the 
least significant place (e.g., when adding two nega
tive numbers using nine complements) that carry is 
called an end-arotmd carry. 3. In direct subtraction, 
a signal or expression as defined in sense 1 which 
arises when the difference between the digits is less 
than zero. Such a carry is frequently called a 
borrow. 4. The action of forwarding a carry. S. 
The command directing a carry to be forwarded.

carryall truck. See: TRUCK, CARRYALL.
cart. A hand propelled vehicle with two load bearing 

wheels for transporting small loads. It may have 
legs or small wheels or roller# for support when 
standing alone. Excludes TRUCK, HAND (as 
modified).*

cart, gasoline engine starter. A lightweight easily 
handled cart for carrying a ' TARTER, ENGINE, 
GASOLINE.

CART, MORTAR AND AMMUNITION. A hand pro
pelled vehicle with two load bearing wheels and 
attachments for transporting a disassembled mortar 
and the equipment, ammunition and/or supplies for 
the mortar. It may have facilities for towing by 
another vehicle. Excludes CART, PROJECTILE.*

CART, PROJECTILE. A manually propelled two
wheeled vehicle used for transporting projectiles to 
a cannon. Excludes CART, MORTAR AND AM
MUNITION*

cartridge, (etg) t. An assemblage of the components 
required to function a weapon once; Le., ammunition
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(or a gun which contains in a unit -.sembly all of the 
components required to function a gun once, and 
which is loaded into the gun in one operation. (The । 
term was formerly restricted to ammunition for small 
arms, such as caliber 22 and caliber 30 rifles, with 
various terms applied to artillery weapon assem
blages, such as complete round and fixed shell. How
ever, the term 'cartridge,* with suitable modifiers, is 
now applied to all ammunition meeting the condi
tions stated ) 2. See CARTRIDGE, ACTUATING 
DEVICE. See also: propellant actuated device.

cartridge actuated device. (CAD) See: propellant , 
actuated device.

CARTRIDGE, ACTUATING DEVICE. An item con
sisting of a quantity of explosive and/or inflammable 
material inclosed in a container, designed to be in
serted into or attached to one or more devices (such 
as actuators and release mechanisms) to provide the 
energy required to operate the device(s). It may 
include electrical contacts or other means fur acti
vating the explosive or inflammable material.* See : 
propallant actuated device.

CARTRIDGE, AIRCRAFT CANOPY REMOVER.
An explosive item designed to actuate an aircraft 
canopy remover.*

CARTRIDGE, AIRCRAFT EJECTION SEAT CATA
PULT. An explosive item designed to actuate a 
CATAPULT, AIRCRAFT EJECTION SEAT.

CARTRIDGE, AIRCRAFT FIRE EXTINGUISHER. 
An item consisting of an electric squib(s), a small 
caliber projectile, and a mounting device. The item 
is designed for insertion into a liquid fire extinguisher 
to provide a means for activation of the extinguisher 
by remote control.*

cartridge, armor-piercing. A cartridge in which the 
projectile is armor-piercing. See: cartridge; armor
piercing.

CARTRIDGE ASSORTMENT, GRENADE. A group 
of various sites of CARTRIDGE, GRENADE.*

cartridge bag. See bag, propellant.
cartridge, belt A cartridge in which the projectile is 

of the ball type. See also: ball;.ball ammunition; 
cartridge (sense 1).

cartridge, beacon catapult. See: CARTRIDGE, RA
DIO BEACON SET CATAPULT.

cartridge bolt. See : belt, cartridge.
cartridge, blank. A cartridge (sense 1, which see), 

consisting of cartridge case, primer, and propellant 
or black powder, but no projectile. Blank ammunition 
is used in training, in signaling, and in firing salutes.

CARTRIDGE, BOMB EJECTION. An explosive item 
used to eject a bomb(s) from a bomb cluster or 
bomb station.*

CARTRIDGE, BUTTERFLY VALVE. A cartridge 
used to close the butterfly valve on a runaway shot 
preventer system of a steam catapult.

CARTRIDGE, CALIBER M. A rimfire cartridge de
signed to function in caliber 22 weapons. See also: 
cartridge (sense 1); rtanlre.

CARTRIDGE, CALIBER J2 HORNET. A center-fire 
cartridge suitable for use in Hornet type rifles, specifi
cally the caliber 22 Hornet Rifle. M4 and caliber

1 cartridge, delay
22/410-gage Rifle-Shotgun M6. See: cartridge 
(sense 1).

CARTRIDGE, CALIBER JO. A cartridge (which see) 
designed to function in caliber .30 rifles and machine 
guns. (Names of cartridges for other small arms 
«.re formed in a similar manner where the caliber 
of the weapon is similarly designated, i.e., as a 
decimal fraction of an inch.)

CARTRIDGE, CALIBER JO BLANK. A cartridge, 
blank (which see) designed for use with caliber .30 
rifles and machine guns.

CARTRIDGE, CALIBER .30 CARBINE. Cartridge 
(which see) designed to function in caliber JO car
bines.

CARTRIDGE, CALIBER J2 LINE THROWING. A 
special blank cartridge designed for use in the 
LINE THROWING DEVICE: caliber .32, deck 
mounted (Lyle), in conjunction with special pro
jectile and line canister. By its use the line can 
be projected from one point to another, such as from 
ship to shore, to establish a connection between the 
points.

CARTRIDGE, CALIBER .3* SPECIAL. Cartridge 
(which see) designed to function in a variety of Colt 
and S & W caliber .38 special revolvers. Cartridges 
of this type are identifiable by being longer than 
other caliber .38 cartridges. The special ball car
tridge is 1.53 inches overall and the cartridge case is 
1.16 inches long.

CARTRIDGE, CALIBER .43 LINE THROWING. A 
special blank cartridge designed for use in caliber 
45 Line Throwing Device, in conjunction with special 

projectile and line canister. By its use the line can be 
projected from one point to another, such as from 
ship to shore, to establish a connection between the 
points See also: PROJECTILE, LINE THROW
ING GUN.

CARTRIDGE, CALIBER .45 SHOT. A cartridge, 
caliber .45, loaded with small shot, duplicating the 
shot used in shotgun cartridges. See also: cartridge; 
shot (sense 2).

cartridge, canister. A cartridge assembled with a 
projectile consisting of a light metal case filled with 
steel balls, steel fragments, or steel slugs. When 
fired the projectile breaks upon leaving the muzzle 
of the weapon and the contents scatter in the manner 
of a shotgun cartridge. See also: canister (sense 1).

cartridge case. See: CASE, CARTRIDGE.
CARTRIDGE, CATALYST, TORPEDO. An item de

signed to decompose hydrogen peroxide into the form 
of oxygen and water by means of catalytic action to 
provide a portion of the means of propelling a tor
pedo.*

cartridge, catapult See: CARTRIDGE, AIRCRAFT 
EJECTION SEAT CATAPULT.

cartridge clip. See: CLIP, CARTRIDGE, 
cartridge clip holder. See: BANDOLEER, 
cartridge cloth. See: cloth, cartridge.
cartridge, cutter. See: CARTRIDGE, POWDER 

ACTUATED CUTTER.
CARTRIDGE, DELAY. A pyrotechnic item which 

provides a predetermined time delay to actuate a 
release mechanism.



cartridge, depth charge projector cartridge, 20 millimeter
CARTRIDGE, DEPTH CHARGE PROJECTOR. An 

explosive item used to project. a depth charge from 
a depth charge projector.*

CABTBIDGB, DISCONNECTOR A cartridge used 
to generate gas pressure required to actuate a DIS
CONNECTOR, CARTRIDGE ACTUATED*

cartridge, drill. An inert cartridge of the same weight, 
center of gravity and contour as the service assembled 
round of fixed or semifixed ammunition, designed or 
adapted for drill purposes.

cartridge, dummy. A cartridge, entirely inert, used for 
training purposes in the operations of loading and 
unloading, and in the inspection of the weapon for 
which intended.

cartridge, See: CABTBIDGB, PILOT
CHUTE EJAC: >B.

cartridge, electric. A cartridge containing an electric 
primer and therefore designed to be initiated by an 
electric current. See: cartridge; PRIMER, ELEC
TRIC.

CABTBIDGB, ENGINE STABTER. An explosive 
item, designed to furnish energy required to start an 
airplane engine.

cartridge eagiae starter. See: STARTER, ENGINE, 
GAS TURBINE.

CARTRIDGE, EXPLOSIVE BOLT. An item con
sisting of a quantity of high explosive packed in a 
cylindrical case which is designed to be placed inside 
of an explosive bolt and when ignited furnishes the 
shock which causes the bolt to separate. It may or 
may not include the igniter.*

cartridge, full. A cartridge (which see) containing a 
propelling charge intended to produce full service 
velocity The term ‘full cartridge' is sometimes used 
as an identifying designation when more than one 
type of propelling charge is available for a weapon.

CARTRIDGE, 10 CAGE BLANK. A eartridge, blank 
(which see) loaded in a 10-gage shotgun cartridge 
case, for use with appropriate adapters as blank 
ammunition.

CARTRIDGE, 12 GAGE SHOTGUN. A cartridge, 
shotgun (which see) designed for use in 12-gage shot
guns. (Names of cartridges for other gages of 
shotguns are formed in a similar manner.)

CABTBIDGB, GRENADE. An explosive item used to 
propel a grenade from a launcher attached to a rifle 
or carbine. It differs from a standard type cartridge 
in that it has no projectile and the mouth of the 
cartridge case is closed by crimping.*

cartridge, grenade, auxiliary. Small auxiliary cartridge 
designed to increase the velocity and range of rifle 
grenades when fired from the rifle or carbine. It is 
used in addition to the CARTRIDGE, GRENADE.

cartridge, grenade, carbine. A CARTRIDGE, GRE
NADE designed to propel a grenade from a launcher 
attached to a carbine.

cartridge, grenade, rifle. A CARTRIDGE, GRENADE 
designed to propel a grenade from a launcher attached 
to a rifle.

cartridge headspace. See: headspace.
CARTRIDGE, IGNITER, TURBOJET ENGINE. A 

pyrotechnic item, designed to furnish the flame re
quired to initiate the functioning of a turbojet engine.

CARTRIDGE, IGNITION. An explosive cartridge 
forming part of the propellant system for mortars. 
It serves as the inner sone charge and also provides 
the flame necessary for igniting additional increment 
charges.

CARTBIDGB, IMP JLSE, J INCH CATAPULT. An 
explosive cartridge containing a charge of propellant 
powder designed to function an airplane launching 
catapult with 5-inch diameter piston.

CARTRIDGE, IMPULSE, • INCH CATAPULT. An 
explosive cartridge containing a charge of propellant 
powder designed to function an airplane launching 
catapult with 6-inch diameter piston.

cartridge, incendiary. Cartridge, usually of small arms 
ammunition, containing a projectile designed to pro
duce an incendiary effect the target See also: 
bullet, Incendiary.

CARTRIDGE, 3 INCH 30 CALIBER. A cartridge 
(which see) suitable for use in 3-ii:eh 50-caliber 
weapons. (Names of cartridges for o’her Naval 
weapons are formed in a similar manner where the 
cs'ibcr of the weapon is similarly designated.)

CARTRIDGE, 4J INCH. A cartridge (which see) for 
use in 43-irxb weapons.

CARTRIDGE, INITIATOR. An explosive item de
signed to activate an INITIATOR, CARTRIDGE 
ACTUATED*

CARTRIDGE KIT, 73 MILLIMETER DUMMY. A 
group of items including dummy cartridges, inert 
fuzes, and replacement parts provided for simulating 
the handling of service ammunition during training 
of gun crews.*

cartridge, leaflet Cartridge containing a projectile, 
leaflet (which see).

cartridge, line throwing* See: CARTRIDGE, CALI
BER 42 LINE THROWING; CARTRIDGE, CALI
BER .45 LINE THROWING.

cartridge link. See: LINK, CARTRIDGE.
cartridge magasias. See: MAGAZINE, CARTRIDGE.
CARTRIDGE, 742 HVLUlim*. Cartridge (which 

see) designed to function in 7A2-millimeter light
weight rifles and lightweight machine guns of'NATO 
(North Atlantic Treaty Organisation) type. (Al
though 30-inch and 7A2-millimeter are equal, am
munition items carrying designations caliber 30 and 
7.62-millimeter, respectively, are not interchangeable.)

CARTRIDGE, 9 MILLIMETER. Cartridge (which 
see) designed to function in a variety of 9-millimeter 
submachine guns and automatic pistols of foreign 
manufacture. The caliber .45 submachine gun, MS, 
can be converted to use 9-miilimeter ammunition by 
use of a conversion bolt and barrel. The term ‘Para
helium’ forming part of the item name is a part of 
the name of one of the pistols of Italian manufacture.

CABTBIDGB, 20 MILLIMETER. Cartridge (which 
see) designed for use in 20-millimeter weapons. 
(Names of cartridges for other weapons are formed 
in a similar manner where the caliber of the weapon 
is similarly designated, i.e., in millimeters.)

CARTRIDGE, 30 MILLIMETEB, TIRING CIRCUIT 
TEST. A cartridge, comprising a cartridge case 
and electric primer, used for tasting ths electrical 
firing circuit of 20-millimeter aircraft guns.



cartridge, photofixh 62
CARTRIDGE, PHOTOFLASH. An explosive as

sembly for use in making aerial photographs from 
low altitudes, during reconnaissance missions. Con
sists of a photoflash charge and delay fuxe as
sembled in a case which, in turn, is assembled in an 
electrically primed cartridge case together with a 
small propelling charge.

CARTRIDGE, PHOTOFLASH, PBACTICB. An as
sembly for use for practice or training purposes, to 
enable simulation of release and firing of photoflash 
cartridges. See also: CABTBIDGE, PHOTOFLASH.

CABTBIDGB, PILOT CHUTE BJBCTOB. A car 
tridge designed to generate a gas pressure required 
to actuate an EJECTOR. PILOT CHUTE, CAR
TRIDGE ACTUATED.

CABTBIDGB, 6 POUNDBB. A cartridge (which 
see), designed for use in 6-pounder weapons. (Cor
responds to a caliber of 2.24 inches or 57 millimeters.) 
(Names of cartridges for 1-pounder and J-pounder 
weapons are formed in a similar manner.)

CABTBIDGE, POWDER ACTUATED CUTTEB. A 
cartridge designed to ignite the propellant of a 
CUTTER, POWDER ACTUATED.

CABTBIDGE, POWDEB ACTUATED TOOL. A cy
lindrical, metallic case containing a charge of smoke
less powder. Designed to be fired in a DRIVER, 
PROJECTILE UNIT, POWDER ACTUATED*

CABTBIDGE, QUICK RELEASE, PBBSONNEL 
PABACHUTE HABNESS. An explosive item de
signed to actuate a QUICK RELEASE, PERSON
NEL PARACHUTE HARNESS*

CABTBIDGE, BAD10 BEACON SET CATAPULT. 
A cartridge designed to ignite the propellant of a 
CATAPULT, RADIO BEACON SET.

cartridge, release. See: CABGO RELEASE, CAB
TBIDGE ACTUATED.

CABTBIDGE, BBLBASE, AIBCBAFT SAFETY 
LAP BELT. An explosive item designed to release 
a BELT, AIRCRAFT SAFETY LAP •

CABTBIDGE, BELEASE, CABGO PABACHUTE. 
A cartridge designed to actuate the release mechan
ism of a PARACHUTE, CARGO.

CABTBIDGE, BELEASE, PEBSONNEL PABA
CHUTE, BACK. An explosive item designed to 
actuate the release mechanism of a PARACHUTE, 
PERSONNEL, BACK •

CABTBIDGE SET, 4.3 INCH INERT. A set of inert 
chemical projectiles for 4.2-inch guns, use for 
instructional purposes. .

cartridge, short, (sht etg) A blank charge in a car
tridge case; used to expel a projectile from a gun 
tube for the purpose of clearing the tube.

cartridge, ehotgu. A container or capsule, usually of 
stiff paper with a brass base, containing primer, 
powder, wadding, and shot for use in a shotgun. For 
military use the container is sometimes of ‘all alu
minum* or ‘all brass.’ Listed separately according 
to gage, i.e., CARTRIDGE, 12 GAGE SHOTGUN, 
etc. See also: cartridge (sense 1).

CARTRIDGE, SIGNAL, PRACTICE BOMB. An ex
plosive item inserted in the noee of a practice bomb. 
It ia detonated upon impact and produces a puff of 
white smoke.*

cam, cartridge
cartridge, spotting. Cartridge specifically designed to 

facilitate adjusting fire of a gun, launcher, or the 
like.

cartridge, subcaliber. See : subcaliber ammunition.
cartridge, test, high pressure. Cartridge for testing 

weapons. It is designed to produce a higher pressure 
than that obtained with a standard round. This may 
be accomplished by any of the following methods or 
combinations thereof: (1) Increasing the charge 
weight of standard propellant. (2) Utilising a pro
pellant of greater quickness. (3) Increasing the 
projectile weight. Usually the term applies to a 
round which, when fired at normal temperature, 
produces a peak chamber pressure equal to that pro
duced by a standard round stabilised at 4-160°F.

cartridge, test, low preaaure. Cartridge for testing 
weapons. It is designed to produce a lower pressure 
than that obtained with a standard round. This gen
erally is accomplished by reducing the charge weight 
of standard propellant. Usually the term applies to 
a round which, when fired at normal temperature, 
produces a peak chamber pressure equal to that 
produced by a standard round stabilised at — 70°F.

CARTRIDGE, THRUSTER. An explosive item de
signed to actuate a THRUSTER, CARTRIDGE 
ACTUATED*

CABTBIDGE, TORPEDO, IMPULSE. A propelling 
charge, for use in launching a torpedo.

cartridge, tracer. A cartridge in which the projectile 
is equipped with tracer. See : cartridge; tracer.

CARTBIDGE-VIAL, LIFE RAFT. An item consisting 
of an explosive cartridge assembled to a vial of 
compressed carbon dioxide. It is designed so that 
immersion of the cartridge in sea-water initiates an 
electric current which activates an electric squib 
thereby releasing the carbon dioxide and providing 
a means for life raft inflation.*

CARTRIDGE, Y GUN. A cartridge case, containing 
a charge of propellant powder, designed for use in 
a projector for depth charges, called a ‘Y gun.’ 

cascaded carry. See: carry.
case. An item designed to hold ? specific item(s) in 

a fixed position by virtue of conforming dimensions 
and/or attachments. The item(s) which it contains 
is complete in itself for removal and use outside the 
container However, the container may be con
structed so as to permit the use of the item(s) with
out removal. It does not include the item(s). It 
may have such carrying facilities as handle(s), hand 
strap(s), shoulder strap(s), belt attachment(s), or 
the like. Excludes shipping containers designed to 
be discarded after shipment of equipment. For re
usable items which are specifically designed for 
shipping and storing, see: shipping sad storage coa- 
tainer. See also: cheat; ’'OX (as modified). Use 
application modifier.* Example: CASE, BINOCU
LAR.

case aamuitioa. Ammunition in which the propellant 
is contained in a cartridge case.

CASE, CARTRIDGE. An item designed to hold an 
ammunition primer and propellant, and to which a 
projectile may be affixed. Its profile and she con
form to that of the chamber of the weapon in which 
the round is fired except for recoilless rifles. For a

i...



cam, cartridge, combustible CE
loaded cartridge case, see: CARTRIDGE (as modi
fied).*

cam, cartridge, combustible. A cartridge case intended 
to be consumed along with the propellant when fired.

CASK, DEPTH CHARGE. A fabricated part of a 
depth charge designed to hold an explosive charge 
and mechanisms required to fire this charge. When 
empty or inert loaded, it may be used for training 
purposes.*

case ejection. See: ejection.
r«M ejection chute. A chute or passage through which 

empty cases are ejected after being fired in a machine 
gun. See: CHUTE, EJECTION.

cane extraction. See: extraction.
mm harden. (CH) To harden iron or steel by carbonis

ing the surface, thereby forming a very hard shell, or 
case, to resist wear and abrasion, and leaving a tough 
backing, or core, to enable the case to withstand 
shock. Also called *face-harden,’ particularly when 
applied to armor plate.

caoesaate. A bombproof structure used as » powder 
magazine, gun emplacement, or the like.

Cum I pointing (or flring). Direct pointing, laying, or 
fire; gun pointing, in which direction and elevation 
are set with sight or telescope pointed at the target.

Com II pointing (or filing). Combined direct and in
direct pointing, laying, or fire; gun pointing, in 
which direction is set with a sight or telescope pointed 
al the target; the elevation is set with an elevation 
quadrant, range quadrant, or range disk.

Cum III pointing (or firing). Indirect pointing, laying, 
or fire; gun pointing, in which direction is set with 
an azimuth circle or with a sight or telescope pointed 
at an aiming point other than the target; the eleva
tion is set with an elevation quadrant, range quadrant, 
or range disk.

CASE, UNDERWATER MINE. The fabricated outer 
part of a MINE, UNDERWATER designed to hold 
an explosive charge and mechanisms required to 
fire this charge. When empty or inert loaded it may 
be used for training purposes.*

CASE, UNDERWATER MINE, PRACTICE. The 
fabricated outer part of a MINE, UNDERWATER, 
PRACTICE*

CASING, BALLISTIC PILLER ASSEMBLY, BODY 
ARMOR. A component part of ARMOR, BODY, 
FRAGMENTATION PROTECTIVE. It is made of 
two or more pieces of vinyl film or other suitable 
material, cut in accordance with applicable patterns 
and having heat sealed seams. It is designed to 
permanently encase laminated nylon ballistic cloth 
filler, which is used specifically in the assembly and 
fabrication of the finished item.*

Maiag, bomb. Principal container, usually metal, for 
the main charge of a bomb.

Mat amor. See: amor.
Mater. 1. A wheel(s) or the like mounted either in 

a swivel or a rigid frame, having a stem, socket, 
angle plate or bolt plate mounting. It is designed 
for supporting and making equipment portable.* X 
The amount in degrees that the steering knuckle 
pivots arc tilled forward or backward from a true 
vertical.

cast loading. See: melt loadlag.
Msualty agent A toxic or lethal chemical agent that 

can be used effectively in the field.
casualty crtteriA r'.andards by means of which the 

ability of ammunition items or fragments therefrom 
to inflict dimbling wounds on personnel may be 
classified. Thme degrees of incapacitating wounds 
are recognized, as follows: Type A—that which will 
result in incapacitation within 5 minutes; Type B— 
that which will result in eventual incapacitation, with
out the limit of time; Type K— that which will result 
in incapacitation within 5 Mcouds.

casualty gas. War gas capable of producing serious 
injury or death M effective concentrations. See: 
war gas.

catapult 1. A device for pushing an airplane, rocket 
missile, or the like into the air from a ramp, rack, 
or track, usually at a high initial speed. X A device 
for ejecting a person from an airplane. Cf: lauaeher. 
3. To propel an airplane, rocket missile, or the like 
from a catapult Cf: launch. 4. To eject a person 
from an airplane ly means of a catapult Usually 
reflexive or passive.

CATAPULT, AIRCRAFT EJECTION EEAT. An 
item designed to prcpel an ejection seat with person
nel from an aircraft.* See: propellant actuated de
vice.

CATAPULT, F/ADIO BEACON 8ET. A device de
signed to props’ a radio beacon set from an aircraft.*

Mtorpillar band. Endless belt placed on the wheels' of 
a gun carriage for travel over soft or rough ground.

cathode ray. The stream of electrons emitted from 
a cathode.

cathode-ray indiMtor. A cathode-ray tube with a 
calibrated screen to indfcate position.

cathode-ray oscilloscope. An OSCILLOSCOPE (which 
see) incorporating a cathodc-ray tube, used esp. 
as the indicator in a radar set to portray the echoes 
on its screen.

cathode-ray screen. The luminescent screen of a 
cathode-ray oscilloscope or tube, which receives the 
cathode-ray beam.

Mthodo-ray tube. See: ELECTRON TUBE.
cavitation. Existence of a mvity (which see) or 

cavities in an explosive charge or liquid propellants.
Mvity. Air space or void in explosive charge of a 

munition. May mum a premature explosion of a 
projectile in the gun because of collapm of the 
charge under the force of acceleration under certain 
conditions of size and loMtion. May also degrade 
the terminal ballistics.

mvity charge. :»cc charge, shaped.
CBR (abbr). *ChemicAl, Mological, and radiological.’
CC (abbr). ‘Chemka' Corps.’
m (abbr). *Cubic centimeter(s).’
CCM (abbr). "Counter countermeasure.*
CD (abbr). ‘Cold-drawn.*
Cdr (abbr). ‘Commander.*
C daxsage. See: damage categorise.
CE. Tetryl or 2,46-trinitropbeuylmethylnitramisM.

(British term.)



ceiling, abeolute 64 chain rammer

eeiliag, absolute. The maximum height above tea 
level At which a given air vehicle would be able to 
maintain horiaoutal flight under standard air condi
tion*.

celeetial guidance. The guidance of a missile or ve
hicle by reference to celestial bodies.

CELL, ASKING, UNDERWATER NINE. An elec
trolytic device designed to prevent arming of an 
underwater mine until immersed in sea water. This 
device contains a disk which is deteriorated by elec
trolysis when immersed in sea water thereby per
mitting operation of the clock starter and extender

eeD, binary. See: binary ten.
cellule. A term used technically to designate a wing 

on one side of a fuselage, complete with struts, 
trusses, and panels, o" that part of a wing between 
fuselages or nacelles where appropriate. Also called 
‘cell* or ‘plane cell.*

cellulose nitrate. Any of several esters of nitric acid 
used as explosives or propellants, produced by treat
ing cotton or some other form of cellulose with a 
mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids. Popularly 
called nitreceUnloee (which see).

tern sat, Fottmaa. A mixture of iron oxide, shellac, 
alcohol, rosin, ethyl cellulose, and pine tar, used to 
seal fuses, etc, in projectiles.

ceatar-fira. 1. Of a cartridge: Having the primer in 
the center of the head, or base. I Of i firearm: 
Using center-fire cartridges. Center-fire cartridges 
and center-fire small arms are distinguished from 
rimfire types. Cf: rimfire.

center of burst Antiaircraft. Point in the air about 
which the bursts of several projectiles from rounds 
fired under like conditions are evenly distributed.

uatir of buret error. Distance between the target and
center of bunt

eenter of diapenica. Genacry. Theoretical center of 
hits or burthat would have been made if an un
limited nuriber of shots had been fired with the same 
data. Actually it has to be considered the center 
of impact or bursts of all shots already fired.

eenter of impact (CD Gwmrry. Center of the disper
sion pattern. Considered from the point of view of 
range only, it is the ranfe center; from the point of 
view of direction, the direction center.

center of lift. The mean of dll the centers of pressure 
on an airfoil

eenter of pressura. The point in the chord of an air
foil section which is at the intersection of the chord 
(prolonged if necessary) and the line of action of the 
combined air forces (resultaut air force). Cf: center 
of lift.

At certain angles of attack, the center of pressure 
may be located to the rear of the trailing edge of 
an airfoiL

eenter of praaeuro coeftciant The ratio of th? distance 
of a center of pressure from the leading edge of an 
airfoil to it* chord length.

CENTER, TARGET BBPAIB. An item used to repair 
the central portion of a target ia cider to increase 
the length oif serviceability. It generally consists of 
a specified grade of paper or similar material, square 

or rectangular in appearance, having on its face a 
figure representing a bull's-eye or silhouetted image 
with segment* of concentric ring(*) or image out- 
line(s). it is usually applied to the target by mean* 
of paste or adhesive back surface. When placed on 
target, the segments art aligned with corresponding 
lines on target to assure proper centering. Excludes 
PASTER, TARGET* \

central coatroL Fire control of weapons from a central 
location, not by the individual gunner. It is especially 
used in antiaircraft batteries.

central throttling rod. In a recoil mechanism, a throt
tling device in which a tapered rod moves in a hollow 
piston rod to regulate the si*e of aperture through 
which the recoil oil flows.

centrifugal casting. The production of metal castings 
by the use of permanent molds which are rotated dur
ing the pouring and solidifying. A high grade steel 
casting of cylindrical shape may be produced by this 
process. The process is used in the production of 
many gun tubes.

CBP (abbr). 'Circular probable error.’ CPE is the 
preferred abbreviation.

caraaul See: cermet.
cermet A product made of ceramic material bonded 

to metal. Also called ‘ceramel*
cetane number. A test indication of the suitability of 

a diesel fuel.
cf (abbr). 'Compare.'
CFE (abbr). ‘Contractor-furnished equipment.’
CG (abbr). 1. Chemical agent ‘phosgene’ (war gas).

2. ‘Commanding General.' 3. ‘Center of gravity.’
CH (abbr). 'Case harden.’
CHAFF, C0UNTERMEASUBE8. A thin, flat piece 

of metal foil, plain or backed, specifically designed 
to act as a countermeasure against enem“ radar when 
released into the atmosphere. For assorted she* and 
types, see: CHAFF 8BT, C0UNTERMEA8URE8* 
fee also: rope; window.

CHAFF 8BT, C0UNTERMEA8UBX8. A grouping of 
two or more assorted sixes or types of counter
measures chaff specifically designed to be released 
into the atmosphere to act a* a countermeasure 
against enemy radar. For chaff seta consisting of 
identical sixes and types, see: CHAFF, COUNTER
MEASURES*

chaff shell See: window projectile.
chain. Indicates, in the case of demolition charges, a 

number of units of CHARGE, DEMOLITION cast 
on a length of detonating cord with a short section 
of cord between adjacent units.

CHAIN A88BB.BLT, TIRE. A serie* of intercon
nected metal links forming two or more parallel 
lengths, cross-connected, usually at right angle*. 
Designed to be fastened over the tread or perimeter 
of a tire(s) of a vehicle to increase traction and/or 
prevent skidding.*

chain raaaaaer. A rammer (which see, sens* 1) which ia 
power driven and consists essentially of a chain 
linkage capable of driving the projectile into position 
in the gun but ‘coiling* into a compact storage 
position after the power stroke. Used with large 
caliber guns such aa in turreta.
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chain-type equilibrator
chain-type equilibrator. See : equilibrator.
chamber. 1. Part of a gun in which the charge it 

placed. In a revolver, it is a hole in the cylinder; 
in a cannon, it it that apace between the obturator or 
breechbjpek and the forcing cone. Nominally it is 
the ipace occupied by the cartridge cate. 3. To insert 
a round of ammunition in the chamber of a firearm 
or gun.

CHAMBEB, AIB BBAEE. A mechanical device em
ploying a flexible diaphragm to convert air pressure 
into physical force to actuate the brake shoes of a 
vehicle.*

chamber capacity. In interior ballistics, the volume 
of the propellant chamber. In guns employing a 
separate loaded propellant, it is the volume of the 
entire space between the seated projectile and the 
closed breechblock. In ammunition employing car
tridge cases, it is the volume of the cartridge case 
behind the projectile. In both types, it includes th: 
annular space around the projectile base.

chamber capacity, elective. In interio- ballistics of 
artillery and small arms, the volume provided for the 
gases produced by the burning of the propellant, 
under the initial or starting conditions, including the 
volume occupied by the propellant. Thus in fixed 
and semifixed ammunition, it is the interior volume 
of thi cartridge case, less the volume taken up by 
the projectile base below the rotating band. In 
separated ammunition the volume taken up by the 
cartridge case closing plug is deducted from, and the 
volume of the gun chamber around the base of the 
projectile is added to, the interior volume of the 
cartridge case.

Allowance for the volume occupied by the artillery 
primer, which extends into the cartridge case, is 
made differently in American and British practice. 
The British practice is to subtract the volume of the 
empty primer; the American practice is to subtract 
the volume of the filled primer.

chambering. That phase of small arms operation that 
deals with the placing of the round into the chamber 
after it has been fed into the weapon by the feeding 
device.

chamber pressure. See: proscurea, gun.
chambrags. The increase in cross-sectional area from 

the barrel bore to the chamber.
chaaasL (chan) Electricity. An electrical path over 

which transmission is made from one station to 
another; a band of radio frequencies wide enough to 
allow a transmission, as a communication channel.

channel, telemeter. Designates the complete route for 
transmission of a telemetered function, including 
pick-up, commutator, modulator, transmitter, re
ceiver, demodulator, decoder, and recorder.

Chapueaa-Jouguet plane. For a hypothetical, infinite, 
plane detonation wave: A moving reference plane, be
hind the initial shock front, in which it is variously 
assumed that (a) reaction (and energy release) has 
effectively been completed; (b) reaction product gases 
have reached thermodynamic equilibrium; (c) reac
tion gases, streaming backward out of the detonation, 
have reached such a condition that a forward-moving 
sound wave located at this precise plane would re
main a fixed distance behind the initial shock.

characteristic length. See: length, characteristic.
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rharaeteristica, technical. Those characteristics of 

equipment which pertain primarily to the engineer
ing principles involved in producing equipment pos
sessing desired military characteristics. Example: 
For electronic equipment, technical characteristics 
include such items as circuitry, types and arrangtnient 
of components.

characteristic velocity, (c*) Rockett. A theoretical 
velocity calculated as the product of the chamber 
pressure (psia), the nozxle throat area (sq in), and 
the gravitational conversion factor divided by the 
mass How (Ibm/sec). See: exhaust velocity.

charge, (chg) Specif. 1. A given quantity ot 
explosive, either by itself or contained in a bomb, 
projectile, mine, or the like, or used as the propellant 
for a bullet or projectile. X That with which a 
bomb, projectile, mine, or the like is filled, as a 
charge of explosive, thermite, etc. Also called the 
‘fill,’ ‘filler,’ or ’filling.’ 3. In small arms, a cartridge 
or round of ammunition. 4. To fill with a charge. 
S. To place a charge in a gun chamber.

charge, aliquot part See: charge, equal section.
CHABGE ASSEMBLY, DEMOLITION. A group of 

items including explosives, assembled in a haversack 
designed for use in beach reconnaissance and under
water demolition missions.*

charge, hag. Propelling charge contained in propellant 
bag(s). See also: bag, propellant.

charge, bare. An explosive charge without casing pre
pared for use in determining explosive blast char
acteristics.

charge, base. Base section of a multisectioo propelling 
charge, where the sections are not identical

charge, base ejecting. Sec: charge, expeUtag.
charge, booster. 1. The explosive charge contained hi a 

booster (which see). X The amount of any particular 
type of explosive used to reliably detonate the banting 
charge of the munition.

charge, burster. The explosive charge of a burster 
(which see).

charge, bursting. The main exploaive charge in a 
mine, bomb, projectile, or the like that breaks the 
casing and produces fragmentation or demolition.

charge, ease* 1. Propelling charge within a cartridge 
case. 3. Any explosive charge within a case, as op
posed to a bare charge. See also: ease aasmuaftian; 
charge, bare.

charge, cavity. See: charge, shaped.
charge, conflned. An explosive charge, loaded in a 

resistant container, as opposed to a bare charge. Cl: 
charge, bare.

charge, cratering. Demolition charge for use in blast
ing craters in roads and for similar demolition. See 
also: CHABGE, DEMOLITION.

charge, cutting. A trough-shaped charge, containing 
a wedge-shaped or curved metal liner, $y pro
jecting a sheet of molten metal upon detosmtion, it 
produces straight line shearing damage rather than 
a cylindrical hole. See also: CHANGE, DEMOLI
TION; charge, Una.

charge, delay. A quantity of pyrotechnic composition 
pressed into a holder which upon burning produces 
a definite time delay. Used in delay type fuses.
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charge, demolition charge, propelling, 155 millimeter
CHARGE, DEMOLITION. An explosive charge used 

to produce a blasting, shattering or penetrating effect. 
It may be shaped so that the energy is concentrated 
in one direction.* See also: charge, shaped.

C BAKO I, DEMOLITION, INERT. A CHARGE, 
DEMOLITION filled with inert material used for 
training purposes.*

CHARGE, DEPTH. An explosive item designed to 
be dropped or catapulted from a watercraft for use 
against underwater targets. When empty or inert 
loaded it may be used for training purposes. Fur 
similar items dropped from aircraft see' DUMB, 
DEPTH.* .

charge, detonating. An explosive charge consisting of 
primary high explosive, which see.

charge, equal section. Propelling charge made up of 
a number of sections equal in site. The number of 
sections used determines the muzzle velocity and 
range of the projectile. Cf: charge, unequal section.

charge establishment. Process of establishing the cor
rect weight of propelling charge to produce the pre
scribed muzzle velocity with the prescribed projectile 
in a particular weapon. Performed at the proving 
ground.

charge, expelling. Small charge of black powder or 
other low explosive provided in a base ejection pro
jectile for the purpose of ejecting the contents, such 
as smoke canisters.

charge, explosive. See : charge (sense 1).
charge, dash. A readily ignitible explosive charge 

used in ignition elements of electric primers and 
deionators. Its function is usually to ignite a subse
quent charge of lesser sensitivity and greater bri
sance. See also: DETONATOR, ELECTRIC; 
PRIMER, ELECTRIC.

charge, fulL Propelling charge intended to produce full 
service velocity. The term ‘full charge* is sometimes 
used as an identifying designation when more than 
one type of propelling charge is available for a 
weapon.

charge, green bag. In certain cases, two types of pro
pelling charge are provided for one howitzer—one 
for inner, the other for outer zones of fire. The cloth 
of the bags for the inner zones is dyed green to dis
tinguish that charge from the other type which is 
assembled in undyed (white) bags. Accordingly, 
these two types are called ‘green bag* and ‘white bag* 
charges.

charge, ignitor. See: tret Are.
CHARGE EIT, SPOTTING AND DEMOLITION, 

TRAINING ROCEET. A group of items, including 
an explosive charge, designed to show the point at 
which the fuze of a rocket functions and also hreaks 
the rocket into pieces to limit its flight. It is used 
with a rocket for training purposes only.*

charge, lias. 1. A shaped charge consisting of a charge 
with lined cavity of elongated wedge or curved shape, 
so that cutting or penetration effect is produced 
along a line. 2. Charge of split charge blocks as
sembled around detonating cord and dropped with 
attached parachute to keep the chain elongated. See 
also: eharge, cutting.

charge, linear. A demolition charge of extraordinary 
length, in relation to its other dimensions. See: 
CHARGE, DEMOLITION.

charge, lined. A shaped charge with a lined cavity. 
Sec also: charge, shaped.

charge, multieection. In separate loading or semifixed 
ammunition, propelling charge that is loaded into a 
number of propellant bags. Range adjustments can 
be made by increasing or reducing the number of bags 
used, as contrasted with a single section charge, in 
which the size of the charge cannot be changed. 
Three types of multisection charge are: equal section 
charge, base and increment charge, and unequal sec
tion charge. See also: charge, propelling.

charge, normal. Propelling charge intended to produce 
a normal velocity and be suitable for ordinary targets. 
The term ‘normal charge’ is sometimes used as an 
identifying designation when more than one type of 
propelling charge is available for a weapon.

charge, pole. Number of blocks of explosive tied to
gether, capped, fuzed, mounted on the end of a pole, 
and ready to be fired. The minimum weight of 
charge is usually about 15 pounds. A pole charge 
may be placed in a position out of handreach.

chaige, powder. See: charge, propelling.
CHARGE, PRACTICE HAND GRENADE. A bag 

of black powder used in a practice type hand grenade 
for training purposes.*

CHARGE, PROPELLANT INCREMENT. A propel
ling charge composed of increments, the number of 
which can be varied to produce the desired muzzle 
velocity. The item as issued contains the increments 
required to impart the maximum rated muzzle veloci
ty. Commonly applied to charges for mortars. See 
also: chargs, propslliag.

charge, propelling. Charge of low explosive that is 
burned in a weapon to propel the projectile from it; 
propellant; propellant charge. Burning of the con
fined propelling charge produces gases which force 
the projectile out. See also: low explosive.

charge, propelling, dummy. A completely inert item, 
simulating a charge, propelling (which see), used for 
training purposes.

CHARGE, PROPELLING, EARTH ROD. An ex
plosive item in a metal can used to drive a metal 
rod into earth or shale.* Cf: charge, propelling.

CHARGE, PROPELLING, 4J INCH. A propelling 
charge for us- in 42-inch weapons. (Names of pro
pelling charges tor other weapons are formed in a 
similar manner where the caliber of the weapon is 
similarly designated, i.e., in inches.)

CHARGE, PROPELLING, S INCH SO CALIBER. A 
charge, propelling (which see) for use in 5-inch 50- 
caliber weapons. (Names of propelling charges for 
other Naval weapons are formed in a similar man
ner where the caliber of the weapon is similarly 
designated.)

CHARGE, PROPELLING, IM MILLIMETER. A 
charge, propelling (which see) for use in 155-milli- 
meter weapons. (Names of propelling charges for 
other weapons are formed in a similar manner where 
the caliber of the weapon is similarly designated, 
i.e.. in millimeters.)
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charger. 1. Short for ‘gun charger.' i. Device for 

holding several cartridges while they are stripped 
from it into the magazine space in the gun. Some
times called cartridge charger ; also sometimes called 
a clip.

charge, reduced, (red chg) Propelling charge intended 
to produce a velocity below the normal. The term । 
‘reduced charge' is sometimes used as an identifying 
designation when more than one type of propelling 
charge is available for a weapon.

charger, gua. See: gun charger.
charge, aatchel. Number of blocks of explosive taped 

to a board fitted with a rope or wire loop for carry
ing and attaching. The minimum weight of the < 
charge is usually about 15 pounds.

charge Mctioa. One of the component parts of a 
charge that is made up of two or more separate 
parts.

charge, shaped. (SC) An explosive charge with a 
shaped cavity. Sometimes called ‘cavity charge.' 
Called ‘hollow charge’ in Great Britain. Use of the 
term shaped charge generally implies the presence 
of a lined cavity.

CHARGE, SIGNAL, EJECTION. An explosive item 
designed to eject a signal from a MINE, UNDER
WATER when used for training.*

charge, tingle section. Propelling charge in separate 
loading ammunition that is loaded into a single 
propellant bag. A single section charge cannot be 
reduced or increased for change of range, as can a 
multisection charge. See also: charge, propelling.

charge, special Propelling charge intended to produce 
a special (high) velocity. The term ‘special charge' 
Is sometimes used as an identifying designation when 
more than one type of propelling charge is available 
for a weapon.

charge, spotting. A small charge, such as black pow
der, in a practice oomb, practice mine, missile under 
test, and the like, to show the location of its point 
of functioning. Also, occasionally used in service 
ammunition.

CHARGE, SPOTTING, BOMB. An item used with 
practice bombs to mark the point of impact for train
ing drops. It may also be used with empty bombs 
for training personnel.*

CHARGE, SPOTTING, ROCKET. An item used with 
practice rockets to mark the point of burst and/or 
impact of the <-eapon. It is generally used in the 
training of personnel.*

CHARGE, SPOTTING, MINE. An item designed to 
simulate the explosion of a bounding antipersonnel 
mine* See also: SIMULATOR, ANTIPERSON
NEL MINE PROJECTILE.

charge, stacked. Propelling charge in which th,' pro
pellant graine lie end to end within the propellant bag.

charge, sticky. An explosive charge covered with ?n 
adhesive substance to make it stick against an object 
when thrown or planted. Also called 'sticky grenade.'

charge, auppleaseatary. A small, removable explosive 
charge used in the fuse cavity of deep cavitised mu
nitions. The charge must be removed if the munition 
is to be fitted with a proximity fuse, since a deep 
cavity is required for this fuze.

chaaah, weapon, full tracked
charge, target Propelling charge intended to pioduce 

a velocity less than noimal, anu considered to be 
suitable for target practice purposes. The term 
'target charge’ is sometimes used as an identifying 
designation when more than one type of propelling 
charge is available for a weapon.

charge, traveling. A propelling charge which travels 
along ’ht bore with the projectile as burning takes 
place, also called Langweiler charge.

charge, unequal auction. A propelling charge in sep
arate loading or semifixed ammunition, divided into 
a number of increments, not all of which are alike. 
Cf: charge, equal section.

charge, wedge. Explosive charge using a wedge shaped 
cavity, lined or unlined. See: charge, cutting.

charge weight ratio. The ratio of the weight of a 
charge, especially an explosive charge, to the total 
weight of the complete bomb, projectile, or the like, 
that contains the charge. (Not to be used in con
nection with propellants.) Cf: propellant weight 
fraction.

charge, white bag. See : charge, green bag.
charging cable. A cable attached to the bolt of aa air

craft machine gun or cannon for drawing beck the 
bolt manually in order to charge the piece.

Charlotte Ordnance Mladle Plant Ordnance Corps 
missile assembly plant, located at Charlotte, North 
Carolina.

chase. The exposed part of a gun (artillery) in front 
of the trunnion blind or crad'e.

CHASSIS, CARGO CARRIER. A self-propelled 
tracked vehicle undercarriage consisting essentially 
of the frame and power train, with or without cab, 
designed primarily to mount a suitable body for 
transporting supplies and/or equipment, over sand, 
snow, ice, swamps or difficult terrain.*

CHASSIS, ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT. A struc
tural item of electrically conductive material fabri
cated in such a manner so as to facilitate th< 
assemblage and interconnection of electrical and/o 
electronic items for the specific purpose of providin 
a basis for electrical and/or electronic circuits. 1 
must have drilled and/or stamped holes to accon 
modate the items but may include only the iten 
necessary for its own mounting and support. Secon 
ary function may include shielding.*

CHASSIS, SEMITRAILER. The undercarriage p« 
tion of a semitrailer, including frame, designed 
accommodate an appropriate body or equipment.*

CHASSIS, TRAILER. The undercarriage portion 
a trailer, including frame, designed to accommod 
an appropriate body or equipment. See also: IN 
LY, TRAILER CONVERTER; DOLLY, TRAIL 
FRONT; DOLLY, TRAILER, REAR.*

CHASSIS, TRUCK. A self-propelled wheeled vel 
undercarriage consisting essentially of the fi 
and power train, with or without cab, designed 
marily to mount a suitable body for transpo 
supplies and/or equipment.*

CHASSIS, WEAPON, FULL TRACKED. A 
propelled vehicle undercarriage, usually arn 
consisting essentially of the frame, power trair 
hull. It is designed to mount and carry a so
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chatter chemical agent, nitrogen muitard
weapon(s) over sand, ice, swamp, and difficult ter
rain.*

ehattar. A low-speed vibration which can be heard or 
felt in a piece of machinery or other equipment.

cheekoat Mtsrilrt Performance of procedures to de
termine whether all parts of the missile are apparent
ly capable of performing their prescribed functions. 
Cf: missile teat

check problem. Eltctronic computer}. A problem 
whose incorrect solution indicates an error in the 
operation or programming of a computer.

cheese antenna. A cylindrical reflector having two 
plates perpendicular to it spaced so as to permit the 
propagation of more than one mode in the desired 
direction of polarization.

chemical agent Military. A chemical item either 
solid, liquid or gas divided into three principal cate
gories, war gases, smokes, and incendiaries. It is 
developed for the purpose of conducting defensive 
and/or offensive warfare. Through its chemical 
properties it produces lethal, injurious, or irritant 
effects resulting in casualties; a screening or colored 
smoke; or it acts as an incendiary agent.

CHEMICAL AGENT, CHLOBOACETOPHENONE. 
(CN) Tear gas, causing irritation of eyes, skin, and 
upper respiratory passages. No permanent effects. 
Used for training and riot control.

CHEMICAL AGENT, CHLOBOACETOPHENONE 
CAPSULE. (CN CAPSULE) Chemical Agent, 
Chloroacetophenone (tear gas) in prepared capsule 
form, used for training purposes. See also: CHEMI
CAL AGENT, CHLOBOACETOPHENONE.

CHEMICAL AGENT, CHLOBOACETOPHENONE 
PELLET. (CN PELLET) Chemical Agent, Chloro
acetophenone (tear gas) in prepared pellet form, used 
for training purposes. See also: CHEMICAL 
AGENT, CHLOBOACETOPHENONE.

CHEMICAL AGENT, CHLOBOACETOPHENONE 
SOLUTION. (CN) (CNC) (CNS) (CNB) Solution 
of Ch< mical Agent, Chloroacetophenone (tear gas). 
Three solutions which have been used are chloroaceto
phenone in chloroform; mixture of chloroaceto
phenone and chloropicrin in chloroform; and chloro
acetophenone in a mixture of carbon tetrachloride and 
benzene. These are distinguished by the abbrevia
tions CNC, CNS and CNB, respectively. See 
also: CHEMICAL AGENT, CHLOBOACETO- 
PHENONE.

CHEMICAL AGENT, CYANOGEN CHLORIDE. 
(CK) A low persistency, quick acting, casualty gas, 
which interferes with utilization of oxygen by body 
tissues and hemoglobin. A liquid at normal tempera
tures; one of the 'blood gases.'

CHEMICAL AGENT, DIPHENYLAMINECHLORO- 
ABSINE. (DM) Popular name—adamsite. Solid, 
dispersed by heat to produce an aerosol causing skin 
and eye irritation, chest distress and nausea. Rela
tively nontoxic. One of the ‘vomiting gases.’ Used 
for training and riot control.

CHEMICAL AGENT, DIPHEN YLCHLOBOAB- 
SINE. (DA) Solid, dispersed by heat to produce an 
aerosol causing skin and eye irritation, chest distress 
and nausea. Relatively nontoxic. One of the 'vomit
ing gases.' Used for training and riot control.

CHEMICAL AGENT, DIPHENYLCYANOARSINE. 
(DC) Solid, dispersed by heat to produce an aerosol 
causing eye and mucous membrane irritation, chest 
distress and nausea. Some temporary toxic effect. 
One of the ‘vomiting gases.’ Used for training and 
riot control.

CHEMICAL AGENT, GBEEN 8M0EE. A chemical 
agent, producing a green smoke, used for a variety 
of tactical purposes such as identifying targets and 
friendly units, and for spotting purposes in ranging 
shots. Designated a 'signaling smoke.'

CHEMICAL AGENT, HEXACHLOBOETHANE 
MIXTUBE. (HC) A smoke producing agent, con
sisting of a mixture of grained aluminum, zinc oxide 
and hexachloroethane. The smoke is produced by 
burning of the mixture, induced by a suitable ignition 
charge. Used to produce a screening smoke.

CHEMICAL AGENT, HYDBOGEN CYANIDE. (AC) 
A quick acting casualty gas of low persistency, which 
interferes with utilization of oxygen by the body 
tissues. A gas at temperatures only slightly above 
normal room temperature. One of the *blocd gases.’ 
Popular name—prussic acid.

CHEMICAL AGENT, INCENDIARY MIXTUBE. 
A mixture of certain metals, oxidizers and/or pe
troleum fractions to form a powder or a pasty, flam
mable mass. Readily ignited by fuze action*

CHEMICAL AGENT, INCENDIABY OIL. An in
cendiary liquid or gel consisting of gasoline and fuel 
oil, with or without a thickening agent (necessary to 
produce a gel). Peptizers may also be used with 
thickening agent, to facilitate formation of a gel.

CHEMICAL AGENT, ISOPBOPYL METHYLPHOS- 
PHONOFLUOBIDATE. (GB) Nontechnical name 
sarin. A quick acting casualty gas of medium per
sistency. Liquid at normal temperature. Very rapid 
lethal effect, attacking the nerve system. One of the 
'nerve gases.’

CHEMICAL AGENT, LEWISITE. (L) A moderate
ly delayed action casualty gas. A 'blister gas,’ toxic 
lung irritant and systemic poison. Produces immedi
ate and strong stinging sensation of the skin. Di
chloro (2-chiorovinyl) arsine.

CHEMICAL AGENT, MUSTABD, DISTILLED. 
(HD) A delayed action casualty gas. A blister gas, 
acts as cell irritant and cell poison. (Distilled refers 
to a purifying process, which greatly reduces the odor, 
and therefore increases the difficulty of detection.)

CHEMICAL AGENT, MUSTABD GAS. (H) A de
layed action casualty gas. A blister gas, acts as cell 
irritant and cell poison. Contains about 30 percent 
sulfur impurities, giving it a pronounced odor.

CHEMICAL AGENT, MUSTABD, SIMULATED. 
(SIMULATED H) Material having physical prop
erties similar to ‘mustard gas,’ used for testing dis
persion apparatus and munitions and for training 
purposes. Specifically a 25 percent solution by vol
ume of molasses residuum, dissolved in water, with 
additive of cresol as stabilizing agent See also: 
CHEMICAL AGENT, MU8TABD, DISTILLED; 
CHEMICAL AGENT, MUSTABD GAS.

CHBMICAL AGENT, NITROGEN MU8TABD GAS. 
(HN) Any one of a group of related compounds in 
which nitrogen is the central atom. Three compounds 
are recognized, identified by the three abbreviations
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H.s’-l, HN-2 and HN-3. Similar in physiologic at 
effects to mustard or distilled mustard, but greater 
tendency to permanent damage. The agents are of 
the type called ‘blister gases.'

CHEMICAL AGENT, PHENYLDICHLOROAR
SINE. (PD) A delayed action casualty gas of low 
persistency. A liquid at normal temperatures, may 
be dispersed by explosive action or as a spray. 
Classed as a 'blister gas,' also acts as a ‘vomiting gas.’

CHEMICAL AGENT, PHOSGENE. <C*i) Delayed 
or immediate action casualty gas. Acts on the capil
laries of the lungs to produce seepage of fluid, re
sulting in oxygen deficiency, and death, if lethal 
quantity is received. One of the ‘choking gases.’

CHEMICAL AGENT, PLASTICIZED WHITE 
PHOSPHORUS. (PWP) Smoke producing agent, 
with side incendiary effects. Based on white phos
phorus, with polymer addition to retard the burning.

CHEMICAL AGENT, Q. (Q) A chemical agent of 
specialized application.

CHEMICAL AGENT, RED SMOEE. A chemical 
agent, producing a red smoke, used for a variety of 
tactical purposes, such as identifying targets and 
friendly units, and for spotting purposes in ranging 
shots. Designated a ‘signaling smoke.’

CHEMICAL AGENT, SULPUR TRIOXIDE-CHLO
ROSULFONIC ACID SOLUTION. (FS) A liquid 
which causes formation of a screening Smoke when 
it is dispersed in air. May be dispersed by explosive 
effect or as a mechanically produced spray. A mix
ture of 55 percent sulfur trioxide and 45 percent 
chlorosulfonic acid. Smoke causes prickling of the 
skin and heavy concentration produces a severe irri
tation. In ordinary concentrations no protection is 
required.

CHEMICAL AGENT, T. (T) A chemical agent of 
specialized application.

CHEMICAL AGENT, THERMATE. (TH) Incendiary 
chemical agent, composed of mixture of thermite, 
additional oxidizer and binder, formerly used as ig
niter for magnesium bombs. The abbreviation ’TH* 
signifies either thermite or thermate, with specific 
compositions of thermate designated as THZ and 
TH3. See also: CHEMICAL AGENT, THERMITE.

CHEMICAL AGENT, THERMITE. (TH) A metal in
cendiary, composed of approximately 73 percent ferric 
oxide and 27 percent fine granular aluminum. Used 
in items of ammunition to provide a source of heat 
to cause fires at the target. The abbreviation ‘TH* 
signifies either thermite or thermate. with specific 
composition of thermite designated as TH1. See also: 
CHEMICAL AGENT, THERMATE.

chemical agent, thickener, incendiary oil. See: THICE- 
ENER, INCENDIARY OIL.

CHEMICAL AGENT, TITANIUM TETRACHLO
RIDE. (FM) A liquid which causes formation of 
a screening smoke when it is dispersed in air. May 
be dispersed by explosive effect or as a mechanically 
produced spray. Smoke is corrosive and irritating to 
nose and throat, but not serious in effect in the con
centration usually present in a smoke cloud.

CHEMICAL AGENT, VIOLET SMOKE. A chemical 
agent, producing a violet smoke, used for a variety of 
tactical purposes, such as identifying targets and 

friendly units, and for spotting purposes in ranging 
shots. Designated a ‘signaling smoke.'

CHEMICAL AGENT, W. (W) A chemical agent of 
specialized application.

CHEMICAL AGENT, WHITE PHOSPHORUS. 
(WP) Smoke producing agent, with side incendiary 
effects. A solid at normal temperature, dispersed by 
explosive effect of a burster charge.

CHEMICAL AGENT, YELLOW SMOKE. A chemi
cal agent, producing a yellow smoke, used for a 
variety of tactical purposes, such as identifying tar
gets and friendly units, and for spotting purposes in 
ranging shots. Designated a ‘signaling smoke.*

chemical ammunition. Any ammunition, as bombs, 
projectiles, bullets, flares, or the like, containing a 
chemical agent or agents. Such agents include war 
gases, smokes, and incendiaries. See also: chemical 
agent. Cf: chemical energy ammunition.

chemical ammunition cargo. See: cargo claeeification.
chemical bomb. See: bomb, chemical agent
Chemical Corpa. (CC) Branch of the Army having 

primary responsibility for chemical warfare matters.
chemical energy ammunition. Ammunition intended to 

defeat armor and other resistant targets by chemical 
energy rather than kinetic energy as in conventional 
armor-piercing ammunition. Examples are HEAT 
and HEP ammunition. Cf: chemical ammunition; 
kinetic energy ammunition.

chemical grenade. See: grenade, chemieaL
chemical land mine. See: MINE, CHEMICAL 

AGENT.
chemical mortar. A mortar (which see) designed to fire 

projectiles containing chemical agents. Term is now 
obsolete since all mortars may fire explosive types 
of projectiles as well as chemical types.

chemical spray. Aerial release, or device for aerial 
release, of liquid war gas for casualty effect, or of 
liquid smokes for aerial smoke screens.

chemical warfare. (CW) The tactics and technique 
of using chemical agents in offensive action, or of 
employing defensive measures against such actions.

chemosphere. See: atmospheric sheila.
Cherokee Ordaance Works. Ordnance Corps field in

stallation located at Danville, Pennsylvania.
cheat. An item primarily designed to accommodate 

and store a specific item or group of items in com- 
partmented sections. It has a carrying handle(s) 
and a hinged or separate top It may have a locking 
device(s), locking facilities and internal trays. The 
item(s) which it accommodates is/are complete for 
removal and use outside the chest. It does not in
clude the item(s) for which designed. Excludes 
case: shipping and storage container; and BOX (as 
modified).* Use application modifier. Example: 
CHEST, GUIDED MISSILE PROPELLANT 
DRAINING KIT.

chg (abbr). *Charge.’
Chicago Ordnance District One of the eleven dis

tricts into which the United States is divided for 
purposes of industrial mobilization, procurement con
tract negotiation, and administration, etc., by the 
Ordnance Corps. Embraces the States of North Da
kota, South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa, and Wiscon-
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•in; the upper peninsula of the State of Michigan; । 
the countiei of Hancock, McDonough, Fulton, Mason, 
Menard, Sangamon, Macon, Moultrie, Coles and , 
Clark, and all counties north thereof in the State of 
Illinois; and the counties of Benton, White, Carroll, 
Cass, Miami, Wabash, Huntington, Wells, and Adams, 
and all counties north thereof in the State of Indiana. 
The main office is located in Chicago, III.

Chicago Ordnance Plant. Ordnance Corps ammuni
tion plant, located at Chicago, Illinois.

chisel track. See: TRUCK, LIFT, FORK.
chlorins. (Cl) Greenish-yellow toxic chemical, gaseous 

at normal temperatures and pressures, that is irritat
ing and harmful to the eyes, nose, throat, and lungs, 
and may cause death.

chloropicrin. (PS) Trichloronitromethane, a chemical 
agent. A colorless liquid whose vapor is very irri
tating to the lungs, and causes vomiting, coughing, 
and crying. Has the odor of flypaper or licorice.

chock. A wedge, block, or piece of fr.ber for fitting 
in a space or for preventing movement of an object.*

CHOCK, WHKKL. A chock for placing in from of, or 
behind, a wheel to prevent its movement*

choko. A narrowing towards the inutile in the bore 
of gun, hence choked bore. Term often applied to 
shotguns. Cf: cylinder barret '

choko colt A coil winding of small resistance and la*ge 
inductance, used to impede or throttle a current.

choked boro. See: choke.
choke ring. Metal ring used in the reaction chambers 

of certain recoilless weapons to control gas escapage. 
The same function is carried out by the throat rings, 
throat blocks and restricting plugs in other types of 
recoilless weapons.

choking. The condition which prevails in compressible 
fluid flow when the upper limit of mass flow is 
reached, or when the speed of sound is reached in 
a duct.

choking gaa. Casualty gas which causes irritation and 
inflammation of the bronchial tubes and lungs. An 
example of this type of gas is CHEMICAL AGENT, 
PHOSGENE.

CHOPPZR, ZLZCTRONIC. An electromechanical
device designed for converting direct current into a 
modified sqiare wave of the same frequency as, and 
bearing a definite phase relationship to, the driving 
sine wave of the applied alternating current.*

chord. Specif. An assumed straight line tangent to 
the lower surface of an airfoil section at two points, 
or a straight line between the leading and trailing 
edges of an airfoil section, or between the ends of 
the mean line of an airfoil section; the distance be
tween the leading and trailing edges of an airfoil 
section. See: chord, mean aerodynamic; moan chord.

chord direction. In stress analysis, the direction paral
lel to the intersection of the plane of the internal wing 
trass with the plane of symmetry of the aircraft. 
When a wing has two internal trusses in nonparallel 
planes, the plane bisecting the dihedral angle between 
these two planes should be used. See: drag; lift 
direction.

chord force or component In stress analysis, a force, 
or component, in the chord direction.

। chronograph
chord length. The length of the projection of the air

foil on its chord.
chord, mean aerodynamic. The chord of an imaginary 

airfoil which would have force vectors throughout 
the flight range identical with those of the actual 
wing or wings.

chord, mean, of a wing. The quotient obtained by di
viding the wing area by the span.

chromatic aberration. An aberration of a lens which 
causes different colors or wave lengths of light to be 
focused at different distances from the lens, resulting 
in colored fringes around the borders of objects seen 
through the lens.

chronograph. 1. General. An instrument for measuring 
time. 2. As applied to ballistics, an instrument for 
determining velocity by measuring the time required 
for a projectile to travel a known distance, thus 
furnishing the data for determination of the velocity. 
A complete chronograph usually consists of two main 
systems, one for detecting the projectile as it passes 
two (or more) points whose distance apart and dis
tance from the muzzle are known accurately; and a 
second system for recording these passages on a time 
scale, thus supplying information that is readily con
verted into velocity. The velocity obtained in this 
manner is the average velocity between the recorded 
points. Th' is converted to vnutle velocity by add
ing to it the velocity lost, which is obtained from 
tables or cha> > which take into account the form 
factor (shape) o> the projectile and the distance which 
it has traveled.

Special chronographs which do not consist of the 
two distinct systems covered above have been de
veloped and are sometimes used for special situations. 
One such chronograph utilizes high speed photographs 
of the projectile taken at short, known intervals of 
time. The distance traversed by the projectile be
tween exposures can be measured on the film and the 
velocity determined.

Some of the systems for detecting passage of the 
projectile are: '

a. Bonlengt tcreen. K flat frame on which is 
strung a continuous wire making vertical passes 
separated by small intervals. The ends of the wire 
are connected to, and are part of, the chronograph 
circuit. Passage of the projectile through two 
separated screens breaks the wire and interrupts an 
electrical circuit in each case.

b. Aberdeen tcreen. A flat frame on which two thin 
metal sheets are mounted so as to be insulated from 
each other, and separated by a small distance. The 
projectile, in passing through the screens, provides a 
means for completing an electrical circuit in each 
case.

c. Solenoid coil. A coil wound on a round wooden 
frame large enough in diameter to permit passage of 
the projectile through its center. The projectile is 
premagnetized, so that passage of the projectile 
through two separated coils induces an electric im
pulse in the coil in each case.

d. Photoelectric tcreen. This is so designed that 
passage of a projectile alters the amount of light, 
failing upon it and thus produces an electrical signal 
or impulse. Two of the types of photoelectric screens 
are as follows:
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(1) Sky ter tn. Utilizes natural light and is 

adaptable to outdoor firings.
(2) Lumiline tcrctn. Utilizes artificial light and 

is used principally in indoor ranges.
Some of the systems used for measuring the time 

intervals are:
a. Bonlengi chronograph. This was the first rea

sonably accurate velocity measuring instrument. Since 
it is less accurate and slower in operation than the 
instruments described below, it is no longer used. 
Therefore only the principle will be covered. Passage 
of the projectile through the first screen breaks the 
circuit, disengaging an electromagnet and permitting 
a rod to fall. Passage through the second screen 
permits a second rod to fall. Provision is made by 
action of the second rod for recording on the first 
rod the distance through which it fell while the pro
jectile was traveling between the screens. By treat
ing the falling rod as a free falling body, the recorded 
distance can be converted to time.

b. Aberdeen chronograph. Consists of a motor 
turning a drum at a known constant speed. Mounted 
close to the drum, and in circuit with it and with the 
Aberdeen screens, are needle points. A specially 
prepared strip of paper is mounted on the inside of 
the drum, held in place by centrifugal force when the 
drum is turning. When the projectile completes the 
circuit between the two faces of each screen, a spark 
passes to the drum, perforating the paper. The dis
tance between the two perforations can then be con
verted into velocity.

c. Camera chronograph. This was formerly "ailed 
tolenoid chronograph since it was used with the 
solenoid coil. It consists oi a photographic oscillo
graph utilizing a rotating drum camera about 20" in 
diameter and a cathode-ray tube. Timing lines 
corresponding to .001 second intervals are spaced on 
the film. Any of the detection screens described can 
be connected to the cathode-ray tube and passage of 
the projectile then produces a change in voltage which 
will be recorded on the film. Distance between these 
occurrences can be read directly in time, and com
puted to velocity.

d. Counter chronograph. A device using an oscil
lator producing a frequency of 100,000 cycles per 
second and a neon light panel for counting and re
cording the .lumber of cycles during the interval it 
takes a projectile to pass between two detecting de
vices. Almost immediate results are obtained to a 
very high degree of accuracy. This method is well 
adapted to use with photoelectric screens, and can be 
made in portable units for use in the field.

e. Machine gun chronograph. This is essentially 
an automatic counter chronograph which permits re
cording time intervals of automatic cannon and ma
chine gun fire. Readings are provided on electro
sensitive papers, thus providing a permanent record. 
The instrument operates in precisely the same man
ner as the counter chronograph, except that it can 
record the times, reset itself, and be ready for the 
next round at rates above 1800 rounds per minute. 
In addition to recording velocities of each, round 
fired, the instrument records rate of fire.

f. Field chronograph. A wholly self-contained de
tection and measuring device for field use. One type 
only will be described. This type uses a wave oi 
known frequency which is transmitted along the trs-

circular error
jectory from a point in back of the gun. The wave 
reflected from the moving projectile causes a Doppler 
effect. The resulting electronic phenomena are 
transmitted to an oscilloscope, giving data from which 
the projectile velocity can be computed.

CHRONOMETER. An instrument for precisely de
termining time, manufactured to close tolerances to 
assure the time-keeping qualities of dependability 
and consistency of rate. These qualities are ac
curately ascertained by comparison with more exact 
devices or by asttonomical methods so that the ac
cumulated error may be taken into account when de
termining time. Its usual uses are to indicate time 
for navigational purposes, and to serve as a reference 
for less accurate timepieces. It is usually provided 
with a winding indicator dial and is usually mounted 
in gin-bais to maintain the instrument in a level po
sition. May consist of a spring driven or other type 
of movement which is capable of exacting perform
ance without regulation throughout th* normal range 
of room temperatures. Not designed for carrying on 
the persen.*

chafing. An uneven or nonuniform burning of solid 
propellant, as in a rocket motor. Cf: chugging.

chugging. An irregular combustion of liquid fuels in a 
rocket engine, due to incorrect mixture or poor 
chamber design. Cf: caufing.

chute. 1. Short for ‘parachute.’ 3. Any passage or 
slide through which objects are directed, as a case 
ejection chute, feed chute, or link ejection chute 
(which see under separate entries).

CHUT I, AMMUNITION. A chute through which 
ammunition is supplied to the gun or cannon pre
paratory to firing.*

CHUTE, EJECTION. A chute through which the 
link or case is expelled from the gun or ca.tnou.*

CI (abbr). i. 'Cast iron.’ 3. ‘Center of impact.’
cigarette burning. In rocket propellants, black powder, 

gasless delay elements, and pyrotechnic candles, the 
type of burning induced in a solid grain by permitting 
burning on one end only, so that the burning pro
gresses in the direction of the longitudinal axis.

Cincinnati Ordnance District One of the eleven 
districts into which the United States is divided for 
purposes of industrial mobilization, procurement, con
tract negotiation and administration, etc., by the 
Ordnance Corps. Embraces the State of Kentucky; 
the counties of Warren, Tippecanoe, Clinton, Howard, 
Grant, Blackford, and Jay, and all counties south 
thereof in the State of Indiana; and the counties of 
Darke, Miami, Clark, Greene, Fayette, Pickaway, 
Hocking, Morgan, Noble, Perry, and Monroe, and 
all counties south thereof in the State of Ohio; and 
the State of Tennessee, including the city of Bristol, 
Virginia-Tennessee. The main office is located in 
Cincinnati, Ohio.

circle of confusion. The circular image of a distant 
point object as formed In a focal plane by a lens.

circle of least confusion. Optics. A focal plane be
tween the two focal points of a lens affected by 
astigmatism where the roost clearly defined image 
can be obtained.

circular error. 1. A bombing error measured by the 
radial distance nf a point of bomb impact, or mean

MKfi
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point of impact, from the center of the target, ex
cluding grots errors. 2. With an airburst atomic 
bomb, the bombing error measured from the point 
on the ground immediately below lire bomb burst to 
the desired ground zero. See ground sero.

circular error average. The bombing error in a given 
bombing attack, expressed as the average radial 
distance of the bo.ab impacts, or mean points of im
pact, from the center of the target.

circular probable error. (CEP) 1. The probable 
bombing error expressed in terms of the radius cf a 
circle centered on the desired mean point of impact 
(DMPI) of a bombfall and containing half of the 
expected bombfall, excluding gross errors; also 
sometimes applied to the actual bombing error. 2. 
With an airburst atomic bomb, the probable bombing 
error expressed in terms of the radius of a circle 
centered upon the desired ground zero (DGZ) the 
radius from that point being projected horizontally 
to the point below the bomb burst. Gross errors are 
also excluded in atomic bombing. 3. With reference 
to guided missiles, a probable eiror expressed in 
terms of the radius of a circle within which one-half 
of a given number vi missiles can be expected to fall. 
Gross errors are usually excluded. See : C1P (abbr).

circular scan. A radar scan in which a given point 
on the directed beam describes a circle in space with 
the antenna at the center. Hence, circular ecauning. 
See: acan.

circular system. A system for controlling guided 
missiles.

The missile automatically sends out a signal to 
two radio stations, and times the echoes to keep itself 
on course.

circumferential stress. See: atreaa, circumferential.
cis- Helion. See : orbits of plants.
cio-Jovian. See: orbits of planets.
els-Lunar. Sec : orbits of planets.
cis-Martian. See: orbits of planets.
cia-Mercurian. See: orbits of planets.
clo-Nsptunian. See ; orbits of planets.
cia-PIntonian. See: orbits of planets.
cia-Saturniaa. See: orbits of planets.
cis-Uranian. See: orbits of planets.
cia-Venusian. See: orbits of planets.
CK (abbr). Chemical agent, ‘cyanogen chloride’ (war 

gas).
Cl (abbr). ‘Chlorine.’
clamping circuit. Electricity, t. A circuit that main

tains either of the amplitude extremes of a wave form 
at a certain level of potential. 2. A circuit that 
clamps the base of a wave form to a given potential 
or current value.

clase I activity. See : activity.
claaa II activity. See : activity.
classification. 1. Placing of military documents, etc., 

in special groups for safeguarding defense informa
tion. The classifications, based on degree of restric
tion required, are TOP SECRET, SECRET, and 
CONFIDENTIAL. See: defense classification. 2. 
See: type clasaification.

classification of < »>go. ( niiibot l<< hIihij. See cargo 
classification

classification of def octa. In the inspection, of Ordnance 
materiel, the enumeration of possible defects of an 
item, classified in accordance with the importance of 
the effect of each defect. The customary classifica
tions, and their definitions, are:

Critical defect. One that could result in hazardous 
conditions, or prevent performance of the tactical 
function.

Major defect. One that could result in failure, or 
materially reduce the usability, of the item.

Minor defect. One that will not materially reduce 
the ability ci the item.

classified. Security. Of documents, lectures, informa
tion, equipment, films, and the like : Having a security 
classification. See: defsuM clasaification.

classified mattsr. See: defense classification.
classified military information. See: defense classifica

tion.
class A industrial property. See: Government furnished 

property.
class B industrial property. See: Government furnished 

property.
class C industrial property. See: Government furnished 

property.
class I installation. See: installation.
class II installation. See : installation.
claaa B status materiel Fixed armament, fortifica

tions, casemates, fire control, and surveillance equip
ment, power plants, and artillery materiel which 
remain in storage in their tactical location. Class 
*B’ status materiel is periodically operated and in
spected for combat serviceability.

class 1 supplies. See : supplies.
class II supplies; class II (A) supplies. See: supplies, 
class III supplies; clase III (A) supplies. See: supplies, 
class IV supplies; class IV (A) supplies. See: supplies, 
class V suppliss; class V (A) supplies. See: supplies. 
Claymore. Name given to a type of antipersonnel 

mine designed to produce a directionalized, fan 
shaped pattern of fragments.

CLEANER, VACUUM, SELF-PROPELLID. A ma
chine consisting essentially of a power driven fan, 
pick-up nozzle and hopper(s), mounted on a modified 
truck chassis. The fan creates a vacuum which 
draws debris through the pick-up nozzle and deposits 
into the hopper. It is designed specifically for re
moving all loose debris, such as dirt, stones, small 
metal pieces and the like from runways, taxiways, 
roads and other paved surfaces.*

cleaning brush. See: BRUSH, CLKANING (as modi
fied).

cleaning gun. A mechanical hand-operated device 
using the ejector principle to throw a spray of clean
ing solvent mixed with air or steam on engines, 
chassis, machinery, or other equipment and parts to 
remove surface deposits of grease and/or foreign 
matter.*

cleaning rod. See. ROD, CLEANING, SMALL 
ARMS.



cloth, lens
clip loading machias. Device for placing cartridge* in 

clip*.
clipping circuit Electronice. A pulse-shaping network 

which removes that part of a wave form which tend* 
to extend above (or below) a chosen voltage level.

clip, plug, retaining. A spring clip designed to retain 
the male terminal of CABLE ASSEMBLY, POWER, 
ELECTRICAL, in bomb fuze well.

CLIP, SAFETY, ARMING WIRE. A spring clip de
signed to pas* over an arming wire and tightly grip 
the wire to act a* security for the free end of the 
arming wire, to prevent premature arming of a bomb 
fuze.

CLOCK, DKLAY, UNDERWATER MINE. A safety 
device designed to delay the arming of an under
water mine. It* purpose i* to allow the planting 
craft time to withdraw from the mine field.*

clock mathod. Method of calling shot* by reference to 
the figures on an imaginary dock dial assumed to 
have the target at its center; clock face method; 
clock system. Thus, a shot directly above the target 
is at 12 o'clock. The same method is sometimes psed 
to name the direction of a wind; for example, a 
wind directly from the left is a 9 o’clock wind.

close coatrol radar. Specially modified precision-type 
ground radar net which is used for the purpose of 
close positioning of aircraft over a target normally 
difficult to locate or invisible to the pilot.

cloeed bomb. A test device used for tbe evaluation of 
the thermochemical characteristics of costtbustible 
material*. Also called ’closed chamber.' The closed 
bomb is a thick-walled, alloy steel cylinder with re
movable threaded plug in each end. One plug con
tains the ignition system, and the other plug is instru
mented to permit recording of pressure-time. The 
bomb is cooled by a water jacket. The closed bomb 
is used for determining the interior ballistic proper
ties of propellants, such as the linear burning rate, 
relative quickness and relative force, under varying 
condition* of pressure and temperature.

closed ehambet. See: closed bomb.
closed pit test A test conducted on high explosive 

loaded projectiles and bombs with charges not ex
ceeding 200 pounds, to determine the number and 
weight distribution of the fragments resulting from 
the functioning of the charge. The loaded item is 
detonated while buried in sand, and the sand is then 
sifted to recover the fragment*. The test is now 
recognized a* being somewhat unreliable because of 
loss of the smaller fragments, and secondary break
up of fragment* by the effect of tbe surrounding sand. 
Other method* of determining fragmentation char
acteristics are now employed.

cloth, cartridge. Special fabric used to hold tbe pro
pelling charge for large gun*. Must not leave bunt
ing residue when gun is fired. Formerly silk was 
used exclusively for this purpose but other satisfac
tory fabrics have been developed. Used in making 
propellant bag*. See also: bag, pnpeUasL

CLOTH, LENS. A plain, balanced woven material 
having a high sley. It is chemically treated to aid in 
the removal of grease, soil, and grit from optical 
lenses, glass equipment, or other finely polished 
surfaces, without causing injury to them.*

clear 73
clMr. 1. To give a person a security clearance. 3. a.

To operate a fun so as to unload it or make certain 
no ammunition remains, b. To free a gun of stop
page*. S. To clear an engine, to open the throttle of 
an idling engine to free it from carbon. 4. Electronic 
coenfHtert. To restore a storage or memory device to 
prescribed state, usually that denoting zero.

elaaraaca. 1. Space allowed between moving parts of 
gun* and machinery. 2. Elevation of a gun at such 
an angle that a projectile will not strike an obstacle 
between the muzzle and the target. 3. Authority 
permitting individuals, cooperating in Department of 
Defense work and having a legitimate interest there
in, acceas to classified information, materiel or equip
ment or admission to restricted areas or installations 
where such information or materiel is located. (Se
curity clearance.)

•toaraacs, angle of. See: angle of clearance.
clearance tt See: It
clearing Hock. Wooden block placed between the bolt 

and the rear of the barrel of an automatic weapon 
to present closing of the action and to show that the 
gun is unloaded.

Cleveland Ordnance District One of the eleven 
district* into which the United States is divided for 
purpose* of industrial mobilization, procurement, con
tract negotiation and administration, etc., by the Ord
nance Corps. Embraces the counties of Erie, Mercer 
and Crawford in the State of Pennsylvania, and the 
counties of Mercer, Auglaise, Shelby, Champaign, 
Madison, Franklin, Fairfield, Licking, Muskingum, 
Guernsey, Cambridge and Belmont and all counties 
north thereof in the State of Ohio. The main office 
is located in Cleveland, Ohio. Official symbol: 
ORDEE.

Cleveland Ordnance Plant Ordnance Corps field in
stillation, formerly called ‘Cleveland Tank Plant,’ 
located at Cleveland, Ohio.

climatic teat A test to determine the efficiency of 
personnel or materiel under any given set of actual 
or simulated climatic condition*.

etiaometar. An instrument for measuring an angle of 
elevation, at that between a gun bore and the hori- 
sontal; accurately graduated and calibrated for use 
in boresighting. Se ■. also: quadrant

CLINOMETER, ELEVATION. An optical instru
ment consisting of a sighting tube and a quadrant 
scale plate, used to ascertain the angle of elevation 
of an object.*

CLINOMKTKR, ELEVATION AND DEPRESSION, 
SURVEYING. An instrument consisting of an arc 
scale mounted within a circular case. It is used for 
measuring angle* of elevation and depression. Ex
clude* LEVEL, SURVEYING.*

sits master net Device placed in the bore of a gun 
to support a clinometer; bore rest.

clip. See: CLIP, CARTRIDGE.
•Up, ammunition. See: CLIP, CARTRIDGE.
CLIP, CARTRIDGE. A metallic device used to con

tain rifle or revolver cartridge* for ease of loading 
into the receiver of a rifle vi th? cylinder of a re
volver. See also: MAGAZINE, CARTRIDGK.*
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ciend attack. Attack made by means of a toxic gas, or < 

aerosol cloud for harassing and/or casualty effect.
eleud ewitck. Electrical switch in an antiaircraft artil

lery fire control data system used to facilitate chang
ing from visual to radar fire control or vice versa.

eloti (»bbr). ‘Cluster.’ ' 1

ctaater. (clstr) 1. A collection of small bombs held 
together by an adapter (or dropping. Example: 
CLUSTER, FRAGMENTATION BOMB. 2. A py
rotechnic signal consisting of a group of stars or 
fireballs. Example : amber star, cluster. 3. A group- < 
ing of rocket motor* fastened together. Example: ( 
CLUSTER. ROCKET MOTOR. ♦. A group of three 
antipersonnel mines.

clnatet adapter. See : ADAPTER, CLUSTER, BOM B; ' 
LAUNCHER, BOCKBT, AIBCBAFT. 1

clatter, aimable. A cluster of bombs held togethei so 
as to be aimed and dropped by ordinary bombing 
methods. See also: adapt*?, cluster, aimable.

CLUSTER, FRAGMENTATION BOMB. A cluster 1 
of fragmentation bombs, so arranged that more than 
one bomb can be suspended and dropped from a single i 
station of a bomb rack on an airplane. Popularly 
called 'frag cluster.* (

CLUSTER, GAS BOMB. A cluster of gas bombs, so 
arranged that more than one bomb can be suspended 
and dropped from a single station of a bomb rack on । 
an airplane.

CLUSTER, INCENDIARY BOMB. A cluster of in
cendiary bombs, so arranged that more than one bomb 
can be suspended and dropped from a single station 
of a bomb rack of an airplane.

cluster, racket engine. A grouping of rocket engines 
fastened together designed to function as a single 
propulsion unit.

CLUSTER, ROCKET MOTOR. A grouping of two 
or more rocket motors fastened together designed to 
function as a single propulsion unit.*

dutch. A mechanical device which facilitates engaging 
or disengaging of two shafts or rotating members by 
the employment of positive, magnetic, or friction type 
connections. It is controlled either by manually- 
operated lever(s) or foot-operated pedal(s) or by 
automatic means.*

CLUTCH, FRICTION. A clutch which transmits mo
tion or power from the driving to the driven mem
ber by the frictional resistance between the engaging 
surfaces.*

CLUTCH HALF, FRICTION. That portion of a 
CLUTCH, FRICTION which transmits or receives 
motion or power by engagement with the mating 
member.*

CLUTCH, MAGNETIC. A clutch which transmits 
motion or power from the driving or field member 
to the driven or armature member, and whose fric
tion surfaces are drawn and held together by mag
netic attraction when electric current is applied.*

CLUTCH, POSITIVE. A clutch which t-ansmits 
motion or power from the driving to the driven mem
ber by the engagement of interlocking projections 
and/or recesses in one member with matching re
cesses or projections in the other member.*

I coating compound, plastisol
CLUTCH, SLIDING SLEEVE, an internally splined 

metallic clutch, operating on a splined shaft, designed 
to transmit motion or power to an abutting shaft by 
means of engaging the external splines on the driven 
shaft. Usually manually operated.*

clutter. See : radar clutter.
clutter diagram. A diagram which indicate, areas in 

which fixed echoes appear at various angular heights 
from a particular radar *i*e.

CM (abbr) Countermeasure'
embt (abbr). ‘Combat.’
cml (abbr). ‘Chemical.’
CmlC (abbr). ‘Chemical Corps.'
CMP (abbr). ‘Computed maximum pressure.’
CN (abbr). Chemical agent, 'chloroacetophenone’ (tear 

gas).
CNB (abbr). Chemical agent, ‘chloroacetophenone

benzene’ (tear gas solution).
CNC (abbr). Chemical agent, 'chloroacetophenone

chloroform’ (tear gas solution).
CNS (abbr). Chemical agent, ‘chloroacetophenone-

chloropicrin-chloroform’ (tear gas solution).
CN solutions. Tear gas fillings for munitions. See 

also: CHEMICAL AGENT, CHLOROACETOPHB- 
NONE SOLUTION.

CO (abbr). ‘Commanding Officer.’
coal powder. An unglazed finely granulated black 

powd?’* made with coal in lieu of charcoal, relatively 
slow burning, used normally blended with meal 
powder to attain a desired burning time.

coal tar. One of the products obtained during the de
structive distillation of bituminous coal. By further 
distillati.>'t vnd by chemical processes, it can be 
separated into numerous compounds. Many are used 
in the manufacture of explosives: benzene, toluene, 
phenol, aniline.

eoares astting. Preliminary adjustment of a sight in 
laying a gun. A coarse setting is made first on the 
main scale; then the fine setting is made on the 
associated scale of smaller graduations.

coaran eight. Adjustment of the sight of a gun so that 
a part of the front sight is seen through the notch 
in the rear sight. Cf: fins aight

coated optics. Optical lenses, prisms, etc., the surface* 
of which have been treated to cut down surface re
flection of light, thus resulting in greater optical 
efficiency.

COATING COMPOUND, BULLET TIP. A pig
ment (s) dispersed in a vehicle composed of wax, 
thinner(s) and/or solvents. Used for coating the 
tips of projectiles of small arms ammunition for 
scoring purposes during target practice.*

COATING COMPOUND, PLASTISOL. A composi
tion of vinyl chloride base resin dispersed in a 
plasticizer, with or without colorants, stabilizers, and 
other agents, primarily used as a protective coating 
on various surfaces against the effects of exposure to 
various elements, such as weather, fuels, lubricants, 
acids, and other generally deleterious elements. The 
compound must be fused at approximately 350 de
grees or more to achieve a tough flexible, and non- 
porous coating after application. A primer may be
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coaxial antenna
used to form a base for adhesion of the compound.
See also: RESIN COATING, THERMOSETTING *

••axial aataaaa. An antenna comprised of a quarter 
wavelength extension to the inner conductor of a 
coaxial line and a rad. iting sleeve which in effect 
Is formed by folding back the outer conductor of the 
coaxial line for approximately one-quarter wave
length.

coaTill Um. A cable having concentric conductors. 
Used as a transmission line for audio, radio, and 
television signals.

coaxial asackis* gun. A machine gun mounted in
tegrally with the primary gun of a tank. The ma
chine gun can be separately bore sighted so that line 
of fire may cross that of the primary gun at any 
desired range.

cobalt bomb. See: bomb, cobalt
Cobra. Name given to a wire-guided antitank missile 

carrying a shaped charge warhead.
seek. 1. To draw back the hammer, bolt or pl iger of 

a firearm to make ready for firing. 2. Io set a 
bomb-release mechanism so as to make ready to 
drop the bomb or bombs.

ooakiag lover. A lever for drawing back (sometimes 
also for lowering) the striker or hammer of an 
automatic firearm.

oods. Electronic comfutere. A system of symbols 
and their use in representing rules for handling the 
flow or processing of information; to actually prepare 
problems for solution on a specific computer.

teds, instruction. Electronic computers. An artificial 
language for describing or expressing the instruc
tion which can be ca rried out by a digital computer. 
In automatically sequenced computers, the instruction 
code is used when describing or expressing sequences 
of instructions, and each instruction word usually 
contains a part specifying the operation to be per
formed and one or more addresses which identify a 
particular location in storage. Sometimes an address 
part of an instruction is not intended to specify a 
location in storage but is used for some other 
purpose.

If more than one address is used, the code is 
called a multiple-address code.

CODER, AUDIO FREQUENCY. A component 
which in accordance with a predetermined combina
tion of circuit elements, supplies specific audio fre
quencies to other electronic equipment(s). See also: 
CODER, RADIO BLACON.*

CODER-DECODER, INTERROGATOR SET. A 
component which supplies coded pulses for an inter
rogator set in accordance with a predetermined 
combination of signals and accepts and decodes the 
keyed pulses from a transponder set.*

CODER-MONITOR. A component which performs 
the dual function of providing signals in accordance 
with a predetermined combination and examining 
part of .the output from other components or sets.* 

CODER, RADAR, GUIDED MISSILE. A component 
which supplies keying pulses in accordance with a 
predetermined combination of signals. Designed to 
be used in a CODER SET, RADAR. GUIDED 
MISSILE and/or RADAR SET GROUP to furnish 
signals for triggering a transmitting system of a

coincidence range finder
radar, which transmits command signals to a guided 
missile in flight. Excludes CODER, AUDIO FRE
QUENCY; CODER, TRANSPONDER SET?

CODER, RADIO BEACON. A component which sup
plies keying pulses for radio frequency energy beacon 
equipment in accordance with a predetermined com
bination of signals*

CODER SET, RADAR, GUIDED MISSILE. A set 
which provides coding facilities in accordance with 
a predetermined combination of signals for triggering 
a transmitting system of a radar, which transmits 
command signals to a guided missile in flight. See 
also: CODER, RADAR, GUIDED MISSILE.*

CODER-TRANSMITTER. A single component with 
the dual function of generating impulses in accord
ance with a predetermined combination, and of trans
mitting these impulses to another component(s) cr 
set(s).*

CODER, TRANSPONDER SET. A component which 
supplies keying pulses for a transponder set in ac
cordance with a predetermined combination of sig
nals. Excludes CODER, AUDIO FREQUENCY*

COE (abbr). ‘Cab over engine.’
coefficient of form. See: fem factor.
coefficients, performance. As pertains to propellant 

actuated devices, indexes of performance defined as 
change of thrust, velocity or acceleration with re
spect to temperature over the range, —65*F to lfiO*F. 
See also: propellant actuated device.

C of Ord (abbr). ‘Chief of Ordnaice,’ U. S. Army.
COIL, IGNITION. An item specifically <.'.signed to 

produce the high voltage necessary to provide a spark 
for igniting combustible mixtures, primarily in in
ternal combustion engines.*

COIL, STARTING. An item designed to increase the 
output of induction coils, ignition coils or magnetos 
during engine cranking periods by being connected 
as an auxiliary inductive load in the primary cirar! 
of the induction coil, ignition coil or magneto. The 
increase is due to an induced current surge when the 
current is interrupted by another item such as timer, 
distributor or vibrator. It does not include a vibra
tor but may include relays, resistors, and capacitors. 
Includes single and multiple units.*

COIL, UNDERWATER MINE. An Hem designed to 
detect changes in an underwater mine’s magnetic 
field made by the passing of a ship.*

coincidence. Office. Agreeing as to position; corre
sponding. In a coincidence-type range finder, when 
the two half-images of a distant object are aligned, 
they are said to be ‘in coincidence.’

coincidence adjustment. Range adjustment in a coin
cidence range finder.

coincidence prism. A compound prism, cosuisting of a 
system of small prisms cemented together, used la a 
coincidence range finder to bring the images from ths 
two objectives to a single eyepiece for viewing.

coincidence rang* finder. Optical instrument far de
termining distances. By adjustment, separate (metres 
seen through the two eyepieces can be asads to 
coincide A reading of the adjustment gives the 
distance.

.......................... ■■.......... । «•»*................................ mu, i.i
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coke-bottle shape. A popular name given to the shape 

of certain aircraft with an indented fuselage designed 
after the area-rule concept.

cold extrusion. A method of forming metal in which 
high pressure is employed to force metal through a 
die opening. Recent developments have extended this । 
application to include steels as well as the softer 
metals. The forming may be done around a punch, 
in which case hollow forms, such as tubing, cartridge 
cases, or projectile bodies, may be produced.

cold formlag. Synonym for cold extrueisn (which see) 
as applied to projectile manufacture.

cold proeaiag. Synonym for cold extrusion (which see) 
as applied to projectile manufacture.

cold rooau Special room in which equipment is cooled 
to prescribed low temperatures for testing.

cold-worked Of metals: Worked to form without 
heating.

cold-worked case. Steel cartridge case produced by 
method of cold working. This produces high physical 
properties.

cold-werhad [is. Gun produced by cold working, 
that is, by radial expansion (which see).

cold working. 1. The forging or working of a material 
without applying heat When performed on metals 
such as steel, the physical properties may be con
siderably altered. 3. S^tcij. A method of gun 
manufacture by radial expansion, which sec.

CoUoetiag point A point designated for the assembly 
of personnel casualties, prisoners of war, stragglers, 
disabled materiel, salvage, etc, for further move
ment to collecting stations ot r.'.ar installations.

Mllsetive Ire. Combined fire of various small arms 
concentrated on a given target or area.

collective lean. A convex or positive *ens used in an 
optical system to collect the field rays and bend 
them to the next optical element. It prevents th« 
loss of light. Sometimes used to denote a convergent 
or convex lens.

collimate. 1. Bring into line; make parallel. L Adjust 
accurately the line of sight of a surveying instrument, 
telescope, or camera. 9. Adjust the sight of a gun 
so that it is parallel to the axis of the gun barrel.
4. Adjust the optical axis of an optical sight or the 
electrical axis of a radar beam to make the axes 
parallel.

collimating sight Sight equipped with a collimator. 
The collimating sight is set parallel with the axis 
of the bore of tl»e gun in horixontal direction, but 
adjustable in elevation, so that it can be kept focused 
on an aiming point while the gun is raised or 
lowered.

collimator. Optical device used to align the sights of 
a gun with the vertical plane through the axis of the 
bore. It can be moved in elevation independently of 
the gun, so that it can be kept sighted on an aiming 
point. A double collimator is used to measure the 
parallelism of range finders.

COLLIMATOR, IMFBABBD. An item, which in
cludes a light or heat source and ai< optical system, 
designed to assist in the alignment of the optical 
system of infrared equipment.*

COLLIMATOB, TXLBSCOPB. A small, tubular item 
utilising an eyepiece, cross hair reticle, and an ob-

> combat development study
jcctivr lens, to align the optical axis to the mechatn 
cal axis of a telescopic instrument It does not have 
the viewing power of a telescope. It may have two 
like item* secured in a common holder for simul
taneous ch eking of a dual optical system.*

color code. A system of ammunition identification by 
color, wherein each item of ammunition is painted 
with a color or combination of colors in accordance 
with a code to make for ready identification, par
ticularly when out of its origin?! container. This 
system also applicable to other items for ease of 
identification, such as electric wirinp, capacitors, re
sistors. pipe lines, etc.

colored marker projectile. See: projectile, colored 
marker.

colored smoko. Gaseous products of a distinctive color. 
Smokes are a class of chemical agent (which see). 
The basis for a colored smoke is a volatile dye, which 
upon condensing forms a colored cloud. The dye 
may be volatilised by e- plosion of a burster charge, 
as in a colored marker projectile or by combustion 
of a fuel mixed with the dye, as in a colored smoke 
candle. Colored smoke munitions are made in several 
forms, including projectiles, bombs, grenadet and 
candles. They may be employed as signals, target 
markers, sone identification markers, etc. Some of 
the most satisfactory smoke colors are red, green, 
yellow and violet.

colrua. Eltctrotuc comfuttrt. One of the character 
or digit positions in a positional notation representa
tion of a unit of information; columns are usually 
numbered from right to left column, sero being the 
right-most column if there is no point, or the column 
immediately to the left of the point if there is one; 
a position or place in a number in which the posi
tion designates the power of the base and the digit 
is the coefficient, e g., in 3876, the 8 is the coefficient 
of 10*, the position of the 8 designating the 2.

coma. Optict. An aberration of a lens which causes 
oblique pencils of light from an object point to be 
imaged as a comet-shaped blur instead of a point. 
This aberration is caused by unequal refraction 
through the different parts of the lens.

combat analysis. A theoretical analysis conducted to 
determine the probable effectiveness of an existing or 
projected weapons system under combat conditions.

combatant. 1. Inlmtational low. Individual member 
of a belligerent force subject to the laws, rights, and 
duties of war. 2. Soldier or unit assigned to duty 
as an active fighter or fighting unit, as di'tinguisbed 
from duty in any of the services, such as adminis
trative, supply or medical.

combat development. The research, development, and 
testing of new doctrine and organisation, and their 
early integration with new materiel into the Army 
to obtain the greatest combat effectiveness.

combat development field exporimant A field trial 
usually under controlled conditions designed to col
lect data on operations, organisations, or materiel 
for use in preparing new or modified operational or 
organisational concepts or qualitative materiel re
quirements.

combat development study project A study directed 
toward a determination of operational concepts and 
techniques, new organisations, or qualitative materiel
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rrquircmentv fur the arm) in the field, or a Mudy । 
which contribute* to sinh determination

combat development teat project. A troop test directed 
at the determination of the feasibility and desira
bility of operational or organizatinnal concepts, the 
suitability of materiel, or combination of these tasks. 
See also: user test. I

COMBAT ENGINEER VEHICLE, FUL L TRACKED.
A self-propelled armored vehicle, utilizing a combat 
tank chassis, designed to accomplish essential pio
neer tasks within combat areas. Inc ludes a demoli- 1 
tion gun in a revolving turret and attachments, such 
as winch(es), boom (5), bulldozer, and A-frame. It 
may have provisions for special attachme its, such as 
mine exploder, mine detector, or mine laying devices. 
Excludes TANK, COMBAT, FULL TRACKED.*

t I
combat oervicscble item. An item of equipment which

is complete, ready to perform immediately at its 
rated capacity, and will remain serviceable under 
severe operating conditions for a reasonable length 1 
of time.

combat surveillance radar. An Army radai with the 
normal function of maintaining continuous watch 
over a ground combat area See: battery acquisition 
radar; defense acquisition rsdsr.

combat tire. Pneumatic tire of heavy construction 
which is designed to operate without air pressure for 
a limited distance in an emergency.

combat vehicle. (CV) \ land or amphibious vehicle, 
with or without armor or armament, designed for 
specific functions in combat or battle. <

The installation of armor or armament on vehicles 
other than combat vehicles does not change their 
original clas-: fication.

combat sooe. (CZ) 1. Specif. A region in a theater 
of operations where fighting takes place, or where 
space is designated for the operations of friendly 
combat forces, extending from the front line to a 
line or boundary designated by the theater com
mander. 2. A combat area. Popular.

In sense 1, the sice of a combat zone depends upon 
the size of the forces assigned, the nature of the 
operations contemplated, the character of the lines of 
communication, terrain features, and enemy capa
bilities.

combination fuse. See: fuse, combination.
combination microphone. A microphone consisting of 

a combination of two or more dissimilar microphones.
Examples of combination microphones are: two 

oppositely-phased pressure microphones acting as a 
gradient microphone, and a pressure microphone 
and a velocity microphone acting as a unidirectional 
microphone.

combination vehicle. Towing vehicle (prime mover) 
and a towed load (trailer).

combined engineer user teat. A test performed jointly 
by the interested technical service and the user on 
test items or systems. It is applicable to situations 
which involve expenditures of expensive, critical 
material, or where there is but one item of equipment 
available, only one site on which the equipment may
be tested, or but one facility suitable for conducting 
the test.

r committed

combined shop. Integrated maintenance facilities al an 
installation under a centralized control, regardless 
of echelon of maintenance of technical services con
cerned

combustible cartridge case. See case, cartridge, com
bustible.

combustion. The continuous rapid combination of a 
substance with various elements such as oxygen or 
chlorine it with various oxyge< bearing compounds, 
accompanied by the generalise of light and heat.

combustion chamber. 1. A chamber or cylinder-like 
assembly in a rocket engine, jet engine, or the like 
where the propellant is burned. Also called a *blast 
chamber,* 'burner,' or ‘bring chamber.* 2. The apace 
between a piston and the cylinder head of a recipro
cating engine at the end of the compression stroke.

combustion starter. See: STARTER, ENGINE, DI
RECT COMBUSTION; STARTER, ENGINE, 
GAS TURBINE.

esmbustor. A name generally assigned to the com
bination of flame holder, igniter, combustion chamber, 
and injection system of a ramjet

command. (comd) 1. Control exercised over an air
borne guided riissile or other pilotless air vehicle 
through transmission of electronic signals. 2. 
Electronic computer/. A pulse, signal, or set of 
signals initiating one step in the performance of a 
computer operation. See: instruction. 3, To govern 
the movements and reactions of an airborne guided 
missile or other pilotless air vehicle by electronic 
signals.

command control. See: command guidance.
command destruct equipment. See: missile destruct 

system.
command fuse. See: fuse, command.
command guidance. A type of electronic guidance of 

guided missiles or other guided aircraft wherein 
signals or pulses sent out by an operator cause the 
guided object to fly a directed path. Also called 
‘command control.*

The -signals sent may be based on information 
derived from telemetering, ground-based radar, visual 
reference, etc. See: command-guided miaaile.

command-guided miaeilo. A missile guided by a system 
that requires two radars, one to watch the target, 
the other to track the missile.

A computer combines the data from each radar to 
give the missile flight directions.

command installation, /fnwy. Any installation of the 
Department of the Army including nonmanufacturing 
arsenals, primarily used or useful for activities of 
the Department of the Army other than for the pro
duction of material, munitions, or supplies. See also: 
activity; industrial installation; installation; sabin- 
stallation.

commercial-typo vehi •. A motor vehicle designed to 
meet civilian requ irements and used by the Army, 
without major modification, for routine purposes in 
connection with the transportation of supplies, person
nel and equipment

committed. Term descriptive of the condition of a fuze 
when the arming process has reached the point from 
which arming will continue to completion in spite 
of the absence of any arming forces.
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common hardware. Maintenance and /apply. Ex- i 

peudable hardware item* having multiple applications 
(e.g., nuts, bolts, screws, washers, pins, keys, groin- । 
nets).

common item. Piece of equipment or materiel of 
supply which is used or procured by more than one 
technical service. <

common parts. Manufactured parts which may be used 
commonly on two or more major items.

common projectile. See . projectile, common.
common rappliee. Those supplies common to two or 

more services.
common toola. Items of tools and tool equipment whkn 

are found in common usage, or which are applicable 
to a variety of operations or to a single operation 
on a variety of materiel. Screwdrivers, hammers, 
drill presses, lathes, welding equipment, battery 
chargers are examples of common tools.

communications tone. Rear part of theater of opera
tions (behind but contiguous to the combat rone) 
which contains the lines of communications, establish
ments foi supply and evacuation, and other agencies 
required for the immediate support and maintenance 
of the field forces.

CommZ (abbr). ‘Communications zone.' '
comp (abbr). 'Composition.'
COMP A-3 (abbr). ‘Composition A-3’ (explosive).
company. Basic administrative and tactical unit in 

most arms and services of the Army. A company '•/ 
on a command level below a battalion and aoove a 
platoon and is equivalent to a battery of artillery, etc.

COMPARATOR, MEMORY ADDRESS, COMPUT
ER. An item that correlates the contents of the 
main address counter, and auxiliary address counter, 
and furnishes a signal when coincidence occurs. 
It is a component of an electronic data processing 
equipment.*

COMPARATOR, OPTICAL PROJECTION. An in
strument designed to inspect or measure, by optical 
projection, the wear, tolerance or distortion of an 
item which is difficult or impossible to inspect or 
measure directly.*

COMPARATOR, TARGET PARITY CHECK. An 
item that correlates the characteristics of a complex 
signal such as that received from an airborne trans
ponder, with the characteristics of a pilot signal, tor 
determining the validity of target aircraft during 
utilization of electronic identification techniques.*

COMPARATOR, VISCOSITY, OIL. An instrument 
that indicates by direct reading the viscosity of a 
sample of oil in Saybolt Seconds. The unit operates 
by a comparison factor with a sealed-in oil of known 
viscosity.*

compaia, aperiodic. Magnetic compass in which the 
pointer comes to rest in the final position by one 
direct movement and without oscillating. See also: 
compass, magnetic.

compass azimuth. Angle measured clockwise from a 
north point determined by means of a compass read
ing. Because of variations of the compass, it may 
not agree with an azimuth measured from true 
magnetic north.

I complementary angle of site
compass bearing. Direction or bearing as given by a 

compass reading.
compass compensation. Method of adjusting a compass 

to compensate for the magnetic forces exerted by 
nearby metals, parts of an aircraft or a ship's struc
ture, etc.

compass coarse. Course of an aircraft, tank, person, 
etc., as indicated by the horizontal angle between 
the north-south line, as shown by a compass, and 
the direction of motion of the a:rcraft, tank, person, 
etc.

compass error. 1. False compass needle reading in
duced by deflection because of nearby metallic ob
jects, static electricity, or improper adjustment of 
the compass. 2. The total difference between the 
reading of north on the compass and true north.

COMPASS, GYRO. An instrument utlizing a gyro
scopic principle to determine true north.*

compaaa heading. A heading measured relative to 
compass north.

compass, lensatic. Compass equipped with a magnify
ing glass for reading the scale, used in making ac
curate measurements such as azimuths for fire con
trol.

compass, magnetic. An instrument utilizing a magnetic 
need!' or indicator and a graduated dial or card to 
determine direction in relation to the magnetic poles.* 

compass north. The direction indicated by the needle 
or other sensing element of a magnetic compass.

Compass north and magnetic north differ in that 
the former may be determined by other influences 
than the earth's magnetic held.

compatibility. In connection with ammunition, refers 
almost exclusively to chemical compatibility; that 
is. the ability of a given material to exist unchanged 
under certain conditions of temperature and moisture, 
when in the presence of some other material. If this 
condition exists, the two materials are said to be 
compatible. Thus black powder is compatible with 
zinc plated steel, but is incompatible with bare brass. 
Incompatibility may result in loss of effectiveness or 
in extreme hazard. The term is also sometimes used 
in its general sense; as, for instance, a given pro
pellant is compatible with a given projectile, if the 
ballistic results on firing are favorable.

COMP B (abbr). 'Composition B* (explosive).
COMP C-4 (abbr). ‘Composition C-4' (explosive).
compensator. Any device used to offset or allow for 

undesirable forces or motions.
For example, on some small arms, a type of com

pensator may be used to hold down muzzle rise and 
reduce recoil; on a direction finder, a compensator 
is that part which automatically compensates for 
deviation in the direction indicator.

COMPENSATOR, DEPTH, UNDERWATER MINE. 
A hydrostatically actuated item designed to increase 
the sensitivity of a firing mechanism when an under
water mine exceeds a predetermined depth.*

complementary angle of site, (comp site) A correc
tion applied to correct for the nonrigidity of the 
trajectory. In theory the trajectory may be rotat'd 
up or down through small vertical angles about the 
origin without materially affecting its shape. When 
large angles of site are used, this assumption will
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79 compressor, piston ring
lerial that may be <ast or molded, in this sense the 
word 'composition' is found followed by a letter, or 
by a letter and a numeral, designating the kind of 
explosive. Some of the more important compositions, 
with ingiedients and approximate percentages, are 
as follows:

( .imposition A-J: RDX/wax, 91/9
(^imposition B: RDX/TNT/wax, 59.5/39.5/1.0 
Composition B-2 RDX/TNT, 60/40
Composition B-3: RDX/TNT, 60/40; the RDX is 

of controlled granulation.
Composition C-4: RDX/Polyisobutylene binder, 

91/9.
compound engine. A reciprocating engine utilizing its 

exhaust gas to rotate a turbine.
Power developed by the turbine may be conveyed 

back to the engine shaft, or utilized to drive ac- 
ceisoties.

compound Iona. A lens composed of two or mors 
separate pieces of glass. These component pieces or 
elements may or may not be cemented together. A 
common form of compound lens is a two-element ob
jective. one element being a converging lens of crown 
glass and the other being a diverging lens of flint 
glass. The surfaces of the two elements are ground 
to eliminate aberrations which would be present in 
a single lens.

Cw^ipouad strata. A combination of two or more 
str .'»es.

compresatbflUy, modulus of. The fractional change in 
volume per unit change of pressure.

comprtsaion-iguiUos sagiae. A type of reciprocating 
engine using a fuel which is sprayed into the cylinder 
and ignited by heat resulting from the compression 
of the air charge in the cylinder. See also: EN
GINE, DIESEL.

coa praaaioa-pressure ratio. Auto. The ratio of the 
final pressure reached during compression divided 
b; the pressure at the beginning of compression. 
Absolute pressures are used.

compression ratio. See: compression-volume tatio.
compreeeioa rib. An airfoil rib especially constructed 

to take the force of compression.
compreasioa-volume ratio. Auto. The sum of the 

volume of the piston displacement and the i learance 
volume between the piston head when on top dead 
center and the cylinder head, divided by the clearance 
volume between the piston head when the piston is at 
top dead center and the cylinder head. The normal 
use of the term compression ratio is based on this 
relationship.

compression wave. Aerodynamics. A shock wave hav
ing the effect of increasing the density of air as the 
wave passes through it.

A compression wave is distinguished from an 
expansion wave.

COMPRESSOR, GUN RECOIL SPRING. An item 
specially designed to facilitate the compression and 
decompression of the helical spring(s) in equilibra
tors, recoil and counter-recoil cylinders, and re
cuperators on an artillery weapon.*

COMPRESSOR, PISTON RING. A hand held, hand 
operated device designed to compress one or more 
piston rings into piston grooves for installation into 
a cylinder.*

complete carry
cause sigTHlKant iiiuiv I' I*' intrudm < <i Ihitr 
(ore, in carefully piejiaml bimg 'lata, i <>i rections 
should be determined (mm the complementary angle 
of site tables listed m the tiring tables

eemidata carry. See carry.
eemyiate penetration. 1 In the Aim... penetration ob

tained when the projectile in the target light 
through the target can be een Iron, the rear of 
the target. 2. In the Navy, penetration obtained 
when the projectile passes through the target intact 
or a major portion of the projectile passes through

complete round, ft K) AH of the components of animu 
nition necessary to lire a given gun or hieatm once, 
also applied to all the components of other items ol 
ammunition, such as aerial bombs, roilels, etc. See 
also: bomb complete round.

complete ronnd acceptance teat. For each lot of am
munition this is the final check on the proper as
sembly of the round and determination of its ability 
to function satisfactorily under service conditions, 
a. Velocity phase Provides a check on the powder 
charge as loaded, with service components, by meas
uring the muzzle velocity developed and determining 
the uniformity thereof. The powder lot is the con
trolling factor, b Safety phase: Stresses the round 
more than could be reasonably expected in service, 
so as to bring to light defects which might, under 
service conditions, produce malfunctioning (including 
prematures). Here, the shell lot and fuze lot arc 
the control'ing factors, c. Functioning phase: Tests 
the ability of the round as issued to function 
satisfactorily within presci ibed tolerances and to 
ascertain the limit of probable malfunctions. In this 
test the fuze lot is the controlling factor.

complete-round chart. (I R(. ) Pubheation of the 
Chief of Ordnance setting forth pertinent informa
tion on each complete round of ammunition, includ
ing the identification of each oi its components.

component. 1. Essential part of a whole, such as a 
trigger in a firing mechanism or a g nzrator in a 
radio set. 2. Subassemblies or parts, which together 
with other subassemblies, parts or end items, when 
assembled, become an item of issue. 3. Maintenance 
and supply. A group of connected assemblies and 
parts which is capable of operation independently 
but may be externally controlled or derive its power 
from another source (computer, engine, transmission, 
electrical generator).

component, time-change. Maintenance and supply. A 
component which because of design limitations or 
safety is removed from an end item for rebuild or 
overhaul after a specified period of operation (eg., 
an aircraft component).

composite defense. In antiaircraft artillery, a defense 
that employs two or more types of fire units which 
are integrated into a single defense.

compoelte propellant. A solid propellant consisting 
of ar. inorganic oxidizer in powder form, thoroughly 
mixed with an organic fuel vhich also serves as 
the binder of the oxidizer pirtici-s May be pre
molded or cast directly in a rocket motor. See also: 
PROPELLANT GRAIN

eompoaite rigid projectile. See. projectile, composite
rigid.

composition, (comp) I: ipl«sitv< An explosive nia-



comp site omputer, track
comp tit* (abbr) 'Compl'-mcntar) angle of site ’ 
computed maximum prearar*. (CMP) See : pr*Mur*j, 

(M.
computer. A machine designed to determine the answer 

to a specific mathematical problem. Excludes CAL
CULATING MACHINE.*

COMPUTER, ALTITUDE DIFFERENTIAL A 
computer specifically designed for determining the 
difference in altitude between a vehicle such as an 
aircraft in which it is installed, and a target such 
as another aircraft.*

computer, analog. A computer that works on the 
principle of measuring, as distinguished from count
ing, in which the measurements obtained, as voltages, 
resistances, etc., are translated into desired data. 
Cf: computer, digital.

Analog computers range from the relatively simple 
devices of the slide rule and airspeed indicator to 
complicated electrical machines used for solving 
mathematical problems. Radar and gun directors lean 
heavily upon this type of computer. See: differential 
analyser.

COMPUTER ASSEMBLY, AZIMUTH-RANGE. An 
item consisting of a COMPUTER, AZIMUTH and 
a COMPUTER, RANGE having a common mount
ing or mounted on each other. Excludes COM
PUTER, COURSE-DISTANCE.*

COMPUTER, AZIMUTH. A computer for the de
termination of horizontal angular measurements from 
a base line. See also: COMPUTER, NAVIGA
TIONAL.*

COMPUTER, BALLISTICS. A computer which 
utilises a power driven mechanism and/or electronic 
or electrical circuits to calculate the trajectory of a 
projectile in relation to a target.*

COMPUTER, DESTINATION PRESET. A com
puter utilizing electronic control signals for the de
velopment of flight parameters to one or more pre
determined terrestrial locations. See also: COM
PUTER, TARGET INTERCEPT.*

computer, digital A computer that works on the 
principle of counting, as distinguished from measur
ing. Cf. computer, analog.

Digital computers make up a family of computers, 
ranging from the abacus to the business-office adding 
machine, to electrical relay computers as used in 
telephone exchanges, to the complex electronic cal
culators, such as Enloe (which see). Electronic 
computers use either a decimal or binary system of 
notations.

COMPUTER, ELEVATION. A computer which uti
lises a power driven mechanism and/or electronic or 
electrical circuits to calculate vertical angular meas
urements from a reference level. May include ac
cessories.*

COMPUTER, ERROR, RADAR DATA. A computer 
which utilizes a power driven mechanism and/or 
electronic or electrical circuits to make error cal
culations by means of information derived from radar 
equipment. May include accessories.*

COMPUTER, GRIVATION. A computer for the de
termination of the angle between grid north and 
magnetic north as a function of longitude convergency 
in the terrestrial polar regions.*

COMPUTER GROUP, BALLISTICS DATA. A col
lection of items, two or more being major electronic 
components, which is not capable of performing a 
omplete operational function by itself, but which 

when added to a set provide^ ballistics data computing 
(unctions.*

COMPUTER GROUP, GUIDED MISSILE. A group 
specifically designed to compute intelligence data 
received from a guided missile for azimuth, elevation, 
range correction and motor shutoff commands. Con
tains a test system and signal simulator for testing 
the computing units. Excludes COMPUTER 
GROUP, BALLISTICS DATA. See also: COM
PUTING-TRACKING GROUP, RADAR.*

COMPUTER, GUN DIRECTION. A computer which 
utilizes a power-driven mechanism and/or electronic 
or electrical circuits to compute gun-laying problem* 
based on geometric, ballistic, and meteorological data. 
It calculates azimuth and elevation angles and fuze 
settings. Excludes COMPUTER, BALLISTICS*

COMPUTER, HORIZONTAL DISTANCE. A com
puter consisting of a base, a rotating disk, and an 
index arm. It is specifically designed for meteor
ological use to determine the horizontal distance 
from an observation point when the height of the 
object is knew;,.*

COMPUTER, MAGNETIC VARIATION. A computer 
which provides automatic computation of magnetic 
variation.*

COMPUTER, METEOROLOGICAL DATA. A com
puter which utilizes a power driven mechanism 
and/or electronic or electrical circuits to mathemati
cally process received information to determine 
meteorological data. May include a recorder.*

COMPUTER, MISSILE GUIDANCE. A computer 
utilizing electronic data for the development of con
trol signals to establish a collision course with an 
airborne and/or surface target. Excludes COM
PUTER, TARGET INTERCEPT; COMPUTER, 
DESTINATION PRESET.*

COMPUTER, NAVIGATIONAL. A computer for the 
determination of two or more navigational factors 
such as altitude, direction and velocity. See also: 
COMPUTER, AZIMUTH; COMPUTER, RANGE.*

COMPUTER, POSITION, BOMB DROPPING. A 
computer which permits the accomplishment of pre
cision bombing without the aid of visibility.*

COMPUTER, RANGE. A computer for the determina
tion of the range between two or more points.*

COMPUTER SET, BALLISTICS. A complete set 
for the determination of the trajectory of a projectile 
in relation to a target, and for the solution of fire 
control problem*.*

COMPUTER, TARGET INTERCEPT. A computer 
utilizing electronic control signals for the develop
ment of flight parameters that will establish a co - 
lision course to an airborne target. See als> : 
COMPUTER, DESTINATION PRESET*

COMPUTER, TIME INTERVAL RATIO. A com
puter for determining the ratio between two or more 
time intervals.*

COMPUTER, TRACK. An item used to determine 
the actual path of an aircraft relative to the earth** 
turface.*



condole, launcher control
cone of nulla Radar A conical surface formed by 

directions of negligible radiation.
cone of sight General core formed by straight lines 

radiating from the eye tc the outer boundaries of an 
object.

conf (abbr). ‘Confidential.*
confidentiaL (conf) Of classified material: Having 

such security status that its unauthorized disclosure 
could be prejudicial to the defense interests of the 
nation. See: cUeeification; defense classification.

Often capitalized or written in full caps.
confiMasonL Physical restriction, or degree of such 

restriction, to passage of detonation wave or reaction 
zone as, for example, that of a resistant container 
which holds an explosive charge. See also: charge, 
confined

conical bora. Elcctroacousticc. A horn whose cruee- 
sectional area increases as the squat*- al the axial 
length.

conical scan. In radar, a scan made by a beam de
scribing a cone, the point from which the beam is 
radiated being at the apex of the cone. Hence, 
conical scanning.

conjugate focal points (also conjugate foci). Oftict. 
Those pairs of points on the principal axis of a mirror 
or lens so located that light emitted from either point 
will be focused at the other. Related points in 
object and image located optically so that for every 
point on the object there is a corresponding point in 
the image.

console. A grouping of controls, indicators, and similar 
items contained in a specially designed model cabinet 
for floor mounting and is an operator’s permanent 
working position. Normally includes desk facilities. It 
may include components of an electronic set or an 
electrical system. Excludes SWITCHBOARD (as 
modified).*

CONSOLK, ASSAULT KIRK COMMAND, GUIDED 
MISSILK. A console specifically designed to be 
used in assault position(s) where close tactical 
guided missile support is required. It is used in lieu 
of a GUIDED MISSILE BATTERY CONTROL 
CENTRAL which is less adaptable to assault phase 
operations. Provides facilities for audiovisual target 
detection, tracking and fire control of two or more 
guided missile launchers. May include inter-com
munication facilities. Excludes CONSOLE, GUID
ED MISSILE BATTERY CONTROL; CONSOLE, 
MISSILE TRACKING; CONSOLE, TARGET 
TRACKING. See also. CONSOLE, MISSILE 
GUIDANCE.*

CONSOLK, GUIDKD MISSILE BATTERY CON
TROL. A console specifically designed to be used in 
a guided missile remote control system. It provides 
facilities which indicate the states of each missile 
in a battery, prior to aad including launching and 
firing. Also includes provisions for monitortag and 
adjusting circuits of an acquisition radar, cathode-ray 
tube presentation, and automatic plotting facilities 
showing target and missile data. May include inter
communications facilities. Excludes CONSOLE, 
RADAR SET*

CONSOLE, LAUNCHER CONTROL. A console 
specifically designed for controlling and monitoring

computer, zone wind 81
COMPUTER, ZONK WIND, A computer which 

utilizes a power-driven mechanism or electrical cir
cuits in order to compute two or more wind features 
such as direction and velocity within various altitude 
zone levels. The thickness of each zone level is 
selected at the >ption of the operator and is de
termined by the tactical application of the computed 
data. May include accessories.*

computing guaaight. A gunsight, esp. one for aircraft 
machine guns, that automatically calculates for wind, 
range, and other variables, and enables a gunner to 
hit his target.

Some types of computing gunsights may be used 
also for rocket-firing and bombing. See: gun-bomb- 
rocket eight

competing eight Any sight which includes an electri
cal or mechanical means for computing the proper 
angle between the line of sight to the target ard the 
line of departure of the projectile. It usually includes 
means for automatically establishing the angle.

COMPUTING-TRACKING GROUP, RADAR. A 
group that provides radar computing and tracking 
facilities.*

CONAD (abbr). ‘Continental Air Defense Command.’ 
CONARC (abbr). ‘Continental Army Command.' 
esaesptira. Patent law. The mental act in the making 

of a patentable invention which must precede re- 
ducti »n of the invention to practice, both of which 
elements are required to qualify for a patent.

concrete piercing fuse. See: fuse, coacreto piercing.
concrete piarciag projectile. See: projectile, eoacrete 

piarciag.
ccacarreat repair parte. Those parts, tools and ac

cessories procured and delivered into the Army sup
ply system concurrently with delivery of end items. 
Such items are for support of maintenance during 
period between initial issue of end item and establish
ment of supply records to permit subsequent procure
ment and replacement by normal methods.

concussion fuse. See: fane, concussion.
concussion grenade. See: grenade, offensive.
CONDITIONING KIT, ROCKET. A specifically de

signed item consisting of a tent shaped shelter of 
quilted insulated cloth, a light metal framework for 
support and a forced air heating unit for maintaining 
a rocket within its prescribed firing and/or storage 
temperature limits. May contain hand tools for as
sembling.*

cone. The hollow, conical shaped liner of a shaped 
charge. See also: charge, shaped.

cone of diaporaioa. I. A term which can be applied to 
the pattern in space formed by any one of numerous 
phenomena which originate in a point source and 
spread out in conical form from the source. 3. Cone- 
shaped pattern formed by the paths of a group of 
shots fired from a weapon with the same sight set
ting; synonymous in this sense with cane of firt and 
sAm/ of fire. 3. The pattern in space from the open
ing of canister (or jirafncl, now obsolete) in which 
the preformed pellets, under thednfluence of forward 
velocity and radial velocity, spread out to form a 
cone in space.

com of fire. See: cone of dispersion.
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continuous sampling plan
contact fuse. Src : fuse, contact.
contact mine. See : mine, contact.
container. Src shipping and storage container.
CONTAINER, AMMUNITION, FIBER. A cylindri

cal item made of spirally-wound, asphalt-impregnated 
paperboard. It is designed to be used for the pro
tection of ammunition during storage, handling, 
and/or shipment. It may hr.ve a telescope type lid 
at one or both ends.*

CONTAINER, AMMUNITION, METAL. A cylindri
cal item with a detachable lid. It is designed to be 
used for the protection of ammunition during storage, 
handling and/or shipment.*

CONTAINER, BOMB, AIRCRAFT. A suspension 
device installed on, but not permanently fixed to an 
aircraft. It is designed for inclosing, attaching, arm
ing and releasing of bomb*. It may also be utilized 
to accommodate other projectile*.*

CONTAINER, DEMOLITION CHARGE. A metallic 
item of various shape* and size* designed to be filled 
with an explosive charge so a* to concentrate the 
energy of the explosive in one direction*

CONTAINER, PARACHUTE BOMB. A protective 
cover for shipping and handling a bomb parachute- 
and container.

container, returnable. Specific type of container which 
may be collapsed when the item enclosed is with
drawn in order that the container may be returned 
to point of origin in knocked down condition.

container, shipping and storage. See: ebipping and 
storage container.

contamination. Presence of, or act of placing on a 
person, object, or area, a chemical, biological or 
radiological (CBR) agent.

continuous lire. 1. Fire conducted at a normal rate 
without interruption for application of adjustment 
corrections or for other cause*. 3. In field artillery, 
a succession of salvos, the piece* being fired consecu
tively at the interval designated in the command.

continuoualy pointed firs. A system of fire control 
which supplies firing dats to the gun continuously 
instead of at a fixed interval, such a* predicted con
centration.

continuous-pull firing mechanism. This type of firing 
mechanism is used on weapon* firing fixed or semi
fixed ammunition. Aside from safety devices, the 
firing lock is not affected by motion of the breech
block. The complete operation of a continuous-pull 
firing mechanism is effected by one continuous pull 
of the lanyard. There are three phase* in the firing 
cycle: (1) Cocking phase. The first part of a pull 
on the lanyard compresses the firing spring. (2) 
Firing phase. The remaining part of the lanyard's 
movement disengage* the sear, thus allowing the 
spring to expand and force the firing pin against the 
primer, firing it. (3) Retracting phase. The lanyard 
slacks, and the firing mechanism part* return to their 
position at rest.

continuoua sampling plan. An inspection and sampling 
plan, under which a large number of consecutive unit* 
of the product as produced are inspected, and if this 
inspection show* the product to be satisfactory, fol
lowed by sampling and inspection and/or test of 
the qualified product. This method is applied only
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two or more guided missile launching sections. It 
provide* facilities which indicate the status oi each 
missile in a battery, prior to and inc'udnig launch
ing, and furnishes this data to a CONSOLE, GUID
ED MISSILE BATTERY CONTROL. May include 
intercommunication* facilities. See also: SELEC
TOR, LAUNCHER CONTROL *

CONSOLE, MISSILE GUIDANCE. A console that 
is used with associated electronic sets and components 
for the command control of a guided missile.*

CONSOLE, MISSILE TRACKING. A console spe
cifically designed for tracking a guided missile from 
time of launch to point of intercept with an airborne 
target It is used with an ANTENNA-RECEIVER- 
TRANSMITTER GROUP, MISSILE TRACKING. 
Exclude* CONSOLE, MISSILE GUIDANCE; 
CONSOLE, GUIDED MISSILE BATTERY CON
TROL*

CONSOLE, TARGET TRACKING. A console spe
cifically designed for tracking an airborne target to 
point of inten pt with a guided missile. It is used 
with an XNTENNA-RECEIVER-TRANSMITTER 
GROUP, TARGET TRACKING. Excludes CON
SOLE. MISSILE GUIDANCE; CONSOLE, GUID
ED MISSILE BATTERY CONTROL*

fteaatilt amplitude recording. Electroacoustics. A 
mechanical recording characteristic wherein, for a 
fixed amplitude "of a sinusoidal signal, the resulting 
recorded amplitude is independent of frequency.

constant-pressure combination. Combustion of fuel in a 
cylinder at a rate slow enough so that there it no 
rise in cylinder pressure. 'Hie slow-speed air-in- 
jtction diesel is a constant-pressure-combustion en
gine.

constant recoiL Of recoil systems: Having no mean* 
of variation of the length of recoil. Cf: variable re* 
ceiL

constant velocity joint A universal joint designed to 
transmit rotary motion between two shafts at an 
angle to each other with no differential in speed.

constant-velocity recording. Electroacoustics. A me
chanical recording characteristic wherein, for a fixed 
amplitude of a sinusoidal signal, the resulting re
corded amplitude is inversely proportional to the 
frequency.

constant-volume combustion. Combustion in a cylinder 
while there is no change in clearance volume. All 
the energy of combustion goes to raise the cylinder 
pressure. The gasoline engine and many high speed 
diesels have constant-volume combustion, or operate 
on the Otto cycle.

constrained shell analysis. A* applied to the design 
of rotating bands for artillery projectiles, an analysis 
that recognises the possibility of band failure at one 
of three areas: the band land surface, the band land
groove fillet, or the inner surface of the band, and 
provide* formula* for checking each of these points.

constrictor. The exit portion of the combust ion cham
ber in some design* of ramjets, where there is a 
narrowing down of the tube at the exhaust.

contact Are. Method of firing a mine by which the 
mine is exploded immediately when touched by a 
vessel, vehicle or person. See: mine, contact.
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trul the operation of an ARMING DEVICE, GUID
ED MISSILE WARHEAD*

CONTROL, GYROSCOPE, GUIDED MISSILE 
TAIL. An item designed to govern the control 
surfaces of the tail of a guided missile.* 

controllability. A quality of a missile, aircraft or 
other vehicle that makes for effectiveness and ease of 
control.

coutrollad-devicM countermeasure. Usually p/. Any 
electronic countermeasure (which see) against guided 
missiles, pilotless aircraft, proximity fuzes, or similar 
devices.

controlled fragment. See: fragment, controlled.
controlled line. In a computing gunsight system, an 

imaginary line the direction of which is directly 
determined by the operator or servomechanism when 
tracking a target and used for reference.

controlled mine. See : mine, controlled.
controller. A device used to control, in some prede

termined manner, an output delivered to the ap
paratus that is to perform the required function(s).* 

control-plane. The qualifying te»m which describes 
the transmitting antenna on an aircraft which radiates 
the control signal by which a guided bomb is steered.

control, proportional Control in which the action to 
correct an error is made proportional to that error.

CONTROL, REMOTE, LAND MINE FUZE. A con
trol utilized to accomplish selective arming and dis
arming of land mine fuzes from a position located in 
friendly territory.*

CONTROL, SEARCHLIGHT. A component which 
determines the mode of operation of a searchlight.*

CONTROL, SENSITIVITY TIME, RADAR. An item 
that increases the near target detection capability of 
a radar set, hy accelerating the receiver rise time 
through the trailing edge of the transmitter pulse. 
The control may also be adjusted to provide inter
pulse dead time space for the transfer of signal data 
to other equipment.*

control surface. 1. In a broad sense, any movable air
foil used to guide or control an aircraft, guid.d mis
sile, or the like in the air, including the rudder, 
elevators, ailerons, spoiler flaps, trim tabs, and the 
like. 2. In restricted usage, one of the main control 
surfaces, i.e., the rudder, an elevator, or an aileron.

CONTROL SURFACE ASSEMBLY, GUIDED MIS
SILE. An assembled item usually consisting of a 
fin, initial control rudder, stabilizer, and a servo
mechanism. M-v also include mounting hardware, 
receiving, and. transmitting antennas. For items 
consisting of two or more control surface assemblies 
see: CONTROL SURFACES EIT, GUIDED MIS
SILE. See also: FIN, GUIDED MI88ILE; RUD
DER, INITIAL CONTROL, GUIDED MI88ILE; 
STABILIZER (as modified).*

CONTROL SURFACES EIT, GUIDED allSSILE. 
Two or more CONTROL SURFACE ASSEMBLY, 
GUIDED MISSILE, designed to provide the stabili
zation and guidance control necessary to a guided 
missile. Electronic command circuits to guidance 
components may be completed through plug-in con
nections. May include mounting hardware, receiving, 
and/or transmitting antennas.*

contr
to production o( the conveyer-line type, where forma
tion of inspection lots for lot-hy-lot acceptance would 
be artificial, and sampling of the product as produced 
furnishes better control.

contr (abbr). ‘Contract; contractor.’
contracting offlcar. Any officer or civilian employee 

authorized to enter into and administer contracts 
and to make determinations and findings with respect 
thereto.

contractor ▼chicle. Administrative vehicle which will 
not be given the appearance or marking of a military 
vehicle and will not be operated under a United 
States Army registration number because the vehicle 
has been turned over for operation by the contractor 
at a contractor-operated installation or facility To 
assist in maintenance of property, the United States 
Army registration number is painted within th. i.cod.

contract termination. Termination or cancellation, in 
whole or in part, of work under a prime contract for 
the convenience or at the option of the Government, 
except for default of the prime contractor, or of 
work under a subcontract for any reason, except the 
default of the subcontractor.

coatra-iajection. The injection of fuel into the air 
stream in a direction opposite to the flow of air.

control 1. A device used to govern a machine or 
mechanism in operation. Excludes governor and 
regulator. 2. Electrical/ Electronic. A component 
which governs the operation of another component 
or grouping of components. Excludes control, sense 
1 and controller, sense 1. Do not use for such items 
as switches, circuit breakers, regulators, relays, 
rheostats and the like which are used without the ad
dition of other parts to accomplish this function.*

CONTROL, ALTITUDE, GUIDED MISSILE. A spe
cifically designed control which is manually preset 
to establish maximum altitude of a guided missile's 
flight. May include facilities for presetting final 
dive angle. Excludes CONTROL, ALTITUDE, AU
TOMATIC PILOT; CONTROLLER. FLIGHT, 
AUTOMATIC PILOT*

CONTROL, ANTENNA. A component which de
termines the mode of operation of an antenna *

control, bug-bang. See: bang-bang control.
CONTROL, BOMB FUZE. A control consisting of 

a panel containing dials, relays, switches, or the 
like. It is used to determine the mode of operation 
of a bomb fuze.*

control circuits. The circuits of a digital computer 
which affect the carrying out of instructions in 
proper sequence, the interpretation of each instruc
tion, and the application of the proper commands to 
the arithmetic element and other circuits in ac
cordance with this interpretation.

CONTROL, DIRECTION FINDER. A component 
that determines the mode of operation of a direction 
finder*

CONTROL, ELECTRICAL FREQUENCY. An item 
which electronically permits frequency excursions 
within predetermined limits from either side of the 
fundamental frequency of another iteir. such as radio 
frequency oscillator. Excludes DRIVE, TUNING.* 

CONTROL, GUIDED MISSILE WARHEAD ARM
ING DEVICE. An item specifically designed to coti-

av^SM
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control system
control system. A coordinated gioup oi components 

designed to exert a directing influence on other com
ponents. The system for properly maneuvering a 
missile in response to guidance intelligence furnished 
by the guidance system; this usually includes an 
autopilot, servos, and control -urfaces or jets.

CONTROL UNIT, PARACHUTE, UNDERWATER 
MINE. A barometrically actuated item designed to 
open an underwater mine parachute at a prede
termined altitude."

control vehicle. t. Vehicle in which the commander or 
internal control officers ride. 2. A standard vehicle 
of known capabilities operated alongside an experi
mental test vehicle for purposes of comparison.

coaveatioaa) bomb. See: bomb, coavoationaL 
coavergiag bra. Fir^ from a number of guns directed 

at the same spot.
converging lens. Also known as convergent lens, 

positive lens, convex lens, collective lens. A lens 
that will converge parallel light. One surface of a 
converging lens may be convexly spherical and the 
other plane (planoconvex), both may be convex 
(double convex), or one surface may be convex and 
the other concave (convexoconcave, meniscus con
verging). A converging lens is always thicker at 
the center than at the edge.

CONTUSION KIT, DEPTH CHARGE. A group of 
items designed to convert a depth charge to a 
controlled mine or a demolition kit." See also: 
CHARGE, DEPTH; domolitioa kit; mine, controlled.

CONVERSION KIT, FIRE BOMB. A group of items 
designed to convert a fire bomb from impact type of 
fuxing to variable time type of fuzing."

CONVERSION KIT, FRAGMENTATION BOMB.
A group of items designed to convert fragmentation 
bomb(s) from fin assembly type of stabilization to 
parachute type of stabilization."

converaiM traaoducor. A transducer in which the 
input and useful output frequencies are different

converter. 1. Electrical or Mechanical. A machine 
or device that changes alternating current to direct 
current, or the converse 2. A machine or device 
that changes the frequency of periodic phenomena. 
3. A machine or device that changes one type of 
signal to another (e.g.. AM to FM). 4. Xuclcar. A 
reactor that uses one kind of fuel and produces 
another (e.g., consumes U'-'*n and produces Pu from 
U!«). Cf : broodor.

CONVERTER, DRIFT ANGLE-GROUND SPEED. 
An item that processes drift angle and ground speed 
signals received from a computer into a form suitable 
for use by other components of a navigational com
puter set." •

CONVERTER-OSCILLATOR. An item having the 
dual functions of changing the waveform of re
ceived frequency shift signals to amplitude modulated 
or direct current signals and of generating a radio 
frequency signal to be applied to a radio transmitter." 

CONVERTER, WAVE FORM. A device which by 
means of electron tube(s) or other electronic or 
electrical means accepts an input signal, usually of 
sinusoidal wave form, and produces an output signal 
whose wave form is radically different from that of 
the input signal. Excludes items containing pulse
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generators requiring external triggering. See also: 
NETWORK, PULSE FORMING, and CHOPPER, 
ELECTRONIC."

convertible vehicle. Vehicle that can be changed from 
the wheeled type to the track-laying type.

convex lens. See: converging lens.
convexo-concave leas. A lens with one convex and 

one concave surface; it is mounted with the convex 
surface toward the object.

cook-off. The deflagration or detonation of ammuni
tion caused by the absorption of heat from its en
vironment. Usually it consists of the accidental and 
spontaneous discharge of, or explosion in, a gun or 
firearm, caused by an overheated chamber or barrel 
igniting a fuze, propellant charge, or bursting charge, 

coolixg fin. Any one of a number of vanes machined 
around a cylinder on an air-cooled engine in order 
to offer more surface area to the flow of cooling air. 

coordinate, (cord) In mathematics and mapping, any 
of two or more distances that define the position of a 
point, line, or plane by reference to a fixed figure or 
system of lines. The reference X- and Y-lines used 
in common problems involving graphs are coordinates.

copper. Short for gage, copper crusher (which see), 
copper crusher gage. See: gage, copper crusher.
coppering. Metal fouling accumulated in the bore of 

a weapon due to repeated firing. The metal is 
deposited from the rotating bands or jackets of the 
projectiles.

copper preseure gage. See: gage, copper cnuher.
copyright. The right of literary property as recognized 

and sanctioned by positive law. An intangible, in
corporeal right granted by statute to the author or 
originator of certain literary or artistic productions, 
whereby he is invested, for a limited period, with the 
sole and exclusive privilege of multiplying copies of 
the same and publishing or selling them.

cord (abbr). ‘Coordinate.*
CORD, DETONATING. Flexible fabric tube contain

ing a filler of high explosive intended to be initiated 
by a blasting cap or electric detonator. See also: 
face.

eordeau. See: CORD, DETONATING.
cordite. Traditional British propellant. Double base 

prope'lant in the form of cords, composed of gun
cotton, nitroglycerin, and mineral jelly, used by some 
foreign nations, and to some extent in the US, as a 
propellant. See: propellant.

cord propellant. See: cordite.
CORE MEMORY UNIT. An electronic item which 

accepts and systematically retains digital input data 
in such a manner as to facilitate rapid recovery of 
the stored information. The item consists of one 
or more three dimensional memory array frames and 
wired ferrite cores. Includes core select ar circuitry 
and signal drivers. May include memory address 
register. See also: MAGNETIC DRUM, DATA 
STORAGE."

Coriolis (110410. Those phenomena that deflect a pro
jectile or missile during flight to the right in the 
northern hemisphere and to the left in the southern 
hemisphere. These effects arc due to the rotation of



corner reflector
the earth anti applj generally to all particles travel
ing across a rotating surface

corner reflector. A combination of metallic surface* 
mutually intersecting to form an inside corner, 
especially designed to reflect electromagnetic radia
tions efficiently.

A corner reflector may be used as a marker or as a 
component of a certain kind of antenna o.- it may be 
used to render another object or location more con
spicuous to radar search.

Cornhusker Ordnance Plant Ordnance Corps field 
installation located at Grand Island, Nebraska.

Corporal. Name applied to an Army surface-to-surface 
ballistic missile designed for use as a tactical weapon 
against enemy troop concentrations or installations, 
't is liquid-fueled and is supersonic. It can carry 
either a conventional high explosive warhead or a 
nuclear warhead.

corractad azimuth. Azimuth of the axis of the bore of 
a gun firing on a moving target, after allowances 
have been made for atmospheric, materiel and other 
variable conditions.

corractad compass course. Same as magnetic course, 
corractad compaea heading. Same as magnetic heading, 
corrected deflection. Horizontal angle between the line 

of sight and the axis of the bore of the gun after al
lowances have been made for atmospheric, materiel 
and other variable conditions.

corrected elevation. Firing table elevation correspond
ing to the corrected range.

corrected lena. A compound lens, the various surfaces 
of which have been so designed with respect to each 
other that the lens is reasonably free from one or 
more aberrations.

corrected range. Actual range with allowances made 
for weather conditions, variation in ammunition, 
wear in the gun, or any other variations from 
standard conditions, so that the projectile wilt carry 
to the target.

correction. 1. Any change in firing data to bring the 
center of impact of burst closer to the target. 3. 
Electronic compnlert. The quantity which is added 
to a calculated value to obtain the correct value.

correction wedge. In optical instruments, a rotating 
wedge-shaped element used to precisely divert the 
line of sight to correct errors in the optical system 
caused by temperature variations. See : PRISM, 
OPTICAL INSTRUMENT.

correction windowe. These are optical wedges of very 
small angles. They admit light, seal out dirt and 
moisture, and are so mounted that they may be 
rotated to compensate for the accumulated errors in 
the entire system. Two are used as end windows 
on some range finders. See: WINDOW, OPTICAL 
INSTRUMENT.

CORRECTOR, CANT. A device used to correct 
gunnery errors when the gun trunnions are not paral
lel to a horizontal plane.*

corrector setting. The setting applied on the fuze setter 
in order to set the fuze at a different value from 
that determined by the normal operation of the data 
computer.

corresponding rangs. 1. Range corresponding to a
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given angle of elevation of a weapc” 2. Specif. 
Range corresponding to the lowest trajectory which 
passes safely over the heads of friendly troops.

corrosion inhibitor. See : INHIBITOR, CORROSION 
(as modified). ’

CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPOUND. A coat
ing formulated to physically exclude corrosion caus
ing substances from metal surfaces, and which can 
be removed by wiping. It may contain corrosion 
inhibitors. Excludes lubricants.*

CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUND. A chemi
cal product designed for removal of corrosion such 
as rust formed on metal surfaces by oxidation, hydra
tion, and carbonation. Excludes corrosion inhibitors 
and SCALE REMOVING COMPOUND*

Corvus. Navy air-to-surface missile with a range of 
about 100 miles. Powered with prepackaged liquid 
propellant motor. For use by carrier aircraft as 
stand-off weapon against heavily defended strong 
points.

eoamotron. An apparatus similar in purpose to the 
bavatrou but on a smaller scale.

coet-plua-a-flxed-foe contract. (CPFF contract) Type 
of contract, limited in use, whereby the contractor 
is paid a fixed fee limited to a per centum of the 
estimated cost of the contract and providing for 
payment of all allowable costs as defined in the 
contract.

cost-reimburMment-typ>* contract. Includes cost or 
cost-sharing contracts, and cost-plus-fixed-fee con
tracts.

count flow*. Period of time during which final prep
aration and checking is done before the firing of a 
missile. The term is also applied to the process of 
‘counting down* or indicating periodically the time 
remaining before ‘zero* which is the firing time.

counter. Electronic computers. 1. In mechanical ana
log computers, a means for measuring the angular 
displacement of a shaft. 3. A device capable of 
changing from one to the next of a sequence of 
distinguishable states upon each receipt of a discrete 
input signal.

The term ‘counter* is in some cases used to mean 
‘accumulator.*

counterbattery Are. Fire specifically directed against 
enemy artillery or control stations; counterbattery.

counter chronograph. See: chronograph.
counterflre. 1. Fire delivered in answer to the fire of 

an attacker. 3. Fire intended to destroy or neutralize 
enemy weapons.

countermeasures chaff. See: CHAFF, COUNTER
MEASURES.

countermeasures chaff dispenser. Sec: DISPENSER, 
COUNTERMEASURES CHAFF.

COUNTERMEASURES SET. A complete electronic 
set specifically designed to provide facilities for in
tercepting and analyzing electromagnetic energy 
propagated by a transmitter(s) and to provide a 
source of radio frequency signals which deprive the 
enemy effective use of his electronic equipment.* 

countermining. Method of destroying mines by de
tonating them with nearby explosions.
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with omnirange and distance-measuring-equipment 
transmissions.

courae-liao-deviatioa indicator. A cross-pointer in
strument indicating deviation from a course line.

course-lias selector. An instrument providing means 
to select the course to be flown.

COVER, ACCESS, GUIDED MISSILE. An item 
which is a portion of the body shell of a guided mis
sile and which, through use of hinges, catches, or 
other fastening devices, permits easy access to the 
interior of a missile. Excludes COVER, ACCESS, 
GUIDED MISSILE COMPONENTS*

COVER, ACCESS, GUIDED MISSILE COMPO
NENTS. A cover designed to provide access to a 
guided missile component for inspection, service, or 
adjustment. Do not use if a more specific name ap
plies Excludes COVER. ACCESS, GUIDED MIS
SILE*

COVER, ANTITANE MINE. An item specifically 
designed for use with light antitank mines to pre
vent entry of dirt, stone, or sand in the working 
space between the mine body and the mine pressure 
plate.*

COVER, BALLISTIC CASE NOSE SECTION. An 
item, usually of fabric, designed to provide protection 
for the nose section of a ballistic case.*

cover, fuse. Metal cover which fits over nose fuze on 
projectile to waterproof and to prevent damage during 
handling and shipment. Sometimes called ‘water
proof protective cap.’

COVER, GUN SIGHT. A removable protective item 
designed to fit over a SIGHT, FRONT or a SIGHT, 
REAR*

covering fire. i. Fire used to protect troops when they 
are within range of enemy small arms. 2. In am
phibious usage, fire delivered prior to the landing to 
cover preparatory operations such as underwater 
demolitions or minesweeping. Cf: couaterprepara- 
tion fire; preparation fire. '

COVER, PROTECTIVE, ROCKET WARHEAD. A 
collection of items consisting of a canvas cover, 
framework, and the like. Used for protection of a 
rocket warhead and operating personnel during in
stallation, and as a security measure against observa
tion of installation procedure. Excludes NET, 
CAMOUFLAGE and CAMOUFLAGE NET SET 
(as modified).*

COVER, ROCKET MOTOR, ELECTRICALLY 
HEATED. An electrically heated item consisting 
of a shell, heating element and the like, designed to 
preheat a rocket motor*

cover, rocket aossle. See: FAIRING, NOZZLE, 
ROCKET.

COVER, TANK COMMANDER'S CUPOLA. A 
cover generally made of waterproof material and 
used to protect the contents of a CUPOLA, TANK 
COMMANDER’S. It may have facilities for mount
ing on the cupola.*

cowliag. A covering of metal, wood, or other material 
for directing and regulating the flow of cooling air, 
for streamlining, or for protecting the part or section 
covered; ffcci}., an engine cowling.

CP (abbr). 1. 'Concrete piercing.* 2. 'Command post.*

countermining radius 86
cotustensialag radiaa. The least practicable distance 

between mines to avoid chain countermining.
counterpoise. 1. Mechanism that counterbalances the i 

weight of the breechblock of a large gun, making it 
easier to open and close. 2. See : COUNTERPOISE, , 
ANTENNA.

COUNTERPOISE, ANTENNA. A conductor or sys
tem of conductors, fabricated or arranged in a specific 
pattern, to simulate the properties of an electrical 
ground.*

couaterpreparatioa ire. Fire delivered in anticipation 
of an enemy attack, designed to break up enemy 
formations; disorganize the enemy systems of com
mand, communication and observation; decrease the 
effectiveness of his artillery preparatior , and im
pair his offensive spirit. Cf: covering fire; prepara
tion ire.

countarrecoU. Forward movement of a gun returning 
to firing position (battery) after recoil.

couatarracoil buffer. See: BUFFER, RECOIL MECH
ANISM.

counterroeoil mechanism. A hydraulic, pneumatic, or 
mechanical system that returns a gun into battery, 
or firing position, after recoil; a recuperator; a re
cuperator mechanism. .

counterrecoil velocity. The speed with which a gun 
returns into battery after recoil.

COUNTER, SHIP, UNDERWATER MINE. An item 
designed to count the number of ships passing over 
an underwater mine. It is set to allow detonation 
after a predetermined number of ships have passed.* 

countorwsight. A weight used to counteract another 
weight or force; a counterpoise.

coupling. Eire tricity. A mutual relationship between 
two circuits such that a transfer of energy between 
them is permitted.

COUPLING BASE, FIRING DEVICE. A device by 
means of which a standard firing device may be 
connected to a black powder igniter or blasting cap. 
The item is threaded on one end to screw into a 
standard firing device and at the other end to screw 
into a cap well of demolition charge or certain types 
of land mines. It may or may not be assembled 
with a percussion primer.*

course, (ers) 1. The angle measured clockwise be
tween true or magnetic north and a line connecting 
the point of origin and point of destination over 
which an aircraft, ship, or ground vehicle travels.
2. See: com pa as course.

course error. The angular difference between the 
planned course and the course made good.

course line. 1. A line representing the planned course 
of an aircraft or missile. 2. A line of position as 
plotted on a chart, lying parallel or almost parallel 
to the planned course of an aircraft or missile, and 
showing whether the aircraft or missile is to the 
right or left of the course.

course-line cosaputer. An airborne electronic device 
that continually computes an aircraft’s position in 
terms of its departure from course and its distance 
from destination. Also called an ‘offset-course com
puter.’

The course-line computer works in conjunction
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87 crimping groove
which are affixed to overhead and trucks at both 
ends.*

crans-shovsl. A convertible type, power operated ma
chine designed to utilize a shovel-fr >nt, a skimmer 
or backhoe attachment for excavat on work, or a 
crane boom with attachments, such as clamshell, hook, 
dragline or pile-driver*

CRANKSHAFT, ENGINE. A rotating member of 
an internal combustion engine, designed to transmit 
the linear thrust of a piston(s) and connecting rod 
assembly!ies) into axial motion.*

Crans, law of. A statement of the supposed similarity 
in behavior of shaped charges if the diameter is 
taken as the basis of comparison, and the charges are 
geometrically similar.

crash helmet Heavy padded helmet worn as protec
tion against head injuries in tank or aircraft.

crash pad. See: PAD, CUSHIONING.
crater. Hole in the ground caused by an explosion.
crater aaalyeia. Process by which the direction of 

hostile shelling is determined from analysis of the 
burst pattern of the craters. At the same time, 
fragments are collected and studied to determine 
their caliber.

cratering charge. See: charge, cratering.
CRATE, WOOD. A container of frame construction 

with sides, bottom, and top. It may be sheathed or 
unsheathed.*

CRC (abbr). ‘Complete-round chart.'
creep. 1. Forward motion of fuze parts relative to the 

missile that is caused by deceleration of the missile 
during flight. Also called ‘creep action.* 2. An 
undesirable play or movement, or a tendency thereto, 
in a mechanism. 3. Slight unintentional movement of 
a vehicle, or turret of a tank, caused by the constant 
application of a small amount of power.

creeping method of adjustment. Method of getting the 
range of an enemy position close to friendly troops 
by firing the first set of shots too far, then gradually 
and carefully shortening the range.

creep spring. In the fuze design, a spring used to 
prevent creep action. See also: creep.

crew-served. Of or pertaining to anything served or 
operated by a crew as distinguished from an indi
vidual; e g., a weapon operated by a crew of two 
or more persons.

CRIMPER, BLASTING CAP. A manually operated 
tool designed for fastening blasting caps to safety 
fuse.*

crimping. 1. Mechanical operation on metal or other 
material by which the material is permanently de
formed, usually by small undulations, friils or 
wrinkles. 2. The process by which the cartridge case 
is secured to the projectile, either by a continuous 
folding in of the neck of the cartridge case into the 
crimping groove or by a series of deformations 
(crimps) at a location somewhat below the cartridge 
case mouth. 3. In blank small arms ammunition, the 
closing in of the neck of the cartridge case to secure 
the wadding over the charge.

crimping groove. Groove around a projectile base 
which provides a means of crimping the cartridge 
case to the projectile. See also: crimping.

CPE
3. 'Center of pressure.' 4. 'Chemically pure.' J. 
'Circular pitch.'

CPE (abbr). 'C ircular probable error '
CPFF (abbr). ‘Cost-plus-a-fixed-fee.’
CR (abbr). 'C omplete round.’
crab angle. See : angle, crab.
cradle. The nonrecoiling structure of a weapon that 

houses the recoiling parts and rotates about the 
trunnions to elevate the gun.

CRADLE, BOMB HANDLING. A rigid wood and/or 
metal frame structure, designed with a concave load 
bearing surface to prevent movement of a bomb 
during handling. May be manually carried or an 
attachment for a vehicle. Excludes skids. See also: 
TRUCK, AIRCRAFT BOMB and TRAILER, 
BOMB*

CRADLE, CANNON. An item designed to support a 
cannon and which allows the cannon to recoil and 
counterrecoil. It also provides a means of securing 
the recuperator and recoil cylinders or the recoil 
piston rod(s). It has facilities for attaching to a 
mount or carriage of a gun or howitzer.* .

CRADLE, ROCKET MOTOR, AERIAL DELIVERY. 
A framework of pipe or tubing specifically designed 
to conform to the contour of a ROCKET MOTOR 
and to support it in a predetermined position while 
being transported by helicopter. May include at
tachments, such as straps, eye bolts, safety hooks, 
or the like. See also: BASKET, DELIVERY, 
ROCKET EQUIPMENT.*

CRADLE, ROCKET WARHEAD, AERIAL DE
LIVERY. A framework of pipe or tubing, specifical
ly designed to conform to the contour of a rocket 
warhead and to support it in a predetermined posi
tion while being transpotted by helicopter. May 
include attachments, such as straps, eye bolts, safety 
hooks, or the like. See also: BASKET, DELIVERY, 
ROCKET EQUIPMENT *

crans. A machine for raizing and lowering heavy 
weights and, while holding them suspended, trans
porting them through a limited lateral distance, and 
which may be manually or power operated and either 
fixed or mobile.*

crane, ammunition. Lifting device incorporated on the 
carriage of some heavy artille.-y for lifting the 
ammunition and placing it on the loading tray from 
which position it is loaded into the gun.

CRANE, BRIDGE TRAVELING. A crane in which 
the hoisting apparatus is supported by a trolley which 
runs on an overhead track, or bridge, which, in turn, 
is supported either by ground level end trucks run
ning on rails or on floor level wheels.*

CRANE, GANTRY REVOLVING. A crane in which 
the hoisting apparatus is located in the crane cab 
with the hoisting lines running over a boom to 
ground level. The crane is supported by a structural 
gantry-type framework of variable height which 
may be stationary or mobile mounted. The gantry 
is generally constructed to provide a portal clearance 
for vehicles operating under the crane.*

CRANE, OVERHEAD TRAVELING. A crane in 
which the hoisting apparatus is supported by a 
trolley running on an overhead track, on girders
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critical altitude. The maximum altitude beyond which 

the propuliion system of a guided miuile will not 
perform satisfactorily.

critical angle. Optics. That angle at which light, about 
to pass from a medium of greater density to one of 
lesser density, is refracted along the surface of the 
denser medium. When this angle is exceeded, the 
light is reflected back into the denser medium. The 
critical angle varies with the index of refraction of 
the substance or medium.

critical aagle of attack. See: angle of attack, critical.
critical defect See: claaaiilcation of defects.
critical item. An essential item which is in short 

supply or expected to be so.
critical mass. The minimum mass, when related to 

a specific shape and environment, of a fission.? .e 
material necessary to sustain a nuclear chain reaction.

critical material. Any raw or partially-processed ma
terial essential in a national emergency and not 
expected to be available in quantity, quality, or time 
to meet requirements unless stockpiling action is 
taken. Cf: strategic material.

critical preeaure ratio. In nozile flow, that outlet-to- 
chamber-pressure ratio which just produces M — 1 
at the throat

critical velocity. A term used by the British in evalu
ating the performance of an AP projectile against 
armor plate. For each combination of projectile and 
plate of certs in physical characteristics and thick
ness, there is theoretically a striking velocity at which 
complete penetration would just occur. This theo
retical velocity, determined in a certain prescribed 
manner, is called the critical velocity. See: ballistic 
limit

critical bom. Area over which a bombing plane in 
horizontal flight or glide bombing must maintain 
straight flight so that the bombsight can be operated 
properly and bombs dropped accurately.

crow-drive traaamlseioa. A transmission which 
changes speed and torque ratios, varies the speeds 
of the output shafts, and provides differential action 
to permit the steering cf t.ack-laying vehicles. It 
consists of a torque converter and a number of 
planetary gear trains, producing a split torque. The 
name is taken from the main cross shift, which is 
across the axis of power flow from the engine.

croaaflrc. Two or more intersecting lines of gunfire.
croaa hair. An inscribed line or a strand of hair, 

wire, silk, or the like used in an optical sight, transit, 
or similar instrument for accurate sighting.

A cross hair may or <nay not cross another strand 
or line.

croaaing target Moving target that crosses the line of 
sight at any angle. In firing at a crossing target, 
the firer must aim ahead of, or le.d, the target so 
that the paths of the target and bullet will meet.

cruaa-lavoL To level a weapon or instrument, such as 
a mortar or surveyor’s transit, at right angles to the 
line of sight

croon-modulation. Receivers. Modulation of a desired 
signal by an undesired signal.

croon-polarisation. The component of the electric field 
vector normal to the desired polarisation component.

crosstalk. The interference between nearby circuits, 
wherein signals in one circuit are undesirably re
produced in another, or other circuits.

crosswind. 1. Ballistics. ( omponent of the ballistic 
wind which a-:ts in a direction perpendicular to tne 
direction of fire. 2. A wind blowing from such 
direction that its princi, al effect is to cause a given 
aircraft to drift or move laterally; a wind that blows 
across something.

crosswind force. Bo//ij.‘u Component of the total 
air resistance acting . the plane of yaw perpen
dicular to the direction of motion of a projectile or 
missile. Also known as ’lilt,' esp. in connection with 
aircraft and winged missiles. See: Uli

crown. 1. The upper part of a parachute canopy. 2. 
Term often used to designate the top of an engine 
piston.

crown glasa. One of the two principal types of optical 
glass ; the other type is flint glasa. Crown glass is 
harder than flint glass, has a lower index of refrac
tion, ano lower dispersion Both types are used in 
the making o> compound lenses.

cruciform. A c. ^figuration in firm of a cross with 
equal legs, 90° apart. Shape used for certain grains 
of rocket propellant.

cruise missile. See : pilotless aircraft.
cruahsr gaga. See: gage, cc*>per cmaker.
cryogenic. Pertaining to very low temperatures of at 

least —50’C and below.
cryogenic liquid. Liquefied gas at very low tempera

ture, such as liquid oxygen, nitrogen, argon. Cryo
genic liquids are used in missile systems for propul
sion, pressurisation and refrigeration.

CRYPTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT DXSTROYXR, 
INCENDIARY. An i'.ern designed to be filled with 
an incendiary mixture and *o destroy, by burning, 
cryptographic equipment and associated material. It 
is provided with a mechanical fuze and electrical 
squib(s). If used for training or instructional pur
poses, it is either empty of incendiary mixture or 
sectionalized and filled with simulated incendiary 
mixture, and in either condition is provided with an 
inert fuze and inert squib(s). Excludes FILE DE
STROYER, INCENDIARY*

CRYSTAL BLANK, QUARTZ. An item cut from 
quartz and ground to an approximate size and fre
quency. It is designed to be later finished to an 
exact frequency and mounted in a holder to form a 
CRYSTAL UNIT, QUARTZ *

cryatai oscillator. An oscillator in which the fre
quency is controlled by a crystal.

CRYSTAL UNIT, QUARTZ. An item consisting of 
one or more quartz crystal plates processed to a 
specific frequency contained in a HOLDER, 
QUARTZ CRYSTAL. It may include integral 
capacitor(s) and/or facilities for temperature con
trol*

CS (abbr). ‘Common steel’ (projectile).
C-acope. A cathode-ray tube or screen that di’tlays 

a signal with elevation indicated by a vertical dis
placement of the signal on the screen and azimuth 
by a horizontal displacement.

cstr (abbr). ‘Canister.’
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ctg 89 cylinder, u. uutetrecoll
ctg (abbr). ‘Cartridge.’

CUPOLA, TANK COMMANDER’S A turret type 
steel casting item which is a rotatable dome, mounted 
on the turret roof of a combat tank. It has facilities 
for mounting a gun and is designed to protect the 
commander or gunner from enemy fire.*

CURTAIN, FLAK PROTKCTIVK. A curtain de
signed to protect air crew members from enemy mis
sile f'tgments.*

CURTAIN, GASPROOF. A curtain designed to pro
ride a seal for exits and/or windows of a building 
for protection against gas attack.*

carved Are. Fire with low velocity end relatively 
large curvature of the trajectory at normal ranges. 
Cf: Sat trajectory Are.

CUSHION, INSTRUMENT, UNDERWATER MINK. 
An item fabricated from a resilient material, molded 
or cut into various shapes. It is designed to be fitted 
around a delicate instrument within an underwater 
mine to absorb the shock of the underwater mine 
entering the water when launched from an aircraft.*

CUSHION SKT, IN8TRUMKNT, UNDKRWATKR 
MINK. A group of two or more CUSHION, IN
STRUMENT, UNDERWATER MINE*

cutaway. An object with a part of its covering or 
surface removed to show its interior construction or 
movements; a model or illustration of such an object.

cutoff. The cessation of burning in a rocket as a means 
of range control or as a safety measure. This may 
be accomplished by command or by fail-safe mechan
ism. Cf. shutoff.

cutoff point A point on the trajectory of a ballistic 
missile or other airborne object at which the fuel is 
exhausted or cut off.

cutoff velocity. Missile velocity when propulsion is 
terminated by command or fail-safe mechanism. 
Cf: burnout velocity.

cut paraboloidal reflector. A paraboloidal reflector 
which is not symmetrical with respect to its axis.

CUTTKR, POWDXR ACTUATED. A tool designed to 
cut wire rope, rod, pipe, and like items by utilising an 
explosive charge to actuate a cutting blade. In 
operation the tool is not fixed and is controlled by 
hand. The items are suitable for use under water 
as well as above water.* See: propellant actuated 
device.

CUTTKR, POWDER ACTUATED, RKKFINO LINK. 
An explosive actuated item designed to cut the reef
ing line of a reefing device used to restrain the open
ing of high speed parachutes during initial deploy
ment.* See: propellant actuated device.

cutting charge. See: charge, cutting.
CV (abbr). ‘Combat vehicle.’
CW (abbr). ‘Chemical warfare.’
cyanogen chloride. (CK) See: CHEMICAL AGBNT, 

CYANOGEN CHLORIDE.

cybernetics. The comparative study of the control 
and intracommunication of information-handling ma

chines and nervous systems of animals and man in 
order to understand and improve communications, e.g., 
a study of the art of the pilot or steersman.

cycle. 1. A complete series of recurring values or 
events; efecif., the series of actions an internal-com
bustion piston engine must perform to operate and 
deliver power. See: foor-atroke-cycle es^iae; two- 
atroke-cycle engine. 2. a. Electricity. One positive 
alternation of current and one negative alternation, 
b. Electronic!. The recurring alternation of an elec
tromagnetic wave from one amplitude to another, 
beginning and ending at aero amplitude.

cyclic change mechanism. See: cyclic rate mechanism.

cyclic rate. The rate at which a succession of move
ments repeats itself, applied esp. to the rate of fire 
of an automatic weapon; the maximum rate of fire 
for a given automatic weapon.

cyclic rate mechanism. Device on an automatic gun, 
such as the Browning automatic rifle, with which 
the rate of fire of the gun esn be ontrolled, either 
to reduce it or to increase it.

cyclonite. (RDX) A white crystalline explosive, 
(CH,),N>(NO,)^ having high sensitivity and bri
sance. Cyclonite is used with other explosives or 
substances to form explosive mixtures and composi
tions See also: composition.

cyclotol. High explosive composed of RDX (cyclonite) 
and TNT. Mixtures containing up to 75 percent 
RDX can be loaded by casting.

cyclotroa. An apparatus for imparting high speeds to 
atomic particles by magnetically accelerating them 
in spiral paths, used esp. for bombarding atoms to 
produce transmutation and artificial radioactivity. 
Cf: betatron; bevatron; coomotron.

cyl (abbr). ‘Cylinder.’
cylinder, (cyl) 1. Mechanical. A chamber, circular 

in cross section, the length being greater thus the 
diameter and designed to permit the recipro *Ating 
movement of a piston within.* 2. The rotating 
chamber of a revolver type weapon.

CYLINDER ASSEMBLY, HYDRAULIC BRAKE, 
MASTKR. A device consisting of a reservoir and/or 
CYLINDER, HYDRAULIC BRAKE, MASTER 
with other components necessary to displace fluid 
from a central source for actuating the sla»? or 
wheel cylintiits of a hydraulic brake system.*

CYLINDER ASSEMBLY, HYDRAULIC BRAKE, 
WHEEL. A device consisting of a CYLINDER, 
HYDRAULIC BRAKE, WHEEL with a piston(s) 
and other component parts which is mounted to the 
back plate of a wheel. It uses the flow and pres
sure of a fluid to create the linear motion required 
to operate the brake shoes of a hydraulic brake 
system*

cylinder barrel A type of shotgun barrel with cylindri
cal bore, i.e., without choke (which see).

CYLINDER, COUNTERRECOIL. A cylinder with 
component parts designed to compress fluid for the 
recuperator assembly of a gun. See also: CYLINv 
DER, RECUPERATOR* Part of the recoil moeb- 
aaiaas, which see.
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cylinder, hydraulic brake
CYLINDER, HYDRAULIC BRAKE, MASTER. A 

cylinder, usually incorporating an integral reservoir, 
designed to house the necessary component parts of 
a hydraulic brake master cylinder assembly.*

CYLINDER, HYDRAULIC BRAKE, WHEEL. A 
cylinder designed to house the piston and other 
necessary component parts of a CYLINDER AS
SEMBLY. HYDRAULIC BRAKE, WHEEL*

CYLINDER, RECOIL. A cylinder with component 
parts designed to cushion the backward motion of 
a cannon by springs or by vh> low passage of air or 
fluid through holes in the p on when the gun is 
firing • Part of the recoil me snism, which set.

CYLINDER, RECUPERATOR. A cylinder with com
ponents designed to return a cannon 'o proper firing

90 CZ
position after recoil. See also: CYLINDER, 
COUNTERRECOIL.* Part of the recoil mechanism, 
which see.

CYLINDER, RELEASE. An element of the propellant 
control for a guided missile. See also: RELEASE, 
PROPELLANT YALYE, GUIDED MISSILE.

cylindrical lane. A lens ground with a cylindrical 
surface instead of a s|.Jerical one. Lenses ground 
in this manner are used in spectacles to correct 
astigmatism, and in range finders to cause astig
matism by stretching points of light into lines of light.

cylindrical redactor. A reflector which is a portion of 
a cylinder. This cylinder is usually parabolic, al
though other shapes may be used.

CZ (abbr). "Combat tone."
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D (abbr). In jato unit nomenclature, designate* a 

cast double base propellant.
DA (abbr). 1. 'Department of the Arm/.’ J. Chernies 1 

agent, 'diphenylchloroarsine' (war gas). 3. 'Detroit 
Arsenal.'

DAF (e'~br). ‘Department of the Air Force.’
daisy-cutter. An antipersonnel fragmentation bomb 

fuzed to burst on impact. Slang.
damage, (dam) 1. An injury short of complete de

struction inflicted upon persons, equipment, or instal
lations. 3. To cause damage, sense 1.

damage asaeeament. The result of examination of com
bat materiel, particularly aircraft and armored ve
hicles, after a simulated attack, to determine the 
category in which the damage resulting from the 
attack would be placed. (See: damage categories.) 
By the assessment, the individual or team making the 
examination, determine as accurately as possible the 
probability, in percentage points, that the inflicted 
damage would produce a result corresponding to a 
certain damage category.

damage aaaeeameat table. A device for the graphic 
presentation of the results of damage assessment.

damage categories. Two damage category classifica- 
t.ons applying to combat material subject to attack 
have been accepted, for use in evaluating damage, and 
damage potential of ammunition. The first classifica
tion, applied to aircraft, employ* the following dam
age evaluation term*:

K damage—Damage such that the aircraft will fall 
out of control immediately after the damage occurs.

KK damage—Damage such that Ute aircraft will 
disintegrate immediately after the damage occur*.

A doMage—Dait>age such that the aircraft will fall 
out of control within five minutes after damage occurs.

B damage— Damage such that the aircraft will be 
unable to return to ita base.

C damage—Damage that will prevent tlu aircraft 
from completing its mission.

The second classification, applied to orMorcd vehiclee, 
employs the following damage evaluation terms:

K damage—Damage that will cause the vehicle to 
be destroyed.

F damage—Damage causing complete or partial loss 
of the ability of the vehicle to fire its main armament 
and machine guns.

M damage—Damage causing immobilisation of the 
vehicle.

damage evalnation. See: damage assessment.
damage potential. The damage which a projectile or 

explosive can be expected to do to a specific target.
damage radius. 1. The distance at which, in terms of 

experience or theoretical calculations, certain types 
of dam'/ge can be expected from a specified type 
of explosive item. 3. Atomic expiation. The dis* 
tance from ground sero at which there is a SO per
cent probability that a target element susceptible to 
the weapon effect considered will be damaged.

damp. Frequently with out. 1. To cause an oscillating 
needle or other indicator to come to rest. 3. To 
ause an oscillating object, as an airplane or rocket, 

to cease oscillating. S. To absorb shock.
damper- Propellant actuated devices. Hydraulic or 

pneumatic device incorporated in or attached to s 
PAD as a restraint to limit velocity of stroke.

damping. The action of reducing the oscillations of a 
wavering body, or bringing an oscillating Instrument 
to rest.

damping factor. A measure of the tendency of a re
curring phenomena, such as vibration, to reduce in 
intensity or amplitude. In exterior ballistics four 
damping factors are of importance: yawing moment 
damping factor, crottwind force damping factor, cpin 
decelerating moment damping factor, and AfapssM 
wsoMrat damping factor.

damping force. Any force acting on a body (or sys
tem) to progressively reduce oscillations of the body.

DAMWO (abbr). ‘Department of the Army modifica- 
cation work order.’

danger space. 1. Thnt portion of the range within 
which a target of given dimension* could be hit by 
a projectile with a given angle of fall. Specifically, 
the danger space is the space in which the trajectory 
of rifle or machine gun bullets does not rise above the 
average height of a man. 3. Space around the burst
ing point of an antiaircraft projectile.

DAPB (abbr). 'Developed armament probable error.’ 
dark ignition. (DI) Igniter for tracer with low 

luminous intensity to prevent blinding of gunner.
Dart. Name applied to a former Army experimental 

surface-to-surface missile for attack of tanks. It is 
command-guided by means of w’res unreeled from 
the missile. Uses solid fuel.

DASA (abbr). ‘Defense Atomic Support Agency.' 
dashpot A type of buffer consisting of a rod which 

slides in and out of a close-fitting cylindrical cavity 
in a piston rod. This type of buffer is used in some 
recoil systems to cushion the movement of the 
recoiling parts a* they near the end of recoil and 
again during return to battery; dashpot buffer.

DASHPOT, ABC HOB, UHDBBWATBB MIBB. An 
item consisting of a cylinder and piston with a 
mean* of securing on both ends. Its purpose is to 
delay release of the anchor plummet by a restricted 
passage of fluid through an orifice or around the 
niston* See also : BBLBAAB, ANCROB, VHDBB- 
flfATBB MIBB.

DATA ANALYSIS CONTBOL GBOUP. A group 
that provide* facilities for the orderly acceptance 
and conversion of electronic data derived from other 
components, and direct* the monitoring and evalua
tion of associated test equipment to provide an indi
cation such a* the state of readiness of an airborne 
weapon* system.*
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data card
data card See : ammunition data card.
data computer. ' echanical or electromechanical de

vice that receives continuous present position data 
on airplane or other moving target, and continuously 
calculates firing data for use against such a target. 
One of the components rf i director. Also called 
‘computer.’

data receiver. Instrument, part of a data transmission 
system, which receives data from another instrument. 
See: data tranamission system; data transmitter.

data-reduction. The art or process of transforming 
masses of raw test or experimentally obtained data, 
usually gathered by instrum-ntation, into useful, 
ordered, or simplified intelligence.

data tranamiaaion system. System used for trans
mitting data; for example, one in which firing data 
are electrically transmitted from a data computer io 
dials and controls at the guns.

data tranamitter. Instrument, part of . data transmis
sion system, which transmits data to another instru
ment. Sec: data receiver; data tranamiaaion system.

datum dimension. In dimensioning, an untoleranced 
but theoretically exact dimension locating a point, 
line, or plane, at which the feature of a part must 
be within certain specified limits, or may be the 
exact dimension of a feature the location of which 
may vary within specified limits.

datum elements. In dimensioning and tolerancing, 
datum surfaces, datum planes, datum diameters, etc. 
Features of a part which are assumed to be exact 
for purposes of computation or reference, while 
another feature 01 c'her features of the part may 
vary with respect to the datum.

Davia wing. A narrow-chord wing hr.ving comparative
ly low drag and a stable center of pressure, that 
develops lift at relatively small angles of attack.

Davy Crockett. The name given to a lightweight, 
short-range, recoilless weapon of the spigot mortar 
t> •' which has atomic as well as high explosive 
warhead capabilities.

day of firs. Term formerly used for ammunition day 
of supply (which see).

day of supply. The estimated average daily require
ment for various supplies by a person or force. See 
also: ammunition day of supply.

DB (abbr). ’Depth bomb.’
DBP (abbr). ‘Drawbar pull.’
DBT (abbr). ’Dibutylphthalate’ (propellant additive). 
DBX. A depth bomb ixplosive containing RDX, am

monium nitrate, TNT, and aluminum in the ratio 
21/21/40/18.

DC (abbr). Chemical agent, 'diphenylcyanoarsine* 
(war gas).

DCSLOO (abbr). ‘Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics.* 
DD (abbr). ‘Department of Defense.'
D-day. The unnamed day on which hostilities, an 

operation, or an exercise commences, or is to com
mence; in mobilisation planning, the day hostilities 
commence.

DDJfP (abbr). ’Diazodinitrophenol* (explosive).
daaetivats. The act of rendering ait explosive device 

inert or harmless. See also: defuse; disarm.
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dead area. Ser : dead space.
deadline. Remove frotr action, as for repairs. See: 

deadlinsd equipment.
deadlined equipment. Any major end item of authorised 

equipment charged to a using unit or agency which 
has been removed from operation or immediate 
operation readiness because of actual or potential 
mechanical, electrical or safety device failure. It 
does not include equipment scheduled for routine 
preventive maintenance or inspection.

deadline rsquiaition. Emergency request for items re
quired for the repair of a vehicle, weapon, or other 
item which cannot be used until the repairs are made.

deedman. An improvised anchor used in soft or frosen 
ground, as on an airstrip, consisting usually of a 
buried log or pole.

dead reckoning. (DR) Finding one's position by 
means of a compass and calculations based on speed, 
time elapsed, and direction from a known position. 
Dead reckoning is used for desert travel, coastwise 
shipping, and air navigation.

dead space. 1. A space within the range of a weapon 
but not covered by fire because of intervening 
obstacles, the nature of the ground, or the character
istics of the trajectory of the weapon. 3. A space or 
zone within range of a radio transmitter, but in 
which a signal is not received.

dead storage. Storage of vehicles, equipment, etc., 
for an indefinite time.

dead time. 1. Interval following response to one event 
during which an equipment or system is incapable 
of responding to another. It is directly related to the 
limitations of the equipment design. 2. Interval re
quired from time of observation of target to instant 
at which gun may be fired. 3. In antiaircraft artil
lery, the interval between the time of setting the fuze 
and the time of firing the round.

DsBangs obturator. An obturator in which the gas 
pressure, due to firng, acts against a mushroom head 
which compresses a plastic pad. This causes the 
pad to expand radially against split rings, which in 
turn expand to make a gas tight seal against the 
breech recess wall, thus sealing the breech. See: 
obturator.

debooster. To remove a booster from a munition.
decay. The spontaneous disintegration of radioactive 

nuclei to a more stable form, generally accomplished 
by the emission of particles and/or gamma radiation. 
Decay also refers to the decrease in intensity of 
radioactivity with passage of time.

decay curves. Graph lines representing the decrease 
of radioactivity with the passage of time.

decay factor. A constant which is multiplied by the 
value of dose rate at one hour to give the rate at 
some other time.

Dccca. A British hyperbolic navigation system simi
lar in geometrical principle to loran.

deceleration. The action or process of velocity de
crease ; the rate of velocity decrease, often measured 
in g’s.

declassify. To cancel the security classification of an 
item of classified material. The notification of holders 
of such material is part of the process. For classifi
cations see: defense classification.
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QU1SITI0N; battery acquisition radar; combat sur
veillance radar

Defense Atomic Support Agency. (DASA) An Armed 
I-one. agency responsible for certain functions 

< iiinici ted with the military use of atomic energy not 
delegated to the Atomic Energy Commission. Form
erly called Armed Forces Special Weapons Project. 
The field command of this agency is at Sandia Base, 
New Mexico.

defense classification. A category or grade assigned 
t<> defense information or material which denotes 
the grade of danger to national security that would 
result from its unauthorized disclosure and for which 
standards in handling, storage, and dissemination 
have been established These categories are defined 
as tollows:

COS'I l PES Tl.-11. Defense information or ma
terial the unauthorized disclosure of which could be 
prejudicial to the defense interests of the Nation.

SECRET Defense irformation or material the 
■unauthorized disclosure of which could result in 
serious damage to the Na'ion such as by jeopardizing 
the international relations of the United States, en
dangering the effectiveness of a program or policy of 
vital importance to the national defense, or com
promising important military or defense plans, scien
tific or technological developments important to 
national defense, or information revealing important 
intelligence operations.

TOP SECRET. Defense information or material 
which requires the highest degree of protection. The 
TOP SECRET classification shall be applied only 
to that information or material the defense aspect of 
which is paramount, and the unauthorized disclosure 
of which could result in exceptionally grave damage 
to the Nation such as leading to a definite break in 
diplomatic relations affecting the defense of the 
United States, an armed attack against the United 
States or its allies, a war, or the compromise of 
military or defense plans, or intelligence operations, 
or scientific or technological developments vital to 
the national defense. See also: Mmm information; 
restricted data.

defense information. Official information which re
quires protection in the interests of national defense, 
which is not common knowledge, and which would be 
of intelligence value to an enemy or potential enemy 
in the planning or waging of war against the United 
States or its allies. See also: defense classification.

DEFENSE SYSTEM, ANTIAIRCRAFT. A grouping 
of electronic and/or mechanical equipments for de
tecting the presence of aircraft within an area 
defended by antiaircraft guns. Receives intelligence 
concerning the movement of such aircraft; processes, 
displays, and evaluates tsetieal data and assigns 
specific gun batteries to specific hostile targets.* 

defenaivs grenade. See: grenade, fragmentation, 
definition. Optici. Sharpness of focus; distinctness of 

image.
deflagration. Very rapid combustion sometimes ac

companied by flame, sparks and/or spattering of burn
ing particles. Deflagration, although classed as an 
explosion (which sec), generally implies the burning 
of a substance with self-contained oxygen so that 
the reaction zone advances into the unreacted material 
at less than the velocity of sound in the unreacted

declination
declination Angular difference in direction between 

true north and either magnetic north or grid north. 
Hence, there are two declinations, magnetic declina
tion and grid declination or gisement. See : military 
grid system.

decoder. Electronic compnten. A device capable of 
ascertaining the significance or meaning of a group 
of signals and initiating a computer event based 
thereon; matrix.

DECODER-RECEIVER. ' component which per
forms the dual function of receiving and/or inter 
cepting impulses transmitted in accordance with a 
predetermined combination and converting them into 
an electronic command signal.*

dacontamination. (decon) The act of removing chemi
cal, biological, or radiological contanrnaticn from, 
or neutralizing it on, a person, object or area.

decoppering agent. Material included in a propelling 
charge, or material inserted in the chamber with the 
propelling charge, for the purpose of removing the 
coppering from the surface of the bore. Finely 
divided tin has been used for this purpose. See also: 
coppering.

decoy target. A device assembled from prefabricated 
materials, designed to simulate miscellaneous types 
of field equipment.*

dedud. Clearing areas by neutralization of explosive 
missiles.

deep fording. The ability of a gun or vehicle, equipped 
with built-in waterproofing with its suspension in 
contact with the ground, to negotiate a water ob
stacle by application of a special waterproofing kit. 
Cf: shallow fording.

daap penetration bomb. See: bomb, daap penetration, 
defeat of armor. Damage to tl.e armor protection of 

armored vehicles or ships which will result in 
damage to personnel or materiel behind the armor. 
See: armor defeating.

defect. Any nonconformance of a unit or product with 
specified requirements. See: classiflcation of de
fects.

deficiency. A defect or malfunction discovered during 
the life cycle of an item of equipment that constitutes 
a safety hazard to personnel; will result in serious 
damage to the equipment if operation is continued; 
or indicates improper design, or other cause, which 
seriously impair:, the equipment’s operational capa
bility. A deficiency normally disables or immobilizes 
the equipment; and if occurring during test phases, 
series as a bar to type classification action. Cf: 
shortcoming.

dsfsnao acquisition radar. An Army air defense radar 
of greater range and requiring less accuracy than 
that of battery acquisition radars. Its normal func
tion is to acquire targets of primary significance to 
a specified air defense obtained either from other air 
defense agencies or by independent search, and sup
ply target position information at sufficient range 
and with sufficient accuracy to enable the outermost 
firing elements to acquire and engage these targets 
at maximum range. This target information is passed 
to batteries either directly or through an associated 
Army Air Defense Command Post. See: ANTEN
NA-RECEIVER-TRANSMITTER GROUP, AC-

................
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material The term is often used to refer <o the 
action of a high explosive projectile which upon im
pact with a target does not produce the usual effects 
of a high order detonation. Strictly speaking, the 
term low order detonation should be used to describe 
such a phenomenon if it is intended to connote a de
tonation at lower than the stable detonation velocity 
of the explosive The term deflagration should be 
used if it is intended to connote a burning reaction.

deflection. Gunnery. 1. Horizontal clockwise angle 
between the axis of the bore and the line of sighting.
3. Setting on the scale to compensate for deflection 
as in sense 1.

deflection angle. 1. An angle that measures the de
parture of a moving object from its directed course.
3. The angle of a deflection shot in gunnery, measured 
between the line of sight to the target and the line 
of sight to the aiming point. Cf: lead angle.

deflection board. Instrument used in artillery for 
figuring azimuth or deflection corrected for wind, 
drift, and other factors; gun deflection board.

deflection change. Change in azimuth setting applying 
to all guns in a battery when the target moves, or 
when a shift is made from one target to another. 
Deflection change does not include the deflection 
difference, which allows for the difference in posi
tions of the various guns firing at the same target.

deflection correction. Gunnery. Correction that must 
be applied to the azimuth or shift measured on a 
firing chart so that the line of fire will pass through 
the target.

deflection difference. The amount that a piece in a 
battery is traversed tow* rd or away from a given 
piece (usually the base piece) to vary the width of 
the sheaf.

deflection error. 1. In artillery, the distance to the 
right or left of the target between the point aimed 
at and the burst of the projectile, or the mean point 
of a ralvo burst. 3. In bombing, the distance be
tween the point of impact or the mean point of 
impact and the center of the target measured at right 
angles from the line of the aircraft's approach.

deflection probable error. The directional error, caused 
by dispe-sion, which will be exceeded, as often as not, 
in an infinite number of rounds fired at a single 
deflection. It is one-eighth the width of the dis
persion patter , at its greatest width. This value is 
given in the firing tables.

deflaction acai*. Scale on a sight, marked in mils or 
degrees, for applying corrections in deflection or 
for playing the piece in direction.

DEFLECTOR, BLAST. A device attached to the 
muzzle ol a gun or to the sides of a rocket launcher 
designed to reduce the effects of the blast and ob
scuration following firing. It consists of an arrange
ment of baffles to divert the flow of propellant gases 
to the sides of the weapon.*

defoliant A biological agent which destroys the leaves 
of green plants.

defuse. To remove the fuze from a munition.
DBGN (abbr). 'Diethyleneglycol dinitrate' (propellant 

additive).
DBGRBASER. A device designed to clean grease 

and foreign matter from mechanical parts and like 

items, usually metallic, by exposing them to vaporized 
or liquid solvent solutions confined in a tank or 
similar vessel It usually includes a circulating 
pump, p mi is ions lor heating, and may include an 
anxiliaty solvent supply tank and/or provisions for 
solvent spray *

degressive granulation. Propellant granulation in 
which the surface area of a grain decreases during 
burning The burning of a propellant with degres
sive gianulation is termed degressive burning or 
sometimes regressive burning. Cf: neutral granula
tion; progressive granulation.

degressive shape. Any geometrical form of a propellant 
grain, such that its surface area decreases during 
burning See degressive granulation.

DEHUMIDIFIER PACK. A unit consisting of a 
storage case containing two or more metal containers 
each complete with desiccant. Each container with 
desiccant is suitable for the static dehumidification of 
small inclosed spaces and can be readily reactivated * 

delay. A mechanical, electronic, or explosive train 
component which introduces a controlled time delay 
in some phase cf the arming or functioning of a fuze 
mechanism. See also: delay, arming; delay, func
tioning

delay action bomb. See : bomb, delayed action.
delay action fuze. See : fuse, delay.
delay, arming. 1. The interval expressed in time or 

distance between the instant a piece of ammunition 
carrying the fuze is launched and the instant the fuze 
becomes armed. 2. The time interval required for 
the arming processes to be completed in a non
launched piece of ammunition. See also: delay.

delayed action bomb. See: bomb, delayed action.
delayed contact fire. Firing system arranged to ex

plode a mine at a set time after it has been touched 
or disturbed.

delay element. Propellant actuated devicei. A com
ponent which provides a specified delay between 
actuation of the PAD and ignition of the propellant.

DELAY ELEMENT, CARTRIDGE. This item is 
designed to be an integral part of a cartridge, and 
is designed to give a specific delay time.* See: 
propellant actuated device.

DELAY ELEMENT, PROXIMITY FUZE. An item 
consisting of an explosive element with zero time 
delay which acts as a relay to initiate a FUZE, 
PROXIMITY on impact.*

delayer. A substance mixed with the prope’ ant of a 
solid fuel rocket to decrease the rate of combustion.

delay, functioning. The interval expressed in time or 
distance between initiation of the fuze and detonation 
of the bursting charge. See also: delay.

delay fuze (delayed fuze). See: fuze, delay.
delay-line memory. Electronic computer!. A type of 

circulating memory in which a delay line is the 
major element in the circulating path. See: storage, 
circulating.

delay-line register. Electronic computer!. An acoustic 
or electric delay-line, usually one or an integral 
number of words long, together with input, output, 
and circulation circuits.
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DELAY RELEASE ASSEMBLY. An item which re- DEMOLITION KIT, BLASTING. A collection of

leases a retardant device on a bomb, to reduce the 
velocity of the bomb.

delay train. An explosive train incorporating a delay. 
See also delay; exploeive train.

deliberate fire. Fire which is conducted at a rate 
intentionally less than the normal rate of fire for 
the purpose of applying adjustment corrections be
tween each round or salvo, for tactical reasons, or 
for conserving ammunition; slow fire.

delivery error. Atomic explosicns The dispersion 
of burst points around a desired burst point due to 
ballistic characteristics of the projectile, atmospheric 
< mditions, and other factors.

delivery system. The means of delivering atomic 
weapons to the target.

delta network. Network topology. A set of three 
branches connected in series to form a mesh.

delta wing. An airplane or wing design in which the 
sweptback wings, looked at from below or above, 
give the appearance of an isosceles triangle, the 
trailing edges of the wings forming one straight 
line to become the base of the triangle.

The delta wing is a feature of certain transonic 
airplanes. The delta wing is not to be confused with 
the flying wing.

De Metre formula. A formula expressing the relation
ship between projectile characteristics and armor 
plate penetration capabilities.

demilitarisation. 1. Taking away all military organiza
tion and installations. 2. Disassembly, destruction, 
or any other action which renders munitions, 
weapons, and other materiel which is lethal, haz
ardous, classified, or of a specialized nature, harm
less and ineffectual for military purposes.

demo (abbr). ‘Demolition *
demodulation. Receivers. The process of recovering 

the modulating wave from a modulated carrier.
demolition, (demo) (dm) Act or process of de

molishing ; it may be Accomplished by the use of 
explosives, fire, hand tools, etc.

demolition block. An explosive charge, usually in a 
nonmetallic container, used for demolition purposes. 
See: CHARGE, DEMOLITION.

demolition bomb. See: BOMB, GENERAL PUR
POSE.

demolition charge. See' CHARGE, DEMOLITION, 
demolition duty. A hazardous military duty involving 

the demolition or disarming of explosives or the 
destruction of objects or obstacles by detonating 
planted or fixed explosives.

demolition kit. Any of several groups of items of an 
explosive nature, with the necessary nonexplosive 
accessories and tools, with specially designed con
tainers and carrying attachments, to enable efficient 
performance of particularly designated demolition 
tasks. Example . DEMOLITION KIT, BLASTING

DEMOLITION KIT, BANGALORE TORPEDO. A 
group of items consisting of a number of bangalore 
torpedoes with connecting sleeves and a nose sleeve 
to facilitate assembly of an explosive unit of varying 
length.* See also: Bangalore torpedo.

items of an explosive nature and the necessary non
explosive accessories and tools, with specially de
signed containers and carrying attachments, to en
able the accomplishment of suitable demolition as
signments by personnel groups cf various sizes.

DEMOLITION KIT, PROJECTED CHARGE. A 
group of items including demolition charges designed 
for assembly into a device to be positioned by an 
external fore. *.r clearing a path through a mine 
held* See also MINE CLEARING EQUIP
MENT, MECHANICALLY POSITIONED.

DEMOLITION KIT, PROJECTED CHARGE, IN
ERT. A DEMOLITION KIT. PROJECTED 
CHARGE. with components filled with simulated 
explosive used for teaming purposes.*

demolition squad. Specif. A civil defense team re
sponsible for the demolition of hazardous walls, etc., 
resulting from fire or bombing raids. Cf: explosive 
ordnance diapoeal unit; underwater demolition team.

demonstration ammunition. Ammunition authorized 
for use in approved exhibitions of firepower.

DEMULTIPLEXER. An item designed to decom
bine two or more simultaneous intelligence signals 
for recovering the intelligence received fi'jtn a single 
signal transmission facility, the intelligence having 
been previously combined by a compatible multiplexer. 
See also MULTIPLEXER.*

DENSITOMETER. A device designed to measure 
the destiny of the silver deposit in the photographic 
image.* Used to determine ths- radiation dosage re
ceived by the wearer.

denaity. 1. An index of the mass of air that is dis
placed by a projectile in flight. It varies with altitude, 
decreasing as the altitude increases. In practice, the 
density used is the ballistic density. 2. Explosives. 
Mass per unit volume.

density bombing, I '-nbing done by dropping a given 
tonnage of bombs ito an area, in order to make 
certain of striking particular targets within the area. 
Cf: area bombing; precision bombing.

density of loading. The weight of propelling charge 
per unit volume of the chamber, usually expressed in 
grams per cubic centimeter. It may be taken as the 
ratio of the weight of the propelling charge to the 
weight of the volume of pure water at a temperature 
cf J9J" F„ that would fill the chamber behind the 
seated projectile. Cf: loading denaity.

dap (abbr). ‘Depot.’
Department of Dafanoa. (DOD) 1. The entire Military 

Establishment of the United States. 2. A main sub
division of the executive branch of the Federal Gov
ernment at the seat of government in Washington, 
D. C., charged with the administration, management, 
and policy determination of the entire Military 
Establishment of the US.

Under the National Security Act of 1947, the De
partment of Defense (sense 1) was designated the 
‘National Military Establishment.' It was redesig
nated the ‘Department of Defense’ in 1949. The 
Department of Defense includes the Department of 
the Air Force, the Department of the Army, the 
Department of the Navy, and such military estab
lishments and agencies as are provided for by law.
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Department of Defense Ammunition Code. (DOI)

Vnitnuuiiii'ii I. ■xlri \n eight character codr number, 
assigned tn geiu i h descriptions applicable to am
munition and explore items of supply. Such items 
are identified under trie Federal Catalog System in 
Federal Supply Classification Croup 13. The first 
four numbers in the code, for example, 1320, consti
tute the FSC code number assigned to the items 
covered by the generic description. The second part 
consists of a letter and three numerals, for example, 
D548, assigned to a generic description within the 
FSC class and is separated from the FSC code num
ber by a hyphen. The letter and three numerals, 
eg. D54B, are known as the Dapartinent of Defense 
Identification Code (which see). Each different 
generic description, consisting of the approved item 
name, plus the common characteristics of one or 
more specific items of supply which are functionally 
interchangeable, is assigned a different DOD Am
munition Code number. The DOD Ammunition Code 
numbers ate centrally assigned by the Cataloging 
Division. Armed Forces Supply Support Center, and 
are designed as an aid in supply management for 
worldwide stock status, requirements, and for re
quisitioning (except where more specific items pro
vided by Federal Stock Numbers are required).

Examples of generic descriptions covering more 
than one item with the same DOD Ammunition Code 
number follow:

DOD Ammunition Code: I325-E5OO 
BOMB. GENERAL PURPOSE: 1000 lb, amatol, 

M44
BOMB, GENERAL PURPOSE: 1000 lb, TNT, 

M44.
BOMB, GENERAL PURPOSE: 1000 lb, amatol. 

M44, modified (w/o British lug).
DOD Ammunition Code : 1320-D540

CHARGE, PROPELLING, 155 MILLIMETER: 
M3 packed 2 per fiber container, M68A1.

CHARGE, PROPELLING, 155 MILLIMETER: 
M3 packed 2 per metal container, M14.

Department of Defence Identification Code. (DODIC) 
Code consisting of a letter and three digits. Used 
as a suffix to the Federal Stock Number as an 
identification code for items. Identical codes signify 
interchangeable items for issue and use. For re
quisition of ammunition items the 4-digit class code 
number from the Federal Supply Classification, fol
lowed by a hyphen and the DODIC is normally em
ployed. This combination is known as the Depart
ment of Defense Ammunition Code (whi.h see).

P«?artment of the Air Force. (DAF) One of the 
three departments of the Department of Defense. 
It includes the Departrr ent of the Air Force at the 
seat of government and all field headquarters, forces, 
reserve components, installations, activities, and 
functions under the control or supervision of the 
Department of the Air Force.

Department of the Army. (DA) One of the three 
departments of the Department of Defense. Central 
executive part of the Army Establishment at the seat 
of government. It exercises directive and supervisory 
functions over the entire Army Establishment. It 
is not restricted to agencies and personnel located 
in the District of Columbia, but includes dispersed 
agencies and personnel performing ‘departmental* or

derivatives, rotary resistance
'national headquarters’ functions, as distinguished 
from 'fit-id' or ‘local’ functions.

Department of the Navy. (DN) One of the three 
departments m the Department of Defense that in
cludes the Department of the Navy at the seat of 
government; the headquarters, United States Marine 
Corps; the entire operating forces of the United 
States Navy, including naval aviation, and of the 
United States Marine Corps, including the Reserve 
components of such forces; all field activities, head
quarters, forces, bases, installations, activities, 
functions under the control ot supervision of the 
Department of the Navy; and the United States 
Coast Guard when operating as a part of the Navy 
pursuant to law.

dependent line of sighting. A line of sighting rystem 
in which any movement of the elevating mechanism 
moves the cannon and the line of sighting simul
taneously.

dependent recoil eyetetn. A recoil mechanism (which 
see) that has a recuperator mechanism which is 
dependent upon it, i.e., has a connecting pipe between 
the recoil and recuperator or counterrecoil cylinders. 
Cf: independent recoil system.

dependent recuperator. A counterrecoil mechanism in 
which there is a connection between the counterre
coil cylinder and the recoil brake cylinder. Cf: 
independent recuperator.

depot, (dep) 1. An establishment for storing supplies 
or for maintaining equipment, or for any combina
tion of these activities. 2. The installation for this 
establishment.

depot maintenance. See : maintenance.
depot maintenance shop. Communications zone or zone 

of interior installation where materiel is repaired 
which requires a rebuild of subassemblies, as
semblies, and/or end items.

depot overhaul. An overhaul carried out at a depot, 
depot supply. See : supply.
depress. Decrease the angle of elevation of a gun, 

launcher, optical instrument, or the like.
depression angle. The vertical angle between the 

horizontal and a line or object pointed downward, 
as the angle formed by the depression of a gun barrel 
below the horizontal

depth bomb. (DB) See: BOMB, DEPTH.
depth charge. See : CHARGE, DEPTH.
DEPTH CHARGE PISTOL. An item designed to 

properly position a detonator in relation to a booster 
within a depth charge *

derivatives, lateral resistance. Resistance derivatives 
expressing the variation of moments and forces ow
ing to small changes in the lateral, yawing, and 
rolling velocities of an aircraft or missile.

derivatives, longitudinal reslstancs. R-sistance deriva
tives expressing the variation of moments and forces 
owing to small changes in the longitudinal, normal, 
and pitching velocities of an aircraft or missile.

derivatives rotary resistancs. Resistance derivatives 
expressing the variation of moments and forces owing 
to small changes in the rotational velocities of an 
aircraft or missile.

*



detonate
destruct system. See fail-safe device; missile destruct 

system.
destruct unit. s<c: fail-safe device; missile destruct 

system.
det l ) 'I Jctonab>r.' '
detail-strip. To disassemble completely a machine gun, 

cannon, or the like. Cf: field-strip.
DETECTING SET, INFRARED. A complete set for 

dctermiii'iig the presence anrl/or bearing of objects 
by rivaling their infrared radiations Not used for 
communications *

DETECTING SET, MINE. A complete set for the 
detection and indication of metallic and/or non- 
metallic mines buried in the earth, submerged in 
water, or on the surface of land or water within the 
operating range of the device.*

detection. Receivers. See . demodulation.
detector. ’. Chemical, electrical, or mechanical device 

for detection and identification of chemical agents, 
biological agents, or radioactive materials. 2. In 
radio, the receiver stage at which demodulation takes 
place.

DETECTOR, CHEMICAL AGENT. A chemical used 
to detect military casualty-producing agents.*

detector, infrared. Thermal device for observing and 
measuring infrared radiation, such as the bolometer, 
radio-micrometer, thermopile, pneumatic cell, photo
cell, pho'ographic plate, and photoconductive cell.

DETECTOR KIT, CHEMICAL AGENT. A collection 
of chemical materials and testing equipment for the 
purpose of determining the presence and identity 
of toxic chemical warfare agents.*

detector, mine. A device, usually electrical or magnetic, 
used to locate mines. See also: DETECTING SET, 
MINE.

DETECTOR, PRESSURE, UNDERWATEE MINK. 
An item designed to provide a means for actuating 
a firing mechanism in an underwater mine from the 
effects of pressure changes.*

DETECTOR, RADIAC. A device consisting of a 
permanent or replaceable element which is sensitive 
to radioactivity or free nuclear particles, together 
with its associated circuits and housing, which pro
duces a reaction that can be interpreted or measured 
by other components. Does not include meters and 
indicators.*

detergent oils. Lubricating oils to which has been 
added a compound to prevent the formation of gums, 
varnishes, etc., in internal combustion engines.

deteriorating auppliee. Those items that may reason
ably be expected to become unusable with'n one or 
two years, whether used or not.

determinate error. Error of such a kind that its cause 
can be found, and its effect allowed for.

determinate error of the piece. Distance from the 
center of impact to the target. a

deterrent. A material sometimes applied as a coating 
on propellant grains to reduce the initial rate of 
burning. Distinguished from an inhibitor, which 
prevents burning on the coated surfaces. Cf: in
hibitor.

detonate. To be changed by exothermic chemical 
reaction usually from a solid or liquid to a gas with
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derivatives, stability. ^uanti expressing the varia

tion of the forces and moments on aircraft owing to 
disturbance of Heady motion. They form the ex
perimental basis of the theory of stability, and from 
them the .periods and damping factors of aircraft 
can be calculated. In the general case there are 18 
translatory and 18 rotary derivatives.

derivatives, translatory resistance. Resistance deriva
tives expressing the variations of moments and 
forces owing to small changes in the translational 
velocities of an aircraft or missile.

derrick. An r.pparitui consisting of a mast or equiva
lent members, held at the top by guys or braces, 
with or without a boom, for use with a hoisting 
mechanism and operating ropes or wire ropes. See 
also: CRANE (as modified).*

descending branch. That portion of a trajectory be
tween the summit and a point beyond the summit 
where the trajectory terminates, either by impact 
or air burst. On this branch the projectile falls and 
its altitude constantly decreases. Cf: ascending 
branch.

DESICCANT, ACTIVATED. A chemical product 
specially prepared to increase the adsorption capacity 
of the basic chemical (s > for the removal of moisture 
and capable of living restored tn approximately its 
original condition.*

design life. Serviceable life, in normal use. for which 
any item of materiel is designed.

design study. The initial study and layout of the 
system, major combination, or item. It concludes 
with the preparat:on of drawings adequate for the 
initiation of component design and/or the fabrication 
of a mockup.

desired ground sero. (DGZ) For a surface burst, 
the point on the earth's surface where atomic detona
tion is desired. For an air burst or underground 
burst, the point is on the earth's surface directly be
low or directly above tht desired point of detonation.

destroyed. Of aircraft, materiel, installations, or the 
like: Ruined beyond repair and unfit for further 
military use.

An enemy aircraft is officially considered destroyed 
(a) when it is seen to hit the ground or sea, (b) 
when it is seen to break up in the air or descend 
in flames, (c) when it is forced to descend and is 
captured, or (d) when it is single-seated and aban
doned by bailout.

destruction. The action of so damaging a person, 
force, or thing that, for practical purposes, it can 
no longer function in its normal or intended purpose, 
and cannot readily be restored to its condition be
fore damage was done to it.

destruction fire. Artillery fire delivered for the sole 
purpose of destroying material objects.

DESTRUCTOR, EXPLOSIVE. A cylindrical metallic 
item containing explosive components for destruction 
of material by explosion.*

DESTRUCTOR, EXPLOSIVE, DUMMY. A n item 
identical in conhguration to a DESTRUCTOR, 
EXPLOSIVE except that it contains in itself no 
explosive material.*

destructor holder. See HOLDER, DESTRUCTOR.
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die ci pi i pnicn I under certain conditions Preferred 
to. m in ill s scuse is I) >•' bl IsI.'( TOR, EXPLOSIVE.

detonator, dummy. See DUMMY DETONATOR.
DETONATOR, ELECTRIC. An item consisting of 

electrical leads and explosive elements designed to 
detonate an explosive charge.* See also: detonator.

DETONATOR, FRICTION. An item consisting of a 
blasting cap. fuse and a pull type fuse lighter for 
detonating an explosive charge See also: detonator.

DETONATOR KIT, CONCUSSION. A group of 
ite.iii including a blasting cap and a mechanical firing 
device designed to be actuated by the concussion 
wave of a nearby blast. It may be used to detonate 
several < barges simultaneously without intercon
necting the charges with wires or detonating cord.*

DETONATOR, PERCUSSION. An item consisting 
of a blasting ca'> and explosive elements designed to 
detonate an explosive charge * See also detonator, 

detonator safety. A fuze is said to have detonator 
safety or to he detonator safe when functio-.i'g of 
the detonator cannot initiate subsequent explosive 
train components. See also: fuse safety.

DETONATOR, STAB. An explosive device which is 
designed to initiate the detonation wave in an ex
plosive train by the stabbing action of a PIN, 
FIRING*

Detroit Arsenal, i I >A i (hdn.inn- ( orps installation, 
forming part of the Ordnance Tank-Automotive 
< onnnaiid. located at ( enter Line, Michigan. En
gaged in the d< velopnicnt of tank-automotive ma
teriel and supporting research with respect to armor 
and ground locomotion.

Detroit Ordnance District. One of the eleven dis
tricts into which the United States is divided for 
the purposes of industrial mobilization, procurement, 
contract negotiation and administration, etc., by 
the Ordnance Corps. Embraces the lower peninsula 
of the State of Michigan. The main office is located 
in Detroit. Michigan.

deuterium. The hydrogen isotope of mass number 2 
(symbol IP or D) ; heavy hydrogen. Hence, 
deuterium bomb. See : fuaton, nuclear.

dev (abbr). ‘Develop; development.’
develop, (dev) Sfecif. 1. To w irk out and extend the 

theoretical, practical, and useful applications of a 
basic design, idea, or scientific discovery. 2. To de
sign. build, modify, or improve the prototype of a 
weapon or the like as determined by a basic idea 
or concept.

developed armament probable error. (DAPE) The 
probable armament error as computed from a finite 
series ot shots It is the average armament error of 
a particular s-ries of shots multiplied by 0.845.

developed muislu velocity. The actual muzzle velocity 
produced by a ly gun.

developing agency, Army. The technical services and 
any other agem y w ithin the Department of the Army 
authorized to engage n research and development 
work

development, (dev) Specif The process or activity of 
developing a basic design, idea, or a piece of military 
equipment The development of a piece of military 
equipment includes construction and testing of ex
perimental models.
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such rapidity that the rate of advance of the reaction 
zone into the unreaitel material exceeds the velocity 
of sound in the unrea< ted material, that is. the ad
vancing reaction zone is preceded by a shock wave. 
See also: detonation.

detonating agent. See : primary high explosive.
detonating charge. See t charge, detonating.
detonating cord. See. CORD, DETONATING.
detonating cord assembly, guided missile. See: EX

PLOSIVE HARNESS ASSEMBLY, MISSILE
ROCKET.

detonating explosive. See: high explosive.
detonating fuse. See : fuxe, detonating.
detonating net. Network of detonating cord that is 

interlaced in a mesh design; Primacord net. Detonat
ing nets are used for clearing paths through mine 
fields by exploding the mines over which the nets 
are placed and detonated. See also: CORD, 
DETONATING.

deton ion. 1. An exothermic chemical reaction that 
propagates with such rapidity that the rate of advance 
of the reaction zone into the unreacted material 
exceeds the velocity of sound in the unreacted ma
terial, that is, the advancing reaction zone is preceded 
by a shock wave. A detonation is classed as an 
explosion, which see. The rate of advance of the 
reaction zone is termed detonation rate or detonation 
velocity. When this rate of advance attains such a 
value that it will continue without dimin ition 
through the unreacted material, it is termed the 
itable detonation velocity. The exact value of this 
term is dependent upon a number of factors, p.inci- 
pally the chemical and physical properties if the 
material. When the detonation rate is equal to or 
greater than the stable detonation velocity of the 
explosive, the reaction is termed a kigk-order det
onation. When the detonation rate is lower than 
the stable detonation velocity of the explosive, the 
reaction is termed a low-order detonation. 2. The 
instantaneous and abnormal combustion of an un
burned part of fuel mixture in the cylinder of an 
engine.

In sense 2, when detonation occurs the sudden 
abnormal pressure inside the cylinder knocks rather 
than thrusts the piston down.

detonation front. The reaction zone of a detonation 
(which see).

detonation rate. See : detonation.
detonation suppressant. See: fuel dope.
detonation velocity. See : detonation.
detonation wave. The shock wave which precedes the 

advancing reaction zone in a high-order detonation. 
See also : detonation.

detonator. (det I 1. An explosive train component which 
can be activated by either a nonexplosive impulse or 
the action of a primer and is capable of reliably initi
ating high-order detonation in a subsequent high ex
plosive component of train When activated hy a non
explosive impulse, a detonator includes the function 
of a primer. In general, detonators are classified in 
accordance with the method of initiation, such as 
percussion, stab, electric, flash, etc. 2. An explosive 
charge placed in certain equipment and set to destroy

L..
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development cstegory. Set- type dsssificstion.
development order. Order lot supplies to acquaint 

producer with item and method of manufacture
development period. The time interval or period re

quired to develop a new item of Ordnance materiel.
development type. See type cleeeification.
deviation. 1. In frequency modulation, the amount the 

carrier increases or decreases when modulated. 2. 
In statistics, the amount of difference between a value 
and the value of the standard. 3. Distance by which 
a point of impact or burst misses the target, a. Any 
variance from the requirements of drawings, specifica
tions, or other technical data applicable to produc
tion of items which precludes the normal acceptance 
of the item.

deviation distortion. Distortion in an FM receiver 
caused by inadequate bandwidth, inadequate ampli
tude-modulation rejection, or inadequate discrimi
nate- linearity.

deviation, frequency. See : frequency deviation.
deviation sensitivity. Frequency modulation. The least 

frequency deviation that produces a specified output 
power.

DEW (abbr). 'Distant early warning.'
De* line. (From DEW (abbr).] A lire of radar sta

tions at about the 70th parallel on the North American 
Continent, financed by the United States Government 
but undertaken in cooperation with the Canadian 
Government.

DF (abbr). ‘Direction finder.'
DGZ (abbr). 'Desired ground zero.’
DHP hibbr). '! evi lopcd horsepower '
DI (abbr). ‘Dark ignition.'
dialyte. A tyne of compound lens in which the inner 

surfaces of the two elements are ground to different 
curvatures to correct for aberrations and the dis
similar faces cannot be cemented together.

diam (abbr). ‘Diameter.’
Diamondback. Navy air-to-air missile. Developmental.
Diamond Ordnance Fuse Laboratories. (DOFL) 

Ordnance Corps installation located in Washington, 
I). C Engaged in research and development, pro
curement and associated activities for proximity, 
electtonic and electric fuzes and related items

diaphragm. Optics. A flanged or plain ring with a 
limited aperture placed in an optical system at any 
of several points to cut off marginal rays of light 
not essential to the field of view. Diaphragms are 
used as: field stops, to limit the field of view to that 
portion which is fully illuminated; aperture stops, 
to limit the aperture of light-gathering power of the 
instrument; and anlt'pfare diaphragms, to eliminate 
reflections from the sides of the tube and consequent 
glare in the field of view. Lens cells or the sides 
of the tube may act as diaphragms. The rays elimi
nated by diaphragms are those which would cause 
aberrations or glare by reflection inside the instru
ment.

diasodinitrophenol. (DDNP) A primary high explo
sive. Greenish-yellow to brown crystals in the form 
for military use. See also: primary kigh explosive, 

dibutylphthalate. (DBT) An additive used in propel

lant m.(nuia< lu • to assist >n gelatinizing the nitro- 
<ellulose. It is nonexplosive and contributes to re
duction of muzzle flash

Dickson Gun Plant. Ordnance Corps field installation 
located at Houston, Texas

dielectric. nonconducting substance or material 
through which, however, induction, magnetic lines of 
force, or electrostatic lines of force may pass. Air, 
celluloid, porcelain, glass, mica, and wood are di
electrics.

dielectric antenna. An antenna which employs a di
electric as the major component it producing the 
required radiation pattern.

diesel engine. See: ENGINE, DIESEL.
diesel fuel. See : FUEL OIL, DIESEL.
diethyleneglycol dinitrste. (DEGN) Liquid aliphatic 

nitrate used in propellant compositions by the Ger
mans during World War II. Propellants based on 
DEGN and nitrocellulose develop relatively low 
temperatures and cause little erosion of gpins, but 
are unduly volatile.

differential analyser. An electric analog computer 
used esp. for the solution of problems in differential 
calculus.

differential ballistic wind. In bombing, a hypothetical 
wind equal to the difference in velocity between th? 
ballistic wind and the actual wind at rel aie altitude.

differential effects. The effects upon the elements of 
the trajectory due to variations from standard con
ditions.

differential gain control, (also called ‘gain time con
trol' or 'sensitivity time control.’) A device for 
altering the gain of a radio receiver at the times 
when various signals are expected, in order to re
duce the discrepancy in amplitude between the signals 
at the output of the receiver.

differentiating circuit. A circuit which produces an 
output voltage substantially in proportion to the rate 
of change of the input voltage or current.

differentiator. Electronic computers. A device whose 
output function is proportional to a derivative of its 
input function with respect to one or more variables.

diffracted wave. Electroacoustics. When a ’vave in 
a medium of certain propagation characteristics is 
incident upon a discontinuity or a second medium, 
the diffracted wave is the wave component that re
sults in the first medium in addition to the incident 
wave and waves corresponding to the reflected rays 
of geometrical optics.

diffraction. Electroacoustics. That process which pro
duces a diffracted wave.

diffuser. A device for diffusing a fluid; specif., a duct 
or vane designed to convey air into a manifold or 
combustion chamber while reducing its velocity and 
increasing its static pressure. Hence, diffuser ef
ficiency. diffuser vane.

diffuser, arsa ratio of. The ratio of the outlet cross
sectional area of a ramjet diffuser to the inlet 
cross-sectional area, commonly expressed as 2/1, 
2.S/1, 3/1, etc.

diffuser efficiency. 1. The ratio of the actual pressure 
increase realized by the diffuser to the theoretical 
pressure increase realized in an isentropic process.
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3. The ratio of the stagnation pressures after and 
before the diffuse;. 3. The ratio of actual change 
in enthalpy to the ideal change in enthalpy for 
passage from ambient to diffuser pressure.

diffuser, Kantrowits-Donaldaon. A type of supersonic 
diffuser which first contracts to a throat and then 
expands. Under proper operating conditions a normal 
shock occurs near the throat at decreased gas-stream 
velocity, thereby decreasing the shock-wave strength 
and the pressure losses which would occur i; the 
i.ormal shock had occurred at the lip of the 
diffuser.

diffuser, Oswatitach or Ferri. A type of supersonic 
diffuser for ramjet, with an inner body projecting 
forward of the diffuser lip, designed to permit 
pressures to be raised gradually through a series of 
conical shocks. The pressure recovery possible to this 
type of diffuser operating at high mach numbers is 
considerably greater than could be obtained by a 
diffuser designed for single normal shock.

diffusion. Optict. The scattering of light by reflection 
or transmission. Diffuse reflection results when 
light strikes an irregular surface such as a frosted 
window or the surface of a frosted or coated light 
bulb. When light is diffused, no definite image is 
formed.

digit Elfctrimic compul/rf. One of the is symbols 
of integral value ranging from 0 to n-1 inclusive in 
a scale of numbering of base n, e.g., one of the 
ten decimal digits, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7, 8, 9.

digital The quality of utilising numbers in a given 
scale of notation to represent all the quantities that 
occur in a problem or a calculation.

digital computer. See: computer, digital.
digit, binary. See: binary digit.
digit, sign. See: alga digit.
dihedral The upward or downward inclination of an 

airplane’s wing or other supporting surface in 
respect to the horisontal; in some contexts, the up
ward Inclination only; a dihedral angle.

dihedral angle. The angle, esp. an upward angle, be
tween the plane of the wing or other surface and a 
horisontal plane at the root of the wing or other 
surface.

diaitrotoluene. (DNT) A high explosive, formed by 
nitration of toluene. A lower degree of nitration 
than that attained ir producing trinitrotoluene 
(TNT). Used in the formulation of propellants, in 
which it acts as a gelatinising and moisture-proofing 
agent and contributes to the ballistic potential.

diode. See: SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE, DIODE, 
diopter. A unit of optical measurement which expresses

the refractive power of a lens or prism. In a lens 
or lens system, it is equivalent to the reciprocal of 
the focal length in meters.

diopter movement A term applied to adjustment of 
the eyepiece of an instrument to provide accommoda
tion for eyesight variations of individual observers.

diopter stale. See: SCALE, DIOPTER.
dlpheaylanlae. (DPA) An additive used in propellants 

to incres.se the storage life by neutralizing the acid 
products formed upon decomposition of the nitro- 
c« Uulosc.

director-sight system
dipbosgens. (DP) Trichloromethyl chloroformate, one 

of the choking gases.
direct bombing. Bombing by aiming at the target, as 

distinguished from offset bombing.
direct Are. Fire delivered on a target in which the 

sights of a weapon are brought directly on the target.
direct Are eights. 1. Sights which permit laying di

rectly on the target as distinguished from those used 
to lay on an aiming point. 3. Sights used with anti 
aircraft guns when the director is not available.

direct hit. A hit directly upon the target.
directing gun. See : base piece.
directing point. Foi t of known location normally at 

the geometric center of the guns of an antiaircraft 
artillery battery for which the bring data are com
puted.

directional antenna. An antenna which radiates or re
ceives radio waves more effectively in or from some 
directions than others.

directional beam. A stream of radio or radar impulses 
beamed in a given direction.

directional homing. The procedure of following a path 
such that the objective is maintain d at a constant 
relative bearing.

directional microphone. A microphone the response of 
which varies significantly with the direction of 
sound incidence.

directional atability. The stability (which see, sense 
1 a) of an aircraft, projectile, or the like against 
yawing.

direction Ander. (DF) See: radio direction Aader.
direct laying. Laying in which the sights of the 

weapon are aligned directly on the target.
director. 1. Electromechanical equipment used to 

track a moving target in azimuth and angular height 
and which, with the addition of other necessary In
formation from an outside source, such as a radar 
set or a range finder, .continuously computes firing 
data and transmits them to the guns. 3. Parasitic 
sntenna located in front of the radiating antenna so 
that radiation will add in the forward direction.

DIRECTOR, ANTIAIRCRAFT WEAPONS. A col
lection of m.sjor electronic, optical, and mechanical 
components and/or items specifically designed to 
automatically acquire, identify, and track a target. 
It simultaneously computes and transmits data for 
directing the fire of antiaircraft artillery guns and 
missiles.*

DIRECTOR-COMPUTER GROUP, GUIDED MIS
SILE. A group specifically designed to be used in 
a guided missile remote control system, which pro
vides directing and computing facilities for a guided 
missile in flight. Excludes COMPUTING-TRACK
ING GROUP, RADAR. See also: COMPUTER 
GROUP, GUIDED MISSILE; DIRECTOR STA
TION, GUIDED MISSILE, TRAILER MOUNTED 
and DIRECTOR STATION GROUP, GUIDED 
MISSILE.*

director-sight system. A sighting system used on air
borne flexible guns in which the gunner has direct 
control of the tracking line (line of aim) and in
direct control of the gun or guns.

incres.se
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director station group 101 disk, target spotter
DIRECTOR STATION GROUP, GUIDED MISSILE. 

A group and a subdivision of a DIRECTOR STA
TION, GUIDED M1SSII E, TRAILER MOUNTED, 
which is not capab’e of performing a complete 
operating function but when used with other groups 
provide facilities for directing by remote control a 
guided missile in flight. See also: DIRECTOR
COMPUTER GROUP, GUIDED MISSILE and DI
RECTOR STATION, GUIDED MISSILE, TRAIL
ER MOUNTED.*

DIRECTOR STATION, GUIDED MISSILE, TRAIL
ER MOUNTED. A collection of major electronic 
components and/or items specifically designed to 
provide a guided missile battery commander and 
other operating personnel of a RADAR COURSE 
DIRECTING CENTRAL with circuits, controls, 
computer and radar data displays, communication 
facilities, plotting boards and the like, for directing 
by remote control azimuth, elevation and range of a 
guided missile in flight. May also contain facilities 
for furnishing burst command signals to a missile. 
See also: DIRECTOR STATION GROUP, GUID
ED MISSILE and DIRECTOR-COMPUTER' 
GROUP, GUIDED MISSILE.*

direct support artillery. Artillery assigned the mission 
of providing the fire requested by the supported unit. 
Requests for artillery fires are made directly upon 
the supporting artillery by the unit being supported 
See also general support artillery. '

director-type computer. A gunsight computer used in 
the director-sight system (which see), which, in re
sponse to the gunner’s action cf tracking, computes 
the angle at which the gun or guns must be fired in 
order to hit a target.

director-type flrs control. The control of fire by use of 
a director-type computer.

direct pointing. Pointing a piece in a direction or in 
both range and direction by means of a sight directed 
at the target.

director radiator loudspeaker, A loudspeaker in which 
the radiating element acts directly on the air.

disappearing carriage. Type of fixed mount in which 
a balancing mechanism lifts the major caliber cannon 
to a position above its protective parapet for the act 
of firing, after which the cannon again ’disappears' 
behind the parapet. FormeJy used in seacoast de
fense, now considered obsolete because of its inability 
to fire at high angles and the lack of advantage of 
the 'disappearing' feature against bombs and other 
missiles with high angles of fall.

disappearing target. Target that is exposed to the 
firer’s view for a short time. Bobbing targets, and 
targets that are raised from target pit* for short 
periods of time, are disappearing targets.

disarm. To remove the detonating devire or fuze of 
a bomb, mine, or other piece of explosive ordnance, 
or otherwise render it incapable of exploding in its 
usual manner. See also: dsactlvate; defuse.

discarding petal. A part of a discarding sabot in which 
the sabot (which see) is composed of a base and 
attached pieces extending from it. These pieces, 
called 'petals,' surround the coie. They peel back 
under centrifugal and aerodynamic forces and are 
discarded just in front of a gun muzzle.

discarding sabot. See sabot.
diac, blowout. A mechanism, consisting generally of a 

thin metal diaphragm, sometimes installed in a rocket 
motor as a safety measure against excess gas pres
sure.

discharger, rifle grenade. See: LAUNCHER, GRE
NADE.

DISCHARGER, SMOEE PUFF. A device designed 
to ignite a powder charge which produces a puff of 
smoke for artillery training purposes.*

DISCONNECTOR, CARTRIDGE ACTUATED. A 
cartridge actuated mechanical device designed to 
quickly disconnect an electric cable or group of 
electrical cables and/or structural cables.* See: 
propellant actuated device.

discriminator. A device used to convert input frequency 
changes to proportional output voltages. For ex
ample, in a radio receiver, that stage which converta 
the frequency-modulated signals directly co audio
frequency signals.

DISCRIMINATOR, MAGKETIC, GUIDED MIS
SILE. An item consisting of magnetic amplifier(s) 
and a transformer, specifically designed to sense 
polarity and magnitude of coded impulses for the 
purpose of producing output control and signal 
voltages, which actuates rudder movements in a 
guided missile for final range cor*ection. May in
clude components, such as resistors, capacitors, recti
fiers and chokes.*

disemplace. Take out of position; remove a weapon, 
usually ar llery, from a prepared firing position.

dish, radar. The parabolic reflector which is part of 
certain radar antennas.

disintegrating belt. See : belt, Uuk.
disk, aiming. Circular, flat piece of cardboard, painted 

tin, or other material, with a bull's-eye and pinhole 
in the center, and a handle. An aiming disk is used 
for instruction in sighting end siming.

DI3E, MASTER, STANDARD. A precision master 
reference tool used ss s standard for se.'ing microm
eter calipers and srap gages; also in setting up 
and checkingcomparators. It consists of a flat steel 
di.k, or a cylinder, precision ground and lapped to 
size.*

disk recorder. Electroacoustics A mechanical re
corder in which the recording medium has the geome
try of a disk.

DISK, TARGET CENTER. A circular paper item 
for attaching to the face of a paper or pasteboard 
small arms target to serve as a hull’s eye. See also: 
CENTER, TARGET REPAIR.*

DISK, TARGET MARKER. An item used in con
nection with target marking to indicate, by signalling, 
the value of a hit upon a target as determined by 
the location of a hit. It is also used to indicate 
target misses. It is usually colored on both faces, 
each face being of a different color and/or design. 
It is provided with securing holes for attaching to a 
hoisting and lowering staff. When assembled with 
staff it becomes a target marker.* See: MARKER, 
TARGET.

DISK, TARGET SPOTTER. An item designed to be 
used in connection with the spotting of the exact 
location of shot holes on targets. It is usually
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colored on both faces, each face bung of a different 
color It is provided with a hole in the center for 
insertion of spotter spindle. When assembled with 
spindle it becomes a target spotter.*

dismount. To remove a weapon or piece of equipment 
from its setting, mount, or carriage.

DISPENSES AND BOMB, AIRCRAFT. An item 
consisting of a 1 >1 Sl'E X S !• R. BOMB containing two 
or more BOMB (as modified > It is ' ied to be 
externally mounted but not permanen. ed on a 
high speed aircraft to carry and eject small . oinbs 
For items which do not include the bombs, see: DIS
PENSER, BOMB. Excludes RACK. BOMB EJEC 
TOR. AIRCRAFT SHAeKIE, BOMB. AIR 
I RAFT•

DISPENSER, BOMB. An avrody namically shaped 
item designed to be externally mounted but not 
permanently fixed on high speed aricraft to carry 
and eject small bombs I xclndes RACK. BOMB 
EJECTOR. AIRCRAFT. SHA< KEF. BOMB AIR
CRAFT.*

DISPENSER, COUNTERMEASURES CHAFF. An 
item specifically designed to eject portioned quantitiei 
of chaff from an aircraft for use as a countermeasure 
against enemy radar signals.*

DISPENSING SET,COUNTERMEASURES CHAFF. 
A complete set to provide facilities for ejecting 
portioned quantities of metallic chaff from an air
craft for use as a countermeasure against enemy 
radar signals.*

dispersal. The spreading out of equipment, supplies, 
or personnel, csp. for protection against enemy action; 
the practice of building or establishing industrial 
plants, government offices, or the like, in separated 
areas, to reduce vulnerability to enemy attack.

dispersion. 1. The scattering of shots fired on a target 
by the same gun or group of guns. 2. The scattering 
of bombs dropped under approximately the same con
ditions upon a target; the pattern of bomb impacts 
resulting from this. 3. Dispersal. 4. In chemical 
warfare, the dissemination of agents in liquid or 
aerosol form from bombs and spray tanks. S. 
Oftict. The separation of a beam of so-called 
‘white light* into its component colors, as in passing 
through a prism. See: spectrum.

dispersion diagram. A diagram made up by superim
posing the dispersion ladder for direction on the dis
persion ladder for range and indicating in each 
resulting rectangle the percentage of shots expected 
to fall therein.

dispersion error. Chance variation in a series of shots 
even though firing conditions are kept as constant 
as possible. For practical purposes the dispersion 
error of a particular shot is considered the distance 
from the point of impact or burst of that shot to the 
center of impact or burst.

dispersion ladder. Table that shows the probable 
distribution of a succession of shots made with the 
same firing data. A dispersion ladder consists cf a 
diagram made up of eight zones, in each one of which 
is shown the percentage of shots which may be 
expected to fall within it. It may be made for di
rection (deflection) or for range. See also : dispersion 
diagram.

dispersion pattern lhe distrihution of a series of 
shot' obtained uiidci conditions as nearl identical 
as p<.s'ibis*, the points of impact of the projectiles 
being di-qiirsi'd about a point called the mean point 
of impact, which see

dispersion sone. The area over which shots scatter 
when fired wnh the same sight setting.

distance-measuring equipment. (I)ME) Radar naviga
tion equipment that determines the distance of an 
interrogator from a transponder by measuring the 
time of transmission to and from the transponder.

distance piece. Item which holds the propelling charge 
in place (around the primer) in the cartridge case of 
some tspes of ammunition, eg , in separated am
munition it maintains the proper distance between 
the mouth plug and the wac. which covers the pro
pelling charge It is usually made of a rectangular 
cardboard sheet, folded into a triangular shape and 
cut to length. See also distance wadding; wad.

Distances, American Table of. See: Aaerican Table 
of Distances.

distance wadding, in fixed ammunition, inert material 
sm h as cardboard, placed in the cartridge case to 
occupy the excess volume and to keep the propellant 
charge back around the primer, when the capacity 
of the case is materially greater than the volume of 
the propellant charge See also: distance piece.

distortion. Of’lics. The aberration of a lens or lens 
system which causes objects to appear misshapen or 
deformed when seen through the lens or lens system.

distributing point. Point at which supplies, obtained 
from the supply point by a division or other unit, are 
broken down for distribution to subordinate units. 
Distributing points usually carry no stocks; items 
drawn are issued completely as soon as possible.

distribution. 1. Pattern of projectiles about a point 
i. Term used to embrace the functioning of receipt, 
storage, transportation, and final issue of equipment 
and supplies to the points or places where required 
by the Military Establishment.

distribution parts. Spare parts representing the dif
ference between the quantity procured and those 
eventually used in maintenance operations. They 
include parts lost due to enemy action and those 
necessary, as a safety factor, to keep the supply lines 
filled at all times.

dither. A signal of controlled amplitude and fre
quency applied to the servomotor operating a trans
fer valve, such that the transfer valve is constantly 
being 'quivered' and cannot stick a its null position.

dither mechanism. A device employed in the remote 
control system of certain artillery weapons, which 
prevents the building up of static friction in some 
of the components of the system by keeping them 
in constant vibration.

dive. 1. A rapid descent by an aircraft or missile, 
nose downward, with or without power or thrust.
2. In stress analysis, a design condition for the wings 
representing a steady state of flight characterized by 
high speed and an angle of attack approximately 
that of zero lift.
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dive angle. The acute angle between the horizontal 

and the line of an object's dive.

diva bombing. The action of bombing a target from a 
diving airplane, esp. an airplane diving steeply. Cf: 
gild* bombing; low-angle bombing; toes bombing.

dive-bombing eight. A bombsight for use in dive 
bombing attacks.

diverging lens. Also known as divergent lens, negative 
lens, concave lens, dispersive lens. A lens which 
causes parallel light rays to spread out. One surface 
of a diverging lens may be concavely spherical and 
the other plane (plano-concave), both may be con
cave (double concave) or one surface may be con
cave and the other convex (concave-convex, diver
gent-meniscus). The divergirg lens is always thicker 
at the edge that at the center.

diverging yaw. In the flight of a projectile, if the 
angle of yaw increases from the initial yaw, the yaw 
is said to be diverging, and the projectile will be 
unstable. See: stab ty factor.

dividing network. Electraaanutiri. A frequency selec 
tive network which divides the spectrum to be 
radiated into two or more parts.

division artillery. Artillery that is permanently an 
integral part of a division. For tactical purposes, all 
artillery placed under the command of a division 
commander is considered division artillery.

D-layer. The lowest layer of the ionosphere.
This layer, occurring at between 25 and 50 miles 

above the earth’s surface, absorbs some of the radio 
energy reflected by the higher layers.

DM (abbr). Chemical agent, ‘diphenylaminechloro
arsine’ (adamsite, war gas).

DME (abbr). ‘Distance-measuring equipment.*
dml (abbr). ‘Demolition.'

DN (abbr), ‘Department of the Navy.*

DMP (abbr). ‘Dummy nose plug.'
DMT (abbr). ‘Dinitrotoluene’ (explosive).
DOCUMENT DESTROYER, EMERGENCY, IN

CENDIARY. An item designed to be used in an 
emergency to destroy documents, paper, or books 
which need not be torn up. It is intended to be used 
with a suitable container which is not part of the 
item of supply.*

DOD (abbr). ‘Department of Defense.’
DODIC (abbr). 'Department of Defense Identification 

Code.’
DOFL (abbr). ‘Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories.* 
dolly. Low platform or frame mounted on small

wheels or casters used for moving heavy or awkward 
objects short distances.

DOLLY, TRAILER CONVERTER. An auxiliary 
wheeled vehicle equipped with drawbar, a lower 
fifth wheel and other necessary parts, designed to 
support the front end of a semitrailer and convert 
same to a full trailer.*

DOLLY, TRAILER, FRONT. An item consisting of 
a front axle assembly, brakes, wheels, tires, suspen
sion, springs, drawbar, etc. to lend mobility to a

doubler
trailer body when used in conjunction with a match
ing DOLLY, TRAILER, REAR It is specifically 
designed to be detached from the trailer body, and 
reused, when the trailer body is set on a stationary 
structure See also CHASSIS, TRAILER; DOL
LY, TRAILER CONVERTER; DOLLY, TRAIL
ER. REAR.*

DOLLY, TRAILER, REAR. An item consisting of a 
■ ear axle assembly, brakes, wheels, tires, suspension, 
springs, radius rods, etc. to lend mobility to a trailer 
body when used in conjunction with a matching 
DOLLY, TRAILER FRONT. It is specifically de
signed to be detached from the trailer body, and re
used, when the trailer body is set on a stationary 
structure. See also: CHASSIS, TRAILER, DOL
LY, TRAILER CONVERTER; DOLLY, TRAIL
ER, FRONT.*

doodlebug. The V-l, or German flying bomb. Simp.

DOPPLER DRIFT GROUP. A group which provides 
facilities for indicating the drift of an aircraft by 
utilization of the Doppler elect.*

Doppler elect. Apparent change in frequency of 
sound, or radio wave trains reaching an observer, or 
a radio receiver etc., caused by a change in distance, 
or range, between the source and the observer, or ce
rt reiver, during the interval of reception.

Doppler shift. Magnitude of the change in observed 
frequency due to Doppler effect, as in shift of a 
luminous body's lines in a spectrum toward the red 
indicating distance is increasing.

DOPPLER VELOCITY GROUP. A group which 
provides facilities for indicating the radial velocity 
of a guided missile by utilization of the Doppler 
effect.*

doao. The total amount of nuclear radiation received 
by an individual expressed in roentgens. Usually 
used to mean total dose.

dose rate. A measurement cf the intensity of persistent 
or residual radioactivity expressed in terms of roent
gens per hour.

dosimeter. An instrument for measuring the total 
dosage of nuclear radiation, in roentgens or mil
liroentgens, received in a given period. Sec: RADI
ACMETER; RADIAC BET.

double action. Method of fire in a revolver and in 
old-style rifles and shotguns in which a single pull 
of the trigger both cocks and fires the weapon.

double angle cone. See double angle liner.

double angle liner. In shaped charge ammunition, a 
liner made up from two surmounted, coaxial, conical 
sections having different apex angles.

double base powder. Preferred term is ‘double base 
propellant.' See: propellant.

double base propellaaL Sec: propellant
double pole-piece magnetic hand. EUriraaearntiu.

A magnetic head having two separate pole pieces in 
which pole faces of opposite polarity are on opposite 
sides of the medium. One or both of these pole 
pieces may be provided with an energising winding.

ioubler. In electronics, a circuit for doubling the input
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frequency. This may be done by tuning the plate 
circuit to twice the grid frequency or in several 
other ways.

doublo-rocoil system. A system in which the gun re
coils on the top carriage and the top carriage recoils 
on the bottom carriage or trail.

double sampling. A sampling and inspection technique 
in which final disposal of the lot is based upon the 
inspection of a second, larger sample, if the inspec
tion of the original sample results in discovery of a 
number of rejects which is greater than the number 
allowed for acceptance, but less than that requiring 
rejection of the lot based upon the results of in
spection of the combined original and second sample. 
The number of rejects requiring rejection of the lot, 
based upon the combined sample, is always one 
greater than the number permitting acceptance, so 
that decision is always possible.

double star. Indicates, in the case of a SIGNAL, IL
LUMINATION, AIRCRAFT, two freely falling stars 
(lights) of the color or colors indicated.

double-taper. Taper of an airfoil in planform and in 
cross-section thickness from root to tip.

double vision. 1. A malfunction of a binocular instru
ment causing two images to be seen separately in
stead of being fused. It is caused by the optical 
axes ot the two telescopes not being parallel. In 
minor cases, the eyes will adjust themselves to com
pensate for the error of the instrument until the 
images are superimposed and only one object is 
seen. This may cause eyestrain, eye fatigue, and 
headaches. 2. An eye disorder known as diplopia, 
which results in double vision of a single object. It 
is usually caused by one eye failing to converge or 
diverge in unison with the other eye.

Dovap. Radio system for obtaining missile trajectory 
data from the Dopplar shift of a wave doubled and 
retransmitted from a missile in flight. Dovap is an 
acronym composed from Doppler, velocity. mid posi
tion.

Dots. A heat-homing bomb, developed in WW II.
Dors prion. Also known as rotating prism. A form 

of prism designed by H. W. Dove. It is used to 
invert the image in one plane without deviating or 
displacing the axis. Used as the rotating prism in 
the conventional type of optical system or panoramic 
telescopes.

down-aileron. The aileron in the down position that 
creates lift, as distinguished from the up-aileron. 
See AILERON.

downdraft carburetor. A carburetor in which the air 
is sucked in from above.

downgrade. To assign a lower security classification 
than that previously assigned. The notification of 
holders of such material is a part of the p'oeess. 
For classifications see: defense daaeificatUn.

downtime. Interval of time during which equipment is 
not capable of performing its function because of 
the need for repair, modifications, parts replacement, 
etc.

downward modulation. Rtttwtrt. Modulation in 
which the instantaneous amplitude of the modulated

drawbar pull
wave is never greater than the amplitude of the 
unmodulated carrier.

downwi-sh. The downward deflection of air, relative 
to the direction of motion of an airfoil.

DP (abbr). 1. ‘Diphosgene’ (war gas). 2. ‘Deck pene
trating’ 3. ‘Dual purpose' 4. ‘Distribution point.'

DPA (abbr). ‘Diphenylamine* (propellant additive).
DR (abbr). 1. ‘Demolition rocket.’ 2. ‘Dead reckon

ing.'

drag. Components of air resistance in the direction 
opposite to that of the motion of the center of 
gravity of a projectile or an airfoil.

drag area. See: area, drag.
drag, bees. Drag component caused by the reduction 

of pressure across the base of a missile or projectile 
to below the ambient pressure.

drag brake. A <!•■ vice for slowing down a missile, air
craft or the like by increasing the drag. Cf spoiler.

drag, burner. See: burner drag.

drag coefficient. 1. A coefficient that gives the relative 
air resistance of a particular airfoil. 2. A coefficient 
used in calculating the drag component of forces 
in an atomic blast wave.

drag direction. In stress analysis, the direction of the 
relative wind. See: chord and lift direction.

drag force or component. Streti analysis. A force 
or component, in the drag direction, i.e., pari.llel to 
the relative wind. See: chord force or component; 
lift force or component; aide force or component.

drag, induced. The part of the total drag induced by 
the lift.

The airflow that causes lift causes drag in propor
tion to the square of the lift.

drag, noee. Drag due to the pressure on the nose of an 
airplane or missile.

drag parachute. A deceleration parachute.
drag, parasite. The portion of the total drag of an 

aircraft exclusive of the induced drag of the wings.
drag, profile. The difference between the ‘atal wing 

drag and the induced drag.
drag, profile, effective. The difference between the 

total wing drag and the induced drag of a wing with 
the same geometric aspect ratio but elliptically loaded.

drag, skin-friction. That component of drag which is 
tangent to the surface of a body and which is caused 
by skin friction. It is a function of the total wettod 
aurface and varies with the smoothness of the 
surface.

drag-waight ratio. The ratio of the drag of a missile 
to its total weight.

drawbar. An item designed as an integral part of a 
vehicle and provided with a hitch for the purpose of 
towing or moving the vehicle. See also: towbar.*

drawbar pull. The pulling ability of a vehicle which 
includes that effort over and above the effort re
quired to propel the vehicle on a level road. It is 
that power utilized in acceleration, hill climbing or 
towing.
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drawing number 105 drum, metal
drawing number. An identification number assigned 

to a drawing.
D-region. See atmospheric abalin.
DRIER, INFRARED. A heating device employing 

infrared lamps or infrared resistance elements for 
..reekrating the drying process of chemical com- 
,iu.inds, paints, or inclosures.*

drift. I. The lateral deviation of the trajectory from 
the plane of departure, caused by rotation of the 
projectile. As a result, the horizontal trace of the 
trajectory is a curved, rather than a straight, line.
2. Amount of sidewise movement or displacement 
caused by a side wind acting on an aircraft, ship, 
or barrage balloon. 3. Slow spreading of a chemical 
cloud by gravity and wind.

drift eagle. The angle between the projected line of 
an aircraft’s heading and its track.

drill ammunition. Inert ammu.t tion designed or adapt
ed (or use tn training of tlse weapon's crew.

drill bomb. See : bomb, drill.
drill cartridge. See: cartridge, drill.
drilling machine. A stationery machine having rotating 

spindle(s) designed to hold cutting tools which are 
fed through materials supported upon an integral 
working surface.*.

drill projectile. See: projectile, drill
DRIVE, ANTENNA. A device which rotates or posi

tions an antenna through a predetermined orbit, or 
to a point, such as a target. Not designed to sup
port an antenna.*

DRIVE ASSEMBLY, ELECTROHYDRAULIC, AN
TIAIRCRAFT GUN. An electrohydraulic device 
in which an electric motor, hydraulic pump, and a hy
draulic motor form a hydraulic transmission for the 
remote control of an antiaircraft gun.*

DRIVE, GAS, AUTOMATIC GUN. A weapon drive 
independent of aircraft power supply employing solid 
propellant cartridges which generate gas to operate 
a motor to drive the rotor of an automatic gun.* 
See : propellant actuated device.

DRIVER, FROJECT1LE UNIT, POWDER ACTU
ATED. A tool which utilises an explosive ch. rge to 
drive a specially designed stud, pin, or like pro
jectile into or through solid material, sjch as con
crete or steel. In operation, the tool it not fixed and 
is controlled by hand. It may be suitable for use 
under water.*

DRIVE, SECTOR SCAN. An item which provides 
facilities for positioning in azimuth, and adjusting 
in amplitude, the sector scan display <m the cathode
ray tube indicator of a RADAR SET.*

driving band. See: band, rotating.
driving face force. The force which is placed on the 

face of the bend lend on the engraved rotating band 
of an artillery projectile by the rotational accelera
tion of the projectile as its translational and rotational 
velocities are increased in the passage through the 
bore of the gun.

drone. A term which has been used to designate pilot
leu aircraft, target missiles, and the like. Not to be 

used in the assignment of Department of Defense 
item names

droop. Bending of a structure due to its own weight, 
such as the curvature of a very long tube in a heavy 
artillery piece.

drop. S'fecif. 1. The action of dropping a bomb. 2. 
The vortical drop (which see) of a projectile. 3. 
Parachute jump, individual or en masse, or supply 
delivery by parachute, or the art of malting such a 
jump or delivery. See also: freedrop; bigb velocity 
dzop; low velocity drop.

droppable. I. Of containers or equipment: That can 
be dropped by being pushed or tossed from an air
craft while in flight. 2. Of a ,»od or fuselage: That 
c.in be detached while in flight and be landed either 
by parachute or nonpowered glide.

dropping angle. See : range angle.

dropping safe. Releasing an aircraft bomb or flare so 
that it will not function on impact Sams flares, 
however, may function on impact even when dropped 
safe.

drop teat. I. To determine ability of material (am- - 
munition, packaging, etc.) to withstand shock by 
dropping throvgh known distances on specified sur
faces. 2. To determine ability of material (vehicles, 
equipment, packaging, etc.) to withstand sho*k by 
airdropping with urachute attached.

drum. 1. Adjusting device and scale for making floe 
settings on certain types of gunsights. The coarse 
setting is made on a device called a plateau. A 
Cylinder magazine, from which cartridges are fed, 
on certain machine guns and recoilleea rifle*. A 
Sec: DRUM (as modified).

DRUM, CARGO, AERIAL DELIVERY. A cylindri
cal item of nonflexible material having tiro flat essds 
or heads, one of which may be removable with a 
mechanical type closure, with fittings and fastener* 
used for ths delivery of cargo. It is dropped from 
an aircraft by parachute.*

DRUM, FIBER. A fiber cylindrical container, the 
bottom and cover of which may be of metal, fiber 
with metal edge, or of plywood. The cover may be 
attached by a mechanical locking device. Capacities 
range from one gallon to seventy-five gallons by 
volume. It is used for the shipment and/or storage 
of inert dry bulk product*.*

drum magasiae. See . magaeiae (tease 1).
DRUM, METAL. A cylindrical item, usually of great

er length than breadth, having a smooth exterior, 
usually with outward reinforcing or rolling hoops, 
having two flat ends or heads (one of which may be 
removable), and equipped with a mechanical type 
closure Capacities range from M gallon to 110 
gallons or the equivalent in pounds. It is designed 
for compound*, liquid*, bulk particulate*, and the 
like. For items which have integral fastening and/or 
shock absorbing devices and which are designed 
specifically for shipping and storing, tee: hbippiag 
aad ototage container. See also: BOX (as modified). 
Exclude* BOX, METAL and TANK, LIQUID 
STORAGE, METAL*
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drum tilter, propellant
DRUM TILTER, PROPELLANT SERVICING. A 

<!evic.- specifically designed to be used with a fork 
lift track for servicing a guided missile propellant 
tank(s). Designed to hold, and automatically invert 
a propellant filled drum while being elevated to its 
proper height to provide gravity flow.*

dry run. 1. Any practice test or session. 3. Any simu
lated firing practice, particularly a dive bombing 
approach made without the release of a bomb.

dry-sump lubricating eystsm. A system of engine 
lubricat'on in which the r iI is collected and stored 
outside the 'crankcase.

dry weight of an engine. The weight of an engine 
exclusive of fuel, oil, and liquid coolant (if any).

DS {abbr). ‘Discarding sabot.'
dualgran (abbr). 'Dual granulation.
dual granltution. (dualgran) Pertaining to propelling 

charges, indicate- a propelling charge composed of 
grains of two different webs. This is done for some 
howitzers in order that a higher pressure and more 
uniform ballistics may be obtained for the inner 
rones. The propellant for the inner sones has a 
faster rate of burning than that for the outer sone.

dual Igcitioa. Ignition in which the cylinders of an 
engine are fired by two separate and complete igni
tion systems.

dual networks. Network topology. See: structurally 
dual networks.

dual-purpose gun. Gun so designed and constructed 
that effective fire may be deiivercu against either 
aerial or surface targets.

dual wheels. Two wheels, bolted together at tn* same 
end of an axle shaft. In counting wheels for the 
nomenclature of a vehicle dual wheels are considered 
as one wheel.

ducted-fan Jet engine. A kind of turbojet engine in 
which a propeller or fan forces low-pressure air 
through ducts directly into the hot turbine exhaust 
at the turbine exhaust pressure.

ducted propulsion. Any propulsion system which passes 
thesurrounding atmosphere through a channel or duct 
while accelerating the mass of air by a mechanical 
or thermal process.

dud. An explosive munition that has failed to explode, 
although such was intended.

due in. The quantities of material expected to be re
ceived under outstanding piocuring and requisitioning 
instruments, and quantises from other sources such 
as transfer, reclamation, and recovery.

duo out. As applied to a supplying installation, that 
portion of stock requisitioned which was not im
mediately available for issue but wh:**h is recorded 
as a commitment for future use. Synonyuicts with 
curi*ent unfilled demand.

dugout Underground shelter built to protect troops, 
ammunition, and materiel from gunfire. See also: 
bombproof.

DUXW. See: LANDING VEHICLE, WHEELED.

dumdum. A bullet that flattens excessively on contact, 
or one especially designed to flatten excessively. In

106 dynamic similarity
full, 'dumdum bullet.’ The use of this type of bullet 
in warfare is forbidden under international law.

dummy. Sf>c<if. t. A nonexplosive bomb, projectile, 
or the like, or an object made to appear as one of 
these. 2. An object made to appear as an airplane, 
gun emplacement, or the like from the air.

dummy ammunition. See: drill ammunition.

DUMMY DETONATOR. An inert item designed to 
be used in lieu of a detonator for training purposes 
only.* The item may be simulated electric type o. 
simulated percussion type.

dummy fuse. See: fuse, dummy.

dummy grenade. See grenade, training.
DUMMY RADAR FUZE. An item designed to occupy 

the space of a FUZE. RADAR without having in
ternal functioning components of the radar fuse.*

DUMMY TORPEDO. An item designed to be substi
tuted for a torpedo when proof-checking the fitment 
requirements of the various launching devices. It is 
similar to its legitimate ccunterpart in outside con
figuration*

DUMMY WARHEAD, ROCKET. An item designed 
to be substituted for a tactical warhead. It con
forms to the outside configuration of the legitimate 
rocket warhead, and is used for training purposes 
only.*

dump. 1. A temporary storage area, usually in the 
open, for bombs, ammunition, equipment, or supplies. 
2. To drop bombs or throw out supplies. Slang.

dunnite. See: Explosive D.
DUPLEXES. An item which permits a transmitter 

and receiver to operate on a single transmission line 
and/or antenna. It effects a mismatch in the re
ceiver section of the transmission line when the trans
mitter is operating and restores matching in this 
section when the transmitter is quiescent.* Some
times called ‘T-R box.’

Duprene packing. Type of packing used in recoil 
mechanisms to prevent leakage of recoil oil.

duty cyclo. Electronic}. The ratio of the pulse dura
tion time to the pulse repetition time.

dwg (abbr). 'Drawing.'

dynamic. Of or pertaining to dynamics, esp. to aero
dynamics.

dynamic factor. The ratio between the load carried by 
any part of an aircraft when accelerating and the 
corresponding basic load.

dynamic pressure. See: pressure, dynamic.
dynamiea. A branch of mechanics that treats of the 

motion of bodies and of the forces acting upon bodies 
in motion or in process of chsnging motion.

In esrly ussge, 'dynamics' was used where ‘aerody
namics' might be used today as a more restrictive 
term.

dynamic similarity. The similarity in the fluid flows 
about a scale mode! and a full-scale model.

This is expressed by a Reynolds number, which 
shows a ratio between the forces due to density and 
the forces due to viscosity.
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dynassic ■lability. The property of an aircraft or inu

tile which, when its steady motion in flight in dis
turbed, causes it to damp any oscillation and gradual
ly return the aircraft or missile to its original state 
of steady motion. See: stability, sense 1 a.

DYNAMITE A high explosive consisting of nitro
glycerin and/or nitroglycol and/or ammonium ni
trate and other materials with or without an inert 
base, packed in cylindrical paper cartridges or in 
hags. It is set off by a detonator and is used for 
general blasting purposes.*

dyaamits bomb. See: bomb, dynamite.

dynamite, military. A blasting explosive in cartridges 
especially suitable for use in military construction, 
quarrying, and service demolition work. It has good 

storage stability, it rifle bullet insensitive and can 
be detonated when wet. Sae also: DYNAMITE.

dynamite tamping pole. Sec : TAMPING POLE, DYN
AMITE.

dynamometer. A device for measuring the power, 
thrust or torque of an engine or rocket. A held 
dynamometer measures drawhar pull and resistance 
to propulsion of a complete vehicle while operating 
on a road.

DYNAMOTOK. An item which combines both electric 
motor and generator action in one magnetic field, 
either with two armatures on one shaft or one arma
ture having two or more windings. The input voltage 
is direct current. The output is direct current but 
may include auxiliary alternating current outputs. 
May include accessories such as relays, filters, and 
the like*



E
E (abbr). 1. In >uch usage as M5JE4, designates an 

experimental modification o: a standard item. Cf; 
A; B; M; T; X. 2. In jato unit nomenclature, 
designates an extruded double base solid propellant

Eagle Name given to Navy air-to-air missile system 
under development for defense of a task force from 
air attack.

•ar protector, wand. See AUBAL PROTECTOR, 
SOUND.

EC blank Are. See : EC amokeleee powder.
eccentricity. 1. In dimensioning and inspection pro

cedures, the opposite of centrality. The offset of the 
axis of oie geometrical form with that of another, 
usually an undesirable condition. For instance, a 
rotating band would have eccentricity with respect 
to, or be eccentric with, the projectile body, if it 
protruded further from the body at one point than 
it did at a point 180° removed. Must be distinguished 
from ovality, which is a departure from the specified 
cylindrical form. 2. Static eccentricity of a pro
jectile is the distance, in calibers, of the center of 
mass from the axis of the projectile. Dynamic 
eccentricity is the angle, in radians, between the 
axis of form and the longitudinal principal axis of 
inertia.

occontric-ecrew (Nordeufold) breechblock. See: breech
block, eccentric-screw (Nordenfold).

echelone of maintenance. See: maintenance.
echo. Specif. A radar echo. The signal received 

by a radar set as a result of the reflection of a 
transmitted pulse from objects in the field of scan.

ECM (abbr). 'Electronic countermeasures.’

economic mobilisation. The process of preparing for 
an4 carrying out such changes in the organization and 
functioning of the national economy as are necessary 
to provide for the most effective use of resources in 
a national emergency.

economic warfare. The defensive use in peacetime, as 
well as during a war, means by military and
civilian agencies to maintain or expand the economic 
potential for war of a nation and its (probable) 
allies; and, conversely, the offensive use of any 
measure in |>eace or war to diminish or neutralize 
the economic potential for war of the (likely) enemy 
and his accomplices. See also economic war 
potential

economic war potential. That segment of the economic 
capacity of a nation which can be used for purposes 
of conducting war.

EC smokeless powder. An explosive powder used 
chiefly in blank cartridges. Also called 'EC blank 
fire,* 'EC blank powder,’ and 'EC powder.’ EC 
powder is used in some caliber 22 and shotgun am
munition, and was formerly used in fragmentation 
grenades.

ED (abbr). ‘Ethyldichloroarsine’ (war gas).
EDD (abbr). ‘Ethylenediamine dinitrate' (explosive).
Edgewater adapter. A kind of recoil adapter fastened 

to the receiver cf an aircraft machine gun and sur
rounding the barrel. See: recoil adapter.

EDNA (abbr). ‘Ethylenedinitramine’ (Haleite, ex
plosive).

ednatol. A binary explosive composed of 55 percent 
Hakite and 45 percent TNT. Permits melt loading 
into munitions and has greater brisance than TNT 
alone. See also: Haleite.

EF (abb. I. Extra fine' (thread)
effective angle of attack. See: angle of attack, effective, 
effective area. See: area, effective.
effective aepect ratio. See: ratio, effective aspect.
effective ceiling AA. The maximum vertical range with

in which an antiaircraft gun may engage for a period 
of 20 seconds an aircraft approaching directly at JOO 
miles per hour, firing the last round at a quadrant 
elevation of 70®.

effective exhaust velocity, (c) A rocket-engine per
formance parameter calculated as the product of the 
specific impulse times the gravitational conversion 
factor See: exhaust velocity. Cf. actual exhaust 
velocity; ideal exhaust vslocity.

effective firing tims. The period of time during which 
an aircraft can deliver effective fire at a moving or 
a stationary target.

effective fragment. In terminal ballistics, a fragment 
whose mass, velocity, and form, upon impact with 
the target are such as to enable the fragment to 
accomplish the desired effect.

effective gun bore line, .lircmft. The line which a 
projectile should follow when the muzzle velocity of 
the gun is vectorially added to the aircraft velocity. 
The angle between this line and gun line is the 
velocity jump. Cf: effective launcher line; gun line.

effective height Antennae. The height of the antenna 
center of radiation above the effective ground level.

For an antenna with symmetrical current distribu
tion, the center of radiation is the center of distribu- 

' tion. For an antenna with asymmetrical current 
distribution, the center of radiation is the center of 
current moments when viewed from directions near 

' the direction of maximum radiation.
(Former usage) In low-frequency applications, as 

applied to loaded or nonloaded vertical antennas, 
the actual height of the vertical section multiplied 
by the ratio of the average current in that section 
to the input current.

I effective launcher line, .'lireraft. The line along which 
: the aircraft rocket would go if it were not affected by
i gravity. This differs from the launcher line because 
- the fired rocket is not headed exactly along the air-
i craft flight line. Cf: effective gun bore line; launcher

line.
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109 electron bomb
rase or unbred cartridge from the breech or re
ceiver of a small arms weapon.*

EL (abbr) 1. Elastic limit.' 2. ‘Elevation.’
elasticity correction. Change made in standard firing 

data to allow for the effect on range of changes 
in temperature.

elasticity elect. Influence on range of temperatures 
that vary from those upon which standard firing 
tables are based.

elastic strength pressure. (ESP) See: prsssures, gun. 
electra. A German continuous wave navigation system 

using radio beacons providing multilobe equisignal 
patterns.

electrical distance. The distance traveled by radio 
waves in a uni. of time. A convenient unit of electri
cal distance is the light microsecond, or about 983 
feet (300 meters). In this unit the electrical distance 
is numerically equal to the transmission time in 
microsecond:.

electrical function switch Electronic compatert. See: 
fuaction switch.

electrical interception. Gaining possession by electrical 
means of communications intended for others.

slsctrical load. Sec: load (sense •).
electrical ecanning. See: scanning, electrieaL
electrical schematic. A drawing which shows the 

electrical circuit of an item with the parts indicated 
by symbols so placed that the circuit may be traced 
from part to part in the sequence of their respective 
functions with no attempt to indicate the actual 
physical location of the parts in the item.

ELECTRICAL STANDARDS SET. A grouping of 
items consisting of various standards of capacitance, 
inductance, resistance, voltage, and like items of 
known accuracy, calibrated for use as a basis for 
obtaining precise and reliable measurements.*

electric cartridge. See: cartridge, electric.
electric detonator. See: DETONATOR, ELECTRIC.
electric dipole. A pair .f equal and opposite charges 

an infinitesimal distance ^part.
In electromagnetics, the term ‘dipole* is often ap

plied to two equal and opposite -oscillating charges 
an infinitesimal distance apart; in this sense, it is 
synonymous with an electric current.

electric fuse. See: fuse, electric.
electric primer. See: PRIMER, ELECTRIC.
electric squib. See: SQUIB, ELECTRIC.
electric time fuse. See: fuse, electric base.
electric traaodacer. See: transducer, electric.
electroexploeive. Term ui:d describe an initiator 

or a system in which an electrical impulse is used 
for initiation of detonation or deflagration of an 
explosive; the explosive detonated or deflagrated hy 
the electrical impulse.

electron. A very light particle with a mass 1/1845 that 
of a proton, having a negative charge.

Electrons are constituents of the atom. See: beta 
particle; cathode ray. Cf: positron.

electron beam. A stream of electrons moving at high 
velocity, as in a cathode-ray tube; a cathode ray.

electron bomb. See: bomb, electron.

effective man of projectile
elective maee of projectile. In interior ballistics, the 

mass of the projectile plus a portion of the mass of 
the propellant. Accounts tor the energy of transla
tion imparted to the propellant gas ■ oncurrently with 
accelerating the projectile, and therefore not available 
for the latter purpose.

efective profile drag. See: drag, profile, effective.
elective range. Distance at which a weapon may be 

expected to fire accurately to indict casualties or 
damage. See : maximum elective raege.

elective thrust. In a rocket motor or engine, the 
theoretical thrust less the effects of incomplete com
bustion and friction How in the nozzle Cf net 
thrust; thrust.

elective wind. A calculated wind equal in speed and 
direction to the average of any given number of 
varying actual winds, used esp. in sound-ranging ar 1 
weather observation. Cf: ballistic wind.

elects radius. Xn<le<ir The radius of a circle having 
its center at the center of impact, and within which 
a specified dosage is equalled or exceeded within a 
given period of time

efficiency, overall. See : overall efficiency.
efficiency, piesometric. Prof>clla>it actuated des ices 

Ratio of mean ballistic cycle pressure to peak pres
sure of PAI) during stroke time.

efficiency, thermal. Prnfcllant actuated dcvicci. The 
ratio of the mechanical energy of an accelerated mass 
to the energy resulting from propellant combustion.

EHF (abbr). ‘Extremely high frequency.’
■ HP (abbr). ‘Effective horsepower.’
ejecta. Jet fragments ejected essentially beyond pri

mary target plate in the testing of shaped charges.
ejection. Process of completely removing (ejecting) 

the empty cartridge case from small arms and rapid 
fire guns. Performed by the ejector, which see. Cf: 
extraction.

ejection cockpit capeule. A detachable pressurised 
cockpit on certain airplanes which may be ejected as 
a unit and parachuted to the ground.

ejection seat See: SKAT, AIRCRAFT EJECTION.
ejector. If'ea/uius. A device in the breech mechanism 

of a gun. rifle, or the like, which automatically 
throws out an empty cartridge case or unfired car
tridge from the breech or receiver.* Cf: extractor.

EJECTOR, AERIAL PHOTOFLASH CARTRIDGE. 
A device for firing in sequence photoflash cartridges, 
for use in taking night photographs from aircraft.*

EJECTOR, ARTILLERY CARTRIDGE. An ejector 
which automatically throws out an empty cartridge 
case or unbred cartridge from the breech or receiver 
of an artillery weapon.*

ejector, bomb. See: RACK, BOMB EJECTOR, AIR
CRAFT.

EJECTOR SET, FLARE. A complete set (or effecting 
the forced release of flares from an aircraft, ship, 
or ground vehicle in which it is installed. May in
clude components incorporating memory circuits for 
programming flare ejection.*

EJECTOR, SMALL ARMS CARTRIDGE. An ejector 
which automatically throws out an empty cartridge

A
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Components In mean-, of electron tube or transistor 
i ircints. See also GATE, ELECTRONIC/’ 

electronic warfare. That subdivision of the military 
use of electronics involving actions taken to prevent 
or reduce an enemy's effective use of radiated elec
tromagnetic energy and actions taken to insure our 
own effective use of radiated electromagnetic energy. 

ELECTRON TUBE. An mclosure. including two or 
more electrode-, in which a flow of electrons may 
take place through a vacuum nr contained gas, such 
conduction being either hy means of electrons given 
off from a cathode or hy ionisation of the contained 
gas Includes photo tubes (photo emissive type only) 
and (>eiger Muller tubes Excludes items whose 
primarv purpose is to produce light energy. Ex
cludes PHOTOELECTRIC CELL and SEMICON
DUCTOR DEVICE DIODE*

elements of the trajectory. The phrase applied to the 
various features of the trajectory such as the angle 
of departure; maximum ordinate; angle of fall, etc.

elevate. To.increase the angle of elevation of a gun, 
launcher, optical instrument, or the like.

elevating arc. Upright, geared arc, attached to a 
weapon or carriage, by means of which the weapon 
is elevated and depressed.

elevating mechanism. Mechanism on a gun carriage 
or launcher by which the weapon is elevated or de
pressed.

elevating tower, cariiage mounted. Sec SERVICING 
PLATFORM, SELF-PROPELLED.

elevating tower, tractor mounted. See: SERVICING 
PLATFORM, TRACTOR MOUNTED.

elevating tower, truck mounted. See: SERVICING 
PLATFORM, TRUCK MOUNTED.

elevation. (EL) 1. Angle of elevation. 2. In antiaircraft 
artillery, the angular height is sometimes called ele
vation and dials on some equipment, which indicate 
angular height, pre marked 'elevation? 3. The verti
cal distance, usually measured in feet or meters, 
above mean sea level (plus elevation) or below 
mean sea level (minus elevation).

elevation circle. Circular scale showing the quadrant 
elevation of the gun barrel.

elevation difference. The change in elevation which 
must be applied to a particular gun when firing data 
are being received from a base piece or other di
recting point.

elevation mechanism. See: elevating mechanism, the 
preferred term.

elevation plane. The vertical plane in which the angle 
of elevation is measured.

The elevation plane is perpendicular to the azimuth 
plane.

elevation prediction correction. Antiaircraft. Equals 
the future elevation minus the present elevation.

elevation quadrant. See : QUADRANT, FIRE CON
TROL.

elevation rate. Rate of change of present elevation. 
It is equal to minus the zenith distance rate of the 
present line. It may be expressed in mils per second 
or degrees per second.

elevation scale. Scale on a gun carriage that shows the 
quadrant elevation of the gun.

electron gun
electron gnn. A device used in a cathode-ray tube to 

form, accelerate, and focus an electron beam
electronic. Pertaining to the application of that branch 

of science which deals with the motion, emission and 
beha vior of currents of free electrons, especially in 
vacuum, gas or phototubes and special conductors 
or semiconductors. Contrasted with electric which 
pertains to the flow of large currents in wires only.

electronic computers. See computer, analog; com
puter, digital.

electronic counter countermeaaurea. That major sub
division of electronic warfare involving actions taken 
to insure onr own effective use of electromagnetic 
radiations m spite of the enemy's use of counter
measures Sec also electronic countermeasures; 
electronic warfare.

electronic countermeaaurea. IE(M' Any of various 
offensive or defensive 'active using electronic and 
reflection devices to reduce the military effectiveness 
of enemy equipment or tactics employing o: affected 
hy electromagnetic radiations

electronic deception. Radiation or reradiation of elec
tromagnetic waves in a manner intended to mislead 
the enemy in the interpretation of data received by 
his electronic equipment This does not include 
manipulation and/or imitative communication traffic. 
See also, electronic jamming; radio deception.

electronic fuse. See : fuse, electric.
electronic intelligence. Intelligence regarding the lo

cation, volume, direction, and type of enemy elec
tronic devices; intelligence obtained by intercepting 
enemy electronic emanations.

Electronic countermeasure reconnaissance, the in
terception of enemy radio messages, the interroga
tions of prisoners of war, photo interpretation, and 
other activities are sources of electronic intelligence, 

electronic jamming. An action involved in electronic 
countermeasures, being the radiation or reradiation 
of electromagnetic waves to impair the use of a 
specific segment of the radio spectrum. Usually 
shortened to ‘jamming.’

electronica. That branch of physiw which treats of 
the emission, transmission, behavior, and effects of 
electrons.

Practical application of electronics has been made 
through such devices as vacuum tubes, cathode-ray 
tubes, photo-electric cells, and the like.

alectronic security. The protection resulting from all 
measures designed to deny to unauthorized persons 
information of value which might be derived from 
their intercept and study of friendly noncommunica
tions electromagnetic radiations.

ELECTRONIC SHOP, TRAILER MOUNTKD. A 
trailer permanently fitted with equipment and tools 
for testing and repairing electrical and electronic 
equipment*

BLKCTBONIC SHOP, TRUCK MOUNTKD. A truck 
permanently fitted with equipment and tools for 
testing and renairing electrical and electronic equip
ment.*

KLKCTBONIC SWITCH. An item which provides 
for the transfer of the electrical signal input from 
one component to another, or lietween two or more
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and/or parts, which is ready for its intended use. 
Often used as a cataloging term in supply.

•nd link. See: LINK, CARTRIDGE.
endothermic. A thcrmbuynlmic term descriptive of an 

absorption of heat or other energy. Cf: exothermic.
end play Movement of a shaft along its axis. A type 

of lost motion common to worm and wormwheel as
semblies. The error lies in looseness in the bearings 
at the ends of the shaft or in the ball cap and aocket. 
The result is that the worm can be rotated a small 
amount without causing rotation of the wormwheel.

ENERGIZER, ENGINE STARTER. An electrically 
operated auxiliary cranking device designed to ener
gize the flywheel of inertia or combination type 
starter;.*

energy, radiant. Energy consisting of electromagnetic 
waves, such as light, infrared, radio, and radar.

Enfield rile. The popular name for the United States 
rifle, caliber JO, model 1917. It is a bolt-type, breech
loading magazine rifle. No longer standard tor 
service use, but is used as a sporting weapon.

This WW I rifle was named for the British Enfield 
from which it was copied.

engine, (eng) Any of many machines that convert 
energy in one form, as that of heat, into a form 
suited to use, as that of torque applied to a crank
shaft or of kinetic flow directed into a jet stream.

The unqualified word ‘engine’ is often restricted to 
an internal combustion, piston engine.

engine analyser. See: ANALYZER SET, ENGINE, 
engine block assembly. The engine block of an in

ter! al combustion engine with one or more of the 
inti rnal functioning components such as pistons, 
crankshaft, camshaft, and may have oil pan(s) or 
cylinder head(s). For engine block assemblies with 
cylinder head(s) and oil pan(s), see: ENGINE (as 
modified); (use type of engine as modifier; e.g., 
gaso'ine, diesel, gas).*

engine camshaft. See: CAMSHAFT, ENGINE, 
engine crankshaft. See: CRANKSHAFT, ENGINE. 
ENGINE, DIESEL. A reciprocating internal com

bustion engine in which the power necessary to 
produce motion of the mechanism is obtained by 
igniting a compressed fuel and air mixture within 
the cylinder or cylinders by the extreme heat resulting 
from compression. The engine consists of a cylinder 
block assembly complete with cylinder head(s) and 
one or more of the attachments or accessories, such 
as oil pan(s), starter motor, radiator, transmission, 
clutch, oil filter, flywheel, flywheel housing or battery 
charging generator. Does not include fuel tank. For 
a complete operating power unit mounted on a base, 
see: POWER UNIT, DIESEL.*

engineering notebook. See: laboratory notebook.
engineering test An evaluation test of materiel under 

development conducted by, or under the supervision 
of, the technical service concerned, to determine in
herent structural, electrical, or other physical airf 
chemical qualities of the item or system tested, in
cluding those of an environmental nature, designed 
to provide a basis for decisions as to subsequent de
velopmental action or the suitability of the item for 
user test (which see). See also: combined engiMbr 
user teat.

elevation stop
deration atop. Structural unit *n a gun or other 

equipment that prevents it f;om being elevated or 
depressed beyond certain fixed limits.

elevation table. Firing table giving a list of ranges, 
with the corresponding quadrant elevation settings 
to be applied to a gun.

elevator. A control surface, usually attached to the 
horizontal stabilizer, moved to make the tail of an 
aircraft go up or down.

elevator angle- The acute angle between the chord of 
an aircraft elevator moved from its neutral position, 
and its cnord in neutral position.

elevon. A control surface combining the functions of 
an elevatoi and an AILERON.

embrasure. Opening in a wall or parapet, especially 
one through which a gun is fired. It is usually cut 
wider at the outside to permit the gun to swing 
through a greater arc.

emissivity. The rate at which a solid or a liquid 
emits electrons when additional energy is imparted 
to the free electors in the material by the action of 
heat, light, or other radiant energy or by the impact 
of other electrons on the surface.

empennage. The assembly at the rear end of an air
craft comprised of the horizontal and vertical sta
bilizers and their associated control surfaces. Also 
called the ‘tail assembly.’

empl (abbr). 'Emplacement.'
emplace. Put in position; fix a gun or launcher in a 

prepared position from which it may be fired.
emplacement, (empl) 1. Prepared position for one or 

more weapons or pieces of equipment, for protection 
against hostile fire or bombardment, and from which 
they can execute their missions. 2. Act of fixing a 
gun in a prepared position from which it may be fired.

empty. When used in ammunition nomenclature, indi
cates that the munition does not contain a payload, 
but is designed to contain one at the time of final use.

ENAMEL. Pigment dispersed in a varnish vehicle 
containing natural or synthetic resin. The zarnish 
may be modified with drying oil to the extent that 
the total drying oil content of the vehicle, including 
the oil in the varnish, does not exceed 75 percent, by 
weight, of the total nonvolatile portion of the vehicle. 
When applied in a thin layer, it dries principally by 
polymerization and/or oxidation to form a hard, 
smooth, opaque film. Excludes LACQUER; ENAM
EL, HEAT RESISTING; bituminous and ceramic 
coatings and GOLD SIZE*

ENAMEL, HEAT RESISTING. An ENAMEL that 
has the quality to withstand temperatures of 400 
degrees F. and higher. See also: PAINT, HEAT 
RESISTING. Excludes bituminous coatings.*

encapsulation. The technique of enclosing components 
within a body of protective mat' rial (such as resin). 
The purjtose of encapsulation may be to give me
chanical strength and/or to provide insulating prop
erties. See: hermetic sealing.

end-around carry. See: carry.
end-Are array. A linear or cylindrical radar antenna 

array that emits its radiation from one end.
end instrument. See: pickup (sense 3).
end it*m. A combination of components, assemblies,
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ENGINE, GASOLINE A reciprocating internal com

bustion nigine in which the power necessary to pro
duce motion of the mechanism is obtained by ig
niting a compressed fuel and air mixture within the 
cylinder or cylinders of the machine, by means of 
introducing an electrical spark into the compression 
chamber. The engine consists of a cylinder block 
assembly complete with cylinder head(s), oil pan(s), 
and one or more of the attachments or accessories, 
such as starter motor, radiator, transmission, clutch, 
oil filter, flywheel, flywheel housing, or battery charg
ing generator. Does not include fuel tank. For a 
complete operating powe- unit, mounted on a base, 
see: POWER UNIT, GASOLINE*

ENGINE, GAS TURBINE. A continuous combustion 
type engine consisting primarily of a compression 
chamber, combustion chamber and turbine. Air is 
compressed and heated by a combustible fuel and 
expanded through the turbine. It is designed to 
furnish a source of rotary shaft and/or pneumatic 
power. The pneumatic power is obtained by a bleed- 
off of the engine compressor*

BNGINB, PULSE-JET. A combination type power 
unit designed to exert thrust by rec-iving air through 
valves in ".ts front and mixing this air with a con
tinuous supply of metered fuel which is ignited. The 
expanding gases close the valves which causes the 
exhaust gases to leave through a tail pipe with the 
forward thrust reopening the valves and the cycle is 
repeated.*

ENGINE, RAMJET A continuous mass flow power 
unit designed tc exert thrust by means of atmospheric 
air being compressed by ram compression in the 
inlet diffuser. The compressed air is charged with 
a continuous sp ay ~>f pressurized fuel, ignited and 
ejected at high velocities through the exit nozzle.*

Mgiaa, rocket, liquid propellant. See: ROCKET
ENGINE.

eagi*«, rocket, solid propellant. See: ROCKBT
MOTOR.

ENGINE, TURBOJET. A continuous-combust ion 
type power unit designed to exert thrust, prime physi
cal characteristics of whici: include an air compres
sor, combustion chamber(s) and a gas turbine. The 
operating principle is as follows: atmospheric air is 
inducted into the unit a*, its front, compressed, heated 
by combustion of a fuel, expanded through the gas 
turbine, and ejected at high velocity at its rear.*

engine weight efficiency. The propellant weight di 
vided by total weight of rocket engine. Cf: propel
lant weight fraction.

•■graving. Process by which the rotating band of a 
projectile (or jacket of a bullet) is cut and formed 
by the rifling of the gun tube as the projectile is 
forced through the tube; the lands and grooves nry- 
dn.ed ■ .1 the band or jacket by this process. See 
also: band groove; band land. Cf: body engraving; 
rifling.

Bniac. [Coined: See first letters of words in definition.) 
The electronic numerical Mtegrator and computer 
built for the Army Ordnance Corps, and formerly 
housed at the Ballistic Research Laboratories, Aber
deen Proving Ground. An early model, now obsolete.

enthalpy. The sum of the internal and pressure 
energies of a substance or system; often called the 

total heat. Change in enthalpy is the amount of 
heat added to, or subtracted from, a substance or 
system in going from one state to another under 
constant pressure.

entrance cone. Specif. That segment of a wind tunnel 
through which the air flows into the test chamber.

entry ballistics. That branch of ballistics which per
tains to th- entry of a missile, projectile, or other 
object into ant through a gaseous medium from a 
vacuum or mar-vacuum. See also : reentry.

envelope. Electronics. 1. The glass or metal housing 
i a vacuum tube. 2. A curve drawn to pass through 

the peak of a graph showing the wave form of a 
modulated radio-frequency carrier signal.

envelot*. drawing. A drawing of an item giving over
all and mounting dimensions, other dimensions, or 
other data necessary to insure that the item is func
tionally and physically interchangeable, regardless 
of the producer. All features other than those shown 
on the drawing or referenced on the drawing are left 
to the ingenuity of the manufacturers’ engineers to 
meet the performance requirements of the item.

ENVELOPE, PROPELLANT CHAJGE. An item 
manufactured from either a combustible or frangible 
material. It is cylindrical in shape and is designed 
to contain propellant powders. It is to be attache1 
to a fin stabilized projectile.*

environment. The aggregate of all the conditions and 
uiHmnces which affect the operation of equipments 
and components: eg, physical location and operating 
characteristic-, of surrounding equipments and/or 
components: temperatures, humidity and contam
inants of surrounding air: operational procedures; 
acceleration, shock and vibration; radiation; method 
of utilization.

environmental protection. Research and its applica
tion designed to maintain or improve the degree of 
effective performance of man and equipment under 
various types of climatic stress.

environmental rang;. The range of environment 
throughout which a system or portion thereof is 
capable of operation at not less than the specified 
level of reliability. See: environment.

EC (abbr). ‘Explosive ordnance.’
EOD (abbr). ’Explosive ordnance disposal.’
E9k (abbr). ’Explosive ordnance reconnaissance.’
EORA (abbr). "Explosive ordnance reconnaissance 

agent.’
EP (abbr). Explosion-proof.’
EQUALIZER MECHANISM. A device attached to 

tl ■ carriage of those artillery weapons that, when 
en placed, rest on tw.> wheels and two trail ends. 
It is a comfiensating mechanism to equally transmit 
the weapon weight and firing shock.*

•qualiiiug pipe. A pipe connecting the front ends of 
two recoil cylinders to equalize the ptessu.es therein.

equalising rapport. The cross-beam support of an axle
support-type equalizer, on which is mounted the trails 
and upper carriage. It is connected to the axle by 
means of a horizontal pintle, which permits a 
vertical angular difference oetween the front and 
rear axis.

ptessu.es
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equation of state. Ch/wi A formula relating the 

volume, temperature, and pressure of a system.
oqutioa eolvsr. A computing device, often of th« 

analog type, which is designed to: (a) Solve systems 
of linear simultaneous (nondifferential) equations, 
or (b) Find.the roots of polynomials, or both.

oqnilibratioa system. Mechanism for balancing weight 
of gun or launcher for ease in elevating. See: 
equilibrator.

equilibrator. Force-producing mechanism designed to 
provide a moment about the trunnions of a gun cradle 
or launcher which is equal and opposite io that caused 
by the unbalanced weight of the tipping parts, thus 
making it easier to elevate the weapon The various 
types of equilib-ators and the distinguishing features 
of each are given below:

chaiu-typo equilibrator—Transmits its force io the 
tipping parts by means of a chain; it usually is 
fixed rigidly to the top carriage.
hydropaeumatic-type oquilibrator—Operated by hy
draulic fluid which is subject to pneumatic pressure, 
pivot-typo equilibrator—Transmits its force to the 
tipping parts through a piston rod; it is pi' tried at 
both ends and maintains its alignment by rotating 
about the pivots.
pneumatic-type equilibrator -Derives its force from 
compressed gas applied to a piston.
pull-typo equilibrator—Force is applied in the di
rection which tends to draw its attachment points 
toward each other.
puah-type equilibrator—Force G applied in the di
rection which tends to force its attachment points 
away from each other.
•priag-type equilibrator—Derives its force from a 
coil spring.
epring-hydraulic typo equilibrator—Operated by 
springs and controlled by hydraulic pressure.
telaecoping-typo equilibrator—Moving parts consist 
of two concentric cylinders having an action similar 
to the sliding tubes of a telescope.
toraioa bar equilibrator—The tipping parts are con
nected through liiikages to a torsion bar. As the 
weapon is depressed, torque is applied to the torsion 
bar through the linkages and the weapon is balanced 
by the increased torque resistance of the bar.

BQUILIBBATOB, CANNON. A mechanical device 
that compensates for the unbalanced weight of the 
cannon and keeps the cannon in balance at all angles 
of elevation so that it may be elevated or depressed 
by a manually operated mechanism.*

oquiphaaa sone. The region in space within which the 
difference in phase of two radio signals is indis
tinguishable.

oqaiaignal sous. An on-course tone lying within the 
overlapp-'ng sones of any two signal patterns trans
mitted by radio, as between the *A* and ‘N* patterns 
in an Adcock radio range.

equivalents ratio. The ratio of the stoichiometric air- 
to-fuel ratio to the experimental air-to-fael ratio.

equivalent Airspeed. See: airspeed, equivalent
eraae. Elrttroaic computers. To replace all the binary 

digits in a storage device by binary teros. Ia a 
binary computer, erasing is equivalent to clearing, 
while in a coded decimal computer where the pulse 
code for decimal aero may contain binary ones.

ESP (hot)
clrarmy leaves decimal zero while rrorinp leaves 
all-zero pulse codes.

BBA8EB, MAGNETIC. An item which is specifically 
designed to disorientate the magnetic signal induced 
on tape or wire in preparation for the recording of 
another signal*

erasing bead See BBASEB, MAGNBTIC
erecting system. Oplict. Lenses or prisms, the func

tion of which is to erect the image, that is, to bring 
the image upright after it has been inverted by the 
objective. An erecting system may consist of a pair 
of lenses, each of which is called an erector, or of 
one or more prisms.

erector. A system for raising or lowering a complete 
missile, or its stages, from the horizontal to the 
vertical position.

BBECTOB, GUIDED MISSILE, SELF-PBO- 
PELLED. A self-propelled vehicle, specifically de- 
■ igned to transport, erect, and place a guided missile 
on a I AVNCHER, PLATFORM, GUIDED MIS- 
Sh.E*

E-region; Ep E2. See atmospheric shells.
Eila Ordnance Depot. Ordnance Corps field installa

tion, located at Port Clinton, Ohio.
erosion. Sfrcif. The enlargement or wearing away of 

the bore of a weapon by the movement of high- 
temperature gases and residues generated from the 
burning of the propellant, by chemical action anu by 
friction between the projectile and the bore.

error. 1. Math. The difference between an observed nr 
calculated va ue and the true value 2. (zuenrrj. 
The divergence of a point of impact from the center 
of impact. 3. Electronic compattrt. The amount of 
loss of precision in a quantity; the difference between 
an accurate quantity and its calculated approxima
tion; trrori occur in numerical methods; nrutahit 
occur in programming, coding, data transcription, 
and operating; wwfftmrttow occur ia computers and 
are due to physical limitations on the properties of 
materials; the differential margin by which a con
trolled unit deviates from its target value.

error signal 1. Servo nuchanimc. The signal, fre
quently a voltage, applied to the control circuit that 
indicates the misalignment between the controlling 
and the controlled members. 3. Trading tyrUmi. 
A voltage, depending upon the signal received from 
the target, whose sign and magnitude depend on the 
angle between the target and the center of the scan
ning beam.

E-ecaa. 1. A scan for presentation on an E-ecepe. 
3. An E-ecope. Popular.

escapement. A mechanical device that regulates the 
rate of transmission of energy. (For example, as 
useo in a mechanical time fuze.)

escape velocity. In space flight, the speed nt which an 
object is able to overcome the gravitational pull of 
the earth.

E-ecope. A radarscope which presents the range of 
a target by a horizontal displacement of the target 
signal on the face of the scope, and the <evation by a 
vertical displacement. See: E-ecan.

E8P (abbr). ‘Elastic strength pressure.’
BEP (hot) (abbr). ’Elastic strength pressure (hot).’
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esp. (abbr>, ‘Especially.'
•stablishmc _,t. General term for an installation or a 

headquarters, especially in British terminology.
•atimatcd data. Specif. Firing data which are de

termined by estimate rather than by exact measure
ment or by observation of fire.

ethyl centralite. Symmetrical-diethyldiphenylurea. An 
additive used in propellant formulation having an 
effect similar to diphenylamine. See: diphenylamine.

ethyldichloroareine. (ED) A blister gas, irritating to 
the eyes and respiratory tract, which will produce 
eye and lung injury upon sufficient exposure.

ethylenediamine dinitrate. (EDD) High explosive, 
used to a limited extent by the Germans during 
World War II as a bursting charge. Must be loaded 
by pressing. Considered to be an inferior substitute 
for TNT because of its solubility, hygroscopicity, 
and acidity characteristics.

ethylene glycol. An ANTIFREEZE (which see).
ethyl phosphorodimetbylamidocyanidate. (GA) See: 

tabun.
EVACUATOR, BORE. \ device placed on the tube 

of artillery weapons to force propellant gases to flow 
outward through the muzzle end of the bore from a 
cylindrical chamber around the gun tul>e The 
chamber incloses a series of jets around the cannon 
tube through which the gases flow *

E-vector. The vector representing the electric field 
of an electromagnetic wave. In free space it is 
perpendicular to the direction of propagation.

evening gun. Firing of a gun as a signal for the 
lowering of the flag at retreat. The gun is fired 
after the sounding of the last note of the bugle call 
at retreat Also called retreat gun.

exactor, propellant actuated. A propellant actuated 
device intended to release the safety mechanism of 
another propellant actuated device The exactor 
operates by gas pressure supplied from an INITIA
TOR. CARTRIDGE ACTUATE'). See also pro 
pcllant actuated device.

excitation. 1. Application of a signal to the input of 
a vacuum tube amplifier. 2. Application of signal 
power to a radio transmitting antenna. 3. Applica
tion of current to the transmi.ting and receiving 
elements of a synchro or self-synchronous device. 
In this meaning called selsyn excitation.

EXCITER, IMPACT CRYSTAL. A device designed to 
create mechanical shocks of uniform intensity. It is 
used to excite impact crystals, which generate elec
trical pulses that may be measured by a test set.* 

exclusive license. Patent hue. Exclusive permission 
to use, manufacture and sell patented article. Con
tract not to give leave to anyone else to do the 
same thing Cf license.

EXERCISE HEAD, GUIDED MISSILE. An item 
designed to simulate a WARHEAD, GUIDED MIS
SILE. It may or may not contain telemetering de
vices and/or flash signals *

EXERCISE HEAD, TORPEDO. An item designed 
for attachment to a TORPEDO MAIN ASSEM
BLAGE to complete a torpedo for a practice run. It 
may contain recording instruments.*

EXERCISER, RECOIL MECHANISM. An item

explosion
specifically designed for exercising hydropneumatic 
iecoil mechanism It usually consists of a power unit, 
a hydraulic system ami a control system. It may be 
trailer mounted* See also: gymnasticator.

exhaust manifold. See manifold.
exhaust pipe. Sec PIPE, EXHAUST.
exhaust velocity. \ loose term for the discharge 

veloiity of an exhau-t nozzle hour common ex
haust velocities an characteristic velocity; actual 
exhaust velocity; effective exhaust velocity; and 
ideal exhaust velocity, firr separate entires

exit velocity See exhaust velocity.
exosphere. See atmospheric shells.
exothermic. \ thermodynamic term descriptive of an 

evohitmii ot Ik ,,t >.| other em-rgc ( i endothermic.
exotic fuel I'opnl.n leim for fuel, high energy, which 

sec
expansion ratio. 1. In jet propulsion the ratio of the 

nozzle exit section area to the nozzle throat area. 2. 
/ 'rnpellii.il .1, t'nitdt <let«e.r Ratio of final to initial 
\ ohmic-

expansion wave. . let odyriinntcj A pressure wave or 
kind of shock wave that has the effect of decreasing 
the density of air as the air passes through it.

Expansion waves are often distinguished from 
shock waves. Cf: compression wave.

expelling charge. See : charge, expelling.
expendable. Of a supply item or piece of property: 

That is consumed, or loses its identity, when used; 
expected to be consumed or to lose its identity.

experimental type. See : type elaeaifleatioa.
explode. To be changed in chemical or physical state 

usually from a solid or liquid to a gas (as by chemi
cal decomposition or sudden vaporization) so as sud
denly to transform considerable energy into the 
kinetic form. See also: explosion.

exploded view. A drawing or picture of any article or 
piece of equipment in which the component parts 
are separated but so arranged as to show their 
relationship to the whole.

exploder. See: BLASTING MACHINE.
EXPLODER MECHANISM, TORPEDO. An elec

trical and/or mechanical de> \e designed to actuate 
the explosive train of a WARHEAD, TORPEDO by 
means of a physical in pact or an influence signal. 
It may contain a disar ning device.*

exploding bridgewire. I irm used to describe an initia
tor or system in whirl a very high energy electrical 
impulse i- pa-sed through a bridgewirc. literally ex
ploding the bridgewirc and releasing thermal and 
shock energy capable of initiating a relatively in
sensitive explosive in contact with the hridgewtre.

exploratory research. See: basic research.
Explorer. Name given to series of earth satellites 

launched by the Army. Explorer 1, the firs’. US 
satellite, was launched and went into orbit on 1 
February 1958.

explosion, (explo) A chemical reaction or change of 
state which is effected in an exceedingly short space 
of time with the generation of a high temperature 

ad generally a large quantity of gas. An explosion 
produces a shock wave in the surrounding medium.

rnpellii.il
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The term includes both deflagration and detonation. 
Cf deflagration; detonation.

exploeion, confined. Explosion occurring, as in a closed 
chamber, whe .* the volume is constant.

exploeion, unconfit ed Explosion occurring in the open 
air where the (a.mospheric) pressure is constant.

explosive. (xpll A substance or mixture of sul 
stances which may be made to undergo a rapid chemi
cal change, without an outside supply of oxygen, 
with the liberation of la.ge quantities of energy 
generally accompanied by the evolution of hot gases. 
Explosives are divided into two classes: high ex
plosives and low explosives, according to their rate 
of reaction in normal usage. Certain mixture, of 
fuels and oxidizers can be made to explode and t ies? 
are considered to be explosives. However, a rub- 
stance such as a ' 'el which requires an outside source 
of oxidizer, or an oxidizer which requires an outside 
source of fuel to explode, is not considered an ex
plosive. See also, high explosive; low explosive.

explosive actuated device. A general term used to 
d'-signate any oi various devices which are actuated 
by means of explosives. The term includes devices 
actuated either by high explosives or low explosives, 
whereas the better known term propallant actuated 
device (which see) includes only the latter.

explosive bolt. A bolt, designed to contain an explosive 
charge which, upon detonation, will shear the bolt or 
cause it to fail otherwise The design usually pro
vides for remote initiation of the explosive charge 
Explosive bolts are applicable to such uses as stage 
separation of rockets, jettison of expended fuel tanks, 
and ejection of parachutes.

txploaiva bomb. See: bomb, explosive.
explosive bullet. A bullet which contains an explosive, 
explosive catapult seat. See: SKAT, AIRCRAFT

EJECTION.
axploaiva charge. See : charge (senses 1 and 2). 
explosive, conventional A nonatomic explosive. 
Kxploeive D. A high explosive, ammonium picrate or 

dunnite. Used in some armor-piercing projectiles 
because of its comparative insensitivity to shock and 
friction.

explosive decompreseion. A sudden lose of pressure 
in a pressurized cabin, cockpit, or the like, so rapid 
as to be explosive, as when punctured by gunfire.

explosive filler. Main explosive charge contained in a 
projectile, missile, bomb, or the like. See also: 
charge (sense 2).

EXPLOSIVE HABNESS ASSEMBLY, MISSILE
ROCKET. An intermediate assemblage of items in 
an explosive train between the safety and arming 
devices and the guided missile or rocket warhead(s) 
which transmits a detonation wave for initiation of 
the warhead(s).*

EXPLOSIVE KIT, KABTH BOD. A set of explosive 
and nonexplosive items, with carrying case, designed 
to make holes, for demolition or constructional pur
poses, in earth and soft shale.

EXPLOSIVE KIT, FOXHOLE DIOOEB. A group 
of explosive and nonexplosivc items, packaged in a 
water resistant, fiberboard, cylindrical carrying case, 
designed to produce a disruption of ground from

extender mechanism
whiili a liixholv uu !><■ quickly and easily prepared. 
It iiuici'ts primarily of rocket motor sec. Don. a head 
section, a fuze section, and a tripod launcher leg 
assemble Excludes EXPLOSIVE KIT. EARTH 
ROD •

txploaive ordnance. (EOj Term used to denote 
ordnance materiel which normally contains or con
sists of explosives. Examples: bombs, mines, tor
pedoes, missiles, projectiles, and the like.

explosive ordnance diapoaal. (EOD) The handling, 
disarming, or destroying of unexploded missiles and 
other explosive ordnance See also: explosive ord
nance.

explosive ordnance disposal unit. Organization or 
personnel with special training or equipment who 
render safe explosive ordnance, make intelligence 
reports on such ordnance, and supervise the safe 
removal and disposal thereof. See also, demolition 
squad; underwater demolition team.

explosive ordnance reconnaissance. (EOR) Act of 
reconnoitering to determine the presence of an un
exploded missile, ascertaining its nature, applying all 
practicable protective measures for the protection of 
personnel, installations and equipment and finally 
reporting essential information to the authority di
recting explosive ordnance disposal operations.

explosive ordnance reconnaissance agent. (EORA) 
A person trained m explosive ordnance reconnais
sance techniques who takes required actions and 
renders the needed reports so that the unexploded 
ordnance in question can be effectively neutralized 
by the military.

EXPLOSIVE SECTION ASSEMBLY, PRACTICE 
DEPTH CHARGE. A group of items assembled 
together to form the explosive charge compartment 
for a practice depth charge. It may be empty or 
explosive filled.*

explosive train. A train of combustible and explosive 
elements arranged in the order of decreasing sensi
tivity, inside a fuze, projectile, bomb, gun chamber, 
or the like. The function of the explosive train is 
to accomplish the controlled augmentation of a small 
impulse into one of suitable energy to cause the main 
charge of the munition to function. A fuze explosive 
train may consist of a primer, a detonator, a delay, 
a relay, a lead and booster charge, one or more oi 
which may be either omitted or combined. If the 
bursting charge is added to the foregoing train it 
becomes a bursting charge explosive train. A pro
pelling charge explosive train might consist of a 
primer, igniter or igniting charge, usuthy black 
powder, and finally, any of t’’e various types of pro
pellants.

exponential horn. Electroacoustic). A horn whose 
cross-sectional area increases exponentially with axial 
distance.

EXTENDER, BOOSTER, DEPTH CHARGE. A hy
drostatically operated item designed to properly posi
tion a depth charge booster in relation to its deton
ator within a depth charge.*

EXTENDER MECHANISM,UNDERWATER MINK. 
An item designed to extend the detonator into the 
booster for aiming an underwater mine by means of 
hydrostatic pressure*

" ............  । him i:'i



116 eyeshield, optical instrument
extractor pocket, lhe opening through which the ex

tractor enters the chamber The extractor pocket 
may cause exttaction difficulties, because of expan
sion of the case into it.

extractor rim. A rim or flange around the head of a 
cartridge case to provide a grip for the mechanical 
extractor of the weapon Cf extractor groove.

EXTRACTOR, SMALL ARMS CARTRIDGE. An 
extractor designed for puffing an empty cartridge 
case or an untired cartridge out of the chamber of a 
small amis weapon *

extrapolate. I.. make infer em. about something that 
is not known nor understoed, by reference to some
thing that is known and understood, and is assumed 
to correspond in some way with that which is known 
and understood.

extremely high frequency. (EHF) See: frequency, 
electronic.

extreme range. Gres'-st range of a weapon; e.g., the 
greatest distance a gun will shoot.

extreme epread. In firing accuracy test, the distance 
between the two shots farthest from each other.

extrusion. General The process of producing parts 
to a desired form by forcing material under pressure 
through a die of that form, also the product of this 
action. Many Ordnance components are produced 
by extrusion. Propellant grains are formed in this 
manner, and cut off to length required; projectile 
blanks are often produced by hot extrusion, and 
in some cases by cold extrusion Many aluminum 
parts are produced as extrusions, however, the cold 
extrusion jf steel components such as cartridge cases 
and projectiles has only become practicable in recent 
years.

exudation. The emission of any substance (usually 
oily, tarry, or gaseous) from an explosive item, gen
erally the results of chemical reaction or pressure 
due to thermal changes.

EYEPIECE ASSEMBLY, OPTICAL INSTRU
MENT. An optical system consisting of two or 
m.re lenses secured within a cylindrical sleeve. It 
is the component of an optical instrument nearest 
the eye of the observer when sighting. The distance 
between lenses is maintained by an optical element 
spacer It usually has focusing facilities and may 
include a reticle, filter, and/or a diopter scale.*

EYESHIELD, OPTICAL INSTRUMENT. A resilient 
rubber item, designed to be attached to the viewing 
a|>erture of an optical instrument, to maintain proper 
eye distance and to protect the eye(s) of the observer 
from stray light, wind, antl/or injury due to shock 
of gun fire or similar disturbances. Excludes 
VISOR, PERISCOPE *

extension, arming wire, bomb
EXTENSION, ARMING WIRE, BOMB. A length 

of cable with a SWIVEL AND LOOP ASSEMBLY, 
ARMING WIRE on one end and a snap fastener on 
the other, designed to extend the length of an 
ARMING WIRE ASSEMBLY.*

EXTENSION, FUZE, BOMB. A steel tube filled with 
an explosive material and designed to extend a nose 
luxe a distance forward o the bomb.*

EXTENSION, SEARCH COIL, UNDERWATER 
MINE. A metallic item designed to extend the 
length of the core of a COIL, UNDERWATER 
MINE.*

EXTENSION, TORPEDO WARHEAD. A metallic 
cylindrical item, designed to change the center of 
gravity of a torpedo. It may or may not be explosive 
filled.*

EXTENSION, TRIGGER A metallic item attached 
to a TRIGGER and designed to extend its length* 

exterior ballistic!. See : ballistic!.
exterior Ballistic table. Table containing data on the 

trajectories of projectiles under various conditions. 
See also: ballistic table.

external aileron. Au aileron offset from the wing, i.e., 
not forming a part of the wing.

extract. To pull an empty cartridge case out of the 
chamber of a gun.

extraction. Process by which the fireu cartridge cases 
are pulled from the chamber of a gun. Cf ejection.

extractor. If eu/uui.r A device in the breech mechan
ism of a gun, ride, or the like, for pulling an empty 
cartridge case or an unfired cartridge out of the 
chamber of a gun. ride, or the like,* Cf: ejector.

EXTRACTOR, ARTILLERY CARTRIDGE. An ex 
tractor designed for pulling an empty cartridge case 
or unfired cartridge out of the chamlrer of an artil
lery weapon.*

EXTRACTOR, DUMMY PROJECTILE, HAND. A 
tool for use with dummy projectiles in large caliber 
weapons to engage with the base of the projectile 
and enable withdrawing the projectile from the 
seated position.

EXTRACTOR, GRENADE CARTRIDGE. An ex 
tractor designed for pulling an empty cartridge case 
or unfired cartridge out of the chamber of a 
LAUNCHER. GRENADE*

extractor groove. Groove machined in the base of a 
cartridge case, a short distance above the head. The 
groove receives the extractor of the breech mechanism 
and permits the case to be withdrawn by the extractor. 
Extractor grooves are used in automatic weapons, in 
preference to extractor rims (flanges) formed on the 
cartridge case base. Cf: extractor rim.



F
F (iil>br) 'Fahrenheit.'
f/ (abbr). ‘For' (in combination! only).
FA (abbr). 1. ‘Field Artillery.' 1. 'Frankford Arsenal.' 
FAA (abbr). ‘Federal Aviation Agency.' 
fab lab. Slang for 'fabrication laboratory ' 
fac (abbr). 'Facility.' 
face-hardened armor. See : armor.
face of bolt. The face of a gun bolt is that portion 

which abuts the base of the cartridge case.
facility, (fac) 1. A physical plant or installation, as a 

base, arsenal, or building, used to make easier the 
performance of a function. 2. fl. The buildings, 
shelters, roads, utilities, shops, or the like used to 
facilitate the performance of a function.

facility security dearaacs. An administrative determi
nation that, from a security viewpoint, a facility is 
eligible for access to classified information of a 
certain category (and all lower categories).

factor, load. See : load factor. .
factor of safety. A ratio which expresses the extra 

strength built into a structure or mechanism to give 
a margin of safety over normally expected loads; 
e.g., the ratio of the ultimate strength of a piece of 
material to the maximum permissible stress. See: 
safety factor.

fail-safe device. A device built into a potentially 
hazardous piece of equipment which provides that 
the equipment will remain safe to friendly users even 
though it faiis in its intended purpose. This includes 
devices which destroy the item being <>|>erated. They 
may be self-destructive in the event of equipment 
failure or may be destroyed by command if operated 
hy remote control. Cf: miaaite destruct system.

fair. 1. To streamline a /art of an aerodynamic body, 
esp. for reducing wind resistance or drag. 2. Of an 
external part: To fit into another part so as to 
present a streamlined surface.

fairing. Sftcif. An auxiliary member or structure on 
an item that functions to reduce drag; an external 
surface that has been faired. Cf: lllet.

FAIRING, AIRCRAFT ROCEET LAUNCHER An 
item designed to be mounted on a LAUNCHER, 
ROCKET, AIRCRAFT shaped so as to reduce the 
air resistance.*

FAIRING, GUIDED MISSILE TUNNEL SECTION. 
A tunnel-shaped, tapered item with supporting and/or 
connecting link(s) designed to close the end(s) of a 
TUNNEL SECTION, GUIDED MISSILE forming 
a streamlined surface for reducing air resistance.*

FAIRING, NOZZLE, ROCKET. A cylindrical shaped 
item, designed to cover the nonle expansion section 
of a rocket motor to reduce air resistance.*

FAIRING, ROCKET ENGINE, GUIDED MISSILE. 
A cylindrical shaped item specifically designed to 
partially or fully inclose a rocket engine airframe 
section of a guided missile to reduce air resistance.*

FAIRING, ROCKET MOTOR, GUIDED MISSILE.
\ cylindrical shaped item specilically designed to 
partially or lull) iiic’osc a rocket mo'ur airframe 
.return of a guided missile to reduce air resistance.* 

FAIRING, UMBILICAL PLUG, ROCKET. A tream- 
lined item or covering designed to protect and pro
duce a smooth outline to the umbilical plug of a 
rocket. Its primary purpose is to reduce the plug to 
a form having the least possible he..d resistance.*

FAIRING, UNDERWATER MINE. An item designed 
to be mounted on an underwater mine. It is shaped 
to reduce or equally distribute air resistance when 
suspended and launched from an aircraft. It may 
have collapsible fins.*

Falcon. Name applied to an Air Force air-to-air 
interceptor type homing missile, employing solid pro
pellant. It is launched from an airplane and auto
matically homes on the target at supei sonic speed. 
Some models employ radar and some infrared homing.

fallback. That part of the material carried into the 
air by an atomic explosion that ultimately drops back 
to the earth or water at the site of the explosion. 
Cf: fallout.

fallout. The process of precipitation to earth of par
ticulate matter from an atomic cloud, also applied 
in a collective sense to the particulate matter itself. 
Although not necessarily so, such particulate matter 
is generally radioactive. Cf: fallback.

fallout area. The area on which radioactive rmaterials 
have settled out, or the area on which it is pre
dicted from weather conditions that radioactive ma
terials may settle out.

FALSE TARGET, SUBMARINE. A pyrotechnic item 
designed to be ejected from a submarine to confute 
and disrupt underwater echo ranging equipment and 
create a bubble wake which can be seen by aircraft 
and surface vessels.*

Fastax camera. See: camera, Faatax.
FASTENER UNIT, POWDER ACTUATED TOOL.

An item consisting of a CARTRIDGE, POWDER 
ACTUATED TOOL, a fastener, and a sabot de
signed to be bred from a powder actuated projectile 
unit driver.*

FAULT LOCATOR, MISSILE SYSTEMS CHECK
OUT. A fault locator specifically designed for use 
in making examinations <>l various systems within 
a missile.*

FAULT LOCATOR, ROCKET ENGINE SYSTEMS.
A fault locator specifically designed for use ill mak
ing examinations of systems within a rocket engine.* 

FC (iibbr). ■l-’irc control.'
FCL (abbr). 'Fuze cavity lined.’
F damage. See: damage categoriee.
feasibility study. The study of a proposed item or 

technique to determine the degree to which it is 
practicable, advisable, and adaptable for the in
tended purpose. This phase may include action of
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the Ordnance Technical Committee authorizing con
duct of the study; it is concluded with the delivery 
of a report to the Technical Assessment Group or 
office directing the study.

Fad (abbr). ‘Federal.’
Fedaral Aviation Agency. (FAA) A U. S. Govern

ment agency with a Director responsible to the Presi
dent of the United States, replacing the former 
Civil Aeronautics Administration. The FAA was 
created and the CAA expired as of midnight Decem
ber 31, 1958. The FAA includes the Civil Aeronautics 
Board, which retains its former identity as a legal 
regulatory, tariff supervisory, and accident investiga
tion organization. FAA has the former CAA func
tions as the operating agency at controlled airports 
and on controlled airways, and in fostering the 
development of aviation and airmen.

Fadsral Catalog System. A cataloging system estab
lished by the now superseded Munitions Board Cata
loging Agency Now handled hy the Armed Forces 
Supply Support Center

This system provides stock numbers for all items 
of supply in the Armed Forces. It is designed to 
standardize the description of supply items, eliminate 
duplication in procurement, and thereby reduce costs 
for supply purchase and storage.

Fadsral Item Identification Number. (FUN) A series ’ 
of seven Arabic numbers as follows: three digits, 
hyphen, four digits (123-4567) requiring eight spaces. 
The FUN differentiates concisely and permanently 
each individual supply item from all other supply 
items. It is nonsignificant in character, which means 
that the FUN will fix the identity of the individual 
item but will not determine its position or sequence 
in relation to other items.

Federal specification. A procurement specification pro
mulgated by the Federal Government.

Federal Stock Number. (FSN) An identifying num
ber for an item of supply consisting of the applicable 
4-digit class code number from the Federal Supply 
Classification, plus the applicable 7-digit Federal 
Item Identification Number. See also: Federal Item 
Identification Number; Federal Supply Classification.

Federal Supply Classification. (FSC) A 4-digit coding 
structure for use in classifying items of supply identi
fied under the Federal Catalog System. The first 
two digits oi 'he code number identify the group, 
and the last two digits of the code number identify 
the classes within each group. See also: Federal 
Stock Number.

feedback. 1. A traiivfcr of energy from a point near 
the output of a system to a point near the input, as 
for purposes of automatic control. 2. In a magnetic 
amplifier, a circuit connection through which a part 
of the output force h lived to influence the operating 
conditions.

feed belt. See: halt, ammunition (sense 1).
feed chute. A chute or passage through which am

munition is guided into the breech mechanism of a 
machine gun

The fixed feed cni.te is a rigid confining track 
leading to the gun; the flexible feed chute is a con
fining track made up of articulated segments.

FEEDER, AUTOMATIC GUN A device designed 
to pull cartridges from an ammunition belt nr other

field piyce

cimi.iinci ami b, iced them into the chamber of an 
automatic gun It mac include a safety decice to 
clear the weapon without expending a complete load 
of an ammunition belt nr container.*

feeler gage. See GAGE, THICKNESS.
ferret. An aircraft, ship, or vehicle especially equipped 

for the detection, location, recording, and analyzing 
of electromagnetic radiation.

Ferri diffuser. See diffuser, Oewatiiech or Ferri.
ferromagnetics A/irtroun < otnputcrs. In computer 

technology, the science that deals with the storage of 
information and the logical control of pulse se
quences through the utilization of the magnetic polar
ization properties of materials to store binary infor
mation.

FERRULE, ARMING WIRE. A fastener sleeve used 
in an ARMING WIRE ASSEMBLY to secure the 
loop which retains the swivel loop in its proper 
position on the arming wire.

FF (abbr). • 1. 'Folding fin.’ 2. 'Forward firing.'
FFAR (abbr/. 1. Folding fin aircraft rocket.’ 2. ‘For

ward tiring aircraft rocket.'
FHP (al’1'1 ) Friction horsepower '
field artillery. (FA) 1. Artillery mounted on carriages 

and mobile enough to accompany infantry or armored 
units in the field. 2. Capitalized, former branch of 
the Army.

field artillery observer. A prison who watches the 
effects uf artillery Inc, adjusts the center of impact 
of that file unto a tai get, ri porting results to the 
firing agency Sec spotter.

field artillery trainer. Small practice gun and carriage 
unit used in training field artillery personnel. A 
field artillery trainer has a telescope and a mecha
nism for adjusting elevation and deflection.

field chronograph. See : chronograph.
field emplacement. Platform, support, or other posi

tion for artillery, machine guns, etc., in the held.
field fortification. Fortification constructed in the field 

to strengthen the natural defenses of the ground 
features. Field fortifications include foxholes, 
obstacles, trenches, gun emplacements, etc.

field gun. Field artillery piece; cannon mounted on a 
carriage for use in the field.

field maintenance. Sec : maintenance.
field of fire. (FofFi The area which a weapon or 

group of weapon* mat cover effectively with tire 
from a given position.

field of search. Electronic!. The space that a radar set 
or installation can cover effectively.

field of view. The open • r visible space commanded 
by the eye. It is the maximum angle of view that 
can be seen at one time. In an instrument, the 
true field <>/ : icte is the actual angle of view of the 
instrument, the maximum angle subtended by any 
two objects which can be viewed simultaneously. The 
apparent field of view is the size of the field of view 
as it appears to the eye or the area in which the 
virtual image is formed; it is equal to the magnifying 
power of the instrument times the angle of the true 
field of view.

field piece. Field artillery gun or howitzer; gun 
mounted on a carriage, for use in the field.
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Field Service Division. One of the principal divisions 
of the Office, Chief of Ordnance. Symbol: ORDF.

field ehop. Maintenance or repair shop, established 
and operated in the field or facility for performing 
work within the scope of field maintenance. See 
also: maiateaaace.

field-atrip. To disassemble the major compcoents of 
a machine gun, cannon, or other firearm for cleaning, 
inspection, or the like. Cf: detaH-etrip.

bald eapply. See : supply.
field target T.rget used in field firing practice. See : 

T ARG CT (as modified).
field weapons. Weapons designed or intended for 

actual use in the field.
fifth echelon maiateaance. See: maiateaaace.
fifth wheel Flat, round eteel plate, swivel-mounted 

on the frame siderails at the rear of a tractor truck, 
used to couple a semitrailer to it. Part of a FIFTH 
WHEEL ASSEMBLY.

FIFTH WHIIL ASSIMB.'.Y. A device designed 
for attaching a semitrailer tc a truck tractor or dolly 
in such a way as to allow free rotation in a horizontal 
plane and yet prevent tipping *

fifty. Popular term for 'caliber 30 machine gun.' 
Used in plural in reference to guns mounted in 
multiple mounts, as in *a short hurst from his twin 
fifties.*

flfty-perceat sone. Area inclosing t.Se center of dis
persion or impact within which one half of all shots 
fired with the same setting will tall. The sone 
may consist of a rectangle which includes the ranges 
of all impacts and the deflections of half the im
pacts, called the fifty-percent zone for deflection. 
Similarly, the rectangle which includes the deflections 
of all impacts and the ranges for half the impacts is 
called the fifty-percent zone for range. In either 
case, the center of the rectangle is the center of 
dispersion. See also: hundred-percent rectangle.

fighting compartment. Portion of a fighting vehicle 
in which the occupants service and fire the principal 
armament It occupies a portion of the hull and all 
of the turret, if any.

FIIN (abbr). ‘Federal Item Identification Number.’ 
FILE DESTROYER, INCENDIARY. An incendiary 

device designed for use in destroying combustible 
file material. Excludes CRYPTOGRAPHIC EQUIP
MENT DESTROYER, INCENDIARY*

fill. See: charge (sense 3).
filler. 1. An ammunition charge. See: charge (sense 

3). 3. Eltctroatomtiet. In mechanical "ecordiim, the 
inert material of a record compound as distinguished 
from the binder.

FILLER, HYDRAULIC SYSTEM, GUIDED MI4- 
8ILE. A specifically designed item mounted on a 
hand truck consisting of an ethylene oxide cylinder, 
a hydraulic pump and necessary gages, hoses, and 
valves required to pressurize the hydraulic system of 
a guided missile.*

filler, link. See: LINK FILLER, CARTRIDGE.
FILLER, MAGAZINE. An item which attaches to the 

rear top portion of a rifle magazine to retain and 
position a cartridge clip to facilitate loading.* 

fillet A concave junction formed where two surfices 
meet, for example, a faired surface or piece that 
smooths the flow of air at an internal angle, as at a 
wing root. ’

filling. An ammunition charge. See: charge (sense 3). 
film badge. A photographic film packet to be carried 

by personnel, in the form of a badge, for measuring 
and permanently recording (usually) gamma ray 
dosage.

filter. 1. An apparatus designed to purify and/or 
clarify fluids, such as air, oil, water, gas, gasoline, 
etc., by separating foreign matter. The filtering ele
ment may be of a porous material such as charcoal, 
cotton, paper, fibrous disks, or may be closely spaced 
metal disks or a series of closely-wound wire. 3. A 
transparent item designed to be used with a light 
for the sole purpose of altering the color of the 
light emitted and/or polarizing the light rays.* A 
An electrical device utilizing resistance, capacitance, 
inductance, or any combination thereof to reduce 
current and power at certain frequencies while 
allowing the comparatively free flow of other currents.

FILTER, ACOUSTICAL. An item specifically de
signed to absorb certain audio frequencies.*

FILTER, AIR, ELECTROSTATIC. An item designed 
to remove dust, soot or other small particles from 
an air stream, by ionization and precipitation.*

filter center. Central communications office of an air
craft warning service filter area that gets all reports 
on the movements of aircraft, sifts the information 
received, and sends it to information centers.

filter element Active, replaceable part of a filter, 
especially of a lubricating or fuel oil filter.

FILTER, LIGHT, OPTICAL INSTRUMENT. An 
item having two plane-parallel surfaces and consist
ing of a polarizing material bonded between glass or 
plastic. This item transmits light in only one plane 
and is usually used in pairs to vary the light trans
mitted into or through an optical instrument Ex
cludes WINDOW, OPTICAL INSTRUMENT*

FILTER, LIGHT, TELESCOPIC INSTRUMENT.
An item having two plane-parallel surfaces and used 
in the telescopic system of an optical instrument to 
modify the density or spectral intensity of light by 
absorption. Several filters have varied character
istics are usually mounted in such a manner that 
any selected filter may be moved in or out of the 
optical axis as light conditions warrant Excludes 
WINDOW, OPTICAL INSTRUMENT*

filter, ofl. On motor vehicles, a device whose primary 
function is to strain the engine oil <f some of its 
contaminating substances such as dust and dirt, by 
passing it through a filtering element, either a cloth 
bag, a screen, or a metal strainer. It is generally 
designed with a bypass valve which permits free 
circulation of the lubricating oil when the filter ele
ments become dogged and retard oil movement.

filter, oil, automstir A disk-type oil filter whose 
cleaning plates are turned automatically when the 
engine is operating. The plates are turned by means 
of an oil motor operated by engine-oil pressure. Oil 
is forced through the filter and then out through 
the motor, causing the plates to tarn.

fitter, oU, Manual fits*. An oil filter in which the oil 
enters the filter body and is forced up through the
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of direction and to aid in the control of yaw. pitch, 
and roll of a guided missile in flight.*

FIN KIT, S INCH ROCKET. A group of items re
quired to modify a 5 inch rocket originally made for 
use with one type- of launcher to permit its use on a 
launchei of some other type.

fin lock nut. See: NUT, FIN LOCK, BOMB.
FIN, 316 MILLIMETER ROCKET. One of a group 

of vanes or airfoils designed to be assembled longi
tudinally to the rear end of a 318 millimeter rocket, 
to provide stabilized flight

FIN, <62 MILLIMETER ROCKET. One of a group 
of vanes or airfoils designed to be assembled longi
tudinally to the rear end of a 76- millimeter rocket, 
to provide stabilized flight.

FIN REINFORCING ASS EMBLY. An assemblage of 
components required to reinforce a FIN ASSEMBLY, 
BOMB

fin stabilisation. Method of stabilizing a projectile, as 
a rocket, bomb, or missile, during flight by the aero
dynamic use of protruding fins.

FIN, UNDERWATER MINE. An item designed to 
stabilize an underwater mine after its launching*

fire. 1. T he discharge of a gun, launching of a missile, 
or tl.e like 2. The projectiles or missiles tired. J. 
To discharge a weapon.

fire adjustment. Correcting the elevation and direc
tion of a weapon, or regulating the explosion time 
of its projectile, so that the projectile will strike 
or burst at the desired point. Fire adjustment for 
automatic weapons is an operation which is con
tinuous from the instant the first rounds reach the 
vicinity of the target until command 'cease firing* 
is given.

firearm. 1. In a general sense, a gua (sense 1, which 
see). 2. Specif. A small arm, as a pistol or rifle, de
signed to be carried and used by an individual.

fire attack. An air attack with incendiary bombs.
fireball. The luminous sphere surrounding a nuclear 

explosion, consisting of heated air.
fire bomb. See: BOMB, FIRE.
fite control. (FC) Control over the direction, oluni-, 

and time of fire of guns or launchers by the use of 
certain electrical, electronic, optical or mechanical 
systems, devices or aids; a fire control system.

fire control equipment Equipment required and used 
to directly aim guns or controlled missiles at a 
particular target. Fire control equipment includes 
all instruments used in calculating and adjusting 
proper elevation and deflection of guns and missiles 
in flight. Included are such items as radars, tele
scopes, range finders, predictors, directors, other 
computers, power plants, and communication con
trol systems connecting these elements.

fire control grid. System of lines that divide, a mili
tary map into squares the distance between any two 
parallel lines representing 1,000 yards or 1,000 meters, 
depending on the type map. Maps using the fire con
trol grid are of sufficiently large scale to be useful 
in fire control.

Are control instrument. Aiming circle, range finder, 
compass, telescope, or other instrument used in fire 
control.

filter, oil, military standard
filter element of a cartridge. The cartridge consist! 
of a series of fine, closely spaced, metal, slotted disks. 
The accumulated dirt is removed from the edges of 
the disks when the cartridge is turned by means of an 
external filter handle.

Altar, oil, military standard. .An oil filter adopted for 
use on automotive vehicles in which al) elements, 
regard'ess of manufacturer, will fit all filter cases.

Au. A fixed or adjustable vane or airfoil affixed longi
tudinally to an aerodynamically or ballistically de
signed body for stabilizing purposes.

Anal drive. That part of the power train on tractors, 
truck-tractors, tanks, and tank-like vehicles that 
carries the driving power to the wheels or sprockets 
to produce the vehicle motion as they turn.

An assembly. An assembly of a quantity of metal 
blades, usually mounted lengthwise on a sleeve, and 
used on a missile, such as bomb or rifle grenade, to 
give directional stability.

FIN ASSAM BLY, BOMB. A group of items con
sisting of a quantity of streamlined metal blades 
mounted on a sleeve with or without supporting 
braces or shrouds.*

Aa assembly, guided missile. See: CONTROL SUR
FACE ASSEMBLY, GUIDED MISSILE.

FIN ASSEMBLY, 11 MILLIMETER CARTRIDGE. 
A group of vanes or airfoils mounted longitudinally 
on a sleeve, designed to be assembled to the rear end 
of an 81 millimeter projectile to provide stabilized 
flight. Also may provide for reception of ignition 
cartridge and propellant increments.

FIN ASSEMBLY, CO MILLIMETER PROJECTILE. 
A group of vanes or airfoils mounted longitudinally 
on a sleeve, designed to be assembled to the rear enJ 
of a 60 millimeter projectile to provide stabilized 
flight. Also may provide for reception of ignition 
cartridge and propellant increments.

FIN ASSEMBLY, PRACTICE BOMB. A FIN AS
SEMBLY, BOMB for use with practice bombs.

FIN ASSEMBLY, RIFLE GRENADE. A group of 
vanes or airfoils mounted longitudinally on a sleeve, 
designed to be assembled to the rear end of a rifle 
grenade to provide stabilized flight.

PIN ASSEMBLY, ROCKET MOTOR. A group of 
vanes or airfoils mounted longitudinally on a suitably 
designed sleeve, arranged so that the complete as
sembly can be securely attached to the rear end of a 
rocket motor to provide stabilized flight.

Aa, bomb. A Aa (which see) attached to a bomb in 
order to afford directional stability.

An. box-type. A Aa assembly (which see) designed 
like a box, open at both ends.

Aaeaew ratio. The ratio of the length of a streamlined 
body, as that of a fuselage, airship hull, or the like, 
to its maximum diameter.

Am sight. Adjustment of the sight of a gun so that 
only the tip of the front sight can be seen through 
the notch of the rear sight. Cf: coarse sight

FIN, GUIDED MISSILE. A movable airfoil, forming 
a part and/or all of the main directional control 
surfaces of a missile. It is usually perpendicular or 
approximately perpendicular to the longitudinal axis 
of the missile. Its function is to maintain uniformity
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fire control material. Instruments and apparatus em

ployed in the direction, adjustment, and observation 
of fire from weapons.

fire coatsal’radar. Radar equipment used in a fire con
trol system.

Ara control system. A group of fire control instruments 
and/or equipment which receives data as to position 
of target, calculates future position, correlates the 
information and controls the air.,ing of a weapon 
to bring fire upon the target. The system is com
posed of electronic instruments and equipment, power 
units, interconnecting cables, etc.

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM, ANTIAIRCRAFT. A 
grouping of electromechanical components designed 
to detect, track, and compute the necessary firing 
data for controlling antiaircraft weapons on the 
basis of optical and/or radar observation of a target. 
Excludes RADAR SET and DEFENSE SYSTEM, 
ANTIAIRCRAFT.*

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM, FIELD ARTILLERY. 
A grouping of electromechanical components which 
detect hostile weapons or targets. It computes and 
transmits firing data to a fire direction center for 
laying of weapons.*

fire control system, integrated. A system which com
bines target acquisition and tracking data computa
tion, weapon laying and firing, primarily using elec
tronic means assisted by electromechanical devices.

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM, LOW LIGHT LEVEL.
A grouping of electronic components designed to 
detect, identify, and compute necessary fire data for 
controlling weapons and/or missiles on the basis of 
television observation of a target, primarily under 
low light level conditions.*

Ara coordiaatioa. The planning and execution of fire 
so that targets are adequately covered by a suitable 
weapon or groups of weapons.

FIRECRACEER. A cylindrical shaped item containing 
an explosive and a fuse. It is used to simulate the 
noise of an explosive charge.*

Ara diraction. Tactical employment of fire power, the 
exercise of tactical command of one or more units, 
in the selection of targets, the concentration or dis
tribution of fir:, and allocation of ammunition for 
each mission.

Ara direction center. See: DEFENSE 8Y8TEM, 
ANTIAIRCRAFT.*

Are direction net Communication system linking ob
servers, liaison officers, air observers, and the firi.ig 
batteries with the fire direction center for the 
purposes of fire control.

FIRE DIRECTION 8ET, ARTILLERY. A collection 
of special purpose equipment and supplies for use by 
artillery fire control troop units such as observation 
batteries, command posts and similar units in plot
ting artillery fire by the flash ranging method and 
related operations. Includes plotting sheets, plotting 
scale and the like.*

FIRE DIRECTION 8ET, TANK AND TAKE DE
STROYER WEAPONS. A collection of specialised 
equipment and supplies for use by tank and tank 
destroyer companies in computing and plotting 
weapons' fire control data and related problems* 

fire distribution. 1. The use of weapons of a unit to 
cover a target most effectively. 2. The application 
of fire on targets, or on subdivisions of a target, in 
order of their importance. 3. The systematic assi^t- 
ment of targets to the batteries of a number of 
vessels by message or by doctrine.

fire effect. Result of firing on enemy personnel and 
materiel.

fire for adjustment. Fire delivered for the purpose of 
determining firing data that will place the center of 
impact or burst on the desired portion of the target.

fire for elect. Fire which is delivered after the center 
of impact or burst is within the desired distance of 
the target or adjusting point.

fire interrupter. For aircraft guns, a device (usually 
an electrical switch mechanically actuated) which 
interrupts firing of a weapon.

fire point. The temperature, as determined by testing, 
of a lubricating oil when it gives off a vapor that 
will continue to burn steadily. Cf: lash pptaL

firepower. 1. The capability to de.iver fire. 2. The fire 
itself, or the quantity or effectiveness of fire de
livered ; any explosive or missile that wreaks damage 
upon the target against which directed. Said of guns 
or rockets, or of aircraft, units, etc., armed with guns 
or rockets.

fire raid. An air raid with incendiary or fire bombs.
fire roe. A powder which, when added to gasoline, 

gelatinizes or thickens it. See also: napalm; THICK
ENER, INCENDIARY OIL.

fire superiority. Fire with greater effect than that of 
the enemy because of its greater accuracy and 
volume. Fire superiority makes possible advances 
against the enemy without heavy losses.

fire support The support or protection given forces in 
direct contact with the enemy by ground or naval 
guns or by aircraft engaging in dose air support.

fire unit analyser. An instrument for analysing the ef
fectiveness of an antiaircraft fire unit against hostile 
aircraft or missiles under the conditions stated on 
the face of the analyser.

FIRING AND ARMING MECHANISM, PRACTICE 
DEPTH CHARGE. A hydrostatically operated 
mechanism designed to contain a method of arming 
and a detonator for firing a practice depth charge. 
It may or may not contain a detonator.*

firing azimuth. Horizontal direction in which a gun or 
launcher is pointed for firing, expressed as an 
azimuth.

firing base. Part of the mechanism in some cannon 
that supports the gun carriage when it ia in position 
for firing.

firing box. A box-like item in which are mounted 
switches, cables, fuses, plugs, indicator lighu, bat
teries, and the like, specifically designed for firing a 
rocket and/or guided missile from a remote pc sit inn. 
Excludes permanently mounted firing panels.* '

firing button. A button or switch for firing guns or 
rockets.

firing chamber. A combustion chamber, esp. in a 
rocket motor or rocket engine.



tiring circuit
firing circuit. Electric circuit, by meant of which a 

weapon, rocket. missile or the like it fired; firing 
control circuit.

firing data. All data necessary for firing a weapon 
at a given objective Such data may be determined 
by computation and then transmitted a* verbal com
mands. or may be applied electromechanically by 
one of the several type* of directing device!.

firing device. A mechanism designed to detonate the 
main charge of explosives contained in booby traps, 
antipersonnel mines, antitank mines and demolition 
charges. There are several types of either metallic 
or nonmetallic construction pressure, pull, release, 
or combination thereof. See also: FIRING DI
VICK (as modified I

FIRING DEVICE, ANTIPERSONNEL MINE. An 
item *|M'cificallv designed In detonate a MINK. 
ANTIPERSONNEL*

FIRING DIVICK, DEMOLITION. An item designed 
to detonate a blasting cap(s) or a detonator by me
chanical means such as release of a spring propelled 
striker or firing pins.*

FIRING DEVICE, EXPLOSIVE ACTUATOR. A 
semiautomatic item designed to be initiated by ao 
external force. Its function is to detonate an ex
plosive actuator cartridge by mechanical means, for 
the actuation of mechanical contrivances.*

FIRING DEVICE FIXTURE, PRIMER. A protec
tive frame, with firing and punch device, used for 
exploding a primer in fixed ammunition. It may also 
be used for removing the primer after the ;rimer has 
been fired.*

FIRING DEVICK SKT, DEMOLITION. A collection 
of demolition firing devices, with suitable packing 
and carrying means, to enable preparation of demo
lition charges, and booby traps in the field. See also: 
FIRING DEVICE, DEMOLITION.

firing elwatioa. See: quadrant elevation.
firing intervaL Period of time between firing one shot 

and the next.
firing jack. Adjustable device which stabilises and 

levels certain mobile artillery weapons while the 
weapons are in firing position.

FIRING KIT, DEMOLITION, ELECTRICAL. A 
group of expendable items, including a firing switch, 
a dry battery, and electrical le-ds, designed to be 
used with a DEMOLITION KIT, PROJECTED 
CHARGE; DEMOLITION KIT. PROJECTED 
CHARGE, INERT*

firing lock. A removable part of the firing machanlana 
in some weapons. Incorporates the firing pin and 
the mechanism which drives it against the primer.

firing mechanism. A mechanism for firing a primer. 
The primer may be for initiating the propelling 
charge, in which case the firing mechanism forms a 
part of the weapon. If tbe primer is for the purpose 
of initiating detonation of the main charge, the firing 
mechanism is a part of the ammunition item and per
forms the function of a fuse.

FIRING MECHANISM, DEPTH CHARGE. An elec
tronic item designed to initiate the detonation of a 
depth charge.*

firing saeekaniam, electric. Firing mechanism using a 
firing magneto, battery or a. c. power in circuit with

122 tint fire
an electric primer. One side of the line is connected 
by an insulated wire to the primer, and the other 
side is grounded to the frame of the weapon.

firiag mechanism, electric percusaion. Firing mecha
nism which fires the primer electrically or by a per
cussion blow.

firing mechanism, inertia. This type of firing mechan
ism. like the continuous-pull type, is used on weapons 
firing fixed and semifixed ammunition. This mechan
ism is characterized !>y a heavy firing pin and guide 
assembly which move forward by inertia to strike 
the primer after the action of the firing pin spring 
has stopjied. I he firing pin and guide assembly are 
retracted by a separate retracting spring. The 
mechanism cocks when the breechblock is opened 
ami remains cocked during loading and closing of 
the breechblock. It is fired by pulling a lanyard, 
striking a lever, or by other mechanical means.

firiag meckaaiam, percuaaioa. Any firing mechanism 
which fires the primer by percussion.

firiag machaaiam, parcuaaioa hammar. Firing mecha
nism in which a hammer, actuated by a pull of a 
lanyLid, strikes the firing pin and fires the weapon.

FIRING MECHANISM, ROCKET. An item designed 
to initiate the detonation of a rocket.*

ilRING MECHANISM, UNDERWATER MINE. An 
item designed to initiate the detonation of an under
water mine. It may be actuated by an acoustic signal, 
physical impact, hydrostatic pressure and/or magnetic 
influence. It may contain explosive components.*

firing order. The sequence in which the power strokes 
take place in the cylinders of an engine.

firing pin. See: PIN, FIRING.
firing platform. See: launching platform.
firing point Location from which fire ir delivered in 

target p.actice.
firiag position. Position of a weapon ready for firing, 

as opposed to traveling position.
firing range. 1. An area or site designated for firing 

practice. 2. The range or distance from a target 
at which a gun can be fired with effective results, 
as in ’he was within firing range’; this range con
sidered as a capability of the gun.

FIRING STATION, GUIDED MISSILE. A self
contained electronic item which provides remote con
trol of guided missile functions prior to and including 
firing. It may include an emergency propellant 
shutoff system.*

firiag table. (FT) Table or chart giving the data needed 
for firing a gun accurately on a target under standard 
conditions and also the corrections that must be 
made for special conditions, such as winds or varia
tions of temperature. See also: ballistic tabla.

firiag tabla elevation. The «-;le between the axis of 
the bore and the horixontal wi «n the piece is laid 
to fire at a given range under conditions that are 
accepted as standard.

firing time. The period of time during which a weapon 
is fired. See ■ elective firiag time.

first echelon maintenance. Sec : maintenance.
firet ocheloa supply. See: supply.
first fire. The igniter used with pyrotechnic devices. 

Consists of first fire composition, loaded in direct l
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first fire composition tiak jacket
contact with the main pyrotechnic charge. The igni 
tion of the igniter or first fire is generally accom
plished by fuze action. See also: Brat fire coapodtioa.

Bret firs composition. \ pyrotechnic composition, com 
pounded to produce a high temperature, preferably 
with creation of slag to give heat capacity. The 
composition is required to be readily ignitible, and 
capable of being pressed into a strong, solid mass. 
See also Brat Bre.

fiaaioa. Of radioactive material: To split apart within 
the atomic nucleus, as in ‘cobalt would neither fis
sion nor fuse ’

fissionable. Having the property of certain atomic 
nuclei, such as some isotopes of titanium ami plutoni 
urn, or capturing neutrons and thereupon splitting 
into two particles with great kinetic energy The 
term properly is applicable to nuclei that undergo 
hss'nn by neutrons of thermal energies; but it some
times is applied loosely to cases where the neutron 
must lie of high energy, as in saying that U2IM is 
fission.".ble by fast neutrons. Cf : fiaaioa, nuclear.

fiaaioa bomb. A bomb intended to derive iti explosive 
force from nuclear fission. See: bomb, atomic.

fiaaioa, nuclear. The division of a heavy nucleus into 
two approximately equal parts. 1-or the heaviest 
nuclei the reaction is highly exothermic, the release 
of energy lieing about 170 MEV (million electron 
volts) per fission. The approximate equality of the 
fission fragments distinguishes fission from such 
processes as spallation, in which relatively small 
fragments are ejected, leaving only one large residual 
nucleus. Fission has been induced by neutrons, 
charged particles, and photons.

fissuring. An undesired cracking or splitting of solid 
propellants, resulting in increased burning areas and 
increased rate of gas evolution.

Bt. The relationship existing between two mating parts 
with respect to the amount of clearance or inter
ference which is present when they are assembled.

A clear inc e fit is a fit between mating parts having 
limits of size so prescribed that a clearance always 
results upon assembly.

An interference fit is a fit between mating parts 
having limits of size so prescribed that an inter
ference always results upon assembly.

A tranrition fit is a fit between mating parts 
having limits of size so prescribed as to partially 
or wholly overlap, so that either clearance or inter
ference may result upon assembly.

fix. An accurate determination of a position relative 
to the earth’s surface. See : radio fix.

fixed, (fxd) With reference to armament signifies a 
permanent emplacement. Not designed to be moved. 
Not mobile.

fixed ammunition. Ammunition with primer and pro
pellant contained in a cartridge cate permanently 
crimped or attached to a projectile. Loaded into the 
weapon as a unit. Usually termed a ‘cartridge.*

fixed artillery. Artillery weapons permanently installed 
on land and sea frontiers for the protection of im
portant areas; artillery of position.

fixed echo. A radar echo that is caused by reflection 
from a fixed object such as a terrain form dr build
ing visible to the radar set. See: radar dettsr.

fixed emplacement. Fixed setting foi a gun. A fixed 
emplacement is urually made of reinforced concrete, 
with the base plate and base ring set in the concrete 
and bolted down. Also called permament emplace
ment.

fixed fin. A nonadjustable vane or airfoil affixed 
longitudinally to an aerodynamically or ballistically 
designed body for stabilizing purposes.

fixed focaa. The term applied to instruments which 
are not provided with means for focusing. Such 
instruments, generally, have a wide range of accom
modation which permits them to be used by the ma
jority of observers.

fixed gun. specif An aircraft machine gun mounted 
rigidly to the aircraft, and aimed by moving the 
aircraft, as distinguished from a flexible gun.

fixed mount. See : fixed emplacement.
fixed price contract. Type of contract whereby the 

contr iitor is paid a stated price which is determined 
at the time the contract is executed and in advance 
of performance. Special clauses are often inserted 
in Apartment of the Army fixed price contracts to 
proviuc for the adjustment of price during the life 
of the contract.

fixed tight. A nonadjustable gunsight.
fixed target. \ target incapable of being moved or of 

moving, like a city, factory, or surrounded troops.
fixture. .Mechanical. A device securely held, either 

by its own weight or by a clamping device(s), to a 
machine, bench or piece of work to told part(s) dur
ing machining, test, or assembly operations. It may 
be provided with gages, stops, pressure connections, 
etc., but must not contain devices which guide, cut, 
grind or perform a production operation.*

FIXTURE, TRACK CONNECTING, FULL 
TRACKED VEHICLE. A fixture used to puli to
gether two track ends, of a full tracked vehicle, 
for the purpose of connection. May also be used for 
holding the tension of a track while replacing a link.* 

fiail tank. Specially constructed tank equipped with a 
flailing device, consisting of chain flails ttached to 
a roller powered by the tank engine, employed to 
detonate antitank nines.

flak. [German F/kger Abwehr Kanone (antiaircraft 
cannon).] 1. Explosive or exploding missiles fired 
from antiaircraft cannon. 2. Antiaircraft cannon, 
esp. when used as an adjective, as in flat battery, 
flak metallation.

flak analysis. The examination and study of flak in
telligence to determine the nature, effectiveness, 
or probable effectiveness of enemy antiaircraft de
fenses.

flak computer. Device for determining flak effective
ness.

flak curtain. See: CURTAIN, FLAK FROTBCTIVB. 
flak ustsUigeacs. Intelligence on enemy ground de

fenses against aircraft.
flak jacFst. A jacket or vest of heavy fabric containing 

metal plates, designed esp. for protection against 
flak. The usual type of flak jacket covers the chest, 
abdomen, back, and genitals, leaving the arms and 
legs free. Also called ‘flak vest’ See: ARMOR, 
BODY, FRAGMENTATION PROTECTIVE.



flame bomb 124 flask fuse
flame bomb. See: BOMB, FIRE.

- bolder. See : inner liner.
flasMOvt The extinguishment of the flame in a reac

tion engine esp. in a jet engine. See: brennschluao; 
burnout (tense 2).

flama thrower. An offensive weapon used to project 
ignited fuel, equally capable of causing casualties to 
personnel and/or destruction of material.*

FLAMS THROWER, MECHANIZED, AUXILIARY 
ARMAMENT. A flame thrower designed to serve 
aa auxiliary armament on a combat vehicle. Ex
cludes FLAME THROWER, MECHANIZED, 
MAIN ARMAMENT*

FLAMS THROWER, MECHANIZED, MAIN AR
MAMENT. A flame thrower which serves as the 
principal offensive armament on a combat vehicle 
with which it is integrally designed. It usually ap
proximates the silhouette of the unmodified vehicle 
by adapting the flame gun to fire through a specially 
designed dummy tube resembling the vehicle's sta 'fl
are armament. Excludes FLAME THROWER, 
MECHANIZED, AUXILIARY ARMAMENT*

lama tube. See: inner liner.
flaausable. Combustible; easily ignited.

In usage, ‘flammable’ is preferred to ‘inflammable.' 
In the latter, the ‘in-’ prefix may be mistaken for the 
meaning ‘not.’ See : nonflammable.

flank obaervation. Observation of fire from a place on, 
or near, the flank of the target. The angle at the 
target between the gun and the observer is between 
75° and 105°.

flap. 1. Any control surface, such as a speed brake, 
dive brake, dive-recovery brake, or the like, used 
primarily to increase the lift or d ag on an airplane, 
or to aid in recovery from a dive. 2. Any rudder at
tached to a rocket, and acting either in the air or 
within the jet stream. See: carbon fln.

flap angle. See: angle of flap (and flaperons), 
flaperon. A kind of control surface used both as a 

flap and as an aileron.
flaperon angle. See: angle of flap (and flaperons).
flap, split. A hinged plate forming the rear upper or 

lower portion of an airfoil. The lower portion may 
be deflected downward to give increased lift and 
drag; the upper portion may be raised over a portion 
of the wing for the purpose of lateral control.

flare. 1. A pyrotechnic item designed to produce a 
single source of intense light for purposes such as 
target and/or airfield illuminatior * 2. Electronics. 
An overly-bright return on a radai scope, which loses 
definite shape because of its excessive brightness. 3. 
Rocketry. The flared inside curve of some types of 
rocket nozzles.

FLABE, A1BCBAFT. A pyrotechnic item, for use from 
aircraft, designed to produce a single source of in
tense light for purposes such as target and/or air
field illumination.

FLABE, A1BCBAFT, 1NEBT. A FLARE. AIR
CRAFT without a pyrotechnic component.*

flara, airport. A surface flare consisting of an illumi- 
nant candle fitted with a means of ignition, designed 
to identify and illuminate an airport in the absense of 

other illumination. See also: candle; FLABE, 
SUBFACE.

flaraback. A rearward escapement of flame or gas 
from a gun. Sec: backflre (sense 1).

flare chste. Popular name for parachute attached to a 
flare.

flare, float. A signal launched from aircraft, to mark 
a location at sea. It floats on the surface and emits 
smoke and flame for up to one hour. See also: 
FLARE, SUBFACE.

flare, guide. An electrically ignited FLARE, AIR
CRAFT for attachment to an aerial bomb, which 
produces very bright light, either wk - or colored, 
to mark the position of the bomb and permit its 
guidance to the target.

FLABE, GUIDED MISSILE. A pyrotechnic item de
signed to produce a single source of intense light for 
the purpose of visually tracing a guided missile 
during its flight to a target.*

flara, illuminating. A general term, indicating a pyro
technic device which produces a brilliant, single 
source light.

flara, magneriun. A general erm indicating a flare 
using magnesium as the illuminating agent.

FLABE MIXTUBE. A pyrotechnic composition, com
pounded to produce a brilliant li/jht either white or 
colo: ed.

flara, parachute. Pyrotechnic device attached to a 
parachute and designed to provide intense illumina
tion for a short period. May be discharged from 
aircraft or from the surface.

FLABE, PARACHUTE, HAND FIRED. A complete, 
self-contained device which is fired from the hand, 
and which provides a rocket projected, parachute 
borne, pyrotechnic light.*

flara pistol. See PISTOL, PYROTECHNIC.
flare, reconnaissance. Former terminology for a 

FLARE, AIRCRAFT used in air reconnaissance to 
light up the ground.

FLARE, SUBFACE. A pyrotechnic item for use in 
surface positions, ground or water, designed to 
produce a single source of intense light for purposes 
such as illumination of airport runways and warning 
of infiltrating enemy troops.

flare, trip. A FLARE, SURFACE which is actuated 
by, and thus serves as a warning of the approach of, 
infiltrating enemy troops. It is boobytrapped and, in 
one type, is attached to a parachute which is pro
jected into the air.

flash. Indicates, in the case of simulators and other 
pyrotechnic items, that item is intended to produce a 
flash. See also: SIMULATOB, FLASH, AR
TILLERY.

flashback fuse. See: fuse, epitbaek.
flashback tabs. See: spitback tube.
flash-bang* Th* time interval between visual observa

tion of the flash of a weapoi. being fired and the 
auditory perception of the round of the discharge 
proceeding from the same weapon.

lash bsmb. See: BOMB, PHOTOFLASH.
flash depressor. A substance used to reduce the flash 

from a rocket motor.
flash fuse. See: efluib (sense fl).



USflash hider
FLASH HIDER. A metallic cone and/or flat disk* 

which are attached to the muzzle of the gun to con
ceal the flash when the gun is fired and to prevent 
temporary blindness of the gun crew while firing.*

flashless. (fihis) Said of a propellant or a propelling 
charge that does not produce a muzzle flash in the
.'ipon for which intended.

lashisss aoahygroscopk. (FNH) Said of a propel
lant that does not readily absorb or hold moisture 
and does not produce a flash in the weapon for 
which intended.

flash point. The temperature, as determined by test
ing, of a fuel or oil when it gives off a vapor that 
will flash or ignite momentarily. C': Are poiaL

flash radiography. Method of high-speed X-ray photog
raphy. Used in analysis of ammunition functioning.

flash ranging. Finding the position of the burst of a 
projectile or of an enemy gun by observing its flash. 
See also: sound ranging; sound and flash ranging.

flash ranging adjustment Correcting friendly artillery 
fire on the basis of observation and location of the 
flash of friendly shell burstt.

flash reconnaissance. Observation from groundposts or 
fi jm aircraft to locate enemy gun positions by the 
flashes of enemy guns.

flash reducer. St- REDUCER, FLASH, PROPEL
LING CHABGE.

■ash suppressor. Material incorporated into a propel
lant to suppress flash. Differs from a flash reducer 
which is issued separately for use with the propelling 
charge See also SUPPRESSOR, FLASH.

flat base. Indicates projectile of flat base type, i.e., 
base is cylindrical. Sometimes called ‘square base.’ 
Cf: boattail.

flat nose. (FN) Popular term for missiles used against 
submarines, designed to prevent ricocheting on water 
impact.

flat spin. Term used to describ? the r.iotion of a pro
jectile which has a slow spin and a very large angle 
of yaw. It happens most frequently in fin stabilized 
projectiles with some spin-producing moment, when 
the period of revolution of the projectile coincides 
with the period of its oscillation. It is sometimes ob
served also in bombs and in unstable spiming pro
jectiles.

flat trajectory. A trajectory which is relatively flat, 
that is, described by a projectile of relatively high 
velocity. Often used to describe the trajectory of a 
rifle or gun (sense 3) as opposed to that of howitzers 
and ■no’lars.

flat trajectory Are. Gunfire delivered at such a range, 
or with such velocity and elevation setting, that the 
path of the projectile in flight is almost flat, rather 
than curved; flat fire. Cf: curved flip.

flat trajectory weapon. Gun that fires projectiles at 
such velocity that they travel in an almost straight 
path with little curve above the ground. A machine 
gun or a rifle is a flat trajectory weapon at common 
battle ranges.

flechette. [French, ‘a small arrow.’] 1. An aerial dart. 
3. A small fin stabilized missile, a large number of 
which can be loaded in artillery canister or in a war- 
hsad. See also: canister (sense 1).

fl*W, OM-diBOUiMMl

fleeting target Moving target that remains with is 
observing or firing distance for such a short period 
that it afford* little time for deliberate adjustmestt 
and fire against it; transient target Fleeting tar
gets may be aircraft, vehicles, marching troops, etc.

flexible gun. A gun, esp. a machine gun, mounted in 
an aircraft turret or on a post, tripod, or other 
mount in such a manner that the gun may be swung 
in both a vertical and horizontal plane. Distinguished 
esp. from a fixed gun.

Ahls (abbr). ‘Flashless.’
flight path. The path described or followed by an air

craft guided missile, or the like in the air.
flight path angle. See: angle, flight path.
flight path computer. A computer including all of the 

functions of a course line computer and in addition 
providing means for controlling the altitude of the 
aircraft in accordance with any desired plan of 
flight.

flight path deviation indicator. An instrument provid
ing an indication of deviation from flight path.

flight path elope. See: eagle, flight path.
flight teU. A performance tost of aeronautical equip

ment, including aircraft or any equipment used on 
aircraft, or of a perion in flight

The flight test is a regular part of a periodic 
inspection of aircraft, but is also a normal pro
cedure in testing new equipment, esp. on test flights.

flight track. The track made by a flying aircraft or 
missile.

flint glass. Ofticr. One of the two principal types of 
optical glass, the other being crown glass. Flint 
glass is softer than crown glass, has a higher index 
of refraction, and higher dispersion. See: compound 
Iona

flip-flop. Electronic cornpateri. An electronic circuit 
having two stable states and ordinarily two input 
terminals (or types of input signals) each of which 
corresponds with one of the two states. The cir
cuit remains in either state until caused to change 
to the other state by application of the corresponding 
signal.

floating piston. Sftcif. Piston, without piston rod, 
which separates the oil from the gas in a recuperator 
cylinder.

floating reticle. A reticle the image of which is movable 
within the field of view.

FLOAT, UBDBRWATBR MIBB. A buoyant item of 
various shapes and sines designed to contain and 
properly position. a component' of an underwater 
mine. It is secured to the underwater mine by 
means of a desired length of cable or chain.*

FLOODBR AMBKBLY, UBDBRWATER MIBB.
A group of items assembled as one unit designed to 
actuate a detonator within a PLUG, FLOODER, 
UNDERWATER MINE.*

flotation. The capacity of a vehicle, gun or trailer to 
negotiate water obstacles without being in contact 
with the bottom.

flow, mass. See: mass flow.
flow, .see Umeesieeel. Flow in which it is assumed 

that static pressure, Mach number, and other char
acteristics are uniform over any cross section per



126flow, three-dimensional
pendicular to the direction of fluid flow. Interpreta
tion* based on this assumption, although not exact, 
work out remarkably well in problems of duct flow.

low, tbiw-dimeaaional. A flow in which three 
Cartesian coordinates are necessary to specify con
ditions. Examples are flow around a finite wing or 
around an inclined body of revolution. See: flow, 
two-dimensional.

flow, two-diasenaionaL A flow in which two Cartesian 
coordinates are sufficient to specify conditions. The 
fluid undergoes a change of direction in one plane 
only, at right angles to the direction of flow, such 
as in the case of flow over a wing of indefinite span, 
and wind tannel tests are facilitated by observations 
with uniform conditions along any line perpendicular 
to the windows of the tunnel.

fluid. A state of matter such that it adjust.' itself to 
its container. Fluids may be either liquids or gases.

fluid dynamics. See : fluid mechanic*.
fluid electromagnetics. See: magneto fluid dynamics, 
fluid friction. The type of friction that exists when 

two bearing surface* are well covered with a 
lubricating fluid. Cf: boundary friction.

fluid mechanic*. The study of the motion and forces 
acting upon fluids in motion and in equilibrium jiii 
including the forces exerted by such fluids on solids 
immersed in them. Hydrodynamics and aerodynam
ics are branches of fluid mechanics.

fluted liner. In shaped charge ammunition, a liner 
(which see) with grooves (flutes) on one or both of 
the surface*.

flutter. 1. A vibrating and oscillating movement of a 
wing, ,ont:ol surface, or the like, caused by 
aerodynamic forces acting upon an airfoil or 
su'face having elastic and inertial qualities. 2. 
Eltilroacoiulicj. a. Distortion due to variations in 
loss resulting from the simultaneous transmission of 
a signal at another frequency, b. A similar effect 
due to phase distortion, c. Distortion which occurs 
in sound reproduction as a result of undesired speed 
variations during the recording, duplicating, or repro
ducing.

flatter echo. Electroacoustic*. A rapid succession of 
reflected pulses resulting from a single initial pulse.

flying angle. The acute angle between the longi
tudinal axis of an aircraft and the horisontal in 
normal level flight, or the angle of attack of a 
wing in normal level flight.

flying bomb. See : bomb, flying.
flying miaail*. A self-propelled or robot missile, as a 

guided missile or ballistic missile. Popular.
flying range. The capability of an aircraft or guided 

missile that indicates how far it can fly under given 
operating conditions.

flying eanevr. A popular name given any of several 
saucer-shaped, unideatifled flying object* reported a* 
having been seen.

FM (abbr). 1. Chemical agent, ‘titanium tetrachloride’ 
(smoke) 2. 'Field Manual? 3. ‘Frequency modula
tion.*

FM8 (abbr). ‘Free-machining steel?
FM amok*. See: CHEMICAL AGENT, TITANIUM 

TETRACHLORIDE.

fork lift, tractor
FN (<ibbr). ‘Flat nose’ (projectile).
FNH (abbr). ‘Flashless noohygroscopic?
focus < ptic*. 1. To adjust the eyepiece of a .elescope 

so tha* the image is clearly seen by the eye, or to 
adjust the lens of a camera so that a sharp, distinct 
image is seen on the ground glass. 2. The process of 
adjusting the distances between optical element*.

focnaiag nut. Optic*. A threaded nut to which the 
eyepiece of a telescope is attached io permit the eye
piece to be moved in or out to accommodate the 
instrument to eyesight variations. It usually carries 
a SCALE, DIOPTER to permit presetting of the 
instrument.

foeaaiag sleeve. Optic*. A knurled sleeve which is 
rotated to shift the positions of the erectors with 
relation to the objective and eyepiece to focus the 
instrument or to change its magnification.

FefP (abbr). ‘Field of fire?
FOG OIL. A refined mineral oil specifically pre

pared lor use in smoke generators, characterised by 
its ability to be dispersed into the air as extremely 
small particles in the form of a smoke.*

folding flu. (FF) A fin on a rocket, missile, or the 
like, hinged to permit outward extension when the 
missile is in flight.

foilow-the-pointer indicator. Scale, on the mount jf 
some types of artillery, that receives and registers 
firing data transmitted over a remote control system. 
The gun is kept properly aimed when its adjustment 
dials are matched with the readings on the indicator.

follow through. Material which follows the jet of a 
shaped charge through the hole formed in the target. 
Used as noun or adjective.

force. 1. Interior balliitic*. The product of: the 
isochoric adiabatic flame temperature, the number of 
mols produced oil combustion of a unit weight of 
propellant, and the universal gas constant. Used in 
connection with rocket propellants. Usually ex
pressed in foot pounds per pound. See also: relative 
force. 2. Explosive*. Sometimes used interchange
ably with power, which see, sense 5.

forcing cone. Tapered beginning of the lands at the 
origin of the rifling of a gun tube. The forcing 
cone allow* the rotating band of the projectile to be 
gradually engaged by the rifling thereby centering 
the projectile in the bore.

fording depth. Maximum depth at which a particular 
vehicle can operate in water.

fore-and-aft axis. The longitudinal axis of a plane 
or missile.

forearm. See: GUARD, HAND, GUN.
FOSE END, GUN. An item made of wood or plastic 

usually designed with a semicircular groove to fit 
under the barrel of a gun and attached by metal 
fastening devices. It is shaped to fit the hand and 
is ujed to steady the weapon during firing. Ex
cludes GUARD, HAND. GUN *

fork. Change in elevation of artillery required to 
shift the center of impact in range by four probable 
error*.

FORK LIFT, TRACTOR MOUNTING. A power- 
driven fork-type elevating unit designed to be 
mounted on a tractor. May be cable- or hydraulieal-



fork, lift truck 127 fr*|pMBt etntaaion
ly-o(ieral<<l. . Used for liflitig. tram|xirtand 
stackii x material.*

FORK, LIFT TRUCK. A unc purr, steel arm or 
prong formed at approximately 90 degree angle, the 
vertical portion of whirli attaches to the tilling and 
lowering mechanism of a TRUCK, FORK I.1FT and 
the horizontal portion acts as a finger to hold the 
material being handled.*

fork lift track. See: TRUCK, LIFT, FORK.
formal advertiaia;. The formal solicitation of com

petitive sealed bids through advertisement and the 
award of contracts to the lowest responsible bidder; 
price, and other factors considered.

formal contract. Contract which is contained in a 
written contractual instrument executed by both 
the Government and a contractor, or by a contractor 
and a subcontractor.

formation bombing. Bombing by aircraft in formation; 
pattern bombing.

form coefficient. See: form factor.
form dimoaeioa. A dimension which specifies a feature 

of an object which cannot be properly defined by 
dimensions >f size or location. Examples of form 
dimensions are the angle of the frustrum of a cone, 
the involute angle of a gear, and the angle of a 
thread.

form drag. 1. The drag from all causes resulting from 
the particular shape of a body relative to its direction 
of motion, as of fuselage, wing, or nacelle. 2. 
Keitrictive. At supersonic speed, the drag caused by 
losses due to shock waves. This drag is exclusive 
of losses due to skin friction.

form factor. Factor introduced into the ballistic coef
ficient of a projectile, based on the shape of the 
projectile. Sometimes called 'coefficient of form? 
See also: ballistic coefficient.

form function. The mathematical txpression for the 
relationship between the fraction of the propellant 
burned and the distance that each burning surface 
has regressed.

form, streamline. The form of a body so shaped that 
the flow about it tends to be a streamline flow.

fort (ft) 1. Permanent post as opposed to a camp, 
which is a temporary installation. X Land area with
in which harbor defense units are located. 3. Strong, 
fortified building or place that can be defended 
against an enemy.

fortification, (ftn) 1. A structure or earthworks, 
usually heavily armed, constructed as a defense; a 
fortified place or position. X The act or art of 
fortifying.

Fort Wingate Ordnance Depot. Ordnance Corps field 
installation, located at Gallup, New Mexico. Official 
symbol: ORDKA.

fongaoM. A mine constructed so that upon explosion 
of the charge, pieces of metal, rock, gasoline, or 
other substances are blown in a predetermined direc
tion.

foaling. Deposit that remains in the bore of a gun 
after it is fired. -

four-by-foar. In regard to motor vehicles, four wheels, 
of which four are driving wheels, dual wheels being 
considered as nnc witeel. It is usually written 4x4.

fonr-by-two. In regard to motor vehicles, four wheels, 
of which two arc driving wheels, dual wheels being 
considered imsk wheel. It is usually written 4x2.

foer-cycle engine. A four-etroke-cycle engine (which 
u-c). .

foer-etroke-cyek > agios. An internal combustion, pis
ton engine requiring four strokes of each piston to 
complete a cycle. Cf: .two-stroko-cycle engine.

This type of engine t is often called a ‘four-cycle 
engine’; consequently a misunderstanding of the word 
‘cycle’ has arisen, some users of the term confusing /
‘cycle’ with ’stroke.’ The four piston strokes nects- /
sary to complete a cycle in the four-stroke-cycle 
engine arc the intake stroke, compression stroke, 
power stroke, and exhaust stroke.

fourth echelon maintenance. Sec : maintenance.
fourth echelon supply. See : supply.
four-wheeled planimeter. See: ballistic Integrator.
foxhole. Small pit used for cover, usually for one or 

two men, and so constructed that an occupant can fire 
effectively from iL

FP (abbr). ’Flashless propellant.’ .
fps (<ihhr). ‘Feet |>er second.’ See: ft/eec.
frag (abbr). ‘Fragment; fragmentation.’
frag bomb. Short for ‘BOMB, FRAGMENTATION.’
frag cluster. Short for ‘CLUSTER, FRAGMENTA

TION BOMB.’
fragment, (frag) 1. A piece of an exploding or ex

ploded bomb, piojectile or the like. 3. To break into 
fragments.

fragmentation, (frag) Term applied to ammunition, 
indicates that item is primarily intended to pro
duce a fragmentation effect

fragmentation bomb. See: BOMB, FRAOMBMTA- .
TIOlf.

fragmentation grenade. See: grenade, fragmentation.
fragmentation teat Test conducted to determine the 

number and weight distribution, and where the 
method used permits, the velocity and spatial dis
tribution of the fragments produced by a projectile 
or other munition upon detonation. Recovery of 
fragments, without determination of velocity or 
spatial distribution can be accomplished by frag
menting in sand or sawdust, or over water. Determi
nation of velocity and spatial distribution requires 
elaborate recovery means and instrumentation.

fragment, controlled. Controlled fragments are pro
duced from warhead casings that have been designed 
to break up in specific patterns. The fragment takes 
on its final individual shape during the detonation 
of the explosive charge. For this rtasosi, the con
trolled fragment is often referred to as a fire formed 
fragment. Some of the methods employed to achieve 
various degrees of control include the use of multiple 
wall casings, casings made up of a series of rings or 
helically wrapped wire where the rings or wire may I
or may not he notched, casings that are scored in one
or two directions, and fluted liners inserted between '
the charge and the casing. .

fragment emiaoioa. In terminal ballistics, the pattern I
of the fragments upon leaving the exploded projectile
or other munition including ihe number and direc- }
tion, weight and velocity of each. J

i 
i
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fragmeet, preformed. The most complete control of 

fragment size and shape is achieved by the use of 
preformed or precut fragments. Preformed frag
ments are formed into their final shape before 
detonation of the expiosive charge. Tliey are median 
ically held m their proper orientation around the 
charge. When preformed fragments are used in a 
properly designed warhead, breakage of fragments 
upon expulsion and adhesion of fragments to each 
other may be considered negligible. Typical shapes 
used for preformed fragments are cubes, rods, 
spheres, and flechettes (fin-stabilized darts or 
needles).

fragment, eecoadary. Secondary fragmentation results 
from either breakup of controlled or uncontrolled 
fragments upon impact or from the creation of frag
ments from the target material when it is impacted 
by a projectile. One example of secondary fragmen
tation is the spalling of armor plate when it is 
pierced by arinor-pieiring shot. The fragments or 
spalls are broken off the back of the plate and be
come significant kill mechanisms within the armored 
enclosure.

fragmeat, aucontrolled. When the casing of a bomb, 
projectile, warhead or grenade is ruptured by the 
detonation of its high explosive filler, portions of 
the casing are propelled outward at high velocity. 
These segments of the casing are known as frag
ments and when no provision is made hi the design 
of the bomb, etc, to control the size and shape of 
the segments they are termed uncontrolli-d fragments.

frame. 1, Firearms A receiver (sense 2). 2. An air
frame. 3. Any structural piece, other than a bulk
head, designed chiefly to support the longitudinal 
members or skin of a fuselage, float, or hull.

frangible bullet. A brittle plastic or other nonmetaliic 
bullet for firing practice which, upon striking a target, 
breaks into powder or small fragments without 
penetrating. Frangible bullets are usually designed 
to leave a mark at the point of impact.

fraagibla grenade. See : grenade, frangible.
Frankford Arsenal. (FA) Field installation of the 

Ordnance Corps located at Philadelphia. Pennsyl
vania. Army's center for lhe development, pro
curement and associated activities for off-carriage 
fire control systems and on-carriage fire control 
components: also is engaged in the development ol 
small arm-, ammunition, artillery cartridge cases, 
projectiles and mechanical time fuzes, standard in- 
s|>ection gages and measuring equipment and metal
lurgical research and engineering. Also responsible 
for the development of recoilless rifles and ammuni
tion therefor.

froedrop. 1. To airdrop supplies or equipment without 
parachute. 2. An act or instance of freed Topping. 
Cf: bigb velocity drop; low velocity droo.

free told. EUetroaeottstirs. A field (wave or po
tential) in a homogeneous, isotropic medium free from 
boundaries. In practice, a field in which the effects 
of the boundaries are negligible over the region of 
interest

The actual pressure impinging on an object (e<, 
electroacoustic transducer) placed in an otherwise 
free sound field will differ from the pressure which 

would exist at that point with the object removed, 
unless the acoustic impedance of the object matches 
the acoustic impedance of the medium.

free-held current reapoaae. Elettroacotuticj. Of an 
electroacoustic transducer used for sound reception, 
the ratio of the current in the output circuit of the 
transducer when the output termina’s are short- 
circuited to the frec-field sound pressure existing at 
the transducer location prior to the introduction of 
the transducer in the sound field. The free-field cur
rent response is usually expressed tn decibels, viz, 
20 times the logarithm to the base '0 of the quotient 
of the observed ratio divided by the reference ratio, 
usually 1 ampere per microbar. The frec-field re
sponse is defined for a plane progressive sound wave 
whose direction of propagation has a specified 
orientation with respect to the principal axis of the 
transducer.

free-held voltage reepoaee. E!< ctroaeonstics Of an 
electroacoustic transducer usrd for sound reception, 
the ratio of the voltage appearing at the o'.tput 
terminals of the transducer when the output termi
nals are open-circuited to 'he free-field so^nd pres
sure existing at the transducer location prior to the 
introduction of the transducer in the sound field. 
The free-field voltage response is usually expressed 
in decibels, viz, 20 times the logarithm to the base 
of 10 to the quotient of the observed ratio divided by 
the reference ratio, usually 1 volt per microbar. The 
free-field sound wave whose direction of propagation 
has a specified orientation with respect to the 
principal axis of the transducer.

fra* impedance. Electroacoustics. Of a transducer: 
The impedance at the input of the transducer when 
the impedance of its load is made zero.

The approximation is often made that the free 
electric impedance of an electroacoustic transducer 
designed for use in water is that measured with the 
transducer in air.

freo motional impedance. Electroacoustics. Of a 
transducer: The complex remainder after the blocked 
impedance has been subtracted from the free im
pedance.

free-recoil. The movement in recoil of the recoiling 
parts ef a gun, if unimpeded by resistances such as 
springs or pneumatic pressure. It is a theoretical 
term used in recoil mechanism design.

frae-recoil mount A proving ground gun mount de
signed to closely approximate ‘free-recoil’ conditions. 
Used for determining design information.

frw rocket. A rocket having fixed fins but no control 
surface, that is, no provision for guidance.

free run. As applied to guns, the travel of a projectile 
from its original position in the gun chamber until 
it engages with the rifling in the gun bore.

froo apace. Sec: ataudoff.
fro* atream. The relative flow of air or other fluid 

undisturbed by the presence of a moving body; 
specif., the relative flow of air ahead of a shock 
wave.

Frregion; F,, F±. See: atmospheric sheila
frequency band. See: band, frequency.
frequency, carrier. The frequency of the unmodulated 

radio wave emanated from a radar, radio, or other 
type transmitter.
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fn^WMy caavanto* traaadacar. See eewm&Mi 

traaadacar.
fraqaaacy departure. Recewert. The amount of varia

tion of a carrier frequency or center frequency from 
its assigned value.

The term ‘frequency deviation’ which baa been used 
foe this meaning is in conflict with this essential 
term a* applied to phase and frequency modulation, 
and is therefore deprecated for fntrre use in the 
above sense.

frequency deviatioa. Receiver/. In frequency modula
tion, the peak difference between the instantaneous 

■ frequency of the modulated wave and the carrier 
frequency.

FBIQUINCY DIVIDKB An item which by mesits 
of electron tuber, transistors, or similar devices in 
conjunction with associated components derives an 
output signal which is a submultiple frequency of an 
input signal. May also provide incidental signal 
amplification.*

frequency, electroaie. The number of recurrences of 
a periodic phenomenon in a unit of time. In specify
ing electrical frequency, the customary unit of time 
is the second, for example, 15 kc per second.

Frequency Detignation Table
Detignation of Authorued Frequency tn kdo-
Frequency Abbreviation cyclet/ttcoad

Very low VI.F Below 30
Low LF 30 to 300
Medium MF to 3,000
High HF 3,000 to 30/100
Very high VHF 30,000 to 300/100
Ultrahigh UHF 300,000 to 3/300,000
Superh igh SHF 3.000/100 to 30,000,000
Extremely high EHF 30,000,000 to 300,000/100

FBBQUBNCT MBTBB. An item which generates a 
signal over one or more continuously variable ranges 
and which is intended to check or measure frequencies 
from other sources. May include crystal control for 
checking calibration at specific frequencies. Does not 
include OSCILLATOR (as modified). For devices 
which are designed as voltage sources, sec: GBN- 
BBATOB, SIGNAL. May include calibration out
put.*

frsqtssacy modulation. (FM) A method or system of 
radio transmission in which the frequency of the 
carrier wave is varied or modulated.

frequency, pulling. The tende’tcy of any load to change 
the frequency of an oscillator.

fsaquesey-reapoMe equalisation. EUciroacotuHea. The 
effect of all frequency discriminative means em
ploy ra in a transmission system to obtain a desired 
overall frequrncy response.

frequency, subcarrier. In telemetering, an intermediate 
frequency that is modulated by intelligence signals 
and, in turn, is used to modulate the radio carrier 
either alone or in conjunction with subcarriers on 
other channels. '

frequency, video. A very wide range of frequencies, 
including and exceeding the audio band of fre
quencies.

friction horsepower. The difference between indicated 
horsepower and brake horsepower, i.e., the horsepower 
used by an engine in overcoming the friction of 

moving parts, drawing in fuel, expelUng extents*, 
driving oil and fuel pumps, and the like.

friction layer. 1. MeSrorofopy. The lower Myer of the 
troposphere, in which the friction of the air ?i gates* 
the earth's surface affects the movement of the air.
L The boundary Myer in an airflow. ,

The friction layer (sense 1) is considered to be 
anywhere from 1 JOO to 3JDOO feet thick.

frictioa primer. Sec: primer, friction.
fringe itom. A supply item which is not included in 

the authorized stockage list, nor authorised for 
stockage, at a technical service supply activity be
cause of insufficient demands for the hem Frtege 
items may, however, be requisitioned and issued to 
using organizations when legitimate demands art 
placed for them.

fringing groove. A groove cut into a rotating band to 
collect metal from the band while it travels through 
the bore. Excess metal so collected is prevented 
from forming a fringe in rear of the rotating band. 
Fringe formation has been a cause of excess dis
persion and short range.

Frias aileron. A type of aileron having its leading edge 
projecting well ahead of the hinge axis.

When the trailing edge of the Frise aileron b 
raised, its leading edge protrudes below the wing's 
lower surface, thereby producing drag and tending 
to prevent any yawing motion of the airplane.

frontal ire. Fire delivered at right angles to th* 
front of the target.

front sight. See. SIGHT, FBONT.
froatrated freight. Any shipment of supplies and/or 

equipment which, while en route to the requisitioning 
agency, is stopped for any reason prior to receipt 
by the requisitioning agency and returned to the 
custody of the supplying agency.

FS (abbr). 1. Chemical agent, ‘sulfur trioxide
chlorosulfonic acid solution" (smoke). 1 ‘Fin stabi
lized."

F8C (abbr). ‘Federal Supply Classification."
F-ecaa. 1. A scan for presentation of an F-scope. 2. 

An F-scope. / < pidor.
F-oeopa. A radarscope which presents the azimuth 

angle of a target by a horizontal displacement of the 
target spot on the face of the scope and the elevation 
of the target by a vertical displacement

FSMWO (abbr). "Field service modification work 
order."

F8N (abbr). "Federal Stock Number.’
F8 amok* mix See: CHEMICAL AGBNT, SULFUB 

TBI0XIDE-CHL0BO8ULFONIC ACID SOLU
TION.

FT (abbr) "Firing ’able.
ft (abbr). 1. "Feet; foot.' 2. "Fort."
fta (abbr). ‘Fortification."
ft/aec; fps (abbr). ‘Feet per second.*
feel. A substance which yields thermal Or nuclear 

energy by undergoing any one of a number of re
actions. Thus, nuclear fuels undergo nuclear reac
tions which derive their energy from changes in, the 
mass of nuclei of atoms, while chemical fuels under
go reactions of rearrangement of atoms to form 
different molecules. In the latter case, the term
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‘fuel' is restricted to the reactant which undergoes 
oxidation. A liquid fuel for rocket use is termed 
a propellant, which see. A solid fuel lor rocket use 
is designated PROPELLANT GRAIN, which see. 
See also GASOLINE (as modified) -, JIT FUEL.

fuel-air mixture. The mixture of fuel and air in the 
combustion chamber of an engine at z >y given frel- 
air ratio.

fuel-air ratio. The ratio of fuel to air aa supplied to 
the combustion chamber of an engine.

fuel analyzer. An exhaust-gas analyzer.
fuel booster pump. A booster pump in a fuel system.
fuel celt 1. A unit which produces electric current 

directly from chemical energy, that is, without the 
necessity of boilers, generators and the like. 2. A 
unit which is capable rd continuous production of 
electric current from a continuous supply of chemical 
fuel. Such a unit does not require recharging by 
reversed electrical flow, as does a battery.

fuel coaanmptioa rate. The rate at which an engine 
uses fuel, calculated in gallons per mile, gallons per 
flying hour, etc.

fuel dope. Any antiknock substance added to a fuel. 
Also called a ‘detonation suppressant.*

fuel, exotic. I’••pular term for fuel, high energy, which 
see.

fuel flowmeter. An instrument that measures and 
indicates the rate of fuel flow to an aircraft's engine 
or engines, usually graduated in pounds per hour.

fuel gage. See : gage, fuel.
fuel, bigg energy. Fuel with higher heat content than 

the hydrocarlion fuels (usually in the range of 
25,000 Btu/lb). Boron compounds are frequently 
the basic ingredients. Also called ‘exotic fuel’ and 
‘rip fuel.’

fuel induction. The introduction of fuel and air into 
the intake passages or cylinders of an internal 
combustion, piston engine by means of suction.

As a piston moves through its intake or induction 
stroke, it creates a space of low pressure above it, 
thereby ‘inducing’ the fuel and air to enter. Cf: 
fuel iajectioa.

fuel injection. The forced spraying or introduction of 
fuel < r fuel and air under pressure into the intake 
passages of an aircraft engine or into a combust'on 
chamber. Distinguished esp. from ‘fuel induction.* 

fuel injection pump. A pump for injecting fuel under 
pressure into an engine.

FUEL OIL, DIBSEL. A distillate obtained from 
crude petroleum or shale oil for general use in 
compression-ignition engines.*

fuel pump. 1. A pump for delivering fuel from a tank 
to the carburetor. 2. A fuel injection pvmn.

fuel specific impulse. See: specific impul 
fuel etneture ratio. See: fuel weight ratio, 
fuel system. Any complete system of lines, gages, in

jectors, pumps, tank, etc., for holding, conveying, 
and mixing fuel and air or any other oxidiser.

fuel tank. See: TANK, FUEL, ENGINE; TANK, 
LIQUID PROPELLANT, GUIDED MISSILE.

fuel tank vest A vent or tube for overflow in a fuel 
tank and for equalizing the atmospheric pressure 
inside the tank with that outside.

fundamental tone
fuel thickener. A substance, such as napalm, for gelat

inizing gasoline. See also: fire roe; THICKENER, 
INCENDIARY OIL.

fuel weight ratio. Nocitetry. The ratio of the weight 
of a rocket’s fuel to the weight of the unfueled rocket 
Also called the ‘fuel structure ratio.’

fuel, sip. Popular term lor fuel, high energy, which sec. 
full-automatic. Term sometimes used for sutemstir

to distinguish from semiautomatic. (See separate 
entries.)

full cartridge. See: cartridge, full.
full charge. See: charge, ML
Ml rich. A setting of a mixture-control mechanism 

so that the maximum possible amount of fuel in 
relation to air can be supplied to an engine and still 
maintain combustion.

full-acale. Of an attack or other operation: All-out; 
maximum.

Ml throttle. Full power. Col/oq. Also used adverbial
ly in elliptical contexts, u in *he turned full throttle 
toward his enemy.*

full-track vehicle. Vehicle entirely supported, driven 
and steered by an endless belt, or track, on each side. 
Tanks are full-track vehicles.

fulminate. Sec: mercury fulminate.
fulminate of mercury. See: mercury fulminate.
functional bombing. The bombing of a specially- 

selected class of key targets, such as dams or marshal
ing yards, that function within an industrial complex 
or transportation system, is opposed to the bombing 
of the entire system.

functioning delay. See: delay, functioning.
function switch. Electronic compute™. A network or 

system having a number of inputs and outputs and 
so connected that signals representing information 
expressed in a certain code, when applied to the 
inputs, cause output signals to appear which are a 
representation of the input information in a different 
code.

function switch, many*0**- Electronic compute™. A 
function switch, in which a combination of the in
puts is excited at one time to produce a corresponding 
single output.

function switch, one-many. Elec Ironic compete™. A 
function switch, in which only one input is excited 
at a time and each input produces a combination of 
outputs.

function time. Propellant actuated devicec. In a strok
ing type PAD, interval of time from initiation of 
operation to completion of stroke.

function salt Electronic computers. A device which 
can store a functional -elatioruhip and release it 
continuously or in increments.

funflamantal frequency. Pkyrice. The lowest fre
quency of a complex tone, wave, motion, electrical 
signal, or the like. Sometimes called the "first 
harmonic.* '

fundamental research See: basic rematch.
fundamental tone. Electroaconetici. 1. The com

ponent in a periodic wave corresponding to the 
fundamental frequency. See: fundamental frequency.
2. The component tone of lowest pitch in a complex 
tone.
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fuse. (Not to be confuted with the term fuse.) 1. An 

igniting or explosive device in the form of a cord, 
confuting of a flexible fabric tube and a core of low 
or high explosive. Used in blasting and demolition 
work, and in certain munitions. Fuse with black 
powder or other low explosive core is called FUSE, 
BLASTING, TIME. Fuse with PETN or other high 
explosive core is called CORD, DETONATING. 
Cf: fuss. 2. Safety device for use in electric circuits. 
3. Optics. In stereoscopic vision, the action of seeing 
as one image the images seen by the two eyes. 4. 
Of thermonuclear material: To combine by the 
process of fusion. See: fusion, nuclear.

fnaa, Bickford. A safety fuse, having a core of black 
powder enclosed within a tube of woven threads 
surrounded by various layers of textile, waterproof 
material, sheathing, etc. Bums at specific rates. 
See also: fuss; FUSE, BLASTING, TIME.

(urn, blasting. Short for ‘FUSE, BLASTING, TIME.
I USB, BLASTING, TIMB. A flexible water resistant 

fabric covertd cord containing a black powder core, 
which bum', at a known rate from one end to the 
other, providing a time delay proportional to the 
length of fuse. Used for igniting a blasting cap or an 
explosive charge.*

fuses. (Pronounced *fu-zee.’) An igniter squib for a 
rocket motor. See: FUSEE, WARNING, RAIL
ROAD.

FU8BB, WARNING, RAILROAD. A pyrotechnic 
device used as a safety signal on railroads, normally 
consisting of a tube or cartridge with a spike point 
base. When placed in an erect position and ignited, 
the cartridge burns with a white or colored light fora 
definite period of time.*

FUSELAGE. A basic, load-carrying body of heaviei 
‘han air aircraft, of approximately strcan/nned form 
to which may be attached the wings anri the empen
nage. The fuselage provides space tor the crew 
passengers, cargo and in some cases contains the 
power plant.*

fuaioa. 1. Atomic energy. Fusion, aucFvar (which see). 
2. Optics. The mental blending of the right and left 
eye images into a single, clear image by stereoscopic 
action.

fusion bomb. See : bomb, fusion.
fusion, auclear. The fusing or uniting of the atomic 

nuclei of an isotope, as those of deuterium, to form 
other nuclei under the influence of intense heat. See 
also: bomb, hydrogen. Cf: flmioa, nnelear.

future elevation. Antiaircraft. Blevation (see, sense 
2) corresponding to the future position of the target.

futnr* position. The calculated position that a moving 
object will occupy at any given instant in the future, 
based upon its course and speed.

Used esp. in reference to moving targets.
fuse, (fz) 1. A device with explosive components 

designed to initiate a train of fire or detonation 
in an item ammunition by an action such a* 
hydrostatic pressure, electrical energy, chemi'al, 
impact, mechanical time, or a combination ot these. 
Excludes FUSE (as modified). 2. A nonexplosive 
device designed to initiate an explosion in an item 
of ammunition by an action such as continuous or 
pulsating electromagnetic waves, acceleration nr 

deceleration forces, or piezoelectric action. Excludes 
SWITCH (as modified). (Use a functional modifier, 
such as radar or impact).* Note: For imiformity 
the Department of Defense has prescribed the spell
ing fuse for the above senses; however, the spelling 
fuse is preferred in all senses by the British and by 
some nonmilitary authorities in the United States. 
Cf: fuse. 3. To equip an item of ammunition with a 
faze.

fuse, air aooe. A point detonating rocket fuze which 
uses vases in the air stream tc arm itself.

fuse, air pressure. A concussion fuze or s barometric 
fuze. See: fuse, barometric; fuse, esnesmafau.

fuse, all way. An impact fuze designed to function 
regardless of the direction of target impact Also 
called ‘allways* faze.

fuse, ambieat. A type of proximity fuze which is not 
activated as 1 consequence of actual determination of 
target presence hut by the measurement of a param
eter associated with the environment in which the 
target is normally found. See also: FUZB, PROX
IMITY.

FUZE AND BURSTER, BOMB. A combination of 
fuze and burster, for use in a bomb, such as a liquid 
filled incendiary bomb, which may be filled in the 
field.

fuss, antidisturbancs. Fuze designed to become armed 
after impact, or after being emplaced, so that any 
further movement or disturbance will result hi detona
tion. Cf: fuse, antiwithdrawal.

fuse, antihaadling. Sec: fuse, antidisturbance.
fuse, aatiwithdrawal. A fuze incorporating an anti

withdrawal device (which see).
fuse, auxiliary detoaatiag. (ADF) An additional faze 

used to augment the output of a fuze explosive train 
or to increase the overall safety features of the 
ammunition. Cf: booster.

fuse, bare. An unprotected and unpackaged fuze sepa
rated from its intended piece of ammunition.

hue, barometric. A fuze that functions as a result of 
change in the pressure exerted by the surrounding 
air. Usually the change in pressure occurs by reason 
of travel from a region of one ambient pressure to a 
region of different ambient pressure. Also called 
‘air pressure fuze.'

fuse, base. Any fuze installed in the base of a projectile. 
Cf: FUZE, BASE DETONATING.

FUZE, BASE DETONATING. (BDF) A fane, lo
cated in the base of a projectile, designed to be acti
vated as a result of impact. Excludes FUZE, BOMB; 
FUZE, MINE; FUZE, HAND GRENADE and 
FUZE, ROCKET*

FUZE, BASE DBTONATING, SELF-DESTROYING. 
A FUZE, BASE DETONATING coutainh* a de
vice which causes the projectile bursting charge to 
detonate if prior functioning has not been caused by 
impact Excludes FUZE, BOMB; FUZE, MINE; 
FUZE, HAND GRENADE and FUZE, ROCKET.* 

fuse body. That part of a fuze contributing the nmjor 
portion of the total weight, and which houses the 
majority of the functioning parts, and to which 
smaller parts are attached.

FUZB, BOMB. A fuse for use with bombs to be 
dropped from aircraft
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faze, brnub, iaert
IUU, BOMB, IMEBT. A FUZE, BOMB witbout 

explosive component* used for training purpose*.*
fuse, ban riding. Name sometime* given to a fuze 

which incorporate* a* a safety device a bore riding 
pin. See also: pin, bon riding.

fuse, bon safe. A fuse that ha* a mean* for preventing 
the detonator from initiating an explosion of the 
bursting charge while the missiie is within it* 
launching tube. See also: fuse safety.

FUZE, BULLET IMPACT. A fuze designed to set 
oil a demolition charge by the impact of a bullet.*

fun* cavity. A socket or hole in a bomb, projectile, or 
the like for receiving a fuze, or a portion of the fuse.

fuse cavity liner. See: liner, fuse cavity.
fuse chronograph. Proving ground instrument for 

measuring accurately the time of flight of a time 
fused projectile from the gun or launcher to the 
point of air burst. The instrument uses a photo
electric impulse tube which is pointed towards the 
expected point of burst. The light from the burst is 
picked up by the photoelectric cell and serve* to stop 
the operation of the recording instrument which ha* 
been started by the passage of the magnetised pro
jectile through a coil mounted on the muzzle of the 
weapon. The instrument may be used with any of 
several recording or time measuring system* dis
cussed under chronograph, which see.

fuse, combination. A fuze combining two different 
types of fuze mechanisms, especially one combining 
impact and time mechanisms. See: FUZE, TIME 
AMD SUPERQUICK.

fas*, command. A fuse that function* a* a result of 
intelligence transmitted to it from a remote location 
by means not directly associated with its environment

fas*, coacrat* piercing. Fuse especially designed for 
piercing concrete before detonating its projectile.

fuse, concussion. A bomb fuze designed to function in 
the air in response to the concussion produced by 
the explosion of a preceding bomb. Also called 
‘airburst fuze' or ‘air pressure fuze.'

fas*, contact A fuze wherein primary initiation re
sults from actual contact with the target to include 
such phenomena as impact, crush, tilt, electrical 
contact. See also: fuse, impact

fuzed. Of a bomb, projectile, etc.: Equipped with one 
or more fuzes, a* required.

fuse, delay. Any impact fuze incorporating a mean* 
of delaying it* action after contact with the target 
Cf: fuze, time. Delay fuze* are classified according 
to the length of time of the delay. See: fuse, long 
delay; fuse, medium delay; fuse, short delay.

fuse, delay action. See: fuse, delay.
rase, delayed. See: fuse, delay.
fuse, detonating. Fuze designed to initiate it* main 

munition by a detonating action, as compared to the 
igniting action of a fuse, igniting (which see). This 
type of fuze is required for adequate initiation of a 
high explosive main charge.

fuse, dummy. An imitation of a fuze which ha* tbe 
same shape, weight, and center of gravity a* the 
fuze but has no explosive* or moving part*.

fuse, electric. A fuze which depend* for it* arming 
and functioning upon event* of an electronic nature.

132 fate, tag delay
Such a fuze doe* no* necessarily have to be entirely 
electric but may contain mechanical components. Cf: 
fuse, mechanical

fuse, electric time. A fuse in which the time from 
initiation of action to the functioning can be con
trolled by 'setting* and is determined by electronic 
event*.

fuse, electroenochaaicaL See: funs, mechanical
fuse, etocireuic. See: fuse, electric.
fuse error. The variation in fuze range from standard 

a* determined for a particular lot of ammunition.
fuse explosive train. See: exploUvc train.
FUZE, FLABE. A fuze for use with a flan (which 

see), to initiate ignition of the charge.
FUZE, FLABE, IMEBT. A FUZE, FLARE without 

explosive components used for training purposes.*
fuse, flashback. See: fuse, epitback.
FUZE, GUIDED MISSILE. A fuze for use with a 

guided missile, to initiate functioning at the desired 
time.

FUZE, GUIDED MI88ILE, IMEBT. A FUZE, 
GUIDED MISSILE which ha* no ability to initiate 
a train of fire and which contain* in itself no ex
plosive items*

FUZE, BAMD GBEMADE. A pyrotechnic delay fuze 
initiated by the release of a lever which in turn re
lease* a spring propelled striker to impinge on a 
primer. The function of the fuze is to initiate detona
tion and/or ignition of the main charge of a hand 
grenade.*

fuze, hydrostatic. Fuze employed with depth bomba or 
charge* to cause underwater detonation at a pre
determined depth. Initiation is caused by the ambient 
fluid pressure.

fuse, Igaitiag. Fuze designed to initiate it* main muni
tion by an igniting action, a* compared to the detonat
ing action of a fuse; detonatiag (which see). This 
type of fuze is suitable only for munitions using a 
main charge of low explosive or other readily 
ignitible material.

fuse, impact A fuze in which the action is initiated by 
the force of impact Sometime* called a 'contact 
fuze* or ‘percussion fuze.*

fuse, iaert A fuze containing no explosive, pyrotechnic 
or chemical agent

fuss, iaertia. See: fuse, aondelay.
FUZE, INEBTIAL. A fuze utilizing acxeleration 

and/or deceleration forces to establish location in 
trajectory. It senses rate of change* in velocity due 
to thrust and/or drag force* and transform* t li* 
data to a distance measurement by an integrating 
device and/or other method*.*

fu*j, influence. See: FUZE, PBOXIMITT.
fuze, instantaneous. See: fuse, raperquiek.
FUZE EIT, BOMB. A group of FUZE, BOMB, IN

ERT used for training purpose*.*
fuse liner. See: liner, fuse cavity.
fuse, live. A fuse containing explosive* or active chemi

cal*.
fuse, long delay. A type of delay fuse, especially for 

bomb*, in which the fuze action is delayed for a
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FUZE, POINT DETONATING. (PDF) A fuse which 

is located in the nose of a projectile and is designed 
to be actuated as a -esult of impact. Excludes FUZE, 
POINT DETONATING, SELF-DESTROYING; 
FUZE, BOMB; FUZE, MINE and FUZE, HAND 
GRENADE*

FUZE, POINT DETONATING, DUMMY. An imita
tion of a point detonating fuze, having the same shape, 
weight and center >f gravity as th- fuze, but without 
explosive componei.,*.

FUZE, POINT DETONATING, INERT. A FUZE, 
POINT DETONATING without explosive com
ponents. Excludes FUZE, BOMB, INERT*

FUZE, POINT DETONATING, SELF-DESTROY
ING. A FUZE POINT DETONATING containing 
a device which causes the bursting charge to detonate 
if prior functioning has not been canned by impact. 
Excludes FUZE BOMB; FUZE MINE and FUZE 
HAND GRENADE* See also: fuss, aatf iestraytng

FUZE, POINT DETONATING, TRAINING. An 
item simulating a FUZE POINT DETONATING 
need for training purposes. It is provided with 
manual safety and/or setting devices simulating 
those of a standard or proposed standard FUZE 
POINT DETONATING. It may or may not be a 
ballistic match with the fuze it represents and/or 
contains an explosive charge for realism or spotting 
purposes. Excludes FUZE POINT DETONATING, 
DUMMY* -

fwe, point initiating. A fuze which has the target 
sensing element in the nose of the missile. (Usually 
refers to PIBD fuses.) See also: FUZE POINT 
INITIATING, RASE DETONATING.

FUZE, POINT INITIATING AND BASE DETONA
TING, DUMNT. An imitation of a point detonating 
fuze, having the same shape, weight and center of 
gravity ax tl»e fuze, but without explosive com
ponents. *

FUZE, POINT INITIATING, BASE DETONATING. 
A fuze, with initiating components located in the 
nose of a projectile and detonating components lo
cated in the base of a projectile, designed to be acti
vated as a result of impact.*

FUZE, PROXIN1TY. A fuse wherein primary initia
tion occurs by sensing the presence, distance, and/or 
direction of the target through the characteristics of 
the target itself or its environment* This earns is 
preferred over synonymous terms.

FUZE PROXIMITY, PRACTICE. A FUZE PROX
IMITY, restricted to practice use because of minor 
imperfections or other features tending toward ami- 
function and/or unreliability.*

FUZE, RADAR. A fuze operating on radar principles, 
either pulse or continuous wpve. It is normally em
ployed for function at a precise predetermined alti
tude above surface targets.*

FUZE RADAE TRAINING. An item identical in 
configuration to a FUZE RADAE It to designed 
for use in training procedures associated with as
sembly and/or disassembly of a weapon.* '

fuss, radio. See: FUZE PROXIMITY.
tee, radio proximity. See: FUZE PROXIMITY.
fuss raage. 1. Range at which a projectile wffl barat 

when the fuze is set at a given time vahm. X The

fuze, mechanical
relatively long period of time, depending upon the 
type, from minutes to days. See also: tan, delay.

fua, mochaaicsL Any fuze which depends for its 
arming and functioning on events primarily of a 
mechanical nature. Fuzes may consist of a combina
tion of mechanical and electronic features. Proximity 
fuzes may contain a mechanical delayed arming de
vice ; mechanical fuzes may be functioned by electrical 
energy from a piezoelectric element The classifica
tion is dependent upon which features are predomi
nant. Fuzes combining mechanical and electronic 
features are sometimes referred to as electromechani
cal fuzes.

FUZE MECHANICAL TIME. (MTF) A fuse which 
is actuated by a clocklike mechanism preset to the 
desired time. Excludes FUZE, BOMB; FUZE, 
MINE and FUZE, HAND GRENADE.*

FUZE, MECHANICAL TIME AND 8UPERQUICX. 
A FUZE, MECHANICAL TIME containing an ad
ditional device designed to cause instantaneous ac- 
tiviation as a result of impact Excludes FUZE, 
BOMB; FUZE, MINE and FUZE, HAND GRE
NADE.*

FUZE, MECHANICAL TIME AND 8UPERQUICE 
INERT. A FUZE, MECHANICAL TIME AND 
SUPERQUICK, without explosive elements.

FUZE, MECHANICAL TIME, DUMMY. An imita
tion of a mechanical time fuze having - the same 
shape, weight and center of gravity as the fuze, but 
without explosive components.

FUZE, MECHANICAL TIME, INERT. A FUZE, 
MECHANICAL TIME without explosive compo
nents. Excludes FUZE, BOMB, INERT*

FUZE, MECHANICAL TIME, TRAINING. An item 
identical in configuration to a FUZE. MECHANI
CAL TIME. It is designed for use in training 
procedures associated with assembly and/or disas
sembly of a weapon.*

fuss, modiam delay. A type of delay fuze, especially for 
bombs, in which the fuze action is delayed for a 
period of time between that of short delay and long 
delay fuzes, normally four to fifteen seconds. See 
also: fuss, delay.

FUZE, MINE. A fuze designed to initiate a train of 
fire in a land mine.* (For underwater mine initiat
ing device see: FIRING MECHANISM, UNDER
WATER MINE.)

fuse, aondelay. Fuze that functions as a result of 
inertia of firing pin (or primer) as missile is re
tarded during penetration of target. The inertia 
causes the firing pin to strike the primer (or primer 
the firing pin), initiating fuze action. This type of 
fuze is inherently slower in action than the super
quick or instantaneous fuze, since its action depends 
upon deceleration (retardation) of the missile during 
impact with the target. Also called ‘inertia fuze.*

fuse, boss. A fuze for use in the forward end (nose) 
of s bomb or other missile. Tenn not generally ap
plied to fuzes for use in artillery projectiles, where 
the term ‘point fuze’ is more commonly used. See 
also: fuse, point

fans, psreaasioa. See: fuse, impact
fuse, point A fuze for use in the forward end of a 

projectile or rocket warhead.
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134fas* rugu disk
fine setting necessary to produce a burst at a given 
point in space.

fine rang* A disk, part oi several early model 
antiaircraft gunsights, containing curves graduated 
in terms of fuze range, by means of which the amount 
of superelevation for a given set of conditions is 
automatically determined and applied to tbe sighting 
system of the gun.

FUZE, ROCKET. A fuze for use with a rocket. (In 
some cases rocket detonation is initiated by a FIR
ING MECHANISM, ROCKET.)

FUZE, BOCKKT, 1NKBT. A FUZE, ROCKET with
out explosive components.

fuse safe arming distance. The distance from the 
launcher within which a warhead burst could result 
in a high probability of death to personnel or serious 
damage to material on the launching platform.

fuze safety. Two terms have been commonly used to 
describe the safety built into a fuze to prevent pre
mature functionings at the time of employment, and to 
provide the required safety in transportation. One 
term, bore safety, is a term which is strictly applica
ble only to fuzes used in artillery or mortar pro
jectiles or rockets, and refers to tlie provision of 
means to prevent functioning while in the bore of 
the gun, or in the launching tube. Such fuzes are 
said to he 'Imre safe.' Detonator safety is the sekond 
term, and may relate to fuzes for any application. 
It refers to tlie provision of means to prevent func
tioning of tlie succeeding element)s) of tlie explosive 
train if the detonator functions while the fuze parts 
are in the safe position. Such a fuze is said to lie 
’detonator safe.' In general the terms are inter- 
cliangeahle with rcs|iect to artillery, mortar and 
rocket fuzes, but bore safety applies only to those 
types of fuzes. See also: detonator safety; fuse, 
bore safe; interrupter; nonboreeafe.

fuse, selective delay. A delay fuze which permits a 
selection from two or more functioning delay times.

fuse, eelf-destroying. Fuze designed to destroy itself 
(and the associated munition) after flight to a 
range greater than that to any probable target 
Employed in antiaircraft ammunition, to avoid impact 
in friendly territory.

FUZE SETTER. A device designed for manual 
and/or automatic setting of time fuzes. It may have 
scales and indicia for setting fuze time, range and 
corrector values independently.*

fuse setter-rammer. AA Artillery. Tlie combination 
fuze setter and rammer is an automatic electrically 
motivated mechanism. It is utilized to feed single 
rounds of ammunition, set the fuzes, and ram the 
rounds into the chamber of the weapon. It auto
matically sets fuzes according to electrical fuze data 
transmitted from a remote director to the motor 
drive, which, in conjunction with an amplifier, con
verts the electrical data to mechanical data in the 
transmission assembly. When operating automatical-

fz
ly, all that is required of the operators is the sekc- 
tion of the type of round, the loading, and the Bring.

fuse, short delay. A type of delay fuse used both in 
bombs and artillery projectiles, in which tbe fuze 
action is delayed for a short period of time, less 
than 1 second.

FUZE, SMOKE POT. A fuze designed to initiate 
combustion in a smoke pot.

fuse, spitback. A fuze located in the nose of a shaped 
charge munition. When initiated by impact it pro
duces a detonation which :s directed toward tbe base 
element which detonates the main explosive charge. 
The combination of point impact fuze and base ele
ment is referred to as a point initiating base detonat
ing (PIBD) fuzing system. See also: FUZE, POINT 
INITIATING, BASE DETONATING.

fuse, standard contour. Point fuze having a standard 
shape, size and weight agreed upon for use with a 
certain group of artillery projectiles. Such fuzes 
may be interchanged without affecting tbe flight of 
the projectile.

fuse, superquick. A fuze designed to function with 
the least possible delay after impact The delay is 
of the order of microseconds.

fuse, sapenenaitivo. Fuze that will set off a pro
. jectile dependably when it strikes a very light target, 

such as a fabric airplane wing.
fuse, tail. A fuze designed to be inserted in the after 

end of a bomb.
fuse, time. A fuze that can be preset to function after 

the lapse of a specified time.
FUZE, TIME AND SUPERQUICK. A free which 

is activated by the burning of a powder train preset 
to the desired time and which contains an additional 
device designed to cause instantaneous activation as 
a result of impact Excludes FUZE, BOMB; FUZE, 
MINE and FUZE, HAND GRENADE.*

FUZE, TIME AND 8UPERQUICK, INERT. A 
FUZE, TIME AND SUPERyUICK without ex
plosive components. Excludes FUZE, BOMB, IN
ERT* '

FUZE, TORPEDO. A fuze designed for use in the 
warhead of a torpedo, to initiate its functioning.

FUZE, TORPEDO, INERT. A FUZE, TORPEDO 
without expiosive components.*

fuse, variable time. See. FUZE, PROXIMITY.
fuse, VT. See: FUZE, PROXIMITY.
fuse well. See: fuse cavity.
FUZING SECTION, GUIDED MISSILE WAR

HEAD. A group of items, such as sating and arm
ing devices, baroswitches, timers, power supplies, 
controls, relays, and switches, necessary to perform 
and control the fuzing of a guided missile warhead.* 

fxd (abcr). ‘Fixed.’
FY (abbr). ‘Fiscal year.’
fs (abbr). ‘Fuze.’



G
G (abbr) 'Gravity.' 
g (abbr) 1. 'Acceleration due to gravity.' ‘Gram’ 
G1 (abbr). 'Assistant Chief of Staff, G-l, Personnel.' 
G2 (abbr). 'Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, Intelligence.' 
G3 (abbr). ‘Assistant Chief of Staff, G-3, Operations.’ 
G4 (abbr). ‘Assistant Chief of Staff, G-4, Logistics.' 
GA (abb,) 1. Ethyl phovphorodimethylaniidocyani- 

date' (tabun, war gas) 2. ‘Ground to-air.’
ga (abbr). 'Gage ’
gage, (ga) 1. A measure, as wire gage’ or 'sheet metal 

gage ' 2. An instrument for or means of measuring or 
testing, eg. GAGE. ( ENTER GAGE. THICK 
NESS; star gage. 3. (-ircaruii. The interior diameter 
of the barrel of a shotgun expressed by the number 
of spherical lead bullets fitting it required to make a 
pound;—chiefly in combination, as, a twelve-gage 
shotgun. The measurements of shotguns of popular 
siies are standardized on the above basis as follows: 
fiat of gaa diam. mchei rise of pan diam. tucket

8 gage .835 14 gage .6)3
lOgage .775 16 gage .662
12 gage .729 20 gage .615

Also used as part of the nomenclature of shotgun 
cartridges, for example, CARTRIDGE, 12 GAGE 
SHOTGUN. 4. Mach. A device for determining 
whether a specified dimension is within specified 
limits. A deffaits gage is one that establishes a 
particular dimension. A limit, or difference, gage 
consists of a series of two or more gages that 
represent the limits within which the work will be 
acceptable, as a go gage, which must go on or in, 
and a aot-go gaga, which must not go on or in, or 
must not screw on more than a specified number of 
turns. Limit gages, used in interchangeable manu
facturing, are usually subdivided into (1) the iaopoc- 
tion gage, embracing the entire tolerance permissible, 
and used by the manufacturer or purchaser when 
testing parts for acceptability, and (2) the working 
gage, used to test the work in the process of manu
facture and having a tolerance less than the maxi
mum. A check, or eettiag, gage is a definite gage used 
as a standard for testing a limit gag? for wear or 
when setting an adjustable limit gage to site. A 
wear limit gage shows when a limit gage has worn 
the maximum permitted. An indicating gage indi
cates visually variations in contour or dimension, as 
a lever on a graduated scale. Gages are designated 
according to form and use as: plug, ha ring an out
side measuring surface made to test the size and con
tour of a hole; receiving, having an inside measuring 
surface made to test the size and contour of a male 
part; ring, for testing a cylindrical or conical part; 
snap, or caliper, having inside measuring surfaces 
arranged for calipering diameters, lengths,' etc.; 
angular, or taper, having measuring surfaces at an 
angle to each other; end-measuring, for making end 
measurements. A gage made with extreme accuracy 

and used only for reference in the manufacture or 
working on inspection gages is called a master, or 
reference, gage. A mechakical gage employs physical 
contact in order to secure measurement or compari
son with a standard, but in an optical gage measure
ment is made through an optical system such as a 
microscope, projector, or interferometer. Master 
gages are often of the optical type. See: OPTICAL 
FLAT. 5. To measure or test, as with the use of 
a gage.

GAGS, ABSOLUTE PBKSSUBB, DIAL INDICAT
ING. An instrument designed to measure vacuum, 
and indicate in terms of pressure above absolute 
zero, without the necessity of correction or adjustment 
for barometric or atmospheric pressure.*

gags, air blast An instrument for determm: the 
pressure characteristics of the shock wave produced 
by an explosive.

GAGK, ANGLB. One or more blades (leaves) of 
tempered steel ground to and marked with their 
respective angles. It is used for checking angles, as 
in forgings, castings and machine work.*

gage, angular. See: gage.
GAG* BLOCK. A hardened metallic block with 

parallel precision ground superfinished surfaces to 
permit wringing together. A component of GAGE 
BLOCK SET used in setup and inspection work. 
Excludes GAGE BLOCK SET*

GAGK BLOCK BBT. A group of hardened metallic 
blocks with parallel surfaces, superfinisbed fiat to 
permit wringing together. They are made in sines 
which can be assembled to form dimensions of 
0.0001 inch, in variations from 0200 inch up, ac
cording to requirements. Tolerances are held so that 
accumulated error is very small Used in setup and 
inspection of precision stork.*

gage, breschbors. A device used to determine the wear 
of the lands in the breech end of the barrel of a gun.

gage, caliper. See: gage.
GAGK, CANNON BOBB EROSION. A gage employ

ing a vernier type slide specially designed as a main
tenance tool to measure the amount of erosion of 
the bore diameter of a CANNON (as modified). It 
may include a case. See also: BOBB8COPE.*

GAGB, CBNTBB. A measuring tool used to test the 
angle of lathe centers, or as a standard for grinding 
and setting screw thread cutting tools. It consists 
of a short-tempered steel rule, one end of which io 
ground to a male angle and the other end to a 
female angle.*

gage, chock. See: gage.
gage complete penetration. BoAMu. Pmstrstioa in 

which a hole of sufficient rise is umde through the
. plate so as to fully admit a plug gage of a designated 

percentage of diameter. If the pmtectile remains in 
the plate and prevents the complete insertion of the 
plug gage through the hole, the rumd io disregarded.
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137gage, plug, taper
GAGE, PLUG, TAPER CYLINDRICAL. A gage used 

for tb dimensional control of the taper of a 
spec fi. 1 lu.de ft icnsists of a gaging member or 
membcis and handle.*

GAGE, PLUG, THREAD. A gage used for the di
mensional control of a specified internal thread. It 
consists of a gaging member or members and handle.* 

gage pressure I’ressuie i< .ding fiom a irauo w'.iuh 
registers (> at atmospheric pressure

GAGE, PRESSURE, DIAL INDICATING. An ir.stru 
ment designed to measure air, gas, fluid and vapor 
pressure by means of a pressure sensitive element 
which transmits energy, by direct linkage, to the 
ind listing pointer of a scale calibrated in units of 
pies,lire It mai im lude a tiniperatiiri < univalent 
scale*

GAGE, PRESSURE, RECORDING. An instrument 
designed to measure and record fluid pressure, equal 
to or greater than atmospheric, by means of a pres
sure sensitive element directly linked to a pen staff 
which makes a permanent recording on a chart. 
May or may not have an indicating scale.*

gage, radius See GAGE, FILLET AND RADIUS, 
gage, receiving. See . gage.
gage, reference. See : gage.
gage, ring. See gage.
GAGE, RING, PLAIN. A gage used for the dimen

sional control of a specified external diameter, such 
as a shaft.*

GAGE, RING, TAPER. A gage used for the dimen
sional control of the taper of a specified external 
cylindrical component.*

GAGE, RING, THREAD. A gage used for the dimen
sional control of a specified external thread.*

GAGE, SCREW AND WIRE. A tool used to quickly 
determine the diameter site of machine screws and 
wires. It consists of a rectangular steel plate V- 
slotted and graduated in fractional diameters and 
wire gage numbers.*

GAGE, SCREW PITCH. One or more blades (leaves) 
of tempered steel, ground to and marked with their 
respective pitch, expressed as number of threads per 
inch in the English system and as millimeters or 
fractional parts thereof in the metric system. It is 
used for checking the pitch of external or internal 
screw threads.*

GAGE SET, CANNON BORE EROSION. A group 
of tools, including a steel rule, graduated rods and 
stops, hand oiler, magnifying glass, and the like, 
used as acessories to a GAGE, CANNON ROKE 
EROSION. It may include a case and an instruc
tion book.*

gaga, netting. See: gaga.
GAGE, SHEET AND PLATE. A tool used to quickly 

determine the thickness of sheet steel, sheet iron 
and steel plate. It consists of a rectangular plate 
or disk plate with slots cut around the periphery 
and marked according to a standard scale.*

GAGE, SMALL HOLE. A measuring instrument used 
to transfer inside measurements of holes or slots to 
micrometer calipers for direct reading. It consists 
of a handle attached to a spring expanding ball and 
is usually designed with means of locking the ball

(Af«, wear
at anv puMtion vithin the range of the gage. Ex
cludes G■ GE, TELESCOPING*

gage, snap. See: gags. ,
GAGE, SNAP, PLAIN ADJUSTABLE. A gage used

t->r the control of specified external dimensions. It 
consists of a frame and gaging members such as 
buttons, pins, blades and anvil. The gaging members 
may be set and locked to specified maximum and 
minimum limits within the given sise range of the 
gage *

GAGE, SNAP, THREAD ROLL. A gage used for 
the dimensional control of a specified external 
thread It consists of a C-type frame and gaging 
members (rolls). The gating members may be set 
and locked to specified maximum and/or minirnwg 
limits within the given sice range of the gage.*

gage, star. See : star gage.
gage, strain. A strain-sensitive element, which per

mits tecording, via a bridge circuit, of displacements 
between selected places.

GAGE, SURFACE. An instrument used for ikying out 
work by the scribing of lines at a given height from 
some face of the work, of transferring the height 
from one piece to another. Consists of a rectangular 
base to which a spindle is mounted and pivoted ia 
an upright position. A scriber is clamped to spindle 
in such a manner so as to be adjustable.*

GAGE, TAPER. One or more blades (leaves) of 
tempered steel ground to and marked with their 
respective taper. It is used for measuring the ihside 
diameters of tubing, nuts drilled for tapping, and the 
width ol slots.*

GAGE, TELESCOPING. A measuring inatrwaent 
used to transfer inside measurements of holes or 
slots to micrometer calipers for direct resdiag. It 
consists of a rod with spring expanding phsnger to 
which is attached a handle designed to lock plunger 
at any point within the range of the gage. Excludes 
GAGE, SMALL HOLE*

GAGE, THICKNESS. One or more tempered steel 
blades (leaves) ground to and marked with their 
respective thickness and mounted in a holder or 
encased within a frame or case into which the 
leaves fold. It is used for checking narrow slots or 
gaging the clearance between fitted parts. Excludes 
BLADE, THICKNESS GAGE.*

GAGE, THICKNESS, DIAL INDICATING. A pre
cision measuring instrument for making accurate 
thickness measurements of paper, leather, gheet 
metal, and other thin materials, consisting of a dial 
indicator mounted on a metal frame. A piece to be 
measured is inserted in the throat of the gage, the 
throat opening is closed upon the piece, and ths 
thickness is indicated upon the dial*

gaxe, thread. A gage for measuring screw threads or 
for checking or determining the pitch, thread-angle, 
diameter, and other parts of the thread. See else: 
GAGE, PLUG, THREAD; GAGE, RING, 
THREAD; GAGE, SCREW PITCH.

gage unit. An instrument incorporating two or more 
gages into a single unit It emy include hsdicator(s) 
and/or thermometers.*

gage, wear. Gage, consisting of a truncated cone, in
serted into the breech of a gun for amaswring the 
bore enlargement at the origin ot riSlag.

A

lu.de


gage, wear limit 138 gas-operated gun
gage, wear limit. Str : gage. Garand ride. Popular name for the Vnited State* rifle,
GAGE, WIRE. A tool used to quickly determine the 

lire number of wire, drill rod and/or for gaging the 
thickness of plates and sheets according to a wire 
number standard. Because of dilierent standards 
for wire (e.g., nonferrous, stubs, American. Imperial, 
music, etc.), diameters of identical sizes differ in 
number size according to standards used. It may be 
a rectangular plate or disk with slotted gaging sec
tions around the periphery for measuring thickness 
of sheets and plates.*

gage, working. See : gage.
gain. 1. In an amplifying system, the increase

of output power, voltage, or torrent oxer the input 
power, voltage, or current, expressed in terms of a 
latio. 2 b'adar The difference, expressed as a 
ratio, between the power radiated by a directional 
antenna and the power radiated by an isotropic
antenna when both have an equal power output.

gain control, automatic. (AGC) A circuit, also called 
the automatic volume control, which automatically 
varies the overall amplification, inversely proportional 
to input signal strength changes, such that the output 
volume of the receiver remains constant.

gaint. A booster or auxiliary detonating fuze. British. 
gain tin* control. See : differential gain control.
gain-twiat; gaining twist. Increasing twist. See: 

rifling.
gallery practice ammunition. Small arms ammunition 

with a reduced charge, used in gallery practice and 
also for guard purposes.

GALVANOMETER. An instrument which shows the 
presence of an electric current and/or indicates the 
relative intensity thereof, but which is not calibrated 
in actual values.*

galvanometer recorder, lilrctroacoustics. A combi
nation of mirror and coil suspended in a magnetic 
field. The application of a signal voltage to the 
coil causes a reflected light beam from the mirror 
to pass across a slit in front of a moving photo
graphic film, thus providing a photographic record 
of the signal.

gamma radiation. The combined process of emission, 
transmission, and absorption of gamma rays, as from 
the explosion of an atomic bomb.

gamma ray. A ray related to light ray* and X-rays, 
but of shorter wave length, emitted by certain 
radioactive substances.

Th* wave length is from 10-* to 10 12 cm.
gantry. A frame structure, with side supports, to span 

over something, and usually of large dimension-. 
May be stationary or may travel, as on parallcd 
tracks. Often used to form the support for crane-, for 
erecting or servicing rockets and missiles It can 
he positioned over the launching site and rolled awa< 
prior to the firing. '

gantry crane. Sec : gantry.
gantry truck. See TRUCK, STRADDLE-CARRY, 
gap marker. I iiiirf mine niirfiirr. Used to mark a

minefield gap. Gap marker- at the entrance to and 
exit from th, gap will he referenc'd to a landmark 
or intermediate marker.

GAR (Mr). ‘Guided aircraft rocket.'

caliber .30 Ml. (After its designer, John C. Garand, 
formerly of Springfield Armory.)

GAS bll'I'r) Geneial \iitomotiie Service'
gaa (abbr). 'Gasoline.'
gas. 1. Short for war gaa. 2. Short for gaaoline. S. 

To expose to, or be affected by. a war gaa. 4. To fill 
the tanks with gasoline. Often with uf, aa in 'nr* 
gassed up.'

gaa bomb. See : 30MB, GAS.
gaa check. Device in a gun that prevents escape of 

gas through the breech. See: obtnrator.
gas-check pad. Part of an obtnrator (which set).
gaa-check aeat. Conical surface in the breech bore of 

a gun, carefully machined to provide a close fit with 
the split rings of the obtnrator (which sec).

gas cloud. Mixture of air and war gas vapor.
gas cylinder. Tube fixed t> the barrel of a gas-operated 

automatic weapon and conl:<tiing a piston, the move
ment of which operates the extracting and reloading 
mechanisms.

gaa ejector ayatem. See: scavenger ayatem (aenae 1). 
gaa grenade. See : grer sde, gaa.
gas mixture. The mixture of gasoline and air supplied 

to a cylinder of a spark ignition engine.
gas munition. Munition such as bomb, projectile, pot, 

candle, or spray tank containing a war gaa (which 
see) and means of release.

gasoline, (gas) A hydrocarbon fuel used cap. in in
ternal combustion reciprocating engines. Called 'pet
rol' by the British.

GASOLINE, AUTOMOTIVE. A reciprocating engine 
gasoline whose combustion characteristics are indi
cated hy motor and research ratings as determined 
by the American Society for Testing Materials F-2 
and F-l methods, and whose vapor pressure maxi
mum limit is variable, but in excess of 7.0 pounds 
per square inch (Reid).*

GASOLINE, AVIATION. A reciprocating engine 
gasoline whose combustion characteristics are indi
cated by lean and/or rich mixture ratings as de
termined by the American Society for Testing Ma
terials F-3 and F-4 methode, and whose vapor pres
sure maximum limit is 7.0 pounds per square inch 
(Reid).*

gaaoline can. Sec CAN, GASOLINE, MILITARY.
gasoline gala. See: gelatinised gaaoline.
gaaoline, leaded. A gasoline containing tetraethyl lead 

in more than trace amounts, in excess of 0.05 millili
ter-. per gallon. Cf: GASOLINE, UNLEADED.

GASOLINE, UNLEADED. A gasoline containing no 
more than trace amount* of tetraethyl lead, not in 
excess of 0.05 milliliter* per gallon.*

gasoline, white. See : GASOLINE, UNLEADED.
gas-operated gun. Automatic gun operated solely by 

gas, utilizing a portion of the gas pressure to act on 
some form of piston and cylinder arrangement. The 
relative movement, between the piston and the cylin
der. drive* the bolt to the rear with sufficient force 
to unlock and open the breech. The gaa may be 
taken from the barrel through a hole drilled in the 
barrel at any point between the chamber and the
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muzzle. In tome weapons, gat it taken al the muzzle 
itself.

gas port Opening for the passage of gas. The gas 
cylinder of a gas-operattd automatic weapon has gas 
ports that admit pome of the propellant gases from 
the barrel of the gun.

GABB (abbr). *Guided air-to-surface rocket.'
gas turbiae. See: BMGINE, GAB TUBBIJtl; TU1- 

B1MB, GAS.
gate. 1. See: GATB, ELBCTBOMIC. 1. Cowpv/erz. 

A circuit having an output and a multiplicity of in
puts so designed that the output is energized when 
and only when a certain definite set of ‘"nut condi
tions are met. In computer work, a ‘gate* is often 
called an ‘and* circuit. I. To cut a « <><*•/ off or oa by 
use of square voltage waves. 4. To synchronize a 
receiver with returning ccImm's. S. Rrarhir Enyiuerr- 
iny. A movable harrier of duckling material used 
for closing a hole.

GATB, ELECTBOBIC. An item which, hi electron 
tube circuitry, transistor circuitry. or tisc lit*' <»■<' 
niits the passage of a radio Ircituetwy sik>*hi lor 
predetermined relatively short periods of time.*

Gatling gua. (After the American inventor, R. j. (>«t- 
liay.] Type of machine gun using miiltHuirrcIs which 
fire in rotation. An early principle which lias come 
back into use in the Vulcan machine guns. It per
mits very rapid fire because it redures the problem 
of overheating in a single barrel.

gauge. See: gaga.
GB (abbr). Chemical agent, 'isopropyl methylphos- 

phooofluoridate* (sarin, war gas).
GB-4. A glide bomb with a mounted television camera 

and tranamitter, controlled in azimuth and range by 
radio, and guided from a mother aircraft by means 
of the television. Often called *GB-4 missile.*

The GB-4 was used in WW II, first ia July 1M4 
against the U-boat pens of Le Havre.

GCA (abbr). ‘Ground controlled approach.*
GCI (abbr). *Ground controlled interception.*
GD (abbr). ‘Pinacolyl methylphosphonofluoridate* 

(soman, war gas).
GDA (abbr). ‘Gun defended area.’
gdace (abbr). ‘Guidance.’
gear. A cylindrically or eonically shaped part having 

on one surface a full MO degree complement of teeth 
which mate with and engage the teeth of another 
part nonconcentric with it.*

GEAB AMBMBLY, gPEBD DBCBEABBB. A 
group of gear(s) and/or worm(s), of fixed ratio, 
specifically designed for the purpose of decreasing 
the speed from the driver(s) to the driven shaft or 
shafts; having no reversing feature except by re
versing the prime mover. See also: TBAHBMIB- 
8ION (as modified) and OBABCASB-MOTOB.*

GBAB AMBMBLY, BFBED IHCBEABBB- A group 
of gear(s), of fixed ratio, specifically designed for 
the purpose of increasing the speed from the driver(s) 
to else driven shaft or shafts; having nd reversing 
feature except by reversing the prime mover. See 
also: TBAMBMIBBION (as modified) and OBAB
CABB-MOTOB.*

GEABCABB-MOTOB. An item whose prune motion 
is produced by an electric motor which actuates a 
mechanism to chat<c the speed, direction er type 
of motion so produced. The pearcase is coupled 
t<> a separately housed motor; however, the sopora- 
tion of tire motor and other merhseism will not 
render either inoperable. The overall item may be 
encased to make it watertight, explosion-proof, duet
proof, and the like.*

gearing ratio, static. See: static gearing ratio.
gearing schematic. A drawing 'taslrating Bte ar

rangement and essential data of a gearing system in 
»• simple a form as possible.

gearehaft. An item consisting of a shaft and ana or 
more integral complements of gear teeth, It mast 
have a means of drivteg (other than a hub), such as 
keyway(s), splined sectionf.s), holes, and the tihe.*

GBAB, BFOB. A gear, cylindrical in fottu. with 
straight teeth on the outer surface parallel to 4m 
axis of the gear.*

Gee. A medium distance radio navigation eyoten ar 
aid.

The aircraft's position is determined by mOMurtag 
the difference in the time of arrival al synchronised 
pulses broadcast by a master and two slave stations. 
Developed by the British before WW IL

Goe-M. A combination of the Goo and B rlsetrani' 
navigation systems, sued esp. ta WW U, in wNch 
the Gee equipment was modified so But distances 
could be determined from transmitting stations mt 
the ground with the aid of aa airborne interrogator.

Gee navigation. See: navigation, hypsrheffe,
Geiger-Mueller c renter. Highly Msuitive radiation 

detecting instrument for measuring relatively low 
intensities of radiatiatL

gelatinised gasoUae. Gasoline treated wMi a thichea- 
ing agent aa used ia napalm bomba, flame throwers, 
etc. Also called ‘gasoline gels* and ‘thickened fuel.* 
See also. CHEMICAL AGEMT, IMCBWDIABT

'OIL.
gelatinising agent. In manufacture of proponents, a 

material which softesu the mtroeeHuloee, permitting 
the mixture to be processed and formed.

gon (abbr). “General.*
general cargo. See: cargo lamidcotiee,
general depot. Large supply establishment for receiv

ing. storing, and issuing supplies for more than one 
technical service.

general purpose bemh. See: BOMB, GBMBBAL FVB- 
FOBE.

general purpose vehicle. Motor vehicle desigmted to 
be used interchangeably for movement of penmsnaL 
supplies, ammunition or equipmtnt for tosrfasg artil
lery carriages, trailers or seetitrallers and used srith- 
out modification to body or chassis to satisfy general 
automotive transport needs.

general reserve artillery. Coosirta of alt artillery units 
not organic to divisions and corps. It is a pool of 
reserve artillery available to the Bold forces oom- 
marider for assignment or attachment to subordinate 
commands as required by combat omditfans.

general euppUea. latra-service cbaaMkatian applied 
to ordnance, quartermaster and transportation sup
plies. Ordnance general supplies include all ard- 



geaersl support artillery 140 glass, laminated, flat
nance supplies, with the exception of ammunition, 
required for the maintenance of an organization.

general support artillery. Artillery which executes 
the fires directed by the commander of the unit to 
which it organically belongs or is attached. It fires 
in support of the operation as a whole rather than 
in support of a specific subordinate unit.

generation breakdown. Specif. An outline of a missile 
and/or a missile system listing the constituent major 
combinations, major items, principal items and sec
ondary items in descending order, along with the 
applicable part numbers and drawing numbers.

generator. 1. Electrical. A rotating machine that con
verts mechanical energy into electrical energy. 3. 
Chemical. An apparatus in which gas is produced 
from liquids and/or solids by chemical process.*

GENBBATOB, ELECTRONIC MABBEB. An item 
which generates electronic pulses of precise character
istics with respect to amplitude, shape, duration, and 
recurrence. Such pulses serve as reference indices 
on the face of a cathode-ray tube, for determination 
of data such as radar target range, asimuth, elevation, 

aiiiiiltal applications. Excludes GENERATOR, 
SIGNAL and GENERATOR, PULSE.*

GENEBATOR, ENGINE ACCBS8OBY. A generator 
primarily designed to be mounted on an internal 
combustion engine, and to be driven by the engine 
to keep the battery in a charged condition. y 
also supply current for the engine ignition sysi’^i 
and/or electrical equipment which is connected to the 
battery circuit. Includes alternating current genera
tors designed for use with a rectifier. Excludes the 
major generator of 'Generating Sets.'*

GENEBATOB, OAS FBBS8UBE, PROPILLANT 
ACTUATED* A closed chamber in which a burn
ing propellant produces gas, the pressure of which 
is used to operate turbines, motors, servomechanisms, 
inflate flotation devices, etc. See : propellant actuated 
device.

GBNBBATOB, INTEBFBBENCB. An item designed 
to develop radio frequency signals which are ampli
tude or frequency modulated by random frequencies 
of erratic amplitude. The output signals are similar 
in nature to radio interference caused by atmospheric 
static.*

GBNBBATOB, FUL8B. A device designed to develop 
a discontinuous electrical potential with an abrupt 
rate of change of voltage which determines the har
monic content of the pulse train. The duration of a 
single pulse output is relatively short compared to the 
time of the recurrence cycle. Excludes GENERA
TOR, ELECTRONIC MARKER*

generator set An item consisting of a commonly 
mounted electrical generator(s) and prime mover 
designed to produce electrical power. May include 
all necessary components.*

GBNBBATOB, BIGNAL. An instrument which pro
duces a continuous audio and/or radio frequency 
voltage, and which is designed for test purposes only. 
It may provide for an output at one or more fixed 
frequencies or be continuously variable over one or 
more bands. The fixed frequency type is distinguished 
from CALIBRATOR, FREQUENCY ir that it is a 
voltage source and is not primarily intended for 

checking frequencies from other sources. Excludes 
GENERATOR, INTERFERENCE.*

GBNBBATOB, SMOKE, MECHANICAL. A genera
tor for producing quantities of dense particulate 
clouds for the purpose of concealing objects from 
enemy observation.*

GBNBBATOB, SWEEP. A device designed to develop 
an electrical signal whose amplitude varies in some 
predetermined manner with time. It is commonly 
used to create a time base for the electron beam of 
a cathode-ray tube. Excludes sine wave generators.*

GBNBBATOB, TACHOMBTEB. A generator con
sisting of a series of mounted coils surrounding a 
rotating permanent magnet or a permanent magnet 
and a rotating armature. The voltage output is 
directly proportional to the speed of rotation of the 
shaft. When used with an associated indicator, 
transmits such data as revolutions per minute, speed 
of travel, and the like. May also be used in servo
mechanism loops as a system stabiliser. Excludes 
rotary inverters, rotary converters, motor generators, 
dynamotors, generator sets, synchros, frequency or 
phase changers, and engine accessory generators.*

Genie. Air Force air-to-air missile, utilising a solid 
propellant rocket motor and capable of carrying a 
nuclear warhead. Formerly called Ding Doug.

geodesic. The shortest line on the surface of the 
earth between two points; geodesic line.

Gerlich gun. See: tapered boro.
g factor. The ratio of the maximum acceleration that 

an object can withstand to the acceleration of gravity. 
It is equivalent to the ratio of the maximum ac
celerating force that the object can withstand to the 
weight of the object.

GFB (abbr). ‘Government furnished equipment.
GPP (abbr). 'Government furnished property.’ 
ghoat signal. An unwanted echo on the screen of a 

radar indicator.
gilding metal. Copper alloy used to jacket small arms 

bullets, to form detonator or primer cups, and to form 
rotating bands for artillery projectiles. This metal 
can be readily engraved by the lands as the pro
jectile moves down the bore. Gilding metal is com
posed of spproximately 90 percent copper and 10 
percent sine.

giasbaL Usually pl. in ting, sense. A cmrtrivaace con- 
tsining two mutually perpendicular and intersecttag 
sxes of rotation.

A body mounted on gimbals is free to incline in 
sny direction.

GIN, POLB. A device, such as a bracket or boom, 
designed to be temporarily attached to a pole as a 
support for block and tackle. It is used to raise and 
lower transformers and the like. It may include 
block and tackle.*

giaemont See: decliaattea.
glass armor. Any of several special purpose armors 

composed of glass or containing glass.
GLA88, LAMINATED, FLAT. A glass aflfording 

clear vision formed by bonding two or more pieces 
of polished plate or sheet glass with a transparent 
plastic. When fractured, the particles ot glass tend 
to adhere to the plastic instead of separating into 
flying fragments, thus providing a cosuiderable aeons-



glide 141 gpveh
me <ii xalety agaiii't bo. .!»• injiny from pieces of 
biuken glis*. when 1 fr.icttnc miurs Excludes bent 
11 in veil) and or special shaped items*

glide. 1. I lie descent or drop of an am i ail or winged 
missile at a normal or nearly normal angle of attack, 
with little oi no thrust. 2. In a less exact sense, a 
shallow dive. 3. To descend >■ a glide.

glide bomb. See bomb, glide.
glide bombing. 1. The action of bumb.ng a target from 

a gliding airplane. 2. The action of using glide 
bombs fur bombing a target Not frequently used 
in this sense. Cf: toes bombing.

glide path. Inclined surface of radio signal extending 
upward at an angle to the horizontal from the ^-rint 
of desired landing. Also called "glide slope.’

glide elope. See glide path.
gliding angle. A glide angle, esp one at which an 

aircraft will steadily glide in still air without thrust.
glint. 1. The pulse-to-pulse variation in amplitude of 

reflected radar signals, owing to the reflection oi the 
radar beam from a body which is changing its re
flecting surface in an extremely rapid manner, such 
as would exist in pulses reflected from a rapidly 
spinning airplane propeller. 2. A gleam or flash of 
light inflected from the metal surface of an aircraft.

The glint is often used by experienced pilots to 
sight aircraft at high altitudes

g load. A term expressing the numerical ratio of 
centrifugal force to gravitational force, or of accelera
tion or deceleration force to gravitational force.

Glomb. [Glide bomb.] A glider (LNT-2) adapted by 
the Navy for use as a glide bomb, loaded with de
structive charges, and towed to the target area, 
where upon release, it is guided to its target by radio 
from a mother airplane.

GLOW PLUG. An item with a resistance type heat
ing clement for igniti.fuel-air mixtures in EN- 
(.INI-. ’)! f 1 I I I J for starting engines only. 
1 .xJmlc, ..i’AHk 1'1.UG.*

glow plug Ar < In tin heating element winch is used 
to raise a imkit propellant to its autoignition tem
perature.

glycol. A thick alcohol, C3 Ht (OH)2, used as a coolant 
and antifreeze in liquid-cooled engines.

GM (abbr). ‘Guided missile.’
GM angle. Angular difference between grid north and 

magnetic north measured east or west from grid 
n.'i ili

ilMC ' I ; ,.i . ■
GOCO (.libel (>ovei h i. o । i.vwi < nil.1 .u <oi up. r ated.’ 

(Frequently pronounced as a word )
Goer. Name given to a highly mobile cross country am

phibious transport vehicle having low-pressure tires 
and exoskeletal construction.

go-getter. A control mechanism for automatic guid
ance of a rocket to its target.

GOGO (abbr). ’Government-owned Government-op
erated.’ (Frequently pronounced aa a word.)

goniometer. Instrument, used in surveying, for 
measuring angles. With associated equipment used 
to determine limits of vision, as in a vehicle.

GONIOMBTKR, KLKCTRICAL. An item used to 
calculate and resolve, electrically and continuously, 

inatbern.it ica I problems or electrical functions and to 
establish directional phase difference between two 
tiansmittrd or received signals. Two windings are 
< rossed and fixed at a ninety degree angle; the ihird 
winding is rotable to the other windings.*

goop. A compound in paste form containing finely 
divided magnesium used as a constituent of certain 
incendiary bomb fillings.

goop bomb. A special kind of incendiary bomb. Slastg. 
See : goop.

Goose. Air Force air-to-air missile with turbojet 
engines.

Gopher Ordnance Works. Ordnance Corps field in
stallation, located at Rosemont, Minnesota.

government, (govt) Specif. Often capitalist^. The 
government of the United States.

Government furnished proper’*'. (GFP) All tangible 
property of the Government furnished to the Con
tractor, including both property acquired by the 
Government and delivered to the contractor and prop
erty acquired by the contractor for the account of 
the Governmnet 'rhe three classes of Government 
furnished property are:

class .4 industrial property. Government owned land, 
buildings, structures, roads, bridges, culverts, sidewalks, 
railroad tracks, utility systems, and utility plants fur
nished to supply contractors.

class H industrial property. Cataloged Government 
property furnished to supply contractors and consisting 
of all the larger units of property, other than class A, 
which may be easily traced. This class includes such 
items as machines, motors, locomotives, cranes, trac
tors, automobiles, platform scales, etc.

class C industrial property. Nc.icataloged Govern
ment property furnished supply contractors, including 
all raw materials, parts, components, assemblies, sub
assemblies and manufacturing, operating, maintenance, 
office, cafeteria, laboratory, dormitory, and hospital 
supplies.

Government Patents Board, Established by Executive 
Order 10096 on 23 January 1950 to administer a 
uniform policy for the Government with respect to 
inventions made by Government employees. The 
Board consists of a full-time Chairman appointed by 
the President, and of one ad hoc member appointed by 
each of the ten major federal departments or agencies.

Government specifications. Any description of tife tech
nical requirements for a material, an Item, or service, 
including the procedure by which it can be determined 
that the requirements have been met, according to 
Goi irnment expectations. See also: epeeUteatieu.

governor. An automatic device or attachment for regu
lating the speed of an engine or motor under varying 
conditions of load and pressure, by controlling the 
flow of fluid, electric current, or varying the pres
sure. at. water or gas.*

govt (abbr). ‘Government’
OP (abb’), i. ‘General purpose,’ often used for ‘gen

eral pu- lose bomb.’ 2. “Group.’
GP bomb. Short for BOMB, GENERAL PURPOSE. 
GPI (abbr). *Ground position indicator.’
GPO (abbr). ‘Government Printing Office.’ 
gpveh (abbr). 'General purpose vehicle.*

inatbern.it


grease, general purpose
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gr (abbr). ‘Grain.’
(radiant. Mctcorohiincal. < hangr of value of a meteor, 

ological element per unit of distance, I he gradients 
commonly discussed in meteorology are ti e horizontal 
gradient of pressure, the vertical gradient of tem- 
lieraturc. and the vertical gradient of electrical 
|>otential.

(radiant microphone. Elect)oacouitia. A microphone 
the output of which correspond* to a gradient of the 
aound pressure.

Gradient microphone* may be of any order a*, for 
example, aero, first, second, and so forth. A pressure 
microphone is a gradient microphone of aero ordt- 
A velocity microphone is a gradient microphone of 
order one.

gradient wind. A wind that flows parallel to the iso
bars and has a velocity such that the pressure gtadient 
and t iirndis and centrifugal forces acting on the air 
arc in balance.

(rain, (gr) 1. A single piece of solid propellant re 
gardless of size or sha|>e used in a gun or rocket 
For the latter a grain is often very large and shaped 
to fit the requirements of the rocket. It is termed 
PROPELLANT GRAIN. 2 A measure of weight, 
1/7000 Ih.

grain, dagreaaivt type. See: degressive granulation.
grain, progreeaive type. See: progressive granulation/ 
grain, propellant, rocket. Sec: PROPELLANT

GRAIN.
gran*, (g) The metric unit of weight equivalent to 

15.432 grains.
grand lot. See : lot, grand.
grant Patent law. 1. The conveyance by the Govern

ment to a successful applicant for patent of the right 
to exclude other* from practicing the invention 
covered by the patent for a term of 17 year*. 2. That 
part of the application for patent by a Government

.up'over. wherein the inventor grant* to the Govern
", nt r...... to use the invention without the pay-

>r,it I <u, loyalty
granulation. Size and shape of grains of material, 

particularly solid propellants.
granulation, dagreaaive. See: degressive granulation, 
granulation, dual. See: dual granulation.
granulation, progreaaive. See : progreaaiv* granulation, 
graphical firing table. See SCALE, GRAPHICAL 

FIRING.
graphic interaection. Intersection where the position 

of the unknown point is determined by plotting the 
direction line*.

GRAPHITE, COLLOIDAL. A dispersion of graphite 
in a liquid which is other than refined petroleum oil. 
silicone fluid, or castor oil. For item* having a re
fined petroleum oil, silicone fluid, or castor oil ve
hicle. see: LUBRICATING OIL, COLLOIDAL 
GRAPHITE. Exclude* GREASE, GRAPHITE.* 

graaa. Random interference on a radartcope due 
primarily to circuit noises, such a* thermal agitation, 

gravimetric density. Weight of the propellant (in tt> 
per in.*) divided by the volume occupied by the 
propellant (include* the air space in and around pro- 
pe>! nt grains).

gravity drop. Halliiticc. Vertical drop due to gravity. 
See : vertical drop.

graze. 1. Pass close to the surface, a* a shot that fol
lows a path nearly parallel to the ground and low 
enough to strike a standing man. 2. Burst of a 
projectile at the instant of impact with the ground. 
In this meaning also called 'graze burst.’ A The 
sensing, in time fire, for a burst on impact with the 
ground or other material object on a level with or 
below the target.

graze buret. Bi rst of a projectile at the instant of 
impact with the ground. Also called gram.

graze sensitivity. The ability of a fuze to be initiated 
by grazing, that is, when the missile strike* a surface 
at a glancing angle (80°-90° from the normal).

grazing tire. Small arms fire which is approximately 
parallel to the ground and does not rise above the 
height of a man, standing.

(razing point. In the determination of dead space, the 
point where a trajectory touche* the mask.

grease. A friction reducing solid or semisolid con
sisting of liquid lubricant(s) and soap and/or thick
ening agent(s) with or without additive* or filler*.*

GREASE, AIRCRAFT. A grease designed for the 
lubrication of aircraft components such a* actuators, 
engine accessories, control bearings, landing gears, 
and wheel bearings. Doe* not include GREASE, 
AIRCRAFT AND INSTRUMENT and GREASE, 
INSTRUMENT*

GREASE, AIRCRAFT AND INSTRUMENT. A wide 
temperature range, synthetic base grease designed for 
lubrication of antifriction bearings, lightly loaded 
gears, and on sliding and rolling surfaces of such 
equipment a* instruments, cameras, electronic equip
ment and aircraft control system*. It i* not specially 
prepared for salt spray resistance. Doe* not include 
GREASE. AIRCRAFT and GREASE, INSTRU
MENT* a

GREASE, AIRCRAFT ORDNANCE. A wide temper
ature range grease formulated for use a* a lubricant 
of aircraft guns, accessory equipment, ammunition, 
and the like. Exclude* GREASE, AIRCRAFT and 
GREASE, AIRCRAFT AND INSTRUMENT.*

GREASE, AUTOMOTIVE. A grease suitable for the 
lubrication of automotive component* a* chassis, 
wheel bearings, or water pump*. Doe* not include 
GREASE, AUTOMOTIVE AND ARTILLERY*

GREASE, AUTOMOTIVE AND ARTILLERY. A 
grease with corrosion inhibitors designed for the 
lubrication of tactical automotive and artillery com
ponent* suitable over an ambient temperature range 
of —65° Fahrenheit to 4-125* Fahrenheit.*

GREASE, BALL AND ROLLER BEARING. A 
grease designed primarily for the lubrication of ball 
and roller bearing* operating at constant or inter
mittent high temperature*. Doe* not include 
GREASE. AUTOMOTIVE AND ARTILLERY; 
GREASE. AIRCRAFT; GREASE, AIRCRAFT 
AND INSTRUMENT; GREASE, SILICONE IN
SULATED ELECTRIC MOTOR and GREASE, 
ORDNANCE BEARING AND AMMUNITION*

GREASE, GENERAL PURPOSE. A grease designer! 
for lubrication of industrial type* of equipment by 
means of cups, grease fittings, or pressure lubricating
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143grease, instrument
systems. If special characteristics are required, see 
specific item names.*

GREASE, INSTRUMENT. A wide temperature range, 
synthetic base grease designed for lubrication of fire 
control equipment and instruments including related 
components such as synchros, gyros, and in control 
and computing mechanisms. It is specially prepared 
for salt spray resistance. Does not include GREASE, 
AIRCRAFT AND INSTRUMENT and GREASE, 
AIRCRAFT*

GREASE, ORDNANCE BEARING AND AMMUNI
TION. A grease designed for lubrication and pres
ervation of Naval Ordnance plain, ball, and roller 
bearings, and for the preservation of threads on am
munition. It is specially prepared for salt spray 
resistance.*

GREASE, ORDNANCE, EXTREME PRESSURE. A 
grease designed for lubrication of highly loaded 
Naval Ordnance components as rollers, tracks, pinions 
and racks of gun turrets and for slush-on lubrication 
of open or semi-inclosed gears exposed to salt sprays.* 

GREASE, RIFLE. A grease designed for lubrication 
and preservation of small arms such as the JO caliber 
rifle and the .30 caliber carbine.*

grease seal. 1. Type of seal used on floating pistons 
of some hydropneumatic recoil systems to prevent 
leakage past the piston of gas or oil. This type of 
seal is also used in cylinders of some hydropneumatic 
equilibrators. 2. Seal used to retain grease in a 
case or housing as on an axle shaft.

GREASE, SILICONE INSULATED ELECTRIC 
MOTOR. A grease designed for the lubrication of 
silicone insulated electric motors with heat stabilised 
ball and roller bearings and other specialised high 
temperature applications.*

green. Indicates, in the nomenclature of a SIGNAL, 
SMOKE, GROUND, several smoke pellets which 
produce freely falling streamers of green smoke at 
the height of the trajectory.

grata bag charge. See. charge greet bag.
grata labeled cargo. See: labeled cargo.
grata parachute. Indicates, in the nomenclature of a 

SIGNAL, SMOKE, GROUND, a single smoke pellet, 
parachute suspended, which produces a green smoke.

Greta Quail Popular name for an Air Force air-to- 
surface missiie designed to confuse enemy radar.

groan star, cluster. Indicates, in the nomenclature of a 
SIGNAL, ILLUMINATION, GROUND, a cluster 
of several freely falling green stars (lights).

grata star, parachute. Indicates, in the nomenclature 
of a SIGNAL, ILLUMINATION, GROUND, a 
single green star (light), parachute supported.

grata tracer. Indicates, in the nomenclature of t 
SIGNAL, ILLUMINATION, AIRCRAFT, a green 
tracer (light) preceding the ejection of displays of 
other types.

Greenwich civil time. (Z) Mean solar time at the zero 
meridian of Greenwich, England.

Greenwich sidereal time. Sidereal time measured with 
reference to the Greenwich meridian:

grenade. A small explosive or chemical missiie, origi
nally designed to be thrown by hand, but now also 
designed to be projected from special grenade launch

grenade launcher sight
ers, usually fitted to riflv* or larbim- Grenades 
may be classified in a broad sense as GRENADE, 
HAND and GRENADE, RIFLE. Many varieties 
and variations of these have been used, including a 
number of improvised ones. Some of the principal 
types and designations used in recent years are 
identified in the entries which follow-

grenade, antipersonnel. General term for any GRE
NADE, HAND or GRENADE, RIFLE, designed 
primarily for casualty effect against personnel. 
Usually refers to a grenade, fragmentation (which 
see).

grenade, antitank. A GRENADE, RIFLE designed to 
be used against tanks or other armored vehicles.

grenade, chemical. General term for any GRENADE, 
HAND or GRENADE, RIFLE charged with a 
chemical agent (which see).

grenade, chemical, burning typo. General term for any 
grenade, chemical (which see) which releases its 
agent by a burning action. Contrasted with a gre
nade, chemical, bursting type (which see).

grenade, chemical, bursting type. General term for any 
grenade, chemical (which see) which releases its 
agent by a bursting action. Contrasted with a 
grenade, chemical, burning typo (which see).

grenade, concussion. See: grenade, odeasive.
grenade, defensive. See: grenade, fragmentation, 
grenade, dummy. See: grenade, training.
grenade, fragmentation. A GRENADE, HAND de

signed to give fragmentation which is effective against 
personnel. The thrower needs protective cover, hence 
the grenade is used primarily for defensive operations 
and is often called a ‘defensive grenade.'

grenade, frangible. Improvised incendiary hand gre
nade consisting of a glass container filled with a 
flammable liquid, with an igniter attached. It breaks 
and ignites upon striking a resistant target, such as 
a tank. Sometimes called ‘Molotov cocktail.’

grenade, gas. Popular name for a grenade, chemical 
(which see), designed to release a war gas. The 
types of gases released are limited, usually, to tear 
gas and other irritants.

GRENADE, HAND. A grenade designed to be thrown 
by hand. May be projected by a rifle or carbine when 
grenade is fitted with an adapting device such as an 
ADAPTER, GRENADE PROJECTION

grenade, illuminating. GRENADE, HAND or GRE
NADE, RIFLE designed to be placed or projected 
and to provide illumination by a burning action. It 
may be used also as a trip flare or as an <ncendiary 
device.

grenade, improvised. Any nonstandard type grenade 
which is prepared by the user. Examples are frangi
ble grenades and ‘fragmentation* grenades composed 
of nails, cartridge cases or other 'fragments* taped 
to the sides of a TNT block, with suitable detonating 
device.

grenade, incendiary. GRENADE, HAND designed to 
be filled with incendiary materials or used primarily 
for incendiary purposes.

grenade Uuacher. See: LAUNCHER, GRENADE.
grenade launcher sight. See: SIGHT, RIFLE GRE

NADE LAUNCHER.
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grenade, magnetic. Also called magnetic charge. 

Small explosive charge with attached magnets, de
signed to be thrown or placed against tanks. The 
magnets hold the explosive in place until detonated 
by a time fuze.

grenade net. Net of chicken wire, or the like placed 
over a trench, etc., as a protection against grenades.

grenade, offensive. GRENADE, HAND having a non- 
metallic container, designed to kill or injure by blast 
and concussion. Distinguished especially from a 
fragmentation or defensive grenade. The offensive 
grenade is so called because the thrower, being out of 
range of the grenade's effects, can continue to ad
vance as he throws, and does not have to take cover.

grenade pit. Pit, usually at the bottom of an incline, 
to catch hand grenades and limit the effects of their 
explosion.

grenade, practice. GRENADE, HAND or GRENADE, 
RIFLE used for practice purposes. The grenade 
may contain a small charge of black powder to give 
an indicating puff of smoke on functioning

gienade projection adapter. See: ADAPTER, GRB- 
NADK PROJECTION.

GRENADE, RIFLE. A grenade especially designed or 
adapted tc be fired or launched from the muzzle of a 
rifle or carbine.

grenade, riot. Grenade of plastic or other nonfrag
menting material, containing a charge of tear gas and 
a detonating fuze with short delay. The grenade 
functions and the gas is released by a bursting action.

grenade, smoke. GRENADE, HAND or GRENADE 
RIFLE containing a smoke producing mixture. Used 
for screening or signaling. Sometimes charged with 
colored smoke, as red, green, yellow or violet.

grenade, sticky. A small explosive charge covereu with 
an adhesive, intended to he thrown or placed by hand 
where the adhesive will hold the charge in place 
until detonated by a time fuze. Also called ‘sticky 
charge.'

grenade, training. An inert GRENADE, HAND used 
in throwing training. Formerly called ‘dummy gre
nade.’

grenade, white phosphorus. GRENADE, HAND or 
GRENADE, RIFLE containing a main charge of 
white phosphorus and a small explosive burster 
charge for scattering the main charge. Used for 
smoke and some incendiary effect.

grid. 1. a. The pattern of intersecting lines set up in 
accordance with a grid system, and superimposed 
upon charts, aerial photographs, or the like, to per
mit ready location of points on the ground. See: 
military grid. b. A grid line. 2. Any systematic net
work, as of power lines, telephone lines, etc. 3. A 
part in the rear section of a rocket motor, which 
supports the propellant grain but allows enough 
clearance for the propellant gases to escape to the 
nozzle. 4. Electronic*. An electrode in a vacuum 
tube for controlling the flow of electrons.

grid azimuth. .Azimuth measured from grid north.
grid bearing. A bearing in which the reference line is 

grid north.
grid coordinates. Numbers and letters of a coordinate 

system which designate a point on a gridded map, 
photograph or chart.

ground position indicator
grid course. A course in which the direction of the 

reference line is grid north.
gridded map. Map on which is drawn a system of grid 

lines running north and south, and east and west. 
These lines are used in locating points.

grid heading. A heading by reference to grid north:
grid north. Upward (northward} direction of the 

arbitrary meridian or vertical grid lines (north-south 
grid lines) usually found on military maps.

grid system. A system employed in establishing grid 
lines on a map, chart, aerial photograph, or the like. 
See: military grid system.

grinder. A manual or power-driven tool, designed to 
impart a rotary motion to an abrasive wheel for 
cutting and smoothing surfaces. In operation, the 
tool is not fixed and is controlled by hand.*

grinding machine. A machine that uses an abrasive 
wheel, belt, or disk for the purpose of removing 
excess stock and of reducing the material to the de
sired shape and size, while at the same time leaving 
the desired finish on the work. Excludes grinder.*

grip. One of a pair of wooden or plastic items designed 
to be attached hy threaded fasteners to the two sides 
of the frame of a weapon, such as a revolver or 
bayonet. It is shaped to fit the hand and to provide a 
formed gripping surface to hold the weapon.*

grip safety. Safety mechanism that prevents a gun 
from being fired unless the stock is firmly grasped 
while the trigger is pulled. It is used mainly on 
automatic pistils.

grommet Device made of rope, plastic, rubber or 
metal to protect the rotating band of projectiles.

groove. 1. One of the grooves in a rifled gun barrel. 
See: riling. 2. A crimping groove. 3. A fringing 
groove.

ground-air. I. Of missiles, signals, etc.: From ground 
to the air. 2. Of a military force : Made up of army, 
or marine, and air force units. 3. Of actions: Con
ducted by both ground and air units.

ground disUnce. 1. The distance between two points 
on the esrth’s surface measured on a great circle 
connecting the two points projected to mean sea level.
2. The shortest distance between two points on the 
ground, measured on the surface.

ground ire. Fire, such as antiaircraft fire, that 
emanates from the ground.

ground-guided missile. A missile guided by radio 
control from the ground.

ground inlusnce mins. See: mine, ground inlaeaoe.
grounding pUU. Electrically grounded metal plate 

upon which a person stands for the purpose of 
draining off sUtic electricity as it is generated.

ground noise. Electrotconttict. In recording and re
producing, the residual system noise in the absence 
of signsl. It is usually caused by inhomogeneity in 
the recording and reproducing media, but may also 
include amplifier noise such as tube noise or noise 
generated in resistive elements in the input of the 
reproducer amplifier system.

ground position indicator. (GPI) A special com
puter continuously indicating the actual position of 
the aircraft with reference to some fixed point on 
the ground.
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143grease, instrument
systems. If special characteristic* are required, see 
specific ite>.-< names.*

GBBASE, INSTRUMENT. A wide temperature range, 
synthetic base grease designed for lubrication of fire 
control equipment and instruments including related 
component* such a* synchros, gyros, and in control 
and comp 'ting mechanisms. It is specially prepared 
for salt spray resistance. Doe* not include GREASE, 
AIRCRAFT AND INSTRUMENT and GREASE, 
AIRCRAFT*

GREASE, ORDNANCE BEARING AND AMMUNI
TION. A greaie designed for lubrication and pres
ervation of Naval Ordnance plain, ball, and roller 
bearing*, and for the preservation of threads on am
munition. L is specially prepared for salt spray 
resistance.*

GRBASB, ORDNANCB, EXTREME PRESSURE. A 
grease designed for lubrication of highly loaded 
Naval Ordnance component* a* rollers tracks, pinion* 
and rack* of gun turret* and for slusn-on lubrication 
of open or *emi-inclo»ed gear* exposed to salt *pray».* 

GREASE, RIFLE. A grease designed for lubrication 
and preservation of "mall arms such as the .30 caliber 
rifle and the JO caliber carbine*

grease seal. 1. Type of seal used on floating pistons 
of some hydropneumatic recoil systems to prevent 
leakage past the piston of gas or oil. This type of 
teal it also used in cylinders of some hydropneumatic 
equilibrators. 2. Seal used to retain grease in a 
case or housing as on an axle shaft.

GREASE, SILICONE INSULATED ELECTRIC 
MOTOR. A grease designed for the lubrication of 
silicone insulated electric motors with heat stabilised 
ball and roller bearings and other specialised high 
temperature applications.*

green. Indicates, in the nomenclature of a SIGNAL, 
SMOKE, GROUND, several smoke pellets which 
produce freely falling streamers of green smoke at 
the height of the trajectory.

green bag charge. See: charge green bag.
green labeled cargo. See: labeled cargo.
green parachute. Indicates, in the nomenclature of a 

SIGNAL, SMOKE, GROUND, a single smoke pellet, 
parachute suspended, which produce* a green smoke.

Green Quail. Popular name for an Air Force air-to- 
surface missile designed to confuse enemy radar.

green star, cluster. Indicates, in the nomenclature of a 
SIGNAL, ILLUMINATION, GROUND, a cluster 
of several freely falling green star* (lights).

green star, parachute. Indicates, iu the nomenclature 
of a SIGNAL, ILLUMINATION, GROUND, a 
single green star (light), parachute supported.

green tracer. Indicates, in the nomenclature of a 
SIGNAL, ILLUMINATION, AIRCRAFT, a green 
tracer (light) preceding the ejection of display* of 
other type*.

Greenwich civil time. (Z) Mean solar time at the sero 
meridian of Greenwich, England.

Greenwich sidereal time. Sidereal time measured with 
reference to the Greenwich meridian:

grenade. A small explosive or chemical missile, origi- 
oally designed to be thrown by hand, but now also 
designed to be projected from special grenade launch

grenade launcher sight
ers, usually fitted to rifles or carbines, (iienades 
may be classified in a broad sense as GRENADE, 
HAND and GRENADE, RIFLE. Many varieties 
and variations of these have been used, including a 
number of improvised ones. Some of the principal 
types and designations used in recent year* are 
identified iu the entries which follow-

grenade, antipersonnel. General term for any GRE
NADE, HAND or GRENADE, RIFLE, designed 
primarily for casualty effect against personnel.
Usually refer* to a grenade, fragmentation (which 
see).

grenade, antitank. A GRENADE, RIFLE designed to 
be used against tanks or other armored vehicle*.

grenade, chemical. General term for any GRENADE, 
HAND or GRENADE, RIFLE charged with a 
chemical agent (which see).

grenade, chemical, burning type. General term for any 
grenade, chemical (which see) whirh release* it* 
agent by a burning action. Contrasted with a gre
nade, chemical, bursting type (which tee).

grenade, chemical, bursting type. General term for any 
grenade, chemical (which tee) which releaset it* 
agent by a bursting action. Contrasted with a 
grenade, chemical, burning type (which sec).

grenade, concussion. See: grenade, offensive.
grenade, defensive. See: grenade, fragmentation, 
grenade, dusmy. See: grenade, training.
grenade, fragmentation. A GRENADE, HAND de

signed to give fragmentation whin. >■ effective against 
personnel. The thrower needs protective cover, hence 
the grenade it used primarily for defensive operations 
and it often called a 'defensive grenade.’

grenade, frangible. Improvised incendiary hand gre
nade consisting of a glass container filled with a 
flammable liquid, with an igniter attached. It breaks 
and ignites upon striking a resistant target, such a* 
a tank. Sometime* called 'Molotov cocktail.’

grenade, gas. Popular name for a grenade, chemical 
(which tee), designed to release a war gas. The 
types of gates released are limited, usually, to tear 
gas and other irritants.

GRENADE, HAND. A grenade designed to be thrown 
by hand. May be projected by a rile or carbine when 
grenade is fitted with an adapting device such as an 
ADAPTER, GRENADE PROJECTION.

grenade, L’tamiaatiag. GRENADE, HAND or GRE
NADE, RIFLE designed to be placed or projected 
and to provide illumination by a burning action. It 
may be used also a* a trip flare or as an incendiary 
device.

grenade, improvised. Any nonstandard type grenade 
which is prepared by the user. Examples are frangi
ble grenades and ‘fragmentation’ grenades composed 
of nails, cartridge cate* or other 'fragments’ taped 
to the sides of a TNT block, with suitable detonating 
device.

grenade, incendiary. GRENADE, HAND designed to 
be filled with incendiary materials or used primarily 
for incendiary purpose*.

grenade launcher. See: LAUNCHER, GRENADE.
grenade launcher sight See: SIGHT, RIFLE GRE

NADE LAUNCHER.
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grenade, magnetic. Also called magnetic charge. 

Small explosive charge with attached magnets, de
signed to be thrown or placed against tanks. The 
magnets hold the explosive in place until detonated 
by a time fuze.

grenade net. Net of chicken wire, or the like placed 
over a trench, etc., as a protection against grenades.

grenade, offensive. GRENADE, HAND having a non- 
metallic container, designed to kill or injure by blast 
and concussion. Distinguished especially from a 
fragmentation or defensive grenade. The wtfensive 
grenade is so called because the thrower, being out of 
range of the grenade's effects, can continue to ad
vance as he throws, and does not have to take cover

grenade pit. Pit, usually at the bottom of an in line, 
to catch hand grenades and limit the effects of their 
explosion.

grenade, practice. GRENADE, HAND or GRENADE, 
RIFLE used for practice purposes. The grenade 
may contain a small charge of black powder to give 
an indicating puff of smoke on functioning.

grenade projection adapter. See : ADAPTER, GRE
NADE PROJECTION.

GRENADE, RIFLE. A grenade especially designed or 
adapted to be fired or launched from the muzzle oi a 
rifle or carbine.

grenade, riot. Grenade of plastic or other nonfrag
menting material, containing a charge of tear gas and 
a detonating fuze with short delay. The grenade 
functions and the gas is released by a bursting action.

grenade, moke. GRENADE, HAND or GRENADE, 
RIFLE containing a smoke producing mixture. Used 
for screening or signaling. Sometimes charged with 
colored smoke, as red, green, yellow or violet.

grenade, sticky. A small explosive charge covered with 
an adhesive, intended to be thrown or placed by han.i 
where the adhesive will hold the charge in place 
until detonated by a time fuze. Also called ‘sticky 
charge.*

grenade, training. An inert GRENADE, HAND used 
in throwing training. Formerly called 'dummy gre
nade.*

grenade, whito phospho run GRENADE. HAND or 
GRENADE, RIFLE containing a main charge of 
white phosphorus and a small explosive burster 
charge for scattering the main charge. Used for 
smoke and some incendiary effect.

grid. 1. a. The pattern of intersecting lines set up in 
accordance with a grid system, and superimposed 
upon charts, aerial photographs, or the like, to per
mit ready location of points on the ground. See: 
military grid. b. A grid line. 2. Any systematic net
work, as of power lines, telephone lines, etc. 3. A 
part in the rear section of a rocket motor, which 
supports the propellant grain but allows enough 
clearance for the propellant gases to escape to the 
nozzle. 4. Electronic]. An electrode in a vacuum 
tube for controlling the flow of electrons.

grid azimuth. Azimuth measured from grid north.
grid bearing. A bearing in which the reference line is 

grid north.
grid coordinates. Numbers and letters of a coordinate 

system which designate a point on a gridded map, 
photograph or chart.

grid course. A course in which the direction of the 
reference line is grid north.

gridded map. Map on which is drawn a system of grid 
lines running norr'i and south, and east and west. 
These lines are used in locating points.

grid heading. r\ heading by reference to grid north.
grid north. Upward (northward) direction of the 

arbitrary meridian or vertical grid lines (north-south 
grid lines) usually found on military maps.

grid system. A system employed in establishing grid 
lines on a map, chart, aerial photograph, or the like. 
See : military grid system.

grinder. A manual or power-driven tool, designed to 
impart a rotary motion to an abrasive wheel for 
cutting and smoothing surfaces. In operation, the 
tool is not fixed and is controlled by hand.*

grinding machine. A machine that uses an abrasive 
wheel, belt, or disk for the purpose of removing 
excess stock and of reducing the material to the de
sired shape and size, while at the same time leaving 
the desired finish on the work. Excludes grinder.*

grip. One of a pair of wooden or plastic items designed 
to be attached by threaded fasteners to the two sides 
of the frame of a weapon, such as a revolver or 
bayonet. It is shaped to fit the hand and to provide a 
formed gripping surface to hold the weapon.*

grip safety. Safety mechanism that prevents a gun 
from being fired unless the stock is firmly grasped 
while the trigger is pulled. It is used mainly on 
automatic pistols.

grommet. Device made of rope, plastic, rubber or 
metal to protect the rotating band of projectiles.

groove. 1. One of the grooves in a rifled gun barrel. 
Sc e riding. 2. A crimping groove. 3. A fringing 
groove.

ground-air. 1. Of missiles, signals, etc.: From ground 
to the air. 2. Of a military force: Made up of army, 
or marine, and air force units. 3. Gf actions: Con
ducted by both ground and air units.

ground distance. 1. The distance between two points 
on the earth’s surface measured on a great circle 
connecting the two points projected to mean sea level.
2. The shortest distance between two points on the 
ground, measured on the surface.

ground ire. Fire, such as antiaircraft fire, that 
emanates from the ground.

ground-guided missile. A missile guided by radio 
control from the ground.

ground influence mine. See: mine, ground inflnenee.
grounding plate. Electrically grounded metal plate 

upon which a person stands for the purpose of 
draining off static electricity as it is generated.

ground 3Cisa. Eltctroaconitiei. In recording and re
producing, the residual system noise in the absence 
of signal. It is usually caused by inhomogeneity in 
the recording and reproducing media, but may also 
include amplifier noise such as tube noise or noise 
generated in resistive elements in the input of the 
reproducer amplifier system.

ground position indicator. (GPI) A special com
puter continuously indicating the actual position of 
the aircraft with reference to some fixed point on 
the ground.



ground projector
Radar mrasurriiiciits, ><irnpasv, an speed indicator, 

and altimeter are used in making the computations
(round projector. see PROJECTOR, SIGNAL. 

GROUND
(round return. Indication on a radar indicator screen 

caused by radio waves being reflected back by the 
surface of the ground See radar clutter.

grouud signal. f'yro’erhnii signal intended to be tired 
from a position at ground level.

(round ei(na1 projector See PROJECTOR, SIGNAL, 
GROUND.

(roundspeed iGsi .speed of an aircraft, missile or 
aerial target in itiirrmr to the ground It is the 
airspeed plus or minus the effect of the wind ( f 
airspeed.

ground strafing. Attack upon ground troops by low- 
flying aircraft using bombs, machine guns, and can
non.

ground support equipment. (GSE) That part of a 
military weapon system which includes all the ground 
equipment required for test, operation, storage, and 
maintenance

ground surveillance radar. A radar set operated at a 
fixed point for observation and control of the position 
of aircraft or other vehicles in the vicinity

ground wavs. A radio wave that travels along, or near, 
the ground. Distinguished from a sky wave

A ground wave is made i:p of two component 
waves: a space wave and a surface wave.

ground aero. (GZ) The point on the earth's surface 
at which, above which, or below which, an atomic 
detonation has actually occurred.

group, (gp) 1. in telemetering, designates a number 
of stir arrier oscillators 2. See: bullet group. 3. 
A collection of units, assemblies, or subassemblies, 
which is a subdivision of a set or system, but which 
is not capable of performing a complete operational 
function

gronser. One of a number of projections on a tractor 
or tank track or automobile wheel to increase traction.

growth factor. Halliitic ntiiriles. The additional 
weight of fuel and structural material required by 
the addition of one pound of paytoad to the original 
payload.

GS (abbr) ‘Ground speed.’
G-acopa. A modification of the F-scope, in which the 

bright spot of the signal shows ‘wings' as the distance 
to the target diminishes.

G-aeries. See : G-agent.
guard ammunition. Ammunition specifically designed 

for use by guards. It usually contains a reduced 
propelling charge.

GUARD, HAND, GUN. An item made of wood -■■■ 
plastic usually designed with a semicircu)-., groove 
to fit over the top of the barrel of a carbine or rifle 
and attached by metal fastening device-.. It is shaped 
to fit the hand and to protect it during firing. Ex
cludes FORE END, GUN.*

GUARD, TRIGGER. A protective device consisting 
of a curved framework, usually of metal, on a gun 
or LAUNCHER. ROCKET within which a TRIG
GER is located.*
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guerrilla warfare. Operations carried on by independent 

oi srnv independent forces in the rear of the enemy. 
I hese operations usually are conducted by irregular 
forces acting either separately from, or in conjunc
tion with, regular forces but may at times be con
ducted entirely with regular troops. The objective 
of these operations is to harass, delay, and disrupt the 
military operations of the enemy, possibly leading to 
civil war, and they normally are characterised by the 
extensive use of unorthodox tactics, passive re
sistance. -ip-.-nag.. sabotage, diversion, assassination, 
and propaganda.

guidance (gdmei Muriltt. The entire process of 
i- .ngence and of maneuver intended for reaching a 
specified destination, with special connotation on the 
flight path and on the information for determining ths 
proper course

guidance, b«am rider. See: beam-rider gnldaass.
guidance, celestial navigation. Navigation by means 

of observations of celestial bodies. A system where
in a missile, suitably instrumented and containing all 
necessary guidance equipment, may follow a pre
determined course in space with reference primarily 
to the relative positions of the missile and certain 
preselected celestial bodies.

grdance, command. See: command guidance,
GUIDANCE CONTROL GROUP. A group which 

develops corrective guidance command signals to an 
in. such as aircraft or guided missile in flight by 

use of wire, radio, or radar techniques.*
guidance, homing. See: homing guidance.
guidance, homing, active. A system of homing guidance 

wherein both the source for illuminating the target 
and the receiver are carried within the miaaile.

guidaacs, homing, passive. A system of homing guid
ance wherein the receiver in the missile utilises 
natu-al radiations from the target

guidance, homing, eemiactive. A system of homing 
guidance wherein the receiver in the miaaile utilises 
radiations from the target which haa been illuminated 
from a source other than in the missile.

guidance, insrtlaL See: inertial guidance.
guidance, midcouree. The guidance applied to a missile 

between the termination of the launching phase and 
the start of the terminal phase of guidance.

guidance, prseet See: preoet guidance.
guidance, radio navigation. A form of guidance in 

which the path of the missile is determined by a time 
measurement of radio signals.

guidance, stellar. See: navigation, cebstisl,
guidance system. Concerning missiles, that system 

which performs data analysis, pre* “•:es intelligence, 
and issues the necessary commands enabling a guided 
missile to reach a specified destination, with special 
emphasis on the flight path or orbit and on the 

formation for determining the proper course 
whether computed externally or within the missile 
itself.

guidance, terminal. The guidance applied to a missile 
between the termination of the midcourse guidance 
and impact with, or detonation in clone proximity to 
the target.



guidance, terrestrial reference guided missile main assemblage
guidance, terrestrial reference. A technique of missile 

control wherein the predetermined path set into the 
control system of a missile can be followed by a 
device in the missile which reacts to some property 
of the earth, such as magnetic or gravitational 
effects. . ■

guided. Of missiles, aircraft, tanks, etc. : Controlled 
or controllable as to direction by preset mechanisms, 
radio commands, or built-in self-reacting devices. 
Cf: unguided.

guided aircraft missile. A guided missile launched, or 
designed for launching, from an aircraft.

guided aircraft rdeket. (GAR) A rocket-powered 
guided missile designed to be launched from an air
craft in flight.

guided bomb. See : bomb, guided.
guided missile. (GM) An unmanned self-propelled 

vehicle, with or without a warhead, designed to move 
in a trajectory or flight path all or partially above 
the earth’s surface and whose trajectory or course, 
while in flight, is capable of being controlled re
motely, or by homing systems, or by inertial and/or 
programmed guidance from within. Excludes drones, 
torpedoes, and rockets and other vehicles whose 
trajectory or course cannot be controlled while in 
flight.* Guided missiles may be air-to-air 
(AAM), air-to-surface (ASM), air-to-underwater 
(AUM), surface-to-air (SAM), suface-to surface 
(SSM), surface-to-underwater (SUM), underwater- 
to-air (UAM), underwater-to-surface (USM), and 
underwater-to-underwater (UUM).

guided missile air accumulator. See: ACCUMU
LATOR, PNEUMATIC.

guided missile air servicer. See: AIR SERVICER, 
GUIDED MISSILE, TRUCK MOUNTED.

GUIDED MISSILE, ANTITANK. An antitank mis
sile whose flight path is controlled by a combination 
of optical sighting and command signals from an 
automatic computer through multiple wire command 
links. It may also contain an infrared homing device 
for final range correction. It is designed to be 
launched from any type vehicle or ground emplace
ment. Excludes items whose trajectory cannot be 
altered in flight.*

guided missile assault fire command console. See: 
CONSOLE, ASSAULT FIRE COMMAND, GUID
ED MISSILE.

GUIDED MISSILE BATTERY SERVICING SHOP, 
TRAILER MOUNTED. A mobile unit which con
tains necessary equipment required to activate and 
test missile batteries at a missile firing site. In
cludes equipment, such as battery servicing console, 
battery charger (s). test equipment, and miscellaneous 
battery servicing accessories. Provides work space 
and may contain heating, ventilating, and air condi
tioning unit(s).*

guided missile body aft section. See: BODY SEC
TION, GUIDED MISSILE. .

guided missile body center section. See: BODY SEC
TION, GUIDED MISSILE.

guided missile body fore section. See: BODY SEC
TION, GUIDED MISSILE.

guided missile computer group. See: COMPUTER 
GROUP, GUIDED MISSILE.

guided missile control. The guidance or direction 
exercised over a guided missile during its flight to 
a target

See: atmospheric control; command guidance; in
ertial guidance; nonatmoepheric controL

guided missile control group, trailer mounted. See: 
GUIDANCE CONTROL GROUP.

GUIDED MISSILE, DECOY. A guided missile 
specifically designed to provide characteristics for 
leading another missile! s) from the intended tar
get! si.*

guided missile director-computer group. See: DI
RECTOR-COMPUTER GROUP, GUIDED MIS
SILE.

guided missile director station group. See: DIREC
TOR STATION GROUP, GUIDED MISSILE.

guided missile director station trailer. See: TRAILER, 
GUIDED MISSILE DIRECTOR STATION.

guided missile director station, trailer mounted. See: 
DIRECTOR STATION, GUIDED MISSILE, 
TRAILER MOUNTED.

guided missile erector. See: ERECTOR, GUIDED 
MISSILE, SELF-PROPELLED.

guided missile field maintenance shop. See: SHOP 
EQUIPMENT, GUIDED MISSILE, SEMITRAIL
ER MOUNTED.

guided missile fin. See FIN, GUIDED MISSILE, 
guided missile fin position indicator. See: INDICA

TOR, FIN POSITION.
uided missile fin protractor. See: PROTRACTOR, 
FIN POSITION.

guided missile firing panel. See: PANEL, FIRING, 
GUIDED MISSILE.

guided missile firing truck. See: FIRING STATION, 
GUIDED MISSILE.

guided missile flare. See: FLARE, GUIDED MIS
SILE.

guided missile flight simulator. See: SIMULATOR, 
GUIDED MISSILE FLIGHT.

guided missile fueling apron. See: APRON, FUEL
ING, GUIDED MISSILE.

guided missile fuel manifold. See: MANIFOLD, 
FUEL, GUIDED MISSILE.

guided missile hoisting beam. See: BEAM, HOIST
ING, GUIDED MISSILE.

guided missile launcher, helical rail See: LAUNCH
ER, HELICAL RAIL, GUIDED MISSILE.

guided missile launching and handling raiL See: 
RAIL, LAUNCHING-HANDLING, GUIDED MIS
SILE.

guided missile launching control station trailer. See: 
TRAILER, GUIDED MISSILE LAUNCHING 
CONTROL STATION.

guided missile launching shoe. See: LAUNCHING 
SHOE, MISSILE-ROCKET. -

guided missile magnetic discriminator. See: DIS
CRIMINATOR, MAGNETIC, GUIDED MISSILE.

GUIDED MISSILE MAIN ASSEMBLAGE. An item 
usually consisting of one or more BODY SECTION, 
GUIDED MISSILE; a CONTROL SURFACES 
KIT, GUIDED MISSILE; ROCKET ENGINE



guided missile monorail launcher gun camera
and or K’Ot K I- T MlllOR or lire like 1 be a> 
M-mblerl items, aIuii attached tn a Rinded rnitsile 
nose section and W AK HIAl I las modified), form 
a complete Ruiucd missile *

guided missile monorail launcher. See LAUNCHER, 
MONORAIL, GUIDED MISSILE.

guided missile optical tracker. See TRACKER, 
OPTICAL.

guided miaaile oxidiser. See PROPELLANT, NI
TRIC ACID.

guided miaaile platform launcher. See: LAUNCHER, 
PLATFORM, GUIDED MISSILE.

guided miaaile portable hoiating unit. See HOISTING 
UNIT, PORTABLE, GUIDED MISSILE.

guided miaaile propellant draining kit. See: PRO
PELLANT DRAINING KIT, GUIDED MISSILE.

guided miaaile propellant filling kit. See: PROPEL
LANT FILLING KIT, GUIDED MISSILE.

guided miaaile propellant servicing truck. See: 
TRUCK, PROPELLANT SERVICING, GUIDED 
MISSILE.

guided miaaile propellant shutoff. See PROPEL
LANT SHUTOFF, GUIDED MISSILE.

GUIDED MISSILE, RECONNAISSANCE. A guided 
missile specifically designed for passive observations 
of geographical, electronic, and/or physical phe
nomena.*

guided miaaile remote control system organisational 
maintenance teat equipment. See: TEST EQUIP
MENT, GUIDED MISSILE REMOTE CONTROL 
SYSTEM, ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE.

guided miaaile aervicing platform. See: SERVICING 
PLATFORM, TRUCK MOUNTED.

guided miaaile aolid propellant. See: PROPELLANT 
GRAIN.

GUIDED MISSILE, TARGET. A guided missile 
specifically designed for use as a target during 
weapons system evaluation and operational readiness 
tests.*

guided miaaile tert set. See: TEST SET, GUIDED 
MISSILE.

guided miaaile teat atation. See: TEST STATION, 
GUIDED MISSILE, TRUCK MOUNTED.

guided miaaile tie down kit. See : TIE DOWN KIT, 
GUIDED MISSILE.

guided miaaile tracker. See: TRACKER, ANGULAR, 
GUIDED MISSILE.

guided miaaile tracking atation. See: TRACKING 
STATION GROUP, GUIDED MISSILE.

guided miaaile tracking atation, trailer mounted. See: 
TRACKING STATION, GUIDED M1S8ILE, 
TRAILER MOUNTED.

guided miaaile trailer. See: TRAILER, GUIDED 
MISSILE.

GUIDED MISSILE, TRAINING. A guided missile 
used exclusively for training purposes.*

GUIDED MISSILE, TRANSPORT. A guided missile 
specifically designed for carrying materiel and/or 
personnel.*

guided miaaile warhead trailer. See: TRAILER, 
WARHEAD, GUIDED MISSILE.

guided miaaile aero length launcher. See: LAUNCH
ER, ZERO LENGTH, GUIDED MISSILE.

guided rocket. A guided missile having rocket pro
pulsion.

Gulf Ordnance Plant. Ordnance Corps field installa
tion, located at Aberdeen, Mississippi.

gun. 1. A piece of ordnance consisting es
sentially of a tube or barrel, for throwing projectiles 
by force, usually the force of an explosive, but 
sometimes that of compressed gas, spring, etc. The 
general term embraces such weapons as are some
times specifically designated as gun; howitsar; mar- 
tar; cannon; firearm; rifle; ehotgun; carbine; pirtol; 
revolver. (See separate entries.) 2. Sfitcif. A gun 
(sense 1) with relatively long barrel, usually over 
30 calibers, with relatively high initial velocity, end 
capable of being fired at low angles of elevation.
3. A discharge of a cannon in a salute, as a signal, or 
the like, as a salute of seventeen gtuu; the evening 
pun. 4. To fire upon with guns. 3. To advance the 
throttle or apply full power to an engine or motor.

gun, antiaircraft. A gun especially designed for use 
against aircraft, easily shifted in direction and ele
vation, having great range, and capable of firing at 
high angles of elevation.

GUN, ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY, SELF-PRO
PELLED. A complete projectile-firing weapon 
mounted on a self-propelled vehicle. It is designed 
for use as a mobile antiaircraft weapon.*

GUN, ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY, TOWED. A 
Complete projectile-firing weapon designed to fire on 
and destroy enemy aircraft. It does not have facili
ties for self-propulsion.*

gun, antitank. A gun designed or suitable for use 
against tanks or other armored vehicles.

GUN, ANTITANK, 8ELF-PROPKLLKD. A com
plete projectile-firing weapon mounted on a self
propelled vehicle. It is designed for use against 
tanks or other armored vehicles.*

GUN, ANTITANK, TOWKD. A complete projectile
firing weapon designed for use against tanks or 
other armored vehicles. It does not have facilities 
for self-propulsion.*

gun, automatic, 20 millimeter. See: machine gun.
gun, automatic, 30 millimeter. See: machine gun.
gun barrel guidaace. See: beam-rider guidance.
gun-bomb-rocket sight. A computing sight used in a 

fighter aircraft in which different data may be set 
for use in aiming gunfire, bombs, or rockets.

gun book. Log that records the history of the opera
tions and inspections of a particular gun.

gunbore line. The extended bore axis of a gu& 
gunbreech. The rear end of a cannon from the front 

slope back to the rear face, exclusive of the breech 
mechanism. In this metal are formed the seat for 
the breech mechanism, the powder chamber, and 
the slopes connecting the latter with the rifled portion 
of the bore.

gun camera. 1. A camera used in gunnery training 
that records the image of the target at which it is 
aimed on a strip of motion-picture film. X A camera 
synchronized to a gun to record the results of firing. 
The film in a gun camera reveals if the camera was
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correctly sighted on the target. Gun cameras used 
in flexible gunnery training may have the outward 
appearance of a machine gun.

gu carriage. Mobile or fixed support for a gun. It 
sometimes includes the elevating and traversing 
mechanisms. Sometimes railed carriage.

gua charger. A mechanism on a gun that operates to 
retract the breech mechanism or bolt to the rear and 
to insert a charge into the chamber. Often shortened 
‘charger.*

On a machine gun, the charger retracts the breech 
mechanism to the rear of the receiver, lining up a 
round with the barrel and allowing the breech mech
anism to move forward to chamber the round.

A gun charger may be operated manually or by 
other means. See: autoasatic gaa charger; charging 
cabla; pneusaUe gaa charger.

guncotton. Nitrocellulose of high nitration (13.35 to 
13.4 percent nitrogen); nitrocotton. Explosive made 
by treating cotton with nitric and sulfuric acids. Gun
cotton is used principally in the manufacture of 
single base and double base propellants.

gaa caver. Fabric cover, usually of canvas, to protect 
gun and sometimes carriage, from rain, dust and the 
like.

gu-flirocting radar. Radar used to direct antiaircraft 
artillery or similar fire.

gaa dlaplacamont. 1. Distance from a gun to the di
recting point or the base piece of a battery. 3. Move
ment of a gun to a new firing position.

gaa ompiacemut Firing location of a gun together 
with necessary installations, such as camouflage, am
munition supply, etc.

GUN, FIBLD ABT1LLBBT, SELF-PROPELLED. 
A complete projectile-firing weapon mounted on a 
self-propelled vehicle. It is designed for use as a 
mobile artillery weapon.*

GUN, FIBLD ARTILLERY, TOWBD. A complete 
projectile-firing weapon mounted on a carriage and 
mobile enough to accompany infantry or armored 
units in the field. It is used for long-range fire or 
for the delivery of fire requiring a flat trajectory 
and high velocity. It does not have facilities for 
seif-propulsion.*

gualre. Use of artillery, rifles, and small arms as 
distinguished from the use of bayonets, swords, tor
pedoes, and bombs.

gu flash. Muscle flash.
gu group. Major parts of a gun, considered as a unit 

distinct from its mount.
GUN, HIATT, MOTORIZED. A mobile, long-range, 

artillery weapon of the double recoil type, capable of 
firing conventional type ammunition. It consists of 
a cannon, gun carriage, primary recoil mechanism, 
secondary recoil mechanism, projectile hand cart, a 
front, heavy gun-lifting truck, and rear, heavy gun
lifting track.*

gun hoist Device placed near the breech of a gun 
for lifting propellant and projectiles.

gu, • iach. See: GUN, FIBLD ARTILLERY, 
TOWBD.

gun jack. A jack for forcing s tube of a gun out of 
battery.

gua, recoilless, 120 millimeter
gun junction box. Container for the connections of 

the wires and cables from the data transmission sys
tem, the power systems, indicators, etc., on an indi
vidual gun.

gu launcher. A gun adapted to launching guided 
missiles or rockets.

gu laying. The action of aiming a gun.
gu-layiag radar. Any radar equipment specifically 

designed for determining range, aximuth, and eleva
tion of a target for purposes of fire direction.

gu lifting track. See: TRUCK, GUN LIFTING.
gun line. .•Aircraft. For a single aricraft gun, the axis 

of the bore extended. For multiple guns, it is the 
mean gun line.

gun, line throwing. See: LIMB THROWING DB- 
VICE.

gu, machine, caliber JO. See: machine gu
gu, machine, caliber JO. See: machine gu
gun raantlet. See: mantlet
gua, 90 mm. See: GUN, ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTIL

LERY, TOWBD.
gua, 120 mm. See: GUN, ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTIL

LERY, TOWBD.
gu, 159 mm. See: GUN, FIBLD ARTILLBRT, 

TOWED.
gun motor carriage. See : carriage.
gunaer*s quadrant. See: QUADRANT, FIRB CON

TROL.
gunnery. The art or practice of using machine guns 

or cannon either on the ground or in the air.
gu parallax. The difference in aximuth between the 

line from the directing point to the target and the 
line from the gun to the target Cf: parallax.

gu pointing data. See: flring data.
gu powder. See: black powder.
gu procures. See: procures, gu
gu pull, critical The maximum pulling force in pounds 

developed by the gun feeder mechanism during satis
factory operation of automatic guns.

gu rack. See: araaa rack.
gu rail Track for machine gu carriage mouts that 

extends aroud the body of a scout car or a similar 
open, armored vehicle.

gua reaction (couterrecoU). The force exerted on the 
gun mount or mounts by the impact of the moving 
parts returning to battery or beyond.

gua reaction (recoil). The force exerted on the gun 
mount or mounts by the rearward movement of the 
gun resulting from the forward motion of the pro
jectile and hot gases.

gua, recoilless. A smooth bore, open breech, launcher 
type artillery weapon constructed of tight weight 
metals and employing a muxxle inserted propellant. 
It is designed with a firing mechanism activated elec
trically or mechanically by remote control. Ex
cludes LAUNCHER, ROCKET*

GUN, RECOILLBSS, IM MILLIMBTBR. A recoil
less gun designed for firing from a tripod ground 
mount or from a mount on a self-propelled vehicle*
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GUN, RECOILLESS, 155 MILLIMETER. A recoil

less gun designed for firing from a mount on a self
propelled vehicle.*

|U, mlf-propslled. See: mouat, self-propelled.
(U, self-propelled, full tracked. See: GUN, ANTI

AIRCRAFT ARTILLERY, SELF-PROPELLED; 
GUN, ANTITANE, SELF-PROPELLED and 
GUN, FIELD ARTILLERY, SELF-PROPELLED.

gun, self-propelled, half tracked. See: GUN, ANTI
AIRCRAFT ARTILLERY, SELF-PROPELLED; 
GUN, ANTITANE, SELF-PROPELLED and 
GUN, FIELD ARTILLERY, SELF-PROPELLED.

gua shield. See: shield (sense 1).
gas eight. See SIGHT, LEAD COMPUTING, AU

TOMATIC.
guaight computer. That component of a computing 

gunsight that calculates for variables in gunnery and 
computes a prediction angle.

gua alide. 1. Portion of a gun which rests on the cradle 
guides. 2. Part of a plotting and relocating board 
mechanism.

gua cling. See: SLING, SMALL ARMS. '
gua stock. See: STOCE, GUN, SHOULDER.
gua stoppage. The accidental stopping of fire in a 

gun, caused by the faulty action of the gun or of the 
ammunition; stoppage.

gua, rabasachiae. See: submachine gua.
gua, submachine, caliber .45. See: asachine gua.
gua-target lino. Imaginary straight line from a gun to 

a target.
gun, tiro repair. See: TIRE GUN, PUNCTURE RE

PAIR.
gua tube. Sec: tuba.
gun-type weapon (gua-aaasmbly weapon). Nnclrar.

A nuclear weapon in which the assembly of two sub- 
critical masses of fissionable material produces a 
super-critical mass, resulting in a nucl-ar explosion.

gua wave. See: mosaic wave.
Gurney constant A factor for use in Gantry fararalar, 

which is constant for each explosive, but which varies 
with different explosives. It is expressed in feet per 
second. See: Gurney formulae

Gurney formulae. A series of formulas proposed by 
R. W. Gurney (a British physicist who worked at 
BRL during iVW II) for determining initial frag
ment velocity as a function of the type of explosive 
and the ratio of explosive charge to metal weight. 
Each formula corresponds to a particular shape of 
container.

gutter. Portion of an inner liner of a jet engine which 
is grooved for better opera ion.

gymaasticatioa. Process of artificially exercising a 
recoil mechanism by mechanical means. Pre'-ents 
undue deterioration in storage. See also: gynmaati- 
cator.

OZ
gymaasticator. Machine for artificially exercising re

coil mechanisms by mechanical means, i.e., gyautasti- 
cation, which see. Permits exercise of recoil mech
anisms without removing from storage. See also: 
EXERCISER, RECOIL MECHANISM.

gyro. 1. Short (or ‘gyroscope,’ or ‘gyroscopic.* Used 
in numerous combinations, as in gyrotgmfut. gyro 
guniighl, gyro horiton, rnd pyro MSfrumoul. 1. Also 
short for ‘gyrocompass,’ ’gyro horizon,’ etc.

gyrocompass. See: COMPASS, GYRO.
gyroscope. A device which utilises the properties of a 

spinning mass to remain fixed in space. The spin
ning mass (rotor) is supported in a gimbal(a) such 
that the outer structure has rotational freedom about 
one or more axes perpendicular to each other and to 
the axis of spin. The direction of the spin axis in 
space can be altered by applying a force about aa 
axis (torque) perpendicular to both the spin axis and 
the axis about which the change in direction (pre
cession) is desired. The ‘spec? herein referred to 
is that reference frame within which Newtonian 
physics applies, sometimes referred to as ‘Inertial 
space.’

gyroscope, directional. 1. A flight instrument em
ploying a gyroscope which holds its position and In
dicates deviation from the desired beading. A A 
gyroscope in an autopilot or bombsight mechaniam 
that provides directional stability.

GYROSCOPE, DISPLACEMENT. A gyroscope which 
senses, measures and transmits angular displacement 
data.*

gyroscope, free. A gyro mounted without any external 
means provided to control or affect its normal pre
cession.

GYROSCOPE, INTEGRATING. A gyroscope which 
senses the rate of angular displacement and measures 
and transmits the time integral of this rota.*

GYROSCOPE, RATE. A gyroscope which senses, 
measures, and transmits rate of angular displace
ment data.*

gyroscopic horison. A gyroscopic instrument that in
dicates the lateral and longitudinal attitude of the 
airplane by simulating the natural horiaon.

gyro sight. A sight which employs a gyroscope., 
gyroatabiliser. Mechanism which stabilises the verti

cal motion of a tank gun, regardless of the pitching 
motion of the tank while moving.

Gyrosya. In full, Gyreeyn eompaea. A trademark for 
a compass that consists of a directional gyro ayn- 
chronized with the horizontal component of the earth's 
magnetic field by means of a flux gate.

The flux gate detects the direction of the lines of 
force and transmits the information electrically to a 
precession device. Repeaters are a part of the Gyro- 
syn or Gyrosyn system.

GE (»bbr). *Ground aero.'



H
■ (abbr). Chemical agent, 'mustard gas' (war gas). 
Haber process. The production of synthetic ammonia 

by the combination of pure gaseous nitrogen and 
hydrogen, effected under pressure and high tempera
ture in the presence of a suitable catalyst. (Other 
processes employed for synthesis of ammonia are 
modifications of the Haber process.)

Halaite. (EDNA) High explosive, ethylenedinitramine 
or EDNA. A white crystalline compound. It was 
named for its developer, Dr. G. C. Hale of Picatinny 
Arsenal. It has been found suitable for use as a 
bursting charge explosive and as an ingredient of 
the binary explosive odnatol (which see).

half-adder. Electronic coinfuieri. A circuit having two 
input and two output channels for binary signals 
(0. I) and in which the output signals are related 
to the imput signals.

halfcock. To set the hammer of a small arm weapon 
at the half cock.

half cock. Position of the hammer of a small arm 
weapon when it is held by the first cocking notch, 
with the trigger locked and the weapon relatively 
safe. Cf : halfcock. '

halflife. The length of time required for a radioactive 
isotope to decay to half its initial radioactive value, 
i.e., to lose half of the radioactive particles present 
through disintegration, its atoms being converted 
into stable atoms.

The halflife of different radioisotopes varies. For 
example, Cu has a halflife of 2! minutes, C14 has a 
halflife of 5,400 years. A substance that has had 
three halflife periods has one-eighth of its radio
activity remaining.

half-loaded. In automatic arms, the belt or magazine 
inserted and receiver charged, but without the first 
cartridge actually in the chamber.

half thickaeaa. Thickness of absorbing material neces
sary to reduce by one-half the intensity of radiation 
which passes through it.

half-track vehicle. Combination wheeled and track
laying vehicle in which the rear end is supported by 
a complete band track and the front end is supported 
on wheels; halftrack.

half-weight. In the analysis of fragmentation results 
from projectiles or other munitions, that weight of 
fragment which divides the total fragments into two 
groups of equal weight, one group including all 
fragments heavier than the half-weight fragment, and 
the second group including all those which are lighter.

halving. Division of the field of view, observed from 
a coincidence type range finder, into two equal por
tions, one the exact mirror Image of the other.

halving adjustment Adjustment of the coincidence 
type range finder so that the two sections of the field 
of view, divided by the halving line, are exact mirror 
images of each other.

halving line. The line which divides the two half 
images in a coincidence type range finder. The two 

halves of the images produced by the two objectives 
of the instrument rnust be brought to a point where 
they match or coincide above and below the halving 
line.

hammer. See: HAMMIB, FIRING, SMALL ASMS.
HAMMER, FIRING, SMALL ASMS. A metallic 

pivoted item, part of the firing mechanism of a fire
arm, designed to strike a firing pin or percussion 
cap and fire a gun.*

hammer gun. Gun with an outside, visible hammer.
hammerlew gun. Gun with a wholly inclosed hammer 

and firing mechanism.
hammer pin. Pin that holds the hammer in its correct 

operating position in a gun, and upon which the 
hammer turns.

hand ana. See: hand wipe.
hand grenade. See: GRENADE, HAND.
hand grenade simulator. See: SIMULATOR, HAND 

GBBNADB.
handguard. See: GUABD, HAND, GUN.
hand held. Indicates, in the nomenclature of SIG

NAL. ILLUMINATION, GROUND and SIGNAL, 
SMOKE, GROUND, a rocket propelled, fin stabilised 
signal that has the launching mechanism integral 
with the signal.

handle, breech operating. Handle used for opening 
and closing the breech.

HANDLB, FUZB SETTER, UNIVERSAL. A device 
having a manually operated universal drive handle, 
with micrometer adjustment for vernier setting of 
a time fuze. It is designed to accommodate inter
changeable styles of a SOCKET, FUZE SETTER, 
and has an integral instrument light to illuminate the 
fuze scale. See also: FUZB SETTER.*

handling uait, rocket, trailer mounted. An item con
sisting of a supporting frame, a jib-type crane con
nected to a hydraulic column, chain hoist(s), and a 
chain traversing mechanism. It is a supporting 
member of a rocket during transport and is specifi
cally designed to transfer a rocket to a launcher.*

hand-operating device. Mechanism on certain auto
matic firing weapons that permits the piece to be 
prepared by hand for firing.

HAND PBOTECTOR, SHOOTING. A covering for 
the hand extending to an open gauntlet type wrist 
and having a flange-like protector for the inside of 
the thumb. A narrow strap separates the index finger 
from the remaining fingers. Both back and palm are 
padded.*

hand rammed. As part of cartridge nomenclature, In
dicates that the cartridge is intended to be rammed 
into the gun by hand rather than by power.

handspike. Handle attached to the trails of certain 
pieces for ease in handling.

hand weapon. A weapon, such as a pistol, knife, or 
sword, used by one hand; hand arm.
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handwheel
Distinguished esp. from a shoulder weapon, in re

gard to firearms.
HANDWHEEL. An item having a major diameter 

of 3 or more inches (other than items having spoked 
or simulated spoked construction, which may be 
under 3 inches) designed to be gripped by the hand 
to transmit rotary motion to other devices through 
a center axis, fabricated in the form of a solid body 
with simulated spokes or a recessed surface between 
the rim and the hub, or it may be built up in the 
forri of a frame having a central hub connected to 
the rim by the spokes. It may have reference markings 
in the form of dots, arrows, hairline, etc., to indicate 
the relative position and/or direction of rotation of 
the item(s) with which it is used. It may also in
clude an integral ratchet device. For similar items 
having a maximum diameter of less than 3 inches, 
see: KNOB.*

hang. To lock the receiver or bolt of a gun in an 
open position.

HANGER, UNDERWATER MINE. A metallic item 
attached to an underwater mine case for the purpose 
of supporting an underwater mine anchor*

hangfire. A brief undesired delay in the functioning of 
an ammunition item after initiating action is taken. 
Usually refers to delay in ignition of a propelling 
charge. Cf: miedro. See also: Bra (sense 1).

hangfire device, amn unition testing, a device for 
measuring the time between the initiation of the 
firing cycle and the transit of the bullet through the 
recording device.

hangflre teat Test to determine uniformity and prompt
ness of fire of a type of ammunition.

hangwire. Length of wire connecting the fuse assembly 
of an aerial flare or bomb to the structure of an 
aircraft. The wire removes the safety and arms the 
fuse after the flare or bomb has fallen the wire’s 
length from the aircraft; in some flares it opens a 
parachute or stabilising sleeve.

harassing agent. A chemical agent (which see), such 
as irritating gas or smoke, that forces troops to wear 
masks and so cuts down their efficiency. It produces 
irritating effects only.

harassing Are. Fire, of less intensity than neutralisa
tion, designed to inflict losses, or, by the threat of 
losses, to disturb the rest of the enemy troops, to 
curtail movement, and in general, to lower morale.

haraaaing gas. See: harassing agent
hard. A part of a beach with a specially-prepared 

hardened surface extending into the water, used for 
loading and unloading directly into or oat of landing 
vessels.

hardness. 1. Resistance to deformations, indentations, 
penetrations, scratching and abrasion. An inverse 
quality to ductility. Several of the best known 
methods of measuring and recording hardness of 
materials are Brinell. Mohs. Rockwell, Shore, 
Vickers. See also: Brinell hardneoe; Mohe hard
ness; Rockwell hardness; Shore scleroscope hard
ness; Vickers hardness. 3. A target’s relative in
vulnerability to damage, particularly from a nuclear- 
explosion.

hardstand. Any paved, compacted, or otherwise special
ly-prepared surface or area set up either for vehicles, 
or for storing supplies and equipment.

harmonic. A component having a frequency which is 
an integral multiple of the fundameni&l frequency. 
For example, a component, the frequency of which ia 
three times the fundamental frequency, is called 
the third harmonic. .

harmonic conversion transducer. A conversion trans
ducer in which the useful output frequency is a multi
ple of the input frequency. See: FREQUENCY 
DIVIDER.

harmonic distortion. Nonlinear distortion characterised 
by the appearance in the output of harmonics other 
than the fundamental component when the input 
wave is sinusoidal.

harmonic frequency. Pkytict. K frequency which io 
an integral multiple of a fundamental frequency

harmonic series of aouad. Elrctroacoruiict. Oem h 
which each basic frequency in the series is an inte
gral multiple of a fundamental frequency.

harmonisation. Adjustment of a gun in relation to Its 
sights so that the curving path of its projectile msrte 
the straight line of sight at the target

harmonise. To align the sights of a gun so that the 
curving path of the projectile will meet the straight 
line of sight at the target ; to adjust or align the 
gunsight, gur.s, rocket launchers, or gun camera of a 
fighter aircraft so that an accurate aim is obtained 
at a given range, or so that the guns wi*i produce 
a desired pattern of fire. Hence, harmonlMtian.

Cf: bore oighting; and see: pattern harmorination; 
point harmonisation.

hasty mine Bild. Field of mines quickly laid as a pro
tection against an enemy attack. When practicable 
it is laid in a definite pattern, ns is a deliberate Bold, 
but measurements are approximate rather than exact

HAW (abbr). ‘Heavy antitank weapon.’
Hawk. Army surface-to-air missile for use against 

low flying planes. Conventional or nuclear warhead 
may be used. Employs solid fuel and radar homing.

hawk guided missile assault Bn command connote.
See: CONSOLE, ASSAULT FIRE COMMAND, 
GUIDED MISSILE.

hawk guided miaaile organisational maiatonaaoe remote 
control sy» am tert equipment. See: TEST EQUIF- 
MENT, GUIDED MISSILE REMOTE CONTROL 
SYSTEM, ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE.

H-bomb. Sec: bomb, hydrogen.
HBX. Several explosive compositions used primarily 

f^r blast effect, carrying distinguishing nomondatura, 
such as Hl’X-1, etc, differing in proportions and 
constituents, being essentially mixtures of TNT, 
RDX, and a.uminum.

HC (abbr). Chemical agent, ‘hexachloroethane* 
(smoke).

HC mixture. See: CHEMICAL AGENT, HEXA
CHLOROETHANE MIXTURE.

HD (abbr). Chemical agent, ‘mustard, distilM* (war 
g*»)>

RE (abbr). 'High explosive.*
HEAA (abbr). ’High explosive antiaircraft'
head. 1. See: warhead. 3. Flat circular part of the 

base of a cartridge case; the covering area surround
ing the face of the primer pocket 1. Small part that
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engine coolant system to facilitate starting in tow 
temperatures; may also supply heat to engine 
surfaces, battery, and the like; must have mounting 
facilities and be equipped with a blower(s) • (fan). 
See also HEATER, AIR DUCT, ENGINE and 
HEATER, COOLANT, ENGINE.*

HEATER, AIR DUCT, ENGINE. A heater designed 
to burn fuel which applies heat through ducts to 
engine surfaces, battery and the like to facilitate 
starting in low temperatures. It is not connected to 
the engine coolant system; must have mounting facili
ties and be equipped with a blower(s) (fan). See 
also: HEATER, AIR DUCT-COOLANT, ENGINE 
and HEATER, COOLANT, ENGINE*

HEATER, COOLANT, ENGINE. A heater designed 
to bum fuel or utilise electric power which applies 
heat through direct connection to the engine coolant 
system to facilitate starting in low temperatures; 
may also supply heated coolant to heat exchangers. 
Must have mounting facilities. See also: HEATER, 
AIR DUCT, ENGINE and HEATER, AIR DUCT
COOLANT, ENGINE*

haater, gua. A heating device for low temperature gun 
operation.

kaat of combustion. Heat evolved in the complete oxi
dation of a substance under standard conditions of 
pressure and temperature.

kaat of explosion. Heat evolved in burning (explod
ing) a sample in a comb.stion bomb in an inert 
atmosphere under standard conditions of pressure 
and temperature. Products of explosion vary with 
the oxygen balance (which set) of the sample.

kaat of forsnation. Heat evolved, or absorbed, when a 
compound is formed by combinat'on of its elements. 
One of the important properties to be determined 
with regard to explosives.

kaat of reaction. Heat evolved when a sample is 
burned in a combustion bomb in an atmosphere of 
helium or other inert gas. Products of this reaction 
are dependent on the oxygen balance (which see) 
of the sample.

kaat seeker. A guided missile or the like incorporating 
a heat-sensitive device for homing on heat-radiating 
machines or installations, such as an aircraft engine 
or blast furnace. Colloq.

keat sink. A device which absorbs heat energy.
HE,AT-T; KEAT-T (abbr). ‘High explosive antitank 

with tracer.’ See: HEAT.
kaat testa Tests consisting of heating explosive ma

terials to temperatures above normal atmospheric 
temperatures, conducted to determine whether the 
explosives are safe for storage and use under various 
climatic conditions. When conducted with propel
lants containing nitrocellulose the tests give an indi
cation as to the useful life. Seven heat tests are rec
ognised and used as follows: Bergmaui-Jmh tut. A 
heat test conducted on a sample of nitrocellulose in 
which the amount of gas liberated over a given 
period of time is determined. Used to determine the 
satisfactoriness (stability) of nitrocellulose for use 
in propellants. Methyl violet teat. A sample is 
heated in a glass tube containing a slip of methyl 
violet test paper. Observation is made of the time 
required for the test paper to become salmon pink 
in color, for evolution of NOj fumes, and for ex-

head assembly, tank periscope
holds the cylinder on its axis on the revolver. 4. 
Electronic computer}. A device which reads, records 
or erases information in a storage medium, usually a 
small electromagnet used to read, write or erase in
formation <>n a magnetic drum or tape or the set of 
perforating or reading fingers and block assembly 
for punching or reading holes in paper tape.

HEAD ASSEMBLY, TANK PERISCOPE. The top 
section of a PERISCOPE. TA\K. consisting of an 
indosurc which contains one or more mirror(s), 
and/or prismfs), and a window. It is readily re
movable to facilitate replacement*

heading. The angle measured clockwise from an air
craft, ship, or ground vehicle between a reference 
datum point such as true or magnetic north and the 
longitudinal axis of the aircraft, ship, or ground 
vehicle. The respective angles are true heading and 
magnetic heading.

heading indicator. See: INDICATOR, HEADING.
headlight. Indicates, in nomenclature of tracer am

munition, that the tracer produces a light which is 
visible from the front, as from an airplane which is 
under fire.

HEAD, SOUND RECORDER. An item which changes 
electrical impulses into magnetic variations in order 
to record sonic variations data on wire or tape*

HEAD, SOUND REPRODUCER. An item which 
changes magnetic variations into electrical impulses 
for the reproduction of sonic variations from wire 
or tape.*

headspace. The distance between the face of the locked 
bolt or breechblock of a gun and some specified 
point in the chamber.

With guns designed for rimless, bottlenecked 
cartridges, headspace is the space between the bolt 
face and a specified point on the shoulder of the 
chamber; with guns using rimmed cartridges, the 
space between the bolt face and the ridge or abut
ment in the chamber against which the rim rests; 
and with guns using rimless straight-case cartridges, 
the space between the bolt face and the ridge or point 
in the chamber where the mouth of the cartridge case 
rests.

headspace gage. See: gage, headepaee.
headwind. In gunnery or target practice, a wind which 

blows from the target to the observer; a 12 o'clock 
wind.

HEAP (abbr). ‘High explosive armor-piercing.'
HEAT, HE,AT. (Often pronounced as a word.) Origi

nally an abbreviation for ‘high explosive antitank.' 
A term used to designate high explosive ammunition 
containing a shaped charge. See also: charge, shaped, 

heat balance. A tabulation showing the percentages of 
the heat developed by combustion in the engine 
cylinder that are: (a) delivered in the form of power 
at the crankshaft, (b) lost in friction, (c) lost to the 
cooling water, (d) lost in the exhaust gases, and (e) 
lost by direct radiation.

heat engine. Any engine or motor that converts heat 
energy into mechanical energy or motion, as an in
ternal combustion piston engine, jet engine, steam 
engine, or rocket engine.

HEATER, AIR DUCT-COOLANT, BNGINE. A 
heater designed to burn fuel which applies heat by 
means of air ducts and a direct connection to the

A i» ir ■'
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heat, total 153 heterodyne coaversion transducer
plosion to occur. Temperature used it 135°C for 
single base propellants, and 120°C for double base 
propellants. Time requirements have been established 
for individual propellants. (Used for finished pro
pellant testing.) 100°C heat test. A 0.6-gram sample 
is heated for two 48-hour periods at 100°C. At the 
end of each peiiod the sample is examined for indi
cation of volatility. (Used for high explosive test
ing.) 7$°C international heat test. A 10-gram 
sample is heated for 48 hours at 75°C and is then 
examined for indication of decomposition or volatility. 
(Used for high explosive testing.) 65J°C snrvrillance 
tut. A sample is placed in a bottle, sealed, and 
then stored at 65.5°C until red fumes of nitrous 
oxide appear. The time to this event is recorded 
and compared with an established standard. (Used 
for finished propellant testing.) Toisrai tut. A heat 
test conducted on explosives at 110°C to determine 
the rate of evolution of gases of decomposition by 
observing the pressure in a constant volume over a 
fixed time, usually 100 minutes. Permissible values 
have been established for solid propellants. Fccihmn 
stability test. A 5.0-gram dried sample (1.0-gram for 
primary explosives) is heated in a vacuum for 40 
hours at 90°C, 100°C and/or 120°C. The evolution of 
gas at each temperature is recorded. (Used for high 
explosive and propellant testing.)

heat, total. See: enthalpy.
boavier-than-air aircraft Any aircraft weighing more 

than the air it displaces; an aerodyne.
heavy antiaircraft artillery. Conventional antiaircraft 

artillery pieces larger than 90 mm, the weight of 
which in a trailed mount is greater than 403)00 pounds.

heavy artillery. Specif. Artillery, other than antiair
craft artillery, consisting of all howitzers and longer- 
barreled cannon of a caliber larger than those in
cluded in the classification of medium artillery.

heavy bombardment. 1. A bombardment of great in
tensity, esp. one with large aerial bombs or other 
missiles. 2. Short for ‘heavy bombardment aviation.’

heavy case bomb. See: bomb, heavy case.
heavy drop. An airdrop in which heavy articles, such 

as trucks or artillery pieces, are dropped by para
chute.

heavy duty. Constant duty, or duty under demanding 
or adverse conditions. Said esp. of equipment.

heavy lift cargo. See: cargo elaaaifleatioa.
heavy machine gun. (HMG) 1. In Army usage, any 

machine gun of relatively heavy weight, including 
caliber .30 water-cooled machine guns and caliber 
.50 machine guns. 2. Any aircraft machine gun 
above caliber JO.

heavy weapons. All weapons such as mortars, howit
zers, guns, heavy machine guns, and recoilless rifles, 
which are usually part of infantry equipment.

hedgehog. 1. a. A portable obstacle, made of crossed 
poles laced with barbed Wire, in the general shape of 
an hour glass, b. A beach obstacle, usually made 
of steel bars, channel iron, or the like, imbedded in 
concrete and used to interfere with beach landings. 
2. A concentration of troops securely entrenched or 
fortified, with arms and defenses facing all directions.

hedgehog round. A small, mortarlike, antisubmarine 
projectile. Called PROJECTOR CHARGE, HIGH 
EXPLOSIVE, 72 INCH.

hedgehop. Slang *• To fly close to the ground, rising 
up over hedges, trees, houses, or other obstacles as 
they present themselves. 2. In a less exact sense, to 
fiy at a very low level. Hence, he^gekopptng.

hedgehopping bombing. Bombing from a very foul 
altitude. Popular.

heel. 1. Upper corner of the butt of a rifle stock held 
in firing position. 2. Of aircraft: To tilt sideways, 
as in a hank. Usually with oevr.

HBI (abbr). ‘High explosive incendiary.'
height flader. A radar equipment, used to determine 

height of aerial targets.
height of burst Vertical distance from the ground, or 

target, to the point of burst
height of imago adjustor. A glass plate with plane 

surfaces which is tipped one way or the other In the 
line of sight in one of the internal telescopes of o 
range or height finder. It deviates the light upward 
or downward to adjust the image of one eyepiece to 
the same height as the image visible in the other 
eyepiece.

height of alto. Altitude of a gun above some standard 
level, such as sea level.

height-range indicator. See: INDICATOR, UIOHT- 
BANGS.

HBI8D (abbr). ‘High explosive incendiary self
destroying.*

HBI-T; MBIT (abbr). ‘High explosive incendiary 
with tracer.’

HBITDI8D (abbr). ‘High explosive incendiary with 
dark ignition tracer self-destroying.*

HBIT8D (abbr). ‘High explosive incendiary with self
destroying tracer.’

HBL (abbr). ‘Human Engineering Laboratory.* 
helical scan; helical seaaaiag . The scanning motion of 

a radar antenna in which a point on the axis of the 
transmitted beam describes a distorted helix. The 
antenna rotates continuously about the vertical axis 
while the elevation angle changes slowly from the 
horizontal to the vertical

H engine. An internal combustion, piston engine hav
ing two rows of vertically-opposed cylinders on. each 
side of the engine, driving two separate crankshafts 
geared to a common central shaft

HBP (abbr). 1. ‘High explosive plastic.* 1. ‘High ex
plosive plastic projectiles.’ 8. ‘High explosive with 
plugged tracer cavity.' (Often pronounced as a 
word.)

HBPAT (abbr). ‘High explosive plastic antitank.*
HBP-T (abbr). ‘High explosive plastic with tracer.*
Hermes. Name applied to an Army developmental 

type surface-to-surface ballistic missile. (Historical) 
hermetic sealing. The process of sealing an assembly 

or a unit in a container in such a manner that neither 
a gas nor a liquid can enter or escape withqnt de
stroying the seal. See: eacapeulatioa.

HB-S (abbr). ‘High explosive with spotting charge,* 
HB8D (abbr). ‘High explosive self-destroying.* ,
HB-T (abbr). ‘High explosive with tracer.' '
HBTDI (abbr). ‘High explosive with tracer, dark 

ignition.*
heterodyne conversion traaadaeer. A conversion traas-
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ducer in which the useful output frequency is the turn 
or difference of the input frequency and an integral 
multiple of the frequency of another wave.

heteroaphere. See atmospheric shells.
HBTSD (nl'hrj. High explosive with ,racer, self

destroying.’
hexachloroethaxe. See CHEMICAL AGENT, HBXA- 

CHLOROBTHANB MIXTURE.
hexanite. A mixture of 60 percent TNT and 40 percent 

hexanitrodiphenylamine (hexite). Slightly superior 
to TNT in brisance and power. Called ‘novit’ by the 
Germans See: hexsmitrodiphaaylamina.

hexaaitrodiphenylamiae. (hexite) A high explosive 
which is intermediate between tetryl and TNT in 
its properties. It may be made from benzene deriva
tives.

hexite. See: hexanitrodiphenylamiae.
HF (abbr). ‘High frequency.’
H-hour. A term customarily used to refer to the hour 

at which sonx specified operation will begin, as an 
attack, amphibious assault, or movement.

high-altitude bombing. Specif. Bombing, esp. hori
zontal bombing, from a high altitude, such as from 
an altitude of over 15,000 feet.

high-angle Era. -Gunfire front a weapon set at an eleva
tion angle greater than that for maximum horizontal 
range. Typical of mortar and howitzer fire. See 
also: plunging tre.

high-angle gun. A cannon, such as an antiaircraft 
cannon, capable of firing at a high angle of elevation.

high-angle atratng. Strafing from an airplane at a 
comparatively high dive angle, e.g., of approximately 
forty-five degrees.

high-burat ranging. Adjustment of gunfire by observa
tion of airbursts: air-burst ranging.

high capacity bomb. See: bomb, high capacity.
high capacity projectile. See: projectile, high capacity, 
high energy fuel. See: fuel, high energy.
high explosive. (HE) An explosive which when used 

in its normal manner detonates, rather than de
flagrating or burrting; that is, the rate of advance of 
the reaction zone into the unreacted material exceeds 
ihe velocity of sound in the unreacted material. 
Whether an explosive reacts as a high explosive or 
as a low explosive depends on the manner in which 
it is initiated and confined. For example, a double 
base propellant when initiated in the usual manner is 
a I- w explosive. However, this material can be made 
to detonate if the propellant is initiated by an intense 
shock. Conversely, a high explosive like TNT, under 
certain conditions, can be ignited by flame and will 
burn without detonating. High explosives are divided 
into two classes: primary high explosives and second
ary high explosives, according to their sensitivity 
to heat and shock. (Nolt: This division is not ac
cepted by some authorities who' maintain that high 
explosives and primary explosives are entirely sepa
rate entities.) See: low explosive; primary high ex
plosive; secondary high explosive.

high explosive antitank. (HEAT or HE,AT) See: 
HBAT.

high exploeive bomb. See: bomb, high explosive.
high explosive cargo. See: cargo clasaiileation.

hi ranger
high exploeive plastic. (HEP) 1. High explosive sub

stance o' mixture which, within normal ranges of 
atmospheric temperr.ture, is capable of being molded 
into desired shapes; vT».stic explosive or PE. 2. A 
type of antitank projectile which defeats armor by 
producing a spalling action on the side away from 
the point of impact. The original functioning con
cept for this projectile type involved plastic deforma
tion of the bursting charge against the face of the 
armor plate prior to fuze action. See: projectile, 
high exploeive plaetic. See also: squash head.

high exploeive plaetic antitank. (HEPAT) Term 
designating a shaped charge and a high explosive 
plastic charge, intended to produce jet penetration 
followed by a detonated plastic charge. See also: 
charge, shaped; high explosive plastic.

high explosive plastic projectile. See: projectile, high 
exploeive plaetic; equash heau.

high explosive projectile. See: projectile, high ex
ploeive.

high frequency. (HF) See: frequency, electronic.
high-level bombing. High-altitude bombing. ' 
high-octane fuel. High-octane gasoline; i.e., gasoline

having a high octane number.
high-order detonation. See: detonation.
high-epeed carry. See : carry.
high velocity. (HV) As used in connection with 

artillery, small arms, and tank cannon, generally ac
cepted to have the following meanings: 1. Muzzle 
velocity of an artillery projectile of from 3000 feet 
per second to, but not including, 3500 feet per second. 
3. Velocity of small arms ammunition between 3500 
and 5000 feet per second. 3. Velocity of tank can
non projectile between 1550 and 3350 feet per second. 
Cf: hypervelocity.

high velocity aircraft rocket. (HVAR) Any large 
air-to-ground aircraft rocket specially designed for 
high velocities, esp. such a rocket (six feet in length) 
developed by the US during WW II. Nicknamed 
'Holy Moses.’ The HVAR was first used operation
ally in July 1944.

high velocity drop. The act or process of delivering 
supplies or equipment from aircraft in flight wherein 
the rate of descent is greater than that obtained 
utilizing conventional cargo parachute methods (low 
velocity drop), but less than terminal velocity (free- 
drop). The high velocity drop system consists of 
retarding means to limit the rate of descent, stabiliz
ing means (usually combined with the retarding 
means) to orient the load to strike on a prede
termined surface, and sufficient cushioning material 
to ahsorh the shock upon impact and preserve the 
load from damage. Cf: freedrop; low velocity drop.

hiuga moment. The tendency of an aerodynamic force 
to produce motion about the hinge line of a control 
surface.

More technically, the hinge moment is the product 
of the aerodynamic force acting upon the center of 
pressure of a control surface and the perpendicular 
distance from the center of pressure to the hinge line. 

HIR (abbr). ‘Hydrostatic arming impact firing rocket.* 
hi ranger. See: SERVICING PLATFORM, TRUCK

MOUNTED.
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Hiroshima bomb. The atomic fission bomb dropped at 

Hiroshima, Japan, on 6 August 1945, the first atomic 
bomb to be <sed against an er-my.

hit Sftcif. 1. A blow or impact on a target by a 
bullet, bomb, oi other projectile. 2. An instance of 
striking something with a bomb, or the like, as in 
*he had two hits and one miss.*

hit probability. The probabi'ity of hits being made 
on a target out of a given number of projectiles 
directed at the target.

HL (abbr). 'Mustard-lewisite' (war gas).
HMC (abbr). 'Howitzer motor carriage.*
HMO (abbr). ‘Heavy machine gun.'
HMX (abbr). ‘Cyclotetramethylenetetranitramiac* (ex

plosive).
HN (abbr). Chemical agent, ‘nitrogen mustard gas' 

(war gas). Individual gases are abbreviated HN-1, 
HN-2, HN-3.

HOISTING UNIT, BOMB, AIRCRAFT MOUNTING. 
An item, consisting of a supporting frame, designed to 
mount on an aircraft for lifting bombs into place. 
It may include hoist or winch, sling(s) and/or 
hoisting adapters.*

HOISTING UNIT, GUNSIGHT, AIRCRAFT 
MOUNTING. An item, consisting of a supporting 
frame, designed to mount on an aircraft for installing 
and/or removing a gunsight It may include hoist 
or winch, sling(s) and/or hoisting adapters.*

HOISTING UNIT, PORTABLE, GUIDBD MI8BILE. 
An item consisting of a supporting frame with in
tegral hoist and/or winch. It may include sling(s) 
and/or hoisting adapter(s). Designed for joining 
and/or disconnecting guided missile body sections 
and rocket motors. Equipped with rubber tired 
wheels and removable steering handle.*

HOISTING UNIT, PORTABLE, ROCKET. An item 
consisting of a supporting frame, integral hoist or 
winch, sling(s) and hoisting beam(s). Designed for 
joining and/or disconnecting rocket motor units to 
warheads, and transferring the complete rocket 
from the TRUCK, ROCKET to the launcher. See 
also: HOISTING UNIT, PORTABLE, GUIDBD 
MISSILB*

holdback mechanism. In automatic guns, a feature 
incorporated in chargers of either manual or auto
matic operation which provides for retention of a 
gun bolt in the ‘out of battery* position.

HOLDER, ADAFTBR-BOOBTER, BOMB. A ring 
shaped device designed to accommodate and position 
an ADAPTER-BOOSTER, BOMB In a bomb body •

HOLDER, BLASTING CAP. A holder for a blasting 
cap for detonating an explosive charge.*

HOLDBR, CARTRIDGB, BELT. A device to hold 
ammunition in individual loops or compartments, 
usually attached to the belt.*

HOLDBR, DBflTRUCTOR. A holder for an electri
cally detonated type of explosive cartridge used to 
destroy electronic equipment*

HOLDBR, RADIAC DETECTOR. Aa item specifi
cally designed to accommodate and position a radiac 
detector. Designed so as to facilitate quick replace
ment of the item.*

HOLDBR, BEAR-TRIGGER SPRING; A metallic 

item formed into a shape resembling the letter “U," 
used for insertion into two holes in the receiver 
assembly of :i gun. It is designed to hold the tugger 
and sear spring in its correct operating position in 
a gun.*

HOLDBR, TELESCOPE MOUNT. A mechanical 
device which supports and levels a sight unit and 
mount. It may include elevation adjustment and/or 
cant correction mechanism.*

holding beam. Eltctronic caanputen. \ diffuse beam 
of electrons for regenerating the chargee retained oa 
the dielectric surface of an electrostatic asemory or 
storage tube.

HOLDING DEVICE, BREECH PLUG. Aa item 
designed to hold a breech plug f,rmly in place and to 
prevent it from rotating during maintenam.*. and/or 
inspection operations.*

HOLDING TOOL, BREECHBLOCK. A specially 
designed metallic item used to support the breech* 
block of an artillery weapon during assembly and 
disassembly •

HOLDING TOOL, PROJECTILE. A hand tool 
specifically designed to facilitate the holding off a 
projectile in a fixed position during assembly and/or 
disassembly operations.*

Hollemaa Air Devotopnoat C eater. Air Force canter 
for test and evaluation of nrissilee and target drimei 
Also concerned with space biology. Located at 
Holloman AFB, New Mexico.

hollow charge. A term sometimes used (especially in 
the United Kingdom) to designate a shaped charge. 
Tenn arose from the fact that the explosive charge 
is hollowed out Where the hollowed ot portion to 
conical in shape, the charge to aonartfaat callod 
hollow cone charge.’ Also called 'beehive* or bee
hive shaped charge.' See: charge, shaped.

bellow cone charge. A form of shaped charge. See: 
hollow charge.

holster. A pocket type device with a single compart
ment designed to be worn on a belt or shoulder 
harness which may be furnished with the item It io 
used to ccrry a pistol, revolver, or the like.*

Holston Ordaaaes Wscka Ordnance Corps field to- 
stallation, located at Kingsport, Tenasssse.

Holy Moose. See: high votoeity aircraft rocket.
hoasc. Of a guided missile or the like: To direct itself 

to its target by guiding oa beat radiatieas, radar 
echoes, radio waves, or other phenomena proceedtofi 
from, or inhering in, the target

boater. A guided asiseile, that Aoshm.
bocaiag. 1. Of a missile: Owe that hemes. A The ac

tion of the verb *home.’
The homing of a missile assy be active, emniactive, 

or passive. If active, the missile to both the originator 
and receiver of radar signals, and as each to subject 
both to detection and to jamming by window or 
tinsel. If semiactive, the aatosile uses a radar re
ceiver to pick up the target from echoes of pulses 
sent out by a cooperating ground facility; to which 
case, the missile's guidance system to subject to 
jamming but not readily to detoetkm. If passive, 
the missile depends only oa radiation from the target, 
such as noise, infrared rays, or electrostatic dto-



homing device
charge; in which case the missile’s guiding system is 
more or less .esistant to detection.

homing device. 1. Any transmitter, receiver, or adapter 
used for homing aircraft, or used by aircraft for 
homing purposrs; a homer. 2. Any device incor
porated in a guided missile or die like to home it on 
a target.

In sense 3, such a device utilizes light waves, radio 
waves, heat waves, etc. See: horns. In the case of 
a moving target, a homing device may be designed 
either to maintain a steady pursuit course directly 
toward the target, or to maintain a lead angle while 
intercepting on a collision course.

homing guidance. The guidance given a guided missile 
or the like by built-in homing devic' -

homing range. Sptcif. The maximum distance at 
which a homing device incorporated into an air 
vehicle becomes effective in respect to a target or 
to a homing station.

HOMING SKT, INFRARED. A complete electronic 
set required to operate a complete electronic system 
used for automatically self-guiding a moving object 
to a target and which utilizes infrared radiation from 
the target. The equipment in use is self-contained in 
the moving object.*

HOMING SKT, RADAR. A complete electronic set 
for automatically self-guiding a mo1 ing object to a 
target by the use of radar signals. The equipment 
in use is self-contained in the moving object.*

homiag station. A station at which a beacon emits 
signals that may be used for homing.

homogeneous armor. See: armor.
homopause. See: atmospheric shells, 
homosphere. See: atmospheric shells.
Honest John. Popular name for the the 762-millimeter 

rocket system, a surface-to-surface tactical missile, 
employing solid propellant, developed by the Army. 
It is launched from a rail-type launcher at an eleva
tion which can be varied to obtain the desired point 
of impact. It can carry either a conventional high 
explosive warhead or a nuclear warhead.

honeycomb. A grid used in certain wind tunnels to 
eliminate turbulence in airflow.

hood. 1. Protective cover for the fuze of a projectile. 
2. Metal covering for a motor vehicle engine.

HOOD, ANTIFLA8H. A knitted cotton garment, for 
protection of gun crew members, designed to fit over 
the head and covering the neck and shoulders. It 
has a circular face opening hemmed with elastic 
braid.*

HOOD, ROCKKT FUKL HANDLER’S. An article 
of headwear designed to provide protection against 
acids and co>rosive fuels.*

HOOK, PINTLK. A metal item formed or bent into 
a curve or at an angle, for catching, holding, sustain
ing or pulling, specifically designed as the hook por
tion of PINTLE ASSEMBLY, TOWING*

horizon, artidcial. See: artiScial •orisca.
horizon, gyroscopic. See: gyroscopic hor.son.
horizontal bass line method. Method of locating 

targets or other points by intersection from two 
observation stations located at opposite ends of a 
base line.

howitzer, light, self-propelled

horizontal bombing. Bombing from an airplane in 
horizontal flight, as distinguished from dive bombing, 
glide bombing, loss bombing, etc. Also called ‘level 
bombing.’

horisonts1 parallax correction. See; angle of een- 
verguacs.

hot is nlai range. The distance measured horizontally 
bet n a gun and its target; tpecif., in antiair
craft j anery, the distance between a gun and a spot 
on the ground directly beneath the target.

HORN, UNDERWATER MINK. An item designed 
to protrude from an underwater mine case or an 
underwater mine float. Its purpose is to actuate a 
detonator or firing mechanism when struck by an 
external object.*

Hotchkiss drivs. In automotive vehicles, a method of 
drive by which the torque reaction is transmitted to 
the frame through the springs rather than through a 
torque tube or a torque arm. See separate entries.

Houad Dog. Name given to an Air Force air-to-ground 
missile with nuclear warhead capabilities. Has 
relatively long range for strategic bombing suitability.

HOUSING, RKLAY A8SKMBLY, UNDERWATER 
MINK. An item designed to inclose a relay assembly 
that is used in a controlled underwater mine system.*

HOUSING, TRIGGER. An item, usually of metal, 
designed in Gt into the framework of a carbine, 
machine gun, pistol, rifle, or the like. It is used to 
provide a mounting for a TRIGGER.*

how (abbr). ‘Howitzer.’
howitzer, (how) A complete projectile-firing weapon 

with bore diameter greater than 30 millimeters. The 
howitzer is used to deliver curved fire, with pro
jectiles of ower muzzle velocities than those from 
the gua (sense 2, which sec). The length of bore of 
a modern howitzer usually lies between 20 and 35 
calibers, and the maximum angle of elevation is 
about 65 degrees. The muzzle velocity, hence range 
and curvature of the trajectory, can be altered by 
the use of any of several prop' 'ling charges or zones, 
thus permitting a howitzer to -each targets hidden 
from gun fire. In length, weigl t and muzzle velocity 
the howitzer lies generally between she gun and the 
mortar. See also; caaaoa; mortar.

howitzer carriage. See : carriage; mount.
HOWITZER, HKAVY, SELF-PROPELLED. A com

plete projectile-firing weapon, with a medium muzzle 
velocity and a curved trajectory, mounted on a self
propelled vehicle. The bore diameter is target than 
ZOO millimeters. It is designed for use as mobile 
artillery.*

HOWITZKR, HKAVY, TOWKD. A complete pro
jectile-firing weapon with a medium muzzle velocity 
and a curved trajectory. The bore diameter is larger 
than 200 millimeters. It does not have facilities for 
self-propulsion. See also: HOWITZKR, LIGHT, 
TOWKD and HOWITZER, MEDIUM, TOWED* 

howitzer, ( inch. See: HOWITZER, JEAVY, 
TOWED.

HOWITZER, LIGHT, SELF-PROPELLED. A com
plete projectile-firing weapon, with a medium muzzle 
velocity and a curved trajectory, mounted on a self
propelled vehicle. The bore diameter is over X
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millimeters through 125 millimeters. It is designed 
Im use as a mobile artillery or infantry weapon.*

HOWITZEB, LIGHT, TOWED. A complete pro
jectile-firing weapon with a medium muzzle velocity 
and a curved trajectory. The bore diameter is over 
JO millimeters through 125 millimeters. It does not 
have facilities for self-propulsion. See also: HOW- 
ITZEB, MEDIUM, TOWED; HOWITZEB, 
HEAVY, TOWED and HOWITZEB, PACK?

HOWITZEB, MEDIUM, SELF-PBOPELLED. A 
complete projectile-firing weapon, with a medium 
muzzle velocity and a curved trajectory, mounted on 
a self-propelled vehicle. The bore diameter is 126 
millimeters through 200 millimeters. It is designed 
for use as mobile artillery.*

HOWITZEB, MEDIUM, TOWED. A complete pro
jectile-firing weapon with a medium muzzle velocity 
and a curved trajectory. The bore diameter is 126 
millimeters through 200 millimeters. It does not 
have facilities for self-propulsion. See also: HOW
ITZEB, LIGHT, TOWED and HOWITZEB, 
HEAVY, TOWED*

bewitser, iOS mm. See: HOWITZEB, LIGHT, 
TOWED.

howitzer, 1SS mm Sec: HOWITZEB, MEDIUM, 
TOWED.

howitzer, 240 mm. See: HOWITZEB, HEAVY, 
TOWED.

HOWITZEB, PACK. A complete projectile-firing 
weapon with a medium muzzle velocity and a curved 
trajectory. It is designed to be transported by 
animal or delivered by parachute. It may function 
as towed artillery.*

HP (abbr). 1. ‘High pressure.' 2. ‘Horsepower.’ 
HPT (abbr). 'High pressure test.' 
H8 (abbr). 'Hydrostatic.'
H-acope. A modified version of the B-scope.
HT (abbr). 'Mustard gas-agent T' (war gas).
hab canon. A cannon mounted through a propeller 

hub of an aircraft.
halt 1. The outer casing of a rocket, guided missile, 

or the like. 2, Massive armored body of a tank, 
exclusive of tracks, motor, turret, and armament

Hnmaa Engineering Laboratory. (HEL) An Ord
nance activity at Aberdeen Proving Oroand that pre
pares anthropometric data and other information con
cerning the human body for consideration by design 
agencies in Ordnance design projects.

human factors engineering. The collecting, analyzing, 
disseminating, and using of human factors in re
search, development, and evaluation of materiel. 
Sometimes called merely 'human engineering.' See. 
Haman Engineering Laboratory.

hudred-percoat rectangle. A rectangle whose length 
is eight probable errors in range, and whose breadth 
is eight probable errors in direction. Its center is 
the center of dispersion. Also called rrctanglr of 
ditfvriion. it is the area in which all shots (except 
‘wild* shots) will fall when fired with the same data 
under identical conditions.

hang bomb. A bomb which accidentally remains hang
ing to tbe bomb rack after the releasing action has 
been taken.

hydroaprinf recoil syatem

hung striker. Defective striker of a grenade fuse, 
which failed to strike the primer and explode the 
grenade.

hunt. Of an aircraft, guided missile, or the like: 1. To 
make weaving motions about its median flight path, 
as in longitudinal or phugoid oscillation, or to vary 
in flight speed, as if seeking a new angle of attack, 
flight path, etc. 2. In popular usage, to yaw re
peatedly.

The weaving or yawing may occur without move
ment of the control surfaces. Cf: seek.

hunting. A condition of instability resulting from 
ove< correction by a control device and resultant 
fluctuations in the quantity intended to be kept 
constant.

Husky. A popular name for the standardised am
phibious cargo carrier. See: CABBIES, CABGO, 
AMPHIBIOUS.

HV (abbr). 1. 'Hypervelocity.’ 2. ‘High velocity.*
hv (abbr). 'Heavy.'
HVAP (abbr). ‘Hypervelocity armor-piercing.'
HVAPDS (abbr). 'Hypervelocity armor-piercing dis

carding sabot.'
The abbreviation is frequently separated, as for 

example, HVAP-DS. It may also be extoded by 
adding ‘-T* to indicate 'xith tracer.'

HVAPD3F8 (abbr). 'Hypervelocity armor-piercing 
discarding sabot fin stabilised.*

The abbreviation is frequently separated, as for 
example, HVAP-DS-FS. It may also he extended 
by adding ‘-T* to indicate *with tracer.*

HVAP-T (abbr). *Hypervelocity armor-piercing with 
tracer.’

HVAB (abbr). 'High velocity aircraft rocket*
HVAT (abbr). ‘Hypervelocity antitank.*
H-vector. The vector representing the magnetic field 

of an electromagnetic wave. In free apace it is 
perpendicular to the E-vector and to the direction 
of propagation.

HVTP (abbr). 'Hypervelocity target practice.*
HVTP-T (abbr). 'Hyperveiocity target practice with 

tracer.' '
hydrogen bomb. See: booth, hydrogen.
hydrogen cyanide. (AC) See: CHEMICAL AGKNT, 

HTDBOGEN CYANIDE.
hydromagnetics. See: magneto dnid dynamics.
hydrometer. 1. A floating instrument, consisting of a 

plummet with a stem designed to measure the specific 
gravity of liquids or solids. X An instrument con- 
sitting of hydrometer inclosed in a transparent 
syringe.*

hydrometer, antifreese notations. See: TBSTEB, 
ANTIFBEEZE SOLUTIONS.

hydropeeumatic recall system. A CtMU BNkttiNI 
(which see) that absorbs the energy of recoil by the 
forcing of oil through orifices and returns the gun to 
battery by compressed gas.

hydropMumatic-type equilibrator. See: equiHt._ter.
bydraspriag roeoil syuteoa. A rsooil msehaniam (which 

see) that absorbs the energy of recoil by the forcing 
of oil •h’-ough orifices and returns the gun to battery 
by spring action. '
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hydrostatic face. See : hue, hydrostatic.
HYDIOBTAT, UNDKBWATKI MINI. An item 

designed to be actuated by hydroitatic pressure at a 
predetermined depth. Ita function is to assure proper 
depth of an underwater mine by locking the cable 
release mechanism in the underwater mine anchor.*

hygroscopic, ha.'ng a tendency to absorb and hold 
water, particularly moisture from the air.

hyperbolic gaidaacs 'he guidance or control of a 
guided missile or t? ike in which the difference in 
the time delay of t io signals transmitted simul
taneously from two t ouiJ stations, arriving at the 
missile at different time intervals, controls the posi
tion of the missile.

This system is based upon the geometric theorem 
that the locus of all points of fixed difference in 
distance from two base points is a hyperbola.

hyperbolic navigation. See: navigation, hyperbolic.
hypergolic. Capable of igniting spontaneously upon 

contact. See: hypergolic propellant.
hypergolic propellant A rocket propellant that ignites 

spontaneously upon contact with an oxidiser. ‘Hyper
go1 ic' is a coined word, the element ‘golic* being ob
tained from a German code word 'Gola,' used to refer 
to a series of rocket propellants containing methyl
aniline, organic amine, pyrol, and certain other 
compounds.

hyperoonic. Of or pertaining to the speed of objects ’ 
moving at mach five or greater. Cf: supersonic.

hypervelocity. (HV> An used in connection with 
artillery, small arms, and tank cannon, generally ac
cepted to have the following meanings: 1. Muscle 
velocity of an artillery projectile of 3500 feet per 
second or more. 3. Muscle velocity of a small arms 
projectile of 5000 feet per second or more. 3. Mus
cle velocity of a tank cannon projectile in excess of 
3350 feet per second. Cf: high velocity.

hypervelocity armor-piercing. (HVAP) A term used 
to designate a type of artillery projectile consisting 
of a core of extremely hard, high density material, 
such as tungsten carbide, contained within a light 
weight carrier called a aabot (wnich see). Because 
of the low total weight, hypervolocity (which eee) 
is obtainable within the allowable pressure of the gun 
tube. The velocity is rapidly lost but at short ranges 
the projectile is effective against armor.

hypervelocity armor-piercing discarding aabot. 
(HVAPDS) A term used to designate a type of 
HVAP projectile in which the aabot (which see) is 
designed so that it will become separated from the 
core a short distance from the muscle of the gun. 
Separation of the sabot from the core results in the 
core becoming the free flight projectile with lowered 
air resistance. See: hypervelocity a rm or-pier dag.

hypervelocity armor-piercing diecarding sabot da 
stabilised. (HVAPDSFS) A term used to designate 
a type of HVAPDS projectile in which the free flight 
projectile (core) is stabilised in flight by fins rather 
than by spin. See: hypervolocity armor-pioreiag dio- 
cardiag aabot

r
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lc . used in a-<ist in the initiation of a propelling 
cl.argc J I >< v. r containing such a compositirm, used 
to amplify the initiation of a primer in the function
ing a fuzr

IGNITER, BOMB. A tnctal container designed to be 
tilled wiih spontaneously combustible material to 
ignite tiie tiller of incendiary and/or fire bombs. 
When empty m inert loaded it may be used for 
Irainn.,' purposes.*

igniter composition. See : first firs composition.
IGNITER, ELECTRIC PRIMES. An electric device 

I'eil t< ampliG tin initiation of a PRIMER, EI.F.C- 
I Rlv in the fmivHoning of a Fl'ZE (as modified).* 

igniter, first fire. See : first fire.
IGNITER, FRICT1CN. An item having a file and 

Hint at om end which when rubbed together produce 
a spark *

IGNITER, INCENDIARY DOCDMENT DB 
STROYER. A device used to ignite the incendiaiy 
component of a document destroyer.*

igniter, jato unit. See: IGNITER, ROCKET MOTOR, 
igniter pad. A black powder charge in the form of a 

thin pad of cartridge cloth attached to separate- 
h .dmg propelling charge to facilitate complete and 
o'.if rin ignition.

IGNITER, RAMJET ENGINE. A pyrotechnic item 
designed to ignite the combustible mixture in a ram
jet engine.*

IGNITER, ROCKET MOTOR. An explosive item 
designed to ignite the propelling charge in a rocket 
motor.*

IGNITER, ROCKET MOTOR, INERT. An item de
signed to he substituted for an explosive IGNITER, 
ROCKET MOTOR for training purposes only. It 
conforms to the configuration of an IGNITER, 
ROCKET MOTOR. It may be a simulated electrical 
type having an electrical circuit with electrical re
sistor! s I to simulate a live igniter initiator(s).*

IGNITER, SPOTTING CHARGE, BOMB. A tube 
containing an explosive designed to relay the detona
tion wave from the nose fuze to the spotting charge 

, in the base of a practice bomb*
IGNITER, TIME BLASTING FUSB. A device con

, taining a firing mechanism and suitable ignition 
material for igniting a FUSE, BLASTING, TIME.* 

. IGNITER, TORPEDO. A metal container with a 
combustible material to ignite the fuel in the com
bustion chamber of a torpedo.*

igniter train. Step by step arrangement of charges in 
’ pyrotechnic munitions by which the initial fire from
’ the primer is transmitted and intensified until it

reaches and sets off the main charge. Also called 
‘burning train.’ Explosive munitions use a similar 

| series, called an explosive train (which see).
. ignitibility. The ease with which the burning of a 
, substance may be initiated.

igniting charge. See: igniter (sense 3).
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IB (abbr ?. 'Incendiary bomb.'
ICAO (abbr/. 'Intt-rnational I ivil Aviation Organiza

tion.'
ICAO Atmosphere. See: Standard Atmosphere
ICBM (abbr) Intel continental ballistic missile.'
ICC (abbr). ' I nli-' >i.it<- I oinim-n c ( , .inmi--n>n ' 
ice mine. See : mine, ice.
ice mining. The breaking of river or lake ice by the 

action of antitank or antipersonnel mines for the 
purpose of denying passage Io the enemy. Actuation 
may lie effected by control, passage of time, or enemy 
initiation

ICM (ab br >. ‘Intercontinental missile' 
icosahedron gage S< c gage, icosahedron 
ID (abbr ) 'Inndv diameter.’ 
ideal exhaust velocity. /<■>< r< Ifiv themetnal mav 

nmni velocitv. relative to tin nozzle, ol the ga- llow 
as it passes from a given nozzle inlet tcinperjiine 
and pressure to a given ambient pressure, when tlx 
combustion g.<~ has a given mean mohcnlai weigi t 
See: exhaust velocity. If actual exhaust velocity; 
effective exhaust velocity.

ideal grain. Propellant granulation which produces 
the maximum obtainable velocity without exceeding 
the permissible pressure at any point along the bore.

ideal rocket. .A rocket motor or rocket engine that 
would have a velocity equal to the velocity of its jet 
gases.

An ideal rocket is assumed as a criterion in rocket 
design.

Identification, (ident) Specij. In supply usage, the 
process or means by which, with the aid of applicable 
drawings, specifications, and catalogs, an item is 
identified and associated both with the assembly to 
which it belongs and with the classification of 
property in which it is procured, stored, and issued.

Identification Code, Department of Defence. See: De
partment of Defense Identification Code.

identification, friend or foe. (IFF) System <>i radm 
interrogation and reply (if friend) generally used in 
connection with radar for identifying an aircraft, 
ship, or craft. Commonly referred to as IFF.

idler wheel, ^ufo. A roller used to return an endless 
track or chain to the driving sprocket.

IFF (abbr). ‘Identification, friend or foe.'
igloo. Speeif. A dome-shaped or rounded structure, 

usually made of reinforced concrete and earth, 
normally used for the storage of explosives. A 
type of magazine (sens* 1).

igniter. 1. Any device, chemical, electrical, or me
chanical, used to ignite. IGNITER, BOMB and 
other specific types are listed and defined in the en
tries which follow. 2. Specially arranged charge 
of a ready burning composition, usually black pow-
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formed by a converging lens woul.l be visible upon 
a screen placed in this plane.

image ratio. Receivers. The ratio of (I) the field 
strength at the image frequency to (2) the field 
strength at the desired frequency, each field being 
applied in turn, under specific conditions, to produce 
equal outputs.

immersion proof. Unless otherwise specified, immersion 
proof means that an item of equipment when ready 
for field transport can be submerged for 2 hours in 
salt or fresh water to a covering depth of 3 feet, 
and be capable of operating at normal effectiveness 
immediately after being removed from the water.

imp (abbr). 1. 'Impact ' 2. 'Impulse.'
impact, (imp) The striking of an object against another, 

as the striking of a projectile or bomb on the target 
or surface

impact area. Area in which projectiles or bombs strike 
or are expected to strike.

impact fuse. See: fuse, impact.
impact pressure. See : pressure, impact.
impact sensitivity. The characteristic of an explosive 

which expresses its susceptibility to initiation by ex
ternally applied energy in the form of impact Im
pact sensitivity is usually measured ei’.ner by the 
Bureau of Mines test or the Picatinr.y test. See 
separate entries.

impact temperature. See: temperature, impact
impact testa. See: Bureau of Mines teat; Picatinny 

teat.
impact velocity. The velocity of a projectile or mis

sile at the instant of impact. Also called ‘striking 
velocity.’

impedance matching teat set. See: INDICATOR, 
STANDING WAVE RATIO.

implosion. 1. A sudden inward burst of particles or 
gases that brings pressure upon the center of some- 
t'.ing. 2. The sudden reduction of pressure by chemi
cal reaction or change of state which causes an in
rushing of the surrounding medium. Opposed to 
explosion (which see) which results in k sudden 
expansion of the surrounding medium.

implosion-type weapon (implosion weapon). Nuclear. 
A nuclear weapon in which a sub-critical configura
tion of fissionable material is compressed into a 
super-critical state by a centrally directed radial 
shock, to produce a nuclear explosion.

improvieed grenade. See: grenade, improvised.
impulse, (imp) 1. A force lasting over a comparatively 

short period of time. 2. In specific senses: a. A 
sudden and brief rise of current or voltage in a 
circuit, b. The force exerted by a shock wave from an 
explosion, e. The total force or thrust delivered by a 
jet engine, rocket motor, or rocket engine in a run
ning of given duration. See: specific impulse. d. 
The detonative force delivered by a primer when fired. 
3. A pulse of electronic energy.

impulse, specific. See: specific impulse.
impulse, total. In jet propulsion usage, the product of 

the average thrust (in pounds) developed by the 
motor, times the burning time (in seconds).

in battery. See: battery (sense 3).

igniting fuze
igniting fvte. See . fuse, igniting.
igniting mixture. See : first fire composition.
gniting powder. See : first fire composition.
igniting primer. See primer, igniting.
ignition csrtridge. Sec CARTRIDGE, IGNITION.
IGNITION CYLINDER, FLAME THROWER. A 

hollow cylindrical item having more than one chamber 
in 'he body parallel to the axis of the bore. These 
ehambers are filled with flammable material which 
ignites the flame thrower when the ignition grip is 
engaged.*

ignition delay. I'lopellnot iHtuateit d.-.m'i, Time in
terval between actuating the firing mechanism and 
the beginning of sus' lined use of pressure in the 
propellant chamber.

ignition, multistage. An ignition system in a ramjet 
in which a portion of the fuel is ignited and the 
products are used to ignite the remainder of the 
mixture.

ignition system. Auto. The electrical system which 
supplies the spark for the combustion of fuel in 
certain engines.

An ignition system includes the generator, magneto, 
distributor, battery, wires, and spark plugs.

ignition system, central tube. System of propelling 
charge ignition originating along the longitud.nal 
axis, as exemplified by the long primers used in 
cased charges and the central core igniters used in 
bag charges.

ignitor. Se •: igniter.
ilium (abbr). 'Illuminant'; ‘illuminating.*
illuminant composition. A mixture of materials suitable 

for use in the candle of a pyrotechnic device, having 
production of high intensity light as its principal 
function. The materials used include a fuel (reducing 
agent), an oxidizing agent, and a binder, plus color 
intensifier and waterproofing agent. The mixture 
is loaded under pressure in a container to form the 
illuminant candle.

illuminating. Indicates, in ammunition nomenclature, 
that the munition is intended primarily for iiiuici- 
nating purposes. Usually contains a flare and may 
contain a parachute for suspension in the air.

illuminating fire. Gunfire employing illuminating pro* 
jectiles delivered to silhouette the enemy, aid ob
servation, and facilitate friendly troop movements.

illuminating grenade. See: grenade, illuminating, 
illuminating projectile. See: projectile, illuminating, 
illumination signal. See: signal, illumination.
illuminator, target. A transmitting device on a missile 

or off that is used in guiding on the target.
image frequency. In heterodyne frequency converters 

in which one of the two sidebands produced by beat
ing is selected: An undesired input frequency capable 
of producing the selected frequency by the same 
process.

The word ‘image* implies the mirror-like symmetry 
of signal and image frequencies about the beating 
oscillator frequency or the intermediate frequency, 
whichever is the higher.

imago piano. Optics. The plane in which the image 
lies or is formed. It is perpendicular to the axis 
of the lens and is at the focal point. A real image

ib



indicator, elevation deviation
ibc (abbr). ‘Incendiary.’
incapacitation criteria. See : casualty criteria.
incendiary, (inc) (incd) In nomenclature, indicate* 

thai an incendiary effect at the target it intended
incendiary bomb. (IB) See BOMB, INCENDIARY.
incendiary grendde. See grenade, incendiary.
incidence. 1 lie act of falling upon or affecting, ai 

ligh' upon a surface
incident ray. O/'lur. A ray of light which falls upon 

ot strikes the suifacc of an object such as a lens or 
mirror. It is said to be incident to the surface. 
< I reflected ray.

inclinometer. \n item that indicate s the altitude ■ >f 
a i artier with respect to the horizontal.*

Inconel. |A trademark name.) A nickel, chrome, and 
iron alloy designed f"i corrosion resistance at fairly 
high temperature,

incr (abbr). 'Increment.'
increasing twist. See : twiat, increaaing.
increment. An amount of propellant added to, or taken 

away from, a propelling charge of semifixed or 
separate loading ammunition to allow for differences 
in range. Increment, are commonly packed in 
propellant bags made of cartridge cloth, as for the 
main propelling charge.

independent line of lighting. A system for laying a 
gun, whereby the angle of site and the angle of 
elevation (range> mechanisms work independently of 
each other. With the employment of a rocker arm, 
the angle of elevation mechanism is interposed be
tween the cradle and the bottom carriage.

independent recoil ayatem. A recoil mechanism (which 
see) that has an independent recuperator, that is, 
the recuperator is entirely independent of the recoil 
brake in the recoil mechanism. Cf: dependent recoil 
ayatem.

independent recuperator. A hydropneumatic type of 
recuperator in which the hydraulic recoil brake and 
the compressed gas counterrecoil cylinders are en
tirely independent of each other. Cf: dependent 
recuperator.

indeterminate error. Firing. Error in firing which 
cannot be determined exactly.

index error. Difference between an actual reading and 
the correct reading on a compass, scale, or other 
instrument.

index of air, refractive. See: refractive index of air.
index of refraction. A number applied to a transparent 

substance which denotes how much faster light will 
travel in vacuum than through that particular sub
stance.

Indiana Arsenal. Ordnance Corps field installation, 
located at Charlestown, Indiana.

indicated airspeed. (IAS) See: airspeed, indicated.
indicator. 1. An instrument which presents informa

tion transmitted or relayed from some other source. 
Excludes items having a more specific name, such 
as ALTIMETER (as modified). 2. An item which 
provides visual presentation of data such as asimuth, 
bearing, range and position. It does not present 
specific data, such as volts and amperes obtained 
from electrical meters*

INDICATOR, AZIMUTH. An indicator for the dis
play of the terrestrial hearing of a target with 
respect to a fixed reference point.*

INDICATOR, AZIMUTH AND PANORAMIC. An 
indicator which presents the angle between a fixed 
reference point and a target, and an array of signals 
received from a segment of lhe frequency spectrum.*

INDICATOR, AZIMUTH DEVIATION. An indicator 
which presents the relationships between a target vnd 
the azimuth of a directional radio beam.*

INDICATOR, AZIMUTH-ELEVATION. An indi
cator that displays data for the determination of the 
terrestrial bearing and vertical spacing between a 
target and a common reference point.*

INDICATOR, AZIMUTH-ELEVATION-RANGE. An 
indicator that displays data for the determination of 
the terrestrial bearing, vertical spacing, and range 
between a target and a common reference point.*

INDICATOR, AZIMUTH, MECHANICAL. A device 
used to indicate the position of a target in relation 
to a gun and the longitudinal axis of the vehnle It 
is actuated by a ring gea; attached to a tank turret 
or gun carriage The scale pointers may he «e; 
independently by manual operation of a pointer knob 
Includes accommodations for a LIGHT, INSTRU
MENT for night operations.*

INDICATOR, AZIMUTH-RANGE. An indicator that 
displays data for the determination of the terrestrial 
bearing and range between a target and a common 
reference point.*

INDICATOR, BEARING. An indicator that displays 
data for the determination of the terrestrial bearing 
between a target and a fixed reference point.*

INDICATOR, BEARING-DISTANCE-HEADING. An 
indicator that display, data for the determination of 
the angle between a target and a fixed reference 
point, the spacing between two or more points in 
scalar values, and the angle between a point such as 
magnetic or true north and the longitudinal axis of 
the aircraft, ship, or ground vehicle in which it i, 
installed.*

INDICATOR, BEARING-RANGE. An indicator that 
displays data for the determination of the angle be
tween a target and a fixed reference point, and for 
the spacing between two points as determined by 
interpolation between nondeterminate reference in
dices.*

INDICATOR, COURSE. An indicator that displays 
the angular value of the course of an aircraft, ship, 
or ground vehicle.*

INDICATOR, COURSE-DISTANCE-TRACK. An 
indicator which displays the angle measured clock
wise from true north to a line connecting the point 
of origin and the point of destination, the spacing 
between two points, and the actual path of an air
craft relative to the ground.*

INDICATOR, ELEVATION. A component which 
presents visually the angle between a fixed reference 
point and a target.in a vertical plane. May include 
accessories.* Specif. Electrical instrument on some 
guns that fltotps the quadrant elevation to be 
used: it is part of a remote control system.

INDICATOR, ELEVATION DEVIATION. A com
ponent which presents visually the relationship be-

HMM
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tween a target ai d the elevation of a directional radio 
beam. May include accessories.*

INDICATOR, FAULT LOCATING. An item specifi
cally designed to indicate by means of push buttons 
and associated indicator lights the component of an 
electronic set, central or system, in which a mal
function has occurred.. It does not make quantitative 
or qualitative tests such as are provided by test sets.*

INDICATOR, FIN POSITION. An indicator specifi
cally designed to present visual information regarding 
the attitude of a guided missile's fin position.*

INDICATOR, HEADING. An indicator for the dis
play of -the angular value between true or magnetic 
north, and. the longitudinal axis of the aircraft, ship, 
or ground vehicle in which it is installed.*

INDICATOR, HEIGHT. A component which presents 
visually the vertical distance between two points. 
May include accessories.*

INDICATOR, HEIGHT-RANGE. An indicator that 
displays data for the determination of the vertical 
spacing and range between a target and a common 
reference point.*

indicator, moving target. See: MOVING TARGET 
INDICATOR GROUP.

indicator, pitch. An instrument for indicating the ex
istence and approximate magnitude of the angular 
velocity about the lateral axis of an airframe.

INDICATOR, PRELAUNCH CHECKOUT. An indi
cator which, when used with associated equipment, 
visually displays the operational readiness of a guided 
missile, and/or the carrier from which it is launched.*

INDICATOR, PRESSURE. An indicator which indi
cates the pressure of a gas or liquid in a given 
system.*

indicator, propellant temperature. A unit consist
ing of a standard cartridge case with propelling 
charge, but without primer. The cartridge rase is 
sealed with a plug through which the stem of a dial 
type thermometer e.-tends into the propelling charge. 
Th; unit is contained in a fiber container which is 
closed with a transparent plastic cover. The tempera' 
ture shown by the thermometer is used to determine 
the temperature corrections to be applied to firing 
table figures.

INDICATOR, RADIAC. An item designed to display 
radioactivity detection, identification, or computation 
data •

INDICATOR, RADIOLOGICAL. An item designed 
to display the occurrence of racioactivity above a 
predetermined value*

INDICATOR-RECORDER, TRANSMISSOMETER. 
A component which performs the dual functions of 
presenting visual information from other components 
or sets and makes a permanent representation of 
information received from other components or sets.* 

INDICATOR, STANDING WAVE RATIO. An item 
designed to determine the ratio of current or voltage 
at a loop in a transmission line or waveguide to the 
value of a node. May include the following: rectifier, 
amplifier, detector, adapters, couplings, meters, probes, 
radio frequency plumbing, accessories, and spare 
parts.*

INDICATOR, WHEEL ALIGNMENT. A composite 
group of gages and attachments, with or without run-

inertial guidance
way facilities, designed to measure the degree of 
caster, camber, kingpin angle, toe-in and/or turning 
radius of automotive vehicle wheels.*

indicator, wind component. Device which mechanically 
determines the range and deflection components of 
the computed wind that is equivalent to all true 
winds encountered by a projectile in flight.

indirect fire. Gunfire delivered at a target that cannot 
be seen from the gun position or firing ship.

indirect laying. Aiming a gun either by sighting at a 
fixed object, called the aiming point, instead of the 
target, or by using a means of pointing other than 
a sight, such as a gun director, when the target can
not be seen from the gun position.

indirect pointing. See : indirect laying.
induced angle of attack. See: angle of attack, induced.
induced drag. See: drag, induced.
Industrial Division. One of the principal divisions of 

the Office. Chief of Ordnance. Official symbol: 
ORDI

industrial installation, /tnny. Any installation of the 
Department of the Army primarily used in connection 
with the production of material, munitions, or sup
plies. See also: activity; command installation; 
installation; subinstallation.

industrial mobilisation. Transformation of industry 
and other productive facilities and contributory serv
ices from their peacetime activities to the fulfillment 
of the munitions program necessary to support the 
military effort.

industrial security. That portion of internal security 
which refers to the protection of industrial installa
tions, resources, utilities, materials, and classified 
information essential to protection from loss or 
damage by enemy-inspired action, other than as a 
result of organized military attack.

industrial security oflee. Any command, office, unit, 
agency, or person within a military department, de
signated by that military department as being re
sponsible for exercising control over industrial securi
ty matters at a facility for which that department is 
cognizant.

Inert. Descriptive of condition of a munition, or com
ponent thereof, which contains no explosive, pyro
technic or military chemical agent

inertia. The property of any material to resist change 
in its state of motion. See: setback force; cot 
forward force and cf: moment of Inertia.

inertia fuse. See: fuse, aoadelay.
inertial control Control exercised through inertial 

guidance.
inertial force. l.Gtntral. Force produced by change 

in magnitude and/or direction of velocity. 3. In 
the launching o' projectiles or missiles, large ac
celerations occur, which result in correspondingly 
large inerti’.i forces, called setback forces. See: 
setback frree.

inertial guidance. A kind of guidance effected by 
means of mechanisms that automatically adjust the 
nissile after launching to follow a given flight path, 
the mechanisms reacting to inertial forces during 
flight.
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int (abbr). 'Infantry.’
infantry mil. See : mil
infernal machine. Disguised or ck rrly concealed ex

plosive device, usually intended for sabotage Dis
tinguished from an ‘open bomb' (Beth terms now 
rarely used ) See: bomb, open.

infiltration. Movements of individuals or vehicles, sin
gular! ’ or in small groups at extende 1 and irregular 
intervals. This movement is used when a maximum 
of secrecy and deception is desired. It provides the 
best possible protection from enemy air observation 
and attack but is very difficult to control.

infinity. The extreme point of distance. In optics, 
the term is used to denote a distance sufficiently great 
so that light rays coming from that distance are 
practically parallel to one another.

infinity method. Method of adjusting two lines of 
sight to make them parallel. Lines are adjusted on 
an object at great distance, for example, a star.

inflammable. Preferred term is flammable (which see). 
Cf: nonflammable.

inflammable cargo. See : cargo claeaification.
influence fuse. See : FUZE, PROXIMITY.
infrared guidance. Similar to homing guidance, hut 

using heat-seeking technics, Cf: guidance ayatem.
infrared hominy set. See: HOMING SET, IN

FRARED.
infrared viewer. Device used to convert infrared light 

to visible light.
infraaonic frequency. A frequency below the audible 

range.
inhabited building distance. The minimum distance 

permitted between an ammunition or explosive loca
tion and any building used for habitation or where 
people are accustomed to assemble, except operating 
buildings or magarines. This distance is also ap
plicable to land outside the boundaries of Govern
ment establishments. Tables of distances may be 
found in the Ordnance Corps Safety Manual, ORPM 
7-224.

inherent stability. See: atabiiity, inherent
inhibited oil. Lubricating oil to which a compound 

has been added in order to prevent corrosion of the 
metal with which it is in contact.

inhibitor. 1. In general, an additive used to minimise 
an undesirable burning property. 2. A material ap
plied to surface*s) of propellant grains to prevent 
burning on the coated surface(s).

INHIBITOR, CORROSION, LIQUID COOLING 
SYSTEM. A compound composed of various chemi
cals to be added to cooling media to retard and/or 
prevent formation of rust, scale, sludge, and cor
rosion in cooling systems, such as in internal com
bustion engines. Excludes flush-out compounds.*

INHIBITOR, CORROSION, PETROLEUM FUEL. 
A composition of various chemicals, soluble in pe
troleum fuels, which is added to prevent corrosion in 
storage tanks, tankers, pipelines, and the like, in the 
distribution of petroleum fuels.*

INHIBITOR, CORROSION, WATER SOLUBLE. A 
mixture of chemicals formulated to inhibit corrosion 
of wet vapor blasted surfaces of ferrous metals. It 

is also added to rinsing water tn form a protective 
coating on the nietal upon drying. When of a single 
specific chemical, use specific chemical name. Ex
cludes CORROSION PREVENTIVE COM
POUND.*

initial aiming point Point on which a gun is sighted 
to establish a reference line from which direction 
angles for targets are measured. From *his reference 
line, other aiming points that give the direction of the 
targets are measured off. This method of aiming 
is used in indirect laying.

initial air apace. See: initial free space.
initial detonating agent. See: primary high exploaive.
initial free space. In interior ballistics, the portion of 

the effective chamber capacity not displaced by pro
pellant; initial air space.

initial lead. Amount a gun is pointed in front of, above, 
or below a moving target when opening fire. This 
amount allows for the distance the target will travel 
while the projectile is in flight.

initial mass. The mass of a rocket missile at the be
ginning of its flight.

initial point 1. First point at which a moving target 
is located on a plotting board. 2. Well defined point, 
easily distinguishable visually and/or by means of 
radar, used as a starting point for the bomb run on 
to the target. The distance from the initial point 
to the target will be governed by type of bombing, 
type of airplane, and altitude bombing.

initial radiation. The nuclear radiation accompanying 
an atomic explosion and emitted from the resultant 
fireball; immediate radiation. It includes the neu
trons and gamma rays given off at the instant of 
the explosion, and the alpha, beta, and gamma rays 
emitted in the rising fireball and the column of 
smoke. In contrast to residual radiation, its de
livery to persons and objects on the earth’s surface 
is terminated by the removal of the source (fission 
products in the atomic cloud) from within effective 
radiation range of the earth by the rising cloud.

laitial shot start pressure. In interior ballistics, the 
pressure required to start the motion of the pro
jectile from its initial loaded position. In fixed am
munition includes pressure required to separate pro
jectile and cartridge case and to start engraving the 
rotating band.

initial velocity. (IV) The projectile velocity at the 
moment that the projectile ceases to be acted upon by 
propelling forces. For a gunfired projectile the initial 
velocity, expressed in feet or meters per second, is 
also called 'muule velocity.' It is obtained by 
measuring the velocity over a distance forward of 
the gun, and correcting back to the muule for the 
retardation in flight For a rocket a slightly fic
titious value is used. The fictitious initial velocity 
is the velocity at the launcher which would produce 
the actual velocity at the point of burnout if there 
were no thrust The initial velocity of a bomb 
dropped from an airplane is the speed of the airplane.

initial yaw. The yaw of a projectile the instant it 
leaves the muule of a gun.

initiating agent An explosive material which has the 
necessary sensitivity to heat friction, or percussion 
to make it suitable for use as the initial element in
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an explosive train. See: primary high explosive; 
priming composition.

initiation. 1. A* applied to an explosive item, the be
ginning of the deflagration or detonation of the 
explosive. 2. The first action in a fuse which occurs 
as a direct result of the action of the functioning 
medium. 3. In a Jme fuze, the starting of the action 
which is terminated in the functioning of the fuzed 
munition.

initiation, base. Detonation initiated at the base (rear) 
of the charge.

initiation, peripheral. Simultaneous initiation of detona
tion around the entire periphery of a cylindrical 
explosive charge. It may be accomplished from point 
initiation by inserting a disc oi inert material, of 
proper dimensions, in the explosive column.

initiation, plane wav*. Simultaneous initiation at all 
points of the rear surface of the main explosive 
charge by a flat detonation wave, usually ac
complished by a composite explosive charge of proper 
dimensions.

initiation, point. Application of the initial impulse 
from the detonator to a single point on the main 
charge surface; for a cylindrical charge this point is 
usually the centei of one face.

initiator. A device used as the first element of an 
explosive train, such as a detonator or squib, which 
upon receipt of the proper mechanical or electrical 
impulse produces a burning or detonating action. 
It generally contains a small quantity of a sensitive 
explosive.

INITIATOR, CARTRIDGE ACTUATED. An item 
designed to provide gas pressure for activitation of 
various aircraft components such as canopy removers, 
thrusters, catapults, and the like.* See: propellant 
actuated d*vic*.

INITIATOR, ROCKET MOTOR IGNITER. An elec- 
tricallv ignited explosive device designed to actuate 
an IGNITER. ROCKET MOTOR.*

Injection preaaura. The pressure difference between the 
total pressure at the fuel outlet orifice and the 
pressure in the combustion chamber.

injector. Sfccif. A device for injecting fuel and an 
oxidizer into the combustion chamber of a rocket 
engine.

in-lia* ongin*. An internal combustion, reciprocating 
engine in which the cylinder* are arranged in one 
or more straight rows. Distinguished e*p. from 
a radial engine.

An in-line engine may be upright or inverted, and 
includes V or W engines. In-line engines are 
usually liquid cooled.

inner body. Any closed body located in the ramjet 
duct, around which the air taken into the diffuser 
must flow.

inner liner. The inner shell of a combustion chamber 
in certain jet engines, inserted to diffuse the com
pressed air in the chamber and maintain an efficient 
flame pattern. Also called a 'burner basket,' 'flame 
holder,' or 'flame tube.’

in-proc*** inspection. Inspection during process of 
production rather that after first assembly.

input Electrome cornetttrt. The information which 
i* transferred from external storage into the internal 

storage; a modifier designating the device performing 
this function.

INSERT, BODY ARMOR. A removable section de
signed for use in compartment* of ARMOR, BODY, 
FRAGMENTATION PROTECTIVE to resist pene
tration of fragmentation type missile* and sm^jl arm* 
projectiles* ।

insert earphones. Elfctroacoustics. Small earphones 
which fit partially inside the ear.

inspection by attribute*. An inspection system by 
which a product is inspected on the basis of either 
compliance or noncompliance without regard to the 
extent of deviation from the requirement. Use of 
‘go’ and *not-go’ gages, as applied to a dimensional 
requirement (attribute) is an example of inspection 
by attributes. Cf: inspection by variables.

inspection by variable*. An inspection system in which 
quautita’ive determination is made for each item in 
the sample of the characteristic being inspected, and 
the result recorded. The accumulated data are then 
analyzed statistically and decision made a* to ac
ceptability. Cf: inspection by attributes.

inspection engineering. The activity in connection with 
production engineering (which see) involving design 
of test methods and equipment, design of inspection 
equipment, development of quality assurance pro
visions. and preparation of specific itions.

INSPECTION PENETRANT. An oil or estar base 
liquid used with a developer to detect surface flaw* 
in metals, ceramics, glass, and some plastic*. Pene
trant* will reveal only defects which are open to 
the surface and which are of sufficient magnitude 
to permit rm rance of the penetrant by capillary ac
tion. The penetrant remains in the opening until it i* 
withdrawn by the greater capillary action of the 
developer.*

inspection pen*traat developer. A finely divided ma
terial of high capillarity which provide* an idea) 
background for good contrast with inspection pene
trants.*

inst (abbr). ‘Instantaneous.’
installation. Jritiy, Land and the improvements there

on, under the control of the Department of the Army, 
at which functions of the Department of the Army 
are carried on, and which has been established by 
order of the Department of the Army. Where located 
contiguously or on the same reservation, the combined 
property is designated as one installation and the 
separate facilities are designated as activities a’ that 
installation. Installations are classified for com
mand purposes as follows:

< Inrz 1 installation. One which is under the com
mand of the commanding general of a Zone of In
terior army.

class II installation. One which is under the com
mand of the head of a Department of the Army 
agency. Sec also: activity; command installation; 
industrial installation; subinstallation

installation kit. A collection of items, not all having 
the same basic name, which are of a supplementary 
nature to a major component or equipment. The 
items within the collection are used to physically 
establish and install an accessory or equipment to an 
operational conoqion or to the component or equip*
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nient. Il ni.i' lontain in-ti in tioli sheets but does not 
include the access.m or viuipinent to l>< installed 
Excludes MODIEll AVION KIT (as modified); 
PARTS KI I las modified): REP\!R KI I (as 
modified ).*

inaUntaneoua fuie. See : fuie, superquick.
instantaneous recording. ZJ.. rr..m oi.jiu a A refold

ing which is intended for direct reproduction without 
further processing.

instruction. Electronic computers. A set of characters 
whic.i defines an operation together with one or more 
addresses (or no address) and which as a unit, causes 
the computer to operate accordingly on the indicated 
quantities. The term ‘instruction’ is preferable to 
the terms ’command’ and ‘order’; command is re
served for electronic signals; order is reserved for 
‘the order of the characters' (implying sequence) or 
‘the order of the interpolation,’ etc.

instrumental error. Repeated error due to faulty ad
justment of an instrument or to a defect in it. Also 
called systematic error. ,

instrument light. See: LIGHT, INSTRUMENT.
intake manifold. See : manifold.
integrating accelerometer. See: accelerometer, inte

grating.
integrating circuit. A circuit whose output voltage is 

proportional to the product of the Instantaneous ap
plied input voltages and their duration. So ne such 
circuits are made to give output proportional to in
put frequency and amplitude.

INTEGRATOR. A mechanical device for ascertaining 
the area and moments relative to any axis of any 
figure by tracing its outline.*

integrator. 1. Electronic computers. A device whose 
output is proportional to the integral of an input 
signal. 2. See : INTEGRATOR.

intellectual property. Intangible creations of the mind, 
including inventions, useful ‘know-how,’ technical 
and ornamental designs, and literary, art and other 
products of man's ingenuity.

interearrier sound. The method employed in those 
television receivers which make use of the television 
picture carrier and the associated sound carrier to 
produce a frequency-modulated signal whose center 
frequency is equal to the difference between the two 
carrier frequencies.

interceptor missile. Specif. A guided missile used to 
intercept aircraft or guided missiles. See also: 
antimissile missile.

interchangeable assembly. Assembly in which any ami 
all mating parts will assemble and function properly 
without the need for any machining or fitting at as
sembly. There are also instances in which a sub
assembly must be interchangeable in the complete 
assembly, although the parts within the subassembly 
need not necessarily be interchangeable.

interchangeability list. I'chicles. List of |>arts which 
are common to and interchangeable among various 
types of general purpose and combat vehicles.

INTERCOMMUNICATION SET. A complete wired 
system specifically designed to provide two-way voice 
communication which may be amplified. It may be 
supplemented by signal devices, between any two

intermediate range ballistic missile
stations or from one station to any number of other 
stations in the set.*

intercontinental ballistic aeiaaile. (1CBM) A ballistic 
missile which has a range of not less than 5000 nauti
cal miles.

interdiction. The prevention or destruction of, or in
terference with, enemy movements, communications, 
and lines of communication, as by gunfire, shelling, 
or bombing; the acticn of making it very difficult for 
the enemy to move from one place to another.

interdiction bombing. Bombing done for purposes of 
interdiction.

interdiction Are. Gunfire delivered in the process of 
interdiction; specif., the fire placed on a specified 
place, as a railyard, assembly area, crossroad, or the 
like, and intended to prevent its effective use.

interface. 1. The boundary between two medi.** 
especially as transited by a propagated wave, eg, 
the inner surface of the bore of a gun. 2. The 
boundary, electrical or mechanical, existing between 
two systems or components.

interference, (interf) 1. The aerodynamic influence of 
two or more bodies on one another. 2. Phjtsics. 
The effect of superimposing two or more trains of 
waves. The resulting amplitude is the algebraic 
sum of the amplitudes of the interfering trains. 
When two sets of spherical waves interfere, a system 
of stationary nodes and antinodes is formed, which 
in optics is known as interference fringes. See: 
interferometer. 3. Radio commVnicalion. The dis
turbance of reception owing to strays or undesired 
signals. 4. Radar. Confusing signals accidentally 
produced on the indicator by the effects of either 
friendly or enemy electrical apparatus or machinery 
or by atmospheric phenomena. 3. Receivers. In a 
signal transmission system, either extraneous power 
which tends to interfere with the reception of the 
desired signals, or the disturbance of signals which 
results, d. The total amount of deformation which 
must be effected in order to force an internal mem
ber into a smaller external member.

interference AL See: At
interferometer. An apparatus used to produce and 

show interference between two or more wave trains 
coming from the same luminous area, and also to 
compare wave lengths with observable displacements 
of reflectors, or other parts, by means of inter
ference fringes. An interferometer is frequently used 
to obtain quantative information on flow around 
bodies in wind tunnels. See: interference.

interior ballistics. See: ballistics.
interlacing. A technique in television scanning where

in, if the lines are sequentially numbered, all the odd- 
numbered lines are scanned first, following which 
all the even-numbered lines art scanned.

intermediate frequency. In superheterodyne reception, 
a frequency resulting from the combination of the 
received modulated carrier frequency and the locally 
generated oscillator frequency.

An intermediate frequency is so called because it 
lies between the modulated radio frequency and audio 
frequency.

intermediate range ballistic missile. (IRBM) A 
ballistic missile which has a range of approximately 
1500 nautical miles.
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intermittent jet. Sec BNGINB, PtJLSK-JXT. 
intermodulation. Elrciroacimttut. The modulation of 

the component* of a complex wave by each other in 
a nonlinear system.

internal ballistic!. ‘Interior ballistics' ii the preferred 
term. See: ballistic!.

internal combusUoa engine. Any engine in which the 
presiure of gases formed by combuition of fuel ia 
directly used to give the engine motion; a
piston-driven engine of this type that converts back- 
and-forth movement into rotary movement by means 
of a crankshaft.

This term is sometimes applied to jet engines, and 
in its broad meaning can be applied to rocket engines ; 
the common designation for engines of this type, 
however, is 'reaction engine.*

internal combuatioa reciprocating engine. An internal 
combustion engine that converts back-and-forth 
movement into rotary movement.

international candle. An international unit of luminous 
intensity which is the light emitted by five square 
millimeters of platinum at solidification temperature.

international foot. That unit of length which is one- 
third of the international yard, which see, and is the 
exact equivalent of 304.8 millimeters. The interna
tional foot and appropriate multiples and submulti
ples thereof have been prescribed for use by the 
Ordnance Corps. Cf: U. S. survey foot.

international heat teat, 7S°C. See : heat testa.
international inch. That unit of length which is one 

thirty-sixth of the international yard, which see, and 
is the exact equivalent of 25.4 millimeters. The 
international inch has been prescribed for use by the 
Ordnance Corps.

international nautical mile. That unit of length estab
lished by international agreement as the exact equiv
alent of 1852 meters. The international nautical 
mile has been prescribed for use by the Ordnance 
Corps.

international ponnd. That unit of mass established 
by international agreement as the exact equivalent 
of 0.45359237 kilogram. The international pound 
and appropriate multiples and submultiples thereof 
have been prescribed for use by the Ordnance Corps, 

international yard. That unit of length established by 
international agreement as the exact equivalent of 
.9144 meter. The internatiunal yard and appropriate 
multiples and submultiples thereof have been pre
scribed for use by the Ordnance Corps.

interpolator. A simple calculating device used to give 
fractions of the units of firing data that ar« com
puted by a percentage corrector or by other instru
ments which correct observed data for the effect of 
wind, speed, direction, etc.

Inter-Range Instrumentation Group. (IRIG) A De
partment of Defense advisors group composed of 
representatives from principal missile ranges in the 
II. S.. the function of uhich is to present recom
mendations in the field of instrumentation to the 
commanders <>f the ranges and to other Government 
organizations requiring the service.

interrogation. Eltclronict. The act of transmitting 
radar pulses to trigger a radar beacon for purposes of

ion 
identification and navigation; the pulses themselves. 
Also called the ‘challenge.*

interrogator, (intg) An electronic device for trans
mitting challenging or interrogating pulses for re
ception and response by a transponder; also the radio 
or radar beacon used for this purpose.

The interrogator is one component of •*■..: inter
rogator-responsor (which sec).

interrogator-responaer. An electronic device combining 
a transmitter for sending pulses interrogating a 
transponder and a receiver for receiving and dis
playing the answering pulses of the transponder. 
This device consists of an interrogator and a re- 
sponeer.

INTERROGATOR SIT. A complete electronic set 
specifically designed to transmit predetermined sig
nals for reception by coordinated tisuspending equip
ment and receive and interpret the reply of the tran
sponding equipment. It may also transmit signals 
for the remote actuation of additional equipment, such 
as indicators, servo amplifiers, and the like *

INTERROGATOR-TRANgPONDBR SIT. A com
plete electronic set which combines the functions of 
an INTERROGATOR SET and TRANSPONDER 
SET*

interrupted Are. Automatic fire delivered in short series 
of bursts.

interrupted-screw breechblock. See: breechblock, ia- 
terrupted-screw.

interrupter. A barrier in a fuse which prevents trans
mission of an explosive effect to some element beyond 
the interrupter. Used to obtain fuse safety (which 
see).

interrupter gear. A synchronising gear for machine 
guns, so called because it interrupts the firing mech
anism of the gun or guns to allow a propeller blade 
to pass the mussle.

intervrrlometer. An electrical device used in bombing, 
by which data is preset in order to drop a desired 
number of bombs at a constant predetermined in
terval.

iatraliae distance. The minimum distance permitted 
between any two buildings within an explosives 
operating line. The distance is expected to protect 
buildings from propagation of explosions due to 
blast effect. Tables of distances may be found in the 
Ordnance Corps Safety Manual, ORDM 7-224.

intrusion. For a fuse which ia partially housed within 
the missile, the length of that portion of the fuse 
which intrudes.

inventory control. Integrated materiel inventory 
management to include: cataloging direction, re
quirements computation, procurement direction, dis
tribution management, rebuilt direction, and disposal 
direction.

inverted engine. An in-line engine in which the 
cylinders are placed below the crankshaft

INVERTER, VIBRATOR. A device which through 
use of an interrupter vibrator and associated trans
former or othe inductive device changes a direct 
current input to an alternating current input*

ion. A particle consisting of a positively or negatively 
charged atom or group or atoms.



167ion engine
ion engine. A species of reaction engine in which 

thrust is obtained by ejection of a stream of ionized 
atomic particles.

ION EXCHANGE COMPOUND. A chemical agent 
used to soften water by demineralization and to treat 
other compounds by means of a chemical substitution 
of positive and negative radicals of compounds 
(ions). Includes natural and resinous types of 
zeolites. Mo.t types are capable of being regen
erated.*

ionisation chamber. An instrument consisting es
sentially of a clos'd chamber or tube of air or gas 
with two electrodes, used for detecting and measur
ing nuclear radiation.

Radiation passing through an ionization chamber 
ionizes the air or gas in the chamber, permitting 
detection and measurement of the radiation by elec
trical means.

ionosphere. See : atmospheric shells.
Iowa Ordnance Plant. Ordnance Corps field installa

tion, located at Burlington, Iowa.
1RBM (abbr). ‘Intermediate range ballistic missile.* 
IRE (abbr). Institute of Radio Engineers’
IRFNA itibbr}. ’Inhibited red fuming nitric acid.’
IRIG (abbr) ‘Inter-Range Instrumentation Group.*
IROAN concept. |/ns|>ect, repair only its necessary.) 

A concept embracing tins approach Io maintenance 
rebuild and held repair activity. The concept limits 
this maintenance activity to those repairs determined 
necessary upon inspection. This type of repair does 
not change any previous reliability or |>erformancc 
requisites.

iron sight. Any metallic gunsight, as a blade sight, 
as distinguished from an optical or computing sight.

irreversible steering gear. The steering gear of a 

IV
vehicle so designed as to prevent transmittal of wheel 
deflections to the steering wheel or control. See: 
reversible steering gear.

irritant gas. A nonlethal gas, causing irritation of v.ie 
skin and flow of tears. Any ode of the family of 
‘tear cases’ used for training and riot control. Set: 
tear gas

ISA (abbr). ’Instrument Society of America.*
isobar. A chart line drawn through points of equal 

barometric pressure. Isobars are drawn on weather 
charts to indicate instantaneous pressures over a 
certain area for the same time o‘ day.

iaobarie adiabatic flame temperataro. Adiabatic flame 
temperature attained in a constant pressure system. 
See: adiabatic flame temperature.

iaoehoric adiabatic flasna temperature. Adiabatic flame 
temperature attained in a constant volume system. 
See: adiabatic flame temperataro.

isolead curve. Curved line, on a chart or diagram, used 
to show how far ahead of a moving target a weapon 
must he aimed to allow for the time the projectile 
takes to reach the target. The isolead curve con
nects points of equal lead on the chart or diagram.

iso-octane. An octane with a particular branch struc
ture (2, 2, 4-trimethylpentanc) that gives it high anti 
knock value when used in liquid fact. Called ‘octane* 
for short. See also: octane numb«r.

ieotberm. A chart line drawn through points of equal 
temperature.

item name. A basic name, or basic name followed by 
those modifiers necessary to differentiate between 
item concepts for items having the same basic name. 
Example: TRUCK, CARGO. See also: basic name 
and nomenclature.

IV (abbr). ‘Initial velocity.’



jacket. 1. Cylinder of steel covering and strengthening 
the breech end of a gun or howitzer tube. 2. The 
water jacket on some machine guns. 3. See jacket, 
ballet

jacket, ballet. A metal shell surrounding a metal ore. 
the combination comprising a bullet for small a. ms. 
The jacket is either composed of, or coated with, a 
relatively soft metal such as gilding metal (which 
see) which engages the rifling in the bore, causing 
rotation of the bullet.

jam. 1. Of a machine gun, full-automatic, semiauto
matic or other firearm: To stick or become inopera
tive because of improper loading, ejection, or the 
like. 3. To make the transmissions of a radio un
intelligible; to make a radio or radar set ineffective, 
either by the use of counter-transmissions or by the 
use of a confusion reflector. See: electronic jam
ming. 3. An instance of jamming.

jamming. 1. Electronic jamming. 2. Of equipment: 
That jams.

jamming device. Any device used to transmit ot re
flect electromagnetic waves for jamming purposes.

JAN (<iW>r). Joint Army-Navy.' (Often pronounced as 
a word.)

JANAF (Mr). ‘Joint Army-Navy-Air Force.’ (Often 
pronounced as a word.)

JANAP (Mr). ‘Joint Army-Navy-Air Force Publica
tions.* (Often pronounced as a word.)

JATO (Mr). 'Jet assisted takeoff.’ (Often pronounced 
as a word.)

jato, reverse. See: rocket motor, ravaraa.
jato unit A ROCKET MOTOR, consisting of one or 

more continuous type combustion units closed at one 
end, with a noaale type opening (s) at the other end 
containing a propelling charge which, when ignited, 
creates a gas pressure that is expelled through the 
noasle(s), exerting a propulsion action. The item is 
normally used to assist the initial action of the main 
propulsion unit(s). Terms JATO and JATO UNIT 
discontinued as official names in favor of ROCKET 
MOTOR or ROCKET ENGINE.

JCS (abbr). ‘Joint Chiefs of Staff.’
jeep. A one-quarter ton, four-wheel-drive, utility 

vehicle in wide use in all services.
Jefferson Proving Ground. Ordnance Corps field in

stallation, located at Madison, Indiana.
jo). Variant of ‘gel.*
jollied gasoline. See: CHEMICAL AGENT, IN

CENDIARY OIL.
jerry can. A five-gallon, flat-sided, narrow can, adapted 

from a German-made can, easily stacked and trans
portable, and adapted by special openings for dis
charging fuel. Also call'd 'blitz can.' Slang.

This term is sometimes written solid, jerrican, a 
French spelling of the English loan word. See also: 
CAN, GASOLINE, MILITARY.

jet. 1. A jet stream (which sec) 2. a. In a carburetor, 
a nozzle or tube <4 a predetermined size for metering 
the flow of fuel b. The fuel flow so metered. 3. A 
jet engine. 4. A jet airplane 5. As pertains to shaped 
charge ammunition: a. From a lined charge: The 
slender, generally fastest moving part of a liner 
after collapse, b. From an unlined shaped charge: 
The central stream of high-velocity gases produced 
upon detonation.

jet assist. 1. An assist in thrust given an airplane or 
missile by use of a jet engine or a jato unit. 2. The 
unit that provides this assist. Cf: rocket assist

jet assisted takeoff. (JATO) A takeoff assisted by use 
of a jet stream, especially that of a ROCKET 
MOTOR. See also: jato unit.

jet breakup. As pertains to shaped charge ammunition: 
Breaking cf jet into discrete particles. The time of 
breakup is a factor in effective penetration. Bifurca
tion : radial breakup of the jet into two distinct jets. 
Poly’urcation : radial breakup of the jet resulting in 
two or more distinct jets.

jet engine. 1. A species of reaction engine, namely, 
an engine that takes in air from outside for use as 
a fuel oxidizer and projects a jet of hot gases back
ward to create thrust, the gases being derived from 
combustion within the engine. 2. In a broader 
sense, any reaction engine. Obsolescent.

JET FUEL. A liquid petroleum distillate refined 
e>|>ecially for use in jet engines. Excludes PRO
PELLANT (as modified).*

jet horsepower. The thrust horsepower of jet stream, 
jet motor. A ROCKET MOTOR. See: jet engine, 
jet-propelled. (JetPj Specif. Propelled by one or 

more jet engines (esp. sense 1), as in jet-propalled 
aircraft, jet-propelled missile, jet-propelled sqnadron.

jet propulsion. (JP) Propulsion by means of a jet 
of gas or fluid; specif., propulsion by means of a 
jet engine (sense 1) or engines.

Jet Propulsion Laboratory. (JPL) Government-owned, 
contractor-operated installation located at Pasadena, 
California. The contractor is the California Insti
tute of Technology. Formerly operated as an agency 
under the U. S. Army Ordnance Corps, with responsi
bility for research and development in jet and 
rocket propulsion and associated problems including 
aerodynamics and guidance. This agency was trans
ferred to the National Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration, effective 3 December I95H

jet strsam. The stream of gas or fluid expelled by 
any reaction device, esp. the stream of combustion 
products expelled from a jet engine, rocket engine, 
or rocket motor.

jet thrust. The thrust (which see), measured in pounds, 
developed by a jet engine, rocket engine, or the 
like, in reaction to its jet stream; tpeeif., the thrust 
of a jet engine.
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169 Jupiter C
distribution through the approved offices of distribu 
non within the Army, Navy, and Air Force.

Joliet Arsenal. Ordnance Corps field installation, lo
cated at Joliet, Illinois. ,

jolt and jumble testa. A standardised program of tests 
intended to simulate the shocks to which various 
components of ammunition are subjected in transpor
tation and handling.

Jomlny test. A test to determine the hardenability cf 
steels. It is conducted by cooling the end of a bar 
of the test steel under standard conditions in a pre
scribed manner and determining the resulting hard
ness pattern.

JP (abbr). ‘Jet propulsion.'
JPL (abbr). ‘Jet Propulsion Laboratory.’
jump. 1. Movement of a gun tube or barrel when the 

gun is fired. 2. Angle of jump, which see.
JUNCTION BOX. An inclosure of other than cast 

metal designed to house, mount and protect, but does 
not include wiring connections or electrical devices 
such as terminals and/or terminal boards, switches, 
jacks, fuseholders, connectors, circuit breakers and 
the like.*

Jupiter. Name applied to an Army-developed inter
mediate range ballistic missile. Utilises liquid fuel 
and inertial guidance. Capable of carrying a thermo
nuclear warhead

Jupiter C. Army research vehicle built to lest com
ponents of the Jupitrr. Used for developing nose 
cones and for launching Explorer satellites. First 
stage uses Redstone engine. Upper stages arc solid 
propellant rockets.

jet vane
jot vaas. A fixed, adjustable, or movable v<m placed 

directly in a jet stream to improve stability or con
trol, especially at low speeds

jet velocity. I. The velocity o( a jet stream, usually 
measured with respect to surrounding air. 2. Per
taining to shaped charge ammunition: The measured 
velocity is usually the velocity of the tip of the 
moving jet after detonation of the charge but before 
penetration of the target. For conical liners in 
cylindrical charges, the tip moves fastest, the tail of 
the jet slowest, with a gradient of velocities between.

jewel. See bearing, jewel.
jig. Mechanical. A device fastened to or inclosing 

a piece of work. It is a special tool designed to give 
the location of work during actual machining and 
must be equipped with facilities for guiding cutting 
tools, such as drills, to insure all parts manufactured 
with the help of a particular jig shall conform to 
duplicate dimensions.*

jitter. The jittering or unstable motion of a signal on 
a cathode-ray screen.

jitter, beam. See : beam jitter.
joint. Of a force, organisation, operation, plan, mission, 

etc.; Belonging to, or carried out by, two or more 
military services of the same nation, as in ‘joint 
campaign,' 'joint board,' 'joint command.'

When all services are not involved, each participat
ing service should be identified, as in 'Joint Army
Navy operation.'

Joint Army-Navy-Air Force Pnblieatione. (JANAP) 
A series of publications produced by supporting 
agencies of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and intended for
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K
K. 1. In artillery ground fire, a factor to be applied 

to the actual range to a point in order to determine 
the range which must be bred to hit that point. The 
K factor is the result of registration and/or the 
solution of a meter.-1 ■rical message. It is ex
pressed as ‘plus' < us' so many yards per
thousand units of actual r. ■. If: K transfer. 2. 
The ratio of propellant surface to nozzle throat area.
3. Kelvin scale (which see)

K-14 eight. A gyroscopic computing gunsight em
ploying a mechanical range-control system.

K-18 sight. A gyroscopic computing gunsight employ
ing an electrical range-control system.

kamikaze. [Japanese ‘divine wind.’] 1. An action 
taken by certain Japanese pilots during WW II, in 
which they flew their airplanes as missiles against 
Allied targets, involving self-destruction on the part 
of the pilots; any like action performed by any 
pilot. 2. Short for ‘kamikaze airplane,’ ‘kamikaze 
attack,* or ‘kamikaze pilot.'

Kankakee Ordance Works. Ordnance Corps held 
installation, located at Joliet, Illinois. A sub-installa
tion of Joliet'Arsenal.

Kansas Ordnance Plant. Ordnance Corps field installa
tion, located at Parsons, Kansas.

Kantrowits-Donaldson difluser. See: difluser, Kantro- 
, wits-Donaldson.
Katusha. A type of Russian mutiple rocket launcher 

used in WW II, operating cither from fixed or mobile 
installations.

he (abbr). ‘Kilocycle(s).'
kea (abbr). 'Kilocycles per second.’
K damage. See: damage categories.
keeper. 1. A dowel or pin used to keep piston rings 

from moving out of a fixed position. 3. Loop that 
holds straps or cords together. Keepers are used 
on gun slings, etc.

Kelvin seale. (K) A temperature scale that uses 
centigrade degrees, but makes the zero degree signify 
absolute zero.

In this scale, water freezes at plus 273.16 degrees 
and boils at 373.16 degrees.

This scale is named after the first Baron Kelvin 
(1824-1907), English mathematical physicist and in
ventor.

KEROSINK. A refined medium liquid petroleum 
distillate used as an illuminant in lamps and as fuel 
in stoves. Excludes KEROSINE, DEODORIZED; 
illuminating oil, petroleum and pro
pellant, KEROSINE.*

key. 1. Propellant actuated devices. Small mechanical 
component in a PAI) mechanism which acts as a 
restraint to limit the direction of motion of a 
component. 2. Electronic computers. A group of 
characters usually forming a field, utilized in the 
identification or location of an item; a marked lever 
manually operated for copying a character, e.g., 

typewriter, paper tape perforator, card punch manual 
keyboard, digitizer or manual word generator

keyh >ling. Tumbling of bullet in flight usually caused 
by failure of the bullet to receive sufficient spin from 
the rifling in the barrel.

KEY, MACHINE. An item of solid metar, usually 
square or rectangular in cross section, usually longer 
in relation to its width and thickness, with or without 
a head, designed to fit into a slot on an axle or shaft, 
and into a mating slot in a hub or boss of a wheel, 
gear, pulley.*

Keystone Ordnance Works. Ordnance Corps field in
stallation, located at Meadville, Pennsylvania. A sub
installation of Ravenna Arsenal.

KEY, WOODRUFF. An item in the form of a seg
ment of a disk, which may have a flat bottom, with 
or without projecting shoulders, designed to fit into 
a keyway in an axle or shaft, and into a matching 
slot in the hub or boss of a wheei, gear or pulley.*

K-gun. A type of Navy gun in the shape of a ‘K’ 
for firing depth charges on arbors.

kick. 1. Violent backward movement of a gun after 
being fired, caused by the rearward force of the 
propellant gases acting on the gun. 2. Move back
wards under the force of a propelling explosion. In 
both meanings, also called ‘recoil.’

kill. 1. A term used alternatively with K damage, de
structive damage. See: damage categories. 2. To 
cause a person or animal to die. 3. To destroy an 
aircraft or other vehicle.

kill probability. Probability that, given a hit, a single 
projectile or missile will kill the target against 
which it is fired. See also: single shot probability.

kiloton. The explosive energy of 1000 tons of TNT. 
Cf: megaton.

kinetic energy ammunition. Ammunition designed to 
inflict damage to fortifications, armored vehicles or 
ships by reason of the kinetic energy of the missile 
upon impact. The damage may consist of shattering, 
spalling or piercing. The missile may be solid, or 
may contain an explosive charge, intended to function 
after penetration. Cf: chemical energy ammunition.

kinetic load. The correction or allowance made for 
the relative motion of a target when computing the 
lead angle in gunnery. Cf: ballistic lead.

KINGPIN, FIFTH WHEEL. A metal item designed 
for mounting to a fifth wheel coupler or fifth wheel 
upper plate to provide a towing and pivot connection 
between a truck-tractor or dolly and the semitrailer.*

KINGPIN, STEKR1NG KNUCKLE. A hardened 
metal pin, with or without a head, designed to con
nect the wheel spindle to the front axle to permit 
vehicular steering. May be grooved, slotted or- 
threaded to accommodate a locking device and drilled 
or grooved for lubrication.*

Kingsbury Ordnance Plant Ordnance Corps field in
stallation, located at Laporte, Indiana.
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K, internal
K, iatsraaL The ratio of propellant surface which 

must discharge past any constricted region to the 
area at that region, at the most restricted portion 
of a rocket motor.

Kirkwood-Brinkley's theory. In terminal ballistics, a 
theory formulating the scaling laws from which the 
effect of blast at high altitudes may be inferred, based 
upon observed results at ground level. See: Bach’s 
theory.

KI starch paper test. Test applied to check the stability 
of nitrocellulose, a sample of which is heated to 65.5*C 
in a glass tube in which is placed a piece of paper 
impregnated with potassium iodide and starch. The 
stability is measured by the length of time required 
for the products of decomposition to discolor the test 
paper. Specifications require that the paper shall not 
be discolored in less than 35 minutes.

kit bag. A closed baglike container, to be carried as a 
piece of luggage, designed to hold a group of related 
special purpose items.*

kit case. A caselike container, to be carried as a piece 
of luggage, especially designed to hold a group of 
related special purpose items.*

KITS, ANTBNNA. An item consisting of one or 
more plane or winglike surfaces, which derives its 
lifting power from the inclination of its axis to the 
wind, and which is used to hoist and hold aloft aa 
antenna.*

kit, maintenance. See: maintenance kit
kit, modilcatioa, guided miaoilo launcher. See: 

MODIFICATION KIT, GUIDBD M1MILK 
LAUNCHER.

kit rocket conditioning. See: CONDITIONING KIT, 
BOCKBT.

KK damage. See: damage categorise.
klystron. A vacuum tube for converting direct-current 

energy into radio-frequency energy by alternately 
slowing down and speeding up an electron beam, 
utilising the transit time between two points to

171 K traaafer
produce a velocity-modulated electron stream to de
liver radio-frequency power to a cavity resonator. 
The term is applicable to an ultra-high-frequency 
amplifier, or generator, that combines the velocity
modulation principle with one or more cavity resona
tors to produce and/or utilise a velocity-modulated 
beam of electrons. See: ELBCTBON TUBE.

knife, tieack. See: BATONBT-KNIFB.
KNOB. An item of various shapes designed to be 

gripped by the fingers to transmit motion to other 
devices. May include detachable or nondetachable 
shaft, stud, pointer, or skirt. It may have reference 
markings in the form of dots, arrows, hairlines, and/ 
or symbols which may be used in conjunction with 
a calibrated panel, vernier indicator, and the like to 
indicate the position or motion of Hons such as 
switches, valves, variable capacitors and the like. 
For items having a maximum diameter of three 
inches or more, excluding skirt and for all items, 
regardless of sise, having spoked or simulated spoked 
com traction, see: HANDWHEEL.*

knock. A detonation (which see, sense 3).
knot (kt) A velocity of one nautical mile per hour, 

i.e., 1.1508 statute miles per hour.
known datum point A clearly visible point to which 

the asimuth and range are known.
kaown-distaacs Bring. Practice firing when the 

distance between the weapon and the target is knoem.
knaeUs pin. See: KINGPIN, STEERING KNUCKLE, 
buckle peoL Xmerneffer. The vertical arm er poet 

of the steering knuckle on which the knuckle is 
pivoted.

kopfring. A metal ring which is attached to the nooe 
of a bomb to reduce its penetration in earth or water.

KT (Mr). ‘Kiloton.*
K transfer. In artillery ground fire, the shift «t fire 

from one point to another in the transfer limits of 
the piece, the actual range being corrected by applica
tion of the K. See: K.



L (Mr). Chemical agent, ‘lewisite* (war gas).
labsM cargo. Cargo of a dangerous nature, such as 

explosives, flammable or corrosive liquids, and the 
like, which is designated by different colored labels 
to indicate the requirements for special handling and 
storage. Examples of such colored labels are:

label, green. A label required on shipments of 
nonflammable gases.
label, red. A label required on shipment of articles 
of a flammable nature.
label, white. A label required on shipments of acids 
or corrosive liquids.
label, yellow. A label required on shipments of 
flammable solids and oxidising materials.

laboratory notebook. Notebook to be kept by engineers, 
scientific and laboratory personnel for the purpose of 
recording by dates the projects undertaken, work 
performed, and results achieved. All entries should 
be dated, signed and witnessed in such manner that 
the notebook serves not only as a technical record 
but also as a useful legal document for establishing 
the dates of conceptions, inventions, etc., ia connec
tion with patent claims.

LACQVBB. A clear or pigmented liquid coating com
position which, when applied iu a thin layer, sets and 
dries rapidly to form a solid film chiefly by evapora
tion of the solvent portion of the vehicle. It is com
posed basically of a cellulose derivative and/or a 
blend of resins such as vinyl, acrylic, polystyrene, 
and the like, mixed in a solvent, with or without the 
addition of plasticizers. Excludes all heme that are 
mechanically strippable.*

lacrimator. A chemical agent of the tear gas type. 
See: tear gat

Lacrosse. Name applied to an Army surface-to-surface 
guided missile used by ground forces for attack of 
enemy strong points, such as pill boxes. Employs 
solid fuel and command guidance.

Lacrosse target raaglag set tost seL See: TB8T SBT, 
GUIDED MISSILE TARGET BANGING SBT.

LADDBR, BOTATING, ABBIAL. A ladder with an 
adjustable metal base attached thereto, designed to 
be mounted on a motor truck or trailer. It is ad
justable to various angles of inclination and rotation 
and is used for overhead installation and maintenance 
work.*

Lake City AreeaaL Ordnance Corps field installation, 
located at Independence, Missouri.

Laminac. A proprietary polyester resin containing 
styrene, which becct.res self-hardening when a suit
able cataiysi is added. Used as an adhesive and 
binding agent.

laminar boundary layer. A boundary layer character
ized by laminar flow.

temlmv flow. A nonturbulent airflow over or Jout an 
airfoil or other body, made up of thin parallel layers.

LAM MP (abbr). ‘Lower acceptable mean maximum 
pressure.*

lamp unit A sealed item containing a light source 
and one or more of the following: reflector, loss, 
shade and/or mask. It is designed to be a replace
ment unit for a specific type light. Use application 
type modifier such as stop light*

lamp, vehicle. Lighting device mounted on a vehicle. 
Types include:

backing: A lighting unit mounted on rear end of 
vehicle and intended to illuminate road to rear.
doom: An interior lighting unit mounted m top of 
vehicle.
'mad: A lighting unit on front of vehicle intended 
primarily to illuminate road ahead of vehicle.
heed: A lighting unit mounted under hood of ve
hicle to illuminate engine compartment 
isspirtiau: A portable lighting unit connected by 
extension cord to lighting system of vehicle. 
Instrument: A lighting unit mounted on instru
ment board and intended to illuminate instrumsate 
panel: A lighting unit mounted either in rear panel 
or in corners of dosed vehicle.
side: A lighting unit mounted on either side of 
vehicle and intended primarily as a cm liter to 
indicate location of vehicle. Side lamps cover 
types generally known as bullet, cowl, fender or 
parking, pillar or wind-shield lamps.
spot: A lighting unit, mounted on a manually 
operated adjustable bracket, which has oik focus
ing-type reflector and one focusing-type light 
source.
etsp: A lighting unit mounted on exterior ot ve
hicle and intended primarily to illuminate step or 
running board.
tail: A lighting unit used to indicate rear end of 
vehicle by means of a ruby sight

land. 1. Firetnu. One of the raised ridges In the 
bore of a rifled gun barrel. See: rifliag. 1. EUt- 
trooeomtiea. The record surface between two ad
jacent grooves of a mechanical recording.

landing craft Craft which is especially designed for 
beaching, unloading or loading on the beach, and 
retracting.

LANDING CRAFT, MECHANIZED. (LCM) A twin
propeller, steel landing craft, with a ramp bow, de
signed to land military equipment, such as trucks, 
trailers, and tanks directly on the beach, and to re
tract under its own power.*

landing ship. Large type assault ship generally over 
200 ft long which is designed for long sea voyages 
and for rapid unloading over or onto a beach.

LANDING VBMICLB, TRACKED. (LVT) A track 
propelled vehicle, with or without armor protection 
or fixed armament, for use in amphibious landing 
operations to carry personnel or cargo on rough 
waters, over coral reefs and other obstacles. Ex
cludes CARRIER, CARGO, AMPHIBIOUS.*

LANDING VBMICLB, WMBBLBD. A self-propelled 
wheeled vehicle designed to transport cargo and/or
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173landmark
personnel on land or water * Popularly railed 
‘DUKW’, pronounced 'duck'

landmark. Land mine warfare. A feature, either 
natural or artificial, that can he accurately deter
mined on the ground from a grid reference.

lane marker. Land mine warfare. Used to mark a 
minefield lane Lane markers at the entrance to and 
exit from the lane will be referenced to a landmark 
or intermediate marker.

land mine. See : mine, land.
language, (lang) Electronic computer!. A set of 

symbols, with rules tor the combination of these 
symbols, which may be used to express information, 
such that the sum of the number of symbols and the 
number of rules is much smaller than the number 
of distinct expressible meanings. Sec also: code.

Langweiler charge. See : charge, traveling
LANYARD, FIRING A cord or cable of specific 

length usually with a hook on one end and a handle 
on the opposite end. It is designed to be attached to" 
a component of the firing mechanism of a gun, 
rocket launcher, smoke puff discharger or the like 
and is used to fire the weapon by remote control. 
Excludes LANYARD, LINE THROWING GUN 
and LANYARD, PISTOL.*

LANYARD, PISTOL. An assembly of a* cord, slides, 
and a fastening device, generally used by military 
police. It is worn looped over the shoulder with the 
end attached to the pistol.*

LAOD (abbr). ‘Los Angeles Ordnance District*
LARC (abbr). [Lighter, Amphibious, Aesupply Cargo.] 

(Usually pronounced as a word.) An over-the-beach 
amphibious wheeled vehicle designed to deliver gen
eral cargo from ship to inland storage or distribution 
areas.

Lark. A Navy rocket-powered guided missile, designed 
as a short-range antiaircraft weapon.

LASKR (abbr). ‘Light amplification by stimulated 
emission of radiation.'

lash-up. A model or test sample of equipment re
quired in the testing of a new concept or idea which 
is in the embryo stage. See also: mockup; produc
tion model; prototype (proproduction) modeL

latch. Sfecif. A device designed to fasten a rocket in 
or on a launcher prior to firing.

latent defect. A flaw or other imperfection in any 
article which is discovered after delivery to the Gov
ernment. Usually, latent defects are inherent weak
nesses which normally are not detected by examina
tion or routine tests, but which are present at time 
of manufacture and are aggravated by use.

lateraL 1. Situated at the side, coming from the side, 
directed toward the side. Said esp. of an aircraft’s 
movements or attitudes. A To one side of a line, such 
as the observer-target line in control of fire.

lateral acceleration. See: acceleration, lateraL 
lateral adjnataMnt correction. See: lateral deflection 

angle.
lateral deflection angle. The horisontal angle repre

senting the difference between the asimuth of the 
target at the instant of firing and the aaimuth at 
which the gun must be pointed in order to hit the 
target. It is the algebraic sum of the principal lateral 
deflection angle and the lateral pointing correction.

appr„ rhnate toiertl de/lecliM angle. An approxi-

launcher and rocket, aircraf:
nution ut the principal lateral deflect ion angle oh 

tained by multiplying an instantaneous lateral 
angular velocity by a time of flight.
lateral pointing correction. That part of the lateral 
deflection angle due to causes other than the travel 
of the target, such as wind, drift, and lateral 
adjustment correction.
principal lateral deflection angle. That part of the 
lateral deflection angle due to the change in the 
azimuth of the target during the time of flight.

lateral deflection setting. The setting on the lateral 
deflection scale of the sighting mechanism of the 
gun, corresponding to the lateral deflection angle.

lateral deviation. Horizontal distance between the point 
of impact or burst and the gun-target line.

lateral jump. The horizontal angle between the plane 
of fire and the plane of departure.

lateral lead. The horisontal angle by which the gun 
must be traversed to the right or left of the line 
of position for the trajectory to pass through a mov 
ing target. It is equal to the algebraic sum of the 
principal lateral deflection and the lateral pointing 
correction.

lateral observation. Observation of gunfire from a 
point considerably to the right or left of the line of 
fire.

lateral pointing correction. See: lai oral deflection angle.
lateral ::.>si?ace derivatives. See: derivatives, lateral 

reaistaaee.
lateral stability. See: stability, lateraL
lathe. A machine tool used principally for shaping 

articles of metal, wood, or other material by causing 
the work to revolve while tlse cutting tool, held either 
by hand or a mechanical holder, is applied to the 
work.*

lattice. Navigation. A pattern of fixed lines of position 
established by a system of radio or radar trans
mitters.

lattice energy. £hem. The energy required to separate 
the ions of a crystal to an infinite distance from each 
other.

lattice network. Elec. A network composed of four 
branches connected in series to form a mesh. Two 
nonadjacent junction points serve as input terminals, 
while the remaining two junction points serve as 
output terminals.

launch. 1. To release or send forth, under its own power 
only, a rocket missile, robot bomb, or the like from 
a special launcher, rack, ramp, or other device or in
stallation. 2. To drop or release an aerial torpedo 
from an aircraft S. To catapult, especially to cata
pult or discharge a torpedo from a torpedo tube or to 
catapult an airplane, as from a ship's deck.

laaacher. A structural device, airborne, fixed, mobile, 
portable, seaborne, or transportable, designed to 
support and hold in position for firing a rocket or 
guided missile. It may have limited means for di
recting the flight. It is not equipped with any form 
of powered device for catapulting the rocket or 
guided missile into the air.* .

launcher adapter. See: adapter, laaacher.
LAUNCHIR AND ROCKKT, AIRCRAFT. An item 

consisting of a launcher and rocket(s). It is de
signed to he attached to an aircraft, and after firing.



launcher, grenade law of reflection
the launcher may be expendable and jettisoned in 
flight.*

LAUNCHES, GRENADE. A device designed to hold 
a grenade in position (or firing but does not itself 
propel the missile. Excludes LAUNCHER, ROCK
ET*

LAUNCHER, HELICAL RAIL, GUIDED MISSILE. 
A helical rail launcher formed in a right-hand helix 
of not lea* than 10 degrees and not more than 30 
degree*. It is designed with a hydraulically powered 
system for positioning the rail les* than 45 degree* in 
azimuth and les* than 90 degree* in elevation. May 
be equipped with automatic missile test set, firing 
panel and sighting device.*

launcher line. /fin-off. For a single launcher, thq 
axis of its bore ’ etc Med For a multiple launcher, 
the mean of the single launcher lines. Ci: elective 
launcher line.

LAUNCHER-LOADING RACK, GUIDED MISSILE. 
An item having the dual function of a LAUNCHER, 
MONORAIL, GUIDED MISSILE or a LAUNCH
ER, HELICAL RAIL. GUIDED MISSILE and a 
RACK, LOADING, GUIDED MISSILE. Specifi
cally designed for storing, erecting, and firing a 
guided missile.*

LAUNCHER, MONORAIL, GUIDED MISSILE. A 
single rail missile launcher designed to rotate 360 
degree* left or right front an azimuth position and 
90 degree* in elevation.*

LAUNCHER, MONORAIL, ROCKET. A single rail 
rocket launcher with retractable undercarriage, out
rigger* and leveling jack*. It it designed to rotate 
les* than 45 degree* in azimuth and les* than 90 de
gree* in elevation. It may be equipped with lighting 
unit and firing panel.*

LAUNCHER, PLATFORM, GUIDED MI88ILI. A 
platform launcher which i* designed to rotate through 
360 degree* in azimuth, and to launch the miuile at 
90 degree* in elevation. Exclude* LAUNCHER, 
ZERO LENGTH, GUIDED MISSILE.*

LAUNCHER, ROCKET. A launcher designed to sup
port and hold in position for firing a rocket(s). It 
may be fixed or portable. See also: LAUNCHER 
(a* modified).*

LAUNCHER, ROCKET, AIRCRAFT. A launcher 
designed for aircraft installation. It is designed for 
attaching, arming, releasing and/or ejecting one or 
more ROCKET (as modified). See also: LAUNCH
ER, ROCKET; LAUNCHER, MONORAIL, ROCK
ET*

Various types of aircraft rocket launcher* are 
normally identified by a word or term in parentheses 
identifying the kind of launcher a* follows: aircraft 
rocket launcher (automatic'); aircraft rocket launcher 
(duplocement), a kind of launcher that swing* rocket* 
front carrying position into firing position; aircraft 
rocket launcher (drop), a launcher that drops the 
rocket before ignition; aircraft rocket launcher (full 
automatic), a kind of launcher requiring only opera
tion of the firing switch to fire and launch a number 
of rocket* automatically; aircraft rocket launcher 
(Poet), a launcher carrying the rocket on a post or 
posts fitted to the rocket motor tube; aircraft 
rocket launcher (rail), a launcher carrying the 
rocket on rails; aircraft rocket launcher (temiauto- 

matic), a launcher requiring operation of both feed
ing and firing switch; aircraft rocket launcher (tree), 
a kind of launcher having a central stem with rocket
bearing branches; and aircraft rocket launcher (lube- 
lar), a launcher carrying the rocket in, and launching 
it through, a tube.

launcher, tower. A missile launcher that is vertical 
(or nearly so) and high enough to give directional 
stability to the missile. Also called ‘vertical tower 
launcher.'

launcher, uro length. A short mobile launcher, de
signed essentially to hold the object launched in 
position for launching, not to give it guidance.

LAUNCHER, ZERO LENGTH, GUIDED MISSILE. 
A launcher which breaks physical contact with a 
missile immediately upon firing. Exclude* LAUNCH
ER, PLATFORM, GUIDED MISSILE.*

aunChing and handling rail, guided missile. See: 
RAIL, LAUNCHING-HANDLING, GUIDED MIS
SILE. .

launching angle. Specif. The angle between the 
horizontal and the longitudinal axis of a rocket or 
missile at the time of launching.

LAUNCHING CONTROL GROUP, GUIDED MIS
SILE. A group which provides facilities for moni
toring and controlling two or more launching

• sections.*
aunehlug platform. A platform from which a guided 

missile or the like is launched or fired. Also called 
a ‘firing platform.’ See: LAUNCHER, PLATFORM, 
GUIDED MISSILE; LAUNCHER, ROCKET.

launching rail. See: LAUNCHER, MONORAIL, 
GUIDED MISSILE; LAUNCHER, MONORAIL, 
ROCKET; RAIL, LAUNCHING-HANDLING, 
GUIDED MISSILE.

launching ramp. A ramp used for launching an air
craft or missile into the air.

LAUNCHING SHOE, MISSILE-ROCKET. An ir
regular shaped item specifically designed for mating 
with the rails of a launcher to' impart the rotating 
or straight motion required to maintain stability of 
a guided missile or rocket in flight.*

launching ait*. 1. A site from which launching is done, 
such a* a site used for the German V-l and V-2 of 
WW II. 2. The platform, ramp, rack, or other in
stallation at such a site. .

LAUNCHING STATION, GUIDED MISSILE, 
SEMITRAILER MOUNTED. A specifically de
signed mobile missile launching station equipped to 
assemble, test, and launch a guided missile.*

aunchiag tab*. A tube used to guide a rocket miuile 
or other >..'ojectile during launching. See: LAUNCH
ER, ROCKET.

LAW (abbr). ‘Light antitank weapon.’
law of burning. Interior balliitice. The rate of re

gression of the burning surface equals qP», where 
P is the pressure. In Bennett's table (BRL R-993), 
q is called the qufekMM (which see) and r = H. In 
Rbggla's charts, r = 0.7.

law of refection. Optic*. The angle of reflection b 
equal to the angle of incidence; the incident ray, 
reflected ray, and the normal, all lie in the same 
plane.

a



law of refraction 175 length, characteristic
law of refraction. Optict. When light is passing from 

a lighter medium to a denser medium, its path is 
deviated toward the normal; when passing into a less 
dense medium, its path is deviated away from the 
normal. The amount of deviation is determined by 
means of the equation for the index of refraction for 
the two media involved.

lay. 1. To direct or adjust the aim of a weapon. J. 
Setting of a weapon for a given range, or for a 
given direction or for both.

Not usually applied to shoulder or hand arms in 
either sense.

layout Plan or design, as illustrated by sketches or 
drawings, to determine feasibility or practicability.

LC (abbr). ‘Light case.'
lehr (abbr). ‘Launcher?
LCM (abbr). ‘Landing craft, mechanized.'
LD (abbr). ‘Line of departure?
LB (abbr). ‘Lew explosive?
leeching. The treatment of a solid material with a 

liquid capable of extracting the soluble portions.
lead. [Rhymes with ‘feed.*! 1. The action of aiming 

ahead of a moving target with a gun, bomb, rocket, 
or torpedo so as to hit the target, including whatever 
action is necessary to correct for deflection. Z The 
lead angle. Z The distance between the moving 
target and the point at which the gun or missile 
ia aimed. 4. The number of diameters for one com
plete turn of the rifling. Sec: rifling. Z An explosive 
train component which consists of a column of high 
explosive, usually small in diameter, used to transmit 
detonation from one detonating component to a 
succeeding high explosive component. It is generally 
used to transmit the detonation from a detonator to 
a booster charge. Also called ‘explosive lead? 6 
The distance a screw advances axially in one turn. 
On a single-thread screw, the lead and fitch are 
identical; on a double-thread screw, the lead is twice 
the pitch, etc. See: pitch, sense 2.

lead angle. 1. The angle between the line of sight to 
a moving target and the line of sight to a point 
ahead of the target, at which point a missile is aimed 
so as to strike the target. Z A dropping angle.

A lead angle (sense 1) may include corrections 
for gravity and wind effects upon the missile and 
also for other deflection effects if the launching de
vice is also in motion, as well as for the motion of 
the target However, a lead angle is not to be con
fused with a fleflectioa angle (which see, sense 3), 
which need not represent a lead.

load aside. Primary high explosive (which see) used 
in small quantities (as In detonators) to set off other 
explosives. Lead aside, Pb(Ns)g, as usually pre
pared, consists of colorless crystals. This agent has 
largely replaced mercury fulminate in military am
munition

lead bullet In small arms ammunition, indicates a 
bullet composed of lead or of a composition with a 
high percentage of lead.

lead chart A chart or table giving the leads necessary 
to strike a moving target under various conditions, 
such as the distance to the target and its speed and 
direction of travel

lead computer. Device for calculating leads to hit a 
moving target. It is often a device in the sights or 
meunt of a machine gun that automatically gives the 
proper lead when the target is tracked by the gun. 
See: SIGHT, LE^D COMPUTING, AUTOMATIC.

lead curve. Line on\a chart, which records in graphic 
form the lead involved in aiming a weapon at a 
moving target.

leader cable. A navigational aid consisting of a cable 
around which a magnetic field is established, mark
ing the path to be followed.

lead in. A lead (sense Z which sec), that conducts a 
detonating impulse into an explosive-loaded eavity.

loading edge. The edge of an airfoil, as of a wing, 
propeller, or stabilizer, which first meets or bites 
the air.

loading Are. Fire delivered ahead of a moving target 
to allow for its motion

lead marks. Small marks on the eyepiece of a tele
scope by means of which the angular lead to allow 
for the motion of a target may be calculated.

lead out A lead (sense S, which see), that conducts 
a detonating impulse out of an explosive loaded 
cavity.

load styphaate. A primary high explosive (which see). 
It forms reddish-brown rhombic crystals. It Is a 
relatively poor initiator of detonation but baa found 
use as a cover charge for lead azide and aa aa 
ingredient of priming compositions because of its 
relative heat sensitivity. Used extensively in some 
explosive trains.

leaflet bomb. See: BOMB, LEAFLET.
oaflet projectile. See: projectile, leaflet

leaf eight Rear sight for small arms, hinged so that 
it can be raised for aiming or lowered to keep it 
from being broken when not in use. A leaf sight 
contains a peep sight that can be moved up and down 
to make adjustments for range.

leakaaco. A reciprocal of insulation resistance.
leaker. Popular term for bomb or projectile filled with 

a chemical agent, which is leaking the cosMnta and 
contaminating the surrounding area.

loan mixture. A fuel-air mixture containing a low 
percentage of fuel and a high percentage at air, as 
compared with a normal or rich mixture; lean fuel 
mixture.

LeDuc system. An empirical method for solving the 
interior ballistics problem, based upon the assumption 
of a simple formula for the velocity-travel curve. 
This formula, which assumes a hyperbolic curve for 
this relationship, was evolved by Captain A. LeDuc, 
a French Artillerist

left hand twist See: twist, left hand.
left trail. Left hand part of a split-type gun trail
LBG, MOBTAB MOUNT. An item which, in con

junction with a similar item, aids in the support of a 
MORTAR (as modified) as a component of a 
MOUNT, MORTAR*

Leaape Ordnance Modification Center, Ordnance Corps 
field installation, located at Newark, Delaware.

laagth, characteristic. ProfMoa, The ratio of ths 
chamber volume to its nossle throat area. A measure
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length-diameter ratio ' 176 lift force or component
of the length of travel available for the combustion 
of the propellants.

length-diameter ratio. See: fineness ratio.
length of bora. Length of the bore, as measured from 

the rear face of the tube or barrel to the muzzle. 
Also called ‘length of tube,’ ‘length of barrel,’ or 
‘length of cannon.’ May be expressed in inches or 
calibers.

lama. 1. An item of transparent material, usually glass, 
having two opposite regular surfaces, either both 
curved, or one curved and the other plain, having 
refractive properties for changing the direction of 
light rays to create a true image of an object. A 
lens may be composed of one element (single optical 
form), one cell (group of elements), or two or more 
cells used as a unit. It may or may not include the 
lens mount and light regulating devices contained 
in or attached to the lens mount. 2. A transparent 
or translucent item designed to inclose or be placed 
in fron» of a light source. Sections of the lens may 
be opaque. It may include the holder. It is designed 
to be a replacement unit for a specific type of light, 
such as SPOTLIGHT, VEHICULAR* J. An insert 
placed within an explosive charge and shaped so that 
the detonation wave front set up in the explosive 
emerges from the insert with a different curvature 
from that with which it entered. See also: barrier 
material; wave shaper.

LENS, INFBABED BECEIVEB. A lens used as the 
eye piece of an infrared viewer or receiver. May in
clude gaskets, rings and spacers.*

tens ayetem. Optic*. Two or more lenses arranged 
to work in conjunction with one another. When in 
proper alignment, the principal axes will be coincident 
and the system can be referred to as a ’centered lens 
system.*

lethal area. In terminal ballistics, a figure of merit, 
having the dimension of area, which permits predic
tion of tie number of casualties a missile may be ex
pected to produce when employed under specified 
conditions. An equation has been evolved stating the 
relationship between the lethal area and the numerous 
factors affecting its numerical value.

lethality criteria. See: casualty criteria.
lethal radiua. The distance from point of burst or 

ground sero at which a projectile, missile, or the like 
will probably destroy a target or kill persons. Cf: 
damage radius.

lethal range. See: lethal radius.
Lotterkensy Ordnance Depot Ordnance Corps field 

installation, located at Chambersburg, Pennsylvania.
letters patent Patent lev. Open letters. Specif. An 

instrument proceeding from the Government and con
veying a right authority, or grant to an individual for 
the exclusive right to make and sell a new invention. 
Familiarly termed a patent, which see.

level bombing. Bombing in which bombs are released 
in level flight

leveling. Adjusting any device, such as a launcher, 
gun mount or sighting equipment so that all hori- 
sootal or vertical angles will be measured in the true 
horiaontal and vertical planes.

leveling circuit An r-c filter circuit used to level out 
fluctuations of a bias voltage.

LEVEL, MOBTAB MOUNT. A device which utilizes 
a cylindrical VIAL, LEVEL. It is designed for use 
in leveling a MOUNT, MORTAR *

level point A point on the descending branch of the 
trajectory at the same altitude as the muxsle of thq 
gun. Same as the point of falL

LEVEL, BIFLE GBENADE LAUNCHES SIGHT. 
A device which utilizes a cylindrical VIAL, LEVEL. 
It is an integral part of a SIGHT, RIFLE GRE
NADE LAUNCHER*

lever. Mechanical. A rigid item capable of turning 
about one point, or axis, and in which are two or 
more other points where forces are applied. It is 
designed for use on mechanical assemblies to trans
mit or modify force and motion. Excludes ARM 
(as modified) and BELL CRANK.*

LEVEB, BREECHBLOCK, COCKING. A lever that 
activates the firing pin. It is one of the component 
parts of the breechlock of an artillery weapon.*

LEVEB, LOADEB-BAMMER A mechanically acti
vated lever, designed to feed ammunition into the 
gun breech from the magazine. It is one of the com
ponent parts of the loader-rammer of an artillery 
weapon.*

Lewie gun. [After Col I. N. Lrtcw (1858-1931), U. S. 
Army, inventor.) A gas-operated machine gun with 
a horizontal drum magazine, manufactured in several 
modifications. Now obsolete.

lawicite. (L) See: CHEMICAL AGENT, LEWIS
ITE.

LF (abbr). ‘Low frequency.’
llonam. Patent law. Authority granted by the owner 

of a patent to another person empowering the latter 
to mat* and/or use the patented article for a limited 
period or in a limited territory. Cf: aadgnawnt; 
exelualve lieenae; grant.

lift. 1. That component of the total aerodynamic forces 
acting on an airfoil or on an entire aircraft or 
winged missile, perpendicular to the relative wind, 
and exerted, normally, in an upward direction oppos
ing the pull of gravity. See: croeawlad foree. 2. A 
contrivance for lifting heavy weights, as in a fork 
lift truck.

lift, aerodynamic. See: lift (sense 1).
LIFT BAB 8ET, SOCKET HANDLING. A set con

sisting of two or more items of barlike construction 
designed to facilitate lifting and carrying rocket(s). 
May have special ends.*

lift eootteient. A factor that relates the aerodynamic 
lift of a projectile or airfoil .a its projected area, its 
velocity relative to the medium, and the density of 
the medium.

lift direction. Street analytit. The direction b the 
plane of symmetry perpendicular to the relative wind. 
See: ehord direction; drag direction.

lift/drag ratio. Aerodynamic*. The ratio of the lift 
to the drag of any body.

lift fire. 1. Advance the range of fire by elevating the 
muzzle of a weapon. 1 Cease or suspend fire.

lift f&-.e or component Street analytit. A foree or 
component in tne lift direction. See: ehord foree er 
component; drag foree or component; aide force or 
csmpsniat



lifting plug line of aim
lifting ping. Threaded eye bolt which fits into the fuse 

cavity of a separate loading projectile, permitting the 
heavy projectile to be handled by means of a wineh.

LIFT, MOTOR VEHICLE. A pov er-operated device 
consisting essentially of a vertically movable sup
porting structure for elevating motor vehicles to a 
height convenient for maintenance operations.*

LIGHT, AIMING POST. A light specifically designed 
to supply illumination on a POST, AIMING for night 
operation. It consists of a battery case, lamp housi’\ . 
toggle switch, lamp hood, and filters.*

light antiaircraft artillery. Conventional antiaircraft 
artillery pieces, usually under 90 mm, the weight of 
which in a trailed mount, including on carriage fire 
control, does not exceed 20,000 pounds. Self-prop*.led 
versions are rated in the same category as the trailed 
version.

light artillery. All guns and howitzers of IOS-mm cali
ber (4.13 inches) or smaller.

light case bomb. See: bomb, light case.
lighter, fuse. Sec: IGNITER, TIME BLASTING 

FUSE.
lighthouse tube. Sec: ELECTRON TUBE.
LIGHT, INFRARED TRANSMITTER. A light spe

cifically designed for use with an infrared transmitter 
to emit energy in the infrared spectrum. May in
clude lamp-holder, filter and lens.*

LIGHT, INSTRUMENT. A compact, sealed, electrical 
component, specifically designe to supply direct il
lumination for reticles in optical instruments, dials 
and/or scales and level vials on mechanical devices. 
May include battery source, filters, cables and con
trols for intensity of illumination. Provides method 
of securing. Do not use if a more specific name 
exists.*

light asachiae gu. (I.MG) Any machine gun includ
ing, or lighter than, a caliber JO, air-cooled machine 
gun.

LIGHT, MONOCHROMATIC. A light source which 
provides monochromatic light of specified microinch 
wave length for laboratory use. The light is inclosed 
in a wood or metal housing and includes a diffusing 
glass, transformer, switch, cord and plug.*

Lima Ordnance Modification Ceatar. Ordnance Corps 
field installation, forming part of the Ordnance Tank
Automotive Command, located at Lima, Ohio.

LIMBER. A two-wheeled vehicle designed primarily 
to support the trail section of a gun carriage while 
in transit. It has facilities for attaching to a prime 
mover. See also: BOGIE, ARTILLERY; TRAILER, 
CANNON and TRAILER, GUN CARRIAGE.*

limber. To attach a gun to its LIMBER.
limit Hmaneiirrfpg method. Method of dimensioning 

and tolerancing wherein the maximum and minimum 
permissible values for a dimension are stated specifi
cally to indicate the size or location of the element in 
question. In the ease of location dimensions the high 
limit (maximum dimension) shall be placed above 
the dimension line and the low limit (minimum di
mension) shall be placed below the line. In the case 
of sise dimensions, the limit representing the maxi
mum material condition shall be placed above the 
dimension line and the limit representing the mini
mum material condition shall be placed below the line.

When the limits are specified in the corm of a note, 
the dimension which otherwise would appear above 
the line shall precede the other. ’

limited production type. See: type classification.
limited standard type. See: type classification.
limited traverse. Restricted movement of a gun to 

right or left. The restriction may be caused by 
mechanical devices or by natural obstacles.

limiter. Eltctronict. A circuit which limits the maxi
mum positive or negative values of a wave form to 
some predetermined amount. It is used in frequency 
modulation systems to eliminate unwanted variations 
of amplitude in received waves.

limiting. The action performed upon a signal by a 
limiter.

limitiag velocity. See: terminal velocity (sense 1).
limit of Are. 1. Any angular limit, established for 

safety purposes, for firing at a towed aerial target.
3. The boundary of an area within which gunfire is 
placed. '

limits. In dimensioning, the maximum and minimum 
values prescribed for a specific dimension. The limits 
may be of size if the dimension concerned is a size 
dimension, or they may be of location if the dimension 
concerned is a location domcusion.

limit stop. An arm or part used to limit angular 
motion, as of a gun turret.

limit velocity. Armor and firojtctilt totting. Lowest 
possible velocity at which any one of the complete 
penetrations is obtained. Since the limit velocity is 
difficult to obtain, a more easily obtainable value, 
designated aa the ballistic limit, is usually employed.

linear. 1. Pertaining to or of the nature of a line. 3. 
A linear relationship exists between two quantities 
when the change in ooc quantity if exactly propor
tional to the change in the other quantity.

linear acceleration. Acceleration in a straight line; 
tfitcif., acceleration along the longitudinal axis of a 
projectile, missile or aircraft

linear taming rate. The distance normal to any burn
ing surface of the propellant grain burned through 
in unit time.

linear charge. See: charge, linear.
linear electro-mechanical actuator. See: ACTUATOR, 

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL, LINEAR.
linear explosive actuator. See: ACTUATOR, EX

PLOSIVE, LINEAR.
linear scan. A radar scan projected and fixed in a ' 

straight line; used esp. in sector scanning to increase 
the intensity of the echoes.

linear speed method. Method of calculating firing data 
in which the future position of a moving target is 
determined by finding the direction of flight ami the 
ground speed of the target By multiplying the 
ground speed by the time of flight of the projectile, 
the future position is determined. See: angular 
travel method.

linear velocity. Velocity In a straight line.
line charge. See: charge, Hue.
line item. See: roquiMtioa Hue item.
Uno of aim. A line from a person's eye, as that of a 

gunner or bombardier, through a sight along which 
aim is taken.
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line of collimation 178 liquid cooled engine
The line of aim may or may not be directed at the 

target; in allowing for lead with fixed eight*, for 
example, the line of aim i* ahead of the target. Cf: 
Mao of aft,h. (sente 1).

Mae of eoUiautioa. Line which pane* through the 
optical center of the objective lent of the initrument 
and the point of reference at the point of principal 
focu*.

Hao of departure. (LD) 1. The direction of a pro
jectile at the instant it clear* the muxil* of the gun. 
3. The direction of a bomb or rocket at the initant 
of launching.

In sensr 1, the line of departure may be coincident 
with the funbore line, or, in the caie of an *<rcraft- 
mounted gun, it may be the retultant of the aircraft 
velocity vector and the muule velocity vector.

Mae of elevation. The prolongation of the bore when 
the piece i< set to fire.

Mao of falL Line tangent to the trajectory at the level 
point.

Mae of fire. The flight path or path* followed by 
projectile* fired from a weapon or group of weapon*.

Mae of flight The line of movement, or the intended 
line of movement of an aircraft, guided miaiile, 
projectile, or the like in the air.

The line of flight may or may not be coincident 
with, or parallel to, the longitudinal axi* of the air
craft, projectile, etc.

Ha* of tanpact Line tangent to the trajectory at the 
point of impact

Mae ef obeervatien. Line from a position finder to a 
target at the exact time of a recorded observation.

Mao of peaitioa. The straight line connecting the point 
of origin with the point of poiition.

The point of origin is usually the gun or a position
finding instrument Thus, corresponding to the three 
positions of the target there are the line of position 
at observation, the line of present position, and the 
line of future position. Cf: Mae of ait*.

Mae of eight 1. Line of vision; optical axis of an ob
servation instrument; the straight line between an 
observer’s eye and a target or other observed object 
or spot along which sight is taken. Cf: Mae of aim; 
Maa of site. 3. The straight line from a transmitting 
radar antenna in the direction of the beam, esp. to
ward a target -

Mae of site. Straight line between the origin of the 
trajectory and the target. Cf: Mae of eight Some
times also called Ma* of politico.

Uaer. 1. Inner tube in a cannon, which bears the rifling 
and which may be replaced when worn out 3. De
tachable plastic or fiber inner layer of a metal hel
met; helmet liner. 3. Metal inner box usually with 
soldered or welded seams, designed as an inside 
container for placing within a sturdily constructed 
exterior container for protection of ammunition or 
explosives against deterioration. 4. Cone of material 
need as an integral part of shaped charges; a shaped 
charge liner. See also: charge, shaped.

Maer aaeeasMy. Pertaining to shaped charge ammuni
tion : A Meer (sense 4) plus the part* immediately at
tached, all functioning as a unit These can be liner 
with spitback tube, plus cap or cup.

iiaer collapse. The collapte of the liner of a shaped 
charge into jet and slug a* a result of detonation. 
See: jet; liner (sense 4); slug.

liner, conic. A shaped charge liner of conical shape. 
See: liner (sense 2).

liner, fuse cavity. A thin-walled lining in the fuse 
cavity of a bursting charge.

line throwing cartridge. See: CARTRIDGE, CALI
BER ,J2 LIMB THROWING; CARTRIDGE, CALI- 
BIB .45 LINK THROWING.

LINE THROWING DEVICE. An item which fires or 
launches a line carrying projectile. May include ap
plicable equipment such as projectiles and lines.* 

line throwing gun. A gun used as a LINK THROW
ING DBVICB, which see.

line throwing projectile. See: PROJECTILE, LINB 
THROWING GUN.

LINK, CARTRIDGK. A unit part of a belt, link 
(which see) by means of which ammunition is fed 
into automatic weapons.

link chute adaptor. A unit attached to a gun to allow 
link ejection chute to be fastened to the gun, and 

to lead ejected links to the chute.
tanked ammunition. Cartridges fastened to one another 

side by side with metal links, forming a belt, tank 
(which see) for ready feed to a machine gun.

link ejection chnte. A chute or passage attached to 
a machine gun, through which links are thrown or 
conveyed to' a desirec* point after being separated 
from the cartridges. Such a chute may be either 
fixed or flexible. See also: CHUTK, BJECTION.

tank, sad. See: LINK, CARTRIDGE.
LINKBR-DBLINKBR, 30 MILLIMBTBR, HAND.

A machine designed to assemble or disassemble 
metallic disintegrating linked belt for rapid fire 20 
millimeter ammunition.*

LINKBR-DBLINKBR, 30 MILLIMBTBR, POW
ERED. A device designed to power link or delink 
20 millimeter ammunition pertaining to short range 
antiaircraft gun*.*

LINKER, 30 MILLIMBTBR, POWBRBD. A de
vice specifically designed to pouer link 20 millimeter 
ammunition.*

LINK PILLBR, CARTRIDGE. A filler piece for 
linked ammunition, used to prevent the trailing loop 
from catching when leaving the feed system.

taak-loadlag asachiae. Machine that quickly load* am
munition into interlocking metal links, which in turn 
form an ammunition belt for certain types of auto
matic weapon*.

LINK, RBLEASB, FLOAT. An item designed to con
tain an explosive charge and to connect a float to a 
switch box submerged under water. The float surfaces 
when the link is ruptured by the explosive charge to 
provide a means of locating the switch box.*

Mak stretch. The change in the center to center dis
tance of the individual rounds of belted ammunition 
a* the load is applied.

liquid eool.d eagiae. An engine having a water 
jacket around the valve ports, combustion chamber, 
and cylinders, and a radiator for dissipating the 
heat from the cooling liquid into the surrounding air.
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liquid oxygen local procurement
At a rule, liquid cooled engine, me a pump for 
circulating the cooling liquid.

liquid oxygta. See; OXYGBN, LIQUID; PBOPIL- 
LANT, OXYGIN.

liquid propellaat A propellant in a liquid state, aa 
distinguished from a solid propellant May be classi
fied as monopropellant, bipropeilant, and some
times multipropellant. Used in rodcet engines. 
See also: bipropellaat; moaopropeUaat; multipropel- 
Uut; PBOPILLANT (st modified); BOCXIT IN
GINS; solid propellaat.

liquid rocket See rocket liquid.
Little David. Experimental mortar of 36-inch diameter 

developed during WW II. This mortar and its special 
ammunition were secretly developed in case they 
should be required in reducing German fortifications, 
however, the reduction of these proved to be un
necessary.

Little John. Name applied to an Army rocket system 
(318 mm) consisting of a surface-to-surface tactical 
missile, similar to, but smalle* than, Honest John, 
which see. Employs solid fuel.

Little John rocket spiaaiag power ualt See: POWIB 
UNIT, GA8 TUBBINI INGINI, BOCXBT 
SPINNING.

live »■—him Ammunition containing explosives or 
active chemicals as distinguished from inert or drill 
ammunition.

LMG (abbr). ‘Light machine gun.*
LNt (or LNt). Popular term for liquid nitrogen.
L network. A network composed of two branches in 

series, the free ends being connected to one pair of 
terminals, and junction point and one free end 
being connected to another pair of terminals.

LO (abbr). ‘Lubrication order.*
LOt (or LOt' (Pronounced r/Lok-ftvo.] Popular 

term for liquid oxygen.
lost. 1. See: charge. 1 The force or pressure exerted . 

upon an object, under static or dynamic conditions, 
either by virtue of its own weight or by some imposed 
object or force. L That which la placed upon a 
vehicle or person for conveyance, or that which is 
held up or sustained. 4. Short for ‘payload* or ‘use
ful load.* S. A basic load of ammunition, a. The 
power carried by an electric circuit; the impedance to 
which energy Is being supplied. 7. Inertia forces and 
frictional restraints to motion experienced by the 
stroking member of a propellant actuated device. 8. 
To place ammunition in a gun, bombs on an airplane, 
explosives in a fissile, fuel in a fuel tank, cargo or 
passengers into a vehicle, and the like.

load, design. Strut aaafyrit. A specified load below 
which a structural member or pert should not fail. 
It is the probable maximum applied load multiplied 
by the factor of safety. Also, in many cases, an ap
propriate basic load multiplied by a design-load 
factor.

loaded impiioart BUttraaeoattiu. Of a transducer: 
The impedance at the input of the transducer when 
the output is cosmected to its norths! load.

loader. IPrapow. Mechanical device which loads 
guns with cartridges. See also: LOADBB-BAM- 
MBB, POVBBBD.

LOADBB-BAMMBB, POWBBBD. A device specifi
cally designed to automatically load and ram rounds 
of ammunition into a gun chamber at high speed. 
It may also include a fuse setter*

LOADBB-TBAN8POBTBB, OUIDBD MIMILB. A 
self-propelled vehicle specifically designed to trans
port and load one or more guided missiles on a 
launcher. Excludes items designed to transport and 
vertically erect missiles on launcher. Sec also: 
BBBCTOB, GUIDBD MIMILB, 8BLP-PBO- 
PBLLBD.*

load factor. Strut atialytit. The ratio of two loads 
(the second being a basic load) that have the same 
relative distribution. The first load may be the load 
applied during some special maneuver, the maximum 
probable load on the airplane oi part, the design 
load, or the ultimate load.

loading aagle. Angle of elevation specified for loading 
a particular weapon with its ammunition.

loading density. A term applied specifically to ex
plosive charges of projectiles, bombs, warheads, etc. 
The quantity of explosive per unit volume, usually 
expressed as grams per cubic centimeter. Cf: density 
at loading.

loading r»®h, guided ariaaile. See: BACX, LOADING, 
GUIDBD MIMILB.

loading tray. 1. Trough-shaped carrier on which heavy 
projectiles are placed so that they can be more easily 
and safely slipped into the breech of a gun. 1 Hol
lowed slide which guides the projectiles into 11m 
breech of some types of automatic weapons.

leading, uaymmotrioaL Strut aaatyrit. A design 
loading condition for the wings and connecting mem
bers representing the conditions as in a reU (which 
see).

loading, wing. The gross weight of aa airplane divided 
by the wiag area.

load, ttrust See: thrust load.
lead, towed. The weight of the gun, carriage, trailer, 

or other equipment towed by a prime mover.
load, ntttomto. Strut aaaiytit. The load that eauom 

destructive failure in a member during a slreagth 
test, or the load that, according to computatiow, 
should cause destructive failure la the member.

fond, wockiag. Strut aaafyrit. The maximum load 
applied to a material, or occurring under ordinary 
working conditions.

Lobber. Name given to an Army solid propellant, 
cargo-carrying, rocket with a range of 10 to IS miles, 

lobe. Any rounded and elongated pattern or object;
sprc#v the pattern of electromagnetic waves radatsd 
esp. by a radar antenna.

lobe, aide. A portion of the radiation from an antenna 
outside the main beam and usually of much smaller 
intensity; a region between two minima in the 
pattern.

lobe switching. Process of directing radio frequency 
beam rapidly back and forth between two positions 
In order to determine the axis of reflection more ac
curately.

local eosinator. Rtuiau>:. Aa oscillator whom output 
it mixed witit a wave for frequency coovenica.

focal preewemeut. 1. Procurement of supplies or equip
ment in the continental United States by other than

HMM
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a cu.xliaad purchasing office, such as purchase by 
an Installation of supplies and equipment for use of 
that Installation. 1 Procurement of supplies or 
eqtdpUMHrt for its own use In an area outside the 
United States by a United States military command 
located b that arsa.

leoatiau dtaasasioa. Dtaeuioa which specifies the 
position or distance relationship of one feature of 
an object with reepect to another.

tosh. t. Position '4 a safety mechanism which prevents 
a weapon fnm being fired. 1 Fastening dark 
used to secure against accidental movement, as on a 
control surface. A To secure or amirs safe, as to set 
the safe'qr on a weapon. 4. To lock on, to fasten onto 
and autoesatically follow by means of a radar beam. 
Said of a radar set or antenna.

ImM rotor torque. See: rotor torque, looked.
luck frame Mechanical unit in certain firearms. It 

Is used to assist b unlocking the bolt from the 
barrel after recoil has start’d.

LOCKING CNF AMBMBLY, BOMB. A group of 
asetalUc items designed to hold an ADAPTER, 
CLUSTER, BOMB b a closed position.*

Itskisi tags. Metal projections on the bolt of a 
ausaU ami weapon which cam Into recesses cut in 
the side ot the receiver to lock the weapon prior to 
firing.

LOCKING WBB, BOMB PIN. A metallic Item de
signed to prevent rotation of a FIN ASSEMBLY, 
BOMB !h relation to ths bomb.*

AmL Device for locking stroking 
member of a cartridge actuated device in final posi
tion.

took moshsnism, initial. Device for preventing in
advertent motion of stroking member in a cartridge 
actuated device prior to Bring.

left bembtag. A method of aerial bombing b which 
the delivery plane approaches the target at a very 
low altitude, makes a definite pull up at a given 
point, releases bomb at predetermined pobt during 
the pull up and tosses the missile on the target

log (Mr). 'Logiatica.'
logarithmic computer. A part of an electronic com

puting system that resolves problems b terma of 
iognthaek values, or as a logarithmic function.

The logarithmic computer is a part of such elec
tronic computers as Entac, and is used in the com
plicated calculations of gunnery.

logarithasio range oeaie. Type of scale used on the 
range disks of guns when ths disks are graduated 
for the combination of propelling charge and pro
jectile. It is so named because it follows a log
arithmic rather than an arithmetic curve.

login. Bbrirmrir cem/ufm. Tbs science that deals 
with the canons and criteria of validity b thought 
and demmutratioa; the science of the formal princi
ples of reiksoning; th', basic principles and applica
tions ot truth tables, gating, interconnection, etc, 
required for arithmetical computation in a computer.

legiotiea. (log) In it- most comprehensive sense, 
those aspects of military operations that deal with: 
(1) Design and development, acquisition, storage, 
movement, distribution, maintenance, evacuati'*, and 
disposition ot materiel; (2) movement, evacuation, 

and hoepitaliiatioo of personnel; (J) acquisition or 
construction, maintenance, operation, and disposition 
of facilities; end (4) acquisition or furnishing of 
services. It comprises both planning, including 
determination of requirements, and implementation.

Lena Btar Ordnance Plant. Ordnance Corps field in
stallation, located at Texarkana, Texas.

long Baby fuse. See. fuss, long delay.
LONGERON. (logn) A principal longitudinal mem

ber of the structural fr<*.me«orlc of a fuselage, nacelle 
or empennage boom.*

Longhorn Ordnaare Works. Ordnance Corps field in
stallation, located at Marshall, Texas.

iongitndlaal acceleration. See: acceleration, longitudi
nal.

longitudinal deviation. See: range deviation.
longitudinal stability. See: stability, longitudinal 
longitudinal etreao. See: etreea, eireuafereatial. 
bag-life itsasa. Items which have an estimated average

service life of S years or more.
long-range materiel requirements. Items required by 

operational and organisational concepts established 
for a period S to 10 years hence. See also: mid
range materiel reqairoewats; very-ieug-range ma
terial requireaseata.

long-range radar. Equipment whose maximum range 
on a reflecting target of ode square meter normal to 
the signal path exceeds JOO miles but is less than 
MO miles, provided line of tight exists between the 
target and the radar. See: very long-range radar.

long resell See: roeoil operated.
Long Tool Popular name for 155-millimeter self

propelled gun.
Loon. The U. S. Navy designation for the JB-2, Ameri

can version of the German V-l flying bomb.
loop. 1. A flight maneuver in which an airplane flies 

a circular path in an approximately vertical plane, 
with the lateral axis of the airplane remaining hori- 
sontal; tptcif., an inside loop. g. To make a loop.

been ammunition Obtolrtent term. Usual form ot 
ammunition for old muscle-loading arms in which 
loooe powder and the ball or projectile were indi
vidually loaded through the muaale.

boos liner. A liner (sense 1), made to such d’asensions 
that when assembled b the gun, there is a small 
but definite clearance between the outside surface 
of the liner and the inside surface of the tube. Made 
with a slight taper to facilitate its assembly and 
removal.

loooe round. Defective cartridge in which the bullet 
is loose in the cartridge case.

loran. Sometimes [Ltng-ran^f naviga
tion.) An electronic system of hyperbolic navigation, 
utilising a minimum of three she rebated radio trans
mitters, identified as a "master* .nd two 'slave* sta
tions. In operation, the ‘master* station transmits a 
pulse, which is radiated into spare, and also triggers 
through precise time delay circuits the ‘slave* sta
tions, so as to pro luce electromagnetic ‘fixt;’ for 
navigational use of surface vessels and aircraft. 
Loran differs from Shoran In that: transmitters are 
self-triggered, navigation charts are required, usable
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Los Angeles Ordnance District
data is developed by interpolation between doplay 
data and associated charts ( f standard loran.

Los Angeles Ordnance District. (LAOD) One of the 
eleven districts into which the United States is 
divided for purposes of industrial mobilization, pro
curement, contract negotiation and administration, 
etc., by the Ordnance Corps. Embraces the counties 
of San Luis Obispo, Kern, and San Bernardino, and 
ail counties south thereof in California; the counties 
of Clark, Lincoln, Esmeralda, and Nye in Nevada; 
the States of Utah, Arizona, and New Mexico; and 
the counties of El Paso, Hudspeth, Culberson, Jeff 
Davis, Presidio, and Brewster in the State of Texas. 
The main office is bxated in Pasadena, California 

loaf motion. Motion of a mechanical part which is not 
transmitted to connected or related parts. It is the 
cumulative result of backlash and end play.

loL Quantity of material, such as prr.p'’!';. it, the units 
of which were manufactured under identical condi
tions. A lot is not ordinarily made up of identical 
units, in fact, the units will only rar?y be identical. 
To minimize the effect of this, the unit" composing 
a lot are sometimes deliberately and thoroughly 
mixed. This is always done in the case of pro
pellant lots. It is called ‘blending.’ A lot in which 
the units are so thoroughly mixed that all portions 
are essentially alike is called a ‘homogenous lot.’ 
See also: ammunition lot; blending.

lot-by-lot aampling. Inipectio*. Sampling by which 
a predetermined number of units are selected from 
a lot in a manner such that the quality of the sample 
will represent as accurately as possible the quality of 
the lot.

lot, graad. A designated combination of a number of 
lota, each of which is expected to give the same level 
of quality and performance. The lots are selected 
on the basis of being made by the same manufacturer, 
either consecutively or at nearly the same time under 
the same conditions and from nearly identical com
ponents or raw materials.

lot number. Identification number assigned to a par
ticular quantity or lot of materiel, such as ammuni
tion, from a single manufacturer. For an example, 
see: ammunition lot number.

loi, reference. A lot of select ammunition components 
or cartridges assembled with such components; used 
as a standard.

loudspeaker. An item designed to convert audio fre
quency electrical energy into acoustic energy which 
it projects over a distance. It may include one or 
more drivers, horns, attenuators or transformers. It 
may be cased or include nv'jnting*

LOUDSPEAKER, CRYSTAL. A loudspeaker whose 
diaphragm movements are produced by the piezoelec- 
trie element through which audio frequency current 
is flowing.*

LOUDSPEAKER, BLBCTROMAGNBTIC. A loud- 
spt alter whose diaphragm movements are produced by 
a coil or iron armature moving in the field of an 
electromagnet or fixed coil.*

loudspeaker, magnetostriction. Elect, oacomtict. A 
loudspeaker in which the mechanical displacement is 
derived from the deformation of a material having 
magnetostrictive properties.

loudspeaker, moving roiL Electroacoucticc. A moving-

low order detonation
conductor loudspeaker in which the moving conductor 
is in the form of a coil conductively connected to 
the source of electric energy.

loudspeaker, moving conductor. Elrctroacotutiet. A 
loudspeaker in which the mechanical forces result 
iiom magnetic reactions between the field of the 
current in a moving conductor and a steady magnetic 
field.

LOUDSPEAKER, PERMANENT MAGNET. A loud
speaker whose diaphragm movements are produced 
by a coil or iron armature moving in the field of 
a permanent magnet.*

Louisiana Ordnance Plant. Ordnance Corps field in
stallation, located at Shreveport, Louisiana.

louver. Also louvre. A slotted openin;' or slit in a 
cowling, fuselage, hoed, or the like, for the passage 
of cooling air or for ventilation.

low-altitude bombing. Horizontal bombing with the 
height of release at an altitude between 900 and 
8,000 feet.

low-angle bombing. Bombing from an airplane at a 
slight dive angle.

Although low-angle bombing is sometimes dis
tinguished from dive bombing, it is actually a species 
of dive bombing.

low-angle fire. Gunfire delivered at angles of eleva
tion below the elevation that corresponds to the 
maximum range of the piece, so that ranges increase 
with increases in angles of elevation. Cf: high- 
angle dm.

low drag. Designed for low air resistance, as bombs 
for use on supersonic planes.

lower acceptable mean maximum pressure. (LAMMP) 
See: pressures, gun.

low explosive. (LE) An explosive which when used in 
its normal manner deflagrates or burns rather than 
detonates; that is, the rate of advance of the reaction 
rone into the unreacted material is less than the 
velocity of sound in the unreacted material. Low 
explosives include propellants, certain primer mix
tures, black powder, photoflash powders and delay 
compositions. Whether an explosive reacts as a 
high explosive (which see) or a low explosive depends 
on the manner in which it is initiated and confined. 
For example, a double base propellant when initiated 
in the usual manner is a low explosive. However, 
this material can be made to detonate if the pro
pellant is initiated by an intense shock. Conversely, 
a high explosive like TNT, under certain conditions, 
can be ignited by flame and will burn without detonat
ing.

low frequency. (LF) See : frequency, electronic.
low-level bombing. Bombing from any altitude con

sidered relatively low. Low-level bombing is not 
distinguished from minimum-altitude bombing. Cf: 
low-altitude bombing.

low order burst. Functioning of s projectile or bomb 
in which the explosive fails to attain a high order 
detonation. Usually evidenced by the breaking of the 
container into a few large fragments instead of a 
large number of smaller fragments. See also: 
detonation.

low order detonation. See: detonation.

...... , ..
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low-pressure area. Bearing lubrication. The point in a 

bearing where the pressure is the least and the area 
or space for a lubricant is the greatest; the point at 
which it is usually most desirable to introduce a 
lubricant into a bearing.

In every bearing there are high- and low-pressure 
areas which are the result of the lubricant's wedging 
action as it forms and maintains a protective film 
due to journal motion. If an attempt is made to in
troduce the oil into the bearing at the high-pressure 
point, the pressure of the oil film wedge will force 
the oil back out of the bearing. This, in turn, will 
result in a failure of the lubricating film.

low velocity. Specif. Muzzle velocity of an artillery 
projectile of 2,499 feet per second or less

low velocity drop. The act or process of delivering 
personnel, supplies, or equipment from aircraft in 
flight, utilizing sufficient parachute retardation to 
prevent injury or damage upon ground impact. Cf: 
freedrop; high velocity drop.

LOX (abbr). ‘Liquid o.rygen.’ See: PROPELLANT, 
OXYGEN.

LOZ (abbr). ‘/.iquid orone'; used as an oxidizer in 
certain liquid propellant mixtures.

LS (abbr). ‘Limited standard.'
LPT (abbr) ‘Low pressure test.'
LST (abbr). ‘Landing ship, tank.'
LT TK (abbr). ‘Light tank.’
lubricant. That which lubricates. Specif. A substance 

possessing such properties that it will, when inter
posed between moving parts of machinery, make the 
surface slippery and reduce friction, eliminate asperi
ties, and prevent cohesion between the lubricated 
surfaces.

LUBRICANT, TIRE AND RIM. A soap type lubri
cant designed to reduce friction and prevent cohesion 
in the mounting or dismounting of pneumatic tires. 
It may contain additives, such as inhibitors, accelera
tors, and the like, but is not resistant to high tempera
tures ♦

LUBRICATING AND SERVICING UNIT, POWER 
OPERATED. A self-contained maintenance unit. 
Usually consists of a lubricant storage tank and/or 
drums with air or electrically operated pump(s) 
designed for high pressure application of lubricant to 
machinery in the field. May inelude transporting 
vehicle.*

LUBRICATING OIL, COLLOIDAL GRAPHITE. A 
colloidal graphite dispersed in a refined petroleum 
oil, silicone fluid, or castor oil. See also: GRAPH
ITE, COLLOIDAL.*

LUBRICATING OIL, COMPOUNDED. A petroleum 
product compounded with various fatty materials. It 
is generally used for lubrication under conditions 
involving condensed steam or humid air.*

LUBRICATING OIL, GEAR. A petroleum or syn
thetic product with load-carrying properties, especial
ly prepared for lubrication of various type gears, 
such as worm gears, spiral bevel type gears, hypoid 
gears, transmissions or the like*

LUBRICATING OIL, GENERAL PURPOSE. A re
fined mineral oil, with or without additives, suitable 
for applications which require other than special 
lubricants. Commonly used for household uses, ma-

lumber, softwood
chinery, general squirt can application, or the like. 
May have especially added preservative qualities. 
When prepared for specific special purpose, see 
specific item name.*

LUBRICATING OIL, INSTRUMENT. An oil pri
marily prepared for lubrication of aircraft instru
ments, gyro instruments, electronic equipment, gyros 
in torpedoes and aerial bombs, and calibrating and 
measuring instruments.*

LUBRICATING OIL, INTERNAL COMBUSTION 
ENGINE. A petroleum oil, a synthetically prepared 
product, or a combination thereof, prepared primarily 
for lubrication in crankcases of internal combustion 
engines. It usually contains additives for corrosion 
prevention and oxidation prevention, and may contain 
detergents. See also: LUBRICATING OIL, GEN
ERAL PURPOSE.

LUBRICATING OIL, SEMIFLUID. A mixture with 
a mineral and/or synthetic base, not having a true 
grease structure. It contains a thickening agent 
which increases viscosity. The lubricant is com
pounded specifically to be effective in a wide tem
perature range. Excludes GREASE, AIRCRAFT 
ORDNANCE.*

LUBRICATING OIL, WATCH. A nonspreading, non
gumming, noncorrosive oil prepared for lubrication of 
jewel and steel bearings in timepieces.*

LUBRICATING OIL, WEAPONS. A petroleum and/ 
or synthetic oil with antioxidation and noncorrosion 
characteristics, principally prepared for the lubrica
tion of aircraft weapons.*

lubrication. The act of applying petroleum products 
for the lubrication, actuation, and preservation of 
various machines. A film of lubricant is provided 
between all rubbing, moving, and bearing surfaces 
in order to prevent undue friction and wear on these 
surfaces.

lubrication action. The ability of the lubricant: (1) to 
make a surface slippery, (2) to adhere to the surface, 
and (3) to maintain a film between rubbing surfaces.

lubrication, chassis. Lubrication of all parts of the 
vehicle other than the engine, transmission, rear axle 
(differential), clutch, and wheels.

LUG ASSEMBLY. Part of a rocket motor, when 
used as a jato unit, by which the motor is attached 
to the load. To be differentiated from the thrust 
structure.

LUG, SUSPENSION, BOMB. A steel forging with 
one or more mounting holes or with a threaded base 
for attachment to a bomb or ADAPTER, CLUSTER, 
BOMB to provide connecting means for suspension 
in the bomb station.*

LUG, SUSPENSION, UNDERWATER MINE. An 
item designed for attachment to an underwater nine 
to provide connecting means for suspension in the 
bomb station of an aircraft.*

LUMBER, HARDWOOD. Wood from the botanical 
group of trees that are broad-leaved. The modifier 
hardwood has no reference to the hardness of the 
wood. The product of the sawmill and planing mill, 
net further manufactured than by sawing, resawing 
and/or passing lengthwise through a standard plan
ing machine.*

lumber, softwood. Wood from any of the coniferous
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lumber, softwood, shop lyddite
treei of the United States, which are characterised 
by needle-like or scale-like leaves. The modifier 
“SOFTWOOD" has no reference to the softness of 
the wex.d. The product of the sawmill and planing 
mill, not further manufactured than by sa ving, re
sawing and/or passing lengthwise through a standard 
planing machine.*

LUMBBB, SOFTWOOD, SHOT. Soft word lumber 
presenting a surface containing blemishes and de
fects which can be removed by recutting to s specified 
minimum sixe and quality.*

lumiliae sersvn. See : chronograph.
luatta. Towing ring in the trail pla'.e or tonyu' of a 

towed vehicle, such as a gun carriage or trailer, 

used for attaching the towed vehicle to the prime 
m- ver or towing vehicle.

lung irritaaL A chemical agent which attacks the 
respiratory passages. One of the family of ‘choking 
gases.' See r.hokiag gas.

LupersoL A proprietary catalyst, used as the hardener 
in Laminac ( vhich see).

laeterleaa paint. Paint which absorbs light rays so 
that no shine or polish appears on its surface. It is 
used extensively on Army vehicles.

LVT (r.bbr), ‘Landing vehicle, tracked.*
LVT(A) (abbr), 'Landing vehicle, tracked, (armored).' 
lyddi'.s. Picric acid (which see), a high explosive.

Also cslled 'melinite.'
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M (abbr). 1. 'Mach number.* 2. In such usage as M19, 

designates a standardized item. See alto: A; B; B; 
I; X. 3. 'Meter.'

MAAG (abbr). ‘Military Assistance Advisory Group.'
Mac*. Name given to an Air Force surface-to-surface 

tactical missile, a successor to the Matador (which 
eee).

aaaah. Alto Mach. (Named (or Ernst Mach, IBM- 
1916, Austrian physicist.] Frequently used for math 
number (which see).

mach angle. The acute angle between a mach line 
and the line of flight of a moving body.

maeb diamonds. See: sh*ek diamonds.
mach efleet A single effect, or a total effect, waiting 

from objects moving at transonic or supersonic 
speeds.

Mach effect may be considered in terms of: a. The 
changes in the air brought on by a shock wave, Le^ 
changes in pressure, velocity, density, and tempera
ture. b. The fusion of shock waves in atomic ex
plosions. c. The changes in the drag coefficient, lift 
coefficient, or moment coefficient of an aircraft 
or missile.

mach front A mach stem.
machine gu. (MG) 1. A weapon that fires small 

arms ammunition, caliber .60 or 15.24 millimeters or 
under, automatically and is capable of sustained 
rapid fire. It can be belt- or link-fed, air- or water- 
cooled, recoil or gas operated, and usually fired from 
a mount. Excludes CANNON (as modified) and 
RIFLE (as modified). For automatic weapons 
larger than caliber .60 or 15.24 millimeters, see: GUN 
(as modified).* 2. To riddle a target with machine 
gun fire.

machine gu chronograph. See: chronograph.
MACHINX GUN POD, AIRCRAFT MOUNTING. 

A complete unit containing a machine gun, drive, 
power supply, and ammunition completely encased in 
an aerodynamic shape suitable for external carriage 
on a tactical aircraft by means of pylons. It is in
tended for use in air-to-ground gunnery as supple
mentary armament, thereby adding fire power and 
versatility.*

machine gu turret Sec: TURRET, MACHINX 
GUN, AIRCRAFT.

machine pistol. 1. A pistol capable of full-automatic 
fire. 2. A submachine gu (which see).

The application of the term in sense i has been 
introduced since WW II, from the German and 
Russian words of the submachine gun, Matchhun- 
fiutolc (‘machine pistol') and pMofreHutanyof 
(‘pistol-machine gu*), so called because tbs sub
machine gun ordinarily uses pistol-type ammunition, 

mach Um. A theoretical line representing the back- 
sweep of a cone-shaped shock wave made by u as
sumed infinitesimally small particle moving at the 
same speed and along the same flight path as that 

of an actual body or particle. Used In defining 
effects resulting from supersonic speeds.

This line, at represented on any plane biooettag 
the shock-wave cone, forms an angle with the flight 
path usually somewhat more acute than the eagle 
formed by the shock wave of theacttml body, since 
the angle of the actual shock watte depends, anmg 
other things upon the shape of the body. A wry 
weak shock wave forms an angle approxtaattag the 
angle of the mach line.

MACHMBTBR. An instrument designed to indicate 
the ratio of true airspeed to the speed of inuud.* 

mach number. (M) The ratio of the velocity of a body 
to that of sound in the medium being considered 
Thus, at sea level, in air at the U. S. Standard 
Atmosphere, a body moving at a mach number ot 
one (M = 1) would have a velocity of lllfij ft/soc 
(the speed of sound in air under those costoitions). 
Term is frequently shortened to ‘mach* or 'Mack.'

much number, critical. The mach number at which 
sonic velocity is attained at some point on the air
frame.

mach stem. A shock wave or front formed above the 
surface of the earth by the fusion of direct and 
reflected shock waves resulting from an nirburet 
bomb. Also called ‘mach wave* and *mach front*

mach wave. 1. A species of shock wave theoretically 
formed by an infinitesimally small particle mqvii^ at 
supersonic speed, the same as that of an actual body, 
which wave forms a mach angle with the Um of 
flight of the body. 2. A mach stem renitlag from 
an explosion.

In sense 1, the mach wave is represented by the 
mach Um (which see).

macrometer. Instrument that has two mirrors and a 
focusing telescope with which the ranges of distant 
objects can be found.

MABRU (abbr). 'Mobile Ammunition Evaluation and 
Reconditioning Unit’

magastae. 1. A structure or compartment for etaring 
ammunition or explosives. 2. That part of a gun or 
firearm that holds ammunition ready for chambering.

In sense 2, magazines for small arms may be 
detachable or nondetachable from the rest of the 
piece. A box mopoaiw is a detachable —«g—s— (a 
the shape of a rectangular box; a drum uNvnaiee 
is a detachable magazine in the shape of a dram.

magnates area. Area specifically designed and set 
aside for the storage of explosives or ammnaMoa.

MAGAZINK, CARTRIDGB. A metallic spring-loaded 
container of rectangular cross-sectional shape de
signed to hold cartridges and to be inserted into the 
magazine well of a pistol, rifle, or machiM gun. It 
is an integral part of a gun. capable of being removed 
from the magazine well, reloaded and reused. Ex
cludes CLIP, CARTRIDGE.*

magastee, gua. See: MAGAZINK, CARTRIDGB. 
magnates, pistol. See. MAGAZINB, CARTRIDGB.

IM



magutoe, rifle 185 aagMtiam
magazine, ri«*. See: MAGAZINE, CARTRIDGE.
magazine, trigger guard, aaeemNy. See . RECEIVER, 

CARTRIDGE,
magic t*a. A particular radar waveguide configuration, 

so called because its physical aspect resembles a 
double letter *T.’ The use of this configuration 
pennits the coupling of a radar transmitter and re
ceiver to a common antenna without the use of an 
anti-transmit-receive box.

Magnaflux. Proprietary name for a MAGNETIC 
INSPECTION UNIT (which see) and the test con
ducted therewith.

■aagMMium bomb. See: bomb, magnodum
maguttt* azimuth. Azimuth meas-.jd from magnetic 

north.
magnetic bearing. The angle in the horizontal plane 

between the direction of magnetic north and a line 
joining the observer and the object, usually measured 
clockwise.

—-C***4* biasing. EltctrtMotuiict. The simultaneous 
conditioning of the magnetic recording medium dur
ing recording by superposing an additional magnetic 
field upon the signal magnetic field.

In general magnetic biasing is used to obtain a 
substantially linear relationship between the ampli
tude of tlsfc signal and the remanent flux density in 
the recording medium.

magnetic brake. A braking system for a vehicle in 
which the brake is held in the off position magnetical
ly, i.e., through use of energised solenoids. Used as a 
breakaway safety in towed vehicles, since loss of the 
energy source, coming from the tractor vehicle, will 
result in immediate application of the brake.

asagnetis charge. See: grenade, magnetic.
magnetic eourae. Direction of movement or light as 

measured by the angle between the line to magnetic 
north and. the line of motion.

> magnetic destination. See: declination.
magnetic deviation. As opposed to magnetic decline- 
l tion, amount of compose error for given deduction 
I on any one azimuthal reading.
MAGNETIC DRUM, DATA ETON AGE. An elec

tromechanical item which accepts and systematically 
retains digital input data in such a manner aa to 
facilitate tie rapid recovery of the stored information. 
The item consists of a drum-tike structure the surface 
of which is coated with a material susceptible to spot 
magnetisation. Integral wiring, a drive motor and 
its mechanical linkage, and data translating beads for 
impressing on or removing from the drum surface 
data in digital form. The item is a component of an 
electronic computer. See also: COBB MEMORY 
UNIT*

■Mgastte field. 1. Any space or region in which 
magnetic forces are present, as in the earth’s magnetic 
field, or in or about a piece, of magnetised steel, or 
in or about an electrical current a. The magnetic 
forces present in such a space or region.

magnate laid dynamise. See: magneto laid dynamics, 
magnetic hudaooo comparator. A device for checking 

toe hardness of steel parts by placing a unit of known 
proper hardness within an induction coil. The unit 
to be tested io then placed within a similar induction 
coil, and the behavior of the induction coils com

pared. If the standard and test units have the same 
magnetic properties, the hardness of the two units 
is considered to be the same.

magnetic head. EUctroaeauttitt. A transducer for 
converting electric variations for storage on magnetic 
media, for reconverting energy so stored into electric 
energy or for erasing such stored energy.

magnetic heading. The angle in the horizontal plane 
between the direction of magnetic north and the line 
along which the vehicle is pointing, usually measured 
clockwise.

MAGNETIC INSPECTION OIL. A light petroleum 
oil, such as kerosine or naphtha, to which has been 
added fine ferromagnetic particles to form an in
spection penetrant The ferrous particles are usually 
colored black or red for contrast When the pene
trant is applied to a metal surface being inspected 
by means of a magnetic inspection machine, the 
ferrous particles accumulate in any surface cracks 
by magnetic attraction, thereby permitting the cracks 
to be readily discernible. If the ferrous particles are 
fluorescent, surface cracks will be brilliantly illumi
nated under black light. See also: INSPECTION 
PENETRANT.*

MAGNETIC INSPECTION PASTE. A paste con
taining ferromagnetic particles designed to Im added 
to a light distilled petroleum oil, such as kerosine or 
naphtha, to form an inspection penetrant. When the 
inspection penetrant is applied to a metal being in
spected by means of a magnetic inspection machine, 
the ferrous particles sccumulate in any surface crack, 
(daws) by magnetic attraction, thereby permitting 
the cracks to be readily discerned. If the ferrous 
particles are fluorescent, surface cracks will Im bril
liantly illuminated under black light*

MAGNETIC INSPECTION POWDER. A dry pow
der containing ferromagnetic particles colored gray, 
black or red for contrast, designed to be dusted on 
metal parts being inspected by a magnetic isupection 
machine. The ferrous powder accumulates in any 
surface cracks (flaws) by magnetic attraction, there
by permitting the cracks to be readily discerned. 
If the ferrous particles are fluorescent surface cracks 
will be brilliantly illuminated under Mack light*

MAGNETIC INSPECTION UNIT. A unit designed 
for inspecting magnetic metal par*(?) surface or 
near surface defects, by setting up a suitable mag
netic field within the part(s) to be inspected; any 
sudden interruptions to this magnetic field indicates 
by magnetic particles exact extent and location of 
the defect.* It may be either portable or stationary.

magne de mine. See: mine, magnetic.
augaetie powder-fanpregaatad tape, (impregnated tape) 

(dispersed magnetic power tape) fllrdnaewiMtica. 
A magnetic tape which consists of magnetic particles 
uniformly dispersed in a nonmagnetic material

magnetic printing, (magnetic transfer) (mestaflt) 
SlrrinMceustics. The permanent traaefer of a re
corded signal from a section of a magnetic recording 
medium to another section of the same, or a dif
ferent, medium when these sections are brought into 
proximity.

amgaetiaaL The property of attraction. The property 
of the molecules of certain substances, as inm, by 
virtue of which they may store energy in the farm

CMJfl
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of a field of force, due to the motion of the electroiu 
in the atoms of the substance; a manifestation of 
energy due to the motion of a dielectric field of 
force.

magneto aerodynamics, See: aaagneto laid dynaaalca. 
magneto dnid dynamics. Science treating the dynamics

of a flu J which interacts with a magnetic field. Only 
those liquids, gases or ionised r-’ses (plasma) which 
are excellent electrical conductors are considered. 
Applications of this science include phenomena rela
tive to the dynamics of liquid metals, solar flares, 
plasma instabilities occurring in interplanetary 
magnetic fields, thermonuclear plasmas, arc produced 
plasma, and highly ionised gases produced under 
hypersonic flight conditions.

magneto gae dynamics. See: magneto fluid dynamics, 
magnotohydtodynamice. See: anagneto fluid dynamite, 
magnetometer. An instrument for measuring the 

magnitude and direction of the earth’s magnetic 
field or other types of magnetic fields.

magnstomirtiTi force. The force which is necessary 
to establish flux in a magnetic circuit or to magnetise 
an unmagnetised specimen.

magnetorhoodynamice. See: magneto fluid dynamiea. 
magnotorhoology. See: magneto fluid dynamiea 
asagaotoetrictiqa. Change in the dimensions of a body 

when it is magnetised.
MA0MBTO8TBICTI0N KLKMKNT. An item of 

metallic material which changes in dimensions when 
placed in a magnetic field or which varies a mag- 

, netic field or which varies a magnetic field when 
pressure is applied. Excludes COIL (as modified).* 

magnetostriction loudspeaker. See: loudspeaker, mag
netostriction.

magnetostriction microphone. See: asicropbone, mag
net eetrictioa.

magnetostriction oscillator. See: oscillator, magneto
striction.

asagnetostrictivo resonator. See: BMONATOR, 
MA0M1T08TBICTI0M.

magnetron. A high-vacuum thermionic tube capable of 
producing high output power in the microwave region 
of the frequency spectrum. Thia tube consists of a 
beater, cathode, usually a multisegment anode, and 
an external magnet (electro or permanent) for con
trolling the unidirectional current flow in the tube. 
See: BLBCTBOM TUBS.

asagnlfying power. Office The ability -of a lane, 
mirroi, or optical system to make an object appear 
larger. If an optical element or optical system makes 
an object appear twice as high and twice aa wide, 
tbe element or system is said to have a magnifica
tion of 2-power. The power of an optical instrument 
is the entrance pupil divided by the exit pupil, the 
focal length of the objective divided by the focal 
length of the eyepiece, or the apparent field of view 
divided by the true field of vfew.

mgnttude method. Method of adjusting gunfire for 
range when the amount and direction of the deviation 
are Intown. Cf: bracketing method.

Magnus force. The sideways thrust on a rotating body 
when acted on by a current of air (or component of 
such current) perpendicular to its axis. This is the

maintenance -
force that causes baseballs, golf balls and tennis balls 
to swerve. It also is one of the forces acting on a 
spinning projectile in flight because of the component 
of the air current acting perpendicular to the axis 
of the yawing projectile.

maiat (abbr). ’Maintenance.'
maintenance, (maint) The servicing, repair, and care 

of materiel or equipment to keep it in operating con
dition. The U. S. Army categories and echelons of 
maintenance are:

organiiotional moininauee. That maintenance 
authorised for, performed by, end the responsibility 
of, a using organisation on its own equipment This 
maintenance normally consists of insp*eting, clean
ing, servicing, preserving, lubricating, and adjusting 
as required, and may also include rniw parts re
placement not requiring highly technical skills, or 
expensive, complicated, or bulky test equi,intent or 
tools. Organisational maintenance usually incor
porates the first and second echelons aa follows:

jirxt tchelon. That maintenance performed Sy the 
user, wearer, or operator of the equipment; includes 
the proper care, use, operation, cleaning, preserva
tion, lubrication; and adjustment, minor repair, test
ing, and parts replacement prescribed by pertirtent 
technical publications and tool and parts lists.

rerond echrlon. That maintenance performed by 
specially trained personnel provided for that purpose 
in the using organisation. Appropriate publications 
authorise additional tools and the necessary parts, 
supplies, test equipment, and skilled personnel to 
perform maintenance beyond the capabilities and 
facilities of the first echelon.

firld mointmaact. That maintenance authorised 
for and performed by designated maintenance activi
ties in direct support of using organisations. This 
category normally will be limited to repair and/or 
replacement of unserviceable parts, assemblies or 
components. Field maintenance usually incorporates 
the third and fourth echelons as follows:

third echtlon. That maintenance authorised by 
appropriate technical publications to be performed 
by specially trained units in direct support of using 
organisations. Third echelon maintenance may be 
performed by using organisations when specifically 
authorised by Tables of Organisation and Equipment, 
the Maintenance Allocation Chart, or by specific 
agreement between the commanders of the direct 
support unit and the using unit. A third echelon unit 
normally provides maintenance support to a number 
of using organisations. Third echelon maintenance 
is authorised a larger assortment of parts, and as
semblies, and more precise tools and test equipment 
than is provided for organisational maintenance. 
Third echelon maintenance organisations repair 
components and assemblies, and perform repairs for 
lower echelons within limits imposed by specific 
authorisations of tools, parts, and test equipment. 
They also support the lower echelons by providing 
maintenance assistance, mobile repair crews, and 
repair parts as required.

fourth tchrlon. That maintenance authorised by 
appropriate technical publications to be performed 
by units organised as semifixed or permanent shops 
to support lower echelons of maintenance. Fourth 
echelon maintenance is authorised a larger assort
ment of parts and additional and more precise tools
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and test equipment than the lower echelonr It may 
furnish mobile repair crews or reinforcing elements 
to lower echelons when required. The principal 
function <' fourth echelon maintenance is to repair 
assemblies, components and end items for return to 
using organizations or to maintenance float stock. 
When necessary, fourth echelon mac.uenance may 
assist in the repair or modification of overflow work 
from third echelon maintenance organizations for 
return to lower echelons.

depot maintenance That maintenance required 
for the major overhaul or complete rebuild of as
semblies. components and/or end items. Such main
tenance is intended to augment stocks of serviceable 
equipment or to aupport lower levels of maintenance 
by use of more extensive shop equipment and person
nel of higher technical skill than are available in 
organizational or field maintenance activities. De
pot maintenance usually embraces fifth echelon, 
which is the highest echelon of maintenance.

fifth echelon. That maintenance authorized for 
the rebuild of major items, assemblies, accessories, 
tools and test equipment, and the fabrication of parts 
peculiar to the support of such rebuild. It normally 
supports supply on a rebuild and return to stock 
basis. Limited fabrication M parts, components or 
special test and handling equipment not readily avail
able from procurement is authorized to support 
emergency requirements for stock or rebuild. Fifth 
echelon operations are scheduled so as to employ 
production and assembly line methods wherever 
practicable. Fifth echelon is authorized to perform 
technical calibration services beyond the ability of 
field maintenance facilities in accordance with imple
menting directives of the head of the technical 
service.

malntsnaacs engineering. The function of providing 
policy guidance for maintenance activities, and of 
exercising technical and management review of 
maintenance programs.

maintauaace kit. A collection of items not all having 
the same basic name, which are of a supplementary 
nature to a major component or equipment. The 
items within 'he collection may provide replacement 
parts and/or facilitate such functions as inspection, 
test repair, preventive types of maintenance and the 
like, for the specific purpose of r estoring and/or 
improving the operational status of a component or 
equipment comparable to its original capacity and/or 
efficiency. Excludes TEST SET (as modified). See 
also: installation kit; MODIFICATION KIT (as 
modified); parts kit; REPAIR KIT (as modified)?

MAINTENANCE KIT, RECOIL MECHANISM. A 
maintenance kit designed (or use with a RECOIL 
MECHANISM (as modified).*

MAINTENANCE KIT, SMALL ARMS, AR
MORER’S. A group of items including test breech 
bolts, gages and barrel reflectors specifically designed 
for organizational, field or base shop maintenance of 
small arms?

maintenance platform, boom type. See: SERVICING 
PLATFORM, SELF-PROPELLED; SERVICING 
PLATFORM, TRACTOR MOUNTED.

maintenance platform, trick mounted. See: SERVIC
ING PLATFORM, TRUCK MOUNTED.

maintenance vehicle. Vehicle used for carrying parts, 
equipment and personnel for maintenance or evacua
tion of vehicles.

major activity. See : activity.
major assembly. A self-contained unit of individual 

identity. A completed assembly of component parts 
ready for operation, but utilized as a portion of, and 
intended for, further installation in an end item or 
major item. See also: aaaembly; end item; major 
item.

ma<or caliber. Gun or ammunition eight inches in 
caliber, or larger. Navy terminology. No longer 
used as an Army classification.

major combination. Single composite unit of mechani 
cal equipment inherently complete for independent 
use and consisting of one or more major items. A 
major combination as issued is complete in respect 
to both equipment and spare parts, including items 
furnished by services other than the issuing service. 
A tank, complete with armament, equipment and 
spare parts, is an example of a major combination.

major defect See: classification of defeeta.
major item. An end item, a group of end items indi

vidually classified by the responsible technical serv
ice, or an assembled group of items as procured or 
issued for a specific tactical role, excluding combina
tions required to complete the assigned tactical 
mission.

Major Item Supply Maaagemeat Agency. Ordnance 
Corps field installation, located at Chambersburg. 
Pennsylvania. Official symbol: ORDSM.

major repair. Repair work on items of materiel or 
equipment that need complete overhaul or substantial 
replacement of parts, or that require special tools.

malfunction. Faulty action of a gun or other mechan
ism which may result in a stoppage; failure of am
munition to function in a normal or expected man
ner ; failure of a parachute to open properly, and the 
like.

MALFUNCTION SETTER, WARHEAD SECTION. 
An item specifically designed to create malfunctions 
in a training or practice warhead section during 
training procedures?

malleability. The property of being permanently ex
tended in all directions without rupture, aa when 
metal is hammered or rolled.

Malta Test Station. Ordnance Corps field installation, 
located at Schenectady, New York.

MAMS (abbr). ‘Modern Army Maintenance .System.' 
MAO (abbr). 'Maintenance and operation.’ 
MAR (abbr). 'Maintenance and repair.’ 
MM (abbr). ‘Maintenance and supply.' 
maneuverability. Miuilee. That structural or aero

dynamic quality which determines the rate at which 
attitude and direction of flight can be changed. 
Commonly expressed in g*s.

Manhattan Project. A project of the Manhattan Dis
trict, lasting from August 19<2 to August 1S46, that 
developed the atomic-energy program, with special 
reference to the atomic bomb.

This project consolidated work begun in 1W-1940 
under joint auspices of the War and Navy Depart
ments.
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manifold. 1. A fitting with numerous branches used 

to convey fluidi between a large pipe and several 
smaller pipet. 2. A header for a coil.

Intaht manif&id The branch pipe, usually Y- 
shaped, which connects to the inlet port openings 
in cylinders, through which the combustible mixture 
of gas and air passes from the carburetor. It it 
generally a casting bolted to the cylinder block.

Exhov/t manifold. A hollow casting (bolted to the 
cylinder block) through which the burnt gases 
from the various cylinders are discharged on their 
way through the exhaust pipe and through the 
muffler.

MANIFOLD, FUEL, GDIDBD MIMILB. A specifi
cally designed cylindrically shaped item for collecting 
and distributing guided missile propellant mixture to 
a missile propulsion unit.*

manifold pressura. The pressure in the intake manifold 
of an internal combustion engine.

maaevwter. An instrument for measuring the elastic 
pressure of fluids by balancing their pressure against 
a column of liquid and this difference indicated on 
a calibrated scale. Excludes BAROMETERS.*

mantlet Also mantelet Protective shield or armor, 
as in front of a gun, or attached to the front of a 
tank

manual tracking. System of tracking a target in which 
all the power required is supplied manually through 
the tracking handwheels.

manufacturer's part number. Identification number or 
symbol assigned by the manufacturer to a part, sub
assembly or assembly.

MAP (abbr). 1. ‘Military Assistance Program.* 2. 
‘Mutual Assistance Program.’

map K. A proportional correction for the discrepancy 
between the scale of a firing chart and that of the 
plotting scale being used.

map range. The range from tlie piece to any point as 
scaled or computed from a map.

asargin of safety. A design criterion, usually the ratio 
between the load that would cause failure of a mem
ber or structure and the load that is imposed upon 
it in service. Cf: safety factor.

marker. A sign or signal for marking a location on 
land or water. Frequently contains pyrotechnics.

MARKER KIT, UNDERWATER MIME. A group of 
items designed to be assembled to an underwater 
practice mine. Its purpose is to locate the under
water mine during training and evaluation operation.*

MARKER, LOCATION, MARINE. A item which 
contains a dye or a burning mixture for marking a 
location on water. It may contain an explosive 
charge for dispersion of contents.*

MARKER, LOCATION, TORPEDO. An item con
taining an explosive charge for expulsion of wooden 
disks. Its purpose is to indicate the point of actua
tion of an EXPLODER MECHANISM, TORPEDO 
for training purposes only.*

MARKER, TARGET. An item designed to indicate 
and signal, by means of the hoisting and lowering of 
various colored attached disks, the value of hits made 
on a target or the number of misses. It generally 
consists of a staff of a specified length with one or 

more attached disks, colored on each face and 
secured in slot(s) on end(s) by means cf attaching 
hardware such as bolts, washers and wing nuts.*

Mark number. A numerical designation for Naval 
Ordnance items, preceded by the word ‘Mark* or 
•MK.’

Also used on some British material and at one 
time used by the Ordnance Corps.

Marsh Buggy. Name given to vehicle whose chassis 
is supported by four 10-foot balloon tires. Rubber
cleat chains, when placed on the wheels, enable the 
vehicle to travel over water. Designed to travel over 
marshlands.

MABA (abbr). ‘Military Automotive Supply Agency.*
mask. 1. Any natural or artificial obstruction that 

interferes with, or protects from, observation or gun
fire. 2. A gas mask.

HAM (abbr). ‘Modern Army Supply System.*
mass burning rate. Rate of consumption of propellant 

charge, usually expressed in lb/sec.
maaa flow. The mass of fluid flowing past or through 

a particular reference plane, per unit of time.
asaae ratio. Rockttt. The ratio of the total propellant 

weight to the gross rocket weight.
master station. In a hyperbolic navigation system, that 

station in a given pair of transmitting stations that 
controls the transmissions of the other station in the 
pair (the slave station) and maintaina the time rela
tionship between the pulses of the two stations.

masthead bombiag. Very low bombing, esp. against 
shipping.

mat (abbr). ‘Material; materiel.*
Matador. Name applied to an Air Force surface-to- 

surface tactical missile, controlled electronically from 
the ground. It is powered by a jet engine, is rocket- 
boosted, and attains subsonic speed. Has a rangs of 
several hundred miles, and can carry a conventional 
or atomic warhead. Has a combination radar and 
inertial guidance system. Transported to launching 
site on a transport trailer.

MAT, BLASTING. An item fabricated by weaving or 
plaiting together fiber rope or steel chain to a 
specific site. It is designed .j be (laced over blasts 
to confine flying fragments.*

matching. In electrical circuitry, the connecting of 
two circuits in such a way that correct impedance to 
insure maximum transfer of energy exists in each 
circuit.

mateh-tbe-pointer system. Remote control system for 
artillery fire control. Also called ‘follow-the-pointer 
system.* See: foUow-the-poiater indicator.

material (mat) (Also sometimes spelled material as 
in the French.] 1. Things of all kinds required for 
the equipment, maintenance, operation, and support 
of military activities, both combat and noncombat 
2. In a restricted sense, those things used in combat 
or logistic support operations, as weapons, motor 
vehicles, airplanes, component parts of machines, 
special-purpose clothing, etc., as distinguished from 
items of ordinary use, such as uniforms, food, bedding, 
medicines, housekeeping equipment, etc.

matrix 1. Any rectangular array of symbols. 2. A 
square array of numbers from an algebraic ring; an
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element of a matric algebra. >. Natural material in 
which some other material ii embedded. 4. 
EUctroaic com^Urrt. An array of quantities in a 
prescribed form, usually capable of being subject to 
a mathematical operation by means of an operator 
or another matrix according to prescribed rules; an 
array of circuit elements, e.g., diodes, wires, magnetic 
cores, relays, etc., which are capable of performing a 
specific function, e.g., conversion from one numerical 
system to another.

MATS (abbr). ‘Military Air Transport Service.’ 
(Pronounced as a word.)

Mauiar. Name given to an Army developed surface-to- 
air, lightweight, highly mobile, air defense missile 
for use in forward areas. It has infrared guidance.

MAW (abbr). 'Medium antitank weapon.’
maximum banal pressure. See: preesuree, gun.
maximum chamber pressure. Sec: preesuree, gun.
maximum dapraaaioa. The maximum vertical angle 

below the horisontal at which a piece can be laid and 
still deliver effective fire.

maximum effective range. The greatest distance at 
which a weapon may be expected to fire accurately 
to inflict casualties or damage.

maximim elevation. The greatest vertical angle at 
which a gun or launcher can be laid. It is usually 
limited by the mechanical structure of the piece.

maximum gradability. Steepest slope a vehicle can 
negotiate in low gear. This is usually expressed in 
percentage of slope, namely, the ratio between the 
vertical rise and the horisontal distance traveled. It 
is sometimes expressed by the angle between the 
slope and the horisontaL

maximum metal conditio*. In the tolerancing of di
mensions in the Ordnance Corps, the unilateral toler
ance system is used, except in certain special cases. 
Under this system the basic dimension is the one 
corresponding to morwmmi autal condition, for ex
ample, a bar diameter carries a minus tolerance, and 
a hole diameter carries a plus tolerance. Applies 
also to parts made from material other than metal, 
such as plastic parts. See also: minimum metal 
condition.

maximum ordinate. Difference in altitude between the 
origin and highest point of the trajectory of a 
projectile.

saaximum or peak ehtmber pressure. See: pressures,

maximum permissible doeage. The weekly radiation 
dosage set up as a safe maximum for personnel 
working under nonemergency conditions. See: dosi
meter; adiatioa dooage

maximum pressure. See: pressures, gun.
maximum range. A capability of an aircraft, gun, radar 

transmitter, or the like that expresses the most distant 
point to which the aircraft can fly, the gun can shoot, 
etc. See: range.

maximum rated pressure. See; pressures, gun.
me rim urn sky brightness. A meteorological condition, 

usually involving uniform clouds or overcast, which 
impedes observation of pyrotechnic signals.

mean point of impact
maximum strain theory. The theory that plastic flow 

will occur when the unit strain in any direction is 
equal to the strain corresponding to the elastic limit. 
The Ordnance Corps has adopted this theory at the 
basis of gun design.

maximum threat. MiciUc fitting. The highest thrust 
recorded on the thrust-time trace.

maximum uadietortod output; maximum useful output. 
For sinusoidal input, the greatest average output 
power into the rated load with distortion not ex
ceeding a specified limit

mbl (abbr). 'Mobile.'
MC (abbr). 'Military characteristics.’
mes (abbr). 'Megacycles per second.’
MD (abbr). t. ‘Methyldichloroarsine* (war gas). 2. 

‘Mean deviation.’
M damage. See: damage categories.
M-day. The day on which mobilization begins or is 

postulated to begin.
meaconing. A system for receiving electromagnetic 

signals and rebroadcasting them with the same fre
quency so as, for instance, to confuse navigation. 
A confusion reflector, such as chaff, is an example. 
See : countermeasures; jamming.

meadow. Ranges of air-fuel ratio within which smooth 
combustion may be had.

meal powder. An unglazed black powder of very fine 
granulation. See also: black powder; coal powder.

mean. A quantity representing the average of two ar 
more other quantities, arrived at by adding the 
quantities together and dividing by their number. 
Also called ‘arithmetic mean.’ The ’geometric mean’ 
of two quantities is the square root of the product 
of the quantities.

mean aerodynamic chord. See: chord, mean aerody
namic.

mean chord. That chord of an airfoil that is equal 
to the sum of all the airfoil’s chord lengths divided 
by the number of chord lengths added.

A mean chord is equal to the area divided by the 
span.

■scan chord of a wiag. See: chord, mana, of a wiag. 
meaa deviation. (MD) Average of the distance be

tween the center of impact, or burst, and points of 
impact or burst. Usually each component of the 
distance is considered separately, yielding a mean 
deviation in horizontal range, altitude, or deflection.

meaa effective pressure. (MEP) The average pres
sure, in pounds per square inch, exerted inside the 
cylinder of an internal combustion engine during the 
power stroke.

meaa error. Algebraic mean of the errors.
mean free path. Blactroacorutict. For eotmd waves 

in an enclosure, the average distance sound travels 
between successive reflections ia the enclosure.

meaa height of burnt Average of the heights of bursts 
of a group of shots fired with tbe same firing data.

meaa point of impact The point which is at the 
geometrical center of all the points of impact of 
the several shots of a salvo, excluding wild shots. 
When firing time-fuzed projectiles, the point of deto
nation of such a projectile is considered to be the 
point of impact
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IBM* point of impact error 190 Mercator chart
moan yviat of impact error. Distance between the mean motor vehicle. It is usually an artillery gun mounted

point of impact and the target. See: coater of on an armored, wheeled or tracklay ng vehicle.
barat error.

moan pnlao time. The arithmetic mean of the leading 
edge pulse time and the trailing edge pulse time.

For some purposes the importance of a pulse is 
that it exists (has significant quality) at a particular 
instant of time. For such applications the important 
quantity is the ‘mean pulse time.' The 'leading edge 
pulse time* and the 'trailing edge pulse time’ are 
significant primarily in that they may allow a certain 
tolerance in timing.

moan range. Average distance reached by a group of 
shots fired with the same firing data.

ocean trajectory. The trajectory that passes through 
the center of impact or center of burst

maaaariag wedge. An optical element employed in a 
range or height finder to deviate light entering the 
variable angle end of the instrument One type con
sists of a single, perpendicular wedge which is 
moved in alignment with the path of light to Increase 
or decrease the amount of deviation. The other type 
consists of one or two pairs of circular wedges, each 
pair being capable of rotating equally or >imul- 
taneously in opposite directions about the . us of 
the path of light to produce variable deviation. The 
wedges of both types are compound elements cor
rected for color. See: PBISM, OPTICAL 1N8TBU- 
MBNT.

much (abbr). 'Mechanical.*
mechanical eMctency. The external efficiency of an 

engine rated in horsepower, as of an internal com
bustion reciprocating engine, expressed as the ratio 
of brake horsepower to indicated horsepower.

mechanical fuse. See: hue, mechanical
mechanical integration. A solution of a system of 

differential equations by mechanical means.
mechanical Jamming. Intentional production of multiple 

false targets by such devices as countermeasures 
chaff to interfere with reception of simals by another 
station.

Mechanical Male. Popular name for a lightweight, 
low-silhouette infantry light weapons carrier, powered 
by an opposed-cylinder engine. See: TBUCK, 
PLATFOBM, UTILITY.

mechanical rollabUity (cf motor vehicle). Ability of a 
vehicle to operate successfully over great mileages 
without failure; the ability of a vehicle to continue 
operation though assemblies sra damaged.

mechanical time and coperquick fuse. (MTSQ) See: 
PUXB, MECHANICAL TIMB AND BUPBB- 
QUICK.

mechanical time fuse. See: PUXB, MECHANICAL 
TIMB.

mechanise. To equip a military force with armed and 
armored motor vehicles, *iuch as tanks and combat 
vehicles. Mechanisation differs from motorisation, 
ir. that the motorisation of a unit provides a means 
of transportation only, whereas in mechanisation the 
unit both travels in, and fights from, its vehicles. 
Cf: motorise.

mechanised cavalry. Sec: armored cavalry.
mochanisod gun. Gun mounted on, and fired from, a 

mod (abbr). 'Medium.'
medium. Optics. Any substance or space through 

which light can travel.
medium-altitude bombing. Horixontal bombing with 

the height of release at an altitude between 8,000 
and 15,000 feet.

medium aatiaircraft artillery. Conventional antiaircraft 
artillery pieces, 90 mm or larger, the weight of which 
in a trailed mount, excluding on-carriage fire con
trol, does not exceed 40,000 pounds.

medium artillery. Artillery which includes (1) guns 
of greater caliber than 105 mm but less than 155 mm, 
and (2) howitzers with calibers greater than IOS mm 
but not greater than 155 mm.

medium caliber, or intermediate caliber. Greater 
than four inches and less than eight inches. Navy 
terminology. No longer used as an Army classifica
tion.

medium delay fuse. See: fuse, medium delay.
medium frequeacy. (MF) See: frequency, electronic.
medium range radar. Equipment whose maximum 

range on a reflecting target of one square meter 
normal to the signal path exceeds 150 miles but is 
less than JOO miles, provided line-of-sight exists 
between the target and the radar.

megaton. The explosive energy of 1,000,000 tons of 
TNT. Cf: kiloton.

megatron. See : ELECTBON TUBS.
melinite. Picric acid (which see), a high explosive. 

Also called 'lyddite.'
melt. A quantity of material, such as explosives, 

melted in one kettle at one time.
melt loading. Process of melting solid explosive by 

h*at and pouring into bombs, projectiles, and the like 
to solidify. Also called 'cast loading.’ Cf: pressed 
loading.

memory. Electronic comfntrrt. Any device into 
which information can be introduced and then ex
tracted at a later time. The mechanism or medium 
in which the information is retained commonly forms 
an integral part of a computer. See also: storage, 
a preferred term.

saemory capacity. Eltctronic computers. The maximum 
number of distinguishable stable states in which a 
memory device can exist is a measure of its capacity. 
It is customary to use the logarithm to the base two 
of that nutrber as a numerical measure of the mem
ory capacity. In this case, the unit of memory capaci
ty is a binary digit

memory, delay-line. E/ccteoiuc eompulrr.. See: do- 
lay-Uao

maniacua-coavergea; lane. A lens, the surfaces of 
which are curved in the same direction; one surface 
is convex, the other is concave. The convex surface 
has the greater curvature or power.

MBP (abbr). 'Mean effective pressure.*
mtplat The flat nose formed by truncation of the 

ogival portion of a projectile or point fuse.
Mercator chart A map baaed upon a Mercator pro

Jection and widely used for surface and air naviga
tion.
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1 microphone, magnetostriction
meteorological message. Message giving data about 

atmospheric conditions, usually in code.
meter. (M) The metric unit of length equal to 39.37 

inches.
meter, blast. A device for measuring the severity of a 

blast wave. Electric blast meters give a record of 
peak pressure, duration of the pressure wave and 
enable total impulse to be computed. The simplest 
meter is the diaphragm type, in which hole* of various 
sizes (diameters) are covered by a paper or foil 
diaphragm. Observation of the smallest hole in 
which the diaphragm is broken gives a comparative 
measure of the peak pressure.

mater, engine-hour An instrument, generally located 
on the (front) dash of automotive vehicles, that 
registers the total number of hours the engine 
operates.

metering rod. A device consisting of a long metallic 
pin of graduated diameters fitted to the main nozzle 
of a carburetor (on an internal combustion engine) 
or passage leading thereto in such a way that it 
measures or ‘meters' the amount of gasoline per
mitted to flow by it at various speeds. Called also 
‘metering pin.’

mathyldichloroarsina. (MD) A blister gas, very simi
lar to ethyldichloroarsine (which see).

methyl viotet test See: heat tecta.
metro E. Range correction for artillery in yard* per 

thousand yards, determined from a meteorological 
message.

MEV (abbr). ‘Million ele'tron-volts.'
MEW (abbr). 'Microwz.e early warning.'
MF (abbr). ‘Medium frequency.'
MG (abbr). ‘Machine gun.’
Michoud Ordaaace Ptent Ordnance Corp* field in

stallation, located at New Orleans, Louisiana.
microbarograph. Instrument that automatically records 

change* of air pressure. It is more accurate than a 
barograph.

microminiaturisation. See: mh 'aturiaatioa.
microphone. An item specifically designed for con

verting sonic or supersonic wave* in air into equiva
lent electrical impulses.*

MICROPHONE, CAPACITOR. A mierpphone which 
depend* for it* operation upon variation of it* 
electrostatic capacitance.*

MICROPHONE, CARBON. A Microphone which de
pends for its operation upon the veriation in re
sistance of carbon granules.*

MICROPHONE, CRYSTAL. A microphone which 
depend* for it* operation upon the generation of an 
electrical charge by the deformation of a crystal 
having piezoelectric properties.*

MICROPHONE, DYNAMIC. A microphone which 
depend* for its operation upon the generation of an 
electromotive force by the motion of a moving coil 
within a magnetic field.*

MICROPHONE, MAGNETIC. A microphone which 
depend* for it* operation upon variation* in reluc
tance of a magnetic circuit*

microphone, magnetostriction. Electroacoiutict. A 
microphone which depend* for it* operation on the

Mercator projection 191
Mercator projection. A projection with the base line i 

at the equator that shows the meridians as parallel 
line* equally spaced and the parallels as straight 
lines, perpendicular to the meridians, so spaced math
ematically as to produce the property of true shape | 
in the imposed geographic representation.

Exaggeration of area increases with distance from 
the point of tangency, but a straight line on this 
projection, between any two points, represent* a 
rhumb line or a true course.

mercury fulminate. A primary high explosive (which 
see) that is detonated by frHion, impact, or heat; 
fulminate of mercury. Mercury fulminate is used to 
initiate other less sensitive explosives in fuzes, pro- { 
jectiles, mines, or bombs. Its military uses have been 
taken over to a large extent by lead azide because 
of the poor stability of mercury fulminate at elevated 
temperatures.

mercury strain teat. Test of brass cartridge cases 
which causes cracks to appear at the time of the 
test; cracks which would appear natuially in the 
future. Test involves treatment with nitric acid 
and mercurous nitrate.

meson. Phyrict. A particle with a mass approxi
mately 200 times that of an electron, having either 
a negative or positive charge, formerly called a 
‘mesotron’ or 'heavy electron.’

The meson was first detected in cosmic rays.
mesopauee. See . atmospheric shell*.
mesophere. See : atmospheric sheila.
met. (abbr). ‘Meteorology; meteorological.’
metal fatigue. A weakening in the strength of a metal 

caused by repeated or fluc.uating stresses.
metal fouling. Deposits of metal that collect in the 

bore of a gun. Metal fouling comes from the jackets 
or rotating bands of projectiles.

met*', jacket. See: jacket, bullet.
metallic belt. See: belt, link.
metallographic teats. Mttalt. Testa to determine the 

structural composition as shown at low and high 
magnification and by X-rav diffraction methods; 
tests include macro-examination, micro-examination, 
and X-ray diffraction studies.

metaacope. Hand carried device designed for locating 
a source of infrared rays.

met. data (abbr). ‘Meteorological data.'
meteorological check point Gutuury. Arbitrarily se

lected point for which meteorological corrections are 
determined as a time saving expedient These cor
rections are applied to any target located within 
transfer limits of the meteorological check point.

meteorological correction. Adjustment made in the 
firing data of a gun or other weapon to alliw for the 
effect of wind, air pressure, etc., on the flight of a 
projectile.

meteorological data. (met. data) Facts pertaining to 
the atmosphere, especially wind, temperatures, and 
ai: density, which are used in determining correction 
to basic firing data. .

meteorological datum plane. Reference plane assumed 
a* a basis or starting point for atmospheric data 
furnished to artillery. Its altitude is that of the 
meteorological station.



192microphone, moving coif 
generation of an electromotive forte by the deforma
tion of a material having magnetostrictive properties.

microphone, moving coil. See: MICROPHONB, DY
NAMIC.

microphone, moving conductor. A microphone the elec
tric output of which results from the motion of a 
conductor in a magnetic field.

mirraphan*, parabolic reflector. Eltdroatotutia. A 
microphone employing a parabolic reflector to im
prove itn directivity and sensitivity.

MICROPHONY, RIBBON. A microphone which de
pends for its operation upon variations in the electrc- 
motive force generated in a metallic ribbon within 
a magnetic field or the change in resistance of a 
suspended hot wire due to the change in temperature 
caused by the cooling effect of the particle velocity 
of a sound wave.*

microsecond. A millionth part of a second.
micrc-veve. A very sho.-t electromagnetic wave, esp. 

in the frequency range of 1,000 to 30,000 megacycles, 
or in the wavelength range of 30 centimeters to 1 
centimeter.

microwave early warning. (MEW) A highpower, 
long-range radar, giving high resolution and used for 
early warning.

mid-range materiel requirements. Items required as 
soon as possible by current operational and organi
zational concepts or required by new concepts to be 
implemented within the next 5 years. See also: 
long-range materiel requiremente; very-long-range 
materiel requirements.

Mighty Mouse. Popular name for a type of 275-inch 
air-to-air folding-fin rocket developed by the Navy.

mil (abbr). ‘Military.’
mil 1. Unit of measurement for angles based on the 

angle subtended by approximately 1/6400 of the cir
cumference of a circle. A mil is the angle subtended 
by one unit at one thousand units. 2. 1/1000 of an 
inch (wire measurement).

Milan Arsenal. Ordnance Corps field installation, 
located near Milan, Tennessee.

mil formula. Mil relation used in gunnery; expressed 
by n = W/R, where n is the angular measurement 
in mils between two points, W is the lateral distance 
in yards between the points, and R is the mean dis
tance to the points in thousands of yards. The mil 
relation is approximately true for angles less than 
400 mils. See also: mil (sense 1).

Military Automotive Supply Agency. (MASA) An 
Army agency located in Detroit, Michigan, desig
nated by the Department of Defense as the single 
manager for all military automotive supplies.

military characterietice. (MC) Those characteristics 
of equipment found desirable or necessary to the 
performance of a military mission, either combat or 
noncombat.

Military characteristics are prescribed by the using 
arms and usually form the basis of initiating de
velopment of a new item.

military department Sprcif. The Department of the 
Army, the Department of the Navy, or the Depart
ment of the Air Force.

military grid. Network of squares made of north
south lines showing distance east of arbitrary origin,

milling meehiwa

and east-west lines showing distance north of the 
same reference point. The distance between grid 
lines is 1,000, 5,000 or 10,000 yards (or meters), de
pending on the scale of the map.

military grid system. Method of subdividing the earth’s 
surface into zones or segments sufficiently small to 
allow mathematical treatment as a plane surface for 
the purpose of simplifying azimuth and distance 
computations and for providing a simple but accurate 
means of location reference on military maps. See; 
military grid.

military motor vehicle. Wheeled or trac 'aying vehicle 
or combined wheeled and tracklaying vehicle, de

igned for transporting personnel or cargo for mili
tary purposes. A military motor vehicle may be 
either propelled by a self-contained power unit or 
drawn by a vehicle containing a self-contained 
power unit. Cf: commercial typo vehicle; military 
transport vehicle.

military requirement. The statement of a recognized 
and approved need for a new item, a weapons system, 
or an assemblage for military use.

military research. Investigation or experimentation to 
discover and interpret new facts or to analyze existing 
facts with the aim of applying new or revised con
clusions, theories, or laws to areas of interest to 
the military services.

military specification A procurement specification 
promulgated by the military aget.aes and used for 
the procurement of military supplies and equipment.

Military Sttadard. (Mil Str1) An authoritative De
partment of Defense publication setting forth uni
form procedures, definitions and standards for man
datory use throughout the Departments of the Army, 
the Navy, and the Air Force.

military standard tact Specifications approved by the 
Department of Defense, to ensure uniformity of test 
conditions.

military target 1. Any industrial plpnt, city, or other 
object, or any person, group of persons, or force 
marked as a target for destruction, damage, injury, 
or capture because of its direct or indirect use in 
the conduct or support of an enemy’s military en
deavor. 2. In restricted usage, a military person, 
force, installation, or area marked as a target because 
of its use, or potential use, in direct military opera
tions. Distinguished from an industrial target.

military transport vehicle. Wheeled or tracked vehicle 
specifically designed for military purposes other than 
employment as a fighting vehicle, intended for trans
porting cargo, personnel and/or equipment, or for 
towing other vehicles, over land and roads in close 
support of fighting vehicles and troops. It has 
excellent cross-country performance capabilities, 
built-in waterproofing, and other special character
istics not normally provided in a commercial type 
vehicle. Cf: commercial-type vehicle; military 
motor vehicle.

military-type vehicle. Vehicle designed primarily for 
military purposes to meet field requirements in con
nection with combat and tactical operations. Cf: 
commercial-type vehicle; military motor vohlcla; 
military transport vehicle.

milltag machine. A machine tool for shaping material 
generally of a metallic character which is fed against 
a revolving multitoothcd cutter.*

du.
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millisecond. A thousandth part of a second.
MU Std (abbr). ‘Military Standard.’
mia (abbr). 1. 'Minimum.' 2. 'Minute(s).’
■Im. 1. An encased explosive or chemical charge 

designed to be placed in position so that it detonates 
when its target touches or moves near it or when 
touched off • by remote control. General types are : 
land mine and underwater mine. 2. An explosive 
charge placed in a subterranean tunnel under a fortifi
cation. 3. To place mines or prepared charges. See 
also. mine, laad; MINK, UNDKBWATKB.

salat, acoustic. A mine wbt-h is designed to be actu
ated by the sounds eiM.ti ' Sy its target.

miae actioa. The explosion of a projectile below the 
surface of the ground. Cf: mining elect

miae, activated. A mine having a secondary fuse 
which will cause detonation when the mine is moved 
or otherwise interfered with. The device may be 
attached either to the mine itself or to a second mine 
or to an auxiliary charge beside or beneath the mine.

miae, actuated. A controlled mine whose detecting ele
ment has been operated, resulting either in explosion 
of the mine, or signaling to the control u tat ion.

mlaa, aerial. 1. A mine designed to be dropped from 
an aircraft, especially into water. Hence, serial mine
laying, aerial mining. 2. An early World War II 
light case bomb, the predecessor of the blockbuster, 
that was normally di opped by parachute. Was also 
called a ‘land mine.’

aaiae, amphibious. A mine designed especially to hinder 
beach landings and river crossing operations by 
damaging or destroying landing craft, small boats, 
water fording vehicles, and floating bridges. Il may 
be contact, controlled, drifting, ground ot ground 
influence type.

MINK, ANTIPERSONNEL. A land mine, for use 
against personnel, consisting of a small amount of 
high explosive, generally l:»: than 1 pound, in a 
metallic or nonmetallic container fitted with a 
detonating fuae arranged for actuation by pressure 
or release of pressure by pull on a trip wire, or by 
release of tension ^cutting) of a taut trip wire. Two 
types are available, the blast type, which explodes in 
place, and the bounding type, which projects a frag
menting body into the air that, open detonation, scat
ters fragments over a wide area See also: mine, 
boeadiag.

MINK, ANTIPKBSONNKL, PBACTICK. An anti
personnel practice mine is the same sue, weight, and 
shape as an antipersonnel mine but contains a small 
charge consisting of black powder or pyrotechnic 
ccmpoeition instead of a high explosive.

MiNK, ANTITANK. A land mine, consisting of an 
explosive charge, contained tn a metallic or non
metallic case, with provision for a main fuse, and 
usually for secondary, antiremoval fuses. Designed 
to function when a tank or other vehicle runs over it. 
Provided with a charge designed to produce disabling 
effect on a tank. ‘

MINK, ANTITANK, PBACTICK. An antitank prac
tice mine is of the same sise, weight, and shape as 
an antitank mine but contains a small charge con
sisting of black powder or pyrotechnic composition in
stead of a high explosive.

miae, erased. 1. Mine with all safety devices removed 
so the mine is ready to function. 2. Controlled under
water mine that will be fired when firing power is 
applied to the shore cable.

mine, booby trapped. A hidden mine arranged so that 
it will be detonated by the disturbance of an ap
parently harmless object

mine, bounding. Type of MINE, ANTIPERSONNEL 
usually buried just below the surface of the ground. 
It has a small charge which throws the cane up in 
the air. This case explodes at a height of three 
or four feet, throwing shrapnel or fra.ments in all 
directions.

mine cane. See: CASK, UNDERWATER MINK.
MINK, CKKMICAL AGKNT. Container filled with 

war gas for detonation by burster. Used to con
taminate materiel or areas.

MINX CLKABING EQUIPMENT, MKCHANICAL- 
LY POSITIONED. A group of linear shaped pre
fabricated structural sections, filled with composition 
explosives, with a nose section and a towing and 
pushing attachment, designed for assembly into a 
device to be propelled by any standard tank. It is 
designed to breach a path through a mine field upon 
the detonation, by fire from the pushing tank's ma
chine guns of ine linear shaped charges.* Early 
designs weir termed ‘snake, demolition.’ See also: 
DEMOLITION KIT, PROJECTED CHARGE.

mine, ccatact Mine fitted with a firing device which 
explodes the n.ine when it is touched by a vessel, 
person, or vehicle.

mix*, controlled. Mine fitted with firing device* capable 
of being activated by an electrical system leading to 
a central control station. May apply to underwater 
mines or to land mines.

mlae countermeasures. Includes all methods for pre
venting or reducing damage or danger to ships, per
sonnel, a'reraft, and vehicles from mines.

miae, delayed action. Explosive charge designed to go 
off some time after planting, and often left behind 
by a retreating enemy to harass or destroy pursuing 
forces.

asine detecting equipment See: DETECTING BBT, 
MINK.

miae detector. See: detector, mine.
mine, drifting. MINE, UNDERWATER adjusted to 

float, unanchored, on or just below the surface of 
the water. A special type of drifting mine ia the 
oscillating mine, which rise* and falls gently as it 
continuously seeks its point of balance.

mine, dummy. False or imitation land mine used to 
deceive the enemy, or used for training purposes.

arise held. The space either in water or on laad in 
which mines have been placed.

mine field gap. A portion of a mine field in which no 
mines have been laid, of specified width to esmble a 
friendly force to pas* through the mine field in 
tactical formation. It will seldom be less than 1<N* 
yard* wide. ,

mine field lane. An unmined (or demined) route 
through any mine field, normally 8 yard* wide aad 
suitably marked. For lane* through enemy ariae 
fhld*, the width will depend oa the method of ' 
breaching and the purpose for which required.

vi ' ..................... ...... .............. ......■............ ......... . (.Hi. i, w i mi. i.igati



194mine, ground
■Im, ground. MINE, UNDERWATER possessing 

considerable negative buoyancy and intended to rest 
on the bottom. For thia reason ;t is suitable for use 
in relatively shallow water only.

■las, ground influence. A mine, ground (which see) 
designed to be dropped from aircraft, and to rest on 
the bottom. It is detonated by magnetic or other 
influence.

■Ina, lea. A waterproof mine placed in or under the 
ice, detonated by a pressure device on the surface 
or exploded deliberately to break river or lake ice 
in destroying it. See also: ica mining.

■Ina, improvised. A mine manufactured of available 
materials because of unavailability of standard mines 
or because those mines available are not capable of 
producing the desired result.

■ino, land. Container filled with high explosive or 
chemicals, placed on the ground or lightly covered, 
and fitted with a fuze or a firing device o* both. It 
is usually set off by the weight of vehicles or troops 
passing over it.

■Im, magnetic. MINE, UNDERWATER intended to 
be detonated when the hull of a passing vessel causes 
a change in the magnetic field at the mine.

■Im, moored. MINE, UNDERWATER with posi
tively buoyant mine case, held at a predetermined 
depth beneath-the surface by a cable or chain mooring 
attached to an anchor that rests on the bottom.

mine, oscillating. See: mine, drifting.
mine, phony. Harmless object used to simulate m'ne 

or to give false signals in detectors. Used in phony 
‘ mine fields.
MINK PLANTING EQUIPMENT, MECHANICAL. 

A group of items for uncrating, fuzing and maga
zine loading of antitank mines, and the mechanical 
emplacement of barrier type mine fields.*

mine, practice. Imitation land mine used in training. 
A practice mine may contain a smoke producing agent 
for maneuvers or for practice in observing the effects 
of mines against vehicles, or it may be simply a 
block of wood, metal, or concrete for practice in 
laying mine fields.

mine, sea. See: MINE, UNDERWATER.
■las, selected. Controlled MINE, UNDERWATER 

which has been connected, through the selector as
sembly, to the control equipment at the shore station. 
A selected mine is exclusive of all other mines in its 
group and may be fired, tested, or disarmed inde
pendently of the remainder of the group. See: mine, 
controlled.

mine, submarine. See: MINE, UNDERWATER.
■Im sweeper. 1. Heavy road roller pushed in front 

of a tank, used to destroy land mines by exploding 
them. 2. A ship, especially equipped for locating and 
removing or neutralizing underwater mines.

■lae-sweeping. Process of detecting and removing 
land mines or underwater minqs.

MINE, UNDERWATER. An item designed to be 
located under water and exploded by means of pro
peller vibration, magnetic attraction, contact, and/or 
remote control. When empty or inert loaded it may 
be used for training purposes.*

MINK, UNDKRWATKR, PRACTICK. An item de
signed for launching from an aircraft to simulate

Minuteman
the trajectory and falling speed of a MINE, UNDER
WATER. Various weights are insta’'*d to represent 
different types of underwater mines.*

miniature practice bomb. See : bomb, miniature prac
tice.

miniature range. Small range on which targets and 
distances are reduced in scale; used in firing practice.

miniaturisation. The reduction in size and weight of 
a system, package, component, or element by using 
very small parts, printed circuits, transistors, and 
other techniques. D-grees of miniaturization in de
scending order are subminiaturization and micro
miniaturization.

minimum altitude bombing. Horizontal or glide bomb
ing with the height of release at an altitude under 
900 feet. 1* includes masthead bombing (bombing at 
masthead level), which is sometimes erroneously re
ferred to as skip bomting.

minimum elevation. Lowest elevation of a weapon at 
which the projectile will safely clear an obstacle 
between the weapon and the target.

minimum metal condition. The condition corresponding 
to the removal of the greatest amount cf material 
permissible in a machined part. Under the marimum 
metal method of dimensioning this condition results 
from the use of the tolerance applied to the basic 
dimension. See also: maximum metal condition.

minimum range. 1. Least range setting of a gun at 
which the projectile will clear an obstacle or friendly 
troops between the gun and the target. 2. Shortest 
distance to which a gun can fire from a given position.

minimum safe distance. (MSD) Atomic explosion. 
Th- total distance from desired ground zero (DGZ) 
to friendly positions required to ensure troops safety. 
MSD is the sum of the radius of safety and the 
buffer distance.

minimum turning circle. The diameter of the circle 
described by the nutermost projection of a vehicle 
when the vehicle is c aking its shortest possible turn; 
the diamete' of the smallest hollow cylinder within 
which the vehicle can make ■> complete turn.

mining effect. Violent upheaval or movement of earth 
and the destruction or damage resulting therefrom, 
generally caused by an explosion below the surface 
of the earth. Mining effect may be contrasted with 
the blast effect produced by an explosion on or above 
the surface of the earth.

minol. High explosive mixture containing 40 percent 
TNT, 40 percent ammonium nitrate, and 20 percent 
powdered aluminum. Produces large blast effect. 
Suitable for melt loading (which see).

minor activity. See : activity.
minor caliber. Guns and ammunition over caliber .60 

and including three inch. Navy terminology. No 
longer used as an Army classification.

minor defect. See: classification of defects.
minor repair. Repair which in general permits quick 

return to serviceability without extensive disassembly. * 
Can be accomplished with few tools and little or no 
>:quipment and normally does not require evaeuation 
to a rear echelon.

minSAT (abbr). 'Minimum safe air travel.'
Minuteman. Intercontinental ballistic missile under 

development for the Air Force. Utilizes soiid fuel.
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misfeed. Failure to supply ammunition properly, 

especially to a magazine-fed or belt-fed automatic 
gun.

misfire. Failure of a round of ammunition to fire aftzr 
initiating action is taken. Cf: hangfire; see also: 
fl.e (sense 1).

mica Specif. An instance of failing to hit, as with a 
projectile or bomb. Cf: near misa.

missile. (msl) 1. Any object that is, or is designed to 
be, thrown, dropped, projected, or propelled, for the 
purpose of making it strike a target. 2. A guided 
micelle (which see). 3. A ballistic missile (which 
see).

missile, antiaircraft. A guided missile intended to be 
launched from the surface against an airborne target. 
See gnided missile.

missile attitnde. The position of a missile as de
termined by the inclination of its axes (roll, pitch, 
and yaw) in relation to another object, as to the earth.

missile checkout. Performance of procedures to de
termine wheth. r all parts of the missile are apparent
ly capable of performing 'heir prescribed functions. 
Cf missile test.

missile destruct system. That portion of a missile 
which, upon command or due to a failure, is capable 
of destroying the missile, generally for safety reas
ons. Cf fail-safe device.

MISSILK, FRKK FALLING, ANT 5PKRSONNKL. A 
nonexplosive missile designed to be dropped from 
aircraft, for effect against personnel.

M188ILK, FRKK FALLING, TIRK-PUNCTUR1NG. 
A nonexplosive missile designed to be dropped from 
aircraft, on reads and airfield runways, to cause 
damage to tires of vehicles or aircraft by contact.

MISSILK GUIDANCE CKNTRAL. A collection of 
items specifically designed to provide target ranging 
facilities, guidance and control equipment for direct
ing the terminal flight phase of a guided missile 
Excludes DIRECTOR STATION. GUIDED MIS
SILE, TRAILER MOUNTED*

MISSILK IMPACT PBKDICTOB GROUP. A group 
that provides facilities for determining the point of 
impact of a missile.*

MI8SILK POSITION TRACKING GROUP. A group 
that provides facilities for determining the in-flig)it 
position of a missile*

missile servicing platform, truck mounted. See 
SKBVICING PLATFORM, TRUCK MOUNTKD.

missile test. The test that includes missile checkout 
(which see) plus actual firing to determine whether 
the missile is capable of performing its operational 
function.

missile tie daws kit See: TIK DOWN KIT, GUID- 
KD MISSILK.

mistake. Electronic compntert. A human blunder 
which results in an incorrect instru> tion in a pro
gram or in coding, an incorrect element of informa
tion, or an incorrect manual operation.

Miasaay-Schardia effect The acceleration of a solid 
end-plate (usually metal) from the face of an ex
plosive charge under detonation, such that the end
plate remains a solid and is usable as a missile.

mined salvo. Series of shots in which some fall short 
of the target and some beyond it. A mixed salvo

model, teak
differs from a bracketing salvo, in which the number 
of shots going over the target equals the number 
falling short of it.

mixed seasiag. In artillery, applied to height of burst 
only, for a group of rounds which result in both 
‘airs’ and ‘grazes’ in any proportion.

mixture. Specif. Short for ‘fuel-sir mixture’; ‘fnel- 
oxidizer mixture’; etc.

mixture ratio. The ratio of the weight of oxidiser used 
per unit of time to the weijht of fuel used per unit 
of time.

MK (abbr). ‘Mark.’
mm (abbr). ‘Millimeter.’
MMC (abbr). ‘Medium machine gun.’
MMG (abbr). 'Medium machine gun.’
MNT (abbr). ‘Mononitrotoluene.’
mobile aerial tower. See: SKRV1C1NG PLATFORM, 

TRUCK MOUNTKD.
mobile armament See : mobile artillery.
mobile artillery. Artillery weapons designed for move

ment and ready conversion from traveling position 
to firing position. Wheels or other suspension de
vices are not ordinarily removed in the firing posi
tion.

mobile mount Any mount which is mobile, as con
trasted to one which is fixed; as a mount for mobile 
artillery.

mobilisation, industrial. See: industrial mobilisation. 
Mocar babbitt Trade name for a high lead-base 

alloy designed for use in main, connecting, and 
camshaft bearings for automobile engines, and in 
bearings of gas engines, paper mills, mining ma
chinery, electric motors, road machinery, etc.

mockup. A model, often full-sized, of a piece of 
equipment, or installation, so devised as to expose its 
parts for study, training, or testing.

A mockup is sometimes made from a functioning 
piece of equipment by cutting it into parts, keeping 
it generally together by hinges, clamps, or the like.

mod (abbr). ‘Modification’
mode. The figure in a series of statistical data which 

occurs most often.
modal. 1. An object, usually in miniature, built to give 

some idea of what a functioning prototype would be 
like. See: production model; prototype (preproduc- 
tioa) model. 2. A miniature copy of an object, as an 
airplane or motor vehicle. 3. Year, Mark number, or 
other type designator adopted by manufacturer, pro
ducer, or purchaser to identify an item of equipment, 
its design, unit assemblies, and parts. See : Ordustce 
type designator; Mark number.

MODKL, COMBAT TKMICLK. A facsimile or replica 
of a combat vehicle embodying its superficial char
acteristics and proportional dimensions. It is used 
for recognition teaching. Excludes MODEL- 
TANK*

model designation. See: Ordnance typo designator, 
model number. See: Ordnance typo dssignstTT 
MODKL, TANK. A facsimile or replica of a tank 

embodying its superficial characteristics and pro
portional dimensions. It is used for recognition 
teaching.*
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Modern Army Maintenance System. (MAMS) A MODIFICATION KIT, GUIDED MISSILK WAB-

I
I

maintenance method intended for efficiently support
ing a modern Army. The method is directed toward 
resolving logistical problems resulting from existent 
equipment designs and the rapid advance in tech
nological developments. Resolution of these prob
lem areas is brought about through the media of 
policy and design which are coordinated by a desig
nated agency. The maintenance policies embrace the 
following considerations :

a The non-maintained item concept, wherein the 
item is designed as a non-maintained piece of equip
ment and as this equipment becomes unserviceable 
it is replaced on a one for one basis. Sometimes 
erroneously referred to as a throw-away item.

b. The modified support concept which is a combi
nation of the non-maintained item concept and modu
lar maintenance. The equipment is designed for 
maintainability through the adaptation of identical 
type modular units which are replaced when they be
come unserviceable See also: module.

e. Active design participation between design en
gineers and maintenance engineers to insure that all 
new development design characteristics are compati 
ble with reduced and simplified maintenance ob
jectives. This effort is also directed toward a con
tinual evaluation of existent equipment for maintain
ability.

Modern Army Supply System. (*'ASS) A system 
which utilizes automatic data processing and trans
mission equipment and priority transportation to 
supply overseas forces.

modernisation code system. Former system of coding 
to guide logistic actions concerning military items 
during development and use. System abolished with 
establishment of present Army system of type classi
fication, which see.

mode transducer. A device for transforming an 
electromagnetic wave from one mode of propagation 
to another mode of propagation; mode transformer.

mode transformer. See: mode transducer.
modilcation. (mod) A major or minor change in 

the design of an item of materiel, effected in order 
to correct a deficiency, to fao.itate production, or to 
improve operational effectiveness.

modilcation kit A collection of items not all having 
the same basic name which are employed individually 
or conjunctively to alter the design of a component 
or equipment. The items may be used in lieu of, or 
supplemental to, one or more items within the com
ponent or equipment to effect such attributes as im
proved stability, greater efficiency, extended applica
tion and the like, which were not previously inherent 
in its original design. Excludes PARTS KIT (as 
modified); REPAIR KIT (as modified) and IN
STALLATION KIT (as modified).*

MODIFICATION KIT,GUIDKD MISSILK LAUNCH- 
XX. A modification kit designed to convert a basic 
guided missile launcher for use in various type 
installations, such as fixed, mobile, airborne, sea
borne and portable. It may include necessary tools 
and instructions.*

MODIFICATION KIT, GUIDKD MISSILK TRAIL
ER. A modification kit used in the modification of 
a TRAILER, GUIDED MISSILE.*

HEAD. A modi lie? t ion kit used in the modification 
of a guided missile warhead.*

MODIFICATION KIT, GUN MOUNT. A modifica
tion kit used in the modification of a MOUNT, GUN 
including machine gun mounts. Excludes MODIFI
CATION KIT, HOWITZER; MODIFICATION 
KIT, MORTAR; MODIFICATION KIT, RIFLE 
(as modified).*

MODIFICATION KIT, MOBTAB. A modification 
kit used in the modification of a MORTAR, ARTIL
LERY; MORTAR, ARTILLERY, TOWED; MOR
TAR, INFANTRY.*

MODIFICATION KIT, BOCKKT ENGINE. A mod
ification kit used in the modification of a ROCKET 
ENGINE.*

MODIFICATION KIT, ROCKET MOTOR. A modi
fication kit used in the modification of a ROCKET 
MOTOR.*

MODIFICATION KIT, SOCKET WARHEAD. A 
modification kit used in the modification of a rocket 
warhead.*

modified support. See Modern Army Maintenance 
System.

modify. To make a major or a minor change in the 
design or assembly of an item of materiel.

modular construction. See : module.
modular design. See : module.
modular maintenance. See : modnle.
modular unit. See: module. .
modulate. 1. To vary the amplitude, frequency, or 

phase of a radio or electric wave; to change a wave 
by varying its amplitude, frequency, or phase. X 
To vary the velocity of the electrons in an electron 
beam.

modulation. The process of varying the amplitude, 
frequency, or phase of a carrier wave with time, to 
transmit information.

modulation, amplitude. See: amplitude modulation.
modulation factor. The ratio of the peak variation 

actually used to the maximum design variation in 
a given type of modulation.

In conventional amplitude modulation, the maxi
mum design variation is considered that for which 
the instantaneous amplitude of the modulated wave 
reaches aero.

modulation, frequency. See: frequency modulation.
modulation noise. Electroacoustics. The noise caused 

by the signal. The signal is not to be included as 
part of the noise.

The term is used where the noise level is a func
tion of the strength of the signal

modulation, velocity. A form of modulation in which 
the electrons of a stream are speeded up and slowed 
down so as to produce bunches or groups.

modulator, balanced. In electronics, a circuit arrange
ment in which a carrier frequency is controlled by 
a signal wave in a manner to generate the sideband 
frequencies but suppress the carrier in the output 

module. An assembly, forming part of a larger as
semblage, and which is designed for complete re
placement as a unit. Hence the terms modular unit.



197modulus of compremibUity
modular corutruction, modular mamteuance, modular 
dengn, and the like.

modulus of compressibility. See: i ompseoelHIItj, 
modulus of.

Mohaapt effect The effect of a metal liier introduced 
in a shaped charge to increase penetratiji. Generally 
incorporated in HEAT ammunition. See also: 
Munros offset.

Mohs hardness. A measure of hardness ot materials 
obtained by determining which material of a set of 
10 (or IS i < revised scale) is next harder and next 
softer by sci atch test, on the principle that the harder 
material will scratch the softer. The original Mohs 
hardness numbers, and the materials upon which the 
scale is based, are: talc 1, gypsum 2, calcite 3, fluo
rite *, apatite 5, orthoclase 6, quartz 7, topaz 8, 
corundum 9, diamond 10. A revised Mohs scale pro
vides liner graduations above 5 by renumbering as 
follows: orthoclase, periclase, 6; vitreous pure silica 
7; quartz, stellite, V; topaz 9; garnet 10; tantalum 
carbide, fused zirconia, II; tangsten carbide, fused 
alumina, 12* silicon carbide 13; boron carbide 14; 
diamond IS.

When a substance is founJ have hardness be
tween two of the standard substances in the scale, 
this fact is expressed by use of decimal notation, e.g., 
6.65. Cf: Brinell hardness; Bockhell hardness; 
Shore scleroscope hardness; Vickers hardness.

Molotov cocktail. See: grenade, frangible.
moment coeMcleaL The coefficients used for moment 

are similar to coefficients of lift, drag, and thrust, 
and are likewise dimensionless. However, the « must 
include a characteristic length, in addition to the 
area. The span is used for rolling or yawing moment, 
and the chord is used for pitching moment.

moment, hinge. See: hinge moment.
moment of inertia. A measure of the resistance offered 

by a body to angular acceleration; the products of 
mass and the distance squared from the axis of 
reference, summed over all particles in the system 
or body.

MONITOR, MIS8ILB GUIDANCE SBT. An item 
which presents operational information derived from 
a missile guidance set, to which it is connected.* 

monobloc engine. An engine in which the cylinders 
are cast in one block.

monobloc gun. Gun (tube) made from a single piece 
and without a liner. See: liner (sense 1), and cf: 
built-up gun.

monobloc projectile. See: projectile, monobloc.
monocoque. (French ‘single shell.’] 1. A type of 

airplane construction in which the skin of the fuse
lage bears the primary stresses arising in the fuse
lage. 3. An airplane of this construction, such as 
the Messerschmitt 109. 3. A monocoque fuselage.

monefuol propulsion. Propulsion system which ob
tains its power from a single fuel (mosMpropeUant). 
When used in rocket units, this fuel must furnish both 
oxygen supply and the hydrocarbon for combustion. 
Cf: bifuol propulsion.

moaopropellaat. A rocket liquid propellant consisting 
of a liquid chemical compound, or liquid mixture of 
compatible chemical compounds, which is stable and 
can he handled, stored, and fed into the combustion

mortar, 81 an
chamber of a missile from one storage tank. The 
propellant must then be capable, under proper igni
tion conditions, of supporting its own combustion at 
a rate to develop a usefu* thrust Cf: btprepeUant; 
multipr opallast

MOORING AND BATBTY DBVICB, UNDBR- 
WATBR MIMB. An item designed to provide a 
safe-when-adrift feature in an underwater mine. It is 
assembled to an underwater mine case and contains 
a spring loaded shackle to which the mooring is 
secured. When properly moored, tension of the 
mooring chain or cable operates the underwater mine 
extender; when this tension is released the item re
leases the extender and allows it to retract, rendering 
the underwater mine safe.*

Morgantown Ordnaneo Works. Ordnance Corps field 
installation, located at Morgantown, West Virginia.

mortality factor. Numerical factor used to determine 
the quantity of replacement parts to be allowed any 
echelon of maintenance. It is baaed on durability 
of any given part relative to the durability of the 
entire unit

saortar. A complete projectile-firing weapon, rifled or 
smooth bore, characterised by shorter barrel, lower 
velocity, shorter range and higher angle of fire than 
a howitser or a gun, sense 2. (See separate entries.) 
Like the howitzer, the mortar may be fired with any 
one of several propelling charges or sones, according 
to the trajectory desired. Most present day mortars 
are muszle loaded and of simple construction for 
lightness and mobility.
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oaortir, spigot
mortar, spigot. Sec spigot mortar.
motor. Eltilnctl. A rotary machine which converts 

electrical energy into mechanical energy. May in
clude integral gear unit. See alio: GBARCABB- 
MOTOR*

metertaaflng The emission by ac and; system of pai
nting audio sound* resembling the characteristic 
souml of a motorboat. These audio sound* are 
caused by feedback at audio-frequency in the amplifier 
or raxivtr.

motor carriage. See: carriage.
motorist. To equip a military force with motor-driven 

vehicle*. Cf: —chanhe.
metarimrt artillery. Artillery drawn by truck or 

tractor*, or self-propelled.
motor, rocket See: ROCKET MOTOR.
asetor torpedo boat Small vessel of great speed, armed 

with torpedoes, mines, and automatic weapons.
motor transport Motor vehicles used for transporting 

military personnel, weapons, equipment, and sup
plies, excluding combat vehicles such a* tanks, scout 
cars, and armored cars.

motor vehicle. Any wheeled-type, pneumatic-tired, 
self-propelled vehicle, designed and used for the 
transportation of supplies, personnel or equipment 
This does not include bicycles or materials-handling 
equipment.

mount 1. Structure supporting any apparatus, a* a 
gun, searchlight telescope, surveying instrument, etc.
2. To fasten in position, as a gun on its support 
3. To equip; put into operation; go into operation, 
as to mount an offensive.

mouataia artillery. Light artillery that can be carried 
on pack horses or mules; artillery designed for use 
in mountainous country.

mount, flexible. In aircraft guns, a mount which for 
standardization purposes is arbitrarily defined as 
having a horizontal rigidity less than 250,000 pounds 
per inch horizontal deflection. Cf: mount, rigid.

MOUNT, GUN. An item designed to support a gun. 
Includes machine gun mounts. Excludes MOUNT, 
RIFLE; MOUNT, MORTAR; MOUNT, HOWITZ
ER; and MOUNT, TRIPOD (as modified).* In 
vehicles, the assembly which consists of the cradle, 
recoil cylinders, rotor, elevating mechanism, and 
fire solenoids that hold the gun; in armored vehicles, 
the supporting and protective device for the arma
ment which connects the armament to the hull and 
turret.

Tank and armored car guns are in practically all 
cases based on and carried by some portion of the 
hull walls. These mounts may be divided into three 
classes: (a) Turret mounts, (b) sponson mounts, and 
(c) ball mounts.

turret mount. Gun mount positioned in the turret 
of a tank or combat vehicle. Multiple gun turret 
mounts, for more than one gun, give improved con
trol in tracking aerial targets and increased fire
power, and are power driven.
spoaaoa mouat Gun mount positioned on the 
sponson of a tank or combat vehicle. Practically 
abandoned on account of vulnerability and limited 
field of fire although widely used in earlier tanks.

MP
ball asouat Gun mount used for mounttag auto
matic small arm* for use against personnel target*.

MOUNT, HOWITZER. An item designed to support 
a howitzer. Exclude* MOUNT, GUN; MOUNT, 
RIFLE and MOUNT, MORTAR.*

MOUNT, MOBTAR. An item designed tn support a 
mortar. Exclude* MOUNT, GUN; MOUNT, 
HOWITZER and MOUNT, RIFLE.*

MOUNT, OPTICAL SPOTTING INSTRUMENT. 
A device having a rotatable table designed to ac
commodate a specific type of instrument. It ha* 
three detachable stake* which are used for securing 
the mount into the ground. With stakes removed, 
the assembly is operable from any smooth, level 
surface. Stake guides and mounting holes are pro
vided in the base of the mount*

MOUNT, RIPLB. An item designed to support a rifle. 
Excludes MOUNT, GUN; MOUNT, HOWITZER 
and MOUNT, MORTAR.*

mount, rigid. In aircraft guns, a mount which for 
standardization purpose* is arbitrarily defined as hav
ing a horizontal rigidity of at least 250,000 pounds per 
inch horizontal deflection. Cf: mount, flaxflHe.

mount, self-propelled. Motor vehicle on which a gun 
or launcher is permanently mounted.

MOUNT, TANS PBR1SCOPB. A device which is 
' usually attached to a gun trunnion or tank turret

It is used to link the PERISCOPE, TANK with the 
gun bore at all angles of gun elevation and it pro- ’ 
vide* an operating and/or retracting position for the 
periscope. A HEADREST, OPTICAL INSTRU
MENT is furnished with the item*

MOUNT, TBLB8C0PB. A mechanical device de
signed to support and/or position t telescope. It may 
include one or more of the following: cross leveling 
device, means of bore-sighting a gun, azimuth and/or 
elevation, adjusting mechanism, and accommodations 
for attaching a LIGHT, INSTRUMENT*

mount, tripod. A three-legged device, with a central 
socket or head and necessary attachments, for sup
porting a machine gun, recoilless gun, recoilless 
rifle, or the like. Excludes MOUNT, GUN and 
MOUNT, RIFLE *

Mouse. Code name for an early satellite project. 
Named for ‘Minimum Orbital Unmanned Satellite 
of the Earth.'

mouth plug. Plug which seals the mouth of the car
tridge case in separated ammunition. It may be made 
of various materials, such as cork, plastic, or card
board.

movable slot. A slot that comes and goes according 
to the position of the auxiliary airfoil. See: slot 
(sense 2). Also called an ‘automatic slot*

asovtag-coil pickup. Elrrtroocoaztscz. A phonograph 
pickup, the electric output of which results from the 
motion of a conductor or coil in a magnetic field.

MOVING TARGET INDICATOR GROUP. A group 
which provides increased visibility of moving targets. 
Signal returns from fixed targets are partially or 
completely eliminated.*

MOX. An explosive mixture containing a high ex
plosive, plus powdered metal and an oxidizit< agent 
Used in some antiaircraft projectile*.

MP (abbr). ‘Melting point.*

tornds



mph muule buret
■ph; MPB; m.pX (abbr). ‘Miles v«r hear.'
MBI> (abbr). 'Multiple rocket launcher.*
MSD (abbr). ‘Minimum safe distance.*
■al (abbr), ‘Missile.’
MT (abbr). 1. ‘Mechanical time.’ 3. ’Morin* target 

indication.’ t. ‘Megaton.’
MTP (abbr). ‘Mechanical time fuse.’
MTI (abbr). ‘Moving target indicator.*
■tr (abbr). ‘Motor.*
ML Bainier Ordnance Depot. Ordnance Corps field 

installation, located at Tacoma, Washington.
MTSQ (abbr). ‘Mechanical time and superquirk.’
■nd cappiag. Method of breaking up large rocks with

out drilling. A charge of high explosive is laid on 
the rock and covered with mud, then detonated.

muffler. Mechanical. A metal device of various shapes 
and sizes designed for reducing noise in exhaust or 
intake systems. It incorporates integral chambers 
and/or baffles which allow the gases to expand grad
ually. The item may be jacketed and/or watercooled. 
Excludes items containing filtering elements.*

multipeths. The several paths by which, owing to re
flections, a radiated signal may reach the receiving 
antenna from the transmitter. '

multiperforated. Referring to solid propellants: Indi
cating that the propellant grain has more than one 
longitudinal perforation, for control of burning rate. 
One of the most common types has seven longitudinal 
perforations, one being central, and the remaining 
six being regularly located around the center.

multiple-addreso (instruction) code. Electronic coat- 
pntere. An instruction in general consists of a coded 
representation of the operation to be performed and 
of one or more addresses of words in storage. The 
instructions of a multiple-address code contain more 
than one address.

multiple antiaircraft weapon. Antiaircraft weapon pro
vided with more than one firing unit or barrel as
sembly.

multiple Jtt Group of guns emplaced and adjusted for 
firing as a unit; any group of guns mounted in one 
position and fired as a unit.

■ultiple stage rocket (or snlaaile). See: Multistage 
rocket

■ultiple walL Descriptive of a projectile or miuile 
designed for antipersonnel effect, in which the wall 
consists of two or more layers.

multiplex. The simultaneous transmission of several 
functions over one link without lou of detail of each 
function, such as amplitude, frequency, phase, or wave 
shape.

Very high-speed commutation that would satisfy 
these conditions could, in special instances, be cor
rectly classified as multiplexing. Ho^^ir, to pre
vent confusion, the term ‘commutation* is still to be 
preferred whenever a switch is used. .

MULTLPLBXBB. An item designed to combine two 
or more simultaneous intelligence signals for trans
mission over a single transmission facility. Includes 
both time division and frequency division types or 
combinations thereof. Does not include the transmis
sion facilities.*

multiplier. Elec Ironic compateri. A device which has 
two or more inputs and whose ou.put is a repre
sentation of the product of the signed magnitudes 
represented by the input signals. -

■ultipropeUanL A rocket propellant consisting of two 
or more unmixe^ chemicals fed into the combustion 
chamber separately. Cf: bipropoUant; ■onopropel- 
lanL

multipurpose weapon. Weapon that can be used for a 
number of different purposes, such as against ground 
forces and against aircraft.

■ultiaectlon charge. See: charge, assidaeettoa.
multistage rocket. A rocket or rocket missile having 

two or more thrust-producing units, each used for 
different stages of the rocket's flight Normally, each 
unit of a multistage rocket is jettisoned when its fuel 
is consumed.

mu (abbr). 'Munition.'
munition, (mun) Usually pl. 1. In a broad sense, 

any and all supplies and equipment required to con
duct offensive or defensive war, including war ma
chines, ammunition, transport, fuel, food, and cloth
ing, but excluding personnel and excluding supplies 
and equipment for purposes other than for direct 
military operations. 2. In a restricted sense, ord
nance (sense 1).

Munroe effect The effect produced by a shaped charge. 
In Europe sometimes called 'Neumann effect.’ When 
a liner is used, the effect is termed ‘Mohaupt effect’ 
See also: charge, shaped; Mohaupt effect.

Muskegon Ordnance Plant. Ordnance Corps field in
stallation, located at Muskegon, Michigan.

muotard gas. (H) See: CBXMICAI, AGBNT, MU8- 
TABD GAS.

mustard gas, distilled. (HD) See: CHBMICAI, 
AGBNT, MU ST ABD, DI3TILLBD.

mustard-lewisite. (HL) A mixture of mustard gas 
and lewisite, two of the blister gases. See: CHBMI
CAI, AGBNT, LB VISITS; CHBMICAI, AGBNT, 
MUST ABD GAS.

■ustard, simulated. See: CHBMICAI. AGBNT, MU8- 
TABD, SIMULATED.

■ustard-T mixture. (HT) A mixture of mustard gas 
and agent T. Properties are similar to distilled 
mustard gas. See: CHBMICAI, AGBNT, MUS- 
TABD, DISTILLED; CHBMICAI, AGBNT, MU8- 
TABD GA8; CHBMICAI, AGBNT, T.

music. The end of the barrel of a gun from which 
the bullet or projectile emerges.

manic boX Bell-shaped, built-up section at the mux- 
ale of some types of cannon.

muxle blast Sudden air pressure exerted at the mu- 
sle of a weapon by the rush of hot gases and air on 
firing.

■Mslo booster. A unit attached to the mtuale of a 
gun to divert a part of the blast pressure to help 
actuate the recoil mechanism and increase tbs rate of 
fire.

music brake. See: BBAEB, MUZZLB.
■Male bust Explosion of a projectile at tbs muxxle 

of a weapon, or at a very short distance from the 
muxxle.



muuie mercy
mussb energy. Kinetic energy oi the projectiic as h 

emerge* from the muule. Thl* is a enur* of the 
power of the weapon.

muasle laah. Flame that appear* at the mueaie of a 
gun when a projectile leaves the barrel.

mussle plug- See: PLUG, MUXXL1.
mussle prepeaieraaoe. 1. Unbalance of the tipping 

part* of a weapon when the weight of ue *Manle 
end* exert* a greater moment about the trunnion* 
than doe* the weight of the "breech end.* This un
balance may be corrected by an equilibrator. X "The 
amount of th* unbalanced moment

musle sight See : BIGHT, P1OXT.
mauls velocity. (MV) See: initial velocity.

MWO
musste velocity error. The numerical difswwe be

tween the correction* determined by appHtMlea of 
meteorological data and other known variatiea* and 
those determined at approximately the *aam thee by 
registration, expressed in feet-per-secoad variatfeae 
from standard muuie velocity* It is aaeamed to 
represent the difference betweed firing table maesie 
velocity and developed muuie velocity.

mnssl* wave. Compression wave or reaction of the air 
in front of the muuie of a weapon immediately after 
firing. Caused by mussi* blast

MT (abbr). "Muuie velocity.’
MWDP (abbr). "Mutual Weapon* Development Pro

gram."
MWO (abbr). "Modification Work Order.’

i
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NACE (abbr). 'National Association of Corrosion 

Engineers.'
aacello. 1. General. A separate streamlined inclosure 

on an airplane for sheltering or housing something. 
2. Specifically, a. A compartment for a crew. b. 
An engine nacelle.

NAD (abbr). 'Naval Ammunition Depot.'
nadir. A point on the celestial sphere 180 degrees from 

the zenith, i.e., directly beneath the observer.
NAM (abbr). ‘National Association of Manufacturers.’ 
NAMC (abbr). 'National Air Materiel Command.' 
naaoaecoad. A millimicrosecond or IO~* second.
napalm. (NP) 1. Aluminum soap in powder form, used 

to gelatinize oil or gasoline for use in napalm bombe 
or flame throwers. 2. The resultant gelatinized sub
stance. See also: CHEMICAL AGENT, INCEN
DIARY OIL; THICK.NNBB, INCENDIARY OIL.

napalm bomb. See; bomb, napalm.
NAS (abbr). 1. 'National Aircraft Standards.' 2. 

‘Naval Air Station.*
NASA (abbr). 'National Aeronautics and Space Ad

ministration.’
NASC (abbr). 1. 'National Aircratt Standards Com

mittee.* 2. 'National Aeronautics and Space Council.’ 
National Aeronautice and Space Administration.

(NASA) Federal agency with control of US 
space research except specific military projects.

National Aeronautics and Space Council. (NASC) 
Policy making agency for US space programs. Its 
chairman is the President

national development mission. One of the national 
missions, which see. The planning, direction, and 
appraisal of the process of reducing basic design 
data to practice. For specific information as to 
what the various missions include, consult appropri
ate Ordnance Corps Orders.

national industrial engiaeeriag mission. One of the 
notional missions, which see. The planning, direc
tion, and appraisal of the development, provision, 
and maintenance of the technical resources essential 
to the accomplishment of the notional procureasent 
and produetion mission and the aatioail industrial 
mobilisation mission, which also see. For specific 
information as to what the various missions include, 
consult appropriate Ordnance Corps Orders.

national industrial mobilisation mission. One of the 
national missions, which see. The planning, direc
tion, and appraisal of actions required for the suc
cessful and efficient accomplishment of the national 
procurement and production .mission (which see) in 
accordance with the Ordnance Mobilization Plan. 
Technical support to this mission is rendered by the 
national industrial engineering mission (which see) 
for which national industrial mobilisation funds are 
applicable for items not in current production. For 
specific information as to what the various missions 
include, consult appropriate Ordnance Corps Orders.

national maintenance mission. One of the national 
missions, which see. The functions of planning, di
recting, and appraising those elements of the Ord
nance Supply Distribution and Maintenance Program 
(with respect to major combinations or systems; end 
items of ammunition; components and items as ap
plicable). For specific information as to what the 
various missions include, consult appropriate Ord
nance Corps Orders.

national missions. The Ordnance national missions 
which may be assigned to a commodity command or 
commodity arsenal, or to other Ordnance installa
tions and activities as directed by the Chief of 
Ordnance. They are identified as: national develop
ment; national procurement and pcoduetioa; national 
industrial engineering; national industrial mobilisa
tion; national supply control; national stock control; 
national maintenance. See separate entries. .For 
specific information as to what the various missions 
include, consult appropriate Ordnance Corps Orders.

national procurement and production mission. One of 
the national missions, which see. The planning, di
rection, and appraisal of all phases of the acquisition 
and delivery to point of first destination of assigned 
materiel, including spare parts and spec.al tools 
therefor, except for that materiel which may be 
specifically authorized for local procurement. For 
specific information as to what the various missions 
include, consult appropriate Ordnance Corps Orders.

National Science Foundation. (NSF) Civilian agency 
of the Federal Government established to encourage 
and finance basic scientific research and to help im
prove science teaching.

National Security Council (NSC) Includes Cabinet 
members and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
and advises the President on all matters affecting 
national security.

national stock control mission. One of the nation 
missions, which see. The functions of planning, 
directing, and appraising those elements of the 
Ordnance Supply Distribution and Maintenance Pro
gram with respect to assigned materiel. For specific 
information as to what the various missions include, 
consult appropriate Ordnance Corps Orders.

national supply control miaaiea. One of the national 
missions, which see. The functions of planning, 
directing, and appraising assigned element* of the 
Ordnance Supply Distribution and Maintenance 
Program with respect to assigned materiel. For 
specific information as to what the various missions 
include, consult appropriate Ordnance Corps Orders.

NATO (abbr). ‘North Atlantic Treaty Organtaation.* 
(Pronounced aa a word.)

natural freqweaey. The frequency at which a body 
vibrates, or will vibrate, aa determined hr the physi
cal characteristics of the body.

nautical stile, (nm) A measure of dietaace equal to - 
approximately COM feet or l.ISM statute miles. Cf: 
knot
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nav
uv (Mr). 1. 'Naval; navy.' 2. 'Navigation.'
Havaglobe. A particular kiqd of long-distance naviga

tion system using one or more omnidirectional radio 
ranges with the appropriate airborne equipment to 
famish aircraft with automatic aaimutn and direc
tion-finding indications in respect to a range station.

Navaho. Name applied to an Air Force surface-to- 
surface long range supersonic strategic missile, the 
SM-64. It is powered by two ramjet engines.

Navajo Ordaaaes Depot Ordnance Corps field in
stallation, located near Flagstaff, Arizona.

navigation. (nav) The process of finding the position 
of a vehicle, and directing it to reach a desired 
destination.

Navigation is inherently three-dimensional but is 
often reduced to two dimensions by projecting all 
positions, courses, and speeds upon the surface of 
the earth.

navigational coordinate. A quantity whose measure
ment serves to define a surfac of position (or a line 
of position if one surface is already known) con
taining the vehicle.

navigation, celestial. Navigation by means of observa
tions of celestial bodies. A system wherein a missile, 
suitably instrumented and containing ail necessary 
guidance equipment, may follow a predetermined 
course in space with reference primarily to the rela
tive positions of the missile and certain preselected 
celestial bodies. Determination of the vertical to the 
earth's surface may be necessary in addition.

navigation, Doeea. : navigation, hyperbolic. 
Navigation, gee. See: navigation, hyperbolic.
navigation, hyperbolic. A general method for determin

ing lines of position by measuring the difference in 
distance of the navigator or navigating apparatus 
from two or more stations of known position. Tbe 
difference in distance is determined by measuring 
the difference in time of arrival of signals transmitted 
from two or more stations. Although a great variety 
of signaling methods are theoretically possible, only 
radio waves are now commonly used in hyperbolic 
navigation. One system, using continuous wave 
signals, is known as Decca. Loraa and Oee are sys
tems using signals transmitted as pulses. One 
trammittfag station is the master station, with the 
other station or stations, separated from 75 miles to 
1100 miles, being slave statioaa. The cycle of trans
mission always begins at the master station and 
signal travels out in all directions. The arrival of 
the master signal at the slave station ‘triggers off* 
the slave which, in turn, transmits a signal. Points 
o( constant difference in time of arrival of tbe two 
or more signals will fall on hyperbolas, with the 
transmitters at the foci. The accuracy of tbe line of 
position which can be established by the navigator 
or the navigating apparatus varies from 300 yards 
to 2 miles depending upon tbe distance of the observer 
or the receiver from tbe base liue between stations 
and upon the type of system*and equipment used. 
Although the navigator’s equipment differs in details 
for Gee, Doeea, and loraa, the fundamental char
acteristics are the same. In the Decca and Gee 
systems, tiu master station operates in conjunction 
with two or more slave stations. In the loraa sys
tem, the master station operates with one slave sta
tion. tihona is a short-range system.

neutral burning
NAVOL TANK, TORPEDO. A tank forming part of 

a torpedo assemblage, provided for the storage of 
solution of hydrogen peroxide in water. Decomposi
tion of the hydrogen peroxide furnishes the oxygen 
required to effect combustion of the fuel, alcohol.

NBS (abbr). 'National Bureau of Standards.*
NC (abbr). 1. 'Nitrocellulose' (explosive). 2. ‘Na

tional coarse' (thread).
neat miso. The strike of an explosive missile, esp. 

of an aerial bomb, near but not on the object of 
attack, and usually close enough to it to cause ef
fective damage.

Nebelwerfer. (German 'smoke thrower.’] A German 
ground mobile rocket launcher of WW II, having 
six chambers fired singly.

Nebraska Ordnance Plant Ordnance Corps field in
stallation, located at Wahoo, Nebraska.

neck, earn. Cylindrical portion of cartridge case be
tween mouth and shoulder.

needle valve. A type of valve used in certain car
buretors consisting of a small plain or threaded rod 
having a conical or tapered point, operated within 
a jet to vary the flow of fuel through the jet

need-to-know. A criterion used in securing procedures 
that requires a person requesting classified informa
tion to establish his need to know such information 
in terms of his mission.

NEF (abbr). 'National extra fine (thread).
negative acceleration. See : deceleration.
negotiated contract A purchase or sales agreement 

made by a Government agency without normally em
ploying techniques required by formal advertising.

NEMA (abbr). ‘National Electrical Manufacturers 
Association.’

nerve gas. Chemical agent (war gas) which is absorbed 
into the body by breathing, by ingestion, or through 
the skin, and affects the ..ervous and respiratory sys
tems and various body functions. Examples: soman; 
tabun; CHEMICAL AGENT, I80PR0PTL METH- 
TLPH08PH0N0FLU0RIDATE (sarin). (See 
separate entries.)

NESC (abbr). 'National Electric Safety Code.’
net thrrst. The total thrust produced by a propuls'or. 

system minus the drag resulting from aerodynamic 
forces acting on the propulsion system. Cf. effective 
thrust; threat

NETWORK, PUL8E FORMING. A grouping of two 
or more different items such as resistors, colls, and 
capacitors, electrically connected and used tu shape 
the leading and/or trailing edge of a pulse. See a'so: 
ATTENUATOR (as modified); FILTER (as modi
fied) ; and ttaaaformer.*

NETWORK, SUMMATION. A grouping of two or 
mere different items, such as resistors, capacitors, 
or coils, electrically connected and designed to sum 
two or more sources of data and combine into a. 
single input for a computer or other electrical or 
electronic equipment.*

Neumann effect Tenn sometimes need by Europeans 
for the more common British-American term of 
Munroe elect (which see).

MUtral burning. See: neutral gianulation.



neutral granulation
aeutral granulation. Propellant granulation -n which 

the surface area of a grain remains constant during 
burnin The burning of a propellait with neutral 
granulation is termed 'neutral burnin,;.’ Cf: degres
sive granulation; progreaaive granulation.

neutralisation fire. Fire which is delivered to cause 
casualties, to hamper and interrupt the firing of 
weapons, movement, or action and to reduce the 
combat efficiency of enemy personnel.

neutralise. 1. To destroy or reduce the effectiveness 
of enemy personnel and materiel by gunfire, bombing 
or any other means. 3. To make a toxic chemical 
agent harmless by chemical action. See: decontami
nation. 3. To disarm or otherwise render safe mines, 
bombs, or other missiles and booby traps.

neutral oil. See: oil, neutral.
neutron. A particle which is one of the constituents 

of an atomic nucleus in most elements, having no 
electric charge.

Neutrons are released as radiation in the atomic 
disintegration of certain elements, and because they 
are uncharged they serve as particles with which to 
bombard the atomic nuclei of fissionable matter.

Matron bombardment The bombardment of atomic 
nuclei by neutrons, esp. so as to produce nuclear 
fission.

No? River Ordnance Plant Ordnance Corps field in
stallation, located at Radford, Virgin’s. A sub
installation of Radford Arsenal.

Newton’s rings. A series of concentric colored or 
bright and dark circles seen when positive and nega
tive surfaces of nearly the same curvature are pressed 
together. It is caused by interference of light rays. 
It is used to test lenses. The more nearly the surfaces 
are natched, the greater the distance between the 
rings and the larger the circles.

Now York Ordnance District One of the eleven dis
tricts into which the United States is divided for 
purposes of industrial mobilisation, procurement con
tract negotiation and administration, etc., by the 
Ordnance Corps. Embraces the State of New York; 
and the counties of Monmouth, Middlesex, Somerset 
and Hunterdon, and all counties north thereof in the 
State of New Jersey. The main office is located 
in New York City.

NF (abbr).. 1. ‘Nose fuze.’ 3. ‘National fine* (thread).
NG (abbr). ‘Nitroglycerin* (explosive).
NN (abbr). ‘Nonhygroscopic.*
NN propellant. A propellant which, by reason of itA 

formulation oi method of manufacture, does not ab
sorb moisture from the air. See: naahygroecopic.

Nike. Name applied to a system of Army surface-to- 
air guided missiles designed to seek out intercept 
and destroy enemy aircraft Several weapons of tbe 
Nike system are Nike-Ajax, Nike-Hercules, and 
Nike-Zeus. The Nike-Ajax has a range of approxi
mately 25 miles, a speed of mack 2, is liquid-fueled 
and rncket-boosted, with command guidance. The 
Nik?-Hercules has a range of approximately 70 
miles, a speed of over mach 3, nuclear warhead 
capability, employs solid fuel and command radar 
guidance. The Nike-Zeus is an antimissile missile 
using solid fuel and radar guidance.

NIR (abbr) ‘Nose fuze impact rocket.'

NITRIC ACID.
nitriding. A process of case-hardening steel by causing 

the surface to absorb nitrogen. It is usually done by 
heating the steel in ammonia gas at 500s to 550° C.

nitrocellulose. (NC) Cellulose nitrate. An explosive 
used in the manufacture of smokeless propellants. 
Formed by the action of a mixture of nitric and 
sulfuric acids on cotton or some other form of 
cellulose. Guncotton is a nitrocellulose that has a 
very high nitrogen content.

nitrocelluloee propellant A single base propellant 
whose main constituent is nitrocellulose, wi‘ vily 
minor percentages of additives, for stabilising, etc. 
See: propellant

nitrocotton. See: guncotton.
nitrogen mustard gas. (HN) See: CHBMICAI, 

AGKNT, NITROGEN MUSTARD GAR.
aitrogea tetroxide. See: PROPELLANT, NITRO

GEN TETROZIDE.
nitroglycerin. (NG) Nitrated ester of glycerol in 

which the OH radicals are replaced by NOp. A 
colorless liquid at ordinary temperatures. Very 
powerful and sensitive high explosive; used in dyna
mites and in some propellant mixtures. See-also: 
DYNAMITE; propellant

nitroguanidiM. Picrite, a colorless crystalline c-im
pound. One of the principal constituents of triple 
base propellants. The other two principal ernatituexts 
are nitrocellulose and nitroglycerin. The nhroguani- 
dine is present in the nitrocellulose nitroglycerin 
colloid as a finely dispersed crysiMline solid. The 
nitroguanidine contributes to the potential and helps 
in reducing muzzle flash.

nitromethane. A liquid compound, CH.NOp, oily and 
colorless, used as a moaoprepellaat (which see) for 
rockets.

nitrooUrcb. Explosive used in some blasting compo
sitions. It has been used during emergencies as a 
substitute for TNT. Manufactured from starch by 
nitration.

NM (abbr). ‘Nonmetallic.’
NMTBA (abbr). ‘National Machine Tool Builder's 

Association.’
nodal point See: node.
node. 1. Oytirz. One of the two points on the optical 

axis of the lens, or system of lenses, such that a ray 
emergent from the second point is parallel to the 
ray incident at the first 2. Phytict. A line, point 
or surface of a vibrating body which is free or 
relatively free from vibration. S. Bltetrieiiy ttti 
rlrctromtr. a. A point on a conductor at which there 
is zero voltage or zero current b. A point in a radio 
wave or the like where amplitude is zero.

noise. Unwanted sound or disturbances found la or 
introduced into a communication system, or appear
ing on a radar scope.

Crosstalk, grass, and clutter are forms of noise. 
Minimum noise is caused by Input of power fan-



nniao level
pedance; other noise may be caused by atmospheric 
conditions, electronic circuit components, etc.

netoo level. The strength of noise signals at a partic
ular point in the electrical or electronic circuit; 
usually expressed in microvolts or in decibels with 
respect to some arbitrary level such as signal voltage 
or power.

m!m redaction. EUctroacoiutui. In photographic re
cording and reproducing, a process whereby the 
average transmission of the sound track of the print 
(averaged across the track) is decreased for signals 
of low level and increased for signals of high level.

Siuee the ground noise introduced by the sound 
track is less at low transmission, this process re
duces film noise during soft passages. The effect 
is normally accomplished automatically.

MOL (abbr). 'Naval Ordnance Laboratory.'
nomen (obbrj. 'Nomenclature.'
nomenclature. (nomen) The identifying name of ma

teriel. Example: CARTRIDGE, 81 MILLIMETER: 
HE M43A1.

In the above example 'CARTRIDGE* is the basic 
near., while ^CARTRIDGE 81 MILLIMETER* is 
the fan MM*, and 'M13AI' is the Ordnance typo 
deeignator. See separate entries.

MOMSbOlatue plate. Plate, usually made of metal, 
which is conspicuously mounted on equipment, giving 
model letters, symbols and numbers, together with 
other pertinent information.

nominal else. Sim used for purposes of general identi
fication. The basic size of s part will be approxi
mately the same as the nominal sine but need not be 
exactly the same. For example, a rod may be re
ferred to as M inch, although the actual dimension 
on the drawing is JM95 inch. In this case K inch is 
the nominal aim.

nomograph. A device used for repeated solutions of 
mathematical formulas. It consists of a series of 
straight line scales, curved scales and/or grids, which 
are lined np serially with a straight edge to obtain 
the solution to an equation*

neaataoeopherte control. Any device or system designed 
or set up to control a guided rocket missile, rocket 
craft, or the like outside the atmosphere or in regions 
where the atmosphere is of such tenuity that it will 
not affect aerodynamic controls; the control provided 
by such devices or systems.

Soane of the systems used to accomplish non- 
atmospheric control incorporate vanes or fins directly 
in tiie jet stream; others are based on the swiveling or 
gimballing of the entire rocket motor or the use of 
exhaust ports to direct the exhaust in such a manner 
as to change the course.

neabereaafe. Term applied to a hue or booster that 
does not include a safety device to prevent the ex
plosion of the main charge of a projectile premature
ly, while it is still in the bore of the gun. See also:

nenoembat vehicle. Unofficial term, sometimes used 
to distinguish a vehkie which is not classed as a 
samlet vehicle (whici see); that is, it is without 

foi rngsg.il>, <i combat.
noadelay fuss- See: fuse, aondelay.
nan destructive testing. Testing of any nature which

204 norma! aiming error
'kies, not materially affect the life expectancy of the 
item tes'ed

nonelectric. Indicates, in the case of blasting cape, that 
functioning is initiated by means other than electric, 
e g., by FUSE, BLASTING, TIME.

nonexpendable. Of a supply item or piece of equip
ment : That is not consumed in use and does not lose 
its identity in use, as a weapon, vehicle, machine, 
tool, piece of furniture, or instrument.

aondammable. Not flammable.
nonfrag (abbr). ‘Nonfragmenting.'
nonhygroscopic. (NH) Not capable of absorbing 

moisture from the air. Used especially in regard 
to smokeless propellants.

nonbypergolic. Not capable of igniting spontaneously 
upon contact. Used especially with reference to 
rocket fuels. Cf: typergolic.

noaiaitiatiag high explosive. See: secondary high 
explosive.

nonlinear distortion. Electroacoiuti'.i. Distortion 
caused by a deviation from a desired linear rela
tionship between specified measures of the output and 
input of a system.

The related measures need not be output and input 
values of the same quantity; eg., in a linear de
tector, the desired relation is between the output 
signal voltage and the ii.D-v modulation envelope, 

non-maiatained item. See : Modem Army Maintenance 
System. .

nonperalatent war gas. Chemical agent (war gas) 
normally effective in the open 10 minutes or less at 
the point of dispersion. Cf: persistent war gas; see 
also: war gas.

nonplaaar network. A network which cannot be drawn 
on a plane without crossing of branches.

nonrecurring iseue. An issue made on a onetime basis 
with no foreseeable subsequent demand from the 
consignee to whom issue was made. Cf: recurring 
issue.

nenotendard. (NS) Differing from specifications, 
conditions, or procedures that have been prescribed 
or established. Weather conditions different from 
those assumed in firing tables, for instance, are 
nonstandard.

nonayotesaatie error. See: accidental error.
Morden bomboight [Named for its developer, C. L. 

Nordm, 1880- , a US aeronautical coneultant]
A gyroscopically-stabilized synchronising bunbeight 
used mainly for synchronous bombing but useful for 
fixed-angle bombing.

Utilizing preset data and manual operation by tka 
bombardier, the Norden bombsight computes the 
correct dropping angle and, in connection with an 
automatic pilot or pilot direction indicator, deter
mines the proper course of the aircraft required to 
maintain the necessary line of sight to the target

Mordoafeld breechblock. See: breechblock, oeeentrio- 
acrew (Mordoafeld).

norm (abbr). ‘Normal.*
normal acceleration. See: acceleration, normal.
normal aiming error. In bombing, an aiming error 

that falls within the boundary for gross errors.

rngsg.il


normal axia nuclear radiation
normal axia The vertical axil of an aircraft or mis

sile. See: axes of as aircraft
normal charge. See: charge, normal.
normal impact Impact on a plane perpendicular to the 

trajectory; striking of a projectile against a surface 
that is perpendicular to the line of flight of the 
projectile.

normal maintenance. /fmmuHitioa. Maintenance that 
does not involve the disassembly of ammunition or 
replacement of components, but that work performed 
to prevent deterioration of exterior surfaces of in
dividual items and/or packages of ammunition com
ponents.

Morth Atlantic Treaty Organisation. (NATO) An 
organization of several nations in a treaty alliance 
for collective defense and preservation of peace and 
security against aggression, organised in 1949. Signa
tory nations were the United States, Great Britain, 
France, Canada, Italy, Belgium, Luxemburg, the 
Netherlands, Norway, Denmark, Portugal, Iceland. 
Nations admitted after original ratification of the 
treaty were Greece, Turkey, the Federal Republic of 
Germany.

aoaa. The foremost point or section of a bomb, mis
sile, or the like. Indicates, in the case of fuze 
nomenclature, that item is to be attached to the nose 
of the munition for which intended; and, in the case 
of the component of a fuse, that the component is 
to be used with a nose fuse. '

NOSS ASSEMBLY, TORPEDO. An item attached 
to the front of a torpedo warhead designed to con
tain hydrophones or transducer electronic circuits, 
and other equipment necessary for acoustic control.* 

Mae cone. Protective ballistic case for the nose sec
tion of a missile or rocket. The nose cone may in
clude the warhead, fusing syste n, stabilization sys
tem, heat shield and supporting structure and equip
ment. Cf: reentry body.

nose drag. See: drag, none.
bom fuse. (NF) See: fuse, bom.
Boee-heavy. The condition of an airframe in which 

the nose tends to sink when the longitudinal control 
is released in any attitude of normal flight.

NOSE SECTION, GUIDED M1881LE. The extreme 
forward portion of a guided missile, designed to con
tain instrumentation, spotting charges, and/or fuzing 
or arming devices, and the like, but does not contain 
the payload. It is usually tapered or rounded for 
ease of atmospheric penetration. Excludes BODY 
SECTION, GUIDED MISSILE and WARHEAD 
SECTION (as modified). See also: RADOME and 
ANTENNA-RADOME.'1

NOSE SECTION, ROCKET. The extreme forward 
portion of a rocket, designed to contain instrumenta
tion, spotting charges, and/or fusing or arming de
vices, and the like, but does not contain the payload. 
It is usually tapered or rounded for ease of atmos
pheric penetration. Excludes WARHEAD SEC
TION (as modified).*

nose spray. Fragments of a bursting projectile that 
are thrown forward in the line of flight, in contrast 
to baas apray, thtown to the rear, and eida epray, 
thrown to the side.

NOTE (Mr). 'Naval Ordnance Test Station.*

aossle. A duct through which a liquid or gas is di
rected, designed to increase he velocity of the liquid 
or gas; rfifcif., a jet nozzle for a jet engine or rocket.

NOZZLE, EXHAUST, ROCKA.T MOTOR. An item 
designed with a constricting throat section and a 
divergent section. The constricting throat section 
compresses the propellant gases and maintains the 
pressure within the thrust chamber of the rocket 
motor by limiting the flow of gases. The divergent 
section controls the expansion of the gases causing 
increased thrust.*

NP (abbr). 1. 'Napalm-incendiary oil mixture.* X 
Thickener, Ml ('napalm'). 1. 'Dummy nose plug.*

NPA (abbr). 'National Petroleum Association.'
NPG (abbr). ‘Naval Proving Ground.*
n-propyl Bitrats. See: PROPELLANT, n-PROPYL 

NITRATE.
NRL (abbr). ‘Naval Research Laboratory.*
NS (abbr). 1. 'Nonstandard.' 2. 'National special* 

(thread).
NSC (abbr). 1, ‘National Security Council.* 2. ‘Na

tional Safety Council.*
N8D (abbr). ‘Nonself-destroying.*
NSP (abbr) 'National Science Fotrndatiou.*
NSP (abbr). 'Nose shipping plug.'
N-termiMl network. A network with n accessible 

terminals.
N-tornsiMl pair network. A network with 2n acces

sible terminals grouped in pairs. In such a network 
one terminal of each pair may coincide with a net
work node.

TTP (abbr). ‘Normal temperature and pressure.* 
nuclear. 1. Of or pertaining to a nucleus, especially to 

the nucleus of an atom. 2. Of or pertaining to the 
fission or fusion of an atomic nucleus. See also: 
flexion, nuclear; fusion, nuclear.

nuclear bomb. See: bomb, nuclear.
nuclear energy. Energy held within the nucleus of an 

atom, released in part in certain isotopes by the pro
cess pf fission, or in certain other elements by the 
process of nuclear fusion; rttiriciivt, that part of 
this energy that is released by fission or fusion.

in nuclear fission, the energy released comes from 
the atomic nucleus being split, resulting in the 
emission of nuclear particles, such as neutrons, the 
alpha particle, or the beta particle. In nuclear 
fusion, the combining atomic nuclei fail to utilize their 
entire atomic mass in forming the new nucleus, the 
unused mass being converted into energy.

nuclear flexion. See: flaaioa, nuclear.
nuclear fusion. See: fusion, nuclear.
nuclear prepulaion. Propulsion by means of nuclear 

energy.
Nuclear propulsion utilizes atomic, or nuclear, 

energy to provide heat, which in turn is converted, 
in one way or another, to mechanical energy. In
stances of this propulsion are in the submarines, such 
as the Nautilus and the Sea Wolf.

nuclear radiation. The radiation of neutrons, gamma 
particles, and other particles from an atomic nucleus, 
resulting from nuclear fission or from the escape of 
particles in the process of nuclear fusion.

i ;
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Meteor reader. (Commonly, only reactor.) An ap

paratus in which nuclear fission may be sustained in 
a self-supporting chain reaction. It includes fission
able material (fuel), such as uranium or plutonium, 
and moderating material (unless it is a fast reactor) 
and usually includes a reflector to conserve escaping 
neutrons, p.ovision for heat removal and measuring 
and control elements. The terms pile (which see) 
and reactor have been used interchangeably, with 
reactor now becoming more common.

■ ■dear rocket A rocket propelled by readier to re
leased nuclear energy.

■ ■riser warhead. A warhead that contains fissionable 
or fiasionnble-fusionable material.

■ ■dear weapon. A bomb, projectile, missile, or the 
like that carries a nuclear warhead.

■ all. EUcIricil]/ and elrdrensrr. Zero.
nulling. The accurate adjustment of different input- 

voltages in electro-mechanical directors so that the 
indicated voltages represent correct distances in 
yards.

■ ■■bar. (no.) Eltcirovic Formally an 

abstract mathematical entity defined by the rules 
governing the relations and operations to which it is 
susceptible. In this sense, a number is independent 
of the manner of its representation. Commonly a 
representation of a number as defined above, such 
as a "binary number," or a ‘decimal number,' or a 
sequence of pulses. In a digital machine, a wore 
composed only of digits and possibly a sign.

■ amber, till— EUctranu A sat of digits
constructeJ of such a sequence that each successive 
digit is equally likely to be any of n digits to the 
base n of the number.

nutation. 1. The oscillation of the axis of a rotating 
body such as a spinning projectile. 1. In radar, the 
situation where, with the radar reflector stationary, 
the center of the dipole, which has its longitudinal 
axis fixed, is caused to describe a circle centered 
at the focus of the paraboloid and lying In s plane 
perpendicular to the axis o' th; paraboloid

MITT, KM LOCK, BOMB. A rut, circular in shape, 
with holding or tightening features: designed to posi
tion and hold a RN ASSEMBLY, BOMB to a 
bomb*
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OAC (abbr). 'Ordnance Ammunition Command.'
OASD (abbr). 'Office of the Assistant Secretary of 

Defense.'
OASD (SAL) (abbr). ‘Office of the Assistant Secre

tary of Defense (Supply and Logistics).'
obj (abbr). 'Object.'
object. Oftict. The principal thing imaged by the 

optical system. It may be part of a large object, 
an entire object plus its immediate surroundings, 
or a number of objects. It is a general term used for 
the sake of convenience.

objective. Optict. The lens in an optical system 
which receives light from the field of view and 
forms the first image. It is the lens farthest from 
the eye and nearest the object viewed.

objective plane. Plane tangent to the ground or coin
ciding with the surface of the target, especially such 
a plane at the point of impact of a bomb or pro
jectile.

objective poinL See: point of impact
objective prism. A right-angle prism employed in 

some types of instruments to bend light 90 degrees 
before it enters the objective.

oblique fire. Fire placed on a target from a direction 
diagonal to the long dimension of the target, or on 
an enemy from a direction between his front and his 
flank.

obliquity. State of being oblique; deviation from a 
right line; deviation from parallelism or perpendicu
larity; the amount of such deviation; divergence.

oboe. A radar navigation and blind-bombing system 
using two ground stations measuring distance to a 
radar beacon carried by an aircraft.

In oboe, the course flown by the navigating air
craft is circular. The ground station at the center 
of the circle is designated the ‘cat* station; the circle 
passes through the target or destination at a pre
determined range from the ‘mouse* station. Com
munication signals sent over the system instruct the 
pilot the course to fly, and the bombardier when to 
drop his bombs. This system was widely employed 
in Europe during WW II.

oba (abbr). ‘Obsolete.*
obaeuration. The act or state of being indistinct or 

hidden from view, as from smoke, dust or a mask.
obaervation, astronomic. The observation made on 

celestial bodies to determine longitude, latitude, time 
and/or asimuth.

obaervation of Are. Act of watching fire in order to 
locate the burst or impact of projectiles in respect 
to the target and to correct firing data; surveillance 
of fire. Observation of fire may be made from the 
ground or from the air.

observe, (obsr) To watch and take notice of artillery 
fire, enemy movements, or the like.

observed angular height (or other observed element 
of data). A term denoting the element of data per

taining to the position of the target at instant of 
observation. .

observed fire. Fire for which the points of impact or 
burst can be seen by an observer on the ground, in 
aircraft, or on a naval vessel. The lire can be 
controlled and adjusted on the bases of the ob
servations.

observed position. Position of a moving target at the 
instant of observation.

observing angle. Angle at the target between a line 
to the observer and a line to the gun or battery; the 
angular distance of an observer from the gun or 
battery.

obsolescent Becoming obsolete.
obsolete, fobs) Of ordnance materiel: No longer 

satisfactory for the purpose for which obtained due 
to improvements or revised requirements.

obsolete category. See : type classiIcetioa.
obstacle. See: beach obstacle; underwater obstaeie.
obturating cup. Inverted cup, sealing against passage 

of gases of explosion, which inverts due to pressure 
actuating firing pin or other mechanism.

obturation. 1. The act of, or means for, preventing 
the escape of gases. 2. In explosive applications, 
sealing of the breech of a gun to prevent escape of 
propellant gases. 3. In automotive applications, 
sealing of a piston by the use of piston rings or 
other means.

obturator. 1. Assembly of steel spindle, mushroom 
head, obturator rings, and a gas-check or obturator 
pad of tough plastic material used as a seal to pre
vent the escape of propellant p>.i around the 
breechblock of guns using separate-loading ammuni
tion, and therefore not having the obturation pro
vided by a cartridge case. 2. A device incorporated 
in a projectile to make the tube of a weapon gas
tight, preventing escape of gas until projectile has 
left the muzzle of the weapon.

obturator pad. Pad of tough plastic material, forming 
part of an obturator (which see).

obturator rings. Accurately machined and fitted rings 
forming part of an obturator (which see).

obturator spindle. Part of the breechblock assembly 
of a gun which fires separate loading ammunition. 
It extends through the breechblock and bolds in posi
tion the various parts of the obturator, while per- ■ 
mining the breechblock independent rotation about 
these parts.

OC (abbr). 1. ‘Ordnance Corps.* a. *Operating char
acteristic curve.*

OCO (abbr). 1. ‘Office, Chief of Ordnance.* 3. ‘Ord
nance Corps Order .'

octal A fuel-thickening material.
•etaaa. 1. Any of several isomeric hydrocarbow > 

(CaHl() of the methane series; spr<#., a colorlosa 
liquid obtained in refining petroleum. 3. Short for
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octane number
‘iso-octane.’ 3. A fuel containing an octane, esp. 
iso-octane. See also: octane neater.

octane neater. A number assigned to a liquid fuel 
to designate its relative antiknock value in a re
ciprocating engine of the spark ignition type.

The octane number is the percentage number of the 
iso-octane in a given fuel minture of iso-octane and 
normal heptane that matches the fuel being tested in 
antiknock properties. The higher the octane number, 
the more compression the fuel can withstand without 
detonation.

octane rating. The rating of a liquid fuel indicated by 
its octane number (which see).

OCTI (abbr). ‘Ordnance Corp' Technical Instruction.’ 
octal. A high explosive composed of HMX and TNT 

in varying proportions.
ocular prism. Office. The prism employed in a range 

finder to bend the lines of sight through the instru
ments into the eyepieces.

OD (abbr). ‘Outside diameter.'
odograph. An instrument which when installed in 

a vehicle automatically plots on a map the course and 
distance traveled by the vehicle.

•deaister. An instrument for measuring distance 
traversed, as of a vehicle; the indicating gage of 
such an instrument.

OorlikM gun. [Orrliion, Switzerland.) Any of certain 
Swiss-developed, 20-mrn, automatic aircraft or anti
aircraft can-on, shooting greased ammunition.

These cannon have been used by various nations, 
including the US, Great Britain, Germany, and 
Japan.

of -carriage fro control. Process of controlling fire on 
a target with the aid of a sighting device which is 
not mounted directly on the weapon. Cf: oa-car- 
riage fire control.

of-earriage fro control equipment. Fire control Items, 
such as directors, aiming circles, and observation 
instruments, which are required for directing the fire 
of the weapon and which are separately transported. 
Cf: oa-carriags fire control equipment

offensive grenade. See: grenade, ofieaaivs.
Office, Chief of Ordnance. (OCO) Official designation 

of the office of the Chief of the U. S. Army Ord
nance Corps. Symbol: ORD. '

Office of Naval Research. (ONR) One of the princi
pal research agencies of the Navy, with head
quarters in Washington, D. C.

Oflee of Ordnance Research. (OOR) Formerly a 
field activity of the Ordnance Corps, located at 
Durham, North Carolina. Redesignated Army Re
search Office (Durham), January 1961.

Office of Scientific Research. Division of the Air Re
search and Development Command responsible for 
basic scientific research.

official master drawing. That drawing which is 
established as the official drawing upon which any 
revision will originally be made and from which 
copies of the current drawing will originally be 
reproduced.

offset. Bomb dupomf. The horiaootai distance of 
forward travel covered by the missile after It strikes 
the ground. This distance is measured from the

ogive, secant
center of the hole of entry to the most forward part 
of the missile.

offset bombtag. Any bombing procedure which em
ploys a reference or aiming point other than ’he 
actual target. .

This type of bombing is employed when the target 
cannot be seen or is a poor reference point When 
employed, the compensating factors are either set 
into the bombsight or computed by the bombardier. 
Cf: direct bombing.

offast-couras computer. See: course-line computer.
offset ground sero. Atomic reflation. A case where 

the desired ground sero is displaced some distance 
and direction from the target center.

offset plotting. Method of plotting firing data when 
different ranges and azimuths must be sent to each 
gun of a battery.

offshore procurement. Procurement from a foreign 
country.

off tte shelf items. Those items required by the mili
tary services which are generally used throughout 
the civilian economy and which are available through 
normal commercial distribution channels.

ogive. The curved or tapered front of a projectile. 
As a geometrical body, a convex solid of revolution 
in which the generating area is bounded by an arc 
of a circle the center of which lies on the side of 
the axis of revolution opposite to the arc. When 
applied to a projectile contour the radius of the arc 
is expressed in calibers, such as a 7-caliber ogive.’ 
With a bullet, bomb, or other projectile having a fuse 
forming the nose, the ogive is included between a 
point where the projectile begins to curve or taper 
and a point on the line where fuse and body meet; 
in other types of projectiles, the nose of the pro
jectile is included as a part of the ogive. See also: 
ogive, falae.

ogive, conical. A cone plus cylinder; an ogive gen
erated by a line segment plus an arc of infinite 
radius. See also: ogive.

ogive, falae. A rounded or pointed hollow cup added 
to the nose of a projectile to improve streamlining. 
Also called ’windshield’ or 'ballistic cap.*

OGIVB, PROJBCTILB. A hollow, conical, metallic 
item, designed to inclose the forward portion of a 
projectile to reduce air resistance during flight.*

OGIVB, RIFLB GRBNADB. A hollow metallic item 
designed for attachment to the forward end of a 
practice rifle grenade. It cushions the impact and 
permits reuse of the grenade.*

OGIVB, ROCEBT. A hollow, conical, metallic shell 
covering for a rocket warhead, designed to reduce 
air resistance during flight.*

•give, Meant An ogive generated bv an arc not 
tangent to, but intersecting at a small angle, a 
segment which forms the cylindrical surface. A 
secant ogive may have any radius of curvature 
greater than that of the tangent ogive up to an 
infinite radius of curvature (i.e., a straight, conical 
ogive); but unless otherwise specified, a secant 
ogive has approximately twice the radius of curva
ture of a tangent ogive. Called ’fractional ogive* 
by the British. See also: ogive; ogive, tangent
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ogive, taagoat
•give, Uifatt. Ogive generated by arc, tangent to 

segment forming the cylindrical turface. Called 
•true ogive’ by the British. See: ogive.

ail bath. 1. Oil, in a container, within which a mech
anism works, or into which it dips. 1. Oil in which 
a piece of apparatus is submerged. S. Oil used in 
tempering. 4. Oil poured on a cutting tool.

•tt buffer. A mechanism on certain types of auto
matic weapons, especially the caliber .50 guns, for 
atriorbing the shock of recoil and regulating the 
speed of firing See BUFFRR, R1COIL MICH- 
ANI8M.

oU detergent See: detergent oila.
oU-dUnUen valve. A valve used to mix gasoline with 

engine oil to permit easier starting of the gasoline 
engine in cold weather.

ell filter. See: liter, oiL
eU gear. An electromechanical device utilising hy

draulic principles to convert electrical data signals 
into power drive. See: DRIV1 A8SIMBLY, 
ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC, ANTIAIRCRAFT GUN.

oU groove. A groove running part way round the 
inside of a bearing from the oilhole to distribute 
lubricating oil to the journal.

oilhole. A hole for conducting oil, as from an oil cup, 
to a bearing.'

eiUaaoa. The ability of an oil to ’stay slippery* under 
difficult operating conditions; the characteristic of 
a lubricant that makes it cling or adhere to surfaces; 
the property that causes a difference in the friction 
when lubricants of the same viscosity at the same 
temperature and pressure of the film are used with 
different bearings. It is a phenomenon that becomes 
strongly evident o"’y when the oil film separating 
rubbing surfaces is exceedingly thin, in films of 
molecular dimensions, viscosity effects are negligible 
although oiliness has a marked bearing.

off, fabricating, engine, automotive and disssL See: 
LUBRICATING OIL, INTERNAL COMBUSTION 
ENGINE.

oil, magnette, faspectica. See: MAGNETIC IN* 
ERECTION OIL.

oil, mineral, fog. See: FOG OIL.
oil, neutraL 1. Any of -he oils carrying paraffin which 

are obtained by the steam-distillation of paraffin- 
base petroleum after the second-grade Illuminating 
oil has been run off. Neutral oil carrying paraffin 
is known as ‘wax distillate.* 1. Any of the fabri
cants of medium viscosity and fire test, usually 
filtered, and obtained by the reduction of pressed 
distillate from wax oil or wax distillate.

oil pump. AtUonwtiv*. Oil pumps are of the gear, vane 
or ptangcr type. They are usually an integral part 
of the engine. Their purpose is to lift oil from the 
sump to the upper level in the splash and circulating 
systems, and in forced-feed lubrication they pump 
the oil to the tubes leading to the b wrings and other 
parte.

•fl ring. 1. A ring located at the tower part of a 
to prevent an excess amount of oil from 

drawn up octo the piston during the suction

209 on the way
stroke Sr< RING, PISTON. 3. A ring on a 
journal, dipping in an oil hath for lubrication.

oU seal 1. A device for preventing the entrance or 
return of oil from a chamber. 3. A device using oil 
as the sealing medium to prevent the passage of fluid 
from one chamber to another.

oil-temperaturs regulator. See: regulator, eil tempera
ture.

Oklahoma Ordnance Worka Ordnance Corps field 
installation, located at Pryor. Oklahoma. A tub- 
installation of Kansas Ordnance Plant

omnibearing. A bearing toward an omnidirectional 
radio-range station, as given to an aircraft by the 
omnidirectional radio range.

emaibsariag-diataace aavigttion. Radio navigation 
utilising a polar-coordinate system as reference, 
making use of omnibearing-distance facilities.

omnibearing indicator. An instrument that continual
ly indicates a bearing toward a VHF omnidirec
tional radio-range station.

OMRO (abbr). ‘Ordnance Materials Research Office.'
on-carriage equipeaeat Items of supply which, al

though not part of the cannon carriage proper, are 
mounted on the carriage and remain in their respec
tive mounts, brackets, or containers on the carriage 
when it is being towed. These items are required 
for organisational maintenance and to provide the 
fire control necessary for laying the piece. Ex
amples: rammer staves, handspikes

oa-carriags fire control. Process of coatrolling fire 
on a target with the aid of a sighting device 
mounted directly on the weapon. Cf: eff-carriage 
Are control.

on-carriage fire control equipment. Fire control items, 
such as telescope mounts, which art built into the 
cannon carriage or mount, or which are carried on 
the carriage or mount in the traveling position. 
Cf: off-carriage Are control equips>uaL

one and a half stage mieolle. A ballistic missile which 
stages part of the booster system but retains the 
basic tankage and other equipment Ti e asain feature 
is that the sustainer engine is started on the ground 
(in contrast to a two stage missile).

eae-dimoaaioaal flow. See: flew, ene-dimaiscieaaL
one hundred degree centigrade hoot toot See: boat 

teota.
one hundred percent rectangle. See: hundred percent 

rectangle.
on-line operation. Blactnuk csss/eirr*. A type of 

system application in which the input date to the 
syvtem is fed directly from the measuring deviceo 
and the computer resuite obtained during the process 
of the event; e<, a computer receives data from 
wind tunnel measurements during a rem, and the , 
computations of dependent variables are performed ” 
during the run enabling a change fa the conditioae 
so as to produce particularly desirable results.

ONR (abbr). *Office of Naval Research.*
on the way. Expression sent over eoeemunicaCioa 

system from firing position to observation pookfoa
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when weapon is bred, thus warning the observer* 
to be on the alert for spotting the impact.

oa-v*hicle materiel. (OVM) Items of supply which, al
though not part of the vehicle proper, are issued with, 
and c? tried on, ordnance or other technical service 
vehicles. They art! required for vehicular mainte
nance, armament, fire protection, communication, 
etc., and to complete the majot combination (which 
see). Examples: guns, gun mounts, radios, flash
lights, fire extinguishers, sighting and f>re control 
equipment, specified vehicular spare parts and tools 
for maintenance of the vehicle and weapons.

OOR (abbr). 'Office of Ordnance Research.’

OP (abbr). 1. ’Observation post.’ 3. Navy, 'Ord
nance Pamph'et.’

opaciflar. A substance used to treat a solid rocket 
propellant so as to absorb light and heat and thua 
protect the propellant from deterioration until ready 
for use.

open ammunition space. Ground area prepared or im
provised for storage of ammunition in open areas to 
supplement magaaine space.

open-end contract Agreement for the supply of good* 
or service* which contain* no or varying limits of 
time and quantity and which usually involve* re
curring order* and charge* in varying degree.

open eight A rear gunsight having a notch. Dis
tinguished esp. from a peep sight

open storage. The storage of certain materiel out
doors; the materiel so stored.

operand. Elrcfronsc computers. A word on which 
an operation is to be performed.

operating characteristic curve. (OC) A graph of the 
probability of acceptance of material containing de
fective items, depending upon the sample else and 
percentage of defective item*. The number of item* 
being sampled is not considered, since it is always 
a large number, and is treated as being infinite.

operating handle. Handle or bar with which the 
operating lever of a gun is operated to open and 
close the breech of the pin.

operating lever. Lever device on a gun with which 
the breech of the gun is opened and closed.

operating maintenance. Service and repair to vehicle* 
and other equipment. Operating maintenance dif
fers from scheduled maintenance, which consists of 
the regular servicing and repair of equipment ac
cording to a time schedule or on a mileage basis. 
Also called *march maintenance.'

operating slid*. Mechanism in a Browning machine 
gun that permit* opening the breech for loading, 
unloading, and clearing out stoppages, and closing 
the breech for firing.

operation. £tecteomc computers. 1. The activity re
sulting from an instruction. 3. The execution of a 
set of commands.

operational. When used in connection with equipment 
such as aircraft, vehicles, etc., indicates the equip

ment is in such a state of repair a* to be immediately 
usable.

operational research. See: operation* research.
operational suitability test. The service evaluation >f 

atomic weapons' compatibility with a given system 
of delivery to a selected target. Within the Depirt- 
ment of the Army, operational suitability testing is 
considered synonymous with user testing. See also: 
user teat.

operation, complete. Eire ironic comfnttri. An opera
tion which include* (a) obtaining all operand* from 
storage, (b) performing the operation, (c) returning 
resulting operands to storage, and (d) obtaining 
the next instruction.

operation, computer. Electronic comfntere. The elec
tronic action of hardware resulting from an instruc
tion; in general, computer manipulation required to 
secure computed results.

operation* analysis. See: operations research.
operation* evaluations. See: operations research.
operation* research. 1. A scientific method of pro

viding executives with a quantitative basis for de
cisions regarding the operations under ‘heir control. ' 
3. Scientific, qualitative, and quantitative study of 
warfare by military agencies with the objective of 
improving the weapons, tactics, and strategy of 
future operations through analysis and evaluation of 
past operations and maneuvers, and operations trials. 
Also known as operational research, operations an
alysis, and operations evaluations.

OPM (abbr). 'Ordnance Proof Manual.'
opposed cagia*. An internal combustion, reciprocating 

engine having the piston* on opposite side* of the 
crankshaft, with the piston stroke* on each side 
working in a direction opposite to the direction of 
the stroke* on the other side.

opt (abbr). ‘Optical.’

optical, (opt) 1. Pertaining to instrument* having 
specially ground lense* and used with the eye, a* in 
'optical sight.' 3. Pertaining to action* in which 
optical instrument* are used, a* in ‘optical bombing.’

optical axis. The line formed by the coinciding princi
pal axe* of a serie* of optical element* comprising 
an optical system; in other words, an imaginary line 
passing through the optical center of the system.

optical center. Tne point of a lens through which the 
ray* pas* and emerge parallel to their path of in
cidence. It is the thickest part of a converging 
(convex) lens and the thinnest part of a diverging 
(concave) lens.

optical element A part of an optical instrument which 
act* upon the light passing through the Instrument, 
such a* a lens, prism, or mirror.

OPTICAL FLAT. A flat, transparent piece of glass, 
generally of fused quartz, with one or both principal 
surface* polished to within a few millionths of an 
inch of a true plane, used in conjunction with a 
monochromatic light source to measure the flatness 
of precision finished surfaces, and to determine the 
distance and parallelism between precision finished 
surfaces by comparison with known standards. In 
operation the flat is superimposed, reference surface
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downward, on the parts under test and when il
luminated by monochromatic liftht the rays re
flected from the reference surface are either rein
forced or neutralised by the rays reflected from the 
surface under test producing interference bands 
which reveal any variations in the thickness of the 
film of air between surface under test and the flat. 
Excludes optical parallels.*

optical glass. Glass carefully manufactured to obtain 
purity, transparency, homogeneity, and correct opti
cal properties. See: crown glass; flint glass.

optical instrument A measuring, sighting, indicating, 
or computing device, the operation of which is based 
upon the properties of light. Examples: telescope, 
microscope, transit, spectroscope, sextant, range 
finder.

optical sight A sight with lenses, prisms, or mirrors 
that is used in laying weapons, for aerial bombing, 
or for surveying.

optical surface. A reflecting or refracting surface.

optical cysts*. A number of lenses, or lenses and 
prisms, so arranged as to refract or refract and 
reflect light, to perform some definite optical function.

OPTICAL SYSTEM, INFRARED RECEIVER. An 
assemblage consisting of one or more lenses and a 
combination of mirrors, specifically designed to re
ceive and focus infrared radiation from an external 
source upon a detecting medium. Docs not include 
the detecting medium See also : RECEIVER, IN
FRARED.*

optimisation. The approach to economically perfect 
design or operation, accomplished primarily by 
analytical rather than ‘hit or miss’ methods.

optimum ehargs. Propelling charge with web and 
propellant weight combination which produces maxi
mum velocity at a specified pressure.

orbit. 1. The path described by a body in its revolu
tion about another body, as by a planet about the 
sun or by a manmade satellite about the earth. X 
To revolve about another body.

orbit, closed. A circle or ellipse in a central force field 
(invariant elements).

orbit, open. Circle or ellipse in a perturbed field (with 
changing elements).

orbite of planets. See table below.

PLANET Orbit, Nearest Point Orbit, Farthest Point

Earth perifee apogee
Moon perilunar apolunar
Sun perihelion aphelion
Mars periares apoares
Venus perihesperian aphesperian
Jupiter perijove apojove
Saturn pericronus apocroaua
Uranus periur&nian apouranian
Neptune periposeidon apoposcidon
Pluto periplutonian apopluton ian
Mercury perimercurian apomercurian

PLANET SPACE

Noun Adjective
Between Earth 
and Planet

On Other Side of 
Planet—Earth Reference

Earth Gee ....... - 1
Moon Lunar cis-Lunar trans-Lunar
Mars Martian cis-Martian trans-Martian
Venus Venusian, Hesperian cis-Venusian trans-Venusian
Jupiter Jovian cis-Jovian trans-Jovian
Saturn Saturnian cis-Satumian trans-Saturnian
Uranus Uranian cis-Uranian trans-Uranian
Neptune Neptunian cis-Neptunian trans-Neptunian
Pluto Plutonian cis-Plutonian trans-Phstouian
Sun Helion cis-Helion trans-Helion
Mercury Mercurian" cis-Mercurian trans-Mercurian
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erd (Mr). ‘Ordnance.*
OBDAB. Official symbol for Army Ballistic Missile 

Agency.
OBDBA. Official symbol for Frankford Arsenal 
OBDBB. Official symbol for Picatinny Arsenal. 
OBDBC. Official symbol for Rock Island Arsenal 
OBDBD. Official symbol for Springfield Armory. 
OBDBB. Official symbol for Watertown Arsenal 
OBDBF. Official symbol for Watervliet Arsenal. 
OBDBG. Official symbol for Aberdeen Proving 

Ground.
OBDBI. Official symbol for 'efferson Proving Ground.
OBDBB. Official symbol for Alabama Ordnance 

Works.
OBDBB. Official symbol for Keystone Ordnance 

Works.
OBDBF. Official symbol for Longhorn Ordnance 

Works.
OBDBB. Official symbol for White 2ands Missile 

Range.
OBDBY. Official symbol for Volunteer Ordnance 

Works.
OBDBF. Official symbol for West Virginia Ordnance 

Works.
OBDBX. Official symbol for Badger Ordnance Works. 
OBDBZ. Official symbol for Indiana Arsenal 
OrdC (Mr). "Ordnance Corps.* 
OBDCB. Official symbol for Radford Arsenal.
OBDCC. Official symbol for Cactus Ordnance Works. 
OBDCM. Official symbol for Lake City Arsenal.
OBDCB. Official symbol for St. Louis Ordnance 

Plant.
OBDCO. Official symbol for Twin Cities Arsenal and 

Gopher Ordnance Works.
OBDCP. Official sy.rbol for Cleveland Ordnance 

Plant
OBDCB. Official symbol for Comhusker Ordnance 

Plant
OBDCT. Official symbol for Joliet Arsenal
OBDCT. Official symbol for Michoud Ordnance Plant.
OBDCB. Official symbol for Oklahoma Ordnance 

Works and Kansas Ordnance Plant.
C-BDCT. Official symbol for Kingsbury Ordnance 

Plant.
OBDCZ. Official symbol for Lone Star Ordnance 

Plant
OBDDA. Official symbol for Louisiana Ordnance 

Plant
OBDDB. Official symbol for Nebraska Ordnance 

Plant.
OBDDD. Official symbol for Pentex Ordnance Plant 
OBDDB. Official symbol for Rockford Ordnance 

Plant.
ORDDO. Official symbol for Dickson Gun Plant
OBDDQ. Official symbol for Ordnance Assembly 

Plant
OBDDB. Official symbol for Maumelle Ordnance 

Works.
OBDDW. Official symbol for Bedstone Arsenal

ORDJU
OBDDY. Official symbol for Wabash River Ordnance 

Works.
OBDBA. Official symbol for Birmingham Ordnance 

District and Charlotte Ordnance Missile Plant.
OBDBB. Official symbol for Boston Ordnance Dis

trict.
OBDBC. Official symbol for Chicago Ordnance Dis

trict.
OBDBD. Official symbol for Cincinna'J Ordnance 

District
OBDBB. Official symbol for Cleveland Ordnance 

District
OBDBF. Official symbol for Detroit Ordnance Dis

trict.

OBDBB. Official symbol for New York Ordnance 
District

OBDBI. Official symbol for Philadelphia Orf rance 
District

i)BDBl. Official symbol for San Francisco Ordnance 
Difiidct

OBDBM. Official symbol for St Louis Ordnance 
District.

order. EUctronic tomp»itrt. See: iastrwtiOk.

OBDBU. Official symbol for Iowa Ordnance Plant.
OBDVX. Official symbol for Chief, Field Service 

Di* sion, Office, Chief of Ordnance.
OBDOB. Official symbol for Ordnance Board.

OBDGC. Official symbol for Comptroller, Office, Chief 
of Ordnance.

OBDGI. Official symbol for Inspector General, Office, 
Chief of Ordnance.

OBDGL. Official symbol for Legal Office, Office, Chief 
of Ordnance.

OBDGP. Official symbol for Provost Marshal, Office, 
Chief of Ordnance.

OBDGQ. Official symbol for Services and Installa
tions Office, Office, Chief of Ordnance.

OBDGU. Official symbol for Intelligence, Security 
and Safety Office, Office, Chief of Ordnance.

OBDGX. Official symbol for Executive Office, Office, 
Chief of Ordnance.

OBDBB. Official symbol for Ordnance Training Com
mand.

OBDBX. Official symbol for Chief, Personnel and 
Training Division, Office, Chief of Ordnance.

•rdiaata. 1. One of the coordinates of a point X 
The distance of a point of the trajectory from the 
plane of site. The maximum ordinate is the highest 
point of the trajectory.

OBDIX. Official symbol for Chief, Industrial Division, 
Office, Chief of Ordnance.

OBDJC. Official symbol for Benicia Arsenal.
OBDJB. Official symbol for Erie Ordnance Depot 

OBDJB. Official symbol for Raritan Arsenal.

OBDJU. Official symbol for Savanna Ordnance Depot
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ORDKA.

Depot.
Official symbol for Fort Wingate Ordnance

OPDKB.
Depot.

Official symbol for Anniston Ordnance

ORDKC.
Depot.

Official symbol for Black Hills Ordnance

ORDKD.
Depot.

Official symbol for Blue Grass Ordnance

ORDER.
Depot.

Official symbol for Letterkenny Ordnance

ORDEG. Official symbol for Navajo Ordnance Depot.
ORDKI. Official symbol for Pueblo Ordnance Depot.
OBDXJ. Official symbol for Rid River Arsenal.
ORDEL. Official symbol for Seneca Ordnance Depot.
ORDKM. Official symbol for Sierra Ordnance Depot.
ORDER. Official symbol for Kioux Ordnance Depot.
ORDEO. Official symbol for iooele Ordnance Depot.
ORDKP. Official symbol for Umatilla Ordnance De-

pot.
OBDKT. O^lcial symbol for Sunflower Ordnance 

Works.
OBDLA. Official symbol for Holston Otdnance 

Works. ’
ORDLB. Official symbol (or Cherokee Ordnance 

Works.
O3DLE. Official symbol (or Gulf Ordnance Plant.
OBELI. Official symbol (or Ordnance Technical In

telligence Agency.
OBDLT. Official symbol for Lima Ordnance Modifi

cation Center.
ORDLY. Official symbol for Ordnance Ammunition 

Command.
ORDMC. Official symbol for Ordnance Tank-Auto

motive Command.
ORDML. Official symbol for Mt. Rainier Ordnance 

Depot.
ORDMX. Official symbol for Detroit Arsenal.
srdusuce. (ord) 1. Military materiel, such as combat 

weapons of all kinds, with ammunition and equip
ment for their use, vehicles, and repair tools and 
machinery. 3. Ca^italistd. a. The Ordaaaea Corps 
(which see) of the U. S. Army. b. An organisation 
or activity that stores, issues, or maintains ordnance 
materiel, as in “Ordnance will repair the division 
artillery."

Ordaaaea Ammualtim Comasaad. (OAC) Field com
mand of the Ordnance Corps located at Joliet 
Arsenal, Joliet, Illinois, charged with responsibility 
for procurement and associated activities of end 
items of ammunition; it directs the operation of a 
number of Government owned ordnance plants.

Ordaaaea Assembly Plaat. Ordnance Corps field ac
tivity, located at Army Chemical Center, Maryland. 
Official symbol: ORDDQ.

ordaaaea automotive teat program. A single test pro
gram consolidating all the tests normally required 
in the research or development testing of an Ord
nance motor vehicle and the methods of test, la 
general, automotive testa include the determination 
of the capabilities and limitations of the vehicle or 
component thereof under test These tests may be 

classified as development, research, or miscellaneous 
tests.

Ordnance Board. A major deliberative agency of the 
Chief of Ordnance, responsible (or the development 
of future broad Ordnance Corps concepts, plans, and 
policies. In relation to various concepts, plans, and 
policies oi the Department of the Army and other 
Defense agencies, the Hoard determines responsibili
ties and functions of the Ordnance Corps in its sup
port of military operations, recommends the best 
course of action (or the Ordnance Corps, and pre
pares recommendations to other agencies concerning 
items of mutual interest; is responsible for the co
ordination of the combat deve'opment program with
in the Ordnx.ice Corps. Ixrated at Aberdeen 
Proving Ground, Maryland.

Ordaaace Corps. (OrdC) A technical aarviae of ths. 
U. S. Army, charged with the design, couatrocHsa, 
testing, and supply of ordnance materiel. Tht 
Ordnance Corps provides guns, ammunition, missile*, 
armored and tracklaying vehicles, apparatus for 
sighting and firing guns. It maintains arsenals and 
depots for the design, manufacture, testing, storage, 
and issue of such materiel; it also maintains an ex
tensive research program.

Ordnance Corps Technical Instruction. (OCTI) A 
publication from the Office, Chief of Ordnance pro
mulgating to the f.dd policies, procedures, responsi
bilities, and instructions of a technical nature.

ordaaace depot A dep-M which contains reserve 
stocks of arms, ammunition vnd equipment furnished 
by the Ordnance Corps.

Ordnance drawing aumbor. A number aaaigand hr 
the Ordnance Corps for the ideatificatioa of an 
Ordnance drawing.

Ordaaaea Field Safety Office. Ordnance Corps Bold 
installation, located at Jeffersonville, Indian

Ordaaace Guided Miaalio School Ordnance Corps 
field ins'allation, located at Redstone Arsenal, 
Alabama.

Ordaaace taduetrial Data Ageaey. An Ordnance Corps 
Class II activity located at Radford Arsenal, with 
the postal address of Snowville. Virginia. Official 
symbol: ORDOD.

Ordaaace Maaagemeat Bagiaoeriag Traiaiag Agency. 
A field agency of the Ordnance C„rps, located at 
Rock Island Arsenal, Rock Island, Illinois. Official 
symbol: ORDOW.

Ordnance Materials Research Office. (OMRO) A 
special mission activity located at Watertown Ar
senal, responsible for the Ordnance Corps Supporting 
Research Program on Materials, the Ordnance Corps 
Materials Standardisation Program and the opera
tion of the Ordnance Materials Research Reactor.

erdaaaee asatorioL Weapons at all types, aanbunkien, 
fire-control instruments, and other articles for 
whose design, storage, and isaae the Or dee ace Corps 
is responsible.

Ordnance Missile Cimtmeel. Short for V. & Army 
Ordaaace Missile CeeemaU (which see).

erdaaaee meter book. Called log bock.* A book 
issued with each ordnance motor vehicle, hi which 
aa accurate record must be kept of perfntmeme wed 
maintenance of each motor vehicle issued by the
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Ordnance Corps, and which must accompany the 
vehicle at all *.imet.

ordnance officer. 1. Officer who is a member of the 
Ordnance Corp*. 2. Special staff officer who ad
vises his commander on technical matter* of ord
nance. In thi* meaning, also called ordnance 
staff officer. 3. Officer having responsibilities deal
ing with ordnance maintenance, ammunition, and 
general supply, including that of placing captured 
enemy materiel into usable condition.

Ordnance part number. A part number assigned to an 
Ordnance item for Ordnance Corps engineering 
purpose*.

ordnance plan. Detailed statement on ordnance opera
tion* prepared for a commander, usually by hi* 
ordnance officer. An ordnance plan include* specific 
instruction* for the use of ordnance units. It deal* 
with ordnance maintenance, ammunition, and general 
supply, and the putting of captured materiel into 
usr.ble condition.

Ordnance Proof Manual. <OPM) A manual whose 
purpose is to simplify, codify, and standardise proof 
technique and to provide a guide for those who plan, 
execute, or analyte proof work on ordnance ma
teriel. The manual include* a discnasion, in detail, 
of basic principles, related facts, and specific in
struction* relating to: 1. Classification of test*. 2. 
Examples of test programs on all classes or type* 
of ordnance materiel. 3. Proof technique, including 
the detail operation of proof facilities. 4. The 
method* of reduction* o! proof data, calculation* 
performed, the evaluation of tests, and instruction* 
for preparation of proof report*.

Ordnance Proprietary Bights Board. A board estab
lished by the Chief of Ordnance via Ordnance Corps 
Orders as an evaluation and advisory body for the 
Ordnance Corps in the held of proprietary rights. 
See: proprietary item. See also: proprietary right*. 

orAnance service. All activities necessary to maintain 
in usable condition the ordnance equipment of a 
command and such other equipment as directed by 
proper authority.

Ordnance Special Weapon*-Ammunition Command. 
(OSWAC) Short for ‘U. S. Army Ordnance Special 
Weapons-Ammunition Command.’

ordnance staff officer. See: ordnance officer, sense 3.
Ordnance Stock Musher. A number that ha* been 

assigned by the Ordnance Corp* for stock control of 
ordnance general supplies.

ordnance More*. All commodities and materials used 
by the Ordnance Corp* in the design, manufacture, 
testing, preservation, and overhaul of ordnance prop
erty or supplies.

ordnance supplies. All military supplies assigned to 
the Ordnance Corp* for ctorage, issue, and mainte
nance. Ordnance *upplie* consist of all raw ma
terials, completely manufactured articles, and part* 
of such articles assigned to the Ordnance Corp*.

Ordnance Tank-Automotive Comatand. (OTAC) A 
commodity command under the direction of the 
Chief of Ordnance which administers, controls, and 
<<m>i dinales the Ordnance Corp* responsibilities per
taining to tanks, automotive vehicles, armor for 
vehicles and land locomotion problems. The head
quarters is located at Detroit, Michigan. Subordi-

Ordnance weapon system
nate iiiois in. I'lti'.it AiM iial and Lima Ord- 
nai v Moditn allon I snlri

Ordnance Technical Committee. Committee appointed 
by the Chief of Ordnance, with membership from 
the Ordnance Corps and other agencies of the De
partment of Defense who are interested in or user* 
of Ordnance materiel. Primary purpose i* to effect 
coordination wit.iin the Ordnance Corp* and among 
the developing and using agencies during research, 
development, test, type classification, and procure
ment activities on Ordnance Corps materiel.

The Ordnance Technical Committee, formerly the 
Ordnance Committee, function* under the chair
manship of the Chief of the Ordnance Research and 
Development Division and is frequently called upon 
to act in an advisory capacity to the Chief of 
Ordnance. The Committee is called upon to consider 
and recommend action concerning such subject* as 
the establishment or termination of research or 
development projects, the priorities to be assigned 
to each, standardization of equipment, and the se
curity classification to be assigned to the various 
items of Ordnance materiel. Action* of the Com
mittee, consisting of formal and 'read-for-record* 
actions, are published and distributed by the Chief 
of Ordnance as Ordnance Technical Committee 
Minutes (OTCM). Similar committees also operate 
within the Army’s other technical service*.

Ordnance Technical Intelligence Agency. (OTIA) 
Ordnance Corps field installation, located at Arling
ton Hall Station, Arlington, Virginia. Official sym
bol: ORDLI.

Ordnance Test Activity. An agencs located at Yuma 
Test Station, Arizona, operating under the control 
and direction of the Commanding General, Aberdeen 
Proving Ground, for the purpose of conducting hot 
weather, desert, and other type development and 
engineering tests of ordnance materiel and equip
ment. Official symbol: ORDHG.

Ordaaace Tra<aiag Command. (OTC) Ordnance 
Corp* field command, located at Aberdeen Proving 
Ground, Maryland. Has overall responsibility for 
training of Ordnance personnel.

ordnaac* troops. Technically trained troop* assigned 
or attached to a tactical unit to provide ordnance 
maintenance, supply, or technical service. They also 
give instruction in the use, maintenance, and adjust
ment of ordnance materiel.

Ordnance type designator (model number, model 
designation). Combination of letter* and number* 
assigned as part of the nomenclature (which see) 
for identification of Ordnance materiel, a* applicable. 
In the nomenclature: ROCKET, HIGH EXPLO
SIVE, 3.5 INCH: AT M28A2, the Ordnance type 
designator is M28A2.

Ordnance Weapon* Command. (OWC) Field com
mand of the Ordnance Corp* located at Rock Island, 
Illinois. Charged with responsibility for develop
ment and procurement, and associated activities, of 
Ordnance materiel classified a* field, antitank and 
antiaircraft artillery, small arm* weapons and 
attachment* thereto. The command encompasses 
Rock Island Arsenal, Springfield Armory and Water
town Arsenal.

Ordaanc* weapon system management. In the U. S. 
Army weapon system* management program, a rt-
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spoosibility of the Chief of Ordnance for the coor 
dinatiun of all efloits to provide the Army with 
complete ordnance systems on time The Chief of 
Ordnance normally designates an ordnance officer as 
the weapon system manager for a particular weapon 
system, normally a commander whose organisation, 
such as an arsenal, will have a prominent part tn 
furnishing the weapon and developing the weapon 
ay atom.

ORDOD. Official symbol for Ordnance Industrial 
Data Agency.

ORDOW. Official symbol for Ordnance Weapons 
Command.

ORDF (abbr). 'Ordnance Corps Pamphlet.'
ORDFX. Official symbol for Chief, Office of Program 

Coordination, Office, Chief of Ordnance.
ORDSB. Officir.l symbol for Ravenna Arsenal.
ORDSD. Official symbol for Milan Arsenal
ORDSM. Official symbol for Major Item Supply 

Management Agency.
ORDSO. Official symbol for Ordnance Field Safety 

Office.
ORDSW. Official symbol for V. S. Army Ordnance 

Special Weapons—Ammunition Command.
ORDTL. Official symbol for Diamond Ordnance 

Fuse Laboratories.
ORDTX. Official symbol iur thief, Research and De

velopment Division. Office, Chief of Ordnance.
ORDWD. Official symbol for Rossford Ordnance Ike- 

pot.
ORDXM. Official symbol for l!. S. Army Ordnance 

Missile Command.
ORDXR. Official symbol for Army Rocket and 

Guided Miuile Agency.
orgaaisstional maintenance. See: maintenance.
organisational supply. See : supply.
orient 1. To relate a thing to something else. 2. To 

acquaint or familiarise a person with something. 
3. To get one's bearings. Used reflexively.

orienting point Distant object sighted on in align
ing a director or other instrument with a gun.

oriflao. 1. Any opening through which something 
passes, as In a hydraulic piston for the passage of 
fluid. 2. Electroaict. An opening in a wave guide 
through which energy is transmitted.

original master. b>cctroacoactici. In disk recordiaf. 
the master produced by electroforming from the face 
of a wax or lacquer recording. Also called ‘metal 
master,* 'metal negative,* ‘No. 1 master.*

original package. In storage operations, package con
taining the number of pieces directed to be packed 
together by procurement specifications or other 
packing schedules. A legend must show on the 
outside indicating the quantity and description of 
the contents and designation of the producer, and 
the original seals most be unbroken.

origin of rifling. The position in a rifled gun bore at 
which the rifling begins. More specifically, the plane, 
perpendicular to the axis of the gun bore, in which 
the rifling starts; the intersection of the forcing cone 
and the gun bore. See: riffs g.

ungia of the tiajeciury. Center of the mtusle of a 
gun at the instant when the projectile leaves it.

orthoacopie eyepiece. Optici. An eyepiece which has 
been corrected for distortion; particularly that type 
of eyepiece having a triple element cemented field 
lens and a meniscus eye lens. Sec: BYBPIBCB 
ASSKMBLY, OPTICAL INSTRUMENT.

OSA (abbr). 'Office of the Secretary of the Army.’ 
OSAF (r'bbr). 'Office of the Secretary of the Air

Force.'
08B (abbr). ‘Ordnance Supply Bulletin.*
oscillation. 1. A periodic moving or swinging from one 

extreme position or attitude to another, each time 
passing a mean or median position or attitude, esp. 
(a) any such swinging back and forth by an aircraft 
about one of its axes, as tn pitching up and down, or 
(b) any such movement in an elastic surface, as in 
Hutter. 2. A single swing in this movement from one 
extreme position to the other J. Electricity, a. A 
recurring periodic disturbance in the flow of elec
tricity. b. An alternating current

oscillation, phagoid. Aerodynamic.!. A loug-period 
oscillation characteristic of the disturbed longitudinal 
motion of an air- iaft.

oscillation, stable. An oscillation of constant ampli
tude or frequency.

oeciUatioa, unstable. In aerodynamics, an oscillation 
whose amplitude increases continuously until an at
titude is reached from which there is no tendency 
to return towards the original attitude, the motion 
becoming a steady divergence.

oacillator. Electricity. Any device for producing os
cillations, such as a nonrotating device, normally 
incorporating a vacuum tube, that converts direct 
current into alternating rurrent, or a device that sets 
up and maintains oscillation in a current.

An oscillator may be used to produce audio
frequency current or radio-frequency current.

OSCILLATOR, AUDIO FRBQUBNCY. A device 
utilizing electron tubes, transistors or electromag
netic means to produce audio frequency voltages of 
20 kilocycles and below, and whose frequency (often 
adjustable within a specified range) is generated 
and determined by its circuit constants. It Is 
specifically designed (or other than test and/or 
calibration purposes. See also: GBNBRATOR, 
SIGNAL.*

OSCILLATOR, AUDIO-RADIO FREQUENCY. A 
device utilising electron tubes, transistors or elec
tromagnetic means to produce alternating voltages 
above and below 20 kilocycles per second, and whose 
frequency (often adjustable within a specified range) 
is generated and determined by its circuit coMtanta. 
It is specifically designed for use other than test 
and/or calibrator purposes. See also; GBM- 
BRA-OR, SIGNAL and CALIBRATOR, FRE- 
QUBNC'«

oscillator, magnetostriction. An oscillator whose fre
quency is controlled by a magnetostrictive resonator.

OSCILLATOR, FULSE DBLAT. A device utilising 
electron tubes or transistors to produce alternating 
voltages whose frequency is determined by constants 
of its circuits. The duration is determined by a trig
ger oulse of predetermined width which is delayed



oscillator, radio frequency overprenurn
in transmission for a definite time interval by a 
delay network in the input, output, or both input 
and output of the oscillator*

OSCILLATOR, RADIO FREQUENCY. A device 
utilising electron tubes, transistors, or electromag
netic means to produce alternating voltages above 
20 kilocycles per «econd, and whose frequency 
(often adjustable within a specified range) is gen
erated and determined by its circuit constants. It 
is specifically designed for use in other than test 
and/or calibrator purposes. See also: GBNEBA- 
TOR, SIGNAL and CALIBBATOB, FREQUENCY.

oscillogram. A record of the readings from an oscillo
scope.

OSCILLOGBAPH. An item which makes a permanent 
visual record of values and variations in electrical 
voltage, and of quantities which can be converted 
into terms of electrical potential. For items that are 
not separable and operable when detached from 
equipment of which they are a part (built into 
operational end equipment), see: INDICATOB (as 
modified), MONITOR (as modified), and BE- 
COBDBB (as modified). See also: OSCILLO
SCOPE.*

OSCILLOSCOPE. A test instrument which is de
signed to give visual indications on a cathode-ray 
tube of instantaneous values and variations in elec
trical voltage. It can also be used to indicate any 
quantity which can be converted into terms of elec
trical potential. It may include an integral pulse 
generator, the output of which can be used to trigger 
an external component; be triggered by pulses from 
an external source, or it may utilise a special type 
of multigun cathode-ray tube and circuitry which 
permits a trace(s) to be sustained and displayed in
definitely, and the trace(s) may be erased when 
desired. For items which are not separable and 
operable when detached from equipment ci which 
they are a part (built into operational equipment), 
see: INDICATOB (as modified): MONITOB (as 
Modified); BECOBDBB (as modified). See also: 
OSCILLOGBAPH.*

OSD (Mr). 1. "Office of the Secretary of Defense.* 
L "Ordnance Supply Depot*

OSN (Mr). "Office of the Secretary of the Navy.' 
OSB (Mr). ‘Office of Scientific Research* of the Air

Force.
OSWAC (abbr). "Ordnance Special Weapons-Am- 

munition Command."
Oewatltach difuaer. See: diffuser, Oewatltach or 

Pont
OTAC (Mr). ‘Ordnance Tank-Automotive Com- 

mnd.’
OTC (abbr). *Ordnance Training Command.*
OTCM (abbr). ‘Ordnance Technical Committee 

Minutes."
OTIA (abbr). *Ordnance Technical Intelligence 

Agency.*
Otto cycle. A reciprocating internal combustion engine 

cycle characterised by constant-volume combustion, 
as distinguished from the Diesel cycle which is char
acterised by constant-pressure combustion.

OVSufA (abbr). ‘Office of the Under Secretary of the 
Army.*

outage. Elrctriiily. Accidental suspension of elec
trical power.

out-of-line safety. A term descriptive of a method by 
which detonator safety or bore safety is attained. 
In the safe condition, one or more components of 
the fuze or booster explosive train are in a non
aligned condition with respect to the other com
ponents, so that normal functioning cannot occur. 
See also: detonator safety; fuse safety.

output equipment. Electronic comf’utere. The equip
ment used for obtaining information from a com
puter.

outrigger. Used mainly in antiaircraft artillery. Au 
outrigger might be called a form of trail in that it 
aids in stabilizing the weapon. The outriggers arc 
hinged, allowing them to be folded either horizontal
ly or vertically for traveling and extended in • 
horizontal plane when the mount is emplaced. Four 
outriggers are usually attached to each mobile gun 
mount.

ovsr. A bomb or projectile hit beyond or past the 
target.

overall efficiency. The efficiency of a jet engine, rocket 
engine, or rocket motor in converting the total heat 
energy of its fuel first into available energy for the 
engine, then into effective driving energy.

Overall efficiency is expressed as a percentage of 
the total heat energy of the fuel. It is a product of 
thermal efficiency and propulsive efficiency.

overcast bombing. The bombing of a target through 
an overcast above the target, using radar or other 
equipment to aid in sighting through the overcast 
Cf: blind bombing.

overdrive. A transmission gear which transmits to 
the propeller shaft a speed greater than the engine 
speed. It is equivalent to a four-speed transmission 
in which third speed is the direct drive and fourth 
speed a higher or faster ratio.

overgear. A gear train in which the angular velocity 
ratio of the driven to driving shafts is greater that, 
unity, as when the propelling shaft of an automobile 
revolves faster than the engine shaft.

overhaul. Restore an item to a completely serviceable 
condition by disassembling its assemblies and sub
assemblies, by inspecting, replacing parts, and neces
sary boring, grinding, or machining operations, fol
lowed by reassembly and final inspection. Cf. re
build; recondition.

overhead fire. Fire that is delivered over the heads of 
friendly troops.

overhit. To hit a target with more destructive force 
than necessary to accomplish the desired amount of 
damage.

overkilL See: overhit.
overmatchlag plate. Armor plate whose thickness 

exceeds the diameter of the projectile. Cf: over
matching projectile.

overmatching projectile. A projectile whose diaamtar 
. exceeds the thickness of the armor plate. Cf: ovat- 

matchiag plate.
overpressure. The transient pressure, usually ex

pressed in pounds per square inch, exceeding existing 
atmospheric pressure manifested in the blast wave 
from an explosion. Cf: peak overpressure.



override
ovsrrile. To supplant or cancel out the influence of 

an automatic or robotic control by a manually op
erated control.

ovoraaturats. See ovsrhit.
ortraaa pack. Package or method of packing desicned 

to withstand rough handling of military transporta
tion and distribution overseas.

overspia. In a spin stabilised projectile, when the rate 
of spin is too great for the particular design of pro
jectile, it becomes overstable and its nose does not 
turn downward as it passes the summit of the tra
jectory and follows the descending branch. In such 
cases' the projectile is said to have ‘overspin,* or 
‘overstabilization.’

ovsratabUiutioa. See: overepU.
evortravoL In machine guns, the distance the firing 

notch overrides the sear notch in cocking, to insure 
positive engagement of the two notches.

OTM (abbr). ‘ On-vehicle materiel.’
OWC (tbbr). “Ordnance Weapons Command.’
oxidation of oU. fhe breaking down and combining 

of oil particles with oxygen of the air to form a dark, 
sticky substance of a tarry nature. This change in 
oil structure is the result of severe service under 
extreme temperatures in the pretence of highly agi
tated air in the interior of the engine. Oxidation is 
increased' by high operating temperatures, low oil 
consumption, and infrequent oil drains.

sxidber. In an explosive or other chemical mixture, 
a substance that furnishes the oxygen for burning

oxygen, liquid
the fuel. For rocket propellants, the oxidiser is 
often liquid oxygen, nitric acid or the like.

oxygn balance. The excess or deficiency of oxygen 
as compared to that required to convert the carbon 
in an explosive to carbon dioxide and the hydrogen 
to water, expressed as a percentage. It is a measure 
of the extent to which an explosive is deficient or 
overly rich in oxygen compared to the amount neces
sary for its complete decomposition.

oxygen defleieacy. Sftcif. The deficiency in the oxy
gen present in a constituent of a propellant, under 
the assumption that the oxygen will be utilised in 
the formation of carbon monoxide and water. Any 
carbon left uncombined is considered to be a pro
ducer of smoke and the number of oxygen atoms re
quired for the formation of the additional carbon 
monoxide is called an oxygen deficiency. This is 
expressed as a percentage in the ratio of the atomic 
weight of the oxygen deficiency to the aeolecular 
weight of the compound.

If there is oxygen present in the compound in 
excess of biat required for the formation of carbon 
monoxide and water, there is said to be an excess of 
oxygen. The overall oxygen balance of the pro
pellant formulation (deficiency or excess) b tbs 
algebraic sum of the oxygen balance of each constit
uent multiplied by the factor representing ths per
centage of each in the formulation.

OXYGBM, LIQUID. A liquid normally used to pro
duce oxygen gas. For oxygen, liquid, propellant 
grade, see: PBOPBLLABT, OXYGBM.*

........ -................
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PA (abbr). Ticatinny Arsenal.'
pack. 1. To render impervious, as by filling or sur

rounding with suitable material, or to fit or adjust, 
so as to move without giving passage to air, water, 
or steam; as to pack a joint. 2. Provide protection 
for an article or group of articles against physical 
damage during shipment. Packing is accomplished 
by placing articles in a shipping container, and 
blocking, bracing and cushioning them when neces
sary, or by swapping the articles or containers on a 
pallet or skid. See: amphibious pack and overaaa 
pack. 3. Part of a parachute assembly in which 
the canopy and shroud lines are folded and carried. 
In this meaning also called pack assembly.

packaged petroleum. Liquid petroleum in containers 
of 55-gallon capacity or less; or semisolid or solid 
petroleum in containers of 400-pound capacity or less.

packaging, (pkg) The process of wrapping, cushion
ing, or putting a thing or things into individual con
tainers, and of completely identifying them separately 
by a tag or label, esp. with reference to objects 
shipped together in a large shipping container.

Packaging is concerned with the individual items 
packed, not w:th the overall shipping container. 
Cf: packing. ' .

pack artillery. Artillery weapons designed for trans
port in sections by animals or delivery by parachute. 
The v eapon and carriage are partially disassembled 
for transport and reassembled for firing from ground 
positions. When equipped with wheels, pack artil
lery may be used as towed artillery,

PACK ASSEMBLY, PARACHUTE, UNDERWATER 
MINE. A complete assembly of all the component 
parts of a parachute used to retard and stabilise an 
underwater mine when launched from an aircraft.*

pack howitzer. See: HOWITZER, PACK.
packing, (pkg) 1. The process of putting packages in

to a large shipping container, together with necessary 
bracing, weatherproofing, and the like, as well as 
the marking of the outside container. 2. The process 
of folding a parachute into its pack. 3. Material 
wrapped around barrel of water cooled machine guns 
to prevent leakage of water. 4. A seal which con
verts axial pressure to radial pressure to preclude 
passage of fluid past two moving surfaces.

packing ring. A spring ring, or any of a set of such 
rings, for packing a piston. "

PAD (abbr). 'Propellant actuated device.’ Usually 
pronounced as a word.

pad. 1. A cushionlike mass of soft material.* 2. A 
permanent or semipermanent base constructed to 
support a missile-launcher device.

PAD, CUSHIONING. A pad of various shapes and 
cross sections, designed for mounting on vehicular 
panels, doors, hatches, hulkheads,-racks, boxes, and 
the like, for the protection of personnel and equip
ment from injury and/or damage resulting from 
sudden stops, jarring, bumping, etc.*

PADDING STOCK, TIRE REPAIR. A rubber com
pound used for filling m id/or building up tread 
bases and/or sidewall veneering on tires. See also: 
TREAD RUBBER.*

paint. Pigment dispersed in a vehicle, or a pigment 
mixed with a dry binder such as cement, casein, 
or glue. Paint may be a ready n. ,ed liquid or 
may be in the form of a paste or powder that re
quires the addition of other ingredients before use. 
When mixed and applied in a thin layer, it sets 
and dries tj an opaque solid film.*

PAINT, HEAT RESISTING. A paint that has the 
quality to withstand temperatures of 400 degrees F. 
and higher. See also: ENAMEL, HEAT RESIST
ING*

PAINT, OIL. A paint that uses drying oil or drying 
oil modified with varnish as the principal nonvolatile 
component of the vehicle. The total drying oil con- 
tei t, including the oil in the varnish when varnish is 
used, must be greater than 75 percent, by weight, 
of the total nonvolatile portion of the vehicle. See 
also: ENAMEL*

paint, rust arresting. See: RUST ARRESTING 
COATING.

pallet A platform or shallow open box, commonly 
four feet square, for holding supplies or material 
segregated as a unit and making for convenient 
storage or handling, as in a warehouse. When made 
n the form of a box, it is called a box palltt.

palletise. To store supplies on pallets.
palletised unit load. Quantity of any item, packaged 

or unpackaged, which is arranged on a pallet in a 
specified manner and securely strapped or fastened 
thereto so that the whole is handled as a unit.

PALLET, LOADING AND STORAGE, GUIDED 
MISSILE. A pallet specifically designed for use in 
storage of guided missiles and to aid in fast, efficient 
launcher loading.*

PALLET, MATERIAL HANDLING. An item con
sisting of a platform(s) on two or more stringers; 
it may have sides extending above the platform 
deck. Designed primarily for moving material by 
fork lift trucks. It may be equipped with hoisting 
fittings so that it may also be lifted by slings.*

PAM (abbr). i. 'Pulse-amplitude modulation.* 2. 
'Pamphlet.*

PAP (abbr). 'Procurement and production.'
panel. A single flat-surfaced item upon which are 

mounted such items as switches, variable resistors, 
relays, meters, circuit breakers, fuses, jacks, etc., 
and may be used to perform functions such as con
trol, protection, measuring and switching. May or 
may not have associated framework and/or inclos
ure. Do not use if all of the items mounted thereon 
have the same basic name or for items for which a 
more specific name is assigned.*

PANEL, FIRING, GUIDED MISSILE. A panel 
upon which are mounted items such as meters.
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219panoramic sight
switches, ligl ts, and uthet necessary instruments 
which indicate a missile's readiness to fire Includis 
facilities for .irmg a guided mi'.til *

panoramic sight. n. TELESCOPE, PANORAMIC

Pantex Oidnsnce Plant, ' >i iln.mci I. tu-G| installs 
tion, located at Amarillo, Texas.

panzer. [German [ A German tank or other armored 
vehicle Used in trie plural in sense . A German 
mechanized armored f<-rre.

PAPER, LENS. A tissue paper used for wrapping 
and/or polishing <>pti<■»! lenses or other glass equip 
ment or finely polished surface*

parabola. A conn section made by a plane intersect
ing a cone parallel tn its side

parabolic reflector. A paraboloid reflector; a reflector 
that employs a surface that has a cross section 
shaped like a parabola.

parabomb. Specially prepared equipment container 
with a parachute which is capable of opening auto
matically after a delayed drop.

paracaisson. Small, two wheeled, hand-drawn vehicle, 
the body of which forms an aerial delivery container 
tor artillery ammunition and which, upon being as
sembled, become- a utility cart.

parachute, (prcht) 1. A contrivance that opens out 
somewhat like an umbrella and catches the air so as 
to retard or slow down the movement of a body 
attached to the contrivance. 2. The canopy.of this 
contrivance.

PARACHUTE AND CONTAINER, BOMB. An as
sembled unit designed to retard and stabilize a bomb 
in flight*

parachute brake. A deceleration parachute.
PARACHUTE, CARGO. A parachute used to drop 

loads or cargo from an aircraft in flight.*
PARACHUTE, CARGO EXTRACTION. A para

chute used in conjunction with aerial delivery of 
heavy drop equipment such as ZVi ton truck, etc. 
The purpose of this parachute is to extract heavy 
equipment from an aircraft in flight and assist the 
deployment of the load bearing parachute.*

parachute-opening shock. The shock or jolt exerted 
on a suspended parachute load when the parachute 
fully catches the air.

parachute troopa. Troops organized and trained to 
be carried into battle by transport aircraft and 
droppeu by parachute, as distinguished esp. from 
airborne infantry. Also called 'paratroopers’ or 
'paratroops.'

paracrate. Rigid equipment container for dropping 
specialized equipment from an airplane by parachute.

paraffin wax. A white translucent, waxy, tasteless, 
odorless solid, cousisl'ng of a mixture of solid hy
drocarbons chiefly of the methane series obtained 
from petroleum.

Before purification it is known as paraffin scale, 
used as a lubricant, as an ingredient of adhesives, as 
an absorbent, for electrical insulation, protecting 
rubber products from suncracking as a general coat
ing agent, in explosives, etc.

parafrag. Short for 'parachute fragmentation bomb? 
Set: bomb, parachute fragmentation.

pa ranine
patallai. 1. Apparent differences in the position of an 

objei r viewed from two different points, especially 
lr>m a gun position and a directing point. In this 
meaning, also called azimuth difference. Z Ap
parent motion of the cross wire in a telescope across 
the image of the object as the eye is moved from side 
to side across the eyepiece. Such parallax is caused 
by improper focusing of the objective lens. 3. 
.■Inliaircrii/t. Distance measured in north-south, 
'■ iM west, and above below directions from the bat
ten directing point to the tracking instrument. 4. 
Angle contained between the two straight lines 
joining a heavenly body with two different points on 
earth.

parallax correction. Sped). Allowance to be made 
for difference in position of target as measured from 
the gun and as measured from the observer's position.

parallax error. 1. Error in an observation caused by 
making the observation from a position different 
from the normal one or from the one where the 
firing data are used. 2. Error made by reading the 
dial of an instrument from a slant rather than di
rectly from the front.

PARALLEL. One or more precision ground metal 
tools with two or more opposite sides parallel, made 
in various shapes and sites. It is used for laying 
off, setting up, inspecting and supporting work to 
be machined.*

paiallel arithmetic unit. /ilrcfroHic comfiuttri. Unit 
in which separate equipment is provided to operate 
(usually simultaneously) on the digits in each col
umn. See also: serial arithmetic unit.

parallel two-terminal pair networks. Nttvnri to>«lcgp. 
Two-terminal pair networks are connected in paral
lel at the input or at the output terminals when 
their respective input or output terminals are in 
parallel.

parameter. A quantity which may have various values, 
each fixed within the limits ->f a stated case or 
discussion.

parapack. 1. A package or bundle with a parachute 
attached for dropping from an aircraft. X Such a 
package or bundle without its parachute.

parapet. Elevation of earth or material thrown up 
in front of a trench or emplacement to protect the 
occupants from fire and observation, and over which 
lire may be delivered. See: breastwork.

parasheet. A simple form of parachute, in which the 
canopy is a single piece of material or two or more 
pieces sewed together to form the equivalent of a 
single piece. It may have any geometrical form, such 
as square, hexagonal, or other, and the hem may be 
gathered to assist in the development of a crown on 
opening of the parasheet. Sometimes used as an 
antiricochet device (which see).

parasite drag. See: drag, parasite.
paratroop. Used as adj. in sense: Of or pertaining 

to a paratrooper or paratroopers, as in paratroop 
battalion; paratroop carrier.

paratrooper. A person in the parachute troops.
paravane. Protective underwater device which, when 

towed with a wire rope from a fitting on the bo* 
of a ship, rides out from the ship's side and cuts 
the cables of anchored mines. The mines *ill then
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riso to the surface, where they can be seen and
destroyed*

part 1. Easeutial element, component, or subassembly 
of an item of equipment Parts are held in reserve 
tc replace worn, damaged, lost or destroyed elements 
of equipment in order to restore the item to sound 
condition. X MaiatiMtct nd supply. An item 
which cannot be disassembled or is of such design 
that disassembly is impractical (bracket, gear, re
sistor, toggle switch, potted circuit).

part, common. See: common parts.
partial. Elactroatorutiet. 1, A physical component 

of a cnmplex term. X A component of a sound 
seaaataon which may be distinguished as a simple 
tone that cannot be further analysed by the ear and 
which contributes to the character of the complex 
sound.

The frequency of a partial may be either higher 
or lower than the basic frequency and may or may 
not be an integral multiple or submnltiple of the 
baste frequency, which see. If the frequency is not 
a multiple or submultipie, the partial is inharmonic.

When a system is maintained in steady forced 
vibration at a basic frequency equal to one of the 
frequencies of the normal modes of vibration of the 
system, the partials in the resulting complex tone 
are not necessarily identical in frequency with those 
of the other normal modes of vibration.

partial carry. See: carry.
partial penetration. Penetration obtained when a pro

jectile fails to pass through the target far enough 
for either the projectile itself or light from its pene
tration to be seen from the back of the target; Army 
partial penetration.

part, peculiar. A part for which (a) the design is 
controlled by a single manufacturer; and (b) the 
nee is restricted to items produced by a single manu
facturer.

part, repair. Mamitnaaet mid supply. Any part, as
sembly, or component which is required for installs 
tion in the maintenance of an end item.

parte kit. A group of parts, not all having the same 
basic name, used for repair or replacement of the 
worn and/or broken parts of an item. It may in
clude instruction sheets and material, such as sand
paper, tape, cement, gaskets, and the like. For items 
containing parts and tools, see: BEPAIB KIT (as 
modified). Excludes MODIFICATION KIT (as 
modified); INSTALLATION KIT (as modified).*

PAETS LI3T. One or more printed sheets showing 
manufacturer’s parts and/or assemblies of an end 
item(s) by illustration and/or a numerical listing of 
part numbers and names. It does not outline any 
assembly, maintenance, and/or operating instruc
tions. It may or may not have price list and/or 
cover sheet The sheet may be fastened by staple(s) 
or folded.*

paacivo air dafaaaa. See: air defeats.
passive amor. A protective device against shaped 

charge ammunition. Designed to absorb the energy 
of a shaped charge. Examples: spaced amor (which 
see), homogeneous materials, plastic armors, com
posite designs.

pMsfvt haosteg. Homing by use of a passive detection 
device. See: hrnsteg

PE
pass through plate; projectile through plate. Pro

jectile passes completely through the armor, in 
ballistic testing.

PASTKB, TABGIT. An item specifically designed to 
be used for covering holes shot in a target but 
which is sometimes used to indicate aiming pointe 
on certain types of targets. It generally consists of 
a square piece of paper, usually gummed on tack 
surface, and is sufficiently large enough to cover 
shot holes. It comes in various colors, usually 
black, white or ball to blend with area surrounding 
shot hole. Applied to target by means of moistened 
gummed surface or with paste.*

PAT (abbr). ‘Platcon antitank.'
patent A grant made by the Government to an in

ventor, conveying and securing to him the exclusive 
right to make, use, and sell his invention for a term 
of years.

patent search. A search of patent records to determine 
whether newly filed patent applications are valid. 
Cf ; prior-art search.

pattern. The distribution of a series of shots fired 
from one gun or a battery of guns under conditions 
as nearly identical as possible, the points of impact 
of the projectiles being dispersed about a point called 
the center of impact. Also called 'dispersion pattern.'

pattern bombing. A method of’bombing in which the 
bombs are made to strike the target in a certain 
pattern.

Pattern bombing is done by a formation of planes 
acting as a single unit The lead plane of a forma
tion does the sighting for the entire formation, and 
the formation tries to release its bomba as simul
taneously as possible. Pattern bombing, properly 
done, insures an efficient distribution of bombs.

pattern harmonisation. The adjusting of a fighter's 
fixed guns so that they will produce the largest uni
form pattern of lethal density possible at a given 
range. See: harmonise.

PAULIN. A fabricated, textile item, generally used 
as a weather protection cover for various items and/ 
or material during storage or transit.*

payload. 1. Generally, that part of a load that is 
expendable, deliverable, or ready for use in direct 
accomplishment of the mission. X In a guided mis
sile or rocket, the warhead compartment and that 
which is carried in it. 3. In a projectile, the ex
plosive or other filler.

payload, available. The passenger and/or cargo ca
pacity expressed in weight and/or space available to 
the user.

PC (abbr). ‘Personnel carrier.’
pemk (abbr). 'Piece mark.*
PD (abbr). 1. ‘Point detonating’ (fuse). X ‘Pitch di

ameter.’ 3. Chemical agent, ‘phenyldichloroarsine.’
PDP (abbr). ’Point detonating fuse.'
pdr (abbr). 1. ’Pounder.’ 2. ’Powder.’
PD8D (abbr). ‘Point detonating self-destroying* 

(fuae).
PD8Q (abbr). ’Point detonating superquick.*
PE (abbr). 1. 'Plastic explosive.' X 'Pentaerythritol’ 

(explosive). 3. ‘Probable error.'
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peak overpressure periscope
peak overpressure. The highest overpressure resulting 

from the blast wave. Peak overpressures near the 
fireball of an atomic explosion are very high but drop 
oS rapidly as the blast wave travels along the 
ground outward from ground zero.

peak pressure. The maximum pressure reached in 
the bore of a weapon during the burning of the 
propellant. See also: pressures, gun.

pedestal. Base or support of a fixed mount for a gun 
or other equipment about which the gun or equip
ment can be pivoted in traversing; hence frdrital 
mount.

pedestal sight, in an aircraft gunnery system, a sight 
mounted on a pedestal fr., remote control of the 
guns.

peep sight. A rear gunsight having a small hole in 
which the front sight is centered in aiming. Dis
tinguished from an open sight.

peep slot. A vision slot in a combat vehicle which 
can readily be opened or closed from within.

pelleting. 1. Method of accelerating solidification of 
cast explosive charge* by blending precast pellets 
of the explosives into the molten charge. 2. The 
pressing of an explosive so a* to form cylindrical 
pellets.

PELORUS. A navigational instrument consisting of 
sighting vanes and/or alidade located above a dial 
graduated in degrees, it is used to determine bear
ings and is normally mounted on a pedestal or rail 
bracket.*

PEMA (abbr). ‘Procurement of Equipment and Mis
siles, Army.'

pencil beam. A radar beam nearly round about its 
axis, and equally sharp in all plane* that pas* 
through it* axis.

pencil of light. Optiet. K group of light ray* coming 
from a point *ource, or converging toward a point. 
A pinhole opening produce* a pencil of ray*.

penetrant, inspection. See: INSPECTION PENE
TRANT.

PBNBTBAT1N0 OIL. A blend of refined light pe
troleum oils, petroleum derivatives, and other suita- 
able ingredient*, suitable for penetrating rust and 
corrosion and loosening frozen metallic parts such a* 
nuts, bolt*, pin* and the like. Exclude* LUBRICAT
ING OIL (a* modified)?

penetration. 1. Distance to which a projectile sink* 
into a target. See: complete penetration; partial 
poMtration; perforation. 2. Depth of fusion of a 
weld, which is the distance from the original surface 
of the bate metal to that point at which fusion 
cease*.

penetration bailieties. A branch of terminal ballistics 
concerned with the motion and behavior of a missile 
during and after penetrating a target.

penetration tost of lubricants. Measure of the con
sistency of semisolid grease* such a* cup grease*.

pentaerythrita tstranitrate; pentaerythritol tetranitrate. 
See: PBTN.

pentaerythritoL (PE) A chemical used to produce the 
explosive PETN.

penta prism. Optiet. K five-sided prism used to bend 
light through a constant angle, usually 90 degrees, 
without producing inversion.

pentolite. An explosive composition of any mixture 
ol PEI N and TNT, but usually a 50/50 composition, 
(an be melt leaded.

Peotrate. A proprietary name oi process for applying 
a black, protective finish on steel surface*.

peptised fuel. Thickened flame thrower fuel to which 
water or other chemical is added before mixing, to 
reduce mixing time and to increase storage stability.

perc (abbr). 'Percussion.'
percentage .orrsetor. Mechanical device for correct

ing the range of a gun and for determining the cor
rect elevation.

percentage modulation. Rtetwtrt. Tbe mnduhtinu 
factor expressed a* a percentage.

percent of elope. Angle of ascent or descent ex
pressed as a percent; the number of units a slope 
rises or falls vertically in a horizontal distance of 
100 like units.

percent etereopai*. A unit of measurement of the keen
ness of stereoscopic vision.

perch. A pad on the axle of an automotive vehicle, 
on which the spring is mounted.

percuss. To strike smartly or violently, as a firing 
pin strike* a primer to set off the explosive charge. 
Military usage in this (verb) form is rare. Sec: 
percussion.

percussion, (perc) Sharp blow, especially one for 
setting off an explosive.

percussion fir*. Fire with fuse* set to bunt on impact.
percussion fuse. See: fuse, impact
percussion hammer. See: HAMMER, FIRING, 

SMALL ARMS.
percussion primer. See: PRIMER, PBRCUMIOM.
perforation. 1. Passage of a missile completely through 

an object. 2. Any hole made by boring, punching, 
or piercing.

performance characteristic. A characteristic of a piece 
of equipment, determined during it* test or during 
its operation. Usually plural.

performance data. Data on the manner in which a 
given substance or piece of equipment perform* dur
ing actual use.

performance index. See : specific impale*.
periaree. See : orbit* of planets.
pericronue. See : orbit* of planet*.
perigee. See : orbit* of planet*.
perihelion. See : orbit* of planets.
perihssperian. See : orbits of planets.
perijove. S- : orbit* of planet*.
perilunar. See: orbit* of planets.
perimercurian. See: orbits of planets.
peripheral. Near the boundary or edge of the field 

of an optical system; the oiuer fringe.
periplutoaian. See: orbits of planet*.
poripoeeidon. See: orbit* of planet*.
periscope. An optical instrument used to provide a 

raised line of vision may not be practical or possible, 
as in intrenchments, tanks, submarines', and the like. 
The raised line of vision is obtained by the use of 
mirrors or p'isms within the structure of the item,
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periscope, battery command 222 phosphate coating, metal
maintaining a 184) degree line of vision for the eyes 
of the observer It may have single or dual optical 
systems *

PERISCOPE, BATTERY COMMAND. An optical 
instrument consisting of dual telescope tubes posi
tioned vertically on a common mounting, providing 
periscopic vision for the observer. It is used for 
observing artillery tire and/or measuring angles hy 
means of calibrated reticles It has facilities for 
attaching a LIGHT, INSTRUMENT It may or 
may not include a mount designed to be used with a 
TRIPOD OPTICAL INSTRUMENT*

PERISCOPE, TANK. A rectangular or cylindrical 
periscope, usually positioned in a holder or mount 
within an armored vehicle. It is used to observe 
terrain, near and distant targets, and the like. It 
may also be linked to gun training mechanisms for 
integration of movement for fire control purposes.*

psriecopic tight. Gunsight made in the form of a peri
scope permitting a gunner to see over an obstacle.

perishable cargo. See: cargo classification, 
periuranian. See: orbits of planets.
permanent emplacement. A fixed emplacement (which 

see).
permieaible explosive. Explosive which can piss 

certain tests prescribed by the U. S. Bureau o» 
Mines; safe in gassy and dusty mines. -

permissible Individual maximum preeeure. See: pres
sures, gun.

permissible mean maximum preeeure. See: prsssures,

permissible preaeuree. See: pressures, gun.
Pershing. Name given to an Army tactical ballistic 

missile using solid propellant, with range capability 
of 600 miles. Successor to the Redstone (which see).

persistant That is not blown away at once or dis
sipated. Said of gas, radioactive dust, etc. See: 
persistent war gaa.

persistant war gaa. War gaa (which see) that is 
normally effective in the open at the point of dis
persion more than 10 minutes. A moderately per
sistent war gas is one which is normally effective in 
the open at the point of dispersion from 10 minutes 
to 12 hours. Cf: nonpersistent war gaa.

personnel carrier. (PC) See: CARRIER, PERSON
NEL (as modified).

personnel error. Error due to the particular reaction 
of an individual or to his imperfect training.

personas! aslne. See: MINE, ANTIPERSONNEL, 
perturbation. In space flight, the disturbance of an 

orbit hy gravitational or other (e.g., drag) effects.
Retailing. Condition of armor plate where the metal 

around the penetration is forced into a leaflike or 
petal form.

PBTN. A high explosive of exceptional brisance, 
pentaerythrite tetranitrate. Used in detonating cord, 
boosters, detonators, blasting caps, and as a con
stituent of pentolite, in which it is mixed with TNT. 
Also called pentaerythritol tetranitrate.

Petrel Name applied to a Navy air-to-surface tactical 
missile launched from aircraft at distances beyond 
the target’s defense range, for attack of ships, other 

surface targets, or underwater targets. Employs 
radar homing.

petrol. Gasoline. British.
petrol bomb. See : bomb, napalm.
petroleum, (petrl) 1. Oily, flammable liquid found 

in the earth and used as a source of jet fuel, gaso
line, and lubricating oils. 2. Short for 'petroleum 
products.' Cf: POL (abbr).

Pettman cement. See: cement, Pettman.
PG (abl<rj. ‘Proving ground.’
phase. 1. A stage in the planned development of an 

action, program, or operation considered in respect 
both to (a) the nature of the tasks undertaken and 
(b) the timing. 2. In periodic changes of any 
magnitude, as of circular movements, sound vibra
tions, or electrical currents, a point or stage in the 
period of cycle measured from a standard position.
3. To be in phase (said of two or more waves), to 
pass through their maximum, and minimum, values 
at the same instant.

phase difference. Acoustics. Difference in time be
tween the perception of a sound by the two ears. 
The ability to distinguish the direction of a sound 
source is dependent upon phase difference, since one 
ear generally hears a sound a fraction of a second 
before the other ear. Binaural balance, that is, hear
ing a sound at the same time with both ears, is ar
rived at by turning the head so that the phase dif
ference is reduced to aero.

phase modulation. Electricity or radio. A modulation 
cf a wave’s phase by (hanging its frequency.

Philadelphia Ordnance District. One of the eleven 
districts into which the United States is divided for 
purposes of industrial mobilization, procurement, 
contract negotiation and administration, etc., by the 
Ordnance Corps. Embraces the State of Pennsyl
vania except the counties of Erie, Mercer and Craw
ford; the States of Deleware, Maryland and Vir
ginia: the District of Columbia: and the counties of 
Mercer. Burlington and Ocean and all counties south 
thereof in the State of New Jersey. Main office is in 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Official symbol: OR- 
DEL

Philadelphia Ordnance Plant. Ordnance Corps field 
installation, located at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

phlegmatiser. Material used to desensitize explosives, 
also to reduce erosion effect of gases in gun barrel.

phonotelemeter. A device consisting essentially of a 
stop watch lor estimating the distance of guns in 
action by measuring the interval between the flash 
and the arrival of the sound waves from the dis
charge.

phosgene. (CG) See: CHEMICAL AGENT, PHOS-
OENE.

phosphate coating. Coating produced on steel surfaces 
by imersion in solutions containing phosphoric acid. 
See also: acid wash.

PHOSPHATE COATING, METAL. A chemical com
pound which forms a nonmetallic, integral, phosphate 
coating on metals by chemical reaction therewith. 
It may form a coating to hold lubricants for use on 
the bearing surfaces of such items as pistons, piston 
rings, and the like. It may form a coating for 
bonding paint, or a coating for protecting the metal
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surface without other protective media (noiiliearing 
surface type) *

phosphate finish. Black finish applied to small arms, 
artillery or automotive components to provide re
sistance to corrosion.

phosphors. Material: used in coating the viewing 
screen in rada or other cathode-ray, indicator 
tubes, to transform the energy of the electron beam 
into visible light. In use are two types: (1) The 
single-layer (short persistence) phosphor producing 
visible £reen light of rapid decay (to about I percent 
of initial value in about .05 sec). (2) The double
layer cascade (long persistence) phosphor produc
ing visible yellow light with a decaying time of 
several seconds.

phosphorus bomb. See: bomb, phosphorus, 
photo bomb. See. BOMB, PHOTOFLASH, 
photoelectric screen. See: chronograph, 
photoflash bomb. See: BOMB, PHOTOFLASH, 
photoflaah composition. Pyrotechnic material which, 

when loaded in a suitable casing and ignited, will 
p*oduce a flash of sufficient intensity and duration 
for photographic purposes. Used as the filler in 
photoflash bombs and cartridges. See also: BOMB, 
PHOTOFLASH; CARTRIDGE, PHOTOFLASH.

photon engine. A projected species of reaction engine 
in which thrust is to be obtained from a stream of 
light rays. Theoretically, this engine could be ap
plied to build up speeds approaching the speed of 
light.

phototheodollte. A device for measuring and re
cording the horixontal and vertical angles to a 
missile while photographing its flight.

phugoid. XcronaWtca. Pertaining to variations in 
the longitudinal motion or course of the center of 
mass of an aircraft.

phugoid oscillation. See: oscillation, phugoid.
physical tests. Metah. Tests to determine lurdness, 

ductility, toughness, tensile, impact and fatigue 
strengths.

Pl (abbr). ‘Point initiating.’
pibaL 1. Wind observations made by following a pilot 

balloon with a theodolite. 2. Report on the upper 
winds based on observations of a pilot balloon. Cf: 
rabaL

PIBD (abbr). ‘Point initiating base detonating.*
Picatinny Arsenal. (PA) Field installation of the 

Ordnance Corps located at Dover, New Jersey. 
Army research and engineering center for the de
velopment and limited production of explosives, 
special weapons, propellants, and those end items of 
ammunition classified as artillery, mortars, bombs, 
mines, grenades and pyrotechnics. Also conducts re
search and engineering in plastics, adhesives and ord
nance packing. Location of the U. S. Army Ord
nance Special Weapons—Ammunition Command and 
the Plastics Technical Evaluation Center.

Picatlaay teat One of two impact testa used in the 
United States for evaluating the sensitivity of high 
explosives. In this test a small sample of the ex
plosive is placed in a depression in a steel die rap. 
capped by a thin brass cover. A cylindrical steel 
plug is placed in the center of the cover and a 2-kg

pillaring
weight is dropped from varying heights on the plug. 
The reported sensitivity figure is the minimum height, 
io inches, at which at least one firing results from 
10 trials. The other impact test is the Boreas of 
Mines teat (which sec).

picklebarrel bombing. The bombing of a very small 
target, highly accurate bombing.

pickup. 1. /futoHijtiTe a. Acceleration, b. A small 
open-bed J/j-ton truck. 2. Keceweri. a. A device 
that converts a sound, scene, or other form of 
intelligence into corresponding electric signals 
(eg., a microphone, a television camera, or a 
phonograph pickup), b. The minimum current, volt
age, power or other value at which a relay will com
plete its intended function, c. Interference from a 
nearby circuit or system. J. In telemetering, a sensing 
instrument to measure a varying quantity, such as a 
pressure gage, strain-gage element, position indi
cator, etc.; also called ‘end instrument.' 4. Naeleor. 
A nuclear reaction in which an incident particle re
moves a nucleon from a target nucleus and proceeds 
with the nucleon bound to itself. Pickup is the 
inverse of stripping.

pickup point A point on a trajectory visible to radar, 
and to which data has been obtained by computation 
or radar observation.

picratpl. A binary explosive composed of S2 percent 
Explosive D (rmmonium picrate) and 4B percent 
TNT (trinitrotoluene). Can be melt loaded. Less 
sensitive than TNT, picratol was developed for use 
in armor-piercing bombs,

picric acid. Trinitrophenol, high explosive, slightly 
more powerful than TNT, used widely tn the form 
of mixtures with other nitro compounds. Extensive
ly used in some foreign countries. Also called 
‘melinite’ and ‘lyddite.'

piece. An artillery weapon, a machine gun, a rifle, or 
any firearm.

piece mark, (pctnk) Identification number for an 
individual part, subassembly, or assembly. Shown 
on the drawing, but not necessarily on the part.

piesoeiectric. The property of certain crystals in 
developing electrical charge or potential difference 
across certain crystal faces when subjected to a 
strain by mechanical forces or, conversely, to pro
duce a mechanical force when a voltage is applied 
across the material. Examples of piesoeiectric ma
terials are quarto, tourmaline, Rochelle salts, and 
barium titanate. See also: gage, piesooloctrie.

piesoeiectric gags. See: gage, piesoeiectric.
piesoeiectric goaerator. A device for producing elec

trical energy when subjected to pressure. Similar 
to a piesoeiectric gage in principle, but the electrical 
energy is directly utilised for a desired purpose, 
such as functioning an electric detonator. Used aa 
a fusing device in missiles.

pile. Short for ‘atomic pile* or *nuclear pile,' Le, a 
nuclear reactor.

In combinations, as in 'plutonium pile* or *uranium 
pile,* where the designating word shows the type of 
material used in the pile.

pillaring. The rapid vertical movement of smoke 
which sometimes results, for instance, from the ex
plosion of a white phosphorus bomb or projectile.
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Undesirable because it does not produce obscuration 
over a desil ably large area.

pillbox. Small, low fortification that houses machine 
guns, antitank weapons, etc. Usually made of 
concrete, steel, or filled sandbags.

pillow block. A block or standard to support a journal, 
as of a shaft; a bearing. In some armored vehicles 
the pillow block is located on top of the intermediate 
axle and is a part of the drive line, running from 
the transfer case to the rear axle.

pilot. 1. A person who handles the controls of an 
airplane or other aircraft, and in doing so guides 
it in three dimensional flight; esp. such a person 
who pilots a heavier-than-air aircraft. 3. Something 
that leads or shows the way, esp. in such uses as 
pilot model, pilot parachute, or pilot plant. 3. A
short plug at the end of a shaft to align it with 
another shaft or rotating part.

pilot balloon. Meteorology. A small free balloon 
sent aloft and observed with a theodolite to de
termine the direction and speed of the wind by the 
movements of the balloon. Also called a ‘pibal.' See: 
BALLOON, METEOROLOGICAL.

PILOT CHUTE. A small parachute canopy attached 
to a larger canopy to actuate and accelerate the 
opening of the load bearing canopy. When used in 
conjunction with personnel parachutes, it is usually 
equipped with a spring opening device.*

pilotless aircraft. A term which has been used to desig
nate aircraft adapted to control by or through .> 
preset self-reacting, or ra .io-controlled unit withou: 
the benefit of a human pilot. Not used in the as
signment of Department of Defense item names. 
See: GUIDED MISSILE (as modified)

pilot lias operation. Minimum production cf a military 
item in order to preserve or develop the art of its 
production. Items selected for pilot line operation 
are generally either those of the highest advanced 
type or those which require long periods for resump
tion of manufacture when once terminated and for 
which there is no current procurement objective but 
a known or reasonably possible future procurement 
objective.

pilot materials. A minimum quantity of special ma
terials, partially finished components, forgings, and 
castings, identified with specific production equip
ment and processes and required for the purpose of 
proofing, tooling, and testing manufacturing pro
cesses to facilitate later reactivation. .

pilot modoL A production model or other model of 
tn article or piece of equipment that is used for ex
perimental and testing purposes, and serves as a 
guide in future production.

pilot motor. A small motor used in the automatic 
control of an electric current

PIMP (abbr). ‘Permissible individual maximum pres
sure.' .

piaacolyl melhylphosphoaoluoridate. (GD) Sec: so- 
asan.

pia, arsalag. Safety device used in foxes. A pin partly 
inserted into a fuze to prevent arming process from 
starting until its removal.

PIN, ARMING, EXPLOSIVE ACTUATOR. An item 
which cocks the striker of a FIRING DEVICE, EX

PLOSIVE ACTUATOR by compressing the firing 
spring When the pin is extracted, the striker is 
released, firing the actuator/

pin, bore riding. A safety pin which is held in place 
in the fuze while the projectile or missile is within 
the gun barrel or launching tube and then ejected 
from the fuze by centrifugal effects or spring action 
beyond the muzzle.

PIN, DRIVE, POWDER ACTUATED. Ar item spe
cifically designed to fallen steel, wood, or composi
tion material to concrete, masonry or steel, by power 
provided by a separate cartridge-like unit. Excludes 
items having the actuating media (powder) as an 
integral part of the pin.*

pi net wot k. Network topology. A network composed 
of three branches connected in series with each other 
to form a mesh, the three junction points forming 
an input terminal, an output terminal and a common 
input and output terminal respectively.

PIN, FIRING. An item used in a firing mechanism of 
a gun, mine, bomb, fuze, projectile or the like which 
strikes and detonates a sensitive explosive to in
itiate an explosive train or a propelling charge.* .

ping. See: detonation, sense 3.
pinpoint bombing. Precision bombing (in sense 1 or 

sense 3).
pinpoint target. A small or precisely defined target, 
pin, shear. Se' . shear pin.
pintle. 1. Vertical bearing about which a gun carriage 

revolves; pin used as a hinge or axis. 3. A HOOK, 
PINTLE.

PINTLE ASSEMBLY, TOWING. A hook with a 
latch on the front and/or rear of a vehicle, to which 
another vehicle may be attached*

pintle center. An assumed center of a weapon on 
which all firing data computations are based.

pintle hitch. A frame, secured to the rear of a tank 
or combat vehicle, that carries a quick-release pintle 
assembly with a cable running over a pulley into 
the tank. Used for towing trailers.

pip. 1. A blip. 3. An artificial signal on a radarscope, 
similar to a blip, used for reference. 3. Gsmswry. A 
pipper (which see).

PIPE, EXHAUST. A preformed metal item of rigid 
and/or flexible tubing having one or both ends pro
cessed and/or terminated. Used to direct the ex
haust gases away from an engine, heater or the like.* 

pip matching. The operation of positioning a radar 
antenna so that alternate echo pips of elevation or 
azimuth resulting from offset lobe patterns will be 
equal in height or amplitude.

pipper. A small hole in the reticle of an optical sight 
or computing sight; a pipper image.

pipper image. A spot of light projected through the 
pipper in an optical or computing sight, used in 
aiming. See: reticle image.

PIR (abbr). ‘Pressure arming impact rocket.'
pistol. 1. A short automatic or semiautomatic firearm 

aimed and fired from one hand, using the force of 
recoil to eject the empty shell and to insert a new 
round into the firing chamber. Excludes RE
VOLVER (as modified) and PISTOL, PYROTECH
NIC.* Official designations of several calibers of
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pistols are lilted hereunder with item asm* in each 
cate.

PI8TOL, CALIBBB J2, AUTOMATIC.
PISTOL, CALIBBB 32, AUTOMATIC.
PISTOL, CALIBBB 3*0, AUTOMATIC.
PISTOL, CALIBBB .45, AUTOMATIC.

2. Ill the British service sometimes used as a generic 
term for fuze.

piatol, depth charge. See: DEPTH CHABGE PISl'OL.
piatol, flare. See: PISTOL, PYBOTBCHNIC.
piatol, Maa throwing. See: LIMB THROWING DE

VICE.
PISTOL, PTBOTBCHMIC. A single shot device de

signed specifically for projecting pyrotechnic signal*. 
This item may or may not be provided with a method 
of mounting to an adapter.*

piatol, spotting. A short automatic or semiautomatic 
firearm mounted coaxially on a larger caliber gun, 
designed to conserve and to increase first round hit 
irobahility of the ammunition used in the larger 
w'apon. It employs a magazine and fires a spotter
tracer projectile which is ballistically matched with 
the trajectory of the projectile of the gun on which 
it is mounted. Excludes PISTOL (as modified).

piatol, Very. See: PISTOL, PYBOTBCHNIC.
piston. A cylindrical piece which moves or recipro

cate* in a cylinder, either under fluid pressure, a* 
in engines, or to displace or compress a fluid as in 
pumps and compressors.*

platen, differeatiaL A combination of two pistons and 
one shaft, the movement of the shaft at any instant 
resulting from the sum or difference of the total 
pret . ures on the separate piston* at that instant.

piston displacement. The volume displaced by any 
or all of the pistons of a reciprocating engine during 
a specified number of strokes, usually one stroke 
per piston.

piston engine. A reciprocating engine, esp. an in
ternal combustion reciprocating engine.

piatan vales. A reciprocating valve, consisting of a 
piston, or connected pistons, working in a cylindrical 
case provided with port* traversed by the valve.

pitch. 1. An angular displacement about an axis paral
lel to the lateral axis of an airframe or vehicle. 2. 
The distance from a point on a screw thread to the 
corresponding point on the next thread, measured 
parallel to the axis. See: lead, sense S.

pitch acceleration. See: acceleration, pitch.
pitch attitude. The angle between the longitudinal 

axis of the airframe or vehicle and the horisontal.
pitch indicator. See: indicator, pitch.
Pittabargh Ordnance District Former Ordnance dis

trict, absorbed into the Philadelphia Ordnance Dis
trict (which see) and designated the Pittsburgh Re
gional Office thereof.

pitted. Marked with smal' indentations or holes 
caused by rust, acid erosion or other causes. Any 
metal part of a gun may become pitted if moisture 
remains on it.

pivot-type equilibrator. See: equilibrator.
pkg (abbr). 1. ‘Package.* 2. ‘Packaging.* 3. ‘Packing.* 
PL (abbr). ‘Proportional limit.’
place. Eltctronic comfiattri. See: oohou.

plasma
plane of dopertaro. Vertical plane containing the path 

of a projectile as it leaves the muasle of the gun.
plane of Are. Vertical plane containing the axis of 

the bore of a gun when it is ready to be fired.
plane of position. Vertical plane containing the gun 

and the terget; vertical plane containing a ’ine of 
site.

plane at sits. Plane made by two lines, one from the 
muzzle of the gun to the target, the other horiaonul 
bnt perpendicular to the first line at the muzzle of 
the gun.

plane of yaw. The plane determined by the tangent to 
the trajectory of a projecitle in flight and the. xis of 
the projectile.

planer. A machine tool with a work table moving in 
reciprocating motion under and alongside of cutting 
tools fixed in tool heads which move laterally on a 
cross rail and/or vertically on a side column, to 
make straight line cuts in material clamped to the 
table.*

planetary transmission. Transmission, or a transmis
sion system, as in an automobile, uaing a planet 
differential (which see).

planet differential. Mach. i epicyclic gear train 
having two contiguous, r%> . main wheels, usually
of equal diameter, meshing with a single pinion, 
one of the wheel* having one pr more teeth than 
the other. Usually, one of the two wheels is fixed 
to the frame of the mechanism, the other then being 
slowly rotated as the pinion moves about the pair.

planter*. The form or shape of an object, a* of an 
airfoil, as seen in plan view, as it appears from 
above.

planform, developed. The plan of an airfoil as drawn 
with the chord lines at each section rotated about 
the airfoil axis into a plane parallel to th* plan* of 
projection and with the airfoil axis rotated or de
veloped and projected into, th* plane of projection.

planter*, projected. The contour of th* plan form a* 
viewed from above.

PLANIMBTBB. An instrument designed to ascertain 
by simple mechanical operation th* area of any plan* 
surface represented by a figure such aa indicator 
diagrams, profile plans, sections.*

plano-concave lea*. A lens with th* front surface 
plane; the other concave.

plano-convex lens. A lens with the front surface 
plane; the other convex.

plan position indicator. (PPI) Radar oscilloscope 
on which the sweep is a radius of the tube face and 
moves through 360 degrees, giving a plan vie* of 
map-like representation of the area scanned by the 
radar beam. Azimuth is given by the direction of 
the radical sweep line and range by distance of the 
signal from the center of the screen. See: 1NDI- 
CATOB, AZIMUTH-BANQE.

plant protection. That portion of industrial security 
which concerns the safeguarding of industrial instal
lations, resources, utilities and materials by physicsJ 
measures such as guards, fences, lighting designation 
of restricted areas, and other similar means.

placets. A partially ionized jet, a mixture of gas and 
electrically charged particles (e.g., ions, electrons) at 
high temperatures.

AM
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PLASTEC (ubbr). ‘Plastics Technical Evaluation 
Center.’

plastic deformation. The permanent deformation of a 
material, structure or other object beyond its elastic 
limit.

plastic explosive. (PE) Explosive which, within 
normal ranges of atmospheric temperature, is capable 
of being molded into desired shape*.

plasticised white phoephonsa. (PV/P) See: CHEMI 
CAL AGENT, PLASTICIZED WHITE PHOS
PHORUS.

plasticiser. A constituent of a propellant or high ex
plosive composition which mikes the finished product 
less brittle.

plastics. Materials which under the influence of pres
sure and heat become soft enough to form, shape, 
or press into any desired shape, and when cooled, 
retain the form imparted to them. T%«re are two 
types: thermoplastic and thermosetting, the thermo
plastic material softens when heated. On cooling 
it becomes rigid, and if it is reheated it softens 
again. This process may be repeated. Thermoset
ting resins undergo a chemical change under the 
effect of heat and pressure. They set permanently 
to a solid infusible mass. Examples: Plastacele, 
Plexiglas, Bakelite, etc.

Plasties Technical Evaluation Center. (PLASTEC) 
A Department of Defense center, located at Picatinny 
Arsenal, Dove, New Jersey, engaged in the collec
tion. exchange, collation, development, 'valuation and 
distribution of technical data on plastic materials of 
interest to the Department of Defense.

plats. 1. Metal in sheets, whether beaten, rolled, or 
cast. 2. Eispmemsp. A sheet of rolled iron or 
steel a quarter of an inch or more thick. 3. Ord. 
Armor plate.

PLATE, ARMING WIRE. A metallic item specifical
ly designed to provide a means of attaching a 
primary arming wire to two or more secondary 
arming wires permitting simultaneous operation of 
all secondary arming wires.*

PLATE, BUTT, SHOULDER GUN STOCK. A 
formed metallic or plastic item attached by threaded 
fastener(s) to the butt end of a STOCK, GUN, 
SHOULDER*

PLATE, DRAG AND RING, SPOILER. A set of 
two parts designed for attachment to an aimable 
cluster adapter to increase the drag. It consists of 
a drag plate for attachment to the tail, and a spoiler 
ring for attachment tc. the nose, of the adapter. See: 
adapter, cluster, alma bin; ADAPTER, CLUSTER, 
BOMB.

PLATE, MOUNTING, SAPETY-ARM1NG DEVICE. 
An item specifically designed for mounting a guided 
mi-sde safety and arming device. It may contain 
integral filter circuit(s) and electrical receptacle(s) 
for connections to the guidance section and war
head (s).*

platform. 1. Temporary or permanent solid bed on 
which artillery pieces are supported to give greater 
stability. 3. Metal stand at the base of some types 
of guns upon which the gun crew stands while serv
ing the gun.

PLATFORM, CARGO, AERIAL DELIVERY. An 
item consisting of a flat surface of worxl or metal,

plotting grid, target
attai Ini.' Io r einioi i mg cross members having tie
down vies or rings It is a < oniponent of an aerial 
deliver) kit used for dropping caigo fr:>m an air
craft bi parachute *

platform launcher, guided missile. See LAUNCHER, 
PLATFORM, GUIDED MISSILE.

PLATFORM, MISSILE TRACKING ANTENNA, 
TRUCK MOUNTED. A specifically designed shock 
absorbing platform installed on a truck for transport
ing a missile tracking antenna *

PLATFORM, ROCKET HANDLING. A transportable 
item usually of metal an.i or wood structure, 
equipped with cradling devices for retaining large 
caliber rockets in temporary storage or transit. The 
item is equipped with an integral hoisting mechanism 
for handling, joining and/or disassembling complete 
rockets.*

Plexiglas. A trade name, often spelled incorrectly 
plexiglass, for a clear plastic made of acrylic resin.

plot. 1. Map, chart, or graph representing data of 
any sort. 2. To represent on a diagram or chart 

( the position or course of a target in terms of angles 
and distances from known petitions; locate a posi
tion on a map or chart; draw -o scale.

plotting board. An item usually having a plane 
surface upon which data is compiled or recorded 
to serve as a basis for determining distances, rangea, 
velocities, and the like. It may be inscribed with 
predetermined data or may require the use of aux
iliary items such as charts, maps, or patterns.*

PLOTTING BOARD, COORDINATE CONVERT
ER. A plotting board on which data is plotted, 
compiled and/or recorded, and converted from grid 
to polar coordinates or vice versa.*

PLOTTING BOARD, FIELD ARTILLERY. A box 
like frame having an illuminated area over which 
one of two interchangeable translucent plastic grids 
can be fitted.'*

PLOTTING POARD, FLASH RANGING, FIRE 
CONTROL. An item used to determine the loca
tions of enemy guns by plotting the azimuth of the 
flash or smoke, as reported from two or more ob
servation posts It may also be used to determine the 
center of impact of friendly fire.*

PLOTTING BOARD, RADAR DATA. A plotting 
board specifically designed to make a plot of data 
received by radar equipment.*

PLOTTING BOARD, SOUND RANGING, FIRE 
CONTROL. An item used to determine the location 
of enemy guns by plotting the difference in time at 
which the sound of the gun reaches each of several 
microphone stations. It may also be used for ad
justments of gun and howitzer fire to compensate 
for the trajectory of the projrctile. Excludes 
SOUND RANGING SET and ..OUND MEAS
URING SET.*

PLOTTING GRID, TARGET. A sheet of translucent 
tracing paper on which is printed a graduated 
azimuth circle and within the circumscribed area 
of which is a scaled rectangular grid. Intended for 
use by field artillery units for converting observer's 
correction into firing data in connection with ar
tillery range determination and fire control. Ex
cludes PLOTTING SHEET*
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PLOTTING SET, ARTILLERY FIRE CONTROL. 

A collection of plotting equipment such a* slide 
rules, tranag paper and the like. Primarily in
tended lor use to supplement other fire control sets, 
ft is not suitable for field or office plotting work.*

PLOTTING SHEET. An item having lines forming 
rc<tangulai grids printed on one side. The grid 
lines are approximately parallel with and extending 
to the edges of the sheet, and are approximately 
centered thereon. It is used in graphical determina
tion uf artillery ranges and deflection angles to 
targets from plotted gun position. Excludes PLOT
TING GRID, TARGET.*

plug, base. A plug used for closure of the base of some 
types of projectiles. It may include provision for 
housing a fuze.

plug, closing. A plug used to clone openings of 
various components of a round of ammunition, i.e., 
primer, nose of unfilled projectile, etc.

PLUG, DELAY CLOCE. An electrical fitting with 
integrally molded wire designed to replace a delay 
clock in an underwater mine*

PLUG, FLOODER, UNDERWATER MIME. An 
item designed to contain a detonator and installed 
in an opening in the side of an underwater mine 
case. The detonator ruptures it, thus providing a 
means for sinking the underwater mine by flooding 
it with water.*

PLUG, MUZZLE. A device that fits into the muzzle 
end of a CANNON (as modified); to serve as a pro
tection to the cannon bore.*

plumbing. Metal tubing which extends from the side 
well to the nose and tail of some bombs and which 
forms a conduit to accommodate the electrical con
nections to the fuae(s).

Plus Brook Ordnance Depot Ordnance Corps field 
installation, located at Sandusky, Ohio.

PLUMMET, ANCHOR, UNDERWATER MINE. An 
item designed to separate an anchor from an under
water mine case and to actuate a pawling mechanism 
in the underwater mine anchor. This controls the 
planting depth of an underwater mine.*

plunging Are. Gunfire that strikes the earth’s surface 
at a high angle of fall, i.e., greater than 45 degrees. 
An artillery term. A more general term is high- 
angle Are.

plutonium. A radioactive element formed by the de
cay of certain isotopes of neptunium and also found 
in minute amounts in pitchblende.

The symbol for plutonium is Pu; it has an atomic 
number of 94, and an atomic weight of 239. The 
element was discovered in 1940.

PM (abbr). 1. ‘Phase modulation.' 2. ‘Permanent 
r. agnet' (speaker). 3. 'Preventive maintenance.'

pm erasing bead. Electroacouitict. Head which uses 
the fields of one or more permanent magnets for 
erasing.

PMMP (abbr). 'Permissible mean maximum pressure.* 
pneumatic deception device. A dummy tank, vehicle, 

or weapon made of inflatable material. It is used 
for deceiving the enemy intelligence as to location 
of friendly installations.

pneumatic gun chargor. A gun charge.’ that operates 
by compressed air or gas. See: gu charger.

PNEUMATIC SHOP, GUIDED MISSILE SYSTEM, 
TRUCE MOUNTED. A mobile unit permanently 
fitted with the necessaiy equipment and tools for 
testing and repair ng components of a pneumatic sys
tem used in a guided missile system.*

pneumat'c tiie. See TIRE, PNEUMATIC.
pneumatic-type equilibrator. See: oqniHbrator.
POCKET, AMMUNITION MAGAZINE. An envelope 

type device, having two compartments, which is 
designed to be worn on a belt for the purpose of 
carrying reserve clips of ammunition.*

POD (abbr). ‘Philadelphia Ordnance District*
pod. 1. A streamlined housing for something carried 

externally on an airplane or missile 2. A self
contained, detachable compartment on an airplane 
or missile.

POE (abbr). ‘Port of embarkation.'
point 1. Tip or foremost part of a projectile. 2. In 

fuze nomenclature, indicates that fuse is to be at
tached to the point of the projectile. 3. Electronic 
comfutere. The dot that marks the separation be
tween the integral and fractional parts of a quantity; 
i.e., between the coefficients of the sere and the minos 
one powers of the number base. It is usually called, 
for a number system using base two, a binary faint; 
for base ten, a decimal foini, etc; base point; radix.
4. To aim a weapon; lay a gun on a target.

point, binary. Electronic comfuieri. See: binary 
point

point-blank range. Distance to a target that is eo 
short that the trajectory of a ballet or projectile is 
practically a straight, rather than a curved, line. 
Point-blank range i’ one for which no supereleva
tion is needed.

point detonating fuse. See: FUZE, POINT DETO
NATING.

point Are. Concentrated fire from a number of guns, 
directed at a single point or small area.

point fuse. See: fuse, point
point harmonisation. The adjusting of a fighter's fixed 

guns so-that they converge upon a point at a given 
range. See: harmonise.

pointing. The operation of giving the piece a des
ignated elevation and direction. '

point initiating fuse. See: fuse, point initiating.
point of aim. The aiming point (which see).
point of burst Point at' which a projectile bursts.
point of falL Point in the curved path of a lulling 

projectile that is level with the mnzzle of the gun. 
Aho called Irrel point

point of impact The point at which a bullet bomb, 
projectile, or the like strikes. Cf: center of impact; 
and vee: mean point of impact

point target A precise target of small dimensions. 
Distinguished from an area target

Poiaoon’s ratio. Ratio of the unit strain in the pr-ten- 
dicular directions to that in the directions parallel 
to the simple stress. Varies for different materials, 
dependent upon the elementary crystal structure of 
the material. For gun steels it is usually taken 
as
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POL (abbr). ‘Petroleum, oil, and lubricants ' ‘POL’, 
pronounced by letter, is applied to petroleum fuels, 
lubricants, hydraulic and insulating oils, temporary 
protectives, liquid coolants, deicinfc and antifreeze 
compounds, together with component . and additives 
of such products.

polar coordinate. The location of a point in a plane 
by the length a radius vector from a fixed origin 
in the plane, a the angle the tadius vector makes 
with a fixed li in the plane.

Polaris. Navy s. facc-to-surface ballistic missile of 
intermediate range, intended for launching from 
surface ships and submarines Utilizes solid fuel 
and inertial guidance, s vitching to celestial.

pole charge. See: charge, pole.
polyethylene. A light, tough, flexible, resinous plastic, 
polyfurcatioa. See : jet breakup.
pom-pom. 1. A rack of antiaircraft cannon, usually 

mounted in fours, as on the deck of a ship. 2. An 
automatic cannon.

'Pom-pom' was first applied to an automatic can
non used by the Boers in the Boer War (1899-1902). 
This cannon, of the one-pounuer automatic type, 
sounded like the beating of drums.

poppet. A spring-loaded ball engaging a notch. A 
ball latch.

Porro prism. One of two identical prisms used in the 
Porro prism erecting system. It is a right angle 
prism with the corners rounded to minimize break
age and simplify assembly. See: Porro priam 
erecting system.

Porro prism erectiag eyetem. A prism erecting system, 
designed by M. Porro, in which there sre four re
flections to completely erect the image. Two Porro 
prisma are employed. The line of sight is bent 
through 360 degrees, is displaced, but is not deviated. 
Used in prism binoculars and some telescope sys
tems. Less difficult to manufacture than the Abbe 
prism srrecting system, which see.

port 1. Harbor with its facilities, for example, a port 
of embarkation of debarkation. 2. Slit or hole in an 
armored vehicle or fortification through which guns 
are fired. 3. Small opening in some automatic guns 
through which the gas from the bore can escape 
The escaping gas actuates a piston whose action 
prepares the gun for the next shot. 4. Opening in a 
cylinder block or sleeve for intake, exhaust, water, 
oil, etc.

position angle. See: angle of site.
position correction. Correction applied to firing data 

to compensate for difference in location of individual 
pieces in a battery.

position correction grid. Transparent template super
imposed on a large scale plot of a battery position 
used to determine individual range and deflection 
corrections within the battery in order to obtain the 
type of sheaf desired.

position finder. Optical or electrical instrument used 
in finding the range and position of a target.

position finding. The process of determining the posi
tion of a target with relation to the battery and the 
determination of a future position upon which to 
direct the fire.

position firing. A term applied to a method of de
fensive gunnery used by bombers, esp. during WW 
II, in which definite amounts of deflection are pre
scribed for firing at attacking fighter planes. See: 
deflection, sense 2.

positioning band. A metal band on some recoilless 
ammunition, placed to insure the proper positioning 
of the round inside the chamber and tube.

position of target. In firing at a moving target, as in 
AA gunnery, three different positions of the target 
are considered. Position of target at predicted— 
future position of target. The predicted position of 
the target at the end of the predicted time of flight. 
Pont ton of target at instant of firing—present posi
tion of target. The position of the target at the 
instant the gun is fired. Position of target at in/tant 
of observation—observed position of the target.

positron. Iporitive + electron.) A positively charged 
particle having the same mass and ionizing power 
as an electron.

The positron was first discovered in 1932 in cosmic 
rays. Positrons are emitted also from radioactive 
substances, and are sometimes called ‘positive elec
trons.’ Cf: electron.

post. 1. Koritetry. A vertical rod fastening an air
craft rocket to the underside of a wing in a certain 
kind of launching device. See: LAUNCHER, 
ROCKET, AIRCRAFT. 2. Used generically in 
reference to any military installation at which mili
tary personnel are stationed.

POST, AIMING. A wooden or metal post, having 
contrasting painted transverse bands, and a metal 
point or stake for driving into the ground. A cap on 
top provides a driving surface. It is used as a 
sighting point in direct fire. May be fitted with a 
LIGHT, AIMING POST for night operations.*

potential (of an explosive). Total work that can be 
performed by the gas resulting from the explosion 
of an explosive when expanded adiabatically from 
its original volume until its pressure is reduced to 
atmospheric pressure and its temperature Io !50°C, 
or the total quantity of heat given off at constant 
volume when expressed in equivalent work units.

potting. The process of embedding an electronic cir 
cult component or assembly in a (usually) plastic 
material to reduce susceptibility to deleterious en
vironments, simplify maintenance, etc.

pour point. The temperature at which a lubricating 
oil begins to flow freely.

pour test. A test to determine the lowest temperature 
(pour point) at which an oil, as a lubricating oil 
from petroleum, flows under given conditions.

powder. (pdr) An explosive in powder form, that is, 
in small granules or grains, such as black powder 
or smokeless propellant of fine granulation. ' o 
longer accepted as a general term for propellant or 
propelling charge. See: propellant powder.

powder bag. See: bag, propellant
powder chamber. See: chamber.
powder fouling. Sec: propellant fouling.
powder metallurgy. Production of finely divided metal 

powders, and die forming into useful articles hy 
pressure and heat. This process is more economical 
for appropriate articles (e.g., gears) than machining
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or catting, and more fcatible than ordinary melting 
and catting for metals having ertremely high melt
ing point, tuch at tungsten.

powder-moisture test. Deten linati jii of moisture in 
propellant by drying unde. pre»cnbed conditions; 
expressed as percentage by weight.

powder ring. See: ring, powder.
powder silk. Also called ‘cartridge silk.’ Special silk 

fabric formerly used in making propellant bags. 
Powder silk leaves no burning residue when the 
propellant is burned. Silk has now been largely 
replaced by other matciialt and the fabric is called 
‘cartridge cloth.' See also: bag, propellant*, doth, 
cartridge.

powder tag. See . propellant tag.
powder train. 1. Train, usually of compressed black 

powder, used to obtain time action in older fuse 
types. 2. Train of explosives laid out for destruc
tion by burning.

power. 1. In a lens, a measure of ability to bend or 
refract light. It is usually measured in diopters. 2. 
In a telescope, the number of times the instrument 
magnifies the object viewed. For example, with a 
6-power instrument, an object 600 yards away is en
larged six times, or it appears as it would to the 
naked eye if it were at a distance of only 100 yards. 
3. Mechanical or kinetic energy developed by one or 
more engines or motors in the transformation of 
atomic energy, electrical energy, or the chemical 
energy of fuel; sprri/., (a) brake horsepower, or 
(b) thrust (which see). 4. The force or energy that 
inheres in an electric current, in an atomic pile, or 
in a chemical fuel. S Ability of an explosive to 
displace tbe surrounding medium.

POWKR DISTRIBUTION STATION, GUID1D 
MISSILK 8Y8TKM, TRAILER MOUNTKD. A 
mobile unit equipped with the necessary items re
quired to convert electrical power received from an 
external source into precise voltages, and distributes 
the required amount to various components within a 
guided missile system.*

powtr-driven. Of a component or piece of equip
ment: Moved, rotated, or operated by electrical or 
mechanical energy, as in 'power-driven fan* or 
‘power-driven turret.’

power package. A complete engine and its accessories, 
designed as a single unit for quick installation or 
removal.

power plant. 1. Specif. Tbe complete engine or en
gines for a vehicle, together with accessories, fuel 
and oil tanks and lines, etc. 2. Rttfrietivt. An 
engine only, without accessories, tanks, etc.

power rammed. Indicates, in cartridge nomenclature, 
that tbe cartridge is intended to be rammed into 
the gun by a power rammer.

POWKR TAKKOPP, TRANSMISSION. An item 
consisting of one or more gears and gear shifting 
devices housed in a casing, designed to be mounted 
on a transmission or transfer transmission to pro
vide additional power shafts for drivihg auxiliary 
equipment such as pumps, compressors, winches, 
cranes, and tbe like. Excludes Items with input 
shaft*

practice grenade
power ttain. System including those parts utilized in 

transmitting power from the output shaft of the 
engine to the wheels or the track.

power ttain efficiency. Efficiency of the power train =■ 
Power input to wheel or track .

Power delivered to engine output shaft
power-transmission system. A group of units trans

mitting power from the engine (power plant) to the 
wheels or tracks. It consists of clutch, transmission, 
propeller shafts, universal joints, differentials, and 
driving axle shafts.

power traverse. Turning of a gun to change the di
rection of fire by means of a power-driven mecha
nism, as in a tank, aircraft, or ship turret.

power traverse mechanism. Mechanism that is driven 
by power and used in turning a gun to change the 
direction of fire, especially in a tank, aircraft, or 
ship turret.

power turret. A power-driven turret. See: power- 
driven.

power unit. An item consisting of an internal com
bustion engine with all external accessories, cooling 
system, fuel system (may have tank or designed for 
direct remote fuel source), and operational controls, 
mounted on a base or having a base which is an 
integral part of the engine. It is used as a prime 
mover for various types of equipment and machinery. 
Excludes motor generator and generator sets. For 
item name use type of enrioe as modifier, such as 
gasoline, diesel, gas, gas turbine, liquid propellant 
and solid propellant. Includes power units with 
compressed air bleedoff. Excludes ENGINE, GAS
OLINE: ENGINE, DIESEL and ENGINE, GAS 
TURBINE*

POWKR UNIT, DIK8KL. An ENGINE DIESEL 
with accessories to form a power unit (which see).

POWKR UNIT, GASOLINK. An ENGINE GASO
LINE with accessories to form a power unit (which 
see).

POWKR UNIT, GAS TURBINK KNGINK, ROCKKT 
SPINNING. An item specifically design'd to impart 
high speed rotary motion through a SHAFT AS
SEMBLY. FLEXIBLE to a ROCKET (as modified) 
prior to launching to obtain a more stabilized flight 
attitude.*

POWKR UNIT, MULTIPLX KNGINK. Two or more 
complete reciprocating gasoline or diesel engines 
mounted on a common base and usually intercon
nected to a common gear case.*

PPI (abbr). ‘Plan position indicator.’
PPM (abbr). ’Pulse-position modulation.’
prac (abbr). ‘Practice.’
practice aaamuitiva. Ammunition used for target 

practice or similar types of training. For gun and 
rocket type weapons, practice ammunition contains 
a propelling charge, and either an inert filler or a 
spotting charge in the projectile. Other types of 
practice ammunition, such as bombs or mines, usual
ly contain a spotting charge or some form of charge 
to indicate functioning.

practice bomb. See: BOMB, FRACTION.
practice ire. Target practice with live ammunition.
practice grenade. See: grenade, practise.

A
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PRACTICE UNIT. An item comprising the necessary 

equipment for practice runs simulating special bomb
ing missions.

Prandtl number. An expression of the temperature 
distribution in a fluid, equal to the product of the 
specific heat at constant pressure and the kinematic 
viscosity divided by the thermal conductivity.

prcht (abbr). 'Parachute.'
prscsaaioa. Mechanics. A change in the direction of 

the axis of a rotating body, as a spinning top, or 
gyroscope, the effect of which is to rotate this axis 
(axis of precession) perpendicular to its original 
direction and to the axis of the twisting forces 
producing the change. A spinning projectile, as a 
gyroscopic body, is also subject to this phenomenon 
as a result of the various aerodynamic forces which 
it encounters along its trajectory.

precipitation number. A number indicating the 
amount of water and solids carried in suspension in 
a sample of lubricating oil, expressed as a per
centage.

The precipitation number is determined by pre
cipitating the water and solids in the sample by 
centrifugal force.

precision. The quality of having small dispersion 
about the mean.

precision adjustment A deliberate adjustment of the 
fire of one weapon for the purpose of placing the 
center of impact accurately on the target.

precision bombing. 1. In a restricted sense, horizontal 
bombing done with the appropriate precision instru
ments and equipment so as to strike a target of 
comparatively small bulk or area. 3. In a general 
sense, any type of bombing against a small or re
stricted target. Rare.

In sense 1, precision bombing is usually a strategic 
operation, and is done either to achieve destruction 
of a target with a minimum expenditure of force, or 
to hit a target near other areas or installations 
not ccnsidered desirable to hit. When the term is 
used in sense 3, it is usually applied to tactical At
tacks by dive bombers or fighter-bombers against 
tanks, etc. Cf: area bombing.

precision Are. Eire in which the center of impact is 
accurately placed on a limited target; fire based on 
precision adjustment. Usually precision fire is used 
to destroy enemy installations, such as gun emplace
ments, structures, and supply points. Precision fire 
differs from area fire, which is directed against a 
general area rather than against a given objective 
in the area.

precision sweep. In radar, a small portion of a normal 
sweep, usually 2,000 yards, selected and expanded 
over the entire radar screen in order to permit pre
cise range measurements.

precombuation chamber, dieeel engine. A chamber in 
the cylinder head into which the oil is sprayed in 
some engines, and partly burned when mixing with 
the small amount of air in the precombustion cham
ber. It is so proportioned with respect to the 
clearance volume proper of the cylinder that only 
about JO percent of the combustion takes place within 
the chamber itself.

predieted barrage. Sfieeif. A more.precise term for 
an antiaircraft barrage (sense 1K

predicted firing. ITring at the point at which a moving 
target is expected to be when the projectile reaches 
it, according to predictions based on observation.

predicted point. Position at which it is expected a 
moving target will arrive at the instant of firing, 
Cf set forward point.

predicting dead time. The time allowed for calculation 
and applying firing data, from the time of observa
tion to the instant of firing.

predicting interval. The interval between successive 
predictions of future positions of the target.

prediction. Determining what the probable future po
sition of a moving target will be at a given time.

preengraved rotating band. See: band, rotating, pre
engraved.

preformed fragment. See: fragine tf, preformed.
preignition. Ignition in advance .Sfccil. The pre

mature ignition of the mixiure in the combustion 
chamber of a reciprocating engine

prelaunch simulator, guided missile. See: SIMULA
TOR, GUIDED MISSILE FLIGHT; SIMULATOR, 
GUIDED MISSILE PSFLAUNCH SIGNALS.

premature. A type of n-.a.iunctioning in which a muni
tion functions before the expected time or circum
stance.

preparation fire. Fire delivered on a target or pre
determined point preparatory to an assault on the 
target, it may he naval, ground, or air. Cf: couater- 
preparation fire: covering fire

preparatory fire. In AA nre, to determine or check 
corrections of firing dat< prior to conducting fire 
for eff :ct.

prepositi ined. Aetna! placement of a weapon at the 
desired point of detonation and preparation for firing 
by some ioioi of remote control or a timer mecha
nism.

prescribed mussle velocity. See: standard masala ve
locity.

present angular height. A term denoting the element 
of data pertaining to the present position of the 
target; tl at is. the position at the instant the gun is 
fired.

present elevation. .Iiitiairfruft. Elevation (which 
see sense 2) corresponding to the present position 
of the target.

present position. Position of a moving target at the 
instant of firing.

present range. The range between a gun and the 
present position of its target.

preservation. 1. The result of packing and/or the 
application of preservatives. 2. That work per
formed on materiel to prevent deterioration and to 
correct minor defects not requiring major repairs, 
rebuild, renovation or major modification.

PRESERVATIVE OIL, HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS. 
A fluid of vegetable origin with admixtures of ad
ditive agents, used as a preservative for hydraulic 
brake parts and components in warehouse storage 
and for vehicles in stand-by storage. It may also 
function temporarily as a hydraulic brake fluid 
for short periods, such as in moving vehicles from 
storage to shop.*



preservatives pressures, gun
preservatives. Material used to protect an item against 

corrosion, deterioration, disintegration, and physical 
damage.

preset guidance. A type of guidance for guided air
craft rockets or other guided missiles in which the 
path of the missile is determined by controls set 
before launching. Cf: inertial guidance.

The mechanism for this type of guidance usually 
consists of gyros, integrating accelerometers, and 
related devices

PRESS, ATBOR, HAND OPERATED. \ hand 
operated nieihanr al rli-virr which performs various 
functions <d heiidmg, straightening, arie.r and man
drel pressing and removing’

PRESS, ARBOR, POWER OPERATED. A power- 
operated mechaniial Inirr. which performs various 
functions of binding, straightening, arbor and man
drel pressing and removing*

preened loading. A loading operation in which bulk 
material, such as an explosive in granular form, is 
reduced in volume by the application f pressure. 
Cf: malt loading.

pressure altitude. 1. Generically, altitude above the 
standard datum plane, as determined by applying 
the standard pressure lapse rate to the atmospheric 
pressure at altitude 2. Either indicated pressure 
altitude or calibrated pressure altitude 3. A simu
lated pressure altitude (sense 1) inside a low-pres
sure chamlier Pressure altitude (sense 1) is the 
same as true altitude only when the pressure lapse 
rate is standard Cf: true altitude.

preeaure, bane. The aerodynamic pressure exerted on 
the base or rear end of a missile in flight.

prenaure, eenter of. Balliiticr. The point where the 
resultant force caused by air resistance intersects 
the axis of the projectile.

preeaure, dynamic. The pressure exerted by a gas, 
liquid, or solid solely by virtue of its relative motion 
when it strikes an object.

For example in a pitot-static tube, dynamic pres
sure is that part of the impact pressure derived from 
the relative motion of the air, as distinguished from 
that derived from atmospheric pressure.

prenaure firing device. See : firing device.
prenaure gage. See: GAGE (as modified); INDI

CATOR, PRESSURE; manometer.
pressure, impact The pressure existing when a moving 

stream of gas strikes a surface which brings part 
of the gas abruptly to rest. This recovered pressure 
is roughly equivalent to the stagnation preeaure, for 
subsonic flow.

preaaure, injection. See: injection preeaure.
preeaure microphone. Elrctroaconttict. A microphone 

in which the electric output substantially corresponds 
to the instantaneous sound pressure of the im
pressed waves. See: MICROPHONE, DYNAMIC.

A pressure microphone is a gradient microphone 
(see: gradient microphone) of aero order and is n< n- 
directional when its dimensions are small compared 
to a wavelength.

pressure ratio, critical. See: critical preeaure ratio, 
pressures, gun. Pressures within a gun tube or barrel, 

as used in design practices.
Because of the wide variations in sise, wall ratios, 

beat dissipation, required factors of safety, etc., de
sign practices vary fur the different types of weapons. 
Sopie pressure terms having significance in the de
sign of (a) all tubes and barrels, (b) cannon tubes, 
(c) recoilless rifle tubes, and (d) small arms barrels, 
are given below.
(a) /'I<r .III lubes aud Barrels

chamber preeaure. The pressure existent within 
the gun chamber at any time as a result of the 
burning of the propellant charge. This pres
sure normally varies from atmospheric pres
sure at the time of ignition to a peak pressure 
which is attained when the projectile has 
traveled a very short distance, decreasing steadily 
until the projectile emerges from the muxxle. It 
then drops quickly to atmospheric pressure again, 

(b) For Cannon Tubes
elaatic atrangth preaaura. (ESP) Computed 
true internal gas pressure in a gun at any given 
cross section thereof that will stress the metal 
at the inner layer of the wall at that section 
tangentially up to the minimum elastic limit of 
the metal from which the inner layer is made. 
Normally required to be at least 1.5 times the 
computed maximum pressure.
maximum preeaure. Maximum value of the 
pressure exerted by the propellant gases on the 
walls of a gun during the firing of a round, 
computed maximum pressure. (CMP) Value of 
maximum pressure computed by means of in
terior ballistic formulas and which it is desired 
will be developed when a new gun of the par
ticular type is fired under standard conditions, 
with a propelling charge which will give to the 
projectile its rated muule velocity.
rated maximum preaauro. (RMP) Value of 
maximum pressure specified in the propellant 
specifications as the upper limit of average pres
sure which may be developed by an acceptable 
propellant in the form of propelling charges 
which will impart the specified muule velocity 
to the specified projectile. Normally about 2000 
psi above the computed maximum pressure, sub
ject to determination at the time of development 
lower acceptable mean maximum pressure. 
(LAMMP) Value of maximum pressure specified 
in the propellant specifications as the lower 
limit for the average of the maximum pressures 
developed by acceptable propellant in propelling 
charges that will impart the specified muule 
velocity to the specified projectile. Normally 
about 4000 psi under the computed maximum 
pressure, subject to determination at the time 
of development.
permissible mean maximum pressure. (PMMP) 
Value which should not be exceeded by the 
average of the maximum pressures developed in 
a series of rounds fired under any service con
ditions. Normally established as Iflfl times the 
rated maximum pressure.
permissible Individual maximum pressure. 
(PIMP) Value which should not be exceeded 
by the maximum pressure developed by any 
individual round under any service condition. 
Normally established as 1.1S times tine rated 
maximum pressure.

as
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(e) For Recoilless Rifle Tubes

elastic strength pressure. (ESP) The gas pres
sure that will produce an equivalent stress (based 
on distortion-energy criteria) at some point in 
the gun that is equal to the minimum elastic limit 
o( the material at ambient temperature.
elastic strength pressure (hot). (ESP (hot)) 
A reduced elastic strength pressure; the reduc
tion is made to allow for the decreased elastic 
limit of the gun materials at elevated tempera
tures.
computed maximum pressure. (CMP) The gas 
pressure which is computed by means of interior 
ballistic formulas to be the maximum gas pres
sure developed by the gun under standard con
ditions and rated muzzle velocity.
rated maximum pressure. (RMF) The gas 
pressure which should not be exceeded by the 
average of the maximum pressures developed 
by a group of firings which will impart the 
specified muzzle velocity to the specified pro
jectile. If the RMP is exceeded, the propellant 
lot is considered unacceptable.
lowest acceptable mean maximum pressure. 
(LAMMP) The gas pressure which should be 
equalled or exceeded by the average of the 
maximum pressures developed in a series of 
rounds which meet the muzzle velocity require
ments.
permissible mean maximum pressure. (PMMP) 
The gas pressure which should not be exceeded 
by the average of the maximum pressures de
veloped in a series of rounds fired under any 
service conditions.
permissible individual maximum pressure. 
(PIMP) The gas pressure which should not be 
exceeded by the maximum pressure developed 
by any individual round under any service con
dition.

(d) For Small Arms Barrels 
maximum (or peak) chamber pressure. Maxi
mum value of pressure induced in the chamber 
as determined with the help of a copper crusher 
gage or with a piezoelectric gage. Comparison 
has shown that copper pressures should be 
multiplied by 1.2 to give true peak pressures, 
residual chamber pressure. Pressure in chamber 
from time of bullet exit.
barrel pressure. Value of pressure induced by 
the propellant gases at any barrel position and 
at the time that the bullet bypasses the particular 
position. May be calculated with the help of 
the simultaneous chamber pressure.
maximum barrel pressure. Value of pressure 
induced by the propellant gases at a barrel 
position just passed by the bullet, and at a time 
that peak pressure exists in the chamber.
proof pressure. This pessure is about 20 percent 
larger than that induced by the service round. 
If used (or barrel design purposes, it provides 
some margin of safety.

preeowe, stagnation. Static pressure that couM be 
realised if the flow could isentropically be brought 
to rest It depends upon the static pressure, the 
much number, and kind of gas. At low mach

primary sample
nuniucrs, it approaches tire sum of the static pres
sure and the incompressible velocity head but is 
increasingly greater than this sum at higher mach 
numbers.

pressure, static. The pressure which is exerted by a 
gas at rest, or which would l e indicated by a gage 
placed tn the stream and moving with the same 
speed as the stream. The static pressure for a
given gas is determined by the density and the 
temperature.

pressure-travel curve. Curve showing pressure plotted 
against the travel of the projectile within the bore 
of the weapon.

PRESS, WIRE ROPE, POWDER ACTUATED. A 
tool which utilizes an explosive charge to compress 
a fitting or splicing sleeve to wire rope. In opera
tion the tool is not fixed but is controlled by hand. 
The item is suitable for use under water as well as 
above water.*

preventive maintenance. (I’M) The systematic care, 
servicing, and inspection of equipment and facilities 
for the purpose of maintaining them in serviceable 
condition and detecting and correcting incipient fail
ures

Primacord. Trade name for a type of CORD, DETO
NATING, utilizing PETN as the explosive filler.

Primacord net. See: detonating net.
primary armament. See: primary weapon.
primary blast injuries. Those injuries incurred as a 

direct result of '.he pressures of the blast or shock 
wave.

primary bomb damage. Physical bomb damage. See: 
bomb damage (sense 1).

primary coil. The input coil or winding of a trans
former.

primary gun. Principal or main gun, especially of a 
tank or other armored vehicle.

primary high explosive. An explosive which is ex
tremely sensitive to heat and shock and is normally 
used to initiate a secondary high explosive. A pri
mary explosive is capable of building up from a 
deflagration to detonation in an extremely short 
distance and time; it can also prop"gate a detonation 
wave in an extremely small dianr .er column. The 
term is generally used in referring to a pure com
pound and not to an explosive mixture. It has been 
suggested (Bowden and Yoffe) that primary ex
plosives can be defined on the basis that upon slow 
heating they will decompose explosively while still 
in the solid state, while secondary high explosives 
will melt before undergoing an explosive reaction. 
This characteristic is true for mercury fulminate, 
lead azide, lead styphnate and tetracene; however, 
data are not available for all primary explosives. 
(Note: Some authorities recognize the term as ‘pri
mary explosive* but not as ‘primary high explosive,* 
maintaining that ‘hign explosive* is an entirely sepa
rate entity.) Cf: secondary high explosive.

primary ignition system. Automotive. The originating 
or low voltage section of the ignition system—from 
battery or magneto to coil.

primary sample. Armor plate. A flat plate produced 
in order to sample resistance to penetration and re
sistance to shock tests, for each lot. Primary
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sample is 36" X 36". One is required for each group 
of plates of the same thickness In. nr. the same mill 
teat.

primary atructurs. Muiilei. The main framework, in
cluding fittings and attachments. Any structural 
member the failure of which would seriously impair 
the safety of the missile is a part of the primary 
structure.

primary weapon. The principal arm of a combat unit. 
The rifle is the primary or basic weapon for an 
infantry rifle company, as compared with grenades 
or chemical projectiles, which are secondary or 
auxiliary weapons in such an organization.

prime. To introduce fuel into the induction system 
of an engine preparatory to starting the engine.

prime contract A contract, agreement, or, in some 
cases, a purchase order entered into by a contractor 
with the United States Government.

prime contractor. A contractor whose contract is 
directly with the Government. Distinguished from 
a subcontractor. Often called the ‘contractor’ for 
short. Cf: subcontractor.

prime mover. In a contrivance of two or more moving 
parts, that unit considered to be the source, or 
principal source, of energy for movement, as with 
a tractor pulling a trailer truck.

primer. A relatively small and sensitive initial ex
plosive train component which rn being actuated 
initiates functioning of the explosive train end will 
not reliably initiate high explosive charges. In gen
eral, primers are classified in accordance with the 
method of initiation; such as, percussion, elec
tric, friction, etc. Primer is also used as a term re
ferring to the assembly which ignites propelling 
charges. Primers exist in various forms and types, 
some of which are listed and defined in suitable 
entries below. See also: DETONATOR (as modi
fied).

primer, artillery. Term applied to a primer (which 
see) provided to effect ignition of the propellant 
charge of an artillery weapon. In ammunition em
ploying a cartridge case, the primer is contained in 
the cartridge case. For separate loading ammunition 
the primer is inserted in the breechblock. Consists 
of a charge of heat producing material, such as 
black powder, together with means for igniting the 
charge, and a metal housing to permit it to be 
handled as a unit. Artillery primers are classified 
by the method of initiation, as percussion, electric, 
friction, and combination percussion-electric.

PRIMER ASSEMBLY, PERCUSSION, ROCEET 
MOTOR. An item consisting of one or more 
adapter(s), knob(s), nut(s), or the like, mounted on 
a PRIMER, PERCUSSION to specifically adapt it 
for ROCKET MOTOR installation. See also: 
PRIMER (as modified).*

primer, blown. A primer that, when the cartridge is 
fired, is entirely blown from the head of a small arms 
cartridge case. This is one of the most serious de
fects found in a cartridge.

primer, caaaoa. Term applied to primer (which see) 
used with separate-loading ammunition.

primer, eaee. Term applied to primer (which see) 
intended to be assembled into the cartridge case of 
case ammunition.

primer setback
primer cup. A small metal cup, into which the primer 

mixture is loaded. See: primer; primer mixture.
primer-detonator. A unit, in a metal housing, in which 

are assembled a primer, a detonator, and when indi
cated, an intervening delay charge.

PRIMER-DETONATOR, FUZE, BOMB. A metallic 
device designed to contain a combination of ex
plosive charges for assembly into a fuze to initiate 
the detonation wave in the explosive train of a bomb. 
It may be empty for use in training.* See: primer
detonator.

PRIMER, ELECTRIC. A primer (which see) designed 
for initiation by an electric current.

PRIMER, ELECTRIC AND PERCUSSION. A 
primer (which see) designed for initiation either by 
impact of a tiring pin, or by electric current, as 
desired.

primer, friction. Type of primer (which see) that is 
fixed by pulling a toothed wire or plug through an 
explosive mixture. Largely supplanted by PRIMER, 
ELECTRIC and PRIMER, PERCUSSION.

PRIMER-IGNITER, MINE FUZE. An item con
sisting of a priming device and an igniting device 
designed to initiate explosive action of an antiperson
nel mine.*

primer, igaitiag. An auxiliary primer that carries the 
fire from a primer to the propelling charge jn certain 
subcaliber tubes.

primer leak. Defect in a cartridge which allows partial 
escape of the hot propelling gases in a primer, 
caused by faulty construction or an excessive charge.

primer, lock. Term applied to primer (which see) in
tended to be placed by hand in the firing lock of a 
gun. It is used for initiation of the ignition of bag 
charges.

primer, long. Term applied to primer (which see) 
with relatively long body, designed to provide central 
ignition for a ;ropelling charge. Such a primer is 
used in a central tube ignition system. See also: 
ignition system, central tube.

primer m xture. An explosive mixture containing a 
sensitive explosive and other ingredients, used in a 
primer.

primer mixture, conductive. Primer mixture (which 
see) containing a small amount of conductive ma
terial, such as carbon, used in a bridgeless type 
PRIMER, ELECTRIC. The heat necessary for 
firing the primer is generated by the resistance of
fered to the flow of the firing current through the 
mixture.

PRIMER, PERCUSSION. Any primer (which see) 
designed to be initiated by percussion.

PRIMER, PERCUSSION, INERT. A PRIMER, 
PERCUSSION in which the explosive components 
are simulated by inert components.

primer pouch. Container that holds the primer used 
in firing with separate-loading ammunition.

primer seat. Chamber in the breech mechanism of a 
gun that uses separate-loading ammunition, into 
which the primer is set.

primer setback. The backward movement of a primer 
cup in a cartridge case which occurs when the base 
of the cup is not properly supported by the bolt face 
or breechblock.
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priming composition. A physical mixture of material* 

that i* very sensitive to impact or percussion and, 
when so exploded, undergoes very rapid autocom
bustion. The product* of such an explosion are hot 
gases and incandescent solid particle*. Priming 
composition* are used for the ignition of primary 
high explosives, black powder igniter charges, pro
pellant* in small arms ammunition, etc.

priming pump. A device on motor vehicles and tanks, 
providing a means of injecting a spray of fuel into 
the engine to facilitate starting.

principal item. Item which, because of its major im
portance, require* detailed analysis and examination 
of all factor* affecting it* supply and demand, a* well 
a* an unusual degree of supervision. It* selection 
is based upon such criteria at strategic importance, 
high monetary value, unusual complexity of issue, 
and procurement difficulties. See: secondary item.

principal lateral deflection angle. See: lateral deflec
tion angle.

principal vertical deflection angle. See: vertical de
flection angle.

printed cable. Electrical cable produced by tame gen
eral process at used in producing a printed circuit, 
which tee.

printed circuit An electronic circuit which is repro
duced, in whole or in part, by procedures which are 
classified as printing techniques. These techniques 
differ in detail, but all have as their objective the 
rapid, automatic and inexpensive reproduction of 
electronic circuits in a usable form.

prior-art search. 1. A search for prior-art which may 
possibly anticipate an invention which is being con
sidered for patentability. Cf: patent search. 2. A 
similar search but for the purpose of determining 
what the statu* of existing technology is before going 
ahead with new research—done to avoid unwittingly 
retracing steps taken by other workers in the field.

prisasatie cmnpaea. Magnetic compass combined with 
a sighting device, used to measure angles. It is 
equipped with a prism to assist in reading tbe scale 
while sighting. It may be equipped with a clinom
eter for measuring vertical angles.

prismatic lens. A lens with parallel grooves or flutes 
which deflect and distribute light rays.

PBISM, OPTICAL INSTRUMENT. A transparent 
item with st least two polished plane face* inclined 
toward each other, designed for use in optical in
struments to reflect and/or refract a beam of light 
in an optical system. It may have one or more 
mirrored faces for greater reflection. Also includes 
optical wedges used to divert paths of light by re
fraction, but to a lesser degree.* When light is 
refracted by a prism, it is deviated or bent toward 
the thicker part of the prism.

probability factor. A factor used as an argument in 
entering the probability table*. It is equal to the 
error not to be exceeded, divided by the probable 
error.

probable. An instance in which a hostile aircraft is 
probably destroyed; the hostile ainraft so desig- 
Mted.

probable error. (PE) 1. General. A value that any 
given error will a* likely fall under as exceed. 3.

production engineering
Giimiiry Measure of the uu|>a.t distribution in the 
dispersion pattern around the center of impact; di
mensionally expressed in firing tables as one interval 
of the dispersion ladder See . range probable error.

PROBE LIGHT KIT, INSPECTION. A group of 
items used to illuminate small bores, cavities, and 
the like, for purposes of internal inspection.*

proc (abbr). ‘Procurement.’
proceaa control. A process inspection technique based 

on statistical methods which make* possible the 
diagnosis and correction of production trouble* at 
the earliest point in the process before defective 
material has been produced.

PROCESSED GLASS. A flat, relatively thin, light
diflusing, translucent glass, one side of which ha* 
been processed after annealing to produce a rough 
surface*

processing. 1. Series of related step* taken in the 
segregation, identification, classification and prepara
tion of records of materiel or equipment. 2. Treat
ment of materiel or equipment to prevent it* deterio
ration, including cleaning, drying, applying paint 
or preservative compounds, sealing and packaging.

proceaa inspection. Sec in-procees inspection.
procurement (proc) 1. In a broad sense, the com

plete action or process of acquiring or obtaining 
personnel, materiel, services, or property from out
side a military service by mean* authorised in 
pertinent directives. 3. More specifically, the action 
or process of acquiring or obtaining materiel, proper
ty, or service* at the operational level, i.e., purchas
ing contracting, and negotiating directly with the 
source of supply.

procurement lead time, (prolt) The time elapsing 
between the initiation of procurement action and 
the receipt into the supply system of the materiel 
procured.

product engineering. Translation of the development 
design into one suitable for efficient manufacture in 
the desired quantities and for the conditions of 
specified usage, handling, and life; the development 
and preparation of functional ordnance designs and/ 
or specifications which are not only sufficiently 
clear and complete to represent the requirements and 
intent of research, but are also prepared in such 
manner as to facilitate efficient manufacture with 
the minimum of modification.

Product engineering includes such liairqn with 
and direction over production engineering as to in
sure that the end product it suitable for service use.

production. 1. The act or process of producing, esp. of 
gathering and fabricating raw materials into finished 
articles. 2. In a restricted sense, the act or process 
of msnufacturing finished articles. 2. That which 
is produced.

In sense 1, administrative actions or processes 
such as scheduling, inspection, and inventory con
trol, concomitant with the actual products*, are 
considered a part of production.

production engineering. 1. Consultation with product 
engineering on prototype or functional developments 
and designs and specifications and the makta* of 
recommendations that will promote "Minimum ef
ficiency and economy in manufacture. 2. Participa
tion in an advisory or consulting capulty in the
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production model 235 projectile, high explosive plastic
preparation oi detailed manufaLluting drawings and 
specifications from which the item ran be most ef
ficiently manufactured, having in mind not only the 
limited production required in time of peace but also 
the high rate of production with unskilled workers 
whi.n is required in time of war. 3. The jxtiformance 
of the engineering function incident to efficient manu
facture, such as tool and gage engineering, method 
engineering, piocess engineering, production research, 
job standards See also inspection engineering.

production model. \ rn >del in its final nn i hannal and 
electrical form of final pioductiun design made by 
p oduction tools, jigs, fixtures ami methods

production prototype. See prototype (preproduction) 
model.

production requirement*. The sum of authorized stock 
levels and pipeline needs less stocks expected to 
become available, stocks on hand, stocks due in, 
returned stocks, and stocks from salvage, reclama
tion, rebuild, and other sources.

profile drag. That part of the airfoil drag that re
sults from the skin friction and the shape of the 
airfoil as indicated by the airfoil profile.

profile thickness. The maximum distance between the 
upper and lower contours of an airfoil, measured 
perpendicular to the mean line of the profile.

program. 1. tr<ouc cmnpuiers. A plan foi the solu
tion of a problem A complete program includes 
plans for the transcription of data, coding for the 
computer and plans for the absorption of the re
sult* into the system. The list of coded instructions 
is called a routine; to plan a computation or process 
from the asking of a question to the delivery of the 
results, including the integration of the operation 
into an existing system. Thus programming con
sists of planning and coding, including numerical 
analysis, systems analysis, specification of printing 
formats, and any other functions necessary to the 
integration of a computer system. 2. Misfile guid
ance. The planned flight path events to be followed 
by a missile in flight. These events include ail the 
critical functions, preset in a program device (which 
see), which control the behavior of the missile.

program device. Missile guidance. The automatic de
vice used to control time and sequence of events of 
a program (which see).

programmer. See : program device.
PROGRAMMER, COURSE. An item which initiates 

and processes signals in a manner so as ,o establish 
a vehicle in which it is installed along one or more 
preselected courses.*

progressive burning. See: progressive granulation.
progressive granulation. Propellant granulation in 

which the surface area of a grain increases during 
burning. The burning of a propellant with progrea
aive granulation is termed ‘progreaaive burning.’ 
Cf: degressive granulation; neutral granulation.

o pro) (abbr). 1. ‘Projectile.’ 2. ‘Project.’
project, (proj) A specifically defined task within a 

research and development field, which ia established 
to meet a single military requirement, either stated 
or anticipated, for research data, an end item of 
materiel, a major component, or a technique.

piojectile. i proj i 1. General. A body projected by 
exterior forte si’/1 continuing in motion by it* own 
inertia. 2 Specif. \ missile (sense 1) for use
in any type ot gun (sense 1). In the general sense 
the term is sometimes applied to rockets and guided 
missiles, although they may not fall within thv 
stated definition. In sense 2, the term ‘projectile’ is 
preferred over ‘shell,’ ’shot,’ and the like, in 
official nomenclature.

PROJECTILE AND PROPELLING CHARGE, 120 
MILLIMETER. An item, consisting cf a projectile 
and a propelling charge in a cartridge case, boxed 
and issued as a unit, to provide all material re
quired to fire a 120-millirneter weapon once.

projectile, arrow. A relatively long projectile which 
is designed to be fired from a gun of a caliber 
considerably larger than the diameter of the pro
jectile body. It is stabilized by fins having a span 
approximately that of a caliber of the gun. This 
design is made for the purpose of increasing the 
velocity, to decrease the time of flight, and/or in
crease the striking energy of the projectile.

projectile, colored marker. Projectile loaded with a 
charge consisting primarily of organic dye, and pro
vided with a burster charge. Upon impact the 
projectile is ruptured and the dye is dispersed and 
vaporized by the heat of explosion. The dye then 
resolidifies in the air, forming a colcred smoke 
cloud, which serves as a marker and/or target 
indicator to supporting ground and air force*.

projectile, common. A penetrating type projectile con
taining a bursting charge of high explosive, intended 
to explode after passing through the lighter protec
tive armor of a vessel.

projectile, compoaite rigid. An armor-piercing pro
jectile consisting of a core of heavy, hard material, 
such as tungsten carbide, contained within a non- 
separable carrier of lightweight material, such as 
aluminum. The carrier is termed a ‘sabot’ See 
also: hypervelocity armor-piercing; sabot.

projectile, concrete piercing. Projectile especially de
signed or adapted for penetrating concrete and other 
similarly resistant target*.

projectile, drill. An inert projectile of the same weight, 
center of gravity, and essential contodr as the 
service separate loading projectile, designed or 
adapted for drill purpose*.

projectile, drive faetener, powder actuated. See: PIN, 
DRIVE, POWDER ACTUATED.

projectile, dummy. Projectile that has no exploaive 
charge. Dummy projectile* are used for practice 
and training purposes.

projectile, fragment eimulntor. Projectile which sim
ulate* the action of a fragment. Ueed in ballistic 
tests at tie proving ground.

projectile, high capacity. A projectile with thin wall* 
and high explosive loading, for use where no special 
penetrative qualities are required.

projectile, high exploaive. Projectile with a bursting 
charge of high explosive.

projectile, high explosive plastic. (HEP projectile) 
A thin-walled projectile, filled with, plastic explosive. 
The projectile is designed to ‘squash* against an 
armored target before detonation, and to defeat the



projectile, illumiaiting projector, reticle inagg
armor by producing spalls vhich art Attached with 
considerable velocity from the back of the target 
plate. Alto called 'squash Lead,' especially by the 
British. See: high expletive plastic.

projectile, iUaaalaatiag. Projectile, with a time fuse, 
that releases a parachute flare at any desired height. 
Used for lighting up an area. Popularly called ‘star 
shell.' See: flare, parachute.

PROJECTILE, S INCH St CALIBER. A projectile 
intended for firing from 5-inch 51-caliber weapons. 
(Names of projectiles for other Naval weapons are 
formed in a similar manner where the caliber of the 
weapon is similarly designated.)

PROJECTILE, 0 INCH. A projectile intended for 
firing from 6-inch weapons. (Names of projectiles 
for weapons of other calibers are formed in a similar 
manner where the caliber of the weapon is similarly 
designated, i.e., in inches.)

projectile, leaflet. A projectile designed for, or 
adapted to, use as a carrier for leaflets.

PROJBCTILB, LINE THROWING GUN. A special 
projectile for use in the Lyle Lifesaving Gun, 
caliber .45/70, a smooth bore shoulder rifle used for 
line throwing. The projectile is a steel, club-shaped 
rod and the rear end fits into a special blank car
tridge. The forward end of the projectile has an 
eye machined into it, for attachment of one end of 
the line. See also: CARTRIDGE, CALIBER A* 
LINB THROWING.

PROJBCTILB, 00 MILLIMETER. A projectile in
tended for firing from 60-millimeter weapons. 
(Names of projectiles for weapons of other calibers 
are formed in a similar manner where the caliber 
of the weapon is similarly designated, i.e., in milli
meters.)

projectile, monobloc. Armor-piercing projectile which 
consists of one piece of steel, suitably heat treated. 
May be provided with a false ogive to decease air 
resistance. t

projectile, multipurpose. A projectile designed so that 
the type of payload can be changed. .This is ac
complished by using prepared loads in canister form 
and providing a removable base ping to permit 
change of canister. Thus a canister containing 
colored smoke mixture can be replaced by, for 
instance, one containing leaflets.

projectile, nonfragmenting- Projectiles for antiair
craft gun practice, containing a smoke producing 
substance, available in various colon, which makes 
it possible to observe the burst without close bunts 
destroying the target

projectile, overmatching. See: overmatching pro
jectile.

projectile, proof. Special projectile tor use at proving 
grounds, usually consisting of a solid, blunt nosed 
projectile of low coot It duplicates the standard 
projectile ia weight and location and type of rotating 
bend so that it may be used in developing propelling 
charges as well sj for proof firing of guns. Often 
• ' ........ I 'l”g-‘

preyectilo rammer. See: rammer.
projectile, smoke. Any projectile containing a smoke 

producing chemical agent with means for properly 
dispersing the agent

projectile, squeeae boro. See. projectile, isporod boro.
projectile^ taperod boro. A projectile intended for 

firing in a gun tube having a tapered bore (squeeze 
bore), as a means of obtaining increased velocity. 
See: taperod bore.

projectile, target practice. Projectile suitable for target 
practice use. Usually has same sise, shape, and 
weight as a projectile actually used in service. 
Some models are iner;; others contain a smoke 
puff charge. Sometimes called merely ‘target pro
jectile.'

projectile, training. Projectile used in instruction and 
drill, often one that contains no explosive. Some 
training projectiles may be used mere than once.

projector. 1. GtufrtL Any apparatus for launching 
a projectile, such as a gun or rocket launcher, a. 
Smooth bore type barrel or other unrifled weapon 
from which pyrotechnic signals, grenades, and cer
tain mortar projectiles are fired. I. A rack for 
launching target rockets. 4. Special type of gun for 
projecting antisubmarine projectiles.

PROJBCTOR, AIMING PORT REFLECTOR 
LIGHT. A device used to project a light beam, 
which is reflected back to an observer from a RE
FLECTOR, AIMING POST. It must have facilities 
to connect the item to an external power source. It 
may include a set of adapters which facilitate con
nection to various types of telescopes, sightunits, 
mounts, or the like. Excludes PROJECTOR, IN
STRUMENT LIGHT*

PROJBCTOR CHARGE, HIGH EXPLOSIVE, 74 
INCH. A missile which is propelled by an ex
plosive cartridge from a projector. The missile 
consists of a bead, a tail assembly, a means of 
stabilisation, and a fuse. Excludes rockets and mis
siles whose trajectory can be altered in flight.*

PROJBCTOR CH ARG B, INERT, 74 INCH. A mis
sile similar to a PROJECTOR CHARGE, HIGH 
EXPLOSIVE, 12 INCH except that it is without 
explosive components in fuse, head, or tail assembly. 
Excludes rockets and missiles whose trajectory can 
be altered in flight*

PROJBCTOR CHAROB, PRACTICE, 74 INCH. A 
missile similar to a PROJECTOR CHARGE, HIGH 
EXPLOSIVE, 12 INCH except that it is without 
a fuse and the head is filled with a practice charge 
or with an inert material. The tail assembly con
tains an explosive cartridge. Excludes rockets and 
missiles whose trajectory can be altered in flight* 

PROJECTOR, PYROTECHNIC, HAND. A manual
ly-operated, muzzle-loading, barrel-type projector 
used for pro ding flares or signals. - It Is fired by 
striking the hand knob against the hand, ground or 
other object. Excludes PROJECTOR, SIGNAL, 
GROUND*

PROJECTOR, RETICLE IMAGE. An electrome
chanical device designed for use in a fire control 
system, to project a specific illuminated reticle image 
into the field of view of an optical instrument when 
the physical reticle is not included in the optical 
system*
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PROJECTOR, SIGNAL, GROUND. A manually- 

operated, muzzle-loading projector used for pro
jecting high-burst ranging signal* from the ground. 
Exclude PROJECTOR, PYROTECHNIC, HAND 
and PISTOL,-PYROTECHNIC *

prolongs. Rope, with a hook or loop at one end, with 
which loldier* can move a vehicle or gun carriage 
into potition.

prolt (abbr). 'Procurement lead time.'
Prosy brake. A form of friction brake or dynamom

eter in - which the pull on the flywheel friction 
blocks i* measured by a spring balance or weighted 
lever. See also: brake horsepower.

proof. The balliatie test (which see). For propel
lants, proof also includes chemical and stability tests, 

proof Bring. The firing of certain rounds for the 
purpose of testing the serviceability of a weapon or 
it* mount.

proof stark. Distinguishing mark on weapon to indi
cate inspection and proof firing.

proof pressure. See: pressures, gun.
proof projectile. See: projectile, proof.
propaganda ahelL See: projectile, leaflet
propagation. .Extending the action of; transmitting, 

carrying forward, in space or time or through a 
medium, as the propagation of sound or light waves.

propagation, radio, velocity of. See: radio propagation, 
velocity of.

propellant A propelling agent; specifically, a low 
explosive substance or mixture of substances which, 
through burning, can be made to produce gases at 
controlled rates and to provide the energy necessary 
to propel a projectile or missile. Propellants may 
be classified as liquid propellants and solid pro
pellants according to physical state. Liquid propel
lants, used primarily in rocket engines, may be 
classified as monopropellant*, bipropellants, and 
sometimes multipropellants, according to the number 
of unmixed chemical* fed to the combu*tion chamber. 
Solid propellants, used primarily in gun type weap
on* and rocket motors, may be classified either as 
nitrocellulose based propellants or composite pro
pellants. Nitrocellulose based propellants are fur
ther classified according to the .number of basic 
explosives which they contain. A single base 
propellant contains only one explosive ingredient, 
normally nitrocellulose. A double base propellant 
contains two explosive ingredients, commonly nitro
cellulose and nitroglycerin. A composite propellant 
consist* of an inorganic oxidizer in powder form, 
thoroughly mixed with an organic fuel which solidi
fies and act* a* the binder. See also: composite 
propellant; liquid propellant; PROPELLANT 
GRAIN; pyropropellant.

When used a* the basic noun in item names, the 
following definition of 'propellant' is currently pre
scribed by Cataloging Handbook H6-1: A liquid 
chemical, liquid petroleum, combination of liquid 
chemical* or a ccmbinatior, u> liquid chemical* and 
liquid petroleum manufactured specifically for use as 
a fuel and/or oxidizer in a ROCKET ENGINE.

propellant actuated device. (PAD) A device that em
ploy* the energy supplied by the gases produced by 
burning propellants to accomplish or initiate a me-

propellant, hydrogen peroxide
diani al action other than propelling a projectile. 
These devices are compact packages, usually with 
self-contained power sources for supplying mechani
cal energy in the form of rectilinear or rotary mo
tion and can be mechanically, gas, or electrically 
triggered. The power source is frequently in the 
form of a special cartridge (see: CARTRIDGE, 
ACTUATING DEVICE). For this reasop the de
vices were formerly known as cartridge actuated 
devices. Specific names are assigned to the devices, 
according to their purposes. Examples: CATA
PULT, AIRCRAFT EJECTION SEAT; REMOV
ER, AIRCRAFT CANOPY; THRUSTER, CAR
TRIDGE ACTUATED.

PROPELLANT, ANILINE-FURFURYL ALCOHOL. 
A propellant consisting of Aniline and furfuryl alco
hol of specific quantities. It may include other 
chemical additives or impurities.*

propellant chamber. See: chamber.
propellact charge. See: charge, propelliag. »
propellant condition teat kit. See: TEST KIT. PRO

PELLANT CONDITION.
propellant, cooL A propellant which burns wi$n a 

relatively low temperature, thus making it. easier to 
obtain flashlessncs* and reducing gun tube erenion.

PROPELLANT DRAINING KIT, GUIDED MIS
SILE. An item consisting of adapter*, fittings, noz
zles, vent pipes, hose assemblies, and the like,, de
signed to facilitate draining guided missile propel
lant tank*.*

PROPELLANT, KTHYLENK OXIDK. A propellant 
having a minimum assay by weight of 99.9 pe^ent 
ethylene oxide (by difference) with a maximum water 
and aldehyde content of not over 0.03 percent. Ex
cludes ETHYLENE OXIDE, TECHNICAL.*

PROPELLANT, ETHYL NITRATE-a-PROPTL,NI
TRATE. A propellant' having a minimum assay by 
weight of 58 percent ethyl nitrate and 38 percent n- 
propyl nitrate and a maximum assay by weight of 
62 percent ethyl nitrate and 42 percent n-propyk. ni
trate with a maximum water content by weight of 
not over 0.1 percent.*

PROPELLANT FILLING KIT, GUIDED MIMILE. 
An item consisting of adapters, fittings, nozzles, vent 
pipes, hose assemblies, and the like, designed for 
filling guided missile propellant tank*.*

propellant fouling. Bit* of unburned or partielly 
burned propellant left in the bore after firing. 
Formerly called 'powder fouling.’

propellant fraction. See: propellant weight fraction. 
PROPELLANT GRAIN. A solid preformed item 

specifically designed to produce the required propul
sion effect in nonairbreathing reaction propulsion 
devices. It consists of all of the ingredients neces
sary for sustained combustion. It may be a hetero
geneous mixture of an oxidizing agent and a fuel, 
or it may be a chemical composition which provides 
its own oxidizer.* See: propellant.

propellant granulation. See: granulation.
PROPELLANT, HYDRAZINE. A propellant having 

a minimum assay by weight of 97 percent hydrazine.*
PROPELLANT, HYDROGEN PEROXIDE. A pro- 

pellant having a minimum assay by weight of 90 per
cent hydrogen peroxide.*
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piopcllint inclement charge See CHARGE, PRO
PELLANT INCREMENT.

propellant injector. .Spr< ■/. A device lor iiijectinj* pro
pellants, which includes fuel ?nd oxidizer, into tile 
coinbustion chamber of a rocket engine.

PROPELLANT, EEROSINE. A propellant consisting 
of highly refined low aromatic liquid petroleum dis
tillate with a gravity range not exceeding three de
grees American Petroleum Institute grav.ly at sixty 
degrees Fahrenheit. It may contain additives. Ex
cludes KEROSINE and JET FUEL*

propellant mixture, guided missile. See: PROPEL
LANT (as modified).

PROPELLANT, NITRIC ACID. A propellant con
sisting of fuming nitric acid containing various 
amounts of nitrogen dioxide and wi*h or without 
hydrofluoric acid inhibitor.*

PROPELLANT, NITROGEN TETROXIDE. A pro- 
pellam having a minimum assay by weight of 99.5 
P'rren nitrogen tetroxide.*

propellant noixle. See : noisle.
PROPELLANT, n-PROPYL NITRATE. A propel

lant having a minimum assay by weight of 95 per
cent n-propyl nitrate with a maximum water content 
by weight of n< . over 0.03 percent.*

PROPELLANT, OXYGEN. A propellant having a 
minimum assay by voluipe of 99.9 percent oxygen 
when gasified Excludes OXYGEN, LIQUID* 

propellant powder. A low explosive of fine granula
tion which, through burning, produces gases at 
a controlled rate to provide the energy for pro
pelling a projectile. Restricted to small arms pro
pellants, for which the grain size is small. In larger 
grain form it is called simply ‘propellant’ or ’pro
pellant grain' See also: powder; propellant: PRO
PELLANT GRAIN.

PROPELLANT SHUTOFF, GUIDED MISSILE. A 
self- .ontained emergency control unit designed to 
instantaneously disable the propulsion system of a 
guided missile *

propellant, solid, guided missile See : PROPELLANT 
GRAIN. See also: propellant.

propellant tag. Linen tag attached to a propellant bag. 
carrying information about the propellant charge, 
such as the name of the loading plr.nt, the date of 
loading, and the caliber and model of the gun for 
which it was made. Formerly called ‘powder tag.'

PROPELLANT, uns-DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE. A 
propellant having a minimum assay by weight of 98 
percent unsynunetrical dimethylhydrazine with a 
maximum water content of not over 0J percent.*

PROPELLANT, uas-DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE-JET 
FUEL. A propellant consisting of unsymmetrical 
dimethylhydrazine and jet fuel of specific quantities. 
It may include other chemical additives or impuri
ties.*

propellant weight flection. The weight of the rolid 
propellant charge divided by weight of the complete 
solid propellant propulsion unit. Cf: charge weight 
ratio.

propellant weight ratio. See : propellaat weight frac
tion.

protection complete penetration
propellent. Driving forward, able or tending to propel. 

Should not be used as a noun in place of propellant 
(which see).

PROPELLER SHAFT. A shaft designed to accom
modate a UNIVERSAL JOINT at oor or both ends.* 
Sptcif. In automotive v.-'-jcles it is the shaft making 
the driving connection between the transmission and 
the driving axle.

propelling charge. See: charge, propelling.
propelling charge axpioaive train. See: expiooivo 

train.
proportional contreL See: control, peopertioeaL
proportional limit. The greatest unit stress which a 

metal is capable of withstanding without deviating 
from the law of proportionality of stress to str in.

proprietary item An item in which the owner has « 
property right or interest enabling him in accordance 
with recognized principles of law to exclude others 
f.om its use or to authorize use thereof subject to 
such restrictions as he may appropriately impose. 
This often means that the item is obtainable only 
from a single source of supply.

proprietary rights. Those personal properties or other 
rights subsisting in the product of an originator’s 
mental effort which may be established by statute, 
common law, or agreement, and includes, but is not 
limited to, rights in inventions and/or designs, either 
patented or unpatented; trade-secrets and know-how 
comprising technical data in the form of reports, 
drawings, blueprints, data, and technical information, 
and material subject to copyright, such as the literary 
and artistic work of authors or proprietors. See: 
proprietary item. See also: Ordnance Proprietary 
Righta Board.

propnlaioa. (prpln) See: bifnol propulaion; Jot pro
pulsion; monofuel propulsion; reaction propulaion; 
rocket propulsion.

propulsion system. Mittilei. A complete missile pro
pulsion mechanism generally operates in two phases; 
the launching phase and the cruising phase. During 
the launching phase, the missile is accelerated to 
cruising speed by a unit of high thrust called a 
*booster unit’ or JATO. During the cruising phase, 
s unit of relatively lower thrust (sometimes called 
a ‘sust Miner unit’) is used to keep the missile at the 
desired flight speed. The complete propulsion sys
tem may employ only 1 of the 2 phases or both, 
depending on the target, missile, and tactical mis
sion. There are four basic propulsion units that 
have or m?,.y have application to guided missiles. 
They are rocket, pulsejet, ramjet, and turbojet 
motors. Each of these have their cwn character
istics which determine their use.

propulsive force. A force that drives or impels.
The propulsive force of a gun results from the 

energy released by burning the propellant; that of 
an airplane from the energy of its fuel

protection complete penetration. Penetration in which 
a fragment or fragments of either the impacting pro
jectile or the plate are thrown to the rear of the 
plate with sufficient energy to perforate a U2D-inch 
aluminnm-alloy, 24ST, sheet, or its equivalent, when 
placed so as to receive those fragments passing from 
the rear of the plate. When it is possible to observe

*
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that these conditions are being met without the 
use of the sheet, as in heavier plate testing, the 
sheet is omitted.

protection partial penetration. Penetration winch ap 
proaches but does not fulfill the requirements for 
protection complete penetration.

protective clothing. I.specially constructed and.'or 
chemically treated clothing to protect individuals 
against liquid bhs'ei gas and blister gas vapor and 
against certain biological agents. It includes perme
able protective clothing and impermeable protective 
clothing

protective fire. Fire de'ivered bv supporting guns and 
directed against the enemy to hinder his fire or 
movement against friendly forces.

PROTECTOR, BOMB PARACHUTE. A device de
signed to prevent damage to a parachute during 
installation in a bomb.*

PROTECTOR, THREAD, BREECHBLOCK. A de
vice designed to prevent damage to the mating 
threads of a breechblock during assembly or disas
sembly operations. May assist in positioning com
ponents being assembled.*

protectoscope. Device in a tank, etc., similar to *he 
periscope of a submarine. It enables a soldier u 
see around a shield without exposing himself o 
enemy gunfire directed at the ports of the tank or 
armored car.

proton. The positively charged nucleus of the atom 
of the light isotope of hydrogen, considered to be a 
nuclear constituent of all atoms. See: electron.

prototype (preproduction) model. A model suitable for 
complete evaluation of mechanical and electrical 
form, design and performance. It is in final me
chanical and electrical form, employs approved parts 
and is completely representative of final equipment.

PROTRACTOR, PIN POSITION. A protractor spe
cifically designed for measuring the angular position 
of guided missile fins.*

proving ground. (PG) An nren or location where 
equipment, ammunition, or weapons are tested or 
proved.

proximity fuse. See: FUZE, PROXIMITY.
prpln (abbr). ‘Propulsion.’
PS (abbr). ‘Trichloronitromethane’ (chloropicrin, war 

gas).
paeudo-voloeity. The vertical projection of the actual 

velocity on the line of departure. (Used in Siacci 
method of computation of trajectories.)

psi (abbr). 'Pounds per square Inch.*
psychological warfare. The planned use, by a nation 

or group of nations, of propaganda and related in
formational measures directed toward enemy, neutral, 
or friendly groups, to influence opinions, emotions, 
attitudes, and behavior in such a manner as to sup
port the policies and aims of the using nation or 
group of nations.

PTX1. Explosive consisting of RDX, tetryl and TNT.
PTX2. Explosive consisting of RDX, PETN and 

TNT.
Pueblo Ordaaaea Depot Ordnance Corps field in

stallation, located at Pueblo, Colorado.
pull-type equilibrator. See: equilibrator.

pulse refeneration
pi'lse. 1. A single disturbance of definite amplitude 

and time length, propagated as a wave or electric 
current. 2. Hadar. A radar transmission signal of 
very snort duration, from 1 to SO microseconds. 
Its transmission is accurately timed at intervals, 
ranging from 1/60 to 1/4000 second, which will per
mit correlation of the transmitted pulse with the 
image on the oscilloscope representing the reflec
tion of the same pulse.

pulse amplitude. A general term indicating the magni
tude of a pulse. For specific designation, adjectives 
such as sveraye, instantaneous, peak, rms (effective), 
etc., shoul<‘ be used to indicate the particular mean
ing intended. Pulse amplitude is measured w;th 
respect to the normally constant value unless other
wise stated.

pulaa-ampiitude modulation. (PAM) Amplitude mod
ulation of a pulse carrier.

pulse amplitude, RMS (elective). See: RMS (effec
tive) pulse amplitude.

pulse bandwidth. Pulse spectrum bandwidth; the 
smallest continuous frequency interval outside which 
the amplitude "f the spectrum does not exceed a 
prescribed fraction of the amplitude at a specified 
frequency. This spectrum amplitude may be less 
than the prescribed amplitude within the interval.

pulse carrier. A pulse train used as a carrier.
pulse coder. A circuit which sets up a plurality of 

pulses disposed in an identifiable pattern.
pulse decay tiass. The interval between the instants 

at which the instantaneous amplitude last reaches 
specified upper and lower limits, namely, 90 percent 
and 10 percent of the peak-pulse amplitude unless 
otherwise stated.

pulao duration. The duration in time of a pulse, esp. 
of an electromagnetic wave.

The pulse duration of a radar wave or the like is 
measured between points of sero value, or some 
other specified points.

pulss-daratloa modulation. A form of pulse-thhe 
modulation in which the duration of a pulse is varied.

The terms ‘pulse-width modulation* and ’pulse- 
length modulation' are also used to designate this 
system of modulation but the term ‘pulse-duratioo 
modulation* is preferred.

pulse interleaving. A process in which pulses from 
two or more sources are combined in time-division 
multiplex for transmission over a common path.

pulao interval. See : pulao spacing.
pulM-iatsrval modulation. A form of pulse-time mod

ulation in which the pulse spacing is varied.
pulsejet engine. See: ENGINE, PULSE-J KT.
pulao length. The time duration of the transmission 

of a pulse of energy, usually measured in micro
seconds or in the equivalent distance in yards, miles, 
etc., represented by the pulse signal on a radar
scope.

pulm-poeition modulation. (PPM) A form of pulse
time modulation in which the position in time of a 
pulse is varied.

palm regeneration. The process of restoring pulses 
to their original relative timings, forms, and/or 
magnitudes.

In many devices, pulses may become distorted due
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to phase or amplitude distortion, limitinc, or other 
processes. It is often desirable to restore the pulse 
to something resembling its original form before it 
has become so distorted that the original infortna* 
tion which it contains is completely destroyed.

pulse repetition rate. The average number of pulses 
per unit of time.

pulao ties time. ' nterval between the instants at 
which the instant, “'’"is amplitude fit st reaches 
specified lower and upper limits, namely, 10 percent 
and 90 percent of the peak-pulse amplitude unless 
otherwise stated.

pulae spacing. The interval between the corresponding 
pulse times of two consecutive pulses.

The term 'pulse interval' has been dropped be
cause it may be taken to mean the duration of the 
pulse instead of the space or interval from one 
pulse to the next. Neither term means the space 
between pulses.

pulse spectrum. The frequency distribution of the 
sinusoidal components of the pulse in relative ampli
tude and in relative phase; pulse frequency spectrum.

pulse spike. An unwanted pulse of relatively short 
duration superimposed on the main pulse.

pulse-time modulation. Modulation in which the time 
of occurrence of some characteristic of a pulse car
rier is varied from the unmodulated value.

pulae train. A group of pulses of similar character
istics.

pump, constant stroke. A fuel pump which delivers a 
definite quantity of fuel on each stroke, the quantic- 
needed to maintain the speed of the engine being 
controlled by bypassing part of the fuel back to the 
supply tank.

pump, variable stroke. A fuel pump whose stroke Is 
lengthened or shortened so as to meter the correct 
charge to meet varying operating conditions.

punch, electronic calculating. Eleetronie comtntere. 
A card handling machine which reads a punched 
card, performs a number of sequential operations 
and punches the result on a card.

PUNK, STICK. A preformed material in cylindrical 
form, which when ignited smolders without flame, 
to provide means for ignking safety fuse.

push-type equilibrator. See: equilibrator.
PWP (abbr). Chemical agent, 'plasticised white phos

phorus' (smoke).
PYLON, AIRCRAFT. A suspension device externally 

installed under the wing and/or fuselage of an air
craft. It is aerodynamically designed to fit the con
figuration of specific aircraft(s), thereby creating an 
insignificant amount of drag. It includes means of 
attaching to accommodate fuel tanks, bombs, rockets, 
torpedoes, rocket motors, or the like.* See also:

pyroxylin
RACK, BOMB, AIRCRAFT; RACK, BOMB KJKC- 
TOR, AIRCRAFT; SHACKLE, BOMB, AIR
CRAFT.

pyro (abbr). 'Pyrotechnic.'
pyrocelluloee. Nitrocellulose having a lower nitration 

than guncotton, used in smokeless pro,>el!ants. Con
tains approximately 12.6 percent nitrogen. Also 
called ‘pyrocotton.’

pyrocotton. See: pyrocellulose.
pyrometer. Ge neral. An instrument for measuring 

temperatures by electrical means, especially those 
beyond the range of mercurial thermometers.*

PYROMKTKR, OPTICAL. A pyrometer which 
measures the quality and intensity of light emitted, 
from a hot body, or glowing material by comparison 
with a standard source of light and indicated by 
the position of a pointer relative to a graduated 
temperature scale.*

PYROMKTKR, RECORDING. A pyrometer which 
utilises the effect of temperature variations to change 
the characteristics of an electric constant and this 
difference in electric potential transcribed to a 
chart.*

pyrophoric propellant. A propellant combination of a 
liquid fuel and a fluid oxidizer (usually air) that will 
quickly reach when brought into intimate contact and 
will achieve ignition tcui>erature. Explanation: 
pyrophoric propellants were first called hypergoles 
hy their German originators and then became known 
as hypergolic propellants in the English language.

pyropropellant. Single base propellant consisting prin
cipally of nitrocellulose. See: propsllaat

pyrotechnic. Of or pertaining to pyrotechnics.
pyrotechnic code. Significant arrangement of the vari

ous colors and arrangements of fireworks, signal 
lights, or signal smokes used for communication be
tween units or between ground and air.

pyrotechnic outfit See: SIGNAL KIT, PYROTBCH- 
NIC PISTOL.

pyrotechnic pistol. Sec: PISTOL, PYROTBCHNIC. 
pyrotechnic projector. See: PROJECTOR, SIGNAL, 

GROUND.
pyrotechnic rocket motor initiator. See: INITIATOR, 

ROCKKT MOTOR IGNITKR.
pyrotechnics. Items used for both military and non

military purposes, such as producing a bright light 
(or illumination, or colored lights or smoke for 
signaling, and which are consumed in the process.

pyrotechnic signal. Signal (which see) designed for 
military use to produce a colored light or smoke, for 
the purpose of transmitting information.

pyroxylin. Nitrocellulose containing less than 12J 
percent nitrogen.
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QDRI (Mr). ‘Qualitative Development Requirements 

Information.'
QT (Mr). "Quick firing.’
Q-faetor. X A rating applied to coils, capacitors, and 

resonant circuits, equal to the reactance divided by 
resistance. X Mechanical or electrical systems, the 
ratio of energy stored to energy dissipated. X la 
bombing, a factor representing the ratio of Hie 
velocity of the dtfermtial baJHatie triad Jo the ve
locity of the wind at release altitude.

QMC (Mr). *Quartermaster Corps.*
QMR (Mr). "Qualitative materiel requirement’ 
qty (Mr). ‘Quantity.* 
qty-dis (Mr). "Quantity-distance.’ 
quadrant t One of the four parts into which a plane 

is divided by vertical and horisontal axes. X See: 
QUADRAMT, FIRM CONTROL.

qaadraat angle ef departure. Vertical angle between 
the horiaoutal and the Hue of departure of a pro
jectile.

qaadraat eagle of elevation. See: qaadraat etevetiou. 
qaadraat aagle of fall. The vertical acute angle at 

the level point, between the bortecntql and the Mae of 
iatt of a projectile.

qaadraat elevation. Vertical angle be* oom horiaoutal 
and axis of boro of gua which exi ts just prior to 
firing; quadrant angle of elevation.

qaadraat, elevation. See: QU ADR AMT, FIRM CON
TROL.

QUADRAMT, FIRS CONTROL. A mechanical de
vice having scales graduated in mils, with a fine 
micromotor adjustment(s) and a leveling and/or a 
cross-leveling vial(s). It may bo physically attached 
to the gun, gun mount, or gun carriage aad is used 
for setting and/or measuring the elevation angles of 
a weapon for obtaining the horiaoutal range of a 
target.* When attached to the elevating mechanism 
as a part thereof, It is called rimtion quodreni if 
graduated in mils or degrees, or nongr quedneut if 
graduated in range units. When it consists of a 
separate unattached instrument lor hand placement 
on a reference surface, It la called a gmmrr's quod- 
rant.

qaadraat, imti’s See: QUADRAMT, FIRB CON
TROL.

qaadraat manat. Device on a gun that holds the 
gunner's quadrant while the gun is being laid h 
elevation; quadrant seat

quadrant, range. See: QUADRAMT, FIRB CON
TROL.

quadrant seat See:.qaadraat mount.
qaadraat sight. Sighting tastrumont on a gun that to 

med in laying the gun in elevation. The qaadraat 
right la mod tat conjoactioa whh a teteebope that 
is used for laying the gun for direction.

quadrieyela. A four-wheeled motor vehicle with a 

bicycle seat for the driver, and a two-wheeled lore
carriage steered by handle bars.

Quail An air-to-surface missile decoy under develop
ment for the Air Force.

qualified product A product which has been examined 
and tested and which has passed all qualification re
quirements. of the applicable specification. See: 
qualified products list

qualified products list (QPL) A list of products, 
qualified under the requirements stated in the ap
plicable specification, including appropriate identifi
cation and reference data with the name and plant 
address of the manufacturer. See: qualified product

Qualitative Development Requirements information. 
(QDRI) Information concerning items of Ordnance 
which will require future development This in
formation is furnished by class II Ordnance installa
tions having a research and development mission to 
civilian organisations properly qualified by Ordnance 
Districts.

qualitative materiel development objective. A Depart
ment of the Army approved statement of a military 
need for development of new materiel, the feasibility 
of which cannot be determined sufficiently to estab
lish a qualitative materiel requirement

qualitative materiel requirement (QMR) A Depart
ment of the Army approved statement of a military 
need for a new Item, system, or assemblage, the de
velopment of which is believed to be feasible. Quali
tative materiel requirements serve as a basis for the 
development of military sharaoteriatiee, and provide 
guidance for research and development programing 
actions.

quality aaeuraaee. System of assuring that material 
accepted Is In accoraanoo with requirements. This 
involves the techniques followed In determining the 
acceptability of products, such as defining a lot, 
establishing acceptance criteria, determining methods 
of inspection, determining classification of delects 
and setting required quality levels. .

quality control. The exoerclse of such Influence as 
to assure that a service or product measures up to a 
deairod quality. See: quality aaeuraaee.

quantity. (qty) liNfroofr computer*. A positive or 
negative real number la the mathematical sense. 
The term ‘quantity* is preferred to the term *number* 
In referring to numerical data; the term number to 
used In the sense of natural number and reserved for 
the number of digits,* the *number of operations,* etc.

qoaatfty*dlataaoo tables. The regulations pertaining to 
the amounts and hinds of explosives that can be 
stored and the proximity of such storage to build
ings, highways, railways, magaalaoa, or other hutal- 
tattoas. Soo alsoi fctaorioaa Table of Dtotaaooo.

Msattaer. A device which nmasurM the manatasde of 
• thao-verrian eaaatltv la nsuMaloe of aaam fixed 
mIl or GHitML at a dataai tartest & MMtltlMi wonoop “ ^unuwoumnoq mo m q^mwepo^^R omvormmr om gw^^mnwwwVVO



Quartermaster Ctrys 242 quicknena, relative
rate and delivers a response, nasally in pulse code 
or digital form, equal hi magnitude to the meaaured 
number of quanta.*

Quartermaster Carys. (QMC) An Army corpa pro
viding rations, clothkm and other supplies and serv
ice!, and commanded by the Quartermaster General, 

quickmatch. Fart burning fuse made from a cord 
impregnated wMt Mack powder.

quickness. General term, expressing the mass rate 
of gas evolution of a propellant in a quantitative 
aenae. Basically a function of the propellant geome
try.

quickaeea, relative. Ratio of the quickneas of a teat 
propellant to the quickneaa of a standard propellant, 
nieaaured at the same initial temperature and loading 
density in the same closed chamber.
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R 1. 'Ranknit' stale ' 2. ‘Rcviinlds number.'
r (<ibtrr) 'Radius ’
rabal. 1. Petenninalion of varying atniospliei u condi

tions by use oi a radiosonde ba/loon 2. Reports 
based on observations of a radiosonde balloon ( f 
pibal.

raca. 1. A track or channel in which something rolls 
or slides, as a slide for a shuttle; a groove for the 
balls in a bearing. 2. A circular ring upon which 
travel the rollers supporting a revolving superstruc
ture, such as the roller race of a revolving crane, 
or of a rotating gun mount. 3. To speeu '"an engine 
or motor) without a working load or in disengage
ment from the transmission.

BACK, BEARING, INNER. An inner component of 
a ball or roller Jearing which provides a contact 
surface for the rolling elements of the bearing.*

BACK, BEARING, OUTER. An outer component of 
a ball or roller bearing which provides a contact 
surface for the rolling elements of the bearinc.

racer. Turntable on which a heavy gun is turned to 
left or right; a race (sense 2).

BACK, BOMB, AIRCRAFT. A suspension device 
permanently fixed to an aircraft. It is designed for 
attaching, arming and releasing of one or more 
bombs. It may also be utilised to accommodate other 
items such as mines, rockets, torpedoes, fuel tanks, 
rescue equipment, sonobuoys, flares or the like.* 
See also: PYLON, AIRCRAFT.

BACK, BOMB EJECTOR, AIRCRAFT. A suspension 
device permanently fixed to an aircraft. It is de
signed for attaching, arming, releasing and ejecting 
one or more bombs, or the like.* See also: PYLON, 
AIRCBAFT.

BACK, LOADING, GUIDED MISSILE. An item of 
open framework consisting of side and end trusses, 
specifically designed to form two parallel tracks on 
which a guided missile is stored prior to loading on 
a launcher* See also LAUNCHER-LOADING 
RACK, GUIDED MISSILE.

races (abbr). ‘Radar beacon.'
RAD (abbr). ‘Research and Development.'
RAD. [From Radiation Absorbed Dose] A unit of 

absorbed dose of ionising radiation. The RAD, 
100 ergs/gram, is a measure of the energy imparted 
to matter by ionising radiation per unit mass of 
irradiated material at the place of interest.

rada (abbr). 'Radioactive.'
Bataa. [Coined: rodar Doppler automatic navigator.] 

Name given to a navigation system which operates 
independently of any ground-baaed or celestial aids.

radar. 1. Any of certain methods or systems of using 
beamed and reflected radio-frequency energy (radio 
waves) for detecting and locating objects, for meas
uring distance or altitude, or for certain other pur
poses. such as navigating, homing, or bombing. X

The electronic equipment, sets, or devices used in 
any such system. .

In its original and principal application, ‘radar* 
has reference to a method or system of detecting 
and finding t'ne Tange of objects by means of beamed 
radio-frequency energy, the objects in the path of 
the beam reflecting part of the energy back to the 
source of transmission. The time interval between 
the transmission of the energy and the reception 
of the reflected energy establishes the range of any 
object in the beam’s path, the reflected energy being 
displayed on a cathode-ray screen in such a manner 
as to indicate this information. In addition, many 
radar sets also display _ .ch information as aximuth, 
elevation, and direction of movement of the object.

The principal military use of radar is in the de
tection and location of airborne aircraft, but nu
merous other uses have arisen, e.g., in air navigation 
and air traffic control, in altitude measurement, in 
reconnaissance and mapping, in bombing and homing, 
in storm detection, etc.

radar altitude. See: altitude, abeolute. 
radar background. See: radar clutter.
radar beacon, (racon) A radar transmitter, famhsding 

its antenna and other associated equipment, that 
emits raaar waves for pickup, the waves then being 
displayed or used to cause a responder to react.

radar bombing. Any type of bombing in which radar 
is used to locate the target or aiming point, or to 
aid in positioning the bombing aircraft at the proper 
release point for bombing, esp. under conditions of 
poor visibility.

radar bombsight An airborne radar set need to sight 
the target, solve the bombing problem, and drop 
bombs, as in eyachroaous radar bombing.

radar bore aigbt. A bore sight used in harmonising a 
radar-controlled gun.

BADAR CHRONOGRAPH BBT. A complete set for 
measuring projectile velocities by radar.* See also: 
chronograph.

radar clutter. Visual evidence on the radar indicator 
screen of sea return, or ground return, which if not 
of particular interest, tends to obscure the target in
dication. Usually called merely 'clutter.' See also: 
gram; noise; snow.

radar, continuous-wave. A system in which a trans
mitter sends out a continuous flow of radio energy 
to the target which reradiates (scatters) the energy 
intercepted and returns a small fraction to a re
ceiving antenna. Since both the transmitter and re
ceiver are operating simultaneously and continuously, 
it is impractical to employ a common antenna, and 
usually two similar structures are employed side-fay
side and so oriented that only a small fraction of the 
transmitted power leaks directly into the receiver. 
The reflected wave is distinguished from the trans
mitted signal by a slight change in radio frequency.

The continuous-wave method, while not so adapt
able to military needs, has many interesting proper-
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ties, such as its ability to distinguish moving targets 
against a stationary reflecting background "nd its 
greater conservation of bandwidth than pulse radar.

radar control. Guidance, direction, or employment 
exercised over an aircraft, guided missile, gun bat
tery, or the like, by means of, or with the aid of, 
radar.

radar countermeasure. (RCM) Usually fl. Any elec
tronic countermeasure against radar. See: electroale 
countermeasures. '

RADAR COURSE DIRECTING CENTRAL. A sys
tem comprising a number of associated electronic 
sets which are used to direct the course of a moving 
object (such as an aircraft, ship, tank, or missile) 
to a target by means of radar techniques. May be 
manual or automatic tn operation.*

radar deception. See: electronic deception.
radar dish. See : dish, radar.
radar fire control. Fire control by means of radar. 

See: fire control.
radar gun-layer. A radar device which tracks a target 

and aims a gun or guns automatically.
radar homing. Homing on radar eminations. See: 

home.
radar horison. The effective surface detection range 

of radar.
RADAR MISSILE TRACKING CENTRAL. A num

ber of associated electronic sets which, when used 
with additional electronic sets, provides facilities for 
recording and/or indicating signals received simul
taneously from a transponder-equipment missile and 
the additional electronic sets. The received signals 
provide free-space position data of the missile.*

radar picket Any ship stationed at a distance from 
the force protected, for the purpose of increasing the 
radar detection range.

radar, pulse. Radar in which sharp bursts of radio 
energy, somewhat like the bursts of acoustic energy 
from the barrel of a machine gun, are sent out from 
the transmitter. When these bursts, or ‘pulses,’ en
counter a reflecting object, they are reflected as 
discrete echos which are detected by the radar re
ceiver during the interval between the transmitted 
pulses. The pulse method has the ability to measure 
distances and engage several targets simultaneously.

radar range. The maximum distance at which a radar 
set is ordinarily effective in detecting objects; tftcif., 
the distance at which a radar set can detect a 
specified object at least fifty percent of the time.

radar, range of. The maximum usable distance to 
the target of a radar system; under free-space con
ditions, the range varies as the fourth power of the 
transmitted power, the receiver power sensitivity, the 
target echo area, and the square of the antenna gain.

radar reeoanalaeanco. Reconnaissance by means of 
radar to determine the location, disposition, and 
strength of enemy forces and to determine the nature 
of the terrain.

radar report. Information about the position of 
"<iiv «r enemy aircraft, obtained with radar ap

paratus. The radar report usually is sent to an 
aircraft warning system filter center or information 
center.

radial expansion
radar scan. 1. The motion of a radar beam as it 

searches for an object of interest, or target. 3. The 
path or pattern described by this motion. 3. The 
process of directing a radar beam. See also: scan.

radarseope. The cathode-ray oscilloscope or screen 
in a radar set

radar search. See: radar reconnaiaaaace.
RADAR SET. A complete set for determining the 

presence and location of objects.* See: radar.
radar silence. A condition existing when radar opera

tions are stopped; the period of time during which 
this condition prevails.

RADARSONDE SET. A complete set for automati
cally measuring and transmitting high altitude mete
orological data from a balloon, kite, or rocket by 
pulse modulated radio waves when triggered by a 
radar signal. See also: RADIOSONDE SET.* 

radar station. The place, position, or location from 
which, or at which, a radar set transmits or re
ceives signals.

radar target. See: TARGET, RADAR.
radar wind. Wind of which the movement, speed, and 

direction is observed or determined by radar track
ing of a balloon carrying a radiosonde, a radio 
transmitter, or a radar reflector. See: rawia (sense 
1).

RADC (abbr). ‘Rome Air Development Center.' 
Radford Arsenal. Ordnance Corps field installation, 

located at Radford, Virginia.
radiac. [Radiation detection, identification, and com

putation.) The act or process of detecting, identify
ing, and measuring the intensity of nuclear radiation 
in an area.

RADIACMETER. An item specifically designed to 
detect and measure radioactivity. It may include 
a radiac computer*

RADIAC SET. A complete set for detecting, indi
cating and measuring radioactivity.*

radial band pressure. The pressure which is exerted 
on the rotating band by the walls of the gun tube, and 
hence against the projectile wall at the band seat, 
is a result of the engraving of the band by the gun 
rifling. Since the same pressure is exerted against 
the gun tube, it must be taken into account in gun 
design as well as in projectile design.

radial engine. 1. An engine with one or more stationary 
rows of cylinders arranged radially around a com
mon crankshaft. X In a more general sense, any 
engine having the cylinders arranged radially around 
the crankshaft.

radial expansion. A method of making gun tubes by 
expanding steel cylinders under internal pressure 
until the interior diameter has been permanently 
enlarged. This method is also known as cold work, 
mg and aato-jrtltagt. (The latter is s French term 
meaning ‘self-hooping.’)

As generally practiced in the US, a hollow steel 
cylinder (often consisting of a centrifugal casting) 
with an interior diameter slightly leu than the 
caliber desired is subjected to an interior hydraulic 

' pressure of sufficient intensity to enlarge the bore 
permanently about 6 percent The outside diameter 
of the cylinder is enlarged only very slightly (about
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1 percent). When the hydraulic pressure is re
leased, the outer uyers tend to shrink to their 
original dimensions nnd the inner layers tend to 
maintain their enlarge! diameter, thus putting the 
critical inner, lasers under compression by the con
tracting force of outer layers. Final machining and 
rifling is, of couise, still required. This method, like 
the built-up and wire-wrapped methods of gun con
struction, gives the gun a high resistance to internal 
(propellant) pressme since a good part of the internal 
pressure is required to relieve the inner layers of 
their compression before (hey are subjected to any 
tension. The method, at least tor some calibers, 
offers advantages of simplicity, reduced cost and 
increased production.

radial stress. See stress, circumferential.
radiation. 1. The transmission of energy through space 

in the form of electronic waves. 2. Nu'lear radia
tion (which see).

radiation absorbed dose (dosage). (RAD) The total 
quantity of ionizing radiation absorbed by an indi
vidual or any mass of material exposed to radiation. 
If the radiation is X or gamma and the mass is (rec 
air, the unit of measure is the roentgen.

radiation dosage. Total quantity of radiation to which 
a person.is exposed over a per '-' of time. It is 
measured in roentgens.

radiation dose rate. The radiation uose (dosage) ab
sorbed per unit time. The common unit of measure 
for X or gamma radiation is roentgen or milli-roent- 
gen per hour.

radiation intensity. The amount of radiant energy 
per unit time passing through a unit area perpen
dicular to the line of propagation at the point in 
question. This term is often used incorrectly when 
dose rate is intended.

radiator. A device for radiating the heat out of a 
substance, as water or oil, esp. such a device con
nected to an engine.

radiator temperature drop. In liquid-cooled engines, 
the difference in temperature of the liquid between 
the inlet and outlet of the radiator. A good com
mercial value is 10° to 12°F.

radioactive, (rada) Emitting nuclear radiations; 
possessing radioactivity.

radio altitude. See: altitude, absolute.
radio beacon. A radio transmitter which emits a dis

tinctive or characteristic signal for the determination 
of bearings, courses, or locations.

radio channel. A channel (which see) f >r radio trans
mission.

radio countermeasures. (RCM) Electrical or other 
techniques depriving the enemy of the benefits which 
would ordinarily accrue to him through the use of 
any technique employing the radiation of radio 
waves. It includes benefits derived from radar and 
intercept services.

radio deception. Employment of radio to deceive the 
enemy. Radio deception includes sending false dis
patches, using deceptive headings, employing enemy 
call signs, etc. See also: electronic deception.

radio direction finder. (RDF) Radio receiving equip
ment incorporating an aiimuth scale and a direction

radio propagation, velocity of
al antenna system. It is employed to determine the 
azimuth of incoming radio waves.

radio fix. 1. The location of a friendly or enemy radio 
transmitter determined by finding the direction of the 
radio transmitter from two or more listening sta
tions. 2. The location of a ship o. aircraft by de
termining the direction of radio signals coming to 
the ship or aircraft from two or more sending sta
tions, the locations of which are known.

radio frequency. (RF) See: frequency, electronic.
radio-frequency pulse. A radio-frequency carrier am

plitude modulated by a pulse. The amplitude of the 
modulated carrier is zero before and after the pulse. 
Coherence of the carrier (with itself) is not implied.

radio fuze. See : FUZE, PROXIMITY.
radiogoniometry. Science of locating a radio trans

mitter by means of taking bearings on tbe radio 
waves emitted by such a transmitter.

radiographic teats. Tests using radiography (which 
see).

radiography. Nondestructive examination of matter 
by means of X-rays or gamma rays. The rays are 
permitted to impinge on a fluorescent screen for 
temporary work or photographic film for permanent 
record. Used in metal industry, research and anal
ysis, for purposes such as determining tbe sound
ness of castings and welded joints.

radio guided bomb. See: bomb, radio guided.
radiolocation. The determination of relative direction, 

position, or motion of an object, or its detection, by 
means of the constant velocity of rectilinear propa
gation characteristics of radio waves.

radiological. Of or pertaining to radiation, esp. nu
clear radiation; of or pertaining to the study and use 
of radioactivity, radioactive substances, atomic 
weapons, or the like.

radiological agent. Any of a family of substances 
that produce casualties by emitting radiation.

radiological defenao. The methods, plans, and pro
cedures involved in establishing and exercising de
fensive measures against the radiation effects of an 
attack by atomic weapons or radiological warfare 
agents. It encompasses both the training and the 
implementation of these methods, plana and pro
cedures. Because of the close association of the 
other effects of atomic weapons with tbe radiologi
cal effects, the term often connotes atomic defense. 
See: atomic defense; radiological warfare.

radiological warfare, (radwar) The employment of 
agents or weapons to produce residual radioactive 
contamination as distinguished from the initial effects 
of a nuclear explosion (blast, thermal, and initial 
nuclear radiation).

radio navigation. Air navigation by means of radio 
navigational aids or navigation systems using radio.

Radio navigation includes radio direction-finding* 
the use of radio ranges, radio compasses, radio 
homing beacons, loran, etc.

radio position finding. Process of locating a radio 
transmitter by plotting the intersection of its asimuths 
as determined by two or more radio direction fiixiers.

radio propagation, velocity sd. The velocity of radio 
propagation, within the accuracy demanded of radar
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equipment, it usually taken as the velocity of light, 
2.998 X 10* m/sec

radio proximity fas*. See: FUZE, PROXIMITY.
radio range. 1. The reach of a radio beam or the 

reach and scope of radio beams emitted by a given 
station for use as directional signals for airborne 
aircraft; the flight paths, course directions, and 
position signals provided by these beams. 2. The 
station or installation that sends such directional 
beams out.

Radio ranges are classified by: a. The frequencies 
transmitted. These are low frequency (LF), medium 
frequency (MF), or very high frequency (VHF). 
b. The sensory orfcan used for receiving the signals. 
These are visual or aural, or a combination of the 
two. c. The number of directions in which on-course 
signals are sent. These are the two-course ranges, 
the four-course ranges, and the omnidirectional, 
d. The kind of antenna system used, such as the 
loop-type radio range.

radio range finding. Radio location in which the 
distance of an object is determined by means of its 
radio emissions, “’'whether independent, reflected, or 
retransmitted on the same or other wavelength.

RADIOSONDE SET. A complete net for automatical
ly measuring and transmitting high altitude mete
orological data by radio from such carriers as a 
balloon, kite, or rocket. See also: RADARSONDE 
SKT.*

radius of action. Maximum distance a ship, airplane, 
or vehicle can travel away from its base along a given 
course with normal combat load and return without 
refueling, allowing for all safety and operating 
factors.

radius of gyration. The distance from the axis of 
rotation at which the total mass of a body might be 
concentrated without changing its moment of inertia. 
The product of total mass and the square of the 
radius of gyration will give moment of inertia.

radius of rupture. Greatest distance from the center 
of an underground explosive charge at which the 
explosion will be destructive.

radius of safety. Atomic er l> lotion. The horisontal 
distance from ground aero beyond which the weapon 
effects on friendly troops are acceptable.

radius rod. A rod which restricts movement of a part 
to a given arc.

radix. Electronic computers. The integer of whose 
successive powers the digits of a number are the 
coefficients.

RADOME. An item which incloses an antenna. It is 
specifically designed to permit maximum passage of 
radio frequency energy through it, while providing 
protection to the antenna from weather. The item 
may aLo inclose the antenna support, and rotating 
mechanism. It may be flexible or rigid, streamlined 
or irregular shaped. May also include pressurising 
mechanism and anti-icing or de-icing equipment*

radwar (abbr). ‘Radiological warfare.’ - 
railhead. Supply transfer point on a rail line at which 

supplies are unloaded and forwarded or distributed 
usually by other means of transportation or dis
tributed to or by a supply activity at that location. 
Coasparable installations are: truckheads, navigation
heads, aerial ports.

random sample
railhead distribution Supply point distribution in 

which supplies are issued at a railhea 1.
railing. In electronics, an image on a radar indicator 

resembling fence railings, caused by radar pulse
jamming at high recurrence rates (50 to ISO kilo
cycles).

RAIL, LAUNCHING-HANDLING, GUIDED MIS
SILE. An item of welded steel construction specifi
cally designed to support and position a guided mis
sile-rocket motor combination during propellant fill
ing, warhead installation and launching.*

railway artillery. Heavy artillery, given mobility by 
mounting on railway mounts or carriages. No longer 
in use by US forces.

railway mount; railway carriage. Mount for railway 
artillery. No longer in use by US forces, but still 
of interest for possible future application.

Railway mounts are classified, according to the 
method of absorbing recoil energy, as sliding mtimts, 
rolling mounts, and platform mounts. In the first 
two types there is no recoil system and the energy 
is absorbed by sliding or rolling with the brakes set. 
The platform mount is equipped with a recoil system 
and remains in place without movement.

railway torpedo. See: TORPEDO, SIGNALING, 
RAILROAD.

rake. To sweep a target, esp. a ship or a column 
of troops, with gun or cannon fire. Hence, raking 
fire. Cf: strafe.

ram. 1. The forward motion of an air scoop or air 
inlet through the air. 2. Ram effect (which see). 3. 
Capitalised. A popular or code name for a certain 
large aircraft rocket with a shaped charge. 4. Seat 
a projectile in the bore of a gun. 5. Run into some
thing head on.

ram effect. The increased air pressure in a jet engine 
or <n the manifold of a piston engine, due to ram 
(which see, sense 1).

ramjet. 1. A ramjet engine. 2. An aircraft or missile 
using a ramjet engine.

ramjet engine. See: ENGINE, RAMJET.
rammer. 1. Device for driving a projectile into posi

tion in a gun. It may be hand or power operated. 
See also: LOADER-RAMMER, POWERED. 2. 
Tool used to remove live projectiles from the bore 
of a gun.

rammer head. Replaceable end of a rammer, 
rammer-loader, powered. See: LOADER-RAMMER, 

POWERED.
ramp. A sloping passageway between levels used as a 

bridge between two points. May or may not have 
treadways.*

RAMP, LOADING, FCHICLE. A ramp which is 
used for loading cargo on a ship, railroad car, truck, 
trailer, aircraft, and the like.'

ramp eight Type of metallic sight in which the aper
ture is raised or lowered by moving it forward or 
backward on an inclined ramp.

3 and D (abbr). ‘Research and development.' 
random noise. Electronics. Sec: noise.
random sample. A sample in which each item in the 

lot has an equal chance of being selected in the 
sample.

I
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rang*. (rg) 1. The capability of a rocket missile, 

guided missile, or the like that indicate* how far 
it can fly or be projected; alio, the capability of a 
gun, radar transmitter, etc., that indicates how far 
it can project a missile or radiate effective waves, 
or otherwise exert influence at a distance under 
given conditions; also, the capability of a place 
measured by the distance to which a missile, radar 
wave, or the like can be projected from it, as 
in ‘the range of a launching site.* 2. The measured 
or estimated distance between one object and another, 
esp. as applied to the distance between a gun and 
its target, between a radar set and its object of 
interest, or between an aircraft and its base, as in 
*we are now at a range of ten miles from base.’ 3. 
In bombing, the horizontal distance that a bomb 
travel* after release to the moment of impact. Also 
called 'actual range.' See next sense. 4. The factor 
of forward distance that a bomb or other missile 
travels after release, a* distinguished from the 
factor of azimuth, a* in ‘the axon bomb is controlled 
in azimuth but not in range.* 3. An area set up 
for bombing practice, gunnery practice, or harmoniza
tion, a* in ‘bombing range.' 6. The capability of an 
aircraft that indicate* how far it can fly under 
operating condition* from the moment of takeoff to 
the time when it* fuel supply is exhausted. 7. To 
find the range of a target; to adjust a gun to the 
range of a target.

range adjustmsat Correction of firing data so that the 
impact or burst will be on the target with respect 
to range.

range and asimuth indicator. See: INDICATOR, 
AZIMUTH-RANGB.

range and height indicator. See: INDICATOR, 
HEIGHT-RANGE.

rang* angle. Angle between the aircraft-target line 
and the vertical line from the aircraft to the ground 
at the instant a bomb is released. Also called 
'dropping angle.*

range calibration. Adjustment of a radar set so that 
when *ou target* the radar set will indicate the cor
rect range.

range eonsctfoa. Change* of firing data necessary to 
ailuw for deviations of range due to weather, ma
teriel, or ammunition.

range eerrectiM board. Device with which the cor
rection to be applied to a gun is computed mechani
cally. The correction that is obtained allows for 
all nonstandard conditions, such a* variation* in 
weather and ammunition, and it is known a* the 
*ballistic correctiost’

range corrector setting. Degree to which the range 
scale of a position-finding apparatus must be ad
justed before use.

range determination. Process of finding the distance 
between a gun and a target, usually by firing the 
gun, by estimating with the eye, by the use of a 
range finding instrument, or by plotting.

taage deviatfoa. Distance by which a projectile strike* 
beyond, or short of, the target It 1* the distance 
as measured along the gun-target line or along a 
line parallel to the gun-target line.

rang* lifsieart Difference between the range* from 
any two point* to a third point; especially, the dif

ference between the range* of a target from two 
different gvns.

range disk. Graduated disk, used for range setting, 
connected mechanically with the elevating mecha
nism of a gun. A range disk usually is graduated 
in yard* of range and degree* of elevation.

raage dispersion diagram. Chart indicating the ex
pected percentage of shots fired with the same data 
which will fall into each of eight area* within the 
dispersicn pattern for range*.

raage drum. Graduated indicator of cylinder type, 
connected mechanically with the elevating mechanism 
of a gun, used for range setting.

raage error. Difference between the range to the point 
oi impact of a particular projectile and the range to 
the center of impact of a group of shot* fired with 
the same data.

range estimation. Rough estimate of the distance to 
a target or other object.

RANGB FINDER, FIRE CONTROL. An instru
ment used to determine the unknown distance of a 
target from the range finder.*

range flag. Red flag displayed on or near a target 
range during firing practice a* a warning that firing 
is being conducted.

range ladder. A naval term used to describe a method 
of adjusting gunfire by firing successive volleys; 
starting with a rang* which is assuredly over or 
short and applying small uniform range correction* 
to the successive volleys until the target is crossed.

range probable error. Error in range that a gun or 
other weapon may be expected to exceed as often 
as not Range probable error is given in the firing 
tables for the gun, and may be taken as an index of 
accuracy of the piece.

raage quadrant. See: QUADRANT, FIRS CON
TROL.

rangsr. A soldier belonging to a specially selected 
group of soldiers in the U. S. Army, trained esp. in 
raiding tactics.

The British equivalent of the ranger is the com
mando.

raage rake. T-shaped device with peg* set in the 
cross. The distance between pegs subtends a-defisrffo 
angle at the base of the T. By sighting with a 
range rake, a flank observer can get a quick a^prinr 
measurement of range deviation.

raage rat*. In gunnery, the rate of change in raage 
per unit of time.

range scale. 1. Scale on the arm of a plotting board 
where the observed range of a moving target to 
recorded in finding firing data. 2. Graduated scale 
on the sight or mount of a gun used to show the 
elevation of the gun. 3. Table of firing data giving 
elevation setting* corresponding to various raWM 
for the standard charges.

raage ssaaiag. Observing the location of the striking 
or bursting point of a projectile with respect to 
range, and reporting it a* a hit, over, short, lest, 
doubtful, etc. Rang* sensing does not include ac
curate determination of distances.

raage, slant See: alaat raage.
raage spottlag. Watching the burst or impact of shots 

to note their deviation beyond, or short of the target
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range taMo. Prepared table that (ires elevation cor* 

resposriiag to ranges for a gw or other weapon, 
wader various conditions. A range table is part of 
a firis« table.

range trashing aUonaat An element in a radar sot 
which measures range and its time derivative. By 
means of the latter, a range gate is actuated slightly 
before the predicted instant of signal reception.

range wind. Horisoatal coaspooent of true wiad in 
the vertical plane through the line of fire.

ranging. L Wide-scale scooting, especially by air
craft, designed to search an airs systematically. X 
Locating an enemy gnu by watching its flash, listen
ing to its report, or other similar means.

rank (dogneo of truism of a node basis;. Nrimsrfi 
topology. The number of independert cU-sets that 
can be selected in a network. The rank R is equal 
to the number of nodes V minus the number of 
separate parts P. R « V — P.

Ranktne scale. (R) A thermometer scale which uses 
Fahrenheit degrees and aero is absolute aero of the 
Fahrenheit scale. The freesing point of water is 

degrees.
rapid fire. Rate of firing small arms or sutomatk 

weapons, faster than slow fire, but slower than quick 
fire.

rarefaction. In an atomic bomb explosion, a condition 
existing at the center of the explosion, in which the 
pressure, after a rise induced by the explosion, drops 
below that which existed prior to the explosion.

rarefaotiea wavs. A pressure wave or rush of air or 
orator induced by rarefaction.

The rarefaction wave (also called a ‘suction wave’) 
travels in the opposite direction to that of the shock 
wave directly following the explosion.

Raritan Arsenal. Ordnance Corps held installation, 
located near Metuchen, New Jersey.

Rascal. Name applied to an Air Force air-to-surface 
missile released from aircraft at long ranges from 
the target for strategic bombing. It is rocket powered. 
Employs liquid fuel engines and inertial, command 
radar guidance.

raster. A system of luminescent lines traced on the 
phosphor of a cathode-ray tube by motion of the 
cathode-ray beam. The changes of brightness in the 
lines produce a picture as a television picture or a 
radar map. This word is of German origin and is 
used particularly in television.

RAT (abbr). *Rocket assisted torpedo.*
rated engine sp»sl. The rotative speed of an engine 

specified as the maximum for continuous reliable 
performance.

rated horsepower. The normal rated power or military 
rated power of a reciprocating engine.

rated maximum preosure. (RMP) See: pnorana, gun. 
rate gyro, A gyroscopic instrument (either spinning 

or vibratory) that measures rate of turn.
rate ef illmb indicator. An instrument that indicates 

the rate of ascent or descent of an aircraft.
rate of decay. ElrrSrooreasHrs. The time rate at 

which the sound pressure level (or velocity level) is 
dorrv eiing at a given point and at a given time. 
The practical unit is the decibel per second.

reactant ratio
rata of detonation. Rate at which detonation of an 

explosive progresses. Usually expressed in meters 
or yards per second. See: dstosmtioa.

rata ef firs. The ispidity with which rounds arc fired 
per minute from a weapon or group of weapons. Cf: 
cyclic rate.

ratio, drag-weight See: drag-weight ratio.
ratio, elective aspect The aspect ratio of an airfoil 

of elliptical planform that, (or the same lift coef
ficient has the same induced-drag coefficient as the 
airfoil or tbe combination oi airfoils in question.

ratio, equivalence. See: equivalence ratio.
ratio ef specific heats. The ratio of specific heat at 

constant pressure to specific heat at constant volume.
ratio, reactant. See: reactant ratio.
RATO (abbr). 'Rocket assisted takeoff.’
rat race. A particular type of radar waveguide con

figuration which serves the same purpose as the 
‘magic tee’ but allows the handling of greater power.

Ravoaaa Arsenal. Ordnance Corps field installation, 
located near Apco, Ohio.

raw data. Any data or information which has not been 
analysed or evaluated.

rawia. [Radar triad or radio triad; pronounced ’ray 
win.*] 1. Wind tracked either by radar or radio 
direction-finding. See: radar wind. 1 The action 
of determining tbe movement and velocity of winds. 
S. A radiosonde, radiosonde balloon, or other special
ly equipped balloon used or this purpose. 4. Wind 
information gathered by means of radar tracking or 
radio direction-finding of a specially equipped bal
loon.

RAWIN SET. A grouping of mechanical, electrical 
and electronic components which, operated together, 
utilise radio direction finding principles to ’.ack a 
radiosonde or radar target in its trajectory, per
mitting the indication and/or recording of the ele
vation and azimuth angles of t balloon with re
spect to fixed reference points. Used for determining 
direction and speed of winds aloft by triangulation.* 

rawinsonde (abbr). ’Radiosonde and radar wind 
sounding.’ A radiosonde or radiosonde balloon used 
to rawia (sense 3); the ect or procedure of obtaining 
weather and wind information by *i;eans of a radio
sonde and receiving and tracking equipment.

rason. [Range plus axon.) A kind of glide bomb hav
ing movable control surfaces in the tail adjusted by 
radio signals to control the bomb in range and in 
azimuth. Hence, ’rason bomb.* See also: asoa; 
bomb, glide. (Hitloritnl)

•CM (abbr). 1. ’Radar countermeasure.* 3. ‘R.dio 
countei measures.*

RD (abbr). ’Research and Development’ 
rd (abbr). ’Round.’
RD 31 system. A system of interior ballistics used by 
• the British. It is adapted to rapid solution by 

manual methods.
RDF (abbr). ’Radio direction finder.’
•DX (abbr). *Cyclonite* (explosive).
reactant ratio. The ratio of the weight flow of oxidiser 

to fuel in a ROCKET ENGINE.
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reaction balaare. A kind of dynamometer for measur

ing the thrust of a rocket.
reaction engine. An engine that derives thrust by 

expelling its gases of combustion to the rear. See: 
ROCKET ENGINE.

reaction method. A method of finding the specific 
gravity of a vehicle by placing it on a trailer with a 
sloping bed, one end of the Miler being on a plat
form scale This method is based upon the fact 
that the sum of the moments about an axis of rota
tion is zero as long as the subject body is in the 
static condition.

reaction motor. A motor that derives thrust by ex
pelling its gases of combustion to the rear. See: 
ROCKET MOTOR.

reaction propulsion. Propulsion by means of reaction 
to a jet of gas or fluid projected rearward, as by a 
jet engine, rocket engine, or rocket motor I f : jet 
propulsion; rocket propulsion.

reactor. 1. A nuclear reactor (which see). 3. A reac
tion engine or reaction motor.

read. Electronic computer}. To extract information, 
reader, card. Electronic computer}. A mechanism

that permits the sensing of information punched on 
cards by means of wire brushes or metal feelers.

reader, magnetic tape. Electronic computer). A de
vice capable of restoring to a train or sequence of 
electrical pulses, information recorded on a magnetic 
tape in the form of a series of magnetized spots, 
usually for the purpose of transferring the informa
tion to some other storage medium.

reader, paper tape. Electronic computer). A device 
capable of restoring to a train or sequence of elec
trical pulses, information punched on a paper tape 
in the form of a series of holes, usually for the 
purpose of transferring the information to some 
other storage medium.

readiness .me. The length of time required to obtain 
a stabilized system ready to perform its intended 
function. (Readiness time includes warm-up time.) 
The time is measured from the point when the 
system is unassembled or uninstalled to such time 
as it can be expected to perform as accurately as at 
any later time. Maintenance time is excluded from 
readiness time.

rear sight. See SIGHT, REAR.
rebound clip. A clip surrounding the back amt one or 

two other leaves of a leaf spring, usually rigidly 
fastened to the shortest, to distribute the load during 
rebounds.

rebound leaf. In a leaf spring, a leaf placed over the 
master leaf, of a curvature opposite to it, to limit 
the rebound and help carry the load imposed by it 

rebuild. To restore to a condition comparable to new 
by disassembling the item to determine the condi
tion of each of its component parts, and reassembling 
it, using serviceable, rebuilt, or new assemblies, 
subassemblies, and parts. Synonymous with ‘over
haul and rebuild* and 'recondition.*

receding log. That portion of the target's course line 
in which the slant range increases for successive 
target positions.

receiver. 1. A component specifically designed to in
tercept and demodulate signals propagated hy a 

transmitter It may include facilities for presenting 
intelligence such as sound output, indicator, recorder.* 
2 The basic unit of a tirearm, esp. a small arm, which 
contains the operating mechanism of the weapon and 
to which the barrel and other components are at
tached.

RECEIVER, CARTRIDGE. An item, integral to a 
carbine, rille, shotgun, or the like, designed to take 
the charge from a MAGAZINE, CARTRIDGE, or 
( I.II’, CARTRIDGE or a single cartridge or shell 
and hold it until chambered *

RECEIVER, INFRARED. An item specifically de
signed to intercept and/or demodulate infrared radi
ations. May have provisions for presenting intelli
gence.*

RECEIVER, RADAR. A receiver for signals from a 
radar transmitter. The signals are received after 
reflection. May include accessories.*

RECEIVER, RADIO. A receiver for signals from a 
radio transmitter(s).*

RECEIVER, SONAR. A single component designed 
to be used in conjunction with a hydrophone or trans
ducer for the specific purpose of intercepting under
water sounds. Facilities for presenting intelligence 
may be provided.*

RECEIVER-TRANSMITTER, FACSIMILE. An 
item designed to receive and transmit messages and/ 
or pictures by facsimile method. May include built- 
in power supply*

RECEIVER-TRANSMITTER, INFRARED. An item 
having the dual functions of generating infrared 
energy for transmission and of receiving, demodu
lating, and sometimes presenting intelligence from 
infrared transmissions.*

RECEIVER-TRANSMITTER, MISSILE GUID
ANCE SET. A single item, which is a major com
ponent of a MISSILE GUIDANCE SET, having 
the dual function of generating electromagnetic ener
gy or signals for transmission, and of receiving, 
demodulating, coding and decoding intelligence re
quired to.change the flight path or trajectory of a 
guided missile. Excludes RECEIVER-TRANS
MITTER RADAR; RECEIVER-TRANSMITTER, 
RADIO. See also: TRANSPONDER SET.*

RECEIVER-TRANSMITTER, RADAR. A single 
component having the dual functions of generating 
electromagnetic energy for transmission, and of re
ceiving, demodulating, and sometimes presenting in
telligence from the reflected electromagnetic energy. 
May include accessories. For items designed to 
initiate an explosion in an item of ammunition, sec: 
FUZE (as modified).*

RECEIVING SET, INFRARED. A complete set for 
intercepting, demodulating, and presenting intelli
gence pro|*agated by an infrared transmitter.*

RECEIVING SET, RADAR. A complete set for 
intercepting, demodulating, and presenting intelli
gence derived from signals propagated by a com
patible radar transmitter.*

RECEIVING SET, TELEMETRIC DATA. A com
plete electronic set design-id to intercept, demodulate, 
and provide suitable output to enable a visual pres
entation and/or a permanent record of meter and/ 
or instrument data propagated by a telemeter data



receptacle box 250 recorder, azimuth
transmitter. See also: RECORDING SET, TELE
METRIC DATA*

i csptacle box. C entral electrical distribution box 
mounted ou a gun carriage. A receptacle box serves 
as a distributor of the fire control data from a 
director to the azimuth, elevation, and fuze setter.

recbambar. To rebore or otherwise alter the chamber 
of a smjl arm, normally for the purpose of adapting 
it to cartridges for which not originally designed.

reciprocal laying. Method of making the planes of 
fire f two guns parallel by pointing the guns in 
parallel direction. In reciprocal laying, the two 
guns sight on each other, then swing out through 
supplementary angles to produce equal deflections 
from the base line connecting the two pieces.

reciprocating engine. An engine in which power is 
delivered in a back-and-forth movement of a piston 
or pistons; a piston-driven, internal combus
tion engine.

Distinguished esp. from a jet or rocket engine.
reclassify. To change the security classification of a 

document piece of equipment, or the like. Cf: 
declassify. I"i clas-ilications see defense classifi
cation

recoil. 1 be backward nowenient of a gun or part 
thereof on tr ing, caused by the backward pressure 
"f die pt.mediant gases: the distance that a gun or 
pat' fairh in this backward nioiemcnt.

A’r-oiJ, particularly as pertains to small arms, is 
popularly sailed ‘kick.’

recoil idaptsr. A device faste >ed between a gun, esp. 
an aircraft machine gun, and its mount to adapt the 
gun tor mounting and to absorb the gun’s recoil. See : 
ADAPTER, GUN MOUNTING, AIRCRAFT.

recoil booster. Component of machine gun which traps 
some of the gas from the barrel and acts to insure 
positive recoil action when the gun is fired at 
angles other than the. usual horizontal.

recoil brake. That part of the recoil mechanism (which 
see) that actually absorbs the energy of recoil and 
stops the rearward movement of the recoiling parts.

recoil cylinder. See: CYLINDER, RECOIL.
recoiling mass. The mass of the recoiling part of a 

weapon.
recoiling parta. Those parts of a weapon which move 

in recoil. This usually includes the tube, breech 
housing, breechblock assembly, and parts of the re
coil mechanism.

recoilless. Of a gun: Built so as to eliminate or can
cel out recoil.

Most recoilless guns are designed to let part of 
the propellant gases escape to the rear to eliminate 
recoil.

recoilless ammunition, '.'erm used to identify ammuni
tion intended for use in recoilless rifles. Provision 
is made in the ammunition for release of propellant 
gases in the manner and quantity necessary to pro
duce the recoilless action.

recoilless rifts. Term applied to a weapon consisting 
of a light artillery tube of the recoilless type and a 
very light mount. For the S7-mm caliber the gun is 
(<<<d i'ioiii a shoulder mount, thus giving rise to the 
term ’recoilless rifle.' The larger calibers are filed 
from light weight, portable tripod mounts or from 

light vehicles such as the jeep. Ammunition for all 
calibers is termed recoilless ammunition. See re
coilless; recoilless ammunition; rifle, sense 2.

recoil mechanism. A hvdraubi . |>n< nniatis. or spring 
type shock absorber that decreases the energy of the 
recoil gradually and so avoids violent movement of 
the gun oi howitzer carriage • In the broad sense 
it also includes the < oirnfcrrcuu/ mechanism for 
ret! nmg the gun to the in battery position after re
coil. 1 he recoil mechanism usually incorporates a 
CYLINDER, RECOIL, lotitamiiig a recoil oil. anil a 
re'.oil pisloi. I be piston i. toned through the oil 
hllecl i y Iiiider foiciug tin oil through orifices and thus 
converting the recoil energy into increased tempera
ture of the oil. The gun is returned to battery by 
the counterrecoil mechanism which stores energy 
for this purpose, usuady in a pneumatic or spring 
mechanism Se< also battery (sense 3); counterre
coil mechanism; single recoil system; double .ecoil 
system; independent coil system; dependent recoil 
system; hydropneumatic recoil system; hydrospring 
recoil system. Several calibers of recoil mechanisms 
are listed hereunder, with item name in each case.

RECOIL MECHANISM, 8 INCH GUN.
RECOIL MECHANISM, 8 INCH HOWITZER. 
RECOIL MECHANISM, 37 MILLIMETER GUN. 

recoil oil. A neutral, constant-viscosity oil used in 
hydropneumatic and hydrospring recoil systems.

recoil operated. Of an automatic or semiautomatic 
firearm: T':. t utilizes recoil to throw back or unlock 
the bolt < c slide and actuate the loading mechanism. 
Applied especially to certain locked-breech firearms. 
Recoil operated weapons are classified as long recoil 
when the barrel and breechblock or bolt recoil the 
entire distance together, and as short recoil when 
the breechblock or bolt is unlocked and the barrel is 
stopped after only a short distance of recoil together.

recoil pit. Pit dug near the breech of a gun to provide 
space for the breech when it moves backward during 
recoil.

recoil system. See : recoil mechanism.
recoil velocity. Velocity in recoil of the recoiling parts 

of a gun.
recondition. Renovate, repair, overhaul, rebuild or 

take any combination of these actions .n order to 
return an item to a state of serviceability.

reconnaissance guided missile. Sec: GUIDED MIS
SILE, RECONNAISSANCE.

reconnaissance satellite. An earth satellite designed 
to obtain strategic information, as through pho
tography, television, etc.

record, (rec) Electronic computers. A listing of 
information, usually in printed or printable form; 
one output of a compiler consisting of < list of the 
operations and their positions n the final specific 
routine and containing information describing the 
segmentation and storage allocation of the routine: 
to copy or set down information in reusable form 
for future reference; to make a transcription of 
data by a systematic alteration of the condition, 
property or configuration of a physical medium, e.g., 
"lacing information on magnetic tap: or a drum by 
means of magnetized spots.

RECORDER, AZIMUTH. An item which makes a 
permanent representation of the angle measured in
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a horizontal plane between a target and a (elected 
reference line. Does not include RECORDER, 
AZIMUTH DEVIATION*

RECORDER, AZIMUTH DEVIATION. A device 
which make* a permanent representation of the re
lationship between the bearing of an observed point 
and the bearing of a directional radio beam. May 
include accessories.*

RECORDER, AZIMUTH-ELEVATION-RANGE. An 
item which makes a permanent representation of 
the angle between s fixed reference point and a 
target in a horixon :al plane, the angle between a 
fixed point and a target in a vertical plane, and the 
distance between a reference point and a target. 
May include accesso'ies.*

RECORDER, RANGE. An item jhicii makes a 
permanent representation of dit.^ncc exp’essed as 
range, versus time.*

RECORDER, TELEMETRIC JA'.‘. A device which 
makes a permanent record 01 meter and/or instru
ment da*a received by a telemetric data receiver on 
a medium such as tape. It does not include audio 
or radio frequency amplifiers or switches.*

recorder, time-distaaco. A device used for simultane
ously recording time elapsed and distance traveled.

RECORDING SET, TELEMETRIC DATA. A com 
plete electronic set specifically designed to make a 
permanent record of meter and/or instrument da4 
received by a telemetric data receiver on a medium 
such as tape. See also; RECEIVING 8ET, TELE
METRIC DATA.*

recovery party. A form of contact party whose purpose 
is the recovery of disabled ordnance materiel from 
predesignated collecting points, and the transporta
tion of this materiel to the ordnance shops for re
pairs. A recovery party consists of two or more 
wrecking trucks and their crews under an officer or 
noncommissioned officer.

recovery vehicle. Special purpose vehicle equipped 
with winch, hoist, or bcom for recovery of vehicles.

RECOVERY VEHICLE, FULL TRACKED. A self- 
propelled vehicle, usually armored, liavum Ixxiin and 
power winch equipment, di-Mgiicd primarily to re
cover disabled tanks and other vehicles for combat 
areas. It may also be used for lifting engines, trans
missions, and the like, during repair of disabled 
vehicles. The item may be equipped with armament 
and/or gun mounts.*

rectangle of dispersion. See: hundred-percent rec
tangle.

rectifier. Device for changing alternating current to 
pulsating direct current; a device which will allow 
current tu flow through it in one direction only.

RECTIFIER, METALLIC. An electrical item (the 
werking element of which is constructed essentially 
of metallic substances) which changes alternating 
current to direct current by the rectifying action oc
curring at the junction interface bet s.en a metallic 
conductor and a semiconductor. Excludes sets of 
metallic rectifiers which are not rated for rectifying 
capabilities but are used as suppressors. For items 
containing germanium or silicon, see: SEMICON
DUCTOR DEVICE, DIODE; SEMICONDUCTOR

reduadancy
DEVICE SET; RECTIFIER, SEMICONDUCTOR 
DEVICE.*

RECTIFIER, SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE. Two 
or more interconnected SEMICONDUCTOR DE
VICE. DIODE arranged in stack(s) for use in power 
supplies to change alternating current to direct cur
rent. For items containing material, such as selen
ium or copper oxide, see: RECTIFIER, METAL
LIC.*

recuperator; recuperator mechaaiam. Sec: couaterro- 
coil mechaaiam.

recurriag issue. An issue made on a cyclic basis to 
replenish material consumed or <.'orn out through 
fair wear and tear n> operations, with each issue be
ing made to a consignee eligible to request further re
plenishment when required, in the foreseeable future. 
Cf nonrecurring Imus.

rad. Indicates, in the nomenclature of a SIGNAL, 
SMOKE, GROUND, several smoke pellets which 
produce freely falling streamers of red smoke at the 
height of the trajectory.

red chg (abbr). 'Reduced charge.’
Redeye. Name given to an Army developmental 

surface-to-air small combat missile, utilising solid 
propellant and infrared guidance. For frontline use 
in harooka-type launchers against low-flying air
craft.

red labeled cargo. See: labeled cargo.
red, parachute. Indicates, in the nomenclature of a 

SIGNAL, SMOKE, GROUND, a single smoke pellet, 
parachute suspended, which produces red smoke.

Red River Arsenal Ordnance Corps field installatioa, 
located at Texarkana, Texas.

red star, cluster. Indicates, in the nomenclature of a 
SIGNAL. ILLUMINATION, GROUND, a cluster of 
several freely falling red stars (lights).

red star, parachute. Indicates, in the nomeclature of 
» SIGNAL, ILLUMINATION, GROUND, a single 
red star (light), parachute supported.

Redstone. Name applied to an Army surface-to-sur- 
facc ballistic missile. Uses liquid fuel and has a 
range of approximately 300 miles. Has nuclear and 
nonnuclear capabilities.

Redstone AraenaL (RSA) Field metallatiou of the 
Ordnance Corps located near Huntsville, Alabama. 
Location of U. S. Army Ordnance Missile Command, 
Army Ballistic Missile Agency, and Army Rochet 
and Guided Missile Agency.

red tracer. Indicates, in the nomenclature of a SIG
NAL, ILLUMINATION, AIRCRAFT, a rod trocar 
light which bums for 2H to 4 seconds, followed 
by two freely falling -tan (lights) of indicated 
colors, which burn for 3 to 4)4 seconds.

reduce. To deer a stoppage in a weapon.
reduced charge. See: charge, reduced.
REDUCER, FLASH, PROPELLING CHARGE. An 

item designed for use with a propelling charge to 
reduce muzzle flash.*

reduction gear. A gear assembly between a powered 
shaft and another shaft, by which the latter shaft 
is driven at lower rpm than the powered shaft

redundancy. The existence of more than one means 
for accomplishing a given task, where all means

I

I 
i
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must fail before there is an overall failure to tlx 
system. Parallel redundancy a|>plies to systems 
where both means are working at the same time to 
accomplish the task, and either of the systems is 
capable of handling the job itself in case of failure 
of the other system. Standby redundancy applies to 
a system where there is an alternate means of ac
complishing the task that is switched in by a mal
function-sensing device when t.te primary system 
fails.

redundant bombing. A term used in reference to the 
bombing of a target or targets which have already 
been made inoperative or useless by attacks on other 
targets upon which the former are dependent for 
their operation.

reentry. Specif. The reentry of a missile into the 
earth's atmosphere, or into the denser portion of 
the atmosphere, as it descends from very high alti
tudes. This poses problems in ballistics, the study 
at which is tenned reentry balli/ticc.

reentry body. That portion of a space-traversing mis
sile which usefully reenters the atmosphere. In a 
long-range ballistic missile, the separable reentry 
body contains the heat shield, warhead, attitude sta
bilising and fusing equipments needed to reenter the 
earth's atmosphere without self-destruction from a 
very high velocity and altitude, as well as to reduce 
the dispersion and explode the warhead.

reentry vehicle. Sec: reentry body.
refer. Cannery. To bring the gunsights on a choeen 

aiming point without moving an artillery piece which 
haa been laid for direction.

reference dimenaion. In dimensioning, a dimension 
without tolerance used for informational purposes 
only. Does not govern machining operations in any 
way. Reference dimensions are indicate! on draw
ings by writing the abbreviation 'RE.F* directly 
following or under the dimension.

reference fueL A fuel of known characteristics used 
to determine octane requirements of in engine.

reference rounds. Ammunition rounds of known per
formance which are fired during ballistic tests of 
ammunition for comparative purposes.

redacted preacure. The pressure from an explosion, 
which is reflected back from a solid object or surface, 
rather than dissipated in the air. Said eey. of an 
airburst bomb.

reflected ray. Optic/. A ray of light which has bean 
reflected from the surface of an object such as a 
mirror. Cf: incident ray.

reflection. 1. Phytic/. The rebounding of electromag
netic, heat, light, or sound waves from a surface.
3. Optic/. Light striking a surface and returning or 
"bouncing back* into the medium whence it came. 
Rrpulor rrjtrclfou from a plane polished surface, 
such as a mirror, will return the major portion of 
the light in a definite direction lying in the plane 
of the incident ray and the normal See: angle of - 
rwfloetian. Regular n/kclin will form a sharp 
image. Diguee rejection ocan when the surface 
is irregular and the reflected light diverges from 
each point as if it were a separate reflecting surface. 
Diffused rays go in many directions and will not 
form a distinct image.

reflection interval, radar. The length of time re
quired for a radar pulse to travel from the source to 
the target and return to the source, taking the veloci
ty of radio propagation to be equal to the velocity 
of light Z.998 X 10" m/sec or 299fl m/micro-scc- 
ond. Since the pulse must travel, n all, twice the dis
tance of the target (out and hack), the apparent ve
locities are only one-half of the true velocity of the 
pulse. Likewise, the reflection intervals are just twice 
as great when target ranges are considered The fol
lowing table, as calculated, takes into consideration 
both travel to the target and return:
Apparent velocity 
(travel, unit time) 
Kader Range/

149.9 m/microsec 
491 fl ft/microsec
163.9 yd/microscc
U.W32 statute mi/micro

sec
0,0809 nautical mi/micro- 

sec

Kefection interval/ 
0.006671 microsec/m 
0.002033 microsec/ft 
0.006101 tnicroKc/yd 
10-735 microsec/statute 

mile
I2J61 microsec/nautical 

mile
reflector. A mirror, usually concave, for reflecting 

light or sound in a particular direction.
BKPLBCTOB, AIMING POST. A retrodirective re

flecting device which is attached to an aiming post, 
and used to reflect images of a light source to estab
lish a reference line for indirect artillery fire. May 
be used with or without colored filters.*

BBFLBCTOB, GUN BABBKL. An L-shaped hous
ing designed for insertion into the barrel of a gun, 
such as a rifle, machine gun, or the like. An in
tegral mirror provides a reflecting surface for visual 
inspection of the surface of the barrel interior. Ex
cludes BORESCOPE.*

reflector, parabolic. See: parabolic reflector.
reflector plate. Gunnery and bombing. K transparent 

mirror in a computing gunsight or in some types of 
optical gunsights and bombsights, that reflects the 
reticle image or images to the eye.

reflex sight. An optical or computing sight that re
flects a reticle image or images onto a reflector plate 
for superimposition on the target by the eye.

refraction, i. The bending of light which occurs 
when a ray of light passes obliquely from one 
medium to another of different density. J. In air 
navigation, the bending of light waves from a celes
tial body, caused by the atmosphere or by an astro
dome. Hence, atmo/pheric refraction, dome refrac
tion. X Radio. The bending of a radio or radat 
wave, caused esp. by striking the ionosphere.

refraction loea. Electroacotutice. That part of the 
■ transmission loss due to .refraction resulting from 

nonuniformity of the medium.
refractive index of air. The ratio of propagation ve

locity in a vacuum to the velocity in the atmosphere 
for electromagnetic radiation. At sea level the 
refractive index is approximately 1.0003, decreasing 
at the rate of approximately —12 X 10—* per 
foot with gain in altitude.

regenerative engine. 1. A jet or rocket engine that 
utilises the heat of combustion to preheat air or 
fuel entering the combustion chamber. X Specifical
ly applied to a type of rocket engine in which one of
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the propellant* is used to cool the engine by passing 
through a jacket prior to combustion.

regist*'. 1. Adjust fire on a visible point, called a 
check point, and compute accurate adjusted data so 
that firing data for later targets may be computed 
with reference to that check point. 2. Adjust fire on 
several selected points in order that they may serve 
later a* auxiliary target*. 1. Electronic computers. 
A device capable of retaining information which is 
usually subset of the aggrefate information in a 
digital computer.

registered document. Any document that ha* an as
signed number by which accounting of it is made to 
the office of record. It usually, but not necessarily, 
ha* a security classification.

regietratioa Are. That fire delivered to obtain correc
tion* for increasing the accuracy of subsequent ar
tillery fire*.

regressive burning. Term sometimes used for ‘de
gressive burning.’ See: degressive granulation.

regulated item. An item requiring special control in 
handling, distribution, and use because of it* highly 
technical, costly, or haiardous nature, or because of 
some other specified concern.

regulating station. A command agency established to 
control all movement* of personnel and supplies 
into or out of a given area.

regulator. A device designed to control or maintain 
designated characteristics at predetermined values, 
or vary them in accordance to a predetermined plan. 
(Excludes governors, which perform a similar func
tion in controlling speed or revolution* per minute.)* 

REGULATOR, CHARGING RECOIL MECHAN
ISM-EQUILIBRATOR. A manually operated de
vice designed for accepting compressed nitrogen gas 
from a cylinder and to deliver it to a recoil mechan
ism or an KQU'I.IBRATOR, CANNON. It has an 
outlet connection controlled by a needle valve. A 
bleeder valve is provided for purging purposes and 
there is a threaded projection for the attachment of 
a pressure gage.* .

regulator, oil-tomporatur«. A device, sometime* re
ferred to as a cooler, used on internal combustion 
engines, to lower the oil temperature during sum
mer and to assist in increasing the temperature dur
ing ould starts in winter.

Ragttiua. Name applied to a Navy surface-to-surface 
tactical missile, which resembles a swept winy iet 
fighter and may be launched from submarine, suitace 
ship or shore base. Designed primarily for use 
against land target*. This winged missile or 
pilotless bomber is powered with a solid fuel rocket 
and turbojet engines. The guidance system is com
mand radar and the range is 650-900 miles. Two 
missile* in this series are Regulus I and Regulus II.

Reid vapor-peeeeur* test for gasoline. A test for gaso
line which measures the vapor pressure exerted by 
that fuel in a closed system. Used to determine 
the presence of objectionable quantities of the light 
constituent* in the gasoline which may prematurely 
become vapor in the fuel line or carburetor and thus 
prevent a free flow of fuel to the engine.

relative asimuth angle. Specif. An azimuth angle 
measured from the heading of a ship or aircraft.

relative force. Interior ballistics. Ratio of the force 
(which see) of a test propellant to the force of a 
standard propellant, measured at the saxe initial 
temperature and loading density in the same closed 
chamber.

relative okriakage. See : shrinkage.
relative velocity. 1. The velocity of relative motion, 

esp. in respect to an aircraft or missile and the air
stream 2. The velocity of one moving object as com
pared with that of another moving object.

relative wind. The velocity of the air with reference 
to a body in it. Usually determined from measure
ments made at such a distance from the body that 
the disturbing effect of the body upon the air is 
negligible.

relay. 1. Electrical. A protective or control device 
which completes or break* into electrical circuit(s) 
in response to electrical change* in an external 
circuit. The contact* and actuating element are not 
in series. It is not designed to permit manual open
ing of the protected or controlled circuit but may 
have facilities for manual closing or reset upon 
automatic opening of the circuit, it is classified by 
the type of contact actuation, such a* armature, meter 
movement, motor driven, rotary, and solenoid rather 
than by it* application. Such use* a* time delay, 
antenna switching, and keying are secondary features 
since, for example, a time-delay relay may be of the 
armature, motor driven, or solenoid, or thermal type. 
Motor-driven switches, photoelectric tube* and elec
tron tubes which may function a* switching devices 
are not considered a* relays. For items with pro
visions for manual operation, see: RELAY
SWITCH* 2. An explosive train component that 
provide* the required explosive energy to reliably 
initiate the next element in the train. Specifically 
applied to small charges that are initiated by a 
delay element and, in turn, cause the functioning of 
a detonator. See: explosive trala.

RELAY-SWITCE. An item having the dual func
tions of a switch and a relay which are fixed to
gether or assembled together on a common panel or 
in an inclosure. Contact* may be common to both 
relay and twitch. For relay operated switch, use 
RELAY with applicable modifier. Exclude* CIR
CUIT BREAKER and rotary relay with protruding 
shaft.*

release. 1. Mechanical. A mechanical arrangement of 
part* for the holding or freeing of a device or mech
anism as required.* 2. Propellant actuated devices. 
A device used for various specialty application* such 
as releasing latches or fasteners.

RELEASE, ANCHOR, UNDERWATER MINE. A 
hydrostatically operated release mounted on the mine 
anchor designed to separate the anchor from the 
mine case at a predetermined depth.*

RELEASE, CARGO PARACHUTE. A device which 
automatically release* a parachute from it* cargo 
after it ha* reached the ground.* '

RELEASE, CASE, UNDERWATER MINE. A hydro
statically operated release mounted on the mine case 
designed to separate the case from the mine anchor 
at a predetermined depth.* '

RELEASE, DRAG PLATE, UNDERWATER MINE.
A hydrostatically operated release designed to sepa-
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rate a mine drag plate from a mine at a prede
termined depth.*

BELEASE, FIRING PIB. A gas operated relearn 
utilized to hold or free a firing pin in a canopy 
remover, thruster, initiator, and the like. Basically 
it is a small cylindrical piston and cylinder as
sembly incorporating a pressure inlet with an integral 
fitting for attaching a standard high pressure hoee .*

BBLEASE, FLOAT, UNDEBWATEB MIME. A 
hydrostatically operated release designed to separate 
a mine Boat from a mine case at a predetermined 
depth.*

IX LX ASK, MARKEB BOOT, UBDEBWATEB 
MIBB. An item designed to be actuated by a blast
ing cap for the release of a marker buoy from an 
underwater mine control box and/or junction box.* 

BELEASE, PARACHUTE, UNDBBWATBB MIBB.
A release designed to separate an underwater mine 
parachute from an underwater mine upon impact 
with the water.*

BELEASE, PBOPBLLABT VALVE, GUIDED MIS
SILE. An item specifically designed to operate a 
propellant valve through explosive actuation and shut 
off the flow of the guided missile propellant*

reliability. The probability of a device performing its 
purpose adequately for the period of time intended 
under the operating conditions encountered. For a 
system with independent components the ovtrull 
reliability is based on the product of the individual 
reliabilities; e.g., three independent components with 
a 90% reliability each will have an. overall reliability 
of .9 x .9 x -9 or 72.9%. Similarly, 100 components 
with a 99% reliability each will have an overall re
liability of only 36.5%.

reline. To replace a worn liaer of a gun to give it the 
ballistics of a new weapon.

BBM (abbr) ‘Roentgen equivalent man.'
remaining velocity. Speed of a projectile at any point 

along its path of fire. Usually measured in feet per 
second.

remnant lot. Not a full lot (which see).
remote control system. A system or method of control 

in which control is directly exercised from a distance 
over a gun, tank or other piece of equipment, esp. 
by means of electrical or electronic apparatus.

REMOTE CONTBOL SYSTEM, ANTIAIBCBAFT 
GUB. A grouping of electromechanical components 
which accurate!) and automatically points an anti- 
,«i.■ ■ afi hi arimuth and elevation from a location 
moderately distant from the gun in accordance with 
data received from a gun director. The system also 
provides for manual operation*

remote gu control. Pointing a gun in azimuth and 
elevation by means of a remote control system, which 
automatically keeps the gun pointed according to the 
firing data. *

removal liaer; removable liaer. Rifled inner cylinder 
of a gun tube, made so it can be taken out and re- 
pla< ed when it becomes worn. See: Haar (sense 1).

remover. I'rofrlkmt actuated dr icei. A device 
si*rd.,r t*> .* catapult (sense 2), but usually of 
shorter «(*o«e Removers usuilly are employed to 
remove the canopy of an aircraft prior to personnel

repair parts list
escape and do not have strict specifications for ac
celeration or rate of change of acceleration.

BE MOV KB, AIRCRAFT CANOPY. An item de
signed to jettison the canopy from an aircraft to 
provide an exit for personnel.*

REMOTER, ABTILLEBY CABTBIDGE. An Item 
specifically designed to remove cartridge(s) from 
the automatic loader of an artillery weapon.*

BBMOYBB, FUZE AND BOOSTER. A hand oper
ated device consisting of a quick release vise for 
bolding a projectile being defuzed or deboostered, a 
gear box through which power is applied to a shaft 
by means of a vbccl, and a shaft set up between the 
vise and the gear box. The shaft is of sufficient 
length to pass through a safety barricade. It is 
used when safety conditions demand barricade pro
tection for removing the fuze or booster from a 
projectile.*

renegotiation. Proceeding under the Renegotiation 
Act to determine the existence of and secure the 
repayment to the Government of excessive profits, 
if any, for a fiscal year or other period, received or 
accrued under contracts and subcontracts subject 
to statutory renegotiation.

renegotiation agreement. Voluntary agreement re
sulting from renegotiation, which provides for the 
repayment of that portion of the profits found to be 
excessive, or for price reductions, or both.

renovation. 1. Process of restoring materiel to, or 
nearly to, its original condition by cleaning, painting 
or similar methods. 2. Restoration of ammunition to 
serviceable condition hy operations more extensive 
or haza.dous than routine ammunition maintenance 
(which see). Normally involves replacement of 
components.

reorder point An arbitrary level of stock on hand 
plus due in, at or below which routine requisitions 
for replenishment purposes are submitted in ac
cordance with established requisitioning schedules.

repair. To restore that which is unserviceable to a 
serviceable condition by adjusting or replacing 
damaged or unserviceable parts, components, or 
assemblies.

repair forecast. The quantity of items estimated to be 
repaired or rebuilt for issue durirg a stated future 
period.

repair kit. A group of patt*. aid tool*,, not all having 
the same basic name, uu l for repair or replacement 
of the worn and/or broken parts of an item. It may 
include instruction sheets and material, such as sand
paper, tape, cement, gaskets, and the like, For items 
containing parts without tools, see : parts kit. Ex
cludes MODIFICATION KIT (as modified); IN
STALLATION KIT (as modified).*

BEFAIB KIT, FIELD ABTILLBBY MAINTE
NANCE. A repair kit designed for the maintenance 
of light, medium, and heavy artillery guns and 
howitzers.*

repair parts list List approved by designated authori
ties, indicating the total quantities of repair parts, 
tools, and equipment necessary for the maintenance 
of a specified number of end items for a definite 
period of time.
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replacement factor. The estimated percentage of 

equipment in use that will require replacement dur
ing a given period due to wearing out beyond repair, 
enemy action, abandonment, pilferage, and other 
cauaea except ioaiea incident to the separation of 
personnel and in transit loaaea attributable to ahip 
sinkings.

reploaiaher. A cylinder containing recoil oil and a 
spring actuated platan, which allowa for expansion 
of oil in the recoil ayrtem which has become heated 
during firing of the weapon. It also returns oil to 
the recoil system after firing, when the temperature 
(and volume) of the oil is down.

report Sharp explosive sound, as of a shot, bursting 
bomb, or projectile.

report of survey. An official report prepared on a 
standardised form, which records the circumstances 
concerning the loss, damage, or destruction of proper
ty, and which serv's as, or supports, a voucher for 
dropping the property from property record*

The report of survey also serves in the determina
tion of responsibility for the property concerned.

repose angle of yaw See: yaw.
repahip. Document forwarded to consignee reporting 

that shipment of an item or items has actually been 
physically accomplished.

required supply rate. See: ammunition required supply 
rate.

requisition line item. Unit of work measurement in 
supply operations based on one line entry on a re
quisition, shipping order, or other related document.

rescue vehicle. See: BBCOVKBY VIHICLI, FULL 
TRACKED.

BE8DAT (abbr). ‘Restricted Data—Atomic Energy 
Act of 1954."

research, (rsch) 1. A process by which something 
is sought out, esp. by systematic effort; a gathering 
and a close examination of data with a particular 
object of discovering something or of making some
thing; a studious inquiry given direction by a pur
pose. 2. The product of such a process or effort.

The term ‘research* (sense 1) is a broad term. It 
embraces, in one instance, the activity involved in 
collecting hitherto unknown or undetected data by 
means of any method of investigation, as by running 
a series of experiments, by uncovering relics or 
records, or by making observations through reading 
written records; or it may embrace a second step 
in this activity, that of classifying collected data, 
analysing and evaluating it, or developing principles 
or hypotheses out of it. This activity is called 
*basic research,’ because it deals with primary evi
dence and provides new knowledge and new under
standings. Sec: baalc roeearch.

In another instance, research may apply to the 
mental and physical activity involved in making 
something concrete to exemplify some principle or 
put knowledge gained in basic research to some use
ful purpose, as in the research done to build a mis
sile. This research is called ‘applied research.’ 
Often basic research and applied research go hand 
in hand, applied research being used to test the 
validity of the basic research process. See: applied 
roeearch. See also: operatfena research.

Bceearrh and Development Diviaioa. One of the prin
cipal divisions of the Office, Chief of Ordnance. 
Symbol: ORDT.

roeearch aad development project A specifically de
fined task, subtask, or group of related tasks within 
a research and development field, which is established 
(by technical committee action, which see) to meet 
a military need for research data, a technique or an 
administrative service, an Item or items of materiel, 
a system, a major component or components, or 
modifications to adopted items.

reservoir. 1. A place where anything is kept in store; 
tpreif., a pert of an apparatus in which a liquid is 
held. 2. In brake systems, cylinder designed for 
storage of compressed air.

Beeideat Inspector of Ordnance. (RIO) A civilian 
inspector si«.ioned at a contractor plant, who super
vises or performs the inspection required on Govern
ment contracts, and executes documents by which 
formal acceptance for the Government is effected.

residual chamber pressure. See: pressures, gnu.
residual penetration. As pertains to shaped charge 

ammunition: Penetration of the jet into a backing 
target of some standard material after passage 
through a thickness of target material under test 
This penetration is a measure of the effectiveness of 
the tested material against the jet.

residual radiation. Nuclear radiation emitted by the 
radioactive material deposited after an atomic burst 
or an attack with radiological warfare agents. Fol
lowing an atomic burst the radioactive residue is in 
the form of fission products, unfissioned nuclear 
material, and material, such as earth, water, and 
exposed equipment, in which radioactivity may have 
been induced by neutron bombardment

BE8IN COATING, THEBMO8ETTING. An item 
consisting of a thermosetting resin in a suitable 
solvent. It is used as an oil resistant permanent 
corrosion preventive on surfaces of metallic non
bearing engine parts, airframe components, magnesi
um parts, aircraft wheels, gun mounts, gear housings, 
and the like. Do not use if a more specific name 
exists. Excludes CORROSION PREVENTIVE 
COMPOUND*

resistance. 1. Phytict. Any oppoeing force; a lone 
tending to prevent motion; as, the rrsisfoncr of a 
target to projectiles. 2. Elec. The opposition to 
the flow of electric current.

resistor. Electrical. A device, the primary purpose of 
which is to introduce resistance to the flow of current 
in an electrical circuit.*

BE8I8TOB, THERMAL. A resistor specifically de
signed so that its ohmic value varies with ambient 
temperature changes.*

reeojet. See: INGINS, PUL8E-JET.
resolution. In radar, the minimum separation in angle 

or in range between two targets which the equip
ment is capable of distinguishing.

reoolntion in asimath. The angle by which two tar
gets must be separated in aximuth in order to be 
distinguished by a radar set, when the targets are 
at the same range.

resolution la range. Distance by which two targets 
must be separated in range in order to be dis-
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tinguished by & radar set when the targets are on 
the same azimuth line.

receiver. £/rctr*mc com^uitrf. Means for resolving 
a vector into two mufsrlly perpendicular components.

receiver, elxtricaL See: 8YNCHB0, RESOLVES.
receiving power, Oftici. A measure of the ability of 

a lens or optical system to form separate images 
of two objects close together. No lens or optical 
system can form a perfect image of a point; it will 
appear as a small disk surrounded by concentric 
circles. If two points are so close together that the 
disks overlap, the points cannot be distinguished 
separately; they cannot be resolved. Increasing the 
lens diameter decreases the sise of the disks. Thus, 
resolving power is the angle subtended by two points 
which are just far enough apart to permit resolution. 
This angle is termed the limiting angle of resolution.

resonant jet A pulsejet engine, so-called because of 
the intensification of power under the rhythm of 
explosions and compression waves within the engine. 
See: BNOINB, PUL8E-JET.

BB80NAT0B, MAGNETOSTRICTION. A frequency 
control device, the operation of which is based on 
the magnetic and mechanical resonant properties of 
a ferromagnetic material, which has applications in 
oscillators and filters as a substitute for quartz 
crystals.*

respirator. Device for regulating counterrecoil in 
some hydropnetsmatic recoil systems. By the con
trolled release of air pressure the device assists in 
buffer action during counterrecoil.

responder. That part of a transponder that automati
cally transmits a reply to the interrogator-responser. 
Also called 'responder beacon’ when its function as a 
beacon is emphasized.

responder beacon. The radar beacon that serves to 
emit the signals of the responder in a transponder.

responsor. That component of an interrogator-re
sponser that receives and displays the reply from 
the responder beacon.

leetrietsd data. As defined in the Atomic Energy Act 
of 1946, 'all data concerning the manufacture or utili
zation of atomic weapons, the production of fission
able material, or the use of fissionable material in 
the production of power,* but not including 'any data 
which the [Atomic Energy] Commission from time 
to time determines may be published without ad
versely affecting the common defense and security.’ 
See also: defense claeeidcatioa; BESDAT.

restricting ping. See: choke ring.
RETAINER, ANTITANK MINI BOOSTER. Com

ponent for a MINE, ANTITANK which serves to 
retain a booster charge in place, prior to insertion 
of the fuze.

BBTAINBB, ANTIPERSONNEL MINE TBIP 
WIBE ASSEMBLY SPOOL. A metallic device with 
spring clips designed to attach the trip wir<* soool 
to the mine body.*

BBTAINBB, AIMING WIBE SEAL. An item which 
mates with another item to compress a special rubber 
seal to form a seal around one or more arming wires 
and to seal arming wire openings when wires are 
removed.*

BETAINES, OPTICAL ELEMENT. A cylindrical 
externally threaded item having a centrally located 
hole specifically designed to retain by means of 
either a raised box (shoulder), or counterbore counter
sink, or a similar shaped recess, an optical element 
such as a lens, reticle, cell, and the like, in optical 
assemblies It must have drilled holes or slots to 
facilitate assembly and disassembly. Excludes RING, 
EXTERNALLY THREADED.*

BETAINEB, SOCKET SPOTTING CHABGE. An 
item specifically designed to retain a rocket spotting 
charge in a fixed position within the rocket.*

retaining band, rocket motor cluster. See: BAND, RE
TAINING, ROCKET MOTOB CLUSTER.

retardation. Loss of velocity of a projectile or other 
missile as it travels along its trajectory.

RETICLE, OPTICAL INSTRUMENT. An item, us
ually made of glass, having fine wires or hairs, or 
etched or printed fine lines on a surface, and placed 
in the focal plane of an optical instrument to estab
lish a reference point to the axis for the purpose 
of aiming, measuring, ranging, and the like. Ex
cludes LENS, OPTICAL INSTRUMENT *

reticle image. A light image of the reticle in a com
puting gunsight or in certain types of optical gun
sights and bombsights, cast on a reflector plate and 
superimposed on the target.

The reticle image is formed by light passing 
through a pierced reticle and projected on a reflector 
plate. It often consists of a ring-shaped light image 
surrounding the pipper image.

reticule. Variant of ‘reticle.’
retrace line. The line traced by the electron beam in 

a cathode-ray tube in going from the end of one 
line or field to the start of the next line or field.

retreat gun. The firing of a gun as a signal for the 
lowering of the flag at retreat. The gun is fired 
after the sounding of the last note of the bugle call 
at retreat. Also called 'evening gun.’ See also: 
reveille gun.

reiro-fired. Rearward-fired. See: rocket motor, re
verse.

retrofit. [Retroactive rejft.j A modification of equip
ment to incorporate changes made in later production 
of similar equipment. Retrofitting may be done in 
the factory or field.

retro rocket. See: rocket motor, reverse.
reveille gun. The firing of a gun at the first note of 

reveille or at sunrise. Also called ‘morning gun.’ 
See also: retreat gun.

reverse jato. See: rocket motor, reverse.
reversible engine, t. An engine that may be reversed. 

2. Themodynamic i. A heat engine which, if forced 
to trace out its indicator diagram in a reversed 
direction (so that the work which would be done 
by the engine, when running direct, is actually spent 
upon it) will reject to the source of heat the same 
quantity of heat as, when running direct, it would 
take from the source, and will take from the receiver 
of heat the same quantity as, when running direct, 
it would reject to the receiver,

reversible steering gear. A steering gea>- for a ve
hicle which permits road shock and wheel deflections

A J
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to oom through the system and be felt in the
steering control See: irreversible steering goer.

rrntanot A rotahuat; wall faced with concrete, stone, 
etc, cosmnonly used for fortifications or to protect 
•jmioarnff expAottMt.

reroivee. A firearm with a cylinder ok several cham
bers so arranged as to revolve on an axis and be 
discharged in succession by the same lock. Ex
cludes PISTOL (as modified) and PISTOL, PYRO
TECHNIC.* Official designation of a revolver is 
given hereunder with item name.

REVOLVER, CALIBER jx

revolving gantry eraao. See: CRANE, GANTRY 
REVOLVING.

Reynolds number. (R) [Named after Osborne Kcyno/dr 
(1842-1912), a physicist and engineer of Northern 
Ireland and Manchester, England.] A correction 
factor applied to analysis of the fluid flow about 
scale models in wind-tunnel tests to determine the 
results to be expected of the flow about full-scale 
models.

The Reynolds number corrects for the scale effect 
resulting from the difference in site between the 
scale model and its full-scale prototype. It is ex
pressed in a fraction, the numerator consisting of 
the density of the fluid, multiplied by its velocity 
and by a linear dimension of the bony immersed in 
the fluid, the denominator consisting of the .coefficient 
of viscosity. See dynamic staaUarity.

BP (abbr). ‘Radio frequency.*
RFNA (abbr). ‘Red fuming nitric acid.*
RH (abbr). 1. ‘Relative humidity.’ 2. ‘Rockwell hard

ness.’ S. ‘Right hand.'
rbomboidal prism. Optica. A prism with four parallel 

sides and two slanting or oblique, parallel ends. 
It will divert the path of light entering its ends 
without changing the form of the light. Rbomboidal 
prisms may be rotated on the centers of their ends 
to divert the lines of sight to permit interpupillary 
adjustment of the eyepiece of a binocular instrument 
such as a stereoscopic height finder.

RIA (abbr). ‘Rock Island Arsenal’
rib. Aeronautical. A transverse structural member that 

gives cross-sectional shape and strength to a portion 
of an airfoil.*

ribbon parachute. A type of parachute consisting of 
numbers of ribbons held in place by equally-spaced 
tapes, with spacing between the ribbons to give the 
required porosity.

rib rifliag. Rifling of the bore of a gun in which the 
lands and grooves are of equal width.

rich mixture. A fuel-air mixture containing a high 
percentage of fuel and a low percentage of air, as 
compared with a normal mixture or lean mixture; 
rich fuel mixture.

ricochet. 1. Of a projectile, bomb, or the like: To 
skip, bounce, or fly off at aa angle after striking an 
object or surface. X An act or instance of ricochet
ing.

ricochet bombing. See. skip bombing.
rioodbot bent Bunt of a projectile in the air after 

it hit and bounced. A rieochet bunt is used 
effectively against enemy personnel

rifliaf

ricochet fire. Fire in which the projectiles ricochet; 
sometimes used in artillery to obtain air bunts after 
initial impact

Ridgewood Ordnance Plant Ordnance Corpa field 
installation, located at Cincinnati, Ohio.

rifle. 1. A firearm having spiral grooves upon the 
surface of its bore to impart rotary motion to a 
projectile, thereby stabilising the projectile and in
suring greater accuracy of impact and longer range. 
It may fire projectiles automatically or semiauto- 
matically, or successive rounds may be manually 
loaded. The operation may be gas, recoil, or manual. 
It is provided with a stock for shoulder firing and 
may have a sling to aid in carrying and aiming. 
2. A recoilless, breech-loading, single shot, artillery 
weapon with a manually operated, vented, breech
block and a rifle bore. It is fired from various types 
of ground or vehicular mounts. Excludes GUN, 
RECOILLESS (as modified).* 3. To cut spiral 
grooves (rifliag) in the bore of a gun in order to 
give a spin to the projectile so that it will have 
greater accuracy of fire and longer range.

Several calibers and types of rifles are listed in 
the subentries hereunder, with item aame in each 
case.

RIFLE, CALIBER J2.
RIFLE, CALIBER JO.
RIFLE, CALIBER JO, AUTOMATIC.
RIFLE, CALIBER, JO, SUBCALIBER.
RIFLE, CALIBER M, SPOTTING.
RIFLE, IM MILLIMETER, AUTOMATIC. 
RIFLE, 106 MILLIMETER.

rifle bracket Metal clamp for holding the rifle in 
easy accessibility, usually on a motor vehicle.

rifle bullet impact sensitivity. See: eeaaitivity, rifle 
bullet impact.

rifled. Of a gun tube or barrel: Containing rifliag 
(which see).

rifle grenade. See: GRENADA, RIFLE.
rifle-grenade cartridge. See: cartridge, grenade, rifle, 
rifle-grenade launcher. See: LAUNCHER, GRB-

NADE. .
rifle range. Place for practice in shooting with a rifle, 
rifle ecabbard. See: scabbard.
RIFLE-SHOTGUN, SURVIVAL. A single shot 

weapon of the over and under type with the top bar
rel chambered for the caliber 22 hornet cartridge 
and the lower barrel chambered for the .410 gage 
shotgun shell. It is equipped with a (olding sheet 
metal stock having facilities for storing ammunition.* 

rifle, spotting. An auxiliary item mounted coaxially on 
a larger caliber gun used to assist a gunner in 
determining range. It is usually a magazine-fed, 
semiautomatic gun with a rifled barrel that utilises 
ammunition incorporating a tracer element pro
viding a smoke puff on impact.

rifliag. The helical groovet cut in the bore of a rifled 
gun tube, beginning at the front face of the gun 
chamber (onpsa of rifling) and extendfa* to the 
massle; also the operation of forming the gtooves in 
the gun tube. The purpose of rifling is to impart 
spin to the projectile: if the spin h fast enough, the
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projectile will be gyroacopically liable and will travel 
approximately note first

Engagement of the projectile with the rifling is 
geweraly accomplished by nac of a rotating bend 
on projectile* greater than about AO inch in diameter, 
and on smaller rrojectiiea, by providing a toft ballet 
or, if a hard cored projectile is necessary, by the 
not of a relatively toft Jacket

The gun bore diameter ia determined by the ridge* 
between the rifling groove*. The** ridgea are re
ferred to eoUectiveiy at the lo«. J, and the rides of 
the lands are called *dp«*.

When the projectile or bullet starts to move under 
the force exerted by the propellant gaaea the ro
tating band or jacket ia rugrowd by the rifling 
which forma a reverse replica in the band or jacket 
Thia engraving accmnpliahed partly by cutting 
and pertly by forming.

In roeoiUtu enMisainMM the force required io ac
complish engraving of the band would interfere with 
accomplishment of the recoilless feature, and the 
profactilea for thia ammunition are prrewgrmW; 
that ia, the groove* correaponding to the rifling arc 
made In the rotating band at the time of manufacture. 
Provision I* made to insure that the projectile will 
be baertad b the rttoilUu riflo b proper relation- 
ahtp to the rifling.

The twist of rising ia the reciprocal of the feed of 
ri/Ung; It ia expreaaed aa the number of caliber* of 
length in which the helix make* one complete turn; 
eg., I turn in 40 caliber*, or 1/40. The intimation 
of the rifling I* the tangent of the angle of rifUng, 
which i« the angle between the axis of the bore and 
the edge of a land; the inclination i« w time* the lead.

The prevent practice in the Ordnance Corpe it to 
providing rifling of uni/onn twitt; that is, the direction 
of rifling in which the angle of the helix to an ele
ment of the bore it constant.

Opbtoo relative to the desirability of um/orm 
tsafsf of rifKog aa opposed to MKVMjfag hoirt of 
rifUng tat* apparently become anttled in favor of the 
tooiform fwiit. Coneideratiaau of production were 
important factor* in thia dedaion. Under the m- 
rvMfbg twist ayatan, the twist may start either 
at aero or at sosne low value, and then increase ac
cording to tome function of the travel, either to the 
must*, or to aome point short of the munle at which 
point the twiat would become uniform to the muule. 
Incnaabg twiat ia alao known aa pefa-twfrt or

rifling head. A cutting tool for riflbg large gun tube*, 
rigging. The shroud llntt attached to a parachute, 
right-angle prism. A type of prism need to turn a 

beam of light through a right angle (90*). It will 
invert (turn upside-down) or will revert (turn right 
for Mt), according to the position of the prism, any 
light reflected by H.

right hand twiat. See: rifling; twiat, right band, 
right trail Right hand part of a split type gun trail. 
rigMlty of the trajectory. The assumption that the 

trajectory may be tilted up or down through small 
angle* of sit* without materially affecting its shape, 

rim. The outer part of an object of circutar shape 
aa the base of a cartridge case or the outer part of 
n wheel

ri'ig, powder
riaaflr*. 1. Of a cartridge: Having the primer mixture 

in the rim of the cartridge case base. 1 Of a fire
arm : Using rimfire cartridges. Cf: rentar-flr*.

rimleea. Said of a cartridge case b which the extract
ing groove is machined into the body of the case, 
i.e., no part of the case extend* beyond the body.

rimmed. Said of a cartridge case in which an extrac
tor rim project* beyond the body of the case.

ring and bead eight Type of gunsight b which the 
front sight ia a bead or post and the rear eight a 
ring.

RING AND CHAIN ASSIMBLT, ANTIPRRAON- 
NBL MINI. A metallic device consisting of a pull 
ring, chain, and hook designed to assure withdrawal 
of all safety device* when mine is armed.*

RING, DRAG, TORPBDO. A cylindrical item de
signed to fit over a torpedo warhead or exerciae 
head. It i* used to increase the efficiency of a 
torpedo stabiliser and reduce the impact of an air
craft torpedo when entering the water.*

RING, DVMMT PROJXCTILK. A replaceable part 
of a dummy projectile. RING, DUMMY PROJEC
TILE, sliding type, is the carrier for the BAND, 
DUMMY PROJECTILE, and s^ vea to facilitate 
release of the dummy projectile from the weapon. 
The retaining ring retain* the 3AND, DUMMY 
PROJECTILE: rear, in place and permit* its re
placement when necessary.

ring gear. A gear cut on a ring-shaped rim; apse#., 
in an automobile, the large gear b the differential 
that ia driven by th* propeller shaft pinion nod 
transmit* the power through the differentbl to th* 
live axle.

FING, HANDLING, GU1DBD MISSILE. A seg
mented ring designed to completely surround a 
guided missile. It is used to facilitate certain 
missile handling functions, such as rotating the 
missile on it* servicing truck and erecting the mis
sile. It may also provide slbg accommodations for 
lifting and/or transporting.*

ring head. Eloctroaeomtico. A magnetic bead in 
which the magnetic material form* an enclosure with 
one or more air gap*. The magnetic recording 
medium bridge* one of these gap* and it in contact 
with or in dose proximity to the pole piece* on one 
tide only.

ringing. EltctroatoniHct. An oscillatory transient 
occurring in the output of a system as a result of a 
sudden change in input.

ring-oil To oil (a bearing) by conveying th* oil to 
the point to be lubricated by meant of a ring, which 
rest* upon and turn* with the journal, and dipt into 
a reservoir containing the lubricant

ring oiler. A ring-oiling device. See: riag-oU.
RING, PISTON. A metallic or nohmetallic item of 

single or multipiece construction, circular in shape, 
having various cross sections, designed to be used 
in a groove around a piston as a seal or wiper.* 

ring, pewd*r. 1. Cloth bag b th* shape of a ring that 
holds a section of the propelling charge b torn* type* 
of ammunition. Th* number of ring* used control* 
th* strength of th* charge and th* rang* of the pro
jectile. 2. Metal ring in which powder train of black 
powder time fuse* I* loaded. .
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ring tight. A sight, eip. a gunsight, in the shape of 

a ring or concentric rings, through which aim is 
taken and range is estimated.

Ring sights include the iron type (a simple ring 
or set of rings inclosing a cross hair or the like) 
and the optical type, in which a system of lenses 
is used to show a series of concentric rings and 
the bead.

RIO (abbr). ‘Resident Inspector of Ordnance.’
riot grenade. See: grenade, riot
riot gu. Any shotgun with a short barrel, especially 

a short-barreled shotgun used in guard duty or to 
scatter rioters. A riot gun usually has a 20-inch 
cylinder barrel. See also: SHOTGUN, n GAGE, 
RIOT TYPE.

rice time. In electronics, the time required for a pulse 
to rise to an arbitrary fraction (usually 90 percent) 
of its amplitude.

Riverbank Ordnance Plant. Ordnance Corps field in
stallation, located at Riverbank, California.

rkt (abbr). ‘Rocket*
RL (abbr). ‘Rocket launcher.’
RMP (abbr). ‘Rated maximum pressure.'
RMS (abbr). ‘Root mean square.’
RMS (elective) pnlao amplitude. The square root of 

the average of the square of the instantaneous ampli
tude taken over the pulse duration.

n (abbr). ‘Range.’
nd (abbr). ‘Round.’
road oil. Oil for putting on roads to lay the dust and 

act as a binder. Heavy oils from asphalt-base pe
troleum are the most used.

road tost. Test of an item, such as a vehicle, und?r 
practical operating conditions on the road.

robo. Rocket orbital bomber; an acronym composed 
of the letters italicized.

robot bomb. See: bomb, robot
Rochester Ordnance District Former Ordnance dis

trict, absorbed into the Mew York Ordaanee District 
(which see).

rocker. Movable, built-in support in a field gun car
riage, between the trail and the cndle, that allows 
changes in elevation to be made without disturbing 
the angle of position setting.

rocket (rkt) 1. An unmanned self-propelled vehicle, 
with or without a warhead, designed to travel above 
the surface of the earth and whose trajectory or 
course, while in flight, cannot be controlled. Ex
cludes guided missile and other vehicles whose tra
jectory or course, while in flight, can be controlled 
remotely, or by homing systems, or by inertial and/ 
or programmed guidance from within.* 2. To fire 
at with rockets. 2. To no or send by rocket

rocket, aircraft (AR) A rocket especially designed 
to be carried by, and launched f.otn, an airplane.

rocket auimunition. Any type of ammunition incorpo
rating rockets.

rocket, antitank. Rocket designed for use against tanks 
or other armored vehicles. See: rocket

ROCKET ASSEMBLY KIT. A collection of took, 
fixtures and hardware items required to accomplish

rocket gun
assembly of the components of a rocket, preparatory 
to launching, packed in a manner suitable for issue.

rocket assist. An artist in thrust given an airplane or 
missile by use of a ROCKET MOTOR(S) or ROCK
ET ENGINE(S) during flight or during takeoff. 
See also: jet assisted takeoff.

rocket assisted takeoff. (RATO) A term referring to 
rocket assist (which see) at takeoff.

rocket assisted torpedo. (RAT) See: torpedo, rocket 
assisted.

rocket bomb. See : bomb, rocket.
rocket, boosted. A rocket contained in a cylindrical 

shaped case, one end of which is fitted with a 
primer a;>d propelling charge for imparting initial 
velocity to the rocket.* Official designations of 
boosted rockets are listed hereunder with item name 
in each case.

ROCKCT, BOOSTED, iOS MILLIMETER.
ROCKET, BOCJTED, 107 MILLIMETER.

rocket booster. See : booster.
rocket, booeter. A rocket that suplies temporary ad

ditional thrust to an aircraft, missile, or the like 
having other means of propulsion. It is used to 
attain speeds required for initiation of ramjet engine 
operation, to provide rapid acceleration, to assist 
in takeoff, etc. The initial stage of any two (or 
more) stage missile may be a booster rocket. Cf: 
rocket assist.

rocket, chemical agent A rocket with warhead con
taining a chemical agent.

rocket conditioning kit See: CONDITIONING KIT, 
ROCKET.

rocket delivery sling. See: SLING, ROCKET, AERIAL 
DELIVERY.

ROCKET ENGINE. A nonairbreathing reaction pro
pulsion device that consists essentially of an injector, 
thrust chamber(s) and exhaust noule(s), and utilises 
liquid fuels and oxidisers at controlled rates from 
which hot gases are generated by combustion end ex
panded through a nossle(s).* Cf: ROCKBT 
MOTOR.

rocket flring box. See: flring box.
rocket flare. See: FLARE, PARACHUTE, HAND 

FIRED.
ockat, flash-emoke. A rocket with warhead containing 
material to produce flash and smoke on functioning. 
Official item name of such a rocket is listed here
under. The size designation indicates the diameter 
of the warhead.

ROCKET, FLASH-SMOKE, MS HHUHini.
roeket fuel. A fuel, either in liquid or solid form, 

developed for, or used by, a rocket. Sometimes 
includes the oxidizing substance. See: PROPEL
LANT (as modified); PROPELLANT GRAIN.

rocket, gas. A rocket with warhead containing a war 
gas. Official item nasu of such a rocket is listed 
hereunder. The size designation indicates the di
ameter of the warhead.

ROCKET, GAS, 4J INCH.
rocket gun. Term sometimes (loosely) applied to a 

tube-type rocket launcher. See: LAUNCHER, 
ROCKET.

■ta
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rocket budling platform
rocket handling platform. See: PLATFORM, BOCK- 

KT HANDLING.
rocket Bead. Former name for the ogive-shaped front 

part of a round of rocket ammunition which carries 
the explosive or other pay load. See; warhead.

rocket, high explosive. A rocket with warhead con
taining a high exploeive charge. Official designa
tions of such rockets are listed hereunder with Item 
name in each caee. The sin designation indicates 
the diameter of the warhead.

ROCKBT, HIGH EXPLOBIVE, JJ INCH.
BOCKBT, HIGH BXPLOBITB, 7g MILLI

METER.
BOCKBT, HIGH EXPLOSIVE, 311 MILLI- 

MKTKB.
BOCKBT, HIGH EXPLOSIVE, 763 MILLI- 

MBTBB.
rocket igniter. An igniter for igniting the propellant 

in a rocket. See: IGNITER, BOCKBT MOTOR.
rocket, illuminating. A rocket to be fired into the 

air for the purpose of producing illumination.
rocket, incendiary. A rocket with warhead designed 

to produce an Incendiary effect at the target. Official 
item name of such a rocket is listed hereunder. The 
site designation indicates the diameter of the war
head.

BOCKBT, INCBNDIART, I INCH.
rocket, inert. A rocket with warhead in which all 

explosives, pyrotechnics, and chemical agents are 
omitted or replaced with inert materials. Official 
designations of ouch items are listed hereunder with 
item name in each case. The site designation indi
cates the diameter of the warhead.

BOCKBT, INBBT, 2J9 INCH.
BOCKBT, INBBT, X79 INCH.
BOCKBT, INEBT, 4J INCH.

rocket Unaehee. See: LAUNCHER, BOCKBT.
rocket lanncher eight See: SIGHT, BOCKBT LAUN

CHES.
rocket launchiag shoo. See: LAUNCHING SHOE, 

MIS8ILE-B0CKET.
rocket, liquid. Term used to indicate a rocket using 

liquid propellant. See: SOCKET ENGINE.
rocket miaoile. A missile using rocket propulsion. 

See: missile; rocket propulsion.
BOCKET MOTOB. A nonairbr -athing reaction pro

pulsion device that consists essentially of a thrust 
chamber (s) and exhaust nozzle (s), and that carries 
its own solid oxidixer-fuel combination from which 
l ot gases are generated by combustion and expanded 
through a noxxle(s). It may be empty or contain a 
simulated and/or inert load.* Cf: BOCKET EN
GINE.

rocket motor breechblock. See: BBEECHBLOCK, 
SOCKET MOTOB.

rocket motor, guided mlaeilo. See: BOCKET EN
GINE; BOCKBT MOTOB.

rocket motor, reverse. A ROCKET MOTOR mounted 
or turned backward so that when fired the force 
can be used for decelerating the vehicle upon which 
it is mounted. Sometimes called retro rocket.

rocket ogive. See: OGIVE, BOCKBT

Rock Island Araeaal
rocket pod. A pod containing rocket ammunition 

usually mounted on a wingtip or under a wing.
rocket, practice. A rocket used in practic* or tra'ning. 

having either an uncharged warhead, or a warhead 
containing a spotting charge, but having the same 
engine or motor as the corresponding service rocket 
Official designations of such rockets are listed here
under with item name in each case. The size desig
nation indicates the diameter of the warhead.

BOCKBT, PBACTICB, 3.79 INCH.
BOCKET, PBACTICE, 4.9 INCH.
BOCKET, PBACTICE, M MILLIMETER.

rocket projector. See: LAUNCHEB, BOCKBT.
rocket-propelled. Propelled by one or more rocket 

engines or rocket motors.
rocket propulsion. Propulsion by means of a rocket 

or rockets. A species of reaction propulsion. See: 
reaction propulaion; rocket

rocket rail. A launching rai' for rockets. See: 
LAUNCHEB, MONORAIL, ROCKET.

rocket, ram. 1. A rocket motor mounted coaxially in 
the open front end of a ramjet, used to provide thrust 
at low speeds and to ignite the ramjet fuel. 3. The 
entire unit or power plant consisting of the ramjet 
and such a rocket.

rocket, retro. See : rocket motor, reveree.
rocketry. 1. The science or study of rockets, embracing 

theory, research, development, and experimentation.
3. The art and science of using rockets, especially 
rocket ammunition.

rocket, smoke. A rocket with warhead which con
tains material to pro •‘•tee a smoke cloud on function
ing. Official item naiue of such a rocket is listed 
hereunder. The size designation indicates the di
ameter of the warhead.

ROCKBT, SMOKB, 3 9 INCH.
roclst, sounding. A high altitude rocket for carrying 

equipment for recording and/or transmitting in
formation on ambient conditions at high altitudes.

rocket spinning gss turbine engine power unit See: 
POWER UNIT, GAS TURBINE ENGINE, ROCK
ET SPINNING.

rocket, eubcaliber. A rocket designed especially to be 
fired from launching tubes of larger caliber than the 
rocket itself.

rocket, rabcaliber aircraft. (SCAR) A subcaliber 
rocket designed to be launched from aircraft. See: 
rocket, subcaliber.

rocket thrust. The thrust of s rocket engine or rocket 
motor. See: jet thrust.

BOCKET, TRAINING. A practice missile designed 
to be used with rorkev launchers for training in 
launching techniques.

rocket tube. 1. A launching tube for rockets. See: 
launching tube. 3. A tube or nozzle through which 
rocket gases are ejected.

Rockford Ordnance Plant Ordnance Corps field in
stallation, located at Rockford, Illinois.

Rock Island ArsonaL (RIA) Ordnance Corps instal
lation, forming a part of the Ordnance Weapons 
Command, located at Rock Island, Illinois. Principal 
development, engineering and Ordnance manufactur
ing installation in the field of carriages, recoil
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mechanisms for light and medium held artillery, and 
for surface-to-surface rocket launchers. Has special 
mission assignments in connection with corrosion 
problems and research on nonmetallic materials.

rockoon. Word coined from rocket and balloon to 
designate a balloon-supported and -launched rocket.

Rockwell hardness. (RH) A measure of hardness of 
materials obtained by pressing a steel ball of 1/10- 
inch diameter (in Rockwell B test) or a conical 
diamond point (in Rockwell C test) into the surface 
of the test material. The depth of penetration is 
read directly on a micrometer gage marked with 
arbitrary numbers corresponding inversely to the 
depth. A smaller indention is produced than in the 
Br'nell hardness test. Cf: Brinsll hardness; Mohs 
hardne.s; Shore scleroscope hardness; Vickers hard
ness.

ROD, CLEANING, SMALL ARMS. A cylindrical 
item with or without a handle on one end with an 
integral brush, swab holder or tip on the other end 
or threaded or coupled to receive the like. It is used 
for cleaning the bore of a carbine, machine gun, pis
tol, revolver, rifle, shotgun, or the like. See also: 
STAFF SECTION, CLEANING, ARTILLERY.* 

ROD SECTION, CLEANING, SMALL ARMS. A 
round metal or wooden item, solid or tubular used 
singly or as one of two or more similar items at
tachable end to end. It is designed for use as a 
section of a ROD, CLEANING, SMALL ARMS.* 

roentgen. A measure of ionization produced by X-ray 
or gamma radiation. The unit of measurement of 
radiation in terms of 'ts effect on human beings. 
This is technically defined as the amount of X or 
gamma radiation which as a result of ionization will 
produce, in 1 cubic centimeter of dry air at standard 
conditions of temperature and pressure, ions carry
ing 1 electrostatic unit of electricity of either sign.

roentgen equivalent nan. (REM) The quantity of 
any type of ionizing radiation which when absorbed 
by man produces an e! ective equivalent to the ab
sorption by man of one roentgen of X or gamma 
radiation.

rolL An angular displacement about an axis parallel 
to the longitudinal axis of an airframe or a missile.

roll acceleration. See: acceleration, roll.
rolled armor. See: armor.
ROLL, CARGO, AERIAL DELIVERY. An item of 

flexible material consisting of folding flaps, re
movable end caps, specifically designed to package 
loose items within a unit and rolled up to form 
a roll, with fittings and fasteners used for the para
chute. Excludes BAG, CARGO, AERIAL DE
LIVERY*

Rolllgon. Name given to vehicle equipped with low- 
pressure pneumatic bags which take the place of 
wheels or tracks. Primarily designed to travel over 
sand, muskeg, swamps, marshes, and ice- or snow- 
covered terrain.

rolling barrage. An artillery barrage that precedes 
infantry troops at a predetermined rate in their ad
vance during the attack to protect them and facili
tate their advance. A creeping or jumping barrage. 
See: barrage.

rolling roeoiL System formerly used for absorbing 
tbe recoil energy of some railway guns. With the

brakes set, the entire car is allowed to roll back :
when the gun is fired.

ROLL, ORDNANCE WEAPONS SPARE PARTS. An 
item made of duck, coated cloth, or similar flexible ,
material wit/. 1< pi. and/or pockets for retaining ‘
ordnance weapons spare parts. It does not include '
the spare par’s.* I

roll out. Electronic computert. To read out of a
storage device by simultaneously increasing by one 
the value of the digit in each column and repeating 
this 'r' times (where r is the radix) and, at the 
instant the representation changes from (r-1) to aero: 
(a) generating a particular signal, or (b) terminat
ing a sequence of signals or (c) originating a se
quence of signals.

roll, target. See: TARGET ROLL.
Rome Air Development Center. (RADC) Air Force 

center responsible for technical developments con
cerning ground electronics systems. Located at 
Grifliss Air Force Base, Rome, New York. I

roof-angle prism; roof prism. See: Amid prism.
root mean square. (RMS) 1. Math. The square root 

~>f the arithmetical mean of the squares of a set of 
numbers. 2. Electrical and electronic. The RMS of 
a sinusoidal wave is the maximum (crest) value 
divided by the square root of 2. In measuring the 
effective volts or amperes of an alternating current, 
the RMS values equal the same values in a con
tinuous current.

root sum square. ,(R.>S) The square root of the sum 
of the squares. In electroacoustics, commonly used 
to express the total harmonic distortion.

rope. Electromagnetic wave reflectors consisting of 
long strips of metal foil. Similar to window or chaff, 
but longer. Dropped from airplanes or shot into 
the air in projei tiles. A small parachute or other 
device may be attached to each strip to reduce rate (i
of fall See also: CHAFF, COUNTERMEASURES;
window.

Rossford Ordnance DtpoL Ordnance Corps field in
stallation, located it Toledo, Ohio.

rotating band. See: band, rotating.
rotating crank. Specif. Crank used to turn the breech 

mechanism of a large gun. ;
rotating prism. See: Dove prism.
rotating wedge. A circular opt:<-»l wedge mounted to 

be rotated in the path of light to divert the line of 
sight to a limited degree. See: correction wedge; I
measuring wedge. I

rotation coefflcieata. Factors employed in computing 
the effects on range and deflection which are caused 
by the rotation of the earth. They are published <
only in firing tsbles involving comparatively long 
ranges. i

rotor. 1. A turning or rotating object os part; the 
part which revolves around a stationary part X 
A vehicular gun-mount member provided with torn- 
nions. 9. Elec. Tbe rotating part of an electrical 
rotating machine, which does not include a com- '[
mutator. It may include the winding and/dr col- |
lector rings.*

rotor torque, locked. Elec. The locked rotor torque j
cf a motor is tbe minimum torque which it will de-' 
velop at rest for all angular positions of the rotor,

■
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with rated voltage applied at rated frequency. Alto 
called ‘static torque.'

rough burning. Pressure fluctuations frequently ob
served at the onset of burning and at the combustion 
limits of a ramjet or rocket

round. (rod) Short for complete round (which see), 
round of ammunition. See. complete round.
round-off. Electronic computer/. To change a more 

precise quantity to a less precise one, according to 
some rule.

routine. Electronic computer/. A set of coded in
structions arranged in proper sequence to direct 
the computer to perform a desired operation or 
series of operations.

routine ammunition maintenance. Maintenance opera
tions not involving disassembly of ammunition or 
replacement of components, and comprising chiefly 
cleaning and protecting exterior surfaces of indi
vidual items, packages of ammunition, ammunition 
components and explosives. Cf: renovation (sense 
a).

routine, general. Electronic computer/. A routine 
expressed in computer coding designed to solve a 
class of problems, specialising to a specific problem 
when appropriate parametric values are supplied.

roving artillery. Artillery withdrawn from its regular 
position and assigned to special missions. Roving 
artillery is usually moved about and fired fro-i dif
ferent positions to deceive the enemy as to position 
and strength.

roving gun. Gun that is moved about and fired from 
different positions to mislead or harass the enemy. 
Generally used for registration when the location of 
the battery position must remain secret.

row atac'x. To stack supplies in rows from wall or 
imaginary wall line to aisle.

rpm (abbr). 1. ‘Revolutions per minute.* 3. ‘Rounds 
per minute.’

RS A (abbr). ‘Redstone Arsenal.*
rack (abbr). ‘Research.’
RSS (abbr). ‘Root sum square.’
rubber. Vehicle/. Includes track bushings, truck 

shoes, band tracks, bogie tires, combat tires, and 
shock-absorbing mounts for equipment ranging from 
engines to instruments.

rudder. A movable control surface, usually attached 
to a vertical stabiliser, by which an air vehicle is 
guided in the horisontal plane.

On a rocket missile or the like, a rudder may be 
placed to work either in the airstream or in the jet 
stream. See: Jet vane.

rudder angle. The acute angle between the chord of a 
rudder moved from a neutral position and an air
craft’s plane of symmetry.

This angle is positive when the trailing edge of 
the rudder is to the left of neutral.

RUDDXR, INITIAL CONTROL, GUIDXD M1MILX. 
An item specifically designed to extend into the 
exhaust blast of a missile motor for controlling 
the movement of a missile by deflection of the motor 
blast during low velocity initial takeoff.*

run. 1, Steady, level flight of an aircraft across a 
target to enable bombs to be dropped accurately in 
horisontal bombing. 3. Passing of a moving target 
once across the range.

runaway gun. Automatic weapon that continues firing 
after the trigger is released. A runaway is caused 
by a defect in some part of its mechanism.

run in. To operate (a newly built machine) long 
enough and at the proper speeds to cause the bearing 
surfaces to so wear that the mcchine may be satis
factorily operated under service conditions.

running gear. All parts of a vehicle pertaining to road 
operation, including wheels, axles (front and rear), 
suspension (springs), brake system, tires, steering 
mechanism, frame, lunette, drawbar attachment, and 
lights.

Frame, usually of pressed steel, forms a foundation 
for the body, the power plant, transmission, steering 
device?, fuel tank, and some accessories. Cf: CHAS
SIS (as modified) ; hull.

Spring/ break the jars and bumps and protect the 
machinery, load, and occupants from undue shock 
and vibration. Cf: suspension.

Wheel/ are front and rear, the motor vehicle being 
driven by either; if by the rear wheels, the front 
wheels run free on the axle and support the front end 
of the vehicle and give it direction.

Rear axle revolves and communicates the driving 
effort of the power plant to the rear wheels.

Front axle, attached to the frame through the front 
spring members, forms a means of attachment for 
the front wheels so as to permit moving the wheels 
themselves by means of the steering device.

Some vehicles drive on all four wheels, some on 
four wheels on two rear axles, some on two front 
and four rear wheels, and some on only the front 
wheels.

rupture. 1. Complete or par*:al circular break in the 
metal of a fired cartridge case. A rupture causes 
loss of power and difficult extraction or jamming. 
Cf: split. 3. Breaking of earth or other substance 
by the explosion of a projectile or other charge be
low the surface.

rust inhibitor. Compound, usually added to lubricants, 
which prevents or deters corrosion cf metals. See: 
INHIBITOR (as modified).

nut preventive. Preventive compound which may be 
applied to metallic surfaces to protect them from 
rusting or corroding. See: CORROSION PRX- 
VXNTIVX COMPOUND.
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• (Mr). In jato unit noasendatare, indicate* a solid

SA/aMv). L *Sacntory of the Army.’ A *Sasall arms.* 
a. *Springfisld Armory.’ A ‘Arsenic trihydride* (ar
sine, war gas).

SAA (Mr). “Small araa amnnmitioa.*
aabta. In acoaatica, a unit of equivalent absorption 

equal in its absorbing effort to I sq ft of a completely 
absorbing surface; Le, one that does not reflect 
sound waves.

sabot. Lightweight carrier in which a subcaliber pro
jectile is cantered to permit firing the projectile in 
the larger caliber weapon. The sabot diameter fills 
the bore of the weapon from which the projectile is 
fired. One type of sabot is discarded a abort dis
tance from the motile and is known as a ‘diacardii* 
sabot.* A sabot is used with a hypervelocity armor
piercing projectile having a tungsten carbide core; 
in this case, the core may be considered as the sub
caliber projectile. See also: hypervalodty armor- 
piercing; hypervalecMy armor-pieretag discarding 
sabot.

sabotage. Action by enemy agents or aympathiaera 
with intent to atop or otherwise hinder a nation’s 
war effort or to interfere with or obstruct the de
fense of a nation.

sabotage bomb. See: bomb, sabotage.
SAC (Mr). ‘Strategic Air Command.'
Sack’s theory. An alternate theory to Kfakwood- 

Briakley*a theory, embodying scaling laws by which 
the effect of blast at high altitudes may be inferred 
from the results at ground level.

SAE (Mr). ‘Society of Automotive Engineers.*
SAB horaapewer formula. Standard (Society of Auto

motive Engineers) formula for computing horsepower 
of gasoline engines, as follows:

. D* x N 
**= 13“.

based on 1JN0 foot per minute piston speed. D is 
the cylinder bore in inches, N the number of cylin
ders, aad 2J a constant

SAB standard eagtas tor* codes. Detailed codes con
tained in the SAE Handlxtk, published by the Socie
ty of Automotive Engineers, Inc., with accompanying 
standard log shoots aad data forms, which describe 
the routine practices generally followed in de
termining ths operating characteristics of angines 
and which form a guide for engine testtag.

SAB standard threads. Society of Automotive Engi
neers Standard system of screw threads. The thread 
form aad pitch scrim are ths seam as far the 
Aaserkan Standard system, except the extra fine 
(EF) aad special pitch (SP) scrim, which are 
special for the SAE system.

SAB vicescity. A nuasber used by the Society of Auto
motive Engineers to designate the viscosity of a 
fabricant, as ta JP MB or 39 SAB.

An SAE viscosity number is approximately one- 
half th Saybolt number for an oil having the same 
viscosity. Set Saybolt vfoeocity.

SAB (Mr). ‘Secretary of the Air Force.*
safe. Ordueurr. So constituted and set as not to 

detonate or function accidentally; in a safe con
dition.

safe eaateats destroyer. See: CRYPTOGRAPHIC 
EQUIPMENT DESTROYER, IM CBN DIABT;
FILB DESTBOTER, INCENDIARY.

aafoty. A locking or cut-off device that prevents a 
weapon or missile from being fired accidentally.

SAFETY AND ARMING DEVICE-FUZE, GUIDED 
MISSILE. An item consisting of a SAFETY AND 
ARMING DEVICE, GUIDED MISSILE and a fuse, 
specifically designed to provide the safety and 
arming functions for a guided missile and/or fus
ing of the missile in the event of malfunction of 
the safety and arming mechanism.*

SAFETY AND ASHING DEVICE, GUIDED MIS
SILE. A mechanism which prevents or allows the 
warhead train of explosives to operate.*

SAFETY AND ABMING DEVICE, GUIDED MIS
SILE, TRAINING. An item identical in configura
tion to a SAFETY AND ARMING DEVICE, GUID
ED MISSILE. It is designed for use in training 
procedures associated with assembly and/or disas
sembly of a weapon.*

aafoty angle. See: angle ef aafoty.
safety boR. Strong belt that is used in aircraft, tanks, 

or other vehicles to prevent the wearer from being 
thrown from his seat daring swift maneuvering or 
mishap.

safety block. A block whirh, in the safe position, pre
vents functioning of the fuse, by limiting the motion 
of the PIN, FIRING.

SAFBTT CAN. A cylindrical metal container intended 
for temporary storage or handling of flammable 
liquids such as gasoline, naphtha, bensine inside of 
building* that are not provided with special storage 
rooms of proper construction, and for transport of 
such liquids for filling and supply purposes within 
local outside areas (excludes bench type safety 
cans).*

SAFETY CLIP, ANTIPERSONNEL MINE. An item 
specifically designed to prevent pressure being 
applied to the upper portion of a pressure actuated 
antipersonnel mine.*

SAFETY CLIP ASSEMBLY, ANTIPERSONNEL 
MINE. A metallic device usually consisting of one 
or more spring clips or slides designed to render 
the mine safe to handle until ready for use.*

safety device. See: safety.
safety exemption. A written authorisation by the 

Chief of Ordnance which specifically permits devia
tion from a mandatory regulation of the Ordnance 
Safety Manual ORDM 7-2M. Cf: aafoty waiver.
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szfety factor. 1. Increase in range or elevation that 
must be set on a gun so that friendly troops, over 
whose heads fire is to be delivered, will not be 
endangered. I Overload factor in design to insure 
safe operation. 3. See: factor of safety.

safety fork. Metal clip that fits over the collar of the 
fuze in a land mine and prevents the mine from 
being set off accidentally. Its function is the same 
as that of a safety pin I f SAFETY CLIP, ANTI 
PERSONNEL MINE; safety pin; safety wire.

safety fuse. See: FUSE, BLASTING, TIME.
safety glass, laminated. See: GLASS, LAMINATED, 

FLAT
safety groove. A groove incorporated in an item or 

component of ammunition, so that any failure will 
occur at a selected location and will be of a less 
hazardous nature than might otherwise result from 
a failure.

safety lever. 1. A metal piece forming part of a 
grenade fuze t at is restrained by the thrower's hand 
or by the projection adapter after the safety pin is 
removed. Upon throwing or projection, the lever 
is discarded at.f the fuze train is initiated by the 
action of the released fuze firing pin. 2. Lever that 
sets the safety mechanism on certain types of auto
matic wcii »>ns. Cf: safety pin.

safety lock. Locking device that prevents a weapon 
from being fired accidentally.

safety, margin of. See: margin of safety.
safety pin. A device designed to fit the mechanism 

of a fuze and to remain with it throughout trans
portation. Presence of the safety device prevents 
arming or functioning of the fuze, and the device 
is intended to be removed by the user just prior to 
employment. Cf: safety fork; safety wire.

safety shoes. See: SHOE, SAFETY.
salety stake. Our of the stakes set in the ground 

to mark the right or left limit of safe hie of a 
weapon

safety waiver. 1. A written authorization by the 
Chief of Ordnance which specifically* permits dela
tion from a mandatory regulation of the Ordnance 
Safety Manual for a limited time pending correction 
of a condition. 2. A written authorization hi an 
installation commander permitting deviation from 
an advisory provision of the Ordnance Safety Man
ual OKDM 7-224 for a specific period ol time ( I 
safety exemption.

safety wire. Wire set into the hody of a fuze to lock 
all movable parts into safe positions so that the fuze 
will not be set off accidentally. It is pulled out just 
before firing. In some cases it is called ‘safety pin.' 
Cf: safety fork; safety pin.

SAGE. Abbreviation and usual terminology for Semi
automatic Ground Environment, which see.

rsl (abbr). ‘Saluting.’
sally port Large gate or passage in a fortified place, 
saluting gun. Cannon used for firing salutes.
salvo. 1. A simultaneous, or nearly simultaneous, dis

charge of shots from two or more closely placed 
guns or launchers against the same target. 2. a. 
The release of several bombs or rocket missiles 
simultaneously, or in close train, from one or more 
aircraft at a single target, b. The manner of such 

release, as in ‘he released his bombs, in salvo.* 1. 
The aggregate of shots, ' ombs, or rockets so dis
charged or released.

salvo bombing. Method of bombing in which the re
lease mechanisms are operated to drop all bombs 
carried simultaneously.

salvo fire. That method of fire in which weapons are 
discharged one after the other, usually at intervals 
of two seconds. Not to be confused with Navy usage, 
wherein salvo is the equivalent of an artillery volley.

SAM (abbr). 'Surface-to-air missile.'
SAME (abbr). "Society of American Military Engi

neers '
SAMPLING AND ANALYZING EIT, CBR AGENTS.

A collection of items for use in sampling and identi
fying toxic chemical warfare agents and toxic 
smokes in the field involving partial qualitative 
analysis; in sampling biological warfare agents and 
radiological warfare agents for further processing 
by appropriate laboratories *

sampling risk. In inspection procedure, the probability, 
under the sampling plan used, ’hat acceptable ma
terial will be rejected or that unsatisfactory material 
will be accepted. See: acceptable quality level and 
operating characteristic curve.

SAP (abbr). 'Stake and platform' (truck).
SAW (abbr). 'Smith and Wesson.’
San Francisco Ordnance District. (SFOD) One of 

the eleven districts into which the Unwed States is 
divided for purposes of industrial mobilization, pro- 
■irement, contract negotiation and . ministration, 

etc., by the Ordnance Corps. Embraces *he counties 
of Monterey, Kings, Tulare, and Inyo, and all counties 
north thereof in the State of California; the State 
of Nevada except the counties of Clark, Lincoln, 
Esmeralda, and Nye; and the States of Oregon, 
Washington, Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming. The 
main office is located in San Francisco, California.

SAP (abbr). Semi-armor-piercing’
sarin. (GB) See CHEMICAL AGENT, ISOPRO

PYL METHYLPHOSPHONOFLUORIDATE.
satellite. Anything that attends another of the same 

kind, as in astronomy, a body that revolves about 
another body, or in space aviation, a man-made 
body caused to revolve about the earth or the sun.

saturation. Specif. The striking of a target area with 
such numbers of missiles that no place in it remains 
untouched by destruction.

saturation bombing. Intense area bombing intended to 
leave no place in a given area free from destructive 
effects.

Saturation bombing inay be achieved by dropping 
many small bombs, or by dropping a medium number 
of large bombs, or by dropping a single massive 
bomb.

Saturn. Name given to a project for a space vehicle 
system with a thrust of 1,500,000 pounds estimated. 
Begun by Army Ordnance but turned over to the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA).

Savanna Ordnanea Depot Ordnance Corps field in
stallation, located at Savanna, Illinois.
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SayMt number. A number that designate* viscosity 

of a labricaut, a* in 60 Saybolt or 100 SayMt. See: 
SAX riatssity; SayMt viscosity.

SayMt viscosity. Viscosity a* determined by the num
ber of seconds required for an oi) heated to I30*F 
for lighter oils, and 210* F for heavier oil* to So* 
through a standard orifice and fill a 40 cc Saak. 
See: SayMt nnmbsr. See alao: COMPARATOR, 
VISCOSITY, OIL; VISCOSIMBTBR, WRIGHT 
BALANCB.

SB (abbr). ‘Supply Bulletin.’
SC (abbr). 1. ’Shaped charge.' X ’Subcaliber.* 
scabbard. A sheath with an open top. It is usually 

made of leather or canvas and is designed to 
protect edged weapons, rifles, carbines, and sub
machine guns from elements and rough usage.* 
Several example* of official designations of scab
bards arc listed hereunder with item dam* in each 
case.

SCABBARD, BAYONBT.
SCABBARD, BAYONBT-KN1PB.
SCABBAKD, CARBIN B. 
SCABBABD, XIFLB. 
SCABBAKD, 8UBMACHINB GUN. 
SCABBAKD, SWORD.

scabbing. Breaking off of fragments in ihe inside of 
a wall of hard material due to the impact or ex
plosion of a projectile on the outside. See: spall 
and spalling, preferred terms.

scalar quantity. Any quantity that can be described 
by magnitude alone, such as temperature. Cf: 
vector quantity.

scale. A device designed to weigh, count or compute 
(or a combination thereof) through an element which 
indicates the state of equilibrium between two op
posing forces.*

SCALB, DIOPTBR. A graduated scale, usually cylin
drical in shape, attached to, or forming a part of, 
the focusing nut or knob of the eyepiece of an 
optiral instrument. It is read in conjunction with a 
line or dart indicator to measure the change in 
refracting power of the eyepiece, in diopters, and 
introduces correction to compensate for the eyesight 
variation of the observer. It may have a knurled 
periphery and/or teeth on th* inside diameter.*

scale effect. An effect in fluid flow that results from 
changing the sc»Je, but not the shape, oi' a body 
around which the flow passes. This effect is relevant 
to wind-tunnel experiments. Sec: Rsyaolds a umber.

SCALB, GRAPHICAL FIRING. A device designed 
in the form of a slide rule, having one or more 
scales of varying ranges, on either surface, and a 
plastic cursor with a matte to receive pencil mark
ings of range correction. It is used with various 
types of ground and sky-sweeper weapons to de
termine quadrant elevation, angle of sight, or drift, 
and to calculate the trajectory of a projectile in 
relation to a target. It may contain scales for yards 
to meters conversion and i»ge points which are used 
in conjunction with the cursor and range scale to 
convert data given in meters to yard*. Scales may 
he in mils for determining high angle fire, time of 
flight, deflection shift, and the like.*

•eatiag la*. A formula which permits the calculation 
of some property for a given article based on data
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obtained from a similar, but different siae, article; 
eg., crater sin, nuclear radiation, etc., for a nuclear 
warhead of any yield from the known vah.es for 
another yield.

■eating wind. Same as ballistic wind, which see.
■cam 1. The process of bringing something under 

systematic search or observation with the intention 
of detecting souse significant object, as in radar or 
in watching out for hostile aircraft either from the 
ground or air; tptcif., radar scan. X The motion 
or the pattern associated with this process, esp. in 
radar. X The extent of this motion or pattern. See: 
eactor scan. 4. To survey the sky or any particular 
airspace by looking successively from one point of 
direction to another. S. Rtdtr. To travr*se nr 
sweep an airspace or region with a succession of 
directed beams en -nating from a radar antenna. A 
Ttlrvirio*. To pa*, over a subject, view, or image 
with successive motions of an electronic beam so 
as to pick up and transmit the image, view, or the 
like by television.

The scans in radar are described by the patterns 
they make, as in circular acan, conical scan, helical 
scan, linsar scan, and spiral acan. See separate 
entries.

scan, axis of. In a scanning system, the axis about 
which information as to the target location is col
lected and with reference to which target displace
ment is measured. ■

scanner. In radar, the mechanism used in scanning 
(see; scan) and in tracking targets during gunfire.

The scanner is the mechanical and electrical struc
ture that rotates or swivels so that it points in suc
cessively different direction*. Incorporated in it is 
the radiator. See ; ANTBNNA.

■canning. Radar. The motion, usually periodic, given 
to the major lobe of an antenna; the process of 
directing the radio-frequency beam successively over 
al) points in a given region of space.

■cauaiag, electrical. A type of scanning which is ac
complished electrically and without motion of the 
antenna.

SCAR (abbr). ’Subcaliber aircraft rocket.'
scavenger system. 1. A device for clearing smoke and 

gises from the chamber and bore alter firing. Also 
known as 'gas ejector system.’ 2. The evacuation 
system in a wind tunnel for disposing of the products 
ot combustion liberated from a burning model in 
the tunnel.

acaveagiag. 1. The sweeping out of engine cylinder, 
by piston movement or a blast of air, of all or rroet 
of the gaseous products of the preceding fuel com
bustion. 3. The sweeping out by a btast of air, 
of the gaseous products resulting from the firing of 
a gun. Provided for in some fixed or turret in
stallations.

schematic diagram A presentation of the e)cment-by- 
element relationship of all parts of a system.

schematic drawing* A line drawing showing the inter
connection of the various circuits within a component, 
using conventional symbols to represent the detail 
parts. .

ecMeeewoUs IX Aluminised hexanite, a high explosive, 
prepared by the Germans during WW II. Also des
ignated as TSMV 1-101. Contains 60 percent TNT,
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24 percent hexitt, and Id percent powdered alununum. 
Hu large blast effect and was used fa loading 
torpedo warhead*.

eehlieroa. 1. Gradient* or variation* in gai density, 
or striae, from the German word. 1 An optical 
system which either cuts off or passe* a large change 
fa light intensity, oaring to the slight refraction of 
the light pawing through gas. This system is often 
used fa wind tunnels, making visible turbulence and 
weak shock waves by directly showing the first de
rivatives of gas density.

Bchaelder ordnance. Ordnance originally manufactured 
at the Schneider work* in France, and used at times 
in French, Russian, American, Japanese, and other 
armies.

Schneider recoil system. A recoil system, of Schneider 
design, employing the hydropneumatic principle with
out a floating piston.

scientific fatelUgonce. That component of strategic 
intelligence which deals with the progress of 
research and development as it affects the economic 
or military potential of nations.

Kfantific rematch. 1. Research in the field of science. 
X Research employing scientific methods or tech
niques.

sctaroacope. [Greek titlerot (hard) + An ap
paratus for measuring hardness of materials, such 
as metals, on the basis of the height of rebound of 
a small plummet dropped vertically by the force 
of gravity onto the surface being measured.

sceleroscape hardneee. (SH) Hardness measured in 
a prescribed manner by a scleroscope. See also: 
Shore scleroscope hardness.

SCOOTBR, MOTOR. A drop frame vehicle having 
two wheels, one behind the other, or, consisting of 
one front and two rear wheels or one rear and two 
front wheels; steered with a handle bar or wheel 
and propelled by a gasoline engine driving through 
sprocket* and chain(s), pulleys and belts or shaft to 
the rear wheels.*

scope. 1. A cathode-ray screen. J. A cathode-ray 
tube. X Short for 'oecllloecope.' 4. Short for ‘tele
scope* or telescopic sight*

Seorpioa. Name given to a full-tracked 90-mm air
transportable self-propelled gun.

moot ear. Lightly armed and armored reconnaissance 
vehicle, either wheel or half-track, without turrets, 
adapted for high-speed operation on hard roads and 
for cross-country missions. Cf: CAR, ARMORED.

SCRAMBLER, AUDIO BIOBAL. An item which 
renders intelligible speech or keyed audio frequency 
signals unintelligible without proper reconversion 
equipment and/or reverses this process.*

Scranton Ordnance Flant Ordnance Corps field in
stallation, located at Scranton, Pennsylvania.

screaming. See: screeching.
scrsechiag. A form of combustion instability, esp. 

in an afterburner, occurring at relatively high fre
quencies and characterised by a harsh, shrill noise. 
Sometimes called srrrwmtey.

screen. 1. General. To ehmiaate undesirable ele
ments from anything- X Sfatif. To eliminate ms- 
desirable fixed echoes or clutter from a radar set 
normally accomplished by sighting the rada a shal-
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low defilade. X Phytict. A part of an instrument or 
piece of apparatus designed to prevent agencies in 
one part from affecting other parts; as, optical, 
electric, and magnetic tcreeiu.

screening elevation. The elevation angle from a radar 
antenna to the crest that screens the radar.

screening smoke. A smoke cloud produced by chemical 
agents or smoke generators. Used to conceal friend
ly troops and/or to deny observation by enemy troops. 
See also: smoko blanket; smoke screen.

BD (Mr). ‘Self-destroying; self-destruction.'
B/D (abbr). ‘Secretary of Defense.*
edrag (abbr). ‘Sound ranging.’
seacoast artillery. Class of artillery formerly used for 

seacoast defense. Consisted of fried guns, howitaers, 
and mortars defending the harbors and manned by 
the former Coast Artillery Corps. As a class of 
artillery the term is now obsolete.

sea level. l.The level at the surface of the sea; tfetif.. 
mean sea level adopted as a standard for measuring 
height or altitudes. X The standard datum plane 
from which altitudes are computed by means of 
differences in atmospheric ».assures.

sea mine. See: MIBB, UNDERWATER.
BEAR. 1. An item so designed as to retain the firing 

mechanism of a gun in the cocked position* X A 
variety of lockwork in the firing mechanism of a 
propellant actuated device which prevents motion'of 
the firing pin until released.

search. 1. In radar scanning, the action of looking for 
an object of interest, i. To distribute gunfire over 
an area in depth by successive changes in gun 
elevation.

marehfag control. Mechanism that changes the asimuth 
and elevation settings on a searchlight automatically 
and constantly, so that its beam is swept back and 
forth within certain limits.

searchlighting. Projecting the radar beam continuously 
at an object instead of scanning.

BBARCHLIOHT BBT. A grouping of items consist
ing of one or more SEARCHLIGHT and one or 
more major component* required to operate a com
plete searchlight system. May include accessories 
and/or operating spares.*

sea return. Indication on a radar indicator caused by 
radio waves being reflected back by the surface of 
the sea. See: radar elutter.

season cracking. An occurrence in brass cartridge 
cases and other brass parts in which cracking occurs 
because of res.uual internal strains from the manu
facturing operation*. Prevented by a short time an
neal, which removes the residual strains without 
affecting the hardness.

aeat 1. Support or holder for a mechanism, or for 
a part of one. X To fit correctly in or oa a holder, 
or prepared position; as, to seat a fuse fa a bomb, 
a projectile In the bore of a gun, or a cartridge in 
a chamber.

SEAT, AIRCRAFT EJECTION. A seat designed to 
be ejected through an aircraft canopy or hatch 
opening, by means of some form of aa explosive.*

■eating. Sjtttil. Distance to which a projectile is 
rammed into the bore of a cannon, usually measured
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from the base of the projectile to the rear face of 
the breech.

aee (abbr). 'Second(s).’
secant ogive. See: ogive, oocaat. .
Sec Na v (abbr). ‘Secretary of the Navy.'
secondary amuuiL Sec: secondary weapon.
secondary blast iajariea. Those injuries sustained 

from the indirect effects, such as falling rubble from 
a collapsed building or missiles (debris or objects) 
which have been picked up by the winds generated 
and hurled against an individual. Also includes 
injuries resulting from individuals being hurled 
against stationary objects. Cf: primary blast in
juries.

secondary bomb damage. Nonphysical bomb damage. 
See: bomb damage (sense 3).

secondary fragment. See : fragment, secondary.
aecondary Ugh explosive. A high explosive which is 

relatively insensitive to heat and shock and is usual
ly initiated by a primary high explosive. It requires 
a relatively long distance and time to build up from 
a deflagration to detonation and will not propagate 
in extremely small diameter columns. Secondary 
high explosives are used for boosters and bursting 
charges. Sometimes called ‘noninitiating high ex
plosives.' (Notf. The use of the terms 'secondary 
high explosive’ and 'noninitiating high explosive' 
is not accepted by all authorities.) Cf: primary 
high explosive.

secondary item. Any item, including end items, com
ponents, and spare parts, which has not been classi
fied as a principal item (which see).

secondary station. 1. Observation post at the end of 
a base line farthest from the gun or directing point.
3. Any station in a radio net other than the net con
trol station.

secondary target, (stgt) Target against which fire is 
directed when the main fire mission has been ac
complished, or when it has become impossible or 
impracticable for the gun or battery to carry out the 
main fire mission.

secondary weapon. Supporting or auxiliary weapon 
of a unit, vehicle, position, or aircraft It is gen
erally a gun of smaller caliber than the primary 
weapon and its purpose is to protect or supplement 
the fire of the primary weapon.

second-channel interference. Interference (which sec), 
in which the extraneous power originates from a 
signal of assigned (authorised) type in a channel 
two channels removed from the desired channel.

second echelon maintenance. See: maintenance.
second echelon supply. See: supply.
secret. See: defense classification.
secret weapon. A weapon closely guarded or kept 

under concealment so as to be used with advantage 
before countermeasures can be taken against it

sector. A clearly defined area or air space designated 
for a particular purpose.

Examples would include: a. A distinct part of a 
front held by a given force, b. A defined area in 
a coastal frontier defense: the organisation re
sponsible for ifta defense, c. A defined air space'ta 
which a given force is responsible for its air de-

Selective Stockage Pfaui
fense. d. A defined part of the enemy's back or rear 
area, used in assigning air attack missions, e. A 
segment of air space extending cone-like from a 
radar scanner.

sector gear. 1. A toothfd device resembling a portion 
of a gear wheel containing the center bearing and 
a part of the rim with its teeth. 3. A gear having 
such a device as its chief essential feature.

sector scan. A radar scan through a limited angle, 
either in azimuth or depth, as distinguished from a 
scan that fully rotates. Hence, it dor icanning.

security classification. See: define* claaaificatioa.
security clearance. A clearance given a person per

mitting him access to classified material, equipment, 
or information up to and including a given classifica
tion, provided he can establish a need-to-know. For 
classifications see: defense classification.

security cognisance. The responsibility for the imple
mentation of the Department of Defense Industrial 
Security Program for an individual facility which 
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower and 
Personnel) has assigned to one military department 
for that purpose.

security control officer. An officer, warrant officer, or 
responsible civilian official appointed in each com
mand or agency to exercise staff supervision over 
the safeguarding of defense information.

security courier service. A courier service authorized 
and able to handle and transport classified informa
tion and material.

sedan, automobile. See: AUTOMOBILE, SEDAN.

seek. To go toward a target or other object in reac
tion to some influence such as heat, light, or sound 
emitted by the target or object. See: seeker; target 
seeking.

seeker. Any moving object that seeks its direction 
through a device attracted to light, heat, radio 
wave*, sound, or the like, esp. a missile that finds its 
target by means of the light, heat, or the like emitted 
by the target; the device used in such an object. 
See: hast seeker; homing; homing device; target 
seeker.

seen fir*. Fire which is continuously aimed at the 
future position of an aircraft, the aim being derived 
from visual observation. Cf: uneeen fire.

segment. Elrctramc comfaitrt. To divide a routine 
in parts each consisting of an integral number of 
subroutines, each part capable of being completely 
stored in the internal storage and containing the 
necessary instruction* to jump to other segment*; 
in a routine too long to fit into internal storage, a 
part short enough to be stored entirely in the in
ternal storage and containing the coding necessary 
to call in and jump automatically to other segments. 
Routines which exceed internal storage capacity may 
be automatically divided fate segirents by a compiler.

selected mine. See: mine, eeloctsd.
selective delay fuse. See: fuse, selective delay.
Selective Stockage Plan. A basic element of the Army 

Field Stock Control System (which see). A plan for 
selecting and stocking fast moving item* forward 
and slower moving items to the rear.
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selectivity 268 Semiautomatic Ground Environment
selectivity. Receivers. That character which de

termines the extent to which the receiver is capable 
of differentiating between the desired signal and 
disturbances of other frequencies.

selector. Electronic computers. A device which in
terrogates a condition and initiates a particular 
operation according to the interrogation report.

SELECTOR, LAUNCHER CONTROL. An item spe
cifically designed to monitor and control a guided 
missile launching area. Includes communication 
circuits and readiness to fire information from two 
or more individual missile launching panels. Ex
cludes PANEL, FIRING, GUIDED MISSILE*

SELECTOR, MEMORY ADDRESS, COMPUTER. 
A coinpunent of an electronic data processing equip
ment containing circuitry that provides electrical 
pulses for inserting and removing information stored 
in a core memory matrix.*

self-chambering. Ability of a weapon to chamber car
tridges without manual aid.

self-contained base-lias system. System of target lo
cation whereby the target is located in azimuth and 
range using a self-contained range finder.

self-contained range finder. Instrument used for meas
uring range by direct observation, without using a 
base line. The two types are the coincidence range 
finder and the stereoscopic range finder.

self-destroying. (SD) Indicates, in connection w.:;h 
a fuze or a tracer, that the missile (projectile, rocket, 
or missile) with which it is used will be destroyed 
(functioned) in flight prior to ground impact in case 
the target is missed See also: self-destruction.

self-destroying fuze. See: fuse, self-destroying. See 
also: self-destruction.

SELF-DESTRUCT CHARGE, GUIDED MISSILE. 
An explosi s element which operates in conjunction 
with that part of the missile which, of itself or by 
command, senses a catastrophic flight malfunction 
and destroys the missile.*

self-destruction. (SD) A term descriptive of an event 
which occurs from fuze or tracer action without out
side stimulus, when provided for in the design, by 
which the fuze (or tracer) effects projectile or mis
sile destruction, after flight to a range greater than 
that of the target. Self-destruction (also called 
'self-destroying') items are employed in several 
types of antiaircraft ammunition where impact of 
unexploded projectiles or missiles would occur in 
friendly areas. See also: fuse, self-destroying; shell 
destroying tracer.

self-destruction equipment. Equipment that may be 
destroyed by a self-contained explosive.

Detonation of the explosive may be by a time
delay mechanism, by radio command, hy automatic 
trip mechanism, or by other device. Secret equip
ment exposed to the danger of capture may be rigged 
with a self-destruction device.

self-energising. Term applied to a mechanical unit 
which has the ability to utilise itself to increase 
effectiveness; for example, the rotation of a brake 
drum to increase braking effectiveness.

self-hooping. Term sometimes used to describe the 
effect on a gun tube of manufacture hy radial si- 
pensiv, which sec. The effect is similar to that 

produced by a hoop which is shrunk over the tube 
in 'built up’ guns.

self-inatructed carry. Electronic computers. A sys
tem of executing the carry process in which informa
tion is allowed to propagate to succeeding places s.s 
soon as it is generated and without receipt of a 
specific signal. See also: carry and separately in
structed carry.

self-loader. A self-loading firearm or gun.
self-loading. Of a firearm or gun: That utilizes either 

the explosive gases or recoil to extract the empty 
case and chamber the next round.

Self-loading firearms or guns include both semi
automatic and full-automatic types.

self-propelled. 1. Of a gun: Mounted on a vehicle 
that has its own motive power. 2. Of a missile: 
That is propelled by fuel carried by the missile 
itself, as tn the case of a rocket. 3. Of a military 
unit: Having self-propelled guns. 4. Of a vehicle: 
Given motion by means of a self-contained motor.

eelf-propelled antiaircraft artillery gun. Sec: GUN, 
ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY, SELF-PRO

PELLED.
self-propelled antitank gun. Sec GUN, ANTITANK, 

SELF-PROPELLED.
self-propelled artillery. Artillery weapons permanent

ly installed on vehicles which provide motive power 
for the piece. These weapons are fired from the 
vehicle.

self-propelled field artillery gun. See GUN, FIELD 
ARTILLERY, SELF-PROPELLED.

self-propelled heavy howitzer. See HOWITZER,
HEAVY, SELF-PROPELLED.

se'f-propelled light howitzer. See HOWITZER,
LIGHT, SELF-PROPELLED.

self-propelled medium howitzer. See HOWITZER,
MEDIUM, SELF-PROPELLED.

self-propelled mount. (SPM) See: mount, self-pro
pelled.

self-sealing. Of a fuel tank : Lined with a substance 
that closes immediately over any small rupture in 
the tank, such as a bi llet bole.

Selsyn. |A General Electric name, coined from seli- 
rynchronous ] A term applied either to a synchro 
generator or a synchro motor, designed for dif
ferent purposes, as for synchronizing gunfire with 
a radar <.cann<r Sn synchro; SYNCHRO, RE
CEIVER.

semiapical angle. See : apical angle.
semi-armor-piercing bomb. (SAP bomb) See: BOMB, 

SEMI-ARMOR-PIERCING.
semiautomatic. Of a fir-arm or gun: Utilizing part 

of the force of an exploding cartridge to extract the 
empty case and chamber the next round, but re
quiring a separate pull on the trigger to fire each 
round. Hence, semiautomatic rifle; semiautomatic 
pistol; semiautomatic weapon; semiautomatic fire; 
etc. See: antomatic.

Semiautomatic Ground Environment (SAGE) A de
fense system providing instantaneous information 
needed for control of missiles and aircraft used to 

. wage air battles. Best known by its abbreviation, 
pronounced as a word.



semiautomAtic supply 269 sensitivity, rifle bullet impact
semiautomatic supply. ■ System by which certain 

specified item* ot aupplie* needed by units, activities, 
or forces are shipped by the agencies responsible for 
supply on the basis of periodic reports of the status 
of stocks on hand and en route to the using agency. 
Al! other supplies are furnished on the basis of 
requisitions initiated by the using agency. See: 
automatic supply.

semiconductor device. An electron device in which the 
characteristic distinguishing electronic conduction 
takes place within a semiconductor which is an elec
tronic conductor with resistivity in the range be
tween metals and insulators and in which the elec- 
t.ical charge carrier concentration increases with 
increasing temperature over part of its temperature 
range. The semiconductor utilizes two types of 
carriers ..amely negat've electrons and positive holes.* 
See TRANSISTOR.

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE, DIODE. A two-elec- 
trode semiconductor device containing germanium 
or silicon, and having an asymmetrical voltage-cur
rent characteristic. Excludes SEMICONDUCTOR 
DEVICE, PHOTO. For items containing material 
such as selenium and copper oxide, see: RECTI
FIER, METALLIC.*

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE SET. A grouping of 
two or more individual semiconductor devices, such 
as transistors, diodes, and photo semiconductor de
vices. Includes matched pairs. For interconnected 
items, see : RECTIFIER, SEMICONDUCTOR DE
VICE.*

semidiese! engine. An internal combustion engine of 
a type resembling the diesel engine in using heavy 
oil as fuel but employing a lower compression pres
sure and spraying it under pressure, against a hot 
(uncooled/ surface or spot, or igniting it by the 
precomhustion or supercompression of a portion of 
the charge in a separate member or uncooled portion 
of the combustion chamber.

semifixed ammunition. Ammunition in which the car
tridge case is not permanently fixed to the projectile, 
so that the sone charge (which see) within the car
tridge case can be adjusted to obtain the desired 
range; loaded into the weapon as a unit. Cf: fixed 
ammunition; separate loading ammunition; separated 
ammunition.

semifluid lubricant See : LUBRICATING OIL, SEMI
FLUID.

aemimobile artillery. Artillery weapons designed for 
movement but which require partial disassembly to 
place in firing position. Wheels or other suspension 
devices are removed from the mount to permit its 
resting on the ground. Examples: 90-mm and 120- 
mm antiaircraft weapons, 8-inch gun, 240-mm howit
zers.

SEMITRACTOR, WHEELED. A two-wheeled, self- 
propelled vehicle primarily designed for high speed 
towing of heavy duty equipment, such as scrapers, 
dump trailers, cranes, and the like.*

aamitrailer. A nonpowered vehicle, having integral 
wheels at the rear only, designed to carry materials, 
supplies or equipment and to be towed by a self- 
propelled motor vehicle and partially supported, when 
in motion, by the towing vehicle or by a dolly and 
couples with a FIFTH WHEEL ASSEMBLY. It 

may include a DOLLY, TRAILER CONVERTER. 
Excludes trailer.*

SEMITRAILER, GUIDED MISSILE BODY SEC
TION. A specifically designed van ty ;»e semitrailer 
equipped with shock absorbing cradles, hold-down 
devices, and integral jacl.s for transporting a guided 
missile body section*

SEMITRAILER, GUIDED MISSILE LAUNCHING 
EQUIPMENT. A semi railer specifically designed 
for transporting a plattorm launcher cn the rar 
section, with a van type body installed cn ‘he front 
sec’ion. It is equipped with storage racks ior trans
porting various items of launching equipment. When 
equipped, it will provide a mobile source of electri
cal power, battery servicing facilities, and may 
contain facilities for installing high pressure air 
tanks for use in the preparation of a missile for test 
and/or tactical application.*

SEMITRAILER, LOW BED. A semitrailer with a 
front gooseneck (with or without a deck) designed 
to provide low loading height for transporting heavy 
and/or bulky objects. Excludes SEMITRAILER, 
TANK TRANSPORTER.*

SEMITRAILER, TANK. A semitrailer with a tank 
body designed for transporting water, gasoline, oil 
or other liquid. May include facilities for dispensing. 
Excludes items with integral spray attachments.*

SEMITRAILER, TANK TRANSPORTER. A semi
trailer primarily designed to transport tracked com
bat vehicles. Excludes SEMITRAILER, LOW BED 
and commercial automobile transport semitrailers.*

SEMITRAILER-TRUCK TRACTOR, TANK. An 
item consisting of a SEMITRAILER, TANK at
tached to a TRUCK TRACTOR on which is mounted 
a power operated pumping unit.*

Semple plunger. A centrifugal plunger, named for 
the inventor. This plunger operates to maintain a 
fuze in a safe condition until centrifugal force un
locks and moves the PIN, FIRING into the armed 
position.

Seneca Ordnance Depot Ordnance Corps field instal
lation, located at Romulus, New York.

aenae. 1. Electronic computer}. To examine, particu
larly relative to a criterion; io determine the present 
arrangement of some element of hardware, especially 
a manually-set switch; to read holes punched in 
paper. 2. Gunnery. To determine the sensing (which

■see).
sensing. The direction of a point of buret or impact, 

or centers of burst or impact with respect to the 
target; such as over, short, air or graze.

SENSING ELEMENT, PROXIMITY FUZE. An 
item consisting of an electronic sensing element 
which initiates the action of a FUZE, PROXIMITY.* 

aenaitivity. The characteristic ot an explosive com
ponent which expresses its susceptibility to initiation 
by externally applied energy.

sensitivity, rifis billet impact A measure of sensi
tivity of an explosive, determined by firing a cali
ber .30 bullet (standard ball ammunition) under 
standard conditions through a charge of test ex
plosive loaded in a short pipe nipgle closed at both 
ends by pipe caps. The results of a aeries of tests 
are compared with those for an accepted explosive.

■ -"LlOJl-U.,. ,
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separated ammuaition
separated ammeaitfoa. Separated ammunition is char

acterized by the arrangement of the propelling charge 
and the projectile for loading into the gun. The 
propelling charge, contained in a primed cartridge 
cate that it staled with a doling plug, and the pro
jectile, are loaded into the gun in one operation. 
Separated ammunition it used when the ammunition 
is too large to handle as fixed ammunition. Cf:

Ittlitg uutvaUiM.
eeparate loading ammaattioa. Ammunition in which 

the projectile, propellant charge (bag loaded), and 
primer are handled and loaded separately into the 
gun. No cartridge case is utilised 'a this type of 
aaununition. Cf: fixed ammunition; semifixed am- 
ataaftfoa; separated ammuitfon.

separately instructed eany. £/rrironfc computers. A 
system of executing the carry process in which carry 
information is allowed to propagate to succeeding 
places only on receipt of a specific signal. See also: 
eelf-iaatracted carry, and carry.

separation. 1. The phenomenon in which the boundary 
layer of the flow over a body placed in a moving 
stream of fluid separates from the surface of the 
body. 2. In multistage missiles, the time or place 
at which a burnt-out stage is discarded and the re
maining missile continues on its way.

separation point /dcrodyuMwcs. The point at which 
the separation of the boundary layer begins. See: 
eeparatioa (sense 1).

sequential operation. Propellant actuated dev>cec. 
Functioning involving the programmed triggering of 
more than one device according to a predetermined 
schedule.

Sergeant. Army surface-to-surface ballistic missile, 
using solid propellant. Heavier with somewhat 
longer range than the Corporal. Has nuclear and 
nonnuclear capabilities.

sergeant missile system ground support equipment 
hoistin( adapter. See: ADAPT KR, HOISTING, 
GUIDID MI88ILK GROUND SUPPORT KQUIP- 
MKNT.

aerial arithmetic wait £lrcfromr computers. One in 
which the digits of a number are operated on 
sequentially. See also: parallel arithasetie unit

aerial transmission. Electronic contpniert. A system 
of information transmission in which the characters 
of a work are transmitted in sequence over a single 
line, as contrasted to parallel transmission.

aeries elements. Network topology. i. Two-terminal 
elements are connected in series when they form 
a path between two nodes of a network such that 
only elements of this path, and no other elements, 
terminate at intermediate nodes along the path. 2. 
Two-terminal elements are connected In series when 
any mesh including one must include the others.

service ammunition Ammunition intended for combat, 
rather than for training purposes.

service beard. Organisation established by the chief 
of each technical service to service-test items of ma
terial, ag^ Ordnanso Beard (which see).

service bomb. See: bomb, service.

servicing platform, truck mounted
SERVICE KIT, GA8 BOMB. A c oik cion of spare 

parts, accessories and tools contains', in a wooden 
chest It is intended to provide equipment for 
making repairs, testing for gas pressure within the 
bomb body and the detection of and sealing against 
gas leakage.*

mrvies marklag. Symbols, numerals or letters that 
are painted, stenciled or stamped on supplies or 
ammunition to give information needed for proper 
handling, storage and use.

mrvies of the place. Operation and maintenance of a 
gun or other equipment by its crew.

mrvies practlos. Part of the training program for 
troop units, consisting primarily of practical prob
lems in the preparation, execution and conduct of 
fire with service or target practice ammunition.

service project A research and development activity 
initiated because cf an indicated need for developing 
methods, techniques and apparatus for research, de
velopment, or testi-ig; for development leading to 
desirable modifications of adopted materiel, or tor 
development of improved components of .end items; 
and for other purposes which are of interest only 
io the developing agency in which they originate. 
Does not normally require technical committee ac
tion (which sec).

service test See; user teat
service test typo. See: typo classification.
mrvies velocity, fhe muzzle velocity established as 

the velocity to be attained by a projectile of standard 
weight, under standard conditions of temperature, 
when fired from a new gun of the designated type. 
The range tables are computed on the basis of this 
velocity.

SKRVICING PLATFORM, SELF-PROPELLED. A 
self-propelled item designed to provide a safe work
ing platform for overhead inspection, maintenance, 
repair, or construction operation. A small floored 
area (working platform) is mounted on articulated 
booms which may be rotated in any horizontal plane 
within the limits of the supporting equipment. The 
booms are cable and/or hydraulically operated and 
are controlled by mechanism located within the plat
form and/or on the vehicle. It is designed for serv
icing items above and/or below ground level.*

SERVICING PLATFORM, TRACTOR MOUNTED. 
A tractor mounted item designed to provide a safe 
working platform for overhead inspection, main
tenance, repair, or construction operations. A small 
floored area (working platform) is mounted on ar
ticulated booms which may be rotated in any hori
zontal plane within the limits of the supporting 
equipment. The booms are cable and/or hydraulical
ly operated and art controlled by mechanism located 
within the platform and/or on the vehicle. It is 
designed for servicing items above and/or below 
the ground level.*

SERVICING PLATFORM, TRUCK MOUNTKD. A 
truck mounted item designed to provide a safe work
ing platform for overhead inspection, maintenance, 
repair, or construction operations. A small floored 
area (working platform) is mounted on articulated 
booms which may he rotated in any horizontal plane
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within the limit* of the supporting equipment. The 
boom* are cable aad/or hydraulically operated and 
arc cosrtrolted by nscchanism located within the 
platform and/or on the vehicle, it i» designed for 
servicing item* above and/or below ground level

SPRAYING UNIT, CLEANING-DE1C 
ING-DECONT AMINATING FLUID, TRUCK 
MOUNTED; TRUCK, MAINTENANCE with plat
form lift.*

ssrvx Short far ‘servoasotor,’ ‘servomechanism,’ x 
the like.

serveanspiiaer. An aaadifier fa a servosystem. 
eervoeeutsoL L Control of anything through us* of 

a servomechanism. X The servomechanism that pro
vides this control; speci/., on an airplane, an aux
iliary control surface that by mechanical or aerody
namic relay take* over part ot the load fa operating 
a larger control surface.

SBRVOCYLINDBR, HYDRAULIC, GU’DED MIS- 
EILE. A hydraulic device designed to actuate air
frame control surface* on a guided missile.*

SERYOCYLINDER. PNEUMATIC, GUIDBD MIS- 
8ILB. A pneumatic device designed to actuate air
frame control surface* on a guided missite.* 

serrodyne. A power unit used fa a servosystem, 
servo gain. State of responsiveness of a servosystem 

to a voltage change.
servsUak. A power amplifier, usually mechanical, 

by which signals at a low power level are made to 
operate control surfaces requiring relatively large 
pourer inputs, eg-, a relay and motor-driven actuator.

mrvsmeehantem. An integral, electro-mechanical de
vice, which, upon receiving signals, transmits me
chanical energy to effect change* or corrections in 
position, direction, speed, power output, and the like, 
of operating equipment, such a* a mounted gun, an 
automatic pilot system, and the like. It usually con
sists of a synchro generator, a control transformer, 
amplifying device, a servomotor, and/or any other 
devices required to perform its automatic functions.*

A servomechanism may, in one instance, be a sim
ple relay in which, for example, a control lever it 
connected with a flying tab, which is the device that 
help* move the control surface into a desired position. 
Or it may be a mechanism in which an auxiliary 
motor provide* the power for keeping something in 
correct position, reacting to anything that serves to 
trigger the mechanism, such a* a photoelectric cell, 
a meter, a particular voltage, etc. Tlx mechanism 
that aims a gun on a ship, reacting to roll, pitch, 
and yaw is a kind of servomechanism.

8BRT0MBCHANIBM, ELEVATION, RANGE 
FINDER. A servomechanism which receive* a 
signal composed <d gun elevation data minus super- 
etevatiox and mechanically position* a RANGE 
FINDER, FIRE CONTROL, to the proper elevation 
angle*

■srvesnoter. A motor that supplies power far moving 
s^ssrvomechsaism ar a component ef a serro-

■eevospotens. The system fa which a eervomechasdsm 
worha.

For example, a coerce of power output that io 
cosnroUed by a servomecheaiem may have souse of 
its power output used to casne a reactor, M«h aa a 

thermostat, to react so as to trigger asetfao fa a 
servomotor, which fa turn drives the servosnreha- 
nism. The whole constitute* a serraeysMsx

set. A unit or unit* and necessary assemblies, sub
assemblies and part* connected or associated together 
to perform an operational function.

setback. 1. The relative rearward movement of com
ponent parts fa a projectile, missile or fuse usMer- 
going forward acceleration durfag its taumefafag. 
These movements, and the setback farce which causes 
them, are used to prosnote events which participate 
fa the arming and eventual functioning of th* hue. 
X Short for ‘setback force. ’ See also: setback fares; 
ast forward.

setback force. The rearward force of inertia which is 
crested by the forward acceleration of a projectile or 
missile during its launching phase. The farces are 
directly proportional to the acceleration and mass 
of the parts being accelerated. See also: setback.

set forward. 1. Relative forward movement of com
ponent parts which occurs fa a projectile, missile or 
bomb in flight when impact occurs. Th* effect is due 
to inertia and is opposite in direction to ‘setback.’ 
X Short for ‘set forward force.’ See also: setback; 
set forward forex

mt forward forex The forward force of inertia which 
is created by the deceleration of a projectile, miesil* 
or bomb when impact occur*. The forces are di
rectly proportional to the deceleration and mas* of 
the part* being decelerated. 'Abo called ’fatpact 
force.’ See also: ast forward.

sst forward petal A point on the expected course of 
the target at which it is predicted the target will 
arrive at the end of the ttase ef flight

sat forward rater. A device for determining the set 
forward point of a target

setting ring. Part of a mechanical fuse setter that 
takes hold of a fixed ring on the fuse of a projectile. 
It then rotate* the entire projectile except a samll 
ring, or setting element, fa the fust This setting 
element it kept from turning by the adjusting ring 
in the fuse setter just long enough to malm the de
sired change in the setting of ths fnax

settling ronadx Round* fired at varying angles ot 
elevation to seat the spade and bam plate ot a gun 
mount firmly in the ground.

sevsaty-flvs dsgrss csaUgrad* intarnational heat test 
See: beat testa.

aaventy-flva degree Hax Imaginary line between the 
final bomb relearn line and the vulnerable area upon 
which antiaircraft artillery guns are located. Ftcm 
such positions the gusw at en elevation ot 7S degrees 
can still engage and deliver effective fire on foe 
final bomb release Item.

S factor. Artillery. The deflection charge fa mils 
required to keep the bunt on the observer target 
line when the range i* changed 100 yard* along that 
line.

RFOD fsbbrj. *Saa Francisco Ordnance DtetrieL*
afxd (abbr). ‘Semifixed.’
BM fobbrj. ‘Scleroscooe hardness.'
BKACKLB. An open or dosed Hah of variom shapes 

with extended legx Bach leg hag^ transverse hole

MN
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io accommodate a pin, boh, or the like, which may 
or may not be furnished.*

shackle bolt. A bolt passing through a shackle and 
some other part, fastening the two together.

SHACKLE, BOMB, AIRCRAFT. A suspension de
vice installed in, but not permanently Axed to, an 
aircraft. It is designed for attaching, arming and 
releasing of a bomb. It may also be utilized to 
accommodate other items such as mines, rockets, 
torpedoes, fuel tanks, rescue equipment, sonobuoys, 
flares and the like.* See also: PYLON, AIRCRAFT; 
RACK, BOMB, AIRCRAFT; RACK, BOMB EJEC 
TOR, AIRCRAFT.

shackle, spring. A SHACKLE (which see) for sup
porting the end of a spring, permitting the spring to 
vary in length as it deflects.

SHAFT, AZLE, AUTOMOTIVE. A shaft which is a 
component of AXLE ASSEMBLY, AUTOMOTIVE, 
DRIVING, used to transmit rotary motion from the 
differential assembly either directly or indirectly to 
the wheel hubs. Excludes shafts with a universal 
joint or a component of a universal joint attached to 
it.*

SHAFT, DRIVE, FUZE ARMING. An item which 
connects the arming assembly to a mechanical bomb 
tail fuse. It is rotated at a constant speed by the 
arming assembly thereby arming the fuze in a present 
time.*

shaft horsepower. (SHP) The horsepower delivered 
by a specified shaft of a power train. If measured at 
engine output shaft, it is net engine horsepower; if 
measured at output shafts of transmission, transfer 
case, differential, or final drive, horsepower values 
will be successively lower to the extent that tosses 
occur.

shallow fording. The ability of a vehicle or gun, 
equipped with built-in waterproofing with its suspen
sion in contact with the ground, to negotiate a water 
obstacle without the use of a special waterproofing 
kit. Cf: deep fording,

SHAPE (abbr). ‘Supreme Headquarter! Allied Powers 
Europe.’

shaped charge. See: charge, shaped.
shearing wire. See: ehear yin.
■hear pin. 1. A pin or wire provided in a fuze design 

to bold parts in a fixed relationship until forces 
are exerted on one or more of the parts which cause 
shearing of the pin or wire. The shearing is usually 
accomplished by setback or set forward (impact) 
forces. The shear member may be augmented dur
ing transportation by an additional safety device.
2. In a propellant actuated device, a locking member 
which is released by shearing. Called ‘shearing pin* 
in this sense. 3. In a power train, such as i winch, 
any pin, as through a gear and shaft, which is de
signed to fail at a predetermined force in order to 
protect a mechanism.

shear wire. See: shear pin.
aheathiag. Vertical timbering used to keep the sides 

of the shaft from collapsing inward during search 
for, or removal of, unexploded bombs.

shelf life. Length of time in storage, under stated 
conditions, during which an item will remain tn 
serviceable condition. Term usually applied to small

shift, arithmetic
itciiin such as might he stored on a shelf in a uarc 
house before lieing put into service. Eor larger items 
the term sto.age life is frequently used.

shell. I. A hollow metal projectile designed to be 
projected from a gun, containing, or intended to 
contain, a high explosive, chemical, atomic or other 
charge. 2. A shotgun cartridge or a cartridge for artil
lery of small arms 3. To shoot at with projectiles.

In nomenclature the term 'projectile' is now used 
in sense 1 and the term 'cartridge' in sense 2. See : 
cartridge; projectile.

shell ease. See: CASE, CARTRIDGE.
shell destroying tracer. A tracer which includes an 

explosive element beycud the tracer element, that is 
designed to cause activation of the explosive by the 
tracer after the antiaircraft projectile has passed 
the target point, thus destroying the projectile to 
avoid impact in friendly territory. See: fuss, sslf- 
dsstroyiag; self-destraction.

shell engraving. See: body engraving,
shell filler. Explosive or other material used to make 

up the filler or charge in a r.ojectile. See: charge 
(sense 2).

shell room. A large room for the storage of projectiles.
SHF (abbr). ‘Super hiyii frequency.’
shield. 1. Armor plate mounted on a gun carriage to 

protect the operating mechanism and gun crew from 
enemy fire. 2. Eire. A screen or device which pro
tects electrical apparatus from being affected by 
outside electrostatic or magnetic fields. Cf: shield
ing.

SHIELD, HEAT, GUIDED MISSILE AFT SEC
TION. A thin flat circular shaped fireproof item 
specifically designed to conform to the cross-sectional 
contour of a guided missile, for providing protection 
to the aft section of a missile from heat.*

SHIELD, HEAT, GUIDED MISSILE FIN. A thin 
flat rectangular piece of fireproof material, used to 
prevent flames and heat from reaching guided missile 
fins*

SHIELD, GUIDED MISSILE LAUNCHER. An 
item specifically designed to protect launching equip
ment from the heat and force of exhaust gases from 
missile propelling units.*

ahiaiding. 1. Electrical equipment or devices to 
eliminate interference and static from the radio. 2. 
Material or obstructions which tend to protect per
sonnel or materiel from the effects of an atomic 
explosion.

SHIELD, 8PARK PLUG. An item specifically de
signed to be placed around a spark plug for the 
purpose of shielding against electrical interference 
and having piovisions for passage of the ignition 
ca'de. May also provide mechanical protection.* 

shift. Eltdronic comfisttrt. To move the characters 
of a unit of informa»!',n column-wise right or left

a mimM- ,;IW equivalent to multiplying or 
dividing by a power of the base of notation.

shift, arithmetic. Eltetronic toaspaitrt. To multiply 
or divide a quantity by a power of the number base, 
e<., binary 1011 represents decimal 11, t’lerefore two 
arithmetic shifts to the left is binary 101100, which 
represents decimal 44.
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shift, cyclic. Electronic computer/. A shift in which 

the digits dropped off at one end of a word are 
returned at the other in a circular fashion; logical, 
nonarithmetical or circular shift.

Shillelagh. Name given to an Army antitank, light
weight, vehicle-mounted rocket, used hy forward 
troops.

ahimmy. Excessive vibration of the front wheeln of a 
wheeled (or half-track) vehicle, causing a jerking 
motion of the steering wheel.

Low-speed shimmy occurs at speeds less than 
about 3U mph, and is usually caused by excessive 
caster or excessive looseness in any part of the 
steering system. High-speed shimmy occurs at 
speeds above about 35 mph, and may be caused by 
low or unequal tire pressures, unbalanced front 
wheels, improperly acting shock absorbers, loose 
wheels or steering connections, or incorrect toe-in. 

shipping and storage container. A reusable noncol- 
lapsible item of any configuration so designed as to 
provide protection for a specific item(s) to be in
closed against impact, vibration, climatic conditions, 
and the like, during handling, shipment and storage. 
It has integral fastening and/or shock absorbing 
media and it may be capable of being pressurized or 
hermetically sealed. The item may include a com- 
partment(s) for component parts and accessories 
which are of a supplementary nature* to the item 
which it accommodates. Il is usually equipped with 
attachments for handling by hoist, fork lift truck, 
or by skidding. Excludes DRUM, ME'rAL; chest; 
and CRATE, WOOD. See also: cam; and BOX 
(as modified). Use an application modifier* Ex
ample: SHIPPING AND STORAGE CONTAINER, 
GUIDED MISSILE.

•kipping doeumaat Document listing the items in a 
shipment and showing other supply and transporta
tion information that is required by supply and 
transportation agencies concerned in the movement 
of material. This document is used primarily for 
the movement of supplies from one Army installa
tion to another and for transferring accountability.

SHOCK ABSOBBEB, DIBKCT ACTION. A damper, 
either frictional or hydraulic, designed to dampen 
the shock of suddenly applied force and/or to con
trol spring rebound and oscillation, usually attached 
to the vehicle frame, body or hull and connected to 
an axle, spring, spring support web or pad or between 
suspension arms of track-laying vehicles.*

SHOCK ABSORBER, LEVER ACTION. A damper, 
either frictir -".al or hydraulic, designed to dampen 
the shock of suddenly applied force and/or to con
trol spring rebound and oscillation, usually attached 
to the frame of a vehicle, with the arm connected by 
a link or linkage to the axle or spring.*

shock action. A method of attack by mobile units in 
which the suddenness, violence, and massed weight 
of the first impact produce the main effect. Tank 
attacks usually rely on shock action.

shock diamonds. The shock waves that appear in the 
exhaust stream of a rocket. They are made visible 
by their luminosity and describe an approximate 
diamond configuration in side view.

shock float The outer side of a shock wavs (which 
see) at which pressure rises from sero up to its peak 
value. Also called a ‘pressure front’

shoot
shock resistance. Armor. That property which pre

vents cracking or general rupture when impacted by 
fragments, irregular projectiles, or glancing blows 
from overmatching projectiles. See also: check toot

shock test. Armor plate. The test to determine 
whether the armor sample will crack or spall under 
impact by kinetic energy or high explosive pro
jectiles.

chock tabs. A long tube divided into two parts by a 
diaphragm. The volume on one side of the dia
phragm constitutes the compression chamber, the 
other side is the expansion chamber. A high pres
sure is developed by suitable means in the com
pression chamber, and the diaphragm ruptured. The 
shock wave produced in the expansion chamber can 
be used for the calibration of air blast gages, or the 
chamber can be instrumented for the study of the 
characteristics of the shv wave.

shock wave. 1. A boundary surface or line across which 
a flow of air or other flu:d, relative to a body or 
projectile passing through the air or fluid, changed 
discontinuously in pressure, velocity, density, tem
perature, and entropy within an infinitesimal period 
of time. 2. Such a boundary surface or line that 
comes into being when an object moves at transonic 
or supersonic speeds. 3. Such a surface or li:.s pro
duced by the expansion of gas».s away from an ex
plosion.

shock wave, lip. The shock wave obtained from the 
lip of a free jet nozzle, owing to the failure in match
ing of the stream present' and the ambient exhaust 
pressure.

shock wave, oblique. A 'cie.d of shock wave forming 
an oblique angle with the line of flight greater than 
that of tlse rnach wave.

The velocity of air passing through the oblique 
shock wave drops more than the theoretical flow that 
passes through the mach wave.

shock wave, reflected. A shock wave resulting from 
an explosion, especially from the explosion of an air
burst bomb, - which is reflected from a surface or 
object.

shoe. 1. Mach. A plate, or notched piece, interposed 
between a moving part and the stationary part on 
which it bears, to take the wear and afford means 
of adjustment; called also slipper or gib. 2. 
Automotive. The external rubber-and-fabric casing 
of a pneumatic tire, which contains and protects 
from injury the air-filled inner tube.

shoe, launching, missile-rocket. Sec: LAUNCHING 
SHOE, MISSILE-ROCKET.

SHOE, SAFETY. Special shoe without spark-produc
ing nails or plates, worn hy personnel working 
around explosives. Different types of shoes are 
worn, depending on conditions. Some have non- 
conductive soles and some have conductive soles for 
the purpose of discharging static electricity. All 
are designed to avoid sparking. Not to be confused 
with safety toe shoes which are designed to protect 
the toes from injury.

shoot. 1. To project a missile with force; to fire- a 
• weapon, as a gun or cannon; to strike or hit some

thing with a missile. 2. To ehoot dovm, to cause an 
aircraft to fall by hitting it with missiles. 3.



274■hop equipment, fire control syatem
To ihoot tomtthutg up, to strike something with 
several missiles.

SHOP KQVIPMKNT, FIBK CONTBOL SYSTEM, 
TBAILKR MOUNTED. A van type mobile unit 
which houses items of organisational maintenance 
equipment, not all having the same basic name, which 
are of a supplementary nature to a major component 
or equipment. The items within the collection may 
provide replacement parts and/or facilitate such 
functions as inspection, test repair, preventive types 
of maintenance and the like, for the specific purpose 
of restoring and/or improving the operational status 
of a component or equipment comparable to its 
original capacity and/or efficiency. It provides work 
space and may contain a heating and ventilating 
cabinet, and other materials associated with the fire 
control system.*

SHOP KQVIPMKNT, PIBK CONTBOL SYSTKM, 
■ TRUCK MOUNTED. A mobile unit permanently 

fitted with a shop set (special), spare parts cabinets, 
analyzers, calibrators, hand tools and other neces
sary equipment for testing and making repairs. It 
is used for field maintenance of fire control systrms.*

SHOP KQVIPMKNT, POBGK, BASK MAINTE
NANCE. A group of items consisting of the neces
sary equipment to do general blacksmith maintenance 
repair work.*

SHOP KQVIPMKNT, FOUNDRY, BASK MAINTE
NANCE. A group of items consisting of the neces
sary tools and materials required in a permanent 
shop installation.*

SHOP KQVIPMKNT, GKNKRAL PUBPOSK RK- 
PAIB, SEMITRAILER MOUNTED. A mobile unit 
providing hand tools, machine tools, electric arc and 
oxyacetylene welding equipment, and work space 
for mechanics performing second, third and fourth 
echelons of maintenance within an organization. 
The unit is operable as a self-contained unit or by 
use of commercial power when available.*

SHOP KQVIPMKNT, GKNKBAL PUBPOSE RE
AIS, TBVCK MOVNTKD. A mobile unit pro

viding various tools for use in general purpose re
pair work, in conjunction with other motorized 
shops.*

HOP KQVIPMKNT, GUIDED MISSILK, BASK 
MAINTBNANCK. A group of special tools and 
equipment for performing base maintenance of a 
guided missile. See also; SHOP KQVIPMKNT, 
GVIDKD MISSILE, SEMI-TRAILER MOVNT
KD.*

SHOP KQVIPMKNT, GVIDKD MISSILE, FIELD 
MAINTENANCE. A group of special tools and 
equipment for performing field maintenance of a 
guided missile. See also: SHOP KQVIPMKNT, 
GVIDKD MI88ILE, SKMI-TBAILKB MOVNT
KD*

SHOP KQVIPMKNT, GVIDKD MISSILK REMOTE 
CONTBOL SYSTEM, FIELD MAINTENANCE. 
A group of special tools and equipment for perform
ing field maintenance of a guided missile remote con
trol system.*

SHOP KQVIPMKNT, GVIDKD MISSILK BKMOTK 
CONTBOL SYSTEM, ORGANIZATIONAL MAIN
TENANCE. A group of special tools and equip-

Shore scleroacope hardness
ment f. r performing organizational maintenance of 
a guided missile remote control system.*

SHOP KQVIPMKNT, GVIDKD MISSILE, SKMI- 
TBAILKB MOVNTKD. A van type mobile unit 
which houses organizational maintenance equipment, 
not all having the same basic name, which are of 
a supplementary nature to a major component or 
equipment The items within the collection contain 
special tools and equipment for performing field 
maintenance of a guided missile. It provides work 
space and may contain heating and air conditioning 
unit(s).*

SHOP KQVIPMKNT, INTKBNAL COMBUSTION 
KNGINK BKPAIB, BASK MAINTBNANCK. A 
group of items such as battery charger, spark plug 
cleaner, cylinder boring bar, valve seat grinder, 
hones, testing equipment, analyzer, crane, and the 
like, assembled for use in higher echelon mainte
nance operations.*

SHOP KQVIPMKNT, MACHINS SHOP, BASK 
MAINTENANCE. A group of machine tools and 
related items such as machine tool attachments, 
cutters, and the like, to be used in a permanent shop 
installation.*

SHOP KQVIPMKNT, ORGANIZATIONAL RE
PAIR, LIGHT, TRUCK MOUNTED. A mobile 
unit providing items such as an analyzer set, gen
erator set, lathe, sander and an assortment of ma
chine and hand tools. It provides work space for 
mechanics performing second, third and fourth 
echelons of maintenance within an organization.*

SHOP EQUIPMENT, SMALL TOOL BKPAIR, 
TRUCK MOUNTKD. A mobile unit providing 
various tools for use in small tool repair work.*

SHOP KQVIPMKNT, TOOL AND BENCH, 
TRUCK MOUNTED. A mobile unit providing 
various tools for use in general repair work, in 
connection with other motorized shops.*

SHOP KQVIPMKNT, TOOLBOOM, HKAVY, BA8K 
MAINTENANCE. A group of special tools and 
materials to be used in conjunction with other base 
maintenance shops.*

SHOP KQVIPMKNT, WKLDING, BASK MAINTE
NANCE. A group of items consisting of tools and 
material used in a permanent shop installation for 
general welding and cutting operations.*

SHOP KQVIPMKNT, WKLDING, TBUCK MOUNT
ING. A group of items consisting of tools and 
materials used for welding, cutting, soldering, and 
forging. The equipment is designed to be installed 
in a mobile unit.*

ahop supplies. Expendable items consumed in opera
tion and maintenance (e.g., waste, oils, solvents, 
tape, packing, flux, welding rod).

ahoran. Sometimes capilali&d. |5hort range naviga
tion.] A radar system for precision position find
ing, used in aerial navigation and missile guiding.

Ur.der this system navigation is accomplished by 
ranging on two ground stations. Signals transmitted 
from the aircraft or missile trigger the two responder 
beacons.

Shore scleroscope hardness. A measure of hardness 
of materials obtained by dropping a small cylinder 
of very hard steel onto the sample being tested. The 
distance the cylinder rebounds is taken as the meas-



side rack, vehicle body 
tact; particularly, such a shield on cannon mounted 
m tanks, armored vehicles, and other cramped 
quarters. Cf: shield.

sb»aidsr weapon. Any fi rearm designed to be braced 
on or against the shoulder when firing, as a rifle, 
carbine, baxooka launcher, etc. Cf: hand weapon

•HP (Mr). ‘Shaft horsepower.* 
ehpg bud(s) (Mr). *Shipping band(s).* 
shrapnel. 1. Strictly speaking, small lead or steel balls 

contained in a shrapnel case which is fired from an 
artillery piece. The balls are projected in a forward 
direction upon functioning of the fuse. Shrnpsml is 
no longer in use ly US Services. X Also applied to 
mumtico fragments.

aariakage. The process of assembling two or more 
cylinders to form a compound cylinder or built-up 
gun. The difference between the exterior diameter 
of the tube and the interior diameter of the jacket 
before beating is known as the ubw/ulr shrMapr. 
The shrinkage per inch of diameter, that is, the 
absolute shrinkage divided by the diameter of the 
contact surface, is known as the rriuiot thriMgt.

shrinkage pressure. Gms courinsctiM. The radial 
pressure between the contacting surfaces of two 
cylinders assembled by shrinkage and due to the 
shrinkage alone. It is expressed in pounds per 
square inch and acts with equal intensity on. both 
cylinders but in opposite directions.

shutoff. In rocket propulsion, a term used to define 
the intentional termination of burning where the 
shutoff time is present before the missile or rocket is 
launched or commanded by a self-contained or in
ternal guidance system. Cf: cutoff.

shutter. A barrier in an explosive train used to stop a 
detonation wave. An interrupter which opens or 
closes as a shutter. Often used to obtain fuse safety. 
Sec: fuss safety; interrupter.

shuttling. A movement involving two or more trips 
or partial trips by the same motor vehicles betoreen 
two points.

Shuttle moverr ents are used when there are Mt 
enough vehicles available to move a command Intact 

aide arms. Weapons that are worn at the aide or in 
the belt when not in use. The bayonet automatic 
pistol, revolver, etc., are side arms. >

sidebands. Ruriwrt. 1. The frequency bands on 
both sides of the carrier frequency within which fail 
the frequencies of the wave produced by the process 
of modulation. X The wave components lying with
in such bands.

In the process of amplitude modulation with a 
sine-wave carrier, the upper sideband includes the 
sum (carrier plus modulating) frequencies; the lower 
sideband includes the difference (carrier minus mod
ulating) frequencies.

rids direction. Stuu tuiytit. The direction perpen
dicular to the plane of symmetry.

aide force or component Strut tutfytit. A facte or 
component, perpendicular to the plane of symmetry.

side lobe. A lobe of energy emanating from a radar 
antenna that is not parallel to or coincident with the 
main lobe. See: Me.

•IDE BACH, VEHICLE BODY. An item, either solid 
or lattice type, having one or more horiaontal cross 
members ol wood and/or metal attached to vertical

ahnrt ' 27S
ure of hardness. A scale oo a transparent measuring 
tube, in which the cylinder falls and rebounds freely, 
gives the following values: glass 130, porcelain 120, 
wrought iron 18, Babbitt metal ' to 10, tine 8, copper 
6, lead 2. See also: ecleroeeope hsrdasm Cf. 
BriaeB bardneea; Maha hardness; Backwall hard- 
neoa; Ytetgora bardaeee.

short. Sfftil. A bomb or projectile bit short of the 
target. Cf: over.

abort cartridge, (sht etg) See: cartridge, abort, 
abort May fuse. See: fuse, chart May.
shortcoming. An imperfection or malfunction occurring 

during the life cycle of equipment, which should be 
reported and which must be corrected to increase 
efficiency and to render the equipment completely 
serviceable. It will not cause an immediate break
down, jeopardise safe operation, or materially reduce 
the usability of the materiel or end product If 
occurring during test phases, the shortcoming should 
be corrected if it c.'n be done without unduly com
plicating the item r inducing another undesirable 
characteristic such a> increased cost, weight, etc.
Cf: dslcwacy.

short-range radar. Equipment whose maximum range 
on a reflecting target of one square meter normal to 
the signal path exceeds SO miles but is less than 
150 miles, provided line of sight exists between 
the target and the radar.

short recoil. See: recoil operated.
abort round. 1. Defective cartridge in which the bullet 

has been seated too deeply. X A projectile which 
fails to travel the expected distance or range.

shot 1. a. A solid projectile for cannon, without a 
bursting charge, b. A mass or load of numerous, 
relatively small, lead pellets used in a shotgun, as 
birdshot or buckshot X That which is fired from 
a gun as *tbe first shot was over the target’ In 
sense 1 a the term projectile (which see) is pre
ferred for uniformity in nomenclature.

shot group. See: abet pattern.
shotgun. Smooth-bore shoulder weapon. Usual classes 

are riot gun; sheet gun; and sporting gun. See 
separate entries.

abotgu cartridge. See: cartridge, shotgun.
SHOTGUM, 13 GAGE, BIOT TYPE. A manually- 

operated. elide action, repeating, hammerless, shoul
der weapon having a solid frame. It is equipped 
with a bayonet attachment, hand guard, slinig, and 
sling swivels.*

shot pattern. Design made on a surface by all the 
impacts of a series of shots fired under similar con
ditions. Also called ‘shot group.*

shot tonga. Device used to lift and convey heavy pro
jectiles in a horisontal position.

shot truck. Small truck or cart oo which heavy pro-' 
jectiles arc loaded to be nm up to the brooch, in load
ing heavy artillery. It is adjusted to the height of 
the breech so that the projectile can be rammed into 
the breech. See: CABT, PBOJECTILE.

shoulder arm. See: shoulder weapon. -
shoulder, cartridge case. The portion of the cartridge 

case between the neck and the body, shaped like the 
frustum of a cone.

shoulder guar?. Any shield over the . firing mechanism 
of a gun designed to protect the gmmer from con-

- 
il



276ridereal table
stakes or frame of wood and/or metal. It ma) have 
interlocking side fasteners. It is used in end and/or 
side positions to retain cargo in trucks, trailers, 
semitrailers, tracked vehicles, and the like. It may 
be used as a push bar?

aid*real tabla. A test device with a servo-driven table 
which is used to cancel out earth's rotation. The 
axis of the table is aligned for the particular latitude 
of location.

Single degree of freedom gyroscope tests are made 
hy connecting the gyroscope sensitive axis to the 
table servo. At the end of 24 hours, any difference 
in position from the start is a measure of the gyro
scope drift rate, etc.

sidereal time. Time measured by reference to the 
apparent motion of the first point of Aries. See: 
Greenwich aifienal time.

aide elope. A test course used to determine lateral 
stability of a vehicle as well as steering, carburetion, 
and other functions.

aifie Npay. Fragments of a bursting projectile thrown 
sidewise from the line of flight, in contrast with 
baao spray, thrown to the rear, and noae epray, 
thrown to the front

SIDE TBUSfi, LOADING BACK, GUIDBD MIS
SILB. A specifically designed open frame structure, 
with a T-shaped metal track. Provides lateral move
ment of launching and handling rail(s), when stored 
on a RACK, LOADING, GUIDED MISSILE.*

Sidewinder. Name applied to a Navy air-to-air mis
sile. Employs a "heat seeker* type of guidance and 
has a range of 1 to 2 miles with a speed of approx
imately mach 2.5.

SIB (abbr). *S ociety of Industrial Engineers.’
siege-howitzer. A short, heavy gun of large caliber, 

used for destiuctkm of fortresses. Such a weapon 
was the Germ.in 11-inch (28-cm.) howitzer.

SiemeM. A Siemens and Halske trade name for syn
chronous device. See: synchro.

Sierra Ordnance Depot Ordnance Corps Geld installa
tion, located at Herlong, California.

BigC (abbr). 'Signal Corps.*
aight 1. Mechanical or optical device for aiming a 

firearm or for laying a gun or launcher in position. 
It is based on the principle that two points in fixed 
relation to each other may be brought in line with 
a third. Sights are classified as fixed or adjustable 
depending on the provision made for setting windage 
end range, and also according to type. Glass sights 
comprise all sights which include an optical element, 
such as a collimator, telescope, periscope, etc. Iron 
sights are classified as either open or aperture. 
Aperture sights are those that are sighted through, 
such as peep, ring, etc. Open sights r.re all those 
that are sighted over or at, such as post, bead, notch, 
etc. Leaf sights are those which can be folded down 
for protection. 2. To aim at a target or aiming point. 
9. To look through a sighting device to determine 
the angular direction of a point, cither horiaontal nr 
vertical, in surveying or navigation, especially the 
angular position of the sun, a star, or a planet in 
navigation.

sight baas. 1. In gunnery, the distance between the 
eye and the rings of an optical ring sight. 2. Mount 
for a gunsight.

sighting system
sight blade. See; BLADE, FRONT SIGHT.
SIGHT, BOBB, BBBBCH. A sighting device, usually 

a disk or segment with a central peephole, so designed 
to fit in the breech end of the gun tube for the 
purpose of aligning the. sights with the gun.* See 
also: bora sighting. -

SIGHT, BOBB, MUZZLB. A sighting device con
sisting of: (1) a string and a web belt which is at
tached to the outside of the muzzle end of the tube, 
or (2) a disk, with a central peephole, which is in
serted in 'he bore, or (3) a short piece of tubing, 
with cross lines, which is inserted in the bore of a 
cannon.* See also: bora sighting.

SIGHT, BOBB, OPTICAL. A telescopic device which 
utilizes a boresighting reticle, used to align the axis 
of a weapon bore with a target. It is secured irj the 
exterior of a weapon barrel or tube by means of a 
MOUNT, TELESCOPE, having a strap and clamp 
assembly. Excludes SIGHT, BORE, BREECH and 
SIGHT, BORE, MUZZLE*

sight bracket Clamp used to hold a detachable sight 
in position when mounted on a gun.

sight cover. See: COVBB, GUN SIGHT.
sight extension. Any device which raises the normal 

base or mount of a sight to provide improyed or 
unobstructed sighting.

SIGHT, FBONT. A metallic bead, blade, post, or the 
like, attached on the muzzle end of military carbines, 
pistols, revolvers, rifles, shotguns, and other similar 
items as a sighting device. It may be provided with 
a hood or protective wings.*

SIGHT, INFINITY. An optical instrument capable 
of superimposing a reticle pattern upon a target as 
seen through a unit-power optical system.*

sighting. 1. The act or procedure of aiming with the 
aid of a sight 2. The action of bringing something 
into view; the action of seeing something.

sighting angle. In bombing, the angle between the line 
of sight to the aiming point and the vertical.

At the bomb release point, the sighting angle and 
the dropping angle become the same.

sighting bar. Wooden device with enlarged front and 
rear sight, eyepiece and a movable target. It is used 
to train men in the proper method of aiming a small 
arms weapon. The eyepiece forces the student to 
hold his eye in p-oper position. Because of the size 
of the sights, eirors of aiming are very apparent.

sighting instnuneats. Devices or instruments designed 
to aid in the pointing of a weapon.

sighting shot Trial shot, fired to find out whethet the 
sights are properly adjusted.

yightiag station. A place from which remote-con
trolled weapons are sighted.

SIGHTING STATION, AIBCBAFT TUBBET. An 
item which controls the aiming and firing operation 
of the turret guns in a remote control turret system. 
It consists of a sighting device, a means of moving 
the sight in azimuth and elevation, and a Selsyn 
circuit which indicates and receives signals from 
the sight to the gun turret, causing the turret move
ment to conform to the sight*

sighting system. Mechanical or optical device for 
aiming a firearm or for laying a gun in position;

warn
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277rightist system, auxiliary

all such device* required for a specific weapon or 
(roup of weapon*.

SIGHTING SYSTEM, AUXILIARY. A system coni 
prised of two similar groupings of items, each con
taining a periscopic telescope; MOUNT, TELE
SCOPE,; and asimuth or elevating mechanisms which 
provide for emergency viewing and tracking of mov
ing ground or aerial targets. Both groupings arc 
integral components of, and transverse with, the 
weapon. They include interrelated, manually oper
ated hand controls for observers on each side of the 
weapon to continually track the target. A linkage 
connected to each hand control transmits motion to 
the aximuth and/or elevation mechanisms. For items 
incorporating automatic lead computing devices, see: 
SIGHT, LEAD COMPUTING, AUTOMATIC.*

SIGHT, LEAD COMPUTING, AUTOMATIC. An 
instrument designed to direct the fire of automatic 
weapons against rapidly moving targets by com
puting, automatically and continuously, the offset of 
the gun bore axis from the lint of sight in such a 
manner that the gun is constantly pointed at the 
advance- position of the target while the line of 
sight is maintained on the target*

sight leaf. Movable hinged part of a rear sight of a 
gun that can be raised and set to a desired range, 
or snapped down when not in use.

sight'radiu. Distance between the front and rear 
sights on a weapon.

SIGHT, BEAR. A item attached to the breech end 
and integral to a carbine, machine gun, pistol, rifle, 
or the like. It may be a fixed or adjustable cross 
blade with a U- or V-shaped notch or aperture, or 
it i.isy have elevation and windage adjustment knob*, 
slides, and graduated scales and he provided with 
aperture disk*.*

light, reflector. See: TRAINER, GUN SIGHT.
SIGHT, IUFLE GRENADE LAUNCHER. An item 

attached to a STOCK, GUX, SHOULDER consist
ing of a calibrated mounting plate to which is at
tached a sight bar assembly to provide an accurate 
angula; measurement of elevation for firing i 
GRENADE. P.IFLE*

SIGHT, ROCKET LAUNCHER. A detachable fold
ing sighting device which is mounted on a 
LAUNCHER, ROCKET. Used in sighting for 
direct fire. It is opened and closed again** spring 
action.* •

sight tracking line. The line of sight from a com
puting gunsight reticle image to the target

SIGHTUNIT. A compact sighting device composed 
of an elbow or panoramic telescope, mount, and/or 
adapter, usually used for pointing a weapon for di
rect or indirect fire. It may be attached to, or used 
in conjunction with, a weapon, rocket launcher, or 
the like. Excludes SIGHT. INFINITY: SPOT
TING INSTRUMENT, OPTICAL*

signal. A pyrotechnic -item designed to produce a sign 
by means of illumination, smoke. sound or combina
tion of these effects to provide identification location, 
warning, etc.*

signal, altitude. See: altitede signal
Signal Corye. (SigC) A technical service of the 

U. S. Army, charged with the development, mainte-

signal, smoke, ground
nance, and operation of communications systems 
within the Army.

signal, drift. Floating signal dropped from an air
craft flying over water to provide a reference point 
for determining drift and for aiding in navigation, 
or marking an area or object for the aid of surface 
vessels. Fire, smoke, or metallic powder is released 
when the signal strikes the water surface.

signal, error. See: error signal.
signal tar*. General term formerly denoting a pyro

technic flare of distinct color and character used as 
a signal, and now designated under the general term 
signal, illumination (which see).

SIGNAL, FLASH, GUIDED MISSILE. A signal 
which simulates fuse and/or warhead operation in 
guided missile flight* in which live warhead* ate 
not used.*

signal, illumination. A pyrotechnic item designed to 
produce a sign by mean* of illumination to provide 
identification, location, warning, etc. See: signal

SIGNAL, ILLUMINATION, AIRCRAFT. A signal 
which produces a sign by illumination, .designed to 
be discharged from aircraft.

SIGNAL, ILLUMINATION, GROUND. A signal 
which produces a sign by illumination, designed to 
be discharged from ground position*.

SIGNAL, ILLUMINATION, MARINE. A signal 
which produce* a sign by illu. .nation, designed to 
be discharged from surface craft or submarine*.

SIGNAL KIT, ABANDON SHIP. A group of item* 
consisting of a hand projector and pyrotechnic sig
nal* in a metal container designed for use with an 
abandon ship outfit*

SIGNAL KIT, PYROTECHNIC PISTOL. A group 
of items consisting of pyrotechnic pistol(s), pyro* 
technic signals, and associated items in a container. 
See also: SIGNAL KIT, ABANDON SHIP* 

signal light General term indicating a signal, iltaasi- 
nation (which see) or any pyrotechnic light used a* 
a sign.

signal, parachute flare. See: F! ARE, PARACHUTS, 
EAND FIRED.

signal pistol See: PISTOL, PYROTECHNIC.
signal rocket Rocket that give* off some character

istic color or display which ha* a m*«niag according 
to an established code. It is usually fired from a 
signal pistol or a ground signal projector.

signal, smoke. A pyrotechnic item designed to pro
duce a sign by mean* of unolt to provide identifica
tion, location, warning, etc. bee: signal

SIGNAL, 8M0KE, AIRCRAFT. A signal which pro
duce* r sign by production of smoke, designed to be , 
discharged from aircraft.

SIGNAL, SMOKE AND ILLUMINATION, AIR
CRAFT. A signal which produces a sign by pro
duction of light and smoke, designed to be discharged 
from aircraft

SIGNAL, 8M0KE AMD ILLUMINAT1QM, MA
RINE. A signal which produces a sign by produc
tion of light and smoke, designed to be discharged 
from surface craft or submarine*.

SIGNAL, SMOKE, GROUND. A signal which pro
duces a sign by production of smoke, designed to be 
discharged from ground position*.



278sigaal, smoke, marine
SIGNAL, SMOU MUINI. A signal which pro

duces a sign by production of smoke, designed to be 
discharged from surface craft or submarines.

signature. The identifying characteristics peculiar to 
each type of target which enable detecting apparatus, 
such as certain fuzes, to sense and differentiate 
targets.

sign digit Eitttmic comfiltrt. A character used 
to designate the algebraic sign of a number.

Mgaiflcance. Elfctronic counter], The arbitrary 
rank, priority, .or order of relative magnitude as
signed to a given position or column in a number; 
the significant digits of a number are a set of digits, 
usually from consecutive columns beginning with 
the most significant digit different from zero and 
ending with the least significant digit whose value is 
known are assumed relevant, eg., 2300.0 has five 
significant digits, whereas 2300 probably has two 
significant digits.

significant digits. EUctromc conpnitrt. The digits 
of a number ordered according to their significance; 
the significance of a digit is greater when it occupies 
a column corresponding to a higher power of the 
radix. The significant digits of a number are a set 
of digits from consecutive columns beginning with 
the most significant digit difference from sero and 
ending with the least significant digit whose value 
is known or assumed to be relevant.

S1LBNCBR, GUN. An item specifically designed to 
silence the explosive report/s) caused by the dis* 
charge of cartridges by small arms weapon(s). It 
incorporates integral chambers and/or baffles which 
allow the gases to expand gradually. The item may 
be jacketed.*

•UhoMtte target 1. Target whose ih^pe is outlined 
against a light background although its body features 
cannot be clearly seen. 1. Practice target consisting 
of the dark image of a person or object outlined 
against a light background. See .- TARGBT, SIL- 
HOUXTTB.

SILICONE COMPOUND. An inert inorganic resin
like material obtained from a variety of moleculat 
combinations. When compounded with other in
gredients, it can be applied to glass, paper, ceramics, 
finely powdered material, metal, or quarts; forms 
heat resisting, dielectric, and water resisting coat
ings, extremely high and low temperature lubricants, 
hydraulic fluids, heat transfer fluids, synthetic rubber, 
and the like. Does not include paints and polishes 
which contain in part silicone compounds.*

sW-ph macbiM. Merk. Any of six (or more) ele
mentary mechanisms, formerly considered as the 
elements of which all machines were composed, in- 
chsditw (1) the lever (with its fulcrum), (2) the 
teheri end axle (equivalent to a continuous lever, 
as is the next), (3) the Pulley, (4) the inclfoeil plane 
(making forced closure with a relatively sliding piece 
on its inclined face), (S) the wedge (equivaleat to a 
double inclined plane), and (6) the screw (combining a 
male and a female screw rotation into a straight
line motion, or vice versa). Some writers include 
the toggle joint and the hydraulic press. The so- 
called funicular machine, although not a machine, is 
•ometimes included.

simulated. 1. Being like something else; considered 
for the purpose as the mum as something else. 1

simulator, radar tarpt
Artificially creating an illusion of something natural. 
3. Artificially creating the conditions of a natural 
or real situation. 4. A set of test conditions designed 
to duplicate field operating and usage environments 
as closely as possible.

simulator. Any machine or apparatus that simulates 
an item, condition or set of conditions.

SIMULATOR, ACCBLBROMBTBR SIGNAL. An 
item whose electrical output provides synthetic pitch 
and yaw signals similar to those produced by an 
accelerometer.*

SIMULATOR, AIRCRAFT. An item which, by con
trolled movement, reproduces the characteristics of 
an aircraft in flight on a map or plotting board.*

SIMULATOR, ANTIPERSONNEL M1NB PHOJBC- 
TILB. An item designed to hold a spotting charge. 
When the spotting charge is ignited, it causes the 
item to simulate the projectile of a bounding anti
personnel mine.*

SIMULATOR, ATOMIC EXPLOSION. A pyrotech
nic item which upon initiation on the ground will, at 
a reduced scale, display the visual and auditory ef
fects of a nuclear explosion, and serve as an indica
tion to troops participating in field exercises that a 
nuclear device was exploded.*

SIMULATOR, BOOST TRAP. An item for um dur
ing maneuvers and in troop training, providing a 
small pyrotechnic device which can be installed as 
a 'safe* booby trap. Used to give training in the 
installation and use of booby traps and instill cau
tion in troops who may be exposed to traps set by 
the enemy.

SIMULATOR, FLASH, ARTILLERY. A pyrotechnic 
item designed to simulate the flash of artillery fire.* 
Used in the training of artillery observers and troops 
in army maneuvers, and as a decoy in forward com
bat areas.

SIMULATOR, GUIDED MISSILE FLIGHT. An 
item that simulates signal voltages for ground guid
ance equipment, that are analogous to signals re
ceived from s guided missile in flight. Excludes 
SIMULATOR, RADAR SIGNAL*

SIMULATOR, GUIDED MISSILB PRBLAUNCH 
SIGNALS. An item spccificsHy designed to simulste 
guided missile prelsunch signsis or voltages. 
Excludes SIMULATOR. GUIDED MISSILE 
FLIGHT*

SIMULATOR, HAND GRENADE. An explosive 
pyrotechnic item designed to simulate the flash and 
sound of a hand grenade.*

SIMULATOR, PROJBCTILB AIR BURST. An item 
used to simulate the burst of an artillery projectile 
by producing a puff of smoke.

SIMULATOR, PROJBCTILB GROUND BURST. A 
pyrotechnic device used to provide battle noises and 
effects during troop maneuvers.

SIMULATOR, RADAR SIGNAL. An item whose 
electrical output is applied directly to another com
ponent or set, to produce artificial radar echoes.*

SIMULATOR, RADAR TARGBT. A mechanical de
vice whose reflection properties are similar to thou, 
of a radar target. It is designed for fixed position 
installation so that its range and asitruth, with 
respect to the equipment with which it is used, is



simulator station, radar aifaal ■3* mcma
known. It is normally used for the calibration of a 
radar set. See alto: TABGBT, BADAB*

SIMULATOR STATION, BADAB SIGNAL, GUID
ED MISSILE SY8TBM. A station designed to be 
used in conjunction with a guided missile remote 
control system to produce artificial radar echoes 
identical to those received from a hostile target(s). 
Usually mounted in a van type trailer, semitrailer, 
or truck, and provides operating personnel space,* 

8IMULAT0B, WABHEAD SBCTION. An item de
signed to simulate the electrical and/or mechanical 
components of a warhead section. It is used in 
conjunction with a rocket, guided missile, or the like, 
during training, practice, and/or test procedures.*

simulator, yaw (pitch). A test instrument used to 
derive and thereby permit study of probable areo- 
dynamic behavior in controlled flight tinder specific 
initial conditions. Certain components of the missile 
guidance system, such as the receiver, servo-loop, 
etc., are connected into the simulator circuitry. Also, 
certain areodynamic parameters of the specific mis
sile must be known and set into the simulator. 
Most simulators are applicable to a single plane, 
which in case of the yaw simulator is tile yaw 
plane. The missile is assumed to be completely 
roll stabilized. See also: 8IMULAT0B, ACCELE- 
BOMBTBB SIGNAL.

single acting. Acting in one direction only; as, a 
titglt acting phutgrr; a aingU acting engine (ad
mitting the working fluid on one aide of the piston 
only).

single action. Method of fire in some revolvers and 
shoulder a> ns in which the hammer must be cocked 
by hand, in contrast to double action in which a 
single pull of the trigger both cocks and fires the 
weapon.

siugle-addfom (instruction) code. BUetnuie ms- 
putera. An instruction io gms nil consists of a 
coded representation of the operation to be performed 
and of one or more addressee of words in storage. 
The instructions of a single-address code contain 
only one address.

single base proponent. See: propellant
siaglo eompowsd explosive. Explosive composed of a 

single chemical compound. For example, TNT.
single loader. See: eingio abet weapon.
single perforated grain. A cylindrical propellant grain 

with a single perforation located in its axis. This 
type of granulation is used in propelling charges for 
several calibers of guns, and in rockets.

single resell system. Classification of recoil system 
to distinguish from me deuble-reeefl system, which 
see. In die latter case then are two complete recoil 
systems interposed between the gun and the noere
coiling parts in such a manner that one of the com
plete systems moves in recoil. In the former case, 
there is only one recoil system between the gun and 
the nonrecoiling parts.

siaglo anmpttag. Sampling inspection in Which a de
cision to accept or to reject is reached after the 
inspection of a single sample.

siaglo shot 1. Loaded by hand for each shot. & 
Semiautomatic operation of an automatic gun, in 
which the trigger must be pulled for each shot fired.

single shot probability. Probability that a single pro
jectile fired against a target will hit that target 
under a given set of conditions.

single-shot weapon. Gun, such as an old-style rifle, 
that is loaded by hand for each shot

single stage rocket A rocket or rocket missile to 
which the total thrust is imparted in a single phase, 
by either a single or multip!: thrust unit Cf: multi
stage rocket

siaglo star. Indicates, in the nomenclature of a SIG
NAL, ILLUMINATION, AIRCRAFT, freely falling, 
single star (light) of the color indicated.

sink. A point or element in a system where energy is 
dissipsted or otherwise removed from the system.

sinking valve. See: PLUG, FLOODBB, UNDEB- 
WATBB MINE.

staterod iron. Ferrous metal, either pure iron or iron 
alloy, which has been processed from powdered metal 
through the sintering process. Sometimes used for 
rotating b.'-nds.

sinusoidal. Varying proportionally to the sine of an 
angle or time function Sometimes written ‘siaoidal*

Sioux Ordnance Depot Ordnance Corps eld installa
tion, located at Sidney, Nebraska.

site. 1. Position of anything, for example, th position 
of a gun emplacement 1. Vertical angle between 
the horisontal and a line joining the target and the 
muzzle of a weapon. In this meaning, usr-aHy called 
'angle of site.*

site scale. Instrument for setting off site in laying 
a gun.

six by four. As applied to motor vehicles, six wheels 
of which four are driving wheels, dual wheels befog 
considered as one wheel. It is usually written 6 X 4.

six by six. As applied to sector vehicles, six whssli 
of which six an driving wheels, dual wheels befog 
considered as » wheel. It is usually written 
6 X A

sixty-five degree centigrade ourvefflanee test See: 
beat tecta.

dae dimension. In dimension. g, a specified value of 
a diameter, width, length, or oc..r geometrical char
acteristic directly related to the aim of an object

skate mount Mounting of a ssachine gms that per
mits it tv travel on a continuous track ewteudfog 
around the inside of the body f a vehicle. The gun 
can be locked in any position for use.

/ sheet gun. Classification of shotguns which includes 
those with 26-inch improved cylinder barrels. Other 
classifications are rfet gun and sporting gun.

skid chain. See: CHAIN ASSEMBLY, TIRB.
SKID, LAUNCHING, DEMOLITION CHAROB. A 

specially designed item of boat type construction 
with runners used for transporting and taunebfag a 
DEMOLITION KIT, PROJECTED CHARGE.*

SKID, PLATFORM. An item conobtir« of a costal 
and/or wood deck, runners, legs, or legs and wheels, 
designed for storing and transporting materials. Jt 
may include coupler(e) for towing. Excludes SLED 
(as modified).*

skin friction. The friction of the air against the out
side of a moving aircraft, projectile, or the Iflce, eop.
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at high speed*; the drag or resistance caused by this 
friction. See : drag, akte-fiiction.

skip bombing. Bombing by releasing one or more 
bombs from a plane flying at a low altitude, so that 
the bomb or bombs glance off the surface of the water 
or ground and strike the target.

skip ▼•bids. A reentry body which climbs after strik
ing the sensible atmosphere in order to cool the lxxl> 
and to increase its range. It may make several 
tentative reentries. See: rssatry.

skirt A name given the lower part of a parachute 
canopy.

skirting armor. See: skirting plats; spaced armor, 
skirting plate. A thin plate, which is spaced a con

siderable distance in front of the. main armor plate 
and which acts as a passive form of resistance io 
the jet of shaped charge ammunition. Cf: spaced 
armor.

Skybolt Name given to an air-to-ground air launched 
ballistic missile. Designed for a range of KMX) miles, 
it is a 2-stage, solid propellant missile with hyper
sonic velocity.

sky glow. Illumination caused by a weapon firing 
from a defiladed position.

aky screen. See : chronograph.
sky wavs. A radio wave which travel* upward into 

space and may or may not be returned to earth by 
reflection from the ionosphere.

SL (abbr). 1. 'Stock list.' 2. ‘Sand loaded.’ 3. 'Sea 
level.'

alack. Looseness or play in a mechanism, as the play 
in the trigger of a small arms weapon.

alack adjuster. See: ADJUSTER, SLACK, BRAKE, 
slant diataneo. The line-of-*ight distance between two 

points neither vertical to each other nor at the same 
elevation.

slant plan*. In antiaircraft artillery, the plane con
taining the target course line and the pintle center 
of the gun.

•tent range. The straight line distance between two 
points not at the same elevation.

This term is used in reference to range between 
an airborne gun or radar set and a ground target 
or other target not at the same elevation; between 
an antiaircraft gun and the future >csi.ion of a 
target; between a bomber ana a target; etc. Cf: 
horteontel range.

atet A movable auxiliary airfoil running along the 
leading edge of a wing, remaining against the lead
ing edge in normal flight conditions, but lifting 
away from the wing to form a slot at certain angles 
of attack. See: movable slat

slaved gyro. A gyroscope that it controlled by a mag
netic force through a transmitter a* in a Gyrosyn; 
an instrument that employs such a device.

slave static*. A station of a synchronised group whose 
emissions are controlled by a master stattea. Used 
in hyperbolic navigation.

•led. An item equipped with runner* and a suitable 
body designed to transport loads over ice and snow.*

SLED, AETILLERY. A flat-bottomed steel item 
usually curved up at one end. It usually has wheel 
welds and attaching facilities for fastening the

•ling, guided missile launcher
wheels of artillery mount*. Primarily used to 
transport weapons over snow, ice, swamps or rough 
terrain.*

SLED, SELF-PROPELLED. A powered vehicle sup
ported on pontixins with endless tracks, or runners 
and pontoons with endless tracks, deriving it* trac
tion power from the endless tracks. It is designed 
to transport personnel and/or cargo over rno.v 
covered terrain.*

SLED SET, ARTILLERY. A group of items con
sisting of two or more SLED, ARTILLERY com
bined as a unit to transport artillery weapon* and/or 
equipment. It may include component* such a* 
brackets, chains, drawbar extensions, fastening de
vices. and the like.*

r<Mv« target See: target aleeve, towed.
sleigh. Part of a gun carriage which supports the 

recoil mechanism and barrel of the gun and slide* 
with the gun on recoil, guiding it in runway* in the 
cradle.

.slenderneae ratio. A configuration factor expressing 
the ratio of a missile's length to its diameter.

alow. Swing a gun sidewise; traverse a gun.
alewing mechanism. Device which permit* rapid 

traverse or change in elevation of a weapon or 
instrument.

slide. 1. Sliding part of the receiver of certain auto
matic weapon*. X Sliding catch on the breech 
mechanism o' certain weapons.

alider. A fuze or exploder component that interrupts 
the explosive train when the device is in the un
armed condition, and that move* during arming in 
such a way a* to render the explosive train operative. 
See also: interrupter.

aliding block. See: breechblock, eliding wedge.
eliding gear. A change gear in which speed changes 

are made by sliding gear* along their axes, so a* to 
place them in or out of mesh.

eliding mount. A type of railway meant in which 
the recoil energy is absorbed by sliding friction.

aliding wedge breechblock. See: breechblock, aliding 
wedge.

sling. 1. A SLING, SMALL ARMS (which see). 2. 
An item made of strap, chain, rope, webbing or the 
like, specifically designed to hold securely some
thing being hoisted, lowered, carried, dropped or 
suspended, often fitted with hook* or tackle*. Ex
cludes items of a single length of material with 
fittings.*

SLING, CARRYING, GUNSIGHT. A sling consisting 
of straps, buckle* and D-rings, designed for carrying 
aircraft gunsight* when not in box.*

SLING, GUIDED MISSILE CONTAINER. A sling 
consisting of an I-beam, specially designed hooks, 
clamp', cables and/or chains, and thimbles, specifi
cally designed fur handling a SHIPPING AND 
STORAGE CONTAINER, GUIDED MISSILE or 
container for BODY SECTION, GUIDED MIS
SILE*

SLING, GUIDED MISSILE LAUNCHER. A sling 
consisting of cable or chain, thimble, clamps, pins, 
and socket* specifically designed for handling a 
guided missile launcher*



sling, radar fuze
SLING, HADAR FUZE. A sling consisting of straps 

and brackets specifically designed for hoisting a 
fuze, radar.*

SLING, ROCKET, AERIAL DELIVERY. A sling 
consisting of cables, brackets, clamps, and rings, 
specifically designed for transporting one or more 
rockets by helicopter.*

SLING, ROCKET HANDLING. A sling consisting 
of an I-beam and straps, specifically designed for 
handling a rocket.*

SLING, ROCKET LAUNCHER, AERIAL DE
LIVERY. A sling consisting of straps and brackets, 
specifically designed for transporting a rocket 
launcher by helicopter.*

SLING, ROCKET MOTOR, AERIAL DELIVERY. 
A sling consisting of straps, hooks, brackets, and 
rings, specifically designed for transporting one or 
more ROCKET MOTOR by helicopter. Excludes 
Sl.lMi, ROCKET, AERIAL DELIVERY.*

SLING, ROCKET TRAILER, AERIAL DELIVERY. 
A sling consisting of straps, brackets, hooks, and 
rings, specifically designed for transporting a 
TRAILER, ROCKET by helicopter *

SLING, ROCKET TRUCK, AERIAL DELIVERY. 
A sling consisting of straps, brackets, hooks, and 
rings, specifically designed for transporting a 
TRUCK, ROCKET by helicopter *

SLING, SMALL ARMS. An item made of leather, 
webbing, or the like, designed to be attached to a 
carbine, mortar, rifle, rocket launcher, shotgun, sub
machine gun, or the like. Used as a means of carry
ing a small arms weapon and/or to steady the 
weapon for firing.*

SLING, WARHEAD SECTION. A sling consisting 
of straps, brackets, and the like, specifically designed 
for hoisting a warhead section.*

slivers. Pieces of propellant grains of triangular cross 
section which remain unbumed when the web (which 
see) of multiperforated grains has been burned 
through. Usually burning of the slivers is completed 
before the projectile leaves the bore of a gun; how
ever, in the case of a rocket motor the slivers are 
either discharged with the exhaust gases or left in 
the rocket case, and the sliver loss typically repre
sents 3 to 4 percent of the propelling charge.

slope. Measure of an incline, wall, or ramp in terms 
of the ratio of vertical rise to horizontal distance. 
Often expiessed as a percent and termed ‘percent 
slope.'

slope angle. The direction of a tight path expressed 
as an angle projected on the vertical plane.

alopo course. A proving ground facility consisting of 
a large mound of earth. On the various sloping sides 
of this mound are built roads having different grades.

This slope course is used to measure the slope 
performance of military vehicles and others, in
cluding maximum speed on various grades, the most 
suitable gear for best performance, traction, and the 
holding ability of brakes.

slope flsviation. The difference between the projec
tion in the vertical plane of the actual path of move
ment of a vehicle and the planned slope for the 
vehicle expressed in terms of either angular or 
linear measurement.

3-mine
slope, flight path. See: angle, flight path.
slope of falL Ratio between the drop of a projectile 

and its horizontal movemen'; tangent of the eagle 
of falL

slope, percent See: slope. . .
slosh test. A test to determine the ability of the con

trol system of a liquid propelled missile to withstand 
or overcome the dynamic movement of the liquid 
within its fuel tanks.

slot 1. A narrow opening in the side, top, bottom, or 
end of something, as for looking out or for poking 
something through. 2. Sfitcif. An air yap between 
a wing and the length of a slat or certain other 
auxiliary airfoils, the gap providing space for air
flow or room for the auxiliary airfoil to be depressed 
in such a manner as to make for smooth air passage 
on the upper surface. S. Any of certain narrow aper
tures made through a wing to improve aerodynamic 
characteristics.

In sense 2, the slot associated with a slat appears 
only when the slat lifts iwaj from the wing, whereas 
the slot associated with a slotted aileron changes its 
shape as the aileron is depressed. Both are called 
‘movable slots* or ‘automatic slots.’ In sense 3, the 
slot is sometimes called a ‘fixed slot.’

alottod-ecrew breechblock. See: broachblock. Inter
rupted screw.

slow Are. Type of firing used in instructing beginners 
and in record practice, in which no time limit for 
completing a score is set. See: deliberate Are.

sludge. Solids such as dirt, metal chips, etc , in engine 
oil.

elug. 1. As pe.tains to shaped charge ammunition: 
Massive and relatively slow-moving remnant of the 
collapsed metal liner, as distinguished from the jet. 
2. A solid cast iron projectile used in test firing. 
See: projectile, proof.

slush. 1. A soft mixture of grease or oil and other 
materials, used for protecting the surface of metal 
parts against corrosion. 2. To apply slush or oil 
to a surface, as to the bore of a gun.

8M (abbr). 1. ‘Strategic missile.’ 2. Department of the 
Army ‘Supply Manual.’

small arm. A gun of small caliber. Within the Ord
nance Corps the term is presently applied to guns 
of a caliber up to and including one inch. Such hand 
and shoulder weapons as pistols, carbines, rifles, and 
shotguns are included in the term.

small arms ammunition. (SAA) Ammunition for use 
in small arms; rounds of a caliber up to, and in
cluding, 30 millimeters (1.181 inches). Cf: artillery 
•MUltiOMn

small arms aliag. See: SLING, SMALL ARMS.
small-boro psastteo. Practice in firing with small arms 

using caliber 22 ammunition instead of the standard 
service rounds.

small of the stock. Part of the stock of a small arms 
weapon ordinarily gripped by the right hand; pert 
of the stock immediately behind the receiver and 
trigger assembly; pistol grip in some styles of stocks.

SMO (abbr). “Submachine gun.*
S-mtae. Small asttipersounel mine of ths ‘bounding’

type, employed by the Germans during WW II.



aolid propellant
emkls (abbr). 'Smokeless.*
moke. 1. Suspension of small liquid or solid particles 

in air. 2. Filling for smoke munitions such as bombs, 
projectiles, and grenades. 3. As part of ammunition 
nomenclature, signifies that the munition is intended 
to produce smoke of the type(s) or color(s) indicated.
4. To produce smoke. See also: chemical agent

smoke and flaah defilade. 1. Condition in which the 
smoke and flash of a gun are concealed from enemy 
observation by an intervening obstacle, such as » 
hill or ravine. 2. Vertical distance by which the 
smoke and flash of a gun are concealed from enemy 
observation.

aasoka blanket Dense concentration of aasoka (sense 
1, which see). Established vei and around friendly 
areas to protect from ol c nation and precision 
bombing. Established over enemy areas to protect 
attacking aircraft from antiaircraft fire.

aasoka bomb. See BOMB, SMOKB.
smoke candle. Munition which produces smoke by 

vaporising a smoke producing oil. Cf: SMOKB 
POT.

smoke curtain. Vertical smoke screen placed between 
friendly and hostile troops or installations to pre
vent enemy ground observation. See: amoks Kruen.

smoke generator. See: GENERATOR. SMOKB, 
MECHANICAL.

smoke grenade. See : grenada, smoke. ’
smokeless. (smkls) When used in cartridge or rio- 

pelling charge nomenclature, indicates that the am
munition is relatively smokeless when used in the 
weapon for which intended.

M-kthst powder. (SP) See: smokeless propellant, 
amokelaae propellant (SP) Term used to distinguish 

the relatively ‘smokeless’ propellants from black 
powder which produces a heavy smoke and which 
they have supplanted as a propellant More ap
propriate classifications are given under the term 
propellant (which sec).

8MOKB POT. A cylindrical metal munition designed 
to produce smoke for Kreening or signalling pur
poses, either by combustion of a smoke producing 
mixture or by combustion of a fuel mixture to 
vaporise a smoke producing oil. It may be with or 
without igniting device and filling, and is not in
tended for throwing or for firing from weapons.*

aasoka pet, floating. SMOKE POT that emits dense 
smoke when ignited and which floats on the surface 
of water to provide a temporary screen.

moke projectile. See: projectile, smoke.
moke Kroon. A screen of smoke used to hide a ma

neuver, force, place, or activity. Smoke screens may 
be generated on the ground by use of a GENERA
TOR, SMOKE, MECHANICAL; a grenade, smoke; 
or a SMOKE POT. They may also be laid down by 
aircraft using smoke tanks, or by artillery fire.

aasoka shell See: projectile, emotoe.
smoke signal See: signal, moke.
smooth-bore. Having a bore that is smooth and with

out rifling. Shotguns and mortars are commonly 
smooth-bore.

sacks, demolition.; See: MIBB CLEARING EQUIP
MENT, MECHANICALLY POSITIONED.

Snark. Name applied to an Air Force surface-to-sur
face, long range, strategic missile, powered by a 
tvbojet engine. Has a combination inertial and 
celestial guidance system. This winged missile 
travels just below sonic velocity and is also known 
as a pilotless bomber.

sniper. An especially skilled rifleman, usually having 
special equipment, whose mission is to kill key ene
my personnel.

suiperKope. Device combining a snooperscope and a 
carbine or other firearm, which enables the operator 
to see and shoot at targets in the dark.

SNL (abbr). 'Standard Nomenclature List.’ 
snooperscope. Hand-carried device combining a source 

of infrared rays with a viewer, to enable the 
operator to see in the dark. See also: sniperscope, 

snorkel. A tube or pair of tubes for air intake and 
exhaust that can be extended above the surface of 
the water for operating submerged lubmarinee. The 
term is now also applied to almost any tube which 
similarly supplies air for underwater operation, 
whether it be for materiel or personnel.

snow. A type of interference resembling falling snow 
that appears on a radarscope. See: noise.

snowmobile. See: SLED, SELF-PROPELLED.
snubber. Auto. A mechanical device

sentially of a drum, spring, and friction band. Con
nection is made between axle and frame. The pur
pose is to slow the recoil of the spring and reduce 
jolting.

SOCKET, FUZE SETTER. A keyed, self-locking 
item, having one end designed to conform to the 
outer contour of a time fuse, and the other end to fit 
into a HANDLE, FUZE SETTER, UNIVERSAL. 
It is used for accurate setting of a time fuze. See 
also: FUZE SETTER?

sodium sulfide. Chemical used in solution with methyl 
alcohol to neutralize or destroy nitroglycerin.

SOFAR (abbr). ‘Sound fixing and ranging.*
soft point In small arms cartridge nomenclature, in

dicates a bullet with a soft point, intended to spread 
upon striking a target with some resistance, such 
as the flesh of game. Not intended for, nor per
mitted to be used in, combat operations.

soil traMcavUity. The capacity of a soil to withstand 
traffic, esp. the traffic of military vehicles.

SOLENOID, ELECTRICAL. A item consisting of 
one or more coils surrounding an iron core. The 
coil(s) and the core are movable in relation to each 
other. The axial or rotary movement is a result 
of the magnetic flux of the coil. It is designed to 
convert electrical energy into mechanical energy. It 
does not include switch contacts.* Used for such 
purposes as the remote control of machine guns.

solenoid brake. Eire. Brake in which the brake shoes 
are operated by the magnetic action of a solenoid.

solenoid eoU. See: chronograph.
solid fool Any fuel in a solid state. Specifically, a 

solid propellant as used in a ROCKET MOTOR. 
Set : PROPELLANT GRAIN.

solid propellant A propellant (which see} in * solid 
state, as distinguished from a liquid propellant Sec



283■olid rocket
also: PROPELLANT (as modified); PROPEL. 
LENT GRAIN.

solid rocket. Popular term for a rocket using solid 
propellant,,

solvsat recovery. Process, in the manufacture of 
nitrocellulose propellant, by which the ether-alcohol 
mixture used for colloiding the nitrocellulose is re
covered by evaporating and condensing the solvent.

eomaa. (C D) Pinacolyl methylphosphonofluoridate, 
one of the G-agents or nerve gases. A war gas. 
See also: chemical agent; nerve gas.

sonar. [Sound navigation ranging.) A method or 
system, analogous to radar, in which high-frequency 
sound waves are emitted so as to be reflected back 
from objects of interest, used esp. by ships for de
tecting underwater objects, such as submarines or 
mines; an apparatus used for this purpose.

aonde. In telemetering, the complete airborne tala- 
motoring syatem in the vehicle.

aonic. Of or Pertaining to ? ound; esp. in ordnance 
contexts, to the speed of uund.

aonic speed. The apaed of soul (which see).
SOP (abbr) ‘Standing operating procedure.' Some

times u»< 1 adjectivally in the sense of ‘normal, 
‘usual,’ or ‘standard,’ as in ‘this condition remained 
SOP.’ This abbreviation is pronounced letter by 
letter.

sound and Saak ranging. Two distinct and separate 
but supplementary systems of locating enemy weap
ons and, secondarily, adjusting friendly counterfire 
by: (I) observation by sonic devices on the sound pro
duced by the enemy weapon in firing or by the friend
ly projectile in exploding; or (2) visual observation 
of the fiash produced or of the point of burst of the 
enemy weapon or friendly projectile. See also: 
flash ranging; sound ranging.

sound detector. See: aonnd locator.
sounding rocket See: rocket wending.
sound lag. Time necessary for a sound wave to travel 

from its source to the point of reception.
aonnd locator. A device formerly used to detect air

craft in flight by sound.
A sound locator comprised four horns, or sound 

collectors (two for azimuth detection and two for 
elevation), together with their associated mecha
nisms and controls, which enabled the listening opera
tors to determine the position and angular velocity 
of aircraft.

SOUND MEASURING SET. A complete set for 
making sound level measurements by deriving a 
visual indication relative to the intensity of the sound 
being measured.*

sound ranging. Method o' locating the source of a 
sound, such as that of a gun report or a projectile 
burst, by calculations based on the intervals between 
the reception of the sound at various previously 
oriented microphone stations. See also: Saak rang
ing; eouad and Saab ranging.

sound ranging plotting board. See: PLOTTING 
BOARD, BOUND RANGING, FIRE CONTROL.

BOUND RANGING SET. A complete electronic set 
specifically designed for detecting and/or determin-

Bpan
ing the range and bearing of sounds. Excludes 
sonar.*

sound recording system. EUctroaeoiuticf. A combi - 
nation of transducing devices and associated equip
ment suitable for storing sound in a form capable 
of subsequent reproduction.

sound reproducing system. EUctraacoruticf. A com
bination of transducing devices and associated equip
ment for reproducing recorded sound.

SP (abbr). ‘Smokeless powder; smokeless propellant.’ 
space. Aitronamict. The region beyond the sensible 

atmosphere of the earth, The level at which space 
begins is indefinite, but some authorities place it at 
about 120 miles above the earth.

spaced armor. An arrangement of armor plate, using 
two or more thicknesses, each thickness spaced from 
the adjoining one. Used as protective device, par
ticularly against shaped charge ammunition. Cf: 
skirting plats.

space flight. The science of extra-terrestrial flight of 
unmanned vehicles. Cf: space travel. .

SPACER, BATTERY, DEPTH CHARGE. An item 
designed to position a battery in relation to the 
firing mechanism within a depth charge.*

SPACER, OPTICAL ELEMENT. A tubular shaped 
item designed to maintain a predetermined distance 
between optical elements, such as lenses, reticles, and 
the like. The bure may be straight, tapered, or 
counterbored, and may have annular serrations to 
converge or diverge light rays. The surfaces, which 
mate with the optics, are usually chamfered, concave, 
and/or have a specified finish designation in the 
range of 1 to 125 mic^ch root mean square.*

spaceship. Any vehicular craft designed to travel to 
outer space.

apace terma, teterplaaetary See: orbito of planate.
space travel. The science of extra-terrestrial flight of 

manned vehicles. Cf: apace flight
apace warfare. Warfare conducted by use of weapons 

brought to be; r pen earth targets from outer space.
space weapon. \ weapon that travels through space 

and is directed against an enemy target whether on 
the ground, in the air, or in space.

spado grip. D-shaped handle for pointing the gun, 
fastened on the rear of the receiver of certain flexible 
automatic weapons.

SPADE, GUN CARRIAGE TRAIL. An item de
signed for attachment to the end of an artillery gun 
carriage trail(s), which is forced or dug into the 
ground to restrict movement during firing. It may 
be a forging, casting, or of built-up construction. 
Includes items which are secured to the trail(s) by 
means of a tapered key.*

spall. Fragment(s) torn from either surface of arawr 
plate, such as might result from the impact, of 
Haetie energy amaauaitian (which see), or the func
tioning of chemical energy ammnnMian (which see).

spalllag. Production of a spaR(a) (which •»).
spall resistance. That property of armor which pre

vents the armor from projecting spells into the 
fighting vehicle when struck by a projectile.

span. 1. The maximum dimension of aa airfoil from 
tip to tip as of a wing, rotorbladea, or A horisoml
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tail, the measure of this dimension. 2. The maxi
mum width of an aircraft from wingtip to wingtip. 3. 
Sffi if. Wingspan.

■panning ir*y. Removable hollowed tray on which the 
elements of separate loading ammunition slide when 
being inserted in the breech of a cannon.

spat. .I, ri'mrutual ,\ pimcrpal spanwise member of 
the structural fiainework of an airplane wing, aileron, 
stabilizer, etc. It may be ol one piece design or a 
fabricated section*

■pare part. In supply usage, any part, component, or 
subassembly kept in reserve for the maintenance 
and repair of major items of equipment.

spare parte list. List approved by designated authori
ties, indicating the total quantities of spare parts, 
tools and equipment necessary for the maintenance 
of a specified number of major items for a definite 
period of time

spare parte set, 280 millimeter dummy projectile. See: 
BAND SET, 280 MILLIMETER DUMMY PRO
JECTILE.

spark. The ignition fire produced in a cylinder of an 
internal combustion engine; the apparatus producing 
or controlling this fire.

spark coil. See : COIL, IGNITION.
SPARK GAP. An item designed to act as a switching 

or triggering device by means of a disruptive dis
charge of electricity (a spark) between the electrodes. 
The insulation (usually air) between the electrodes 
is self-restoring after passage of the spark.*

•park knock. The knock produced in an internal 
combustion engine by operation with the spark too 
far advanced. Cf: detonation.

•park lead. The amount of advance by which the 
production of the spark in cylinders of an internal 
combustion engine precedes the arrival of the piston 
at the top dead center position.

SPARK PLUG. An item containing two or more elec
trodes across which an electric spark is discharged 
to ignite a fuel and air mixture, primarily in internal 
combustion engines. Excludes GLOW PLUG and 
ELECTRODE*

■parkproof. 1. Will not be ignited ot damaged by 
sparks. 2. Will not generate sparks. ■

■park range. A firing range in which missiles in free 
flight can be photographed by the light from an 
electric spark which is triggered by passage of the 
projectile.

Sparrow. Name applied to a series of Navy air-to-air 
supersonic missiles, solid propellant powered. For 
use against high or low altitude targets, employing 
evasive tactics. A beam rider with homing radar. 

spatiaL Of or pertaining to space; occupying space; 
occurring in, or conditioned by, space; considered 
with relation to space. ■

•patiotemporaL Of or pertaining to space time; hav
ing extent and duration.

spchgr (abbr). ‘Supercharger.*
■pec (abbr). ‘Specification.’
special cargo. See: cargo classification.
special equipment vehicle. Vehicle consisting of a 

general purpose vehicle with special body, equip

ment, and/or kit installed to fill a specialized role 
or requirement.

special purpose item. In supply usage, an item de
signed to fill a special requirement, and having a 
limited application.

For example, a wrenih or other tool designed to 
b.- used for one particular model of a piece of 
machinery is a special purpose item; a special 
purpose vehicle can also be regarded as a special 
purpose item.

special purpose vehicle. Vehicle having special chassis, 
or a general purpose chassis incorporating major 
modifications, designed to fill a specialized require
ment. All tractors (except ‘ruck tractors) and 
tracklaying vehicles, regardless of design, size, or 
intended purpose, are classified as special purpose 
vehicles. See: general purpose vehicle; special 
equipment vehicle.

special test and handling equipment. Maintmance end 
tuffly. An end item having limited application 
specifically designed for use in conjunction with the 
operation, care, calibration, or maintenance of 
another end item. (Materials handling equipment 
excepted.)

special tools. Types of tools and tool equipment de
signed to perform specific operations on specific 
pieces of material.

■pedal weapon. Any out-of-the-ordinary modern 
weapon, such as an atomic, radiological, or biologi
cal weapon.

specif. (abbr). ’Specific’ or ‘specifically.’
specification, (spec) 1. pl. A detailed statement that 

sets forth the requirements or standards for a piece 
of equipment, a material, a service to be performed, 
etc. 2. sing. An item in such a statement See alio: 
Government specifications.

specific density. Mass per unit volume. In interior 
ballistics, specific density is usually distinguished 
from loading density and gravimetric density.

■pacific fuel consumption. Mass of fuel used relative 
to an appropriate unit of output; jet engines usually 
are rated in pounds of fuel per pound of thrust per 
hour, while reciprocating engines are rated in pounds 
of fuel per horsepower-hour.

■pacific heats, ratio of. See: ratio of specific heats.
specific impulse. The thrust pei unit mass rate cf 

flow . oduced by burning a specific L’l or fuel 
combination, expressed in pounds(force)-seconds per 
pounds(mass). Used especially in reference to a 
rocket propellant. It is also known as the ftr- 
formance wider.

specific thrust The ratio between the thrust of a jet 
reaction motor and the total propellant flow rate 
producing the thrust

spectrograph. An optical instrument designed to break 
up the light from a source into Us constituent wav* 
lengths and to provide a means of qualitative or 
quantitative study of the spectrum thus formed. 
The instrument essentially consists cf four parts: 
the slit, the lenses, the dispersion system and photo
graphic or photoelectric system.*

spectrometer. An optical instrument designed to break 
up the light from a source into its constituent wave 
lengths and to provide a means of qualitative or
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•dy of the spectrum thus formed. 

. design* consist essentially of four 
parti: the slit, the lenses, the dispersion system and 
the measurement system.* 

spectrophotometer. An instrument fur measuring 
transmission or apparent reflectance of light aa a 
function of- wavelength, permitting accurate color 
analysis or accurate comparison of luminous in
tensity of two aourcea at apecific wavelengths.

spectroscope. An optical instrument designed to break 
up the light from a source into its constituent wave 
lengths for the observation of spectra, thus providing 
a means of qualitative or quantitative study of the 
spectrum formed. The instrument esseati-'lly con
sists of a slit, a lens system, a dispersioi system 
and an observation system.*

epactrum. The entire range of electromagnetic radia
tions from the longest radio waves to the shortest 
cosmic rays and including the spectrum of visible 
light

speech scrambler. See: SCBAMBLBB, AUDIO 
SIGNAL.

spaed. Time rate of motion measured by the distance 
moved in unit time; in rotating machinery, the revo
lutions per minute (rpm). Cf: velocity.

speed brake. Sec : drag brake.
speed st oopad. The speed at which sound waves 

travel through a medium. See: acoustic velocity; 
mack number.

BPBBDOMBTBB. Aa instrument for measuring and 
indicating in miles per hour the speed at which a 
vehicle is being driven. It measures and records 
distance traveled by means of an odometer.*

speed ring eight See: SIGHT, LBAD COMPUTING, 
AUTOMATIC.

spherical aberration. Optics. The aberration of a lens 
which results when rays of light which pass through 
a lens near its edge are converged to a point nearer 
the lens than those rays passing through the center. 
The effect is poor definition of the image.

spherical coordinate*. A system for locating a point 
in space by the length of a radius vector from the 
fixed origin, the angle this vector make* with a 
reference plane through the origin, and the angle 
the projection 01 the radius vector on the reference 
plane makes with a fixed line in the reference plane.

spigot mortar. A mortar which propels a warhead 
larger than the bore of the n ortar by means of a 
closed tube (spigot) attached to the warhead and ex
tending into the mortar. The force of the propellant 
within the mortar acts upon the tube, thus propelling 
the warhead towards the target.

spike. 1. Aerodynamics. A sharp-pointed object de
signed to point into the flow stream of supersonic 
missiles, aircraft, or the like, for the purpose of 
diffusing the impact of the stream and reducing shock 
wave formations. 2. Electronics. K transient of 
short duration during which the amplitude consider
ably exceeds the average amplitude of the pulse.

spiked armor. Armor with spikes on the face, used a* 
active resistance to the penetrating jet of shaped 
charge ammunition.

millever. That portion of the air in the stream-tube 
which flows to the side of a ramjet intake rather

spoiler plate, depth charge
than through the intake. This takes place under 
conditions of detached shock. Under conditions of 
attached or swallowed shock, there is no spillover, 

spin. The rotation of a projectile or missile about its 
longitudinal axis to provide stability during flight. 
See also: spin stabilisation.

spin compensation. Overcoming or reducing the effect 
of projectile rotation in decreasing the penetrating 
capacity of the jet in shaped charge ammunition.

apta-doceleratiag moment Aerodynamics. A couple 
about the axis of the projectile, which diminishes 
spin.

spiaaez rocket A spin stabilised rocket. See: spin 
stabilisation.

spin sale. Said of a fuse that is safe when experienc
ing a rotation equivalent to that attained during 
flight; i.e., other arming forces are necessary to 
arc-, the fuze.

spin etabilisation. Method of stabilizing a projectile 
during flight by causing it to rotate about its own 
longitudinal axis. Cf: in stabilisation.

spiral ecaa. A type of scan in which a point on the 
radar beam describes a spiral in space. .

spiral wrapped. In cartridge nomenclature, indicates 
that the body o< the cartridge case was manufactured 
by the process of spirally wrapping a strip of metal.

apttback fuse. See: fuse, spitback.
apttback tube. A* pertains to shaped charge ammuni

tion : A tube attached to the truncated apex of a 
liner, ordinarily extending through the explosive 
charge. Through this tube the detonating impulse is 
transmitted from the point of initiation to a detona
tor at the base of the explosive charge.

aplaak. 1. Term used to indicate enemy aircraft shot 
down, usually over water. X Word transmitted by 
a firing ship or artillery fire direction center to the 
spotters five seconds before the estimated time of 
the impact of a salro or round, 1. Bullet ^iaak 
(which see).

splash lubrication. Internal combustion engines. Lu
brication of the part* in the crankcase and cylinder 
from the splashing about by the crankpin, etc., of 
oil in the case; called ‘splash feed* or ‘splash system.* 

split. A longitudinal break in the metal of a cartridge 
case. It may occur before firing, due to season 
cracking, or at the time of firing, due to faulty ma
terial or manufacture. Cf: rupture.

split field. Optics. The field of view as seen when 
observing through s coincidence rsnge finder. It is 
formed by uniting hslves of the images produced by 
the two objectives. The half images are separated 
by the *halving line.*

split trsil. An srtillery weapon trail composed of two 
rigid members hinged at the carriage. They are 
together in the traveling position and spread apart 
in the firing position. Cf: box trait

BPM (abbr). ‘Self-propelled mount.*
spoiler. A surface, which being projected into the 

wind stream surrounding an airfoil, disturbs the 
airflow with consequent loss of lift and increase of 
drag.

8POILBB PLATK, DKPTH CHABOB. An item de
signed to be attached to a depth charge to decrease 
its sinking speed.*



spring; independent
cpoaeen. Hollow enlargement on the aide of the hull 

of a tank, need for storing ammunition, or as a apace 
for radio equipment or guns.

See: MOUMT, GUM.
•POOL, AMTIPBBSOHMBL MIBB TBIP WIBB 

A88BMBLT. A plastic spool designed to hold one 
or more trip wire assemblies. May be fitted with 
device to attach spool to mine and trip lever to 
spool*

•POOL, PLUMMBT, UBDBBWATBB MIBB. A 
cylindrical shaped item with a Mange at each end 
upon which may be wound a wire rope or the like.*

sporting gun. Classification of shotguns which in
cludes those with JO-inch full choke barrels. Other 
classifications are riot gu and ahead gun.

spot 1. To determine deviations of fire from a target 
by observation, in order to supply information for 
the adjustment or analysis of the fire. 3. To locate 
or espy something, as an aircraft or a troop concen
tration.

spot chock. A check or inspection of certain steps 
in an operation, process, or the like, of certain ports 
of a piece of equipment, or of a representative lot 
of completed parts or articles. The steps or parts 
inspected would normally be only a small percentage 
of the total.

spot jamsatag. Jamming of a special channel or fre
quency; see: oioetroaie.jamming.

spotter. An observer stationed for the purpose of ob
serving and reporting results of naval gunfire to the 
firing agency. He also may be employed in desig
nating targets. See: field artillery observer.

spotter, target. Small black metal disk attached to a 
target in practice shooting to show the marksman 
exactly where he has hit Usually shortened to 
‘spotter.*

spotter tracer. In cartridge nomenclature, indicates 
that the bullet or projectile is equipped with a tracer 
and contains a filler suitable for spotting purposes.

spatting beard. Device for determining the direction 
and sire of deviations from the target It converts 
the readings of spotters into usable form for firing 
data.

spotting charge. See: charge, spotting.
•POTTIBG 1BBTBUMBMT, OPTICAL. An item 

for locating enemy fire and for terrestrial or celestial 
observation. Means for accurate measurement of 
asirrath and vertical angles is provided, by a binocu
lar type system with reticles. It is supported by a 
tribrach having a circular level, leveling plate and 
screws, asimuth and elevation controls, and the like, 
which may be mounted on a tripod or ground-shelf 
mount. Also has bracket to hold an instrument light 
for reticle illumination.*

spotting pistol. See: pistol, spotting.
spotting rile. See: rite, spotting.
spread. Extend and put in place the trail of a gun 

carriage.
•PBBADBB MT, BALLISTIC CAM MCTIOM. 

An item consisting of two metal devices designed 
to separate by force two or more ballistic case 
sections when used with a tool for applying leverage* 

spring. Mtclmivtl. An elastic mechanical device 
designed to absorb recoil or shock, to exert tension, 
or store up energy, and may possess the added char
acteristics of a supporting, guiding or controlling 
member; generally manufactured from metal but 
may, under certain use demands, be manufactured 
from a combination of metal and/or other elastic 
materials.*

spring eemtterrecoil mechanism. In this mechanism 
the compression of a spring or system of springs 
during recoil furnishes the power to return the gun 
back into firing position.

spring, elliptic. Elliptical, semi-elliptical, end full 
elliptical springs are the commonest of leaf springs. 
The latter may consist of one or more parallel units, 
designated as single full elliptic, double elliptic, 
triple elliptic, etc. A semi-elliptic spring, or one 
unit, or a full elliptic comprises a number of plates 
or rectangular section, superposed on each other. 
The term elliptic spring is sometimes extended to 
include all forms of leaf springs. Sec: BPBIMG, 
LBAF.

•pringfieM Armory. (SA) Ordnance Corps installa
tion, forming a part of the Ordnance Weapons Com
mand, located at Springfield, Massachusetts. Princi
pal development and manufacturing installation in 
the field of small arms. It also has special missions 
in connection with erosion problems and preserva
tion of materials.

Springfield Ordnance District Former Ordnance dis
trict, absorbed into Boston Ordaaaee District which 
see).

•PBIMO, BBLICAL, COMPBBMIOM. An open 
coiled spring, wound in various forms and from 
different shapes and types of materials and finished 
at the ends, designed to provide resistance to com
pression forces. Excludes springs designed for 
thermal actuation (springs in which the torsion 
forces art designed to be counteracted by changes in 
temperature).*

SPBING, BBLICAL, BXTBMBIOB. An open- or 
close-coiled spring, wound in various forms and 
from different shapes and types nf materials and 
finished at the ends, so designed to provide resistance 
to pulling forces. The close ceiled springs may in
corporate the special feature of initial tension created 
between the coils when wound so that an initial load 
must be applied to separate them.*

SPBIWO, BBLICAL, TOBBION. An open- or close- 
wound coil spring consisting of one or more helical 
coils, wound from different shapes and types of ma
terial and finished at the ends, designed to exert 
pressure in a rotating direction around the coil axis. 
Excludes springs designed for thermal actuation 
(springs in which the torsion forces are counteracted 
by changes in temperature).*

spriag-hydraulic-type equilibrator. See: equilibrator, 
spring, independent Type of springing known ns

Irnee action,' or a similar type in which the center 
section of the axle, as well ts the entire axle struc
ture, is sometimes eliminated. The load le passed 
from the frame to the wheel spindlee by means of 
two or more flat or cnil springs and transverse link
ages.
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springing charge. A small explosive charge used to 

< nlarge (spring) the diameter of a borehole, or to 
fi rm a chamber at the bottom of a borehole in which 
a larger charge may be pheed.

SPRING, LEAF. A spring relatively thin in propor
tion to its length and width, when assembled with 
similar items forms a SPRING ASSEMBLY, 
LEAF.*

Classes of leaf springs include the half or ttmi- 
elliptic 1 firing, three-quarter elliptic a firing, consisting 
of a quarter elliptic on top and half-elliptic on bot
tom, joined at one end by a bolt; elliptic tfiring, 
consisting of half-elliptic on top and half-elliptic on 
bottom, joined at both ends by bolts; three-quarter 
icrol' elliptic tpring, consisting of quarter icroll oo 
top and half-elliptic on bottom, joined at one end by 
a shackle; icroll elliptic epring (me end), consisting 
of scroll at one end on top, and half-elliptic cm bot
tom, joined at one end by a bolt and at the otl.'er by 
a shackle; tcroll elliptic tpring (both ends), consist
ing of scroll elliptic on bottom, joined at both ends 
by shackles.

SPRING, LOADING, BALL BEARING. A tri-semi
elliptical spring designed primarily to take up any 
existing endwise play between a bearing and housing. 
When applied against the faces of a bearing it cre
ates a light thrust load to the bearing.*

spring modnlaa. The additional force necessary to 
deflect a spring an additional unit distance. If a 
certain spring has a modulus of 40 pounds per inch, 
a 40-lb weight will compress it I inch, an 80-lb 
weight 2 inches, and so on. It is apparent that the 
energy stored in a spring is '(spring modulus x 
deflection9).

■priag recuperator. See: opring coutorrecoil mecha
nical

spring, ring. A spring composed of a series of metal 
rinjs of alternately larger and smaller diameters 
which bear against each other along wedge shaped 
or conical faces. As the spring is loaded in com
pression, the individual units are driven together 
• 'id stressed in tension or compression.

spring, spiral. A spring consisting of a wire coiled in 
a flat spiral, or in a helix.

SPRING, SPIRAL, TORSION. A spring consisting 
of a length of material wound on itself in the form 
of a spiral, finished at the ends and designed to 
exert pressure in a rotating direction around the 
spring axis. The material may be of various cross
sectional shapes such as round or rectangular. Ex
cludes springs designed for thermal actuation 
(springs in which the torsion forces are designed to 
be counteracted by changes in temperature).*

spring-type equilibrator. Sec: equilibrator.
spring, volute. A spiral or scroll-like spring. Former

ly widely used on tanks. Characterized by the ability 
to carry a much greater load per inch deflection when 
loaded to capacity than when carrying normal static 
load. Friction between adjacent coils is high but 
variable with the terrain traversed, moisture, etc. 
Usually the friction present is sufficient to maintain 
freedom from pronounced pitching.

spring wheel. One in which, by the action of springs 
interposed between the shaft boss and the rim, ir
regular driving forces and shocks are neutralized.

squib, elm trie

sprocket. 1. A tooth or projection, as on • wheel, 
shaped so as to engage with the links of a chain. 2. 
A sprixkcl wheel; a toothed wheel adapted to drive 
a chain or track.

In tracklaying vehicles the drive sprockets, or 
track drni sprocket assemblies, are formed by belt
ing two sprockets (steel plates with teeth formed in 
their outer circumferences I to a hub (sprocket hub) 
which, in turn, is bolted to the flanged end o’’ the 
final droe sprocket shaft Often, the drive sprockets 
are interchangeable

sprung and unsprung weight Sprung weight is the 
weight which is carried by the springs including the 
frame, radiator, engine, clutch, transmission, body, 
load, etc. Untprang weight is the weight of the
various parts that are not carried on the springs 
such as wheels, axles, brakes, etc.

Sprung weight rides easier than unsprung weight, 
so car manufacturers t.'y to reduce unsprung weight 
as much as possible. Sprung parts are better pro
tected against road shocks. By mechanically linking 
the sprung weight and the unsprung weight to a 
hydraulic mechanism (hydraulic shock absorbers), 
the energy created by road shocks can be dissipated 
instead of transferred to the vehicle or its contents.

spur gear. See GEAR, SPUR.
Sputnik. Name given to first man-made earth satel

lite, launched by Russia on 4 October 1957. The 
second earth satellite, launched by Russia on 3 
November 1957 is sometimes called ‘Sputnik 11.*

SQ (abbr/. ‘Superquick.*
SQ-DEL (abbr). ‘Superquick and delay.’
square base. Descriptive of a bullet or projectile with 

cylindrical base (as opposed to a boattail projectile). 
Also called ‘flat base.' Cf: boattaiL

square eagiae. An engine in which the stroke is 
equal to the diameter of the cylinder bore.

square wave. A wave which alternately assumes two 
fixed values for equal lengths of time, the time of 
transition being negligible in comparison with the 
duration of each fixed value.

squash head. A term used, especially by the British, 
for a high explosive plastic (HEP) projectile. See: 
projectile, high explosive plastic.

squeeze bore. See: taperod bore.
squelch. To automatically quiet a receiver by reduc

ing its gain in response to a specified characteristic 
cf the input.

squib. 1. Used in a general sense to mean any of 
vaiious small size pyrotechnic or explosive devices. 
X Specif. A small explosive device, similar in 
appearance to a detonator (which see), but loaded 
with low explosive, so that its output is primarily 
heat (flash). Usually electrically initiated, and pro
vided to initiate action of pyrotechnic devices and 
rocket propellants. Sec also: 8QUIB, ELECTRIC. 

SQUIB, ELECTRIC. An item designed for electrical 
firing of burning type munitions or to initiate opera
tion of jettisoning equipment and shearing devices, 
or as igniters for rockets or for setting equipment 
in motion where a small explosive device is required. 
It consists essentially of a tube containing a flam
mable material and a small charge of powder com
pressed around a fine resistance wire connected to
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electrical lead* or terminals. Excludes CAR
TRIDGE. ACTUATING DEVICE*

SR (abbr). 'Syacal Regulations.’
8S (abbr). 1. *Spin stabilised.’ 2. ‘Surface-to-surface.' 
SS-10. A French developed, wire-guided, manportable, 

solid propeltant, antitank missile.
SS-11. A longer range and larger version of the 

SS-10. This missile may also be fired from heli
copter.

SSM (abbr). ‘Surface-to-surface missile.* 
3SR (abbr). ‘Spin stabilised rocket* 
stab detonator. See: DBTONATOB, STAB, 
stability, i. Xerodyuouncs. A characteristic of a 

projectile, missile, or aircraft in light that causes it, 
if disturbed from its condition of equilibrium or 
steady flight, to return to that condition; simitar 
characteristic of a parachute and its burden. 2. 
Explomet. The property of an explosive against 
detonating or deteriorating under normal storage 
conditions.

stability, arrow. The partial derivatives of yawing and 
pitching moments with respect to angles of attack 
in yaw and pitch. Also called weathercock stability.

stability derivatives. See: derivatives, stability.
stability, dirsctiouaL Stability with reference to dis

turbances about the normal axis of an aircraft or 
missile, i.e., disturbances which tend to cause yawing.

stability, dynastic. 1. The measure of a projectile’s 
ability to limit yaw. 2. That property of an aircraft 
or missile which causes it, when its state of steady 
flight is disturbed, to damp the oscillations set up 
by the restoring forces and moments and gradually 
return to its original state. See also: stability, static.

stability factor. A factor which indicates the relative 
stability (ability to maintain a fixed attitude in 
flight) of a projectile under given conditions. It de
pends upon the moments of inertia of the projectile, 
its spin, and the moment of the aerodynamic force 
about the center of gravity. A necessary, but not 
sufficient, condition for stability is that the stability 
factor be greater than unity or negative. Stability 
factor is sometimes referred to as the coefficient of 
gyroscopic stability.

stability, inherent Stability of an aircraft or missile 
owing solely to the disposition ami arrangement of its 
fixed parts, i.e., that property which causes it, when 
disturbed, to return to its normal attitude of flight 
without the use of the control or the interposition of 
any mechanical device.

stability, lateral. Stability with reference to disturb
ances about the longitudinal axis, i.e., disturbances 
involving rolling or side-slipping. The term ’lateral 
stability* is sometimes used to include directional and 
lateral stability, since these cannot be entirely sepa
rated in flight

stability, loagitudtaaL Stability with reference to dis
turbances in the plane of symmetry, i.e., disturbances 
involving pitching and variation of the longitudinal 
and normal velocities.

stability, static. That property of an aircraft which 
causes it, when its state of steady flight is disturbed, 
to develop forces and moments tending to restore its 
original condition.

stacked charge
stability test Accelerated test to determine the prob

able suitability of an explosive material for long 
term storage. See: heat tests.

stabilisation. Expression of the ability of a missile 
in flight to maintain a fixed attitude relative to the 
trajectory. See: fin stabilisation; spin stabilisation.

stabilise. To give or cause stability (which see).
stabilised platform. Inertial yuidaut e. A gyroscopi- 

cally stabilized platform for mounting an accelero
meter (which see) to maintain it fixed either in a 
space or earth reference system despite changes in 
missile position or attitude

stabiliser. 1. Any airfoil or any cor’’i oation of airfoils 
considered as a single unit, the pnutary function of 
which is tc give stability to an aircraft or missile.
2. A mechanism to restrict movement of tank gun 
in elevation and/or azimuth which would otherwise 
result from the vehicle pitch and roll. 3. Material 
added to propellant colloid to inhibit or reduce de
composition in storage.

STAB1LIZBR, BOMBSIGHT AND AUTOMATIC 
PILOT. A gyro-operated mechanical device used in 
conjunction with bombsights and automatic pilots. 
It is designed to prevent an aircraft from departing 
from a condition of steady motion or, in case such 
a motion is disturbed, restores it to its original state 
of equilibrium.*

B.CABILIZBR, HORIZONTAL. A fixed horizontal 
airfoil, forming a part of the main directional con
trol surfaces, parallel or approximately parallel to 
the lateral axis of an aircraft, guided missile or rock
et. The functional purpose of the horizontal stabil
izer is to maintain uniformity of motion in relation 
to the lateral axis in flight.*

BTABILIZBR, TORPBDO. An assembled unit de
signed to retard and stabilize the trajectory of a 
torpedo in flight prior to water entry.*

STABIL1ZBR, VERTICAL. A fixed vertical airfoil 
forming a part of the main directional control sur
faces, perpendicular or approximately perpendicular 
to the longitudinal axis of an aircraft, guided missi'e 
or rocket. The functional purpose of the vertical 
stabilizer is to maintain uniformity of motion in re
lation to the longitudinal axis in flight*

stablising fix. See : fin.
stabilising sleeve, i. General. A tube of fabric attached 

to an item to provide stabilization of the item as it 
moves through the air. 2. Specif. A cloth tube 
attached to an aircraft flare to hold it in proper 
position while it is descending.

stable. Having stability (which see).
stable element Specif. Any instrument or device, 

such as a gyroscope, used to stabilize a radar anten
na, turret, or other piece of equipment mounted on an 
aircraft or ship.

stable oscillation. See: oscillation, stable.
stable detonation velocity. See: detonation.
stab primer. See: DBTONATOR, 8TAB.
rtack arms. To put a number of rifles in a group, 

upright, with their butts on the ground. Three of 
them are linked together with the stacking swivels. 
Additional rifles are stacked leaning against this 
group.

stacked charge. See: charge, stacked.
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stacking nrmL Set SWIVKL, STACKING.
stadia acai*. Cfitict. Graduation* cn a retide which 

in conjunction with a rod of definite length can be 
used to measure distances.

STAFF, CLKANING, ART1LLKRY. A round wood 
en or metal staff with or without a metal handle and 
with a head unit designed for holding a piece of 
fabric, cotton, or the like, for swabbing the bore of 
a mortar or a short barrel cannon, and the like. Ex
cludes STAFF SECTION. CLEANING, ARTIL
LERY*

STAFF SKCTION, CLKANING, ARTILLERY A 
round wooden staff or metal tubing item with an in 
tegral metal coupling on one or both ends. It may 
be used singly or as one of two or more similar 
items attachable end to end. It is designed for use 
as a staff for attachment to and manual manipulation 
of a BRUSH, CLEANING, ARTILLERY, ram
mers, and the like. Sec also: ROD, CLKANING, 
SMALL ARMS.*

STAFF, SMOKK PUFF DISCHARGKR. A round 
item, usually of wood, with an integral metal cou
pling on one end. It is designed for attachment to 
the cup assembly of a DISCHARGER, SMOKE 
PUFF*

STAFF, TARGKT MARKING. An item designed for 
the hoisting and lowering of signaling diak(s) used 
in connection with target marking. It is generally 
made of wood and usually of a rectangular shape, 
having a slot in either one or both ends with boles 
drilled transversely to the slot.*

stags. I. Grnerof. One of the successive step* or periods 
in an action, motion, or process; likewise, the whole 
of an action, motion, or process when being distin
guished from one that has successive steps, as in *a 
single-stage reaction.* 2. A period in a
rocket’s flight resulting from the propulsive force of 
one or other of its charges, as in “two-stage rocket.* 
3. A step in the movement of fluid through a compres
sor that uses more than one impeller. 4. In elec
tronics, that portion of a circuit contained between 
the control grid of one tube and the control grid of 
the next adjacent tube.

staging. Act of jettisoning, at a predetermined flight 
time or trajectory point, certain missile components 
(engines, tanks, boosters, staging equipment and as
sociated equipment) that are no longer needed.

stagnation point A point at which moving fluid come* 
entirely to reit.

atagnation temperature. See: temperature, stagnation, 
stake. To deform metal of two mating part* screwed 

together, by centerpunch or other means, so the parts 
cannot turn in relation to each other.

STAKK, VKXICLK BODY. A wood and/or metal 
post like item designed to be inserted in the sUke 
pocket of a vehicle body to prevent the lots of 
cargo. It may have fittings or provisions for attach
ing lattice type cross pieces, panel(s), chain(s), 
rope(s), and the like.* ' ’.

stall. 1. The action or behavior of an airplane (or one 
of its airfoils) when by the separation of the air
flow, as in the case of insufficient airspeed or of an 
exressive angle of attack, the airplane or airfoil 
t»nds to drop; the condition existing during this 
behavior. 2. A flight performance in which an air
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plane is made to lose flying speed and to drop by 
pointing the nose steeply upward. 3. An act or 
instance of stalling. 4. Burbling, i.c., the action of 
airflow separation that results in a stall (sense 1). 
Loom mspv.

In sense 1, the stall results from a redaction in 
circulation, and the airfoil changes in character 
from a streamlined body to a blunt body. This may 
occur at very low speeds or at very high speeds where 
turbulent separation occurs.

standard, (std) 1. An item of known accuracy which 
A established by authority as a basis for reference 
measurements. 2. Standard type. See: type classifl- 
cation.

Standard A. Sec : type elaaaifleation.
Standard Atmosphere. Since the resistance of the air 

to a projectile depends upon the wind, the density 
and the temperature, it is convenient to assume, as 
a point of departure in computing firing tables, a 
wind, density and temperature structure for this 
purpose. A sort of average or representative air 
structure so derived is called *a standard atmos
phere.* The standard atmosphere for the United 
States Armed Services is the U. S. Slmdard AhMM- 
fhcre which is that of the International Civil Avia
tion Organization (ICAO). This standard atmos
phere assumes a ground pressure of 760 millimeters 
of mercury and a ground temperature of 15°C.

The temperature throughout the troposphere, that 
is, the region where turbulent mixing takes place, 
extending up to II kilometers is given by the formula 

absolute temperature 1 (*K) =288,16-6^ H 
where H is the height above sea level measured in 
kilometers. In the stratosphere, extending from 
11 kilometers to 25 kilometers, the temperature is 
assumed to be a constant 216.66°K. Above the 
stratosphere other laws are assumed.

Although the ICAO atmosphere makes no assump
tions about wind structure, for firing table purposes, 
it is assumed that there is no wind.

Standard B. See: type elaaaifleation.
standard ballistic conditions. Set of ballistic condi

tions arbitrarily assumed as standard for the com
putation of firing tables. See: Standard Atmosphere.

Standard C. See : type elaaaifleation.
ataadard deviation. In the field of testing, a measure 

of the deviation of the individual values of a aeries 
from their mean value.

The standard deviation is expressed algebraically 
by the formula £ xf

\ N where S (sigma) means the 

sum of, x equals the deviation from the mean, and 
N equals the number of scores or individuals in the 
distribution. For example, let us assume a distribu
tion of 5, with scores of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10. The mean 
of these scores is 6, the deviations —4. —2, 0, +2, and 
+4. Each squared gives 16. 4, 0. 4, and 16. The 
sum of these is 40, which divided by 5 makes 8. 
The square root of 8 is 2.82. This is the standard 
deviation.

Other methods of arriving at the standard deviation 
are used, but they go back to the formula shown.

standard error. The square root of the average nf 
the squares of al! the errors.
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standard inspection procedure. Instructions furnished 

to a procurement inspector for guidance in determin
ing acceptability of supplies.

standardization. Thf process of establishing by com
mon agreement engine , ring criteria, terms, principles, 
practices, materials, items, processes, equipments, 
parts, subassemblies, and assemblies to achieve the 
greatest practicable uniformity of items of supply 
and engineering practices; to insure the minimum 
feasible variety of such items and practices; ami to 
effect optimum interchangeability of equipment parts 
and components. For further information on stand
ardization of items of materiel within the Ordnance 
Corps, see: type clauidcation.

standard loran. Loran (which see) in which medium
frequency pulses from transmitting stations are 
synchronized by means of ground waves. Distin
guished ft >rr sky-wave synchronized loran.

standard magazina. Building used to store ammunition 
and explosives and constructed in accordance with 
prescribed specifications.

Btardard ■icrophone. Electroacoustic*. A microphone 
the response of which is accurately known for the 
condition under which it is to be used.

STANDABD, MOBTAB MOUNT. A.i adjustable 
one-legged device which aids in the support of a 
MORTAR (as modified).*

standard asanla velocity. Velocity at which a given 
projectile is supposed to leave the muzzle of a gun. 
The velocity is calculated on the basis of the par
ticular gun, the propelling charge used, and the 
type of projectile fired from the gun. Firing tables 
are based on standard muzzle velocity. Also some
times called ‘prescribed muzzle velocity.'

standard nomenclature. Uniform designation of items 
of materiel in which designating noun or phrase is 
given first, followed by the modifiers in reverse of 
the normal conversational order. Published in Sup
ply Manuals. See: nomenclature.

Names and descriptions of items are now con
trolled and made uniform for all services through 
Cataloging Handbooks published by the Armed 
Forces Supply Support Center.

standard pack. Quantity of items usually packed in 
one container for shipment. -

standard package- See: standard pack.
STANDARD, RECOILLESS RIFLE. An adjustable 

one-legged device attached to the cannon tube of a 
recoilless rifle to serve as a support for the weapon 
during firing. Excludes MOUNT, RIFLE.*

standard trajectory. Path through the air that it is 
calculated a projectile will follow under given con
ditions of weather, position, and materiel, including 
the particular fuze, projectile, and propelling charge 
that are used. Firing tables are based on standard 
trajectories. See also: Standard Atmosphere.

standard type. Sec: type eUsaiftcation.
standing corrections. Gtutwry. Algebraic sum of po

sition and calibration corrections in mils and tenths 
of seconds.

etaadiag-on-ninoo carry. See: carry.
standing operating procedure. (SOP) 1. A fixed and 

approved method or procedure for accomplishing 
something. 2. A set of instructions setting forth

starter, engine, gas turbine
the niciliod for doing something or carrying out an 
operation, prescribed for those operations, tasks, 
or features thereof that lend themselves to a stand
ardized procedure.

standing waves. See: waves, standing.
standoff. As pertains to shaped charge ammunition: 

The distance or spacing between the base of the liner 
and the target at the tune of initiation. The ‘built- 
in’ standoff is represented by the spacing between 
the base of the liner and the impact surface of the 
tip of the projectile. ‘Free space' is represented 
by the same distance at the time of functioning, al
lowing for the crush-up of the nose. 'Air space' is 
used to refer to this same spacing in underwater 
weapons.

STAND, BADAR FUZE. An item de-igned to sup
port a I'UZI'. RADAR during assembly, disassembly 
and /or testing *

Stapp. (Named altei John Paul Stupl'\ A unit ex
pressing late -it change of acceleration or the time 
derivative of force Also known as the unit of the 
jolt factor (hie equals a cliangc in accelera
tion of one g pct second.

star. Pyrotechnic signal that burns as a single light.
star gage. An instrument for measuring bore di

ameters, consisting of a long rod, having a microm
eter handle, and a head fitted to receive adjustable 
radial steel points.

star grain. A rocket propellant grain with an internal 
star-sha|icil characteristic cross section.

star shell. See: projectile, illuminating.
STARTER, CLOCK, UNDERWATER MINK. A hy

drostatically operated device designed to prevent the 
premature operation of a clock delay mechanism in 
an underwater mine.*

STABTKB, ENGINE, DIBECT COMBUSTION. An 
item designed <o accelerate a gas turbine engine from 
rest to starting speed by means of gas generated by 
combustion of fuel and air in a combustion chamber, 
and thrust directly on the engine turbine through an 
imningement nozzle mounted in the turbine section. 
Consists of a combustion chamber, air and fuel sys- * 
tern components and igniter. May include the starter 
tube and/or impingement nozzle.*

8TABTEB, ENGINE, ELECTRICAL. An item con
sisting of an electric motor and integral and as
sociated components primarily designed to crank an 
internal combustion engine until it starts operating 
under its own power. May include facilities for 
manual and/or mechanical actuation.*

STABTEB, ENGINE, GASOLINE. An item con
sisting of a gasoline engine and integral and asso
ciated components primarily designed to crank an 
internal combustion engine until it starts operating 
under its own power. It may include facilities for 
manual and/or mechanical actuation.*

STABTEB, ENGINE, GAS TUBBINE. An item 
designed to accelerate a gas turbine engine from rest 
to starter cut-off speed by means of a combustion gas 
driven turbine and reduction gear assembly con
structed to he mounted on the engine starter drive. 
The combustion gas is generated from ignited liquid 
fuel and air in the combustion chamber or from a 
solid propellant cartridge attached to the combustion 
chamber of the starter. May have provision for

i
i
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energizing the turbine by low pre,sure an from I 
engine Meed or ground equipment air supply *

STARTER, FIRE. An item containing flammable ma
terial, designed to start fires under adverse weather 
conditions where ordinary ignition methods would t 
fail.*

STARTER, TIMER-PROGRAMMER, GUIDED MIS- ( 
SILE. A specifically designed item consisting of a 
solenoid and switches that start the operation of a 
timer and programmer unit.* *

starting mix. In pyrotechnic devices, an easily ignited 
mixture which transmits flame from an initiating 1 
device to a less readily ignitible composition.

STARTING MIXTURE, GUIDED MISSILE. A pre
mixed item of liquid explosive material designed for 
initial combustion chamber warm-up through hy
pergolic reaction with missile contained oxidizers. 
This item is used prior to the cut-in of certain pri
mary propellant mixtures in guided missiles.* See 1 
also: hypergolic propellant.

starting motor. See: STARTER, ENGINE (as modi
fied!.

atatic balanced surface. See: balanced surface, static.
static firing. The firing of a rocket motor or rocket 

engine in a hold-down position to measure thrust 
and accomplish other teats.

static gearing ratio. The ratio of the control-surfac. 
deflection in degrees to angular displacement of the 
missile which caused the deflection of the control 
surface.

static temperature. See: temperature, static.
static testing. The testing of a device in a stationary 

or held-down position as a means of testing and 
measuring its dynamic reactions. Said esp. of a 
rocket motor as a means of measuring thrust.

static weapon. A weapon which is used in place, e.g.. 
a chemical cylinder, that is used to release chemical 
agents from the point where it is located.

station. 1. General term meaning any military or naval 
activity at a fixed land location. 3. A separate 
transmitter or receiver or a combination of transmit
ters and receivers including the accessory equipment 
required for carrying on a definite radio communica
tion service. The station assumes the classification 
of the service in which it operates permanently or 
temporarily.

station stock level Maximum quantity of supplies 
expresi d in days of supply, permitted to be on hand 
or due in at any time at a military installation. This 
level is based on actual past issues and anticipated 
demands. It represents the requisitioning objective.

stator. The portion of an electrical rotating machine 
which contains the stationary parts of the magnetic 
circuit with their associated windings, or permanent 
magnets. May include housing or frame.*

stay time In rocket engine usage the average value 
of the time spent by each gas molecule or atom with
in the chamber volume. '

std (abbr). ‘Standard.’
STE (abbr). 'Society of Tracto- Engineers.'
steady state. The condition of a system which is 

essentially constant after damping out initial ■ tran
sients or fluctuations.

I sticky rharge
STEEL ARMOR PLATE. A ferrous product of solid 

rectangular cross section, uniform throughout. Made 
to specific strengths for the specific purpose of 
arresting fire arm projectiles or fragments.*

steel case. In cartridge nomenclature, indicates that 
the cartridge case is made of steel.

steel jacket. In small arms ammunition nomenclature, 
indicates that the bullet has a steel jacket.

steering brake. Means of turning, stopping, or holding 
a tracked vehicle by braking the tracks individually.

stellar guidance. See: navigation, celestial
stem, arming, bomb fuse. See: SHAFT, DRIVE, 

FUZE ARMING.
stepped-thread (Wells) breechblock. See: breech

block, stepped-thread (Welin).
step rocket See: multistage rocket
stereoecope. An optical instrument with two eyepieces 

designed to assist an observer in combining the 
images of two nearly identical pictures in order to 
obtain an effect of solidity or depth.*

stereoscopic contact A term applied to the action of 
bringing the target into the same apparent distance 
plane as the central measuring mark of the reticle 
in the use of a stereoscopic height finder.

stereoscopic power. The gain in stereoscopic effect 
afforded by a magnifying binocular instrument as 
compared with the ability of the naked eye. This 
power will vary with the separation of the objectives 
and the power of the instrument.

stereoscopic raage finder. Telescopic instrument that 
gives correct ranges when the object sighted on ap
pears at the same distance or depth as an image or 
cross hair marked on its lens; stereo range finder; 
stereoscopic height finder.

stereoscopic trainer. Stereoscope used to train and 
test observers in the use of a stereoscope. Its lenses 
are marked off with a scale by which ability of the 
observer can be checked.

stereoscopic vision. Vision in depth or three dimensions 
due to the spacing of the eyes. This spacing of the 
eyes permits them t'< see objects from slightly dif
ferent angles. They get a better impression of the 
shape, depth, and position of an object with relation 
to other objects.

steriliser. Device incorporated in a munition to deto
nate or make inactive at a desired time.

STERILIZER, UNDERWATER MINE. An elec
trolytic device designed to limit the armed life of an 
underwater mine by shorting the batteries, flooding, 
or exploding the underwater mine.*

stgt (abbr). 'Secondary target.'
stick. A number of aerial bombs released from an 

aircraft so as to fall or strike in train. When tiw 
bombs are stacked one above the other inside the 
aircraft, they are ordinarily released simultaneously 
in close train. 3. A number of paratroopers jumping 
singly and in succession in one pass over the drop 
zone. 3. A number of aerial mines, fla.es, or the 
like released singly and in succession. 4. A series 
of rounds fired in an automatic firearm or gun in one 
burst.

sticky charge. See: charge, sticky.
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■lilt. A rod or type of mounting attached to, and 
extending backward from, a model, for convenience 
of mounting when testing in a wind tunnel.

stinger. A tail gun or tail gun emplacement in an air
plane. Slang.

■Ik (abbr). 'Stock.'
St Loafs Ordnance District. One of the eleven dis

tricts into which the United States is divided for 
purposes of industrial mobilization, procurement, 
contract negotiation and administration, etc., by the 
Ordnance Corps. Embraces the States of Colorado, 
Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri, Arkansas, and Okla
homa; all of the State of Texas, except the counties 
of El Paso, Hudspeth, Culberson, Jeff Davis, Presidio 
and Brewster; and the counties of Adams, Schuyler, 
Cass, Morgan, Macoupin, Montgomery, Christian, 
Shelby, Cumberland, Jasper, and Crawford, and all 
counties south of these in the State of Illinois. The 
main office is located in St. Louis, Missouri.

St. Louia Ordnance Plant. Ordnance Corps field in
stallation, located at St. Louis, Missouri.

stochastic method. Method of analyzing data, such as 
results of tests, employing statistical operations.

Stock, (stk) 1. A store or supply on hand of materiel, 
equipment, or other supplies. 2. See; STOCK, OUN, 
SHOULDER; STOCK, SOCKET LAUNCHES, 
SHOULDER.

stock acconating- The establishment and maintenance 
of formal records of materiel in stock reflecting such 
information as quantities, values, condition, or ether 
information as required.

stock COatroL Process by which, through a system of 
records and reports, pertinent data are maintained 
on the quantity, location, and condition of supplies 
and equipment due-in, on hand, and due-out. The 
function of stock control is to determine the quanti
ties of supplies and equipment available for issue 
and to maintain exact records of the locations of 
those items. The objective of stock control is the 
management of supply operations so that distribution 
can be effected with a minimum amount of supplies 
md equipment in the distribution system.

STOCK EXTENSION, GUN. A metal item formed 
to fit the shoulder on one end and attached on the 
other end, to the frame or stock of a carbine, rifle, 
submachine gun or the like.*

STOCK, GUN, SHOULDER. An item usually made 
of hard wood to which the barrel assembly and other 
parts of a shoulder-tired gun are attached. It is 
usually designed in one piece, but some items may 
have a wooden or metal section for the attachment of 
gun parts to which a metal STOCK EXTENSION, 
GUN in attached.*

stock level for tho technical service. Quantities of 
supplies necessary to be on hand ready for issue to 
meet unpredictable fluctuations in issues, unforeseen 
special supply conditions, and interruption of re
ceipts. The stock level is an objective quantity 
around which actual stock on hand ready for issue 
fluctuates. See: theater stock leveL

stock ■amber. Number assigned by a technical serv
ice to an item, principally to identify that item for 
storage and issue purposes.

stockpile. A reserve stock of materiel, equipment, raw 

material, or other supplies; /pecif., a stock of an 
important < r critical product or article stored for 
use in time of emergency.

stock record sccouat. Record kept by an accountable 
officer 'isting all property on hand, received, and 
issued.

STOCK, ROCKET LAUNCHER, SHOULDER. A 
formed metal strip attached to a shoulder-fired 
LAUNCHER, ROCKET used to steady the weapon 
during aiming and firing.*

stoichiometric. Relating to components (of a fuel) 
involved in a burning process which are present in 
exactly the quantities needed for reaction, without 
an excess of any component.

stop. Device on a mechanism, especially on guns such 
as the automatic pistol, that checks the action of a 
moving part or that acts as a lock to prevent it from 
moving.

STOP, ANTENNA. An item designed to check the 
movement or action of an antenna.* Do not use if 
a more specific item name is available.

STOP, FUZE SETTER. A device designed to pro
vide a stop for a FUZE SETTER during final ad
justment of the fuze timing mechanism.*

stoppage, (stp) A jam in an automatic weapon; the 
condition of being jammed.

STOPPER, BOTTLE. A closure to fit within the 
mouth of a bottle. It is made of corx, rubber, glass 
and glazed ceramics, paper, or plastic.* It has other 
uses such as closure for practice hand grenade, M21.

■tor (abbr). 'Storage.'
storage, (stor) Electronic computer/. 1. Any device 

into which information can be introduced and then 
extracted at a later time. The mechanism or medium 
in which the information is stored need not form 
an integral part of a computer. 2. The act of storing 
information. See also: memory.

storage capacity. Electronic computer/. The maxi
mum number of distinguishable stable states in which 
a storage device can exist is a measure of its ca
pacity. It is customary to use the logarithm to the 
base two of that number as a numerical measure of 
the storage capacity. In this case, the unit of storage 
capacity is a binary digit.

storage, circulating. A device using a delay line, or 
unit which stores information in a train or pattern 
of pulses, where the pattern of pulses issuing al 
the final end are sensed, amplified, reshaped and re
inserted in thr lelay line at the beginning end.

storage, electrostatic. Electronic computer/. A de
vice possessing the capability of storing changeable 
information in the form of charged or uncharged 
areas on the screen of a cathode-ray tube.

storage, erasable. Electronic computer/. Media which 
may hold information that can be changed; i.e., the 
media can be re-used; e.g., magnetic tape, drum, or 
core.

storage life. Length of time in storage, under stated 
conditions, during which an item will remain in 
serviceable condition. For small items the term 
shelf life is frequently used.

storage maintenance. Prevention of deterioration of 
material or equipment in storage due to all causes 
except obsolescence.
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stores. Used instead of the term supplies to denote 

any article or commodity used by a naval ship or 
station, such as equipment, consumable supplies, 
clothing, petroleum, oils, lubricants, medical supplies, 
ammunition, etc See supplies.

stp (abbr). 'Stoppage*
straddle. 1. A mixed salvo (which see). 2. To lay 

aerial bombs about, but not on, a target, some falling 
short, others long, and others to the sides. Cf; 
bracket.

straddle-carry truck. See: TBUCK, STHADDLI- 
CABBY.

strafe. [German 'punish.') To rake a body of troops 
or other persons with gunfire or rocket fire at close 
rani.'e and from a flying aircraft; to attack a road
way, railyard, factory, or other installation with 
bullets, projectiles, or rockets fired from a low- 
firing airplane. Cf: rake.

STRAIGHTINIR, MOTOB VXH1CLX AXLX AND 
HOUSING. A device whose basic assembly is pri
marily designed for holding axles, axle housings, 
and drive shaft housings between adjustable centers 
while being brought into the desired degree of align
ment by the application of pressure supplied by a 
hand jack. It may also be used to perform other 
functions such as removing and replacing sleevea in 
housings, or removing gears from shafts.*

STBAIGHTXNKB, MOTOB VXH1CLB FBAMX. A 
group of related components used in the detection 
and correction of distortion in motor vehicle frames.* 

strain. Mechanics. Deformation or change in di
mension or shape produced by the action of street, 

strata gage. See: gaga, strain.
strapping. 1. An operation by which supply containers, 

such as cartons or boxes, are reinforced by metal 
straps, bands, or wire placed at specified intervals 
around them, drawn taut and then sealed or clamped 
by a machine. 2. Measurement of the circumference 
and height of storage tanka to determine in bulk 
liquid storage capacity.

strat (abbr). ‘Strategic.*
strategic, (strat) 1. Of raw materials: Needed for the 

industrial support of a war effort X Of or pertain
ing to military measures or actions taken against 
the enemy’s war-making capacity.

strategic material. A material needed for the indus
trial support of a war effort. Cf: critical material, 

strategic missile. (SM) Specifically, a missile designed 
for use in strategic attack.

atrategic mobility. The capability of a unit, command, 
force, or thing that enables it to be readily moved 
in advance of engagement with hostile forces.

Antiaircraft artillery has strategic mobility, but it 
does not have tactical mobility. Cf: tactical mobility, 

atrategic target Any installation, network, group of 
buildings, or the like, considered vital to a country’s 
war-making capacity and singled out for attack.

Strategic targets include factories, stockpiles, 
power systems, etc. See: strategic, sense 2.

stratopause. See: atmospheric sheila.
stratosphere. See: atmoepheric sheila.
stroaasline. 1. To give a smooth contour to an object, 

such as an airplane or bomb, so as to decrease air

stringer
resis’ance. 2. To force a control surface into its 
neutral position, as in 'the airflow streamlined the 
rudder.' 3. A shape or contour that decreases air 
resistance. 4. Technical. The path followed by the 
particles of a fluid about a solid body when the fluid 
is moving about it. Commonly applied to a non
eddying flow of fluid.

streamline flow. A fluid flow in which the streamlines, 
except those very near a body and in a narrow wake, 
do not change materially with thne. Some turbulence 
is unavoidable because the velocity of the stream
lines adjacent to the moving object will be reduced, 
making it necessary for the same volume ot air to 
occupy a greater cross-sectional area. This forces 
the streamlines to spread and then reunite behind 
the trailing edge, no matter how thin the moving 
object may be. The spreading causes eddies and 
turbulence but the eddies are so very small that the 
flow is described as ‘streamline.' Cf: laminar flow.

streamline form. See: form, streamline.
atream tube. In fluid flow, an imaginary tube whose 

wall is generated by streamlines passing through a 
closed curve.

stress. Mechanics. 1. A condition existent in a body 
when its internal structure or surfaces resict s 
force that produces or tends to produce deformation 
in the body; molecular resistance to change in shape 
or site. 2 A force that produces, or tends to pro
duce, deformation in a body, measured by the force 
applied per unit area. Cf: strain.

strata, circumferential. When a hollow cylinder, such 
as a gun tube, is subjected to internal pressure, or 
external pressure, or a combination of the two, the 
metal of the cylinder walls is subjected to stresses 
which, for any elementary cube of metal, may be 
resolved into three resultant stresses acting at right 
angles. These are:—radio/ stress, longitudinal stress, 
and tangential or cirenmjerential streu, accovdtag 
to the direction in which acting. A stress may be 
either tension or compression and is usually ex
pressed per unit area, as pounds per square inch.

stress, longitudinal. See: stress, circumferential.
stress, radial See; stress, circumferential
stress raiser. A feature of a part subjected to load 

which causes the stress to be higher at some point, 
or in an area, than it is at points near, or in areas 
near thereto. Thus a groove or notch with sharp 
corners causes the stress to be high in ‘he corners, 
and failure may be expected to originate there.

stress, tangential See: stress, circumferential.
strike. Concerted ait attack on a single objective.
striker. A PIN, FIRING or a projection on the ham

mer of a firearm, which strikes the primer to initiate 
a propelling charge explosive train or a fuse ex
plosive train. See: explosive train.

striker plats. A plate in the breech of a firearm or 
gun, which supports the base of the cartridge and 
which is pierced with a hole through which the 
striker or firing pin hits the primer. *

striking velocity. Impact velocity (which see).
string* Given number of shots fired within a certain 

time interval
stringer. Aeronautical. An auxiliary longitudinal 

member of the structural framework of a fuselage.

1
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nacelle, empennage boom, etc., designed to stiffen 
and/or support the outer covering of skin by at
tachment to bulkheads and/or formers.* Cf: 
LONGERON.

atrip. To disassemble a.piece of equipment, such as a 
gun, in order to clean, repair, or transport it. See; 
BotaU-etrip; Balt-atrip.

■trippable filming. Preparation of materiel for storage 
in a plastic water vapor barrier. The barrier is ap
plied by air spray gun and may be removed readily 
by stripping off. The interior of the barrier is 
desiccated to maintain low relative humidity.

■tripped eentar of impact Center of the sone that 
would have been covered by a series of shots if no 
allowance had been made for adjustment correction 
or human error.

■tripped deviation. Distance by which a shot would 
have missed the target if there had been no adjust
ment correction or human error.

■tripping. Process of eliminating from firing data 
the corrections which had been applied and errors 
which had occurred in firing. Used in the analysis 
of any firing to determine the actual performance 
of any weapon with any particular lot of ammunition, 
and to determine distances and direction from ac
curate plotting on firing charts.

■tripping of riling. Wearing off or 'peeling* off of the 
lands in the bore of a gun.

8TK0B08C0PB. A device specifically design'd for 
observing a periodic or varying motion such ar rota
tion of vibration, by creating the optical illusion of 
slowing down or stopping the motion of sn obje t 
being viewed.*

stroke. 1. The movement of a piston in a reciprocat
ing engine between its dead center positions; the 
distance of this movement. 2. Propellant actuated 
itviett. The design distance for piston motion in 
a thruster or the sum of the motions of the tubes in 
a multitube PAD (up to the point where the system 
opens, if applicable).

strong point A strongly fortified and heavily armed 
point in a defense system, usually supported by aux
iliary armed positions.

structurally dual networks. Ne tutor It topology. A pair 
of networks of such a nature that their brancht s can 
be marked in one-to-one correspondence so that any 
mesh of one corresponds to a cut-set of the other. 
Each network of such a pair is said to be the dual 
of the other.

structurally ■ymaaetrical network. Ne tutor k topology. 
A network which can be arranged so that a cut 
threugh the network produces two pairs that are 
mirror images of each other.

■fracture. Specif. The construction or make-up of an 
airplane or missile, including that of the fuselage, 
wings, empennage, ntzelles, and landing gear, but 
not including that of the power plant,' furnishings, 
equipment, tanks, lines, etc. See: airframe.

•trut 1. Part of the lock mechanism in automatic 
pistols and revolvers that puts pressure on the 
hammer. 3. Brace or supporting piece, especially in 
an aircraft and an artillery piece.

STYLUS, BOUND RECORDING. An item specifical
ly designed to inscribe a mechanical recording 

medium such as a disk, cylinder, film or belt for the 
purpose of registering sonic variations.*

STYLUS, SOUND REPRODUCING. An item specifi
cally designed to follow the grooves in a mechanical
ly recorded medium such as a belt, cylinder, disk or 
film for the purpose of converting the groove varia
tions into mechanical movement.*

sub (abbr). 1. ‘Submarine.’ (Pronounced as a word.) 
2. ‘Substitute.’ 3. ‘Subordinate.’

subaqueous ranging. Deleting and locating invisible 
marine targets, such as enemy vessels at night, or 
enemy submarines, by means of sound detectors 
placed below the surface of the water. These in
struments pick up sound vibrations and automatically 
register the distance and direction from which they 
come.

subassembly. Two or more parts which form a portion 
of an assembly or a unit replaceable as a whole, but 
having a part or parts which are individually re
placeable. Cf: accessory; assembly; unit.

subcaliber. A caliber smaller than standard for the 
gun on which practice is being given.

eabcaliber aircraft rocket. (SCAR) See: rocket, sub
caliber aircraft.

■ubcallber ammunition. Ammunition used with a gun 
or launching tube, usually in practice firing, of a 
smaller caliber than that which is standard for the 
weapon used. Subcaliber ammunition is adapted for 
firing in weapons of larger caliber by subcaliber 
tubes, interchangeable barrels, sabots, or other de
vices.

■ubcaliber equipment Items of equipment, such as 
small guns, adapters, tubes, and accessories, used for 
firing subcaliber ammunition in practice drills with 
larger guns.

■ubcaUbar firing. Practice firing of subcaliber ammuni
tion, in connection with drills in elevating, travers
ing, or aiming guns of larger caliber.

•ubcalibor gna. Gun mounted on the outside and 
above the tube of a larger gun. It is used in practice 
firing of subcaliber ammunition, in connection with 
aiming drills with the larger gun.

■ubcaliber mount. Special mount in or on the tube of 
a gun. upon which a gun of smaller caliber can be 
attached for practice firing.

■abcaliber rang*. Firing range that is used for prac
tice firing with subcaliber ammunition. Since sub
caliber ammunition cannot be used for long distances, 
a subcaliber range may be equipped with landscape 
targets and other devices which offer problems simi
lar to those of normal fire.

■ubcaliber tub*. See: TUBE, SUBCALIBER, CAN
NON.

■ ubcarricr frequency. See: frequency, aubcarrior.
subcontract A contract made with a third party by 

one who has contracted to perform work or service, 
for whole or part performance of that work or 
service.

■ ubcontractor. Any contractor who assists a prime 
contractor (which see) in fulfilling a contract In 
some special contexts, also called a ‘contractor.’

■ ubdepot. A subsidiary depot operating under the 
jurisdiction of, and pei forming functions specified 
by, another depot.
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subiaatallatioa. .Irmy. Ijnd and the improvements 

thereon under the control of the Department of the 
Army at which functions of the Department of the 
Army are carried on, and which has been designated 
as a subinstallation by Department of the Army 
authority. Subinstallations ire attached to installa
tions for command and administrative purposes, al
though they may be located separately. See also: 
activity; command instalUtioa; iadaatrial iastalla- 
tioa; installation.

sublimation. The transformation of a solid directly to 
the gaseous condition without passing through the 
liquid state

■abmachias gun. (SMG) A type of machiaa gna 
(which sec). A short-barreled shoulder firearm 
using pistol-type ammunition and capable of full
automatic fire. Sometimes called a machine pistol 
(which see).

subminiaturisatioa. See: miniaturisation.
■abmiaaile. One of several smaller missiles carried 

and released by a larger missile, especially in a 
warhead.

Sabroc. Name given to a Navy developmental rocket- 
driven antisubmarine weapon. It is launched from 
submerged submarines into air with final track 
underwater. Has range of 25 miles and carries nu
clear warhead.

subroutine. Eltclrnic The set of instruc
tions necessary to direct the computer to carry out 
a well defined mathematical or logical operation; a 
subunit of a routine. A subroutine is often written 
in relative or symbolic coding even when the routine 
to which it belongs is not

sabeatolUta. An object designed to be carried into 
orbit inside an artificial earth satellite but later 
ejected to serve a particular purpose. Example: an 
inflatable subsatellite to measure air density and 
drag.

Mbooaic. 1. /terodymmsM. Of or pertaining to sub
sonic speed (which see). 3. Acoattiet. Of or per
taining to frequencies below audible frequencies. 
Cf: suporsoaie.

subsonic speed. A speed relative to surrounding fluid 
less than that of the speed of sound in the same 
fluid. See: speed of eouad.

substitute standard typo. Former designation of Army 
item of materiel less satisfactory than standard type. 
For present designations, see: type claeeiflcation.

BUM (Mr). *Surface-to-underwater missile?
suaunit of trajectory. Highest point that a projectile 

reaches in its flight
Sunflower Ordnance Works. Ordnance Corps field 

installation, located at Lawrence, Kansas.
super basooka. See: basooka.
supercharge. 1. Propelling charge intended to give 

the highest standard mussle velocity, authorised for 
the projectile in the weapon for which intended. The 
term ‘rupercharge* is sometimes used as an Identify
ing designation when more than one type of pro
pelling charge is available for a weapon. 2. To 
force air or a fuel-air mixture into an engine by 
means of a supercharger, a. To equip an engine or 
aircraft with a supercharger.

supercharger. A pump or compressor fo forcing more 
air or fuel-air mixture into an internal combustion, 
reciprocating engine than it would normally induct 
at the prevailing atmospheric prexnure.

supercharger, vaae type. A kind of supercharger that 
has a rotor located eccenti ically in a casing, with 
vanes attached to the rotor that slide back and forth 
to accommodate to the walls of the caring, the vanes 
catching the air at the inlet on one side of the rotor, 
then forcing the air around to the other side toward 
the outlet.

superelevation. An added positive angle in antiair
craft gunnery that compensates for the fall of the 
projectile during the time of flight due to the pull 
of gravity; the angle the gun nr launcher must be 
elevated above the gun-target h tr.

superbigb frequency. (SHF) See: frequency, elec
tronic.

superqvick fuse. See: fuse, superqulek.
supereeaaitlve fuse. See: fuse, superaeaeitive.
supersonic. 1. Atrodyaamiet. Of or pertninfag to 

supersonic speed. 2. Acmutiet. Ultrasonic. (Use in 
this sense is not recommended.) See: UttraemUc.

Examples of uses in sense 1: nprrMstir music, 
a missile designed to tr avel, or that actually travels, 
at supersonic speed; m^rrsonic omd Mmsef, a wind 
tunnel in which the wind travels at supersonic speed 
relative to an object fixed within the tunnel Cf: 
hypersonic; sabeouic.

superooaica. 1. That branch of aerodynamics that 
treats of supersonic speeds or velocities. 1. Ultra
sonics. (Use in this sense not recommended.)

raperevnic speed. A speed relative to surrounding 
fluid greater than that of the speed of sound. See: 
speed of send.

repp (abbr). 'Support*
suypi (abbr). ‘Supplementary.*
euppireaeutary charge. See: charge, rep|lfft»y. 
8UPPLXMXNTABY EQUIPMENT, MAINTE

NANCE COMPANT. A group of items consietw 
of brake band lining, oil and grease, V-behs, inner- 
tube repair kits, nuts and bolts, etc, for use with 
shop sets. It contains a large variety of expendable 
items and some special tools.*

supplies. All items necessary for the equipment, main
tenance, and operation of a military command, in
cluding food, clothing, equipment, arms, ammunition, 
fuel, forage, materials, and machinery of all kinds. 
See: stores. For planning and administrative pur
poses, supplies are divided as follows:

rlau I. Supplies, such as rations, forage, and post 
exchange supplies, that are consumed at an apprexi- 
mately uniform daily rate under all conditions.

r/arr ll. Clothing, organisational equipment, and 
vehicles, including spare parts for which allowances 
for initial issue to individuals and organisations are 
fixed by tables of allowances, tables of organisation 
and equipment, or other appropriate lists or tables, 
and which are not included in class II (A), IV, or 
IV (A).

rlui II (zf). Aviation supplies and equipment 
for which allowances for initial issue to organisations 
are prescribed by appropriate tables or allowance 
lists.
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clan III f uels and Iubi kai>1 v lor all pui jhim'> 

except for updating aircraft >.r for use as aninniiii 
tion in weapons sueli as Hanie thrown s.

clan III (.1) Auaiim luels and lubricants.
clan II Items not otherwise classified and for 

which initial issue allowances arc not prescribed by 
approved issue tables Normally, such supplies in
clude fortification ?.id construction materials, special 
machinery and equipment, and other special supplies, 
as wei as additional quantities of items identical to 
those authorized for initial issue (class 111, such as 
additional vehicles.

clan /." l.-f). Aviation supplies and equipment 
for which allowances f>-. initial issue to organiza
tions are not prescribed by appropriate tables or 
allowance lists, or which require special measures 
of control.

clan y. Ammunition of all ly|*e» I including them- 1 
ical), explosives, antitank and antipersonnel mines, 
fuzes, detonators, and pyrotechnics

clan y (J ). Aviation ammunition, bombs, rockets, 
pyrotechnics, and similar expendable accessories.

■apply. The provision for and n. furnishing of all ' 
items necessary for the equipment, maintenance, and 
operation of a military command, including food, 
clothing, equipment, arms, ammunition, fuel, forage, 
materials, and machinery of all kinds. The cate- I 
gories and echelons of supply are :

organisational eufply. That service authorized for 
and performed by a using organization with respect 
to its own equipment. This category incorporates 
the first and second echelons of supply as follows:

first echelon. That phase of supply performed by 
the Individual user, wearer, or operator in the acqui
sition of authorized initial, replacement, or replenish
ment supplies and equipment from unit supply.

second echelon. That phase of supply performed 
by specially trained and designated personnel of the 1 
using organization in the acquisition, distribution, 
and accounting for authorized initial, replacement, , 
and replenishment supplies and equipment at the 
organizational level.

field sufifily. That service authorized and pre
scribed to be performed by designated mobile, semi
mobile, and fixed technical service organizations 
and/or installations in providing initial, replace
ments, and replenishment supply support to using 
units and to collateral field maintenance activities. 
This category incorporates the third and fourth 
echelons of supply as follows:

third echelon. That phase of supply performed 
by specially trained personnel of technical service 
mobile units and/or fixed installations in the determi
nation of requirements, acquisition, accounting for, 
and distribution of authorized supplies and equip
ment to using organizations for initial issue, re
placement, and replenishment and to collateral third 
echelon maintenance units and activities for the ac
complishment of their mission.

fourth echelon. That phase of supply performed 
by specially designated and trained mobile and semi
mobile technical service units and/or by specially 
trained personnel of fixed technical service installa
tions in determination of requirements for, acquisi
tion, accounting for, and distribution of supplies and 
equipment to support third echelon. supply units and 
activities and to collateral fourth echelon mainte-

i surface plate
uanii nml-, and aitn ituv fin the accomplishment of 
then llihMull

ilcpfit suf'f-tx I hat service, paralleling mainte- 
nain e. authorized and pi escribed to be performed by 
specially trained and designated semimobile and 
fixed techni-.al service organizations and/or specially 
trained personnel of fixed technical service installa
tions in the determination of requirements for, ac
quisition, accounting for, and wholesale distribution 
of supplies and equipment to supported retail eche
lons of supply and to collateral depot maintenance 
activities

supply control. Process by which anticipated demands 
for supplies are balanced against the projected avail
ability of supplies in order that qualitative acquisi
tion or disposal action can be initiated

supply economy. The practice of conservation of ma
terial by every individual in the Armed Forces. It 
includes conservation, mrintenance, safeguarding, 
recovery, repair and .Jvage of food, fuel, clothing, 
weapons, transport, and all other material.

SUPPORT, DETONATOR CABLE COILS. A sup
port designed to hold two or more detonator cable 
coils in position to form a detonator cable coil as
sembly.*

SUPPORT, GUIDBD MISSILB. A specifically de
signed item used to support a guided missile in its 
launching position on a LAUNCHER, PLATFORM, 
GUIDED MISSILE*

supporting artillery. Artillery which executes fire mis
sions in support of a specific unit, usually infantry, 
but remains under the command of the next higher 
artillery commander. See also: direct support artil
lery; general support artillery.

supporting reMarch. See : applied reMarch.
supporting weapon. Any weapon used to assist or 

protect a unit of which it is not an organic part
SUPPORT, RETRACTABLB, SEMITRAILER. An 

assembly usually having two adjustable legs with 
wheels or shoes at their ends, designed to support 
the front of a semitrailer when disengaged from the 
towing vehicle or dolly. Excludes support and 
leve’ii g jacks.*

suppor : roller. A roller wheel used to hold up and car
ry the upper portion of the tiack to the idler or 
driving sprocket.

SUPPORT, TANK COMMANDER’S CUPOLA COV
ER. A metal support of various shapes and cross 
sections designed to frame and/or hold in position 
a COVER, TANK COMMANDER’S CUPOLA.*

SUPPRESSOR, PLASH. A device attached to the 
muzzle of small arms and artillery weapons to reduce 
the Hash resulting from the secondary burning of 
propellant gases. It has a centrally located hole, 
through which the projectile passes, and a series of 
fins attached to the mounting ring.* See also: task 
suppressor.

surface, aerodynamic balaaeed. See: balanced sarfaco, 
aerodynamic.

surface buret, atomic. See: atomic eurfgM band.
surface plate. A plate having a very accurate plane 

surface used for testing other surfaces or to provide 
a true surface for accurately locating testing fixtures
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11 is usually mounted on three adjustable legs so 
that it can be accurately leveled in a horizontal plane, 

surface roughness finishes. A system by which the 
acceptable deviation from a plane of the surfaces 
of a manufactured part can be numerically specified, 
based upon the average height of the ‘peaks and 
valleys' on the surface. In Ordnance Corps practice, 
acceptability is determined by comparison of ap
pearance and ‘feel* with calibrated ‘Ordnance Surface 
Roughness Specimens,' or by the use of a profilom
eter.

The control of surface quality applies equally to 
internal and external cylindrical surfaces, the laces 
of gear teeth, etc. The same conception of average 
height of imperfections applies, based upon the 
selection of a suitable reference line.

surface, static balanced. Sec: balanced surface, etatic. 
surface aero. See: ground soro.
surge. A transient and abnormal rush in power or 

energy, as occurs in an electrical or electronic ap
paratus or in an engine.

surveillance. 1. Former terminology for Ammunition 
Reliability Evaluation Program, which s<c. 2. (on 
tinuous observation of an area or of fire.

surveillance test, 69 J°C. See : heat tecta.
SURVEYING SET, ARTILLERY FIRE CONTROL.

A collection of instruments and equipment such as 
protractors, slide rule, measuring tape and the like. 
Used in third order and fourth order surveying for 
artillery fire control.*

survival probability. The chance that a target will 
survive a given operation.

survival weapon. See: RIFLE-SHOTGUN, SUR
VIVAL.

suspension. Mechanical linkage which provides sprung 
or flexible support between the ground contacting 
members of a vehicle and »he chassis or hull.

SUSPENSION BAND, TORPEDO. A metallic item 
designed to be clamped around a torpedo to provide 
a means of suspension when mounted on an aircraft.*

SUSPENSION BAND, UNDERWATER MINE. A 
metallic item designed to be clamped around an 
underwater mine to provide a means of suspension 
when mounted on an aircraft*

SUSPENSION BEAM, TORPEDO A metallic item 
designed to be bolted to the top of a torpedo to pro
vide a means of suspension when mounted on an air
craft*

sespeaaion wheels. Wheels on the horizontal volute 
type suspension system, replacing the bogie wheels 
on some tanks. Suspension wheels support the 
weight of the vehicle and roll on the inner side of 
the track.

sustained rate of fire. Actual rate of fire that a weapon 
can continue to deliver for an indefinite length of 
time without seriously overheating.

rastalner. A propulsion system, which travels with, 
and does not separate from, the missile. Usually ap
plied to a ROCKET MOTOR or ROCKET ENGINE 
when used as the principal propulsion system as 
distinguished from an auxiliary system such as th' 
jato aait (which see).

8W (abbr). ‘Short wave.’

SWAB, SMALL ARMS CLEANING. A piece of 
fabric, cotton or the like designed for use in the 
cleaning of small arms weapons •

SWAG tabbr). Systems Work Assignment Group.'

swamp buggy. A wheeled vehicle that runs on land, 
mud, or through shallow water, used esp. in swamps.

away brace. A brace that keeps a bomb, fuel tank, or 
other object from swaying.

sweat cooling. A technique for cooling combustion 
charr'-rri or aerodynamically heated surfaces by 
forcing a coolant through a porous wall. Film cool
ing at the interface results. Also called transpiration 
cooling.

sweep. 1. Swift flight of a formation of combat air
planes over enemy territory. 2. Cover a wide area 
with gunfire. 3. Trace produced on the screen of a 
cathode-ray tube by linear deflection of the electron 
beam; time base; base line. 4. Drag of body of 
water to find and remove or explode mines. 9. Pass 
a mine detector over an area to detect any mines 
that may be contained therein.

sweepback. 1. The backward slant of a wing, hori
zontal tail, or other airfoil surface; the backward 
slant of a leading or trailing edge of an airfoil. 2. 
The amount of this slant, expressed as the angle 
between a line perpendicular to the plane of sym
metry and a reference line in the airfoil

swell diameter. In a body of revolution having an 
ogival portion, such as a projectile, the swell diameter 
is the diameter of the maximum transverse section 
of the geometrical ogive. See also: ogive.

sweptback wiag. An airplane wing on which both the 
leading and trailing edges have sweepback, the trail
ing edge forming an acute angle with the longitudinal 
axis of the airplane aft of the root.

swimming device. Device attached to a vehicle to float 
it; provision must also be made to propel the floating 
vehicle through the water.

swinging traverse. Type of fire used against dense 
troop formations moving toward a machine gun 
position or rapidly moving targets; the traversing 
clamp is loosened so that a gunner makes rapid 
changes by exerting pressure against the pistol-grip.

switch. A device which completes, interrupts, or 
changes the connections in one or more electrical 
circuits by manual or mechanical actuation or as a 
result of changes in ambient temperature. Includes 
items consisting of individually separable switches 
which are physically interlocked (e.g., one button 
returns when the other is pushed), which have a 
cor tnon acuator, or are electrically connected. Ex
cludes items which perform the same function by 
self-produced thermal action such as relays, circuit 
breakers, fuses or motor starters.*

SWITCH, ANTICOUNTER MINING. A device de
signed to prevent an underwater mine from being 
fired when subjected to a physical shock such as a 
near-by explosion. It opens the detosmtor circuit 
for a short period of time.*

SWITCH, INERTIA. A switch which is specifically 
designed to be actuated by an abrupt change in 
velocity of the item upon which it is mounted.*



switching unit, yaw-pitch synchro, differential transmitter

SWITCHING UNIT, YAW-PITCH, GUIDED MIS
SUS. An item specifically designed to provide 
switching facilities to select yaw and pitch signals 
received from a guided missile for voltage calibra
tion and test purposes *

SWITCH, MEBCUBY. A switch in which mercury 
is usetfto bridge contacts by manual or mechanical 
actuation. Do not use if switch is fabricated with 
toggle or push button actuator. Includes items in 
which one of the contacts may be moved into the 
mercury poo! by a permanent magnet.*

SWITCH, PRESSURE. A switch which is actuated 
by changes in pressure of any gas or liquid or by 
changes in a vacuum acting upon its sensing element. 
Exclude: I.AROSWl'i CH ; SWITCH, PRESSURE 
THERM STATIC and SWITCH, SENSITIS E.*

SWITCH, IESSUBE-THEBMOSTAT1C. A switch 
which is . ctuated by changes of pressure (vacuum) 
on any gas or liquid and by changes in ambient 
temperature. The contacts io< the temperature and 
pressure sensitive elements may be common.*

SWITCH, PULL. A switch which is actuated by a 
device such as a pull rod or a chain which requires 
pulling for each action. Excludes SWITCH, SEN
SITIVE.*

SWITCH, PUSH. A switch which is externally actu
ated by a device such as a push rod or button, which 
requires pushing for each action. The action may 
be momentary with spring (mechanical) return. 
Includes items consisting of individually separable 
switches which are physically interlocked (e<., one 
button returns when the other is pushed) which have 
a common actuator, or are electrically connected.*

SWITCH, BOTABY. A switch actuated by a definite 
angular rotation of the switch shaft about its axis. 
For such a switch having definite travel character
istics and mechanical pressure required for actua
tion, see: SWITCH, SENSITIVE.*

SWITCH, SENSITIVE. A switch with a quick-acting 
mechanism designed to be actuated by a highly 
delicate, small movement having a definite rating of 
travel and mechanical pressure. Excludes SWITCH, 
MERCURY*

SWITCH, SQUIB ACTUATED. A device which com
pletes, interrupts, or changes the connections in one 
or more electrical circuits. It is actuated hy means 
of passing an rlectric current through a resistance 
wire in physical contact with a small charge of flam
mable and/or explosive material.*

SWITCH, TOGGLE. A switch which is externally 
actuated hy a lever and whose contacts open and 
close with an instantaneous (snap) action; includes 
items having one or more momentary positions. In
cludes switches (snap action) which use mercury to 
bridge contacts, and assemblages or complete 
switches (snap action) having common actuators. 
Excludes SWITCH, ROTARY. SWITCH. SENSI
TIVE*

The toggle switch has commonly heen used as a 
bomb-release switch when the automatic bombsight 
is not used, esp. in formation bombing in which each 
foggier drops his bombs by following the lead bom
bardier.

SWITCH, TBIGGEB. A switch which i* actuated by 
pulling a trigger. The switching device with trigger 

action may be a sepaiate unit but is usually mounted 
or designed to be mounted in a pistol-grip handle.*

SWIVEL AND LOOP ASSEMBLY, ABMING 
WIRE. A invlallic m in consisting of two hxips 
mounted on a common axis so as to permit relative 
rotation between the parts; designed to form part 
of an ARMING WIRE ASSEMBLY.*

swivel gun. Gun mounted on a pedestal so that it 
can be turned from side to side or up and down.

SWIVEL, SMALL ARMS SLING. An elongated D- 
shaped item usually mounted on an axis to permit 
paitial rotation It is designed to be attached to a 
carbine, mortar, i itle, rocket launcher, shotgun, sub
machine gun, or the like and accommodates a 
SLING, SMALL ARMS. Excludes SWIVEL, 
STACKING*

SWIVEL, STACKING. An elongated (. -shaped part 
usually mounted on an axis to permit partial rota'lon 
and with facilities for attachment near the muzzle 
end of a rifle or other shoulder hied gun It is used 
for attachment to too or more other similar items to 
form a gun stack *

sympathetic detonation. Explosion caused by the trans
mission of a detonation ware through any medium 
from another explosion

synchro. | ITom 'synchronous') An electromagnetic 
device winch is primarily used for 'eception or trans
mission of angular data.* The universal term applied 
to any of the various synchronous devices as the 
Selsyn, Autosyn, motor torque generator, mag-slip, 
and Siemens Theoretically a synchro device is treat
ed as a salient pole, bipolar, alternating-current ex
cited synchronous inaihine. The standard signal and 
control synchro has a two-pole, single-phase, rotor 
field and a Y wound, single-phase, variable-voltage 
stator The transmitter of the synchro, whose rotor 
is geared to, or otherwise linked with, mechanical 
equipment, is also called a generator, synchro-genera
tor. or Selsyn-generator. The indicator, also called a 
motor, synchro-motor, or Seisin motor, has a motor 
that is free to rotate, and is damped to prevent ex
cessive oscillation before coming into correspondence 
with the rotor of the transmitter.

SYNCHBO ASSEMBLY.' Two or more synchro* on 
a common mounting or mounted on each other. Do 
not use this name for single synchros mounted with 
common synchro accessories such as pulleys, gear 
reduction units, starting mechanisms.*

SYNCHBO, CONTBOL TBANSFOBMEB. A syn
chro consisting of a stator and rotor inductively 
coupled. The electrical output of the rotor i* de
pendent upon both the position of the rotor and the 
electrical input to the stator from a transmitter 
synchro or a differential synchro. Does not include 
variable resistors, goniometers, or variable trann- 
formers.*

SYNCHBO, DIFFEBENTIAL RECEIVER. A syn
chro, the rotor of which is free to turn, which will 
assume a position in accordance with the sum or 
difference of the electrical angular information re
ceived from two transmitter synchros. Does not 
include variable resistors, goniometers, variable 
transformers, or items with dials.*

SYNCHBO, DIFFEBENTIAL TRANSMITTEB. A 
synchro, the rotor of which is mechanically poti-
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Honed for modifying electrical angular information 
received from a transm'tter synchro and transmitting 
to receiver synchro or control transformer synchro 
electrical information corresponding to the sum of 
difference of the electrical input angle and its rotor 
position angle. Does not include variable resistor*, 
goniometers, variable transformers, or items with 
dials.*

synchronisation. 1. Adjustment of two or more instru
ments, mechanisms, or parts so that they operate 
simultaneously at the same rate or in harmony. X 
Adjustment of pointers on two instruments so that 
they show the same reading at any time. 3. Adjust
ment of a bombsight in relation to the altitude, 
speed, and drift of an aircraft so that the target 
appears stationary, centered on he cross hairs.

SYNCHBONIZBR, 1L1CTBICAL. An item which 
aligns and/or connects two or more electrical signals 
with respect to time.*

synchronous bombing. Bombing done with certain 
bombsights, such as the Norden bombsight, in which 
the travel of the telescope, focused upon the target, 
is synchronized with the groundspeed of the ai'plane, 
and the course flown is determined by manual ad
justment of the bombsight, the 'wo together de
termining the dropping angle and correcting for 
drift so that the release occurs at the right instant.

synchronous radar bombing. A kind of radar bombing 
in which special airborne radar equipment containing 
rate and steering mechanisms is used to control the 
direction of flight of the bombing aircraft, solve 
the bombing problem, and automatically drop bombs 
at the proper release point.

The radar equipment used in synchronous radar 
bombing ia an independent unit, i.e., it is not 
in conjunction with an optical bombaighL

SYNCHBO, BBCBIVBB. A synchro consisting of a 
stator and rotor inductively coupled. The rotor ia 
free to turn in accordance with the electrical input 
from a transmitter synchro or a differential synchro. 
Does not include variable resistors, goniometers, 
variable transformers or items with dials.*

SYNCHBO, BBSOLVBB. An item consisting of a 
i stor and rotor, inductively coupled. The voltages 
on the rotor are sine and cosine functions of the 
voltagefs) on the stator and the angular position of 
the rotor with respect to the stator. For items of 
this type having an air core, see: GONIOMBTBB, 
BLBCTBICAL. See also: SYNCHBO, BBCBIVBB; 
SYNCHBO, TBANSMITTBB; SYNCHBO, CON- 
TBOL TBANSFOBMBB*

synchroscope. 1. Device for checking the timing of the 
distributor on \a gasoline engine. X A precision 
oscilloscope on which recurrent pubes or wave forms 
may be observed, which incorporates a sweep gen
erator producing one sweep for each pulse regard
less of frequency, thus allowing no more than one 
cycle to be viewed.

SYNCHBO, TBANSMITTBB. A synchro consisting 
of a stator and rotor inductively coupled. The 
electrical output of the stator into a receiver synchro, 
a control transformer or differential synchro is 
dependent upon the position of its rotor. Does not 
include variable resistors, goniometers, variable 
transformer, or items with dials.*

synoptic weather chart. A chart of any extended por
tion of the earth's surface on which are delineated 
the weather conditions at different points observed at 
the same moment of actual time.

system. 1. General. A combination of parts, assem
blies and sets joined together to perform a specihe 
operational function or functions. 2. Electrical-EUc- 
tramu. A combination of two or more sets, general
ly physically separated when in operation, and such 
other assemblies, subassemblies and parts necessary 
to perform an operational function or functions.

systematic error. Repeated error due to faulty ad
justment of an instrument or to a defect in it. 
Systematic errors a-t those which remain the same, 
while accidental eriors, due to mechanical or other 
variation, change from one time to the next Also 
called instrumental error. See: center of bust 
error.

system reliability. The probability that a system will 
perform its specified task under stated tactical and 
environmental conditions. This will include ac
curacy. See: reliability.

systems engineering. An engineering approach which 
organ bes men, materials, and technologies foe the 
purpose of developing an optimum device.

Systems engineering covers both technical and 
administrative coordination. The technical aspect 
deals with the compatibility of the physical com
ponents of a weapons system, to insure that each 
component fits physically, dynamically, and func
tionally with other components of the system. The 
administrative function deals with the problems of 
manpower utilisation, procurement, scheduling, cost 
control, i eporting, etc.

Systems Work Assignment Group. (SWAG) A group 
appointed by the Chief of Ordnance to recommend to 
him the assignment of weapon system managers as 
appropriate.
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T
T (abbr). 1. In such usage a* T61, designate* an ex

perimental type item. For new de*ignation», present 
Ordnance Corp* practice i* to use the prefix ‘X’ 
followed by ‘M’ and a number. When the item i* 
standardised the 'X' is dropped. See also: A; B; E; 
M; X. 2. Chemical agent, ‘T.‘

•T (abbr). 'With tiacer* (in combinations only).
Table of Diataacea. See: American Table of Diataacea; 

quaatity-diatance tables.
tab, triau Arronoatical. An auxiliary airfoil usually 

attached to the rear of a control surface, the func
tion of which is to trim the aircraft or missile and/or 
reduce the control force.

tabua. (GA) One of the G-agents or nerve gases. 
A war gas. Ethyl phosphorodimethylamidocyanidate. 
See also: chemical agent; nerve gas.

TAC (abbr). Tactical Air Command.'
tac (abbr). 1. Tactics.* X Tactical.’ 3. 'Tachometer.' 
tachometer. An instrument for measuring lineal and/ 

or rotational speeds in units for a specified elapsed 
time. Excludes SPEEDOMETER.*

tactical, (tac) 1. Of or pertaining to tactics, i.e., to 
the arranging, positioning, or maneuvering of forces 
in contact, or near contact with the enemy so as to 
achieve an objective or objectives in a campaign, or 
battle. Applied in this inherent sense to any combat 
or battle situation, whether in the air or on the 
surface, as in ‘the tactical reason for moving troops 
against that sector was to force the enemy to weaken 
his flanks,’ or ’the achievement of air superiority in
volved the tactical capabilities of the aircraft, those 
of range, speed, and rate of climb.' 2. Often used 
in sense 1 to distinguish between ‘tactical’ and 
'strategic* consideration*. 3. Of or pertaining to 
combat operations, a* distinguished from administra
tive, technical, or logistical operation*. 4. Restric
tively, applied to activities of surface battle-line 
area* only.

tactical control radar. Antiaircraft artillery radar of 
essentially the same inherent capabilities as the 
target acquisition radar (physically it may be the 
same type set) but whose function is chiefly that of 
providing tactical information for the control of 
element* of the antiaircraft artillery defense* !n 
battle.

tactical Are coatroL The manner in which fire power 
is employed with regard to selection of targets, open
ing, suspending, or ceasing fire, and classes of fire.

tactical asiaail*. (TM) A missile for use in tactical 
operation*.

tactical mobility. The capability of a unit, command, 
task force, or the like that enable* it to be readily 
moved while engaged in combat.

An airplane, tank, or naval destroyer each has 
tactical mobility. Cf: strategic mobility.

tactical target Any physical object, person, group of 
persons, or position singled out for attack during 
the course of battle or tactical operations in order 
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to reduce, or to destroy, the enemy's ability to sustain 
his combat operation.

tactical vehicls. Any vehicle \designed for field re
quirements in combat and tactical operations, or for 
training personnel for such operations. See: vehicle, 
sense 3 b.

tactics, (tac) That branch of the military art or 
science that treats of positioning, arranging, and 
maneuvering of forces in combat or in a battle 
area; i.e., the art or science of using equipment and 
weapons, or using military persons or units, or using 
positive action or passivity—all with the purpose 
of achieving in a combat situation some immediate 
advantage or of ameliorating a disadvantage with 
the force or forces at hand.

tail 1. The rearmost part or sect.on of a bomb, guided 
missile or the like. 2. Indicates, in fuse nomenclature, 
that the fuze is to be in the tail of the munition 
for which it is intended, and in the cate of a fuse 
component, that the component is part of a tail fuze.

tail assembly. 1. The assembly of fins and/or vanes 
of a missile that is provided directional stability or 
guidance. For assemblies having fixed surfaces 
only, the term fix assembly (which tee) is preferred.
3. The empennage of an aircraft.

TAIL ASSEMBLY, PROJECTOR CHARGE. An as
sembly consisting of a steel tube, designed to be 
attached to a projector charge and to fit over the 
projector spigot. The forward end of the tube 
carries a propelling charge, and stabilizing surfaces 
are attached to the rear end.

tail fuse. See: fuse, tail.
TAILGATE, HYDRAULIC LIFTING, VEHICULAR.

A rectangular platform equipped with a hydraulic 
cylinder!s) and may include hydraulic pump, con
trols, and power take-off. It is designed to mount 
on a truck, trailer, or semitrailer for elevating heavy 
cargo and also act as a tailgate for the vehicle.* 

TAILGATE, VEHICLE BODY. An item specifically 
designed to be horizontally mounted on the rear end 
of a vehicle body. Item must have facilities for 
pivoting to various positions from the top and/or 
bottom. Excludes TAILGATE. HYDRAULIC 
LIFTING, VEHICULAR*

tail, grab. A device employed to secure a missile to it* 
launcher by ‘grabbing* or holding '.he missile tail 
section strong point* to prevent missile motion until 
the desired thrust level is reached. Release is ac
complished at the instant of launch. Also called 
missile retainer.

tailpipe. See: PIPE, EXHAUST.
tail surface. A stabilising or control surface in the 

tail of an aircraft or missile.
takedown. Disassemble, a* of an engine.
takeoff assist, An instance of giving extra thrust to 

an airplane or missile during takeoff through the use 
of a rocket motor or other device; also the device 
used in such a takeoff. See: jato unit
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Taliani tut Ser heat teats.
tally-in. 1. Itemized list of supplies received. 2. Proc

ess of recording, by appropriate marks, the number 
of containers or quantity of materiel received of an 
itemized list of items included in tn incoming ship
ment.

ially-ouL 1. Itemized list of the items included in an 
issue or shipment. 2. Process of recording, by ap
propriate marks, the number of containers or quanti
ty of materiel issued or shipped of an itemized list 
or items included in an outgoing shipment

Tales. Name applied to a Navy developed surface-to- 
air supersonic guided missile. Suitable for use from 
sea or land based launching sites. Uses a solid fuel, 
ramjet engine and employs beam rider guidance 
switching to active homing system for attack.

tamper. In a nuclear weapon, any substance that re
sists movement for a split microsecond, used so that 
the active materia'i may build up greater pressure 
behind the substance.

TAMPING POLK, DYNAMITE. A long straight 
wooden item of approximately 1 >/j inches to 2 inches 
in diameter, fabricated in sections of equal length. 
Generally, the forward end of the first section is 
equipped with a round wooden block and the other 
section ends provided with suitable nonsparking cou
plings. When assembled it is used to push and tamp 
dynamite into a blasting hole.*

tampion. See: tompion.
tandem. The fore and aft configuration used in 

boosted missiles, long range ballistic missiles, 
satellite vehicles, etc. Stages are stacked together 
in series and are discarded or staged at burnout of 
the propellant for each stage.

tangential stress. See: stress, circumferential.
tangent ogive. See: ogive, tangent.
tangent screw. Mach. 1. A worm; so called because 

it works tangentially on a worm wheel to which it 
imparts an endless motion. 2. A very fine screw 
giving a tangential movement for making the final 
adjustment to an instrument of precision, as a sur
veyor’s transit.

tank. 1. A receptacle or structure, varying in design 
to contain a liquid or a gas. (Use with modifiers 
denoting kind of contained fluid, such as fuel, oil 
ballast and items or installations for which designed, 
such as aircraft and locomotives.)* 2. See: TANK, 
COMBAT, FULL TRACKED.

tank, amphibious. Vehicle mounting a howitzer or 
cannon, capable of delivering direct fire from the 
water as well as ashore, and used in providing early 
artillery support in amphibious operations. Some
times referred to as amtank. See: LANDING VE
HICLE, TBACKKD.

tank, assault. A task, heavy with increased fire power, 
used for assault purposes.

TANK, COMBAT, FULL TBACKKD. A self-pro
pelled, heavily armored, offensive vehicle having a 
fully inclosed revolving turret with one major 
weapon. It may mount one or more machine guns. 
Excludes self-propelled weapons.*

tank damage. See: damage categories.

tank transporter
tank damage assessment. Evaluation of the damage 

done to an armored vehicle following attack by pro
jectlies bi.mbs or mines. Usually conducted under 
proving ground conditions to determine adequacy of 
vehicle design or capabilities of ammunition. See : 
damage categories.

tank destroyer. See GUN, ANTITANK, SELF- PRO
PELLED.

tank ditch. See: antitank ditch.
tank dozer. Standard tank equipped with a detachable 

bulldozer blade.
tank, duplex drive. Standard tank especially modified 

by attaching flotation devices, prows, and twin pro
pellers enabling the tank to serve as amphibious tank 
during landing operations and the crossing of wide 
rivers.

tank farm. An area in which storage tanks are located, 
used for the storage of supplies and equipment in
cluding bulk solids and liquids.

TANK, FUEL, ENGINE. A tank specifically designed 
to be installed as an integral part of an engine fuel 
system. Excludes TANK, FUEL, AIRCRAFT; 
TANK. LIQUID STORAGE, METAL*

tank, heavy. TANK. COMBAT, FULL TRACKED 
with weight from 56 to 85 tons. Cf: tank, super 
heavy.

lank, light. TANK, COMBAT, FULL TRACKED de
signed for missions requiring speed and mobility, 
such as missions for security aid reconnaissance; 
up to 25 tons in weight.'

TANK, LIQUID PROPELLANT, GUIDED MIS
SILE. A premetered tank designed to be mounted on 
a truck for transporting liquid propellants and fuel
ing guided missiles. Specifically designed to permit 
complete drainage of contents.*

TANK, LIQUID STORAGE, METAL. A metal re
ceptacle or structure of sturdy construction and of 
various shapes, the top of which may be open or 
closed, used for the storage of bulk liquids such as 
gasoline, oil. or water. The tank may be equipped 
with pipe fittings. Excludes tanks fabricated for use 
as an integral part of another system and trailer or 
truck mounted tanks designed for transporting 
liquids.*

tank, medium. TANK, COMBAT, FULL TRACKED 
of 26 to 55 tons in weight.

tank recovery vehicle. See: RECOVERY VEHICLE, 
FULL TRACKED.

TANK, STORAGE, LIQUID ARGON-NITROGEN- 
OXYGEN. An insulated metal tank for the storage 
and/or transportation of liquid argon or liquid nitro
gen or liquid oxygen. It may be equipped with a 
vacuum pump for the insulated space and/or a 
liquid purnn (or the removal of the stored liquefied 
gas.*

tank, super heavy. Heaviest type tank for military 
use; UnE weighing over 75 tons. Cf: tank, heavy.

tank tiaupoktei. Special purpose wheeled vehicle, o» 
combination of vehicles, designed to transport tanks 
or othe- heavy vehicles over highway and natural 
terrain, and incorporating integral provisions for 
loading and unloading disabled vehicles without sup
plemental assistance. See also: SEMITRAILER,
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TANK TRANSPORTER; TRAILER, TANK 
TRANSPORTER.

teak turret, fee : turret.
TAPE, PLOTTING. A narrow strip of flexible ma

terial graduated and numbered so that a linear di
mension greater than one foot is represented to a 
specified ratio by a division of the tape.*

taper. An airfoil feature in which either the thickness 
or the chord length, or both, decrease from the root 
to the tip.

Hence, the expressions, 'taper in plan only* and 
'taper in thickness ratio only.'

tapered bore. Term applied to a gun with a tapered 
bore, and also to its ammunition. The gun bore may 
be tapered throughout its length or only in the muz- 
xle section. The projectile which starts out as a light 
weight projectile of the larger caliber may be pro
jected at hypervelocity in the form of a smaller 
caliber projectile of normal or heavy weight. The 
smaller caliber maintains a higher velocity than 
would the larger caliber (for equal weight projec
tiles) because of lowered air resistance. For this 
reason the tapered bore is sometimes used for anti
tank weapons. Sometimes referred to as 'squeeze 
bore’ or 'Gerlich gun,' after its originator.

taper in thickness ratio. A gradual change in the 
thickness ratiq along the wing span with the chord 
remaining constant.

TAPE, SOUND RECORDING. A thin flexible strip 
of nonmagnetic material coated with a processed 
iron oxide upon which sonic variations are recorded 
by magnetic means.*

tappot 1. See: TAPPET, ENGINE POPPET 
VALVE. 2. A hand tool for relieving spring pres
sure when removing or replacing valves.

TAPPET, ENGINE POPPET VALVE. A cylindri
cally shaped metal item designed to transmit inter
mittent motion from the cam lobe on a shaft or cam 
ring to the engine poppet valve. It may be mechani
cally or hydraulically operating, and may include 
adjusting devices*

tappet rod. A rod carrying a tappet or tappets, as one 
for opening or closing the valves in a steam or an 
internal combustion engine.

torage tables. Tables used in conjunction with copper 
crusher gages to determine interior ballistic pres
sures. Tables list corresponding pressures for any 
measured decrease in length of the copper cylinder 
as a result of firing. See: gage, copper crusher; 
preanree, gun.

•are effect In wind tunnel testing, the forces and 
moments owing to support assembly and mutual in
terference between support assembly and model.

targ. Device used with a plotting board to indicate 
changing positions of the target.

target, (tgt) 1. A paper or pasteboard item of square 
or rectangular shape designed to be fired upon from 
a specified range during practice or white testing an 
automatic firearm such as an automatic rifle, machine 
gun, submachine gun and the like. It is used to 
establish a degree of accuracy. It usually consists of 
a series of geometric patterns of various shapes on 
a common background. Excludes TARGET. BULI.'S- 
F.YF.; TARGET, SILHOUETTE* 2. A thing or

target digcrimination
place to be hit or aimed at, any point, mark, person, 
area, position, or physical object towards which real 
or simulated missiles or blows may be, or are, 
directed.

target acquisition. The detection and location of a 
target in relation to a known control point or datum 
with sufficient accuracy to permit the effective em
ployment of appropriate weapons.

tergat acquisition radar. An antiaircraft artillery 
radar normally of lesser range capabilities, but of 
greater inherent accuracy than that of the surveil
lance radar, whose normal function is to acquire 
aerial targets either by independent search or on 
direction of the surveillance radar, and to transfer 
these targets to tracking radars.

tergot analysis. Examination of potential targets to 
determine their military importance, their relative 
priority for attack, and the capabilities of available 
weapons for such attack.

target angle. The angle at the target subtended by 
the observing base line.

TARGET, BORE SIGHTING. A paper item of square 
or rectangular shape designed as an aiming point to 
be used in bore sighting a gun to bring the axis of 
the barrel of a spotting pistol, spotting rifle, subcali
ber rifle and/or telescope sight(s) into coaxial ilign- 
ment with the center line of a cannon tube or artil
lery trainer barrel. It usually consists of a series of 
quartered circles printed on a white background with 
alternate quadrants printed in black. Crosses, center 
lines and other appropriate sighting marks may also 
be included.*

TARGET, BULL’S-EYE. An item usually of square 
or rectangular shape made of paper, pasteboard, or 
similar pliable material designed to be fired upon 
from a specified range during practice, or while 
testing filearms, to establish a degree of accuracy. 
It usually consists of a single centrally located inner 
circle, black in color, with progressively larger con
centric rings around it. The area within the central 
circle and/or each .f the concentric circles may have 
a number(s) printed thereon with the numerical 
value decreasing from the center of the circle to the 
outer ring. It may also have one er more similar 
combinations arranged in various patterns upon a 
common background. Excludes TARGET, ARCH
ERY*

tergat charge. See: charge, target
target date. A date aim 1 at for completing or begin

ning an action, as in 'your target date is 5 January.’ 
target deaitnating system. A system for designating 

lo one instrument a target which has already been 
located by a second instrument. It employe electrical 
data transmitters and receivers which indicate on 
one instrument the pointing of another.

target detection. See: target acqnieitioa.
target deviation. Distance from point of impact or 

point of burst to the target; target error.
target discrimination. That quality of a guidance 

system which enables it to distinguish a target from 
its background or between two or more targets in 
close proximity. Cf: target identification.
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target echo target, silhouette
target echo. Radio signal reflected by an aerial or 

other target and received by the radar station which 
tiansmitted the original signal.

target error. See: target dsviatioa.
target, flag, towed. Flag-shaped target towed by an 

aircraft and used especially for air-to-air target 
practice; flag target. It consists of a special fabric 
with metal spreader bars to keep it in a vertical 
plane and flat while in flight. Cf: target, sleeve, 
towed.

TARGET, GROUND, FAST-MOVING. An item de 
signed to be fired upon, from a specified range, dur
ing practice or while testing artillery weapons to 
establish a degree of accuracy. It consists of a 
steel frame mounted on runners and has facilities for 
attaching target-cloth panels. A sheave and long 
steel cable are provided for vehicular towing.*

target guided missile. See: GUIDED MISSILE, 
TARGET.

TARGET HOLDING MECHANISM. An assemblage 
for holding a target. May 'nclude means of operat
ing and such features as pop up, hit counting, delay 
mechanism to permit certain number of hits or time, 
and delayed kill reaction to simulate the falling man.

TARGET HOLDING MECHANISM, TRAINFIRE. 
An assemblage capable of lowering a target as the 
result of a bullet impact, or of raising or lowering 
it by remote control.*

target identification. (TI) The act of determining 
the nature of a target, including whether it is friend 
or foe. Cf: target diserlmiaatlon; identification, 
friend or foe.

target indicating system. System for providing a means 
for indicating to the tracker of an antiaircraft auto
matic weapon the direction of approach of a suitable 
target, or the approach of a new target after engage
ment with one target has been broken off. The 
operation of this system requires that the tracker 
slew his weapon in the indicated direction, locate 
his target, and begin tracking.

target information center. An intelligence center set 
up afloat or ashore for assembly, evaluation inter
pretation, dissemination, and coordination of target 
information for supporting weapons, i.e., artillery, 
naval gunfire, and air.

TARGET, LANDSCAPE. A paper or pasteboard item 
of square or rectangular shape designed to be fired 
upon from a specified range during practice or while 
testing an automatic rifle >r.:?hine gun, and the like. 
It is used to establish a degree of accuracy. It 
usually consists of a landscape scene including 
houses, roads, trees, and the like. I; may be a single 
sheet or a set of two or more matching sheets.*

target length. Length of a target as it appears to an 
observer or gunner at the moment gun is fired. Tar
get lengths may be used as units in measuring the 
leads.

TARGET, MACHINE GUN. A target specifically de
signed for instruction and preliminary or record 
practice with a machine gun or machine gun trainer 
on moving and stationary targets.*

target oflaat Horizontal angle at the target between 
a line from the target to the piece and a line from 
the target to the observation post.

target, Olympic, scoring. See TARGET, SILHOU
ETTE.

target paster. See: PASTER, TARGET.
target projectile. See: projectile, target practice.
TARGET, RADAR. An item primarily designed to be 

mounted on a moving object and whose reflecting 
properties make possible the tracking of the object 
by radar. May also have provisions for fixed posi
tion installation for marking objects, line demarca
tion, or re a navigational aid for radar-equipped 
aircraft and vessels.*

target range. Area equipped for practice in shooting 
at targets. Also called range.

TARGET RANGING SET, GUIDED MISSILE. A 
complete set used to determine target information of 
a guided missile remote control system. It is de
signed to range with high accuracy against a desig
nated ground target, and provides means of measur
ing angular displacement about its azimuth and ele
vation bearings. Excludes items performing similar 
functions by use of radar.*

TARGET ROLL. A cylindrical roll of paper upon 
which is printed a series of targets of the same kind 
each consisting of a geometric figure(s) resembling 
a half circle inclosed within a rectangular shaped 
frame. It is usually provided with horizontal and 
vertical grid lines and is designed to be fired at from 
a specified range during the practicing with or in 
testing of firearms such as pistols, rifles, and the like, 
in order to establish a degree of accuracy. Do not 
use if a more specific name applies. Excludes TAR
GET, BULL'S-EYE; TARGET, SILHOUETTE.* 

target aeeker. A missile, as a bomb or rocket, designed 
as a seeker (which see); the device within such a 
missile that directs it to the target.

target-sseklag. Of missiles: Designed or made as 
seekers, as in ‘target-seeking bomb.’

target eelector. Component of both a target designa
tion system and a target indicating system. It is an 
off-carriage observing instrument provided for the 
purpose of selecting an initial or new target, and it 
is electrically connected to the gun mount in such 
a manner as to: (1) slew the gun to the approxi
mate asimuth and elevation of a selected target 
(when the selector is a component of a target desig
nating system); and (2) give the tracker an indica
tion of the direction of approach of selected target 
(when the selector is a component of a target indi
cating system).

TARGET SELECTOR GROUP, FIRE CONTROL. 
A grouping of components which makes an auxiliary 
off-mount sighting unit, and is electrically connected 
with the on-mount fire control system. It includes a 
communications system.*

TARGET SET, RADAR. A grouping of two or more 
components which when used together will provide 
radar target facilities.*

TARGET SET, SILHOUETTE. Two or more 
TARGET, SILHOUETTE, with or without acces
sories, designed for marksmanship training or testing 
firearms.*

TARGET, SILHOUETTE. An item designed to be 
fired at from a specified range during the practicing 
with or in the testing of firearms such as pistols,
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target sled
rifles, and the like, in order to establish a degree 
of accuracy. It generally consists of a single central
ly located image, usually black in color and shaped 
to 'imulate the silhouette of a man in prone (head 
and shoulder) or kneeling position, a tank or series 
of tanks, and the like. It may or may not have 
progressively larger outlines of image around it, 
and may have one or more similar combinations of 
images arranged in various patterns or formations 
upon a common background. The areas between the 
outlines of images are usually designated by assigned 
numerals decreasing in numerical value from the 
center to outer edges. The overall shape or ap
pearance may be square, oblong, or irregular, de
pending upon the simulated outline. It usually con
sists of paper, pasteboard or similar pliable material.* 

target al«d. Sled drawn by a cable, used to carry a
moving target on a target range.

target, eleeve, towed. Tubular, open-ended bag which 
fills with air and bellies out when towed by an 
aircraft in flight, used as a target. Cf: target, flag, 
towed.

target spotter disk. See : DISK, TARGET SPOTTER, 
target, stationary. See: TARGET, MACHINE GUN 
target, testing. See TARGET, BORE SIGHTING. 
TARGET, TRAP SHOOTING. A dish-shaped object

that is projected into the air by a mechanical device, 
to provide gunnery practice at moving targets. It 
is usually designed with a thin dome to crumble on 
impact of a few pellets and a heavy rim to provide 
fast spinning flywheel action. There may be a 
series of steps, or connecting strips, from the rim 
to the recessed dome. The connecting strips divide 
the target in many segments which will easily break 
off if hit by only a few pellets.*

target vulnerability. A factor considered in target 
selection that relates each potential target to a 
standard scale in terms of the degree to which it is 
considered vulnerable. Each target is given a scale 
number.

Tarheel Ordnance Plant. Ordnance Corps field in
stallation, located at Burlington, North Carolina.

tarpaulin. See: PAULIN.
Tartar. Name applied to a Navy surface-to-air super

sonic guided missile for fleet protection against air
craft. A beam rider employing solid propellant.

TAS (abbr). ‘True airspeed.*
TB (abbr). Department of the Army 'Technical Bulle

tin.’
TC (abbr). ‘True course.’
team. Small group of men working together to 

operate a gun, radio station, or the like.
tear gaa. A substance, usually liquid, which, when 

atomized and of a certain concentration, causes 
temporary but intense eye irritation and a blinding 
flow of tears in anyone exposed to it. Also called 
a 'lacrimator.' Chloroacctophenone is a common 
tear gas. See also: CHEMICAL AGENT, CHLO
ROACETOPHENONE; lacrimator.

tschaical chaaaeL Direct communication channel used 
by the chiefs of services within the limits and in the 
manner prescribed by the commander to handle 
routing technical report.* and instructions not in-

304 technicai service
volving variations from command policies and di
rectives.

techaical characteristics. Those characteristics which 
pertain primarily to the engineering principles in
volved in producing equipment possessing desired 
military characteristics.

techaical committee. A committee established and 
maintained by the chief of each developing agency 
to effect coordination among the developing and us
ing agencies during research, development, test, type 
classibcation, and procurement activities. See: Ord
nance Techaical Committee.

techaical committee action. An action (either formal 
or ‘read-for-iecord’) by a technical committee such 
as the Ordnance Techaical Committee (which see).

echnical control. Control exercised by virtue of tech
nical jurisdiction. In the case of personnel, techni
cal control normally implies a degree of control over 
assignments, such as tnat exercised over Ordnance 
officers by the Chief of Ordnance.

technical direction. Direction exercised through a 
technical channel.

technical evaluation. The study and investigation by 
a developing agency to determine the technical suita
bility of material, equipment, or a system, for use in 
the military services.

technical inspection. Inspection of equipment and 
weapons to determine whether serviceable for con
tinued use or whether repairs are necessary.

technical intelligence. Intelligence pertaining to foreign 
or enemy technological developments capable of, or 
having, a practical application to warfare.

Technical intelligence deals, for example, with 
the principles of design and operation, physical char
acteristics, performance, nomenclature, and opera
tional capabilities of foreign materiel or equipment. 
In a broader sense, it may embrace manufacture, 
methods of storage and maintenance, etc.

technical manual. (TM) A Department of the Army 
publication containing detailed information on techni
cal procedures, including instructions on the opera
tion, handling, maintenance, and repair of equipment. 
Cf: technical order.

technical observer. Civilian technical expert, repre
senting a commercial firm, who accompanies troops 
in the field to observe and report on the operation 
of mechanical equipment or armament under field 
conditions.

technical order. (TO) Department of the Air 
Force publication; a counterpart of the Department 
of the Army technical manual (TM). Joint TM/TO’s 
are often published for equipment and procedures 
common to Army and Air Force. Ci: technical 
manual.

technical service. A branch of the Army whose princi
pal responsibilities are those of providing technical 
research and development, procurement, supply and 
maintenance functions. The Ordnance Corps is one 
of the technical services; others include Chemical 
Corps, Corps of Engineers, Quartermaster Corps, 
Transportation Corps, Army Medical Service. In 
contrast to adminittrativt ttrvitt; e.g., Adjutant 
General's Corps, Chaplains, and Military Police 
Corps. The administrative and technical services are 
distinguished from the orww, primary mission of
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an arm bring combat and combat support, e.g., In- coated paper. For items that print actual characters
fantry , but some of the branches have primary mis
sions in both fields; e.g., Corps of Engineers.

technical service contract. Type of contract in which 
the contractor's civilian personnel perform technical 
services for the Department of the Army.

technical aervice depot. Depot which receives, stores, 
and issues the supplies of one technical aervice of 
the Army, for example, an Ordnance depot.

technical service procurement agency. Procurement 
agency responsible for supervision of purchase or 
production of items controlled by a technical aervice 
atock control point.

technical aervice atock control point. Office in which 
records are maintained for the control of an entire 
stock of groups or sub-groups of items of a technical 
aervice depending on the number, variety and demand 
for end items and spare parts normally carried in 
stock.

telecom (abbr). ‘Telecommunication.’
telecommunication, (telecom) 1. Communication at 

a distance, esp. by electrical or electronic means, 
such as by telegraphy, radio, television, or the like.
2. />/. The science or art of communicating at a 
distance. ,

telemeter. 1. An electric or electronic instrument that 
measures a quantity, as that of speed, angle of at
tack, temperature, or atmospheric pressure, then 
transmits the measurements to a distant station. 2. 
An instrument that measures the distance between 
an object and the observer, as a range finder. 3. To 
transmit by telemeter.

The telemeter (sense 1) is used in certain guided 
missiles and rockets, and scientific apparatus.

telemeter channel. See: channel, telemeter.
telemetering. The sequence of events of the process 

involved in the measuring of a quantity or quantities 
by telemeter, transmitting and recording the results 
to a distant station, and in some cases integrating 
the results with others and connecting them elec
tronically into new impulses that in turn activate a 
new sequence of events.

telemetering station. A station that emits electronic 
impulses that become integrated in a telemetering 
system.

telemetering eystem. The complete measuring, trans
mitting and receiving apparatus for remotely indi
cating, recording, and/or integrating information.

telemetric data analyser. See: ANALYZER, TELE
METRIC DATA.

telemetric data receiving eet. See: RECEIVING SET, 
TELEMETRIC DATA.

telemetric data recorder. See: RECORDER, TELE
METRIC DATA.

TELEPRINTER. An item which receives electrically 
transmitted teletypewritten signals and translates 
these signals into printed characters on a paper roll 
or tape. May project the message on a screen.*

TELEPRINTER, ELECTROGRAPHIC. An item 
that transforms a serial input of electrical pulses 
into a printed message matrix consisting of a pre
disposed groupage of dots formed by electrographic 
deposition techniques on a surface such as plastic

and/or symbols, see TELEPRINTER.*
teteran system. A navigational system which—(a) 

Employs ground-based search radar equipment along 
an airway to locate aircraft flying near that airway; 
(b) Transmits, by television means, information per
taining to these aircraft and other information to 
the pilots of properly equipped aircraft; and (c) 
Provides information to the pilots appropriate for 
use in th? landing approach.

telescope. A single barreled optical instrument used as 
an assistance to the eye or camera in viewing or 
photographing distant objects The chief purposes 
of the item are the enlargement of the visual angle 
under which a distant object is seen, and a conse
quent magnifying of the object and/or collection and 
concentration of a larger beam of light rendering 
objects visible or more distinct. The essential parts 
of a telescope are the objective lens or mirror which 
collects the beam of light and forms the image, and 
the eyepiece by which the image is magnified. The 
barrel may be straight or may be designed so as to 
permit the use of reflective devices such as prisms 
in its optical system, or to proside viewing from the 
eyepiece through the barrel at an angle for specific 
observation purposes, and/or to provide means for 
a panoramic objective le"..-.*

TELESCOPE, ARTICULATED. A telescope which 
is affixed to a weapon to provide viewing parallel 
to the direction ct the gun bore line. It is designed 
with a rigidly held eyepiece and with movable sec
tional tubes connected by geared joints. The angles 
of reflective optical elements adjust automatically to 
provide a line of sight through the telescope as the 
gun tube is elevated or depressed.*

TELESCOPE, AZIMUTH. A navigational telescope 
instrument for use with a self-synchronous alidade. 
It is equipped with a vertical reticle line to de
termine bearings.*

telescope, asimuth tracking. Telescope with which the 
course or direction of a moving target is tracked. 
It is a part of a director, a combined observing and 
computing instrument, that calculates firing data for 
the future position of the target.

telescope, battery commander's. Sec . PERISCOPE, 
BATTERY COMMAND.

talaacopa, bora. 1. A BORESCOPE (which see). 2. 
A telescope provided with cross-hairs, and fitted with 
adapters for centering accurately in the chamber of 
a gun, for purpose of boresighting on a distant target 
in proof work.

TELESCOPE, ELBOW. A telescope whose line of 
vision is bent 90 degrees.*

talaacopa, elevation tracking. Optical instrument which 
is used in tracking a moving target in elevation.

talaacopa mount See: MOUNT, TELESCOPE.
talaacopa, ofleet Telescope in which the line of sight 

is displaced laterally or vertically before emerging 
in a line parallel to the line on which it entered. 
This permits a periscopic effect, enabling the viewer 
to remain behind the protective armor of a tank or 
the like. See : periscope.

TELESCOPE, PANORAMIC. A telescope having 
a horizontally rotating head *
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TELESCOPE, STRAIGHT A tch-Mopc wli.»e Imv 

of vision is 1W) degrees from the eye *
talaacopa, tracking. Telescope used for observing a 

moving target and following its path.
telescopic aigbt. Gunsight equipped with a telescope. 

Sometimes shortened to ‘scope.’
talaacopiag-typa equilibrator. See: equilibrator.
TELETYPEWRITER. A printing telegraph instru

ment having a keyboard similar to that of a type
writer for use in transmitting messages, and having 
a motor-driven signal actuated mechanism for print
ing received messages directly. For teletypewriter 
without a keyboard, see: TELEPRINTER.* 

televiaion raconnaiaaanca. Reconnaissance, esp. aerial 
reconnaissance, in which television is used to trans
mit the view from the reconnoitering point to 
another point, either on the surface or in the air.

teller mtoa. Large land mine employed by the Germans 
during World War II. It was an antitank mine 
weighing about IS pounds, shaped like a large plate 
(‘teller’) and was frequently booby trapped.

temperature eoeficient of praaaura at couetaat X. 
Rocket propellant. The relative change in pressure 
per degree (C or F as stated) of change in ambient 
temperature at a constant ratio (K) of propellant 
surface to throat area.

temperature element. The sensing component, of a 
temperature transmitter or direct reading indicator, 
which is responsive to the variations of temperature 
of its atmosphere.*

temperature, impact The temperature in a gas after 
an impact which caused the conversion of a portion 
of the kinetic energy into heat energy, with a re
sultant rise in temperature from the ambient.

TEMPERATURE INDICATING COMPOUND. A 
temperature-sensitive material with predetermined 
melting point. It is used to indicate when a pre
designated temperature is reached in such processes 
as heat treating, welding, and molding.* 

temperature, stagnation. Aerodynamics. The tem
perature of the stream which would be realised by 
conversion of all kinetic energy of the stream into 
heat energy.

temperature, static. The temperature that would be 
measured by a thermometer moving with the gas at 
the gas velocity, and having no radiation losses.

TEMPERING COMPOUND, STEEL. A nonspecific 
chemical substance, in dry form, used in the process 
of tempering steel. Excludes TEMPERING OIL.* 

TEMPERING OIL. A refined petroleum oil. or a 
mixture of petroleum and animal oils, used for heat 
treatment of metals Excludes TEMPERING COM
POUND. STEEL.•

template. Pattern or form such as a thin plate or 
hoard, that is used as a guide or scale for reproduc
ing designs on other surfaces, or for marking off 
graduations or distances on maps, photographs, etc.

ternput. See: template.
TENDER, MINE DIVING. A watercraft of low mag

netic permeabiliti powered by an internal combus
tion enginefs) driving marine propellerfs). It is 
designed for recovering or disposing of live mines * 

TENSIOMETER. DIAL INDICATING. An instru

test
incut designed to iiicasiue the tin-ioii on i.ddi, win . 
and the like, by mean-, of a tension oidnaling ms-ch 
anisni with a device for attaching to the material to 
fie measured *

term contract. A purchase in which the contract is 
made for a definite period, and against which orders 
may be placed from time to time for varying 
quantities, as necessity arises.

terminal ballietice. See : ballistic!.
TERMINAL BOARD. An item usually consisting of 

insulating material, which is specifically designed 
to have fastened thereon or on which are fastened 
terminal(s), such as screws, solder lugs, solder studs, 
solderless connectors, clipj, and the like. It is usual
ly used for junctions or terminations of wire or cable 
assemblies. Does not include items as defined above 
with parts, such as resistors and capacitors mounted 
thereon.*

TERMINAL BOX. An inclosure which includes, 
mounts and protects one or more terminals and/or 
terminal boards. It is designed for and may include 
a cover and such accessories as mounting hardware, 
brackets, locks, and conduit fittings.*

terminal guidance. See : guidance, terminal.
terminal velocity. 1. The constant velocity of a falling 

body attained when the resistance of air or other 
ambient fluid has become equal to the force of gravi
ty acting upon the body. Sometimes called ‘limiting 
velocity.’ 2. Velocity at end of trajectory, i.e., 
impact velocity (which see).

terminated portion of contract. That portion of a 
terminated contract which does not relate either to 
completed work or material delivered and accepted 
under the contract or to any continued portion of 
the contract.

termination claim. Ary claim or demand by a prime 
contractor or subcontractor for compensation arising 
out of the termination of a contract or subcontract.

ternary. Electronic computers. Pertaining to the sys
tem of notation utilizing the base of 3, employing the 
characters 0, 1, and 2.

TERNEPLATE. A lightweight cold rolled ferrous 
product. It is flat, straight, of a uniform solid rec
tangular cross section throughout, and coated on both 
sides with terne metal, a lead-tin alloy.*

terrain. Ground or a tract of ground, esp considered 
with respect to its extent or topography as factors 
in a military operation.

terrain return. See: ground return.
terreetrial Are. Gunfire directed against a land or 

water target.
terroatrial reference guidance. See guidance, terrea- 

trial reference.
Terrier. Name applied to a Navy surface-to-air super

sonic guided missile for fleet defense. Terrier I 
employs solid *uel and beam rider guidance, while 
Terrier II. a winger range version, uses liquid fuel 
an' radar homing.

teat. 1. A procedure or action by which a device, 
pie < of material, piece of machinery, or the like is 
subjected to conditions, real or simulated, that will 
determine its true qualities or capabilities, or its 
suitability for use in a particular kind of operation.
2. A procedure or action for determining, under real
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It consists of a holder with a universal ball socket 
for holding an indicating rod or "wiggler.”*

TESTER, CRYSTAL. A device specifically desirned 
to induce the proper mechanical force necessary to 
measure the piezoelectrical efficiency of a crystal.*

TESTER, CYLINDER COMPRESSION. A device 
designed for testing the compression of engine cylin- 
ders *

test*!, firing *y*tem. An electrical device for testing 
the continuity or other electrical characteristics of 
a rocket-firing system.

TESTER, INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE. A 
device consisting of two or more gages or indicator* 
mounted in a single unit, and capable of determining 
two or more different mechanical performance :har- 
actcristics of an internal combustion engine, c' it* 
component systems, while functioning under engine- 
operating conditions, by making either a single or a 
multiple test in orde. to determine one or mere en
gine characteristics similar to the following: cylinder 
compression, engine oil pressure, carburetor adjust
ment. manifold vacuum, fuel pump pressure, and the 
like. It doe* not include permanently installed 
gages, or any devices designed to test electrical com
ponents or characteristic* of an engine.*

TESTER, LOW TEMPERATURE GREASE VIS
COSITY. A device designed to determine the effect 
of low temperature on the consistency of grease by 
the application of a predetermined torque to cause 
one revolution of an accurately lubricated bearing 
that has been cooled to the test temperature.*

TESTER, LUBRICANT FRICTION. A machine de
signed to provide a means for measuring the load
carrying capacity, abrasive properties, and other 
characteristics of lubricants.*

TESTER, MATERIAL HARDNESS. An instrument 
designed to measure the hardness of metals, plastics, 
rubber and other solids, by method* based on re
sistance to penetration by an indenter of greater 
hardness than the material being tested.*

TESTER, SPRING RESILIENCY. An apparatus, 
device, or instrument which is specifically designed 
fur testing spring resiliency by subjection to the de
sired strain and indicating this force in unit* of 
weight. Indication may be by means of a dial, grad
uated scale, a pressure gage, a weighing scale, or by 
the graduated scale of a torque indicator wrench. 
The force may be applied mechanically, hydraulical
ly, or manually. May have a fixed or adjustable 
platfoi-n load ieceiver. Excludes SCALE (as modi
fied).*

test height. In a leaf spring, the camber under a load 
serving to test it* strength, elasticity, etc.

test, high pressure. (HPT) Indicates, in cartridge 
nomenclature, that item is intended to produce a 
high pressure in the weapon and is to be used for 
test purposes. See: cartridge, teat, high pressure.

testing target Special target used in boresighting a 
gun. It has two mark* separated by the same 
distance a* that between the sight and the axis of 
the bore, so that the gun may be pointed at one mark 
and the sight at the other.

TEST KIT, OIL CONDITION. A collection of items 
designed for estimating fuel dilution, reaction, and 
solid* content of lubricating oil.*

test ammunition
or simulated conditions, the effectiveness and suit
ability of a system, method, or the like. 3. To sub
ject a person, thing, method, theory, or the like to a 
test. See also: engineering test; user teat.

test ammunition. In a general sense, any ammunition 
used, or intended to be used, for test purposes. 
Specifically, ammunition prepared for testing fire
arms. See also: cartridge, teat, high pressure; car
tridge, teat, low preaaure.

TEST BENCH SET, FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM. 
A complete electronic set for testing, by the substitu
tion method, the components of a tire control system. 
The item consists of two or more test benches on 
which are mounted operable tire control system com
ponents, and includes provisions for the application 
of electrical operating power. Components of a fire 
control system arc systematically substituted for the 
test bench component until the defective system com
ponent is located.*

teat, engineering. See engineering test.
TEST EQUIPMENT, ELECTRONIC SHOP, BASE 

MAINTENANCE. A collection of items such as 
oscilloscopes, frequency meters, signal comparators, 
signal generators, audio oscillators and other neces
sary equipment for use in testing electronic com
ponents of a guided missile remote control system 
in a base maintenance shop Does not include hand 
tools for repair of items under test.*

TEST EQUIPMENT, ELECTRONIC SHOP, FIELD 
MAINTENANCE. A collection of items such as 
oscilloscopes, frequency meters, pulse generators, 
band pass filters, amplifier recorders and other neces
sary equipment for use in testing electronic com
ponents of a guided missile remote control system 
in a field maintenance shop. Does not include hand 
tools for repair of items under test.*

TEST EQUIPMENT, GUIDED MISSILE REMOTE 
CONTROL SYSTEM, ORGANIZATION MAIN
TENANCE. A collection of items which is a sub
division of a complete SHOP EQUIPMENT, GUID
ED MISSILE REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM, 
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE It pro
vides assorted items of test equipment only, such as 
tester(s), test set(s), kit(s), oscilloscope(s), pulse 
generator(s), and the like. It docs not contain hand 
tools or repair parts. Excludes ELECTRONIC 
SHOP GROUP (as modified).*

TESTER, ANTIFREEZE SOLUTIONS. An item 
consisting of a syringe and hydrometer designed tn 
determine the freezing temperature of antifreeze 
solutions commonly used in liquid cooled engines 
and the like. It may be equipped with a thermome
ter, conversion tablets), and/or cooling system ca
pacity chart(s).*

TESTER, BRAKE, MOTOR VEHICLE. A floor 
mounted testing unit consisting of four skidproof 
runways, each placed to accommodate a wheel of the 
vehicle being tested, complete with a recording 
mechinism for measuring the braking energy of the 
vehicle and indicating whether brakes are unequal 
or too weak.*

TESTER, CENTER. An instrument used in-adjusting 
and locating centrally any point or hole in a piece 
of work operated upon in a lathe chuck or faceplate.

.a.ji-li .Ji
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TEST KIT, PROPELLANT CONDITION. A collec

tion of items such as bottle(s), gage(s), ladle(s), 
syringe(s), vial(s), various chemicals, and acces
sories required for use in determining dilution, reac
tion, and solids content of PROPELLANT (as modi
fied).*

TEST KIT, SUPPLEMENTAL, GUIDED MISSILE 
SHOP EQUIPMENT. A collection of items which 
are supplemental in nature and intended to facilitate 
certain guided missile test functions not already 
provided for in other test sets and or shop equip
ment. May include such items as jigs, test fixtures, 
indicators, substitute missile components and/or 
items, but does not include hand tools or repair parts. 
Exclude.' SHOP EQUIPMENT (as modified); 
TEST SIT (as modified); SUPPLEMENTARY 
EQUIPMENT (as modified).*

taat, leapfrog. Electronic comfutert. A program de
signed to discover computer malfunction, character
ized by the property that it performs a series of 
arithmetical or logical operations on one group of 
storage locations, transfers itself to another group 
of storage locations, checks the correctness of the 
transfer, then begins the series of operations over 
again. Eventually, all storage positions will have 
been occupied and the test will be repeated.

taat, low praaaara. (LPT) Indicates, in cartridge 
nomenclature, that item is intended to produce a low 
pressure in the weapon and is to be used for test 
purposes. See: cartridge, teat, low praanra.

taat point. A plug-in ccnnector to a circuit in a system 
or equipment to facilitate monitoring calibration, 
trouble-shooting, checkout, etc.

teat, service. See: user taat.
teat Ml. Electrical. A single instalment or grouping 

of instruments, with or without accessories, designed 
for use in making qualitative and/or quantitative 
examinations of electronic or electrical items and/or 
equipments. Do not use if a more specific item name 
is available. (Use an application modifier, such as 
capacitor or radio.)*

TEST SET, ACTUATOR AND ARMING SWITCH. 
A test set designed to check the operation of an 
actuator and arming switch under simulated opera
tional conditions.*

teat eat analyser, guided missile. See: TEST SET, 
GUIDED MISSILE TEST SET.

TEST SET, CALIBRATION, MISSILE TRACKING 
ANTENNA. A test set specifically designed for 
making examinations of tracking antenna. May also 
provide facilities for recalibration.*

TEST SET, DOPPLER RADAR RECEIVER. A test 
set primarily designed for use in making examina
tions of the adjustments and operating efficiency of 
radar receivers which are part of moving target 
indicating (MTI) radar sets.*

TEST SET, ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT, GUIDED 
MISSILE LAUNCHER. A test set specifically de
signed (or use in making examinations of electrical 
circuits on a guided missile launcher.*

TEST SET, ELECTRIC SQUIB. A test set primarily 
designed for use in making examinations of SQUIB, 
ELECTRIC*

test set, magnetic drum
TEST SET, FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM. A test set 

primarily designed for use in making examinations of 
fire control system.*

TEST SET, FIRING CIRCUIT, ANTIPERSONNEL 
MINE. A test set specifically designed for use in 
making examinations of antipersonnel mine firing 
circuit(s .*

TEST SET, GENERATOR AND VOLTAGE REGU
LATOR, AUTOMOTIVE. A test set primarily de
signed for use in making examinations of low-voltage 
automotive generators and voltage and current regu
lators.*

TEST SET, GUIDED MISSILE. A test set primarily 
designed for use in making examinations of elec
tronic components, circuits and/or electrically con
trolled systems within a guided missile. Excludes 
individual test sets designed for a single specific 
function.*

TEST SET, GUIDED MISSILE ANGUL .R TRACK
ER RECEIVER. A test set specifically designed for 
u»r in making examinations of the receiver portion 
of a TRACKER, ANGULAR, GUIDED MISSILE. 
Excludes TEST SET, MISSILE GUIDANCE 
COMPONENTS; TEST SET, RADAR; TEST 
SET, RADIO*

TEST SET, GUIDED MISSILE LAUNCHER. A test 
set specifically designed or use in making examina
tions of a guided missile launcher’s performance 
capabilities. For items used in making examina
tions of electrical circuits on a guided missile launch
er, see. TEST SET, ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT, 
GUIDED MISSILE LAUNCHER.*

TEST SET, GUIDED MISSILE SAFETY AND 
ARKUNG DEVICE. A test set designed to check 
the operation of a SAFETY AND ARMING DE
VICE, GUIDED MISSILE under simulated opera
tional conditions.*

TEST SET, GUIDED MISSILE TARGET RANG
ING SET. A ,est set specifically designed for mak
ing examinations of a TARGET RANGING SET, 
GUIDED MISSILE. Excludes TEST SET, 
RADAR*

TEST S1CT, GUIDED MISSILE TEST SET. An 
item specifically designed to measure the output volt
ages of s TEST SET, GUIDED MISSILE to local
ize defective circuits ard/or subassemblies. Ex
cludes PROGRAMMER, ELECTRONIC COM
MAND SIGNALS; SIMULATOR-TEST ADAPT
ER, GUIDED MISSILE SYSTEM.*

TEST SET, INTEGRATING ACCELEROMETER. 
An instrument designed to evaluate the functioning 
of an integrating aecek rometer. It simulates the 
corc.itions under which such accelerometers operate 
in order to test their timing and electrical circuits.*

TEST SET, LEAKAGE, GUIDED MISSILE DRAIN
AGE EQUIPMENT. A portable device consisting 
of valve(s) and coupling hoses which are connected 
to the defueling lines of a guided missile to supply 
air for leak testing the missile propulsion draining 
equipment. May also be used in purging the fuel 
and oxidizer systems after drainage.*

TEST SET, MAGNETIC DRUM. A test set pri
marily designed for use in making examinations 
pf a magnetic drum that is the data storage facility 
of an electronic computer*

IMS*
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test set, missile guidance theodolite
TEST SET, MISSILE GUIDANCE. A test »et 

speciIn .ill' iIimkhi <1 ><.i u-> .11 making examina
tions of a mi-oil' uni'lamc mi ■ •i>Ij whin the set is 
r’stalled iu the missile hue alm TEST SET, 
MISSILE GUIDANCE COMPONENTS*

TEST SET, MISSILE GUIDANCE COMPONENTS. 
A test set spei ifn alls ill-signed lor u ,<■ in making ex 
aminations ot tin. > onip. in nt- of a nn--ili guidance 
st” lexis an 1 ■ .1 ufm I, ■! at a dislain <• Hom the 
launch site S<. al-o TEST SET, MISSILE 
GUIDANCE•

TEST SET, RADAR FUZE \ test set specifically 
designed for '.ise in macing examinations of radar 
fuzes *

TEST SET SERVO \ tes, s,t pnmaiiK designed 
for making examinations nt seixo si stems and/or 
components *

TEST SET, SERVO-SYNCHRO. A test set pri
marily designed foi use m making examinations 
of servo and synchro units •

TEST SET, TELEMETERING SYSTEM A test 
set which is primarily designed for use in making 
examinations of a telemetering system.*

TEST SET, TIME FUZE. A test set primari.y de
signed (dr use in making examinations of a time 
fuze*

teat stand. 1. A strongly built stationary stand on 
which a reciprocating engine is tested. 2. A stand 
on which a jet engine, rocket engine, or the like is 
moun’td for testing and measuring thrust. Also 
called a ‘proving stand' or 'thrust stand.'

TEST STATION, GUIDED MISSILE, SEMI
TRAILER MOUNTED. A complete electronic test 
station specifically designed to perform all field 
tests on a guided missile prior to preparation for 
firing. See also . TEST STATION, GUIDED MIS
SILE, TRUCK MOUNTED*

TEST STATION, GUIDED MISSILE STABILIZED 
PLATFORM, SEMITRAILER MOUNTED. A 
mobile unit completely equipped with the necessary 
components required to test the accuracy of a guided 
missile gyro-stabilized platform prior to prepara
tion for firing*

TEST STATION, GUIDED MISSILE SYSTEM 
COMPONENTS, FIELD MAINTENANCE. A van 
type mobile unit housing equipment specifically de
signed to perform field maintenance testing of a 
guided missile system components. Designed to test 
assemblies consisting of plug in items, commonly 
referred to as modules or potted components, and 
indicates defective module! s) F.quip|icd with spare 
modules for replacement and may have a self
contained power source. Provides work space and 
may contain heating and air conditioning units. See 
also. TEST STATION, GUIDED MISSILE, 
TRUCK MOUNTED*

TEST STATION, GUIDED MISSILE SYSTEM 
COMPONENTS, ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTE
NANCE. A van type mobile unit housing equipment 
specifically designed to perform organizational main
tenance testing of a guided missile system com
ponents. Designed to test assemblies consisting of 
plug-in items, commonly referred to as modules or 
potted components and indicates defective assembly 
(ies). Equipped with spare assemblies for replace

ment and may have a self-contained power source. 
Provides work space and may contain heating and 
air condi'.ioning units. See also: TEST STATION, 
GUIDED MISSILE, TRUCK MOUNTED*

TEST STATION, GUIDED MISSILE, TRUCK 
MOUNTED. A complete electronic teat station 
specifically designed to perform all field tests on a 
guided missile prior to preparation for firing.*

TEST TOOL, COLD BEND. A tool designed to be 
used in a universal testing machine for making 
cold bend tests of metal specimens.*

tetraethyl had. A liquid, Pb(C2H#)4, used as an 
antiknock in gasoline.

tetrahedron. A geometric figure having four faces or 
sides. Applied to objects more or less resembling a 
tetrahedron, at (a) a kind of beach or antitank 
obstacle, or (b) a four-pronged device dropped on 
enemy roads or airfields to puncture tires.

tettanitrocarbasolo. (TNC) An explosive material 
used by the Germans in pyrotechnic compositions 
during WW II. A crystalline material, slightly leaa 
sensitive to impact than Explosive D. Since the 
properties are not markedly superior to TNT nr 
Explosive D, it is considered suitable for highly 
specialized uses omy.

tetryL 2,4,6-trinitrophenylmethylnitramine. A crys
talline explosive of high sensitivity and brisance, 
used especially as a detonator or booster, and some
times as a bursting charge in small caliber missiles.

tetrytoL A high explosive mixture of tetryl and TNT 
in any of several proportions which permit melt 
loading (which see).

tgt (abbr). Target’
TH (abbr). 1. Chemical agent, ‘tbermate.’ 2. Chemical 

agent, ‘thermite.’ 3. True heading.’
TH1 fobbr). Specific composition of chemical agent 

‘thermite.’
TH2 (ibbr). Specific composition of chemical agent, 

'therm.ate.'
THS (abbr). Specific composition of chemical agent, 

‘thermate.’
theater of operations. Portion of a theater of war 

necessary for military operations, either offensive or 
defensive, pursuant to an assigned mission, and for 
the administration incident to such military opera
tion; theater limita are designated by competent 
authority.

theater of war. That area of land, sea, and air which 
is, or may become, involved directly in the operations 
of war.

theater stoch leveL Quantity of supplies authorised 
by the Department of the Army to be maintained in 
a theater of operations as stoch on hand ready for 
issue.

THEODOLITE. A precision telescopic instrument 
generally used in surveying work. The optical sys
tems for reading the circles are so designed that 
readings are taken at each end of the circle diameter 
simultaneously and automatically averaged by opera
tion of the optical micrometer. It has a fully in
closed optical reading system including vertical and 
horizontal circles. It must be leveled by three level
ing screws.*
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310thermal conductieity
Ibsrmal conductivity. Heat flow per unit of are* per 

unit temperature gradient.
thermal eScieacy. The efficiency with which a rocket 

engine, jet engine, internal combustion reciprocating 
engine, or any other engine employing heat, converts 
the total heat energy, of its fuel into energy available 
for propulsion. Ct: overall eMcieacy.

thermal resistor. See: RESISTOR, THERMAL.
thermal*. (TF : CHEMICAL AGENT, THER- 

MATE; CHEMlc, ' AGBNT, THERMITE.
thermionic*. The science of converting heat energy 

into electrical energy.
thermiator See BKSISTOB, THERMAL
Thermit. Trademarked term for CHEMICAL AGENT, 

THERMITE.
thermite. (TH) See: CHEMICAL AGENT, THER

MITE.
thermocouple. A junction of two dissimilar metals in 

which heat energy is changed directly into electrical 
energy*

THERMOCOUPLE, CONTACT. A thermocouple 
whose thermojunction is specifically designed to 
mount on, attach to, or touch a solid.*

THERMOCOUPLE, HBATING ELEMENT. A ther
mocouple which includes a resistance element de
signed to transfer heat of the element into its 
thermojunction.*

THBBMOCOUPLB, IMMERSION. A thermocouple 
whose thermojunction is specifically designed to be 
placed or dipped within a fluid.*

thermodynamic*. The science that treats of the me
chanical action of heat, or the relationship of heat 
and mechanical energy, and the conversion of one 
into titc other.

thermojet. Air duct type engine in which air is scooped 
up from surrounding atmosphere, compressed, heated 
by combustion, and then expanded and discharged at 
high velocity. See: ENGINE, BAMJET; ENGINE,

- TUBBOJET.
thermojuction. See : THERMOCOUPLE, HBATING 

ELEMENT.
thermometer, propellant temperature. See: indicator, 

propellant temperature.
thermonuclear weapon. Nuclear. A nuclear weapon 

designed to release a significant fraction of its 
yield energy directly as a result of the fusion pro
cess.

thermopile. An instrument consisting of several ther
mocouples so arranged as to give, when heated, a 
multiplied thermoelectric current; often used for 
detecting very slight variations in temperature. See: 
detector, infrared.

thermoplastic. See: plastics.
thermosetting. See: plastic*.
thermosphere. See: atmospheric shells.
thermostat An automatic device which converts ex

pansion of heated solids, fluids, or gases into move
ment and power sufficient to operate small devices. 
May be adjustable or set to operate at a definite 
temperature and/or pressure.*

thermostat, engine water temperature. See: THER
MOSTAT, FLOW CONTROL.

throttling rod
THERMOSTAT, FLOW CONTROL. A thermostat 

which controls the flow of fluid or gases by actuating 
a valve or shutter for cooling or heating purposes.* 

thickened fueL Gasoline or a blend of gasoline and 
light fuel oil with THICKENER, INCENDIARY 
OIL added; used as an incendiary fuel in flame 
throwers and BOMB(S), FIRE. See also: CHEMI
CAL AGBNT, INCENDIARY OIL; fuel thickener; 
uathickened fueL

THICKENER, INCENDIARY OIL. A material 
which, when added to an incendiary liquid, increases 
the viscosity.

thickneea, profile. Sec: profile thickness.
thickneee ratio. The ratio of the maximum thickness 

of an airfoil section to the length of its chord.
third echelon maintenance. See: maintenance.
third echelon supply. See : supply.
thirty. Popular term for ‘caliber M machine gun.' 

Usually in >/., in reference to two or more such guns 
mounted on an aircraft, or in a multiple mount.

Thompson submachine gun. Caliber .45, aircooled 
automatic weapon that can be carried and operated 
by one man.

Thor. Name applied to an Air Force surface-to-surface 
land based intermediate range ballistic missile. 
Utilizes liquid fuel and inertial guidance.

THP (abbr). ‘Thrust horsepower.'
THREAD MILLER, AUTOMATIC. A machine 

having a work spindle for the insertion of collets, 
chucks, or other work holding fixtures to auto
matically grip and release materials and a cutter 
spindle contairing thread cutters which are de
signed to cut specific internal or external threads 
by the ring or hob type method.*

thrss-dimsaaioaal low. See: tow, thrse-diaseaaioaal 
throat. The most constricted area or section of a duct, 

passage, or the like, a* of a jet nozzle.
throat block. See: choke riag.
throat riag. See: choke riag.
throttle. 1. In an internal combustion engine, the valve 

(throttle valve) incorporated in or just outside the 
carburetor, controlling the volume of vaporized fuel 
charge delivered to the cylinders. X The pedal or 
lever (throttle lever) controlling this valve. J. To 
obstruct the flow of, as steam to an engine esp. by 
a throttle valve; hence, to reduce the speed of, as an 
engine, by such means; often with down, as, *he 
throttled down the car to twenty miles per hour.’

throttliag bnr. A wedge-shaped bar attached to the 
interior wall of a recoil cylinder. A rectangular 
notch in the recoil piston moves over the bar, form
ing an aperture through which the recoil oil must 
flow The aperture decreases during recoil until, 
at the end of recoil it is completely closed, thus 
stopping the Cow of liquid and bringing the re
coiling tube to resL

throttliag groove. A groove of varying width or depth 
cut co the interior wall of some recoil cylinders to 
control the passage of oil, hence the recoil resistance.

throttliag rod. A tapered rod attached to a recoil 
cylinder. The piston rod is hollow to receive the 
throttling rod during recoil, and oil is forced through 
the orifice around the throttling rod. As recoil 
proceeds the larger section of the throttling rod
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c<xnei into *he throttling orifice until, at the end of 
recoil, the throttling rod nearly seals the throttling 
orifice, thus bringing the recoiling tube to re it.

throttling valve. Specif. Part of a variable recoil sys
tem. A spring-loaded valve through which recoil oil 
must flow during recoil. As the gun is elevated the 
spring pressure is increased by means of a control 
arm. The valve thus offers greater resistance to the 
flow of recoil oil and the length of recoil is reduced. 
In a similar manner, depressing the gun decreases 
the spring pressure of the valve, causes less re
sistance to oil flow and hence greater length of 
recoil.

throw-away item. Popular but inaccurate designation 
for noM-matntamcd item. See: Modern Army Main
tenance System.

throwout. A device for throwing a machine out of 
gear; in automotive vehicles, the mechanism or as
semblage of mechanisms by which the driven and 
driving plates of a clutch are separated.

throat. A force produced by a propulsion system for 
the normal purpose of accelerating or maintaining 
constant velocity of the vehicle. Deceleration may 
be produced by reverse thrust or by reduced thrust. 
Cf: effective throat; Jet ’hrust; net thrust.

threat augmantar. Any contrivance used for thrust 
augmentation, as a venturi used in a rocket, an 
afterburner, etc.

threat coefficient XrrodynswMcs. A dimensionless 
coefficient equal to the thrust divided by the product 
of dynamic pressure and reference area.

THRUSTKR, CARTRIDGE ACTUATED. An item 
operated by gases generated by explosion of a car
tridge. The item provides thrust for opening or 
closing latches, hatches, and the like, and/or pos - 
tioning aircraft components such as instrument 
panels, seats, etc., to facilitate emergency escape of 
personnel.*

thrust horsepower. The thrust of a jet engine or rocket 
expressed in terms of horsepower.

Thrust is converted into horsepower by the fol
lowing formula: thp equals thrust pounds times 
aircraft speed in miles per hour divided by 375.

thrust Um. A line along which thrust acts, such as 
the axis of a propeller shaft, rocket motor or rocket 
engine.

thrurt load. A load or pressure parallel to or in the 
direction of the shaft. That is, the thrust load (on 
a bearing) comes directly along the axis of the 
bearing; as the thrust load on the wheel bearings 
of a motor vehicle when it is going around a curve.

thrust output The net thrust delivered by a jet en
gine, rocket engine, or rocket motor.

THRUST PLATH, TORPKDO. An item designed to 
be used with aircraft-launched torpedoes Its pur
pose is to prevent fore-and-aft motion of the aircraft 
from being transmitted to the torpedo during cata
pult takeoffs and arrested landings. It may be 
secured to either the aircraft or torpedo.*

thrust-pound. A unit of measurement for the thrust 
produced by a jet engine or rocket, as in *5j000 
thrust-pounds.*

thrust, specilc. See: specifle thrust
thyratron. £lrcteonsc rom/wters. A hot-cathode, gas

discharge tube in which one or more electrodes are 

used to control electrostatically the starting of a 
unidirectional flow of current.

TI (abbr). ‘Target identification.'
TIK DOWN KIT, GUIDKD MISSILK. A collection 

of items designed to secure or restrain movement 
of a guided missile while erected on a LAUNCHER, 
PLATFORM, GUIDED MISSILE prior to launch
ing. It may incorporate a quick release device to 
permit instant removal from the missile. Excludes 
SUPPORT, GUIDED MISSILE *

tie.. A horizontal layer of a column, row, or stack 
Tiers are numbered in the order of their stowing 
from the bottom up.

TIK ROD, STKKRING. An item designed to form a 
connection or link, either directly or indirectly be
tween the steering kunckle arms. It is used to 
maintain alignment of the wheels and to facilitate 
steering of the vehicle.*

TIK ROD, TKNSIONING, THRKADKD KND. A 
steel rod having various cross-sectional shaped 
bodies with one right hand and one left hand in
tegral threaded end. The ends may be internally 
or externally threaded. It is used to control the 
tension in linkage. See also: TURNBUCKLK; 
TURNBUCKLK BODY*

tilt 1. General. The inclination of a physical object 
from what is considered its normal or standard posi
tion. 2. Specif. The inclination of an aerial camera 
from the vertical, measured by the angle between the 
camera axis and a plumb line dropped from the opti
cal center. 3. The projection of this inclination to the 
photograph taken. 4. The inclination of an aircraft, 
winged missile, or the like from the horizontal 
measured by reference to the lateral axis or to the 
longitudinal axis. 5. The inclination of an antenna 
reflector from the horizontal

time. To adjust or regulate an engine, automatic 
weapon, or other mechanism or device so that the 
events in its cycle of operation occur in a proper 
sequence; to regulate a mechanism or device for a 
given rate, duration of operation, etc. Hence, tim
ing (which see).

time bomb. See: bomb, tiaae.
time rhaage component. A component (of an end item) 

which because of design limitations or safety is 
specified to be rebuilt or overhauled after a specified 
period of operation (eg, an aircraft component).

time constant. In electronica, the time required for a 
varying quantity to reach within l/e of its total 
change (approximately 612 percent of its total 
change); i.e, in a capacitor-resistor circuit, the 
time in seconds for the capacitor to reach approxi
mately 632 percent of its full charge after a steady 
voltage it applied; in an inductor-resistor circuit, 
the time in seconds required for the current to reach 
approximately 632 percent of its final value, after 
a steady voltage is applied.

time eorreetioa. Difference between the adjusted, mro 
height of burst time setting and the firing table time 
setting for a particular horizontal range.

time Are. Fire in which fuses are set to act after a 
fixed time interval and before impact.

time fans. See: YUBK, BLABTING, TIMK.
time funs. See: fuss, time.



time {ain control TMT
ttea gain control See: differential gain control.
time interval. Period of time between two successive 

observations made on a moving target during track
ing.

TIME KIT, FUZE, GUIDID MISSILE WARHEAD. 
A group of nonexplosive items consisting of mechan
ical timers and electric switches, which, when con
nected electrically to explosive fuzing -components, 
completes the fuzing system designed to initiate a 
train of explosives in a guided missile warhead.*

Um* of light Elapsed time in seconds from the in
stant a projectile or other missile leaves the gun or 
launcher until the instant it strikes or bursts.

time on target. 1. Term used to describe the method of 
firing on a target in which various artillery units 
so time their fire as to assure ail projectiles reach-.ng 
the target simultaneously. 2. A measure of the ability 
of a fire control system and/or gunner to keep a 
weapon aimed at a moving target or to keep a 
weapon mounted on a moving vehicle aimed at a 
target. A useful evaluation of stabilizers.

timer. Radar. A device in a radar set that establishes 
the pulse rate and controls the timing of other ele
ments in the set

TIMER, INTERVAL. An instrument for signalling 
the expiration of a predetermined time. It may also 
have an automatic switch for control of electrical 
circuits.*

TIMER, INTERVAL, TRAINING. An item specific
ally designed for use in training procedures as
sociated with assembly and/cr disassembly of a 
weapon. It is identical in configuration to, but 
does not necessarily complete all the operating func
tions of, a TIMER, INTERVAL*

TIMER, SEQUENTIAL. An item which actuates 
included electrical contacts and/or switches in an 
orderly succession, and at a predetermined inter- 
val(s), for the purpose of controlling the operation 
of another electrical device(s). May have provisions 
for manually establishing an operational sequence 
or cycle.*

TIMER, STOP. A precision instrument for measur
ing and indicating elapsed time periods. Not in
tended to be carried on the person. See also: 
TIMER, INTERVAL*

timing. Adjustment of a small arms weapon so that 
it will perform each function at a predetermined 
point in the cycle of operation. This adjustment 
aids in the elimination of stoppages caused by in
correct positioning of functioning parts of the weap
ons at a predetermined point in the c’cle of opera
tions. Necessity for correct timing is indicated by 
the fact that the cycle of operation may be repeated 
several hundred times per minute in automatic 
weapons.

tinting gears. In internal combustion reciprocating 
engines, the gear train through which the crankshaft 
drives the camshaft and thus controls valve timing. 
Since the camshaft has to turn once for every two 
revolutions of the crankshaft, these gears must be 
in the ratio of 2 to 1.

timing valve. In gas engines with hot-tube ignition, 
an adjustable valve which automatically opens to 
permit a portion of the compressed explosive mix

ture to enter the ignition tube, and so cause ignition, 
at any desired point of the stroke.

tin ffah. A torpedo. Slang.

Tiny Tins. A code name or nickname for a kind of 
large (1175") aircraft rocket.

tip Aeronautical. A chordwise sectional unit at the 
outer extremity of a multipiece airfoil.*

tip-off. The angular momentum acquired by a missile 
due to the action of gravity as its forward supports 
leave the launcher before the aft supports.

tipping parts. The assembled structure of a weapon 
which moves in elevation or depression about the 
trunnions.

tire aaaembiy. The tire, inner tube or tubeless type, 
with accessories; and for larger vehicles, a riin sepa
rable from the wheel.

tire, combat. See: combat tire.
TIRE GUN, PUNCTURE REPAIR. A container of 

liquid rubber compound, with a plunger and a dis
pensing tip, used to fill and seal small puncture* in 
pneumatic tubeless tires without removal of tire from 
wheel rim.*

TIRE IRON. A single metal bar having blade like 
end(s) of various shapes to insert between the rim 
and the bead of a pneumatic tire to remove and/or 
replace the tire. Excludes TIRE REMOVING 
TOOL*

TIRE, PNEUMATIC. A ring-shaped, hollow, rein
forced rubber inclosure, usually circular or elliptical 
in cross section, perpendicular to the ring-shaped 
body, with or without a distinct thread pattern. For 
the purpose of inflation it may have a self-con
tained air pressure chamber, or it may be designed to 
be used with a sealing rim or separate inner tube. 
It reduces shock and vibration.*

TIRE REMOVING TOOL. A unit consisting of two 
matched metal items, one having a drop center 
hook at one end. It may or may not have a flat 
blade on the opposite end. The other item has a 
flat serrated or curved blade that fits through the 
drop center hook end. See also: TIRE IRON*

TIRE, SOLID RUBBER. A band or hoop of rubber 
compound, solid, cushioned, reinforced or perforated, 
molded on a detachable wheel ri '■ or designed to 
be mounted on a wheel. Includes tires having zeio 
pressure air chamber(s).*

Titan. Name applied to a surface-to-surface inter
continental ballistic missile developed by the Air 
Force. Alternate to the Atlas. A two-stage weapon 
utilizing liquid fuel and inertial guidance.

titanium tetrachloride. (FM) See: CHEMICAL 
AGENT, TITANIUM TETRACHLORIDE.

tje (abbr). ‘Trajectory chart.*
tk (abbr). Tank.’
TM (abbr). 1. Department of the Army ‘Technical 

Manual.’ 2. Tactical missile.'

TNB (abbr). Trinitrobenzene* (explosive).
TNC (abbr). Tetranitrocarbazole’ (explosive).
TNP (abbr). Trinitropbenol* (picric acid, explosive).
TNT (abbr). Trinitrotoluene* (trinitrotoluol). This
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explosive is better known b, its abbreviation than 
by its chemical name. See: trinitrotoluene.

TNTBP (abbr). ‘Mixed TNT and black powder.’
TNTCT (abbr). ’Cast TNT.’
TO (abbr). Department of the Air Force ‘Technical 

Order.'
toe-in. Automotive. The degree (usually expressed in 

fractions of an inch) to which the forward part of 
the front wheels are closer together than the rear 
part, measured at hub height with the wheels in the 
normal ‘straight ahead’ position of the steering gear. 
Toe-in has the effect of counteracting the tendency 
of the wheels to roll outward or separate as a result 
of camber, which see. Cf: toe-out.

toe-out. Automotive. The outward inclination of the 
wheels at the front on turns due to setting the 
steering arms at an angle. Cf: toe-in.

toggle. To release a bomb or bombs by the use of a 
toggle switch without benefit of the autdmatic re
lease system of the bombsight Colloq.

toggle bolt. See : BOLT, TOGGLB.
toggle joint A link mechanism applied to machines 

of different types, such as drawing and embossing 
presses, stone crushers, etc., for securing great pres
sure.

toggle switch. See : SWITCH, TOGGLB.
TOG method. [Target observer pun method ] Method 

of pointing a gun by indirect laying, using the angle 
at the observer between a line to the target and a 
line to the gun.

tolerance. The permissible difference between the two 
extremes in dimension, weight, strength or other 
quality, which will not affect the acceptability (will 
not cause rejection) of an item.

toluene. A liquid hydrocarbon (CeHBCHa), a raw ma
terial used in the manufacture of explosives, such as 
DNT and TNT.

Tommy gun. Trademarked nai.ie f.i th* '»ompso«. 
submachine gun. Sometimes (ei roneously) applied 
to other submachine guns.

tompion. 1. Wooden plug or cover, especially for 
the muzzle of a gun. See: PLUG, MUZZLE. 2. 
A cover for the sight bracket of a gun when the 
sight is not in place. Also called tampion.

ton. Unit of weight or volume. 1. Weight of: a. 2,000 
pounds avoirdupois, called ehorl ton, common in the 
United States and Canada, b. 2,240 pounds, called 
long ton, common in Great Britain; and with some 
industrial uses. e. 1JD00 kilograms (approximately 
2^04.6 pounds), the metric ton. 2. Volume of: a. 40 
cubic feet, the approximate volume of a ton of com
modity to be shipped, called meenrewirol low or 
skip ion. b. 100 cubic feet of internal space for 
registering merchant vessels, register ton. e. 33 cubic 
feet of displacement of vessels, the approximate 
volume of a long ton of sea water, dieflacement ton.

tone. Electroaconetice. 1. A sound wave capable of 
exciting an auditory sensation having pitch. 1. A 
sound sensation having pitch.

tonneau. Automotive. An afterbody with sides en
closing the seat or seats, entered by a door usually 
at the side; also, the entire body of an automobile 
having such an after pert.

Tooele Ordnance Depot. Ordnance Corps field installa
tion, located at Tooele, Utah.

tool. To equip a factory or industry for production 
by designing, making, and integrating machines, 
machine tools, and special dies, jigs, and instruments, 
so as to achieve manufacture and assembly of 
products on a volume basis.

TOOL AND EQUIPMENT KIT, PBOPELLANT 
HANDLING. A group of tools, such as bars, 
wrenches, sockets, and the like; and equipment, 
such as drums, hoses, scales, and the like, required 
to traustet liquid propellants from bulk to pre
metered containers*

TOOL KIT, ANTIAIRCRAFT ABTILLKBY GUN, 
FIELD MAINTENANCE. A group of tools, in
cluding gun barrel carriers, spring compressors, 
cartridge extractors and removers, loader lifters, 
boresights, wrenches, and the like, used in field 
maintenance of a GUN, ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTIL
LERY (as modified)*

TOOL KIT, ANTIAIBCBAFT ART.’LLEBY MB- 
CHANIC’8. A group of hand tools consisting of 
chisel(s), driftpin(s), file(s), hammer(s), pu.-Kh(es), 
pliers, screwdriver(s), wrench(es), and the like. 
May include paint brush(es), hand oiler(s), pad- 
lock(s), rule(s), and sharpening stone(s). It is 
used for organizational maintenance of medium or 
heavy antiaircraft guns and antiaircraft multiple 
mach'ne gun mounts.*

TOOL KIT, AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICAL. A group 
of tools such as fixed open end wrenches, pliers, 
scre.' d.»r(s), and the like. It may include igni
tion point file(s), and feeler gages. Used primarily 
in the repair and maintenance of distributors, gen
erators, starters and for similar work.*

TOOL KIT, BATTBRY 8BBVICB. A group of tools 
such as battery carrier, scraper, wrench and the like 
used for removing, installing and servicing batteries. 
It may contain a hydrometer.*

TOOL KIT, BOMB CLUSTBB ASSEMBLY. A group 
of tools such as metal shears, pliers, screwdrivers, 
gages and the-like used to assemble bomb clusters.* 
See: duster.

TOOL KIT, CARBURETOR. A group of hand .tools, 
with or without gages used in the assembly, repair 
and maintenance of carburetors.*

TOOL KIT, BLBCTRONIC ASSEMBLER, GUIDED 
MISSILE. A gioup of hand tools, such as pliers, 
screwdriver(s), and wrench(es). It may include an 
electric soldering iron, mechanical finger, padlock, 
flashlight, mirror, pocket knife, and the like. It, is 
used in guided missile organisational electronic as
sembling.*

TOOL KIT, ELEVATING AND TRAVERSING 
MECHANISM. A group of hand tools, such as 
adapter(s), clamp(s), gage(s), indicator(s), re- 
mover(s) and replacer(s), sling(s), wrench(es), and 
the like. Used in the maintenance of the elevating 
and traversing mechanism of tanks, self-propelled 
guns, or like vehicles.*

TOOL KIT, ENGINE REPAIR. A grow o< took 
such as bushing remover(s), bearing cap remover(a), 
valve guide remover(s), wrenches and the like used 
in the repair of internal combustion engines.*
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TOOL KIT, FIELD ARTILLERY MECHANIC'S. A 

group of hand tools consisting of chiscl(s), filc(s), 
hammerfs), pliers, f inch(es), wrench(es), and the 
like. It is used in the organizational maintenance 
of light, medium, and heavy artillery guns and 
howitzers.*

TOOL KIT, GUIDED MISSILE ERECTOR. A group 
of tools, such as pullers, wrenches, extractors, 
cranks, and the like. s)>ecihcally designed to per
form maintenance on a guided missile erector.*

TOOL KIT, GUIDED MISSILE LAUNCHER. A 
group of tools such as screwdrivers, pliers, wrenches, 
and the like. It is specifically designed to perform 
maintenance on a guided missile launcher*

TOOL KIT, GUIDED MISSILE LAUNCHER
LOADING RACK. A gr oup of hand tools, such as 
hammer (s >, handle( s I, plier(s). iiuncli(es), screw- 
drivertsi, sockcttsl, wrench(cs), and the like. In
cludes grease gun with hose assembly, hand oiler, 
and padlock. The kit is used in the maintenance of 
a LAUNCHER-LOADING RAl K. GUIDED MIS
SILE*

TOOL KIT, GUIDED MISSILE MAINTENANCE. 
A group of tools specifically designed to perform 
maintenance on a guided missile. It may include 
miscellaneous common tools.*

TOOL KIT, GUIDED MISSILE PROPELLANT 
SERVICER. A group of tools, sucl. as wrenches, 
sleeves, keys, and the like, specifically designed 
to perform maintenance on a guided missile pro
pellant servicer.*

TOOL KIT, GUIDED MISSILE SERVICING PLAT
FORM. A group of tools, such as wrenches, sockets, 
extractors, and the like, specifically designed to 
perform maintenance on a guided missile servicing 
platform.*

TOOL KIT, HULL AND SUSPENSION, SELF- 
PROPELLED GUN. A group of special tools con
taining track connecting tools, pullers, bearing re
placers, spanner wrenches, and the like, used in the 
maintenance of the hull and suspension for full- 
tracked, self-propelled guns.*

TOOL KIT, MECHANICAL ASSEMBLER, GUIDED 
MISSILE. A group of hand tools, such as ham- 
mer(s), pliers, screwdriver(s), wrench(es), and the 
like. It includes a flashlight, mirror, mechanical 
finger, and padlock. It is used in guided missile 
organisational mechanical assembling.*

TOOL KIT, MOTORCYCLE. A group of hand tools, 
gagc(s), hydrometer(s), tracing stand(s) and the 
like used in the maintenance of motorcycles.*

TOOL KIT, PNEUMATIC SHOP. A group of tools, 
such as crowbar!si. hammer(s), handlesfs). plier(s), 
wrench(es), and the like. Used in the maintenance 
of a pneumatic shop*

TOOL KIT, PRESERVATION AND PACKAGING 
SHOP. A group of tools, such as hammerfs), 
plierfs), screwdrivertsl. wrench(es), and the like. 
Used in the maintenance of a preservation and 
packaging shop *

TOOL KIT, RECOIL MECHANISM-EQUILIBRA
TOR CHARGING REGULATOR. A group of tools, 
such as a charging regulator and adapters, air 
seal extractors, pressure gage(s), safety shield, 
wrenches, and the like, used in charging and gag

ing a REl'Oll. MECHANISM (as modified) or an 
EQUILIBRATOR, CANNON.*

TOOL KIT, ROCKET MECHANIC’S. A collection 
of hand tools, such as hrush(es), hammer(s), plier(s), 
screwdriverfs), wrcnch(es), and the like It is used 
primarily to perform organizational maintenance of 
a rocket.*

TOOL KIT, ROCKET MODIFICATION. A group 
of tools such as socket wrench handles, socket wrench 
sockets, screwdrivers and the like used to modify 
rockets.*

TOOL KIT, SNIPERSCOPE. A group of hand tools 
used in the maintenance of sniperscope.*

TOOL KIT, TIRE SERVICING. A group of tools 
such as tire irons, valve holding and bending tools, 
wheJ I ig wrench, hammer(s), gage and the like 
for mounting and dismounting pneumatic tires. 
See also TIRE REMOVING TOOL. Does not 
include tire repair tool kits.*

TOOL KIT, TRACTOR. A group of hand tools such 
as wrench(es), puller(s), driver(s), gage(s), spring 
compressor and the like required for maintenance 
and repair of tractors.*

TOOL KIT, TRAILER-SEMITRAILER. A group 
of hand tools consisting of pullers, remover(s), re- 

’ placer(s), wrench(es), and the like, used in the 
maintenance of trailers and semitrailers.*

TOOL KIT, TRUCK. A group of hand tools and 
gages used in the maintenance of trucks.*

TOOL KIT, TURRET MECHANIC’S. A group of 
hand tools consisting of chisel(s), driftpin(s), 
hle(s), hammerfs), pliers, punch(es), screwdriver(s), 
wrench(es), and the like. It may include paint 
brash(es), padlock(s), hand oiler(s), and sharpen
ing stone(s). It is used for organisational mainte
nance of turret and tank guns.*

top carriage. The upper structure of a gun carriage; 
it supports thv rMr,g parts and moves with the 
cradle in traverse.

top dead coater. The dead center position of an en
gine piston and its crankshaft arm when at the top 
of its stroke.

top secret. (TS) See defease claaaiftcation.
toromatic transmission. See: transmission, toronutie.
torp (abbr). 'Torpedo.'
torpedo, (torp) 1. A missile designed to contain an 

explosive charge and to be launched into water, 
where it is self-propelling and usually directable. 
Used against ships or other targets in the water. 
When designed (or launching from aircraft, it is 
sometimes called an 'aerial torpedo.* 3. An ex
plosive device for railroad signaling. Sense 1 is 
intended unless otherwise indicated. See also: tor
pedo, aerial; TORPEDO, SIGNALING, RAIL
ROAD.

torpedo, aerial. 1. A torpedo (which see) designed or 
adapted to be launched from flying aircraft 1 An 
aerial bomb guided through, the air to its target by 
remote control, as a bomb, glide (also see). Loom 
tuaga.

torpedo bombtag. The launching of a torpedo or 
torpedoes from an aircraft against a target in the 
water.



torpedo, dummy 315 towed artillery
torpedo, dnmaiy. See: DUMMY TOBMDO,
TOBPXDO MAIM A8SKMBLAGK. A group of com

ponent* consisting cl an AFTERBODY AND TAIL, 
TORPEDO and an energy section which may be 
a BATTERY COMPARTMENT, TORPEDO or an 
AIR FLASK. TORPEDO. It may include a 'or 
pedo nose assembly but does not include a WAR
HEAD, TORPEDO, or an EXERCISE HEAD. 
TORPEDO.*

torpedo, rocket assisted. (RAT) A torpedo (which 
see) designed to be fired into the air by rocket and to 
drop into the water by parachute. Upon entering 
the water the torpedo seeks its underwater target by 
a special homing device.

TORPKDO, gIGNALING, RAILROAD. An item con
sisting of an explosive charge with means for at
taching to a railroad rail. .When ran over by a 
locomotive or car wheel, the resulting explosion 
serves as a signal to alert the train crew.*

torpsx. (tpx) A high explosive consisting of TNT, 
cyclonite, arid aluminum powder, used especially in 
torpedoes, mines, and depth bombs.

torqarn Mertoniea. A moment that produces or tends 
to produce rotation, twisting, or torsion, as that of 
a propeller shift ariven by a tangential force. See: 
terMen.

The drjkcting torque cf an instrument is the 
moment produced by the quantity measured that acts 
so as to cause the deflection of the pointer.

The catering torque is the resultant mom wit acting 
to return the instrument pointer to a position of 
equilibrium, usually aero, when displaced from that 
position.

The etartiag, or static, torque of an electric motor, 
or the like, is toe torque at standstill; for an induc
tion motor it is the minimum torque for any angular 
position of toe lacked r

tOffM it tht DHUdflMMB CCNMtMt 
under which a motor will accelerate from rest to 
approximate normal spetod.

The pufl-mil torque is toe maximum torque a motor 
will carry without an abrupt drop in speed.

torque ampiiflor. See: AMPLIPIBR, BLBCTR0M1C 
CONTROL.

torque ant. In automotive vehicles, an arm to take 
toe torque of toe rear axle. At the roar it is con
nected with toe differential case (either rig:<tly or 
by a joint) and at the front it is always joined to 
a cross member of the frame. It performs the same 
functions as a torque tube (which see) and serves 
also, in some constructions, as the means of trans
mitting toe driving effort of the wheels to the chassis 
frame, leaving the springs free to take cars only 
of vibration of the vehicle on the road. It prevents 
the axle housing from twisting when the power'or 
brakes are applied.

torque converter. Xwtomefiw. A device for con
verting the speed and torque at the driving shaft to 
that required by the driven shaft An autossotfve 
transmission which permits an engine to ran at' the 
speed which produces Its greatest horsepower.

torque, locked rater. See: rater torque, lootosd.
torque roectieu. On a shaft-driven vehicle, the raac- 

tfcm between toe bevel pterion with its shaft (which is 
supported in the rear-axle housing) and tht tevel 

ring gear (which is fastened to the differential hous
ing) that tends to. rotate toe axle housing around the 
axle instead of rotating the axlc shafts alone.

Protection against torque reaction'can be had in 
the following methods (whk-. see): torque tube; 
torque am; Hstcbktes drive.

TORQUK ROD, TANDBM AXLB. A metal device 
designed to insure correct spacing and alignment of 
truck and trailer axles.*

torque tube. In automotive vehicles, a tube surround
ing the propeller shaft to take the torque, usually a 
unit with the rear-axle housing at the rear but with 
a universal joint at toe front where it to supported 
by a cross-frame member or by toe rear end of the 
transmission case. See: torque am.

torque wrench. See: WRKNCH, TORQUX. 
toraigraph. A torsion meter.
toraite. Pertaining to torsion.
torsion. The internal moment of a body subjected to 

twisting or wrenching, as by the application of tor
que to one eml of a shaft while the other to held 
fast or turned in the opposite direction; the act of 
turning so as to create this moment Cf: torque.

torsional vibration. Oscillatory twisting vibration in 
a rotational direction, which would taxi to make a 
body mounted on one end of a shaft whip back and 
forth with respect to a body on the other end.

torsion balance. An instrument used to measure mi
nute forces, as electrostatic or magnetic attraction 
and repulsion, by toe torsion of a wire or filament the 
angle of torsion being proportional to toe amount of 
force exerted.

TORSION BAR, HINGB. A straight metal item of 
various cross-sectional shapes, with serrations, flats, 
or the like, on each end. It is designed to with
stand a severe twisting scti<w» ?»• longitudinal 
axis while held fast at both ends. It is used in lieu 
of a hinge pin and creates tension on a hatch(es), 
door(s), gate(s), or the like, when in a closed or 
open position. Excludes TORSION BAR, SUS
PENSION*

torsion bar oquMtontor. See: equilibrator.
TORSION BAR, SUSPBNSION A straight metal 

item having a solid or tubular circular cross section 
with serrations, flats, or the IBm, on each end. It to 
designed to withstand a severe twisting action along 
its longitudinal axis, while held fast at the ends, ft 
is used in the suspension system of a vehicle to ab
sorb road shock. See also: TORQVB ROD, TAN
DBM AXLB.*

tore bombing A bombing action that involves the use 
of centrifugal force to carry the bomb dropped 
away from the bomber.

total imputes. The product of toe thrust and the time 
over which the thrast to produced by burning a spe
cific fuel or fuel comMaatfoa, expressed in pounds 
(force)-seconds. Used especially to reference to a 
rocket motor or a rocket engine.

towbar. An item which connects to a vehicle that is 
not equipped with an integral drawbar, for the 
purpose of towing or moving toe vehicle. See also: 
drawbar.*

tewed artillery. Artillery weapons designed for move
ment as trailed loads behind prime movers oc draft

I 
I
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animals. Some adjustment of the weapon it neces
sary to place it in firing position.

tewed load. The weight of a gun, carriage, trailer, 
or other equipment towed by a prime mover.

towed-target firing. Antiaircraft practice fire against 
a target towed by an aircraft

tow target Target for antiaircraft fire or aerial gun
nery practice, drawn behind an aircrai t. See: target, 
lag, towed; target, eleeve, towed.

toxic gaa. A war gaa (which see) that produces a 
poisonous effect

toxic warfare. Warfare in which chemicals, biological 
agents and atomic fission products are used to pro
duce casualties.

TP (abbr). ‘Target practice.
TP-T (abbr). "Target practice with tracer.*
tpx (abbr). Torpex’ (explosive).
tree (abbr). 1. Tractor.’ 3. Tracer.’
trace. 1. Radar. The line on a radar screen made by 

the time base. 3. Path of a tracer ballot
tracer. See: tracer ammuaitioa; tracer bullet; tracer 

aaixtare; TRACER, PROJECTILE.
tracer amaiaaitioa Any ammunition equipped with 

tracer (which see).
tracer ballot A bullet containing a pyrotechnic mixture 

to make the flight of the projectile visible by day 
and night. Cf: ballet, iaceadlary.

tracer coatroL Adjustment of fire based on observa
tion of trajectories of tracer axunsaitioa.

tracer control trainer. Device used to train gunners 
in fire control, using tracer anunuitioa.

tracer, dummy. Inert filler for tracer cavity in a pro
jectile.

tracer, guided miseile See: FLARE, GUIDED MIS
SILE.

tracer bump. An optical illusion in which a hook or 
curvature appears in the tracer stream.

tracer mix. Short for tracer mixture.
tracer mixture. A pyrotechnic composition, used for 

loading tracers. Also called ’tracer composition.’
TBACEB, PROJECTILE. A cylindrical item de

signed to contain tracer composition for the purpose 
of observation of fire. The projectile is equipped 
with the tracer element in the base of the projec
tile. In most small caliber antiaircraft projectiles, 
the tracer is used to ignite the filler and destroy 
the projectile should it miss the target. When 
empty or in-rt loaded, it may be used for training 
purposes.*

track. 1. Actual path of an aircraft above, or a ship 
on, the surface of the earth. The course is the path 
which is planned; the track is the path which is 
actually taken. 3. An aircraft’s trace on a radar 
screen or on a plot; the aircraft that makes such a 
trace. 3. One of the two endless belts on which a 
full-track or half-track vehicle runs. 4. Metal part 
forming a path for a moving object; for example, 
the track around the inside of a vehicle for moving 
a mounted machine gun. 3. To observe and mark 
on a chart the successive positions of a moving 
target. «. To keep a gun properly aimed or to point 
a target-locating instrument continuously at a mov-

track-laying vehicle
ing target 7. To follow a target on the ground from 
a moving aircraft, as done in bombing. 3. To follow 
or pursue an enemy. * -

tracker. An instrument, equipped with telescopes, used 
to continuously observe the present position of a 
moving target. Employed with a radar, which is 
used for slant range measurement, the tracker fur
nishes the elements of present position data re
quired by the computer. One of the components 
of a director.

TRACKER, ANGULAR, GUIDED MISSILE. An 
item specifically designed for continuously and auto
matic .lly tracking a guided missile in flight, utiliz
ing coded signals from a missile to determine its 
angular position in relationship to an established 
geographical point. Data received is supplied to 
other component(s) of a MISSILE GUIDANCE 
CENTRAL*

TRACKER, OPTICAL, A unit designed specifically 
for optically tracking a guided missile, or moving 
target, and for continuously transmitting and/or 
receiving, by electrical means, tracking data to and 
from other units of a ground guidance system.*

tracker teat The overall check of the orientation and 
functioning of materiel of an antiaircraft artillery 
gun battery. It is performed by tracking an aerial 
target with present position data only being trans
mitted.

tracking, aatomatic. ' The process of utilizing range 
data and/or angular data in such a manner as to 
obtain error signals, which are then used to drive 
devices which keep the tracking system locked on 
a target.

tracking point. A point centrally located in the out
line of the target as seen by the sight operator. For 
aerial targets, such a point is the intersection of 
wing and fuselage axes.

TRACKING STATION GBOUP, GUIDED MI881LE. 
A group and a subdivision of a TRACKING STA
TION, GUIDED MISSILE, TRAILER MOUNTED, 
which is not capable of performing a complete opera
tional function but when used with other groups 
provides facilities for control of both the ANTEN
NA-RECEIVER-TRANSMITTER GROUP, TAR
GET TRACKING and the ANTENNA-RECEIVER- 
TRANSMITTER GROUP, MISSILE TRACKING*

TRACKING STATION, GUIDED MISSILE, TRAIL
ER MOUNTED. A collection of major electronic 
components and/or items specifically designed to 
provide radar operators with power control, testing 
and operating control facilities for operation of 
both the ANTENNA-RECEIVER-TRANSMITTER 
GROUP, IARGET TRACKING and the ANTEN
NA-RECEIVER-TRANSMITTER GROUP, MIS
SILE TRACKING. See also: TRACKING STA
TION GROUP, GUIDED MI88ILE and RADAR 
MISSILE TRACKING CENTRAL*

track ta range. To adjust the gate of a rada: : 
that it opens at the correct instant to accept the 
signal from a target of changing range from the 
radar.

track-laying vehicle. Vehicle which travels upon two 
endless tracks, one on each side of the machine. A 
track-lay ing vehicle has high mobility and can ma
neuver, is usually armed and frequently armored, and
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is intended for tactical use. Tanks are one type of 
track-laying vehicle.

track off. Fire control. Deliberate underestimation or 
overestimation of the predicted path of a target, 
in order to bring about an eventual intersection of 
the line of fire with the target.

TRACK SHOE SET, VEHICULAR. A set of re
placement shoes for a tracked vehicle with attach
ment parts such as bolts, nuts, washers, plates, and 
the like. Excludes links with integral or attached 
•hoes.*

TRACK .SHOE, VEHICULAR. A replacement shoe 
for a tracked vehicle, which may include attaching 
parts, such as pin(s>, guidetsi, linktsl, integral or 
attached shoes.•

track wheals. Wheels which perform the same function 
as suspension wheels on some tanks. See: suspen
sion whsala.

tractor. Wheeled or track-laying vehicle designed to 
tow by means of pintle hook or coupling device. 
Cf: TRUCK TRACTOR.

tractor, cargo. Military track-laying vehicle, designed 
to carry cargo, as well as to perform as a tractor.

TRACTOR, FULL TRACKED, HIGH SPEED. A 
self-propelled vehicle with an operating speed of 
IS miles pec hour or more, deriving its traction power 
from two endless flexible tracks. It is primarily de
signed for towing or pushing heavy equipment. It 
may have an ammunition rack, a cargo body, a 
cargo platform, and/or various other attachments.*

TRACTOR, FULL TRACKED, LOW SPEED. A 
self-propelled vehicle with a maximum operating 
speed of less than IS miles per hour, with or with
out mounted attachments and deriving its traction 
power from two endless, flexible tracks. It is de
signed for towing, pushing, grading, earth moving 
and various other duties depending on the attach
ments) used.*

tractor sled train. A train usually composed of cargo 
sleds and wanigans towed by tracklaying prime 
movers.

liaetor-trailer train. Scries of trailers connected by 
couplers and drawn by a tractor. Tractor-trailer 
trains are used in storage warehouses for moving 
supplies and equipment.

TRACTOR, WHEELED, INDUSTRIAL. A self 
projselleci riding vehicle with or without attachments 
primarily used for material handling operations; 
construction operations such as towing, pushing, 
earth moving, etc , and various maintenance opera
tions depending upon the type of attachment(s) used. 
It is designed with a nonadjustable thread width. 
Excludes TRACTOR, WHEELED, WAREHOUSE 
and TRACTOR, WHEELED. AGRICULTURAL.*

TRACTOR, WHEELED, WAREHOUSE. A self
propelled walking or riding type vehicle with or 
without attachments primarily used for towing 
trailers and material handling operations on floors 
and paved surfaces in and around industrial plants, 
depots, warehouses and terminals. It is generally 
designed with a short close-coupled wheel base with 
side and front free of protuberances and with front 
and/or rear mounted bumper plates to facilitate 
maneuvering in narrow aisles and similar restricted 
areas without damage to stored stock. Includes all 

electrically driven tractors regardless of design. 
Excludes TRACTOR, WHEELED, AGRICULTUR
AL. and TRACTOR, WHEELED, INDUSTRIAL *

trademark. A distinctive name or mark, motto, de
vice, or emblem, through which the products of par
ticular manufacturers or the vendible commodities 
of particular merchants may be distinguished from 
those of others, normally protected by compliance 
with the trademark law, and registration, as at the 
U. S. Patent Office.

trade-secret. A secret formula or process not patented, 
but known only to certain individuals using it in 
compounding some article of trade having a com
mercial value.

traditional bomb. See: bomb, conventional
traffleability. A measure of the ability of the soil (or 

other terrain surface) to support foot troops, animals, 
vehicles, or aircraft during various seasons.

trail. 1. In bombing, the line between the point of im
pact of the bomb and a point on the ground directly 
beneath the aircraft at the moment of impact, as
suming that the aircraft stays on course after re
lease and maintains a constant speed. 3. Rear part 
of a gun carriage which connects the piece with a 
limber or tractor. When the gun is unlimbered, the 
trail rests on the ground and stabilises the piece in 
firing position. 3. Series of bombs dropped one 
after the other, instead of in a group. 4. To attach 
the trail of a gun to the limber.

trail angle. In bombing, the angle, measured in mils, 
between a vertical line from the aircraft to the trail 
at the moment of the bomb's impact and a line 
from the aircraft to the point of impact

TRAIL, CARRIAGE, ARTILLERY. A projecting 
metal structure, usually fabricated of tabular or 
plate construction, primarily designed to stabilise the 
weapon and keep it from moving out of its firing 
position. It also serves to connect the weapon to 
its prime mover for transportation. It may be at
tached directly or indirectly to the axle or bottom 
carriage of the weapon.*

trailer. A wheeled or tracked vehicle, nonpowered, 
with all or most of its weight supported by its own 
integral wheels or tracks, designed to carry ma
terials, supplies, or equipment and to be towed by a 
self-propelled motor vehicle. Excludes semitrailer.*

TRAILER, AMMUNITION. A trailer having a body 
equipped with stowage racks and/or compartments 
specifically designed to accommodate targv caliber 
shells and projectiles.*

TRAILER AND CASE, STORAGE AND TRANS
PORT, ROCKET. A specifically designed wheeled 
vehicle consisting of a CASE, STORAGE AND 
TRANSPORT. ROCKET attached to a TRAILER, 
ROCKET STORAGE AND TRANSPORT CASE. 
It is used for aerial or vehicular transport of rockets 
and as auxiliary equipment for a LAUNCHER, 
ROCKET.*

TRAILER, BOMB. A trailer equipped with racks 
specifically designed to transport serial bombs. Ex
cludes TRAILER, LIFT, BOMB and TRAILER, 
ATOMIC BOMB*

TRAILER, CANNON. A trailer specifically designed 
to support and transport a cannon.*



trailer, cargo
TRAILER, CARGO. A trailer with either a box type 

body, a lattice type body with a closed or partially 
closed top, or a body having integral sides and 
front panel, usually with a flat loading platform. 
May include removable top bows and tarpaulin.*

TRAILER, FLAT ?ED. A trailer with a flat load 
carrying platform without sides or end gate; the 
platform must be of solid, one level construction 
suspended above the wheels and must not include a 
gooseneck or wheel recesses that extend through 
the bed. It may have beveled edge(s) to facilitate 
loading. See also: TRAILER, LOW BED*

TRAILER, GUIDANCE CONTROL GROUP. Ar 
insulated van t\pe trailer designed for specific load 
distribution and equipped with special shock ie>ist- 
ant mounts for mounting electronic equipment It 
provides personnel operating space and i» u-cd to 
house and transport a GU.DANCE IONTROL 
GROUP, GUIDED MISSILE It may include air 
conditioning and heating units Excludes TRAILER, 
VAX.*

TRAILER, GUIDED MISSILE. A wheeled trailer 
primarily designed to transport one or more guided 
missiles. It does not contain provisions for launch
ing.*

TRAILER, GUIDED MISSILE BODY SECTION. A 
specifically designed van type trailer equipped with 
shock absorbing cradles, hold-down devices, and 
integral jacks for transporting a guided missile hndy 
section.*

TRAILER, GUIDED MISSILE DIRECTOR STA
TION. An insulated van type trailer designed for 

'specific load distribution and equipped with special 
shock resistant suspension. It provides personnel 
operating space and is used to house and transport 
a director station, guided missile. It may include 
air conditioning and heating units. Excludes 
TRAILER, VAN*

TRAILER, GUIDED MISSILE LAUNCHING CON
TROL STATION. An insulated van type trailer, 
designed for specific load distribution and equipped 
with special shock resistant suspension. It provides 
personnel operating space and is used to house and 
transport a control station, launching, guided mis
sile. It may include air conditioning and heating 
units. Excludes TRAILER, VAN.*

TRAILER, GUIDED MISSILE REPAIR PARTS. A 
trailer with a specifically designed body for housing 
and transporting guided missile repair parts*

TRAILER, GUIDED MISSILE TEST EQUIPMENT. 
An insulated van type trailer designed for specific 
load distribution »nd equipped with special shock 
resistant suspension. It provides personnel operat
ing space and is used tn house and transport guided 
missile test equipment. It may include air con
ditioning and heating units. Excludes TRAILER, 
VAN*

TRAILER, GUIDED MISSILE TRACKING STA
TION. An insulated van type'traile. designed for 
specific load distribution and equipped with special 
shock resistant suspension. It provides personnel 
operating space and is used to house and transport 
a tracking station, guided missile. It may include 
air conditioning and heating units. Excludes 
TRAILER, VAN*

318 trailer-truck, cargo
TRAILER, GUN CARRIAGE. A trailer specifically 

designed to support and transport a gun carriage*
TRAILER, LIFT, BOMB. A trailer equipped with 

either a mechanical or hydraulic integral lifting de
vice designed for transporting and/or handling 
bombs. Excludes TRAILER. ATOMIC BOMB*

TRAILER, LIFT, GUIDANCE CAPSULE. A trailer 
with a lifting device designed for transporting and 
installing a guidance capsule.*

TRAILER, LIFT, GUIDED MISSILE. A trailer 
equipped with either a mechanical or hydraulic in
tegral lifting device, designed for transporting and/ 
or undling guided missiles*

TRAILER, LOW BED. A trailer having a flat plat- 
form(s) of two or more levels, designed to provide 
low loading height for transporting heavy and/or 
bulky objects. It must have one or more of the fol
lowing characteristics: front gooseneck, wheel re
cesses through the bed, or the bed (excluding 
fenders) suspended lower than the wheel tops. See 
also: TRAILER, PLAT BED*

TRAILER, MAINTENANCE. A trailer equipped 
with a compartmented body specifically designed to 
house and/or transport tools, equipment and/or supr 
plies for repair and maintenance functions, such as 
tire repair, cable splicing and the like. Excludes 
trailers complete with supplies and equipment*

TRAILER, MUNITIONS. A four wheeled trailer 
having a flat type bed with a removable or hingeu 
platform center section to facilitate loading or un
loading with a lift truck or the like. It is designed 
to accommodate various adapter sets for trans
porting numerous types of tactical or air defense 
special weapons and related supplies, such as bombs, 
guided missiles, guns, fuel tanks, and the like. For 
trailers specifically designed to transport specific 
items, see: TRAILER (as modified).*

TRAILER, ROCKET. A trailer equipped with rack*, 
designed for transporting rocket*.*

TRAILER, ROCKET ENGIN1 A trailer specifically 
constructed for transporting a ROCKET ENGINE 
in and around storage, shop and launching area*.*

TRAILER, ROCKET STORAGE AND TRANSPORT 
CASE. A trailer specifically designed for trans
porting a CASE, STORAGE AND TRANSPORT 
ROCKET. Excludes TRAD ER, ROCKET*

TRAILER, STAKE. A trsilei with a body having 
readily removable slakes which may be tied to
gether with chains, slats, panels and the like. May 
include a tailgate or loading ramp. Exclude* 
TRAILER. LOW BED and TRAILER, FLAT 
BED*

TRAILER, TANK. A trailer with a tank body de- 
sigi ed for transporting water, gasoline, oil or other 
liquid. May include facilities for dispensing.*

TRAILER, TANK TRANSPORTER. A trailer pri
marily designed to transport tracked combat ve
hicle*. Exclude* TRAILER, LOW BED and com
mercial automobile transport trailer*.*

TRAILER-TRUCK, CARGO. A specifically designed, 
self-propelled, wheeled vehicle, consisting of a trailer, 
with a cargo body, attached to a two-wheeled truck; 
the trailer or truck are not capable of functioning 
separately. The combination may have provision*

Mb
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for powering the real whqeSs. It is used for trans
porting material and supplies. See also: TRUCK, 
CARGO*

TRAILER-TRUCK, TANK. A specially designed, 
self-propr.led, wheeled vehicle, consisting of a 
trailer, with a tank body, attached to a two-wheeled 
truck; the trailer or trucl< are not capable of func
tioning separately. The combination may have pro
visions for powering the rear wheels. It is used 
for transporting fuel or other liquids. See also: 
TBUCK, TANK.*

TRAILER, VAN. A trailer with an inclosed body 
which may be insulated, designed to protect cargo 
and equipment from the elements and pilferage and/ 
or to provide working and/or living quarters for 
personnel. Excludes van type trailers equipped for 
specific functions.*

TRAILER, WARHEAD, GUIDED MI88ILE. A 
trailer equipped with a handling and positioning de
vice specifically designed for installing, removing 
and transporting a guided missile warhead.*

trail handspike. A long, stout handspike, used in mov
ing the trail of a gun carriage.

trailiag edge. Atronautical. The rear section of a 
multipiece airfoil, usually that portion aft of the 
rear spar.*

TRAIL KIT, BOMB. A group of items designed to 
be attached to a bomb or fin assembly to retard 
flight of a bomb. May or may not include a spoiler 
ring.*

trail lock. The device at the rear end of the two 
trails by means of which they may be fastened to
gether for travel.

trail support Log or other object placed under a trail 
spade of an artillery piece to provide additional re
sistance to recoil.

train. a. Service force or group of service elements 
which provide logistical support: e.g., the vehicles 
and operating personnel which furnish supply, evac
uation, and maintenance services to a land unit 2. 
To bring something to bear upon an object, as in 
*to train a gun upon a target'; also to aim or direct 
a radar antenna in azimuth.

train bombing. Bombing by releasing two or more 
bombs in succession from the same airplane in a 
single sighting operation, so as to make the bombs 
tall or strike in train.

taainer. A student-operated device designed to simu
late conditions inherent in the equipment which it 
represents. Do not use if a more specific name is 
available such as COMPUTER, RANGE.*

TRAINER, ANTIAIRCRAFT GUNNERY. A trainer 
which imitates operational gunnery conditions and 
teaches methods and techniques of antiaircraft gun
nery.*

TRAINER, FIELD ARTILLERY. A trainer de
signed for instruction in the methods and techniques 
of field artillery gunnery.*

TRAINER, GUIDED MISSILE. A trainer designed 
to instruct the student in the use of the equipment, 
and/or the various methods and techniques used in 
launching guided missiles.*

TRAINER, GUN BIGHT. A mock-up of an opera

tional gun sight of such size and proportions as to 
preclude operational use.*

TRAINER, MACHINE GUN. A machine gun, modi
fied by the substitution of a group of internal parts 
so that the weapon will utilise a smaller caliber am
munition for training purposes.*

TRAINER, RIFLE SIGHTING. An item used for 
training purposes, for giving instructions in sight
ing, aiming and method of adjusting sights for 
rifles. Generally consists of a rectangular shaped 
piece of cardboard, or similar material Each face 
has a definite function. Usually the front face is 
designed to simulate the front sight and a target 
bull's-eye as viewed through the rear peep sight of 
a rifle. The bull’s-eye and front sight can be manu
ally manipulated to give a correct sight picture or 
to demonstrate common errors. The rear face has 
graduations for windage and elevation adjuuacnts 
which can also be manually manipulated to demon
strate degree of correction.*

train, explooive. See: esploeive train.
training aid. An item used by an instructor in pre

senting theory and principles and in familiarising 
students with the equipment It is normally used 
in group training. Do not use if a more specific 
name is available.* Cf: traiaiag devise. Examples 
of training aids for which official names have been 
assigned are given below:

TRAINING AID, ANTIPERSONNEL MINE, 
RUSSIAN.

TRAINING AID, AUTOMATIC GUN. 
TRAINING AID, AUTOMATIC PISTOL. 
TRAINING AID, CARBINE.
TRAINING AID, GUIDED MISSILE.
TRAINING AID, INTERNAL COMBUSTION 

ENGINE
TRAINING AID, MACHINE GUN. 
TRAINING AID, OSCILLOSCOPE. 
TRAINING AID, RADAR.
TRAINING AID, RIFLE.

TRAINING AID 8ET, SOVIET LAND MINE. A 
collection of items used to familiarise personnel 
with Soviet land mines.*

traiaiag ammunition. Ammunition used for traiaiag 
persons in marksmanship, handling weapons, etc.

traiaiag device. A device or item of equipment de
signed or modified for use by the trainee in traiaiag. 
Distinguished from a traiaiag aid, which see.

traiaiag grenade. See: gressade, trainlag.
traiaiag guided miseUe. See: GUIDED MISBILE, 

TRAINING.
traiaiag projectile. See: projectile, training, 
traiaiag rocket See: ROCKET, TRAINING. 
TRAINING 8ET, GUIDED MISSILE SYSTEM. A 

collection of items designed to instruct students 
in the various functions oi a guided missile firing 
organisation, such as operation and use of equip
ment, guided missile prelaunch preparntkma, and 
methods and techniques peculiar to the system. Ex
cludes TRAINER (as modified) and TRAINING 
AID (as modified).*

trajectory. The curve .raced by a bullet projectile, 
bomb, or other object thrown, launched, or trajected 
by an applied exterior force, the projectile continuing 
in motion after separation from the force.
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trajectory chart (tjc) Diagram of a tide vie* of 

the paths of projectiles Bred at various elev»t'ons, 
under standard conditioi s. The trajectory chart is 
different for different guns, projectiles and fuses.

traaacaiver. A unit combining the radio or radar 
transmitter and receiver, such as is used in a 
transponder.

tranadncer. A device which converts the energy of 
one transmission system into the energy of another 
transmission system.

A loudspeaker and > phonograph pickup are two 
examples of transducers. The forr :r changes elec
trical energy into acoustical energy, and the latter 
changes mechanical energy into electrical energy, 

tranadncer, active. A transducer whose output waves 
are dependent upon sources of power, apart from 
that supplied by any of the actuating waves, which 
power is controlled by one or more of these waves, 

tianaducer, electric. A transducer in which all of the 
waves concerned are electric.

tranadncer, ideal. A hypothetical passive transducer 
which transfers the maximum possible power from 
the source to the load.

In linear transducers having only one input and 
one output, and for which the impedance concept 
applies, this is equivalent to a transducer which (a) 
dissipates no energy, and (b) when connected to the 
specified source and load presents to each its con
jugate impedance.

transducer, unilateral A transducer which cmnot be 
setuated at its outputs by w^ve> in such a manner 
as to supply related waves to its inputs. '

transfer function. The function relating the output of 
a closed-cycle servosystem to its input.

transfer (of control) instruction. Electronic com
puters. An Instruction which (conditionally or un
conditionally) causes the next instruction word to be 
selected from a specified memory location.

transfer of fire. 1. Shifting of fire from one target to 
another, applying the corrections for the first target 
to the data for the second tsrget. In this meaning, 
sometimes called transfer. 2. Fire on a target, baaed 
on an adjustment on a point whose location in 
respect to the target is known.

transformer. An electrical device having no con
tinuously moving parts, which by electro-magnetic 
induction transfers electrical energy from one or 
more circuits to one or more other circuits at the 
same frequency, usually with changed values of 
voltage and current*

trano-Helion. See: orbits of planeta
transient motion. A motion that exists when a me

chanical system or apparatus passes from one steady 
state to another.

transient target See: fleeting target
TRANSISTOR. An active semiconductor device with 

three or more electrodes. Excludes SEMICON
DUCTOR DEVICE, DIODE and SEMICONDUC
TOR DEVICE, PHOTO* The transistor is similar 
to the vacuum tube <n uses, but is itself a non
vacuum device.

TRANSIT. An instrumer'. having tiro coaxial centers, 
one inside the other, a telescope is attached to the 
inner center and mounted in such a manner that it 

transmitter, radar
may be rotated in vertical or horizontal arcs. The 
outer center carries the horizontal scale. The tele
scope and horizontal circular scale may rotate about 
the same axis, independent of each other, or in
tegrally, as a single unit. The scales are read 
visually by means of verniers. The instrument is 
usually leveled by means of four leveling screws. 
It is used for measuring horizontal, or horizontal 
and vertical angles. Excludes THEODOLITE*

traaaitloa fit See: fit
tranaitlon flow. A flow of fluid about an airfoil that 

is changing from laminar flow to turbulent flow.
transitory target A target that obtains only for a 

limited period of time, as in the case of a troop 
concentration, which may be dissipated in a short 
time.

trans-Jovian. See: orbits of planets.
translating-roller. A double-thread screw by means 

of which a breechblock is drawn longitudinally from 
its position in the breech of a large caliber gun.

tranalauncher. See: LAUNCHER, ZERO-LENGTH, 
GUIDED MISSILE.

trans-Lunar. See : orbits of planets.
trsns-Martian. See: orbits of planets.
trans-Mercurian. See : orbits of planets.
TRANSMISSION, HYDRAULIC. A device designed 

to increase torque and/or change ratios between the 
drive and driven shaft or shafts by the medium of 
liquid under pressure within the unit It may in
clude a manual means for reversing rotation and 
changing speed ranges. Excludes crossdrive trans
missions and transmissions with controlled dif
ferentials.*

TRANSMISSION, MECHANICAL. A device de
signed to increase, decrease and/or reverse the rota
tion between ,v,e drive and driven shaft or shafts. 
It may o> nay not include the shifting control 
mechanism which changes ratios and/or direction of 
rotation. Excludes cross-drive transmissions and 
transmissions with controlled differentials.*

transmission, toromatlc. A semiautomatic transmis
sion used on some tanks; it contain* a compound 
planetary gear train with a torque converter.

transmitter. A device which receives or generates 
and/or modulates or modifies an energy impulse 
and converts it to another type of energy impulse 
to permit and/or facilitate transmission.*

TRANSMITTER, ACCELEROMETER. A trans
mitter specifically designed for both aircraft and 
missile application to sense the rate of change of 
velocity along one or mere of its ax< s and trans
forms it into a signal which is applied to a fire 
control system, automatic flight control system, in- 
dicator(s), and the like. Excludes ACCELEROM
ETER, AIRCRAFT.*

TRANSMITTER, COUNTERMEASURES A single 
componen. specifically designed to produce radio 
frequency signals to be used for countermeasures.*

TRANSMITTER, INFRARED. A transmitter which 
emits energy in the infrared spectrum. It may in
clude facilities for amplication and/or modulation.* 

TRANSMITTER, RADAR. A component which gen
erates electrical signals of the proper frequency 
and form which when applied to an antenna wiil 
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propagate rletromagnetic wave* into jpace, the re
flected wave being utilized for radar application*. 
May include an integral modulator and acr-itorie*.*

TRANSMITTER, RADIO. A jingle component spe
cifically designed to generate electrical signal* of 
•pecific frequency and form, which, when fed to 
an antenna, will propagate radio frequency electro
magnetic waves into space. May include facilities 
for amplification and/or integral modulator. See 
also: TRANSMITTER, RADAR*

TRANSMITTER, RADIOSONDE. A component 
which generates electrical signals of the proper fre
quency and form, whii h when applied to an antenna will 
propagate radio frequency electromagnetic waves 
into space and is designed to be used with associated 
equipment for automatically tiansmitting high al 
titude meteorological data from a balloon, kite, or 
rocket *

TRANSMITTER, RUDDER POSITION, GUIDED 
MISSILE. A transmitter which convert* mechani
cal energy into electrical energy for transmitting 
guided missile rudder position to telemetering equip
ment.*

TRANSMITTER, SONAR. A . ngli component de
signed to be used in conjunction with .1 projector 
or transducer for the specific i.urnore of generating 
underwater sound energy.*

TRANSMITTER, SUPERELEVATION. A device 
used to transmit the vertical angle required to ele
vate the gun bore above the line of future slant 
range, to overcome the effect of trajectory curvature 
caused by gravity.*

TRANSMITTING SET, COORDINATE DATA. A 
complete set that accepts two or more coordinates 
such as those representing a target position, and 
converts them into an electrical form suitable or 
transmission*

TRANSMITTING SET, COUNTERMEASURES. A 
complete electronic set for the propagation of radio 
frequency energy specifically designed to he utilized 
for countermeasures *

TRANSMITTING SET, INFRARED. A complete 
electronic set required to operate a system designed 
to generate and propagate infrared frequency energy 
which may carry intelligence.*

traas-Neptunian. See: orbit* ol planet*.
transonic. Of or pertaining to tranaonic speed, or to 

the phenomena arising when an aircraft or other 
body passe* from subsonic to supersonic speed.

trasuonic barrier, A so-called barrier to flight en
countered by a body designed for subsonic speeds 
when it reaches transonic speed and meets the 
turbulence incident to diverse degrees of compressi
bility. Usually called ‘sonic barrier.'

transonic range. The range of spee-ij between the 
speed at which one point on an ai plane (or other 
body) reaches supersonic speed, r. <* .he speed at 
which all point* reach supersonic * »eed.

The transonic range for a pa ticular airplane 
depend* upon it* deiign, but it may *pread for tome 
airpkne* between approximately mach .8 and mach 
U. See; acoustic velocity.

transonic speed. 1. A speed at which an aircraft or 
other body move* relative to surrounding fluid when 
one or more local points on the body are moving at

trap, target shooting
subsonic speed at the same time that one or more 
other point* on the body move at sonic or super
sonic speed. X Any one of the several speed* with
in the transonic range of a particular aircraft. See: 
traaaonic raaga.

transparent mirror. A reflecting surface that may be 
seen through, but likewise reflects an image to the 
eye, as in the cate of a reflector plate. Cf: reflex 
sight

transpiration eooling. See: sweat cooling. 
treus-Plutonian. See: orbit* of planet*.
transponder. Those components of IFF equipment 

which receive challenge* and transmit replies; also 
used with guided missile* to check out command 
signal* and aid in tracking.

The transponder works in conjunction with the 
interrogator-responser, and enables the determina
tion of bearing or range, or of both. It consist* of 
a receiver, which receive* the signal impulses, and 
a responder (or transmitter) t tat returns signal 
impulses to the interrogator-responser.

transponder beacon. A responder beacon of a trans
ponder.

TRANSPONDER SET. A complete electronic set 
designed to receive an interrogation signal, and 
which retransmits coded signals which can be in
terpreted by the interrogating station. It may also 
utilize the received signal for actuation of additional 
equipment, such as local indicators, servo amplifiers, 
and the like.* '

tranaporter, guided missil*. See: TRAILER, GUIDED 
MISSILE.

transporter, shipping. See: BOX, METAL, SHIPPING, 
transport guided missile. See: GUIDED MISSILE,

TRANSPORT.
TRANSPORT, MAGNETIC TAPE. A component of 

a data recording, processing, and/or reduction equip
ment. such as a computer complex, that accommo
dates magnetic recording tape. It consists of items, 
such as recording-reproducing heads, tape controls, 
bias generators, meters, reels, and the like, that 
facilitate -the utilization of magnetic tape for rapid 
information recording and retrieval. The item doe* 
not include amplifiers, drivers, or transducers pri
marily designed for signal amplification or con
version ; however, it may include elementary de
vices, such as cathode followers that insure im
pedance matching, noise reduction, stability, and 
similar function*.*

transport vehicle. Vehicle primarily intended for 
personnel and cargo carrying, excluding combat 
vehicle.

trane-Saturnian. See: orbit* of planets, 
trans-Uranian. See: orbit* of planets, 
trans-Venusian. See: orbits of planets, 
trap. That part of a ROCKET MOTOR that keeps 

the propellent grain in place.
trap mix*. Land mine designed to explode unex

pectedly when enemy personnel attempt to move an 
object. A form of booby trap (which see).

trapped fuoL The fuel in an engine or fuel system 
that it not in the fuel tanks. .

TRAP, TARGET SHOOTING. A spring operated de
vice for hurling 'clay pigeon' moving targets through
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■pace for shooting practice. The spring is set 
manually but may be released either manually or 
by means of an electric timer. The degree of train, 
or elevation, may be fixed or adjustable.*

Travel test A test to determine the relative disruptive 
power of explosives. In the test a standard quantity 
of explosive (10 grams) is placed in a cavity in a 
lead block and exploded. The resulting volume of 
cavity in the block is compared with the volume pro
duced under the same conditions by a standard ex
plosive, usually TNT.

traveling charge. See: charge, travelu^.
traveling position. Position of a weapon when ready 

for traveling, as opposed to firing position.
travel of projectile in the bore. Distance traveled by 

the projectile to the muzile.
In the caje of projectiles with rotating bands the 

distance is taken from the rear face of the rear 
band to the muxxle.

traverse. 1. Movement to right or left on a pivot or 
mount, as of a gun, launcher or radar antenna. 2. 
To move or point a gun, launcher, radar antenna, 
or the like to the right or left on its pivot 1. In 
surveying or navigation, a series of straight lines 
run 'ng from point to point, the distances and angles 
being accurately known.

traversing mechanism. Mechanism by wh:ch a gun or 
other device can be turned in s norixontal plane.

T-B box. See: DUPLEXER. Common abbreviation 
for transmit-receive switch or tube. This switch 
or tube, permits the use of a single antenna on a 
radar for transmission and reception. The T-R box 
prevents the absorption of the transmitted pulse into 
the receiver system, thereby protecting the receiver 
circuit from damage, and also prevents the transmit
ter circuits from absorbing any appreciable fraction 
of the reflected echo signal. There are various 
types of T-R boxes, or tubes, graduating to fairly 
complex devices in microwave systems.

tread. 1. That part of a foot, wheel, tire, or gear that 
has contact with the surface as it moves. 2. The 
mark or marks made by this contact.

TBEAD BUBBEB. An uncured compound of natural 
or synthetic rubber, or a combination of both. It 
is procured in specified cross-sectional shape and 
sixe, in bulk form or cut to specific length. The 
material is used for recapping, retreading or sec
tional tread repair on a pneumatic tire, solid rubber 
tire, track shoe, or the lik*, by a vulcanising process. 
For material used as tiller, padding, or stripping 
stock, see : PADDING STOCK, TIRE REPAIR* 

treach knife. See: BAYONET-KNIPE.
trepanning. The action of cutting a section from the 

casing of an unexploded munition so as to permit 
defusing it

TBBPANNING TOOL, MACHINE. A combination 
tool consisting of a circular body, Morse taper or 
straight shank, either a drill or a straight pilot, 
and special cutters for boring and chamfering op
erations in metal plates or sheets.*

TBB8TLK, MOTOB VEHICLE MAINTENANCE. 
A device of steel construction generally positioned 
under the axle of a raised motor vehicle and de
signed to support the vehicle at a fixed, predeter
mined height.*

trigonometric leveling
triacetin. Nonexplosive gelatinising agent used as a 

constituent of double base propellants. See: gelati
nising agent

trial. An action or process by whick some piece of 
equipment is tested. See: teat (senses 1 and 2).

trial fire. Deliberate gunfire laid on a fixed point or 
target to determine the corrections for firing data. 
Trial fire is used to prepare for fire for effect See: 
registration fire.

trial shot. Shot fired during trial fire.
trial ehot point Fixed point at which trial fire is 

directed.
triangulation. A method of finding a position or loca

tion by means of taking bearings with reference to 
two fixed points a known distance apart, thus ob
taining the values of one side and all the angles of 
a triangle, from which the position can be computed.

tiiangulation station. A permanently marked poi t 
whose coordinates are accurately known from the 
precise surveys, such as those of the U. S. Coast 
and Geodetic Survey.

trick. Graduation mark on a lens or reticle.
tridite. Mixture of 80 percent trinitrophenol (picric 

acid) and 20 percent dinitrophenol. May be used 
as an emergency high explosive for projectile or bomb 
filling.

TBIGGXB. A metallic item, part of firing mechanism 
of a firearm, designed to release a firing pin by 
the application of pressure by the finger*

trigger actuator. See: actuator.
trigger bomb. See: bomb, trigger.
trigger, electrical A mechanism to provide for re

mote control of the electric gun firing solenoid for 
automatic guns.

trigger extension. See: EXTENSION, TRIGGER.
trigger fork. That part of a firing lock which bears 

against the firing pin holder sleeve and is engaged 
to the trigger shaft so that rotation of the latter 
part causes the fork to force the sleeve forward 
and compress the firing spring.

trigger guard. See : GUARD, TBIGGEB.
trigger motor. An electric motor on certain types of 

automatic weapons that operates the sear mechanism 
for rapid fire.

trigger pulL Resistance offered by the trigger of a 
rifle or other weapon; force which must be exerted 
to pull the trigger. Usually expressed in pounds.

trigger pulse. An electronic impulne that starts a 
train of events, as in a proximity fuse.

trigger shaft The shaft which passes transversely 
through the breechblock and firing lock, and whose 
arm is actuated by the firing mechanism. Movement 
of the arm rotates the shaft and thus imparts move
ment to the trigger fork of the firing lock.

trigger equeese. Method of firing a rifle or similar 
weapon in which the trigger is not pulled, but 
squeexed gradually by an independent action of the 
forefinger.

trigonometric leveling. A method of determining the 
difference of elevation between two points, by using 
the principles of triangulation and trigonometric 
calculations.
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trim. 1. In electronic*, denotes a small change or 

necessary adjustment of the tuning capacity. 2. 
Concerning aircraft, the attitude about all three axes 
at which balance occurs in rectilinear flight with 
free controls.

trimonh*. High explosive used as a substitute for 
trinitrotoluene as a bursting charge. Trimonite is 
a mixture of picric acid and mononitronaphthalene.

trlnitropksnol. (TNP) See: picric acid.
trinitrotoluene. (TNT) High explosive widely used 

as explosive filler in munition* and by engineers; 
trinitrotoluol; TNT.

trinitrotoluol. (TNT) See: triaitrotolaen*.
trip. 1. Part of the mechanism of some firearms, re

leased by the action of the trigger. 2. To release a 
lever or set free a mechanism.

triple bas* propellant. Propellant (which see) with 
three principal active ingredients, such as nitrocellu
lose, nitroglycerin, and nitroguanidine.

triplet. Three radio facilities operand as a group for 
the determination of position*.

TRIP LEVER, ANTIPERSONNEL MINK. A metal
lic lever, threaded at one end for attachment to the 
mine, with loop or holes at other end for the at
tachment of trip wires.*

tripod, aiming circle, See: TBIPOD, FIRE CON
TROL INSTRUMENT.

TRIPOD, FIRE CONTROL INSTRUMENT. A de
vice with three adjustable or nonadjustable legs, 
hinged, or rigidly affixed to a mounting head or 
plate, designed to support various types of fire con
trol instruments. It may, or may not, include a 
support tube and/or a tripod head adapter.*

tripod mount. See: mount, tripod.
TRIPOD, RIFLE MOUNT. A three-legged device 

with the legs attached to a ring assembly or head. 
It is designed to receive an adapter to hold or sttp- 

a MOUNT, RIFLE. The adapter is not in
cluded.*

trip wire. Wire stretched near the ground to trip 
foot troops. Movement of the wire may cause deto
nation of an attached mine.

TRIP WIRE ASSEMBLY, ANTIPERSONNEL 
MINE. A small roll of enameled wire of a specified 
roll diameter and length; one or both end* having 
performed loop* of specified dimension.*

trisouic. Of or pertaining to speed* which may include 
eubeonie; superaonie; and transonic.

tritium. An isotope of hydrogen of mas* number 3 
(symbol H* or T); a heavy hydrogen.

tritonal An explosive composed of 80 percent TNT 
and 20 percent powdered aluminum. Developed and 
standardised in the United State* during World War 
II. Can be melt loaded and ie used in bomb* for it;, 
blast effect.

triton block. Block of pressed TNT, used for demoli
tion purpose*. See: triaitrototaea*.

trk (abbr). Truck.’
troop space cargo. Sec: cargo elaaalflcation. 
troop teat See: ueer teat.
tropopouae. See: atmoepberie ebella. 
troposphere. See: atmoapherie ebella. ,

trt (abbr). ‘Turret.’
truck. 1. .Automotive. A self-prope.ed wheeled ve

hicle, designed primarily to transport supplies, equip
ment, and/or personnel. It may be used to tow 
trailers <r other mobile equipotent. See also: AU
TOMOBILE (as modified); CARRIER (as modi
fied). Exclude* TRUCK TRACTOR.* 2. Target 
designation term, used by tank commander* to 
designate any unarmored vehicle.

TRUCK, AIRCRAFT BOMB. A ha.id propelled ve
hicle designed to transport aircraft bomb*. May 
include adapters for transporting rocket* and/or 
miscellaneous items.*

truck, amphibious. See: LANDING VEHICLE, 
WHEELED.

TRUCK, ARMORED. A truck with a panel type 
body having armored inner panel* and bullet re
sistant glass. Designed for the safeguarding of 
money and/or valuables while in transit. Exclude* 
CAR, ARMORED.*

TRUCK, BOMB SERVICE. A truck, usually with a 
platform or cargo .ype body, equipped with a 
monorail mounting hoist or hydraulic lifting boom, 
designed to lift and/or transport bomb*.*

TRUCK, CARGO. A truck with either a box type 
body or a body having integral side* and front panel. 
Usually with a flat loading platform, tailgate, re
movable top bow* and tarpaulin.*

TRUCK, CARGO DUMP. A TRUCK, DUMP equipped 
with lattice type side extensions. It may include 
top bows and tarpaulin. Exclude* TRUCK, STAKE; 
TRUCK, CARGO; and TRUCK, VAN with body 
tilting wk Nanism*.*

TRUCK, CARRYALL. A truck with a panel type 
body having window* and fol mg and/or remov
able teat* designed to trant^ort supplies and/or 
equipment and personnel. Exclude* AUTOMOBILE, 
STATION WAGON*

TRUCK, COMMAND RECONNAISSANCE. A truck 
equipped with an open body, fabric top and auto
mobile type aeat* designed specifically to transport 
command and reconnaissance personnel in the Add.*

TRUCK, DOLLY. A low truck with one or more 
wheels, rollers, or casters, having either an open 
or solid platform for moving heavy objects. It doe* 
not have superstructure, handles, tongue*, stake*, 
or the like. It may have provision* to permit it to 
be pulled.*

TRUCK, DUMP. A truck with an open top metal 
body having an integral front panel which may in
clude a cab protector. The metal side panels may 
be hinged or fitted into grooves which restrict the 
loss of fine materials such as sand, gravel, etc. and 
may have provisions for the attachment of solid 
side extensions. It may have either a hinged type 
tailgate with or without a chute opening or a sloped 
back. It must have a manual or power operated 
body tilting mechanism to faciliute discharge of its 
load fay gravity. Excludes TRUCK, CARGO; TRUCK, 
FLAT BED; TRUCK, STAKE; TRUCK, VAN*

TRUCK, FLAT BED. A truck with a flat load carry
ing platform, without sides and ta 1 gate. It may 
include equipment such as A-frame and boom to 
facilitate the loading of heavy construction equip
ment, pipe, poles and the like on the track platfonn.*
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track, fork lift. See: TRUCK, LIFT, FORK.
track, foe! servicing. See:. TRUCK, TANK.
track, gantry. See: TRUCK, STRADDLE-CARRY, 
track, gasoline. See: TRUCK, TANK.
TRUCK, GUIDKD MISSILK BODY SKCTION. A 

hand propelled wheeled vehicle designed to transport 
the body section of a guided missile.*

TRUCK, GUIDED MISSIL I ELECTRONIC SHELF. 
A hand propelled wheeled vehicle designed for 
transporting a guided missile electronic shelf be
fore installing.*

TRUCK, GUIDKD MISSILK NOSE SECTION. A 
hand propelled wheeled vehicle designed to trans
port the nose section of a guided missile.*

TRUCK, GUIDKD MISSILK RKPAIR PARTS. A 
truck with a specifically designed body for housing 
and transporting guided missile repair parts.*

TRUCK, GUIDKD MISSILK ROCKKT MOTOR. A 
hand-propelled wheeled vehicle designed to trans
port the ROCKET MOTOR of a guided missile*

TRUCK, GUIDKD MI88ILK TAIL SKCTION. A 
hand propelled wheeled vehicle designed to trans
port the tail section of a guided missile*

TRUCK, GUIDKD MISSILE TKST 8KT. A hand- 
propelled wheeled vehicle designed to transport a 
TEST SET, GUIDED MISSILE in and around a 
guided missile launching area. It may have pro
visions to permit it to be towed.*

TRUCK, GUIDKD MISSILK TKST STATION. A 
ttuck with an insulated van type body, equipped 
with heating and air conditioning equipment, de
signed to provide personnel operating space and is 
used to house and transport a guided missile test 
station. Excludes TRUCK, VAN.*

TRUCK, GUN LIFTING. A truck equipped with hy
draulic operated lifting boom, designed to be used 
with another vehicle of similar design to lift and 
transport heavy artiller; *

TRUCK, GUN TRAIL. A hand propelled wheeled 
vehicle designed to carry the trail of a gun while 
in the process of being loaded or unloaded from 
aircraft.*

TRUCK, HAND, PLATFORM. A hand propelled 
vehicle with four or more wheels. It has a fixed 
platform with stakes and/or handles.*

TRUCK, HAND, TWO WHKKLKD. A truck having 
two wheels at one end, and one or two handles at 
the other end. It has a steel or iron nose attached 
at the wheel end of the frame for use in picking up 
and supporting the load.*

TRUCK, INKRT GUIDKD MI881LK. A bolster 
type, hand propelled, wheeled vehicle capable of 
being towed and used to transport a guided missile, 
less warhead and propellants. May be equipped with 
both front and rear wheel steering and/or locking 
device(s) for maneuverability within a shop area. 
It includes missile handling rings and is specifically 
designed to permit rotation of the missile body for 
maintenance and inspection purposes.*

TRUCK, LIFT, BATTERY. A hand-propelled 
wheeled vehicle equipped with eit’ier a mechanical 
or hydraulic lifting device for installing, removing 
and transporting storage batteries.*

truck, tank
TRUCK, LIFT, FORK. A self-propelled wheeled ve

hicle equipped with a power-driven fork type ele
vating unit(s). It is primarily used for lifting, 
transporting, and stacking material.*

TRUCK, LIFT, PLATFORM. A self-propelled wheeled 
vehicle equipped with an elevating type platform. 
The platform elevating unit may be power-driven. 
Primarily designed to be used in conjunction with 
skid platforms (skids) for handling of skid loaded 
materials.*

TRUCK, MAINTENANCE. A truck equipped with 
a body specifically designed to house and/or trans
port tools, equipment and/or supplies for telephone 
and electric-line construction; setting poles or for 
electrical telephone, refrigeration, Ordnance repairs 
or the like. The body may be compartmen ted. May 
include earth auger and/or derrick. Excludes items 
complete with the repair equipment and supplies.*

TRUCK, MULTISTOP DKLIVKRY. A truck with 
a panel type body having an integral cab with full 
length doors enabling operator to enter and exit in 
an erect position, designed for door to door delivery.*

TRUCK, PALLKT, POWERED. A self-propelled 
wheeled vehicle having a mechanical or hydraulic 
operated lifting mechanism (a framework consisting 
of two forks, each fork having mounted wheel(s) for 
support of the outer fork ends) primarily designed 
for horizontal handling of pallets and not intended 
for high elevating. The lift mechanism raises ap
proximately 4 inches, enough to lift the pallet 2 
or 3 itches above the floor for transporting pur
poses May be designed for riding and/or “walk 
alruig hand guiding.”*

TRUCK, PANKL. A truck with a cab integral with 
a fully inclosed body usually having a flat bed and 
rear loading door^s).*

track, personnel. See: TRUCK, COMMAND RE
CONNAISSANCE.

TRUCK, PLATFORM, UTILITY. A truck without 
a cab or driver's compartment, having the controls 
and the driver's seat mounted on the platform body. 
The controls may be adjustable to permit the driver 
to operate the vehicle while walking. It may have 
troop seat(s) as an integral part of the body which 
folds flush with the platform when not in use. It may 
also have all-wheel drive and selective front or 
all-wheel steering* See also: TRUCK, UTILITY.

TRUCK, PROPELLANT SERVICING, GUIDED 
MISSILE. A truck equipped with a body specifical
ly designed to mount liquid propellant tanks, for 
transporting and servicing guided missiles. Ex
cludes TRUCK, TANK*

TRUCK, ROCKET. A hand-propelled wheeled ve
hicle designed to transport a rocket*

TRUCK, STAKE. A truck with a body having 
readily removable stakes which may be tied together 
with chains, flats, panels and the like. May include 
a tailgate or loading ramp.*

TRUCK, STRADDLE-CARRY. A self-powered 
wheeled vehicle with a gantry type frame designed 
to straddle, pick up, and transport material*

TRUCK, TANK. A track with a tank body designed 
for transporting water, gasoline, oil or other liquids. 
May include facilities for dispensing but excludes 
trucks with integral spray bars.*
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trunnion bearing. See: trunnion support
trunnion lodge. A small shelf on the trunnion of a 

heavy cannon.
trunnion support. Supporting pivot for holding a piece 

of artillery on its carriage and forming the horisootal 
axis about which the barrel rotates when it is 
elevated; trunnion bearing.

TS (abbr). 1, 'Top Secret.’ 3. ‘Tensile strength.'
TSQ (abbr). 'Time and superquick.'
tube. Main part of a gun, the cylindrical piece of 

metal surrounding the bore. Tube is frequently used 
in referring to artillery weapons, and barrel is more 
frequently used in referring to small arms. See: 
barrel.

tube accuracy life. See: accuracy life.
TUBE, BLEEDER, RECOIL MECHANISM. A cy

lindrical item with wrenching facilities on one end 
and a pilot on the opposite end. The threaded cen
tral portion is designed to mate into a threaded 
opening in the filling valve assembly of a recoil 
cylinder. It is used for bleeding oil through an 
axial hole.*

tube, burster. Tube that holds the explosive charge 
of a burster (which see) in chemical ammuaitioa 
(also see).

TUBE, CANNON. A cylindrical metallic item which 
is that part of a cannon which controls the initial 
direction of a projectile. The bore may be rifled 
and must have a diameter of more than .40 milli
meters. See also: barrel; TUBE, 8UBCAL1BER, 
CANNON*

TUBE, EXTENSION, BORESCOPE. A corrosion
resisting tubular item with circular graduations in 
units of linear measurements engraved on the pe
riphery. It is also engraved the full length with 
longitudinal lire for the purpose of indexing the 
BORESCOPE. It is specifically designed to extend 
the range of the basic device to cover the various 
weapon lengths.*

TUBE, FLASH. A tubular item designed to transmit 
an igniting spark, flame, or the like, from a fuse 
and/or detonating device io an explosive.*

TUBE, SUBCALIBER, CANNON. A cylindrical 
metallic item which is mounted in the chamber of 
the parent weapon and may extend into the bore. 
It is used to reduce the caliber of larger weapons. 
S<e also: TUBE, CANNON;* barrel.

tubular box traU. Sje: box traU.
tumbling. 1. Concerning missiles and projectilea in 

flight, turning end-over-end about the transverse 
missile axis. 3. The aet performed by a two-frame 
tree gyroscope when both frames become co-planar. 
Under these circumstances, tlie gyro wheel rotates 
about a diameter as well as about its polar axis, 
resulting in loss of control.

TUNER, WAVEGUIDE. An item designed to be 
inserted in a waveguide and which can be con
trolled to electrically increase or decrease Its di
mensions so as to minimise the standing wave ratio.* 

tungsten carbide core. The heavy, hard core need in 
hypervelocity armor-piercing type projectiles.

tunnel. 1. Short for 'wind tunnel’ 3. A tunnel-shaped 
space or inclosure within an airplane, missile, or 
automotive vehicle.

truck, torpedo handling
TRUCK, TORPKDO HANDLING. A flat bed truck 

equipped with torpedo cradles and a revolving 
crane designed for lifting and transporting torpedoes.*

TRUCK TRACTOR. A self-propelled wheeled ve
hicle designed to tow and partially support a semi
trailer by means of a fifth wheel-type coupler.*

TRUCK, UTILITY*. A truck with an open body, 
usually with a fabric top and usually equipped with 
removable seat(s) transverse to its longitudinal 
axis, designed to transport light cargo.* See also: 
TRUCK, PLATFORM, UTILITY.

TRUCK, VAN. A truck with a cab not integral with 
the inclosed body, designed to protect cargo and 
equipment' from the .lements, pilferage and/or to 
provide working quarters for personnel. It may be 
insulated, have windows, lighting and/or ventilation.*

TRUCK, WRECKKR. A truck designed primarily for 
the recovery of disabled vehicles and mechanised 
equipment.*

true. 1. Determined by reference to a line between 
the observer and the earth's ax'- esp. the axis at 
the North Pole, as in lew bearing, true dirtciion, 
etc. 1, Conformable to a defined set of standards. 3. 
Corrected for error, as in true airefeed, true altitude.

true airspeed. (TAS) The actual speed of an air
craft relative to the air through which it flies, i.e., 
the calibrated airspeed corrected for temperature, 
density, or compressibility.

true altitude. The altitude above mean sea level. 
Since the pressure altimeter registers the altitude 
above whatever setting is set into the altimeter 
according to the standard pressure lapse rate, 
true altitude is ascertained at any given point 
by a setting determined by local ground-level pres
sure reduced to sea-level pressure. Ci: abaoluts 
altitude; pressure altitude.

true aslmuth. (Zn) Azimuth measured by an angle 
from true north.

true bearing. A bearing measured by an angle from 
true north.

true course. (TC) A course indicated by an angle 
measured clockwise from true north.

true heading. (TH) A heading measured with respect 
to true north.

true homing. The process of following a course such 
that the true bearing of a vehicle as seen from an 
objective is held constant.

true north. The direction of the North Pole from the 
observer; a line showing this direction.

truncate. Electronic coinfnitcri. To drop digits of a 
number of terms of a series thus lessening pre
cision, e.g., the number 3.14159265 is truncated to 
five figures in 3.1415, whereas one may round off 
to 3.1416.

trunnion. 1. One of the two pivots supporting a piece of 
artillery on its carriage and forming the horiaontal 
axis about which the piece rotates when it is ele
vated. 3. One of the two supporting pivots for 
holding an instrument on its mount.

trunnion band. A metal band provided with trun
nions, the band being bolted about some object, esp. 
about an aerial bomb that requires being swung 
down to clear an obstacle on release from an air
plane.

MH



tunnel gun
tunnel gun. A gun mounted imide nn airplane fuselage 

and firing through an aperture.
TUNMIL SECTION, GUIDED MISSILK. A tunnel

shaped item with integral' mounting brackets, de
signed to cover and protect electrical cable(s), air 
and/or fuel line(s) mounted on the external surface 
of a guided missile.*

turbine. Mechanical. A mechanical device designed to 
utilise the latent energy of existing or generated 
fluid pressure directed against vanei or blades to 
impart motion by refection, impulse, or both on a ro
tating element to do useful work *

TURBINE, GAS. A form of heat engine in which 
rotary motion is obtained by the expansion of gases, 
creating kinetic energy which acts on vanes or blades 
set upon the circumference of a drum or ring which 
works within a suitable casing.*

turbojet Short for ‘turbojet engine,' esp. in combina
tions, as in turbojet fighter.

turbojet engine. See KNGINK, TURBOJET.
turboeupercharger. A centrifugal air compressor, gas 

turbine driven, usually used to increase induction 
system pressure in an internal combustion recipro
cating engine.*

turbulence. A condition in the airflow about a wing 
or other airfoil in which different velocities and 
pressures are laterally mixed between layers of 
the airflow.

turbulent boundary layer. A condition in the boundary 
layer when the laminar flow breaks down or when 
random lateral movement is superimposed on the 
laminar flow.

TURNBUCKLK. A metal loop, sleeve, or solid body 
with end pulls, having both ends threaded or one end 
threaded and the other end designed to accommodate 
a swivel. Items with both ends threaded shall have 
right hand screw threads on one end and left hand 
screw threads on the other. It may include lock 
nuts, check nuts, or jam nuts. It is designed to 
regulate the distance (take-up) between two points 
by turning See also: TIK ROD, TENSIONING, 
THREADED END.*

TURNBUCKLE BODY. A metal loop or sleeve hav
ing both ends threaded or one end threaded and the 
other end designed to accommodate a swivel. Items 
with both ends threaded shall have right hand -crew 
threads on one end and left hand screw threads on 
the other. It is a component of TL'RNBl'CKLE. 
See also: TIE ROD, TENSIONING, THREADED 
END*

turnover. In supply operations, relationship between 
t'*e rate at which an item is shipped and the quantity 
on hand.

TURNTABLE, LAUNCHER. The rotating part of 
a launcher which provides facilities for precise po
sitioning in azimuth of a guided missile <>r rocket 
prior to launching.*

turret, (trt) Dome-shaped or cylindrical armored 
structure containing one or more guns located on 
forts, warships, airplanes, and tanks. Most turrets 
a-e built so that they can be removed.

tur.ut, ball. A turret in the shape of a ball. For 
example, designed to project or to be let down from 
the belly of an airplane, and to house the gunner.

326 two-atroke-cycle engine
The ball turret, having guns mounted in it, rotates 

as the gunner brings his guns to bear. See also: 
TURRET, MACHINE GUN, AIRCRAFT.

turret defilade. Condition in which a tank, including 
its turret, is hidden from the enemy by an interven
ing hill or other mask.

turret gun. Gun mounted in a tnrret.
TURRET, MACHINE GUN, AIRCRAFT. An ar

mored inclosure installed in an aircraft for housing 
the armament and related accessories. It is de
signed to rotate about one or more axes permitting 
positioning and firing of the machine gun(s) in a 
number of directions or angles.*

turret mount. See: MOUNT, GUN.
turret travereing mechanism. Device for revolving a 

turret.
twenty-five percent rectangle. A rectangle inclosing 

the center of dispersion or impact within which 
twenty-five percent of all shots fired with the same 
setting will fall. It is the rectangle formed by the 
intersection of the fifty-percent zone for deflection 
and th; fifty-percent zone for range. See: fifty- 
percent sone.

Twin Citiee Areenal. Ordnance Corps field installa
tion, located at Minneapolis, Minnesota.

twin ignition. See: dual ignition.
twiet, increasing. Rifling in which the degree of twist 

increases from the origin of rifling to the muzzle; 
gain-twist; gaining twist. See: rifling.

twist, left hand. Rifling in which the twist is such as 
to impart a left hand rotation to the projectile when 
viewed from the origin. See: rifling,

twist (of rifling). Inclination of the spiral grooves 
(rifling) to the axis of the bcre of a weapon. It is 
expressed as the number ci calibers of length in 
which the rifling makes cne complete turn. See: 
rifling.

twist, right hand. Rifling in which the twist is such 
as to impart a right hand rotation to the projectile 
when viewed from the origin. See: rifling,

twist, uniform. Rifling in which the degree of twist is 
constant from the origin of rifling to the muzzle, the 
path of the groove being a uniform spiral. See: 
rifling.

twist, ssro. Rifling with no twist. Some designs have 
this condition at the origin of rifling for guns with 
increasing twist rifling. See: rifling.

two-cycle engine. See: two-etroke-cycle engine, 
two-dimensional flow. See: flow, two-dimensions., 
two-station method. See: horizontal base Uno method, 
two-etroke-cycle engine. A reciprocating internal com

bustion engine that completes the events of a cycle in 
two strokes of the piston(s), i.e., one complete revolu
tion of the crankshaft. Each upward stroke of the 
piston includes a compression event, and each down
ward stroke includes a combustion (power) event 
Arrangements differ, but in general, exhaust valve(s) 
or port(s) are caused to open near the end of the 
power stroke, and the intake valve (s) or port(s) ad
mit air or air-fuel mixture under pressure, thus 
eliminating separate exhaust and intake strokes used 
in four-stroke-cycle engine(a). Scavenging of ex
haust gases and charging with fresh air or mixture 
are generally less efficient than for four-stroke cycle



type classification
tnginei, particularly at higher speed*. Use is usually 
restricted to low horsepower applications; e.g., some 
auxiliary power units.

type classification. Designations made by technical 
committee action to record the status of items of 
materiel from the standpoint of development and 
suitability for service use. Those designations and 
their definitions are as follows:

a. Devleopment cateyory.
(I) Development type. An item developed to 

meet a qualitative materiel requirement. This is 
further classified in the Ordnance Corps as follows:

(a) Experimental type. An item that is being 
developed or modified to meet approved military 
characteristics or to improve design or function.

(b) Service text type. Ar item which has per
formed satisfactorily in engineering tests and is 
authorised to be procured in limited quantity for 
user taat, which see.

(2) Limited production type. An item under de
velopment for which an urgent operational require
ment exists and which appears promising enough 
operationally to warrant the risk of initiating pro
duction of quantities in excess of those required for 
engineering and user test prior to completion of de
velopment, or prior to completion of test.

h. Adopted category.
(') Standard type. The standard type designates 

the most advanced and satisfactory items that have 
been aiopted for United States Army use and which 
are acceptable i- assets to meet United States Army 
operational requirements. There may be more than

type clarification
one standard type to fulfill each requirement. The 
broad category of standard is subdivided into the 
following specific types:

(a) Standard A. (STD-A) Items which are 
preferred for operational requirements.

(b) Standard B. (STD-B) Items which are 
acceptable to fill operational requirements.

(c) Standard C. (STD-C) Items which are 
only marginally acceptable for operational require
ments and will be phased out of the system as stocks 
of more acceptable items become adequate to meet 
requirements.

(2) Limited standard type. Items which are not 
acceptable for United States Army operational re
quirements and will not, therefore, be counted as assets 
against operational requirements. Items included in 
this category are:

(a) Those which are not acceptable to meet 
operational requirements of the United States Army 
but which are being retained to meet Military As
sistance Program requirements.

(b) Those which are not acceptable to meet 
operational requirements of the United States Army 
but which are useful in training.

c. Obsolete category. Designation of item or as
semblage which is no longer considered acceptable 
for United States Army use. It is not issued to troop 
units and at the earliest practicable date is with
drawn from service use and disposed of. In ap
proved special cases it is retained for special re
quirements outside of the established Army supply 
program.
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(JAM (abbr). ‘Underwater-to-air missile.'
UDMH (abbr), ‘Unsyrnmetrical ditnethylhydraiinc.'
UDT (ubbr). 'Underwater demolition team.'
UDU (abbr). 'Underwater demolition unit.'
OIK (ubbr). 'Unsatisfactory equipment report.'
OF uibbr). 'Unit of fire.'
OFO (abbr ‘Unidentified flying object.'
OHF (i>/>/>r). Ultrahigh frequency.’
ULI (ubbr). 'Underwriter*' Laboratories, Inc.'
■Haga. The volume of a propellant tank in excess of 

the pro|x-llaiit. 't i> provided to allow for thermal 
expansion of the propellant a.td for accumulation of 
gaseous products evolved from the propellant.

ultrahigh frequency. (UHF) See: frequency, elec
tronic.

ultraeoaic. Of or pertaining to frequenciea above 
tho*e ‘hat affect the human ear, i.e., more than 20,000 
vibration* per second.

Use of thia term in acoustic* reserve* 'supersonic' 
for use in aerodynamics.

ultrasonics. That branch of acoustics dealing with 
ultrasonic frequencies.

ultraviolet. Outside the visible spectrum of the violet 
end; higher in frequency than visible light. The 
opposite of 'infrared.' Said of light, rays, fre
quencies, hence 'ultraviolet light.'

Umatilla Ordnance Depot. Ordnance held in
stallation. located at Hermiston, Oregon.

umbilical cord. A cable fitted with a quick-disconnect 
plug at the missile end, through which missile equip
ment is controlled and tested while the missile is 
still attached to the launching equipment or parent 
plane.

unarmed. The condition of a fuse (or other firing de
vice) in which the necessary stepe to put in condi
tion to function have not taken place. It is the con
dition of the fuse when it is safe for handling, storage* 
and transportation. The fuse is ‘partially armed* 
if some, but not all, of the steps have taken place.

unauthorised item. In supply usage, an item not au
thorised for storage and issue by appropriate tables 
of allowances.

uelas (abbr). Unclassified.’
uaclaaaified. (unclas> Security. Not classified. Not 

having a security classification. Said of documents, 
information, lectures, equipment, etc. See: defense 
classification.

uncontrolled fragment. See: fragment, uncontrolled, 
undercarriage. Fixed or movable base on which the 

top carriage of a weapon moves.
udorspin. Insufficient rate of spin for a projectile 

to give it proper stabilisation. Such a projectile is 
said to have 'underspin’ or ‘nnderstabilisation.’ Cf: 
stabilisation.

underrate* demolition. Destruction or neutralisation 
of underwater obstacles (near a landing beach) which 

can affect the approach of landing craft. The de
struction ii normally accomplished by an underwater 
demolition team (which see).

underwater demolition team. (UDT) Naval unit or
ganised and equipped to perform beach reconnais
sance and underwater demolition (which see) in an 
amphibious operation.

nnderwater obstacle. Natural or artificial obstacle lo
cated to seaward of the highwater line, and wholly 
or partly submerged, which acts as a barrier or ob
struction to the passage of ships, landing ships, craft, 
vehicles, or torpedoes. See: beach obstacle.

underwater ordnance. Munitions designed for use 
under water, e.g., torpedo; MINE, UNDERWATER; 
depth charge; etc.

unequal section charge. See: charge, unequal auction, 
uexploded bomb. (UXB) See: bomb, unexploded, 
unexploded ordnance. (UXO) An object containing 

explosives which did not function as intended, or 
an object which contains some type of delay action 
device.

unf (abbr). 'Unfilled.'
unguided. Of a missile or other object sent through 

the air: Not subject to guidance or control during 
flight; aimed only in launching. Cf: guided.

unidentified dying object (UFO) Name given to any 
reported flying object which cannot be identified. 
Cf: dying saucer.

uniform twiet See: riding; twist, uniform.
unilateral observation. Observation of fire from one 

station only.
unilateral tolerance method. Method of dimensioning 

and tolerancing wherein the tolerance is taken all 
plus or minus from an explicitly stated dimension. 
The dimension shall represent the sise or location 
which is nearest the critical condition (i.e., maximum 
material condition), and the tolerance is applied either 
in a plus or minus direction, but not in both direc
tions, in such a way that the permissible variation 
in site or location will be away from the critical 
condition. Cf: bilateral toleraaee method.

unit. An assembly of any combination of parts, sub
assemblies mounted together, normally capable of 
independent operation in a var rty of situations. 
(Note: The site of an item is a consideration in some 
cases. An electric motor for a clock may be con
sidered a* a part inasmuch as it is not normally sub
ject to disassembly.)

unit aaaembiy. Assemblage of machine parts which 
constitutes a complete auxiliary part of an imd item, 
and which performs a specific auxiliary function, and 
which may be removed from the parent item without 
itself being disassembled.

United States Air Force. (USAF) Official name given 
the air arm of the United States military forces.

According to the Air Force Orgaoiootion Act of 
1951, the USAF 'shall consist of the Regular Air
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Force, the Air Force Reserve, the Air National or other equipment is replaced by a complete new
Guard of the United States and the Air National group of parts.
Guard while in the service of the United States.’ 

United States Armed Forces. Sptcif. Collectively, 
the regular components only of the Army, Navy 
(including the Marine Corps), Air Force, and Coast 
Guard.

This term is distinguished from the Armed Foreee 
of the United States (which see).

United States Army. (USA) The land military forces 
of the US, including the Regular Army, the National 
Guard of the United States, and the Army Reserve. 
Often shortened to ’Army.'

In general the United States Army shall include 
land combat and service forces and such aviation 
and water transport as may be organic therein. It 
shall be organised, trained, and equipped primarily 
for prompt and sustained combat incident to opera
tions on land.

United States Marine Corps. (USMC) A corps of 
soldiers in the U. S. Navy. Also shortened to 
‘Marine Corps.’

The USMC includes land combat and service 
forces and organic aviation units. It is responsible 
for service with the fleet in the seizure or defense 
of advanced naval bases and for the conduct of such 
land operations as may be essential to the prosecu
tion of v naval campaign. .

United States Navy. (USN) The Naval Establishment 
of the United Stages. Often shortened to ‘Navy.*

The Navy includes sea-going fleets, aviation units, 
the U. S. Coast Guard when operating as a part of 
the Navy under the provisions of law, and the U. S. 
Marine Corps.

In general the United States Navy shall include 
naval combat and service forces and such aviation 
as may be organic therein. It shall be organized, 
trained, and equipped primarily for prompt and 
sustained combat incident to operations at sea.

naitised load. A single item, or a number of items 
packaged, packed, or arranged in a specified manner 
and capable of being hanoled as a unit. Unitization 
may be accomplished by placing the item or items in 
a container, or by banding them securely together. 
A unitized load when placed on a pallet and fastened 
thereto, may further be referred to as a palletized 
load.

unit of error. Arbitrary measure, based on a mathe- 
- matical formula, used to state the accuracy of a range 

finder.
unit of Are. (UF) A basic load of ammunition.
unit of issue. Standard or basic quantity in which an 

item of supply is issued.
unit packsge. In supply usage, a box, bundle, reel, 

drum, bottle, bale, roll, or the like containing one or 
more identical units of manufacture and conforming 
to applicable packaging directives or to standard 
commercial packaging practice.

unit procurement cost The net basic cost paid or 
estimated to be paid for a unit of a particular item 
including, where applicable, the cost of Government 
furnished property and the cost of manufacturing 
operations performed at Government-owned facilities.

unit replacement Method of repair in which a de
fective, worn, or damaged group of parts of a weapon

UNIVERSAL JOINT. A flexible connection which 
permits rotary motion to be transmitted between two 
shafts located at an angle to each other. The angle 
between the shafts may be continually varied within 
certain limits; the connecting ends must have either 
a flange, hub or splined stub shaft; the plain portion 
of a splined stub shaft must not exceed the length of 
the splines.* If designed to transmit without a 
differential in speed, it is known as a constant veloci
ty joint.

UNIVERSAL JOINT, CONSTANT VELOCITY, 
AUTOMOTIVE. A device which is a component of 
an AXLE ASSEMBLY, AUTOMOTIVE, DR1V- 
I NG, designed to eliminate rotary fluctuations during 
various steering angles while at the same time trans
mitting rotary motion from the differential assembly 
indirectly to the front wheel hubs. It is usually sup
plied with an inner and outer shaft, but may be 
supplied without the inner shaft. Excludes SHAFT, 
AXLE, AUTOMOTIVE; UNIVERSAL JOINT and 
UNIVERSAL JOINT, GEARED*

UNIVERSAL JOINT, GEARED. A device designed 
to give positive transmission of torsion regardless 
of shaft angle. See also: UNIVERSAL JOINT.*

UNIVERSAL JOINT, SOCKET WRENCH. A con
nection for socket wrenches and handles. Consists 
of a female drive on one end and a male drive on the 
opposite end, of the same size, connected by a cross 
pin device to permit swivel up to 90 degrees.*

unsatisfactory equipment report. (UER) A report 
from the using arm or service in the field on the un
satisfactory performance of equipment, and on omis
sions, deletions, etc., in manuals and instructions 
pertaining to equipment sent to the field.

uassea Are. Fire which is continuously aimed at tbs 
future position of an aircraft, the aim being derived 
from radar sources.

unsprung weight. See: sprung and unsprung weight 
unstable oscillation. See: oscillation, unstable.
unthickened fust Blend of gasoline and light fuel oils 

or lubricating oils (without thickener) used as an 
incendiary fuel in portable flame throwers. See also: 
CHEMICAL AGENT, INCENDIARY OIL; thick
ened fuoL

upgrade. To assign a higher elaaeiAeatioa than that 
previously assigned. Notification to holders of the 
material is part of the process. See also: defease 
elaeeifleatioa.

uranism. A radioactive, nuclear-fissionable element 
found chiefly in pitchblende.

The symbol for uranium is U; its atomic weight 
is 238.07 and its atomic number is 92. Throe isotopes 
of uranium have been isolated: U2Jt, which coswti- 
tutes about 99.3 percent of natural uranium, U23S, 
which constitutes 07 percent, and U234, which is 
present in natural uranium in mtante amount. U22S 
may be made to undergo rapid fission (see: sritieel 
mam); U238 may be converted to neptunium by 
neutron bombardment See: plutonium

US (abbr). 'United States’ (of America).
USA (abbr). ‘United States Army.’
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■sable rate of Ire. Normal rate of fire oi a gun in 

actual use, measured in units oi shots per minute. 
The usable rate of fire is considerably less than a 
gun's maximum rate of fire, which is a theoretical 
value based on the purely mechanical operation of 
a weapon.

UAAF (abbr). 'United States Air Fctce.’
U8A0MC (abbr). 'U. S. Army Ordnance Missile Com

mand.’
U. S. Army Ordnance Missile Command. (USAOMC) 

A commodity command under the direction of the 
Chief of Ordnance which administers, controls 
and coordinates all missile activities assigned to 
the Ordnance Corps. The headquarters is located 
at Redstone Arsenal, Alabama. Subordinate units 
include the Army Ballistic Missile Agency, the 
Army Rocket and Guided Missile Agency, and the 
White Sands Missile Range.

U. S. Army OrdMnca Special Weapon*—Ammunition 
Command. (USAOSWAC) A commodity command 
under the direction of the Chief of Ordnance which 
administers, controls and coordinates the Ordnance 
Corps responsiblities pertaining to ammunition and 
special weapons. The headquarters is located at 
Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, N. J. Subordinate units 
include Picatinny Arsenal and the Ordnance Am 
munition Command.

USASBDL (abbr) 'United States Arnty Signal Re
search and Development Laboratory.'

USC dt GS (abbr). 'United States Coast and Geodetic 
Survey '

USCO (abbr). ‘United States Coast Guard.*
user test. An evaluation test conducted on materiel 

under development following satisfactory MglaMr- 
iag teat (which see). It is performed by the using 
agency to determine the suitability of the develop
mental materiel for military use. See also: combined 
engineer user test. User tests are of two types:

1. Strvic t fert. A test under simulated operational

UXO
conditions to determine to what degree the item 
meets the military requirement as expressed in the 
military char? . i eristics.
2. Troof tut. A test where a troop unit, equipped 
with appropriate numbers of the item, operates 
under actual or simulated field conditions to test 
the suitability of the item and also the adequacy 
of the organisation, doctrine, technique, training, 
and logistic support required for its use.

USO (abbr). ‘United State Gage.’
USOS (abbr). ‘United States Geological Survey.’
Ming agency. Any element of the Armed Forces 

having command or service functions, and requiring 
materiel for use in performance of its mission.

USM (abbr). 'Underwater-to-surface missile.*
U8MC (abbr). United States Marine Corps.*
USM (abbr). United States Navy.*
US of A (abbr). 'Under Secretary of the Army.’
US of AF (abbr). Under Secretary of the Air Force.’ 
USP (abbr). ‘United States Pharmacopoeia.’
U8PH8 (abbr). 'United States Public Health Service.' 
USS (abbr). t. ‘United Stat-i Standard.’ 2. ‘United 

States Ship.'
U. 8. Standard Atmosphere. Set: Standard Atmos

phere.
U. 8. survey foot Unit of length equivalent to 1200 

meters divided by 3937. This unit of measure is 
longer than the international foot by six parts in 
ten million. It will continue to be used in the United 
States geodetic survey network until it become* 
desirable and expedient to readjust to the inter
national unit. Cf: iatornatiOMl foot.

UUM (Mr). Underwater-to-underwater missile.* 
UW (abbr). 1. Uncouveutional warfare.* X Under

water.*
UXB (abbr). Unexploded bomb.’
UXO (abbr). ‘Unexploded ordnance.*
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V-l. [Abbr. of German Vtrgthungnvagt titu Revenge 

Weapon One J A German robot bomb provided with 
wings, a horizontal stabilizer, a vertical stabilizer, 
rudder and elevators, used in WW II. Alio called 
the 'FZG-76' by the Germans, and the 'buzz bomb' 
by the British.

The V-l, first landed across the English Channel 
on 13 June 1944, was powered by a pulsejet engine 
mounted on its back. Its overall length was 25 
feet 4 inches, and its greatest diameter was 2 feet 
7 inches. This missile was provided with complicated 
control devices, kept on course by an automatic pilot. 
It had a speed of about 360 mph and a range of 150 
miles, and riew at a height between 2,000 and 3,000 
feet. Some 2,000 of these robot bombs were directed 
against England in WW II, most of them against 
Lorn'on.

V-2. [Abbr. of German I'ergeltvngtwafft sa*i'. See 
preceding entry.] A large German liquid-fuel 
rocket, developed as a ballistic missile in WW II. 
Also called the 'A-4' by the Germans.

The V-2, first launched against England on 8 
September 1944, developed 60,000 pounds of thrust 
from its rocket engine. From nose to exhaust tail, 
it measured 46 feet, and its diameter was about 5 
feet. Shaped like an artillery projectile, it was with
out wings, but was subject to some guidance through 
movable panels built into the four tail fins and 
through graphite vanes extending into tne exhaust 
stream. Launched vertically, it quickly reached a 
speed of 3,600 mph, then was tilted in the direction 
of its target. It exhausted its fuel supply of 9 tons 
in 60 seconds, but reached an altitude of 60 miles with 
a range of 200 miles, and plunged earthward at 
about 1,500 mph. Some 1,115 V-Zs were sent 
across the Channel in the last months of WW II.

vacuum brakes. Vehicle brakes that are actuated by 
vacuum under the con rol of the operator.

vacuum stability test See: heat tests.
valve. A mechanism designed to control the flow of 

liquids or gases either within a closed system, 
such as a pipeline, or between the atmosphere and 
a closed system. It may be manually and/or power 
operated, or it may be actuated by predetermined 
pressure and/or temperature, or a pressure and/or 
temperature differential.*

VALVE, PNEUMATIC TIRE. A metal, or metal 
and rubber, tubular stem with base, valve core, 
cap, and fittings designed to be mounted on a pneu
matic tire, inner tube, or tire rim, to permit in
flation.*

VALVE, POPPET, ENGINE. A mushroom or tulip 
shaped valve having a circular head with a conical 
face and an extended stem used to regulate the flow 
of incoming fuel-air mixture or air into the combus
tion chamber or exhaust gases from the combustion 
chamber of a reciprocating internal combustion 
engine.*

VALVE, PRESSURE, GAS BOMB. A metallic 
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device specifically designed to peimit the measuring 
of pressure ib a GAS BOMB. It is assembled within 
the bomb body, with a partial projection to permit 
opening of the valve. A gage is then attached to 
obtain a pressuie reading. The valve is not spring 
loaded and design does not permit variation of pres
sure.*

VALVE, SOLENOID. A valve specifically designed 
to control the flow of liquids or gases by means of 
the magnetic action of an electric coil on » movable 
core, or plunger, actuating the valve stem or pilot 
needle. The item may be equipped with a manual 
opening device* Example: A solenoid valve is used 
to control the opeiation of pneumatic and/or hy
draulic mechanisms in automatic weapons.

vane. 1. An arming vane for a FUZE, BOMB; rocket, 
and the like. 2. Lengthwise partition in a chemical 
projectile which makes the contained liquid rotate 
with the casing. This is necessary for accuracy in 
flight. See: VANE, ARMING, BOMB FUZE;
VAi.E, ROCKET ARMING DEVICE.

VANE, ARMING, BOMB FUZE. A metallic item 
designed for attachment to the fuze mechanism of 
a bomb. The vane arms the fuze through action of 
the air stream created by falling of the bomb.*

VANE, ROCKET ARMING DEVICE. A metallic 
item designed to activate an arming device of a 
rocket by action of the air stream incident to its 
flight.*

Vanguard. Name given to project involving earth 
satellites during the International Geophysical Year. 
The project was under the control of die U. S. 
Naval Research Laboratory.

vapor lock. A stoppage or diminution in the fuel flow 
of an engine caused by fuel -apor accumulating in 
the fuel lines.

VAR fabbrJ. ‘Vertical aircraft rocket.'
variable recoil. Of recoil systems'. Variation of the 

length of recoil according to the elevation in such 
manner as to prevent the gun from striking the 
ground when fired at high ang'es. Cf: n an Man* 
recoil.

variable time fuse. See: FUZJK PROXIMITY.
variation. Angular difference between magnetic north 

and true north measured east or west from true 
north. See: decHaatten.

varistor. A special type of resistor which varies con
siderably with temperature; useful in making tem
perature measurements or in compensating circuits 
for other temperature effects.

VARNISH, OIL. A liquid composition of drying 
oil(s) and resin which is converted to a tri nape rent 
or translucent hard film after application as a thia 
layer. It dries and sets by evaporation, oxldatkm 
and polymerization. Excludes bituminous burn Items. 
See also: LACQUER; PAINT (as modifled) and 
ENAMEL*
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▼-BLOCK. A fixture of cast iron or steel, precision 

ground, having one or more V grooves machined 
parallel and squared with respect to the bottom, 
top, and ends. The block may have milled grooves 
on the sides to accommodate clamps which are used 
for holding cylindrical work.*

V-bomb. Either the V-l or the ▼-3.
▼CP (abbr). ‘Vehicle collecting point.*
▼DP (abbr). ‘Vehicle deadlined for parts.*
voetor. 1. An entity which has both magnitude and 

direction, such as a force or velocity; a line segment 
that represents this entity, i. Specif. The transla
tion of an object, such as an airplane or missik, 
from one point to another point usually in a given 
interval of time. 3. The line segment or direction 
followed in space, or to be followed, to achieve thia 
translation, as in ‘the aircraft controller signalled 
the missile, which followed a vector that resulted 
in its intercepting the rocket.' 4. A line on a chart, 
or a voice communication, that indicates speed and 
direction to achieve this translation.

vector gunaight. A gunsight that contains a device 
that computes the vector required for the bullet 
to follow if it is to strike its target. Used esp. in 
firing at moving targets.

vector quantity. A quantity which requires for descrip
tion both magnitude and direction, such as dis
placement or velocity of a particle. Cf: scalar 
quantity.

veh (abbr). ‘Vehicle.’
vehicle, (veh) 1. In essence, any contrivjr.te or 

medium used to carry a load from one place to 
another. >. In concrete applications: a. Any con
veyance for either land or air transport, as in *the 
vehicles he saw were tracks, carts, and air trans
ports.' b. In restricted (yet common) usage: A 
carriage or moving support on the ground only, 
exclusive of aircraft and exclusive of vessels, mount
ed on wheels, tracks, runners, rollers, or any combi
nation of these, used to move persons or things from 
one place to another, as in *he brought into play 
every vehicle, vessel, and aircraft.* 3. In analysis 
of a weapons system, that component that constitutes 
the carrier, as in ‘the vehicle for delivery of the 
bomb may be a man with a suitcase, an airplane, or 
a ship.*

Sense 3 b is common among ground troops. The 
category' includes amphibious vehicles.

vehicle cargo. See: cargo classiflcatioa. 
vehicle, combat. See: Combat vehicle, 
vel (abbr). ‘Vekuty.’
velocity, (vel) 1. Speed (which see). 3. Speed, or 

rate of motion, in a given direction and in a given 
frame ol reference.

In many contexts no distinction in meaning is to - 
be made between ‘speed* and ‘velocity* (sense 1), the 
choice between the words being governed by a 
sense of association. However, ‘velocity* is normally 
not used in reference to movements of a person or 
animal; instead ‘speed* is used, as in *his speed in
typing* or *his speed in the mile was less than four 
minutes.* This restriction tends to carry over to 
inanimate objects when they are associated with 
man, as in “the speed of an airplane.* On the other 
hand, 'velocity* appears to be preferred in refeience 

to other inanimate objects, as in ‘the velocity of 
the wind,* or ‘the velocity of a bullet,' or ‘the veloci
ty of the electrons.’ But ‘speed* is often used 
likewise in these contexts.

In sense 3, ‘velocity’ is used in scientific or techni
cal contexts. In these contexts, ‘speed* denotes a 
scalar quantity equal ohiy to that part of velocity 
that comprises its magnitude; whereas ‘velocity* 
denotes a vector quantity that includes both magni
tude and direction.

velocity, characteristic. The velocity attained by ex
haust gases in the throat of a rocket motor. The 
ratio of the product of the chamber pressure and 
the throat area to the mass rate of gas exhaust.

velocity decay. See: deceleration.
velocity, elective jet. A calculated average velocity 

of the exhaust gases as they leave the motor nozzle.
velocity fire. Preparatory fire conducted to determine 

the velocity for a particular combination of weapon, 
propellant, projectile, and fuze.

velocity, flame. The velocity of the flame front perpen
dicular to its surface, relative to the unburnt gas 
where it is at initial conditions; under stationary 
conditions of one-dimensional flow, the flame velocity 
is equal to the mass flow of unburnt gas through a 
unit area of the flame front divided by the initial 
density.

velocity group, Doppler. See: DOPPLEB VELO
CITY GROUP.

velocity head. Se:: pressure, dynamic.
velocity, limiting. See: terminal velocity (sense 1). 
velocity modulation. See. modulation, velocity.
velocity of detonation. See: detonation.
VENTILATOR, VEHICLE STORAGE. A device 

constructed of sheet metal and designed for the ex
press purpose of providing ventilation in a combat 
or special purpose vehicle which requires ventila
tion while in storage. It is of a fixed gravity head 
type*

venturi. [After G. B. Fenturi (1746-1822), Italian 
physicist.] A constriction in a tube that causes in
creased velocity and consequent reduction of pres
sure of fluid flowing through the constriction, in ac
cordance with Bernoulli's principle. In hydraulics, 
a venturi tube connected to a manometer provides a 
means of measuring flow of liquids, and in aero
nautics, a venturi tube placed in an airstream pro
vides a means of obtaining suction to operate rotor- 
driven instruments, such as the gyroscope of an 
attitude indicator, where these are not electrically 
driven.

vorification. Ehdroaic eompaiart. The process of 
automatically checking one data typing or recording 
process against another for the purpose of reducing 
the number of human errors in data transcription.

verifies! t fire. Preparatory fire to test the mechani
cal adj.stmeut of guns and fire control equipment, 
and to measure the accuracy of corrections de
termined by calibration and trial fire.

veraier. A device, control, or scale used to obtain 
fine adjustment for more accurate measurement, 
such as a vernier control, vernier capacitor or ver
nier scale.
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vernier engine. Rocket engine used to adjust the 

final velocity of a long range ballistic missile; also 
used to correct heading errors.

vortex. Network topology. See: node.
vertical deflection angle. Fire control. The vertical 

angle equal .to the algebraic sum of the principal 
vertical deflection, and the vertical pointing correc
tion.

Approximate vertical deflection angle. An approxi
mation of the principal vertical deflection angle 
obtained by multiplying an instantaneous vertical 
angular velocity by a time of flight.
Principal vertical deflection. That part of the 
vertical deflection angle due to the change in the 
angular height of the target during the time of 
flight.
Vertical pointing correction. That part of the 
vertical deflection angle due to causes other than 
the travel of the target, such as the corrections due 
to wind, to muule velocity, to atmospheric density, 
and to vertical adjustment corrections.

vertical deflection setting. Fire control. The setting 
on the vertical deflection scale of the sighting mech
anism of the gun, corresponding to the vertical 
deflection angle.

vertical deviation. In antiaircraft artillery, the dis
tance between the target and the point of burst in 
the plane normal to the line of position along a line 
perpendicular to the lateral deviation.

vertical drop. 1. The drop of an object in trajectory 
or along a plumb line, measured vertically from its 
line of departure to the object. 2. The distance 
measured. Also called 'drop,' 'bullet drop,' 'gravity 
drop.'

vertical hundred-percent cone. The length of the 
beaten zone times the slope of fall (given in firing 
tables for small arms). The difference in height 
between the highest and lowest impact on a vertical 
target, or the angle which it subtends at the gun.

vertical jump. The difference between the aagte *f 
elevation and the angle of departure. It is positive 
if the angle of departure is greater than the angle of 
elevation.

vertical launch. A launch in which the missile or 
vehicle starts from a vertical position.

vortical load. The vertis..1 angle by which the gun 
must be moved from the line of position in order 
for the trajectory to pass through the target It is 
the algebraic sum of the principal vertical deflection, 
the vertical pointing correction, and the supereleva
tion.

vertical pointing correction. See: vertical deflection 
angle.

vortical prediction correction. The projection of the 
total prediction correction on the elevation plane 
through the present line.

vortical probable error. The product of the range 
probable error and the slope of fall. Values for the 
range probable error and the slope of fall are given 
in the firing tables.

vortical stabiliser. See: STAB1LIZBR, VERTICAL, 
very high frequency. (VHF) See: frequency, elec

tronic.

video
Very light. Former terminology for a type of signal, 

illumination (which see).
very-long-range material requirements. Items required 

by operational and organizational concepts estab
lished for a period 10 years hence and beyond. See 
also: long-rangs materiel requirements; mid-range 
materiel require' nente.

very long-range icdar. Equipment whose maximum 
range on a reflecting target of one square meter 
normal to the signal path exceeds 800 miles, pro
vided line-of-sight exists between the target and the 
radar. See: long-range radar.

very low frequency. (VLF) See: frequency, electronic.
Very pictoL Former terminology for PISTOL, PYRO

TECHNIC.
very ehort-range radar. Equipment whose range on a 

reflecting target of one square meter normal to the 
signal path is less than 50 miles, provided line-of- 
sight exists between the target and the radar. See: 
short-range radar.

vesicant Former designation for blister gas (which 
see).

vest, armored. Sec : ABHOR, BODY, FRAGMENTA
TION PROTECTIVE. -

vest, flak, protective. See: ARMOR, BODY, FRAG
MENTATION PROTECTIVE.

VH (abbr). 'Vickers hardness.'
VHF (abbr). ‘Very high frequency.*
vibration meter. Electroacouetice. An apparatus for 

the measurement of displacement, velocity, or ac
celeration of a vibrating body.

VIBRATOR, INTERRUPTER. An item which in
terrupts direct current and produces a pulsating 
direct current by means of a vibrating armature 
which opens and closes the direct current circuit. 
Docs not include means of rectification. Excludes 
items designed to be used with induction coils. See 
also: INVERTER, VIBRATOR. For item whose 
coil operates by mean* of alternating current, see: 
CHOPPER, ELECTRONIC.*

vibrometer. Short for vibration motor (which see).
Vickers gu. Any of certain guns made or designed 

by Vickers* Sons and Maxim, Ltd., esp. a type of 
water-cooled, belt-fed machine gun of Maxim design 
having a distinctive corrugated water jacket, widely 
used during and after WW I for both air and 
ground purposes.

Vickers hardness. (VH) A measure of hardness of 
materials obtained by pressing a diamond pyramid 
into the sample, and microscopically measuring the 
length of the diagonal of indention. Cf: Brinell 
hardness; Moha hardaeas; Rockwell hardneaa; 
Shore acleroacope hardneaa.

video. 1. The conversion of certain electronic im
pulses into wave lengths that can be seen. 2. The 
display or presentation ot such wave lengths upon 
a radar or television screen. 2. Of or pertainh< to 
the visual presentation or display on a televieioh or 
radar screen, as in AMPLIFIBB, VIDBO.

This word is a coined word formed from the Latin 
videre *to see.’ Its ending, although the seam as that ■ 
of the Latin video T see,’ is analogous to the endings ' 
of ‘radio* or ‘audio.’
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video amplifier. See: AMPLIFIER, VIDIO.
Vigilant. A British developed, wire-guided, man-port

able, solid propellant, antitank missile which is 
launched from its carrying case.

Viking. A large, liquid-fuel, high-altitude, research 
rocket, built for the 0. S. Navy. First launched 3 
May 1949. (Hittorual)

violet Indicates, in the nomenclature of a SIGNAL, 
SMOKE, GROUND, several smoke pellets which 
produce freely falling streamers of violet smoke at 
the height of the trajectory.

viecooimeter. See: VI8CO8IMBTBR, WEIGHT 
BALANCE; COMPABATOR, VISCOSITY, OIL.

VISCOSIMETER, WBIGHT BALANCE. A device 
to determine the viscosity of various materials by 
measuring the speed attained by a cylinder or other 
rotor immersed in the material under the influence of 
a constant weight.*

viscosity. In a liquid, the property of internal re
sistance, caused by molecular attraction, that makes 
the liquid resist flow. See; SAB viscosity; Saybolt 
vieeoaity-

viacoaity comparator. See: COMPABATOB, VIS
COSITY, OIL.

viscosity index. / number given to a certain lubricat
ing oil to indicate its. performance, particularly os to 
change of viscosity with temperature variation, as 
compared with the average, of two groups of test oils.

vieioa elit. Any narrow opening or slit in armor through 
which to lock, especially one in a tank or other 
armored vehicle.

VISOB, PBBISCOPB. An item specifically designed 
to Ire attached to the viewing aperture of a periscope 
■o exclude light, thereby aiding visibility of the 
image.*

viaual-aural radio range. Any radio range that sends 
out signals for both visual and aural reception; ap
plied esp. to certain types of VHF radio ranges.

visual bombing. Bombing done by sighting on an 
aiming point or points, under conditions where the 
aiming point or points are visible from the bombing 
aircraft. Distinguished from radar bombiag, which 
see.

V-WMpM
visual bombsight A bombsight designed for aiming 

a bomb when the aiming point visible.
visual ire control Technical control of some artillery 

fire using an optical tracking instrument.
visual radio rangs. Any range facility the course of 

which is flown by visual instrumentation not as
sociated with aural reception.

VLF (abbr). ‘Very low frequency.*
volley. 1. Method of artillery firing in which each 

piece fires the specified number of rounds without 
any attempt to synchronise with the other pieces.
3. Burst of fire, especially a salute fired by a de
tachment of riflemen.

volley bomblag. Simultaneous or nearly simultaneous 
release of a number of bombs.

volley fire. Artillery fire in which each piece fires a 
specified number of rounds without regard to the 
other pieces and as fast as accuracy will permit. 
Cf: salvo firs.

volume control, automatic. See: gain control, auto
matic.

volumetric eficieney. The efficiency with which an 
internal combustion pisten engine draw,, air or an 
air-fuel mixture into its cylinders.

Volunteer Ordnance Works. Ordnance Corps field in
stallation, located at Chattanooga, Tennessee.

volute spring. See: spring, volute.
vomiting gas. Any one of a group of toxic gases, such 

as adamsite, that causes coughing, sneering, some
times vomiting, and other effects. A war gas (which 
see).

VT fuse. See: FUZE, PROXIMITY.
VTOL (abbrj. *Vertica1 take-off and landing.’
Vulcan machine gu. A very fast firing machine gun 

of the Gatling type. Produced in 20- and 30-mm 
calibers. See : Gatling gun.

vulnerable area. Sfitcif. The product of: (1) the 
probability of a projectile which strikes an armored 
vehicle causing disabling damage, and (2) the pre
sented area of the vehicle.

V-weapon. Either the V-l or the V-l



w
W (abbr). Chemical agent, *W.*
w (abbr). ‘With* (in combinations only). Often 

written w/.
WA (abbr). ‘Watertown Arseul.'
Wabash Biver Ordaaaca Worka Ordnance Corps field 

installation, located at Newport, Indiana.
Wac Corporal. A sounding rocket for very high alti

tudes, developed by the Army, propelled by liquid 
fuel although adapted to using a solid propellant 
booster.

The Wac Corporal, used as a second-stage rocket 
in the nose of a V-2, reached an altitude of some 
250 miles on 2S Feb. 1949 at White Sands Proving 
Ground, New Mexico.

wad (wadding). A felt or cardboard pad used to 
secure the propellant in place in cartridges. Also 
used for various other purposes. See also: distance 
ple«a; diatance wadding.

WADC (abbr). ‘Wright Air Development Center.* 
wad cutter. Bullet designed for target shooting, shaped 

to cut a clean hole in a paper target.
wagon, cannon transport. See: TRAILBR, CANNON.* 
wagon, carriage transport. See: TBAILBB, GUN 

CABBIAGB.*
wallow course. Wide trench filled with a decontami

nating chemical, usually chlorinated lime mixed 
with mud. Vehicles that have come ;n contact with 
chemical agents are driven or wallowed thicva'o 
this trench so that they can be freed from the agents. 
Also called mud lime slurry course.

wall ratio. Ratio of the outside radius of a gun, a 
tube or jacket to the inside radius; or ratio of the 
corresponding diameters.

wanigan. House or shelter usually mounted on a 
vehicle or sled, which may be placed on the ground. 
It is used for sleeping, cooking,and eating, storage, 
first aid, machine shop or other special purpose; 
particularly adapted for use in arctic regions.

War Department. (WD) Between 1789 and 1947, 
a United States Government department, the secre
tary of which had cabinet status, having the re
sponsibility of organising, training, and maintaining 
the Army and conducting certain nonmilitary ac
tivities.

In the reorganisation following the National Se
curity Act of 1947, the War Department, as such, was 
discontinued. The Department of the Army assumed 
its historic functions, except for those resulting 
from the development of air power. These latter 
were assumed by the Department of the Air Force. 
Under reorganisation, the Secretary of Defense was 
given cabinet status, but departmental secretaries 
were not given this status.

war gas. Toxic or irritant chemical agent (which see) 
regardless of its physical state, whose properties 
may be effectively exploited in the field of war.

warM (abbr). ‘Warhead.’

warhead, (warhd) An item which is designed to be 
mounted in or on a torpedo, guided missile, rocket, 
bomb, or the like. It may contain or be designed to 
contain high explosive, nuclear, chemical, biologi
cal, or inert materials, as well as booster(s), fuse(s), 
and burster(s). Do not use for items which contain 
only nonexplosive and/or nondestructive instru
mentation.*

warhead compartment. The section of a missile in 
which the warhead installation is mounted. In 
some cases the warh.^d compartment may be part 
of the adaption kit.

warhead, fragmentation. A warhead designed so that 
functioning of the explosive filler will destroy or 
reduce the utility of a target primarily by frag
mentation effect.

warhead, general purpose. A warhead designed so 
that functioning of the explosive filler will destroy 
or reduce the utility of a target by explosive effect.

WABHBAD, GUIDBD MIMILB, CUBICAL 
AGBNT. A warhead containing a chemical agent, 
designed for attachment to a guided missile. It may 
be provided with a means of bunting. Excludes 
atomic weapon warheads and WARHEAD, GUIDED 
MISSILE, HIGH EXPLOSIVE*

WABHBAD, GU1DBD MIS8ILB, BMPTY. A guided 
missile warhead without explosive or inert load. 
Excludes atomic weapon dummy warheads.*

warhead, guided missile, sxercias. See: BXBBC18B 
HBAD, GUIDBD MIUILB.

WABHBAD, GUIDBD MUMILB, HIGH BXPLO- 
S1VB. An explosive filled metal part constituting 
a major payload of a guided missile. Excludes 
atomic weapon warheads.*

WABHBAD, GUIDBD M1S81LB, INBBT. A guided 
missile warhead loaded with nonexplosive inert ma
terial. Excludes atomic weapon inert warheads.*

warbead installation. A warhead plus those ad
ditionally required items (contained in the adap
tion kit) that are needed to mate the warhead with 
a specific carrier. The additionally required items 
may be arming and firing systems, power supply, 
hardware, adapters, etc.; but owing to variations 
in wsrhead design, certain of these items might be 
a part of the warhead proper. A warhead instal
lation is essentially a warhead section minus the 
appropriate skin section or compartment.

warhead, rocket, chemical agent Rocket warhead 
loaded with, or designed for loading with, chemical 
agents. An example with item name is given below.

WABHBAD, 4J INCH BOCKBT, CHBM1CAL 
AGBNT.

warhead, rockm, dummy. See: DUMMY WABHBAD, 
BOCKBT.

warbead, rocket empty. Rocket warhead without ex
plosive filler, (or practice firing. An example wMt 
item name is given below.

WABHBAD, JJ INCH BOCKBT, BMPTY.
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warhead, rocket, flash-smoke 336 wave
uarhead, rocket, flash-smoke. Rocket warhead in

tended to produce flash and smoke upon function
ing An example with item aim* is given below.

WARHEAD, 762 MILLIMETER ROCKET, 
FLASH-SMOKE.

warhead, rocket, gas. See: warhead, rocket, chemical 
ageaL

warhead, rocke,, high explos've. Rocket warhead 
loaded with, or intended for loading with, high 
explosives. An example with item name is given 
below.

WARHEAD, 66 MILLIMETER ROCKET, HIGH 
EXPLOSIVE.

warhead, rocket, inert. Rocket warhead with inert 
filler for use in practice firing. An example with 
itom name is given below.

WARHEAD, 763 MILLIMETER BOCKET, IN
ERT.

warhead, rncket, smoke. Rs^kct warhead loaded with, 
or designed for loading with a smoke producing 
filer. An example vith item name is given below.

WARHEAD, 3J IiYCH BOCKET, SMOKE.
warhead eection. A portion of the aerodynamic con

figuration of a complete guided missile, rocket, or 
the like. It must contain a WARHEAD (as modified). 
It may contain ?n adaptation kit and the necessary 
bracket(s), cable(s), mounting hardware, and the like 
required to mount the warhead. Examples are given 
below with item name in each case.

WABHEAD SECTION, 31». MILLIMETER 
ROCKET, HIGH EXPLOSIVE.

WARHEAD SECTION, 763 MILLIMETER
ROCKET, CHEMICAL AGENT.

WARHEAD SECTION, 763 MILLIMETER
ROCKET, EMPTY.

WARHEAD SECTION, 763 MILLIMETER
ROCKET, FLASH-3M0KE.

WARHEAD SECTION, 763 MILLIMETER 
ROCKET, FRAGMENTATION.

WARHEAD, TORPEDO. A,. item designed to con
tain an explosive charge and a means of detonation 
for attachment to a TORPEDO MAIN ASSEM
BLAGE. When empty or inert loaded it may be 
used for training purposes*

warhead, torpedo, exercise. See: EXERCISE HEAD, 
TORPEDO.

war poteatiaL The capacity and capability of a country 
to conduct a war, with respect io political, economic, 
industrial, social, psychological, and military factors.

war reserves. That quantity of supplies, materiel, and 
equipment prescribed at the Headquarters, Depart
ment of the Army level which is retained for use in 
the event of mobilisation for war.

wash. 1. The surge of disturbed air or other fluid re
sulting from the passage of something through the 
fluid; tftcil., a surge of air and other gas that moves 
backwards and to the sides after an aircraft has 
passed. 3. The stream of air or other fluid sent 
backwards by a jet engine or a propeller.

washboard coarse. A test course for military vehicles 
consisting of a series of waves or convolutions hav
ing arbitrary amplitude and frequency. A common 
type is the so-called sine-wave course. The pur

pose of this course is to measure flexibility of 
suspension systems under extreme conditions and 
the strength and resistance of bodies and fra.nes 
agrinst distortion.

WASHER, MOTOR VEHICLE. A washer used to 
project streams of water or detergent solutions for 
cleaning motor vehicle exteriors.*

WASHER, SOLUBLE, UNDERWATER MINE. An 
item formulated of chemical ingredients molded into 
a prescribed shape. When dissolved it permits 
mechanical movement of the mechanism in which it 
is used.*

WASHER, SPRING TENSION. A piece of thin 
spring metal usually round in shape, with a cen
trally located hole, which will exert pressure axially 
when assembled in place.* Popularly known as Belle
ville spring.

WaMerfall. [From a German code name.] A German 
surface-to-air guided rocket missile of WW II. The 
Wasscrfall used a liquid propellant. [Historical) 

water chest Box containing water for a water-cooled 
machine gun; water box.

water displacement method. A method of loading 
chemical munitions with white phosphorous in which 
the item is filled with water and the molten phospho
rous is introduced below the water level, causing dis
placement of most of the water. The water prevents 
oxidation of the white phosphorous.

water jacket. 1. Genera/. Casing designed to hold 
water for cooling, built around a device or mechanism 
that becomes heated tn operation. 3. The casing 
about the barrel of a water-cooled machine gun. X 
The water space around the cylinders of an internal 
combustion engine.

WATERPROOFING KIT, VEHICLE. A collection 
of items designed to prevent water from entering 
functioning parts on vehicles when operating on 
beaches and crossing streams.*

Watertown Arsenal. (WA) Ordnance Corps installa
tion, forming a part of the Ordnance Weapons 
Command, located at Watertown, Massachusetts. 
Principal development and manufacturing installa
tion for antiaircraft artillery weapons and heavy 
field artillery towed weapons, except cannon and 
fire control. It also has special mission assignments 
in connection with ferrous and titanium metallurgy 
and materials research. Location of the Ordnance 
Materials Research Office (OMRO).

water tunnoL A device similar to a wind tunnel, but 
using water as the working fluid instead of air or 
other gas.

Watervliet AraenaL (WVT) Field installation of the 
Ordnance Corps, located at Watervliet, New York. 
Engaged in the development and procurement, and 
associated activities, of Ordnance materiel classified 
as cannon.

wave. A swell on the surface of a liquid; anything 
likened to this. Applied to: a. A mass of air 
particles of relatively narrow compass having more 
or less like characteristics throughout, that moves 
as a line or front across space, b. A line of dis
continuity in an airflow, esp. under conditions of 
compressibility, along which changes in pressure, 
velocity, temperature, density, and entropy occcr, 
as in a shock wave (which see), c. An electric or
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electromagnetic pulse. d. Any one of a succession 
of aircraft formations that move across, or against, 
a target or other point.

wave, expansive. An oblique wave or zone set up in 
supersonic flow when the change in direction of the 
air flow is such that the air tends to leave the new 
surface, such as flow around the juncture of a cone 
and a cylinder. This condition is called flow around 
a corner. The air on passing through an expansive 
wave or zone has lower density, static pressure, and 
free-stream temperature and has higher velocity 
and rnach number.

wavs front. Optic i. A surface normal (at right angles) 
to a bundle of rays as they proceed from a source. 
The wave front passes through those parts of the 
waves which are in the same phase and go in the 
same direction. For parallel rays, the wave front is 
a plane; for rays diverging from or converging to
ward a point, the wave front is spherical.

WAVXGUIDX. An item consisting of a hollow tube 
of conductive material having a predetermined cross 
section specifically designed to guide or conduct 
high frequency electromagnetic energy through its 
interior. Does not include coaxial cable. Refer* 
to bulk quantities only.*

WAVXGUIDX ASSEMBLY. An item consisting of 
one or more definite lengths of straight or formed, 
flexible or rigid, prefabricated hollow tubing of 
conductive material. The tubing has a predeter
mined cross section and is designed to guide or 
conduct high frequency electromagnetic energy 
through its interior. One or more ends are ter
minated.*

wavs length. The distance traveled in one period or 
cycle by a periodic disturbance. It is the distance 
between corresponding phases of two consecutive 
waves of a wave train. A wave length ij the quotient 
of velocity divided by frequency.

WAVXMXTXB. A device operating on the “absorp
tion" principle, used to measure the wavelength or 
frequency of radiated electromagnetic waves, 01 to 
calibrate electronic devices which produce and/or 
radiate electromagnetic waves.*

wave shaper. Pertaining to explosives, an insert or 
core of inert material or of explosives having dif
ferent detonation rates, used for changing the shape 
of the detonation wave. See also: barrier material; 
leas.

waves, standing. Also called stationary waves. The 
wave-like distribution of potential along a conductor, 
when electric waves are reflected from the end of the 
conductot to form stationary nodes and loops; a 
condition of equilibrium, or zero motion, at certain 
lines, points, or surfaces, called nodes, with regions 
of vibration between, produced by interference be
tween similar wave trains traveling in opposite di
rections.

waves, stationary. See. wr.vee, standing.
WX (abbr). ‘Wheelbase.’
WD (abbr). ‘War department.’ (Historical)
weapon, (wpn) An instrument of combat, either 

offensive or defensive, used to destroy, injure, de
fest, or thresten an enemy, e.g., a gun, a bayonet, 
a bomb, or a missile.

weight, anchor, underwater mine
weapon of mass dsstruction. Nuclear, bacteriological, 

or other weapon capable of causing widespread death 
or destruction.

weapon record book. Record book used to keep data 
on the performance, maintenance, and inspection of 
a gun or other weapon.

weapons earrisr. Also called 'weapons carrier truck.' 
See: TRUCK, PLATFORM, UTILITY.

wsapons system. Two or more instruments of combat 
operating as a single unit of striking power in mili
tary combat. Specifically, a system in which two 
instruments of combat are required to perform a 
single mission. Weapons system* i* the plural form.

weapon system. An instrument of combat with all 
related equipment, operating skills, and the direct 
supporting facilities and services required to enable 
the instrument of combat to operate as a single unit 
of striking power. Note: Singular spelling of wea
pon' and 'system.' Weapon systems is the plural 
form.

weapon system manager. In Ordnance weapon system 
management (which see), the ordnance officer to 
whom the Chief of Ordnance, U. S. Army, delegates 
the responsibility for coordination to provide a com
plete Ordnance weapon system.

wear gage. See: gage, wear.
wear tablee. Tables indicating the decrease of muazle 

velocity expected as the result of firing a certain 
number of equivalent rounds. Although tubes may 
vary considerably from the wear rate indicated in 
such tables, the tables may be used to correct calibra
tion data betwee.-i periods of calibration.

Weasel. A popular name for the cargo carrying 
tracked amphibious vehicle of WW II. See: CAR- 
RIXR, CARGO, AMPHIBIOUS.

weathercock stability. See: stability, arrow.
weather code. A code for the transmission of weather 

information.
web. In a grain of propellant, the minimum thickness 

of the grain between any two adjacent surfaces 1s 
called the 'web' or the 'web thickness.’ In a cord 
the diameter is the web, and in a single'perforated 
grain there is but one web; but a multiperforated 
grain has an 'inner web’ and an 'outer web.' The 
mean of these values is known as the 'average web.* 
In designs of solid or single perforated gratae the 
propellant is entirely consumed when the web is 
burned through. In multiperforated grains this is 
not true, as ‘slivers' are formed at this stage which 
then burn to completion.

web range. Range of webs prescribed for a propellant, 
taking into consideration manufacturing limitations. 
Sec: web.

web thkkneea. See: web.
wedge. Optici. A PRISM, OPTICAL INSTRUMENT 

with plane inclined surfaces. Usually the faces are 
inclined toward one another at very small angles. 
Wedges divert light toward their thicker portions. 
They may be circular, oblong, or square. See: ear* 
rection wedge; measuring wedge.

wedge charge. See: charge, wedge.
WRIGHT, ANCHOR, UNDXRWATXR MINX. A 

weight which may be added to the underwater mine
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weight, cam, underwater mine
anchor, when tidal or other condition* make its use 
advisable.

WEIGHT, CASK, UNDERWATER MINK. A weight 
which may be added to the underwater mine caae, 
when condition* of planting require it.

WEIGHT, TRIM, TORPEDO. A metallic item spe
cifically designed to replace the secondary battery to 
maintain the original center ot gravity of a torpedo.*

WBIGHT, WHEEL BALANCING. A metal item 
designed to dynamically and statically balance the 
pneumatic tired wheels of a vehicle. The weight is 
usually attached to the rim by means of an integral 
spring steel clip.*

weight sone. A weight range having specified mini
mum and maximum weights. Artillery projectile* 
of 7S-millimeter caliber and larger are sometime* 
grouped into weight sone* and marked with ap
propriate symbol*. The selection of projectiles of a 
single weight sone for a specific firing problem re
sults in improved ballistic uniformity.

WELDING MACHINE, ARC. A group of end items 
and/or parts required to perform single or multi
welding and/or cutting operations, by a nonpressure 
(fusion) electric arc process.*

WELDING MACHINE, RESISTANCE. A group of 
end items and/or parts required to perform a pres
sure welding process for joining metal parts by. 
electrical heat. It may include such parts as foot 
switches, transformers, mechanical and electronic 
heat controls, water and air cooling systems, elec
trode or tip holders, excluding electrodes and tips. 
It may have air and/or mechanically operated 
clamps, rocker arms or presses, and may be man
ually, semiautomatic or fully automatic controlled.*

WELDING SHOP, CARGO TRAILER MOUNTED. 
A group of items consisting of a WELDING MA
CHINE, ARC, electrodes, electric sander, machinist’s 
vise, and the like, mounted in a TRAILER, CARGO. 
The complete unit provides a mobile general purpose 
welding outfit.*

Walia breechblock. See: breechblock, steppod-thrsad 
(Walin).

West Virginia Ordnance Works. Ordnance Corps 
field installation, located at F’oint Pleasant, West 
Virginia. Official symbol: ORDBV.

wet engine. An engine with its oil, liquid coolant 
(if any), and trapped fuel inside. Cf: dry weight 
of an engine.

wot stowage. Method of stowing major caliber am
munition in combat vehicles by placing it in racks 
surrounded by nonflammable liquid, to reduce am
munition fire hazard*.

wetted surface. In aerodynamics, that surface of a 
body which comes into contac* with the fluid through 
which the body is moving.

WPNA (abbr). 'White fuming nitric acid.* 
wheelbaae. (WB) Distance between the center of the 

hubs of the front and rear wheels. In vehicles 
equipped with bogie axles, the distance between the 
center of the hubs of the front wheels and a vertical 
line equidistant from the centers of the hubs of the 
center and rear wheels.

wheeled vehicle. Vehicle mounted on wheel* as opposed 
to a full or partial track-laying vehicle.

windage yaw
WHEEL, PNEUMATIC TIRE. A wheel with an 

integral or removable rim designed to mount a 
pneumatic tire. Includes wheel without rims but 
designed to accommodate pneumatic tire rims. Doe* 
not include tire.*

WHEEL, SOLID RUBBER TIRE. A wheel with 
an integral or removable rim having or designed 
to mount a TIRE, SOLID RUBBER.*

whistling. Indicates, in nomenclature of a SIMULA
TOR, BOOBY TRAP, that munition emits a whis
tling sound In addition to a flash and report.

whits bag charge. See: charge, green bag.
white labeled cargo See: labeled cargo.
white light Optics. Light such as sunlight and day

light, which is composed of all the different wave 
lengths of the spectrum.

whits phosphorus. (WP) See: CHEMICAL AGENT, 
WHITE PHOSPHORUS.

white phosphorus grenade. See: grenade, whits phos
phorus.

White Sands Missile Range. (WSMR) Formerly 
'White Sands Proving Ground.’ Field installation 
of the Ordnance Corps. Post Office address Las 
Cruces, New Mexico. Principal Ordnance Corps 
installation for the execution of all technical and 
engineering responsibilities associated with the flight 
testing of guided missiles, rockets, and other muni
tions, as assigned, for determination of engineering 
and flight characteristic* and acceptability. WSMR 
operates as an agency under the U. S. Army Ord
nance Missile Command.

white star, cluster. Indicates, in the nomenclature of 
a SIGNAL. ILLUMINATION, GROUND, a cluster 
of several freely falling white stars (lights).

white etar, parachute. Indicates, in the nomenclature 
of a SIGNAL, ILLUMINATION, GROUND, a 
white star (light), parachute supported.

WI (abbr). ‘Wrought iron.'
width of eheaf. Lateral interval between flank bursts 

or impacts. ■
wild ehot. Shot which is completely out of the normal 

pattern of dispersion; shot whose impact is more 
than four probable errors, and more than six firing 
table probable errors from the center of impact.

WINCH, DRUM, VEHICLE MOUNTING. A drum 
winch designed to be mounted on a self-propelled 
motor vehicle and driven from a power take-off 
connected to the vehicle power train.*

windage. 1. The deflection of a bullet or other projec
tile due to wind. 2. The correction made for such 
deflection.

wiadags jump. In aerial gunnery, the deflection of a 
projectile due to windag* yaw (which see). The 
crosswind force, acting on the side of the projectile, 
deflects it downward if it is fired to starboard, 
and upward, to port.

windag* *eal*. Scale for adjusting a sight to allow 
for the effect of the wind on a bullet in flight. Also 
called ‘wind gage.'

windage yaw. In aerial gunnery, the yaw produced 
by the relative motion of the gun and the air. The 
tangent of the windage yaw is the crosswind—or 
the component of the airspeed perpendicular to the
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axis of the bore -divided by the muzzle velocity 
(the initial velocity relative to the gun).

wind, ballistic. See : ballistic wind.
windchill. The combined cooling effect of the wind 

and air temperature on heated bodies. The wind
chill is expressed in kilogram calories per square 
meter per hour.

wind component indicator. See: indicator, wind com
ponent.

wind correction. Any adjustment which must be made 
to allow for the effect of wind; especially, the ad
justments to correct for the effect on a projectile in 
Hight, on sound received by sound ranging instru
ments, and on an aircraft flown by dead reckoning 
navigation.

WIND COBBECTOB, SOUND BANGING. A device 
used to determine the changes in time differences 
between microphone stations due to the direction 
and velocity of the wind. It is used in conjunction 
with a PLOTTING BOARD, SOUND RANGING, 
FIRE CONTROL*

wind deflection. Deflection caused by the influence of 
wind on the course of a projectile in flight.

wind direction. The direction from which the wind is 
blowing, expressed in aiimuth.

wind drift. 1. Shift in the apparent position of a sound 
source or target observed by sound apparatus. Wind 
drift is caused by the effect of wind on sound waves 
which changes their direction and increases or de
creases sound lag. 3. Amount of drift experienced 
by parachutists and supplies dropped by parachute.

wind-fl re angle. The horizontal angle measured clock
wise from the plane of fire to the direction from 
which the ballistic wind is blowing/ Wind-fire 
angle is obtained by subtracting the azimuth of the 
plane of fire from the wind azimuth.

wind gage. See: Mrladags scale.
wind gage rule. Simple practical rule used to allow 

for wind in firing the Ml or M1903 rifle. The rule 
is: tour clicks, or one point of windage, moves the 
impact of the bullet four inches for each 100 
yards of range.

window. A type of confusion .reflector, consisting 
essentially of metal foil ribbon, but sometimes 
metal ized only on one side. Also known as 'chaff.' 
Similar to, but shorter in length than 'rope.' May be 
dropped from planes or shot into the air in pro
jectiles. Original use of the word 'window' appears 
to have been strictly a matter of code. Used as a 
radar countermeasure. See also: CHAFF, COUN- 
TEBMEASUBB8; rope; window projectile.

window diepsnaer. See . D18FENSBB, COUNTER
MEASURES CHAFF.

WINDOW, OPTICAL INSTRUMENT. A color free 
item of transparent or translucent material, usually 
optical glut, having specific, light dispersive and 
refractive properties. This item n<ust have two 
plane-parallel surfaces and is designed for nte in an 
optical instrument to provide a barrier to foreign 
matter and/or permit light transmission in or to the 
optical system* Sec also: correctioo windows.

window projectile. Special projectile containing ‘win
dow,’ 'chaff,' or 'rope,' which is ejesct««l In the air to 

confuse enemy radar. See also: CHAFF COUN- 
TBBMBA8UBB3; rope; window.

wind, relative. The velocity of the air with reference 
to a body in it It is usually determined front 
measurements made at such a distance frosn the 
body that the disturbing effect of the body upon 
the air is negligible.

wind rosolviag mechanism. Device similar to a wind 
component indicator, which is mounted on a da* 
flection board or is part of x computer. It mefhanl- 
cally determines the range and deflection componesM 
of the ballistic wind.

windshield. See: ogive, false; WINDBHIBLD AS
SEMBLY, FLAT, VEHICULAR.

WINDBHIBLD A88BMBLY, FLAT, VBHICULAB.
An item, consisting of J metal frame and nectioo(s) 
of transparent material, designed for mounting in 
the front section of a vehicle to protect personnel 
from foreign matter, and to allow visibility. Ex
cludes GLASS, LAMINATED, FLAT.*

wind tunnel. A chamber through which air Is forced 
at controlled velocities, up to several thousand miles 
an hour, and in which airfoils, missiles, airplanes, 
scale models, or other objects are mounted la order 
to observe and study the airflow about such objects, 
as well as the aerodynamic effects upon them.

wind velocity. 1. The speed and direction in which a 
wind blows. 3. Wind speed. See: Beaufort's seals.

wing, (wg) 1. A general term applied to a major 
airfoil. 3. An airfoil on either side of an airplane's 
fuselage or cockpit, paired off by one on the other 
side, the two providing the principal lift for the 
airplane. 9. A rotor Made in a rotary-wing aircraft 
4. Either of the two airfoils or supporting surfaces 
attached to certain missiles or bombs, giving lift or 
giving support for gliding.

WING ASSEMBLY, GUIDED MI88ILB. An aero
nautical structure designed to maintain a guided 
missile in stable flight. It consists of all panels, 
sections, fastening devices, chords, spars, plumb
ing accessories gnd electrical components neces
sary for a complete wing assembly. May include 
control surfaces. Excludes wing panel and wing 
section.*

winged missile. A missile that has wings. Distin
guished from wingless missiles, suet, as bullets, pro
jectiles, certain rockets, etc.

wing, equivalent. In stress analysis, a wing of the 
same span as the actual wing, but with the chord 
at each section reduced in proportion to the ratio 
of the average beam load at that section to the 
average beam load at the section taken as the 
standard.

wing gun. A fixed gun mounted in the wing of an 
airplane.

wiag loading. See: leading, wing.
wing mass chord. See: sherd, mean, of a wing.
wing panel. ^rroMutwe/. That portion of a multi

piece wing section that usually lies between the 
front and rear spars. It may be designed to in
clude either the leading edge or the* trailing edge as 
an integral part, but never both, and excludes con
trol surfaces. It never forms a complete chord of 
the wing.*
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wing profile. The outline of a wing section.
wing rib. A chordwise member of the wing structure 

of an airplane, used to give the wing section its 
form and to transmit the load from the fabric to the 
spars. See. rib.

wing section. ,‘tfrunautical. A portion of a multi
piece wing complete in a chordwise direction, ex
cluding control surfaces.*

wing-tip rake. A term referring to the shape of the 
wing when the tip edge is straight in plan but not 
parallel to the plane of symmetry. The amount of 
rake is measured by the acute angle between the 
straight portion of the wing tip and the plane of 
symmetry. The rake is positive when the trailing 
edge is longer than the leading edge.

winterlsatioa. The process of converting equipment, 
esp. by changes in accessories, instruments, or 
special installations, for use in cold or very cold 
weather, as in the arctic.

WINTERIZATION KIT, VEHICLE. A group of 
items used to prepare a vehicle for efficient opera
tion during cold weather. It contains one or more 
heater(s) and necessary parts to insulate and/or 
inclose all or a portion ot the engine compartment 
and/or cab and/or body.*

WIRE, ARMING. Wire of a size and type suitable 
for use in an ARMING WIRE ASSEMBLY.

WIRE, SOUND RECORDING. A flexible wire spe
cifically designed to be used to record sonic varia
tions thereon by magnetic means.*

wire-wrapped. Term applied to guns manufactured 
by wrapping wire under tension on a central tube. 
The wire puts the metal of the tube under compres
sion. An outer cylinder or jacket is generally shrunk 
on over the wire. This method of manufacture was 
formerly used on many major caliber guns as it 
made possible a savings in weight.

WIRING ACCESSORY KIT, ANTIPERSONNEL 
MINE. A group of items consisting essentially of 
a six-pocket fabric carrying bag with shoulder strap, 
lead extensions, and a circuit tester. The lead ex
tensions are designed to be coupled to the firing 
lead of the initiating element of an antipersonnel 
mine. The circuit tester is used to test the continuity 
of the firing circuit.*

WW II
witness plate. In the esting of antiarmor ammuni

tion or armor plate, i plate placed behind target, 
usually spaced from the target to allow assessment 
of beyond amor damage (which see). .

Wisard. Name applied to Air Force design for 
surface-to-air interceptor missile.

w/o (abbr). ‘Without.’
wobbulator. A device, usually mechanical, used to 

frequency-modulate an oscillator for test purposes. 
A small trimmer capacitor rotating at constant ve
locity across the frequency-deteni.ining network of 
the oscillator is an example.

word. Eltctronic eontpaitrt. An ordered set of char
acters having a meaning and considered as a unit. 
Digital computers commonly use a fixed word length 
(that is, a fixed number of characters) which is a 
characteristic of each computer.

wound ballietlee. That portion of terminal ballistics 
specializing in the effect of bullets and fragments in 
wounding personnel, and in the factors producing 
disabling injuries. See: casualty criteria.

WP (abbr). Chemical agent, ‘white phosphorus* 
(smoke).

wpn (abbr). *Weapon.*
WRENCH, ANTIPERSONNEL MINE SAFETY 

CLIP. A nonadjustable wrench, specifically designed 
to position and/or remove the safety clip of an.anti
personnel mine.*

WRENCH, TORQUE. A device designed to establish, 
by gage, dial or presetting, the torque in inch pounds, 
foot pounds, and the like, applied to a bolt, nut or 
the like, through the drive end.*

Wright Air Development Center. (WADC) Air Force 
center responsible for technical developments con
cerning aircraft and missile components. Located 
at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

write. Eltctronic computtrt. To introduce informa
tion, usually into some form of storage.

WSEG (abbr). *Weapons Systems Evaluation Group.* 
W8MR (abbr). *White Sands Missile Range.* 
WVT (abbr). *Watervliet Arsenal.* 
WW I (abbr). ‘World War I.’ 
WW II (abbr). 'World War II.’



X
X (abbr). In such usage as XM19, designates an ex

perimental t;pe item. When the item is standardised, 
the *X* is dropped. The use of *X* and ‘M* together 
as a prefix supersedes previous Ordnance Corps 
practice of designating experimental or test models 
by the single prefix *T.' See also: A; B; B; Mi T.

X-axia. 1. Horizontal axis in a system of rectangular 
coordinates; that line on which distances to the 
right or left (east or west) of a reference line are 
marked, especially on a map, chart, or graph. X 
Horizontal line imagined to pass through the target

at right angles to the line connecting gun and target 
X-eagias. An in-line engine with the cylinder banks 

so arranged around the crankshaft that they re
semble the letter *X’ when the engine is viewed 
from the end.

xyl'dlae. Any of certain isomeric hydrocarbon com
pounds having the formula CgHgfCH^gNH^ used 
esp. in fuels.

XLWB (abbr). 'Extra-long wheelbase.'
xpl (tbbr). 'Explosive.'
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yaw. 1. The angle between the direction of motion 

of a projectile and the axis of the projectile, re
ferred to either a* ‘yaw,* or more completely, ‘angle 
of yaw.' The angle of yaw usually varies period
ically, but the mean yaw increases with time of 
flight in an unstable projectile and decreases to 
a constant value, called the ‘yaw of repose,' or the 
‘repose angle of yaw,' in a stable projectile. See 
also: etaMlity factor. X Angular displacement 
about an axis parallel to the normal axis of an 
aircraft, guided missile or the like.

yaw acceleration. See: acceleration, yaw.
yaw damper. A control system or device that reduces 

the yaw of an aircraft, guided missile, or the like.
yaw ia bora. The maximum angle between the axis 

of the bore of a gun and the axis of the projectile 
which can occur due to the clearance between the 
bore diameter and the bourrelets. Cf: balloting.

yaw of repees. See: yaw.
T-axia, 1. Vertical axis in a system of rectangular 

coordinates; that line on which distances above or 
below (north or south) of a reference line are 
marked, especially od a map, chart, or graph, 2. 
Line imagined to pass from the gm through the 
target, perpendicular to the imaginary horiaoutal 
X-axis which crosses it at that point

T-aafmutk. Clockwise angle from grid north, to a 
given direction. Often called ‘grid aiimuth.’

yellow. Indicates, in the nomenclature of * SIGNAL, 
SMOKE, GROUND, several smoke pellets which 
produce freely falling streamers of yellow smoke at 
the height of the trajectory.

yellow labeled cargo. See: labeled cargo.
yeEow tracer. Indicates, in the nomenclature of a 

SIGNAL, ILLUMINATION, AIRCRAFT, a yellow 
tracer light, followed by freely falling stars (lights) 
of indicated colors.

T-gna. Two-barreled, antisubmarine gun, shaped like 
the letter Y, used to throw depth charges to either 
side of the stern of the vessel on which the gun is 
mounted.

yield. The amount of total energy release of blast, 
thermal radiation, and nuclear radiation of a nu
clear detonation, measured or expressed in kilotons 
or megatons, terms which indicate the amount of 
TNT that would produce a detonation of the same 
total energy. See: kiloton; megaton.

YOKK, UNIVERSAL JOINT. A component of a 
UNIVERSAL JOINT which is designed to ac
commodate or include a epider, block an'* Mr oi (i) 
of a UNIVERSAL JOINT. The opposite end must 
have either a flange, hub or splined stub shaft which 
is designed to be attached to a driving or driven 
member. For items with a shaft, the length from 
the end of the shaft to the center of the cross pin, 
block, or spider bearing the accommodations shall 
not exceed twice the length of the splines. See also: 
FROFBLLBR SHAFT*

TF (abbr). ‘Yield point.'
T8 (abbr). ‘Yield strength.*
Tuma Tant Station. A class I Army installation lo

cated near Yuma, Ariaona, which is available to 
the technical services for the purpose of conducting 
hot weather, desert, and other type development and 
engineering tests of Army materiel and equipment.
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Z. 1. (abbr). ‘Zone.* 2. (code) ‘Greenwich civil time.* 
Z-axie. Theoretical vertical reference projection es

tablished at the launching «:te perpendicular to the 
X- and Y-axes.

Maith. The point in the celestial sphere directly 
overhead.

seaith liaUace. In celestial navigation, the shorter 
angular distance of a celestial body from the scnith 
measun*d along the vertical circle that passes through 
the body Also called 'co-altitude.*

This is equivalent to the angular distance between 
the observer and the subpoint of the body, and may 
be expressed in nautical miles. When so expressed, 
it is not called 'co-altitude.'

sere. 1. Eltclrnic cmfuliri. Nothing; positive 
binary sero is usually indicated by the absence of 
digits or pulses in a word; negative binary sero in a 
computer operating on ore’s complements by a pulse 
in every pulse position in a word; in a coded decimal 
machine, decimal sero and binary sero may not have 
the same representation. In most computers, there 
exist distinct and valid representation both for plus 
and for minus sero. 3. Sight setting for both eleva
tion and windage for any particular range which 
will cause the bullet to strike the center of the target 
oo a normal day under favorable light conditions 
with no wind blowing. X Adjust any instrument 
or apparatus to a sero point or to an arbitrary read
ing from which all other readings are to be measured.

sero deflection. Adjustment of a sight exactly parallel 
to the axis of the bore of the gun to which it is 
attached.

sere height of bunt Condition obtained when rounds 
fired with the same fuse setting and the same quad
rant elevation result In an equal number of airs 
and graces.

sore in. 1. To adjust the sight settings of a weapon by 
calibrated results of firings. 1 To adjust any de
vice to another so that automatic synchronisation 
results.

sore Isasth. Term applied to such items as racket 
lauor&rs and racket suspension bands to indicate 
that the item Is designed to hold the rocket in posi
tion for launching but nut to give it guidance See:

BAND, SU8PBNSI0N, ROCKIT; LAUNCH!®, 
ZIRO LBNGTH, 0UID1D MI881LI.

sere-lift angle. See: angle, sero-lift
sere point The location of the center of a burst of aa 

atomic missile at the instant of detonation. The 
sero point may be in the air, or on or beneath the 
surface of land or water, dependent upon the type 
of burst, and it is thus to be distinguished from 
ground sere.

sore twist See: twist, sere.
ZI (abbr). 'Zone of interior.*
sip fuel. Popular term for fuel, high energy, which set.
Za (rods). True asfanuth.*
sone. (Z) 1. Any tactical area of importance, generally 

parallel to the front, such as a fortifier* vea, a de
fensive position, a combat sone, traffic - atrol sone, 
etc. X Area in which projectiles will fall when a 
given propelling charge is used and the elevation is 
varied between the minimum and the maxfamms. Urn 
of the term is generally limited to howitaer and 
mortar firings, 3. An attitude sone is that part of 
the atmosphere that lies between two specified alti
tudes, referred to by a code number, within which a 
particular line of the meteorological message is 
applicable. .

sene charge. The number of increments of propellant 
in a propellant charge of semifixed rounds, corre
sponding to the intended sons of fire; e«^ sone 
charge S consists of 5 increments of propellant Sea 
also: increment

sone Are. Artillery or mortar fire that is designed to 
cover an area in which a target is situated.

sene of diapenfon. Area over which shots scatter when 
fired with the. same setting.

sene of interior. (ZI) 1. That part of a natfonai 
territory held Intact against foe eneasy, in which the 
main cianpower, weapons, and sguipmsnt are gan- 
erated for use of the armed forces. X By informsee, 
the continental United States.

se^ weight See: weight sane.
ZuaL General purpose rocket for air-to-air and air- 

to-ground combat A 5-inch, foldtng-ln, solid pro 
pellant rocket developed by the Navy.
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APPENDIX
SUPPLEMENTARY TERMS

ACCOUNTABILITY. Accountability is the obligation 
of an mdividual, officially designated with respect to a 
specified activity, to maintain records of item balances 
and/or dollar values in accordance with a prescribed 
system showing authorized debits, credits, and avail
able balances on hand or in use by such activity.

ACCOUNT CODE. A numerical designation assigned 
to each account for the purpose of segregating status 
of stock by broad purposes or intended use.

ACTUATOR. A device which initiates or controls the 
operation of a mechanism. The term implies an in
termittent duty cycle for the mechanism.

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT. Equip
ment not essential to the performance of assigned 
operational missions and tasks. Included are admin
istrative and habitability equipment, such as office 
machines, drinking fountains, la'indries, and movie 
projectors.

ADVICE CODE. An alphabetic/numeric code used to 
transmit instruction considered by the creators or 
requisitions to be essential to the desired supply ac
tion. Insertion of an advice code is at the discretion 
of the requisitioner. Advice codes are opposite to 
status codes in that directional flow is reversed.

AEROBALLISTICS. A term derived from aerodynam
ics and ballistic! and dealing primarily with the motion 
of bodies, such as guided missiles or rockets, whose 
path is determined by applying the principles of both 
sciences, though often to different p6rtions of the 
path. ' '

AERODYNAMICS. That branch of fluid dynamics 
concerned with the motion of the air and other gase
ous fluids and with the forces acting on solids im
mersed in such fluids.

AIR BURST. The explosion of a nuclear weapon in 
the air, above land or water, at a height greater than 
the maximum radius of the fireball.

AIR JET NOZZLE. A nozzle producing a jet of gas, 
namely air, commonly used to maintain attitude and 
guidance control of a missile during the spatial portion 
of flight. Also used to spin stabilise reentry bodies.

AMMUNITION INSPECTOR. An individual with the 
knowledge of the characteristics and limitations of the 
various types of ammunition who is specially trained 
in the care, handling, storage, maintenance, and reno
vation of ammunition. At an ordnance establishment 
the ammunition inspector in charge is assigned as chief 
of the surveillance division and is directly responsible 
to, and reports to, the commanding officer on all as
signed responsibilities.

AMMUNITION MAINTENANCE. Does not involve 
the disassembly of ammunition or replacement of com
ponents, but that work performed to prevent deterio
ration of exterior surfaces in individual items or pack
ages of ammunition components. Typical examples are 
derusting, spot painting, and processing bomb fuze 
cavities.

AMMUNITION MODIFICATION. The alteration of 
ammunition or missile items as a result of engineering 
changes, such as the replacement of components which 
does not involve the extensive facilities and equip
ment required for renovation. Typical examples are 
refuzing, deep drilling, and replacement of cartridge 
cases.

AMMUNITION OFFICER. Normally designated by 
the ordnance officer of the command. As such, he 
performs tasks which assist in providing adequate staff 
supervision of ammunition activities.

AMMUNITION TRAIN. An organization consisting of 
personnel and vehicles for transporting ammunition. 
It is synonymous with the term "truck convoy” if 
vehicles are loaded with ammunition.

APPARENT PRECESSION. The relative angular 
movement of the spinning axis of a gyroscope in rela
tion to a line on the earth, resulting from the rotation 
of the earth and the property of the gyroscope to 
maintain its spinning axis in the same direction in 
space.

AREA SUPPLY SUPPORT ACTIVITY. A supply 
distribution activity assigned responsibility for the 
storage and distribution of supplies for a given geo
graphical area.

AUDIT PACKAGE. A package containing standards 
snd reports which are forwarded to a standards facility 
where calibration is performed. The completed report 
of this calibration (environmental conditions, tech
niques, etc.) is transmitted with the standard, or 
standards, to the point of origin for evaluation.

AVAILABILITY BALANCE CARD. An EAM card 
prepared for each condition reservation, installation 
identification, account, and stock number of an item 
containing identification such as item name, stock 
number, unit price, location, unit of measure, FIA 
category, and the quantitative information required 
such as requisitioning objective, on hand, due in, and 
due out.

BACK ORDER. That portion of stock requisitioned 
which is not immediately available for issue or deliv
ery to the requisitioner and will be recorded as com
mitments for future issue.

BALLAST. A substance included in, or substituting 
for, the payload of a missile for the purpose of chang
ing weight or load characteristics in order to preserve 
desirable aerodynamic characteristics.

BALLASTIC SHIELD. The cover through which the 
gun of an armored vehicle protrudes, which covers the 
opening in the turret for elevation and traversing.

BINDER. A material used in solid propellants to give 
mechanical strength to the grain.

BIT. Binary digit. A choice between two equiprobable 
events.

BLACK BOX. A term used loosely to refer to any 
subcomponent that is equipped with “connects” and 
"disconnects” so that it can be readily inserted or re
moved from a specified place in a larger system (e. g. 
complete missile) without benefit of knowledge of its 
detailed internal structure.

BREECHBLOCK. A movable steel block in the mech
anism of a breech-loading cannon that cJoees the 
breech opening of the tuba during firing.

BURNING RATE. For solid propellant fuels, the rate 
of burning is the linear measure (normal to the burn
ing surface) of the propellant grain which is consumed 
in unit time, usually expressed in inches per second.
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CALIBRATION CORRECTION CHART. A chart or 
graph prepared for specific test and measuring equip
ment to show the correction that must be applied to 
the indicated reading to obtain the actual value of the 
parameter being measured.

CALIBRATION FACILITY. That part or adjunct of 
an installation that provides calibration services.

CALIBRATION INTERVALS. The maximum permis
sible interval within which a test set or standard must 
be calibrated. Calibration intervals are specified in 
the calibration section of the applicable technical pub
lication.

CALIBRATION LOOP. An operation wherein certified 
standards are transported to one or more locations for 
the purpose of certifying the accuracy of reference 
standards or test equipment, and are returned to their 
points of origin.

CAPITAL OR "OTHER" EQUIPMENT. Nonexpend
able supplies on hand or in use at a fixed installation 
(post, arsenal, shop, proving ground, etc., as contrasted 
to being in the hands of troops in the field).

CAPITAL PROPERTY (FIXED ASSETS). Consists 
of real property, installed building equipment, and 
nonexpendable supplies (equipment) which meets cri
teria a and b below and/or is so designated in an 
Army supply manual.

a. Useful life of more than 1 year.
b. Value of $100.00 or more, per item.

CATALYST. A substance causing a reaction between 
two or more substances, itself remaining unchanged

CENTERING SLOPE. A tapered portion near the'for- 
ward end of a cannon tube chamber which passes the 
projectile and alines it with the bore.

CENTER OF GRAVITY (c.g.) a. In aerodynamics, a 
reference point at which static mechanical balance of 
the configuration occurs.
b. The balance point of an item. To be considered 
when lifting it.

CENTRIFUGAL FORCE. A radially outward force 
experienced by an observer in a reference frame that 
is rotating at an angular velocity with respect to an 
inertial frame.

CERTIFICATION. The action taken by a responsible 
calibration facility to attest to the accuracy of a 
calibrated item.

COLLIMATION. The process of adjusting an instru
ment (optical) or device so that its reference axis is 
alined in a desired direction with a predetermined 
tolerance.

COMBAT LOAD. Supplies and equipment prescribed 
to be taken into combat for a specific operation for 
a period of time during which resupply will not be 
available. The term may apply to a weapon, a vehi
cle, an individual, or an organisation.

COMMENCEMENT OF RIFLING. That portion of 
the forcing cone where "he lands reach maximum 
height.

COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK. A system consist
ing of a number of designated stations connected with 
one another by any means of communication.

COMPARISON CHECKING. That operation per
formed, using calibrated test and measuring equip
ment, to detect and/or adjust any variation in uncali
brated test and measuring equipment.

COMPUTER A device which can accept informction, 
and supply information, and in which the supplied 
output information is derived from the accepted input 
information by means of a process of logic; i.e., any 
systematic process of deviation which is demonstrably 
free from self contradiction.

CONCENTRIC RECOIL MECHANISM. A hydro 
spring type recoil mechanism used in turret artilleiy 
m which the entire mechanism surrounds (he cannon. 
See hydrospr in/f recoil mechanism.

CONDITIONAL SUBSTITUTE ITEM. An item rec
ommended to the requisitioner for issue in lieu of 
requisitioned item and which, in the judgment of the 
supplier, will serve the intended purpose for which the 
original item was requested.

CONDITION RESERVATION CODE (CRC). A one
digit code designating the physical condition of stock 
or the reservation of stock.

CONDITION RESERVATION CODE NO. I. Service
able—suitable for immediate unlimited use.

CONDITION RESERVATION CODE NO. 2. Suitable 
for immediate limited use. (Applies only to those 
items currently designated by the appropriate stock 
control point for limited purpose usage; i.e., tank 
track, limited to domestic issue.)

CONDITION RESERVATION CODE NO. 3. Suitable 
for use after minor processing or repair and/or addi
tion of missing attachments of components. (Limited 
to those items which can be made serviceable through 
maintenance in storage funds.)

CONDITION RESERVATION CODE NO. 4. Service
able— reserved for assembly. (Applies only to as
sembled sets and items or tools, accessories, and 
equipment being held for assembly and physically 
segregated in stcrage.)

CONDITION RESERVATION CODE NO. 5. Unclas
sified items which have been identified by stock num
ber and item name but not examined for condition.

CONDITION RESERVATION CODE NO. 6. Unserv
iceable, economically reparable.

CONDITION RESERVATION CODE NO. 7. Unserv
iceable (economically reparable). An item in unserv
iceable condition, but economically reparable, which 
has been placed on program execution directive or 
scheduled for rebuild within the next 90 days.

CONDITION RESERVATION CODE NO. 0 Unserv
iceable, not economically reparable. (Prescribed for 
use in depot stock accounting only, not to be stock 
status reported.)

CONDITION RESERVATION CODE NO 9. Items 
reserved for special reporting under specific direction 
of the Chief of Ordnance.

CONEX. A reusable shipping container designated to 
worldwide surface and water movement of suitable 
military supplies and equipment.

CONSUMPTION RATE. Consumption rate is the av
erage quantity of an item expended or consumed dur
ing a given time interval, expressed in quantities per 
applicable basis. Typical basis of consumption rates 
are pounds per weapon per day, pounds per man per 
day, and quantities per 1,000 men per month.

CONVERTER. A device or part of a computer which 
changes the language of information from one form to 
another in order to make it available or acceptable to 
another machine or device.
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COORDINATE. A coordinate it one of a set of num
bers used to locate a point relative to a system of axes.

COORDINATE SYSTEM. A tet or system of refer
ence axes, commonly situated to that they are mutu- 
a'ly perpendicular at a common point

COUNTERBALANCE. A spring-loaded device which 
aids in opening and closing a breechblock while at its 
loading angle.

CREDITABLE RETURNS. Materiel returned by cus
tomers to stock fund inventory for which credit is 
required to be granted baaed upon the allowable value 
of materiel.

CREDIT BALANCE. A minus quantity reflected on 
the atock record for a specific item.

DAILY ACTIVITY RECORD. A listing prepared daily 
during the process of preparing new availability balance 
cards, indicating for each item the opening balance, 
the individual debits and credits to this balance iden
tified by document number, and the closing balance.

DAY OF SUPPLY The ammunition day of supply is 
the estimated quantity of conventional ammunition 
required per day to sustain operations in an active 
theater. It is expressed in terms of rounds per weap
on per day for ammunition items fired by weapons, 
and in terms of other units of measure for bulk allot
ment ammunition items. It is used by the Department 
of the Army, based on recommendations by theater 
commanders, in establishing theater ammunition stock
age objectives end supply levels. The basis is applied 
to weapons authorised to be in the hands of all troops 
in the theater, beginning with their arrival in the 
theater. The ammunition day of supply includes the 
percentage of ammunition by types for both ordnance 
and chemical ammunition items. When the term 
"ammunition day of supply” is used to express either 
quantities on hand or ammunition available to support 
tactical operations, it must be qualified in terms of 
each type of weapon or item. For example, "10 days* 
supply for the 81-mm mortar; 6 days' supply tor the 
lOt-mm howitxer; IS days* supply for all other weap
ons and items," rather than the general statement that 
IS days’ supply is available. The day of supply may 
vary in each theater to conform to experience, type 
operation, or plan. In a new theater, the Department 
of the Army ammunition day of supply as published 
in SB 38-26 will be used as a basis for initial stockage 
until such time as experience provides a firm basis for 
change. Theater commanders must make continuous 
studies of expenditures and recommeiid necessary 
changes, bearing in mind that increases in the day of 
supply may result in increases in production rates and 
may require additional manufacturing facilities. Nor
mally, a time lag of 4 to 12 months occurs between 
recommendations and the resultant receipts in the 
theater. Decreases in the requirement must also be 
reported promptly to permit reduction in procurement 
rates and release of manpower and facilities to meet 
other requirements. The term "day of supply” docs 
not apply to special ammunition.

DEMAND CODE. A mandatory entry made by the 
initiator of a requisition or a supply directive of a 
single alphsbetic character to indicate, to the manage
ment element of a distribution system, whether the 
demand is recurring or nonrecurring.

DEPOT AUTHORIZED STOCKAGE LIST. A list of 
all items appearing on the current stockage lists of 
each Army post, esmp, and station supported by the 
depot, plus those active items defined in paragraph 
4,203 of ORDM 3-2.

DEPOT DEMAND STOCKAGE LIST. A list of all 
demand tupported items included on authoriied stock
age lists of directly supported supply echelons, except 
those authorised for local acquisition by lower eche
lons, plus requisitioned items meeting the frequency 
criteria at the depot, of six demands (except special 
weapons for which the requirement is three demands) 
during the ptevious 360 days. ,

DEPOT SUPPORT. That support mission which pro
vides the reserve of supply and supply potential which 
is required to insure an uninterrupted flow of supplies 
>nto the combat xone. This support mission is pro
vided by fixed-type units operating in the COMMZ 
or the xone of interior.

DETAIL CARD. An EAM card used to record each 
individual transaction affecting the depot's stock ac
counting or reporting activities, providing a medium 
for mechanical posting of stock records and subsequent 
analysis of transactions.

DEW POINT. The temperature at which the actual 
content of water vapor in the atmosphere is sufficient 
to saturate the air with water vapor.

DIFFERENTIAL. A device which produces an output 
substantially in proportion to the rate of change of the 
inputs.

DIGITAL CONVERTER. A computer accessory which 
converts digital information to analog form.

DIGITIZE. To render an analog measurement of a 
physical variable into a numerical value, expressing 
the quantity in digital form.

DISPLACEMENT. A vector or a value representing 
the change in position of a missile relative to a plane 
of reference.

DISPOSAL. The act of getting rid of excess or surplus 
property under proper authority. Disposal may be 
accomplished by, but is not limited to, transfer, dona
tion, sale, abandonment, or destruction but doos not 
include redistribution.

DOCUMENT IDENTIFIER. A code (three digits) that 
identifies the basic type of administrative action, the 
specific subtype of supply transaction, and related 
modifying instructions. This code is used on each 
type of supply and movement documents within and 
between supply and distribution systems.

DOCUMENT NUMBER. A 14-digit number (nondu- 
plicative) constructed so as to identify the military 
service, requisitioner, requisition date, and serial num
ber.

DOMESTIC REQUISITION. A demand for supply 
placed on a designated technical service supply point 
within CONUS by CONUS organisation or installa
tion, or within an oversea command by an oversea 
organisation or installation.

DRAG. A resistive force exerted in a direction opposite 
to the direction of motion and parallel to the relative 
airstream.

DRUM, MAGNETIC. A rotating cylinder on whose 
magnetic material coating, information is stored in the 
form of magnetised dipoles, the orientation or polarity 
of which is used to store binary ir. formation.

DUE IN. Quantity of materiel which has been placed 
on order but has not been received.

DUE OUT. Quantity of materiel which is desired by 
service organisations but for which no stock cn hand 
exists.
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DYNAMETER. An opt::al dynameter ia a small tele
scope or magnifier equipped with a micrometer and 
used in the precise measurement of the exit pupil and 
eye distance of other optical instruments.

EARTH-FIXED REFERENCE. A system oriented at 
some point on the earth and maintaining its original 
position relative to the plane of the horizon. Also 
referred to as a system "slaved to the earth."

ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM. A chart or graph 
showing the relation of all known electromagnetic 
waveforms classified by wavelength. The visible light 
spectrum occupies an extremely minute portion of the 
electromagnetic spectrum.

EMERGENT RAY. In optics, the term applied to a 
ray of light leaving a dense medium as contrasted with 
the entering or incident ray.

ENCODER. A device for converting information avail
able in analog form into a form suitable for processing 
by a digital computer.

ENTRANCE PUPIL. The real image formed by all 
lenses or optical elements preceding the eyepiece; also 
used as a term tn denote the aperture of the objective.

EQUIVALENT FULL CHARGE (EFC). The primary 
round of ammunition for a particular cannon produc
ing a bore wear factor of 1.00. All other rounds in 
that particular cannon are rated in wear according to 
that EFC round. Used to forecast tube wearout and 
new tube requirements. Formerly FSR (full service 
round).

ERROR SIGNAL RATIO. Changes in gains of error 
signals for a desired correction, considering, for exam
ple, changes in missile velocity, changes in the density 
of the medium through which movement occurs.

ETCHING. The marking of a surface by acid, acid 
fumes, or a tool. A process extensively used in the 
manufacture of reticles.

EXCEPTION DATA. Specific instructions for which 
no codes or combination of codes have been assigned. 
These instructions are written in the "Remarks" blocks 
of the requisition card. Identification to the supplier 
of exception data being shown on the requisition will 
be by the third digit of the document identifier code.

EXCESS PROPERTY. Excess property is property 
under control of a Federal agency which is not re
quired for its needs and the discharge of its responsi
bilities. To be classified excess property, property of 
the Department of the Army, Navy, and Air Force 
must be determineo to be excess by the heads of all 
three departments.

EXHAUST VELOCITY. The velocity at which a pro
pelling fluid or gas is discharged from a thermal 
(rocket) engine.

EXPANSION RATIO. The ratio of the pressure at a 
point just outside the rear lip of an exhaust nozzle to 
the pressure in the combustion chamber.

EXPENDITURE. An expenditure is the consumption 
of ammunition by an organisation. For purposes of 
record with certain exceptions (nuclear weapons and 
designated missile items) ammunition is considered as 
expanded when issued to the user. Special ammunition 
is considered expended when a delivery unit notifies a 
supporting ordnance special ammunition unit and the 
fire direction center of this fact.

FIA CATEGORY CODE. This code consists of five 
digits which identify thr stock manager, the funding 
and current cataloging status, the supply classification 
group, and, at required, a subdivision of the Federal 
supply classification group for management purposes.

FIELD STORAGE UNIT (FSU). A group of ammu
nition stacks located a sufficient distance from adjacent 
FSU's to provide reasonable protection against the 
spread of fire, detonation, or contamination.

FILTER, BAND-PASS. An electrical network which 
passes a band of frequencies between two particular 
frequencies.

FLIGHT PATH. The path of the center of gravity of 
a missile, usually with reference to the earth.

FOCAL LENGTH. The distance from the pnneipta 
focus (focus of parallel rays of light) to the surface 
of a mirror or the optical center of a lens.

FOCAL PLANE. A plane (through the focal point) 
perpendicular to the principal axis of a lens or mirror.

FOCAL POINT. The point to which rays of light con
verge or from which they diverge when they hive been 
acted upon by a lens or mirror.

FOLLOWUP. A tingle line inquiry as to the action 
taken on a requisition previously submitted.

FOLLOWUP ANSWER. A reply to a requisitioner’s 
followup or to a request for cancellation.

FORCE/ACTIVITY DESIGNATOR. A Roman nu
meral designating a unit, organization, or installation 
performing a function or mission; a body of troops, 
ships or aircraft, or a combination thereof; a function, 
mission, project, or program, including military assist
ance programs (MAP).

FORECAST OF AVAILABILITY. Forecast of availa
bility is defined as an estimate made and forecast con
cerning availability of supplies for an ensuing period. 
Normally it is expressed in terms of an available sup
ply rate which will be obtainable for this ensuing 
period.

FORMAL ACCOUNTABILITY. Refers to the obligation 
to maintain formal records. All property is subject to 
formal accountability unless specifically exempted by 
regulations or specific instructions of the Department 
of the Army.

FREE FLIGHT. The flight of a guided missile or 
rocket after thrust termination.

FRICTION. The resistance to relative movement of 
two surfaces in contact with one another.

FULL SERVICE ROUND (FSR). See EFC.

GHOST IMAGE. A hriy second image caused by re
flection sometimes seen in observing through a tele
scope.

GIMBAL LOCK. The malfunction of a two-axis gyro
scope in which the normally orthogonal gimbals be
come coincident in the same plane.

GRAVITY. The attraction of the earth on other par
ticles or bodies, producing an acceleration of 32.17 feet 
per second on the surface of the earth.
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GUIDED MISSILE. An unmanned vehicle moving 
above the earth's surface, whose trajectory or flight 
path is capable of being altered by a mechanism with 
in the vehicle

GYROSCOPE, NORTH-SEEKING. A gyroscopic in
strument for indicating or establishing direction, Its 
operation is based on a self-nulling system whereby 
earth rotation is a rate input dependent upon the 
latitude of the instrument. It then tends to nullify 
this input by alining the spin axis, thereby establishing 
a direction.

GYROSCOPE PRECESSION. An effect manifested by 
a rotating rigid body when a torque is applied to it in 
such a direction that the orientation of the axis of 
rotation would change in the absence of angular mo
mentum, The motion of the axis is at right angles to 
the direction c( the torque, provided rotor speed and 
applied torque are constant.

HEAVY ROCKETS. Any rocket-type weapon, without 
guidance equipment, which is 318-mm in diameter or 
over.

HUMAN ENGINEERING. The art or science of de
signing, building, or equipping a guided missile system 
to the anthropometric, physiological, or psychological 
requirements of a person.

IDEAL BURNING. Burning of solid propellants so that 
the thrust and chamber pressure remain essentially 
constant throughout the burning time.

IGNITER. A device used to initiate combustion. More 
specifically, a device which initiates burning of a pro
pellant in a rocket combustion chamber.

INACTIVE ITEM (NICP). Any item for which less 
than six valid demands (except special weapons items, 
where the requirement is three valid demands) have 
been placed on the entire depot system during the 
previous 360 days, irrespective of the quantity re
quested in each demand, and which has not been jus
tified by the national maintenance point for stockage.

INDUCTIVE PICKUP. A device used to interpret 
motion as an electrical signal.

INERTIAL FRAME OF REFERENCE. A reference 
free from all space motion, providing a space-fixed 
xone for the absolute measurement for the events of 
mechanics.

INFORMAL ACCOUNTABILITY. Refers to the obli
gation to maintain informal records, other than a stock 
record account, for certain desses of property under 
conditions specified in regulations of specific instruc
tion of the Department of the Army. Such records, 
as well as formal records, are subject to such examina
tion by auditors or others as may be authorised or 
required by Department of the Army instruction.

INITIAL SOURCE OF SUPPLY. The point to which 
requisitions a:e sent by requisitiuners for supply or 
approval and necessary action. This point may be a 
depot, national inventory control point, supply/stock 
control point, head of technical service, or procure
ment office.

INSTALLATION IDENTIFICATION CODE. A two 
digit numerical number and/or a single alphabetic 
symbol that identifies an installation of the Ordnance 
supply system.

INSTALLED BUILDING EQUIPMENT. (Formerly 
installed personal property.) Those items of equip
ment and furnishings, including materials for installa
tion thereof, winch are required tn make the facility 
usable and are affixed as a permanent part of the 
structure; these items will include plumbing fixtures 
and equipment; fixed heating, ventilating, cooling, air
conditioning, electrical, and fixed fire protection sys
tems; elevators and escalators; overhead-crane run
ways; laboratory counters; cabinets and similar fixed 
equipment. Excluded are machine tools, production 
equipment, and their foundations.

INTEGRATING CIRCUIT A circuit whose output 
waveform is the time integral of one or more input 
waveforms.

INTEGRATION. The process of finding a single func
tion with respect to variable inputs.

INTERLOCK. A safety device which interrupts me
chanical, electrical, or hydraulic circuits to prevent 
their operation until certain correct conditions exist.

INTERPUPILLARY DISTANCE. The distance be
tween the cent, ■. of the pupils of the eyes. It is 
generally stated in millimeters. It varies with the 
individual. ,

"IN THE CLEAR" ADDRESS. The narrative descrip
tion of the shipping address code.

INTRATHEATER. Any transaction or action occurring 
totally within the theater boundaries.

INVENTORY CONTROL POINT. An organizational 
unit or activity within the supply system of a military 
service which is assigned thr primary responsibility 
for the integrated materiel management of a group of 
items, either the responsibility of a particular service 
or for the Defense Department as a whole.

INVERTER. STATIC. Electrically, a device for chang
ing direct current into alternating current. A static 
inverter uses nu moving parts, operating on the prin
ciple of a crystal iscillator frequency being divided, 
phase-shifted, and amplified, then regulated to the 
necessary voltage and frequency requirements.

ISSUE GROUP. A relative sequential grouping of 
priority designations for the assignment of priority 
delivery dates and processing times.

ISSUE PRIORITY DESIGNATOR (IPD). The nu
meric entry made by the initiator of a requisition 
which relates to the mission of the requiring activity 
(force/activity designator) and the urgency of the 
need (urgency of need designator).

KEY DOCUMENT NUMBER. The document number 
of the line item in a shipment having the earliest 
required delivery date.

LATERAL COORDINATE. A guidance measuring Pa
rameter perpendicular to the plane of the trajectory.

LATERAL SUPPLY. Lateral supply may be defined 
as a supply action whereby adjacent Ordnance organi
zations assist each other by releasing parts and sup
plies to each other as critical needs arise for iterqs 
temporarily out of stock in the requesting unit or at 
the normal point. Usually this is practiced in order 
to remove major items from deadline status, to relieve a 
critical supply shortage, or in an unforeseen emergency.

LATITUDE. The angular distance of a point on the 
earth from the equator, either north or south.
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LEVEL(S) OF SUPPLY. A general supply term used 
for planning purpose* and in the control of supply 
operations for expressing quantities of materiel au
thorized or directed to be held in anticipation of issue 
demands. It is expressed in days of supply, or in cer
tain cases, in specific units of quantity. In the singular 
the term "level of supply" is invariably qualified with 
a descriptive word or phrase. The following definitions 
include certain specific levels of supply as well as 
other terms c! rely related to and necessary for con
sideration with levels of supply:

a. Operating level ot aupoly. The quantities of 
materiel required to sustain operations in the 
interva* between requisitions or the arrival of 
successive shipments. These quantities should be 
based on the established replenishment period 
(monthly, quarterly, etc.).

b. Order and ahippintf time. The time elapsing 1 f 
tween the initiation of stock replenishment a- 
tion for a specific activity and the receipt by 
that activity of the materiel resulting from such 
action. Order and shipping time is applicable 
only to mcteriel within the supply system, and 
is composed of two distinct elements:
(I) Older time. The time elapsing between the 

initiation of stock replenishment action and 
submittal of requisition or order. The time 
elapsing between the submittal of requisi
tion or order and shipment of materiel by 
the supply activity.

(2) Shipping time. The time elapsing between 
the shipment of materiel by the supplying 
activity and receipt of materiel by the re
quiring activity.

c. Procurement leadtime. The time elapsing be
tween the initiation of procurement action end the 
receipt into the system of materiel purchased 
as a result of such action. Procurement leadtime 
is applicable to materiel to be obtained from any 
source outside the procuring department or by 

. manufacture within the department.
d. Requiaitionint objective. The maximum 

quantities to be maintained on hand and on 
order to sustain current operations. It will con
sist of the sum of stocks represented by the 
operating level, safety level, and the order and 
shipping time or procurement leadtime as ap
propriate.

e. Safety level ot tupply. That quantity (in addi
tion to the operating level) of materiel required 
to permit continued operations during minor 
interruptions of normal replenishment or unpre
dictable fluctuations in supply demand.

f. Stockade objective. The maximum quantities of 
materiel to be maintained on hand to sustain 
current operations. It will consist of the sum of 
the stocks represented by the operating level and 
the safety level.

g. Sfragetic reserve. That quantity of materiel 
which is placed in a particular geographic loca
tion due to strategic considerations or in antic
ipation of major interruptions in the supply 
distribution system. It is over and above the 
stockage objective.

LIFT-OFF. (First motion.) The first indication of mo
tion of the missile from its launcher, completing the 
physical separation between the two.

LIGHT RAY. The term applied to the radii of waves 
of light to indicate the direction of travel of the light. 
Light rays are indicated by arrows and lines.

LONGITUDE. The angular distance of a point on the 
earth from the prime meridian, either east or wrest.

MACH. A unit of speed equal to the velocity of aound 
in a given medium.

MACH NUMBER. The ratio of the speed of a travel
ing body to the speed of sound for a given medium.

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER. A saturable reactor-type 
of device capable of amplifying, controlling, or serving 
as a mixing computer, delivering an analog output.

MAGNETIC BRAKE. A friction brake controlled by 
means of an electromagnet (solenoid). Used in con
junction with slip-clutches, can isolate various com
puter stages or fix a shaft position.

MAGNETIC NORTH. The direction indicated by the 
northr^eking element of a magnetic compass when 
influenced only by the earth's magnetic field.

MAG NETIC TAPE. A ferromagnetic impregnated tape, 
uwd for storing information by varying the magnetic 
pre perties.

MAGNIFICATION. The increase in the apparent size 
of a.i object produced by an optical element or in
strument

MAINTENANCE EXCHANGE STOCK. End items of 
equipment authorized by heads of technical services 
for stockage at installations and/or activities, which 
are required for replacement of unserviceable items of 
equipment when immediate repair of the unservice
able equipment cannot be accomplished r,y the field 
maintenance activity.

MAINTENANCE FLOAT. Those end items of equip
ment authorized by the ordnance officer for stockage 
by field maintenance unite, which are required for 
replacement of like unserviceable items of equipment 
when immediate repair of the unserviceable equipment 
cannot be accomplished by the field maintenance unit

MAJOR INTRANSIT NUCLEAR INCIDENT. Any 
incident which results in a nuclear explosion, or which 
subjects nuclear materiel or components containing 
nuclear materiel to excessive shock or fire.

MANDREL. A mold used for shaping the inner con
figuration of a solid propellant grain.

MARGINAL RAYS. Rays of light near the edge of 
the field of a lens.

MARINEX. A water express service for priority ship
ments. Cargo in this category is given preferential 
handling at all intransit points ard is top-stowed 
aboard fast ships for priority discharge at porta of 
destination.

MARK SENSING. The automatic conversion to 
punched-hole form of date-marked EAM cards with 
electrographic lead or ink.

MATERIEL RELEASE CONFIRMATION (MRC). 
A notification from a shipping activity satvising the 
originator of a materiel release order of the positive 
action taken on his order. '

MATERIEL RELEASE DENIAL. A notification from 
a shipping activity advising the originator of a mate
riel release order of the negative (warehouse refusal) 
action taken on his order.

MATERIEL RELEASE ORDER (MRO). An order 
issued by an accountable supply distribution activity 
directing a nonaccountable shipping activity witkin 
the same supply distribution complex to release mid 
ship materiel.
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MATRIX An array of circuit element!; e.g.. diodes, 
wires, magnetic cores, relays, etc., which are capable 
of performing a specific function (e.g., conversion from 
one numerical system to another).

MAXIMUM ORDINATE. The perpendicular distance 
from the surface of the earth to the highest point of 
a trajectory.

METHOD OF EXPRESSING DATES. All dates will 
be expressed in four digits. This will consist of the last 
digit of the calendar year followed by a three-digit day 
of the year (numeric day of the year); for example: 
12 January 1964 would be written 4012. The 4 is the 
last digit of the year and the 012 represents the 12th 
day of the year. The day of the year is indicated on 
each page of all standard Government-issue desk 
calendars.

MICRON. One-thousandth part of a millimeter.

MINOR INTRANSIT NUCLEAR INCIDENT. Any 
incident which results in damage to the transporting 
c wrier sufficient to delay the movement or require 
rtloadirg of the nuclear materiel to another carrier, 
but which does not expose the materiel to haxardous 
conditions.

MINOR NONEXPENDABLE SUPPLIES. Consists of 
nonexpendable supplies, the unit standard price of 
which is $10 or less.

MINUTE OF ARC. Unit of angle, one-sixtieth part of 
a degiee.

MISSILE GUIDANCE SYSTEM. A group of compo
nents which measures the position of a guided missile 
with respect to its target or center of gravity, and 
causes changes in the flight path as required. Some 
of the system elements may be on the ground at the 
launch point, en route to the target, or airborne srithin 
the missile.

MISSILE RESPONSE. The time interval between 
generation of an error signal and initiation of a ma
neuver to correct the causitive error.

MOBILE SUPPLY POINT. Consists of ammunition 
which has been placed on motor vehicles or on rail
cars and is rendily available for rapid displacement in 
support of a designated combat force. Mobile supply 
points are usually established to support a fast-moving 
situation.

MODULE. A combination of components within a 
package, or so a: ranged that they are common to one 
mounting, that pi ovides a complete function of func
tions necessary for subsystem or system operation.

MOMENT OF FORCE. The effectiveness of a force 
to produce rotation about an axis. Pitch, roll, and 
yaw as applied to tie missile are force momenta (also 
known as torque).

MOMENTUM. The product of the mass of a body and 
its linear velocity.

MONOCULAR. Pertaining to vision with one eye. A 
term applied to optical instruments requiring the use 
of only one eye.

MOTOR CASE. (Chamber) In solid propellant rocket 
application, the pressure container or bottle containing 
the propellant to which it attached the nossle.

MULTIPACKED CONTAINER. A container enclosing 
two or more items assigned different numbers.

MUNITIONS OFFICER. An officer assigned to a 
branch or service other than Orc'nance who is desig
nated to supervise the ammunition supply activities of 
his unit. This may be the unit S4 or another officer 
designated us his agent. Ordinarily, a munitions offi
cer is the ammunition supply representative for the 
user.

NATIONAL INVENTORY CONTROL POINT (NICP). 
An organizational unit or segment within the overall 
supply system of a technical service to which the head 
of the technical service has assigned primary responsi
bility of a pu icular technical service or for the 
Department of Defense as a whole.

NATURAL FREQUENCY. That frequency at which a 
body or system will vibrate if displaced and allosved 
to oscillate freely.

NAUTICAL MILE. The distance subtended on the 
equator by an angle of one minute of arc drasvn from 
the center of the earth.

NEWTON’S LAWS. The laws pertaining to motion: 
(I) Every body continues in its state of rest or of 
uniform motion in a straight line unless acted upon by 
some outside force. (2) Change of motion is propor
tional to force applied and takes place in the direction 
of the line of force. (3) To every action there is an 
equal and opposite reaction.

NO-BACK. A safety device which presents a reverse 
flow of pourer through the manually operated part of 
a gear train when the remainder is being power oper
ated. Prevents output from driving input.

NOZZLE. The “pinched" or restricted area of a rocket 
engine, often referred to as the thrust-producing re
striction.

NUCLEAR ORDNANCE ITEMS. Assemblies, equip
ment, components, and parts which are peculiar in 
design to nuclear weapon programs.

NUCLEAR WEAPONS. An instrument of eombat 
which utilises nuclear energy as the principal means 
for inflicting damage upon an enemy.

OBJECTIVE CAP. A protective device, usually made 
of leather, which is placed over the objective end cf 
the instrument when the instrument is not in use.

OBLIGATED STOCKS. Obligated stocks are stocks 
earmarked or set aside for specific purposes; e<., 
special projects or programs, civilian aid, authorised 
reserves, etc. Such stocks are usually established on 
a quantitative basis and are in addition to levels of 
supply.

OPERATIONALLY DEADLINED. When repairs re
quired to return a major item to operational status are 
beyond the capabilities of local maintenance facilMaa 
or when replacement parts required to return the item 
to operational status are not available from local 
sources.

OPERATIONAL MISSILE. A missile that, in contrast 
to a research and development missile, can be used 
against an enemy target; a “weaponised” system.

ORDNANCE CLASS IV SUPPLIES. Those items 
which are used or consumed by a clam IV project. 
Basically, all ordnance general supplies which ere 
shipped to a theater of operations are claw II unlam 
specifically shipped for a clam IV project.
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ORDNANCE DEMAND STOCKAGE LIST (ODSL). 
The master authorized stockage list is synonymous 
with the worldwide stockage list and will be composed 
of all items appearing on distribution and key depot 
authorized stockage lists, plus those active items de
fined in paragraph 4,205 cf ORDM 3-2, which do not 
appear on any depot stockage list.

ORIFICE. An opening through which a fluid or gas 
may discharge; may be fixed or adjustable.

OTHER EQUIPMENT. Consists of supplies which do 
not meet the criteria of "capital property*' but cannot 
be classified as '‘expendable.'*

OVERSEA REQUISITIONER. The authorised activ
ity within an oversea command that submits requisi
tions direct to CONUS.

PARTIAL STORAGE MONITORING. A periodic in
spection of nuclear weapon t ajor assemblies or com
ponents consisting mainly of observation of humidity, 
temperatures, and visual damages or deterioration 
during storage prior to and upon the completion of 
being moved.

PASSING ORDER. An order used to pass an errone
ously routed requisition to the appropriate depot or 
distribution point, and to >.»ss a requisition from one 
distribution system to another.

PBAA. Abbie via tian for polybutydiene acrylic acid 
used as a solid propellant in some missiles.

PECUNIARY LIABILITY. Refers to a personal, joint, 
or corporate monetary obligation to make good any 
loss, damage, or destruction of property resulting from 
fault or neglect. Pecuniary liability also may result 
under conditions stipulated in a contract or bond.

PENDULUM. AIR-BEARING. A gravity-sensitive 
leveling device using a pendulous mass as the sensing 
element supported by an air bearing.

PICKOFF. A device for converting mechanical motion 
into an electrical signal proportional to the mechanical 
motion.

PITCH. The movement of an airframe or missile about 
its center of gravity so that the nose moves up or 
down in the plane of the flight path.

PITCH PROGRAM. A preset churn*! «f information 
applied to the missile servo system to initiate pitch 
or “tilto.'er** to a vertically launched missile.

PLANOGRAPH. (Noun) A graphic representation of 
storage space which may be used to depict assignment 
of space warehouse layout, or availability of space.

PORT DESIGNATOR. A th'ee-position numeric code 
identifying a specific surface terminal or geographic 
area or location for discharge of cargo.

POWERPACK, (a) Armament—The power source of 
a hydraulic system in turret artillery, (b) Automo
tive—The engine and transmission of a vehicle.

PRECHARGE PRESSURE. The gas presaure in an 
accumulator before it is charged with oiL 
See Accumulator.

PREPARATION FOR OVERSEA MOVEMENT 
(POM) REQUISITION. A requisition submitted to 
fill shortages reported by unite for oversea movement.

PRIORITY DELIVERY DATE (PDD). The maximum 
standard terminal date for normal order and shipping 
time required for a supply system to effect delivery of 
items to a requisitioner.

PRISM. PORRO. A triangular optical prism having 
one 90 J and two 45° angles. Light enters perpendic
ular to the hypotenuse, and. after two internal reflec
tions, leaves by the same face.

PROPELLANT. SOLID A missile propellant in the 
form of s molded or extruded solid containing a ho
mogeneous mixture of oxidizer and fuel.

PROPELLANT, UNRESTRICTED. A propellant grain 
wherein combustion takes place on more than one 
planar surface.

PROPERTY RECORD AND PROPERTY ACCOUNT. 
These are general terms referring tc any record of 
property, formal or informal; they are inclusive, not 
only of stock record accounts but also of company and 
station property books, clothing, and equipage records, 
hand receipt records, or any other systematized files of 
property records.

PULLOVER GAGE. A device for measuring the ver
tical bore diameter of a cannon tube near its forcing 
cone to determine the amount of bore erosion.

PULSE. A variation of a constant quantity; this varia
tion is characterized by a rise and decay and has a 
fixed-time duration.

DUPIL. The dark center of the eye; it is the aperture 
through which light enters the eye.

PURCHASE REQUEST. A document prepared by a 
depot national inventory control point, and/or sepa- 
r><e office requesting procurement of materiel.

RANGE. The distanie from a launching point to a 
target. It may be measured along the surface of the 
earth or a chord connecting the two points.

RANGE COORDINATE. A theoretical projection con
structed . mutually perpendicular to the cross range 
coordinate and slant altitude coordinate along which 
the slant range accelerometer is oriented and measured.

REACTION. The force exerted by the supports or 
bearings on a loaded mechanical system. As a result 
of a rocket engine burning, the exhaust velocity of the 
gas imparts a velocity to the missile through the sup
porting structure.

REAL PROPERTY. Consists of lands and interests 
therein, leasehold buildings, and improvements and 
appurtenances thereto. It includes piers, docks, ware
houses, rights of way and easements, whether tempo
rary or permanent, underground conduits and associ
ated manholes, utilities systems and parts thereof, and 
all other improvements permanently attached and 
ordinarily considered real estate. It does not include 
machinery, equipment, fixed signal communication?, 
system, etc., which may be served or removed from 
buildings without destroying the usefulness of the 
structures.

RECEIVING ACTIVITY. An activity which physically 
receives, tally*s-in, inspects, and accepts materiel for 
a lequisitioner.

RED TAG DA Form 9-111 (Unserviceable Test In
strument or Standard) which is attached to an un
serviceable test instrument or standard, indicates .that 
repair is required. The tag consists of a pink frontal 
sheet, a carbon paper throwaway insert, and a red 
cardboard backing. The cardboard backing remains 
attached to the instn ment or standard until such time 
as the corrective action has been completed. The pink 
frontal sheet is furnished to the responsible property 
or maintenance officer and serves as a memorandum of 
action required.
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RED TAGGED ITEM. An item not meeting required 
specifications when checked by a calibration team and 
therefore considered unsatisfactory for use until re
paired and recalibrated.

REENTRY. The return of a missile or nose cone into 
the sensible atmosphere.

REJECTION. Status resulting from a decision by the 
supplier that positive supply action cannot be taken 
for a definite reason.

REPORTING PERIOD. The time ..nterval between 
successive ammunition reports. The period is set, by 
administrative orders, according to the situation.

REQUEST FORM. The form used to submit a request 
for parts and supplies and parts.

REQUIRED DELIVERY DATE (RDD). The calen
dar date when materiel is required by the consignee.

REQUISITION. A request for supplies frstn an au
thorised requisitioner.

REQUISITIONER’S CODE. An alp .tabetic/numeric 
code locally assigned to each nonaccountablc request
ing activity. Thia code vust not duplicate those as
signed to accountable ins jilations/activitieo.

RESOLVER. A device used to convert or exchange 
data from one system to another.

RESPONSE. A quantitative expression of the output 
of a device or system as a function of the input.

RESPONSIBILITY. Responsibility is the obligation of 
an individual for the proper custody, care, and safe
keeping of Government property entrusted to his pos
session or under his supervision. , 
a. Command responsibility. Commanding officers are 

required to insure that the property of their com
mand, both serviceable and otherwise, is properly 
safeguarded, accounted for, and administered.

b. Direct. Applies to individual to whem property 
is entrusted to their possession.

RETROFIT. The modernisation of nuclear weapons 
and components, and related equipment, by retroactive 
change to materiel. Retrofit orders, retrofit program, 
and retrofit supplies are examples of tha use of thia 
term.

ROCKET ENGINE. A type of propulsive device which 
develops thrust independently of tha medium in which 
it operates.

ROCKET, MULTISTAGE. A rocket or rocket missile 
having two or more thrust-producing units each used 
for different stages of the rocket's flight

RO/RO TRAILER. An Army-owned highway semi
trailer or wheeled vehicle moving military cargo in 
the roll on/roll off service between CONUS depots, 
vendor plants, and designated oversea consignees.

ROUTING IDENTIFIER. A three-position code that 
identifies a specific supply and distribution organisa
tion as to its military service or governmental owner
ship, and its geographical location.

SALVAGE APPRAISAL OFFICER. A specially trained 
officer assigned to a shipping installation who remains 
on alert status from time of loading of the carrier 
until its receipt by the consignee.

SECONDARY SOURCE OF SUPPLY. Any source of 
supply upon which a referral order, supply directive, 
or purchase request is placed by an initial source of 
supply.

SEMICONDUCTOR. An electrical conductor having a 
resistivity in the range between those of metals and 
insulators (neither a good conductor nor a good in
sulator).

SERVICEABLE SUPPLIES. New or used items which 
are in condition for issue or which may be placed in 
such condition through processing from storage, in
stalling accessories, snd servicing.
a. Serviceable jroup A. New or used supplies pos

sessing original appearance and serviceability and 
ready for immediate issue.

b. Serviceable troop B. All other supplies which 
qualify as serviceable.

SERVICEABILITY STANDARDS. Standards which 
materiel must meet prior to issue.

SERVOMECHANISM. A combination of devices for 
controlling a source of power in which the output (or 
some function thereof) is fed back and compared to 
some reference at the input; the difference of this 
comparison being an error signal used to effect the 
desired control.

SHIPMENT. A line item or group of line items packed, 
marked, and documented for movement to a single 
consignee as identified by the requisitioner, supple
mentary address, and project codes. A shipment is 
normally limited to a single transportation conveyance.

SHIPMENT DETAIL CARD. An RAM card used to 
transmit shipping information to the OSA only.

SHIPMENT PLANNING. The accumulation and anal
ysis of shipping data for subsequent scheduling of 
selection, packaging, and movement activities.

SHIPMENT STATUS. Positive advice of shipment in
cluding date of shipment, mode, bill of lading, airway 
bill number, etc., as applicable.

SHIPPING ADDRESS CODE (SC). A six-position 
alphabetic/numeric code depicting pn “in-the-clear'' 
address of individuals or activities authorised to direct, 
ship, or receive matenv . documentation, and/or billing.

SHIPPING ADDRESS DIRECTORY. A Hating of 
each "in-the-clear’ addreaa for which a shipping ad
dress code has been assigned.

SHIPPING ADDRESS FILE. A file maintained in 
shipping address code sequence in the card format 
specified.

SPECIAL AMMUNITION SUPPLY POINT (8A8P). 
A supply installation from which issues of complete 
rounds of missiles and heavy rockets, to include con
ventional and nuclear weapon warheads and propel
lants, nuclear demolitions, and nuclear artillery shells, 
are made directly to supported using units.

SPIN STABILIZATION. A technique for stabUistaffi 
missiles, usually reentry bodies, during final phase of 
flight, in which a slow spin is imparted to eliminate 
dispersion due to misalinements.

STABILITY. The adherence of a missile to its desired 
attitude during a flight, being meet important in the 
very early low-velocity periods of flight

STABILIZED PLATFORM. A space-fixed reference 
framework often used to mount guidance aceeterom- 
eters so that they may integrate and thus yield posi
tions and velocities from an unchanging mferanca 
plane. A stabilised platform can also be employed to 
determine missile attitude using transducers to mess 
ure relative position between the missile and platform. 
A stabilised platform is a basic requirement for an 
inertial guidance system.

STANDARDS, LOCAL. Standards of various levels, 
with accuracy certified to higher level Standard, which 
are established by installations or appropriate authrr- 
ity for reference purposes in support of local opera 
tiont Mtd niooittMo
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STANDARDS. NATIONAL REFERENCE. Standards 
maintained by the National Bureau of Standardi 
(Washington, D. C., and Boulder, Colo.) which con
stitute the highest level of accuracy and the legal basis 
for measurements in the United States.

STANDARDS, PRIMARY REFERENCE. The source 
of the most accurate measurements within the Ord
nance Corps calibration system, the accuracy of which 
is known and stated. These standards are certified by, 
or directly derived from, the National Bureau of 
Standards and are housed in an adequately controlled 
environment.

STANDARDS, PRIMARY TRANSFER. Those stand
ards with accuracy certified as a result of comparison 
to primary reference standards. They are used to cer
tify the accuracy of subordinate standards.

STANDARDS, SECONDARY REFERENCE. Those 
standards with accuracy certified as a result of com
parison to primary standards. They are used to certify 
the accuracy of subordinate standards and are housed 
in an adequately controlled environment

STANDARDS. SECONDARY TRANSFIR. Those 
standards with accuracy certified as a result of com
parison to secondary reference standards. They are 
used to cert.fy the accuracy of test or measuring 
equipment.

STATE CODE. A two-digit prefix which designates the 
state tn CONUS or the foreign fiscal station number 
for overseas (AR 37-102-1).

STATION CODE. The depot, direct support unit, or 
station code assigned by the oversea commander or 
CONUS major commander (AR 37-102-1).

STATISTICAL SAMPLING INVENTORY METHOD. 
Physical inventory by exception of selected items to 
establish and maintain an agreement between stocks 
on hand and the recorded quantitative balance with 
minimum.

STATUS CODE. A code used to transmit status infor
mation from the inventory manager and/or supply 
source to the creator of a requisition or the consignee. 
Status codes are the opposite of advice codes in that 
directional How is reversed. *

STOCK LEVEL. See level of tupply.
STOCKPILE CONFIGURATION. The individual nu

clear weapon components and assemblies, packaged as 
prescribed by appropriate technical publications, re
quired to construct a major nuclear weapon assembly 
into the configuration in which it is tired.

STOCK RECORD ACCOUNT. A basic formal record 
showing, by item, the receipt and disposal of property, 
the balance on hand and such other identifying or 
stock control data as may be required by property 
authority. Such account is maintained on prescribed 
forms and by or under the supervision of an account
able officer. Stock record accounts may be maintained 
manually or by prescribed accounting records.

STOCK SELECTION. The process of gathering and 
consolidating into one or more centralised assembly 
areas, the supplies to the shipped and/or the positive 
identification of stocks that will be placed into the 
carrier conveyance directly from the storage location.

STORAGE INSPECTION OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS, 
MISSILES, AND HEAVY ROCKETS. Nondestruc
tive teats applied at prescribed time intervals to nu
clear weapon components to insure that the compo
nents will function as intended. Tests are not applied 
to a weapon as a whole.

STORAGE MONITORING OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS, 
MISSILES. AND HEAVY ROCKETS. A periodic 
inspection applied to nuclear weapon major assemblies 
or components, missiles, and heavy rockets to ascer
tain whether any damage or deterioration has occurred 
since the previous inspection. Storage monitoring is 
mor' frequent and less comprehensive than storage 
inspection.

STRATA INVENTORY The statistical sampling on a 
scheduled basis of each stratum dependent upon error 
rate as previously determined by statistical sampling 
inventory.

STRATUM. A segment of the total items sto'ed within 
an installation established by a specific storage area.

SUBSONIC. Less than the speed of sound, or less than 
mach number one.

SUPERCHARGE PRESSURE. The initial priming 
pressure to fill a hydraulic system.

SUPPLIES. Consists of all raw materials, commodities, 
manufactured articles, means of transportation, unit 
assemblies, and units of machinery or equipment pro
cured, stored, or issued for the Army which have not 
become real property. Supplies are further classified 
a, being expendable or nonexpendable. However, an 
item of supply may be accounted for as expendable or 
nonexpendable depending upon the use of which it is 
issued. For instance, an otherwise nonexpendable item 
might be expended and lose its separate identity when 
supplies to be merged with a set, kit, or major as
sembly.

SUPPLY CONTROL. Supply control is the process by 
which, through a system of reports, computations, and 
evaluations, all data pertaining to an item of supply is 
assembled, and culminates in the balancing of all de
mands for the items against all assets of the items, 
resulting in definitive supply action leading to either 
budget estimates and procurement, disposal or allo
cation.

SURPLUS PROPERTY. Excess property not required 
for the needs and discharge of the responsibilities of 
all Federal agencies.

TELEMETRY. The complete measuring, transmitting, 
and receiving for remotely indicating, recording, and/or 
integrating information.

TERMINAL VELOCITY. In aeroballistics, the gieat- 
est speed a body attains under ideal conditions at the 
end of operation of its propulsive phase; also impact 
velocity.

THERMAL. Of or pertaining to heat

THROAT. In rocket or jet engines, the most restricted 
part of an exhaust noxxle.

THRUST. The force acting on a rocket motor due to 
the reaction caused by the expulsion of matter at high 
velocity. •

THRUST, AVERAGE. Total impulse developed by a 
particular rocket engine, divided by total burning time.

THRUST DECAY. The process by which rocket en
gine thrust decreases to aero as a result of terminating 
thrust by a cutoff signal voluntary burnout.

THRUST TERMINATION. Ending rocket engine thrust 
either intentionally by a cutoff signal or by allowing 
exhaustion of propellant through maximum burning 
time; cutoff or burnout.
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THRUST TERMINATION PORTS. Sealed porta in
corporated in the forward end of a solid propellant 
motor bottle which are blown out to neutralize the 
effecti of forward thruat. The porta are blown by a 
cutoff signal sent to detonating devices.

TRAJECTORY. ACTUAL. The path described by a 
missile during an actual flight.

TRAJECTORY. BALLISTIC. The path traveled by an 
object with an initial velocity and free to fall through 
apace or the atmosphere.

TRAJECTORY DATA. Measurements relating to the 
flight path of a missile; i.e., velocity, acceleration, dis
placement, attitude data, etc.

TRAJECTORY (FLIGHT PATH). The path of a 
missile from firing point to detonation or impact.

TRAJECTORY, IDEAL. The theoretical flight path of 
a missile, usually the basis for trajectory calculations.

TRAJECTORY. STANDARD. The predicted flight 
path of a missile, talcing into consideration all possible 
disturbing factors that might be developed or en
countered during the flight.

TRAJECTORY, ZERO "G." The flight path of a mis
sile that produces a condition where centripetal gravi
tational attraction of the earth is nullified by inertial 
(centrifugal) forces.

TRAJECTORY. ZERO LIFT. A flight path in which 
the control system acts to maintain a condition of no 
aerodynamic lift on the missile.

TRANSCEIVER. Equipment for card-to-card trans
mission by way of telephone or telegraph wires.

TRANSDUCER. An electrical device, usually an in
ductive type, which translates motion or displacement 
into a proportional electrical signal, normally a voltage; 
a position indicator.

TRANSISTOR. An electronic device for amplification 
and/or control consisting of a semiconducting material 
to which contact is made by two or more electrodes 
which are usually metal pointe or sui faces soldered to 
the semiconductor. It has the capability of perform
ing many of the functions of a vacuum tube.

TURRET ARTILLERY. A genera! term used to refer 
to both tanks and self-propelled vehicle armament.

TYPE OF CARGO CODE. A twe-digit numerical code 
to distinguish types of cargo and labels required for 
shipment of this materiel.

UNCAGING. The removal of a restraining device which 
locks a gimbal system when not in operation. Uncaging 
can be accomplished manually or automatically, de
pending on the application.

UNSERVICEABLE SUPPLIES. Items which do not 
qualify as serviceable, grouped as follows:
a. Unserviceable jroup C. Supplies which are un

serviceable and economically reparable.
b. Unserviceable (roup D. Supplies which are un

serviceable and not economically reparable.

URGENCY OF NEED DESIGNATOR. An alphabetic 
letter which relates to the urgency of need as deter
mined by a requisitioning activity using the criteria 
prescribed by the materiel issue priority system.

VALIDITY CHECK. A test of a specific data field or 
columns in a punched card document to determine 

- whether the punched information is within the pre
scribed standard limits as appropriate for the card 
document being tested.

VALVE. BLEED. A valve controlling the voluntary 
discharge of air or fluid used to drain a system or to 
remove unwanted air or fluids from the system.

VALVE, RELIEF. A hydraulic or pneumatic system 
element designed to limit the pressure to a maximum 
safe value.

VALVE, SERVO. An electrically operated ot controlled 
hydraulic or pneumatic valve which itself is part of a 
servosystem; usually the signal receiving device in the 
servosystem.

VECTOR. A quantity possessing magnitude, direction, 
and sense.

VELOCITY. CUTOFF. The velocity of a missile when 
thrust is terminated; a critical determinant as applied 
to range.

VENT. The hole through the obturator for travel of 
the primer flame. Any hole bored through the wall of 
an object to allow a passage.

VOUCHER. An instrument used to evidence a trans
action in a property account. Normally there are four 
types of vouchers'.
a. Adjustment voucher. Used to bring the belance- 

on-hand figures as shown on the stock record cards 
into agreement with the quantities actually on 
hand.

b. Credit voucher. Lists article to be dropped from 
a property account; decreases balance on hand.

c. Debit voucher. Lists articles to be picked up on 
a property account; increases balance on hand.

d. Wash voucher. Is not posted to stock record.

WAREHOUSE DENIAL. An advice by storage divi
sion that the quantity of a specific item in storage ia 
less than the quantity ordered to be shipped.

WEAPONS LIST. A list of weapons authorised and on 
hand within tactical or other units employed in a com
bat role. It includes hand-carried weapons, towed ar
tillery, and weapons mounted on wheeled or tracked 
vehicles. A current list of weapons is maintained by 
the ammunition officer at each echelon of command. 
Weapons lists usually are obtained from major items 
or materiel status reports submitted by lower echekina 
of command to higher echelons of command. In thia 
connection, use of proper and accurate nomenclature 
cannot be overemphasised. Erroneous nomenclature 
will cause shipment of the wrong ammunition. If the 
wrong ammunition is shipped, it not only caueea a 
waste of transportation and the man-hours involved, 
but may result in the loss of combat efficiency of the 
using unit and. in some instances, be serious enough to 
cause tactical defeat.

WEB (THICKNESS). In unrestricted-burning solid 
propellant rocket grains, the minimum distance which 
can bum through, as measured perpendicularly to the 
burning surface.

WORD. In digital computer applications, an instruc
tion, a number, or an arbitrarily coded quantity.

X-AXIS. A theoretical reference projection, establiahed 
at the launcher, lying in the plane of the trajectory 
and in the target direction.

YAW. Angular displacement about an axis perpendic
ular to the longitudinal axis of the missile, causing the 
missile to turn crosswise, left or right, in flight.

Y-AXIS. A theoretic.'! reference projection perpendic
ular to the local horizontal at the launching point.
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